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PREFACE." 

‘HERE are eleven million horses in the United States, and 

not one man in a million who knows how to educate them 

to the highest degree of usefulness. We say educate ; for the 

horse is an animal of high and spirited organization, endowed by | 

his Creator with capabilities and faculties which sufficiently re- 

semble man’s to come under the same general law of education 

and government. Primarily, the word educate means to lead out 

or lead up; and it is by the process of leading out and leading 

up a child’s faculties that the child becomes a useful man, and it 

is by a like process that a colt becomes a useful horse. Now, 

teachers, like poets, are born, not made. Only a few are gifted 

to see Ante and through any form of highly organized life, 

discern its capacities, note the interior tendencies which produce 

habits, and discover the method of developing the innate forces 

until they teach their noblest’ expression, and then apply the 

true and sufficient guidance and government., .The few who have 

this gift are teachers indeed, and, next to the mothers of the 

world, deserve the world’s applause as emer among its ben- 

‘efactors. ’ ; ' 

Next to child training and government comes horse training 

and government ; and which is the least understood, as were 

*This preface was written by a gentleman well known in the world of let. 

ters, and especially famous, ‘Bot only as a lover of fine horses, but asa high 

authority on all matters concerning them. Learning. that I had in preparation a 

new work, he volunteered to write the preface, which is here given as a concise 

introduction to the author's own labors, with a high appreciation of the compli- 

ment paid him by the distinguished writer, in the personal allusion, the publi- 

cation of which demands xo apology when its high source is considered. 
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tv PREFACE. 

hard to say. Boys and colts, so much alike in friskiness and 

stubbornness, both are misunderstood and abused in equal ratio. 

The boys are shaken and whipped, and the colts are yanked, 

kicked, and- pounded. That high-spirited or slow-witted boys be- 

come good men, and high-spirited or dull colts make serviceable 

horses, I conceive is due to the grace of God more than to man’s 

agency,—that fine grace, I mean, spread abroad through and ex- 

isting in all His creatures, which operates in regenerating con- 

| tinually, making the good better, and preventing those whose 

circumstances forbid their becoming good from becoming ab- 

solutely bad. 

The author of this book is known to me as one of the 

gifted ones of the earth, because he is gifted to discern the na- 

ture of animals, and educate them for man’s service. The pos- 

session of this gift suggested his mission, and well has he fol- 

lowed it, and by it been educated himself to a degree rarely, if 

ever, attained by man before. I doubt if there be on the gloke 

his equal in knowledge as to the best method of training horses. 

Through this volume he seeks to give the public the benefit of 

his experience. I bespeak for it the careful perusal of the curi- 

ous, and of those especially whose judgment and heart alike 

prompt them to seek for and promulgate knowledge, which, be-. 

ing popularized, would make the people more humane and horses 

more serviceable. | . 
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LAW OF COPYRIGHTS. 
eS 

HE exclusive benefits of copyrights extend to twenty-cight years, 
then renewable for fourteen years; tf the author ts dead, to the 

heirs, by re-recording, and advertising the re-record for four weeks 

in any newspaper in the United States. 

The forfeiture of all the books, and a penalty of fifty cents on 

each sheet (sixteen pages) of the work, half to the United States, 

and half to the author, is the penalty for publishing or tmporting 

any work without the written consent of the. author; and the 

printer ts equally liable with the publisher. ; 

Entries must be sent to the Librarian of Congress at Wash- 

ington, D.C. The laws are found in Vol. IV. of the United 

States Statutes, pages 430-439. 

wes~ This Work, with “ Facts for Horse Owners,” from which 

the part on the horse is taken, is protected by three separate 

Copyrights, covering, first, its Title; second, its Literary Compost- 

tton; and, third, its Engravings. "Gu 

There are also three patents covering important methods of 

subjection and treatment given in this book. First, a simple means 
of subjection by which any horse, however vicious, balky, or un- 

manageable, can be put in harness, subdued, and driven gently with- 

out danger of accident. Second, a method by which headstrong, 
lunging, runaway horses can be. controlled directly, and so subdued 
by the pressure of the reins upon the nerve centers, that he will 
soon submit to the ordinary restraint of the bit. Third, a method 

of preventing and curing contraction and quarter-crack—an ab- 

solute cure for quarter-crack, with freedom to drive on any road 
as desired, without causing the hoof to split back as it grows— 

guaranteed a means of perfect cure. Fourth (patent pending), a 

method by which most horses pulling or lugging on the bit, will 
_ drive safely and easily to a pleasant and easy restraint of the reins. 

pes Purchasers of this Work or “ Facts for Horse Owners” 
from the author or his agents, will be entitled to the use of either 

or all of these patents (for personal use only), without extra 
charge; all others using them will be subject to legal proceed- 

ings. “Ge (y) 



Veterinary Surgeons. 

WENTY-FIVE years ago, there were but very few veterinary surgeons 

‘in the country, and these were located exclusively in the larger cities; and . 

there were no veterinary schools Sor their instruction. During recent 

years, the better informed classes of the communtty have become so awakened 

to the importance of treating the diseases of domestic animals intelligently, 

in accordance with scientific principles, that there have been established 

quite a number of well-conducted veterinary colleges in this country and 

Canada; andin consequence there are now to be found, in most of the larger 
towns in all the States, intelligent, well-trained, and competent 
men, who have graduated from such colleges. 

Now, Iam in @ position to know that the training in these schools is de- 

signed to be very thorough, and that those at their head are well qualified 

for their positions; and a certificate of graduation from any of these 

colleges should be sufficient to give entire confidence tn the competency of . 

the person holding it, and entitle him to the encouragement, of stock owners. 

It cannot be denied that veterinary surgeons trained in this way are, asa 
class, among the most useful and hard-working men in any of the profes- 

sions,and should be respected and encouraged accordingly. 

So, tf you have a horse or other animal that has been injured or become 
atch, especially if a valuable animal, tt ie by all means advisable to call in 

a veterinary surgeon, provided there be one within reach; and this 

should be done at once, without the haéard of delay. No matter how plain 
the instructions given in this book may seem, the safest and wisest cowrse 
will be to employ such a man, if available, Even though @ man is not 
a regular graduae, if he has the reputation of being successful tn practice, tt 
will be best to employ him. 

_ In this, as in other professions, there are men who have such natural 
ability as to become very succesaful in practice. If I had a horse taken 
sick, even though I knew just what to do; I should be induced to call tn the © 
aid of a veterinary surgeon, if there was one obtainable. So do not give 
the cold shoulder to the veterinary who may come with proper qual. 
tfleations to locate in your neighborhood, but extend to him the encouragement 
of your early and cordial support. 

(v1) 
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INTRODUCTION. 

For Special Reasons of Interest to the Reader, What is Writ- 

ten Here Should be Mead First, and wien Care, /— 

special exhibitions in the art of taming horses, there was but 

very little known on the subject, and what was known could 

not be regarded as more than the merest empiricism. Indeed, I 

had been under the i impression myself at that time, that there was 

some great secret, giftedness, scent, or medicines by which vicious 

horses could be controlled and changed in character. This im- 

pression had misled me greatly ; and it was only by long-continued 
observation and practice that I was finally able, little by little, to 

grasp the subject in its true aspect, and learn the real principles of 
subduing and controlling vicious horses in a practically reliable 
manner. 

The drift of my efforts and experiments which enabled me to 
do this, extended over many years, and during the first decade were 

necessarily but little more than a series of crude experiments, suc- 

cess being constantly alternated with: more or less failure; and, in 

fact, I was deeply interested in the study, and was far from éxhaust- 
ing it, when I left the road at the expiration of over nineteen years 
of the most exacting experience’ before the public, and extending to 

all the older-settled States of the country, But every failure, when 

made, had been only the means of suggesting new points, revealing 

to me new and more correct insight into the study, thereby carry- 

ing me forward, and enabling me finally to accomplish results in the 

= SUBJECTION OF SPECIALLY VICIOUS HORSES, 

which were not only a source of constant interest and surprise to 
myself, but of astonishment to the best horsemen in the country 
and the world, because of reducing the principles of controlling and 

educating horses to the basis of an exact science, and not only rev- 

olutionizing all previous ideas of the control and management of 
horses, but saving fully eighteen-twentieths of the time usually re- 
quired in their training, as well as making it entirely safe and 

simple to do. The power to change, as if by magic, the character 

of a horse that ies perhaps defied all previous effort to be brought 
(xvii) 

Pion to 1860, when I was first betrayed into’ giving some 
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under restraint, and proved in consequence to be practically worth- 
less, frequently in the short period of less than an hour, could not 

but be accepted as a startling innovation to them, but, if possible, 
of more interest from the fact that these results were brought about 
by clear, well-defined principles of treatmient, so plain, simple, and 
practical as to be easily understood and applied, and within the 

ability of any ordinary person to master and use. 
These principles I was compelled to teach as a secret, for which 

I charged a fee of from five to ten dollars; which instructions were 
necessarily limited to a few hours, and to a few representative 

citizens in each neighborhood that I visited; and though I pub- 
lished a small work, which was included in the instructions, it was 

of necessity so written as not to impart these secrets, and would 
give no idea whatever of my methods and principles of treatment 

to persons who had not attended my lectures, 
Though possessed, when young, of a remarkably strong consti- 

tution, the constant struggle and excitement forced upon me in so 
difficult a field for so many years, gradually undermined and im- 
paired my health, until, in the early winter of 1878, I finally broke 
down so seriously as to be compelled to leave the road. 

TI now concluded to carry out at my leisure the purpose which 
had for some time been developing in my mind,—that of writing out 

the full details of my system, including such knowledge as I be- 
lieved to be most valuable to horse owners, and that would bring it 
within the reach of people generally. I at first intended to make a 
work of only about three hundred: pages, which would. ‘embody 

merely the simple outlines I gave to classes, with some additions to 
the treatment for sickness and lameness which I had already given 
in my old book. But after writing it up and preparing the illustra- 
tions I supposed necessary, : I could see so much that should be 
added, that I was induced to're-write the whole matter, bringing it 

up to about six hundred pages, with about three hundred and fifty 
illustrations. When this was completed, I again found it necessary 
to make still more additions, until it grew: upon my hands to the 
present size and number of illustrations of my regular book on this 

subject. With the enlargement of the work grew also upon me the 

desire to make the departments of Shoeing, Sickness, and Lame- 
ness equally satisfactory. With this object I made 2 special effort 
to secure the best veterinary skill I could command ; but in this I en- 
tirely failed, until fortunate in arresting the attention of DR. JAMES 

HaMILL, D. V.5S., of New York City, formerly Professor of Patho- 
logical Shoeing in the Columbia Veterinary College, whom I: found 
to have attended my lectures in that city in the winter of 1872, and 
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who exhibited the kindest interest in my efforts, not only volunteer- 
ing all the aid in his power to give, but securing for me the aid of 
two of his colleagues, DR. CHAS. A. MEYER, N. Y. City, and Dr. 
Joun A. Mc LAuGHLIN, then of Jersey City, N. J., now of Provi- 
dence, R. I., both of whom occupied high positions in the profession. 
Dr. HAMILL gave me every aid in his power, not only in preparing 

the chapter on Shoeing, for which he was specially qualified, but in 
other departments, and in addition, placed the use of his fine library 

freely at my disposal. 
The better to facilitate my work, I had these gentlemen dictate, 

to me the outlines of treatment required, in the simplest language 
possible, with permission to make any changes I desired. ‘It is but 
just, also, to them, to explain that the dictations by them were in 

all cases made without premeditation, the point in view being to 
give me the facts most clearly and in the fewest words. This was 
the more difficult .for them from the fact that they were limited to 
my ability to take notes, as,,on account of the peculiarly sensitive | 

condition of my health, I could endure but very brief SonySEsren 
and but thirty or forty minutes’ writing at one time. 

I was also specially indebted to Pror. E. A. Mc uta of 
Bridgeport, Conn., who was at the time Lecturer on Shoeing and 
Diseases of the Foot in Columbia Veterinary College, who gave me 

/much valuable aid in that department. ‘Dr. B. C. Mc BETH, of 

Battle Creek, Mich., also rendered me very important assistance. 

After five large editions of the book had been published, and 
meeting with the greatest favor, it was strongly urged upon me by 
a leading book publisher, to add a STocK DEPARTMENT that would - 
in general character correspond with the rest of the work as it then 
stood. In support of his assertion, he stated that there was not a 
single really practical or reliable work published on the subject, and 
that if I would make such a book, I would not only be sure of 
a large sale, but confer a substantial benefit upon the farming com- 
munity. 

There had also been from the first repeated and urgent inquir- 
ies by my agents for such an additional feature, it being given as a 
reason that while farmers were greatly interested in horses, and 

needed the instructions given, they strongly desired also the addi- 

tional departments suggested. 
‘Influenced by these considerations, I was led to consider the mat- 

ter seriously. But I found there was no single professional man in the 

country, so far as I knew, who could write up all the departments of 
such a work in the practical manner I required, as men even in the 
very first ranks of the profession: are only proficient in certain de- 
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partments, necessarily depending upon the aid of standard authori- 

ties. Then, there was no one man in the country whose time could 

be made available for the purpose, even at a high compensation. 
‘In this emergency, and advised by veterinary friends, I deter- 

mined upon the following plan, as that giving promise of the best 
and most satisfactory results: First, to obtain all the standard vet- 

erinary authorities in the English and European languages, espe- 
cially those in German and French, embodying the highest and 
most reliable authorities on the subjects treated ; next, the employ- 
ing of thoroughly trained scholars capable of transla::ng and col- 
lecting the requisite facts from such authorities, and under my 
special directions write them out in the plainest language for the 
treatment of each disease ; and the matter so prepared, on each sub- 

ject, to be submitted to one or more experts for each department, 
with instructions to make such changes and additions as in their 
judgment would be advisable to render the matter of the best prac- 
tical reference. To'do this work I employed three of the best 
‘scholars to be obtained in the country, one of whom was a regular 
graduate of one of our leading medical colleges. This work re- 
quired of itself nearly a year’s time. 

In the meantime I consulted special friends in the veterinary 

profession to learn who were the best expert practitioners to make 
the revisions and corrections I required, and was so fortunate as to 
secure the aid of the gentlemen whose names are here given, and 
who co-operated with me in the most hearty manner.. 

, 

LIST OF PROFESSIONAL EXPERTS. 

JAS. HAMILL, D. V. S., 416 E. 14th St. New York City, formerly Lecturer on 
Shoeing and diseases of the Foot in Col. Vet. Col., Pres’t Nat'l Vet’y Med. Ass’n, now 
Pref. of Oper. Surg’y and Horse Shoeing,, N. Y. Col. of Vet. Sur. and Sch. of Com, Med. 

CHAS. A. MEYER,* D. V. S., Editor Veterinary Gazette, New York. 
JOHN A. Mc LAUGHLIN, D. V. S., Providence, R..I, ex-Veterinary In, 

spector N, J. State Board of Health. 
D. G. SUTHERLAND, V. S., East Saginaw, Mich., ex-Pres’t Mich. State 

Vet'y Ass’n. ; 
PAUL PAQUIN, M. D., V. S., Columbia, Mo., Prof. Compar. Med., Direct. Ex- 

per. Labratory, State Vet’y Inspector, and Pres’t Mo. Ass’n of Vet’y Science and Compar. 
Medicine. 

T. BENT COTTON, M. D., V. S., Mt. Vernon, O., Pres’t Ohio State Vet’y 
Ass'n, Vice-Pres’t Nat'l Vet'y. Med. Ass'n. 

DR. B. C. Mc BETH, Battle Creek, Mich., Sec’y Mich. State Vet’y Ass’n, Hon. 
Mem. N. Y. St. Acad. of Science and Com. Path. 

J. A. DELL, V. S., Ann Arbor, Mich., Pres’t Mich. State Vet’y Ass'n. 
A. J. CHANDLER, V. S., Detroit, Mich., Vice-Pres’t Mich. State Vet'y Ass'n. 
S. BRENTON, V. S., Jackson, Mich., Ex-Pres’t Mich. State Vet’y Ass'n, 
WM. JOPLING, V. s., Owosso, Mich., Treasurer Mich. State Vet’y Ass’n. 
A. I. ROOT, Medina, ’O, author of “AB C of Bee Culture.”’ 
JOHN A. ADAMS, Horticulturist, Battle Creek, Mich. 

* Deceased while this was being put in type. 
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The following explanations I deem also necessary in connection 

with the reference to these gentlemen :— 

Dr. Cotton was highly recommended to me as a man of much 

ability in the profession, by a prominent Eastern practitioner, and 

reference was made to his position among his confréres in the State, 

as assurance of his fitness for the work desired. 

‘Dr. Paquin was known to me personally as a man of much more 

than ordinary attainments, and I made a special request that he 

would take charge of one or two of the more important depart- 
ments. Iam especially indebted to him also for translations from the 

French of analytical descriptions of the structure of the foot, he being 
known to me as an exceptionally fine French scholar. 

I am also specially indebted to Dr. Meyer, not only for special 

papers, but for translations from the German on the structure of the 
foot, in which language he was a proficient scholar. In this respect, 
also, Dr. Hamill rendered me an exceptionally important service. 
Dr. Paquin, my best French scientific translator, was absent in 

Paris, engaged in special microscopic studies, and being unable to 

find a man competent to do the work, I explained the difficulty to 
Dr. Hamill, who stated that he would himself try to do it for me, 

and, to my surprise, I found him remarkably proficient, he being 
able to trace out readily every minute definition from the original; 
‘and adapt the explanations to the English, showing himself to 
be one of the most thorough scientific students of the. Structure of 

the foot in the veterinary profession. 

Having personal acquaintance with Dr. Sutherland, who was at 
the time President of the Michigan State Veterinary Association, it 

occurred to me to send him sample chapters of the matter prepared, 
for his examination at the annual meeting of the Association at 

Jackson, and request him to refer me to those among the members 

of the Association competent and willing to take part in the work ; 

and through his aid, as well as that of the Secretary of the Associa- 
tion, Dr. Mc Beth, who also co-operated with me most cordially, I 
was able to secure the assistance of Drs. Dell, Chandler, Brenton, 

and Jopling, and Prof. Grange, of the Agricultural College. 
The matter was now divided into sections and distributed to 

each of these experts, with freedom to make any changes. or addi- 

tions to the text they might deem necessary to make it most reli- 

able and practical for reference. It was specially requested that 
the matter should be free from needless technicalities, and embody. 

the most useful facts for the benefit of the class of readers for whom 
the work was intended. With the view of making this work as 
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reliable as possible, special parts on the more ,malignant. diseases 

were submitted to two or three in succession. 
After the copy thus distributed had been all returned and put 

in type, it occurred to me that it would be a feature of special. in- 
terest to my readers, to have the portraits of these professional 
friends engraved and placed in. the work; and I was so fortunate 

(in some instances only after considerable persuasion) as to obtain 

permission to do so from those'whose portraits are given; and I 
take great pleasure in presenting them as a good representation of. 

the class of men engaged at present in the veterinary profession. 
It is proper in this connection to state that should there appear 

any minor errors in the text, the responsibility for them must be 

entirely assumed by the author, as it was not possible, except at 
great inconvenience, after the matter had been put in type, to sub- 

mit proofs to the gentlemen who had aided me in this work. 
I may mention also that I made it a special object to have 

every detail of the work as fully and thoroughly illustrated as I 
could, as well'as to include such features as would be most useful to 

,the farmer. In carrying out this purpose I inserted in the stock 
department the large number of 800 figures, and in the horse de- 

partment the still larger number of 950, among which are eighteen 

elegant plates. It is only. necessary to state that there is no work 
heretofore published of this description that has more than a fourth 
of this number, and these usually of a very indifferent character, 
while this comprises the enormous aggregate, as will be seen, of 
1,700, all having special reference to the text. } 

Particular attention is directed to the large number of illustra- 

tions of parasites common to the domestic animals ; ; the great vari- 

_ ety of: figures illustrating the different diseases; the diversity of 
breeds of’stock, particularly dairy cattle, sheep, hogs, and poultry. 
Certainly no work yet published can show any approach to the large 

number and varied character of the illustrations in these respects. 
Interesting features will also be found in chapters on the. Dog, 

on Bee-culture, the Growth of Fruit,.including Insects Injurious to 
Fruit, and a Plea for the Birds, showing their value to the farmer. 

The chapter on Bees, and that on the Protection of Fruit and 

Fruit Trees, will be found particularly interesting and valuable. 
That on Bee-culture’ was prepared with ‘special care, under the 
supervision of A. I. Root, Esq., author of “The A B C of Bee 
Culture,” and the highest authority on the subject, and includes the 

largest number of illustrations for the space occupied, that has 
yet been given on bees. 4 
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The chapter on Fruit was prepared by a leading horticulturist 
of large experience, MR. Joun A. ADAMS, and will be found of 
great value and importance. The large number of fine and. varied 

illustrations in this chapter, showing the insects that injure and de- 
stroy fruit, cannot but be of great interest, and with the text com- 
prises knowledge of the greatest value to fruit-growers. I would 

-call especial attention to this chapter, not only as a new feature, but 

for the practical character of its instructions and suggestions. 
The Plea for the Birds should be read by every person of hu- 

mane instincts. This paper is embodied mainly from an address by. 

the famous and lamented REV. HENRY WARD’ BEECHER. This ad- 
dress was listened to by the author years ‘before his death, and long 

before this wotk was prepared ; but it struck him as so beautiful 

and valuable in every part, that he went at once to the stenographer 

and engaged him to furnish a copy for his special use. The addi- 
“tion of this chapter was in.a good degree owing to suggestions of 
leading officers of the American Humane Society. This will be 
found one of the most interesting features of this work, because 

most useful and elevating in its influence, and being one of the 
finest pleas for the birds ever written, showing their value to the 

farmer, and the duty of protecting them. ‘Tus Autuor. 
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“PRELIMINARY REMARKS. 

NCE, while stopping with a 

() farmer, as a matter of amuse- 

ment I took a colt that had 
become unmanageable to him, and 

made him perfectly gentle. Upon 
learning what I had done, the farmer 

was so surprised at the result as to & 
offer me ‘fifty dollars for the secret. 
Without thinking, I proposed teach- - f 
ing him and ten of his neighbors | 

how I did it, in addition to other 

points that might be of interest to 
them. In this I was entirely suc- 
cessful, and thus I was unintention- 

ally drifted into the most trying 
and exacting field of effort that 

ever man engaged in, which con- 
tinued nearly nineteen years. I 
was necessarily forced into contact 

with all sorts of people, who were 

continually ; ay, ing hid break, nie Fig. 1.— Ideal Head of an Intelligent, 
down, and in addition I had the Docile Character. 

most vicious and difficult horses 
forced upon me to experiment upon; and that I succeeded at all 
seems to me even now so remarkable as to be beyond belief. But 
without realizing it, or knowing it at the time, the people who forced. 

145) 
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me to these trials were in reality my best friends, because proving the 

best instructors to me in the world ; and the experiments upon vicious 
horses were just what wag necessary to give me the best opportuni- 

Fries. 2-4.—Extremes of Vicious Character. 

ties of observation and practice needed to master the subject. Now, 
, in teaching classes I soon found it necessary to make such explana- 
tions of points and conditions as I could before making experiments ; 
and in like manner, before taking up the details of instruction, I think 
it necessary to refer to such points as will be most suggestive in the 
study of the subject. I may. state that this is somewhat difficult 

here, because compelled to limit my explanations to less than one 
half of what I have been able to devote to it in my regular work on 

the horse, and also to omit many chapters of neh interest to the 

general reader.. = 
Many of the lower animals possess some qualities by nature that 

make’ them, in some respects, re- 

cally superior to man. The dog, 
for example, can follow the track of 

-his master through a crowd of 

strangers, though hours ‘behind, 
and find him; and he will also 
find his way home, though distant 
hundreds of miles—a fact that has 

been repeatedly proved. The 
ordinary sheep-dog will -at com- 
mand find and bring home stray 
sheep of the flock; and the 

blood-hound can perform the still 

more remarkable feat of taking up 

Fro, 6.—A Portat ota Docle Fem Horse. the track of a criminal hours aft- 
erward, by the scent of a bit of his 

clothing, and pick him out from hundreds‘of others who had been his 
companions —a power that entitles even the commonest cur to our 
kindest consideration. The eagle and vulture, though miles in the 

¢ 
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air, can see the smallest ob- 
jects of prey on the ground—a 

power far beyond that of man. 

Thus these superior qualities, 
exhibited so largely by the 
lower animals, seem to be a 

' special: provision of nature to 

‘guard them from. danger and 
aggression, or to aid them in 
providing sustenance. 

Now, this singular power 

of instinct appears to be a very 

strongly marked feature of the. 
‘ herse’s nature. The wild horse 

Fra. .6.—A very Intelligent, Docile Character. Of the prairie cannot be ap- 
proached near enough on the 

windward side to imperil his. safety ; and even when cornered and 
unable to get away, his acts of biting, striking, or kicking: are but | 

his natural promptings: to defend himself. It is also seen that no 
matter how wild.a colt, when treated with such kindness as to win 
his confidence, he not only will not show fear of man, but become a 

pet. A good demonstration of this is shown in the remarkable do- 

cility of the Arab horses, which are always treated with the t utmost 
kindness; and ladies : 
who are specially kind 
to horses, itis known, __ 

can’ approach. them -' 

anywhere, and make 
them such pets that 

' they will follow, even 

into the house. Per- 
haps in no way is this 
peculiar instinct more 

strikingly shown than 

in the repugnance of 
exceptionally  sensi- 
tive, intelligent horses 
to men who may be 
ignorantly or thought- 

lessly cruel to them. 
Hence it is evident 

that the true ground of success in the subjection and education of 
‘ \ 

Fia.: 7.—Intelligent, Courageous, but very Sensitive Nature, 

f 
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the horse, or in breaking up and 
overcoming bad habits when 
formed, must be in proportion to 

the degree to which the efforts can 
be intelligently addressed to the 
line of these instincts, holding pas- 
sive, combating, or overcoming 

them while addressing the under- 
standing, without exciting his 
fears or resistance ; and it is ab- 

solutely imperative that in his 
education these conditions should: 

not be disregarded. 
Another point: a horse may be 

moved to intense excitement and 

extreme resistance by even a mo. 
mentary impression of fear, without any contact with or cause for 
feéling direct physical pain ; and again, in like manner, when prop- 

erly treated, such fear may be overcome without resorting’ to treat- 
ment that would cause the least physical pain or injury. 

Another important feature for consideration is the wonderful 

adaptation in the various domestic animals, not only to the several 

wants and requirements of 
man, but to the sections of 

the world in which we find 
them. Thus, for example, 

the Esquimau has not only a 

‘dog, but one peculiarly fitted 
by nature to his- especial 
wants, acting not only as a 
fisherman and a hunter, but as 

a-beast of burden, being in 
fact the only. animal that 

could live and be of any use 

to him so far north. A little 

Fic. 9.—Nervous, Excitable Horse. farther south, the Laplander 
7 has the reindeer, that lives - 

‘on-the moss peculiar to those regions, providing both sustenance 
and clothing for him, as well as being the very best means of trav- 
eling over those dreary, frozen plains. The Peruvians have the 

llama for carrying burdens over the Andes. The Arabs have the 
camel for their peculiar want, that of traveling over the arid, sandy 

Fie. 8.—One of the most Vicious Horses 

ever Subdued by the Author. 

\ 
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desert, and so constituted as to carry within himself a supply of wa- 

ter sufficient to last for many days. 
Not only. do we see here special families, demonstrating this 

ss principle most strikingly, but 
such subdivisions of each as 

adapt them more perfectly. for 
‘special uses. Now the horse, 
which is by far the most noble, 
valuable, and useful of all the 

domestic animals, in the ‘man- 

agement of which we are. spe 

cially interested, shows this. toa 

wonderful degree in size, dis- 

position, and intelligence. For 
slow, drudging work, we have 

. the coarse-grained,. patient, 

Fre. 10.—A Vicious, Treacherous Nature. heavy cart or plow horse, while 
for quick, long-continued exer- 

tion, we have the lithe thoroughbred, with the conformation of the 

greyhound, capable, if necessary,,of running with the fleetness of 

the wind. From these extremes we have illimitable modifications, 
adapting them the more perfectly to the various requirements of 

man. Now, it-is clear that the. nervous, energetic racer or thor- 
oughbred would be 

entirely out of place 
for the cart or plow, 

and the coarse- 
grained cart or plow 
horse for the quick, 
active exertion of 

speedy travel’; and 
that to Make each 

most useful he must 
be employed for such 
work only as nature Fig. 11.—Portrait of a Noted Vicious Horse. 
best fits him for. 

Dependent upon these physical conditions : are others that have 

a. still more important bearing upon the’ success of our efforts, be- 
cause they are necessarily more obscure, and we are compelled to 

study them more carefully to win success, namely, the intelligence 
and disposition of horses. 

To illustrate my meaning in part: It is dighe that some horses 
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a 

are very much more intelli-: 

gent and quick to compre- 
hend than others; that some 

are by nature of the most 
perfect docility, while others 
have a large element of the 

naturally vicious, dangerous 
character. Here, then, we are 

compelled to study and learn, 
if possible, two _things,—the 

' . conditions requisite for the 
best management of the sen- 

sitive, intelligent nature, as 

well as: those that are ‘dull, 

strong, and naturally vicious. 

In the first, we must study 
how to address and win the understanding directly, if possible, with- 
out a ruffle of excitement ;' and in the management of the second, 

we must impress the intelligence in such a way as to win bake 

dience most safely and easily. 

This necessarily requires the careful study of the vital powers, 

dependent upon the following conditions: First, the intelligence, as 

dependent upon the volume of brain ; second, the physical strength, 
as dependent upon size and 
quality of bodily structure ; 

third, the peculiar phase and 
degree of the viciousness. , 

It is evident that when we 
have large brain, dense text- - 
ure of body, good’ digestion, 

and Jarge, deep chest, we have 

indicated, first, great natural 
strength; second, great en- 

durance, in consequence of 
ability to assimilate food ; 
third, capacity to oxygen-. 

ate the blood rapidly, thus 
giving great endurance -for 

Jong-susta’ ned effort. Lack- 
ing these conditions to any 
extent,’ even though there 

may be great, energy and pluck, there will be less ability, to resist ° 
well-sustained coercive measures. 

Fie. 12.—Sullen Treachery. 

Fria. 18.—Sketch from Life of the most Vicious 
Mustang Pony the Writer ever Saw. 
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Now, dependent upon 
the order of intelligence 
and bodily structure are 

certain peculiarities. 
For example, a full fore- 

head, large, clear eyes, 
tending. to brown in 

color, set well out on 

the head, -eyelids thin, 
medium length from 

eyes to ears, ears pointed 

and of medium length, ' 

placed not very wide. : 4 

apart and high between Fie. 14,—Sketch of a Vicious Stallion, 
them, and large nostrils, 
will most always indicate the intelligent, steady, reliable, family 

horse; while a forehead rather narrow, small, round eyes, set well 

back in the side of the head, eyelids heavy, long from eyes to ears, 
ears long and flabby, with a tendency to throw them. back a little, 

nose rounding, and nostrils small, show the opposite, or a dull, sul- 
len, treacherous nature. If the forehead be of a medium or good 

breadth, the eyes good size, clear, and setting well out, the lids 

thin, short from eyes to ears, ears a little longer than common, and 

nostrils large, there 

will be indicated intel- 

o ligence, activity, but 
. great sensibility ; usu- 
. ally” termed the nerv- 

ous, sensitive horse, 

that will not bear ex- 
citement. 

‘From these extremes, 

again, we have illimit- 
able modifications, dé- 

pendent upon, condi- 

tions referred to. 
Figs. 1, 5, 6,>and 7 

give the best expressions of a naturally docile, intelligent character. 

Figs. 1, 5, and 6 are fine illustrations of the best types of the gentle 
family horse. Fig. 7 is the best type of-a sensitive, but very intel- 
ligent horse, being a portrait of a noted Arabian horse. Fig. 9 is a 

good type of a very nervous, sensitive character. . Figs. 8,10, and 11 
+ 

Fie. 15.—Portrait of a Noted Vicious Horse in a Rage. 
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are modifications of the 
‘dull, sullen, treacherous 

type. Fig.10isa portrait 
of a very marked case. 
Fig. 11 is also a portrait | 

of a very noted vicious 
horse. Fig: 18 is that 
of a mustang pony, the 
most desperate, reckless 

creature the writer ever 

subjected to treatment. 
Fig. 17 is a portrait of a 

case that up to nine 
years old had proved 
utterly unmanageable, | 
but whose character was 

made so gentle, after an 
hour's treatment, that it was afterward used as a family horse. Fig. 
21 is a good illustration of the barnyard lunkhead. In addition 

there is seen to be a large number of illustrations showing combina- 
tions and contrasts of character which are deserving of careful study. 

The size of bone, the texture of bodily structure, the length and 
color of hair, amount of hair in mane or tail, the action in moving, 

the size and expression of © 
eye, the peculiarity of head, 

its length, breadth, etc., are . 

subjects requiring the most 
constant and careful con- 

‘sideration in directing i in- 
telligent treatment. 

Principles of Treatment. 
In the -subjection and 

education of horses, we 

have, several natural diffi- 

culties to’ contend with. 
First: The horse is much 

stronger than, man, and 
just so far as he in any 
way learns that he can resist man’s control, to that degree will he 
be encouraged and inclined to resist or combat him: hence, an in- 

2 

Fie. 16,—Naturally Docile and Intelligent. 

Fie. 17.—“ Wild Pete.” A Very Pecutiar and Inter- 
esting Case. 
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dispensable condition of his successful education is that he must be 
given no opportunity to learn that he is not in every respect subor- 

dinate to man‘in physical power, until his 
- character becomes fixed. 

Second: His methods of reasoning | ‘be 
ing dependent upon and limited to the ob- 
servation and experience of. his senses of 

Seeing, hearing, smelling, and. feeling, to 
prevent his: becoming excited or frightened 
at objects and sounds with which he is 
necessarily brought in contact, he must be 

convinced in his own -way, through these | 

faculties, of their harmless and innocent 

- character. Consequently, if he be treated 

according to these laws of -his nature, he 
wae can be made to do willingly, without fear 

Fie. 18.—Doeile, Intelligent. or resistance, anything for which he is by 
‘nature adapted. 

Third: The horse, being unable to understand fhe meaning 

: of articulated language, éxcepting so far as words are associated 
with actions, we must address his intelligence on this plane of his 

reasoning, because it is only by doing. so that he can be Se cou to 
comprehend our wishes clearly. 

_ Fourth: To the degree that the horse becomes saived fright- 
ened, or confused, he must necessarily be ‘both unable to under- 
stand what is required to be oS 

_ done, ‘and correspondingly 

less inclined to submit to re-, 

straint in his management. 

Hence, ‘whatever. the ;treat- 

ment, if must be of.a charac- 

ter not to.confuse or excite « 
him,'nor to expose him to 

such excessive fear as would’ 

shock and derange his nerv- 

ous system. | 

Taking. these conditions in 

order, we see, for example, ~ Pig. 192—A Noted Vicious Horse. 

that if a horse learns to pull 
away, break his: halter, resist the: blacksmith in shoeing, or run 
away, etc., he will. be encouraged to and.try to do so afterward 

until the’ habit becomes fixed. On the contrary, when a colt is 
3 : : ; 
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first haltered, no matter how hard he may resist, if once taught to 

submit, he will not only readily follow without festraint, but will do 
so ever afterward; or when the feet are taken up and handled 

until the operation is fully sub- 
mitted to, or such restraint 

brought upon him as to com- 

pel submission, there will not 
only be obedience for the time, 

but all inclination to resist 

will be radically overcome. 
Now, the principle is the 

same in relation to other hab- 
its, or in overcoming vicious- 
ness. No matter how wild or 
unmanageable the horse may 
be, if he can be so treated that 

successful resistance becomes 
impossible, and he is shown 

that he will not be injured, there will not only be entire submission 
without the use of force, but if not excited or abused, he will remain 

permanently docile. 

But it is impetative that there be at no point such an exposure 

of weakness as would encourage resistance ; for, though the method 
of treatment may be in itself right, 
if not carried to the point desired, 
the difficulties of the treatment will 

necessarily be increased to a degree 
liable to precipitate failure. For 
example, there may be strength to, 

take up a colt’s foot ;.but if at any 

point of holding it it is pulled 
‘away, and control resisted, he will 
be inclined to resist afterward with ~' 
as much energy as if there had not 

been sufficient power ‘to take it up 
at all. Or, in teaching a horse to 
lead by the halter, if he resists suc- 

_cessfully it will teach him to resist Fig. 21.—Barnyard Lunkhead. 

the efforts by pulling away. Now, 

the method of pulling on the halter may be all right, but the point 
of difficulty would be in not having power to carry it far enough. 

Not. only this, but it is vital to success to do it properly, or in such 

Fie. 20.—Strong-Willed, Intelligent Character. 
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away that there would be the least inclination to resistance. If, 

for example, in tdking up the horse’s foot, by standing forward of 
the hip, well up near the body, 

facing backward, one hand is 

rested against the hip, while at 

Fie. 22.—Docile Expression. Fig. 28.—Docile Expression. 

the moment of taking up the foot with the other, there is firm press- 
ure exerted against the hip, to throw the weight upon the op- 
posite leg, the. foot can be brought up easily, and then, when sub- 

mitted to, the simple movement forward will bring it against the 
knees to be Handled with safety as desired. In leading by the 

halter, if, instead of pulling straight ahead, which gives the horse 
_, great advantage to resist, the operator stands opposite the shoulder 

~ 

.. not subjected to unusual causes of 

' fearless when under the tests of se- 

and pulls sufficiently hard to bring 

the horse off- his feet a few times, 

he will soon follow unconditionally 
without the least restraint. 

In a hundred different, ways this* 
principle is seen to be illustrated in 

consequence of the horse’s not being’ 
sufficiently disciplined to make him 
entirely manageable in harness and 

vere excitement. It is for this 
reason that horses that ‘may have 

been driven for months, or even 

years, when managed with care, or 

accident or excitement, are liable 

at some unguarded moment, when . 
Fie. 24.—Coarse, Low-bred Horse. 
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exposed to some exceptional strain, up to which they have not been 
tested, to become frightened and resist control, thereby resulting in 

constantly recurring cases of accident, as well as endangering the 

spoiling of the horse ; which would all have been prevented by the 

application and proper as a out of necessary treatment in the 
first place. 

Second: We see that when an object of fear or,unusual sound 

is brought suddenly or unexpectedly to the horse’s notice, or in con- 

tact with any part of his body, it is liable to excite the most intense 
fear and resistance ; whereas, if brought slowly and gently to his no- 
tice, letting him smell or feel of it until convinced of its harmless- 

ness, it can be brought over and around him without causing the 
least fear or attracting his attention. It makes no difference whether 

Fie. 25.—Vicious. Fie. 26.—Treacherous. ° 
L 

it is in driving to a carriage, letting the cross-piece come against the’ 
quarters, raising an umbrella behind him, the noise of a steam-engine, 
or anything else, the principle is the sanie. 

Third: In- relation to making him understand the meaning of 

special sounds or words of command. If a man were simply to re-- 
peat the word. “Whoa” to a horse, he might do it indefinitely with- 

out his being able to understand its meaning and object. But if the ° 

horse were moved moderately, and immediately after the command. 
he were pulled upon hard enough to make him stop, he would in a 
short time, when the word is repeated, learn to stop to avoid being 
hurt. Or,tin teaching him to back, if after the word is spoken the .. 
‘reins be pulled upon sufficiently to force him back, he will, after a 
few repetitions, learn, when the command is given,:to go back freely, 

. to evade the restraint and pain. 

The better to illustrate this I will include here the details of 
teaching a few tricks. 
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To teach a horse to make a bow, first’ 

prick him lightly on the back with a pin, 

and repeat this until, in his efforts to avoid 
the annoyance, he drops his head, after 
which caress him, repeating the pricking 
until the héad is again dropped, when again 

repeat the caress and give him ‘something 

of which he is fond, and continue to alter- 

nate in this way with the pricking, caress-. 

ing, and rewarding, until at the least motion 

of the hand toward the back he will drop: 
-his head. - 

To teach him to tack, smal prick him 
on the rump until there is an inclination 

to kick up, when, as before, caress him, and 
so repeat until the least ‘motion of the 

hand toward the rump will bade him to 
kick up. 

In teaching any kind or number of tricks, 

the principle is the same, the only differ- 
ence being that instead of a pin, other 
means adapted to the requirements ‘of the. 

\ \ease must be used. 

But one thing should be tanghe at a 

time, and that slowly and carefully re- 
peated until thoroughly understood. The. 

duller the horse,‘and the more complicated 

or difficult to the understanding the point 
to be taught, the less can be safely at- 

tempted, and the more time must neces-— 
sarily be taken; while the more intelligent 

the horse, and the simpler the thing re- » 
quired to be done, the moré can be ac- 

complished. And each point thus made 
should ‘be made the foundation for the 
next, until the education is complete.” 

Again, to have prompt obedience, 

the same signal and word given in 

teaching the trick, or whatever is re- 
quired to be done, must be repeated 
exactly, even to the tone and pitch of Fid 

8. 
the vorce ; otherwise a horse is liable 

27-30.—Moditications of Good 
Character. 
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to become more or less confused and unable 

to understand or obey. The principle’ is the 
same in teaching a horse to do anything in 
or out of harness; the point being that such 
means or methods of treatment are to be 
used as will give the necessary .control, and 
at the same time convey to the understanding 

in the most direct manner the idea of what is 

desired to be done. / 

Now, the principle is exactly the same in 

both preventing and overcoming viciousness 

or bad habits, no matter what their character 

or degree; the only difference being that in- 

stead of teaching a trick, or obedience in any 

respect, we must aim now to ‘combat the habit 
already formed, simply repeating until there is 

entire docility and submission. 

Again, in resorting to physical power,. the 
nearer we are able 'to use it so as not to cause 

pain nor excite the belligerent nature of the 
horse, the better. If a man were strong 
enough to take a fighting bully by the shoul- 

ders and shake him so thoroughly as to show 
-him that he had power to control the fellow as 

he pleased, and then treat him kindly and 

convince him that his intentions were good, it 
would have a better effect in impressing him 

with a sense of the man’s mastery, and make 
him less inclined to resist, than if he had ob- 

tained control of him after a desperate struggle 
that would heat his blood and: arouse his pas- 
sions to the point of recklessness. 

In like manner, if we could use power 

directly upon a horse, so as to restrain and 

control him as we wished, it would be far more 

effective than if the effort were of a character 

to cause him to become maddened and heated ; 

or, if this be impossible, then the resorting, to 
such indirect measures of coercion as will en- 

able us to accomplish this most safely and 

Fras. 81-36.—Extremes of C@sily. 
Low-bred, Vicious Character. 

. 

Now, me treatment herein given dacs this 
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_ nearly, as possible to the. line of an exact 
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with far more ease, directness, and success 
than has ever yét been accomplished. , It not 
only enables us to control with the greatest 
facility, frequently i in a few minutes, not ex- 

ceeding twenty or thirty, horses that had re- 
sisted all previous efforts to. subdue or con- 

trol them, and become practically worthless, 
but it gives the proper foundation for making 
the character safe and reliable afterward, its 

most remarkable feature being the startling 

results accomplished in so short a time, ap- 

parently changing the entire nature of the 

horse as if by magic. 

This treatment is the outgrowth of. the 

“* practice of over eighteen years of the most 
constant and exacting experimenting, and 
has been proved, by the results exhibited, to 
bring the control and education of horses as 

science, conclusively showing that when 

horses become vicious or unmanageable, it is 
the result of ignorance or bad management, 

- which the treatment herein given, if properly 
applied, would have entirely prevented. 

I could include a great deal of other 

treatment, and much of it very good, but 
wishing only to give what is practical, I con- 

fine myself to such treatment only as I have 
found in my experience to be best. 
_ Before taking up details, I would state 
that there is no difficulty in making a horse, 

even when of a very vicious character, gentle 
for a short time; but the difficulty is to be 
able to hold and fix the character in such 
a way that he will remain gentle. ‘This may 
be done in quite a variety of ways. Any 

method of lowering the vitality, such as bleed- 

ing, ‘physicking, preventing sleep, depriving ._ 
of food or water, subjecting to. intense pain, 

or, in fact, any means whereby we can suc- 
cessfully lower the strength, will make a 

horse. gentle. But the difficulty is that, how- 

ever gentle he may be at the time, when the 
“Fries, 37_42. — Modifica. 

tions of Well-bred Character. 
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Fics. 43-48. — Modifica- 
tions of Vicious Character. 

effect passes off, or the horse regains his 
strength, there will be so great a tendency to 
gravitate back to the former condition that 
the treatment will nearly always result in dis- 
appointment. . 

While it is known that many persons have 
the power of controlling the will of others, or: 
what is termed psychologizing them, and that 
some of the lower animals secure their prey in 

this manner, as exhibited by the snake in 
- charming birds and small animals, various cases 
of which I refer to (particularly in discussing 
this subject) in my special work on the horse, 
the principle does not seem to work in the 

control of horses ; certainly it has not in my ex- 
perience, and I have hundreds of times pro-— 

duced results before classes which seemed so 
remarkable to them that they would insist upon 
searching my gloves and clothes for some scent 

or odor which might account to them for the 
effect produced ; and even after this they could 
scarcely realize that it could be accomplished 

by the treatment illustrated before them. I 
have had members. of classes repeatedly tell 
me in private that they knew I must have ac- 
quired my power by some secret not revealed 

to them, and be so confident of this that they 
would offer me large sums for it. 

I necessarily acquired a certain expert- 
ness, the result of practice and accuracy of 

‘judgment in applying treatment, that often en- 
abled results, in the control of certain types of 
resistance and character, that seemed very re- 

markable. This was frequently shown in the 
cases of horses afraid of a blanket, a buffalo- : 

robe, or something of the kind ; in the control 

of a stallion so as to be led up to a mare and° 

then called away; the control of a wild and 

seemingly very dangerous colt that had been 
proved very unmanageable, so as to drive en- 
tirely gentle without breeching ; the making of 

a colt follow, or the making of a halter-puller 
pica hitched stand quietly without ‘attempt- 
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ing to pull. It was no. unusual thing for me to do, when the case 

happened to be good, within two or three minutes to be able ‘to 

Frias. 49-51 —Three Types of Good Character. 

throw a buffalo-robe as I pleased over the head or around the body 
of a horse that had'previously been quite seriously afraid of it, 
without the horse caring much about it. In the control of a head- 

" strong stallion, if a good subject, it rarely required more than four ° 

' of five minutes ; ; the hitching up and driving gentle of such a colt as 
described, in six to eight or ten, minutes; the making of a halter- 

puller stand submissive under the most severe excitement of’ being 

Fras. 52-54.—Coarse, Low Character. 
t 

whipped over the head, or the cause of the pulling thrown in his face, 
without his pulling, i in a couple of minutes. 

Now, it is needless to add that if this treatment had been ap- 
plied roughly or improperly, this control could only be obtained. after 
considerable severe treatment that would excite the horse greatly, 

thus acquiring control only at the expense of considerable time 
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andtrouble. This 

tule, in fact, runs 

' through every 
phase of the 

‘treatment, in il- 
lustratingits suc- 
cess and apply- 
ing it properly. 

SUGGESTIONS IN 

RELATION TO 

PRINCIPLES OF 

MANAGEMENT. 

If we tie down 

Fra. 55.—Vieious Horse in a Rage. a horse’s ear, or 
: é grasp it with the 

hand and twist it a little, it will be found that a horse that had been 
very nervous to shoe will .often stand quite gentle to be shod. 
The jockey has learned that he can frequently make a bad kicking 
mare drive without kicking by tying thé tail down to the cross- 

piece of the shafts or forward to the belly-band of the harness, so 
that it cannot be raised’; because disabling the tail creates sucha 

sense of helplessness as to counteract the inclination to kick. 

Sometimes checking the head high will accomplish the same 

result. Putting 
cobbles or shot in 

the ears will, on 

the same princi- 

ple, sufficiently 

disconcert a balky 
horse to make him 
go right along. 
Blindfolding by 
covering the eyes 
only carries this 
to a greater ex- 
tent, and will be 
found in most 

cases to make 
quite a stubborn 

horse work with 

excellent success. Fra. 56.—A Noted Vicious Horse. 
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The secret of the first horse-tamer of whom I have any account 

—Dick Christian of England—consisted simply'in tying up the 
fore leg, and then mounting and riding the horse until submissive. 
The next step in this direction was disabling both fore legs, and thus 
forcing the horse to lie down, which carried this principle to a 
greater degree of perfection. This was regarded a very rare secret, 

and was the basis of the metheds practiced by Bull in England, Sul-' 
livan in Mallow, Ireland, Denton Offutt in Kentucky, and.O. H. P. 

Fancher in Ohio, who were the first, most pretentious, and ‘noted, 

before the advent of Rarey, who learned the secret of Denton Offutt, 

Fre. 57.—An, Incident in the Driving of a Noted Runaway Horse. 

at the time a resident of Georgetown, Ky. This was the sole and 
only secret upon which were based Rarey’s most extraordinary pre- 

“tensions, and for teaching which he made $100,000 in England ; and 
probably much more than that was pa in this country for the same 

knowledge. 5 
t may add, by way of explanation, that the control of Cruiser 

‘and other noted cases in England and France, upon which.his repu- 

tation was based, although it was assumed to be, was not and could 
not have been accomplished by this treatment. Those interested 

in a full explanation of all the facts in regard to it, will find the de- 
tails in the chapter on “Subjection” in my work, “Facts for Horse- 

Owners.” 
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Various remedies have also been assumed to be used for taming 

horses under the pretense of a great secret, or the guise of fascina- 
tion, on the principle of using certain scents for attracting and con- 
trolling certain wild animals or fishes.,; These means have about the 

same effect upon a horse as good apples, or anything else of which 

..the horse is naturally fond. While it is true that horses may some- 
times, for-example, be strongly repelled by blood or the odor of poi- 
sonous snakes, and other dangerous animals, and that they are at- 

tracted and quieted by other scents, I have found nothing of the 

‘Fra. 58.—The Famous Horse Jet, of Portland, Me., Subdued by the Author in Thirty Minutes, 

kind that would accomplish satisfactory results to me in their con- 
trol, but little more than would be done by good apples, or the 
giving of anything else. of which the horse is fond. Offutt and 

Fancher, before referred to, were the most pretentious in their use 
of such scents, the details of which I include in my other work. 

Various alterations or modifications of this method of subduing 

horses were made at different times by different parties; but it was 

not until I was, able to bring into use that here described as the 

First Method of Subjection, that the real power and effect of 
this principle of'treatment was practically brought out ; which 
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has been the outgrowth ofa great deal of aces experimenting re-: 
quiring over fifteen '' years’ time. 
If in wrestling a man could be thrown diveetiy upon his back 

as fast as he could get up, it is evident a much more effectual im- 

pression of his antagonist’s mastery could be made than if he’ were 

permitted to carry on a doubtful struggle for half an hour, that would’ 
only occasionally bring him to his knees. The very doubtfulness of 

the contest would. stimulate him to the utmost_resistance until ex- 
hausted. Butif he could be thrown at once, and as often as he could 

get up, his courage and confidence would be soon ‘broken up, con- 

vincing him of the uselessness of continuing the struggle, and mak-. 

ing the impression of nate all that could be desired. 

Fie. 59.—An Act of a Noted Vicious Stallion Subdued by the Author in Less than an Hour. 

Now, the’ effect upon a horse will be the same. If the control 

can be made direct, and positive, throwing him on his side as often as 

‘he can get up, the confidence which stimulates the resistance is. 
quickly broken up. 

‘The method here given as the First Method of Subjection, bears 
exactly this relation. to that formerly used. It. gives: just the ad- 
vantage and power that will enable any ordinary man to throw the 

‘strongest. horse as quickly and as often as he can get up; in 
addition, he. can hold him down or roll him back, as he pleases, 
thereby making it not only far more effective, but entirely obviat- 
ing the objections to the old method. 

Le 

I have called attention to these interesting facts : first, that the 
horse is governed, in his actions by cértain instincts or inherent 
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powers, and that these must be studied closely as the foundation of 

his successful management ; next, tha. these con$titutional differences. 

are only provisions adapting him for special uses ; and that his charac- 

ter is clearly shown by the peculiarities of his bodily structure, ac- 

tions, and more especially by the features of the head. This willshow, 

when looked at carefully, that resistance is only the expression of 

natural instinct, and that fear or vicious actions are not to be taken 

as indicating a degree of bad character or viciousness ‘that should 

Fra. 60.—The Thorough-bred. 

be considered an obstacle in making the character good, simply 
requiring greater care and thought in meeting and combating 

the resistance, whatever it is,.in the most simple, ‘direct, and 

humane manner.: Though referred to before, it is so important 
hat. I call attention to it again here, that though the treat- 

miént, may be. applied - just right, if not carried far enough, the 
failure may be as great as if improper treatment had been used ; 
and above all, that the better nature is fo be won by patient, per- 
sistent kindness. I'have called attention, next, to the various 
methods of treatment taught me by the experience of many long 

years of observation, experiment, and study, and have tried faith- 

fully to make the explanations as simple and plain as I could. 
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Now, it is indispensable. that this chapter, at least certain 

parts of it, which are the key. and groundwork of the detailed 

ee 
-Fia. 61.—A Good Model of Draught Horse. ‘ 

‘instructions in subsequent chapters, should be read very carefully. 

You cannot understand these principles:too well. 

Fre. 62.—Shetland Pony. 
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There are se many points having close relation to this subject, 

‘and of great interest to the horseman, which want of space in a gen- 
eral work of this character compels me to omit: First, the inside 
history of Rarey’s career, as a means of correcting the false i impres- 

sions created by his pretensions and assumed success, because with- 
out it there was necessarily a certain mystery about the performance 

of this duty that could not well be made plain; second, the details 
. 

Fre. 63.—Model of the scipaaas Norman Horse. 

of the management and history ofa large number of specially repre- 
sentative vicious horses, as suggestive aids to treatment in similar 
cases ;, third, the outlines of my experience with reference to many 

cases and circumstances named, the better to authenticate the facts 

stated. There are also special chapters on other points having 
close and important connection with the instruction given on this 

subject. All these points are very fully given in my regular work 
on the horse, which can be referred to by those interested. 

I would now call attention to what I deem the most important 

condition of success, which should be. considered, above all others, as 
deserving of the most serious consideration, namely, the judgment 
and skill with which the treatment is applied. © .* 
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It is generally supposed that the most important qualification 
for success in the control of vicious horses, is being a sort of strong- 
ish bully, gifted with power to master a horse physically, or whip 

him into submission. Now, no mistake could be greater. In many 

hundreds of instances, in fact, it was a matter of almost daily occur- 

‘rence, horses were brought’ to me to experiment upon, which the - 
- most persistent efforts of the strongest and most pretentious or so- 

called best horse-breakers had failed upon,—horses that were sup- 

Fro. 64. The Horse Ready to be Thrown. Old Method referred to. 

poskd to be so bad that nothing ‘could be done with them. Such 
_.men were almost invariably members of my classes ; and the results 

I was able to produce before them became of the greatest interest 
to them, because proving to them the necessity and value of bring- 

ing into exercise their highest intelligence and ingenuity in the per- 
formance of this duty ; and that, in its true light, the study of the 
subject was one of the most interesting and instructive to which a 

thoughtful and intelligent mind could.be directed. 
Finally, above almost any other profession or business, the 

proper and successful management of horses requires peculiarly fine 
qualifications ; and while in other:directions one point of excel- 
lence may be sufficient to give'a’‘man marked success, this not only 
calls for a combination, but a very rare combination, of good qualities. 

First, a man’ myst ‘be fine and clear in his perceptions ; that is, he 
a 
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must be quick to see, delicate in feeling, with sufficient strength 
of rierve to carry him through the severest trials without flinching 

or showing weakness; added to these, sufficient persistence and 
patience to follow up every point of difficulty, no matter how great 

_ the obstacle, until successful. If I may. so word it, he must 
have the delicacy of touch and feeling of a woman, the eye of an 
eagle, the courage of a lion, and the hang-on pluck of a bull-dog. If 
he is lacking in any one of these qualities it is a matter of chance 

\ 

Fria. 65.—As the Horse is Liable to Rear and Plunge, in his Resistance to being Thrown. 

only, in critical cases, that there will not, be accident or failure. 

Now, if you haven’t these qualifications, you can exercise. at 

least that very important one of going slow, studying your case 
thoroughly, using the greatest care possible, and being patient in 

your efforts. This alone will frequently enable you to do wonders. 
Imagine yourself in the horse’s place, unable to talk or under- 

stand what is wanted to be done or the object of restraint, incited 
perhaps by great fear or the resentment of previous long-continued _ 
abuse, to resist contact or restraint, and you will have the truest. 
instinct in pointing to the best course to be pursued. Not succeed- 

ing, even after great effort, should ‘by no means imply failure; the 
‘point is to look your difficulties over ‘in their every phase, prepare 

ry 
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yourself more carefully, trust nothing to chance, and never think you 
cannot succeed ; and, with the exercise of reasonable patience and 
care, especially whet aided by the instructions here given, the most. 
ignorant and least fitted by nature for this work may accomplish 

wonders. Certainly, this will compensate largely for want of skill ; 
and, as time should not be considered, this can without difficulty be 
exercised by every one. 

Fra. 66.—Usual Position before being Thrown, 

In the neo chapter we. will’ take up the details of: treatment, 

comprising three direct methods of subjection, followed by several 

indirect methods, which give such power and effectiveness in the 

control of vicious horses as practically to leave but little to be de- 
sired. These methods of treatment have been the outgrowth ofa. 

great deal of practical experimenting, and by them I was able to ef- 

fect results in the subjection of vicious iorses which it is concéded 

has never been equaled or approached i in ancient or modern times ; ; 

_and they give us the true foundation for the: performance of this im- 
portant duty with entire success.’ 

' 



‘CHAPTER II 

FIRST METHOD OF SUBJHCTION. 

S before explained, disabling any part of the horse’s body will 

A produce in him a corresponding sense of helplessness; and 
when we disable the whole body, or overmatch his pow- 

ers wholly, we create in him a powerful sense of our mastery, and 
a corresponding sense of his own helplessness. The simplest and 

‘ most effective means of doing this is by the method here given. 
, I give two rigs, one of leather and one of rope.’ The leather 

rig works well, is not difficult to fit, but is troublesome to make, , 

Fie. 67.—Mustang Ponies. 

and expensive, costing from eight to fifteen dollars. The rope 
rig works equally well, and can be made of any old rope in a few 

minutes, at a mearly nominal cost. I include a description of each. 

For the leather rig the surcingle should be made of two thicknesses 

of good harness leather, about three inches nite and about eight or 
(52) : ; 
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ten inches longer than the size of the body. The buckle should have 
two tongues, and be made of good wrought iron. When this rig is 

on and drawn tightly from the part over the backbone, a double 
strap, the length of fhe back, with a strong crupper, should be 

attached. Four or five inches on the off side 

should be fastened, at the front edge: of. this 

sureiigley a strong two-inch ring. ;On the 

Fie. 68,—Leather Throwing Rig. 

“opposite edge should be attached another strap 

‘extending to a ring upon the back strap at the 

hip. A little pad’ should be fixed to the part 

coming across the back, to prevent bruising or chafing it. 
For the rope rig, procure a three-fourths inch rope, eighteen or 

twenty feet in length. One that has been used enough to render it 
‘pliable is best: Make a simple loop about three inches long at one 
end, and double the rope ‘about four feet from the loop. Passover 

‘ Fie. 69.—Simple Rope Rig. 
. 

this double part a_three-inch ring made of three-eighths rod. Meas- 

ure the distance from the tail to where the saddle of ‘the harness 
comes, to which bring the ring and make a simple knot of both 

ropes around it, regulating it to the length of the back as it is 

tightened. Next, put the double part under the tail, twist two or 
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three times, and bring the part with the ring to its place about eight 

inches to the right of the back, with the loop toward the near side. 
While holding it in position, reach under the body, catch the oppo- 

4 : 
Fie. 70.—Foot Tied Up. Fie. 71.—Foot-strap. 

site end of the rope, bring it through the loop, and draw down to the “ee 
size of'the body. Now, while holding it in place by pressing down 4 
firmly upon it, make a simple knot in the rope, which forms a button as 

and keeps it from slipping out. It is also necessary to protect the 4 
back and tail by winding the part of the rope coming under the 

\ 
: Fie. '72.—The Rig as Arranged for Throwing. 

tail, and putting two or three thicknesses of cloth or blanket 
between it and the back. 

Next, put on a strong: strap halter with the nose’ part coming 

well down upon the nose, and draw it up rather close back of the 
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jaw ; then take a piece of strong cord, made of the. very best quality 
of hemp, (that used for the largest-sized war bridle, explained farther 

on, is best,) from , five-sixteenths to thrée- eighths of an inch in 

diameter and about twenty feet in length, tie a hard knot in each 
end, and fasten one end around the rope or surcingle, just above the 
ring. Pass the other end from’ above down over the strap of the 

halter back of the jaw, thence back and down through the ring. 
referred to, until the slack is taken up. -Now tie up the near fore 

_ foot. The best way 
to do this is to pass 
an ordinary hame- 

strap around the foot, 

thence to the ‘belly- 
band, and buckle 
short. 

Though this meth- 

od, when properly car- 

ried ‘out, enables 
throwing a horse on 
even very hard 
ground without bruis- 

_ ing the knees or other 
parts, still it is -very 

important, cand. adds J 
greatly to the ease ™ 

and safety of throw- 
. ing, to have good soft 

ground. The best is 

that which: is. free from stone, with thick, soft sod, as an orchacd 

or meadow, a ploughed field, or a place liberally covered with straw 

or manure. Presuming that such a place has been. selected, stand 

almost in front of the horse at the right, with a firm. hold of the cord 

‘about seven or eight feet from'the shoulder, pull gently, but firmly, 

as shown in Fig. 72. This will draw the head back to the side, | 
andthe body being thereby thrown out of balance, the horse ‘i is forced © 

to fall over with a rolling motion on his side. If during the first 

trial he resists, let him have his own way a little while, and when in 

‘a good position, pull quickly, when he can easily be forced off his 
balance and made to fall over. In cases for which it is adapted, and 
if well done, the horse will be forced. down so easily and naturally 
that nothing is left to be desired. Then he can be thrown as easily 

and just as fast as he can be made togetup. I have frequently been 

Fig. 73.—Turning a Stubborn Horse ‘around before Throwing. 
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able to make nervy, strong horses jump up in this manner as often 

as ten times a minute. About twelve times is the limit of what such 

a horse will have the courage to get up before submitting, the treat- 

ment being always most effective when the horse resists it hard by 
trying to get up. If a strong-willed, headstrong fellow, disposed to 

resist hard, perhaps lunging forward, etc., as some horses are liable 

to do, take'a firm hold of the cord and run around in a circle, until 

EE mi 
ri gas 

Fra. 74—Usual Position ofa a Horse that Resists Strongly before being Thrown. 

he is made to follow, hopping steadily (as illustrated by Fig. 78), 
when stop, pull quickly, and he can be easily thrown over on his 
side. os 

As soon as the cord is given slack, the horse will usually jump 
up, when, by again pulling, he can be.thrown, which can be repeated 

as often as he will get up. After being thrown, should he not try to 
rise, and it is desired to repeat the operation, stand behind him, 
keeping firm hold of the cord with the left hand (for position, see 

Fig. 78), and strike the belly with the hand or touch lightly with 
the whip, which will incite him to get up; on the instant of his try- 

ing to do’so, pull quickly upon the cord, which will roll him back 
helplessly upon his side. 

If the horse is specially sensitive upon the belly, quarters, or 
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feet, first touch these parts with a pole while he is down until he 
will submit to it, then with the hand, until there is no inclination to 

‘resistance, which will be shown by the muscles becoming entirely. 

Fie. 75.—As the Horse will Usually Fall. 

rélaxed, and his becoming submissive; after which, he should be 

allowed to get up, when the handling or, touching is to be again 

‘repeated carefully until submitted to unconditionally. But should 
‘the case resist very hard, and be somewhat difficult, to throw, after. 

Fria. 76,—Type of Sullen Character upon which this Method will Fail. 

getting him down once, simply roll him back as before explained, 
until he gives up, and the effect will. be just as good, will be a great 

deal simpler, safer, and often save the horse from any strain 

that may result from. rough or careless handling — an important 
point. 
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Sometimes it is necessary to reverse the treatment, and throw 

the horse on the opposite side, before he will be entirely submissive ; 

' Fic. 77.—Position of the Horse when Down. 
i # 4 

but after being thrown to the extent of making him lie down sub. 
missively, it will do no good to repeat the treatment. 

Fie. 78.—Rolling the Horse Back when Struggling to Rise. 

But in. any case, if the impression produced by the throwing or 

rolling back is not sufficient to break ap. the horse’s cofifidence and 
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Fie. 79.—As the Horse will Sometimes Rol on his Back. 

. prevent a repetition of the habit, whatever it is, the treatment must 

be regarded as not sufficient for the case. : _For example, if the horse 

y ss _ Fie. 80.—As the Mustang or Wild Colt is Liable to Resist. 

is a kicker, and persists in kicking after the full extent of the treat- 
ment, it. must at once be supplemented by other. treatment, until 

4 
‘ 
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there is success; but if the habit is given up after being thrown 

several times, and he submits unconditionally, it would be good 

treatment, and all, in a general way, that is needed 
On the other hand, if the horse drops, or lies down submissively, 

refusing to get up when touched or handled, it will do no good, and 
should not be tried further., It should not be used upon nervous, 

irritable, unbroken colts,and especially not on those showing a 

wild, sulky, or mustang nature. It should in no case be used on 
mustangs, as they are liable, as soon as the leg is tied up, to lunge, 

wt 
ig 

‘Fra. 81.—As the wild Mustang is Liable to Throw Himself. , 

or when pulled. upon to throw themselves recklessly or sullenly 
‘down. For the subjection of such cases, it is not nearly so practi- 
‘cal, safe, or effective as the other methods, particularly the Second 

Method, as will be found explained under those heads, for the 
reason that it is liable to excite them to the most violent resistance. 

-In many cases, the moment a colt finds the leg tied up, it. seems to 
frighten him, and he either resists desperately, or throws himself 

.recklessly. But-ifa man is practiced in this, the moment the colt 

springs, pulling quickly against him will usually throw him over 

helplessly on the side ; but if a man is not practiced, such an experi- 
ment had better not be attempted. In the course of my own experi- 

ence, though frequently compelled to make experiments on horses 
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entirely unsuitable to it, including colts, in the midst of a crowd, in 
very. bad places, and under very unfavorable circumstances, and 
always feeling apprehensive of more or less danger, I never had an 

accident or seriously injured a horse in making such experiments. 

I think it necessary to state again that 

mustangs should under no circumstances 

_ be subjected to this treatment. First, it 
will be found very difficult, in fact ex- 

poses‘ to considerable danger, to at- 

tempt putting such a rig on a mustang, 

Fic. 82.—-The Horse Subdued. 
\ 

as he cannot be approached or touched without ‘kicking or striking 

violently, and when put on he is liable to resist, recklessly jumping 

“around, and sometimes throwing himself over back—a cause of spe- 
cial danger.. 

The Second Method works well upon all these cases, and can be 
resorted to without ‘difficulty. , 

SECOND METHOD OF SUBJECTION. 

If one were to turn around rapidly a few times, he would be- 

come, dizzy ; were he suddenly to reverse the motion, the effect 
would be so intensified as to.cause him to fall down helpless. The 

effect is the same upon a horse, and in the management of a certain 

class gives not only just the advantage needed, but almost unlim- 
ited power in their control. 

I once had an exceptionally vicious horse brought me to experi- 

ment upon before.a class. When hitched to a buggy, this horse had 
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been frightened 
to kick and run 

away, tearing 
the buggy to 

_ pieces. He was 
so desperately 

afraid of a wag- 
on that it was 

utterly impos- 
sible for even 

‘several men to 
put him in 

shafts, or even 
bring him near 
them. After 

working upon 

Fro. 88.—Method of Tying Halter to the Tail. him for~two 
hours, aided by 

members of the class, and resorting to every device of subjection 
known to.me up to that time, my efforts were a complete failure, 

leaving me almost completely exhausted and chagrined at the result. 

Fie. 84.—Powerful Effect of the Treatment Shown by the Horse Staggering to 

the Point of Falling when Quickly Untied. 

Still, I felt bound to succeed ; but “ How?” wasthe question. At this 

juncture I happened to think that turning around quickly caused-me 
extreme dizziness and helplessness. This I had learned years before. 

\ 
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I was aware that, in my extremely exhausted condition, it'would be 
utterly impossible for me to turn so desperate, strong, and reckless 
a horse around sufficiently to do the least good ;, so it was clear 
that I was completely blocked in that way. At this juncture I re- 

membered having once seen a dog in play catch his tail in his mouth 
and run around, when it occurred to me that possibly by tying the 

horse’s head to his tail he would turn himself around. It was a for- 
lorn hope, but, trying it, I found to my surprise and delight that he 

went around rapidly, and in a short time fell over, completely dazed’ | 

and helpless. He chanced to be exactly of the right temperament 

Fra. 85. —Position in anion ie Horse Falls, Confused and Helpless, when Turned too Quickly. 

to be a good abject for this treatment ; and, tying him a little short, 
he went round very quickly, and was consequently one of the best'of 

subjects ; but soon recovering from,the dizziness he jumped up and 

went around again, with the same result: This he repeated three 
times in succession. (See Fig: 85.) I never witnessed a more: des- 

perate, insane ‘struggle to resist restraint. As before explained, he: 

was extremely nervous-and afraid of being touched ; so as he went 
round.I brought the pole against his quarters until he was submis- 
sive to it. 

I could not have ‘been made more happy if I ‘had been given a 

kingdom. It certainly was the best illustration I ever had of the 
value of ingenuity and skill. Here I had worked over two hours, 
until completely exhausted, with the aid of several men, and at that 
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only making the horse so heated and thoroughly excited as to be 
desperate, and meeting with utter failure. It may be proper to say 

that before this I had used the old method of disabling the fore legs 
and making him lie down, carrying this to the utmost limit of what 
could be done with it, as well as following it up with other treat- 

ment. But now, without making scarcely an effort, there was the 
most complete and satisfactory success. Not only this, but besides 

having avoided all the cruelty and abuse to which I had necessarily 
subjected the horse, I had developed and brought to light one of the 

Fia. 86.—Method of Holding the Strap while Going around witha Doubtful Case. 

most important and valuable secrets yet discovered | in the art of 
taming horses. zi : 

This method is wonderfully eiectives in the subjection of colts 
and vicious horses, especially those of a certain class of tempera- 
ment, and in.breaking single balkers.. When combined with the other 
treatment, it makes easy and simple the control of horses that it 
would be both difficult and dangerous to subdue without. For ex- 
ample, a wild, dangerous colt, mustang, or vicious mule, which in 

many cases it would be exceedingly difficult and perilous to try to 

confine with straps or other rigging, with the aid of a simple halter 

can in this way be brought under control.in afew minutes. Or, if 
in any case this is not sufficient to give the success desired, it will 

always give the required advantage to subject safely to the other 

methods of treatment. This we will call the Second Method of Sub- 
jection. 
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The conditions to be -ob-' 

served in its application are 

as follows :— 

First, select a soddy place 
in a field or yard free from 

stones, stumps, or sharp fence 
corners. The place should 

not be too soft, such as a 
deeply-plowed field, barn- 
yard manure, or deep straw. 
Heavy sod with considerable 

grass ‘is the best. 

Second, if there are sharp 

‘ shoes on the feet, they should 

be removed before subjecting 

to this treatment ;: to neglect 

Fie, 87.—As a Cold-blooded, Sullen Colt will Some- 
times fang Refusing fo Turn when Tied. 

this would enuaneer calking or cutting ihe ‘feet badly. 
_ Third, a strap halter should always be used. After oe 

Fre. 88.—As the Sulky, Vicious Colt will Vealy Kick when Touched. : 

the tail, take the strap of the halter Reenck the teeth, so as to avg 
freedom to use both hands, and tie the hair of the tail into a knot 

t 
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Divide the hair above the knot, pass the strap through, and tie into 

a half-hitch knot. The strap should be drawn just short enough to 

compel the horse to turn fast enough to divert his attention (some- 

thing as in Fig. 83) and make him helpless, but not so short as to 
cause him to fall. The more nervous and excitable the subject, 

the longer the strap must be left at first, and the more sullen or 

cold-blooded the horse, the shorter it may be drawn.. If at all 

doubtful as to the length, when the strap is run through the tail, be- 

om _————— ee 

oo = 

Fra. .89.—As the Sulky, Vicious Colt is Liable to Throw Himself Pt Tied too Short. 

fore tying the strap double it in the hand, and go around with him a 

few times, as in Fig. 86, so that the necessary length can be exactly 
ascertained ; then quickly tie into” a half-hitch knot, and let go. If 

tied the right length, the. horse will keep. moving in a circle as de- 
scribed ; but if too short, or forced up to the point of falling, the 
moment he staggers, pull quickly upon the end of the strap, which 

will pull it loose, and tie again the required length.. 

Sulky or cold-blooded colts, if tied very short at first, are liable 

to throw the head against the nose-piece of the halter, and if pushed . 

are likely to rear up and fall over backward, as shown by Fig. 89.., 
This can be easily prevented by holding the strap, as before, up near 

the tail with one hand, as before explained, and the part near the 
Head with the other, and going around with him a few times, until 
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he is slightly dizzy, then tie quickly and let go. Motion toward the 
héad while passing, and so continue until he moves steadily. 

Fre. 90.—A Vicious Colt as he will Usually Strike when the Pole is Brought near 

his Nose while Turning. 

‘Now, take a pole or rake-handle eight or ten feet long and bring 
it gently against the legs or parts of the horsé most sensitive, until 

there is complete submission to it. This he is likely at first to re- 

sist by kicking violently, but simply continue until all inclination to 

Fre, 91.—A Vicious Horse as he will Usually Kick when Touched with Pole while Turning. ' 
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resist is overcome, so that after being untied he can be poled in any 

manner, or the feet can be taken up and handled without his show- 

ing the least resistance. Sometimes a young horse or colt will start 

all right, but when. tested will not go sufficiently fast to enable his 

control. Under such circumstances, while moving, touch the nose 

lightly with a light buggy whip, and repeat until het is forced to the 

point desired to compel submission. 

I soon learned by experience that by turning one way only, the 

impression upon the brain, after a certain point, diminished in pro- 

Fre. 92.—The rie Indication of Submission—Submitting to be Poled. | 

portion to the continuance of the turning, and that to maintain the 

effect it was necessary to turn the horse much faster. But even then 
after a certain time it would become inert: To remedy ‘this I was 
induced to reverse the action, by tying in the ‘opposite direction, 

which not only greatly increased the effect, but enabled me to re- 
peat the treatment to any extent desired with entire success. In 
bad cases, the horse should be turned one way up to the point of 
falling, then ‘quickly reverse, at the same,time poling, as before 
explained. It is necessary under such circumstances to watch care- 

fully, so as to be able, at the instant there is an indication of falling, 
to prevent it by quickly pulling the strap loose. The more frequent 
the reversing and the quicker the turning, the better the effect. . In 

some cases it may be necessary to repeat it rapidly three, four, five, 

and even six times before it will be successful. ‘To do this well re- 
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quires care and quickness, 

and the horse should not 
be given freedom to run 

against anything. After 
the horse has submitted 
he should be. thoroughly 
poled all over, the feet 

handled, etc., until there: 
is entire indifference to it, 
then untied, and the same 

handling repeated. If the 

treatment has been prop- 
erly carried’ out, there 
should be no: difficulty 
at this point in handling 

the, feet, poling, mount- 
Fis. 93.—Taking up the Colt’s Foot while Tied—One 

ing, etc. _ of the Tests in Determining his Submission. 
This method of subjec- 

tion is the simplest, the most humane and éffective, all things con- 
sidered, that has yet been discovered. It not only diverts the 
horse’s brain from acting, but matches. his strength so perfectly | 

_ against itself, that. without producing the least pain or injury he can 

be, made almost entirely helpless. It will effect the' entire subjec- 

tion and docility of the average of the worst of wild, vicious,‘ un- 
broken colts, no matter how dangerous, in about five to fifteen 

minutes, depending much upon how it is done, so that they can be 
ridden, have the feet handled, or allow anything to come against the 
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quarters, etc. (See Fig. 94.) It gives, in connection with the war 

bridle, the true key for breaking single balkers. “It is singularly well 

adapted for supplementing the other methods and effecting the 

control of extremely vicious horses that have partially or wholly re- 

sisted the other methods. It is the safest and best method of treat- 

ment for cases extremely averse to being ridden, bridled, or having 

the head handled ; also those which have the habit of striking. It is 

specially adapted for the subjection of mustangs. As an illus- 

Fra. 95.—One of the Tests Frequently Given by the Writer in Proving the Effect of the 

Treatment upon a Notably Vicious Case, when Making Experiments 
f before his Class. 

tration of this, I have recently had reported to me a number of cases 
in Montana that had resisted all efforts to break them, which were 

easily controlled by persons who had obtained copies of my.“ Facts 
for Horse Owners,” and that so quickly as to be the cause of the 

greatest surprise tothem. One case in particular, estimated to be 
about sixteen years old, which had defied every effort to be ridden 
or handled, was controlled so perfectly within a couple of hours as to 

be ridden easily, and a short time afterward was driven in harness 

without difficulty. One was broken in Montana, by a lady, so well 

as to become ‘such a pet to her that she could take it into the house 
with perfect freedom. It will not work well upon kicking, switching 
mares and colts of a slow, cold-blooded, sulky. nature. There may 

also occasionally be found horses of a quick, nervous, and decidedly 
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vicious character, that will at first seem to resist it or fall down too 
quickly. Upon such the Third Method should be used for a short 
time, to.tone down their impetuousness, after which they will usu- 

ally submit to this method without difficulty. 
. Though compelled almost daily to subject all kinds of horses. 

to this treatment in small barns and other unsuitable places, and 
surrounded by a crowd of men, by being careful I.never had a seri- 

-ous accident occur. Of course, ina field or open yard the danger 

would be immeasurably diminished. Still, I think it my duty to 

advise the greatest care to ptevent accident, as it would be very 

easy to injure if not to kill a horse, if at all careless or reckless 
with a certain class. By going slowly at first and following up 

cautiously, there can seldom be an accident. 

THIRD METHOD OF SUBJECTION. 

It is well known that by hitting a horse ata certain point back ~ 

of the ear, it is easy to knock’ him down ; also, if a horse were to 
throw himself over backward and 
strike’ this part ona hub or stone; 

he is very liable to be instantly 

killed. At the front part of the 

atlas bone, or the first of the cer- 
vical vertebra, where it articu 

lates into the occipital bone or 
back of the head, about an inch: 

of the spinal cord is not covered ° 

with bone. If a knife or other 
sharp instrument were driven. 

down, at this point sufficient to 
penetrate it, it would ‘cause in- 

stant death. Now, by bringing 

gentle but firm pressure upon 

this part, we have, if properly | 
used, a very powerful and val- 
uable method of subjection, and 

one which is singularly adapted, when necessary, to supplement 

‘the other methods of treatment. It is, however, like the other 
methods, especially adapted for a certain class of disposition and 

habit, not unfrequently making it easy: to subdue horses upon which 

- the other methods have failed, such as nervous-tempered, cour- 
ageous, strong, wild horses that will not bear excitement or any 

form of treatment that would permit heating the blood. It is, 

Fia. 96 —Method of Applying the Cord to Put 

on Pressure. 
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however, a method of treatment that should be used with great 
care and judgment. It is easy, of course, to apply this form of press- 
ure, but the point is to use it on cases for which it is suited, and 
adapted properly to enforce their submission. Not enough pressure, 
or applying it carelessly, would cause failure, while too much or too 

long-continued pressure would not only be needlessly cruel, but 
dangerous to life. 

I found by experience 
that pulling sharply upon 
a horse with the second 
form of war bridle, which 

brings the main force of the’ 

pull upon this point, would 
often so unnerve and break 
up his confidence, that, 

though previously he could. 

not be touched around the 
feet or body, he would now 
submit to such handling 
with entire docility; and 

: that putting the center of a 

Fie. 97.—Holding Cord when Through the Mouth. cord under the bridle so as 
to rest upon this point, and 

bringing both ends through the rings of ‘the bit, and carrying back 
_ for reins, would usually make a pulling horse drive submissively, in 

a short time, to a slack rein. I was not, However, led to make any 
special effort to.study out the key to this principle of subjection, 
until, in a chance way; I heard of a man who, in breaking colts, 

brought a cord moderately tight two or three times around the 

head. This, with the remembrance of the effects before referred 

to, led me to experiment carefully with a cord in this way.. But, 

finding it gave but little more advantage than the common war bridle, 

I abandoned its use. 

_ At this time I carried canvas, visiting only large centers, which 

gave me all the opportunity I wished for using the First and Second 

Methods, and I rarely found a horse that would not submit to these 
methods of treatment. One day, however, a vicious, kicking mare. 

was brought in that resisted the utmost resources of my regular. 

treatment ; for, once. warming up in harness, she would kick,-in spite 
of all that could be‘done, in the most desperate manner. The ex- 
tremity in which I was placed led me instinctively to try what could 
be done with this treatment by carrying it to the utmost limit, and, 
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without ‘stopping to reason upon the matter, I kept on, not only 
winding the cord, but drawing it pretty tight, until I used nearly 
one hundred feet of hard, well-stretched war bridle. cord. I now let: 
her stand about eight or ten minutes, when, upon trial, she seemed 
to be entirely submissive, after which I put her in harness, and she 

drove entirely gentle. Not being sure what the ultimate result 

would be, either as to her remaining gentle or not causing injury to 
her, I told ‘the owner that if she proved to be injured in any way to 

report to me, and I would satisfy him for any damage. 
Two weeks later, he informed. me. that she had re- | 

mained entirely gentle, and was all right. 

.I was now led, as opportunity permitted, to ex- 
periment carefully, so as to learn the conditions of 

‘carrying out this treatment with most success, 'and 

‘its exact effect upon ‘different classes of cases. I 

found that for ordinary cases the average of three 

war bridle cords, of about eighteen feet, each drawn 

so as to give a,moderate pressure, that is, a pulling 

tension of about four or five pounds, (in some cases a 
little more would be necessary,) and the time of press- 

ure from five to eight or ten minutes, according to' 
the case; and that in some exceptionally bad cases 

one or two extra cords would be required, and the 
_ time of. its continuance’ somewhat longer; in very 

extreme cases from fifteen to twenty minutes. 

I did not give this method of treatment to classes, 

but held it as a reserve until ua “my experiments’ 
in New York in 1872. 

MerHop OF APPLYING 17-—SPRCIAL POINTS OF IMPORTANCE, 

‘when On. 

.The simplest and best way of applying this method of treat- | | 

ment is as follows: Take a small, firmly wound, smooth hemp. 
cord, about five-sixteehths of an inch in diameter, that has been 

‘well stretched, and about eighteen, feet long, such as we use for the 

small size: of war bridle.* Tiea hard knot at one end and a loose 

tie or knot about. eighteen or twenty inches from this end, bring. 
around the néck, and slip the end knot through: the loose: tie as for 

the first. form of war bridle ; stand.a little in front, and at the left 

of the 2 saa bring the cord through the mouth, and pass it over the 
fa 

* Finding it difficult to ets a cord of the proper size, strength, and smoothness, I have it 

manufactured especially a this purpose, and supply it to subscribers at closest rates. 

, 
oy 

Fie. 98.— Cord : 
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head where the halter rests, pulling down gently; thence through 
the mouth again, and hold firmly with the left hand, while the right 

: is‘again passed over the head and 
pulled down as before. (See Figs. 

“96 and 97.) And. so repeat to the 
end of the cord, winding for the first 
three or four turns rather loosely, * 

then gradually, with each repetition, 
pull a little tighter. Always use 
care to bring it over the tongue, so 
as not to tangle or bruise it. 
Now take another ‘cord and tie 

to the first one, so that when pulled 

: down the knot will come on either 
Fic. 99.—Touching the Horse’s Quarters ide of the head, but not at the top 

with Pole while the Cord is On. de dn the aout. “Desay this coud 

as tightly as thought necessary for the case, and continue to wind 

until three cords are used, according to the degree of resistance to 

be controlled. Fasten carefully by bringing the end under the 

other coils, and tie it so that it will not slip or ‘get loose. 
The principle involved is that the greater the strength of. will and 

power of resistance on the part of the horse, the more cord must be 

. used, the tighter it must be drawn, and the longer it must be left on. 
The average time it should be kept on is from six to ten minutes 
In no case of even extreme 
resistance should it be left on 
longer than from twenty to 
‘twenty-five minutes. Unless 
in a small place, where there 
is not sufficient room to run 
around, attach a strap or cor: 
totwoorthreeofthose around 
the head and hold by it, or tie 

to a hitching post. Be 

The success of the treat- 

ment will now depend upon 

what is done after it is ap- 
"plied, as it will. practically 
do no good to put on pressure and do nothing more; that is, the_ 
efforts must now be directed industriously:to combat and overcome: 
the resistance, whatever it is, until there is submission. For ex- 

* 

: , = 

Fra. 100.—Manner in which Some Horses Kick 
when Touched with Pole. : 

, 
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ample, if a kicker in harness, while the pressure is on take a small 
pole or rake-stale and bring against the legs and quarters, as shown 

* in Figs. 99 to 102. If the case 
is very vicious, this will usually |. - 

be resisted very hard, the horse 

kicking violently. This is not to 

be accepted as.a cause for discour- _ 
_ agement or fear of failure, as in 
teality all the best subjects for 
this treatment resist hard at first. 
“Simply continue the poling gently | 
until there is entire submission to 
it, Sometimes a horse may submit 
én five minutes ; if he does, simply 

uncoil the rope to the last three or ye, 101.—Manner in which a Vicious Horse 
four winds, and hold so while the will Kick when Touched with Pole. 
pole is again applied to the quarters. . 
If there is no resistance, unwind and turn the last cord into the first 

_ form of war bridle, and while holding it test again carefully. 
This is about the course required with the average of good tem- 

pered, sensitive horses that have learned to kick. If, however, the 

case is one of plucky, determined character, that resists violently 

after a reasonable effort, without there being any indication of sub- 

mitting, the best course will be to draw the cord a little tighter. In 

some extreme cases one or two extra cords may be added. A horse 

of decided courage and deter-_ 

mination will usually not only 

resist very hard at first, as 

stated, but the eyes will fairly 
snap with fury. If, however, 
the cord is put oh properly, and’ 
the poling. applied gently and 

persistently, it is rare that it 

will not be submitted to in from 

five to eight minutes. 

When there is. submission, 

the most prominent signs will 

be submitting to the pole, the Fie. 102.—Submitting to the Pole after : 
being Subdued. : ears dropping a little, the eyes 

softened in expression, with a 
“slight indication of panting. There is also, in some cases, profuse 
sweating, which is always a favorable indication. One of the nice 

i 
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points of success is to force to the point of submission quickly, and 
as soon as made, as quickly removing pressure, but continue the — 

poling as before explained, until after entire freedom. The result 

Fia. 108.—Manner in which Some Extremely Vicious Horses will 
Resist when Subjected to Pressure. 

will usually be 

very remarkable, 
a horse that had 
perhaps been one 

of the most der 

termined and vi- 

olent of fighters 
becoming as do- 
cile and gentle in 
appearance as if 

he had been al- 

ways So. - 

While being 

subjected to this 

treatment, the 
central point of 
observation 

should be the 
eye. So long as there is fire in it, and the ears are thrown ‘back, no 
matter whether the horse kicks or not, it is an evidence that he is 

fighting hard, and the pressure must be kept on, ‘On the contrary, 
when there is'a general ceasing of resistance, the =e is softened 
in its expression asif go- 

ing to sleep, breathing 
accelerated, panting a 

little, and especially if 
there is rapid sweating, 
it is sure evidence of 

unconditional submis- 
sion. No matter if these 

indications are shown 
in even two or three » 
minutes, the result will, 

be just as effective as if 
it had been left on ten. 

In fact, as soon as these 

indications are shown, 

the cord must be’ taken 
Fie. 104,—As Some Desperately Vicious Horses will 

Throw Themselves when Subjected to Pressure. 
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off at once. To keep on pressure any longer would not asd be 
entirely unnecessary, but abusive. 

The treatment should now be carried out for driving, as divectea 
for kicking and other habits, under those heads. 

If bad to shoe, while the pressure is on attach a rope or strap 

to the foot, and pull’ back and forward. as in Fig. 108 until the toe 
rests upon the ground, and there is submission. The cord should 
then be immediately taken off the head, as before explained, and 

turned into the war bridle, when the leg is to be repeatedly tested. 

Fie. 105.—The Horse as he Stands when Subdued. 

As stated hetore, all good subjects for this treatment will resist hard 
at first, and make a determined fight, but when they do give. up, 
will be found entirely manageable ; while those that do not resist 
when touched while the pressure’ is on; are, as a rule, not good 

subjects for iit. 
This method of subjection reveals the horse's character exactly, 

whatever it is. If one of great courage and spirit, he. will usually, ° 

while under pressure, fight at first with great fury, but finally sub- 

mit unconditionally ; but if-of a sulky, treacherous nature, while the 
pressure is on he will often stand sullenly, doing nothing. In such 

cases the Second. Method must be depended upon, in connection 

with the others. 

The success with which some kickers. can be subdued and 

broken of the habit by this method, will often be most remarkable.. It « 

is especially adapted to the subjection of courageous, determined, 
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sensitive horses, that will not bear excitement or heating of the 
blood. It also works well upon biting, strikihg, vicious stallions, 

especially when. used in connection with 

the other methods. It works extremely 
well upon mules, seldom requiring more 

than ten minutes to subdue even those of 

the worst character, 

Cases upon which it will not work well, 

and for which it. should not be used, are 

young, unbroken colts, sullen or cold- 
blooded horses of any character, and, once 

in awhile, a class of high-strung, sensitive 
horses of great courage and endurance, 
that become excited, strike, and resist 

hard. Such cases are, however, somewhat 
rare. It is not adapted for balkers; if it 

must be used upon such, let it be after subjecting to the First 
or Second Methods, or both, and then but for a few minutes. 

The reason this method should not be used upon colts, is that they 

will in the first place usually resist any attempt to put on the 
cord, or bite and chew upon it to a 
degree that will bruise or cut the cheeks, 
which is very troublesome to treat.* 
(See Fig. 107.) Besides, colts can be 
controlled so much easier and better 
by the Second Method, that there is no 
necessity for using'this upon them. 

There will occasionally be found an 
old horse that will bite upon the cord 
like: colts. In all such cases the treat- 

ment must at once be abandoned, and 

dependence placed upon other methods. 

Those that cut or bruise the cheeks are 
usually of a surly, obstinate nature, the 

sullen disposition being prominent, which 

will usually be denoted by the small, clear eye, set well back on 

the side of the head, eyebrows rather heavy, fullness below the 

eye, long between the eyes and ears, ears rather long and heavy, 
and small nostrils. In a very extensive practice of many years, 
I found:no practical means of preventing horses’ biting in this way, 

Fig. 106.—Mouth as Usually Kept 

Open when Cord is on. 

Fic. 107.—Appearance of Mouth 

when Biting upon the Cord. 

*For special treatment for such possible bruising of cheeks, see Bruises of Cheek. 
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so that when we had such cases we found it to be the best course to 
abandon itatonce. _ ee 

This. method of subjection is so arbitrary, and in ignorant hands 

can be so easily made the basis of injury and abuse, that for a long 
time I have been very reluctant to give it to my classes, or publish 

it, fearing they would misuse its advantage ; but with anything like 
ordinary care, it is not at all difficult to determine the cases for 

which it is suitable, and to avoid needless abuse by it. It is always 
advisable, before applying this treatment as well as in the applica- 

_ tion of other methods of treatment, to look the horse carefully over 

in a general way. Then, if not sure of the character test a little to - 

be able to determine it with accuracy. 

* Fie. 108.—Pulling the Foot Back—Bad to Shoe. 

If a-nervous, excitable, coltish-acting fellow, that has perhaps 
been seriously frightened in consequence. of carelessness or accident, 
the Second Method ‘may first be used. Should this fail, or not pro- 
duce satisfactory results, then this method may be tried. To make 

its application plainer, first bring the cord through the mouth once 
and pull down rather tight. Should this be submitted to, it is safe 
to proceed. But if the horse strikes violently, or resists, showing a 
disposition to bite upon the cord, especially after. two or three coils 

have been used, it had better be abandoned and other treatment 
used. Or, if it is desired to subject the horse to the First Method 

first, and the cord cannot be put on with safety, subject to the Sec- 

ond. Method for a few moments, then resort to-the first, after which 
the impréssion can-be fixed by this. - 
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Fra. ‘109.— Pulling Head of a Vicious Horse around to 

Avoid his Fore Feet should he Strike, and Observ- 
ing that the Cord Comes Right in the Mouth. 

The First Method can- 
not be repeated with 
much assurance of suc- 

cess. If the horse‘will not 
get up after being thrown, 

you will have accom- 

“plished all that you can 

by this treatment. Also | 
‘ the Third Method will, as 

a rule, prove a success or 

failure after the first trial. 
It cannot be repeated 

with success, and should 

not be tried. Whatever 

is attempted by this meth- 
. od must be done at the 

first trial. But if the horse 

will bear it, this trial can 

be carried to a.considera- 

ble extreme of pressure, and be continued for some time, though it 
should not exceed twenty-five minutes, except in very extreme 
cases. One horse, of a certain temperament and character,,may be 
able to stand pressure for 
fifteen minutes as well as 

another espécially sensi- 
tive horse, perhaps, would 

the same only two or 
three or four minutes. So 
that each case must reg- 
ulaté just the extent and 
amount of pressure need- 

ed. These points I have 
learned by experimenting 
for a good many years on 

a great variety of horses. 
I would repeat, that the 

point is to make all the 
impression possible with 

Fre. 110.—Looking at the Opposite Side to See that 

the Cord Comes Right, and Determining the 

Amount of Pressure Necessary. 

it when used, and then, if there is failure, resort to other. methods. 
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THE WAR BRIDLE. 

FIRST FORM. 
mm 

I will take up, next, 'a means of management so simple, yet so 
practical and valuable in its effects, that it is in some respects indis- 

pensable, because it gives us in certain ways a degree of control not 
‘attainable by any other means. 

‘Certainly, for so simple a means, 

when skillfully used, it has a won- 
derful effect. It would not seem. 

. possible, until witnessed, that an 
ordinary unbroken colt or stubborn 
horse, entirely unbroken to lead, 
could be taught in a few a 
utes to follow around ‘anywhere, 
without the least restraint, even 
‘watching a man, turning and fol- 
lowing him in any manner, like a 

trained dog. If a horse is restless 
and will not submit to have the 
harness put on, resists being bridled, 

cleaned, or curried, restless in shoe- 
ing, or being a little nervous when 
ordinary objects of fear are brought 

around him, etc., this gives almost 

immediate control, in addition to 

being the foundation for other im- Fra. 111.—First Form of War Bridle. 
portant management. am 

Then, it can be modified in a variety of ways to increase’ its 

power, so,as to show such a degree of restraint upon certain classes 
of viciousness as to appear most startling. But while it may fre- 

Sy quently enable the accomplishment of what may seem very remark- 

able’ results, it cannot in reality be accepted as more than subordi- 
nate or. supplementary to the,other methods. It will be all ‘that i is 
needed in controlling and making gentle all ordinary colts. It is the 

best of all means for teaching a colt or horse to lead or follow by’ 
the halter. In fact, eight tenths of all ordinary cases, with a little 

care and patience, could be controlled easily by this simple method 

of treatment alone. It was by this means that I was led to advertise . 
with confidence to be able to control any urfmanageable,. headstrong 

stallion so successfully that within ten minutes I could lead him out: 
to a horse or mare and stand off eight or ten feet and call him to me 

6 8 2 8 

~ 
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by word of .com- 
mand only ; and yet 

simple as this meth- 
od may seem, it 

took me fully fif- 
teen years to catch 

the full points of 

its value. 

DETAILS OF ITS 

APPLICATION. 

First, concerning 

the quality of cord, . 
and its length. It 

is very important 

: to have the best 

Fie. 112.—First Form of War Bridle. ' possible quality of 
fiber, and size about 

right. The point is to have the cord as small as possible, yet suf- 

ficiently strong to give assurance of its not breaking under the most 
severe strain to which it can be subjected. I have found the best to 
be that made from the very best quality of long-fiber Missouri hemp, 
wound very hard, yet in such a way as to be as flexible as possible. 
I used the same cord for the War Bridle that I did for the Third 

Method of Subjection, and found it necessary to have it made spe- 

cially for this purpose, as I could not find any in the market suffi- 
; ciently fine and strong 

fm to besuitable. The size 
should be from five six- 

Fig. 113.—Smallest Size of Cord Used—Five six- teenths to three eighths 
teenths of an Inch in Diameter. of an inch plump in di- 

ameter, and in length 

from fifteen to twenty- 
Peak es se Deamaeees two feet. The average 

Fie. 114.—Largest Size of Cord Used—Three eighths length used by me was 
of an Inch in Diameter. from eighteen to twenty 

_ feet. We cut them this 
length, or divided a roll into four parts, and then we used them 
as required for either purpose. 

For the simplest form of War Bridle, take such a piece of cord, 

tie each end in a hard knot, and make another knot or loop about 
twenty inches from one end ; bring this end around the horse's neck, 
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and pass it through the loose knot or loop, regulating the size of the 

loop to that of the neck, Next, catch the end hanging down, and 

pass between the cord and neck, forming a loop with the free end 

on the near side. Pass the loop this forms through the mouth, or 
over the lower jaw, as shown in Bigs ‘112. This ‘we will term the 

First Form of War Bridle. 
‘This, it will be noticed, gives considerable pulley power side- 

ways and back upent the mouth. The method of using it is as fol- 

lows :— 
Stand opposite the shoulder, about four or five feet away from 

the head, and give a sharp, quick pull or jerk, when instantly give 
slack, using more or less force, according to the amount of resistance 

tobe overcome. This will be 
found to give great power, 
beitig sufficient, unless the 

horse is very heavy and slow, 
.to pull him around easily, 
' when by repeating a few times 

he will come around freely 

without being pulled upon. 

Now, go to the opposite side 

and repeat the pulling until — 
he will come around in the 

same manner. The force of 
the pull must necessarily be . 

regulated to the resistance of Fig. 115.—Double-Draw Hitch. 
the horse, a quick, nervous 
horse requiring but two or three light pulls to bring him: off his 
feet and make him follow around freely ; whereas a ‘dull, stub- 

born, or slow horse may be required to be pulled upon with a good 

deal of force, and the pulling repeated quite a number’ of times. 

to produce the same effect. 

After doing this, by stepping: ddeways arid ahead, the horse will 

follow promptly, in circles, right or left ; then gradually enlarge your 

circle, until you go straight ahead, and he will follow freely. But 

should he be a little slow, or not follow promptly as desired, simply 

repeat the pulling a few times as before, when he will follow freely 
in any manner, though the cord be thrown over the back, and will 

afterward do so equally well with the control of a common halter. 

It will be noticed that this form only gives power sideways. 

If you were to go in front of the head and pull forward, it would 

only Earew, the head up and back, in fact making the horse resist 
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following, and expose your weakness to him. When we want. power 
to bring the horse straight ahead, should it be necessary, simply 

Fra. 116.—Second Forin of 
War Bridle. : 

change to the Second Form, as shown 

in Fig. 117, when by pulling a few times 
he will be made-to come ahead as 

freely as before sideways. 

The next step, naturally, is to handle 
the horse around the shoulders, ‘hips, 

‘and legs. If this is done carefully and 

gently, as directed under that head in 

Colt-Training, there will not often ‘be 
' much resistance. But should there be, 
and this means not be sufficient ,to 

overcome it, for this or other minor 

troubles recourse may be had to the 
‘regular treatment laid down for such 
resistance. 

SECOND FORM OF WAR BRIDLE. — 

Take off, the cord as now on, and make a single loose knot or 
. loop about a foot from theend. Put the end knot through the loose 
-knot or loop, and draw sufficiently tight to prevent its slipping out. 

The loop thus formed should be only just large enough to go over 

the lower jaw, because the larger the loop the less power will be ob- 
tained. Next pass the 
cord from the off side 
over the head where the 

halter rests, and ‘down 
through this loop back of 
the jaw, until the slack 
is ‘taken up as shown 
in Figs. 116 and 117. 
Now, step a little side- 

ways and ahead, and. pull 
gently, holding the cord 
taut, and you will find 
that you have reversed 

the previous order of 
working by. its giving 

_ you power to bring the 

horse straight ahead. 

Now, give a sharp pull 
Fig. 117.—Secend Form of War Bridle as it 

Should be Adjusted. 
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as piiore: ‘when you. Sail find that’ you ‘will be able ito pull the 

horse right to you; ‘but if you do not the first’ ‘time, you can at. 

farthest after a few repetitions. A quick, neryous horse may jump 
right to you on the first pull, and will follow in the most ‘prompt 

manner afterward, while one of a slow and sullen nature may resist 

quite hard for a while, but will always yield in time. : 
As a means of breaking horses that lag when handled or pulled 

upon by the halter, or refuse to lead to any point, as, for example, 

through a door (a common habit), this form of the War Bridle will 
be found to be by far the best means of : ‘management, and becomes 

the foundation of 

success in the 
breaking of double 

‘ balkers, as -shown 
under that head, 

making it.a very 

‘easy matter now to 

control such cases: 

I would call -par- 

ticular attention to 
the fact that the 

cord must be put 

just at the point ‘on 
the head, back of 
the ears, where the 

halter pa birdie .Fia. 118.—Cord too far Back on the Neck, with Loop on the 

‘rests. If by chance ” Lower Jaw too Large. will not Work. 
it should be placed 
three or four of more inches back, as shown i in Fig. 118, the secret. of 

its power will be lost. 
Putting this part over ‘the head about half way back on the 

neck,, drawing down tightly with the hand, or tying moderately 

tight, as shown in Fig. 119, will be found all that will be required in 
the control of all ordinary cases bad to bridle, ‘handle top of head, 

harness, etc.’ If tied down, it should not be kept so at longest more 

than a minute or two. 

THE DouBLE-DRAW HITCH Form. 

This gives nearly three times the power of the ordinary forms 

of the War Bridle: It can be changed or modified in two or three 

Ways, as may be necessary, and is a very practical and valuable 

means of control. I may mefition here, that this has been the pein 
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‘cipal secret (for in difficult cases I could not succeed without it) of 
performing the apparently impossible feat of being able within ten 

minutes to control so easily any headstrong or lunging stallion, 

when great power is required, as before referred to. 

First, put on a cord as 
for First Form of War 
Bridle; but instead of 
bringing the cord’ down 
through the loop, bring 

it from below up; then 

pass it over the head 

and back through the 
mouth, thence through 
the loop this forms on 
the near side. (See Fig. 

115.) -If desired, this can 

be modified so as to 
give still greater power 

by bringing the cord 
across under the upper 

lip, instead of through 
the mouth, or by making 

another loop over the 

head in the same man- 

Fig. 119.—Method of Tying Down to Make Horse Submit 

to be Harnessed, have his Head Handled, etc. 

ner, and by bringing it under the upper lip. 
By experimenting a little with this, it will be found to increase 

the ‘power wonderfully. A horse so stubborn and sullen that he can 

hardly be moved or seem to be in- 
fluenced by the First Form, can be 

lifted almost bodily out of his tracks. 
by this, giving all the power neces- 
sary for making such a horse follow in 
a few moments. Where a horse is 

restless, or somewhat unmanageable, 

such as resisting the feet being taken 
up, having a blanket thrown over 
him, the head handled, etc., he can 

sometimes be made to submit readily 

by bringing the cord, after the First 

Form is adjusted, forward under the 

upper lip and right around over the head, and through the mouth, 
and holding moderately tight. But it should not be held so more 

Fie. 120.—Manner of Tying. 

‘ 
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than a minute. Should it be resisted very mc it will be better to 
resort to regular coercive treatment. 

There is quite a secret in using the War Bridle. It is, first, in 
getting the right position and distance from a horse ; second, the 
method of pulling, which is the point here to be explained. Wind 

the cord once around the right hand, not very tight, while it is 
passed through the left a little in advance of the right. And now 

for the secret: it is giving a sharp, quick jerk with both hands, like 
‘the cracking of a whip; not a long, heavy, dead pull, mind, but a 
quick little jerk, as it 

~ were, and ‘instantly . 

' slack. You will, of 
course, place one leg 
alittle forward of the 
other to give pur- 

chase ; the rest must 
be done by the force 

of the arms only. I 
have frequently been ij WW 

fetaee cots : iy) i na N 
able to illustrate this sce Ne R re : i 
by jerking heavy ry 
horses around freely 
by pulling upon the 
cord lightly but 
quickly with my 

naked hands, with- Fie. 121.—Modification of Second Form. 
out the least injury 

to them; while strong; heavy men, though pulling quite hard in a 

slow, indifferent way, could scarcely move them, and at that bruise 

their hands quite seriously. 

I may say that in hundreds and hundreds of cases, men who had 
joined my classes and to whom had been shown and explained every 

point of its application, and had its effect illustrated 'té them, would 
‘often catch the points only so: crudely or imperfectly that they 

would follow me fifteen or twenty miles to attend another class and 

have them again-explained to them: This is one of my reasons for 

being so explicit in giving such full details of this principle of man- 

, agement, and which must necessarily be frequently referred to in 
connection with other methods of treatment. 

‘Iam ‘just in receipt of a letter from a pentlenian in California, 

. who, in relating his success in breaking mustangs, after stating that 

he had broken mustangs easily that had been given up by others, 
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said he had made a wager that he could make a sixteen-year-old 
mustang that had not been touched for three years, follow him in 
thirty minutes, and that he did it so well in seven that it’ would 

follow him anywhere and thereby astonished those who knew the. 

mustang. And this he did with the War Bridle. 
The simplicity of this ferm of control makes it very difficult to 

realize its real value; neither is it too much to say that it sequites 

considerable ptactical skill to bring out its full power. 
If limited to the various forms of the War and Patent Bridles, 

there should be no real difficulty i in -being able to, control certainly 

more than half of the average colts’ and vicious horses in the 
country. 

“W,” OR BREAKING BIT — TRAINING THE MOUTH. 

Whatever we do with the horse, however .successful our treat- 

ment, we must ultimately come to the control of the mouth; and if 
not successful i in this, no matter how good our treatment otherwise, 

Fia. 192,—« W,” or Breaking Bit. Half Size. 

‘it must necessarily be regarded.as seriously defective. This matter 
of getting good control of the mouth, simple as it may seem, both- 
ered me more to catch the points of doing successfully, than any 

other treatment here referred to. And it is naturally one of the most 

difficult points for horse men to contend with successfully. This is 
usually sought to be done by bitting, that is, putting on a bitting- 
rig, checking the head up, and letting the colt fight it until he gives 
up, and in the management of runaways, depending wholly upon 

such bits as will give direct power. The. difficulty is that while the 
horse may be controlled in this way, the disposition to continue the 
habit is not overcome, which is the real point important to accom- 
plish. Then, in many extreme cases, the’ resistance may be so great 

that it is not possible by any means heretofore in use to hold the 
horse. 

It must be borne in mind that this method (bitting) brings dead 

pressure only upon the mouth, and necessarily cannot teach the idea 
\ 
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(which is the real point. to be attained) of submitting the head up 
and back to the easy and flexible restraint of the bit, and give assur- 

ance of having the horse entirely submissive to easy restraint af the 
bit under any possible impulse of excitement. 

The common methods of treatment are defective in various ' 
ways, and are the direct causes of the many accidents and cases of 

trouble experienced in the use of driving horses, The colt is simply 

subjected a short time to a bitting-rig ; there is, perhaps, success in 
driving him double, or putting him before the plow with another 

horse, until gentle. It is a matter purely experimental, also, of 
“being hitched up single. If the ‘colt is exceptionally intelligent 

and good-tempered, by using ¢ extreme care there is perhaps success 
in hitching him to a buggy. Now, if he moves off and finally drives 

_ ordinarily well, he is presumed to be a gentle, broken horse. In- 
‘deed, there would seem to be no other reasonable course of manage- 

ment. This is the fatal error, and the prime cause of our trouble., 

To explain this, we will presume now to make an experiment or two. 

‘The horse appears to be entirely gentle and manageable, and so he 
is, as far as he has been trained. But let the rein be caught sud- . 

‘denly under the tail, let one of the traces get’ loose, the breeching- 

strap break, or some other derangement, in itself trifling; occur, and 
the colt i is startled, frightened, kicks by impulse, or springs ahead, to 
free himself from the supposed danger. There i is no assured control 

by the bit; he has never been made to feel it; the consequence is, 
he rushes against it, runs away, and the horse.is spoiled. | And this is 

about the history of nearly all runaway kickers, with their incidental 
troubles. These were the horses I was‘almost constantly required 

to experiment upon before my classes. And it always became a 
matter of the greatest surprise to the best horsemen witnessing my 
experiments, to see with what success I could drive such in a short 

time, under the greatest excitement, entirely gentle, submitting 

freely to what before would have made them kick and run away. 
~The secret of course was that I went to work first to remove the 

cause in the most direct manner, thereby making the foundation for 
‘greatly lessening the resistance to the bit. ‘For example, if kicking, 
was the cause of the indirect resistance, the first point I aimed at 

was to overcome that, then to go pre to the control of the 

mouth until successful. 
Now, these points were what a long course of, I may say, very 

ignorant and often blind experimenting, forced me to learn. I was 
soon compelled’ from necessity, as stated, first to make the horse i in 

a’ gencial way perfectly gentle, and then.come directly to the point 
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of resistance, whatever it was. Then, another point I learned was 
that making one part of the body gentle is no assurance that the 

other will be so. For example, making the forward part gentle, would 
not make the hind part so; that I could make one foot submissive to 

be shod, and yet leave the other foot as difficult to handle and control 

as ever ;. that making a horse fearless of a handkerchief when brought 
around his head or in front of him, no matter how indifferent to 

it he became, if thrown from behind, under his belly, upon his hips, 

or behind him, would be as'‘likely to frighten him as if he had not 

seen it before. 
In a hundred ways these little points could be shown, and are 

fully explained in details of treatment under special heads. But 
because these conditions are not understood, or those requisite for 
overcoming them are not known or understood, these troubles 
necessarily follow. Now, in no respect ‘is this more strongly shown 

than in the management of the mouth. By experimenting a little 

upon a variety of horses with the War Bridle in teaching to lead, it 
will be. found that a horse will sometimes at first resist with such 
persistence that the united strength of several men would not be 
sufficient to make him lead; yet, by repeating, as explained, the 

short little pulls in such way as he is the least able to resist, the 

horse will in all cases soon learn to follow in any manner, even run- 

ning after the trainer, without being pulled upon or perhaps without 
the use of the halter at all; and he will do this ever afterward. 

Now, the principle is exactly the same in obtaining such control 

of the mouth as will enable securing unconditional submission to the 

slightest restraint of the bit, a point that took me at least twelve 
years of the closest observation and practice to catch the idea of 
intelligently, and even up to the time of leaving the road I was con- 

stantly learning new points of advantage in this respect. The 
results I would sometimes be able to bring about in doing this were 
really striking, in many cases truly wonderful. Though a digres- 

sion, I will refer to a few illustrative cases in point. 
A runaway horse, eight years old, the last time hitched up, 

jumped over a toll-gate, ran away, had not been driven for over a 

year afterward, and was regarded utterly unmanageable. After 
thirty minutes’ treatment he, was driven down a steep hill to a 

buggy, without breeching, the wagon running against his heels, 
guided by a six-year-old boy who sat near me on the seat ; and the 
horse remained gentle afterwards. 

A strong, large-boned Western horse, in New York City, nine 

years ald, was sold for $275, on condition that he could be driven to | 
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acart. He was hitched up to a heavy dump-cart, with both wheels 
blocked, two men held him by the head, and two in the cart held 
the‘reins. He resisted all restraint, and ran away, and was pur- 

chased for fifty dollars. This horse, though utterly unmanageable, 

was controlled so perfectly within an hour, that the slightest re- 
straint of the reins was sufficient to guide and control him under any 

excitement, in driving to a single buggy; and this without breech- 
ing, the tross-piece coming against the quarters. 

A five-year-old colt, in. Toledo, Ohio, a runaway, and so des- 

perate that the only way he could be held in harness with’success 
was to hitch him between two heavy horses, tied back to them by 

the head,—this horse, in less than an hour’s time, was made entirely 

manageable, was driven next day through the principal streets per- ' 

fectly gentle without breeching, and remained so. 

In Cleveland, Ohio, a trotting-horse that had defied sith such 
determination every effort to be controlled in single harness as to 
be regarded as practically worthless, submitted perfectly within an 

hour, and as a special feat, in the meantime having the treatment 

repeated, in addition to being trained, was driven next day on the 

square without reins or breeching, by the control of the whip only. 
These cases, with others equally striking that could be referred 

to did space permit, were thus made manageable to the control of 
the bit by training the mouth with the “W,” or Breaking Bit. The 
full details of these cases, with thirty-six others, are given in my special 
work on the horse, under the heading, “Illustrative Cases,” the better 

to illustrate there the treatment to be pursued in the management 

of such cases. These results, so far as training the mouth, I could 
accomplish with a greater or less degree of success, and with. differ- : 
ent kinds of bits ; but found the ‘“‘W,” or ae Bit, here. given, 

the simplest and best. 

It is not a bit for driving, though it may in some cases be used 

assuch. The secret of its success is not so much in the bit as in the 

manner of using it, which in principle is practically the same as that 
given for the War Bridle. As explained in thé use of the cord, 

there may be at first the most determined resistance to it; but by 

repetition of the treatment. the horse will in a short time not only 
cease resisting, but will follow anywhere. The impression made in 
this way is never forgotten, the horse afterward leading by the 
merest restraint of the halter. ; 

In the same manner, when there is at first an effort with this bit 
to control or force the submission of a headstrong horse, there may 

be the most desperate resistance to it: but by repetition of the 
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treatment, sometimes requiring considerable perseverance, there will 
in a short time be such complete submission to it that the horse can 
be held or controlled afterward, even under the greatest excitement, 

by the lightest restraint of an ordinary bit. This principle of train- 
ing is also illustrated in “ Halter-Pulling,” ‘ and in fact in every step 

of subjective treatment. 
The length of the bit should be regulated to the size of the 

mouth, so that when pulled upon, the bars will come at right angles 

with the jaw on each side. The averagé length is eight and three 
fourths inches from center to center of ring-holes when put together. 

This makes the length of the short bars three and three eighths and 
the long bars five and three eighth inches from center to center of 
holes. It may be made much shorter, but it would proportionately 

lessen the lever power of the bars upon the jaw, which is the key. of 
its success. The bars should be made of round cast-steel rod, filed 

and polished perfectly smooth, about five sixteenths of an inch in 
diameter. Between the bars, at the ends, there should be a small, 

thin washer., The rings should be made a iron wire, about two and | 
a half to three inches in diameter. The bars ‘especially should be 
filed and polished perfectly smooth, so as to leave no rough corners 
or surfaces anywhere. A round, stiff piece of leather may be stitched . 

inside the rings ; while this iti be dispensed with, it is desirable to 
have iton. 4 a 

A great variety of bits are made on this principle, but their 

construction is so faulty that they do not work well. They are 
mainly defective in being too short and rough. This bit will not 
bruise or cut the mouth., Some of the points which took me a good 
many years to. learn, | were, that there was no practical advantage in 

making the bars twisted and 1ough for the purpose of ‘hurting 
more ; that the lever power was the point of its success,.and that it 
would work just as well when the bars were smooth as when twisted 
and roughened, making the serious objection of cutting and tearing 
the mouth. i 

The point ‘of its use is, when put in the mouth the reins are to 
be brought back through the shaft lugs so as to bring a straight,. 
even pull upon the mouth backward, and prevent the horse from 
turning around. A specially important point is that the hand parts 

of the reins are large and soft, so as to give good hold upon them. 
Now, stand behind, just beyond the reach of the heels, with a rein 
twisted once around each hand, and after moving the horse moder-_ 

ately, call “Whoa!” sharply, instantly following with a sharp, 

quick, raking pull. The variation of the pull in the arms should not 

a 
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fe. more than two or three inches, blended with the direct pulling, 

which should be with the energy ‘of the strongest ‘blow from the 
shoulder, the principle simply reversed. ‘In this way, after the 

command of , “Back” or. “Whoa” is given, whichever it is, 
repeat at short intervals. In all ordinary cases the, submission 

will be quick and easy; but in plucky, bad cases, the resist- 
ance may be very determined. In fact, in exceptional cases it 

may be so great that it, will seem impossible to make the horse 

yield ; but this should not by any means be accepted as a reason for’ 
discouragement. 

If the horse warms up much, and becomes sullenly indifferent to 
the pressure of’ the bit upon the mouth, by repeating the lesson it is 

rare that he will not be found to submit in a few minutes, At any - 

rate the lesson must be so thorough that there will be unconditional 
submission. In all my experience I never found more than haif a 

dozen cases that did not submit to two or three lessons. Success 
will depend upon how it is done, the main point being to make the . 

horse submit, if possible, before he warms up, persevering and re- 

_peating till there is success. But should the horse become so 
warmed up as-to make it necessary to repeat the lesson, he must be ‘. 
allowed to. stand long enough to become entirely cool, The: better 

‘way would be to let him stand over night, or even longer.’ In most. 
cases, when the lesson is repeated, he will be found to respond i im- 
mediately, because the mouth has now become very sensitive ; but 
if not, the only thing to do is to go on as before, carefully, until 

successful. 
Another very. important point is, if the case is known to be 

‘avery, serious one, and resists with decided courage (this has special 

reference to. larg¢-boned, rather coarse, but very plucky, determined 

‘horses), to move the horse at first very slowly, until the point is gained 
of making him stop and come back at’a slight pull. In my own prac-. 

- tice ‘moved the horse ona very slow walk, and repeated ‘making 
him stop. until he would do so without being pulled upon, then stop 

and come back, until he would respond to the pull of the bit with 
the elasticity of a spring., Then I moved him a little faster, and re- 

peated until he could ‘be moved to a’sharp trot, and would stop 
instantly at: command without being pulled upon, no matter 

what the excitement. This I would: repeat over and over until I 

could put the horse ort a run and do it; and if his character had been : 
such as to make him at all seriously doubtful, .this' lesson was re- 

peated after he had got cool.’ This is what I called testing | what 
had been done. In most cases the horse will be found entirely man- 
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ageable ; but he may, when pushed up sharply, resist quite hard 

again. If so, the point must be fought out at once, and most 

thoroughly. 
The next step is to put before a wagon. In my own experi- 

ence, I made it a point always, in such cases, to force the horse back 

suddenly against the cross-piece ; in fact, I impressed him with such 
power as to entirely discourage him from the least offer of resistance, 
I then moved the horse a little, pulling the wagon behind him. He 
‘being submissive to this, I now attached the harness, got into the 
wagon and started him again, very moderately, and as before 
repeated the starting and stopping until I could push him out on 

arun, and make him stop at command. The lesson in all cases was 
made without the breeching strap being buckled. 

Frequent reference will be made to this bit in different parts of 
the work, more especially in Colt Training, Running Away, and 
Runaway Kickers. It will also in many cases be found good treat- 
ment for breaking up the habit of pulling on one rein. Iti is the best 

means, also, of teaching a horse to stand or back. 

More extended details in the application of this bit will be 
found in the chapters on “Colt Training,” and “Running Away.” 

ae Four-RING, OR UPPER JAw BIT. 

As training the mouth by the Breaking Bit is not always desir- 

able on account of the work of doing it, and the lack of skill and 
practice in using it, I include other forms of bits which will enable 
the control of .horses more directly and sometimes with great suc- 

cess: 1. The Four-ring Bit ; 2. The Half-Moon Bit; 3, The Spoon 

Fia. 123.—Improved Four-ring Bit. 

Bit; and 4. The Patent Bridle. Other bits might also be used with 
success. We describe first the Four-ring Bit. 

In controlling a horse by the head, we find that one of the most 
sensitive parts of the mouth is the roof of the upper jaw. If we 
take a common snaffle bit and slide two rings over the mouth-pieces, | 
and connect them by a strap passing loosely over the nose, when the 
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reins which are attached to the outside rings are pulled upon, the 
center of the bit will be forced upward against the roof of the mouth, 
producing such acute pain that but few horses can pull against it 
with much force. 

This bit has béen in very general use for a number of years, but 
I do not know when or by whom it was invented. Frank Leslie, of 

Leslie's Weekly, who witnessed some of my experiments in New York 
City, told rhe that while in Europe he saw an illustration of such a 
bit in an old Grecian work. While. the bit works fairly well when 
not pulled upon véry hard, its power would be almost wholly lost by 

the rings sliding to the ends of the bars if the resistance against it 
were at all severe. To prevent this I devised an obstruction fo the 

rings at a certain point, beyond which they cannot slide. (See Figs. 

Fira. 124. —Improved Four- ring Bit. Patent Applied for. 

123, 124.) By this Improvement the bit will rest easily and naturally 
in the mouth, yet be held firmly in place in spite of any degree of 
pulling upon it. 

This bit will ‘usually work well upon hard pullers’ and side- 

reiners, especially those that, as they warm up, have more inclina- 
tion to lug or pull. I have known many horses that would pull so 
hard upon a common bit as to draw the wagon by the reins, yet 
would, by the use of this bit, when properly adjusted, submit to an 
easy rein. It is also one of the simplest and safest means to make a 
horse’ stand to be shod. For this purpose, when the bit is in the 

mouth, take-a common War Bridle cord, tie one end into the near 

ring, and pass through the opposite ring till taut, and tie. Then 

bring the cord around the horse’s neck as for Second Form of War 
Bridle, with the cord well back upon,the neck, and pass down back 
of the jaw. This will be found of special value to horse-shoers, 
because, with rare exceptions, it compels most horses bad to shoe 
to stand gentle while being shod. 

The main point of success in this bit is, first, in having it made 
right, as shown—the bars a little longer than the ordinary bit, and 
either constructed so that there is an obstruction at the ring at the 
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inner end of the bar, as shown in Fig. 124, or the bar slotted, as 

shown in Fig. 128. In either case, the bars must be filed smooth, 
so as to make the play of the ring free and easy. 

But the most important point is its proper adjustment to the 
head. It should be made to hang a little low in the mouth; next 

the strap across the nose should be, made of nice soft leather: from. 

an inch and a quarter to an inch and a half wide, the ends buckling 
nicely into the rings. This strap must come right straight across 

‘the nose, and be buckled short enough so that when the bit is 
pulled upon, the full pressure of the center of the bit, or the ends 

a the bars, where they come together, will be brought firmly and 

strongly against the 
roof of the mouth, 
yet not fitted so 

tightly that it will 
press uncomfortably 
against the upper 

jaw when the bit is 
not pulled upon. If 
the strap across the 

nose is in the least - 
too long, the point 

of advantage will be 
practically lost, and 

there must ‘be dis- 

appointment. This 
isa point that must 
be looked to care- 
fully. 

The ordinary simple forms of this bit, as generally sold by har- 
ness-makers, are not made properly, and in addition they are never 
properly fitted, and CpaseA tent will rarely. give the, satisfaction 

expected. 

When in Cleveland, Ohio; a gentleman reported to me having © 

a very fine, fast-gaited driving horse in, every respect all. right, 
except that hé would pull so hard that he became practically 
unmanageable. I adjusted this form of bit carefully, when he would: 

idrive in any manner, fast or slow, to a slack rein, scarcely showing 
any resistance. 

A very fine driving mare owned by a physician | in Battle Creek, 
Mich., was perfectly gentle and fearless, but she would pull the 

wagon with the reins,— if in the least excited could not, yin fact, be 

Fia. 125.—Four-ring Bit as Arranged for Use. 
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held down at all. I adjusted a bit as described, when she drove 
entirely gentle, in fact he told me that his wife could drive her 
afterward. 

A great many interesting cases could be referred to, showing 

the value of this bit when properly made and adjusted. It will not 
“work well on horses that throw the nose up very high, as by the horse. 
doing this, it will be found that its advantage will at once be lost. 

Neither is it adapted for rapid speeding. 

THE HALF-MOON BIT. 

The point of this bit is in having the lower or inner side drawn to 
athin edge. The edge can be made straight, or a little concave. 

The edge should be about as thin as an old twenty- -five cent piece, 

and filed very smooth, but not sharp enough to cut. The point is 

i Fie. 126.—Half-moon Bit. 

hat the small surface brought against the jaw, when pulled upon 
at all hard, will necessarily cause so much pain that it will not be 
resisted. It will in many cases work very nicely, while in some cases 

it will not work well at all; it will’ usually work well on spirited, . 
energetic, ‘headstrong ‘horses. There should be round pieces of 
leather adjusted inside the rings. 

This bit will enable driving many headstrong horses easily. 

The simplest and best form of check for this is arranged about as 
follows: Put ona small steel bit partly bent, and pass a closely-fitting 

strap from each ring across the nose. To keep it in place, another 

small strap should ‘extend from the center of it to the head-piece. The 
gag-runners | should be attached to the bridle, well up on the head- 

piece, ona line with theears. The check-rein should be attached to 
this bit, and drawn short enough to throw the head well up. 

The next point is to so conform the driving-bit that it cannot be 
resisted. This~is accomplished by making the part of the mouth- 

piece coming Seainet the jaw so thin that more than an ordinary pull 
a 
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upon it will hurt so severely that there will be no inclination to pull 
against it ; next, it should be made circular in form, so that it will give 

sufficient lateral restraint to prevent pulling or lunging sideways. 
The length should be from four and seven eighths to five inches from 
center to center of holes, the bend about one inch forward from a 

line drawn across the center of the holes, with the edge filed down to 
about the thickness of the back of an ordinary knife-blade, and 
rounded to prevent cutting. This.will make the surface bearing 
against the mouth so.narrow that the most plucky horse can scarcely 

pull against it. This bit will be found very effective for the manage- 
ment of spirited, pulling, ‘and lunging horses. 

THE SPOON BIT.’ 

The Spoon Bit simply causes sensibility in the mouth in 

another way, namely, by the pressure of the spurs or flanges 

against the outside of the jaw to the degree the bit is pulled upon. 

Fig. 127.—Spoon Bit. 

It will be found in many cases to work very nicely, though it is not 
a bit that gives much power. It is more like the Four-ring Bit in 
compelling an easy submission of the mouth to the guidance and 
restraint of the reins. _ The illustration will suliciently, explain its 

construction. 

In using any of these palliative bits upon horses known to be 

liable to run away, it is in all cases advisable to put on-one or 
two foot-straps, to be carried. back into the wagon, and the horse 

carefully tested, when, if he should resist the bit and lunge ahead, he 
can be at once disabled by pulling one foot from.under him. Should 

this be resisted, follow immediately by pulling the other foot from 

under him. This i is, of course, simply a precautiondry measure. 

ye 
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THE PATENT BRIDLE. 

When the horse is found to be extremely reckless in resisting 
the bit, and especially when the case cannot be subjected to the 

regular treatment to be trained out of the habit, it is 5 very important, 
to be able to bring sufficient 

power upon the mouth to 
restrain and hold the horse 
safely. If, in addition to this, 
the force of the restraint car 

be made to impress the horse 
in such a way that he will be 
disinclined to repeat it; a 

' very important point will be 

accomplished. This we can 

now do very successfully by 

what we here denominate the. 
Patent Bridle, which is es 

pecially adapted for the con- 

trol of extremely headstrong. 

or lunging horses 
During my early experience, 

I found an excellent method, se 

of driving hard-pulling, run- yg, 128.—Ouline of Patent Bridle. 
‘away horses was to bring a 

small cord across over the head under the head-piece of the bridle, 
then pass the ends through the rings of the bit, and then attach the 

ne ‘reins. Then, when the horse pulled, the purchase would be brought 

| directly across me rep of the head, and it was found to work in 
i many cases very finely. I made 

when I made the point of training 
the mouth out of resistance by the 

I.abandoned it. But knowing the 
inability of many to do this with 

Fro. 129. the requisite success, in addition to 
.often requiring considerable work 

to do it well, to meet this emergency I devised the Patent Bridle, 

which carries this principle to the highest degree of perfection, _ 
- It sometimes requires considerable practice: as well as much 

\ 

various modifications of this, but® 

Breaking Bit, there being no Special . 
necessity for this kind of treatment, 
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hard work to train a horse successfully by the, Breaking Bit ; also to 

make a bad puller, or horse having a hard mouth, sufficiently sensi- 
tive to submit to the control of an ordinary bit. 

This is an ordinary bit with a pulley in each ring. A. small, 

oval strap passes under the head-piece of the bridle, at each end of 
which is a pulley corresponding to those attached to the bit. Tie 
or buckle the ends of the reins into the rings of the bit, pass them up 

Fre. 180.—Patent Bridle for Headstrong, Lunging, Runaway Horses. Patented Oct. 20, 1880. 

through the pulleys on the ends: of the round straps, thence back 

through the pulleys in the bit rings. On the ends of these round 
pulley reins is stitched a small, strong string. Another round, extra 

bit of strong, flexible material (used only for severe cases) is attached 

to the main bit. (See Figs. 128, 129.) This bridle gives great pulley 

power, up and backward, against the most sensitive part of the 

mouth, under the upper lip, making it almost impossible to resist an 

ordinary pull upon the reins. In addition, the fulcrum of whatever: 
power is used being brought, by the rounded strap before referred 

to, directly upon the spinal cord (as explained in Third Method), 
makes it a ‘direct and powerful means of subjection; so that 

if there is courage to pull for any length of time, the horse finds 

himself so overmatched that he will soon cease the resistance, and 
% 
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drive with an easy or slack rein, when the extra bit, if used, can be 
removed. 

In using this bit upon a dangerous or doubtful horse, I would 
advise first heading up a long hill, and then pulling upon him 

steadily, as may be necessary until he gives up. A rubber connect- 
ing the ends of the bit to the rings on the pulley-reins makes the 
action of the bit upon the mouth the same as any ordinary bit. If 
at any time there should be much resistance, the rubbers stretch 

' sufficiently to give play to the.reins upon the pulleys, which will 
compel submission,— a very important point it the management of 

plucky, treacherous horses. 
In breaking a horse to lead, simply reverse the reins through 

the pulleys so as to pull ahead. By-catching both reins and pulling 

sideways and ahead, it will give such purchase that the horse can be 
lifted right or left, or ahead with as much or more power than by 

the War Bridle. 

For halter-pulling, pass the reins or cord attached to the rings 

through the ring or.hole in ‘the manger, and form the end into 
a noose around the body of ‘the horse back of the shoulders. The 
instant he begins to pull, the punishment becomes so severe upon 

his head that he will soon be afraid to pull. This is the only prac- 
‘ticable means for breaking bridle-pullers. It is equally effective for 

breaking double-balkers. For such, the cord is tied to the end of 

the pole (as explained under the head of '“ Balking”), when, if the 
balker does not go, the gentle horse jerks him out of his. tracks, 

making it a very easy and effective method of managing a double- 

balker. 

THE FOOT-STRAP. 

On the same principle, a second foot-strap can be used, when 
there will be power to control either one or both feet as may be dé- 

sired. It must be used before the horse gets under much headway, 
for, if allowed to get under much motion, and then have both fore 

feet pulled from under him suddenly, it would throw or tumble him 

over. upon his head. : 
‘Another objection is that in throwing the horse forcibly upon 

the knees, unless the ground is very soft, or the knees well protected 
by pads, there is serious danger of having the knees bruised or cut. 
A horse can be very easily ruined in this way ; for, should the syno- 

. vial membrane of the knee-joint be cut through or ruptured, which 
can be easily done, it would surely result in spoiling the horse. 
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Both legs can without difficulty 
be pulled from under the horse at 

the same time with a single strap, 
and it would work very well so far as 
bringing the horse upon his knees 
in a soft spot, and disconcerting him. 
when moved moderately in harness 
only, and would enable the control: 
of quite a bad colt, but cannot be 
safely hazarded when hitched to a 
wagon, and especially if the ground , a 
be at all hard, and the horse is per- ’ Fra. 181.—Foot-strap. 

mitted to go at all fast, for the rea- 
son, before explained, of the danger of tumbling the horse over on 
his head, and bruising and cutting the knees. If this is attempted, 

it should be done by the use of two. straps. 

During my early experience, in fact the second colt I used the 
foot-strap upon, the owner was elated with the idea that he was 
allowed to hitch up his colt, and though entirely manageable, to 
show a friend his power he let him out on a sharp trot a little down = 

“hill, when he pulled the opposite strap suddenly from under ; the 
consequence was that the poor colt was thrown directly upon his 
face, his knees badly cut, and the skin torn from his forehead and 
nose, in fact i injuring him most seriously. 

Driving a colt’ around in harness, where there is plenty of 
straw or very thick sod, throwing him upon his knees repeatedly, 
which can be’ easily done with a single strap, by passing it through’ 
rings attached to a strap on ‘each fore foot and back to the belly- 

band, will of course enable throwing the horse squarely, without any 
difficulty ; but it subjects the horse to such a severe jar as to need- 
lessly strain and worry him. The use of both straps does this far 
more safely and effectively, because it enables pullitg one foot or 
the other as may be desired—a great advantage. Should this be 

used, and the horse resists with energy, the more direct. methods of 
subjection should be used. 

A single strap can always be used, to advantage, and sometimes 

‘ adouble one as a means of security, which can be put on quite 
easily. An ordinary piéce of good, strong clothes-line, bed-cord, or 

webbing can be used to advantage, which can be, attached to the 

feet as simple reserve power, should the horse attempt to lunge 
ahead, but when found submissive to the control of the mouth, are of 

‘course to be removed. 
a 
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THE BREAKING RIG. , 

When a colt or horse is dangerous or reckless in his resistance, 
it is very convenient to control him by means that will require but . 

little if any practical skill, and for this purpose I have invented the 
Breaking Rig, which will be found a valuable acquisition to the 
other methods here given. 

To break a kicking, runaway horse or colt, all that i is necessary 
is to carefully harness him in the rig so that he will not bréak loose, 
and let him go as he pleasés. The more he struggles to free himself, 

or tries to kick and run, the quicker ‘he will be Brokers, while the ' 

Fia. 182.—Simple Form of Breaking Rig. Patented July 6, 1880. 

‘trainer can sit quietly behind, touching and poling'the horse where 

sensitive until he becomes submissive.and gentle. The rig should: 
be constructed as follows: First, set an upright post firmly in the | 
ground. Next, have two shaft-arms, about twenty feet in length, so 

fitted that one end of each will turn upon the post. At the outer 

end of both of these shaft-arms should be fitted a spindle, and 
a wheel from.a lumber or farm wagon. Separate the ends of the 

arms at a distance of eleven or twelve feet, or so that the horse can 
travel between them without touching either. Next place two bars 
across from one shaft-arm to the other, the inner one about. three 

feet eight inches from the hub of the wheel, the outer one about two 
feet from the inside one at the horse’s shoulders, and three feet. at: 

the quarters, so that an average-sized hofse can travel’ easily between 
them. Have holes or mortises made through the shaft-arms, and 
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the ends of the bars fitted to them. The inner one should be fast- 

Fie. 133.—Breaking Rig. Patented July 6, 1880. 

ened permanently, but the outer one so fitted that it can be taken 
out and reversed, to allow driving the other way. It is best to have 

’ we, 
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- the holes or mortises duplicated, so that the bars can be adjusted to 
fit the size of the horse. . 

If the wheels are not high paolieh to support the frame arms, 
put an extra piece of scantling on the upper side, and make the 

mortises or holes high enough to bring the bars where the shafts 
‘would come in driving. The simplest way of fastening the horse in 
the rig is, after he is'!harnessed in place, to pass a strap under the 

body from one bar to the other, another over the body and shoul- 

ders, and a third over the hips. 
No matter how vicious or headstrong a runaway horse may be, 

the faster and more determinedly he runs in this rig, the sooner 
he will from necessity become gentle. He has not the liberty to 
rear up, throw himself, or kick. If he undertakes to run he will be 
carried round in a circle so rapidly as to become completely dizzy, 

and would fall helpless if not confined and supported.. If sensitive 

about having the head, neck, or hind parts touched; he can now be 

handled until he is entirely:aubmissive to it. If he is afraid of an 
umbrella or robe, these objects can be brought around him until he 
is submissive. If he is afraid of a carriage-top, open and shut an 

umbrella before his face, over, and:behind him, until he is fearless of 
it. If afraid of having the rein caught under the tail, and inclined 

to run under such circumstances, he can now, with entire ease and 

safety, be made to submit to it. 

With such a rig made, which is very simple and easy to con- 
struct, the green colt, kicking runaway horse, or those of other 

dangerous habits in harness, such as fear,of top, umbrella, or robe, 

etc.,.can be easily broken by any one. The point is to adjust the | 
rig to the horse, so that he will not be hampered or feel any serious 

restraint, except when he struggles to resist ; and then let him go 
or drive him as explained, until, under the most trying tests, he is 

proved to be submissive and docile. 

Not only this, but it will also be found very effective for break- 

ing single balkers,—a very important: advantage. By modifying 

the rig a little as shown in Fig. 133, the pole may be allowed to 

extend to the opposite side of the circle, to which a gentle horse can 
be attached. Now, with the War Bridle cord on, of course after 

being previously subjected to it as explained under the head of 

balking, it is adjusted to the pole in front. If the horse will not go 
‘when commanded, the gentle horse at the opposite end of the pole 

can be started up, when his whole power, if necessary, can be. 

brought upon the cord, which will soon bring the horse forward off 
his :feet, when, after a few repetitions, he will stop. and start freely 

at command. 



CHAPTER III. 
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COLT TRAINING. 

HE successful teacher aims first to gain the confidence of his 
T scholars, so that he can address their understanding clearly. 

But were he to transform himself into a dangerous monster, 

whipping ‘them while talking in an unknown language, indicating by 

his actions. that ’ 
he would kill or , 

injure them, they 
' would become so 

' frightened and 
excited that 

their first im- 
pulse would be 
resistance or a 

desperate strug- 
gle to get away. ° 

Now this is the 
impression made 
upon a wild, un- 
broken colt when 
hurt, frightened, 
or excited, in the 

effort to train 
and control him, ‘ 

and which in a a — a 
proportionate Fia. 184,—Simple Way of Haltering a Dangerous Colt. 
degree must in- 
crease the difficulty of his successful management. It is important, 
on this account, that every step in the management of these cases 
be of a character to prevent and overcome fear, when the instruction 
and training can be carried forward to the degree of the colt’s ability 
to understand, and there is perfect obedience. 

In the first place, it is important to discriminate as to character, 
whether naturally gentle, very wild, or vicious. On this account, 
for convenience, I will divide them into three classes : First, colts 

{106} 
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that are naturally gentle, but nervous. Second, colts that are some- 
what wild and unaccustomed to being handled. Third, those that 
are not only wild, but vicious and dangerous. The— 

First CLass 

Usually require but very simple treatment. The first important 
point is to teach the colt to lead. The War Bridle is by far the 

best and simplest means of: doing this; but as this may not be 

available, I will explain how it can be done in most cases very easily 
1 

Fie. 185.—Testing a Doubtful Colt before Subjecting to Treatment, 

with a common halter. Put on quietly a simple rope halter that 

fits nicely upon the head, the nlose-piece extended ,well'down; tie 
the noose back of the jaw into a knot, to’ “Bieyent its slipping or 

drawing tightly upon the jaw. 

Now stand opposite the shoulder, jie a firm hold of the hitch- 
ing-part, and give a sharp, quick jerk, which will pull him around. 

toward you. This pulling to be repeated at short intervals until he 
will come around freely without being pulled upon, when go. to the 

opposite side and repeat the same. Now gradually, increase your 
Circle'to a line straight ahead, until he will follow in any manner. 
If the colt is a little heavy, perhaps sullen, tie up the near fore leg, 

sa 
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when he canbe pulled around easily. Once yielding, give the leg 
freedom, when he will follow freely. After leading well, catch the 

halter up near the head, and go around with him on a sharp walk at 
the same time, and bring a pole (one end of which being well back 

of the arm) against the quarters. The pulling around will sufficiently 
disconcert the colt to allow this without much resistance, when re- 

peat, and he will soon learn to submit, after which repeat on the op- 
It would, however, be much better.to put on the War 

Bridle if available, and after pulling right and left two or three 
posite side. 

Fie. 136 

ae + 

.—About 

—s 

the Length the Halter Should be Tied. 

times, bring a 

pole against 
the quarters, 
legs, and flanks, 

as before ex- 

plained. If 
there is submis- 

sion to this, it 
will be all that 
is necessary to 
do, and will be 

just as effective 

as if the colt 

was subjected 
to the severest 
treatment. 

Now handle 
the feet gently. 

‘There is quite a sleight in doing this. The point is, when on the 
-near side to rest the left hand against the shoulder, and as the 

other is run down to the foot to press the body from you, throw- 
ing the weight upon the opposite foot, when the near one will be 
relaxed, and-can be taken up easily. While holding the halter with 
the left hand extended back to the hip, and holding it short enough 
to pull the head partly around, pass the right hand down over the 

leg and along gently, until the fetlock is reached. Now, as there is 

an effort to lift the foot, press from you with the left hand, and the 

foot can be easily brought up. At first do not lift it very high, 
gradually repeating until it can be taken up on a, level with the 

knees. This submitted to, remove pressure with the left hand, and 

move forward under the leg, the left arm and elbow coming over 
the leg above the gambrel, so as to hold it firmly between both 
knees and hammer it lightly, then put down and take up again. In 

: 
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this way repeat a few times, gradually: hammering harder until 

there is no fear or resistance. This to be repeated on the opposite 

side. 
‘Now mount the colt quietly. The best course is to stand oppo- 

site the shoulder with the left hand grasping the halter and mane, 
the right resting upon the back. While standing right up to the 
horse, make a little spring upward, and on the instant of doing so 

_throw the right arm forward so as to bring the part a litthe forward 
of the elbow, across the back and hold the body so poised a little 

Fie, 137.—Pulling the Foot Back with Cord. 

while. If the submission is at all doubtful, it is better to repeat this 

two or three times, at each time bringing the body up a little higher, 

or until the breast will come across’ the horse’s back. This sub- 

mitted to, gently bring the right leg up over the back, and. gradually ° 

assume a sitting ‘position. Be careful at this’ stage to caress and 

talk to the colt. At each progressive step it will -+elp your efforts 

greatly to give him some little present of an apple, or something 

else of which he is fond; then go on more boldly, and in a short 
time you can get off or on as you please. 

‘ It is desirable at this stage to accustom a colt to. sliding back 

over the hips, and touching the heels against the flanks. There is 

quite a sleight in doing this. It is this: While across the back with 

the leg partly over, catch the halter or bridle rein short enough to 
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pull the head around a little toward the left shoulder. Now gradu- 
ally slide back, touching both heels gently against the sides, until 

you can slide back over the hips. Should he at any point resist or 

jump, you can instantly slip over to the near side, and the head in 

the meantime being pulled around: toward you, throws the hind part 
from you. Simply repeat until he can be mounted and will submit 
to all this in any manner. In teaching to drive in harness, the first 

thing to do is to accustom the colt to have the.hind parts and flanks 
touched without resistance. The simplest way of doing this is as 

Fig. 138.—Pulling the Foot Forward. 

follows: Take an ordinary pole, something like a rake-stale, and see 
that there are no rough corners or points on it. While standing op- 

posite the ‘shoulder, with the right hand holding thee pole, its end 

resting back under the arm; bring the other end quietly to the mane: 
and scratch along carefully, gradually extending back over the body 

and legs, then go behind and rub down between the legs, belly, etc., 
until submitted to. 

Hi TRAINING THE MOUTH. 

The next step is to ‘ail, the mouth. ‘There are two ways of do- 

ing this—by putting on the Bitting Rig and aceusenune to the bit 
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for some time, and driving’ directly with thie bit. In my practice I 

‘trained the mouth directly with the bit. If the bitting method is 
adopted, the course to be pursued is’to put on a bridle with an ordi- 
nary smooth snaffle bit and leave it on until accustomed to it, then 

put on any ordinary rig and check at first so as to bring but little 

restraint upon the head, leaving it on thirty or forty minutes. Next. 

day check a little shorter, and let him run in a yard, or be led by the 
side of another horse. , At each repetition check a little shorter, until 

the head is brought as high as he will bear, and submit to it. If this 

Fia. '139.—The Colt as he Stands after Treatment. 
ry 

' course be adopted, be careful not to draw too tight at firgt, nor leave 
on too long. Many. a colt is ruined or killed by this kind of impru- 
dence. The error in bitting usually is that the colt is caught and 

entirely held by force and, while perhaps greatly frightened and. ex- 

cited, the rig is put on and the head checked up high and fastened. 

there mercilessly. The result is that if a colt of much temper and | 

courage, he is liable to get mad, rear up, and throw himself over: 

back, which frequently results in his being killed. In any event he 

‘is worried and excited.to a degree that causes serious harm. An- 

other thing: if left on too long, he becomes tired, and to'relieve him- 

self he rests the head upon the bit, and thus learns the habit of lug- 

5 “Eye 
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ging and pulling upon the bit in driving, a very unpleasant as well 

as mean habit. He is also, from this cause, liable to learn the habits 

of refusing to rein but one way, or pulling on one rein, throwing the 

head down when pulled upon, refusing to stand, or to back. These 
were habits that I had to contend with almost constantly in colts 
partly broken that were brought me to experiment upon. 

A very good and simple Bitting Rig can be made as follows: 
With an ordinary bridle with snaffle bit and gag-runners, fit a sim- 
ple surcingle with. loops. at different points on both sides with 

crouper attachments, as shown by Fig. 150. Next take a piece of 
cord about the size used for War Bridle, and place the center over 
the water hook, or to be held by a strap connecting it with the sad- 

dle part. Now pass the ends forward through the gag-runners down 

_ Fre. 140.—Wrong Way of Teaching Colt to Lead by Halter. 

through the rings of the bit on each side, thence back through the 
loops on each side of the surcingle, and tie into the hip-ring of the 
back-band, sufficiently short to give the restraint required. The 
higher the cord is held on each side, the greater the tendency to pull 

the head up and back, while the lower it is, the greater the tendency 
to pull the nose in; so the hight on each side should be regulated 

to suit the case. While by this means there is restraint upon the 
‘head up and back, the sliding of the cord through the rings and gag- 

runners gives sufficient freedom for the head to be brought down to 
relieve fatigue. 

Other breaking rigs, and some very good ones, are in use; the 

only objection to them is their expense and complication, there being 

in'some cases arrangements of cross-bars put upon the saddle-part to 
give more fulcrum in pulling the head up and back. It is evideyt 

that the end to be attained is to teach the mouth to be submitted freely 

up and back to the flexible restraint of the bit in driving.» Now, bit- 
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ting only holds the head to a a position of restraint, and does 
not give the idea of doing this practically, which, as stated, is the 
point to be attained. This I learned to do easily with the Breaking 

Bit as follows: Put on an open bridle with smooth snaffle-bit a little 
longer than common if attainable, with harness which should be so 

fitted as to rest easily upon the body. I was in all cases in the 
habit of giving the head entire freedom, and I made it an important 
point that the horse could see me, consequently used no blinders. 

The reins should be brought back through the shaft or lug-bearers. 

Fre. 141.—When Pulled upon Ney Hard, is Liable to Rear and’ Throw himself over Backward. 

Get directly behind and drive the colt around slowly. When he 
pulls ahead, give a little raking jerk, then slack instantly, and so re- 
peat. Do thé same for throwing the head down and lugging, which 
will bring the head up and back, simply repeating until the mouth 

is submitted freely to moderate resistance and held in position, 

Sometimes the colt will fight this quite hard. If he is at all sullen, 

and resists hard, the Breaking Bit must be substituted. " It will re- 
quire a good deal of work to make your point, and at best can only . 

be accomplished: imperfectly with anything like an ordinary driving 
bit. In'such a case you are to substitute the Breaking Bit, which 
enables you to make your points very easily and quickly. Even 
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with this there will be sometimes quite a hard fight fora time. Sim- 
ply persevere, being careful not to lacerate or bruise the mouth. 

When the colt resisted too hard, I found it better to-stop until he . 
became cool, and then repeat, when the point could be made very 
easily:  & ; : 

‘It will be noticed, in making a horse lead with the War Bridle, . 

that he may at first resist very hard indeed. It would seem to an 

Fra. 142.—Right Way of Pulling to Teach the Colt to Lead. 

inexperienced person that he could not be made to lead at all, but 
by perseverance it will be found that the horse will give up uncondi- 
tionally. The principle is the same in training the mouth in this” 

way with the bit. A horse may resist for a time with great deter- 

mination. Simply.keep cool, go slowly, repeating as stated, and he 

will soon learn to submit unconditionally. In any event, there must 

be perseverance until the point is made and the mouth submitted to 
the slightest restraint if necessary. The lesson should be repéated. 
in driving to wagon. 

The details now will be the same as for the management of the 

next class, which can be referred to. " 
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‘SECOND CLASS. 

Among this class there will sometimes be found a colt that may 
develop quite a bad character, and it is necessary to proceed cau- 

tiously.. First learn, if you can, what you have to deal with. Ifa 
‘ colt is at all mild, and not easily approached, it is best to turn him 

quietly into a moderate-sized room or carriage house. There 

should be no stalls which he can run into, or corners to run against 
and hurt himself. It would perhaps alarm ‘him too much to try to 

catch him and put on a halter, and besides, there would be danger 
of his getting hurt. This difficulty can be easily overcome as fol- 

lows: Get a pole about ten feet long, and driye two nails into it, 

Fie. 148, —Simple Method of Making a Sullen Coit Follow Instantly. 

x 

about eight inches apart, the first about one inch from the end. 
Take a common rope halter and form a slipping-noose with the part 

which slips through it back about two feet, hanging the part which 

goes over the head on the nails of the stick, so as to be easily ad- 
. justed upon the head. (See Fig. 134.) If the colt is not very much 

- excited or frightened as the halter is extended toward him, he will 
each out his nose.to smell and examine it. While he is trying to 

_ gratify his curiosity in this way, bring the slipping part under his 

jaw, while the head part is passed over and back of the ears, when 

_ by turning the stick half round, the halter will drop upon the head. 
Now, by pulling upon it, the slack will be taken, out, and the halter 
will be upon him securely. 

Should you try to teach him to lead now, he may resist so hard 
as to become very much excited and worried. Even with the War 
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Bridle on it is not always policy to try it at this stage. The best 
course to pursue is to subject to the Second Method of Subjection. 

Reach out as carefully as you can until you can get hold of the tail. 
It must usually be done very quietly. Tie it into a knot, and run 
the halter through, drawing short enough to bring the body into a. 

half circle. Catch the cord and hair with the right hand, and with 
the left catch the hitching part well up toward the head, and go 

around with him a few times as shown in Fig. 86; then tie into a 
half-hitch knot, and let him go around. Be careful not to tie so 
short that he will go around too quickly, as this would make 
him so dizzy that he would fall down. As you let go, motion the 
hand toward the head ashe passes, or catch up a pole which is 
ready and motion toward the head, and touch lightly around the 

Fic. 144,—The Colt as he will Usually Follow after Treatment. 

hind parts. This to be done only when he is going slow, which will 

force him to go rapidly ; ; and in this way continue until he becomes 
so dizzy that he will submit himself to be poled around the legs and 

body in any manner. In most Cases this is.a very simple operation, - 
and entirely safe; but there are frequently cases. that require con- 

siderable care and judgment. For example, should a colt be of a 
sullen, reckless character, if he is tied too short at first and then let .- 

him go his own way,he may lunge and throw himself. This can al- 
ways be avoided by holding the strap part of the halter when 

passed through the tail with the hand, and then going around a few 
times until he is a little dizzy, and in the meantime pull just the 

ea 

length required and make fast by tying into a half-hitch knot, when - 
give freedom. Should he go too fast, or there is danger of his fall- 
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ing or throwing himself, catch the end of the strap and pull loose. 
This is a very nice point, and one that must not be neglected, 

whereas, if tied too short at first, causing him to go too fast, it is im- 
portant that the strap be instantly pulled loose and tied longer. . In 

either case, the point is to regulate the going around just enough.to 
make him dizzy and no more. There is ‘nothing made by, letting 

the colt fail, and especial care must be taken’ to prevent his 
throwing himself. 

Now proceed with the poling. Touch every, part of the body 
that is in the least sensitive while going around, until submitted to; 

Fre. 145,—teaaing a Colt to. Follow with the Whip 

‘then untie and do the same. I mean by this that oho he will sub- 
mit to being touched on any part with the pole, go to the opposite 
side and repeat until there is no fear or resistance shown. Every 
part of the body must be touched. Usually the tee can be taken 

up now and handled. 

Next get on the back. These points should be made thor- 
, oughly. As a general thing, this will require but a few minutes’ ef- 
fort, and the change will seem wonderful., All his fears and sensi- 
bilities apparently having left him, he acts. the. part of an entirely 
gentle colt: But some colts, and those too: that may appear quite 
gentle, may resist very hard when touched or tested in this way, 
striking and kicking with great fury. This is not to be. accepted as 

‘a cause for discouragement. Simply force up sharply to the point 
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of helplessness, and, if resisting this very hard, reverse quickly and 
tie the other way, and thus repeat until there is entire submission. 
It is very rare that even a colt of this character, when this treat- 

ment is applied properly, cannot be made perfectly gentle within 
from eight to twelve minutes. 

If the case is a bad one, after making this point, ee as fol- 

lows: Put on the War Bridle and make~him follow thoroughly. . 
There will usually be but little trouble in making the colt follow with 
this in a few minutes. Now take up the feet, as before explained. 

If this should be resisted, punish a little with Ine cord by pulling 

' Fie. 146.—Colt as he will Follow after being Trained with Whip. 

right and left once or twice and repeat. Asa general thing there 
will be but little trouble experienced. Sometimes it may be found 

quite difficult to take up the hind feet without getting hurt. In such 
a case simply tie a flexible piece of rope or webbing to the hind 
foot, and while held at the head by an assistant, pull the foot back, 

This may at first be resisted quite hard, but simply keep repeating 

until it is submitted to unconditionally. Now gradually catch the 

foot with the hand, and so repeat until it can be handled without 
difficulty. (See Figs. 188 and 139.) The opposite foot must be 
treated in the same manner. If this is resisted very hard, turn to 

instruction on “ Bad to Shoe,” where full details are given. 

The next step is to drive in harness. I found I could accom- 
plish:my end quicker and better by putting on a nice, smooth 
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Breaking Bit, with wide leather inside the rings to prevent its being 

drawn through the mouth, then pass the reins back through the 

-shaft of the harness, and stand behind, holding the reins far enough 
away to avoid being kicked or hurt. Now touch gently with the 

whip, and gradually let the colt go any way he will, straight ahead. 

When he will do this nicely; teach him to stop by calling “Whoa!” | 
sharply, and immediately giving a short, sharp, raking jerk, just 
enough to stop him, but immediately slack. Usually the horse will 

resist this by trying'to go ahead. Simply repeat until he will get 

the idea and stop promptly at command. It is important that this 

Fie. 147.—Bringing the Pole Against the Quarters. 

is repeated until thoroughly learned. Now gradually make him go 
sideways by pulling the line to the right or left. In any event, this 
must be persevered in until the colt will stop and. start, turn side- 
ways, or in circles, as required. Do not commit the error of trying 

to back him or make him back, too freely. While it is advisable to 

teach him this now, it must be done, very cautiously. Simply call 

“Back,” and pull him back just enough to bring him off the feet a 

little, if you can, backward. This to be repeated until he will move 
back by pulling gently upon the reins and saying “Back.” Let this 

be the object of two or ‘three short lessons, so as to get him to come 

back at command, but not to go back too freely for this reason: If 
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a colt is made to come back too easily, should he become frightened 
at anything in advance of him, and especially if pulled back suddenly, . 

he is liable to go back tco far, and thus learn the habit of running 

back, turning around, upsetting the wagon, and getting away, one of 
the worst habits a horse can acquire. 

This point,of coming back accomplished, now stand a little side- 
ways and. bring the pole across against the quarters, then between 
the legs and under the body until it is submitted to unconditionally. 

Next bring back against the pole or rail anything about as high as 
the cross-piece of shafts when in harness, as shown in Fig. 147. 

This submitted to unconditionally, with sufficient control of the 

Fie. 148.—Bringing Pole against Quarters when First Driven in Harness, 

mouth to hold a colt under any degree of excitement, the next step 
is to drive in shafts. If he becomes excited or stubborn at any 
point, particularly if he resists the bit hard, the better way will be to 
put him away until cool, when by repeating the lesson he will soon 

workin. At this point there is great danger of spoiling the mouth, 

because when the blood becomes much heated the sensibility of the 
mouth becomes so blunted that he will bear to have it cut to pieces 
without seeming to feel it; but when over the excitement it will be 

so sensitive and sore that he will be liable rot only to yield too 
freely, but, as before stated, acquire the habit of running back ; hence 

the necessity of being careful in this respect. The course I found 
easiest and best was to get two poles, something like hop’ poles, 

about twelve feet long, lay them down in the form of shafts ; about 
‘six feet from the forward ends lay on a piece of pole and mike fast 
with pieces of rope or strap, so as to make the poles. at this point” 
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about three feet apart ; now hitch the colt into these poles without 
breeching, and drive along as shown in Fig. 158, repeating the les- 
son until he can be turned right or left, back against the cross-piece, 

or submit to any excitement, and can be held and managed easily. 
This point accomplished, you can next hitch to a wagon. ,. If 

available, get a two-wheeled cart, which would be much better. 
Before hitching to wagon or cart, be sure that all fear of any rattle 
or noise from behind is thoroughly overcome. Next, when the 
shafts are brought up behind and the colt put in, run. the cross- 
piece against the quarters two.or three times and push them right 

Fie. 149. —Method of Backing the Colt against Rail ar Pole. 

and left apaink the body, then side and rattle the. wagon, then 

move him along a little, pulling the wagon behind. Now, attach 
the tugs and breeching-straps, and if you wish to give the utmost 
security, attach a piece of cord or strap to the near fore foot, and 

hold as a third line. Now, should the. colt try to lunge ahead, sim- 
ply take his foot, when he will become disabled. Usually there will 
be no resistance. It is simply a measure of precaution. Found | 
safe, take off and drive moderately. | 

Another :point: The colt should always be hitched where the 
road is wide and level, or in a field, giving a chance to drive around 

and turn easily. At first let him go any way he will, giving hima 

‘moderately slack rein. If the previous work has been well done, 
the colt will be as gentle and indifferent to excitement as an old 
horse. But if not subdued and made thoroughly gentle and fear- 

\ 
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less, as before explained, there is danger, in exceptionally bad 
cases, of his getting frightened and kicking, ant thus a great point 

is lost. It is, in fact, almost fatal to success to let a colt by careless- 

ness or accident resist at any point, as it makes him cunning and 

doubtful,—a condition that sometimes requires very careful, thor- 

ough work to overcome. 
There should be no effort to make a drive. until the colt is ac- 

customed to turning, stopping, and starting, but not to backing; 

let that come after the going ahead and stopping is thoroughly es- 

Fic, 150.—Simple Form of Bitting-rig. 

tablished, when repeat the lesson on backing a little. At first, the 
driving should be confined to a walk, then gradually let out toa 
moderate trot, being careful not to drive to the point of exhaustion. 
Ifthe colt steps well, and it is desired to cultivate a fast trotting 

gait, there is more necessity for going slowly. First, let him out on 
a smooth, moderately descending | road, holding - up often, and 

speaking to him kindly. Gradually. he can be let out faster and a 
little farther, but not to the point of breaking, nor so far at any time 

as to cause fatigue. If it is intended, to hitch to top carriage, drive 
around first with an umbrella held over the head, bringing it over 
the back. Next, lead him around so that he can look into the top 
and simell of it, then lead him into the shafts and hitch. # 
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The custom of using* blinders on horses, especially as usually 
put on, in a haphazard way of pressing against and covering up the 

eyes, is an abomination which 
should be dispensed with in driv- 
ing. They are admissible only 

when the horse is lazy or cun- 

ning, watching the whip, etc. ° 
Any horse of intelligence and 
courage will always drive more 
reliably when able to see around 
and behind him. 

If it is desired to drive the 

colt double, it is equally neces- 
sary that he should be subjected 
to sufficient treatment, such as 
training the mouth a little, mak- 

ing him gentle to being handled 

before ‘being hitched up. It is 
important that this driving should be carefully repeated, and. at 
each time of hitching up.that the shafts should be run against the 

quarters as before described, so as to make the ‘horse thoroughly 

accustomed to being touched around the quarters and legs. If al- 
lowed to stand a few days or longer, before hitching in, he should 

be tested’ carefully. pre 

' Fie. 151.—Strained, Unnatural Position of 

the Head when Checked High. 

It is important that all these 

precautions be taken in. the 
“management of sensitive young 

horses. If it is well done, there 
will be no danger of the colt 

becoming frightened, kicking, 
and running away from any lit- 

tle accident such as the breech- 
ing strap breaking, the cross- 

piece touching the quarters, 
catching the rein wnder the tail, 

etc., as there is close connection 

in these cases with excessive 

fear. See chaptér on Fear. 

Fra. 152.—The Head as Nature Designed ns 
it Should be Carried. 7s \ ; 

: In this class are to be found 

sometimes colts of the most difficult character to manage. Some-of 
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the worst cases I ever handled in my life were colts partly or wholly 
unbroken. Among this class we found our greatest average of sub- 
jects to be experimented upon before classes. They were usually 
colts that had been either greatly frightened or excited to kick- 

-ing and running away, or were naturally so vicious and dangerous 

as to be very difficult to go near or handle at all with safety. If 
kickers, they would kick in the most reckless and desperate manner, © 
making it impossible for even two or three men to hitch them in 
shafts and be able to hold them without their ki¢king or running | 
away. 

In the management of these cases it is necessary to prepare 
thoroughly. A very important point is to have a roomy place, 
with soft or sodded ground, or ground covered with something that 
would make it soft and prevent slipping. The first thing to do isto 
get the halter on safely and with the least excitement. Next get 
the horse under sufficient control to be able to subject him to requi- 
site treatment. The Second Method is by far the simplest and 
safest in accomplishing this. After turning around quickly almost 
to the point of falling, untie quickly, and tie the other way, follow- 
ing up until submissive to being handled. If the colt be of a mus- 
tang character, this will be found by all odds the best treatment. 
In some cases this may not be sufficient to accomplish your point. 
If a colt three or four or more years old, and if of a disposition to be 
safely used, subject to the First Method, throwing rapidly and just 
as long as the horse will getup. Then perhaps it would be advisa- 

ble to subject again sharply, to the Second Method. This is the 
course we frequently pursued with great success, but then we had: 
the advantage of knowing the treatment best suited and applying it 

most successfully. - \ 

Next put on the War Bridle, double-draw hitch form, and make 
all the impression with that you can. | If this be done properly, thy 
colt must be very bad indeed that will not yield to it in a short 
time. In very serious cases we resorted at once to the Third 
Method, making all the impression we could with it, and again go- 

ing back to the Second Method. In'some critical cases we had to 
depend almost wholly uponthe Third Method. But usually the - 

Second or First will be found sufficient, and certainly, in connection 
with the double-draw hitch form, there should he no real difficulty 

experienced in making your point. 
It is of course indispensable that the conditions and principlesin 

applying these methods of subjection-should have been read and 

studied carefully. Another important point to bear in mind: When 
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the case is known to be a very serious one, prepare yourself thor- 
oughly. First, as stated, you must have a suitable place to work in ; 

second, you must have everything necessary to work with. Noth- 
ing should be left to chance. Your War Bridle cord must be of such, 

size and quality that it will not break or give way at a critical time. 
‘It is a cause of the most serious embarrassment, if not of failure, to 

use anything that would break or give way in making your experi- 

ments. You must look to the point of even being dressed properly. 

I mean by this that you should be stripped as if working for ‘your 

life, because at certain points it is necessary to be very quick and 

' < Fra. 1583.—Testing the Colt by Driving in Poles. 

ready for any emergency. In my practice I made it a great point: 
to have a supply of apples or something else of which horses are 

fond, and the moment I made the subject submit unconditionally I 
appealed at once to his better nature by the kindest treatment, but’ 
in the meantime kept on handling him industriously, and thus con- 

tinued until the horse was cool and over the excitement, when, after 

resting awhile, I repeated the handling in the same manner, and 
then, if necessary, I in part repeated the treatment. In this way I 
kept on until I felt sure of success. I may repeat that it is simply a 
matter of exercising care and being thorough. No risks that can 

be avoided are to be taken. As stated under that head, the Third 
Method cannot be repeated with success, neither can ‘the First. 

Whatever is done with these methods must be done at once. The 

after-treatment to be given the same as described, simply using, if 
anything, more care. The point with these cases is to make every 
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step thorough, and from every point gained make the next, until the 
colt can be hitched up and driven with safety. In our experiments 

before classes we were usually able to hitch up these cases in from 

fifteen to. twenty-five minutes. 

For one who is not practiced, 
and I presume my reader not to 

be, the point is first to make the » 
colt thoroughly gentle, and sec- 

ond, making the point sufficient 
to driving to poles and cart after 
thorough control of the mouth. 

In the management of mus- 
tangs, which properly comes un- 
der this head, the point is to get. 
to the horse and make the first 
movement with him with safety. 
This will sometimes be found 

very difficult, but certainly there . 

is no treatment that works so 
well upon the mustang nature as 
the Second Method, and it must 
be depended upon mainly for 

such casés. 

, 

TEACHING A SULLEN COLT 
TO LEAD. 

Sometimes the colt is so sullen 

that it will be found very difficult 
(F% \ to at first make him lead by the 

AL | 1 head. The younger the colt the 
<4 ff lef h. more sullen will be this resist- 

ance. Sometimes the tempera- 

ment is such that the. colt will 
fight very hard. Where you find 
such, the best way is to resort to 
strategy, which will usually en- 

able faving your point easily. Take two War Bridles(one not being 
sufficiently long), unite the ends, and make a noose, which bring 
around the body, the.noose under, and bring the cords forward be- 

tween the fore legs. It should be placed about half way between 

the shoulders and hips. Stand in front, a little to the left, and 

while holding the halter with the left hand give a little sharp. 

Fie. 154.—Sullen, Obstinate Colt, as Sometimes Brought for Treatment. 
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“jerk upon the cords, which will contract the noose around the body,. 
and so hurt and frighten the colt that he will jump ahead. ‘Simply 
repeat a few times, when he will follow around freely. 

Sometimes doubling the cord and bringing ‘the two under the 
tail, then twisting them two or three times over the back, knotting 

them together in front of the breast, and pulling in the same manner, 
will work better. The objection is that some colts will kick when © 
the pressure of the cord is felt under the tail. It will in any event 

be found a very nice means to make a sullen, unbroken colt lead 

quickly. It took me a good many years to learn this simple trick. 
Once a colt ‘was brought in that sulked so badly that he could not 

be made to lead. On the impulse of the moment, I took the War 

Fia. 155.—Colts as Usually Made to Follow on a Run by a few Minutes’ 
Treatment before the Class. : 

Bridle, brought it under the tail, and gave a quick, sharp pull for- 

ward. The consequence was, he jumped nearly ten feet ahead, and, 

‘in fact, Ihad all I could do to hold him. This worked very well 
until I found a colt that it caused to kick, which I remedied: by 

bringing the noose around the body as described. Once a man in 

Pennsylvania offered to join-my class’ if we could make a colt he had 

lead. ‘He stated that the colt was five years old, and could not be 

led; he would be satisfied if we could make the colt lead across the 

barn. I directed one of my men to go to the man’s place, to put a 

halter on the colt, and put on the cord under the tail, as described, 

and bring him along. The first the people knew he had him run- 
ing after him into the inclosure. We then of course trained him by 
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the head with the War Bridle to make him follow, which we did in 

a few minutes. ap 

TRAINING TO LEAD WITH WHIP, © 

Another method of. teaching a sullen colt to lead, and one that 

works very nicely if done properly, is by training with the whip. 
After putting on a halter, bring a short whip over the withers, so 

that the lash will strike the side of the head below the eye (see Fig.. 
145), and commence tapping lightly until the head is turned around 

-a little from it, when stop and caress. This to be repeated until the 
colt will step around toward you to avoid the annoyance of the 

whip. Then step ahead a little and touch with the lash over the 

Fie. 156.—Proper Method of Hitching the Colt at First. 

_ hips, which will cause him to come ahead, and so continue until he 

will follow anywhere. This is a little feat of training, but the result 
that can be accomplished with it, in a few. minutes will often be won- 
derful. During my first tour in Maine, in 1863, I advertised to make 

any wild colt follow me into the open street within ten minutes with 
the whip only, not having anything on him. I did it in this way: 
At first I used a belly-band and surcingle, to prevent the horse get- 

ting away—that is, when he tried to move I pulled the foot from 
under him; but he can be held just as'well with a halter, and it is 

much simpler. 

HITCHING THE COLT. 

This is very simple and easy to do by the method here given, 
but by the old method of treatment is liable to be a very serious 
matter. After teaching a colt to lead well and making him gentle, 
provide yourself with a cord sufficiently strong (largest size War 

Bridle is the best) ; this should be doubled, and make a noose around 
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the body ; bring forward between 'the legs, pass through the rings 
in the manger and tie into the halter, hitching about as long as you 

usually would a horse to a post. Be careful to hitch in such a posi- 
tion that he cannot run around. In a large stall will be the best 
place. The moment you are ready, let the first impression be a 
sharp one by exciting him to go back with a lunge, but the cord 
around the body will hurt him so that he will usually jump and 

spring ahead. Simply repeat until he can be made to go back. It 
is important that this point be well made, so as to break up all in- 
clination to pull afterward. I would hitch in this manner for a day 

or two. . Very full instruction will be found under the head of “ Hal- 
ter-Pulling” on this point, which 'can be referred to. 

9 a: 



CHAPTER IV. 
—or— 

EXCESSIVE FEAR—ITS EFFECTS. 
T is quite wonderful to what a degree the nervous system can be 

shaken or deranged by sudden fright or intense fear. So sus- 

ceptible is the mind to this influence that not infrequently very 

trifling causes in themselves make such an impression upon children 
a 

\ « 

1 

Fie. 157.—The Colt Excited by. Fear. 

and sensitive persons as to produce convulsions and insanity that 
may in some cases end in death. Even large audiences are some- 
times so ,panic-stricken by the cry of fire, or some other cause of 

danger, as to seem inseénsible to reason. Under such circumstances, 

many. men and women become so demented that they are most 
‘likely to do just what they should not. For example, they will try 

to save things of no value, and leave valuable property to be de- 
stroyed, throw mirrors and other. fragile articles from upper story 
windows, without realizing they must be broken ; be unable to dress, 

er will get on garments the wrong way, ete 
(180) 
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Now the horse is liable to be excited and deranged in the same 
manner. It is well understood how difficult it is to get horses out of 
a burning building ; and if by blindfolding, etc., they are taken out, 
when given freedom their confusion and excitement is so intense 
that they are apt to rush back into the fire. On the sudden ap- 
proach of a train, or blowing of the whistle, a horse in crossing the 
track is liable to become so paralyzed that it cannot be forced across 

\ 

Fre. 158. Fra. 159. Fra. 160. Fie. 161. 

Contrasts of Character. 

in time to prevent a collision. It is not uncommon to have a horse 
frightened to death i in this way. 

To illustrate, IT will include an account of a few such cases that 
comiprise the record of a few days only ! — 

“In Rochester, N. Y., the other day, a horse was so frightened s an engine letting off 
steam, that it trembled, and in a moment fell dead from fright.” 

“At White Plains, ‘N. ¥%, a horse was so frightened by .a locomotive whistle that he 

dropped dead.” 

“Two very remarkable cases of horses being frightened to death oceurred in Fainneuat 

Park, Phil., within the past ‘few days. Last Thursday the horse of P. Wallace, of Seventeenth 

ahd Catherine streets, became unmanageable, through fright ata train pf cars on Mifflin Lane. 

The occupants of the carriage alighted, and Mr. Wallace undertook to drive the horse off to 
quiet it, when it dropped dead. : 

« During Monday the horse of Mr. Zeiss, Ridge Avenue and Jefferson Street, ran away from 

fright at a passing steamboat. Guard Ledlie caught the animal, when Mr. Zeiss said he could 

then manage the horse, and started off. The horse went off all right for about 60 yards, when 

he again ran away and went 15 or 20 feet, when he dropped dead.” 

Colts or unbroken horses are especially susceptible to fear. Al- , 

most every step in their management, as shown in Colt Training, 
lies in overcoming resistance excited by fear. It is the principal 

cause of kicking and running away, as well as many other annoying 
or dangerous habits, which make the horse ‘partially or wholly 
worthless for use. 

A colt that once ‘had the habit of feeding around and poaching 
in neighboring yards, was so gentle and indifferent to fear that he 
could scarcely be driven away. In order to frighten him off, an old 
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tin pail was tied to his tail and a dog set on him. At first he cared 
nothing about it, but when he started to run, the pail rattled and 
thumped against his heels so. severely that he became frightened, 
and kicked. The faster he ran, the more the pail rattled and 

thumped against his legs, and he ran until he was exhausted. As 
the result, his nervous system was so shaken and injured that after- 
ward the stirring of the grass, or drawing of a stick on the ground 

behind him, would so excite him that he would scringe, switch, and 
kick. 

The effect is the same upon a colt or horse which by some ac- 
cident or imprudence has been excited to kick and run away while 

Fie. 162.—Excited by Fear. 

hitched to a wagon. The striking of the wagon against thé legs in 
kicking, makes him think it is the wagon hitting and hurting him; 
and he tries in the most desperate manner to get away or free him- 

self from it; so the fear, kicking, and running are increased until 
freed from the wagon, disabled, or caught. Thus the wagon be- 

comes the same in respect to frightening and exciting-the horse and 
spoiling him, that the tin pail was in frightening the colt. The same 

effect, of exciting and frightening the horse as by sudden or unex- 
pected contact with objects or sounds, are produced in various ways. 
Now, as these difficulties are entirely preventable by proper treat- 
ment, the importance of understanding and applying it can be ap- . 
preciated. 

A horse’s way of reasoning is limited to his experience in see- 

ing, hearing, and feeling. When convinced in this way that an ob- 
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ject or sound will not hurt him, no matter how objectionable or re- 
pugnant it may -have previously seemed in appearance, it will be 

regarded with indifference. It is remarkable also what a degree of 
insensibility to fear, or how much confidence can be inspired when 

subjected to proper treatment. For instance: Let a pole be brought 

suddenly or unexpectedly against the quarters of a wild colt, and he ' 

will instantly jump, snort, and kick, showing the greatest fear of it. 

. If this be repeated for a. few times, the fear, kicking, and effort to 

get away will be greatly increased. If, on the contrary, the pole | 
were slowly and gently brought to the nose, so that he can smell of 

it, then passed over the mane and back, gently rubbing the parts, 

and gradually extending it over the hips and across the, quarters 
lightly, increasing the force of the contact as he will bear, at the 

same time attracting his attention and quieting his fear by stroking 

the head, talking to him, or giving apples, etc., a few 'repetitions, re- 
quiring in all perhaps not more than ten or fifteen minutes, will 

make the colt entirely fearless and indifferent to being touched. 

I was once present when a team of four horses was harnessed 

for the first time to a barid wagon. With the first note, the horses 

were excited to such interise fear that it was only by the greatest 
effort they were kept from running away, though the band stopped 

playing instantly, I directed the men to get out and go back about 

fifteen rods. In the meantime, I took ‘the ‘most excitable horse by. 

the bridle, stroked his nose, talked to him quietly, and directed the 
others to be treated in like manner. They were greatly excited ;, 

the one I held fairly shook with fear. After a few minutes, I directed 
the band to commence very lightly upon one or two instruments at 

first, the others afterward to gradually start in. This slight com- 

meficement was repeated several times before the horses would bear 

it without showing great excitement. I then directed them to play 

louder, and increase the tone gradually until up to the full force ot 

all the instruments and drums. This point made, while playing they 

came forward very slowly, got in and commenced again in the light- 

est possible manner, gradually increasing the sound until they 
played again with full force. I now directed the band to keep quiet 
while the team was driven a short distance, then, as before, com- 

mence lightly and slowly, gradually playing louder until the horses 

appeared indifferent-‘to the sound. The result was that in less than 
twenty minutes the band paraded the streets, playing as they 
pleased, the horses entirely gentle, in fact, appearing to enjoy the 
music. Here we see such marked excitement and fear: shown from 

hearing a sudden, unexpected sound, as to precipitate the most 
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violent resistance, and the contiary of soon quieting down and be- 

coming indifferent to it, by convincing the reason that it would not 

cause injury. As the resistance of colts‘is almost wholly excited by 
fear, I had necessarily to give a very full explanation of their man- 
agement in reference to preventing and overcoming excessive fear, 
which should be referred to; but their management is so intimately 

connected with this chapter that I will, at the expense of some rep- 
etition, give further details. 

Suppose we wish to accustom a colt to the sight of a piece of 
paper or a white handker- 

chief. It is first brought to 
his nose so that he is able to 
feel of it, and see it plainly, 

then rubbed against the head 
and neck until it ceases to 
attract attention. If now the 
operator were to step behind 

or opposite the flanks, and 

throw it suddenly behind or 
under the belly, it would be 

very likely to excite as much 
fear and resistance as if he 

Fra. 163.—Nervous, Excitable Nature. had not before seen or felt it. 

The difference of position 

makes it appear a new object of danger to be avoided. Familiarized 

with it at the head, it should be thrown down carelessly in front, 
then a little farther back, occasionally rubbing it against the head 
and nose, and so repeating until it can be thrown anywhere around 
or under the body ; ; this must also be done on both sides of the body 
alike. 

A spirited horse that may have been driven for years to a 

wagon, gentle, would be just as likely to kick and run away should 

the breeching break and let the cross-piece or whiffletree come 
against the quarters, as if he had previously known nothing about 
them. And so in relation to other objects or causes of resistance. 

This is particularly noticeable in breaking colts, as shown by the 
fact that making one side or leg gentle will not make other parts so ; 
both sides must be treated alike. It is on account of these condi- 
tions not being understood (the details of which are given in Colt 
Training, Kicking, etc.). that so mary accidents occur from the use 

of horses supposed to be geritle and safe They are gentle so far as 
they have been broken or accustomed to certain objects or ‘sounds ; 
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but when subjected to changes, the impulse of kicking, running 
away, etc., is as liable to occur as if they were entirely unbroken. 
Hence we say that the great majority of such accidents are the di- 

Fie. 164. Fia. 165, Fia. 166. , 

Contrasts of Character. ’ 

sect result of-ignorance and bad treatment. For details, see preced-- 
ing chapter on Colt Training. 

FEAR OF RATTLE OF WAGON. 

If the horse is afraid of the rattle of a wagon, restrain or.over-  “ 
‘ come his resistance as may be necessary by one or more methods of . 

subjection. Next, accustom the horse to being touched on the, 
~ quarters, etc., with a pole. Put on the harness with Patent Bridle 

or Breaking Bit, to insure holding him easily, bring him in front of 
the shafts, and have some one rattle the wagon until the horse is 

regardless of it. Now carefully put him between the shafts, and let 

Fie. 167. Fie. 168. _ Fra. 169. 

Contrasts of Character. 

the wheels and bedy of the wagon be shaken again; then drop. 
the shafts upon the ground and repeat. Should the horse at any 
time try to run ahead, pull him back sharply until he will stand 
quietly without resistance. .Now hitch him up and drive’ moder- 
ately at first, making a noise by a stick running across the spokes, 

etc. Gradually let him out to a trot and run, compelling him to 

Foy 
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stop occasionally at the command to “Whoa.” In the meantime, 

as there is submission, treat kindly. This will not usually be found 
a difficult habit to overcome: In making experiments before 
classes on this kind of cases, which were very common, it rarely re- 

‘quired more than fifteen or twenty minutes to hitch jup and drive 
such safely, even without breeching. 

— JUMPING OUT OF THE SHAFTS. 

_ To make a colt entirely safe and reliable in shafts, he should be 
thoroughly accustomed to objects striking against his quarters or 
legs. It is not sufficient that he is accustomed to being touched 
around the tail, or even flanks; for though brought to submit to 

Fie. 170 Fre. 171. Fra. 172. 
Contrasts of Character. 

this, there will be no assurance of his being gentle should the shafts 

Strike lower down on his quarters or legs. In my practice I always 
made it a point, even after the colt was proved gentle, standing be- 
tween the shafts, to pull them against the legs both ways, letting 
them drop down sharply.on the ground, until he is entirely indiffer- . 
ént to their noise or contact. When a horse is not properly trained 
to this, if the breeching is not unbuckled when he is unhitched, there 
is danger of his becoming frightened from the breeching pulling the 
shafts sideways against the legs, and bringing its pressure upon an- 

other part. Under such circumstances a horse, if at all sensitive, is 

apt to become very much frightened, kick, and jump around until 
‘loose, and is ever afterward, the moment unhitched, ready to jump 
out of the shafts. The habit, as a rule, is easy to overcome. 

Simply accustom the quarters to be touched, and treat practically. 
as before explained. 

Top CARRIAGE. 

A little care in preventing excessive fear will save a great deal 
of trouble. In no respect is this more strongly illustrated than in 

the fear of a top carriage. Because a horse drives gentle to an 
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open carriage, it is taken for granted he must know enough to drive 
to one with a top, and hence the trouble. The horse should first be 
driven around moderately, the driver “carrying over his head an 
open umbrella, which appears to the horse like the top-of a carriage. 
It should be shaken around and over the horse’s body gently until 
it does not attract his attention in the least. Now lead the horse’ 

to the carriage, and let him feel and smell of the top, and while do- 

ing so, raise and lower it. Then lead him around the carriage, 

shaking and rattling the top at intervals. Next lead him into the 
shafts so as to bring the head over the dash. If sensitive, caress 

Fia. 173.—Simple Treatment—Bringing the Pole over the Back and Quarters 
until no Fear of it is Shown. 

and talk to him, and reward as before. Turn the horse around in 

the shafts, lowering and raising the top until it can be brought up 

and thrown back without attracting his notice. While the top is 
up, put the shafts through the lugs so as to bring the horse into po- 
sition, attach the harness, and start him on a walk or moderate trot, 

repeating the raising and lowering of the top until it is disregarded, 

when he can be driven right along. 
If an extreme case, it will be necessary to first compel sub- 

mission by subjective treatment, and getting thorough control of 

the mouth with the Breaking Bit or Patent Bridle. There must be 
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no half-way: work. Make every step sure, and go slowly until the 

horse can be put in shafts as before explained, and driven without 
showing fear. This work must in all cases be done out of doors. It 
may also be necessary to repeat the lesson once or twice, so far as 

leading around, feeling and smelling of the carriage, are concerned. 
It is only a matter of a little work and care in this way to make al- 
most any horse entirely gentle and fearless, 

OBJECTS. EXCITING FEAR WHILE RIDING OR DRIVING. 

In overcoming the horse’s fear of objects while riding or driv- 
ing, very much depends upon the treatment. If but partially bro- 

' ken, and sensitive, it will help very much to put him through a 
course of subjection. -Sometimes, horses so exceedingly sensitive 
that they can hardly be driven with any degree of safety, after being 

treated are entirely fearless in driving. This is seen in the effect 

Fre, 174, Fie. 175. Fia. 176 

Contrasts of Character.- 

produced by the treatment upon the wild colt. The subjection of 
“Wild Pete,” referred to at the conclusion of this chapter, is a good 

illustration of the remarkable effect of this treatment. 

If the horse: drives gentle, but is afraid of some special object, 

such as a white stone, stump, sheep, etc., take all the precaution 

_ possible against his Seeing such things suddenly and unexpectedly. 
As soon as his alarm is-excited, if at all violent, the best way is to 

stop him, speak encouragingly, and hold him quiet until his alarm 
subsides, then let him go on, quieting him until the object is 
reached or passed by. . 

Many horses that may appear perfectly gentle, and perhaps 

used for family driving with entire safety, are consequently sup- 
posed safe under any circumstances. No mistake can be greater. 
A horse may be all right, but suppose a threshing-machine or a 
threshing-machine engine were suddenly met: these are entirely 
new, and may suddenly frighten the horse. Do not undertake to 
drive against such objects; you had better turn around and drive 
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the other way, or lead quietly as you can, ordering the engine to be 

stopped if necessary. These precautions should be taken ‘with any 
peculiar object when met; if not, your horse is liable to become 
so reckless as to resist control and: be spoiled. You cannot afford 
to take the risk, and no man who has any eeare for his family 
should undertake it. 

Many horses comparatively safe are liable to be frightened by 

suddenly meeting a drove of sheep, load of hay, white cow, sprink- 

ling wagon, etc. For safety, it is better for a few times to get out 

and take the horse by the head and hold or lead him in part. Par- 
ticular care should be taken not to expose him to the sudden meet- 
ing of a brass band and drums or anything of the kind. Ifhe isa 
crazy-headed fellow that seems all right until he sees something 

and then loses his senses, lunging into the fence, or turning 
around quickly, there is so much danger of being upset that unless 
there is certainty of making him thoroughly safe, he should be con- 

demned for such use. If he will keep well up to the bit, there: 
should be no trouble in preventing his going sa a by either the 

Breaking Bit or Patent Bridle. 

The Bit gives power in but two Hava dileways and ahead ; so 

if the horse will not go. against it and runs back when suddenly 
frightened, or turns around quickly, there is practically but very lit-" 

tle power to prevent it, except what can be done with the whip and 
speaking sharply. Hence the great danger and imprudence of v us- 
ing such horses for single carriage driving. 

A ROBE. 

The sight of a buffalo robe will sometimes excite great fear in a 

horse. In ordinary cases the fear of it'’can be easily overcome as 
follows: While holding the horse by a halter or War Bridle, which 

would be better, stand on the off side of the head, and bring the 

robe up to the right side, so that he can see and smell of it. If this 
’ is borne, with a quick jerk-like movement swing it over the head, 

covering it completely, and go around with him, keeping on either 

side of the -head -until he will stop and stand quietly. The first 
movement determines the success or failure of the experiment. 

. ~The point is to get it over the head so quickly that the horse can- 
not see the movement, when the terror of it will almost immediately 
subside. Then draw it backward and forward, finally pulling it off 

and throwing it on, and so repeat until it can be thrown over the 
‘body or around the horse in any manner. 

If there is failure by this method, which is domething ofa 
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sleight, take the following course: First,.get good control with the 
War Bridle. Next, while holding the horse firmly with one hand, 
with the other bring the robe gently to his nose, letting him smell 

and feel of it, when, gradually, as he will bear, bring it up over the 
‘head, neck, and body; then stand off a little way, and throw it. 
upon him, and repeat until it can be thrown upon him at a distance 

of eight or ten feet without exciting fear. Both sides must be 

treated alike. ' 
No matter what is done, the treatment must always commence 

at the nose and head, and gradually work back, as before explained. 

Fie. 178.—Letting Colt Feel and Smell of Umbrella. 

To overcome all fear of the robe, it may be necessary to repeat the 

lesson several times. Ifthe robe cannot be brought near the horse 

with safety by the control of the War Bridle, the resistance must be 
overcome by First or Second Methods of Subjection. The Break- 

ing Rig, if available, would be still simpler and better. Occa- 

sionally there may be found cases in which the intensest fear may 

be ‘shown, for which the treatment should be made exceptionally 
careful and thorough. 

When treated by Second Method, the horse may strike and 

kick so recklessly as the robe.is brought near, it may be necessary 
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to hang it upon the end of a pole to bring it near the head with 
safety. It will aid greatly to give the horse ‘apples, etc., after sub- 
mitting. ; 

UMBRELLA OR PARASOL. 

For an ordinary case of a horse being afraid of an umbrella or 
parasol, bring one, while closed, gently to the nose, passing it back 
ever the head and neck; then open it a little and repeat until it 

can be fully spread and brought over and around the body gener- 

ally.. Now go off some distance and again approach slowly, and 

Fie. 179.—Bringing Umbrella over the Head. 

hold it over the head. If at any point there is much fear evinced, 

close it and let the horse see and smell of i it, when again repeat the 
.experiment ; so continue until the horse can be approached i in’ any 

manner while swinging the umbrella over the head, without attract- 

ing notice. No matter how well the horse behaves, the umbrella 
should not at any time be forced upon him so quickly or unex- 
pectedly as to excite him. To do so would endanger undoing the 

good impression previously made. The lesson should be repeated | 
as for other objects. . 

7 SouND oF A GUN. 

If the horse is afraid of the sound of a gun, first snap caps some 
distance from him, gradually going nearer and repeating until it can 

cd 

\ 
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be done over the body, neck, and head, occasionally patting and 
rubbing the head and neck with the hand; then repeat, putting in 
small charges of powder and coming nearer, and so continue until a 
full charge can be fired over or near the horse, as desired. 

at 

Hocs.anpD Docs. . Some 

‘Sometimes a dog or hog by running under a colt will excite in- 
‘tense fear. If very bad, get good control by subjecting to First and 
Second Methods, and drive around in harness in a small yard where 
there are hogs, until they. will not attract attention. Next, hitch to 

a wagon, ahd repeat the driving slowly. These cases usually re- 

quire several repetitions of treatment. 

RAILROAD CARS. 

When a horse has been frightened by’ a locomotive or train of 
cars, it is sometimes a very difficult 
matter to overcome the fear, mainly on 

account of the inability to control the 
movement of the cars. ' The simplest | 
and best course for all average cases 

’ will be about as follows :— 

Drive the horse around in harness, 

so far’ away from the engine as not to 

excite much fear, and gradually drive 

back and forth in long circles, and closer, 
stopping occasionally to give a piece of 
apple, or something, talking and rubbing 

the head and neck awhile. Sometimes 
sania: a: Weed Huriaveny Kickers it may be advisable to use the War 

after being Subdued. ‘Bridle ; but, as a general thing, it would 

be better to teach him confidence by 
driving aeound near the train. This should be repeated until he 

can be driven around, and quite close, without offering resistance. 

Now drive around to a wagon or sulky ; if to a wagon, get one that 
will allow turning short circles without upsetting. To work surely, 
it is necessary to work slowly. Of course it will be necessary to have 

absolute control over the mouth. In this way a horse can be driven 

with comparative safety near or about moving or stationary. trains. 

Anything like complicated rigging for the control of such horses 
will be found comparatively. worthless. If the horse cannot be 
driven with safety after the treatment given, the risk is too great; 

fie had better be discarded for driving near the cars, 

Fie. 180.—The Press Horse of Go- 
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It may be asked, how I have been able to make horses so fear- 

less of the cars that they can be led up to an engine or driven near, 
with indifference. The course I have usually pursued is as follows: 
First get the horse under good control by a course of subjection, 

usually by the First or Second Methods, or both; then make ar- 

rangements with the engineer to let off steam plentifully, and rush 

the horse, with the harness on, into it until completely covered, 
when he will soon cease to care anything about the noise, etc. If 

this cannot be done, drive him around, gradually going nearer the 

engine until indifferent to it. 
“Much depends, in the first place, upon getting the horse under 

good control; second, in 
the management while in 

the neighborhood of the 
engine. A good way, some-. 

times, is to blindfold the 

horse and’ drive near the 
train until quiet, then let 

him see out of one eye, 

gradually moving him 

around, and let him see out 

of both eyes. Very much 
can be done in this way. 

The horseshould be hitched 

to a wagon and driven at 

‘every available opportun-. Fia. 181.—Wild Pete. 
ity about or near the cars, 

_ There is one point to which I would call particular attention : 

The horse may appear perfectly gentle after being treated, but 
when the position is changed, as when taken from a building into 
the street, or from the street into a building, or if allowed to stand 

for some time, he will upon trial seem to be as much afraid as ever, 
but upon repetition of treatment it will require only a very few | 
minutes to make him as fearless as before. 

INSANITY. 

It is not uncommon to find horses intensely afraid of some par- 
ticular object, as blood, or the sound of the cars, etc., while per- 
fectly indifferent to other objects or sounds. ‘The causes we cannot 
always trace, though we can see the effects. In all ordinary cases, 
there is but little difficulty in overcoming such fear by proper treat- 

ment, but it is possible. to find cases so extreme as to render it 
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difficult, if not impossible, to make them reasonably safe. Tam satis- 
fied that many of the extreme cases of this character which I have 
treated, have been the effect of prenatal causes. But the nervous 

system can be so impressed by direct causes of fear and injury, as 

stated, as to destroy life or produce insanity. 

One of the worst horses I ever handled was a small bay, in Ver-: 

mont, that was perfectly gentle, except being afraid of the shafts 
touching one quarter. This was caused by the shaft having run 
into his quarter. Ordinary cases of this kind yield to treatment in 
afew moments. Some nervous systems are susceptible to very in- 

tense impressions when once excited, and there will be correspond- 

Fre. 182.—Wild Pete in the Act of Running Away. 

ing difficulty in overcoming them. ‘Therefore success must be 
determined as much by the intensity of the habit as by the treat- 
ment. The success of the treatment will depend upon the direct- 
ness with which the brain can be influenced ; but success in getting 

up a reaction and changing the character as desired, must be 
equally the result of the amount of resistance, viciousness, or de- 

rangement of the nervous system. These are points which should 

be studied, since frequently even a minor habit, or apparently trifling 
form of resistance, may cause a great deal of trouble to be overcome, 

because of the intensely susceptible as well as positive character of 
the case. ; 

I will include here reference to a very interesting case of this 

kind of nervous susceptibility, from a number in my special work, 
to'show the decided effect of proper treatment. 

‘This was a nine-year-old bay pony, owned by Mr. Smawley,-a 

livery keeper in Petroleum Centre, Pa. This pony was so wild and 
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reckless that he was in that region of country known by the name 
of Wild Pete. Every effort to break him had failed. It usually re- 
quired two men to hold him while being groomed. He could be rid- 
den, but it was utterly impossible to do anything with him in harness. 
Once when a harness was put on him, he became so frightened and 
reckless that he jumped and got away, and when found, all the har- 
ness excepting the collar had been torn or shaken off. His fear was 

so great that he was frightfully wicked in his resistance. 
When I visited ‘the place in 1869, I was confronted with this 

horse. All said, “ Let us see you drive Wild Pete,” regarding jt asa 
good joke that they had a horse that could “beat the horse-tamer.” 

‘Fra. 183.—Pole Rig. 

Upon examination, I found ‘him a small, closely-knit fellow, 

possessing great action and power of endurance. His forehead was 
broad, and the head in all respects well formed. To test him, I put 

_on the War Bridle, tied up his near fore foot, and while holding 
him, with the lash of a straight buggy wHip barely touched his 

quarters. This. frightened. him so intensely that he sprang over six 

feet into the air, kicked violently, pulled. away” ‘from me and al- 

_ though on three legs, repeated this jumping ‘and kicking for over 
half a mile. 

I stated to the people that I could not break such a horse in a 

barn,’ but would form a class, and’ on the following day I would 

drive him before them without, breeching, entirely gentle and fear- 

less, and that the money for the instructions might be deposited i in 
10 a : 
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the bank, to be delivered to me on fulfillment ofthis condition. As , 

this was one of the most interesting and marked cases I had found 

in all my experience, and as it represents a large class of nervous, 

unmanageable colts, I will include the full details of the treatment 

used :—— . 
I first arranged with the owner to have him taken to the Titus- 

ville trotting park, eight miles distant, and there I subjected him 

carefully to.Second Method, which was exactly adapted to his tem- 
perament. I touched his quarters very lightly at first, which he re- 

sisted by kicking, snorting, and jumping in the most desperate man- 

ner. But I persisted in the effort, repeatedly reversing both ways 

Fic. 184.—Wild Pete, as he Appeared Next Day after being Subdued. 

until he was compelled to submit to it, but not sufficiently to hold 
gentle. This so toned him down that I was then able'to subject 
him without difficulty to First Method, which, as he resisted with 
great courage, was consequently very effective in his case, but not 

by any means sufficient to make him submit to be harnessed or put 
in shafts. I subjected him again to Second Method, and now suc- 

ceeded in making him entirely gentle to submit to having a pole 

brought against his flanks, etc. 
The next step was to drive him, which I knew I could not safely 

do. To accomplish this, I improvised the pole rig for shafts, re- 
ferred to in chapter on Colt Training. As soon as he found himself 

between the poles and was allowed to move, he seemed for a few 

moments to exert all the energy of despair in trying to get away. 
‘But expecting this, I was prepared to meet it and hold him, though 

his resistance at this stage was very determined. . 

tee 
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This simple rig, though a chance outgrowth of incidental neces- 
sity, proved not only just the thing for the emergency, but a valua- 

ble acquisition for the management of colts and horses generally of 

this character. Turning right or left, the poles come against the 
legs ; in backing, the ends stick into the ground, bringing the cross- 

piece firmly against the quarters. There is no danger of their 

breaking, and by their use the quarters can be accustomed to being 

touched or run against by the shafts in driving. Submitting to this 

he was practically broken, and at once harnessed before a wagon 

‘with breeching straps loose, and driven back to the American 
House, much of the way with the cross-piece striking the quar- 

ters, proving him perfectly gentle. That evening I drove him to Pe- 
troleum Centre, and the next day, as promised, exhibited him in 
harness, proving him a model of docility. 

An incident peculiar to this case is here worthy of mention: 

Upon visiting this place about three, years afterward, Mr. ‘Smawley 
informed me that the horse had been used’ asa family carriage 
horse and was one of the safést in that part of the country, but that 

_ it was impossible to shoe him with the halter on, while with the bri- 

dle on he was perfectly gentle to have his feet handled. While 
treating him, had I taken up his feet after the harness was’ removed, 
and accustomed them to being handled and pounded upon for a few. 

moments, he would have been just as gentle while being shod with 
the halter on as with the bridle. As it was, he could associate sub- 

mission only in the manner the treatment was used, and this car- 

ried it no farther than driving with the control of the bit, hence the 

docility to allow the feet to be handled while it was on. 



CHAPTER. V. 
ee 

KICKING. 

ICKING is the most common as well as most dangerous habit 
kK we have to deal with. It not only destroys the value of the 

horse most seriously, but makes his use, when it is possible to 

use him, so unreliable and unsafe as to be a constant menace of dan- 

ger and loss. The greatest average of test subjects brought me to 
experiment upon before classes were in nearly all cases kickers rang- 

Fic. 185.—The Effect of Bad Treatment. 

ing over the unbroken colt that kicked when touched, the colt that 

would kick and run away, the one that could not be harnessed or. 
hitched with safety, determined runaway kickers, and especially 

‘horses that kicked when approached, or from mere habit. We often 
had horses brought us that had been experimented upon so much as 
to make them so thoroughly vicious and dangerous in their resist-' 
ance as to be practically worthless. A great many interesting cases 
illustrating this could be referred to did space permit; but to show 

' the value of the treatment here given when properly applied, I will 
refer only to a few GaBee as an aid to the reader in making experi- 

ments. _ 
First. A five-year-old stallion, owned in Northern Indiana, that 

had resisted all treatment. This horse was naturally very gentle, 

but had been frightened in ne and could not be put in the 
(148) 
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shafts. He was driven entirely gentle in twelve minutes before the ' 
class. . 

Second. An eight-year-old trotting-horse in Cleveland,O. This 
case would kick and run away in spite of all that could be done. 
The utmost effort made to break him had. failed. The disbelief in 
my efforts was so great, that, for a test case, I was compelled to buy 

him at a large price, and was entirely successful in bringing him 
under the most, perfect control in about forty. minutes; and to the 

surprise of everybody he was driven next day on the square per- 
fectly docile, without bridle reins, or breeching. 

Fie. 186.—Treatment that only Confirms the Habit. 

Third. In Mansfield, O.,;a thoroughbred trotting-mare, seven 

years old, had kicked from the time she was three years old, and, in. 

defiance of the utmost effort, became entirely unmanageable. This 

was a severe test case, no one believing that she could be broken. 
She was controlled with entire success and driven in the street 

within an hour, and proved afterward one of the gentlest and finest 
driving mares in the country. 

Fourth. A. seven-year-old horse in Putney, Vt. This was a 

pony horse: of remarkable courage and pluck, would run away re- 

gardless of all that could be done, and was one of the most desperate 
kickers I ever saw. Upon a test, he pulled six men by the bit, three 

men to a rein, across the floor, and this with the Breaking Bit in. his 

mouth. He was brought under perfect control in about three quar- 
ters of an hour, and proved afterward as gentle and manageable as 
any family horse could be. 

Fifth. The Hetrick horse, of New York, a large Wéstern sorrel | 
horse, was sold for $275 on condition that he could be. driven. He 
had been hitched to a cart both wheels of which were blocked, and Hie 
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Fias. 187—192.—Contrasts of 
Character. 

KICKING. 

though held by three men, he ran away, 

tore the cart to pieces, and proved ut- 

terly unmanageable. This horse’ was. 
bought for $50, and brought to me to ex- 
periment upon as atest case. He was 

brought under such complete control in 
less than an hour after I was able to get 

my hands upon him (which was a diffi- 
cult matter to do with safety), that he 

could be driven anywhere without 
breeching by the control of an ordinary 

bit only. 

Sixth. A. four-year-old gale: in Ra- 
venna, O., of so exceptionally wild and 

dangerous character that he could only 

be brought in between two long ropes. 
It certainly seemed impossible to hitclr 

this colt in harness, because if touched 

on any part of the body it would be im. 

possible to hold him, and yet, without 

any serious difficulty, he was driven en~ , 
_ tirely gentle in thirty, minutes without 
-breeching. 

Seventh. A four-year-old colt of trot 

ting blood, in Lancaster, N. H.  Thia 

was one of the most nervous, impulsiv. 
kickers in that country. This horse was 
sent over forty miles to one of the bes* 

horse-breakers in that country to break, 

who, after working with him two weeks, 
gave him up as hopeless, but was driven 
entirely gentle without the least excite- 

ment or danger within forty minutes. : 

Eighth. A runaway kicker in Brook- 

ville, Pa. This horse had not been in ~ 

harness for two years, and was regarded 

as entirely unmanageable. After thirty 

minutes, he was driven down hill without 

breeching by a little boy. | , 

Ninth, A seven-year-old horse in Nor- 
walk, O., had not been in harness for over 

a year, and was regarded as hopelessly 

unmanageable. Two horse-breakers who 
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visited that country, worked upon this horse for two weeks, result- 

ing in seriously injuring the horse, and leaving him worse than he 
was before. This case was entirely controlled in. less than fifty 
minutes’ treatment, and was driven next day eight or ten rods distant 

in the street without breeching, by word of command only. 

. Fie. 198 Fre. 194, Fie. 195. 
Contrasts of Character. 

These apparently remarkable results were accomplished by one 
or more of the methods of subjection, with the Breaking Bit de- 
scribed in the second chapter. These, with a great many other in- 
teresting cases, are referred to in detail in my regular book on the 

‘horse. We had cases of this character, brought to us almost daily 
to be experimented upon, and it was very exceptional cases that we 
could not hitch up and drive within fifteen to twenty or thirty min- 

utes. Occasionally we would find cases that we could not control 
~ 

Fie. 196. Fre. 197. "Fie, 198. 

Contrasts of Character. 

in one or even .two lessons, but it was seldom we experienced any 

real difficulty in doing so by careful repetition of the treatment, the : 

main point being to apply the treatment’carefully and properly. 
I think it advisable to call attention, first, to the common 

causes of kicking. In Colt-Training and Fear special attention is 
called to the fact that making one part of the body gentle gives no 
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assurance of making other parts so; or accustoming a colt ta an ob- 

ject such as a piece of white paper, blanket, or other ordinary causes 
of exciting fear, making him gentle to 

having it brought near or placed upon 

one part of the body, is no guarantee, 

of his being fearless ofit when brought 

to other parts; that making one 

Fria. 199. Ideals of Suilen, Treacherous Natures: Fie. 200. 

part gentle in handling will not make another so. Thus, for ex- 
ample, we bring a handkerchief to the nose, and it is soon submitted 
to. Now, if it be suddenly thrown under the belly, or over the back, 
and especially if thrown from behind, it will be found to excite as 
much fear as if the horse had.not before seen or felt it. So in accus- 

toming the body to being handled. Making the fore legs gentle to 
be handled is no assurance of the hind legs being so. _ In making 

f 

Fre. 201. 

Ideal Expressions of Determined, Fighting Kickers. 

experiments, I frequently illustrated this very clearly by making 
one of the hind legs or quarters gentle to being handled or taken 
up, yet showing that the opposite leg would be resisted as much as 

ra 
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ifthe other parts had not been touched, This is particularly the - 
case in relation to the hind quarters.. Now, when a colt or horse 
is broken as ordinarily done, and goes off all right when put in 

harness, it is taken for granted that he is as gentle and safe as can 
be expected. He has not been subjected to any treatment that would 
assure his docility when touched from behind ; consequently, if, by 

carelessness or accident, the rein is caught under the tail, or the _ 

breeching strap breaks, or there is some other cause of derangement 
that lets the cross-piece or whiffletree come suddenly against the 

quarters, these parts being practically unbroken or not accustomed 
to such contact, the horse is. li- 
able to be so frightened and ex- 

cited as to kick, and once started 

Pie. 203. , Fie. 204. 

Points Showing the Expression of Confirmed Kickers. 

_ In the habit, there is increased inclination to do so until confirmed i in 

it. Now, all this can be prevented without the least difficulty by: 

fifteen or twenty minutes’ proper treatment, as explained in the 

chapters referred to (Colt-Training - and Fear),. requiring only, , 
‘excepting in very serious cases, the very simplest treatment, and 
even when the case is very dangerous or vicious, the treatment is 

not at all difficult, so that in point of fact nearly. every case of this 

character, no matter how vicious the colt in the light of our. present 
knowledge and experience, may justly be accepted as invariably 

the result of ignorance and bad treatment. In the first chapter I 
have explained that the principle of teaching the horse to do any- 

thing is exactly the same as in overcoming a habit, the only differ- 
ence being that it is reversed, so that the key to success is in being 
able to combat the habit directly and thus overcoming all inclina- 
tion to resist. If it is a matter simply of overcoming fear, as in the 
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case of a green colt, the first thing to do is to accustom all parts of 

the body to be touched and handled until there is no fear or resist- 
ance. It will be noticed that a nervous colt may at first resist very 

violently, but in a short time, if properly done, all this fear will seem 
to cease, and there will be perfect submission to being handled as 
desired. . 

If it isa matter of teaching a colt to kick, the point first is to 
get him started in the act, gradually. repeating and encouraging for 
doing so, when by its repetition the horse will be taught to kick as 

Fra. 205. A Good Expression of the Sullen Kicker. Fie. 206. 

a trick or habit. Now, when the habit is formed, and we wish to 
break it up, the point is, if the colt has been excited by fear, to over- 
come that cause of fear, which is not at all difficult.. Next, when 

learned ‘as a habit, no matter how vicious or persistent it is, the 
point is to combat it most directly until it can be overcome, when the 
better nature is to be brought into co-operation, and thus even the 

most reckless case can be easily broken of the habit. Now, in the 
cases referred to in the commencement of this chapter, this is just 
what I did by the advantages of the treatment here described. In 

the case of a simple colt, or one that has been spoiled in breaking, 
no matter how wild or reckless, if unable.to overcome the resist- 

ance by simple good management, I simply subjected to either or 

all the methods of restraint or control described, until the habit was 
given up, when all that was necessary to do was to treat the case 

gently, at the same time accustoming the horse to being handled 

until all inclination to repeat the resistance was entirely overcome. 
; ” 
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DETAILS. 

For convenience we will divide kickers into three classes: Furst, 
colts that have been spoiled in their breaking ; ; second, ‘vicious, kick- 

ing, runaway horses ; ‘¢hird, those that are simply kickers, otherwise 
gentle, but thoroughly confirmed in the habit. Among these might 

be included a great many modifications, but as the treatment is very 

much the same, and in a great measure depends upon the use of the 

Fig. 207.—Showing the Impulsive, Dangerous Character of Bad Kickers 
when first Brought for Treatment. 

means of control described, it would ony confuse to try to give 

minute details. 
FIRST Chass. 

These will usually. be found very simple and easy to manage.. 
I would advise first to study your case carefully, if not quite sure of 

the character of the resistance and disposition. I mean by this, 

whether’ the horse will show very much resistance at first or after 

being roused, which will usually be found the worst cases. The colt 

that is simply nervous and kicks a little can be controlled very easily 
by the use of the War Bridle, double-draw hitch ‘form, by putting 
it on and making the -horse i your. power a little, then accustom 
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the hind parts to being touched with a pole, as,explained in Colt 
Training. If this is resisted, simply punish with the cord until the 
poling will be submitted to unconditionally, 

I will presume that there is not a Breaking Bit available, and 
only the ordinary resources of the stable at hand. In sucha case, 

put on next a well-fitting harness with an ordinary bit. The longer 
the snaffle bit, the more power and effectiveness. Treat precisely as 

advised for the colt} by poling behind and backing up against the 

rail, so as to come against the quarters where the cross-piece of 
shafts will strike. This thoroughly submitted to, drive around, at 

the same time poling industriously until there is no fear of it. Then 
hitch to poles as directed in that chapter, and make the point thor- 

—————__=- 
Fia. 208.—As some very Bad Kickers will Act when Touched. 

ough of accustoming. fhe quarters to being. touched or being 
pressed against, without resistance. 

If there is much fear of the wagon, ‘and the case is at all doubt- 
ful, put on the foot-strap, and first put in shafts without breeching, 
as explained for colts, and make the point thorough of submitting 
to the rattling of the wheels, shoving the cross-piece against the 
quarters, etc., then hitch in cautiously, holding the foot-strap as a 
reserve power. Continue driving until there is assurance of the 
case peoyine safe. 

SECOND CLASS. 
* 

Among these will frequently be found some very serious cases. 
They are usually young horses that have been frightened, kick vio- 
lently, and run away. Now, let me teil you that there’are-certain 
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‘temperaments that may make you serious trouble and require care- 
fulness to manage successfully. They are usually horses of good 

dispositions, very intelligent, but sensitive, and if thoroughly fright- 

ened, the effect may be very serious indeed. In any event, if there 

is much fear, it must be thoroughly mastered. The course usually 
| pursued is to hitch up the horse as carefully as possible, and then 

try to drive him. This generally only leads to increasing the 

trouble, by giving the horse an opportunity to resist again, and thus 

Fre, 209.—As the Desperate Kicker sometimes Resists when Subjected to First Method. 

be only more confirmed in the habit, the very point we should try 
to avoid. 

Take the horse first into a. quiet corner of a well-sodded field, 

back yard, or carriage-house with floor well covered with some soft 
material. See that there are no idlers lounging around to criticise 

and annoy you; prepare yourself with every necessary requisite for 
your experiments, even having provided your supply of apples, — 

sugar, salt, or something else of which the horse is fond. Make up 
your mind that you will not lose your temper, and that you will 

work slowly and carefully. Try first the Second Method. If car- 

ried out properly, the case should be quite a bad ohe that cannot be 
controlled by it so far as making gentle out of harness. There ‘is 
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quite a, sleight in using this treatment, and if not just understood, 
you should read very carefully explanations of it under that head. 

Send the horse around at first rather slowly, until sure that he will 

bear it, then gradually push up to the point of falling, and if known to 
be very bad, reverse quickly. Lose no time in doing this; it must 

be done as quickly as: possible, so as to give the horse no time to 
concentrate his efforts in resistance. At any rate, keep on till the 

poling is submitted to unconditionally. If, however, you find the 

case resists very hard, try now the Third Method. This in sensi- 

1) Neer OS ie 

r Samy 

Fie. 210.—As Extremely Bad Kickers Resist when Touched while Pressure is On. 

tive, nervous kickers, is certainly very effective. Do not put it on 
very tight at first, and see what the effect will be. The key of its 
use is, after being put on, to pole the hind parts until there is no re- 

sistance. If the [poling is resisted for some time, put on tighter, 

and repeat. Usually a few minutes’ pressure will be sufficient. ’ If 
you have a good place and a rig, and you are at all handy, it would 
also -have a good effect to use the First Method. This will work 

wonderfully well in some cases, but, singular as it may seem, it 
may not work at all with satisfaction in others, (if not quite clear, 
read explanation on page 56,) and it might be supplemented in 
such cases by either or both of the other Methods. But as this is a 

matter of experiment, I cannot really describe here the cases it wil] 
or will not work upon. “At any rate, either or both these Methods 
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of treatment found most convenient and easy to use may be tried 
until in a general way the horse is made gentle, then carry out your 
control with the Breaking Bit. A very full explanation of the use 
of this bit, as applying to these cases, will be found under that head, 
and should be read. carefully. As there stated, there is a great 
sleight in its use. First get thorough control of the horse in har- 

ness, so that he will stop immediately, and come back against the 
poles or anything else. This point must be made at all hazards, and 

must be made without much working of the mouth, if possible, for 

fear of making it too tender. After he will stop and start, start him 

Fia. 211.—Test often Given by the Author in Proving the Horse’s 

Docility after being Subdued. 

' 

out on arun, and make him stop immediately at command without 
pulling. 

This point made, then hitch cautiously to poles, or cart, or what- 

ever is most convenient at hand, and carry out your control as 
described in Colt-Training. The whole point is to be careful and 

thorough: If your horse kicks with yéu once successfully in shafts, _ 

you have practically lost all you have gained. This must not be 

permitted on any condition ; so that the point of real success is to 
make your groundwork: so thorough that_when you come to driv- 
ing in shafts, you are able to make it with certainty. ‘If you are at 
all doubtful, resort to any measure by which you can prevent the 

horse’s resisting. The foot-strap will in ordinary cases be your sim- 

~ 
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plest measure of doing this. Should the horse ,develop a sullen or 
sulky disposition if subjected to Second Method, it may be neces- 
sary to touch him sharply upon the nose with the whip to force him 
to go along sufficiently quick to produce the effect desired. You 

may try the First Method, and if you fail, then you must depend 

upon the Third. 
You may meet withthe difficulty of his bieing upon the cord. 

This is so rare, however, that it is hardly worth mentioning ; but if , 
you should find such difficulty, this treatment must be abandoned at 

once. With good management there will be but little trouble. 
If a colt is very wild and much afraid of a wagon, the case is 

liable to be a very serious one. If avery nervous horse, you must 

Fia. 212.—As the Horse usually Drives in Harness after being Subdued. 

be particularly dagetal SO as not to injure him. Take your time, and 
make every step slowly’ and thoroughly, trusting nothing to chance. 
‘These cases will sometimes resist with great fury, striking and kick- 
ing most violently. The, First and Second Methods will usually be 
your best treatment upon these. If you have a good assistant, you 

can work sometimes with excellent advantage by putting on two 
foot-straps, when your assistant can pull one or two feet from under 

the horse, thus bringing him repeatedly upon his knees. The ob- 
jection to this is that it worries the horse greatly, and unless the 

ground is soft and free from stones, there is danger of bruising and 
cutting the knees; besides, the effect is not nearly so good as can be 
obtained: by the. treatment described. If the patent Breaking Rig, 
explained in Chapter IL, were available, it would save, considerable © 
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work in this way. The horse is then held helpless in shafts, as it 
were, when he can be driven as desired. When the Third Method 

is used, while the pressure is on bring the poles against the quar- 
ters industriously. Usually at first the horse will kick hard, but it 
is rare that there will not be submission in a few minutes. 

These points made, gradually remove the pressure, and while 
doing so keep tubbing and bringing the poles against the quarters 
and flanks, until there is unconditional submission, then continue as 

explained, driving in harness and wagon. The greatest average of 
the worst horses I ever found have been iron-gray, sorrel, and black, 

though I have occasionally found bays extremely bad. It should 
' 

‘Fra. 218. ok Test to > which the Horse should be Subjected before being Subdued. _ 

seldom require more than thirty or forty minutes to bring a very 

bad horse under control by these combined efforts of treatment. 

THIRD Crass. 

I have in my mind now about the worst class of iiekees) we have’ 
to deal with. They are either cases that have been made thor- | 

oughly vicious by ‘excessive fear or running away, or those that are .. 

so naturally vicious, and kick and strike so recklessly as to seem to 
be beyond the reach of any kind of treatment. There is a class of 
men who think it is bravery to be reckless with dangerous horses. 

In point of fact, I have found such’ men to be usually the greatest: 
cowards. In experimenting. before classes, I would frequently have 
men who would be disposed at By to censure me for: appearing to 

‘ il a 
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be overly cautious. I will illustrate by referring to a special case 

in Michigan. A farmer brought in a five-year-old colt to be experi- 

un 

Fra. 214.—One of the Tests Usually Given by the Author before the Class, Proving the 

Horse’s entire Submission in Harness. 

mented upon. He stated that he had been driven in harness, but 
had got the better of him. I at once saw the colt to be a very 

dangerous one, and was acting so cautiously with him that the man 
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openly censured me for presuming to be so timid, and he was about 
walking up to the horse to show me how easily he could handle him. 
I simply said, “ Wait a moment ; you do not know your danger ; ;I 
will show you what kind of a 
horse you have here, and then 

if you think best you can handle 
him as much as you please.” Ls 
I+took a small pole and reached ie a NK Th 
. 3 pss I I 
it out toward the horse’s nose,’ ’ ff, és hel 

‘ i say, 

“Wg ny 4 A \ 

: Ny 

when immediately he reared and ' 

struck at it with the viciousness 
of a wild mustang. I next 
touched the hind parts, when he, 
jumped into the air and kicked 
with such fury as to clear the 
floor at once. I then said to 

_ the owner, “ Let me see you go 
up and handle him now.” Said 
he, “I would not go near him 
for a thousand dollars ; I had no idea he was so bad.” I taught him - 
and the class a bit of a lesson that I think they never will forget. 

I then ‘went on: carefully until-I could get to the horse safely, when 

Isoon had him under‘perfect control, and he became as gentle to 
be managed and driven ‘as any ordinary colt, not requiring: in all 

more than thirty minutes. 

mt ' 
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Fre. 215.—Norman Horse. Naturally Gentle. 

These cases are liable 
to resist with great reck- 

lessness. It is a specially 
important condition of 

success that everything 
needed for. treatment 
should be ‘carefully at 
hand, and of-the best 

quality. It is almost fatal 
. to success, and especially 

so in the management of 
a critical case, to have 

anything break when a 

horse is making a de- 
termined struggle of re- 

sistance. There should be great care taken not to get injured. The 

selection of ground, or the place where the wotk is to be done, is 

Fre. 216.—The Best Type of Intelligent, 

Courageous Nature. 
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a very important con- 

sideration. In fact, every 

emergency must be care- 

fully provided for. I 
have in my mind now a 

representative case. A 
‘five-year-old colt had 

been harnessed several 

times, but each time 
kicked himself loose and 

got away. He was 
‘brought in at Gallup- 

Fig. 217.—Surly, Dangerous Character. ville, N.:Y., and is re- 

ferred to.on page 414 in 
my regular work. This’ was a strong, large- boned, courageous colt,. 
extremely afraid of being touched, and could not be hitched to a 

wagon. As we were compelled to make experiments in a wagon- 
house with a plank floor, and with a large number of people around, . 

it required the best of management to control, him with safety. We. 
tried first the Second Method, but could‘not under the circumstances 
carry it far enough to be at all-effective. The First Method. would 

have worked well upon this case, but could not be safely’ used on a 
hardwood floor. I concluded, however, that the Third Method 

would -be sufficiently effective, and subjected him to the highest. 
_ pressure we could prudently,.use with four cords. Upon touching 

. the hind’ parts, he kicked with such fury that he threw the shoes 
from both ‘hind feet with so great a force that they dented the 

wall deeply on the opposite side. This resistance was continued 
for fully twelve minutes. It was a struggle of the most severe 

character, but after about fifteen minutes he submitted to being 
poled. We next subjected him sharply to the Second Method, 
reversing a few times, and now making the impression sufficiently 

strong to submit unconditionally. The rest of the treatment was 

the same as previously described. _When harnessed, he resisted 
control of the mouth very hard, but finally came back to its 

restraint, and was driven before the class with entire success. As 

this was a well-known case, I requested that he be taken to the 
adjoining town the next day afterward, where, after a little 
repetition of treatment, he was hitched up and driven iy the street 
perfectly gentle, when he acted just as docile and manageable as 

any family horse. . 
A six-year-old horse of about the same character, near Lake 

- 
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Champlain, N.Y., had been badly frightened, and was utterly un- 
manageable. We had a large, roomy ‘place, giving. us opportunity 
to use the Second Method with safety, and dependedupon it mainly, 
requiring but very little treatment with the Third Method. This 
was a splendid subject, fighting every point very hard, but finally 

‘submitting unconditionally. The First: Method _could -have been 

used with decided advantage, had we had a good. place. 
I will refer to one more among this class. .The Hetrick horse, - 

referred to on page 149, was perhaps as fine an illustration of a 
thoroughly vicious horse as I ever handled, and as good an example 

of successful treatmentas I have ever given. The difficulty was to 
get this horse, but after being able to do, sO, he submitted readily to 

1 t 1 of 

Fie. 218.—Expression of most 
Obstinate Cases. Character to Break. 

Fie. 219.—Most Difficult Type of — f 

the Second and First Methods, his resistance being characteristic 

of the mustang, striking, kicking, and snorting with great violence. 
The Third Method could not safely be used upon him. . 

‘The best illustrative case showing extreme resistance excited 
from fear, all things considered, was that referred to on page 144, 

This herse, though nine years old, was a perfect maniac in his ac- 
tions. He even could not. be harnessed, and his management was 

one of the clearest in showing the good effect of proper treatment 

of any I ever handled in all my experience. This case could not 

have been broken ‘in any ordinary building with a hard floor. In 

fact, to be successful it was. necessary to have every condition fa- 

vorable. To handle this case safély, I was obliged to go eight miles, 
as I could not get a suitable place to handle him short of this; but - 
the result was perfectly successtul. 

\ 
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Fra. 220.—Extreme of Bad Character. 

part repeated until. there is certainty 

of his being safe. ; 
I think it advisable; in conclusion, 

‘to refer to a specially serious case © 

where I came very near failing on ac- 
count of being unable to use treat- 
ment suited to the temperament, 

mainly to show the importance in 

critical cases of using such treatment 
-as the case will best bear. A man I 

Fie. 222.—Sullen Nacure. 

Now, the point in the man- 
agement of those cases, as will 

be noticed, was in applying 
treatment properly, being 

careful, and making the treat- 
ment sufficiently thorough 
until successful. I was in all 
cases in the habit of making 

the after-treatment such as to - 

win the confidence of the 

‘horse, so that when I did 
succeed I had the subject 

perfectly cool and quiet, yet 
entirely gentle. As before 

stated, the horse must often 

‘be carefully tested, and if 
necessary the treatment in 

Fia. 221.— Ideal of Bad Character. 

had started in the business, 
. who had traveled with con- 

siderable success for several 
years, visited New York, 

where his success attracted 
considerable attention. A 
very fine-blooded horse, of 
specially vicious character, 

was brought in for treat- 

ment, with orders to this 

man to break him or kill 
him, horse was not worth 

anything unless he could be 
broken. Everything was 
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Fig. 228.—The Malone Horse. 

done.to this case for a week 

to subdue him or so break 

him down that he could not 

resist, but the horse being 
‘one of great vitality and 

” gourage, the man was unable. 
to. subdue him, and gave 
him up, stating that he 

could not be broken. Cir- 
cumstances required that I 
should’ give special experi- 

ments in New York, and 

this case was selected as the 
best subject to experiment 

upon first. I had pledged myself to forfeit one thousand dollars if 
I could not subdue in forty minutes any horse that could be pro- 
duced, and in the limits of a box-stall, without throwing, exciting, 

ny 

Fra. 224,—An Incident of the Malone Horse. Result of an Effort by 

a Horse-breaker to Drive Him. 

or whipping him, and this was supposed to be the best test case 
that could be found. 

I knew this man would use the First Method, and supposed also 
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that he.would use the Second; as it was a part of the treatment I 
had instructed him in; but not being a man of much ingenuity, he. 
could not catch the points of its success, and did not practice it. I 

_ Fie. 225.—The Malone Horse as Driven. Next Day after Treatment, on the Square, 
without Bridle, Reins, or Breeching. 

knew the class of horses that must resist this treatment, and that 
the points were decidedly in my favor to be able to control him by 
the Third Method, which I had kept up to that time a secret. To 

a omy surprise, when the case was 
produced, I found it 'was-not at all 
suitable for the Third Method ; but 

- as I had promised to control the 
case by trqatment they had never 
seen, and supposing also that they 
had seen the Second Method, I was 

N\, forced to do the best I could with 
N) the Third. The case, as I ‘sus- 
‘pected, resisted it very violently, 
the features’ of serious objection’ 
being his showing the true mus- 
tang nature, striking desperately, 
and biting upon the cords. I how- 

Fig. 226.—The Hettrick Horse after ever succeeded in making the case 
being Subdued. gentle, and making what appeared 
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“to be a great success ; but both cheeks were so bruised that 

I knew when he became cool, they would be sore and appear 

a 7 

t 
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seriously injured. I kept the horse in my possession, -until the In- 

flammation subsided, when I subjected him to the Second Method, 
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‘not requiring in all more than fifteen minutes, and made him per- 
fectly gentle. Could I have used this Method in the first place, I 

could have controlled him without the least injury or excitement 

in about thirty minutes. I refer to this case to show how nice a 
point.it is to use the treatment adapted to the case, and the temper- 
ament must determine this. 

SWITCHING KICKERS.. 

When a horse is greatly excited and irritated by fear or abuse, 

his nervous system is liable to become so Sensitive that he will 
squeal and switch. This is more common to mares, which are more 

impressible than horses ; consequently, when badly spoiled, they are 
more difficult to break. In this form it becomes involuntary resist- 

y 
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Fig. 228. —The Hettrick Horse as Driven in the Street next Day. 
a 

‘ance, or a species of insanity, and in extreme cases very difficult to 
overcome. The point is, if possible, to make a sufficiently strong, 
counteracting impression to overcome this. Very much will depend 
upon how much the nervous system has been shaken, and the pecul- 

iarity of disposition. Some of the worst kickers I have ever handled 

were colts which had been greatly frightened and abused in break- 
ing. The course I pursue with such is about as follows :— 

' If the case is one that will bear impressing sufficiently to over- 
come the kicking, I subject to regular treatment as advised for ordi- 
nary cases, directing my attention particularly to accustoming the. 

_ quartets to being touched. Failing in this, I use direct means of re- ~ 

straint, such as the kicking-straps.or overdraw checks. The kick- 
ing will now punish so severely that there will soon be fear to repeat 
it. The straps should be used in driving for some little time after 

the inclination to kick is overcome. 
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KICKING-STRAPS. 

These straps should be cut at least two inches wide; they 

should be made of two thicknesses of good harness leather, sewed 
together and fitted so they will come nicely around the leg between 

the fetlock and gambrel. There should be : 
a strong wrought-iron D stitched on the 

front sides. The insides should be lined ' 

with soft, thin leather, or buckskin, to: pre- 

vent chafing the leg. If no Patent Bridle 
is available, use a strong, well- fitting halter, 

with the strap passing back between the 
legs over the belly-band ; or it may be at- 

‘tached to. the belly-band by a piece of rub- 

ber. Next, take a strong hempen cord, not 

less than five eighths of ar. inch in diameter, 

firmly wound, or a good piece of leather 

made round like a rein, run it through a 

pulley or ring attached to the halter-strap - 
a little back.of the belly-band, and extend 

to the rings of the foot-straps. The point. 
is to have the rig so regulated that the position of. the horse will 

be: perfectly natural in traveling ;' but should he run or kick, both, 
legs coming back'at once brings the whole force directly upon the 

nose. The straps should be kept on until the pain-caused by the 
kicking makes the horse so much afraid to kick that he will not re- 

peat it. ° 

: Sometimes the straps are connected with the bit so that the 

. horse will kick directly againsee the mouth. But this is objectionable 
tea because-when the kicking is 

severe against the mouth it 

will be cut and bruised, be- 

sides it is liable to break the 

jaw. Even when kicking 
against the nose, by the re- 

straint of the halter, there is 
possible danger of injuring 

the spinal cord at the junct- 

ure of the head with the spinal 

-column. I never had an ac- 

_ cident occur from such a 
cause; though I used the treat- 

Fia. 230.—The Ravenna Colt. ment a great deal in my early 

_ Fra, 229.—Stevens Horse after 

being Subdued. 
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experimenting. I have heard of one case in Maine of a horse break- 
ing his jaw by kicking against the bit, and one’in Ohio, killed by the 

severity of the shock upon the neck. 
It will be found then when the horse kicks against the mouth or 

nose, he will soon learn to throw the head down to give greater 
length between it and the legs, as this destroys the force of the blow. 
With the use of the Patent Bridle the force of the kicking throws the 
head up, and at the same time punishes with such severity that 

there will not be much inclination to repeat it, and the habit will 
soon be overcome. a 

‘ 

oe 1 ‘ 

Fie. 231.—Kicking-strap as Arranged for Use. 

Twenty years ago, a very bad mare defied my utmost efforts to 
Stop her kicking, and as a matter of experiment I passed a rope from 

the bit to the hind leg below the fetlock, and thence back to the op- 
posite side of the bit, and held it in my hand while I excited her to 
kick. After a few repetitions shé gave up unconditionally. By this 
means I succeeded in breaking her of the habit, but the rope chafed 
and tore the skin so badly upon the legs that I had much trouble in 
curing them. To guard against this in other cases, I put on straps 

to which I attached rings, and passing the rope through them as be- 

fore, I irritated her to kick, repeating until ‘there was submission. 
But as this could not be-carried’ out in driving, the kicking-straps, 
with the connection made 'to the bit, wére devised ; after which the 
pulley arrangement was added. These. straps are best. adapted to 
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kickers with the nervous system so weakened that the habit is in a 
great measure involuntary. 

to the case. 

‘OVERDRAW CHECK. 

The overdraw check can be modified in various ways, according 

Sometimes a simple overdraw check is all that is nec- 

essary. If more power is desired, in addi- 
tion to the check, the restraint can ‘be car- 

ried to the hips, thence to the shafts. (See 
Fig. 235.) So that in the act of kicking, as 

' the quarters are elevated, the restraint will 

be instantly brought upon the head, throw- 
ing it so high as to disable. This princi- | 

ple of control was learned ‘by the writer 
under the following circumstances: In 1861, 

when in Hendetson, Jefferson Co., N. Y., a 
half-witted fellow offered to instruct me — 

to drive any’ kicking, runaway horse. He 
said, “ Bring the center of a slender rope of 

sufficient length to the top of the horse’s 

head, and pass the ends ‘down through. the 
rings on each side of the Bit, and thence back 

into the wagon as feins.” I afterward used 
Fie. 232.—Tail-strap. 

this means of control, and found it would work well in some cases; 

though not in all. 
Lancaster, Pa., who modified it into what was afterward known as 

I gave the idea to a man named. Hartman, in 

the “ Hartman reins,” which he patented. A great improvement 
in this for kickers, is to pass the reins. over the hips to. the shafts 

as explained. ce 

Checking the head. high. will sometimes hold in’ restraint a 

strong-willed, treacherous horse, that is liable to 
lunge sideways, or pull heavily. It will usually 
work well when a horse is a little irritable, and 

simply needs a little restraint to keep him inside 
‘the point of resistance, the same as the tail-strap 
acts in preventing the horse from kicking by keep 

‘ing the tail confined and helpless. The simplest 
and best way of checking the head high is to pass 

the check rein through gag-runners, which should 

be attached to the head part of the. bridle well up 
Fie. 238.—Tall-stran near the ears, and’ buckle into an extra bit, which 

» Detached. is to be held up against the roof of the mouth by. 
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means of a strap passing over the nose. This form of checking the 
head up and back will be found very effective. 

A common method in use years ago for kickers was to put a 
triangular piece of iron, in form like a V, between the collar and bit, 
the central point resting on the collar; and with both ends attached 

to the rings of the bit, it held the head up in position as desired. A 
strong-headed, doubtful horse will frequently drive with entire safety 
when the head is helplessly held up in this manner; but the check 

before referred to is the simplest and best means. 

Sometimes the horse will kick only when the rein is caught 

Fre. 234.—Simple Method of Forcing the Head up, and Preventing Kicking by the 

Elevation of the Hips. 

under the tail. If he is simply irritable, and hugs the rein, the eas- 
iest way to prevent it is to wind an ordinary crupper with cloth, or 

cover nicely with chamios skin, or soft leather, until one Half to two 
inches in diameter, as may be necessary. (See Fig. 240.) This be- 
ing larger than the rein below makes it impossible for the horse to 

hug the rein with sufficient. strength to hold it. 

When the tail becomes very sensitive from the continued 

chafing of the parts, its action’ becomes involuntary. In such cases 
it must be confined to make the ‘horse safe. This can be easily done 

by buckling a small strap around it under the hair about two thirds 
down the dock, from which, on each side, extends a small strap to 

the hip-straps, and fasten short enough to prevent the tail from 
switching around and catching the reins. 

s 
H1p-STRAP. 

- If the horse is irritable around the hips, but drives all right so 

long as restrained, or unable to bring the hind parts up, simply 
strapping him down will sometimes be all that is necessary to do in 
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order to use him with safety. The best way to do this is as follows: 

Attach a loop to the harness between the hip and tail ; ‘through this’ 

pass a strong two- inch strap with ends attached firmly to the'shafts 

on each side. There be should pieces of leather or iron screwed to: 

the under sides of the shafts to keep the, ends in place. 
Two points must be kept in mind in order to be successful: 1. 

The shafts must be so stiff that they will not’ bend much; 2. The 
strap over the hip should be so strong that it will not break, and 
just tight enough to be drawn straight when in place, but not so 

long as to give any freedom to raise the hips. 

Fic. 235.—The Horse as Disabled when there is an Effort to Kick. 

FouR-RING BIT. 

‘The four-ring bit by its power will sometimes throw the nose ° 

up, and occasionally make a doubtful, headstrong horse drive all 
_ tight; but it is the best adapted for the management of headstrong 
luggers. Sometimes a strong- -headed puller that cannot be held by 
an ordinary bit will drive gentle with this. The effectiveness of this 

bit is in the pressure of its center against the roof of the mouth. As 
made heretofore, when pulled upon very hard, these rings would 
slide in so far as to prevent the desired purchase against the palate. 
To prevent this, I devised the slot, or obstruction. 

Sometimes the Patent Bridle will. work quite well in the ‘man- 

agement of kickers. 
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For the Breaking Rig, see illustration with description in first 

chapter. 

It may be asked, “Is there me medicine by which you can 

make a horse gentle?” See “Medicine” in “ Subjection.” 

KICKERS IN STALL. 

In the first place, for the management of kickers in the stall, a 
_ great deal depends upon the size of the stall and the adroitness of the 
man in approaching the horse. A very narrow stall makes it some- 

what difficult, if not dangerous, to approach even many gentle — 
horses. Such stalls are not only an abomination for the increased © 

danger and i inconvenience they cause in going around a horse, but 
for not affording sufficient freedom for the 

horse to lie down and step around. It is 

no reason for stalls being so constructed be- 

cause somebody who should know better 
makes them so. If the stall is large, there 
will be better opportunity to keep out of 

reach, and, unless the horse is very vicious, 

there. will be no difficulty in going around 
him with comparative safety. 

_ Then, much depends upon the character 

of the man. A courageous, determined horse 
soon learns to become aggressive toward a 

naturally timid man who seems afraid to ap- 
proach him. If,a ‘horse is very vicious in 

his stall, he i is like any other dangerous brute 

upon which nothing short of a thorough 
course of subjective treatment will produce any impression. But 
if irritable or cunning, a sharp lesson with the War Bridle until he 
will follow promptly will usually be sufficient ; after which it may be 
left on for a day or two. : 

The treatment for all adiary cases should be about as’ fol- 

lows : First, put on the War Bridle, second form, which may, if the 

case is stubborn, be turned into the Double-Draw Hitch Form, and. 
make him feel its power sufficiently to follow promptly. Lead him 

into the stall, and while holding the cord, step in and out repeatedly, | 
' making him, during the time, keep his hind parts turned in the op- 

posite: direction. This treatment may be accompanied by’ giving 
apples, etc. 

If the case is important, and it is desired to be very thorough, 
after putting on the halter, put on the War Bridle, second form, 

Fie. 236.—Simple Method of 

Controlling the Head. 

\ 
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with the part going througn the mouth running through the rings on 
either side of the halter to keep it in place, and the part over the 
head well back upon the neck. Now pass the cord back to the end 
of the stall and tie toa 
ring or post, leaving it 
sufficiently long to give 

the horse room to step 
‘around as usual when 
tied by the halter. 

When it is desired to 

go in, if he does not 

‘ step around at com- 

mand, untie the cord 

and give a sharp pull -_ 

upon: it, which will Fra, 287.—Fig. 236 in Use. 
bring the head around, 
throwing the hind parts to the opposite side, when he can be ap- 
proached with safety. This may be repeated when first put on for 
a few times, to teach the idea of stepping around when commanded. 
After a few repetitions he will soon learn, when approached and. 

commanded, to step around, 

é 

There isa great sleight in 
approaching vicious horses 

when in stalls, the disregard 
of which may sometimes 

cause a naturally gentle 

horse'to kick if approached 

or touched unexpectedly. 

First, no matter how gentle 
_a horse is, there should be 

no effort to go near or ap- 
proach before attracting his 

attention by speaking to 
him. If at all doubtful, the 
course should be about as 

Fic. 238.—A Noted Vicious Kicker. follows: When behind, a 
‘little to the near side, look 

directly at the horse’s head and say sharply, “Get around!” re- 

-peating until the eye is caught, A great deal depends upon the 

expression of confidence and authority shown. An intelligent, 
courageous horse will discern instantly any lack of confidence or 
power, and become correspondingly aggressive. 

12 
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' At first the horse may look back and try to measure your 
strength and be disposed to question your advance. It will be a 
matter of will power now. Look at him with all the firmness you 
can, and repeat the “Get around!” with the most thorough vim of 
expression. Ifa man of any nerve, but few horses will disobey. If 
he steps around, no matter if the ears are put back and the eyes 
partly closed, showing an inclination to kick, there will seldom be 

Fre. 239.—A Simple Method of Keeping the Head Elevated to Prevent 
Kicking while Driving. 

much danger. The eye kept firmly upon that of the horse, will dis- 
cover any movement almost before it is made; so reach the end of 
the stall fronting the horse, with head. slightly turned'to hold the 

eye, and make a quick, gliding leap or long step toward the shoulder. 
After getting well forward of the hips there will be little danger; 
watching the opportunity in, this way, and moving quickly, will per- 

mit getting beyond reach of danger before the horse can kick. 
This is really the only secret of getting around or into the stall 
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of a doubtful horse without ‘getting. hurt. (See chapter on “Stall- 
_ jons.”) By observing closely, the intentions of the horse. will always 

be revealed by the expression of the eye and his actions. Danger is 
shown by the ears being thrown back, eyes partly closed, lips‘drawn 

“back, and mouth perhaps partly open. If the horse will not move 
when commanded, but holds his position firmly, especially if one 

having a dark, lurking eye set well into the head, thick eyelids, and 
heavy ears, the character is treacherous, and needless risks should not 
be hazarded. What such a horse does he will do quickly without 

warning. But if he seems to yield, no matter how bad he is, and 
‘there is quickness in getting into the stall, as explained, there will 

be but little danger. 
I have frequently been able to go into the Stalls of horses that 

were very dangerous; and have never been 
kicked or hurt while doing so. _ Many times 

the horse would kick the stall, but by a sharp, 

ringing command sufficient to disconcert, and 
by jumping quickly, I.could always get to the 

shoulder or head without being touched. In 
many cases I ‘have been compelled to take the 

chances from necessity; but by observing 
these precautions, and calculating my chances. 

carefully, I would be able to get by, though at 
the instant of doing so the horse would! kick 

the stall behind me. 
Fie. 240.—Crupper as 

Wound to P: t Catchil 
When desiring to get out, pull the head a ea ere 

around after, bringing the‘ hind parts well 

around to the opposite side. The instant the falter is let go, aISE 

or spring beyond reach. 

WHILE HARNESSING. 

The habit of kicking while harnessing is‘ always the result of 

carelessness or bad treatment. Were the horse treated kindly and 
. the harness put on gently until accustomed to it, there would be no 

trouble. Not being accustomed to the breeching or the crupper 
under the tail, a sensitive horse is liable to kick when feeling press- 
ure upon those parts. I have frequently found horses gentle after 
the harness was on, yet they would kick violently when the attempt 
was made to put it on; while others would kick only after it was 

on. All that is necessary to do in such cases, is to put on the War 

Bridle, and after giving a few sharp pulls with it, hold firmly in the 
left hand, and while keeping it taut upon the month, with the right 
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spread the harness gently over the back and hips. The pressure of 
the cord upon the mouth will hold the attention of the horse suffi- 
ciently to allow putting the crupper under the tail and buckling. _ 

To break up the habit, it may be necessary to repeat this treat- 
ment two or three times, punishing sharply for any resistance, and 

encouraging by kind treatment for allowing it to be put on and off 
as desired. After gaining the attention by the War Bridle, it may 
be drawn down and tied as in cut 119, page 86, but not kept so more 
than thirty seconds to a minute ; after which the harness can be put. 
on or off as desired. It is very important in these cases to associate 

kindness with the treatment by giving apples, etc. 

Fie. 241.—As a Bad Case of this Character will Usually Resist before Treatment. 

Resistance to having the collar put on, or the neck touched in -~ 
consequence of having been made sore, is sometimes a formidable 

difficulty, as the horse may show great viciousness, striking or kick- 

ing violently. Ifthe treatment named is not sufficient, then more 
force must be used; but with care, the War Bridle. will be’ found 

sufficient. In such cases, attention must'be given to having the 
collar large enough to permit putting easily over the head. Or if 
an open collar, it should be unbuckled and put on quietly over the 
neck. In addition, particular attention should be given to curing 

' the parts, if sore. A great point also in the management of such 
cases is in winning the confidence of the horse to bear having the 
sensitive parts touched by scratching the mane and other parts, and 

imperceptibly approaching the sensitive parts until it is borne; 
then follow by caressing, giving apples, etc. ‘ 

i 
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There may be cases also where resistance to the harness upon 
the hips, or crupper under the tail, will be very violent. In such 

cases a regular course of subjection, may be necessary. One of the 
worst cases the writer ever handled was of this character, compel- 

ling to resort to the First,’ Second, and Third methods, which were 

in part repeated to break him of the habit. 

KICKING AND ‘BITING WHILE GROOMING. | 

The. habit of kicking and biting while grooming, is in all cases 

the result of bad treatment. A sharp curry-comb or card is raked 
recklessly over the legs and belly, regardless of ‘cutting into the 
skin. The horse may 

snap, kick, and almost 
lie down upon the 

ground in the effort 

to avoid or relieve the’ 
pain; but no more at- 
tention is given to this 
than to kick and pound 
as a means of compel- 
ling to stand quietly. 

Sharp curry-combs, or 
any instrument that 

will hurt, should not be 

used upon such horses. 
Should the horse be 

. Over-sensitive, the re- 

sult of former bad treat- 

ment, restrain a little 

with the War Bridle 

until he will submit to 
being cleaned as directed. In such cases, it is always advisable 

to commence at an insensible part, and work gradually to the part 
at which the grooming is resisted. 

Fia. 242.—As the Horse will Stand Quietly to be Har- 
nessed after Treatment. 

BaD TO BRIDLE. 

Most horses will submit readily to be bridled, by giving a short 

lesson with the War Bridle, and tying down as explained, when the 

bridle can be put on or off as desired. Care should be taken to 
have the bridle large and easy fitting. As there is submission, give 

more freedom until there is no resistance. Should the horse show 
viciousness, and resist this treatment, then subject to Second 

1 
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Method, and while tied, handle the head and put on the brible 
When untied, restrain with the cord, being careful in such cases to 
work gently, rewarding liberally for obedience. Able once to take 
off or put on the bridle without force, repeat for some time, holding 
the attention by giving apples, etc. Such a horse should be bridled - 

with care for some time, to outgrow the sensibility. 
i 
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RUNNING AWAY. 

HOUGH the treatment for this habit is, to a great extent, given 
TT" under the heads of “ Kicking” and “ Fear,” yet in bad cases it 

is liable to be so troublesome to manage that I deem it neces- 
sary to consider it more definitely here. The-main point is to make 

‘the mouth manageable to the restraint cf the bit. But if there is 
rauch viciousness or resistance, it is necessary to tone it down or 

overcome it by a general course of' subjection, when the control of 
the mouth can be made more easy and 
certain. For. example: A nervous, ex- 

citable colt, so unmanageable as to be 
both difficult and dangerous to put in 

shafts by any control: that could be 

brought upon the mouth, after a, proper 
course of subjective treatment which 
would overcome his fear and excitement, 
would ‘be found to offer but little re- 

sistance to the control of even a common 

_ bit. The effect is the same in the 
4 management of headstrong, runaway 

horses, moved by some special cause 

of excitement, such as the rattling ofa 
wagon or other object. 

There are three principles of con- 

trolling the mouth: 1: By training; as 
= ee done: with the Breaking Bit; 2. By a 

aie 248, —The Patent Bridle. form of bit that will prevent the horse 
from pulling against it, on account of 

the pain it may cause; 38. By obtaining such power upon the mouth 
and head as will control the horse directly. 

. Of course these conditions run more or less into each other in 
the different, forms of bits given, the point in all cases being to use 

such a form of bit or method of treatment as will safely and easily’: 

effect the control desired. The Breaking Bit is undoubtedly the best 
for making a hard mouth submissive and flexible. The Half-moon 

‘ , (188) 
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Bit will in-many cases also work well: Its thin, bearing surface, , 
when pressed hard against, hurts so keenly that but few horses will 

have the nerve to resist it. The Spoon Bit also, in many cases, 

works excellently by the pressure it brings upon the jaws laterally, 

thereby making it a good form of bit for cases that will not rein 
easily, or that will pull on one side. Next comes-the Four-ring Bit, 

which, with its improvement, is a very simple but powerful means of 
controlling doubtful, headstrong, lugging horses. It is particularly 

well adapted for the easy driving of side-reiners, The fourth and last 
is the Patent Bridle, which has been designed by me especially for 

the direct control of headstrong, runaway horses. 

The power of the Patent Bridle is so great that when properly 
adjusted it is very difficult for a horse to make any prolonged resist- 

ance to it. It acts in three important ways: First, in its most se- 

vere form it will produce such intense pain in connection with its 
great power upon the mouth, that it is very difficult for the most 

courageous horse to resist its restraint; second, in proportion to 
the resistance, if any, it brings such a pressure upon the spinal cord 

that it becomes difficult to bear up against it for any length of time ; 
third, its impression is so great upon the nervous system that should 

it be resisted hard for some time, there will rarely be any inclination 

to pull against it afterward. 

It is proper to add that these combinations and forms of bits 
may be varied in different ways to an almost unlimited degree. 
Properly used, great results can be accomplished with the Breaking 

Bit alone, as before explained. It requires more work, but is the 

only bit I have found that works satisfactorily in making the mouth 
sensitive to the control of an ordinary snaffle bit. As will be no- 

ticed in the chapter on “ Kicking,” it was by the use of this bit that I 
was able to perform my best results in ‘the control of runaway kickers. 
If the mouth is stiff and hard,'and it is desired to make it flexible, 

put on the harness with this bit in the bridle, run the reins through 

the shaft-bearers, and get directly behind. Now slowly move the 
horse on a moderate walk, and suddenly call,“ Whoa!” following 
instantly with a quick, raking jerk upon the reins. Repeat at short 
intervals, until at the moment the.command is given the horse will 
stop instantly to avoid the hurt of being pulled upon. Then gradu- 
ally increase the gait to a fast trot or run, making him stop as 

before. 

At this point it is necessary to be very thorough. There should 

be no half-way work. The submission must be of the most pro- 
nounced character. After this is done in harness, so that when the 
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horse is put on a keen trot or run, he will stop instantly without 
being pulled upon. Then, when hitched to a wagon, repeat slowly 

"seg Ajrensp oy se sobun] y¥—FPe "OLA 

until he can be let out on a rapid trot or keen run, and will stop in- 

stantly at the least intimation of the command to do so, and this to 
be done without the breeching-straps being buckled. He must 
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show the most thorough submissiveriess when everything is appar- 

ently wrong. 

, In most cases the ® ‘horse will submit in from ten to fifteen 
minutes ; but if badly set in the habit, and plucky, the resistance 
may be so strong that this cannot be done in one lesson. The 

. difficulty is, if the horse warms up very much, the sensibility of the - 
‘mouth becomes so blunted or destroyed that he will bear the 
severest pulling upon without flinching. Then the best plan will: 
be to put him away until cool; when by a few minutes’ repetition of. 

the treatment the mouth will usually be found so sensitive that 

he will submit unconditionally. In this- ~way. it can be determined 
how much to do without danger of harm. This point accom- 
plished, hitch to a wagon, and repeat the same treatment. The 

course ‘pursued by. the writer, as before explained, is to let the horse 
go a few steps, call “Whoa!” and give a sharp, raking jerk to force 

him back a little. Repeat so far as necessary to establish the point 
of stopping and coming back, then, as before, let out a little faster 
until proved safe when on a fast trot or run. This point is to be 

‘made very thoroughly. If it is thought advisable, the bit can be 
‘left on for a few days in driving; but usually this will be unnecessary ; 
for if the horse is properly trained, he can be controlled by an 
ordinary snaffle bit. 

THE HALF-Moon Bir. 

The Half-moon Bit, an illustration of which is given, will some- 
times work very nicely upon headstrong pullers. It seems to work 

best when the head is well checked up, as shown in Fig. 246. The 
bit is very simple, merely a circular mouth-piece, with the inner 

part filed down to about the thickness of the back of an ordinary 
knife-blade, and rounded to prevent. cutting. This makes the bear- 
ing surface against the mouth so narrow that even the most plucky 
horse will not have the nerve to pull very hard against it, while its 

‘circular, form prevents pulling sideways. It should, however, be 
tried cautiously upon a dangerous horse. 

] SPOON Bir. 

The Spoon Bit is so constructed as to bring the edges of two 

flanges, when pulled upon, upon each side of the lower jaw. Fine 

illustrations of this are given in Figs. 247 and 248. In some cases 
of badly trained mouths, or of moderately headstrong horses, it will . 

be found to work very nicely. One point of advantage is its mild- 

ness, it being only a simple snaffle bit until resisted. It works espe- 
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cially well in the management of horses that rein hard. It is not a 

“apg Wey oy) 10 smog oy) BuMOUS—"oFe “OTT 

bit that i is adapted. for headstrong, dangerous lungers, as it does not 
give, sufficient power for such cases, 
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A valuable form of bit, and one which works exceedingly 
well for the control of some headstrong, pulling horses, is a 

simple bar made flat 

or concave on one side, 

and rounded on the 
other, from five eighths 

to three fourths of an 
inch wide, with a. piece 

of rounded leather in- 

side the ring on each 

end, as shown in Figs. 
249 and 250. The flat 
or concave side is used 
when the horse pulls, 
or is inclined to resist 

the’ bit. When the 
BES mouth is sensitive and 

Fra. 246.—The Half-moon Bit Adjusted. manageable, simply 
turning the rounded 

side against the jaw makes it extremely easy on the mouth. The 
length must be regulated to the size of the mouth, or about the 
average length. of driving-bits. 

FourR-RING BIT. 

The Four-ring Bit, Figs. 123, 124, full explanation of which is 
given in Chapter II., page 94, which can be referred to, is peculiar in 
respect to the sensibility it causes upon the mouth. While it is not 

a bit that: gives much direct power, the effect is such that but few 
horses, outside of lunging, runaway horses, can successfully pull 

against it. Hence a horse that with an ordinary bit may pull so 
hard as to make it extremely difficult to restrain or control him, 
more especially one that as he warms up will pull harder, will some- 

times scarcely pull at all upon this bit, driving so easily as to hardly 
‘straighten the reins. 

It is not, however, to be risked too much in the driving of a 

really dangerous horse; for, as before stated, its success depends 

more upon the sensibility it causes upon the roof of the mouth than 
upon any-real power it otherwise gives. Consequently, should the 

horse lunge recklessly against the bit, the pain it inflicts not being 

sufficient to hold him in check, he is liable to get away. When 
used upon a doubtful horse, he should be carefully tested with “it, 

first by driving around a little in harness, then as described in the 
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use of the Half-moon Bit. The foot-strap may be used to enable 
testing the horse sufficiently hard to know with certainty to what 
degree he will submit to the restraint. This bit also works very 

nicely on side-reiners, or those that pull on one rein. 

Fic. 247.—First Form of Spoon Bit. Easy on the Mouth. 

PATENT BRIDLE. 

_ The Patent Bridle, described on page 184, is undoubtedly the 

most powerful means yet introduced of controlling a headstrong, 
runaway horse. It ‘does not require any practice or work other 
than fitting the head-piece and bridle to the head, and setting the 
horse back a few times. It gives two important points of advan- 

Fie. 248.—Second Form of Spoon Bit. Gives More Power. 

tage: First, it is as any common bit in the mouth until resistance 
is ‘excited, when by an ordinary pull such power is brought upon the 

mouth that the strongest horse cannot well resist it; second, it 

brings direct pressure upon the spinal cord so as to affect the whole 
nervous system most forcibly, and break up the inclination to pull ; 

so that when a horse submits to it once, he will usually drive with an 

ordinary bit and slack rein. This is one of the most important 

secrets in making a horse safe in harness. Now when everything 
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is all right, it is reasonably presumed that a horse must be safe. It 

is a point of testing up to the point of what the horse will usually 

bear, repeatedly. There must be no nonsensical timidity or mock 

sentiment shown in doing this. The greatest humanity is to make 
the horse as safe as possible to those using him. 

Fra. 249.—Slightly Rounded, or Flat, Concave, with Edges Rounded, when 
when not Desired to be Severe. More Severity is Required. 

LUGGING, OR PULLING UPON ONE REIN. 

The quickest and simplest way to break up this habit is to put 

on the Breaking Bit, also the First Form of the War Bridle. But. 
instead of bringing the cord through the mouth, bring it through the 

“tings of the bit. Pull sharply on one side opposite that on which he 
lugs, until he will bring the head around freely without being pulled 
upon. Now tie up the cord, take down the reins, and drive around. 

If he pulls in the least, repeat the lesson, until he learns to yield 

Fie. 250.—Rounded Side of the Bar. 

promptly to the restraint of the reins, when he ought to drive to an 

ordinary bit ; or the Breaking Bit can be kept on for a day or two. 
This treatment will make that side of the mouth as tender and sub- 
missive to restraint as the opposite, and he will pull evenly. 

The Spoon Bit and Four-ring Bit, just referred to, work espe- 

cially well for this habit. = 

WILL NOT BACK. 

This is the result of bad training of the mouth. Ordinarily it 
is a very simple habit to manage, but I have found a few cases ex- 
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ceedingly stubborn and difficult to break. First, in the manage- 
ment of colts. If a colt is very young, or of a cold-blooded, sullen 
nature, he will usually sulk and resist the bit when pulled upon to 
back. With the Breaking Bit, however, it is a very simple matter 

to do in most any case of this kind. During my early experience, 
I usually made this point by putting on the War Bridle, first form, 
and standing at the shoulder, then giving a sharp, quick jerk side-. 
ways and back, and thus repeating until forced to go back a little, 
then stood in front and pulled back moderately until the point was 
made. Another method, practiced upon such cases by me with suc- 

cess, was, to put on a foot-strap and surcingle; instead of putting 
the strap over the belly-band, bring it forward, then, after the foot 

is pulled up, press back gently upon the head, at the same time let- 
ting the foot go down ; it will be put down about ten inches back of 

the other, making a short step backward. This is to be repeated 
until the colt will go back freely. Another excellent method was 

. taking an ordinary jack-knife, or the end of a stick brought to a dull 
point, and press gently back inside the shoulder blade, at the same 

time pressing back upon the head gently. The colt will usually go 
'- back to free himself from the pain, when caress and repeat. 

Ihave used all these methods with success. When I caught the 

point of training. the mouth with the Breaking Bit, I practically 

abandoned the palliative methods, and depended entirely upon them, 
by training the mouth as described under that head in Colt Training. 
Extremely bad runaways would sometimes resist the bit in the most 
desperate manner. It was not unusual for horses of this character 
to pull from two to three men on a walk, even against the Breaking © 

Bit, with the recklessness of insanity: Such horses were usually sub- 
mitted to the restraint of the bit freely until excited, the very poirit 
that had to be overcome. Now we managed all these cases by simple, , 

sharp little jerks, as explained ‘under the head of “Running Away,” 
and repeating. If the horse became warmed up and sullen, which 
would destroy the sensibility of the mouth, we would stop, and repeat 
after he became cool, when, of course the sensibility | of the mouth 

would be greatly increased, then repeat until there would be perfect 

submission. The principle is the same in teaching an extremely bad 

colt to back. . There is quite a sleight in using this bit in these bad 
cases. It is, when directly behind, with the reins loose enough to 
come oneach side of the quartersgto give such a quick, énergetic 
pull that the horse is brought back before he can concentrate his 
will to resist. It should be a little series of surprises in this way. 

Let him stand quietly, and suddenly give a sharp little raking pull, 
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at the same time repeating the word “Back.” I have often been 

able in this way to take horses that seem to be very bad, and lift 
them bodily from the ground backward in a few minutes. This will 

usually work well with warm-blooded horses. If the case is of a 
cold-blooded nature, eye small, eyelid thick, long from eye to ear, 
the eye well into the head, if a large boned, strong horse, you have 

one that will fight like a bulldog. If possible, the point is to get 
him off his feet the first time. Should he become a little warm, stop 
.and repeat ; at any rate, keep on until successful. There should be 

no exception—-we never had one. We had cases that would resist 
very hard, and required two or three lessons, but we never found a 
case that we could not break. Be careful not to cut or bruise the 

* tongue. 

This is the point I forgot to mention before. When the horse will 
sullenly resist the bit, you can easily bruise or cut the mouth without 
his feeling it. The treatment for bruises, should you have trouble 
in this way, is dousing heavily with cold water; bathing with callen- 
dula is probably the most effective treatment. This remedy has 

the best effect in removing swelling, etc., that the writer has ever 
used. It seems to have the best healing effect. 

During 1869, when I was in Painesville, Ohio, a man brought in. 

a runaway horse of the worst character. He stated that he would 

wager fifty dollars that if excited he could not be held by the reins, 

and wished the trial made. The Breaking Bit I then used had short 

bars, with square, twisted corners. With this in his mouth the horse 

resisted six men; or three to a rein. Upon examination of the 

mouth, I found the tongue to be very badly cut. Using callendula, 

which was given me a short time before by a practitioner in Cleve- 
land, Ohio, cured the tongue in three days. We had no trouble ip 
breaking the horse with the usual treatment of the Breaking Bit. 
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BALKING. “ 
F a naturally gentle horse be hitched to a tree or other immova- 
ble object and ‘commanded to pull, he would at first pull all he 
could; the second time he would not pull with quite so much 

confidence as at first; while the third or fourth time he would pull 
but little, or perhaps not'at all. To whip and urge him now to pull 

‘Fic. 251.—As the Horse will Sometimes Stand, Regardless of the ' 
Most Severe Whipping. . 

would only start him in the habit of balking. Or, if a, horse is over-. 
loaded or so exhausted that he cannot pull the load, and in this 

condition is whipped and urged to go, he will balk. Or, if he starts 

- too quickly, and is pulled back violently and whipped till confused 
-and excited, the habit of balking is begun. Hence we see that this 
habit is purely acquired, the same as kicking and other habits, for 
which there can hardly be a reasonable excuse. 

_ Balking horses are of two kinds: Double-balkers and single- 
balkers. Balkers in single harness may be.divided into two classes : 
First, horses that refuse to go at all; second, those that will not 
pull unless given their own way. The mule and ox, and horses hav- 

13 a (198) 
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ing similarly patient, cold-blooded natures, have little inclination to 
this habit; while nervous, warm-blooded, fine-grained horses are 
easily taiehe the habit. 

In teaching a colt to drive, let him go slowly at first and as he 
pleases. There should be sufficient room so as not to require short 

turns, as pulling short around before learning to rein is liable to 

confuse and irritate him to balk. If there appears any inclination to 

stop, or if he refuses to go, the driver should sit quietly in the 
wagon, fix the harness, or do anything to take up time until the 
horse gets over his fret. If he does not feel sure of his going, let 
him get out and move the colt'a little to the right or left, speaking to 

him kindly, and it is rare that he will not move off without know- 
ing that he has balked. If he has an irritable disposition, and ap- 

pears unwilling to stand, particular care should be taken to teach 
him thoroughly the lesson of stopping and ‘starting, as described un- 
der the head of Colt Training. If the habit is only partially learned, 

and especially if the colt is of a warm-blooded nature, it is by all 
means advisable to win him out of the habit by, kind: treatment, if 
possible. I will illustrate by referring to a peculiar case in my 
early experience :— 

I often traded horses, and not unfrequently got. very bad ones. 
Among them was a small pony mare, nine years old,;—a confirmed 

balker. This I did not’know until after I had traded for her,’ I har- 
nessed her carefully in the shafts, but she stood stubbornly. Upon 
touching her with a whip, she threw herself down. I saw’ at once 
that she was one of the very, worst of balkers, and that in:the effort 
to break her she had been subjected to a great deal ‘of whipping and 
abuse. I unhitched her, got her up, tied up the harness and reins, 

and went into an orchard close by and filled my pockets with apples. 
I then led her to a back road not much used, and standing near 

her head with a switch in my hand, touched her lightly over the 

hips, saying, “Get up!” This caused her to start. After going-a 
few steps, I called “Whoa!” at the same time pulling upon the 

reins, when she stopped, for which I gave her a piece of apple, and 
stroked her nose and head. This I repeated: until she would start 

and stop at command.. 

This point gained, I next untied the reins, and while standing 
at the shoulder and holding the reins slack in my hands, I repeated 
the command for starting, touching her for a few times lightly over 

the hips. At each repetition I stood a little farther back, until able 
to get directly behind her, and make her'go or stop at command: I 
then took her to the top of the hill and hitched her up. This was 
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the critical point of the experiment, and I did not propose to take 

any chances of failure. I commenced again at her head,- rewarding 
as before, until I was able to get on the step, and finally into the 
wagon, at each repetition being careful to reward her, even getting 

out of the wagon to do so. ‘It-was soon quite amusing to see how 
eagerly she would reach round her head in anticipation of her re- 
ward. Now I required her togo a little farther at each time of start- 

ing, until able to drive fifteen or twenty rods ; ; then I took her out 

of harness, and put her in the stable. The next day I hitched her 

up again, and commenced cautiously as before, spending only a few 

minutes, but requiring her to go farther.and faster until on a sharp 
trot or run. LIrepeated this lesson again next day until she could 

be driven as desired. The point of 
. success was that I made the lessons 
short, and was careful not to do 
more at a time than she would bear. 

I could even make her stop in a 

mud-hole and stand as long as I 
wished her to, and then: at com- 

mand she would pull out willingly. 
Those who knew the mare were 
quite surprised to see me drive her, 

' and regarded it as a great feat. In 
reality it was no. feat at all, ‘but 
merely the result of a little patient 

Fra. 252.—Slow, Patient Nature,—not inva scapiaitia, which it 8 ner diffi- 
Disposed to Balk. cult for any one to practice. ‘This | 

mode of treatment is especially 
adapted to nervous horses that will not ‘pear pushing. 

_ There is nothing that so tries a man’s temper and patience as a 
sullen balker. One may resolve to be patient, but after reasonable 

efforts with kind treatment, and failing, he determines to see what a 

whip will do. Some men in anger will strike a horse over the éars, 
twist and pull his tongue severely, and yet not be able to make the 

animal flinch. A balking horse of spirit, thoroughly maddened by 
such ‘treatment, may resist the most severe punishment. Horses 

‘have been known, when excited in this way, to sullenly stand even 

the burning of straw under them. The skin on the legs and body is 
so thick, and has so little sensibility, that when the blood is thor- 

oughly warmed -up,. the severest whipping or pounding can be 
scarcely felt, and it becomes only: a means of intensifying the habit. 
The usual method of whipping, kicking the belly, hitting back of the 
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head with a club, etc., while often liable to kill or seriously i injure 

the horse. can really have no beneficial effect. - 

STARTING THE BALKER. 

Sometimes very simple treatment will start a balky 7 as 

kicking the leg lightly below the knee until he lifts his foot ; pass- 
ing a string over one of his‘ears, and tying it down; letting the 

horse inhale a little ammonia or red pepper. These are very common 
tricks, and will sometimes disconcert a horse sufficiently: to cause 
him to start. The following has been considered a great secret in 

the treatment of balkers, and’ will in some cases work with con- 

siderable success. 

MEDICINE. 

Take the oslets or warts growing inside a horse’s leg, dry, and 

grate them fine, and keep in a tightly-corked bottle, as they lose 
their strength quickly and evaporate on being exposed to the air. 

About three-quarters of an hour before the horse is to be driven, 
‘blow a thimbleful from a quill into his nostrils. This hasa soothing 

effect, and will cause the horse to go off all right. 
An old man who had been a successful horse-breaker, told me 

that he had used it forty years, and never failed to make a horse go 

as he desired with it; that he seldom repeated it more than two or 

three times. When a horse takes a dislike to other horses and kicks 

at them, the oslets from a vigorous horse, or from the one ob- 
jected to, used as above, will in most cases overcome such aversion. 

Sometimes stepping before a horse and moving him to the 
right or left a little, and stroking his nose, or pulling his ears gently, 
etc., will cause him to start. Grasping both nostrils with the hand 
to prevent his breathing until he struggles for freedom, and turning 
him a little sideways at the instant of letting go, will frequently 

start quite a bad horse. Tying the tail to the cross-piece will fre- 
quently start him, as a horse will always pull by the tail. Blind- 
folding is one of the simplest and best methods of starting a stub- 

born balker. After being blindfolded, he should be allowed to 

stand a few minutes, then move him right and left a few times, say 

encouragingly, “Get up,” and the horse will usually pull steadily 

against the collar and, move off all right. Tying up the fore leg, 
and compelling him to stand on three legs till tired, will usually be 

avery effectual means of starting a balker, and frequently after a 

few repetitions it will.break up the habit. This method works best 
on nervous, impulsive horses. 
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A MAINE MAN’s METHOD. 

“When a horse balks, take him out of the shafts, tie the bridle 

rein into the tail short enough to bring his body into a half circle, 

and make him go around four or five times. This will make him 

dizzy ; then put him in shafts and he will go off all right. | at one 

lesson will not break him, repeating it will be sure to do so.’ 

_ This is merely palliative ; it will frequently enable starting a 

balking horse, but is not by any means adequate for breaking up the 

habit. It will be seen farther on that it is part of my regular treat- 

ment for this habit. I invented it and taught it in that State nearly 
twenty-five years ago; and the idea of managing balky horses in 

this way was given by me asa simple method of starting a horse, 
‘but not of breaking up the habit. 

A mare in the habit of balking, although occasionally driving 

well for weeks at a time, one day got into one of her balking tan- 
trums. Her owner, becoming angry, determined to kill her. Tak- 

ing a gun from the hands of a sportsman who happened to be 
standing near, he fired the charge of ‘shot into the body. It did not 
kill her, and on recovering, she was put to work as usual. It was 

found afterward that whenever she balked, simply pointing a stick 

at her was sufficient to make her start at once. 
A horse employed in drawing limestone, to a kiln from a quarry 

close by, was in the habit of balking. One day he refused to pull, 
and, in defiance of the strength of several men who caught and held 
the wheels to prevent the accident, backed over the precipice, falling 

about thirty feet. The cart was broken to pieces, but the horse es- 

caped with slight injury, He was put to worl: as usual, but was 
never known to balk afterward. 

A farmer who was once a member of my class made the follow- 
ing statement in relation to his managing a balker: He had a mare 

that would sometimes work well for a week, and then, perhaps, at a 
critical time would stand stubbornly, resisting all effort to move her. 

One day while-drawing in oats she-balked. After working with her 
a long while, he resolved that she should go or starve. He drove a 
stake down in the ground, and tied her to it; then putting a sheaf of 

oats a few rods distant, he went off. This was at ten o'clock in the 

morning. About five o’clock he returned'and tried to start her, but 
she would not go. He tied her again to the post, and let her stand 
until morning. Then he unhitched her, took the reins and tried to 

start her, but she would not pull. During the afternoon he tried her 

again, when she went. Upon reaching the sheaf of oats, he let her 

eat it. He now drove her home, unharnessed and fed her, then put 
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her to work. She worked all right for a few days, and then balked 
again. This time he let her stand forty-eight hours, then fed her, 
when upon trial she went all right, and he kept her at work. ' She 
never balked afterward. : 

Another man of much tact win horses informed me that he al- 
ways succeeded with balkers by the following treatment: When a 
horse balked, he unhitched and put him in the stall, and stationed a 

man behind him with a whip. Every minute or two the man tapped 
the horse on the quarters with a whip, just enough to annoy him. 
This was kept up for twenty-four hours, the regular feed and water 
being given. If he refused to go upon being tried, he was put back, 

and the same treatment kept up to prevent his going to sleep, until » 
he would go as ‘desired. It was rarely, after one or two lessons of 
this treatment, that a horse would not work in all right. Innumer- 

able instances of breaking ‘very bad horses in this way have been 
brought to my notice by horsemen who have been members of my 

classes. . 
It does no good, practically, to subject a horse to treatment in a 

barn, or where not accustomed to balk. It should be carried out as 
nearly as possible where in the habit of resisting. Any means that 
will disconcert a horse when he balks is a step in the right direction. 
But if we have in addition power to move him as we wish, we have- 

the key of compelling the entire submission of balkers that have de- 
fied the greatest efforts to break or drive them. This we can obtain 
by the Second Method, and other treatment here given. 

REGULAR TREATMENT. 

The course I usually” pursue, and which I would advise in the 
management of bad cases, is about ‘as follows: Put into the wagon, 

ready for use, a good strap halter, a War Bridle, a light bow whip 
that will not break, and some good apples. Hitch up the horse as if 

to make a journey, and let him go as he pleases until a level, isolated 

piece of road is reached. Now if he does not balk, proveke him 

to do so. Get out quietly, unhitch him, tie up the reins and tugs, 
put on the halter over the bridle, and subject him to Second Method 

both ways until well off his balance. If hitched up now he will be 

likely to go off all right, but will be apt to balk at some future time. 

As the object should be to effectually break up the habit, it is neces- 

sary to make the lesson very thorough. 
This treatment makes a powerful impression upon him in two 

ways: First, to convince him that there is power to make him move 
any way desired, which is the point to be established, as he does not 

2 
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know the difference between going sideways and straight ahead. 
‘Second, it disconcerts him in the most powerful manner, and thus pre- 
vents or overcomes the inclination to resistance. But it is also -nec- 

essary to create sufficient reserve power to force him to move should 
he again refuse to go. To do this, put on the War Bridle, first, or 

double-draw hitch form, and lift him right and left- When he 
follows promptly, change to second form. Now pull upon him side- 

ways and ahead. As he yields, gradually pull more on a line with 
the body until he will come ahead promptly. . | 

Next, tie up the cord Idogely i in the terret, take down the reins, 
run them through the shaft-lugs, and get directly behind. Say “Get. 

up!” pulling one rein a little, and, if necessary, touch the quarters 

‘ “sharply with the whip. After going a short distance, call, “Whoa!” 
If he does not stop, force him to do so by a slight pull of the reins. 
Repeat this until he will stop and start at command, then reward by 

giving some apple. ‘Repeat the driving, stopping, and starting un- 

til he works in all right and is over the excitement of the treatment, 

then hitch to a wagon, ‘when will come the real test. ‘Stand near, 
and i in a low, gentle tone say, “Get up!” and repeat the starting, 
stopping, and rewarding as before, until he will go as desired. Tfa 

very bad case, it will be necessary to make the. impression as thor- 

ough and complete as possible, and it would be best to. “put him | 
away until the next day, when he should be tried, and, so far as 
found necessary, the treatment repeated until under good. control. | 

_ Although the horse may go a few times as commanded, yet, after 
hitching to a wagon, he may balk again. If so, take down the cord, 

stand in front of him—a little to the right’ or left—and give a 
sharp jérk, repeating until he will go at command. Should this be 

_.vresisted, which is not at all improbable, repeat the previous course 

of treatment, which, in some cases, may. be supplemented by the 

_ other methods of treatment. . It is advisable to test the horse hard 

before putting to regular work. A gteat point after the coercive 
treatment, is to; win his confidence by giving him apples, etc. 

RESTLESS BALKERS, OR SucH, AS. WILL NOT STAND WHEN 

GETTING IN OR OUT ‘OF A. Wacon, 

If, when a young horse is hitched toa wagon, he is allowed to 
start as he pleases a few times, he is liable to. ‘acquire the habit of 
becoming impatient, so that as soon as hitched up, if not allowed to 
go his‘own way, | he may get mad and balk. Or if whipped to start 
quickly, and then pulled back upon, or if made ,to stand too long 
while getting into or out of a wagon, he may acquire the habit of | 
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balking. A short lesson in teaching to start and stop, as directed in 
“ Colt-Training,” would prevent this. As it is a very common as 
‘well as annoying form of balking, I will include the details of a sim- 
ple treatment, which can be easily practiced by any one :— 

First, teach the horse to stand (see “Will Not Stand,” page 
201) with the harness on, as explained to stand with the Breaking 
Bit; then tie up the reins, give a good sharp lesson with the War 

Bridle, and put him in shafts. If he balks, overcome it with the War 
Bridle. If of a quick, nervous disposition, this treatment should be 

sufficient ; but if of a decidedly resolute, plucky character, regular 
coercive treatment by Second Method, etc., may be necessary. But 

as there is usually little inclination among owners to resort to co- 
ercive treatment, for the benefit of such I include the details of sim- 
ple, winning treatment :— 

Before putting the horse into the shafts, adjust the harness. 

Get directly behind, with an ordinary carriage whip touch the hips 
lightly, and say sharply, “Get up!” After going a short distance, 

call, “Whoa!” and pull lightly upon the reins to make him. Stop. 
When there is prompt obedience, give a little apple, etc. Continue 
driving and stopping until a good foundation is made for the next © 

step. Next, turn the carriage to face a barn or high fence, and qui- 
etly hitch the horse in; then go to his head, caress, talk to him, and 
give him some apple. Be in no hurry, but hold his attention in this 

way several minutes. When you want him to move, walk ahead a 

little and say, “Get up!” or “Come!” After going a few steps, stop 
and repeat the rewarding. 

There will be less inclination to rush ahead when a barn or high 

fence is in front, and you are standing directly before him. In addi- 
tion to this, his attention is attracted by the apples. In this way re- 

peat until the obstruction ‘is reached, when it will be easy to turn or 

back short around. Gradually get back opposite his head and shoul- 

ders, with each repetition going farther back till the wheel is reached, 
when mount the step and get into the wagon. Repeat this until the 
horse is obedient to wait for the driver to get in, stopping and start- 

ng as desired. Now drive farther, and take some one in with you 

as if to take a journey. First, drive where the horse is least likely 

to resist, but finally in front of the house, or other place, where there 

has been most trouble. The hitching and unhitching should be re- 
peated, and his attention held as before with apples, etc., in the 

meantime talking, walking around, and rattling the wagon. A little 
care should be used, especially after idle spells, to hold the attention 

by giving apples, etc., or have’some one stand at his head and talk 
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to him, but not to take up the reins until ready to start. If in a 
barn, keep the door shut until ready to start. 

WILL NOT STAND. 

Usually it is not difficult to teach a horse to stand vances there 

is inclination to balk. If a young horse that is simply a little im- 
pulsive, treat the same as directed for teaching colts to stand. Usu- 
‘ally, with an ordinary mild bit, there will be an inclination to pull 

against it and fight its restraint. If this is the case, the Breaking 

Bit can be used as follows :— 

First, with the harness on, train to stop as explained i in Colt 

Training. When first hitched to a wagon, let. it- be away from the 

place where accustomed to be hitched. I prefer to turn the horse’s 
head toward a high fence or barn, because there is less inclination to 

go ahead when such an obstruction is in view. Then get in and out 
repeatedly, occasionally giving him an apple, etc., for.some time. 

Now move him around, standing hima little farther off at each rep- 
etition, and: gradually more sideways, until he will stand with his 

body parallel to the barn or away from it. Next, repeat the lesson 
where in the habit of being hitched, until he will stand as desired. 

When hitched in, have the reins in the hand or within easy 
reach. The moment he starts, give a‘sharp pull that will make him 

stand, go to the head and stroke it for a while, then go back to the 
wheel. For the least resistance, set him back sharply with the reins. 

When desired to start, take him by the head, and, after going a few 
steps, call “Whoa!” If he does not stop promptly, pull sharply upon 
the reins until he willdo so. Reward for standing ; punish for mov- 
ing. Having once learned to stand and wait, get on the step and 

“make a noise; this submitted to, get in quietly and sit down. Re- 

peat the stopping, starting, and waiting, until the impression is fixed 
upon the mind. After he will do this properly away from the house, 
he should be taken where in the habit of resisting, and the lesson 

repeated, if necessary. . 

Horses of this character. are sometimes very. sensitive, and re- 

quire nice management, because they are so easily taught to balk. 
The point is to impress thoroughly the idea of stopping, and make it 

so habitual that when the horse is most impulsive during cold and 

chilly weather, it will not be forgotten. A very good plan, should 

the case be a little doubtful, and seem in danger of working into the 

habit again, would be to have some one stand in front of him, or near 
the head, and stroke the nose a little, but not touch the reins. 

This will disconcert the horse sufficiently to make him stand while 

° 
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getting in, when by stepping out of his way he will move off quietly. 
If the Breaking Bit is not available, the following course of 

treatment, though requiring more time and care, will be found to 

work very well: | Put on the foot-strap, call “ Whoa!” at the same 

time pull upon the foot-strap, which will pull the foot up and throw 
the horse upon three legs. After a few repetitions, he will stop 
rather than be pulled upon and tripped. Now put him before a 
wagon, carrying the foot-strap back as a third rein. If he starts, 

_ simply pull the foot from under a few times, or until he will stand as 

‘desired. In some cases, the foot-strap may be put on both fore feet, 
as a very determined horse may lunge forward upon three feet. If 

when one foot is taken up there is inclination to lunge forward, 
simply pull the other foot from under, which brings him forward 

upon his'‘knees. This treatment should be given on soft, sodded 

ground, or sandy road free from stones, to avoid bruising the knees. 
Put the Breaking Bit into the bridle and commence cracking a 

whip, yelling, or anything else to attract his attention. If he moves, 
punish by jerking him back sharply, and say, “Whoa!” Then re- 

peat, cracking the whip, etc,, until he will stand quietly under the 

excitement. When he will stand while in wagon, get out and caress 
him, walk around carelessly, crack the whip, etc. The instant he: 
starts, call “Whoa!” and jerk him back again. When he will stand, 
go to his head, caress, give an apple, etc.; so repeat the lesson until 
he will stand quietly. At first, the cause of excitement should be 
moderate, gradually i increasing each time. The reins should extend , 
back into the wagon over. the deat, so they: can be caught quickly 
when necessary. In this way. the horse is ‘made afraid to start for 

fear of being punished. If it is desired to make the effect still more 
thorough, boys can be made to run around, make a noise, etc, 

A simple way to make a horse stand without being hitched; is 

to buckle or tie a strap or cord around the near fore foot below the 

fetlock, and tie the other end around the shaft back of the cross- 
piece, bringing it short enough so that, while not interfering with 

the limb while standing, it prevents its being brought forward in the 

effort to stop or go ahead. A horse will: stand quietly by spancel-, © 

ing the fore legs together ; that is, tying two small cords around the 

fore legs about six or seven inches apart. As soon as the horse 

finds he cannot step, he will stand quietly. 

DOUBLE BALKING. 

When a horse throws himself back in the breeching sullenly, 

with his head over the other horse’s neck, as if to. say, “ Make me go 
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if you can |" it will: try a man's patience very much, and unless he 

2 
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knows how to overcome the difficulty, he will be likely to retaliate 

by kicking and pounding, which is likely to do more harm than 
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good. Many horses are led into this habit by badly fitting collars, 

that either choke or make the shoulders so sore that it becomes 

painful to push steadily or firmly. 
When hitched to a load, care should be used to prevent 

pulling so hard and long at a time as to get out of breath. Neither 
should a stop be made in a soft place, or where a steady, heavy pull 

‘to start will be required. The team should be kept fresh, and en- 
couraged by stopping often and giving the horses a chance to re- 
cover breath. In pulling up hill or very steep places, a good rest 
should be given before starting. If one or both horses become con- 
fused, and balk, let them stand until they recover fully. Then 

stand i in front, take both by the head, and move them to the right 
or left.’ It is sometimes advisable'to turn them both ways. When 

you get them to move together, say gently and encouragingly, 
“Come, boys!” or any word to which they are accustomed. Much 
depends upon the tact of the driver in bringing them up against the 
collar with assurance, and in helping them to break the force of the 
dead pull in starting, by moving partly sideways. If the wheels are 
sunk in the mud, and the power and willingness of the horses to pull 

out is doubtful, a part of the. load should be thrown off; better do 

this than run the risk of spoiling the team. 
Horses compelled to'pull hard should not be checked up. Let 

the head have full freedom. Sometimes a horse is so stubborn that 
he will not go, even when not required to pull any load. Always be 

governed by circumstances, such as the horse’s disposition and the 
difficulty to be encountered. If of a sensitive, nervous disposition, 
try either of the! following tricks, which in many cases will work 

very nicely: First, tie a strap or cord to the end of the tail, bring it 

forward between the legs and attach it to the hame ring of the gen- 
tle horse, or to the end of the pole. ‘Tie it so short that unless the 
horse will come forward promptly to his place. he will be pulled 

upon sharply. Or double a piece of cord (that used for War Bridle is 
best), pass the tail through the center, and twist the ends of the cord 
three or four times and tie to the hame ring of the gentle horse or 

to the end of the pole. Or, again, a noose may be formed of a small 

chain or rope around the body back of the shoulders, and tied to 

the end of the wagon tongue.' Now when the gentle horse is made 

to start, the pull becomes so severe that it staftles and disconcerts 
the balky horse from his purpose, and compels him to go ahead. 

‘After adjusting either of these rigs, start the gentle horse 

quickly so as to make a sharp. pull upon the. balker, which will sur- 

prise and force him to jump ahead. After a few repetitions, he 
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will jump ahead to avoid being hurt. If the cord under the tail 
causes the horse to kick, it should not be used. 

“A BEST TREATMENT. 

First, put on (under the ordinary bridle) the. Second Form of 

War Bridle, bring it under the head-piece, and, as in the case of 

balkers in single harness, pull sideways and ahead, slowly repeating 

until the horse comes freely without restraint. This lesson should 

be made very thorough. 
To prevent chafing or cutting the hands, gloves should be | 

worn, or the cord may be wound around a piece of broom handle or 
other stick with which to pull upon. This done, get a stiff pole or 

Fie. 254.—Patent Bridle Used for Breaking Double Balkers. 
, 

sappling about three or four inches in diameter, and about ten feet 
in length, or so long that it will extend about thirty inches beyond 

the horse’s nose. Bore a hole about two inches from each end, and 

fasten the large end of the pole to the inside end of the gentle 
horse’s singletree. When the horses are hitched up, pass the War 

Bridle through the hole at the other end of the pole; and draw it 
short enough so that when the horse is.up in his place there will be 

little, if any, restraint upon him, and make fast. . Next, pass a cord 

under the pole from one hame ring to the other, making both ends 

fast, and leaving it,just long enough so that when both horses are 

in their natural positions, there will be no ‘slack. Then pass an- 
other cord around the pole : and tie both ends into the gentle horse's 

hame ring, regulating the length so it will hold the pole over the 

wagon-tongue in position. Or have a ring made about one half to 
three fourths of an inch larger than the pole. Attach a cord or strap 
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to connect this ring with the hame.rings on each side. This holds the 

pole in position over the wagon-tongue, and is a better way than. 
the first, but more troublesome to make. 

If there are stay chains on the doubletree, they should be re- 
moved, so as to give it free play: Get into the wagon (there should 
be no load) and start the gentle horse quickly. The balker of 
course refuses to go. The instant the gentle horse starts ahead, if 

the adjustment i is properly arranged, his whole power is brought di- 

rectly upon the balky horse’s head, compelling him to start. Find- 
ing he must go, it will usually be but a very few minutes’ work to 
make him so afraid of being pulled upon and hurt, that he will be 
the first to start at the command. This accomplished, put on a lit- 
tle loading, gradually increasing it until he learns to. use his 

strength reliably. To fix the impression thoroughly, it may be nec- 
essary to keep the pole on a few days. 

The Patent Bridle will be found to work very nicely in the 
management of these cases. The reins are simply reversed, so as to 
‘pull ahead, instead of back, and tied to the end of the pole. 

This method of treatment makes the breaking of double balkers 

a very simple. and easy thing to do. It gives powér to force the 
horse into obedience without danger or cruelty. I will refer toa 
few cases, showing thé ease. with which horses of this character can 
be broken by the treatment given. | 

Case No. 1.—At Great Barrington, Mass., an Srishmiin pro- 

posed to join my class and pay a double tuition fee, if I would prom- 
‘ise to break his horse of balking. I told him if he would join the 

. class I would teach him the principle, and if he could not make his 
horse work perfectly gentle when he went home that evening, he could 
so report next day at West Stockbridge, where I was engaged to lec- 
ture, and I would return his money. He was extremely suspicious 
and incredulous as to my terms, but finally joined the class. The 
following day he was at the next town, so well pleased that he 

stated publicly to his friends that in ten minutes he was able to 
make the ‘balky horse work as well as the gentle one, and that he 

could fully indorse all my statements, 

CasE No. 2.—At Brunswick, Maine, a man introduced himself 

to me, and stated that he teamed for a living ; that his whole Prop- 
erty was his horses ; ; that one of his horses balked, making his team 

worthless ; that his only object in going into the class‘was to break 
‘this horse of the habit. 

I assured him that I would put him in the way of breaking his 
horse without difficulty ; and that if he could not make: him work 
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and pull as desired when he went home in the afternoon, on the fol- 
lowing motning he could come to me and get hismoney back. Next 
day he stated that in less than ten minutes he was able to make this 

horse work just as well as the other. 
CasE No. 3.—When in Northern New York, in 1876, a man in- 

troduced himself to me as an old scholar, who had attended the lec- 
tures a few years before, and desired to come into my class again. 
He said that, he had not had occasion to make ariy use of the in- 

structions until about a year before, when, in plowing, one of his’ 
horses balked. He was for some time puzzled to know what to do, 
when it occurred to him to try this method of treatment. He had 

forgotten the details, but remembered the general plan. He took a 

three-fourths- inch rope, and put it on the Second Form of War Bri- 

dle, as described for balking. He next took a rail from the fence, 

and tied one end to the gentle horse’s singletreé ; to the other end 

he attached the rope. He then started the gentle horse, and jerked 
the balky horse out of his tracks two or three times. Using his own 
language, “ That ’ere horse did n’t wait to be pulled upon the second 

time, but pulled as if for life, and never offered to balk afterward, 

though I.put the plow down to the beam.” 
It was by mere good luck that this man succeeded, considering 

the crude, imperfect manner in which the treatment was applied. It 
is hardly safe to risk attempting to make a pee horse go directly in 

this way. He should be made to yield first'to the War Bridle until 
very sensitive ta its restraint, then the pole should be adjusted very 

carefully. If too short, or so limber that it will’ bend much, the ex- 
periment will be liable to fail. ' 

OVERLOADING. 

There is a general inclination among teamsters to overload. 

This is very: common in large cities. While engaged in making il- 

lustrations for this work in New York City, I daily passed through 

Fulton and other streets, and frequently took a side street to avoid 

witnessing the abuse to which horses were subjected i in consequence 
of being overloaded. It was no unusual thing to see a team whipped 
severely while pulling to their utmost power, and finally compelled 
to'stop for want of strength to go farther. A team never should 
be compelled to draw more than it is able to pull easily over the 

worst parts of the road. This should be the rule. The strain and 
pulling i in this way will sometimes injure a horse more in a'few min- if 
utes than working reasonably hard all day. 

When a horse is unaccustomed to work before a wagon or plow, 
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is unsteady and easily irritated, especially in plowing, it is advisable 

to let him go around a few times before putting the plow into the 
ground. A little patience at the beginning, in this way, will fre- 

quently enable mousing a horse in gentle that would otherwise be 
easily spoiled. 



CHAPTER VIII. 

BAD. TO SHOE. 

HE average of these cases are very simple and easy to manage, 
T but there will occasionally be found among them horses of the 

most difficult character to control. Ordinary cases of this 

character were of almost daily occurrence, and usually required but 

a few minutes’ time to make them stand gently to have the feet 
handled as desired. But we were liable at any time to have a 

‘horse of this character that would test our power to the utmost, 
and such cases frequently made us a great deal of trouble. In 

the chapter on “Colt-Training” I have given instructions on 

.Fia. 255.—As a Vicious Horse will Sometimes Act while being Shod. 

handling the feet, page 108, which may be referred to in connection 
with this. 

' By the use of a little patience and tact, it is rare that even very 
‘sensitive colts cannot be made to submit the feet to be handled and 
pounded upon as desired ; and once done, unless there is some spe- 
cial cause for disturbance, it can always be done. It is true there is 

occasionally a young horse that is naturally so wild and vicious as 

_ to resist all ordinary good management in the effort to take up and 
handle the feet ; but with our present methods of treatment, even 

these cases submit readily to control in a short time. : 

If a colt of ordinary good character, give a short lesson with the 

First Form of War Bridle, when the feet 'can be taken up without dif- 
ficulty. The efficiency 0 this simple method of control, in making 

14 ; (209) 
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colts submit to be ridden, led, or handled, is very remarkable; and 

in no respect is it greater than in allowing the feet to be taken up and 

handled. Pull right and left sharply a few times with the War Bri- 
_ die, or sufficiently to make the colt come around without being 
pulled upon ; then step back, holding the cord rather tight, pass the 

right hand lightly down the hip and leg to the fetlock, and lift the 
foot gently; at the same time, with the left hand, press hard 
against the hip, so as to throw the weight: of the body upon the op-. 
posite leg, which will enable taking up the foot more'easily. If sen- 
sitive, lift it but a few inches at first, and then let it rest again upon 
the ground ; then again slide the hand lightly down the limb, and 

‘lift a little higher than before, repeating until in a position to rest 
upon the knees with the gambrel under the arm. With the right 

Fra. 256. —As the Horse will Stand after Treatment. 

hand hammer the foot lightly, put it down and take it up a few 
times, then stop and caress. - 

This point ‘made, bring the foot genily. forward, in position: as if 
to clinch down the nails. Should the colt at any time jerk or pull’ 

the foot away, let go and give a few sharp pulls with. the cord,.and 
go on as before ‘until the foot can be taken up and hammered upon 

as desired. The opposite foot must be treated in the same way. 
To take up the fore foot, rest the left hand upon the shoulder, pass 

the right lightly down the limb to the fetlock, and‘ at the instant of 

lifting the foot, as before explained, with the other hand press upon 
the shoulder to throw the weight upon the opposite leg, which will 
relax the, near one, and make it easy to be taken up. Take up and 

let down a few times, tapping it lightly, and repeat- until it can be 
pounded upon quite hard; then bring forward upon the knees,,and 
proceed the same as before. The foot should not be held at any 

time so long, or grasped so awkwardly, as to produce fatigue, or 
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frighten so that it would excite inclination to pull away. By being 
careful at first but little difficulty will be experienced in making any 

ordinary colt submit the feet to be taken up and hammered upon as 
desired. Should the colt be so wild or vicious as to resist the War 

Bridle, subject to Second Method. until so dizzy and helpless that 
he stops turning. 

While the head is still tied around, as before, rest one hand: 

upon the hip, pass the other quickly from the gambrel down to the 

fetlock, and lift the foot forward. If submitted to, but little more need 

Fie. 257.—Pulling the Foot Back while Controlled with the War Bridle, 

be done ; but if resisted, send around again until helpless, when the 
_effort should be repeated. If submitted to, untie the halter'and re- 

peat the handling. Sometimes, after the head is given freedom and 
. the dizziness passes off, the colt may, unexpectedly, kick violently. 

To avoid being struck, stand well forward, and far enough out from 
‘the hip to be out of range of the foot, and, as before, while balancing 
the body by resting the left hand upon the hip, with the right cau- 

tiously, but firmly, lift the. foot. forward. Should the colt kick 

-now, thé hand will simply be carried back with the foot without 
_ doing harm. When the foot is freely submitted, step forward 
‘so as to come well under the hip, bringing | the foot upon the 

knees. If in this position he kicks, the foot will simply be thrown 
out and back from the knees, so that there will be no-danger of ac- 

d 
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cident. If the case is still unmanageable or doubtful, put on the 
double-draw hitch form of War Bridle. While an assistant is 
holding the cord (see Fig. 257), buckle a rein, or tie a cord around 
the foot below the fetlock. Get directly behind, out of reach, and 
pull the foot back. This will usually be responded to by a sharp 
kick, or the foot pulled forward with energy. If so, let the War 
Bridle be jerked upon once or twice as punishment. Repeat the pull- 

ing at short intervals until the foot will finally be given back freely, 

Fria. 258.—The Colt as He will Stand after Treatment. 

and rested upon the toe. Now step forward to a point a little back 
‘of the shoulder, with one hand take a short hold of the strap, at the 

same time resting the other upon the horse’s back, and pull the foot 
forward repeatedly. Usually this will be submitted to; if so, catch 

the foot and bring it forward and back, to test its flexibility or sub- 
mission to control. If, however, it is resisted, or the control is still 

doubtful, pass the strap over the neck, back between the fore legs, 
and up under the part over the back. Pull short enough to bring 
the leg well forward under the body, and tie into a half-hitch knot. 

This will bring the weight and pulling of the leg directly across the 

back and neck in a way that disables greatly. 
Next touch or lightly slap the leg until it is submitted to freely, 
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when more freedom should be given by giving loose a little. When 
freely given to the hand, untie, carry the leg back and forward to 

‘test it; when take in both hands and pound upon it. as before ex- 
plained. After the foot. is sub- 

mitted unconditionally, keep on 

handling for some time, giving 
apples, etc. The opposite foot 

must, practically, be treated in 

the same manner, and according 
to the degree of resistance. 

The blacksmith’s shop is no 
place in which to handle colts. 

The fire and hammering add to 
the general excitement, and 
greatly increase the difficulty of 
making the horse submit the feet. 
‘In addition, it is not the black- 
smith’s duty to expose himself 
to be injured or hurt, or to lose 

time in trying to shoe.a wild, unbroken ‘colt. Such colts should 
-always‘be handled at home unt proved gernitle, which, by following 

out the instructions given, ‘will not be found a difficult task. I have 

often found horses that, in consequence of fear or abuse in a black- 
smith’s shop, could not be shod ‘ 

there. I will refer here to but 

one of many cases in point. 

During my early experience, 

while at a town in Southern Penn- 
sylvania, a horse was brought 

forward for treatment that could 

not be shod, his particular cause 
of resistance being fear of the 

blacksmith’s leatherapron. When 
first’ taken to the shop for the | 

purpose of being shod, the ham- 
mering and flying sparks greatly 

“excited him, and as the smith 

Fic. 259.—Simplest Method of Making a 
Nervous Horse Stand to be Shod. 

. 0. —Blindfolding a Nervous Horse : 
ical . “i aid came forward to take up his foot, 

the appearance of his leather 

apron became an object of intense fear. In a short time the colt 
became so violent that he would not allow any one with an apron to 
go near him. 
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The owner and smith concluded they had a sure thing in this 

case with which to beat me, and came twelve, miles for the purpose, 
leading the horse. They said they would both join ‘the class pro- 

vided I would make the horse sufficiently gentle to allow a man 

with a leather apron on to go near enough to handle him. ~ At the 
same time they told their friends secretly that I could do nothing 
with the horse, and that they came there for the’ express purpose of . 

showing me upas a humbug. All felt so sure that the horse would 
beat me that a large number joined the class to see the fun, expect- 
ing of course recy would get their money back. I subjected the 

horse quickly. to 
the Second 

Method and War 
‘Bridle, not re- 

quiring. in all 

more than six or 
eight minutes, 

when he could be 
handled without 
the least difficul- 
ty, being per- 
fectly regardless 
of the apron. I 

ordered the horse 

taken to the 

shop, and accus- 

tomed to the 

sparks and ham- 

mering ; to be treated kindly, giving apples, etc. ; also to be shod a 
few times outside the shop, to make sure of his docility. 

To show the simplicity of what may appear difficult, it is worthy 
of mention that at the same place, a party of three men —a father 

and two sons— were employed over three hours in trying to lead a 
six-year-old colt, pulling, pushing, and backing him by main force, 
to the place of exhibition, a distance of not’ over one fourth of a 
mile. The conditions were that I must make him follow me freely 

across the barn floor. A few sharp pulls with the War Bridle were 
sufficient to make the horse run after me, not requiring in all more 
than two minutes, proving so conclusively the ignorance and bad 
management of the parties that they were laughed at and ridiculed 
hy the entire class. (See Fig. 155.) 

Fie. 261.—As the Cord may be Adjusted for Control of Simple Cases. 

, 
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CONFIRMED: IN THE Hair. 

As the main object in the management of most cases is to make 
them submit to be shod with the least trouble, I will first give the 
simplest treatment for doing so. Indeed, this simple treatment, with 

a little care, will often be sufficient for the control of even very bad 

tases, ; 
If the horse is very sensitive 

and excitable, but naturally gen- 
tle if given his own way, a great 

deal, of course, depends upon the 
.good management of the shoer, 
but as much on, the aid of the. 
owner. Try the following course : 
When the smith is in position, 
and ready, his left hand resting . 
on the horse’s hip, let the owner,. 
or some good, quiet man, catch 
the horse’s ear with one ‘hand, 

squeezing, or twisting it a little ; ; 

with the other ‘stroke the nose,, 

or grasp the muzzle, and hold 
Fie. 262.—Simple Method of Using the Cord 

for the Control of Horses Bad to 
Shoe, Harness, etc. ; firmly ‘but gently, at the same 

time talking to the horse kindly. 

If there is resistance to this, try blindfolding. Tie a blanket, or some- 

thing convenient, over the eyes, at the same time rubbing the nose, 
etc. With care on the part of 

the shoer, cases that have proved. 
very difficult to shoe will submit 
at once to be shod as desired, If 

these expedients fail, put on the 
cord, the First, or Double-Draw 

‘Hitch Form, and make the horse 

feel its power by giving a few 

sharp pulls right and left. Then 
step back to the hips, pull the 
head around a little, keeping the 

cord taut, and take up the foot, ye 

punishing instantly for any fe- 268.—Method of Putting on the Cord 

_ sistance. Or, stand to the head, when the Horse Proves Very Stubborn. 
and keep the cord drawn rather 

tight to hold the attention of the horse while an assistant takes up 
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the foot. Ifthe horse:is very stubborn, bring the second turn of the 
cord over the upper jaw, under the lip. This part being very sen- 
sitive, a slight pressure hurts so severely as to disconcert the horse 

sufficiently to make him submit. 

Or the cord, Second Form, can 

be put on, with the loop brought | 
over the upper jaw, and ‘pulled 
sufficiently taut to force submis- 

_ sion. In either case, gradually 

MO) lect up as the horse submits. In 
no case should the cord be held 
tight more than a minute at 

a time. . 

The four-ring bit ce used 
will sometimes work extremely 
well in making a horse submit to 

‘be shod. The bit’is put into the 
mouth with an ordinary head- 
piece, and the strap closely ad- 

justed across the nose. Now tie the end of the cord to the near 
ring, pass it around and tie to the opposite one back of the jaw; 
then pass over the neck, well back and down behind the jaw, as 
for second form of War Bridle. ; 

Now, by pulling down upon the 
cord, the joint of the bit will be 
forced up against the roof of the 
mouth, which hurts so severely 

that the horse is at once discon- 
certed, or disabled sufficiently to. 

permit the foot to be taken up. 
The amount of pressure or force 

of the pulling must be regulated 
according to the resistance. If 

there is submission in a short 
time, the lightest pressure will be 
sufficient to make the horse stand 
quietly to be shod. There is this, 
to be said about this method of 

treatment, as well as that of.the War Bridle: If it works at all, it 

seems to work so well as to leave nothing to be desired. But if it 

fails, the failure will be equally marked. It is, however, but just to 
add that though in many cases failing, the power of the War Bridle 

Fra. 264.— Showing the Manner of Letting 
up on the Cord as the Horse Submits. 

Fie. 265.—Four-ring Bit. Method of 
Pulling down on the Cord. 
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or four-ring bit, when properly. used, is sometimes wonderful, the 

horse at once submitting unconditionally. 
Tying the head to the tail so as to keep the head bent around 

pretty well, will sometimes make a horse submit to be shod, but not 

often. This means, with that of putting the cord under the upper 

lip, which I copy below, has been of late so extensively published 
as an infallible means of making the most vicious horses stand to be 
shod, ridden, etc., that I think. it necessary to give some explanation 

of them here :— 

“MASTERING Vicious HorsES. 

“ Recently an exhibition was given at the corner of Ninth and Howard streets of 

a new and very simple method of taming vicious horses, which is claimed to be su- 

perior to any in use. The first trial was with a kicking and bucking mare, which, 

her owner says, has allowed no rider on her back for five years. She became tame 

and gentle in as many minutes, and allowed herself to be ridden about without a 

sign of her former wildness. The means by which this result was accomplished con- 

sisted of a piece of light rope, which was passed around the front jaw of the mare, 

just above the upper teeth, crossed in her mouth, and then secured back of her 

neck. It is claimed that no horse will kick or jump when thus secured, and that a 

bucking. horse, after receiving this treatment a few times, will abandon his vicious 

ways forever. A very simple method was also shown by which a kicking horse can 

be shod. It consisted in connecting the animal’s head and tail by means of a rope 

fastened to the tail and then to the bit, and drawn tightly enough to incline the 

horse’s head to one side. It is claimed that it is absolutely impossible for a horse to 

kick on the side of the rope. At the same exhibition a horse which for many years 

had to be bound on the ground to be shod, suffered the blacksmith to operate on him 

Without attempting to kick while secured in the manner described.” 

This is from the same piece as the Maine man’s method of 

breaking a balking horse, referred to in “ Balk- 

ing.” As I brought both these methods of 
treatment into use, and have had almost un- 

limited experience with-them, I think I am 

able to determine their value with more ac- 

Fra. 266.—The Cord as Used with the Four-ring Bit. 

curacy than it is possible for inexperienced persons to do. While 

they will secure the control of many, even quite bad cases, as ex- 
‘ 
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plained, they cannot by any means be depended upon for the con- 
trol of really difficult cases. They were used by me almost daily © 
under circumstances like the following:— —- 

After subjecting a horse to the Second Method, while still tied, 
the effort would frequently be made to take up the foot ; but it was 
rarely, unless thoroughly subdued, that the foot would ‘Be submit- 

ted. The.same is true of the cord, or War Bridle. It was often 
a matter of considerable importance to be able to control some cases 
quickly, and I would, as an experiment, try the most simple and di- 

’ Fig. 267.—Pulling the Foot back to Test the Horse’s Submission. 

rect methods of management. I have experimented in this way 
thousands of times before and after regular subjective treatment with 
the War Bridle, and cannot regard it as more than palliative, since it 

would, in a great many cases, prove entirely inefficient. Even with 
the Double-Draw Hitch, its most powerful and effective form, which 
until recently we kept a secret, and used only as a reserve, we could 

not depend upon it. Twenty-five years ago the War Bridle was my 
principal resource for.controlling colts and bucking horses to ride. 
But it is entirely inferior to the Second Method for the control of 

bad cases. Simply tying the head to the tail, and sending the horse 
around until dizzy, then mounting from the outside, so as not to get 

entangled by the strap, the horse will be found so helpless that he 
cannot buck; should he attempt’ it, he would simply be carried 
around the more rapidly until submissive. 

‘The matter of breaking bucking colts and horses was a common, 

and, sometimes, a very formidable ‘difficulty to meet. One of the 
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worst cases I ever came across was a ten-year-old mule in Central 
Mississippi. It was proved absolutely impossible, even by the re- 
straint,of any kind of rigging, to mount or keep upon this brute’s 
back. In fact, the case was so bad, and the people felt so sure that 
I could not ride her, that they made. up a large class for me, knowing 

_,they would get their money back if I failed to do so. I simply sub- 

jected her to the Second Method sharply, ahd in less than fifteen 
minutes rode her as I pleased. This would have been impossible by 
the palliative means referred to. She was a good representative of 

the mustang nature. This is the only method of treatment by which ° 

Fig. 268.—As the Foot will be Rested upon the Ground after Submitting. 

a strong; determined bucker can'be safely and easily mastered. 

It was frequently the case that we would have for our main sub- 
ject a-horse that was particularly bad in shoeing. As a test of suc- 

cess, it would be often required that the horse be shod in a black- 
smith’s shop. Now after being subjected to regular treatment, there 

would usually be but little trouble in taking up and hammering upon 
. the feet as’ much as desired at the place of treatment; while we 

would sometimes have all we could do, even by the most severe use 

of the War Bridle, to handle such in the shop. 

TREATMENT FOR VERY VICIOUS CASES. 

Very much depends upon the disposition of the horse ard the 

treatment pursued. In most cases the following will be found easy 
and effectual: Subject to the Third:Method, using more or less 

‘pressure, according to the case. While the cord is on, attach a 
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strap or rein to the hind foot, and pull back as previously explained. 
At first there will usually be great resistance, the horse kicking with 

great spitefulness, or pulling the foot forward energetically. But 
however much he may resist at first, it must not be accepted asa 

cause for discouragement. Simply keep pulling the foot back at 
short intervals until there is no resistance. When given freedom, it 

will be rested upon the toe, then pull forward and back as before ex- 
plained. In some cases it may be necessary to tie forward by bring- 

ing the strap over the neck, back between the legs, and making fast 
to hold the foot firmly untiJ all resistance is overcome. Treat the- 
opposite foot in the same manner. 

This was the treatment pursued by us with the most success in 
the management of the worst cases. A good deal of course. will de- 
pend upon the use of tact and good management, as before ex- 
plained. A coarse-grained, passionate man can very soon undo a 
great deal of good work. In the management of these critical cases 
a great point is made by having a good, quiet man to stand at the 
head and stroke the nose, and it is needless to state that the smith 

should be a man of considerable patience ; but when the-case is se- 
rious it should never be shod in the shop. All this should be done 
where free from the excitement and annoyance of sucha place. This 
is a point I would. particularly impress upon the reader —to attend 

to accomplishing your end well at home, then take such precaution 
as you can without exciting or annoying the horse much when it 
becomes necessary to shoe him at the shop.. 

To give an idea of the power of this treatment wher properly 

applied, I will refer to its effects upon a few special cases. 
At Bellows Falls, Vt.,a paper-maker owned a fine horse, which, 

though otherwise very gentle, was extremely hard'to shoe. A trav- 
eling horseman of much experience and a great deal of pretension, 
visited the place and made a small’ class. The owner, wishing ‘to 

have his horse broken, brought him in to be experimented upon. 
According to the gentleman’s statement to me, this man worked 

with the horse about half a day, injuring him very severely,— in the 

owner’s language, “almost killed: him.” The result of it all was 
that the horse beat the man completely, and was more reckless and 
determined in his opposition than before. I requested the ‘gentle- 

man to let mesee the horse. Finding him to be naturally of a good 
disposition, and that his resistance proceeded mainly from excite- 

ment, I told the owner we would have no difficulty at all with the 

horse, and succeeded in making him perfectly gentle in about fifteen 
minutes. : 
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The day following, at the next point we found an eight-year-old 

mare, considered impossible to shoe. The temperament being suit- 
able, we subjected her to Second Method and War Bridle, which 

made her entirely submissive in about ten minutes. The next day, 
at Putney, Vt., the kicking, runaway. horse was presented. Refer- 

ence is made to these consecutive cases to show the frequency with 
which exceptionally vicious horses were brought for experiment and 

the success in their treatment. 

In the management of many cases, either or both the First and 

Second Methods may be used with advantage in connection with the 
Third Method, but it should always be done at home, where there is 

time and privacy to apply and carry out the treatment properly. 

LEANING OVER. 

There are occasionally horses that will allow the foot to be 
taken up, but will lie down or lean over upon the blacksmith while. 

it is held. Usually a few pulls with, the War Bridle, repeating them 
for each occurrence of lying over, until he learns to stand without 

leaning, will be ‘sufficient. If this is‘ resisted, subject to Second 

Method. While the head is tied around, take up the foot and test 

until he will stand squarely. If there is any inclination to lean over 
after the head is given freedom, disconcerting a little with the cord 

should be sufficient. Sometimes it is advisable to stand at the head 
ready to punish, while an assistant takes up and holds the foot as if 
to shoe. Though a horse may for some time be sullen and persist- 

ent in leaning'over, it is not usually a difficult habit to overcome. 

‘Once compelled to stand, it is seldom. necessary to repeat the lesson. 
. It should have been stated in the proper place that there must 

be no effort to push against the quarters; but the moment there 
is an effort to lean over, the foot should be instantly dropped, and 

the punishment with the War Bridle made somewhat severe, and 
this repeated until there is:submission. 



CHAPTER IX. 
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7 , HALTER-PULLING. | 
ALTER-PULLING i is one of the simple habits that not only 

H cause great annoyance, but seriously injure the value of a 
horse, by making him unsafe to be left hitched in the street. 

A-horse subject to this habit may stand. all right when not excited, 
but will be ready to break his neck in the attempt to pull loose 
should a bit of paper, or anything else, be suddenly thrown down in 
front of him. There was no habit that troubled me more to fearn 

how to manage than this one. It was easy enough, with a little . 

Fic. 269.—As the Colt will Naturally Resist when Pulled upon Straight Ahead. 

care, to keep a horse from pulling for a short time, but the difficulty 

was, in bad cases, to break up the habit. 
_ When there is an effort at first to lead a colt by the halter, the 
moment the pressure is felt upon the head there will be an inclina- 

tioft to resist or pull back. If the halter is a rough, hard, rope one,) 
with the slipping-noose back of the jaw, when pulled upon the pain 
inflicted will increase this tendency to resist and pull away (Fig. 
269). In the same manner, when a colt is tied and his freedom re- 

strained, there is a natural inclination to resist and pull back; and 
if after a violent struggle the halter is broken, the habit of pulling . 
will be learned. Usually, the younger the colt the more stubborn 
will be the inclination to pull, and often he will struggle so desper- 

ately as to throw himself down. Not only this, but there is danger 
t (228) 
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of straining and injuring the neck by the violence of the jerking and 
pulling, I have known of colts pulling so hard as to-make the neck 
stiff, deforming and spoiling them; and in a few cases even killing 
themselves by dislocating the neck. Yet there was practically no 
better remedy i in use than to hitch by a halter so strong that he 

could not break it. The point was.to be able to so hitch the colt as 

to induce the least inclination to pull, and that when ‘he did pull he 

could not break away, strain, or otherwise i injure himself. 

The first successful experiment I made in the management of. 
this habit was to pass ‘the. hitching part of the halter through the 

’ ring in the manger, thence back over the belly-band, and tie to the. 

hind foot, leaving it’ so 
long that the horse could 

step around as_ usual. 
= When the horse pulled, 

the strain came directly | 

upon the hind leg, which 
prevented his pulling se- 

Fie. 2'70.—As the Colt is Liable to Break Loose when Hitched in the Usual Manner. 

verely. After submitting to this, I next tied the hitching part around 

the fore leg above the knee, so that should he pull, the leg would 
be pulled forward to the manger. But I soon discovered two ob-' 
jections to this method: First, there was danger, by ‘this violent 

pulling upon the leg, of causing. serious lameness; and secénd, 
when afterward hitched directly: by the head, there was a liability 
of his repeating the pulling. 
‘  'To'avoid this, I took a cord of sufficient lerigth, brought the 
center under the tail like a crupper, bringing both ends forward 

over ‘the back, twisting a few times, and then knotted them together 
in front of ‘the breast. I then passed the ends: through the rings of 
the halter, and tied to the post or manger. When the ‘horse pulled, 
the strain came directly upon the tail, which, in the case of a colt, 
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would cause him to jump ahead, surprised and frightened. I soon 
learned, however, that a stubborn horse accustomed to the habit, 

would quickly learn to pull against it, or pull as bad as ever when 
it was taken off. I also found that it was apt to make the tail so 
sore that there was not only liability to cause the horse to kick - 

when pulled upon, but afterward,:should the rein be caught under | 
the tail, or he be otherwise irritated. 

I then devised the plan of making a noose of the cord, and 
placing it well back around the. body, bringing both cords forward 

between the legs, and through the hole in the manger, thence back 

to the halter, and fasten. Thus two important improvements were 
made ; namely, the serious objection of making the tail sore was re- 

moved ; and, instead of tying directly to the post or manger, pass- 
ing it through the ring or hole in the manger, and tying to the hal- 

ter back of the jaw, the restraint was brought directly upon the head 
as if ordinarily hitched, but with the advantage of greatly disabling 

and punishing, while the horse could not. strain or injure himself in 
the least, no matter how hard he pulled. : 

If the subject were acolt, the moment there was an effort to 
pull, the sudden tightening of the cord around the body frightened 

‘and hurt him so much that it compelled an instantaneous jumping 
ahead, and after repeating two or three times, all inclination to pull was 
entirely overcome. It was necessary to hitch him in this way only a 
few times, when he could be tied by the halter directly, without 
knowing it was possible to pull. If while hitched in this manner he 
was frightened by a robe, or a piece of paper coming suddenly in. 
front of him; he was soon convinced of his inability to pull loose. 
and consequently the inclination to do so was broken up. 

For especially bad, sullen pullers; however, I found this was 

not of itself sufficient to break up the habit. It was easy, of course, 
to prevent the horse from pulling while the rig was on, but when 

taken off, and the horse tied as usual by the halter, there was lia- 

bility of his again repeating the pulling. To overcome this diffi- 
culty, I was led to the expedient, when there was an effort to pull, 
of inflicting such intense pain as to disconcert the horse from his 

purpose, even while under the greatest excitement, and on this point 
I was successful. To give something of an idea how I was led to do 

this, I will refer to a chance incident :— 
Two colts that pulled very hard upon the halter— one of them 

desperately — were brought me to experiment upon. The one that 
pulled the worst provoked me so much by his intense pulling, that 
‘to frighten him out of it I whipped him very hard upon the tip of 
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his nose, where there is the most sensibility. © Though he made a su- 

preme struggle, I soon succeeded in this way in making ‘him so afraid 
to pull that, no matter how excited afterward, he could not be made 

to go back. The other horse submitted i in a few minutes, requiring 

’ but a slight punishment. Meeting the owner afterward, he informed 
me that the horse that pulled the hardest'at first never did it after- 
ward, while he had considerable trouble in breaking the other one 

of the habit. 

This led me to experiment upon this principle all I could. 
When I found a bad case, I treated it, if possible, in private, and 

was invariably so successful that I soon became convinced that I 

could i in nis way force the most stubborn pullers into submission in 

‘ 

nn 
yaa 

Fic. 271.—As a Horse of Sullen Temper is Liable to Throw himself down when Pulling. 

afew minutes. In/making these experiments, I found that in many 
cases.the lesson must be repeated, in order to fully break up the 

the habit, and that-it was fatal to success to let the horse feel that » 

he could resist at any point. Nothing with which the horse is tied 
should give way. Even'the breaking of the whip, or the. inability 

to force to the point of complete submission, would be equivalent to 

defeat. In all cases the experiment should be made at the place’ 
where in the ‘habit of resisting, or as near it as possible. 

The Patent Bridle will be found to give still more power, and is 

indispensable in the breaking of bridle-pullers, In using this, re- 

verse the reins through the pulley, so that instead-of passing back, 
\ ‘they will run forward. (See Fig. 2773.) Now, the moment the ~ 

horse pulls, the punishment upon the head becomes so severe that 
he will be afraid to repeat it. 

15 = 
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Having learned. these points, I advertised, among other ap- 
parently difficult feats, to make any halter-puller in two minutes so 

that he could not be made to pull upon his own halter when hitched. 
Many amusing incidents could be, given, showing an effort to break 
me down in this respect. I will give here two illustrative cases, one 
of them among the worst halter-pullers the writer ever saw :— 

On the morning of my engagement at a large town in Northern 
New York, happening to step into a livery-stable, I found several 

men standing around, laughing and yelling at a mare hitched in the 
stall. She had a rope under her tail, against which she pulled with 

great desperation, sitting back upon the ground and bracing herself 
with her fore legs. There was no lunging, but a steady, reckless 

Fra. 272.—The Halter-puller Trying to Pull Loose. 

pull, which settled the cord its thickness into the flesh of her tail. 
In explanation, they said they were stirring up and practicing the 
mare to have a good subject for me; that they knew she was the 
premium halter-puller of that country, and they proposed to fix her 
so that she would beat me. 

She was ten years old, of medium size, brownish- black in color, 

of the most courageous, plucky character imaginable, and one of the © 
worst possible halter-pullers in the country. She would undoubt- 

edly have defeated me had I not, in this way, become aware of her 
extremely bad character, and prepared for the emergency. It was 
a preconcerted plan to spring the mare upon me, and defeat me, and 
thus make an excuse to get their money back. Though'I had never 
seen so bad a halter-puller ‘before, I determined to put a bold ‘front. 

on the matter, and pass for all I was.worth. 

In forming a class, I told the people they were to distinctly un- 

derstand'if I could not control the mare intwo minutes so that she 

could not be made to pull when hitched by her own halter, I would 

, 
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give every man his money back; with this, understanding I made a 
large class. 

It now became important for them to defeat me, and for me, if: 

possible, to succeed. Fearing my whip would break, I secured an 
extra one, of the best quality I could find, stripped off my coat and 
vest, attended carefully to every detail of, hitching, and doubled the 
usual strength of the cord, to guard against the possibility of. 
breaking. The moment the mare was tied, she went back with all 
the fury of a maniac. But she had no more than done so when I sent 

the lash of the whip across the tip of her nose, repeating as rapidly * 
and with as much force asI could. ' The struggle was a desperate one, 

and the excitement and anxiety to see which would beat was intense. 

At the fourteenth or fifteenth blow, the whip broke ; dropping it and 
catching tlie, other, without losing a blow, I followed up the str uggle 
Had this whip broken, failure would have been inevitable ; but fortu- 

nately it held out, and at about the thirtieth blow she. fumiped ahead. 
But true. to the instincts of her desperate pluck, she immediately 
went back again. The punishment, however, was too’ hot for her, 

and after the third stroke she bounded into the air, completely con-_ 
quered ; for, i in defiance of the utmost effort, ‘she could. not be made 

to pull back. I was consequently voted “All right. ” ‘So great was. 

the exertion on my part, that after she submitted, I was out of breath 

‘and completely exhausted. 

I told the owner afterward that if he wished to break the mare 
successfully, he-must not permit any fooling with her ; he must lead 
her quietly to the stable, pack her into the:stall, tie her head to the 
post, and let her stand until cool and over the excitement, when the es 

"impression would be so intensified that she would not repeat the | 

habit ; and as a matter of precaution to test her as thoroughly as 
he could, then hitch her as I had done. I met the owner a week 
afterward, when he told me there were not men enough i in the town’ 

to make her pull hard enough now to break a tow. string. 

At Marion, N. Y., where’ I made a large. class many years ‘be- 

fore, I found a twenty-four-year-old mare that had not been hitched 

for ten years; also a daughter and grand- daughter of the mare,— 

‘all confirmed halter-pullers. To catch me, nothing was said about 
the character of the subjects until the time of making the exper-. - 

iments. . The youngest mare was led in first, and proved a decidedly 
good subject, yielding unconditionally in about a minute. They 
next Jed in the mother, a twelve-year-old mare, saying, “ We have 

another case we wish tried.” But, upon trial, she yielded, if any- 

thing, more readily than the first. They jaughed and said, “Now 
i 
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let. us have the old mare; if he can stop her from pulling we will 
give it up.” This revealed the plot, and she was the reserved case 

upon which they depended to defeat me. Upon trial, however, the 

old mare proved no more difficult than the others,— in fact, not 
making near,so good a contest as the first. Almost daily there were 

‘ horses of this character brought me, many of them extremely bad; 

but in no case was there failure. (Details of hitching a colt, and ac- 
customing to stand hitched, are fully given in “ Colt-Training,” and 
can be referred to under that head.) - 

In breaking up this habit, no possible chances of failure should 

be taken. First, the cord must be so light and pliable as not to be 
noticeably felt around the body, yet so strong that it: cannot be 

Fic. 273.—As a Horse will Rear and Jump Ahead after Pulling. 

broken by the most desperate lunging. If heavy and clumhsy,. it 

would teach to discriminate between being. off or on. Second, 
the manger, post, or ring through which the cord plays,, should .be 
so strong or solid that there will be no danger of giving way. If it 

is a hitching-ring, and small or rough, it should be wound with - 
leather or something to prevent its cutting the cord. Third,. the 

horse should be first tied where in the habit of pulling hardest, or 

where most accustomed to pull. The degree of freedom should be 
about the same as when. ordinarily hitched by the halter, and the 

- point of tying or playing through the ring should be about ona 
level with the breast. As before explained, in ordinary cases all 

that will be necessary will be to hitch in this way, and frighten him 

back a little at first by whatever excites him, until he refuses to go. 

back, when all inclination to pull will be overcome.’. While in seri- 

cat 
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ous cases, especially if of a plucky, determined character, punishing 

sharply with a whip will be necessary. 

It is important also that the whip be of the right length and best 
quality, as in many cases the want of this precaution would be suf- 

ficient to cause defeat. It should be from five to six feet long, 

‘rather stiff, with a bow top made of buckskin, and a good hard lash, — 

It must be of such good material that there will be no danger of its 
breaking, and so easily handled that the end of the nose can be 

struck with quickness and precision. If long and unwieldy, it can- 

not be handled with the effectiveness necessary, as there is danger 

of hitting around the eyes and: head, which must not be done. 

Another point: The horse must not at first be hitched where he 

cannot, if necessary, be punished with the whip; when he goes 

back, punish in- 

stantly. When he 

jumps forward, 

‘make a noise, crack 

the whip, or any-. 
thing else, but do ~[ 
not strike him. It 

‘is advisable to let 
him ‘stand quietly 

where treated until 

cool, He may, when: © 
left ‘alone, try to 
pull again .once or 

twice, but this will | 
only fix the impres- Fia. 274.—A Test to which the Halter-puller was usually Sub- 
sion the . stronger mitted by the Class after Treatment. 
until he will give. i 

up the contest. Next, he should be tested at other points, though 
not very severely. If he pulls, the punishment should be quick and 

sharp‘until submissive. It does no good to break a horse only suffi- 
ciently to make him stand quietly when not excited or frightened. 

To be effective, he must be made to stand quietly, regardless of 
any of the usual causes of excitement. Unless this can be done, the 

‘horse should not be risked hitched in the street, or at any place 
where exposed to causes of fear. Hitching to a limb of a tree, 

which will give when pulled upon, will’ prevent the habit during the 
time hitched, but when tied to an unyielding post or. ‘manger, he is 
again liable to pull. . ‘ 
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RUNNING BACK IN THE STALL WHEN UNHITCHED. 

For ordinary cases of running back in the stall when unhitched, 
tie a little longer than for halter-pulling ; then untie the halter, and 

the horse will run back to the point of 

. being disabled and hurt. This. will 

cause him to jump ahead. Repeat, at - 

each time tying a little longer, until 
the nose will come on a line with: the 

,. back end of. a’ ‘stall, when he should’ 
. be hit sharply across the nose until 

he jumps ahead. ‘This willin a short 

time make him afraid to run back. 
As a precaution, ‘it is advisable, the 

next time he is unhitched, to have 

a cord on, so that should he try to 
run back he could he caught by the cord attachment and punished 
as before. = 

‘Whenever I had a particularly bad case of this. kind, I hitched 

the horse as before explained, but with the.cord or rope so long that 
when he went back ‘it let the nose come just outside the stall. I 
would then stand outside, while some one unhitched him, or made 

him go back. The moment he went the length of the cord, he was 
stopped with a jerk, 

when I stood ready 
, to.punish him by hit- 
ting him across the 
tip of the nose once 
or twice, causing 

him to jump ahead. 
A few repetitions of 
this would make him 
so afraid he could 
not be made to go 
back. I have at dif- 
ferent times created 

Fra. 276.—Second Method of considerable amuse- 
Making a Horse Stand without ment in the manage- 

Fie. 275.—First Method of Making a 
Horse Stand in Harness without 

Hitching. 

Fié. 277.—How to Hitch a 

Horse to a Tree er Smooth 

¢ Post so that the Strap or 

Belg alltehed ment of these cases, Gord will not Untie or 
' by making it impossible for the owner, after Slip Down. 
the experiment, to back the horse out of the stall. Treated in this 
way, the management of these cases is easy and simple.. 

tt. 
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STANDING WITHOUT BEING HITCHED. 

It is sometimes quite important to have a horse stand without 
being hitched, as there may be no hitching-post at hand. This can 
be done in two ways: First, by buckling one end of a strap around 

the foot below the fetlock, and the other end to the cross-piece of 

the shafts, just enone enough to hold the foot in a peependicglae po- 

¥Fia. 278,—Taking up the Colt’s Foot while Tied—One'of the Tests in Determining 

his Submission. 
\ 

sition.. When the horse tries to step, being dante to carry the foot 
forward, he is rendered helpless. It is’ always’ advisable to try a 

horse before: leaving him in this way, as it is barely possible he may 

lunge forward upon three legs if badly frightened ; but only wild, 
impulsive fellows are liable to do this. Another’ way is to simply 

tie the fore legs together, as seen in the cut. This method is spe- 
cially valuable in making saddle-horses stand without being hitched. 

It is also important to be able to hitch a horse to a tree or 
smooth post in such a manner as to prevent the’ cord from slipping 
down. I give an illustration of a method for doing this, which is so 
plain that it does not need any further-description. — 

x 



: CHAPTER Xx 
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STALLIONS. 

HERE is no class of horses that require more careful manage- 
T ment than stallions. They have more intelligence than other 

horses, and are quicker to take advantage when carelessness or 
- weakness is shown. They are also more courageous in their re- 
sistance. In addition, the character of their resistance~-biting and 
striking — is far more difficult to combat. Mistakes can be made in 
breaking mares and geldings without doing much more harm than 

‘to increase the labor of their subjection ; ‘but in subduing a stallion, 

a mistake, or even slight, eatclesste®s, is'in many cases fatal to suc- 
~ cess. The whip should never 

be used upon a horse of this 

character; for there is great 

danger, if at all spirited or cou- 
rageous, of his becoming in con- 
Sequence aggressive and vicious. 
A young horse that is very 

gentle, allowing himself to be 
"ih ‘ handled and caressed around 

i en ih sss the head, etc., can, by bad treat- 
ment, ‘easily be made so vicious 
that his whole character is 

changed. A great many’ cases 

Fis. 219—Porintiten Uitectow tems Sed have come under 
tonian, Sire of the Hambletonian my observation. At one time, 

Trotters. a gentleman who had previously, 
: | attended one of my lectures, 

told me that he and his brother owned a fine stallion in company. 

The horse was naturally quite gentle, but one day his brother, 
‘becoming impatient with him, hit him sharply with the whip; the 

result was the horse ever afterward held such an antipathy against 

him that he could not safely go near or handle him in any way, 
while toward himself the horse was perfectly gentle. 

The “ Gifford-Morgan Horse,” sold to Fred Arnd, of Bath, N: Y., 

and mentioned in the last part of this chapter, is a striking case 
(232) 
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in point. Had I not been in Bath at the time, and able to treat him 

properly, he would lave been entirely unmanageable ‘and worthless. 

“Juoulyeas, 210j0q paysisay Ayperisp suON Eg BuoAspeopy‘snoinA Sy—O8s “81.7 

During my early experience, when in Utica, N. Y., as a test I, 

was required to experiment upon a horse owned by Mr. Roberts, a 
prominent citizen. This horse had been perfectly gentle and used 

‘ 
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by the family for driving. Mr. . Roberts, unplayed a groom to 
take care of the horse, who, to show him up and play smart, was 

in the habit of whipping him. The owner discovering this, the 

man was discharged. Mr. Roberts afterward, while trying to 
, handle the horse, was suddenly 

pitched. at by him and seriously: 

injured, and would have been killed 
had not two men who were near: 

by clubbed him off with arail. Six - 
months after the accident he had’ 

_not recovered sufficiently to leave 

his room, the horse in the mean- 
time running loose in a large stall, 
and so vicious that no one could 
go near.him. This case was a good. 
subject, and submitted to treat- 

ment readily in about twenty min- 
utes, being driven and handled 

with as much success as before. 
This case is ‘referred to as No. 18 

n “ Saal in -my book on 
Fie. 281.—The Roberts Horse. 

the horse. : 

I could refer to a great, many interesting cases where the char- 
acter had been spoiled by rough, bad treatment, and I found no 
horses more susceptible to treatment than: they, being almost the 

best subjects to experiment ‘upon before classes. I have in my mind 

a particularly good one, treated in Herman, N. Y. This was a 
finely bred seven-year-old horse, taken from Canada, where it was re- 

ported he had killed a man; at any rate, he had not been taken out - 
of his stall for seven months, and was supposed to be entirely un- 

‘ broken to harness. The only clew I could get to his disposition was 

that he was well- bred, and.I was confident that he would be a good 

‘subject when once able to get him before the class. So confident 
was I of this, that I promised not only to make him entirely gentle, but 

to drive him in harness without breeching in forty minutes, and failing 

to do so would return the money. This case not only submitted 
readily to treatment within that time, but was tested several weeks 

after and proved entirely gentle. He was led behind a buggy to a 
point twelve miles distant, and hitched up by me and driven in’the. 

street without breeching. Of course, it was insisted that the horse | 

should be treated with great kindness, and he certainly behaved as 

gentle as.any family horse. 
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; I refer to these cases to show to owners the necessity of em- 
ploying good, careful men to take charge of their horses. A coarse- 
grained, passionate man should not be employed at any price. 

Habits of intemperance should in all cases-be sufficient to disqualify : 

a man for such work. 

-There is no class of horses that submit more readily to treat 

ment when taken in time, but they are the hardest to reform when 

the treatment is not right, or when, by the inefficiency’ of’ the owner 
or groom, they are afterward allowed successful resistance, On this 

. Fig. 282.—Vicious Stallion in a Rage. 

account:] have thought it advisable to refer specially to the man- 
agement of these cases here. 

TREATMENT FOR HEADSTRONG STALLIONS. 

If a colt is simply unbroken and impulsive — perhaps nipping , a 
little— he can be easily made gentle by subjecting him lightly to 
the Second Method and following it with the War Bridle. Some- 

times a horse of this character is perfectly manageable: until led near 

other horses, when he will try to pull away. I will refer to two or 

three such cases: While at Pennington, N J.,a horse that pulled 

away so badly he could not be taken: into the streets at all if other 
horses were in sight, was reported for treatment. He was subjected 

lightly to the Second Method, and then brought under thorough 

control by the War Bridle, when he was led home as manageable as 
any horse. 

Well-bred, nervous- -tempered horses of this character will aJ- 
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ways prove easy subjects to manage ; while those of a sullen, cold- 

blooded, or draft order may be found quite difficult, and require 

Fie. 283.—As the Headstrong, Vicious Stallion, after Treatment, could be Called Away from a Mare or Horse. 

Tests of Control Given by the Writer before the Class upon Horses of this Character. 

very careful treatment. It is seen that for these simple cases a short 

lesson with the most severe form of the War Bridle should be all that 
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is necessary. Stand opposite the shoulder, four or five feet away, 
and give a sharp pull, repeating slowly until he will come around 

‘promptly. This lesson must be made sufficiently thorough to over+ 
come all inclination to resist, no matter how tried or excited. Five 

or ten minutes’ treatment, when properly done, should be sufficient 

to break ie the habit. 
: \ 

oe TREATMENT FOR VERY, VICIOUS ST ETIONS: 

Vicious stallions require very careful management. In deter. 

‘mining the treatment, a great deal depends upon the temperament 
. Of the horse, and how greatly his resentment has been excited. A 
horse that seems _ 

na TN always the hard- 
est to break ; in 5/0 4 i 

fact, if he has ; Lode 

-never been fooled i! p) Zoe) 
with much, he 

va 
SS .. 

‘may be, in many ert oe | 
a “Se ite ‘ F My és 
instances, . the (TRAN 
a ae ME wor i a 
very easiest to rin Wee d aN 

WY \ 

manage; and 0 \ {/ 

‘when once sub- f 
dued. by the i 

methods of sub- a 
seers ; sm ?. Sa 
jection given —| 

here, it will not “~ 3 
‘be difficult .to ZI 
shold the charac- Ss - qi! 
ter good by care- YAH BEF II 

ful ‘after-treat- 
‘ment. : Fie, 284. Method of Placing the Hand, and Bringing: it ioaiady 

to the Head, in Approaching a Vielous Stallion. “Gi 
If a stallion of 

‘moderately good disposition be partially broken or subdued; and 

that for.a number of times, it may be very difficult to afterward 

make him: reliably gentle. Or when once thoroughly subdued, if 
. he is whipped or managed in such a way.as to again excite him to 

resist, it would. require the most thorough course of treatment to 

produce the same degree of docility as before ; for by such success- 
_ful resistance the horse is taught a degree of cunning and treachery 

that it is next to impossible to break up. On this account it is of 
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the greatest impor- 

tance that the treat- 

ment of these cases, 

when once under- 

taken, should be 

very careful and 
thorough. 

For a really dan- 
gerous horse whose 

head cannot be 

Fro, 285.—The Stallion “Jet.” ‘reached with safe- 
ty, the best course 

is to sabiedk him first to the Second Method, which will give suffi- 
cient foundation to use the other. methods'with more success. Sub- 
ject him next .to ‘the First Method; throwing rapidly as long.as he 
will get up, or uritil he will not: ‘try to resist. It is rarely this will 
not make the horse, i in a general. way,, submissive ; ; but as it is nec- 

essary, to make the impression 
as intense’ as possible upon — 
these doubtful cases, this treat- _ 
ment should be followed with 

‘Fra, 286.—“ Jet” as Led into Portland betore being Subdued. 

the Third Method, and in some cases it may be advisable to repeat 
again with the Second, after which the War Bridle should be used. 

t co) 

. 
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It is almést needless to state that there should be the most 

careful attention, while going around the horse, to keep such a re- 
straint upon: him as will prevent his biting. A very little careless- 
ness, such as taking the eye off from his, turning the back to him, or 

relaxing restraint upon the head, would: encourage aggression, and - 

practically undo all that had’ been done. It is easy enough to sub- 

ject the horse to the various methods of treatment giyen, but it is 
not so easy to exercise that prudent after-wat¢hfulness which'is an 

indispensable requisite in fixing and'-holding the impression made. 

Fig. 287.—“ Jet” as Led Home after Trenineat 

In going into the stall, the trainer should: give the fome an apple or 

two, or something he likes, to win his’ better nature.- Iti is also im- 

portant that the horse be worked or driven enough to keep him a 
little sore or tired. 

“Above any other class of horses, stallions seem the eat able to 
determine the strength of character of a man from his actions ; and 

‘in approaching them in the stall it is almost fatal to success to abow 
any timidity or weakness in voice or manner ; whatever the feel- 
ing of doubt, nothing but the most perfect confidence, and firm: 

ness must be shown. Fencers always look each other i in the eye to 

see an indication of the intended movement, and to be ready to ward; 

off the attack. In the same manner are the intentions and move- 
: 
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ments of the horse in a great medsure revealed. Jn approaching a 

Fic. 288.—The Fred Arnd Horse as Led out of the Stable to be Subdued. 

egNe = 

vicious horse in the stall, a fixed, determined expression of the eye 

and manner will sometimes so discon¢eft him that he will stand un- 
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decided what to do until approached and made helpless. The usual 
course to pursue is about as follows: When within reach of the 
horse, Jook him firmly in the eye, and say, ‘Get around!” or any 
other word of command, in a way to make him feel your power. If 
his eye quails, approach ; if not, stand still. It may be a duel of a 

few minutesto determine ‘which will give up. Should he yield, ap- 
proach ‘softly, midway between his head and quarters, so as to keep 

him, as it were, undecided and unbalanced. If standing too near his 

quarters, he is liable to kick ; if too near his head, to strike or bite. 
The point is‘to keep him undecided until! the shoulder is reached ; 

Fra. 289.—The Fred Arnd Horse as Seen by the Writer Four Years 

after being Subdued. s 

then pass the hand quickly up ‘he neck to the ear, thence down, 
grasping the nose-piece of the halter. He is at such a disadvantage 

now that unless very violent he cannot do harm. Should he, how- 

ever, attempt to strike or bite, grab the mane at the shoulder with 

the other hand, and so keep the head turned straight from. you. But 
_ should he prove too much, the only alternative is to get out.of the 

, way. Presuming, however, that he is under good control, the point 

now is to disable him. Have a cord ready, throw the doubled part 
over the neck and pass over the lower jaw ; bring the other part 
down through the loop tight, and tie into a single hitch. Now put . 
on another cord, and if necessary tie up one leg to prevent kicking, 

get.him out of the’stall and subject him to treatment, modifying it 

according to the case, 5 
Should the horsé show a cool, ding expression of éye, with 

ears thrown back, and standing: sullenly, and Seemingly indifferent, 
| 

~ : 
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no chances should be taken. Such a horse will wait until witnin 

reach, when he will kick, strike, or bite so quickly that no firmness 

or quickness of, action would save a man. In sucha case resort to 
any means most convenient and safe that will give sufficient control 

to enable subjecting him to the regular treatment.. If no halter or 

bridle is on, the following course may be adopted: Put on a halter as 
described in “Colt-Training,” tie up the head, put on a bridle, or one 

or. two War Bridles, get him’out on a sodded place, and subject him 
totreatment. Of course, ifthe stall or room is large enough, he can 

be subjected to treatment there. 
The point of making the horse sufficiently gentle to be handled 

and used while free from rigging or restraint of any kind, must be’ 
thoroughly established as a foundation upon which this after-treat-. 

ment must be based, Unless this can be done, the horse cannot 

practically be’ made’ safe. In my experience with these cases I make 
the lesson, if I can, a: quick, overpowering rush of force, which breaks 
up all resistance, and makes him submit before he warms up, being 
careful not to strain, bruise, or overheat the horse. 

- Sometimes stallions, especially of this character, are liable to 
develop very peculiar whims in the way of affection or hatred.. I 
will give here a very marked. case, formerly owned by me. A ten- 
year-old Gifford-Morgan stallion, owned in Bath, Steuben Co., N. Y., 

was of a fine, intelligent,. docile disposition naturally, but when 
excited he showed an undercurrent of great will'and courage. He 

was raised in Gowanda, N. Y. I bought him for the purpose of | 
training him to.drive without reins, and succeeded in making him 

‘drive very nicely, holding him gentle. For’ a stallion, he was sin- 
gularly free from all inclination to bite, and other habits.of vicious- 
ness. Later, I sold this horse, with another, for breeding purposes, 

to Fred Arnd, a hotel-keeper, in Bath, N. Y.. Mr. Arnd (who was 

somewhat intemperate in his habits) one day perceiving the horse 
acted as though about to bite, whipped him severely. Happening 

‘in the stable at the time, 1. found Arnd in the horse’s stall, and 
greatly excited from the exertion of whipping and kicking. I told 

him emphatically that he must not whip and abuse the horse in that 

way. If he did, he would surely in a short time make him so vicious 
-he could do nothing with him. I advised him at once to give the. 

horse some apples, and handle and caress him until over the excite- 

ment. But he disregarded the advice, and about a week afterward | 
I again heard a row in this stall. Proceeding to the place, I found 

Arnd with hat off and face red with passion, in the act of whipping 

and kicking the horse. I again told him in the most positive terms 

{ 
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that he could not whip and’ abuse the horse in that'‘manner without 
spoiling him, and that he must on no condition repeat it. As be- 

‘fore, I urged him to treat the horse kindly, give apples, etc. ; but, as 
before, my advice was disregarded, and as the result, in less than a 

week. afterward he came to me and said,“ That horse is so vicious 
no one can go near him. 1 am afraid he is completely spoiled. If 

you can and will break him for me, I will do anything you require.” 
I found the horse perfectly furi- _ 

ous, with eyes like balls of fire, and 
ready to jump at any one who 

might approach. He.did not:seem 

to have the least recollection of 

me, and it was with the greatest 

difficulty I was ‘able to get him -out 
of the stall, and across the street 
into my tent. I subjected him first 

.to Second Method, following with 
First, which he resisted furiously. I 
threw him fully a dozen times be- 

-fore he gave up-the contest, when 
he quieted down, and seemed to , 

fully recognize me. I talked ta him 

and: caressed him. now for some . 

‘time, walking around with him, ~ yy4 990.—vicious Stallion in the Act 
when he would follow me around of Biting. 

perfectly gentle. I now directed 

him to be placed in the care of a quiet, careful man, and instructed 
him to make it his business to visit the. -horse frequently i in his stall, 
, give an apple or two each time, caress and ‘talk to him, and on no 
account to allow Arnd to go near or in his sight until I advised it. 

The treatment was continued two weeks, the horse acting just as 
gentle as before. Now while standing at his head I directed Arnd 

to come inside the deor of his stall. ‘The horse knew him instantly 

and became greatly excited, but I managed, however, to keep him 

quiet while Arnd was near him.* : 

I soon afterward ieft the place, but at the’ expiration: of about 

four years I again visited that part of the State professionally. At 

Merchantsville, in the same county, ‘I was surprised to find this horse.: 

I was ‘informed that at the moment Arnd would come near, ‘the 

horse would become furiously excited, and’seem ready to jump at 
him, but was perfectly gentle toward others. Convinced that he 

sould not .manage him, he sold him ‘to his ‘present owner, a resident 
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of Merchantsville, who used him for breeding purposes and for a fam- 

ily driver. 
The man told me his wife could 

hitch up the horse and drive him 
as well.as, any old family horse, 

and he could take him out in the 

street by the halter and play with 
him with all the freedom he could 

with any pet horse. “ But,” added 

‘he, “were he to see a bald-headed 

man it would make him so furious 

he would kill him if he could get 
at him.” Mr. Arnd was bald-head-.. 
ed, and the horse retained his pe- 

: culiar repugnance to such an ap- 

Fra. 291.—Godolphin Arabian. From pearance. I took him into the 
Stubb's Picture. By J. C. Beard. streets by the halter, and found 

he was just as obedient to the : 
whip as when I owned him, over four years before. 

Young horses ‘of this character, no matter how apparently vi- 

cious or unmanageable, were the best subjects to handle before. 

a). 

Fic. 292, —Godolphin uate Noted Sire of the English Thoroughbred. 

From Stubb’s Painting. 

classes, and I always preferred them when I could get them, as they 

were so quick to’ respond to treatment. Indeed; many of the most 

noted cases referred to in my regular work were stallions. Thereisa 
% 
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point, however, to which I desire to call special attention in relation 
to treatment ‘of these horses. If the horse is well-bred, or of a warm- 

blooded character, not fooled with very much, no matter how vicious 
he may appear, his treatment should be simple and easy, but the 

vital condition of success will be in making the after-treatment 

good. There must be no’ fooling or carelessness. It will be par- 

ticularly dangerous to whip or scold very-much. The point is to 

-watch the case carefully, repress without punishment if possible, 

and win the good nature. It requires a cool, well-balanced’ man, in 
a word, to manage these cases with success ; but if the horse i is cold- 

blooded, of a sullen type, and especially if of the draft order, and 
has become thoroughly vicious, while there may’ be no difficulty in 
making such a case submissive for a time, he will be almost sure to 

break over, and in most cases will be liable to become as bad as be- 

‘fore. I have reference to cases now that have been fooled with, and 

have become thoroughly fixed in vicious habits. : 

An Act of the Mustang Pony Refered to with Illustration on Page 30, 

And in “ Facts for Horse Owners,” Page 443, where Full 

Particulars are Given. 



CHAPTER XI. 

CHECKING AND BLINDERS. 

CRUELTY OF CHECKING. 

N sitting, walking, or standing, every.person knows how titesome 
I it is to maintain one position'very long, and that a frequent. 

change of position is equivalent toresting. It would be compara- 

i tively easy to move the hand. 
up or down, which could be 

done, almost indefinitely 
without much  inconven- 

ience ; but to hold it in one 
position perpendicularly. or 

horizontally, would soon be- 
come .extremely tiresome . 
and difficult ;- in fact, so 

much so that it would be 

impossible to hold it out 
horizontally longer than a 

few’ minutes. A "French subordinate officer, as a punishment, 

marched his soldiers all day without allowing them the regulation 
freedom of changing the position of their arms, which so injured 

them that it was regarded sufficient cause for inflicting upon him 
the penalty of death. 

Fra. 298.—Horse in Nature. 

ioe Now, checking horses and EASE 
forcing them to hold their ae 

heads unnaturally high and 
keeping them thus arbitrarily 

in a fixed position, as I no- 

tice to be generally prac- 
ticed, frequently all day, 

while perhaps being rapidly Fre. 294.—The Horse with Over-check. 
driven or worked hard, must. 

be almost equally trying and painful for them to bear, and in 
connection with the use of blinders-is so much of a fault that it 
cannot but be regarded as the greatest ingratitude and crime to 
so faithful and useful a servant. 

(246) . 
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This custom of using ar- 

bitrary checks upon horses 
for giving fictitious style to 
them in driving, at the ex- 
pense of a great deal of com- 
fort, freedom, and vital force, 
is of the same foolish character 
with various senseless cus- 

toms of both civilized and 
savage nations, such as the 
cramping of the feet of Chi-. 
nese women, or the wearing 

Fre. 296.—A Gentle Family Horse; Show- 
ing the Discomfort and Pain of 

High Checking, 

land, about forty years ago, to crop 

horses’ ears and manes, illustrations 
of which are given from an old Eng-,_ 

lish work, showing the method of 
doing it. Thirty years ago, in this 
country, this was carried to such an 

extreme by many, that it became the 

point of ambition of the professional 
dealer to have a horse with the 
shortest and most elevated tail, with 

a short tuft of hair hanging 
To show that this is true, I give an 
illustration of such, copied from the 

English work. before named. 

Fig. 295.—Let the Drivers Try It. 

of the finger-nails to such a length 
as to interfere with the freedom of 
the hands, flattening the heads of 
Indian children, and the tattooing 

.of the body by African and. other 

-tribes. The custom of checking, ‘in 
the hands of ignorant people espe-. 

cially, has become so very common 

as to demand the most serious. effort 

to prevent it. . 

CROPPING AND DockKING. 

In accordance with: these ridiculous 
notions, introduced, perhaps, by some 

titled fool, it-was the custom in Eng- 

to it. 

Fria. 297.—The Family Horse Trying 
to Relieve himself from the Res- 

traint of the Check. 
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Fia. 298.—One Position of Head of 

the Horse Referred to in Text. 

reliably in the trotting gait. 

HIGH CHECKING. 

Soon after the inauguration of trot- 

ting, it was found that horses of certain 
temperament and form could be made 

to trot more reliably and faster by’ 
holding the head checked high, and 

soon considerable ingenuity was dis- 
played in the development of the best 
methods of doing this. This was re- 

sorted to with the same object with 

which toe weights and other. means 
are now used, to hold and force more 

Down to about fifteen years ago, tiie check in general use con- 
sisted of a simple strap, the ends of which were attached to the 
rings of the bit, passed through the lugs _ 

on each’ side attached to the throat- 
latch, and back to the saddle-hook. The 

shorter the strap, and the higher these 
lugs were placed, the higher the head 
was necessarily drawn up and back. A 
good illustration of the extreme of such 

checking is shown in Fig. 151. 

Various improvements were made on 
this method, based mainly, now, in ad- 

dition to the points explained, in raising 
the lugs, or in attaching them well up 

Pye. 299.—The Horse Trying to Re- 

lieve himself from the Torture 

of the Overdraw Check. 

Fra. 300.—Throwing the Head up 

to Obtain Rolief from the Check. 

e 

near the head-piece of the bridle; next 
in passing the strap through the rings of 
the bit, and attaching to the cheek-pieces 

of the bridle,’ making the purchase 

straighter up on the head, and giving 

considerable pulley purchase up and back 
upon the bit. Various modifications have 
been made of this form, in connection 

with powerful curb bits, with the object 

of elevating the heads of fancy carriage 

teams in the principal cities of this coun- 

try and England. © 
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Finally, a change was made,—that of 
passing the strap, one end of which was 

divided and connected with the rings 
of the bit, back over the head, and at- 
taching: it to the saddle-hook,, which 

was called the Kimball-Jackson check. 

The next change was that of placing 

an extra small steel bit in the mouth, 

with a strap. attached across the nose | 

to hold it in-place, which was, connected 

‘to an. extra strap passed up to the top 

of the head-piece, on which a patent 

was taken. It was introduced, I believe, 
by a man named Carroll. This was im- 
‘proved upon by an extra strap, bring- 

ing the check-lugs rather high on. the 

Fie. 301.—One of the Positions the 
Horse Assumes in trying to Ob- 

tain Relief from the Pain of 

the Check Referred to 
in the Text.: 

bridle, and connecting the rein directly with this extra bit. 

The next step was to attach 
branches of a straight strap di- 
rectly to the nose-piece or rings 

of this extra bit, and pass it back 
over the head to the witerhook, 

Fre. 802.—As Driving Horses are Frequently Checked up, Referred to In Text. 

t 

as now used, not only simplifying it, but giving. the most arbitrary 

power of keeping the head elevated. No matter what the form or 
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- temper of the horse, this form of check holds the head up so arbi- 
trarily that the horse is helpless to resist it, giving the appearance 
of style, especially in those that carry the head rather low, and 
hence their popularity with dealers. These improvements were 
brought into use, as has been stated before, by the professional 

trainer, for the sole purpose of making horses trot steadier and 

faster ; but on account of the appearance of style which they forced 

A SS 

My {| 
\' iH Up ~ 

Fic. 808.—The Head as Usually Drawn up with the Overdraw Check. 

the horse to indicate, and the pride most people exhibit in trying 
to give their horses the semblance of superior form and style which 
it conveys, as well as to intimate, as far as they can, the efforts of 
the professional trainer of trotters, they have, during the past dec- 
ade, come into very general use. 

It may be worthy of mention that this check is peculiar to this 

country, not being, as far as I know,’ used in any other country, 

only the old form, with its modifications, being used in Europe. 
In England it is known as the “ bearing-rein.” 

In originally using this check, or bearing-rein, upon driving 
horses, the object has been to use only so much restraint as would 

\ 
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prevent the horse from throwing the head down below the breast, 
and ‘to curtail the head to its natural position, or slightly below it, 

which i is not seriously objectionable. 
' The want of a proper training of the mouth (which is fully ex- 

plained on page 88, and also under “Colt-Training”) frequently 

leads plucky, spirited horses to so lunge or pull recklessly against 

the bit asto make them unmanageable and dangerous.’ This it is 

Fie. 804.—The Extreme Torture of the Bedouin- or Gag Bearing-rein. 

‘sought to overcome by different forms of severe bits. When giv- 
ing instructions and making experiments, I had almost daily lung- 
ing, kicking, and runaway horses of the worst character brought: | 

forward to be experimented upon,—horses that when used at all, 

could-only be driven by the most severe form of bit; and I was in- 

wariably able to drive such without a check, giving the head entire 

freedom, and I may say, without breeching as well, the most inter- 
esting feature of which was the simplicity of treatment with which it 

could be done. 
In'a certain class of lunging, headstrong horses, I call attention 

under that head to checking the head high to repress resistance ; : 

but it is.given as palliative treatment, in the absence of a better. I 
call.attention to it also to prevent a horse from kicking, because it 

is difficult for a horse to kick when checked high. But it is given 
: i 
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as a simple means of control, as other treatment is given for objec- 
tionable habits, and does not apply at alt to the use of the, check 
upon gentle horses in their driving. 

Even those most humane in intentions and feelings are liable 
almost daily to subject the most gentle horses to this very serious 
cause of discomfort and pain. To illustrate somewhat the extent of 
this, I will refer to two'cases coming to my notice in one evening, 
just previous to writing this paper. A banker, who had a promis- 

Fie. 305.—Comfort. 

ing three-year-old trotting colt, which he purchased for” his own 
driving, having him hitched up one day, invited me to ride. The 
colt’s head was checked so extremely high as to make it unpleasant 
for me to witness the pain and discomfort of the horse in trying to 
relieve himself from the restraint. Fig. 302 is a good illustration. 
I took particular pains to explain to the gentleman that this was 
not only entirely unnecessary, but a cause of real cruelty, and that 
I was confident he would not intentionally subject his colt to such 
needless pain and discomfort, when brought to his notice. He, 

like thousands of others, had scarcely an idea. what the check was 

for. He “liked to see the head kept high, as it made the colt 
appear better ;” “it was the method of hitching up trotting horses, 

and his colt ought to. trot,” etc. But notwithstanding my utmost 
efforts, I could not persuade him to leave off the check. | 

t 
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The same evening I saw a gentle family horse driven by two 
girls, The horse, one of the kindest of animals, was checked as high 

as he could be made to carry his head ; and while driving on a walk 

it was really painful to notice the strained manner in which the. poor 

creature stepped, taking up his feet and putting them down almost 

like a blind horse, because the nose being pulled up so high, the 

‘blinders prevented his seeing the ground before him, at the same 
. time working. the mouth and throwing. the head right and left in the 

Fie. 306.—Showing the Discomfort and Torture of High Checking. 

. effort.to free himself from the severe restraint. For a good illustra- 
tion of these positions, see Figs. 296 to 301. oe 

This i is only a fair illustration’ of how many favorite driving and 

family horses, including even some work horses, are unintentionally 

checked, up, and compelled to remain so for hours at a time, no mat- 

ter how worked. : 

But while the check is less objectionable for light driving, it is 

not only abuse but real cruelty to’ use restraint upon the head of the 
draft horse in this way, as it toa great extent disables the horse 

from drawing heavy. loads. This need not be demonstrated ; any 
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man of observation can see it, and it is finely illustrated in Fig: 308. 
A high English authority, Prof. McBride, says :— 
“T most heartily concur in what has been: said. about the bad 

effects of the foolish custom of using the check-rein. It is a very. 
common cause of roaring in the horse, which statement is indorsed 

by all veterinarians, seven hundred in England alone.” 
_ , Figs. 302 and 303 were drawn and engraved expressly for me, 
showing the great discomfort of horses checked high, though the 

Fic. 307.—The Ordinary Side Check, Giving an Easy Rein. 

artist did not fully catch my ideas in his orders, and consequently » 

did not express the position as fully and clearly. as desired ; in any 
event, they are not overdrawn. 

For the privilege of copying Figs. 293, 294, 295, 306, and 307, 

which tell the story very plainly, I am indebted to Hom T. E. 
Hill, of Chicago, Ill, the author and publisher of “ Hill's Manual” 

and other works. They are taken from “Hill’s Album,” a very 
fine family work. 

Figs. 328, 324 are from photographs of what are termed “ burrs” 
that ‘have been used by drivers in New York City upon the: bits 
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of their horses, and are here given for the purpose of showing their. 
effect upon the horses. The side view (Fig. 319) shows. the ends 
of the tacks as they extend through the leather. These burrs were 
placed on the bit on each side. of the mouth, so that the least pull 

of the reins would force the ends of the tacks against the cheeks, 
thereby producing great excitement and-pain. The one copied 
from was taken from hundreds of others like it in Mr. Bergh’s office. 

Fig. 817 is given to show their effect upon the horses. -It is copied 
" by permission from a plate owned by the Humane Society. 

Ne Se ee 

Fra. 308.-The Check-rein on Work Horses. 

Horses are unintentionally subjected to excessively cruel abuses 
by ignorant, thoughtless persons, a fair illustration of which is shown 
in Figs. 321, 322. What as story it tells! What a degree of abuse 
of a fine horse is here’ shown! See his head tied up helplessly 
while pushed, perhaps abused, to gratify ‘the. pride of a couple 

of thoughtleds simpletons!, And yet this is only what can be seen 
almost daily by any observant person in every , Village and town 

in the country. , 

BLINDERS. 
The horse should be able to see plainly. By far the finest and 

most expressive feature of the horse’s head is his eyes.. They are 

‘ 
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also the most useful ; 

Fie. 309. ee the Position of the Eyes in 
the Head. 

or 

BLINDERS. 

he depends upon them most largely, and he 

should have the greatest freedom in their use. 
this, and to show their location 

“The better to prove 

and position in the head, I give 

illustrations copied from life 

(Figs. 312, 313), showing how 
singularly wel! adapted they 
are to enable a horse to see 

not only on each side, but be- 
hind and before, as may be re- 

quired, and the necessity for 
giving them the utmost free- 

dom for doing this. Nature, 
who does everything right, 
most wisely requires this, and 
it is but the hight of ignorance : 
and folly in any one to assume 

to change or interfere with her 

plans. 

During’ my early public experience, when. I gave exhibitions 
in driving horses without reins, it was noticeable that every motion 

of the whip, though held directly 

over the horse’s back, was promptly 

obeyed, —that the horse, in fact, 

could be controlled quicker and bet- 
ter by the simple motions of the whip. 

than he could by bit and reins, giving 

the very best demonstration of this 

‘singular power. 
Instead of making the epee unsafe, 

lie is really made safer and more 

tractable by his being able to see 
everything around him plainly, that 
is, when he is so trained, this being 

the important condition in making 

him safe. Now, not only are blinders 
a serious obstruction to the horse’s 

seeing clearly, but they are often a 

cause of much injury by striking 
against the eyes, or by being pressed upon them. 

2 

Fig. 310.—Showing the Position of 

the Eyes. 

In pointing out 

this cause of harm lately, I found a_piece of wire connected with the 

ornament of the blind, which became raised and pressed into the 
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eye almost a quarter of an inch, so 
as to cause serious injury. The blinders 
had been pressed close up to the side of 

the head, and against the eye to such’ 
a degree as to attract my notice. This 

is a common occurrence, as the clinch 

of the wire holding the ornament. either 
extends beyond the surface of the leather, 

or becomes raised more or less, and hence 

is a very common cause of injury to the 
eye. I have frequently found the outer 

edge of the eye. abraided and raw from 

this cause. ; 
A horse is naturally suspicious. and 

afraid of anything he. does not plainly g 
see, or does not comprehend the nature 

of, and hence he must either be pre- 
vented from. seeing objects at all, or be ; : 

Fic. 311.—Fashion. The Blinders 
permitted to see them plainly. Any one wactiow Forned, ‘The Eyes 
can understand that if compelled to look "Completely Covered. 

through a small slit or narrow space, 
it not only in the first place increases the difficulty of seeing, es- 

i pecially while moving, making 
it very trying on the eyes, but 
it makes.it clearly impossible 

to see things as plainly as if 
the eyes had entire freedom. 

This is just the effect blinders 
have upon the horse’s eyes. 

Now, of late years, in the 
large cities especially, the 
fashion has become quite com- 
mon of making the blinders 

not only very large, but in the 

form of a bowl, that is, hollow 

in the center, and the edges 

brought forward in saucer 
shape, carrying it to such an 

extreme that they really cover 

; up the eyes and prevent the 

horse from seeing at all, or but very little out of the front corner of 

the eye; and harness-makers throughout the country are foolishly 

adopting this plan of forming blinders. 

Fria. 312.—The Eyes so Covered that the Horse 

Cannot See. 
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REPRESENTATIVE CASESs. 

I made a special effort to obtain .the aid of an artist to make 

Fie. 313.—The Fashion in the Country. 

photographs of repre- 
sentative cases, so as to 
have an absolutely cor- 

‘rect illustration’ of a 

good average’ of them, 

but found it so difficult 
.to secure one to do this 
that | was compelled to 
be satisfied with draw- 
ings, which, while not 
just what I wanted, give 

a very good idea of the 
form and position: of 

. blinders upon the heads 

of fashionably equipped 
coach horses, including 

the pnpeeie of rough specimens to be often seen in’ the country, 
‘ which will be noticed with interest. 

‘In éxperimenting ‘upon such 

horses as were brought to me be- 
‘fore classes for illustrating the ef- 
fects of treatment, I always gave 

the fullest freedom of sight, no’ 
matter what the object, and could 

always soon make the horse en- 

tirely indifferent to the object or 
cause of fear. This is, in fact, 
one of the most important essen- 

tials of success. 

THE HORSE SHOULD SBE. 

A horse can be driven to'a top 

carriage with close blinders, when ~ 

he cannot without; this is be- 

. cause he was never permitted io 

WA 

Fra. 814.—The Old Farm Horse with Blinds. 

see the top while in this position, and if permitted to see it sud- 

denly or unexpectedly, it would be liable to frighten or excite 
him very seriously, and would be dangerous to have him do so. This 

is frequently illustrated very forctbly by taking off or changing the 
bridle on ‘a horse while hitched to a carriage. The, horse being 

thus permitted suddenly to see the top behind him, which is now 
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an entirely new object to him, will often show such violent fear 

as to resist all restraint and run away. One of two things must 
be done; viz., either cover up 
the eyes so that he cannot see 

the top, or give him entire free- 
dom in seeing it, when the 
cause of the trouble will be easily 
overcome. 

It is true that blinders may be. ° 
used in certain cases to over- 

come natural defects, the same. 

as.other appliances are used, to 
overcome certain difficulties ; 
but they are only necessary, 

when at all, on account of im- 

proper or defective education. 
First, a lazy horse will drive 

steadier and better when he: 
cannot see the motions: of the whip, because such will learn to 

watch the whip when raised for punishment and jump to ‘avoid it, 

and then slack up‘again until the effort 
is repeated. But if blinders are used 

upon: such horses, they should be. so 

formed that they will not interfere side- 
ways or forward, or in any way injure 
or r touch the eye. they should merely 

Fie. 315.—The Corners of the Blinders Dang: 

ling against the Eyes, 

Serond, a horse which hae an ugly 
looking head, or a serious defect in an 

eye, or has suffered’ the loss of an eye, 
will be improved by the use of skillfully 

applied blinders, which will serve to con- 

ceal the defects; and this, as before 

explained, was the. cause of their intro- 

duction. 

Third, if the horse is but imperfectly ; 
trained, and not accustomied when hitched 
to a top carriage to see it, the careful ' 

covering of'the eyes with blinders will 
énable driving of the horse with com- 

parative safety so long as the blinders are kept so, and will pre- 

vent the occurrence of a large portion of the accidents that are of 

foe? pli) 
Fig. 316.—Blinders Striking 

against the Eyes. 
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daily repetition. throughout 
‘the country, resulting in such 
frightful loss of life and prop- 

‘erty. . | 

I would repeat that there 

‘would be no more necessity 
nor sense in using blinders 

upon horses driven in harness, 
if properly trained, than there 
is in using them upon horses 
‘undera saddle ; and who would 

think of disfiguring and en- 
cumbering'a horse’s head, no 

- matter how poor, with blinders 

when used for the saddle? 

‘Look at, these, matters in a 

reasonable, practical’ manner. 

Imagine. yourself in the horse’s place, and ey to. feel how you would 

Fig. 317.—Horses Excited by the Torture of the 

: Burrs Shown Below. 

a 
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Fie. 318,—Burrs. Half Size. F 14. 319.—Side View, Showing Length 

: : ae of Tacks. Half Size. 

like to be hampered and disabled as horses are forced to be while 
subject to, the arbitrary: control and often to the most unreasonable 
abuse of a vain or ignorant driver, while compelled to work hard.: 
Treat the horse in the same spirit. of generosity you would be 

yourself treated under like circumstances. Then there are other 

® 
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points. There is often 
shameful neglect of 
horses when hitched. 
They are left unsheltered 
and uncovered in the 

cold and rain, while their 

riders or drivers are in 

some drinking saloon, ' 

toasting their shins in 

comfort, drinking from 
the cup that exhilarates 

only to deprave or de- 

stroy the best impulses 
of their natures. With a 

yi 

TN 
a 

Fra. 321,—In the Hands of Fast Young Men. 

without reason and without 
mercy. They are clubbed, 

and kicked; and cursed, and, 

in fact, treated with every 

conceivable indignity prac- 

‘ticed by ‘barbarous tribes 

upon captive prisoners. 

There is no spectacle more 
calculated to excite the pity 

and sympathy of the be- 
neyolent and philanthropic, 

than the faithful old family 
horse, worn down with serv- 

_ Fra. 320.—All Day in the Storm. 
t 

brain on fire with excite- 
ment, or benumbed with 

torpor, the poor horse is 
driven home again, heated 
and exhausted, to be fol- 

lowed perhaps by ‘a chill 

that often seriously injures 
or destroys the poor animal 
by causing inflammation in 
the feet.(founder) or inflam- 
mation of the lungs (pneu- 
monia), etc. They are un- 

Fra. 822.— Ruined by Fast Driving. 
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\ ice, overloaded and whipped 
| into hard drudgery in his 

| last days, when he should 
aS be released from’ work and 

- permitted to end his life in 

peace. Surely there is no 

domestic creature toward 
which civilized man displays 
so much in humanity as to- 
ward this constant and faith- 

ful companion of his labors 
ar ‘and pleasures ; and it would 

Fig. 823.—The Effect of sai Improperly Broken. ' seem that no man with the 

least claim to being con- 
sidered a gentleman would 

need to be appealed to to 

treat his horses with hu- 
manity, if not with kind- 

ness ; yet it is unfortunately 
the case that such appeals, 
made by disinterested men oP 

and women of humane im- 

pulses. and by our humane’. | 
societies, are often unheed-' 

.ed or regarded as the mer- 
est sentiment.. | ‘ Fie. 824,—Beaten by a-Cruel Master. 

ye 

fi 

_.. + It should not be difficult’ 
for one to see that a reason- 

. able sense of responsibility 
should prompt to the mast 

considerate care of every an- 
imal onthe farm. Not only 
does kind treatment make | 
them more easily managed, 
but imperceptibly the feel- 
ing is felt in the hotne, mak- 
ing the'relations of life more 
beautiful and happy. 

Fra, 825.—The Last Days of the old Family Horse. = 



THE MULE. 

| , )E frequently had. mules’ brought i in to expériment upon, ‘and 

often found them exceptionally good subjects. . A mule when 

vicious’ is supposed | ‘to be not only very dull but extremely 

bad, and if the treatment is not made right, becomes really very 
difficult to manage ; but when managed according to the experience 

of our later years, we always found this animal among the very best 

is 826.—A Favorite Mule, 

of subjects. No matter hee! bad the’ chatacter of the mule, or how 
vicious the resistance, he always works i in, in a short time, entirely 

gentle. The treatment we used with most Success at first was the 

Second Method, and it was rare that we found one that did not sub- 

‘mit to this readily, ‘However, it was’ not.in all cases the clear suc- 

cess we could desire, and we then depended’ upon the simpler meth- 

eee of treatment, making sometimes a good deal of work ; but when 
(268) 
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we struck the Third Method in connection with the Second, we 

found mules to yield to treatment very readily. I have in mind two 

cases which will fairly illustrate others. 

When I was in Cleveland, O., after having very decided success 

for a week or two, the subjection 

Wt, GE ls, ve of the Malone horse in the first 

f place attracting very wide at- 

tention, parties from the West 

Side brought over one evening 

an extremely vicious mule, they 

feeling sure that’ it would break 

“me down. I was asked if my 

_treatment would work upon 

mules. I answered, “Yes.” A 

man spoke out, “ Bring in that 

mule.” I found a very fine, large 

fellow that had been used to a 

cart, would kick violently, and 

would not have the feet handled. © 

I subjected him rapidly for a few 

minutes to the Second Method, 

using the War Bridle’ a little in 
addition, when he submitted un- 

conditionally within six or eight 

‘minutes. The success of the ex- 

periment was a cause of great 

merriment, and was regarded asa 

‘great feat. In point of fact, the 

greatness of the feat was entirely 

owing to the great susceptibility 

of the mule to control. i 
At a small town in Central 

New York certain parties made 

a great effort to break me down, 

and depended mainly uponavery ' ' 

~ 
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Fig. 827.—Mule Team as Driven in the South. 

had been hitched to a fence out- 

: side, and outrageously abused by” 

being punched with ‘a sharp stick, making him perfectly reckless. 
In this condition he was brought in fortreatment. He was subjected 

rapidly to the Second Method for a few minutes, followed by the 

Third Method, and became perfectly gentle within ten minutes, and 
was driven without breeching _ : 

\ 
f 

vicious mule to do so. This mulé, , '; 
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The mule, I think, is, if anything, more susceptible to treatment 
than the horse, and he is usually more abused and less cared for than . 

the horse. The popular opinion in relation to him is not at all fa- 
‘vorable ; but I have found that mules could learn anything about as 
easily as any intelligent horse. When I was in Fostoria, O., a man 

there had a small mule that appeared to be half starved, and, as a 
matter of pity more than anything else, I was led to buy him. We 

‘trained this mule to throw boys, and to do anything that the: ponies 
could do. He would squeal, laugh, and do many amusing ‘tricks, 

and could throw any living man. I sold him when in New York for 

five hundred dollars to circus men. : : 

I'would advise im all cases very kind treatment to mules. Sub- 
ject rapidly for a few minutes to the Second Method ; it will rarely 
be necessary to use more, and if the case is not made vicious there 
should be no exception. If.a mule is treated gently, given little 

presents, and flattered, and especially if spoken to kindly when ap- 
' proached in the stall, there should be no more trouble in approach- 
ing him than a horse. It is a matter of a little care and good 

management. I include here an illustration of mules as driven in 
the South, and it is but just to state that I have never been more in- 

terested than to see common negroes drive a team of from four to six 

mules before a spring wagon with a single line. Indeed, I am can- 

did in admitting that it was a greater feat of nice training than. any we 

were able to give in driving horses without reins ; and I often felt 

like taking off my hat to those negroes in admiration of their re- 
markable success as teamsters. A negro rides the near pole mule, 

then a long rein is extended forward to the lead one, and either 

' pulling or jerking indicates to this leader which way to go; and, so 

far as I cauld see, they could be driven as accurately around a cor- 

ner or arly point as could be done with the best of management with 
reins. 

‘The treatment of sickness and injuries for mules is practically 
- the same as that for horses. For bruises.or saddle gall;I think it 

advisable to state here that, being so simple, there is nothing su- 

perior to cold water. Remove pressure from the part, and bathe 

thoroughly in cold water. This method, simple as it-is, stands over 
all others for allaying acute inflammation. Simply pour on pure cold 

water, and repeat as may be necessary. In some cases, as described 
in the medical department, hot and cold water alternated may be 
better. It will depend upon the amount of constitutional disturb- 
ance caused by the intensity of the pain. 
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MISCELLANEOUS HABITS. 

'  CRIBBING. 
: \ 

: HIS is a habit for which there has been no practical remedy. 
ile Many claim that it is caused by indigestion, and that by neu- 

tralizing the gas generated i in the stomach in consequence, a 

horse will cease to crib. Mr. O. H. P. Fancher, who thirty years - 
ago traveled extensively as a professional horse-tamer, and who is 

specially referred to in the first chapter as claiming to tame horses 
by the use of certain scents or medicines, was the most pretentious ad- 

_ vocate of this. theory; but I have never 
known, on any reliable authority, of any case 
being cured by use of medicine. It has also 

béen claimed that cribbing is caused by the 

teeth pressing too closely against one an- 
other, a reliable remedy for which is sawing 
between them. I have known of a great 
many cases treated in this way, but without 

any success, except that in some cases the 
habit is prevented for a time by the soreness 

produced by the filing. Driving wedges 
between the decth has. also been resorted to, 

the effect of which would be so much pain 
as to prevent the horse from cribbing for some time. 

A horse will not crib on anything that is lower than the knees, 

consequently a practical way to prevent the habit is to tear away the 
manger, and feed the horse from the floor or from a basket. \ 

To break up the habit the only practical remedy i is punishment, 
as hereafter explained. 

Saturate the manger, neck-yoke, a and straps, if inclined to bite 

them, with kerosene oil. Rubbing the parts bitten upon with strong 
fly-blister, may next be tried; or get cayenne or red pepper pods, 
boil down toa strong decoction: and wash the parts the horse may 

be inclined to bite upon thoroughly with the solution. To be re- 
peated at least once a week, for a month or more. The object is to 

(266) 

Fic. 328.—A Horse in the 

Act of Cribbing. 
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make the lips and mouth so sore as to prevent the inclination to 
bite. This method will often work very satisfactorily ; but, like the 

treatment first advised, must be done thoroughly to be effective. 
Covering the parts with sheep-skin will seldom do any good. 

W. D. Gross, of Kutz.- 

town, Pa., advertises a 

device for the cure of 
cribbing, for which he 
claims much. Itissimply’ 

a ‘thin plate of metal 
‘placed over the upper 
front teeth and fastened 

by small bolts.’ This will, 
of course, make the 

gums sore, if pressed 

upon to any extent, and 
will undoubtedly work 

well, and is worthy of 

trial; the objection is’ 

the difficulty of fastening 

the plate to the teeth. Fra. 329.—The Halter Adjusted for Cribbing. 
Cribbing can be stopped 
by buckling a wide, flexible strap, moderately ihe; around the 
neck. It should be from three to three and one half ae wide. 

A narrow strap will not work well. 
: When in Bath, N. Y., many 

g years ago, I hoticed that a 
horse when cribbing at a post 

in the street contracted the 
larynx and muscles of the 

neck forcibly during the act. 
Instantly ‘it occurred to me 
to make the. experiment of 

a — putting such an adjustment 

"Fie. 880.—Throat-strap with Tacks. upon the throat-latch as to 
cause sharp pain when there 

was- an effort to repeat the act. I wentto a harness-shop, pro- 
cured some six-ounce tacks, dtove them through a strip of leather 

about half an inch apart, and filed the points sharp and of equal 
length. I laid this bit of strap on the inside of the throat-latch, so as 

to bring the, points of the tacks under the larynx, and kept it in 
place by-winding each end and the center with a piece of waxed- 
% 
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end. I now buckled the throat-latch long enough so that it would 

not touch the neck when eating or swallowing, yet so close as 

to bring the points of the tacks sharply against the throat at 

the least attempt to crib, and stood by to notice the effect. 
The first time the horse tried to crib he was hurt so keenly 
that he jumped almost from the ground. In a short time he tried 

it again, with the same result; the third time he only gave a lit- 
tle nip, and then stood quietly for some time. I now had him 

changed to another location, 

with a man close by to note 
the results. He reported that 

the horse did not crib any 
more during the afternoon. 
I have broken several horses 

of the habit by this means, 
and think if the adjustment 

is made right, and continued 

‘long enough, it will be found 
_ to-be very effectual. Success 
will depend upon the care 

with which this is kept ad- 

justed: If there is large mus- 
cular development of the 

neck, the strap must be 

buckled shorter than when 

the neck is well cut out, as it 

is termed. Make the reproof 
severe at first ; then keep the 

tacks so adjusted as to touch sharply when the habit is repeated. 
Ifthe throat-latch is not on a line with the top of the head, the 
tacks cut the jaw a little below the juncture of the head with the 

neck. If this is kept on a few days or weeks, and then taken off and 
again adjusted carelessly, there is likely to be a failure. If the hotse 
finds he can crib once with this on without hurting ‘himself seri- 
ously, he will be encouraged to repeat the effort, and will soon pun- 
ish himself severely to do so. But if punished at first, and this is 
kept where it will hurt keenly at the least attempt to crib, and is 

left on a few weeks, it ought to be. successful. It will not do to 

buckle a strap around the neck.. The adjustment must be made to 
the strap of the halter, and the halter must fit nicely to the head. 
It must.be made like a bridle, with brow-piece, so that it will not 

shift or move on the head. A boy broke five horses of this habit a 

Fia. 331.—Halter as Used by the French. 
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few years ago; but he became careless and failed on the sixth. 

There is, once in a while, an old horse of. determined character that 
will crib in defiance of this or any other means. Such cases are, 

‘however, rare. A young, nervous-tempered horse will yield readily 
to the treatment, and but few horsés will attempt to crib while wear- 
ing a muzzle. a ay 

Since writing the above I find in a French work an illustration 

which I copy, giving the same ~ 
idea but much more complex 

than the method before given: 

It is included, however, as a 
point of value, and can be stud- 
ied in connection with the ex- 

planation given. 

If a strap be buckled rather 
tightly arpund the neck, a horse 

will not crib while it ison. This 
is, however, but ‘a simple pre- 

ventive. 'There is also the ob- 
jection that graduatly the horse 
may learn to resist, to overcome 

which’ the strap has to ~be' 
buckled tighter, which of course 

obstructs the circulation, and yg gee. —Throat-strap as Used by the French. 
causes inflammation, thus. pro- 

ducing serious and permanent injury. If a strap is used for this 
purpose, it should. be fully three inches wide, and buckled just 

_ tight enough to prevent the inclination to crib. A wide strap works 

a great deal better than a narrow one, and is less liable to do harm. 

WIND-SUCKING. 

Sometimes a horse sucks wind without the habit of cribbing. I 

include a cut of a form of bit to prevent this, for which. much is 

claimed. A practical horseman’ of experience gave me the point. 
He claimed that-it would work perfectly in preventing the inclina- | 

tion to crib and suck wind. 

Procure a piece of gas-pipe about seven inches long. Drill a 

hole across each end, through which put in rings, as seen in cut; 

next, drill four or five holes, as shown in cut. ‘The theory is that 
the gas in the stomach cannot escape through the mouth on account 

‘of its being closed, and that instinctively the horse will bite on 

‘something to open the mouth and throw off the gas. With this bit 
‘ is . ‘ 
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in the mouth, the air passes through the small holes in the center, 

and out through the ends. (See Fig, 333.) * 
The gentleman referred to positively assured me that i in several 

cases known to him it worked with perfect success. oe 

“PUTTING THE TONGUE OUT OF THE MOUTH. I 
If the tongue is put over the bit, have a piece of thin sheet-iron 

about two and one half inches wide and five inches long, with the 
ends rounding, and the edges. filed smooth. Drill two small 

edge, at’ the center, and 

fasten to the bit. Shorten | 
the cheek-pieces of the 
bridle, so that the bit is 

drawn well up in the mouth. ' 
This piece of iron renders 

‘it impossible for’the horse ¢ 

to get the tongue over the 

bit. The simplest and best way of preventing this is. to’ have 

the smith make a mouth-piece, as represented in Fig. 335, 
‘which is seen to be bent up, and comes so high in the mouth that 
the horse cannot get the tongue over; this works well, and is not 

inconvenient to drive with. It should be bent up at least two and 
three fourths to three inches, come well out to the: cheek-pieces, 
and be filed smooth to prevent 
cutting or chafing the mouth. (See 
Fig. 335.) The tongue is some-. 
times, but not often, put out under 
the bit. For such cases the follow- 
ing ‘treatment will work well:— — 

Get three medium-sized bullets, 
and hammer them out to about an 
inch and a half in length. Drilla 

small hole through the end of each, 
Tie one to the center of the bit 

by a little piece of wire through. 

the joint. . Attach the ‘others to. 

the. bit: about an inch from the 
‘center (one on each side), so as to 

” play loosely. 
When this bit is in the mouth, these extra arrangements will so 

disconcert the horse that in his struggles to get them out of. the way, 
he will forget to put his tongue out. (See Fig. 387.) © 

} 

Fra. 338.—Bit Made of Gas-pipe, for preventing 

Cribbing and. Wind-sucking. 

Fre. 384,—Manner of Pulting:the 
Tongue out. 

holes (Fig. 336) near each » 
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The next best way is to buckle.a strap. around the nose so that 
the mouth cannot be opened. This, of course, prevents the tongue 
being put out, and in a short time, the habit will be broken up. 
There are bits now made for this habit, which may be obtained of 
dealers. 

PAWING IN STALL. 

A horse will not paw much unless he can hear the noise; so a 
good method of preventing this habit is to muffle the foot by tying 

a piece of blanket around it. Next, by attaching a piece of chain or 
clog to the foot, as follows : Get a piece ofchain about ten inches in 
length, run a short strap 
thtough one of the end 

links, and buckle it around 
the foot above the fetlock ; 
or,a piece of light chain can 

‘be fastened to a'small block, 
. and attached to the foot in 
the. same manner. When 
the horse attempts to paw, 
the. clog or chain rattling 

against the foot so discon- 

certs or hurts him that he 

will repeat the movement but a few times. | 

Fie. 335. 

KICKING IN STALL. 

Kicking with one foot against the side of the stall is a habit 
which many horses are liable to learn, and, like pawing, it is some- 

times very annoying ; therefore it is. important to be able to prevent 

or overcome it. In the first place, it-is rare that a horse will learn to 

kick against the side of the stall if it be large and ‘roomy. Large 
- stalls are, in all cases, very. important for the health and comfort of 
‘the horse, as well as for convenience in going around him. The 
simplest and best way of preventing. this habit is to pad the side of 

the stall, which will prevent the sound of the striking, when the in- 
clination to kick will soon be overcome. Or, attach a clog or piece. 
of chain to the foot, as explained for pawing. 

Another method is to tie some-thorny bushes together, and sus- 
_ pend them over the place kicked, so as to swing freely when struck- 

When the horse kicks, the rebound will bring the bushes against the 
legs, so frightening and hurting him that the attempt to kick will be 
repeated but afew times. A clog may also be ¢ hung over the place 
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struck or kicked, which, when struck, would redct in the same way, 
and thus prevent a repetition of the habit. Making the stall wide, 

and padding the sides as explained, are the most simple and practi- 
cal methods for preventing this habit. 1 

GETTING CAST IN THE STALL. 

This is mainly caused by being confined in a stall that is too 
small. When the horse rolls and turns upon his back, he is so 

: cramped and restrained by 
the narrow walls that he is 

unable to roll himself back 
to regain his feet. Some- 
times the division of the 

stall is so short that in the 
effort to roll, his body comes 
across, and in contact with, 

the ends, and, the head be- 

ing held fast by the halter, 
. it is impossible for him to 

Pio. 686. get up; so a large, roomy 
stall would of itself be al- 

most a complete remedy. The simplest way to prevent it is to tie 
one end of a piece of rope or cord tothe beam or flooring directly 
overhead, and the opposite end to the head-piece.of the halter 
back of the ears, leaving it just long enough to allow the horse 
to reach his nose to the 
‘ground. As he lies down 

and tries to roll, being un- 
able to bring the top of his 
‘head to the ground, he is 
‘disabled from rolling. A 

small ring should be stitched 

to the top of the halter, to 
which the strap or cord can 
be easily and securely fas- 
‘tened when necessary. 

Some horses are liable, by 
‘pawing, to get the fore foot, 

and in some cases even the hind foot by scratching the head with 

the leg, over the halter-strap, thereby becoming tangled and help- 
“less in the stall. The halter should be hitched higher than com- 
mon, though long enough to permit the horse to lie down easily. 

: Fie, 387. 
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JUMPING OVER FENCES. 

Every dairyman knows that a cow of ox will not attempt to 

jump a fence, pull it down, or run, while a board is over the forehead, 
attached to the horns in front of the eyes; this simple means will 
usually work well upon cattle, but will not do upon’a horse, because 

it gives too much freedom to see over the nose. ; 
‘If a horse or mule, put on a halter that fits well to the head— 

a five-ring halter is best. Next, find a piece of fine leather (an old 
boot-leg will do), about as long as the head, and from four to five 
inches wider than the head is at the eyes. Attach a string at each 

corner. Attach the upper corners by the strings to ‘the halter, where _ 

the brow-piece is attached to the cheek-piece. Tie the cords at- 
tached to the. lower corners back of the jaw, being careful to leave 
freedom enough for the jaws to act when eating. Let the ends now 

pass over the throat-latch, and make fast... The horse is simply dis- 
abled from looking ahead or over the nose, which will disconcert 

him sufficiently ‘to prevent jumping or throwing the fence down. 
If an ox or cow, attach the upper corners to the ‘horns, and pass 

the strings around the neck instead of over the throat-latch. 

TENDER-BITTED. 

Use a large, smooth mouth-piece, with leather cheek-pieces, so 
as to let the bit rest about an inch lower than usual in the mouth. 
Next, try winding the bit with a piece of chamois-skin which has 
been saturated with tannin or alum, to harden the mouth. 

#KICKING COWS. ' 

Many years ago a man who attended my class in Herkimer Co., 
N. Y., reported to me that he had a very bad kicking heifer, and.as 

a matter of experiment, he put the War Bridle on her and gave her 
a sharp lesson with it, as directed for breaking a colt to lead and 
drive. After a few' minutes’ treatment, he found that she stood per- 
fectly gentle to be milked, and he had no more trouble with her. 
Some time afterward, while in the dairy counties, I gave this point . 
to my classes, and I\have since had a good many especially bad 

kicking cows brought forward to be experimented upon, the treat- 

ment in all cases proving successful in a few minutes. 

One of the most amusing incidents that occurred .in making 

these experiments was at a little town near Jamestown, N.Y. At 

the time I carried canvas, and after getting through the regular ex- 

periments, a notoriously bad kicking cow was Brought in for treat- 
18 a 
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ment. As usual, a few pulls of the War Bridle made her stand to 
be milked as gentle as could be desired. While the class weré amus- 

ing themselves over the ease with which the cow was controlled, 

and somewhat at the expense of the 
owner, with the cord still on, she 
suddenly, and without warning, 
rushed through the wall of the can- 
vas, almost tearing down the whole 
tent, and ran through the main 
street of the town toward home. 
Every dog in the street took after | 
her, making a most ludicrous scene, 
no one appearing more amused 
than the owner. He came into the 

class on condition that I would 

make the cow gentle to be milked 
at home. He never came back to 
report on the success of the ex- 

periment. The course of treatment is about as follows :— 

Put on the War Bridle, second form, pull right and left a few 
times ; then stand off at a safe distance, and pull a little upon the 

teats. If there is resistance, punish ; so repeat, until there is no re-, 

sistance. Sometimes the teats are sore, and the pain caused by 
milking is very severe. Take Goulard’s extract 2 0z., sulphate zinc 
2.0z., lard 2 0z., and rub upon the parts a few times. This is.a fa- 

vorite remedy among dairymen for sore teats, cake in the bag, etc. 

This prescription I know to have been sold for fifteen dollars, and it 
is prized by dairymen in Northern New York, where the medicine 
_is sold especially for their use. 

‘Fra. 388.—Arrangement of the Cord for 
Leading a Cow. 

. To Leap: a Cow EAsILy. 

Tie a rope around the head under the horns, bringing the knot 
overthe ear. Now bring the rope forward and under the ear, again 

‘forward over and under the cord. By pulling now, the cord will 
tighten around the ear, hurting so severely that the cow will lead 

freely. 



CHAPTER XIV, 

u TEACHING TRICKS. 

N this chapter I give the portraits of my old group of trained 

I horses and ponies, whose performances were regarded with such. 

_4& great interest by all who witnessed them, that for a number of 
years I was compelled to give an extra exhibition daily for the 
benefit of ladies and children, for which a regular admission fee was 
charged ; and it was universally conceded that these exhibitions 

were more interesting than those of any circus. The performances 
of Blind Billy were regarded as especially retharkable, from the fact 

-of his being totally blind. He was, without question, the most re- 
markable performing horse that has ever been exhibited in this or 

any other country. I give a very fine portrait. of fils femiarkable 

horse, sketched by’a leading artist. 
_ - The’ details of teaching a few tricks, which I give in this dies 
ter, will be of special interest to farmer. boys, who may desire to 
train their‘colts in this way. A horse seems more- intelligent and 

‘tractable when trained to perform a few simple tricks, such as telling. 
- the age, kissing, bowing his head, kicking up, turning right and left, 
‘or following with the whip, etc., all of which any intelligent boy can 
easily train a colt to do. , : 

In training a colt or horse to perform hese tricks, there should 

be no hurry or effort to teach more than one thing at a time. ‘Make 
the lessons short, and repeat until thoroughly learned, when another 

can be ‘taken up; but do not continue the lesson long enough to ex- 
cite or confuse the horse. 

To FoLLow BY THE WHIP. 

One of the simplest and most interesting tricks to teach a horse 

is to follow at the motion of the whip, without bridle or halter. It 

is even quite useful, as it teaches a horse to follow at command from ~ 
one part of the barn to another, or to come out of his stall without 
attempting to getaway. Full details of teaching this trick are given 
in the chapter on “Colt-Training.” ‘~ 

To Nop ‘His HEAD,. OR Say “ Yes. u 

To teach a horse to bow, or nod his’ head: ‘prick him lightly 0 on 
(275) 
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the back with a pin, and continue until in his effort to avoid the an- 

ngyANce he drops his head ; nee instantly’ stop the pricking and 
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caress him. Repeat the pricking until the head is again dropped, 
when caress and give him something of which he is fond. Continue 
to alternate in this way with the pricking and caressing, until at the 
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instant a motion is made toward the back, or even to take a pin from 

the coat, he will drop his head. . 

To SHAKE His HEAD, OR Say “No.” 

To teach a horse to say “No,” prick him lightly on the top of 
the shoulder with a pin until he shakes his head, when stop and re- 
ward him, Repeat the pricking until at the least motion toward the 

withers the horse will shake his head... _ 

Fie. 340.—Blind Billy, ; 

To TELL His AcE. 

To ‘teach a horse to tell his age, prick him lightly on the back 
part of the leg until, to avoid the annoyance, the foot is lifted, or 

there is an effort to paw; for this, stop and caress him. Repeat 
until the least motion toward the leg will cause him to paw the 
ground. 

In teaching this trick, the body is naturally bent a little while 

in the act of pricking the leg, and by repeating, the position will 

soon indicate to the horse that he must paw. This position is to be 
maintained until he paws four, five, or six times, or as many times as 

he is years old, when the position is changed, and the pawing ceases. 
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To Kick UP. 

To teach.a horse to kick up, simply prick him on the rump with 

a pin until there is an inclination to kick up, when, as before, stop 
and caress him. Repeat until the least motion toward the rump.will 

Fie, 841, mind Billy Running after and Catching his Trainer when Playing 

Blind Man’s Buft. 

induce him to kick up; then touch with the whip, and repeat until 
_at the mere motion of it he will kick up, 

These tricks may be made quite interesting by talking to the 
horse somewhat as follows : “Tommy, I want you to tell how old 
you are; will you do it?” and signal for the horse to shake his head, 

Fia. 842.—Blind Billy Kicking up. 

‘as if refusing. ‘Then exclaim, as if 
surprised, “Oh, you can’t tell your 
age, I suppose, without being paid 

for it! Will'you do it if I give 
you a lump of sugar?” and signal 
for him to nod his head. You can 
now signal for him to tell his age, 
and when he has done so, it gives 
him an air of sagacity which is very 

amusing and interesting. Again, 
you may ask: “What will you do 
to one who does not treat you 
well?” Then signal for him to 

kick. His prompt obedience, of course, indicates to the spectators 
that he understands what is said to, him, when in reality he is only- 
obeying the signals which have been taught him. The nice point 
lies in giving the signals in such a manner that they will not be 

-noticed or understood by the spectators. 
a 
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TEACHING TO Kiss. 

Kissing is a very simple trick to teach a horse, and it adds 
greatly to the interest of those already explained. Stand facing the 
horse, with the right side turned partly toward his left shoulder, and 
let him take a piece of apple from your hand, which is held toward 
his mouth. Bring it nearer each © 
‘time, and finally let him take a 
piece in the same manner from be- 

tween the lips. . ‘When he does not 
reach forward promptly to take the 
‘piece of apple from the lips, prick 
him with a pin at the point of the 
shoulder. Repeat until he gets the: 
idea of avoiding ‘punishment by 

bringing his mouth to that of the 
trainer when desired. Now put the 

_apple farther into the mouth, which 7 a 
will compel him to open his lips to get. ‘it. Commence lessening the 

size of the apple, finally giving it to him as a reward after he has 

-‘performed:the, trick of bringing his mouth to, that of the trainer. 
This will teach him that by doing this. he will escape paulshment 

and receive reward. ak 

\ ‘Fie. 843. —Blind Billy Walking on his 
Knees. 

To Liz Down. 

A horse is | taught to lie down or to sit up 

principally by means of the whip or ‘bridle, as 

‘follows: Tap the horse smartly across the shins. 
until he will drop upon ‘his knees. This method, 

ment, or it will occasion needless pain and pun- 
ishment before the horse is made to submit. I. 

will give the following method, which, though. 
slower, is better calculated for amateurs :— 

wei ene Bitly ie Tie the bridle-reins into a, knot back of the 

his Great Act of Walke  ¢Cck, throw your strap over the ‘back, ‘under 

ing Erect. the body,.and tie to the near foot below the 

fetlock. Now pass the right hand well over 

the back, and take a short hold of the strap. Cause the horse to - 

step toward you, and pull’ the foot up. -Then pass the left hand 

around the reiris, pull back and down upon them in such a manner 
as to turn the head a little to the off side, at the same time pulling 

however, requires a. good, deal ofc care and judg- ee 
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down steadily but firmly on the strap over the back with the right 

hand., As the 

‘horse goes down, 

gradually pull 
the near rein, so 

as to bring the 
head to the left, - 

at the same time | 

pressing down 
and from” you’ 

firmly with the 
right, until the 

horse will lie 
down. Now pass 

the. end of the 
strap through 

the ring of the 

bit, draw through 

gently, step over 

the neck, and as 
the horse attempts to get up, pull him back, until he Hes quiet. 
Rub and caress him, and after lying a few minutes, say, “Get up, 
sir!”- Repeat in this way a few times, until the, horse will lie down 
readily. Then 
while holding 

him on or near 

the knee with 
the strap, hit 
him on the shin 
of the other with. 

a small whip, un- 
til he will bring 
it under and lie 

down. After a 
while he can be 

made to come on Fie. 346.—Tommy in his Vicious Act of Defending the Ring. 
his knees and lie 
down by simply pulling the head down a little and hitting the leg 

with the whip, at the same time sayirig, “Lie down, sir!” repeating 
until the horse will lie down to the motion of the whip. 

Fre. 345.—Tommy. Sketch from Life. 

¢ 
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To Sit Up. 

When the horse will lie down promptly, put on him a common 
collar, and while down take two pieces of rope, each about ten feet 

in length, tie the ends around the hind feet, carry them forward be- 
tween the fore legs, and bring 
them once around the collar. Now. 

step on his tail, take the bridle- 
reins in the right hand, while hold- ' 

ing the ends of the rope firmly in. 

the left. Give a little jerk on the | 
reins and say, “Get up, sir!” 

When the horse throws out the 
forward feet and springs to raise 
himself on the hind feet, he finds 

himself unable to complete the . 
effort, on account of thé hind feet 
being tied forward under him, and 

so brings himself in a sitting po- . 

sition. Instantly step forward, holding the ropes firmly, rub and ca~ 

ress the head and neck a little for a few seconds, then as yau see the 

effort to keep up becoming tiresome, let loose and say, “ Get up, 

sir!” By repeating in this way a 

few times, the horse will soon learn 

to sit up when commanded, without 
being tied. 

To THRow Boys. 

Fig. 847.—Tommy as the Model 
Riding Pony. 

To teach a horse to throw boys, 
first. make him kick up as before 
‘explained. Then have plenty of 
straw on the. ground, put a boy on 

his back, and while ‘holding the 
halter make the horse kick up 

sharply by pricking, or touching 
‘him with the whip. The instant 

he kicks i have the boy throw himself forward over the shoulders, 

’ for which give the horse a caress and a piece of apple. Repeat 
until he will, at the motion of the whip, make an effort to get the 
‘boy off. When he has done this, put on a larger and stronger 
boy, so that he must make a greater effort to get him off. Watch 
the point~carefully, and see that the boy comes off when the horse 

makes an effort to throw him, otherwise he will soon become dis- 

Fia, 848.—Tommy in his Great Act 
of Throwing. 
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couraged. By persevering in the treatment, he will soon learn to 
throw the most expert rider. But it, will be ‘noticed that he will 
make a greater effort sémetimes than at others. When. he does not 
seem to work well, put on a poorer rider, and work up again gradu- 

ally. When the horse makes a par- 

ples, and caress him, for encour- 

agement. It is important now to 
' teach the horse to throw his rider 

only when commanded, or at a sig- 

nal. To do this, when the boy is 
on, lead the horse a short distance 
around the ring, and then signal 
for him to throw. Repeat in this 

‘manner, also letting him go around 

Fie. 849,—Tommy as the Gentle Pony. alone. with-the boy on his back, 
until he will go ona sharp trot or 

run, and throw when commanded, : 
‘T trained a pony to throw so expertly Gal. ne would’ at times 

turn a man or boy over in a double somersault, and bring him down 
squarely upon his feet, The best. throwing pony ever exhibited in 
this country was admitted to be “Tommy.” (See Fig. 348.) He 
has been exhibited in all the principal places.in the North; and al- 
though the best riders, from the bare-back citcus- -rider to the mius- 

tang-trainer on the plains, have tried, no‘man has ever been able to 
sit squarely upon his back one minute after the horse was signaled 
to throw him. His performances i in this way have been regarded as 
wonderful. He will even carry two boys on his back for a while, 
and then at the motion of the finger throw them both. This some- 

. times afforded a good deal of amusement. First, if a boy'was indi- 

cated to him as being good, he would allow, him to ride as long as 

he wished, and then to safely slide off behind: down to the ground, 
Then another boy would come who perhaps used tobacco, or had 
some other | vice, when the pony would ‘throw ‘him immediately. 
‘Again, if there was a sharp political campaign, a Democrat and 4 Re- 

publican boy would mount him at the same time, and the one who 
could ride him the longer time could declare his party the victor. 

To give something of an idea of the wonderful performances of 

these ponies, especially the expertness with which Tommy could 
throw a rider, I give some extracts, from.the press :— 

Last night.a large number of our leading citizens, by speciat invitation, were 
present at Prof. Magner’s exhibition on Champlain Street. 

ticularly good point, give him ap-. 

‘ 
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. The first exercise was performed with Blind Billy, a pony stone blind. He 
sat down as commanded, and walked upright on his hind legs several times around 
the ring. A handkerchief was thrown down in the ring, and the pony ordered by 

Kis master to find it. After walking around a few minutes, the pony came to a stand 

and seized the article in its mouth. Several other interesting tricks were performed 
by this blind pony, but the most laughable scene took place when the spotted wild 

horse, Tommy, was introduced. He presented every appearance of a wild steed, and 
ran restively about with distended nostrils and fiery eye, his mane bristling like the 

quills of a fretful porcupine, but at the approach of his master he became as tame as 

a lamb. Every one was invited td try their equestrian skill on Tommy, ang all who 

tried were thrown to the ground, tenderly, but in the twinkling of an eye.’ Mr. Mag: 

ner offered $100 to any one who would ride Tommy one mintte. Several tried, but 
none were rewarded with success. One, ambitious: gentleman. threw: off hat, coat, 

and vest, and said he “would be d——d if he did n't ride him.” “Tomthy was too 

Fi. 850.—Tommy in his Vicious Act—Chasing a Boy out of the Ring. 

much for him. He was thrown several times, and finally concluded that he had bet- 
ter let Tommy have his own way. — Cleveland Leader. 

FUN ON THE PARADE. 

The parade yesterday morning presented such a lively scene as has not heen 

witnessed for some time. The occasion was the exercise of some trained horses by 
Mr. Magner. Straw was plentifully strewn on the ground, and expectation was high 

while the arrangements were going on. A cordon of boys and men were arranged. 

a rope placed in their hands, and a ring formed around the straw, into which soon 
pranced the first animal. This one cut up all sorts of circus capers, the most notable 

and most heartily applauded feat being the dexterous unseating of a-small colored 
boy, who had the hardihood fo allow himself to be placed astride the animal. Next 
tame a totally blind animal, which performed miraculous antics at bidding. 

The last feature was the crowning one. JA spotted horse was led into the arena 

amid the plaudits of the vast assemblage present on the ground, and the Reform 

Club, which appeared en masse at the windows. After various gesticulations by -the 
“Yore, a challenge wag sent to the multitude for some one to mount. A large darkey 
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essayed the task; but no sooner had he pronounced himself “Ready,” than Spotty 

raised his hindermost legs, lowered his head, and 1. d. went careering through the 

air. ‘‘ Golly, boss! dat hoss can’t do dat again ';” and so up he went again, to be 

treated the same way, only more so. A fairer complexioned auditor then attempted 

it, but he was treated in like manner. In fact, it is quite impossible for any one to 

remain seated when that horse takes a notion to unseat. him. Thé prompt unseat- 

ing of these two worthies so amused the multitude that Mr. M. thought they had had 

fun enough for one day, and so announced the show over. 

His class in this city. was a large one, numbering over forty members, compris- 

ing our leading citizens, all of whom acknowledge the superiority of his system over 

those of other trainers who have visited this locality. 

Fira. 851.—Turco and Gifford, as Driven without Reins. 

His power over untamed horses is said to be marvelous;—Wew London (Conn. ) 
Hoening Gazette. 

A WONDERFUL PERFORMING BLIND HORSE. 

Among Prof. Magner’s fine troupe of horses is one that is blind. This beautiful 
pony —for he is beautiful — isa wonder. He seems to understand every word said 

to him, and will perform the most difficult feats with an ease and rapidity that is 

surprising. He will go to any part of the ring, find and bring ,a handkerchief, 

take it from his leg, or any part of his body, ga lame, go right or left, back, go ahead, 

sit down like a dog on either side, squeal like a Pig, roll over, walk and kick on his 

knees, put his ears back and forward, kiss, with ‘many other tricks, showing the 

greatest intelligence and most skillful training. 

He was not touched with a whip during the whole performance. The professor, 

simply stood at the center-pole, and talked to him as he’ would to a boy. He is, 

without doubt, the finest and most remarkable performing horse in the world.— 

Cleveland Leader, 

AN EXcITING INCIDENT. 

Mr. Magner’s tent is crowded daily to witness the performances of his wonder- 

ful ponies, and attend his lectures. 'One of these beautiful ponies, among other 

amusiug performances, will throw any one from his back. Yesterday, when Tommy 

was introduced, a crack circus-rider came forward to ride him for the reward of one 

hundred dollars. He stated that he came to Buffalo to get the money, as he could 
, 
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ride Tommy, or any other horse, as long as he pleased. At this turn in affairs a gen- 

eral stir was manifested, which culminated in the most intense excitement. It was 

proved that no ordinary man could ride'the cunning little fellow, as shown by his 
performances for weeks. But here was a trained athlete, that could turn a somer- 

sault on a horse bare-back without being thrown ; would it be possible to throw 
him? There were serious apprehensions that he couldnot. Mr. Magner stood silent 
& moment, with the reserve characteristic of him, contemplating the intruder, as if 

to say, “You may, perhaps, do it, but not if I can prevent it;” while the other stood | 
with folded arms, showing the most perfect confidence in himself. 

It was a scene worthy the brush of a painter, ‘The immense throng present 

were hushed into silence, waiting for the contest. A signal brought Tommy upon 

arun. The whip was passed around his nose quietly, when the athlete was invited 

to come forward, who, disdaining help, lightly bounded upon the pony’s back ; but 

before he had time to say Jack, Robinson, Tommy commenced a series of gyrations 

that would astonish an Indian, and sent his man fully six feet into the air. It was 

beautifully and grandly accomplished ; but would he, could he, do it again ? 

The trial was made, and, as before, the. pony went into the air with the quick- 

ness of lightning, and, after a little more prolonged effort, sent his man heavily to 

the ground. But the contest was not yef over. All the ‘desperation that pride and 

confidence could excite seemed to be now called ‘into the actions of the man for a 

final test. He mounted more carefully, and, ‘with a grasp of iron, awaited the onset. 

It soon came ; for Tommy, seeming to be now conscious of the task upon him, 

twisted and turned and jumped as if a demon, his. eyes flashing fire, until, with a 

tremendous ‘bound, he sent the man high ‘i in the air from his back, this time fully 

vanquished. It was a grand performance. Many, with feelings of intense admira- 

tion, crowded forward to caress the noble little fellow, while Mr. Magner seemed as 

proud of his pet as if he had won a kingdom. It was the finest and most exciting 

exhibition we ever witnessed. —Buffalo (N. Y.) Courier. 

DRIVING WITHOUT REINS. 

Thirty years ago driving a stallion without reins was regarded 
as one of the most interesting feats of training ever exhibited. That 
a spirited ‘horse, or a span of them,—stallions,—could ‘be driven, 

guided, and controlled by only a whip, seemed so remarkable that 
people came in crowds many miles to see it done. Yet it is one of 

the simplest feats of training, and one of the finest illustrations of 
the ease with which even horses of naturally bad temper can be 
made manageable when properly treated. I but refer to it hére, as 
the limited space at my disposal will not admit of giving the details 

of this feat of training. Those specially interested to learn it will 

find full pate? in my work, “Facts for Horse-Owners.” 



CHAPTER XV. 
——_+o0 

EQUESTRIANISM. 

i. a HAT there is no exercise to be compared with horseback-rid- 
PPV ee \ T ing is conceded by all well-read physicians, as well as by all la- 

dies'and gentlemen who have given it a test. One has only to 
look at a person returning from a ride on the saddle to see at once 

the beneficial result. -The tinge 
on the cheek, and ruddy glow 

on the whole face and neck, is 

a positive assurance of the fact. 
It will prove a sure cure for dys-- 
pepsia.in its worst form, if one 
will but persevere in the de- 
lightful recreation. But some 

one will say, ‘Oh, I cannot ride 

horseback ; it is too. violent an 
exercise.” And why? Simply 
because the attempt is made | 

without any knowledge of the 
art, if it may be so called. The 

fundamental principle of the art 
of learning to ride is to learn © 
one thing at a time, and learn 

to do that well, before attempt- 
ing-to do anything else. The 

first thing to learn is how to sit 
upon a horse. One should be-. 

come perfectly at home in a 
saddle upon a constantly mov- 

ing horse, so that whether it 

walks, trots, canters, shies, or jumps, he will either not lose, or will 
immediately regain, his position. The proper seat is a firm one in 
the saddle, with the legs below the knee free, and the body above 

the waist supple and pliable. Whatever movement the horse makes, 
whether to the right or left, or tipping backward or ferward, the 
hips must conform to it, while the legs from the knees pownward 

(2863 

‘Fie. 852. —Horseback-riding. 
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are free to obey the rider's will, and the upper part of the body re- 
tains its balance by accommodating. itself instinctively to every 
movement. If the upper part of the body be kept rigid, its effect 
will be to remove the hips from their‘place in the saddle. If, on the 

_ other hand, it be flexible, it will yield and sway with every move- 
ment, and will be left free to obey the motions of the saddle.. 

In Tommy’s act of throwing the boys, described in another 
chapter, whenever a boy or young man would sit in the saddle 
rigidly, with a firm grasp of the mane, no matter how strong or sup- 
‘ 

Fie. 353.—An Insecure Position, 

ple he might be, the pony would throw: him with: ere ease, and 
with the force of a bullet, from his back ;, but when a young man 
came in who would sit and balance himself. on the pony’s back as if 

with the greatest carelessness, harmonizing the motions of his body 
freely, with those of the pony in the attempt to throw him, it would 
frequently require the greatest effort to dislodge. the rider. 

The position assumed in the saddle should be with the weight 
of the body supported directly: under the hips, the spine curved _in- 
ward, and the head and chest thrown\backward.. We give two ilhis- 
trations from Leach, showing the insecure and the secure positions in 

riding. The rider in the first illustration exhibits the greatest cau- 
tion and timidity, with his body bent. forward, and his whole at- 

1 
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titude one of rigidity. The second illustrates the freedom with 
which the body may be managed when the seat is secure. When a 
landsman first goes to sea, he finds it extremely difficult to adapt 
himself to the motions of-the vessel, stumbling and falling like a 

child learning to walk; but with practice he soon gets what is 
tered his “sea legs.” The principle is the same in learning to ad- 

. just one’s self to the motions of the horse in riding. 

The learner should make no attempt to guide or manage his 
horse, nor even trouble himself how to mount and dismount. Let 

Fia. 354.—A Secure Seat. ; 

him get into the saddle, turn his toes inward, press his. knees 
against the saddle, but riot his calves, bringing the flat of the thighs 
in the largest contact with it. Curve the spine inward, and throw 
the shoulders back. Let the arms hang listlessly by the side. 
Holding mainly by the knees, shift the seat from side to side and 
from front to rear, with as little swaying as possible of the upper 
part of the body. Continue this practice, no matter how long it 
takes, until the seat is firm, and the learner can move in any direc- 
tion while keeping the spine curved inward. When the*rider has 
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accustomed himself to the slow ‘motion of a. walk, let the speed be 

* increased, until finally the horse is galloped with a long bridle-rein, 
under all his motions, and the rider feels comfortable and easy,‘and 
has learned to depend only on his thighs and the flexibility of the 
body to maintain his position. 

Having perfectly accustomed himself to the seat, the pupil may, 
now put his feet into the stirrups, and learn their use. They should. 
be used as a matter of comfort and convenience, as it is fatiguing to 
ride with the tegs dangling at the horse’s side. -In walking, a gentle 

Fie. 355.—Ideal Points of a Good Riding Horse. 

‘support of the stirrups keeps the body from swaying from side to 
side as the horse moves. In trotting,—when stirrups are almost in- 

dispensable,—they permit the horseman to.either “rise to the trot,” 
or to distribute the shock in “riding hard” between the feet, the 
seat, and the thighs, so that it is no longer a shock, but becomes a 
quick, easy movement. The stirrup-leathers should be so adjusted 
that the iron will just touch the bottom of the feet, giving them sup-'_ 
port without raising their position, while the inner part of the thighs, 

as far down as the knees, are pressing firmly and immovably against. 

the saddle, and the legs below the knees hanging vertically. 
In ordinary riding it is best to have the ball of the foot touch 

19 a : 
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‘the stirrups, as the play of the ankle-joint gives more elasticity to 
the support. But in galloping or leaping it is best to “drive the. . . 

feet home,” and carry the stirrups in the hollow of the foot. We 

consider the wooden stirrup in common_use in this country to be 
the safest and best. 

The main office of the stirrups is to rest the legs, while at the 

same time they assist in maintaining a proper position. But in case 
of any sudden start, the knees and thighs should be at once perform- 
ing their duty of grasping the saddle. They cannot do this if the 

‘Fie. 356.—A Good Model of Riding Horse.— 

weight is thrown too much upon the feet. It is also important to 
learn how to stand in the stirrups while the horse is in motion, turn- 

ing so as to look to the rear, to throw the weight first on one foot 
and then on the other, and to assume every possible position rapidly 

‘and easily ; for all this adds to security, freedom, and grace in the 

seat. , 

The following is the correct manner of mounting by the aid of 

the stirrups: First take the reins in your left hand just over the’ 
horse’s withers. Stand with your right side to the horse, not too 
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near, and put the left foot in the stirrup. Grasp the horse’s mane 
with the rein hand, the pommel of the saddle with the other, give a 
‘spring with the right foot, and vault into the saddle, throwing the 
leg back and over the horse. 

Now rest the balls of the 

feet in ‘the stirrup, and close 
the knees against the horse 

to keep a firm seat while #=—% 
trotting fast. 

It is impossible to ride 
really well on an average 

horse without a curb bit; 

but it is impossible to ride 
well on any horse unless the 

curb bit is properly made 

and adjusted. And no one 

can either ride with pleasure 

or become really a good 
horseman on a horse that is in constant pain from an ill-fitting bit. 

The beginner should use the reins of the snaffle only, grasping 

Fie. 857.—Position in Mounting. 

a rein in each hand at a length that will give him command of the 

horse. / The proper manner of holding the reins, is, however, in the 
left hand, the curb reins divided by the little finger, ‘the snaffle reins 

divided by ‘the middle finger, the ends of both sets carried up 
through the hand and secured 

by thé thumb, which should 
be uppermost, and pointed to - 
the ears of the horse. By 
bending the wrist to the right, 
so that the knuckles come 

uppermost, the horse ‘is 
turned to the right. By bend- 

.ing the wrist to the left, so 

that the finger-nails come up- 
permost, the horse will be. 
turned to the left. There 

-Fia. 359.—Ordinary Bit. 

should never be tension on the two bits at the same time. The 

horse should be ridden upon the curb; the snaffle should be used 

to fix the hight of the head, and occasionally to take the place of the 
_curb ‘to freshen the mouth. 

Particular attention should be given to having the saddle 
adapted to the size of the person who is to use it. If it is too large 
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for the rider, it will not only give him discomfort, bik will increase 
the difficulty of acquiring a seat. 

Invalids, or those not accustomed’ 

to horseback-riding, should select a 
horse that is gentle and fearless, easily 

managed, sure-footed,- and elastic in. 

action. A riding-horse should not be 
used in harness, as this soon destroys 

the elasticity and smoothness of action 
‘necessary for easy riding. Ifthe horse 
is at all vicious and unmanageable, 

he. should be subjected 'to such treat- 
‘ment (as explained‘ under that head) 
“ as will insure his entire docility and 

easy management.- This is particu- 

‘larly necessary before attempting to 
ride him in the street. 

Much of the foregoing instruction 
will apply to ladies learning to ride 

horseback. The lady should so sit upon the horse that her weight 
will fall perpendicularly to.the back of the horse, her face directly | 

to the front, her shoulders drawn back, and her elbows held to her 
sides. She will permit her body; from 

her hips upward, to bend with the 

motions of the horse, in order that 

she may preserve her balance. The 
right knee will hold the upright horn 
close in the bend of the knee. The 
left foot will be thrust into the stirrup 
to the ball of the foot, and the heel 
will, as a rule, be carried down, But 

when the heel is elevated, the upper 
part of the left knee should find sup- 
port in the side horn, and for that 

end the stirrup-leather should be 
given such a length as will permit 

this. A lady should never be mounted —_ yg. 361.—Ordinary Side-saddle. 

on a weak or stumbling horse. 
The reins are to be held in the left hand, as already described, 

and in a line with the elbow. The whip should be carried in the 

right hand, with the point toward the ground. It takes the place of 

the right leg of the man, and the horse should be trained to answer 

Fie, 360.—Holding the Reins. 

4 
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to its application in exactly the same way ¢ as to the pressure of the 
man’s leg. The horse should never be struck’ with the whip upon 

the head, neck, or shoulders, as such whipping will render him nerv- 
ous, and may cause him to swerve. 

It does not come within the limits of an abbreviated article of 

this character to give 
the details for the 
training of a horse to 
the different gaits and 
tricks of which. he is 
capable under the sad- 
dle, as there are a great 
variety of works im- 

parting this knowledge 
.. in full,which are easily 

‘vaccessible by those 

who desire it. With 
these’ suggestions, and 
sufficient practice, any’ 
one may enjoy this, the 
‘best of all modes of 
exercise. Ay ay) 

i Se t Goma . If people would gen- 

erally adopt horse- 
‘back-riding, they 
‘would starve out half 

, our doctors, and would 

live i in the, enjoyment of much better health than they now do. I 
will give here one of the many cases of restoration to health from 
this exercise ‘that -have come under my notice: A lady (whose 
name I will omit) came into my riding- park in a hack from her 

Sel 
Fig. 362. cor ealtion in the Saddle. 

- home about a mile distant. I arranged a stand so that she could 

step. upon it, and sit down in the saddle without any effort. I led 
_ the horse around at a walking pace for about twenty minutes, when 
she dismounted, quite exhausted, and was taken home. The next 
day she ¢ame again in the carriage, and took another short lesson, 
and so continued to do three or four times a week for about four 
months. During this time she gained in strength to such an extent 

that at the expiration of'the time she rode by car to Boston, a 

distance of twenty-five miles, did some shopping, thence to Cam- 

bridge to dine with. her mother, and ‘then returned home and rode 
ten miles on horseback. At the end of her ride she said to me:" 

/ 
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“JT feel no more fatigued than I did this morning when I started 

for Boston.” 
This is only one of the many cases that have come under my 

observation of regaining health from this exercise. Let every one 
have good practical training if possible, but get the exercise at all 

events, if you cannot have the training. 
In corroboration of what Mr. Robinson says on the beneficial 

effects of horseback-riding, I copy the following paragraphs from a 

— 
4 

Fig. '363.—A Good Position. 

valuable little work on “ Horseback- Riding from a Medical Stands 

point,” by Dr. Durant, of New York :— 

Horseback-riding, as we have seen, is one of the most energetic modifiers of the 

circulation ; it distributes the blood equally to every part of the capillary net-work, 

giving to each part its dug proportion, by maintaining a due tension in every part by 

equalizing the temperature ; it prevents equally anemia and hyperemia, and san- 

guineous stagnation, by the impulsion which it gives to the circulatory phenomena, 

and aids nutrition by the acceleration of the respiratory and digestive phenomena. 

It is by its effect upon the reactions of the blood to the nervous system that horse- 

back-riding produces such a happy influence. 
The effect of horseback-riding upon the functions of the system is especially re 

inarkable upon that of digestion. It stimulates the appetite, excites and perfects di- 

2 a 
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gestion, favors absorption —in fact, to use a trivial expression, ‘ tt makes the bits 

go down.” These are not the only results of the new energy imparted to the func- 

tions which we have studied, all of which concur in the accomplishment of this spe- 
cial one; it-exercises a special influence upon the muscular fiber of the coats 

of the stomach and the intestines. These viscera may be considered as fairly 

suspended in the abdominal- cavity, where they are barely held and limited in their 

movements by the folds of the peritoneum. Hach shock from the horse shakes 

them and makes them roll, as it were, upon each other, and causes the changes in the 

relations of the convolutions of the intestines. These shocks and knocks and rub- 

bings act ag a mechanical excitant upon the muscular fiber, which in consequence 

contracts with more energy, preserving, however, the peculiar character of the fiber- 

cells} that is, of contracting slowly and succegsively, the action of the fiber being in- 

creased and the peristaltic contractions acquiring more. power, there results from it 

amore intimate mixture of the juices and aliments in the stomach, a more perfect 

, chymification of the food, and a more prompt and complete absorption of matters al- 

ready digested ; and, lastly, all those which have as yet escaped the process are 

brought into the portions of the intestines where their metamorphosis is effected. 

re ann nunsne: 

Fie. 864.—An Ideal of the Family Horse. 



CHAPTER XVI. 

car BREEDING. 

NE of the primary points:.of success in any enterprise is to 
start right, and in no respect is this more true than in the 
breeding of horses. The law of like producing. like is inexor- 

able ; consequently, to raise good horses, good horses must be bred 

‘from. Many farmers who are keenly alive to other interests, are 

Fra. 365.—Arabian Mare and Colt. 

singularly thoughtless and imprudent in this. If a mare is broken 
down, and unfit for labor, no matter how coarse or badly formed she 
is, or what the.evidence of constitutional unsoundness, she is usu- 

ally reserved to breed from. | 
On the same principle, no matter how coarse the stallion, if he 

is fat and sleek, and if his use can be obtained cheap, he is selected 
(296) ° 
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for the same purpose. The most ignorant farmer is particular to 

select the largest and soundest potatoes, the . best quality of oats, 

wheat, etc., for seed, because he has learned that this is true econ- 
omy; yet theré is the utmost disregard of this law of prudence in 

the breeding of horses and farm-stock in general. This sort of 
economy is like paying a quarter for a puienen and giving a dollar 

to get it carried home. 
It costs just as much to raise a poor, coarse-blooded colt, as a 

fine-blooded one. ‘The cost of feeding and care is really the same, 
the only. difference being in the use of the horse. The first will. 
possibly sell, when ‘five years old and trained to. harness, for from 
a hundred to a hundred and fifty dollars. The other is worth from 
two hundred to a thousand, and possibly more. The first, will 

scarcely sell for the cost of feeding and cdre. The second insures a 
large profit, and this for a little additional. first cost. The fact is, 
breeding from poor, unsound horses is so much a detriment, that it 
would be a damage to any one to be compelled to breed from such 

stock, if given for the purpose. ar 
In Russia, Prussia, and Austria, the breeding of horses is ‘con- 

trolled by the government, each one having large. breeding estab-. 
lishments, where those wishing, can procure sound stallions, devoid 

of all hereditary diseases... Each stallion is furnished with a certifi- 
cate from-the government. No other stallions are allowed to serve 

mares, under a‘penalty. -The result is that you will scarcely find an 
unsound horse, except from accidents, etc. Hereditary diseases, 

such as ‘ophthalmia, roaring, rupture, spavin, ringbone, curby hock, 

spongy feet, etc., are scarcely known. It would be a source of. un- 
doubted economy and benefit to the breeders, if the legislature of 
each State would enact such laws,’ ‘by appointing competent inspec- 

tors to grant licenses to those'free\ from blemish or hereditary dis- 
eases or unsoundness. " ' 

- A few years’ breeding, under such restrictions, would materially 
increase the value of horses in each State, and thus be a real bless- 

‘ing to owners and the country. ' 

In selecting a stallion, first look carefully at his head: The nos- 
trils should be’ large and well defined ; eyes full, bright, and clear, | 
and good breadth between them ; the ears lively, rather short and’ 
tapering, and the head high between the ears. Next, see that the 
throat shows no enlargement of the glands, indicating a tendency 
toward a whistler or roarer. T,he shoulder should be oblique,: strong, 
-and high, the fore leg not tied in under the knee, for such are liable 
to spring. 
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The feet should be of good size, and of sufficient depth to give 

strength to the quarters. Spongy and flat feet should be rejected. 

The loin should be strong, the back well coupled, quarters broad 

from point to point of hips, and running nearly. straight out to the 
root of the tail. The stifle should stand low and well out; hocks. 

strong and broad; no puffs or windgalls, as these indicate weak- 

ness. : 
As a colt from such a horse may at an early age show indica- 

tions of blood spavin and thoroughpin, look at the inside of the 
hock for an enlargement at the point of what is called a jack spavin 

orcurb. Next, see that there is no enlargement at the edge of the 
hoof, known as ringbone. Weak eyes, blindness, poll-evil, fistula of 
withers, or in fact any unsoundness, should be sufficient cause for 
rejecting a stallion. I need not enlarge-upon the fact that the mare 
should be selected with the same care. 

The reader will be aided in the study of disposition, bodily 
form, and the general characteristics of good and bad animals, by 
reference to the illustrations already given, and especially those in 
the following chapter. These will enable the: mind to grasp these 
points better than it would be possible to do by the most extended 

verbal descriptigns. i 
The following from a leading writer on selection is so much to 

tiie point that I cannot do better than to copy it :— 

‘To-be successful in breeding, special attention should be given 

to the particular variety of horse required. If heavy draught 
horses, or even trotting roadsters, or ponies, are required, both the 
sire and the dam should be: selected with special reference to these 
points. Desired effects can in a great measure be produced by 
proper crossings. If the mare is light-boned, or defective in this or 
in any other respect, select a horse that possesses the contrast of 

greater strength. But to insure certainty of what is wanted, the 
thare and horse should be as near the type of what is desired as pos- 
sible, though not related. Disposition should be an important con- 
‘sideration, as its inheritance will be as certain as that of physical 
qualities. ; 

CARE OF THE MARE. 

The mare is said to be with foal eleven months, or three hun- 

dred days; but it is not uncommon for mares to have fully devel- 
oped foals in much-less time, and in many instances mares Have 
-been known to go four or five weeks beyond this time. Time should 

be so arranged in putting mares, that the colts will come at a time 
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when there is some ‘grass, as the mare will.do better not to be con- 

fined to dry feed. 

‘The virgin mare, or one that ‘has not had a colt for one season,. 

must be put when she is found in season.’ The mare that has had a 

colt will be found in season, and should be put on the eighth or 

ninth day after foaling ; some prefer the eighth, others the eleventh. 
Good judges claim that it is dangerous to go beyond the tenth, as 

the mare is apt to come off her heat soon after, and if allowed to 

., go to a later period, the sucking of the colt.is likely, to reduce the 

mare too much to allow conception to take place, and, thus a year’s 

service of the breeder is lost. 

After putting a mare, the days for trial are the ninth after serv- 

ice, the seventh after this, the fifth after this. again.’ Some commence 

again, commencing with the ninth day, and follow up as before, 

making forty-two days. Twenty-one days being the period elaps- 

ing between a mare’s going out of heat, and coming in again, mak- 

ing ‘her: ‘periodical term thirty days. AMegey one! days is claimed 

to be sufficient to prove a mare. 
. Reference is made elsewhere in this work to the importance of 
protecting the breeding mare from excitement, abuse, etc. Especial 
care should be exercised in this matter, as fright, exposure to bad 

weather, improper feeding, or any influence that would. seriously 

disturb the normal condition of the nervous system; will have its 

‘certain effect upon the colt, often to the great loss of the owner. 
The mare and-colt should be well fed, and protected from 

storms. The theory of working a mare ‘hard, and half starving the 

colt, is the poorest kind of economy, since the mare needs generous 

feed and rest,'to renew her strength and make her milk, by which 

‘of coursé the colt is nourished and made to grow. When size and 

strength will.indicate that it is time to wean, which is usually i in five 

or ‘six months, put the colt in a quiet pasture, away from the mare, 

where it ‘should be closely looked after.. A little oats (better if 

bruised) should be given daily. 

The conclusion of careful breeders is, that it is much better for 

_ a colt to run in pasture than to be confined in a stable. If the 

colt is intended for farm use, castration may be performed when six 

months old; if, however, the withers ‘are light, it should be post- 

poned until the head and neck fill up to the degree required, and 

this may require from one to two years, or even more. If the head 

is large and‘ heavy, early castration is advisable. Colts should be 

generously fed, and protected from the inclemency of the weather 

in winter. They should be treated gently ; may be broken a to 
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harness, if treated gently and with care. This, however, is hazard- 
ous, as there is danger of over-driving young colts if they are driven 
at all. Many seem to take pride in trials to which they subject two 
or three-year-old colts. It is not what they can do, but what they 
ought to be required todo. 

Fig.2866.—An Arabian Horse. 



CHAPTER XVII. 

STABLING. 

HE stable should be built on a dry, airy location, facing the 
Tt south when possible. | It should be warm, well ventilated and 

lighted, and so constructed as‘ to prevent the exposure of the 

horse to sudden changes of temperature. The stall should be suffi- 

Fia. 367, —As a lines Usually Stands while Resting fa a Field. 
Bie y ay 

ciently large to allow, the horse to turn around or lie dow with con- 
veniences for feeding. The width should not be less than six feet, 

but when practicable it would be better to allow each horse ten-or 
twelve feet, to admit of.a reasonable degree of exercise. This is not 

--merely a great convenience to the horse, but it has considerable i in- 

fluence in preventing swelled legs, getting cast, etc. Iti is also im- 

portant in that it permits a safer approach to a doubtful or vicious 

horse. It is the common custom to, make the floor inclining back- 

ward, but this practice is unnatural, as shown by the fact that the 
horse, when left to choose his own position in a field, will almost in- 

clon stand with his fore feet the lowest. ‘(See illustration.) 
/The floor should be level; and to permit this, and at the same 

(801) 
Pay 
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time keep it dry, it should be constructed as follows: Incline the 
floor backward about two inches, making it water-tight, with an’ 
opening or drain at the back end for the water to pass off. Arrange 
upon this an extra floor of slats about an inch to an inch and a 
quarter thick, and five eighths to three fourths of an inch apart- 

The back ends should be two inches thicker than the front, to com- 
pensate for the slope of the floor underneath, and thus give a level 
surface for the animal to stand upon, while the water can pass be- 
tween the slats and drain off. This upper floor 'should be made in 
two parts, so as to open from the center upward, and stand upon 
edge while the lower floor is washed or cleansed as desired. This is 
the method of construction in one of the most perfect stables in the 

Fie. 368. —The Accepted Method in General Use. 

One of the most serious Sbjections to stables as they are usually’ 

country, to. an examina- 

tion of which the author 
is indebted for the idea. 
The door should be 

large, with an extra one 
of slats, which can be used 

during warm weather ex- 
clusively for light and 
ventilation. It would also 
be well to have screens or 
mosquito-netting over 

‘the door and windows, to 

protect the horse from 
flies,—a great annoyance 
to sensitive animals. 

constructed throughout the country, is the lack-of proper ventilation. 

Usually they are nothing but close boxes, and entirely too small.for 

the number of horses kept in them. The doors and windows are 
closed, and the bedding, saturated with ammonia, is tucked away 
under the manger. If there is an upper flooring, it is made the re- 
ceptacle for hay,-so that it not only obstructs any possible ventila- 

tion through the stable, but. by becoming impregnated with the 

poisoned air below, it is rendered unfit for food. Any one going. 

into such a stable, especially during warm weather, will have the 
eyes immediately affected by the escape of ammonia, which, with 
the contamination of the air, caused by being breathed over and over, 

makes it even sickening to breathe any length of time. 
It is evident that to supply the wear and tear of bodily'struct- 

ure, the food must not only be good, but of sufficient quantity to 

aie 
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supply nourishment to the body. Now,,a horse can live days, and 
even weeks, without food, while he cannot live five minutes without 

air. : . 

It is needless to enter into details as to the quantity of air a 

horse breathes in any given time, as every intelligent reader has‘a 

good idea‘of this; but the fact that’a horse will quickly die when 

depriyed of air-is not so forcibly impressed upon the mind. Now, it 
is evident that if the blood is not oxygenated by means of pure air’ 

passing to the lungs, the system will soon be poisoned ; thus it is 
seen how necessary it is that there should be plenty of air in the 

stable, and as pure and free from contamination as possible. If it 
becomes impure in consequence of there being too many horses in 

the stable, and also loaded with ammonia from the bedding, it can- 
not properly purify the 

blood or carry away 
through the proper chan- 

nels the broken-down, 
. worn-out particles of mat- 

ter, and thus permit a 
proper nutrition of the 

body. Instead of this, all 
the.various conditions of 

disease are engendered. 
This is particularly notice- 
able as the source of oph- 
thalmia, grease, glandular 
swellings,etc. Now, if pure 

air were obtained only at Fic. 369.—Objectionable Method of Tying. 
a great expense, it might. 

be a reasonable excuse for not furnishing it in necessary abundance ; 

but the fact that it is obtainable in all cases with a very little trouble 

and care, renders: this neglect little less'than a crime, for which 

there should be no excuse or apology. . 

An abundance of ventilation in stables may be supplied in vari- 

ous ways, but the simplest and best is substantially as follows: A 

-chimney or opening ‘through the ceiling may be made in the form of 

a dome or cupola. The top should be roofed over, and have lateral 

openings by means of weather-boards. The most convenient or 

comfortable stable the writer has ever seen had such a ventilator, 

which was so regulated that it could be partly or wholly closed, as 

desired. This was accomplished by means of two cords attached to 

opposite edges of a revolving door, and adjusted in the lower part 

AG lll ie 
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of this opening or chimney. Another special convenience was a 
contrivance for obtaining and measuring grain to be fed, which was 
so ingenious that I give a description of it: The grain was con- 

ducted from the loft to the feeding-floor by a spout in which were 

two slides. Pulling out one of these slides a few inches permitted 
the escape of two quarts, and the other one of four quarts, of grain, 
which was deposited in a drawer beneath. In the bottom of the 
drawer was a screw, with a handle projecting from. the side of the 

spout. Moving this handle right and left a few times shook the 
bottom like a sieve, and thus removed all the dust and dirt, leaving 
the grain clean, fresh, and ready for use. 

I have found two features about the stables as usually con- 

structed through the country, which are so faulty that I would urge 
the necessity of having 
them corrected. First, in 

the construction of man- 
gers and racks. The man- 
ger, an open trough, is 

usually so high that a. 

horse of medium ‘hight 
can barely reach over and 

put his nose to the bot- 
tom. Extending over this 
‘manger is a rack so high 

that the horse can scarce- 
ly reach the hay from it. 
There is usually more hay 

; packed into this than the 

horse can eat at one time, so it is suffered to remain there until it 

becomes stale and sour from the horse’s breathing upon it, and the 

exhalations from the bedding, which ‘is usually packed during the 

‘ day under the manger. When the ‘horse reaches for the hay, the 

, dust and dirt which have accumulated are thrown over his head 

‘and eyes. In the first place, the horse does not like to eat such 

trash ; second, it is difficult for him to reach it ; third, he is liable to 

be annoyed, if not injured, by the hay and a filtering into his 

eyes and mane. 
The nearer the horse is made to feed in the stall as he does in 

the field, the better. But if compelled to eat grain from the ground, 

there would be waste. To avoid this, a receptacle must be provided 

in a corner about on a level with the shoulder, from which to eat 

grain ; but the hay should be measured and put ina corner on the 

Fra. 870. —Rack too High. 
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ground, where it can be easily reached. _If there is not too much 

- given, the horse will eat it clean. 
The importance of this is now so well understood that all first- 

class horses are fed in this way. For the ordinary work horse, or for 
country stables, a simple low rack or manger, one side made into.a 
box or receptacle for the grain, and the other part for hay, is all that 

is necessary. If two horses are kept together, the stall should be 
about twelve feet wide, with grain-boxes at the right and left, and 
the. manger for hay in the center. Horses accustomed to work- 
ing together will always agree when kept in the same stall, 

especially when they have separate mangers, and are prevented 
Ly their halters from interfering with each other’ s grain. The 

MANE 
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Fie. 871. —The Accepted Form of Single Stalls. 

mangers and racks should be on a level, and about three feet 
and four inches from the ground. The manger should not be 

- less than sixteen or eighteen inehes deep; eighteen inches ‘from — 

front to back, and twenty or twenty-two inches’ in length. For ore 

horse, the rack should be about four, feet in length. The advantage 
of such a manger and rack is, that all the hay that is put into it will — 

be eatenclean. There will be less danger than by. the common high 
rack of putting more hay before the horse than he will eat at the 

time, and thus his mussing and spoiling it will be prevented. It will 

entirely obviate the objection of dust and seeds falling upon his head 

and into his eyes, or of pulling the hay out and wasting it under his 

feet. 
Some horses are inclined to throw their hay out with their 

20 a 
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noses. This can be effectually prevented by nailing two or three 
bars across the upper part of the crib from the back to the front. 

The hitching ring should be on the off or farther side, to prevent the 
strap from being’caught by the foot. If the horse isa greedy eater, 

and disposed to throw the grain out of the box, it can be prevented 
by putting a few round cobbles in the bottom, thus compelling him 

to take his grain slowly. ‘The division between the stalls should al- 
ways be high enough to prevent the horses from interfering with 

each other. If windows are near, they should be so high as to pre- 
vent any current of air from striking directly. 
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CHAPTER XVIII 
00 

FEEDING AND /WATERING.* 

AY, corn-fodder, oats, and corn constitute the principal food 

H of horses in this country; hay and oats in the Northern 
+ States, fodder and corn in the South. The food should be of 

the quality and quantity to impart strength, vitality, and elasticity ; 

and this requires some, discrimination and care, as the food should 

be harmonized both to the condition of the horse and the severity: 
of the labor to which he is subjected. Asa rule, the stomach should 
not be distended with food when’ prolonged, energetic effort is re- 
quired. This is to be especially guarded against in the feeding of | 

hay. Greedy eaters can and often will eat so much hay as to unfit 

themselves for active labor, and it usually: results in heaves or 

broken wind. Heaves are always found in the teamsters’ or carters’ 
stables where there is no care in feeding. This disease is never 

found among racing horses, from the fact that the utmost care is 

used in selecting the food and feeding in small quantities, or in 
adapting it more perfectly to the wants of, the system. 

It has been demonstrated beyond doubt that the reason horses 

improve ‘so much in wind by eating prairie hay is,that it is so coarse 

that they cannot eat it fast enough to overload the stomach. The 
quantity of hay should be carefully regulated, and never as much 
given as the horse will eat if at all voracious. The majority of owners 

pack a large rack full, either allowing liberty to eat too much, or 
making it unpalatable and. unhealthful by being breathed upon. 
_From eight to ten pounds is about the average quantity for am or- 

dinary roadster, to be allowed in twenty-four hours, more or less, 

according to the size, the kind of work, and the quantity of grain 
given. Dusty or moldy. hay should never be fed, as it is liable 
to produce various forms of disease. 

The food should be clean, and perfect i in quality. . Hay is most 
perfect when it is about a year old. Horses would perhaps prefet 

it earlier, but it is neither so wholesome nor so nutritious, and may 

*The main points of this paper were. dictated by Dr. Summerville, of Buffalo, N. Y., to the 
writer while studying with him. , 

t ‘ (807) 
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Cause purging. When it is a year old, it should’ retain much of its 
green color and agreeable smell.* Blades of corn pulled and 
cured in the summer are unquestionably much better than hay. I 
should certainly prefer this kind of fodder to any kind of hay, for 
‘fine horses. It is strange that it is not prized more highly in the 
North. 

Oats make more muscle than corn; corn makes fat and 

-warmth. Hence, the colder the weather, the more corn may be 

given, and the harder the work, the more oats. Oats should be 
a year old, heavy, dry, and sweet. New oats will weigh from ten 
to fifteen per cent more than old ones; but the difference is princi- 

pally water. New oats are said to be more difficult to digest, and 
when eaten in considerable quantity are apt to cause flatulency or 

colic, and ‘derangement of the stomach or bowels. The same may. 
be said of corn. If not sound and dry, it may be regarded even 
much more dangerous than oats, and should not be fed. | Doing so 

will be at the hazard of the consequences above prentiened.. 
The quantity of oats, given daily may vary from eight to six- 

teen quarts. If the horse is large, and the work is severe, a little 
more may-be given. Corn should be fed in the ear, and like oats 
must be regulated in quantity to the size and labor of the animal ; 
from five to twelve good-sized ears are a feed. I give a larger pro- 
portion of feed at night, ‘and less in the morning and at noon. There 
‘is ample time for digestion ‘during the night. There is not during. 

the day, ifthe labor is severe. Experience proves that some mildly 
cooling laxative food should be occasionally'given. A. bran mash, 

made: by pouring boiling water on eight or ten quarts of wheat bran, 
covered over until cool and fed at'night, from one to three times a 
week, is the finest and: best.. 

Carrots are a good laxative and alterative before frost, but are 
too cold and constipating during cold weather. They may be fed 
‘in October, November, and December, but in the Northern States 

not later. 

I feed Irish potatoes, from one to three quarts, with. the usual 
quantity of grain, from two to three or four times a week, and would 
recommend their use. Feeding a small quantity of roots and giving 

bran mashes keep the bowels open and the system in a healthy, 

condition. Without them constipation is probable, and this is one 
of the primary causes of diarrhea, colic, or inflammation of the bow- 

*In packing or stacking hay, salt should be slightly sprinkled through it so as to destroy {n- 

sects. It seo aids in preserving it bright, and makes it more pasate and healthful for the 

horse, 
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els. If it is desired to make a horse fat in a short time, feed corn- 
meal and shorts, with cut straw, to which add a pint of cheap mo- 
lasses. Nothing like this for recruiting and filling up a horse that is. 
out of sorts or poor. ee 

If the horse is exhausted, or when sufficient time cannot .be 

"allowed for him to eat and partially digest a full meal, he may be 
greatly refreshed by a draught of warm gruel, or, in summer, of cold 
water containing a small quantity of meal. 

COOKING THE Foop. 

My attention was some time ago called to the advantage of 

cooking feed for horses. Those who have given the most | careful : 

study to the principles and best methods of alimentation, state, first, 
that well-crushed grain is not only more readily, masticated, but 

more easily digested ; second, that cooking the feed enables the ani- 
mal to assimilate a far larger percentage of the nutrition than from. 

the same amount of grain fed in its raw staté. The amount of grain 
is claimed. to be from 20 to 30 per cent. According to report, the 

Germans have long used cooked feed for their army horses, and 
found it to excel all other kinds of feed in giving greater, strength 

to the horse, and increasing his’ power of endurance. It is also 
claimed by the most successful stock-breeders in England and on 

the Continent, that horses and cattle. thrive better, and are far 
healthier, when fed on cooked feed than when fed on any kind of 

raw feed. 
I copy from a circular published by the Cnicage Steam Cooking 

Feed Company, some of the advantages of cooked feed for horses:— 

1. Many horses are so voracious and eat so rapidly, that they do not properly 

masticate their feed, and, in other cases, the grain is too hard to be properly masti- 

cated. 

2. Iti is estimated that wines than one half of the diseases which afflict horses, 

are induced by the use of uncooked feed, and its bad effects upon the digestive ap- 
paratus. 

8. The hard, flinty covering of raw grain can neither be properly ground by the 

teeth, nor is it soluble-in the stomach, and most of it passes arom the preniagiin mn- 

digested. 

4, All energy expended in attempts to assimilate certain parts of raw feed, is 
just so much waste and positive loss. . 

Among the advantages of using properly cooked feed ie do- 

mestic animals are the following :— 

i. Cooked and ground feed is much more palatable for the animal, and is very 

easily masticated. 

2. The hard, dry covering of grain, when it has been steamed and. ground, be- 

f 
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comes as nutritious as any part of the grain, and adds just so much to its food prop- 

erties. 
8. The entire grain-is digested and no portion of it wasted; nor is there any 

loss in the efforts of the stomach to do the work of the cook and the grist-mill. 

4. The loss in feeding raw grain is changed to gain in the cooked feed, a smaller 

quantity of the cooked grain giving a larger proportion of animal strength. 

5. The primary cause of much illness and derangement of digestion in ani- 

mals is removed by the use of properly cooked feed. 

It seems to the writer that cooked feed is especially important 
to horses having weak digestion, and for old, enfeebled horses. 

When a horse, is “off his feed,” by. overeating or want of 

proper exercise, the better way is to reduce his usual quantity of 

grain one half for three or four days or a week, when he will eat 

again as well as ever. | 

There give Mr. Bonner’s system of feeding :— 

In the morning; at five o’clock in summer and six o’clock in winter, each 

horse is given two quarts of oats. At nine 6’clock two quarts more are given, and: 

the same quantity is given.again at one o’clock. Before feeding, each horse is given 

all the water he will take, unless he is to be driven, in which case the allowance is 

cut short a little. At five o’clock in the afternoon the allowance of hay is given, 

usually about ten pounds to each horse ; and none is given at any other time during 

the twenty-four hours. At nine in the evening each horse is given a warm supper, 

prepared as follows: For ten horses twenty quarts of oats are put into a large ket- 

tle and boiled, after which is added about the same quantity of wheat bran by meas- 

urement, with the proportion-of a teaspoonful of: salt to each horse. The whole is 
thoroughly mixed, and, when sufficiently cool, each is given his share. If not 

driven, each horse is walked from half an hour to an hour daily, and the greatest 

care is taken not to expose them needlessly for a moment without blankets. 

The following i is the routine pursued with Déeters — 

At six every morning, Dexter has all the water he wants, and 

two quarts of oats. After eating, he is “ walked ” for half an hour or 

more, then cleaned off, and at nine has two quarts more of oats. If 

no drive is on the card for afternoon, he is given a half to three 

quarters of an hour of gentle exercise. At one o’clock he has his 

oats again, as before, limited to two quarts. 
From three to four he is driven from twelve to fifteen miles; 

after which he is cleaned off and rubbed thoroughly dry.’ 
He has a bare swallow of -water, on returning from the drive, 

but is allowed free access to his only feed of hay, of which he con- 

sumes from five to six pounds. 
If the drive has been a particularly sharp-one, he is treated, as 

‘soon as he gets in, to a quart of oatmeal gruel; and when thor- 

oughly cool, has half a pail of water and three quarts of oats, with 
‘two quarts of bran moistened with hot water. 
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Before any specially hard .day’s work or trial of his speed, his al- 
lowance of water is still more reduced. ' 

| Itis a very bad practice, and one that should never on any con- 

dition be permitted, for grooms or teamsters to give any kind of 

medicine, either for tonic or diuretic purposes. Many a fine horse’ 
’ is completely ruined by ignorant grooms and owners, who think 

they can help nature by giving niter and other strong medicines; 
that are never admissible except in certain emergencies, and then. 
should be given only very cautiously. ~ 

I am satisfied that many veterinary practitioners give not only 

too much but too strong medicine, which; though of apparent ad- 

vantage for. ‘the present, must ultimately result in serious harm to 

the health of the horse. Clean, good feed properly prepared, and 

given in quantities according to the needs of the animal, is safer and 

better than to be giving medicine for every little change of .condi- 

tion. 
If the horse is out of sorts, overfed in proportion to his work, 

becomes dainty, or the depurative processes are obstructed by the 
feeding of too much or of too highly concentrated feed, let up on 

the grain, and feed more bran mashes or green food. 

Old horses that are not feeding well, or are running down with- 

out apparent cause, should have the teeth carefully examined (see 
article on the “The Teeth”), as sometimes the horse cannot grind his 
feed. The simplest way of making an examination, is to catch the 

tongue, and, with the hand closed, let its under part rest upon the 
lower jaw, with the end of the thumb forced upward against the 
roof of the mouth. - (See illustration of giving ball.) This will com- 

pel the horse to keep his mouth open, so as to enable looking into it 
or passing the hand far enough back to examine the teeth. If they. 
are found to be the cause of the trouble, they should be filed down, 

as directed under that head. : : 

WATERING. 

If a large quantity of cold water is taken into the stomach while 
the system is agitated, by the circulation being so increased as to 
open the pores of the skin freely, it is liable to chill the stomach and 

close the pores of the. skin, and thus excite sonie one of the com- 

mon alimentary derangements, as colic or inflammation of the bow- 

els, etc. Hard water, especially cold well water, is more liable to 

cause mischief in this way than soft water. Hard water will affect. 

some horses so much as to almost immediately cause the hair to look 

rough or staring, and derange the appetite. Horses that are raised 
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and worked in a country where the water is strongly impregnated 
with lime, are troubled with intestinal calculi ; zt. ¢., stone in the 

bladder. Hence soft water should be given, if convenient; but if 
well-water be given, especially during warm weather, it should-cither 

have the chill taken off or be given very sparingly. 
The best time to water a horse is about half an hour before 

feeding. While driving, the rule should be, little and often. None, 
or only a swallow or two, should be given at the close of a drive, 
until cool. If very warm, the horse should be walked moderately 

where there is not a current of air to strike him, from ten to thirty 

minutes. If any danger is then apprehended, the chill’ should be 
taken off the water if very cold, and given sparingly, or only a few 
swallows at atime. The common custom is‘to give about a half 
bucketful. The safer. course would be to give less and repeat. 

The rule for’ ordinary use should be, to give a small quantity’. . 
often during the day, and let the animal pursue his j journey or labor 

‘immediately after. If allowed to stand, the system is liable to be 
chilled, and the absorbents closed, which is the common cause of 
laminitis or founder, although this disease may not develop itself 

until twelve or twenty-four hours afterward... Any cause which will 
chill the horse— either cold winds or cold water—- willbe almost 

sure to produce this disease. ) 



CHAPTER XIX, 
—~0e——— 

HOW TO TELL THE AGE. 

T is sometimes very important to be able to determine the age of 
I a horse ; and as this is indicated! most surely by the teeth, I have 

had made, under my special supervision, a large proportion of. 

the illustrations here given, which will be found the fullest and most 
‘ 

* Fria. '372.—The Teeth. 

- complete published in this country. I encountered very serious dif- 

ficulties in obtaining these illustrations, as I found it next to impos- 

'! sible to give the artist an idea of the changes occurring in the teeth 

and form of the jaw with age, but they are as accurate as I could se- 

: cure. Ihave tried also to make 
the description so simple as to 
enable any ordinary person to 

determine the age of horses 
with considerable accuracy, or 
so nearly as to prevent' being 
seriously imposed upon. In 
doing this, I have not hesitated 
to appropriate the language o 

others when adapted to my 
Fra. 373.—One : 

Week Old. purpose. Fia, 374.—Six Weeks, 
At first the jaw is small, and 

. to accommodate the position, temporary, or what is termed milk 

! teeth, are grown; these are succeeded by permanent teeth, as the 
jaws become larger and stronger. As the front teeth, or nippers, 
only are usually studied toynote the changes which determine the. 

(818) 
a 
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age of a horse up to eight years, I will try to give such an explana- 
tion of them as will serve to aid the general reader in catching the, 

_ points of these changes most clearly. 
When the colt is one week old, the two 

hr, : central nippers are grown about as represented 

in Fig. 373. In from five to six weeks, another 

incisor will appear on either side of the two 
first, and the mouth will appear something like 
Fig. 874. At two months they will have 
reached their natural level, and between the 
second’ and third months the» ‘second | pair will 
have overtaken them. They will then begin 

to wear away a little; and the outer edge, which was at first 
somewhat raised and sharp, is brought to a level with the inner one; 
and so the mouth continues until some 
time between the sixth and ninth months, 

when another nipper begins to appear on 
each side of the two first, making six 
above and below, and completing the 
colt’s mouth; after which the only ob- 

servable difference, until between the sec- 
ond and third years, is in the wear of 
these teeth. 

‘The teeth are covered with a polished, 
hard substance, called enamel, It spreads Fis.’ 876. renin Months. 

over that. -portion of the teeth which ap- 
pears above the gum; and not only so, but as they are to be so 

much employed 1 in nipping the grass, and gathering up the animal’s 

food (and in such employment even this 

_ hard substance must be gradually worn 
\ “ away), a portion of it, as it passes over 
the upper surface of the teeth, is bent in- 
‘ward and sunk into the body of the teeth, 
and forms a little pit in them. The inside 

and bottom. of this pit being blackened by 
the food, constitutes the mark of the teeth, 
by. the gradual disappearance of which, in 
consequence of the wearing down of the 
edges, we are eushled: for several years to 

determine the age of the horse. 
The colt’s nipping-teeth are rounded in front, somewhat hollow 

toward the mouth, and present at first a cutting surface, with the 

Fie. 875.—One Year Old. 

Fic. 377.—Two Years. 

i 
* 
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outer edge rising in a slanting direction, above the inner edge. This, 
hawever, soon begins to wear down, until both surfaces are level,. 

and the mark, which was originally long and narrow, becomes 
shorter, and wider, and fainter. At 

six months the four nippers are 

beginning to wear toa level. Fig. 

375 will convey a good idea of the 
appearance of the teeth at twelve 

months. The four middle teeth 
are almost ‘level, and the corner 
ones becoming so. The mark in 

the two. middle teeth is wide and 

faint; in the two next teeth it is 

darker, and longer, and nartower ; : 

and in the corner teeth it is dark- 
est, and longest, and narrowest. At the age of one year and a half, 

the mark in the central nippers will be much shorter and fainter ; 
that’ in the other two pairs will have undergone considerable change, 

and all the nippers will be flat. At two years this will be more 
plainly marked. Fig.’377 is intended to show the appearance of 

the-mouth at this stage. 

_ Fig. 378 is-intended to show. the appearance of the mouth at 
two,.and a half to three years old. 

The next is intended to show Jt at 

three and a half years old. The-two 
central permanent teeth are growing 

down, and are larger than the others, 4 

with two grooves in the outer con- 

vex surface, and the mark is long, 

narrow, deep, and black. ‘Not hav- 
ing yet attained their full growth, 

they are lower than the others. The 
mark in the two next nippers is 

nearly worn out, and is wearing away 

in the corner nippers. . 

Between three and a half and four Fra. 379.—About Three and One 
" years the central nippers have at- sii 

tained to nearly their full growth, and the ‘second pair will have 
so far displaced the temporary teeth as to. appear through the gums, 
while the corner ones will be diminished in breadth, worn down, and 
the mark become small and faint. 

At four years the central nippers will be fully developed ; the 

Fic. 378.—From Two and One Half 

to Three Years. 
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sharp edge somewhat worn off, and the mark shorter, wider, and 

fainter. The next pair will be up, but they wilf be small, with the 

mark deep, and extending quite across them. 

Half Years. Fre. 381.—At Four Years. 

At four years and a half, or between that and 

five, the corner nippers are shed, and the perma- 
nent ones begin to appear, something like Fig. 380 

The central nippers are considerably worn, and 
the next pair are commencing to show the marks. 
of usage. The tush has now protruded, and is 

fully a half inch in hight; externally it has a 
rounded prominence, with a groove or hollow in 

the inside. hi “= a 

_ At five years the horse’s mouth is almost per- 

fect. The corner nippers are quite up, with a 
long, deep, irregular mark on the inside, and the. 

other nippers are showing the effects of increased 

wear. The tush is much grown, the grooves on 

the inside have almost or quite disappeared, and 
the outer surface is regularly convex. It is still as concave within, 

and the edge nearly as sharp as it was six months before. 
’' At six years the mark on the central nippers is: worn out. 

In the next pair the mark is shorter, broader, and fainter; and in 

the corner teeth the edges of the enamel are more regular, and the 
surface is evidently worn. The tush has attained its full growth, 

being nearly or quite an inch in length; convex outward, concave 
within ; tending to a point, and the extremity somewhat curved. 

The horse may now be said to have a perfect mouth, as all the teeth 

are produced and fully grown. . 

‘Fre. 382.—About Four 
’ Years. 
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At seven years, the thark, in the way in which we have de- 
. scribed it, is worn out in the central nippers, and fast wearing away 

in the corner teeth; the tush also is beginning to be aiered. It is 

‘rounded at the. point, rounded at 
the edges, still round without, 

and beginning to get round inside. 

At eight years’ the tush is 
.rounder in every way; the mark 
is gone from all the bottom nip- 

_pers, and it may almost be said to 

be out of the ‘mouth. There: is 

nothing remaining in the bottom 
nippers that can afterward clearly 

show: the age of the horse. The 
upper nippers will give some indi- 

cations, but nothing certain. 

After the age of eight years, 
there are ‘no points that will en- 

able determining age with any degree of ‘accuracy.. A horse that 
is fed on corn will show an older mouth than « one that is fed on oats 

and sloppy feed. 

Fre, 383.—At Five Years. 

The usual time for determining 
a horse’s age is in, May ; but a colt 
may come any time between then 

and fall, so that the wearing away 
of the teeth or disappearing of the 
-marks or cups may in some cases 
indicate the horse to be older or 

younger than he really is. These 
conditions must be taken into con- 
sideration.. ' 

At six years the teeth are rather 

short, flat, or wide, and the gums 

es : : run across them horizontally, 

he 384.—At Six Years. something like Fig. 384. After 
i the eignth’ year the gums begin to 

recede from the center, and the teeth become longer in appear- 

artce. By looking at Fig. 390, showing twelve years, we can see 

‘that the gum is receded and run to a sharp point. at the center of 
the teéth. At twenty years, the teeth are considerably narrower 

and longer, and the gums are drawn back sharper. 
! 

2 
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By observing the face of the teeth, there will gradually be seen 
a change to the triangular form, which can best be seen and de- 

‘Fie. 385.—About Seven Years. Fra. 386.—At Eight Years. 

scribed by Figs. 395, 396. From the age of four- ° 
teen, we see this is more noticeable, the middle. 

nippers gradually increasing and extending out: 

to the corner ones, as indicated by Fig. 397.- 
From fifteen to eighteen this triangular form be- 

comes laterally contracted, so that at about. 
twenty and afterward the teeth become biangular. 
As before explained, there are great peculiarities: 

in the form of the teeth with advanced age. The 

most common is shown by Fig. 397. I include 
a somewhat 
rare form 
shown by ex- 
treme age. 

(See' Fig. 398.) 
Many curious 

Fic. 38'7.—At Eight 

Years. 

Fia. 388.—About Eight Years. 

tricks and methods of telling the 
horse’s age after eight years old 
have been shown the writer at 

various times, such as wrinkles 

about: the eyes, root of the 
tail, etc., none of which givethe 

idea so correctly as the genera 
appearance of the teeth and ab- 
sorption of the jaws. In young 
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horses the edge of the lower jaw is round and full; as the horse 
becomes older, this, edge becomes sharper and thinner. . 

The most unique trick shown the 

writer of telling the age was the fol- ° 
Jeane: — 

If a. gold ring be‘attached to a hair’ 

- pulled from the tail or mane of a. i 
horse, and, suspended directly above. 
his head between his ears,’ it will 

oscillate, . like, a pendulum, just the. 
number of times the horse is years" 

old, then stop and repeat. I have. 

repeatedly ‘made the Scpermient 

and it certainly seemed. to repeat’ 
the age of ihe horse ; ; but I could not feel - satiated that the motion . 

of the ring, was not ina 
great measure controlled 

by the involuntary move- 

ment of the. hand. ‘Tlie 
-man who gave the idea 
made the experiment in 

the presence of the writer, 
with apparent. success. 

Jockeys frequently re- 

sort: to cutting down the 

teeth of aged horses, so 

as to simulate as much as 
possi le the, appearance 

of the mouth at eight or nine years of age : This’ ‘was: formerly 

done by sawing or filing, but more a Poo Sa 

recently there has been invented, ; 

‘by Dr. Lancer, a leading veterinary 
surgeon of New Jersey, a very in- 

‘genious instrument. for s chipping 

‘off the teeth, so that the front nip- 

pers can be cut down very quickly 

and easily by any amateur. But 
the breadth of the teeth and other 
changes of form, as explained, will 

expose the deception; also the 
deep hollow and gray hair about 

“the eyes, with the under lip con- _—‘ Fra. 391.—About Twenty Years Old. 

Fic. 889. —About Six Years oa 

Fié. '800.—About Twelve Years Old. 
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‘siderably pendant. This treatment is called “ Bishoping,” from the 
name of the man, who introduced it in England, and is practiced 

very largely by jockeys in the. larger cities of this country, espe- 

cially in New York. 

Fie. 392.—About Eleven Years of Age. 

Fie. 393.—Mouth of the 
I wish to call attention " the fact that horses, : 

Mare at Thirteen . Years. 
especially those advanced in years, are liable 
to have the teeth in wearing overlap one'an- 

other, become very rough, and wound the inside 
of the cheeks ; or the grinders become irregular 
in length when they do not come opposite each 
other in shutting, or the teeth become carious 
and break away when not correspondingly worn 

with the others, shoot up to a degree to pene- 

trate the jaw, causing soreness and inflamma- r 
tion, and: ‘seriously. interfering with eating. 

‘The writer saw a very interesting case, of 

this kind at the Columbia Veterinary College, 
in which the unobstructed tooth had seriously 

penetrated into the upper jaw. In the endeavor Fre. 89 A. —Mouth ofthe 

to relieve the pressure of the parts, the animal are at Thirteen Years. 
evidently masticated the food wholly upon the 

opposite side of the mouth ; in consequence of this the teeth on this’ 
side were so worn down that both upper and lower jaws were 
twisted around more than an.inch out.of line. 

Sometimes caries, or ulceration of a tooth, produces such serious 

disturbance that there may be an enlargement of the parts, growth 

of fungus, of necrosis of the parts. This, too, is much more com- 

mon than is suspected. Prof. Cressy, of Hartford, called my atten- 

tion to a-case in whicn=yback tooth in the lower jaw became ulcer- 
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ated, causing much enlargement of the jaw. He first removed the 
tooth, then divided the. skin. at'the lower: edge of the jaw, and with 

a drill made'a hole through the 
bone. Through this hole he put 

a seton to keep the parts open 

until a healthy healing process 
_ should be ‘produced. A strong 
: “preparation of carbolic acid was 

“put upon the seton,’and dressed 
once a day, which finally effected 
a perfect cure. 

‘When the Horse, without any 

apparent cause, is running: -down, 

munching, or eating his food but Fie. 895.—At Fourteen Years Old. 
slowly, especially if there is any 

lateral action of the jaw, examine the mouth carefully to see whether 
there is any noticeable cause of 
trouble in the teeth. If rough 
and irregular, they should be 
rasped down. The method of 
doing this is now so well under- 
stood as to scarcely * need ex- 
planation. 
The rasping down of all ir- 

_ regularities should be carefully 
done, and if there is a decayed 
tooth it should be removed by 
a veterinary surgeon who is 

eonversant with the simplest and best method of doing it. There 

are regular-horse-dentistry im- - 

-plements: in general use for 

this purpose, which can be 
easily obtained. If the tooth 

‘has grown down below the 

level of the others, it should ° 
be rasped or sawed offtothe =| 

proper dimensions, and care-. - 

fully watched afterward so as 

to remove any undue growth 
harmful to the opposite parts. 

Fra. 396.—At Sixteen Years Old. 

Fra. 397.—From Seventeen to Eighteen Years. 
ai a 
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If there is any enlargement of either jaw, more especially of the 
‘upper one, with. perhaps a running sore offensive to the smell; and 
if in addition there is offensive matter running from the nostril: on 
that side, the trouble may be ‘suspected as arising from a carious 

tooth, and the jaw on that side must be carefully examined. 

Fie. 898. crea hae: ye Fria. 399.—ldeal Coll’s Mouth. 

It may be asked, How is it, if the trouble arises from a carious 
‘tooth, that the matter comes from the nostrils? 

_ Answer: By the imprisoned matter forming | a sinus into the 
nasal cavity. 

The treatment for all such cases is, first, in the removing of the 

offending cause, namely, the tooth it- 
self, and also, as far as possible, the | 

dead or diseased parts, and favoring | 

a healthy condition of growth. -by 
cleansing out the parts with a strong 
solution of carbolic. acid or chloride 

ie of lime, or any ‘good disinfectant. 

Fra. 400.—Irregular Growth of Teeth. Next, protect the parts from the lodg- 
ment of particles of food, by filling 

with a pledget of tow saturated ‘with the tincture of myrrh, or any 
good healing astringent, and dress once a day. If there is diseased 

bone or fungus growth, it should be treated the same as for other 
difficulties of the same kind.’ = 

* Since writing the above, my attention has been. called to an article in the Journal. ~ Com- 

parative Medicine and Surgery, of April, 1883, by Dr. Robert Jennings, of Detroit, Mich., in 

which he refers to a large number of cases of this description. 
‘ 
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Fre. 402.—The Famous Eclipse Thoroughbred Racing ‘Stallion. 
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Fig. 406.—Low-bred. 

Fi. 403.—Low-bred, Coayse. 

Fras. 404, 406.—Ideals of Well-bred, Good Character. 
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Fie. 412. 

Fia. 413. 
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CHAPTER XX, 

SHOHING. 

PRELIMINARY EXPLANATIONS. 

duced, by the advice of friends, to 

give what instruction I could on shoe- 
ing. With this object, I had prepared models 
of the. hoof, and the best forms of shoes, and 

was frequently led to give short lectures on 
the subject. It was not, however, until I 

visited New York City, in 1872, and had 
several conversations with Mr. Robert Bon- 
ner on shoeing, that I was able to obtain 

anything like a correct idea of the principles 
of doing this. I found that what was pub- 
lished in books accessible on the subject, was 

but the merest rubbish, caléulated in many 
respects to seriously mislead and do harm. 

Mr. Bonner had just purchased the mare 
Princess, the famous old competitor of Flora 

Temple. Her feet were badly contracted, 
and the tendons of the legs greatly thick- 
ened, causing her to move almost as sore 
and stiff as a foundered horse. He assured 

me that before I left the city the feet would 

[) ee my early experience I was in- 

‘look entirely natural, and that she would 

travel with as much freedom and ease as a 

colt. From my knowledge of the subject, 
it seemed utterly impossible to cure such a 

case; and yet, to my astonishment, in less 

than three_ months afterward she was per- 

fectly well. I was startled, first, to find that 
ag, | knew nothing of the subject ; second, that 

Fie. 429.—The Foot and Limb 
‘with Hoof Skin Removed. - 

there was so little known about it practical - 
ly ;_and third, that a gentleman for his own 

amusement proved to me that he had a far 
(829) 



various: parts most clearly, with other 

adjusted and balanced by the ligaments 

others. But if the heels are raised too 
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deeper and more correct knowledge of it than doubtless any man 
of his time.* i 

_ Atany rate, I was now led to 

study the subject in an entire- 
ly different light, and though 
far from being able to give the 

‘instruction on this subject I 

would like to do, for want of 

the requisite knowledge, I - 

have done the best I could 
to make the instructions so 
simple and practical that they 

will at least serve to correct 
some of the wretchedly bad 
treatment practiced by sho- 

' Fra. 480,—Lateral View of Horse’s Foot alter a | have tried also to in- 

Removal of the Moet clude such illustrations of the 

structure of the foot as would show its 

features of most interest to shoers. 

The bones of the foot are so nicely 

and tendons of the limb, that there is 

no unequal strain brought upon any 

joint, but each assists in supporting the 

high, or the toe left too long, there will 

be correspondingly increased strain 
brought upon the ligaments. and ten- 
dons supporting the back or front part. Fie. 481.—1Inferior View of Foot, 
In like manner, raising or lowering the ~ wit Heol esones 

* Indeed, this is conceded now by even the leading members of the veterinary 

professiqn, as will be seen by the following statement by Dr. Going, formerly vet- 

erinary editor of the Spirit of the Times, which I copy from his Veterinary Diction- 
ary. He says :— 

“Tt is said that no man has ever yet reached perfection in any branch of art, 

science, literature, industry, etc.; but while I am unprepared to join issue with the 
essertion, I can safely say that the nearest approach which has ever been made in 

this connection (horse-shoeing and the study of the horse’s foot) has been made by 

Robert Bonner, Esq., of New York, who, had not the Ledger already made him fa- 

mous, would undoubtedly have obtained widespread renown ‘through his almost su- 

perhuman knowledge in this department. I have had the pleasure of conversing 

with him on this subject, and am Diebaed to have an CUpOrney of stating the im- 

pression the conversation made upon me.” . 



inner or outer quarter would 
produce a lateral strain ‘upon 
the joints and ligaments; 
which must ultimately cause 
the foot to grow out of line, 
and induce ‘serious injury. 

Consequently, the point to 
‘be attended to in removing 

excessive growth of the wall 

in preparing it for the shoe, © 
‘is to preserve or restore the 
natural angle and direction 

of the hoof. This is one of 

SHOEING. 331 

Fie. 482. —Coffin Bone Showing Internal Lateral 

Cartilage, Internal and Posterior View. : 

A, coffin bone; B, internal aspect of the lateral 

Fra. 433.—Lateral View of the 
Pastern Bones and Ligaments. 

cartilage. 

the important points, in aber which suc- 
‘ cessfully the genius of true skill and suc- 

cess must be shown. A large number of 
‘illustrations are given showing good forms 

and positions of the feet and legs, with 
faulty forms. ‘Also the various lines of 
movement of the feet when in motion. 

These are to be studied in paring the feet 
to change or modify the action as may be 
desired. 

First, in peepariag the foot for the shoe, 

the aim should. be to cut away so much 

_ ofthe wall as would be a surplus of growth, 
or so much only as would bring it back 

to its natural form and adjustment. As 
a rule, the wall should be lowered to the 
level of the unpared sole. The sole and 
frog should on no account be pared or 
touched by the knife, nor should the 
‘heels be “opened.” The horny sole and 

frog, unlike the wall, do not grow in- 
_definitely ; but when they have attained a 
certain thickness, they throw off the su- 

perfluous or. old horn in flakes or scales. 

This natural thickness of the sole and 

‘frog-horn is an essential condition for the 

a, Lateral ligament of the fetlock; i, Anterior lateral ligament of the coffin joint; ¢, Sus- 
pensory ligament; f, Lateral eesamoidal ligament. 
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Fie. 484. 

A, ospedis or coffin bone; B, trans- 
verse section of lateral cartilage. 

Second, the shoe should be 

in form, so that when on, the 

adjustment of the foot, or its 

power to obtain hold or grasp 
upon the ground, will. be 

what it was -before being 
shod, and yet sustain the 

wear for the time it is in- 

tended to be on, 

Third,.it should be nailed 

on firmly, yet so as to break 

or weaken the wall of the 
hoof. as little as possible, and 

not interfere with the free- 
dom of the quarters or en- 

largement of the foot as it 

grows. 

In its natural condition the 

outer rim or wall of the foot 

comes in contact with the 

ground first ;‘second, the frog 
and outer edge of the sole; 

SHOEING. 

maintenance of the foot in health and 

its protection from injury. In any 
event, about all that is necessary to 
do is to remove those loosened and 

detached flakes, which, were it not 

for the shoe, would have exfoliated 

themselves. Cutting away more than 
this becomes a serious cause of in- 

jury. The angles between the bars 
and crust should be moderately pared 

out, as accumulations here, with con- 

tinued pressure of the shoe, are apt 

to induce corns. The frog does not 
require paring more than the removal 

of ragged parts, and even these better 
not be touched. 

Fig. 435.—Anterior and External View of Right 

Front Foot. 

a, Exterior pédis ligament; b, Suspensory liga- 

third, the center of the foot ment. 
& 
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and spaces between the bars and frog. To show this more clearly, 
three sectional drawings are made from half-size casts, showing the 

concavity of the foot at different points between the heel and turn 
of the hoof, and the necessarily great disturbance of this neen by 

‘Fre. 436.—Right Front Foot, 

Posterior and Slightly 

' Lateral View. 
a, ec, Perforans tendon; f, - 

Suspensory ligament. 

the form of shoe 
usually put on. 
Fig. A shows the 
foot at the point 
of the heels as 

it rests upon the 
ordinary thick 
shoe, with calks 
raising the frog 
and sole so un- 
naturally high 

from the ground 
that there can 

“;be no contact of 
those parts with 
it necessary for , 
obtaining mois- 
tureand preserv- 
ing a condition 

ofhealth. Inad- 
dition it will be 
noticed that in 

the way shoes 
are usually fitted, 
the bearing sur- 
face is very much 

concaved, tend- 

ing to crowd the 

quarters togeth- 

er. Fig. B shows 

the same, with 
form and fitting 
of shoes as they 

Fie. 43'77.— Inferior, Lateral, and Pos- 

~ terior View of the Right Front Foot, 
Showing Ligaments of Tendons. 

a, Sensitive frog; h, Perforans’ 
tendon; f, ‘Suspensory ligament. 

should be ; Figs. C and D show thé same at relative distances be- 
tween there and the turn of the foot ; D, at the widest part, repre- , 

(See page 34", Figs. 472-475.) 

If a colt’s foot grows too long or out of line, it should be leveled 

dewn so as to make the adjustment natural, the outer edge 

senting a heavy shoe. 
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rounded a little, and the colt driven barefoot: 

are not only 

tubes. 
to be as nearly 

barefoot as possible, or, at least, that the | 

posterior part is so, yét sustaining the attri- 
tion of wear to which they may be subjected, 

prevent: slipping, and ‘best preserve the 

natural adjustment of the feet. 

TIPS OR. THIN ‘SHOES. ° 

If tips or thin’steel plates are to be used, 

simply trim off the wall in front down to a 
level with the sole, and adjust to, and nail on, 

with four small nails, a small thin strip of 
steel, or iron a little broader than the thick- 

ness of. the wall. Steel would be best, be- 

cause it admits, of being made lighter, and 

wears longer. The. heels and frog should 
not be interfered - -with unless one heel is 

much higher than the other, when it “should 
be lowered sufficiently to restore the proper 

adjustmént. The objection to tips is that, 
as the toe is growing, the heels are’ wearing, 

which in time would be likely to increase 

the strain upon the flexor tendon and its 

appendages. This disproportion of wear 

would. ‘be more rapid and noticeable should 

the roads be wet and gravelly, as moisture 
and grit soften the horn and cause it to 

break and wear away more rapidly, but not , 
so much as may be supposed. on paved. 
streets and mud roads. The writer saw 

It is noticeable that ex- 
cessive wear is always at the toe, and 

that the heels rarely suffer, even on 

bad roads, and this being true, tips or 
thin steel plates only should be used,’ 

and that thick and high heeled shoes 
certainly unnecessary 

but seriously injurious—that, in ‘fact, 
in all cases the best shoeing for ‘the 

feet, for.all roads-and seasons, when 
Fra. 438.—Horizontal Section of © in a good condition of health, must 

the Horny Frog. besuch as will | 

a, Horn tubes: b, Cells between permit them: 

‘Fie. 439.—-Horizontal Section 

of Horny Wail Enlarged. 

_a, Wall with horny tubes; 
b, Horn tubes; ¢,’ Horn lam- 
ine. . 
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several horses in New York City that had been shod with tips with 
decided benefit to the health. of the feet, and without any apparent 

Fra. 440.—Calt’s Foot Three Years Old. 

disproportion ‘or wearing down 

of the frog and quarters, though 

the iron was worn down fully 
a quarter of an inch. The parts 
became, as it were, hardened 
and polished, thereby resisting 
the wear althost as much as the 

iron, e 
As there has been much dis- 

cussion among writers’ in rela- 
tion to the use of tips, or thin- 
heeled shoes, I requested Dr. 
Hamill and Dr. McLellan, the 

two best veterinary ‘authorities 
on this subject in this country, 
to give me a'statement of the 
cases for which, in their judg- 

ment, tips would or would nat 
be adapted. I give herewith the 

reply of each, and invite the attention of Ee reader to the points 
made,’ and the reasons given 

therefor. Prof. Hamill says :— 

*- “* While I am a firm advocate 
of frog and sole pressure, and-have driven 

my own horses for years over the pave- 

ments of New York City with fothing 
on the feet but what is known. as the 

English tip or toe-piece shoe, which gives 
the foot the entire freedom of all its nat- 
ural movements, yet I must say. it would 

be absurd, to attempt to shoe every’ horse 

in this way. There are any number of | 

cases where this system’ would, be i- 

jurious to the foot, and even to the limb. 

But as the foot, or rather that part of it 

inclosed within ‘the hoof, is the object 

oftenest under consideration, I shall ex- 
plain briefly how it may suffer from 

extreme frog-pressure. (One point which 

we should always keep in view is a due 
proportion, or equal distribution of the 

weight in all parts of the hoof, and by no 

other system can the foot be healthy.) 

, 

Fie. 441.—Colt’s Foot Four Years Qld, 
From a Cast. 
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Any foot that is thin in its general structure, bat more so in its vertical position, 
or from top to bottom, and with the frog full at its pyramidal eminence or body, is 

not a proper foot for frog-pressure. In such feet the plantar cushion, or what is 

known as the fibrous or fatty frog, 

is very thin, is easily made weaker 

by absorption through extreme pres-: 

sure or irritation on the horny frog, 

and therefore offers very little pro- 

tection to the great flexor tendon 

where it passes under the navicular 

bone. 

But I may be asked, How could 

this in any way cause injury, if the 

navicular joint be perfect, as the 

tendon requires only a slight cushion 

underneath?, My answer is,‘ that 

there is a double impingement of the 
tendon, owing. to.the navicular bone 

descending on the tendon every time 

-weighit is thrown on the limb, the 
es proof of which is the pain caused 

Fie. 442.—Half Hoof Removed. by this action on the internal struct- 
ures of the hoof. I ask, Where is 

the shoeing-smith who has not seen the agony of a horse while standing on one bare 

foot on the level floor while the other foot is being shod, and the relief which fol- 
lowed when the shod foot was placed on the floor? I may be told that such feet 
have been previously weakened by bad 
shoeing and bad care, and that a horse 

which never had been shod would not 

suffer in this way. Those who make such 

assertions are entirely ignorant of ‘the 

anatomy and physiology of the foot. 

My answer is, that when a horse first 

comes to the world he has o frog develop- 

ment, and for the first year of his life, 

while walking on a level, can have xo frog- - 

pressure. Itis only animals that are raised ‘ 

on low or marshy land that have a great ° 

development of frog. Horses belonging‘ 

to mountainous countries have very little ° 

frog; and generally narrow or apparently 

contracted feet, which is no evidence. of 

disease. Witness the ass and the mule for ~” 

example; and I may add that ‘although 

wide heels are generally desirable, they 

are no evidence in themselves of perfect 
health. I am well aware that most thin Fira. 443.—Inferior View of the Above. 

heels, and generally thin feet, have a large 
frog, but the depth of such a frog is more apparent than real, a8 it will be found on 

close investigation that the flexor tendon and navicular structure are lower or nearer 

the ground-surface in such a foot. Therefore we must discriminate in all cases, ag 
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one mistake may cause irreparable injury. To be definite, we can safely give extra 
frog and heel pressure in all cases where the hoof is deep at the quarters, where there 
is a tendency toward contraction and atrophy of the frog, where the obliquity’ of the 
pastern is not too 

great, and ‘where the 

feet and limbs are per- 

Sfectly sound and well 

proportioned. (This lat- 

ter will narrow the 

‘circle more than most 
people are aware of.) 
.No thoughtful man 

would dare to throw 

extra weight on the 

sole and frog of afoot 

that had long suffered 
‘with navicular diséase, 

however excellent this , ae Ne bo 

would be as a pre- Fie. 444.—Showing the Coronary Band. 
ventive. N e ither 

should we throw extra weight on the posterior parts of a foot or limb where there 

is any soreness of flexor muscles or tendons, or any ligament involved, ad it would 

. entail greater tension on the parts, while the opposite is what is required, viz., flex- 

ion or relaxation. 

I say distinctly, we should only carry frog-pressuré to the extent of bringing into 

activity all the elastic structures of the foot, which increases the circulation of those 

patts so liable to atrophy, and 

only through the circulation can we 
keep up or restore the health, 

vigor, and growth''of frog, sole, 

heels, and quarters of the horse’s 
foot. 

Prof. McLellan says :— 

In reference to the use of tips, 

I give you only an outline. They 

are useful in the case of corns, 

in quarter-cracks, in thrush, in 

interfering, and in fitting the 

horse to run at grass. They are 

not applicable’ to feet that have 
thin, flat soles, with low heels. 

They are not applicable to heavy 
work horses with flat feet and 

: Prominent frogs (such frogs are 
Fro. 445.—Showing Inside of Hoof. liable to suffer bruises when so 

exposed, the resulting inflam- 

mation extending frequently to deeper and more vital structures). They are not ap- 

plicable to feet having navicular disease. They are not applicable when, in apply- 
ing them, it is necessary to disturb the normal relation of the bones of the limb, 

22 a : 
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They will be found particularly useful in strong fee that have corns in both heels, 

and in the case of bad interferers. 

TRIMMING. 

Before preparing the foot for the shoe, the smith should go in 

front and look at it, so as to determine better its adjustment. 

Sometimes the foot may’ be run over by having one side too high or 

the toe worn off excessively. If it is desited to be particular, he 
: should see how the feet are 

carried in a sharp trot; 

whether. too high or a0 
low ; or whether he travels 
too ee endangering inter- 
fering or cutting — using 
the. words of a high au- 
thority, ‘to see whether 
there are any traces of bruis- 
ing or.cutting on the inner 
sides of hoofs, fetlocks, .or 

knees.” He should also see 

how the old shoe has been 
worn. ‘Thé foot can then 

be taken up, when a look 
from the. heel forward will 

enable an observing shoer 

. to determine how much and 

what part is to be cut away to level it to the proper proportion, and 

the faults, if any, that can be modified or corrected. If the horse 

travels high, the: shoes must be light ; if low and subject to stumb- 
ling, they may be increased ‘in weight a little, and the toe some- 

what rounded ; if liable to strike, then set close under the wall with 

edges filed smooth. 1% 
The point is to cut away or remove the surplus growth in the 

easiest and best manner, which depends more upon the deftness and 

ingenuity of the man than upon the use of any special means. The 

wall should be reduced to nearly or quite on a level with the outer 
margin of the sole. The bearing surface of the entire wall should be 

made level, so that an even bearing surface of the shoe will rest 
upon it fully. The rasp should now be passed around the toe, to cut 

away the sharp edges and bring it to the size required. Practically, 

this should be little more than rounding off the sharp edges of horn 

- to prevent splitting. . 

Fia. 446.—The Foot Natural. 
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The principle is the same of leveling and preparing the feet of 
horses that have previously been shod. In such cases, to take off 

the shoe the best method is, after the clinch-: 

ers are.cut off, to raise both heels slightly 

with the’pincers, then pry forward and across 

the foot a little, when the’ nails can be pulled: 

out one by one. It is seriously objection- 
able, as generally done, to pull off the shoe 

by force, as the severe wrenching endangers 

tearing the hoof and straining and injuring 
the foot. This would be especially objec- 
‘tionable. if the, hoof be thin and the horse 
sensitive. Next, any stubs.or nails should be 
removed. 

While it is simply intended to pare. down 
the wall to its natural form, if it is‘ thin and 

weak, growing but little, ‘especially at the 
heels, where there is great difficulty to grow sufficient wall for the 

support of the foot, no more should be removed than is barely ne- 
cessary to level it. As before stated, there, should be-no interference 
with sole or frog, excepting to 
chip or cut away the portion of 

the old horn which could not be 
exfoliated. F requently the heels 

are too high, or the toe too long ; 
_in either case, whatever the ex- 

cessive accumulation or growth 
of -horn, it should be cut away 
until the foot is brought back 
to its natural form and adjust- 
ment.. Sometimes there is ex- 

cessive accumulation to the 

amount of half an inch or more 

at the heels, or even of the whole _' 

wall of strong, upright feet, yet 

to the ordinary observing shoe- 
ing-smith it may not appear ex- "— 

cessive, because’ cutting away 

so much would make the foot 

appear to him to be unnaturally small. Several specimens of .ab- 
normal growth of feet are given. Fig. 495, page 355, taken from 

life, is a good representative case, and was seen by the writer at 

Fia. 447.—Foot Excessively 

Pared. . 

Fic. 448.—Foot after Four Years’ Shoeing. 
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Fulton Ferry, New York City. It. is that of a pony mare driven 
before a huckster’s wagon. The right foot was so contracted by this 

excessive accumulation of horn, that its mobility was entirely de- 
stroyed. It will be noticed that the toe of the shoe is carried. 
forward something like a sled crook, to enable a rolling motion 

upon the ground. It was pitiable to witness the pain 
and misery this poor animal exhibited. She walked 

with a crippled, sensitive motion, and while standing 

would put out one foot, then the other, 

but mostly the right one. The case 

‘could have been easily relieved of pain 

Fie. 449. Fie. 450.—Too Short Fre. 451.—Too Oblique. Fie. 452,—Natural 

p, and Upright. Obliquity of Ankle. 

and soreness, by simply. cutting down the feet and thoroughly soaking 

and opening the quarters, as explained in treatment for “Contraction.” 
The dotted lines represent the point to which the horn should be 
cut away, showing an excess of accumulation of over three. inches. 

THE SHOE. 

The shoe’ should, in form and 

size, little more than cover the 

wall, excepting at the. heels 

where it should be so much wider 

and longer as to compensate for 
the growth of the foot, and be 
heavy enough to sustain the at- 

trition, or wear, for the time it is 

Fre. 454.—Too High-expected to be on. But should 

Fra. 453.—Heels too High. sree eer, this require an excessive thick- 

. ness, then the bar may be made 

wider, to permit more wearing surface. It should fit closely all the 

way around to the bearing surface prepared for its reception, so 

that it may give to the crust all the support it can receive, and 
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carry out in its ground surface, as nearly as possible, the form of the 
wall before it was cut away. It is a rule, recognized by the best 
authorities, that the sole should not 
rest upon the shoe, except around 
the toe where the outer edge is 
left full and natural. But if the 

wall is cut down close, and the sole 

rather thin (which, as explained 
before, in no case should be done - 
except for patholdgical reasons), it 
is advisable, if it comes too near 
the iron, to lower the part coming 
under it. As a rule, the bearing 

surface should be level, and the 
ground surface concave, or the in- 

ner edge of the ground surface so 

beveled off that it. will not harbor 

stones and dirt, and be so stiff that 

it will not bend. 

‘As before ‘stated, if the horse is. 
expected to be driven only oc- - Fia. 455.—Too Short. 

casionally, and upon common dirt 
roads, the wear will be but little, and the shoes should be corre- 

| : spondingly light ; but if much 
‘travel is required, on stony or 
macadamized roads, the weight 

should be sufficient to sustain 

such wear. The addition of a 
small bit of steel, hammered 
-wellinto the toe, and tempered, 

would add greatly to its dur- 
ability. It would be much 

better to make them wholly of 
steel, as they would be very 
much lighter, equally stiff, and 
less liable to bend. 

In a condition of health; 

from a light family driver to 

the heavy draught horse, the 
principle of shoeing is the 

same ; the size, thickness, and 

weight only differing so as to adapt to each case, with the difference 

Fic. 456.—Foot too Long. 
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that when exceptional power is necessary, as for draught horses, 
or to prevent slipping, calkins must be used. As a rule, nothing 

more is wanting, unless necessary 

for’ extra wear, than just iron 
enough to protect the outer -crust 

of the foot, and prevent its break- 
ing. More iron than this becomes 

extra weight, and causes fatigue in 

carrying, like thick, heavy-soled 
shoes or clogs. 

It is a question among English 

authorities whether a shoe should 

be “rounded at the toe” (a prac- 
tice known as the French system) 

to aid mobility. 

‘A moderate rounding at the 

toe would seem desirable in all 
cases where there is want of mo- 
bility. It is especially desirable 
when the horse is a little stiff or 

Fra. 457.—Shoe Properly Adjusted. sore, as it enables him to travel 
much easier. “This is proved when 

the mobility of the foot is destroyed, and there is necessity for 
using a rounded shoe to conform with the action. Illustrations of a 

large variety of shoes of different forms are given, which can be 

studied. 

Prof. Will- 
iams, of Edin- 

borough Veter- 
inary College, 

advises that the 

calkins and 

toe-pieces 

.should be done 

away with for 

all kinds of | 
horses except 
those used for 
heavy draught in towns where the streets are paved and steep. 

It is urged that all horses required to go beyond a walking pace are 

injured by shoes with turned-up heels and ‘toes. Farm horses and 

Fre. 458.—Thin Shoe for Fra. 459.—Faulty, Bad Form 
: _Light Work. of Shoe. 
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those employed on macadamized roads are better without than with 

toe-pieces, although the pace at which they are required to go is 

never faster than a walk. In fact, all horses, when ‘possible, should 
be shod with a flat shoe. —_ 

NAILING. 
{ 

The object of nailing should be to hold the shoe firmly to the 
foot without injuring the wall, .and vee . 

leave the foot as independent of the 
_ restraint of the shoe at the quarters: 

as possible. The nails shoyld be 

driven where there will be most secure 
nail-hold; more or less as well as 
heavier nails being necessary, in pro- 

portion to the thickness of the wall, 

weight of the shoe, and severity of the’ 
work. The wall is thickest and 

strongest at the toe or front, and be- a : 

comes thinner and more flexible to-- 5. 469. Toes too Wide. 
ward the quarters and heels, especially 

at the inner heels, where it is sometimes extremely thin and flexible. 
There has been much speculation during the past few years in 

relation to the cause of this quarter’s giving out before the other, 
as nature evidently intended it to stand strain and wear equally with 
other parts. The cause, undoubtedly, i is the interference i in its mo- 

, bility by bad-fitting shoes and nail-. 
ing so far back as to interfere with 
the flexibility of the quarter. This 
being true, it is evident that the 
principal nailing should be at the 
toe and front, because there is more 
horn there to nail to, and less liabil- 
ity to do harm by separating and 
‘breaking the fibers of the wall. 

'. They should not extend any farther 
-back into the quarters than is barely 

necessary to give a safe hold of the 

shoe to the foot. The fewer and 

smaller the nails driven, the better, providing they are sufficient to 

hold-the shoe. But much will depend, in doing this, on the ac- 
curacy of the fitting, thickness of the wall, and weight of the shoe. 

If the nails are driven well back on the outer quarter, and only 

round in the toe of the inner side, for the purpose of. affording more 

Fro. 461.—Extreme Toeing In. 
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freedom to the quarters, it will be found that'as the foot grows, the 
shoe will be carried to the outside quarter and toe to such an extent 

that the inner heel of the shoe will be drawn inside of the wall at the 

mas gine sme 
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*Fig. 462.—Perfect Action. 

heel, and rest upon the sole, causing a bruise or corn. 
In addition, so much of the shoe being left unnailed, makes 

it liable to get loose and work under the quarter, which 

would cause a rapid wearing or breaking down of struct- 
ure. All things considered, the best way is to nail back 

to the turn of the wall securely. Or the nailing may be 
*Pye. 469, ¢Xtended a little farther back on the outside, and short- 

i _ ened a little on the inner side, in any case, giving both 

quarters all the freedom compatible with security, in re- 

taining a firm hold of the shoe. As the foot grows, the 

shoe will be brought forward so evenly under it as not to do harm. 
For ordinary light shoes, six to seven nails, evenly distributed 

around the front part, should be sufficient, sometimes extending the 
outer nail a little beyond or nearer the quarter than the inner one. 

é But if the 

shoes are 
heavy, and 

the work 
hard, as for 

draught 
horses, 

Fee ewww wren nn Co nnn wen nee ee eee -G hea vier 

Fro. 464.—Short Upright Fetlook. nails, and 
from seven 

to eight in number, will in most cases be required. A small, thin 
clip turned up at the toe, and one at the outer quarter, will help 

greatly in holding the shoe firmly i in position ; but they should be 
turned up thin, and set well out on the edge of the shoe. 

Perfect Ac- 
tion. 

*In connection with figures 462, 463, see page 328. 
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But very little of the wall should be cut away,so as not to 
weaken or injure it ; but sufficient to enable bringing the shoe to its 

3 
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position. The shoes should not be hammered down tight 

to the wall, but simply sufficient to rest easily against it. 

Next, if the foot is broken, or much weakened by old 

_nail-holes, punch the holes where there is soundest horn 

to nail to, as shown by Fig. 596. A thin shoe will not 
admit of any fullering, because it weakens the shoe, with- 
out giving any special advantage in nailing. The stamp 
form of punching the holes should be used; that is, the 

hole made larger at the surface and, smaller at the bot- 
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Too Close. * Fia. 466.—Action with Low Heels and Oblique Fetlock. 

tom, so that the nail-heads will fit into it exactly. 
‘The method of driving the nails is next worthy of considera- 

tion. There are two methods; one, starting the nail 

rather near the outer surface and driving high, called the 
English method, which is practiced very generally in this 

country ; the other, starting the nail deep and bringing 

out low, known as the French method, which leading au- 
thorities concede to be the best. If the nail is driven very 

near the surface, it is liable to chip or break the horn out, 

which i injures and weakens the wall very much; whereas 

driving deep and bringing out low, insures a good hold, 
and the wall will. be almost grown out by the next shoe- 

ing. Consequently they should be punched deep over 

those points where the wall is thickest, and less so toward 

the quarters where it is thinnest, or proportionately far- 
‘ther from the outer margin of the shoe. 

The common method of fullering all shoes alike, and 

bringing the nails at the same distance from the edge, 

can be no moré adapted for all kinds of feet than can 

*Fia. 467. 

Action that 

Strikes. 

the size of the shoe itself. This. straight-jacket way of punciisg 

*In connection with figures 465, 466, , 467, and 470, see page 827, 
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all alike, brings the nail-holes at the same logation at each repeti- 

tion of shoeing, so that if the shoe becomes loose, or is pulled off, 

this part of the wall is liable to be torn off, or so split and broken 

: Fie, 468. ; a 
-Thin-heeled Shoe Advised by Prof. Williams of Edinborough Veterinary College. 

Fic. 469. 

‘as to leave only a soft, imperfect horn. |'In resetting such a shoe, 
it becomes necessary to put it farther back under the foot in order 
to gain secure nail-hold. Not only this, but the portion of the pro- 

‘being cut down to the shoe, leaves it deformed and jecting wall 
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Faulty Action. 
Too Wide. 

injured to an extent that 
several months’ growth 
.cannot repair. But if the 

holes be. punched over 
parts that would give as 
secure hold, the shoe can 
be nailed on sufficiently 
firm to hold it without 

doing harm, and thereby 
preserve the symmetry 
of the foot. In such a 

case it may be necessary 
to nail rather close to the 

heels ; but even this had 

better be done for a short 

time than risk injury and 
Fig. 471.—Foot Prepared for Shoe. 

' malformation by the method named. 
If by carelessness or otherwise a nail should be driven into the 

quick, which will usually be known by the horse’s flinching, it should 
be pulled out at once; or should a horse show soreness after being 

/ 
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taken out of the shop, the foot should be examined carefully by tap- 

-ping over the part, and the nail at the point of soreness pulled out. 

(For more details, see treatment for Pricking and Rucking.) 

CLINCHING Down THE NAILS. 

When the nail is twisted off, the end should be filed down to 

the proper length, and, with ; 
the corner of the rasp or lit- 
tle punch, cut out the pith 
or raised part under the 
clinch, and turn down light- 

ly but firmly. The common 
custom is to ‘make a deep 

notch with the corner of 

the rasp, which extends 
across the face of the hoof 

from one nail to ‘the other. 

' This is so injurious that 
it should not be permitted 

“even to'the smallest degree. 

No 1 rasping of the outer sur- 

face of the. wall should be 
allowed, excepting to touch 

or smooth any roughness 

of the clinches, and to 
round of the edge of the 

wall dawn near the shoe. 
It has been explained under 

the ‘proper head, that the 
-inner surface’ of the: wall 
soft’ and, spongy, and that —_ : 
as it approaches the outer Fig, 476. — najusient at Turn of Foot. 
surface, it becomes hard and . a 

‘bony, and the fibers closer and denser, and that over the surface i isa 

sort of skin or thin covering of enamel, that prevents too rapid evap- | 

oration of moisture ; and it is necessary to retain intact this ‘strong 

fibrous horn, as well as its outer covering, so as to hold the nails 
firmly, as well as to prevent the excessive evaporation of. moisture 

which would follow. 
Should the shoe be too short, which is’ liable to hae to 

remedy the difficulty it is the. common custom to set it back under 

the wall, and rasp the thick, strong wall, extending out over the 
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shoe, down to it. Or, should the shoe be too straight or narrow for 
the foot across the points of nailing, to drive the nails so deeply as 

Fic. 476.—Tips. From 

the French. 

bone beneath. Fig.523 is a good illustration of this. 
men from which it is drawn was obtained from Dr. Hamill. 

not only to endanger 

‘pricking, but greatly to 
weaken the wall. 

The excessive rasp- 
‘ing not only destroys: 

the strongest part of 
the wall, that best able 
to retain the nail-holes 

and support concus- 
Sion, but causes a se- 

rious internal disease 
not usually understood, 
which shows its effect 
in an absorption of the 

Fie. 477.—Thin Strip Set in 

Hoof. From Lafosse. 

The speci- 
The 

small sketch is full size, and shows the exact appearance of its sur- 

face, and small points of horn which are over a quarter of an inch 
3 

Fic. 478.—Tips Applied to the Colt’s Foot. 

+. 

Fra. 479.—Thin Shoe. 

long, extending out like pegs. 

SHOEING THE HIND FEET. 

There is usually: so little 

From Lafosse. 

trouble with the hind feet, that it is scarcely necessary to give any 

directions.as to their. management. The horn is thickest at the 

quarters, and the principal nailing should be done there. Some- 
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times there is a curling under or 

contracting of the heels, which 

may be the cause of more or less 
inflammation, extending to the 

‘ sheaths of tendons and other parts 

of, the leg; in such a case, if 
thought advisable, either or both | 
quarters can be treated as ex- | 
plained under that head in “Con- | 
traction.” 

~PRICKING AND RUCKING. 
I think it advisable, in this con-- 

nection, to say a few words about 
pricking, which is more common 
than many suppose. It is not un- 

usual, indeed. it is a very common 

349 

Fie 480 —Shoe Adjusted. From the German. 

occurrence, to drive the nail too near the quick or into it, and thus 

by a little carelessness cause great harm. First, if the nail be driven 
so as to go to the quick, in which case the horse: may show it by 
flinching, it should in-all cases be pulled out at once, and the hole: 

Fie. 481.—-Model Shoes. Fie 482.—-Showing Location of Nails. 

be left vacant. If this is done, no harm will follow. Sometimes 

the smith, especially if he expects to be scolded, will drive the 
nail down, which in a few hours or next day’ will show itself by 
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making the horse lame ; or the nail may be driven so deeply as to 
go near the soft parts af the inner edge, and when the point strikes 

at the hard horn 
] ss of the outer 

surface, it may 
bend inward or 

' press upon and 
break through 
to the sensitive 
parts. This is 
called rucking, 
as shown in Fig. 
508. The nail 
shouldbe pulled 
out at once. 

Kaother cause of harm is what is termed fitting and drawing the 
nails too closely. If the nails are driven rather deep, and clinched 

down firmly, they: are liable to bend inward and fress upon the 
sensitive parts. This is called pinching. If present when the horse 
is shod, and it is noticed that the nails are driven rather deep for the 
thickness of the wall, insist upon their being driven farther out. 

An ignorant or thoughtless man may claim there is no danger, 
though he is driving the nails 

much too deep. Should the 

horse show soreness or lameness 
within three or four days after 

. being shod,  Sapenially if he puts 

. Fie, 483. —Examining the Shoe. 

_Fia 484.—Location of Nails. Fie. 485.—French Method of Nalling 

the foot forward to ease it, give the matter attention at once. First 
rest the hand lightly upon the hoof to discover whether there is any 

unusual heat, and if so, at what point; next take a light hammer 
or small stone, and tap lightly round over the nails, until the horse 
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flinches, when the of- 

fending nail or nails 

can be discovered and 

pulled out. If this is 
:done soon after being 
shod or during the 
same day, all that may 
be necessary to do is to 

leave the nail out. on 

I have had excellent 
success by pouring a 
little callendula into 

‘the hole. In one case, 

‘where there was con- 
‘siderable .soreness a 

few hours after being 
shod, though the horse 

was quite lame on ac- 
‘count of the nail being 

driven too deep, after 
pulling out then ail, a. 

little callendula was poured i in, ‘and the shoe again ‘put.on, and the 

horse in a few hours was free from lameness. But if he shows lame- 
ness in a day or so after: being shod, cut away the wall from around 

: the hole,’ so ‘as to 

ES let out’ any mat- 
ter which may 
have formed. 
Next’ poultice the 

‘foot until thee: in- 

- flammation | sub- : 
sides, then cover 

the hole with a 
vlittle digestive 
ointment (which 

is made by ‘melt- 
, ing together equal 

Fie. 487.—Shoe Properly Adjusted and Nailed. . parts of tar and 

hog’s lard, and 
stirring’ till cool), over which put a little’ tow and put on the shoe. 

Fie. 486.—The Hoof of a Fore Foot Showing the Bad 

Effects of Excessive Rasping. 

CONTRACTION. ITs, CurE. 

For hundreds of years there has been great effort made to pre- 
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vent andcure con- 

traction. I give 

avariety of figures 
showing some 
forms of shoesand — 

methods of ex- 
panding the quar- 

ters. 

Contraction 
may be divided 
into three class- 

es: 1..A general 
compression, or 

drawing in of the. 
wall upon the 

Fra. 488.—Good Model of Concave Shoe. vascular _ struct- 
“ure; 2. When'but 

one or both quarters are drawn in; 3. When the heels are curled 
in, or pushed forward under the foot. The prevention and cure of 

contraction must depend upon re- 
moving excess of horn, frog-press- 
ure, freedom of the quarters, or, if 

necessary, opening them mechan- 

ically as desired, and upon moist- 
ure. Any of these conditions 

lacking, there must in ‘seridus 
cases be partial or entire failure, 
no matter what the means or 

methods used. If the feet could 
have conditions that would afford natural moisture, and the shoes be 

made so thin that the frog 
and sole could have reason- 

able contact withthe ground, 
the quarters so free that 

they could expand with the 
growth of the feet, there 

could be but little if any 

contraction. ~ 

Fie. 489.—Ordinary Calks. 

- FROG-PRESSURE. 

We see that in all cases 

Fia. 490.-~Adjustable’ Calk. where there is, reasonable 
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frog-pressure, the frog becomes larger, firm- 
er, and more elastic ; while raising the frog 

from contact causes it to become small and 

hard, the quarters to draw in, and the whole 

foot to diminish more or less in size. But if 
not accustomed to pressure, it should be 

“given gradually, in connection, with keeping | 

the feet thoroughly softened, so as not to 
excite inflammation or soreness. It would 

not do for a man accustomed to wearing 
boots for years to suddenly go: barefoot on. 

rough, hard ground. The skin on the feet 

is so thin that they would be made sore, 

and. would be liable to serious inflamma- 

tion. In like manner it would not be pru- 
dent to bring the heels and frog of a horse’s 

foot that has long been protected by shoes, suddenly to the ground. 
If there is but little contraction, with fairly good-condition of the. 
feet, all that will be necessary to dois to level down the. feet, and 

yn é LU 
NS \ 

r¢ Fie. “491. —Adjustable. Catks. 

Fra. 492.—Model of Shoe for Express Horses. ; 
From Dr. Hamill’s Collection. _ Fre. 493.—The Goodenough Shoe. 

remove any.surplus of old horn’ from the sole, put on thin-heeled 
shoes, and keep the feet soft by moisture. s 

The next simplest and best method would be to use the convex 

shoe. See Figs. 552-554. After leveling and trirnming out the. 

foot properly, as betore explained, cut away or weaken the arch be- 
: 28 a 
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tween the bars and 
frog sufficiently. to 
allow of some elas- 

ticity of the quar- 

ters, then fit the 

heels nicely to the 

bearing surface of 
the shoe. In doing 

this, care should be 

taken to leave them 

sufficiently deep to 

enable matching 

the bevel of the. 
shoe nicely without 

cutting away or 
lowering the wall 
too much. No horn 
should be left pro- 
jecting inside, as it 

would form a wall 

against the inner 

; edge of the shoe, 
and. prevent the heels from spreading. Of course, no nails should 
be driven back in the quarters. As before explained, the frog 
should gradually be given contact with the ground. As the quar- 

ters are opened, the shoe can be taken off, made larger, ‘and reset, 

until the foot is reasonably expanded, when a level bearing-surface 

may again be used. 7 : 
- But for anything like a bad condition’ 
of contraction, more direct and positive 
treatment will be necessary. For ex- 

ample, if the foot is badly contracted, 
the frog small, and sole forced upward 
acutely, the whole’ internal structure, 
‘in fact, locked and tied, as it were, by 
‘the severe compression of the wall, 
three conditions are necessary: First, 

complete elasticity of quarters and sole ; 
second, power to open quarter so as to 
relieve pressure, and allow the sole to. 

settle back to its natural position ; third, 
gradual frog-pressure so as to restore a 

Fic. 494.—A Dried Hoof with Frog Removed. 

Fie. 495.—The Frog. 

1 
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healthy condition of circulation: el 

strength of parts. The ‘first important 

step in the treatment is to thoroughly 
soften the feet. The simplest way of do- 
ing this in the stables is by tying two or 
three thicknesses of blanket. around the 
feet and keeping them wet about twenty- 

four hours; or better, fill ‘two. small. 
bags with bran, put a foot into each, and. 

tie a string loosely around the top of the 

bag and leg above the fetlock. Put 
each foot into a bucket of water, and 
afterward pour on water to, keep wet ; 
or the horse can be made to stand:in °~ 

mud till the feet are soft. 

There is usually, a large accumulation 
of horn, especially at the heel, all of. 

which must be removed, and the wall 
leveled down to its proper dimensions. 
Next, with the drawing-knife pare out 
the sole ; not enough to make it bend’ to pressure, but more than 
beyond the removal of the old horn. Then with a small knife, 

which should be made expressly for the purpose,—let the blade be 

made straight, with a cutting edge on both sides, and the end turned 
about a quarter of an 

inch, tempered and 

ground down to a keen 
edge, so as not to cut 
a channel much more 
than one eighth to 

three sixteenths of an 

» inch wide, — weaken 

i the wall between the 

bars and frog, by scrap- 

ing or cutting out the 

' Fra. 497.—Showing Great Excess of Horn. bottom of the channel 
- back to the point of the 

heel so much that when: pressure is ver upon the heels outward, 

there will be no impediment to their opening freely at their upper 

edge. ‘To do this, commence well forward near the point of the 
frog, and cut back, following the line of the arch carefully. Particu- 

Fie. 496:—Mobility entirely 
Destroyed in Right Foot: 
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lar care should be taken not to cut so much at any part as to cause 

bleeding. On this 

“account the op- 
erator should feel 
his way cautious- 
ly, cutting: deeper 
as he goes back. 
The: bar should 

be cut away to 
within three quar- 

ters of an inch 

-from'the point of 
the heel. No more 

; Should ‘be cut 

‘away from the 

rest of the bar, or 

part coming un- 

der the clip, than 
‘may be necessary to give a straight shoulder for it to rest against. 
Both sides must be treated alike. Ifthe part has been cut through 
in the least, it should be protected after the shoe i is on by melting 

a little resin and tallow. 

into it, and covering . _ A ee 
with tow. are 

Fie. 499.— Concave Bearing-surface of Shoe 498 at Heel. 

Fie. 498. —Shoe too Wide and Long. Bearing-surface 
too Concave. 

There have b een 

many ignorant and. a. 4 Bt | 
pretentious quacks, : 

-who have presumed to’ Bs Frc. 500.—Concave Bearing-surface of Shoe 498 be- 
: weaken the heel ” by eS tween-Heel and Turn of Foot. 

sawing in between the , 

‘bars and frog. Only a: —_ c << 

very small point can be 

‘reached in this way, 
without cutting to the quick. The saw cannot be used here’ at all 
with advantage. The point is to weaken the horn at the bottom 

_ of the cleft so that it will spread freely, and this can be done prop- 

erly only with the cutting-knife. The. proper flexibility of the 
heels can be judged by a slight pressure with the hand. 

This done, our next object is to remove the compression of the 

wall. To do this, fit to ita rather thin, flat shoe, made-of good iron. 

At the heels it should be made a little wider and longer than the 

Fie. 501. —Concave Bearing-surface of Same at Turn of Foot. 
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foot, and the nail-holes' punched, as in Fig. 565. Lay on the shoe as ' 
intended to be nailed, and with a pencil make a mark over the inside 
of the bar at the point of the heel on both sides. This done, accu- 

_ rately punch or 

drill) two’ holes 

through the iron, 
about ‘three six- 
teenths .of an 
inch in diameter. 

If it can be done, 

it would be: bet- 

- tet to have the 
. holes beveled on 
‘the inside of the 
bar, extending 

= : up and back at 

Fia. 502.—View of Hoof with Marked Depression across the the point of the 

Front, and a Corresponding Bulging downwards of the Sole. heel. Next, take 
. two little pieces’ 

‘ef good iron or steel, about three fourths to seven eighths of an 
inch long, by about three sixteenths thick, and about five eighths 

-ef an inch wide. Cut ‘down the end until it will fit the hole in the 

Fie, 508. —Model Thin-heeled Shoe. Fra. 504.—Light Hind Shoe. 

shoe, and rivet it, as shown ‘in Fig. 557. These are now to be 

warmed and bent, and, if necessary, filed so as to lie flat against’ 
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both heels, and, just long enough to come a little short of touch- 
ing the soft horn above it. Next weaken the'shoe a little on both 

sides, which may be extended over a much larger space than shown 
in Fig. 558; or if the shee is not very heavy, it may be spread 

without weak- 

ening. Regu- 
late so as to 

‘come a little 
forward of the 

‘point where the 
hoof ‘begins to 

. drawin, Ifthe 

. shoe is | thin, 
| the inner edge 
should be. 
turn up and 
formed into a, 

clip, which 

with a little care, can be filed ‘and fitted. 
But if the shoe is at all thick, it would be 

somewhat difficult to do this ; for if the clip is turned up so that 1 he 
shoe is too large or too small, a very tedious, annoying bungie 

would ‘be the result. In addition, it would be difficult to make ‘the 
clips sufficiently long to enable bringing pressure as high up against 
the wall as it will admit,. which is a very ip pentane point toward 
one the upper part of the hoof. i. 

The method before given, which neces- 

sity compelled me. to devise and adopt, 
makes this simple and easy to do; and 
except the shoe is so thin as not to: admit 

‘of punching. or drilling, it will be found 

= by far the simplest and best method of 
forming the clips. ‘When properly adjust-, 

= ed, nail on carefully: The nails around 
Fie. 507.—Heel as it Usually the toe may be larger than those driven | 

Rests on the Shoe. in the quarters; and while driven so as 

to give a good hold, and rather high, if the 
feet are at all sore and tender, great care should be taken that the 
hammering is not too heavy, nor the nails driven deep.. The 
clinches should simply be turned down lightly. If the hoof ex- 

tends out over the shoe at any point, it should be no reason for 
more rasping than merely to round. off the edges of the horn. Let 

Fya. 505:—Sofe and Wall Cut 

away too much. 

’ Fie. 506.—Wall not Cut away 

Quite Enough. 
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It is frequently the case that one quarter is’ more con- 
tracted. than the other ; in fact, it is not unusual to have one side 

of the heel very much drawn in, while the other may be very lit- 
tle, if any, contracted ; so that two conditions must be met; namely, 

Fie. 508.—Bad Nailing. Fra. 509.—Nail Rucked. Fig. 510.—Geod Nailing. 

first, to open either heel. as little or as much as. “may be desired, 
independent of the other. This the spreaders (which have been 

devised and patented by the writer) will enable doing in the most 
perfect manner. Simple as these ‘spreaders are, ‘the writer has 
found it very difficult to have them made properly. On this ac- 

‘count he has found it necessary to have them made according to an 

Fia,. 

First, 

511.—Transverse Section of the Hoof of the Fore Foot of a 
‘Work Horse in which the Sole had Become Convex. 

exact pattern, 

and they will be 
furnished at a 

moderate’ price 
to those desiring 

them. 
” However nec- 
essary it, may 

_be to have- this 

part of the work’ 
well done, it is, in 

reality, but a 

preparatory step 

for what follows. 
if tongs or a screw be used to spread the shoe, the pressure 

being made equal on both sides, the. side which is weakest must do 

‘ 
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all the bending—opening that quarter too mych without affecting 

the other at all. Another cause of difficulty is not having the 

tongs convenient with which to spread the shoe, and it is put off 

too long; and when finally attempted, done so roughly, or opened 
so much as to 
cause violent in- 

flammation and 
lameness. With the 
spreaders, this dif- 

ficulty is entirely 
overcome. 

OPENING THE 

HEELS. 

The method of 
doing this should 
be about’ as fol- 

lows: First,: meas- 

Fie. 512. | Fie. 518. Fie, 514. ure between the 

Shoe Should.Conform to Foot. The Shoe Being too Small and = joels of the’ shoe 
Badly Abjusted, the Foot is Compressed sige: 

’ and Necessarily Injured. 
carefully, by cut- 
ting a bit of- straw 

or stick. the exact length between them, and then estimate how 
much each heel will bear opening without causing soreness. _Un- 
less the foot is'very soft and elastic, it is hardly prudent the: first 

time to open them more than a quarter or three eighths 
of an inch. It-is well to first open the quarter most: 

contracted, which, until brought out to 
balance with the other, should be 
opened the most. Then measure.again 

and spread: the opposite side. If 

opened ‘too much, or enough to cause 

soreness, a few light taps of the ham- 

mer against the outside will set it back. 

The feet should be kept soft by stop- 

ping with flaxseed-meal, and tying two 

or three thicknesses of blanket around, pygg, 515, 516.—Very Common Re- 

and wetting occasionally, In the course suit of Wearing Small, Bad 

of an hour or two examine the condi- Fitting Shoes. 
tion of the feet carefully. Ifthe horse puts out one foot, or indi- 

cates the least soreness, the quarters have been opened too much, 
Fy 
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and they must be at once knocked back sufficiently to relieve the 
-undue pressure, and be kept wet. It is rarely, however, that the 

spreading of a quarter, or even three eighths, of an inch, will at 
first cause any soreness. On the contrary, it always gives relief. 
Still I think it necessary to use care. The horse can be driven or 
worked moderately, if desired. In two or three days.the spread- 
ing can be repeated, but now not so much as before, and again in 
three or four days following, and so on at longer intervals. 

If the foot has been properly prepared, two points will be ac- 
complished by this spreading, namely, the severe compression upon 

16. 517.— Natural Position. Fre. 518.—Effect of Contraction Fre. 519.—Extreme Case 

~ Good Shoeing. and Soreness. of Contraction and Soreness. 

the vascular structure and coronary ring will be immediately re- 

lieved, and the sole, which in all cases of. this. character has been 
forced up,.as shown, to an acute angle, will straighten and let down, 

To aid this, the sole must, by paring, be made so flexible that, as 

_ the foot is. opened, it will settle down and come back to its natural 
condition. The soreness resulting from the compression of the 

parts-will be removed, and a better condition of circulation and nu- 
trition result. By this course the mobility will not only be re- 
-stored, the horse travel with more freedom and confidence, but as 

the hoof grows down it will become thicker and of a better fiber. 
As before explained, ‘to bring about a healthy condition of cir- 

culation and nutrition, the frog must necessarily be given contact 

with the ground to the degree it will bear, which should be provided 

' 
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for by the thinness of the shoe. In some simple cases, nailing the 
shoe to the heel, as shown in Fig. 558, may be sufficient to hold the 

. quarters firmly enough to'enable spreading them ‘as desired. The 
objection is that the wall is so thin at the point of the heels, that it 
may be difficult to get a good nail-hold. without pricking or break- 
ing out ; besides, the nailing cannot be repeated. The nails should 
be Stall and driven very carefully, getting as much hold as the horn 
will admit of. The supposed objection to this plan of opening the 

quarters is, that it prevents their natural elasticity by their undue 
confinement. Put this is not a valid objection ; because in the di- 

‘Fies. 520, 521.—How a Horse Stands when Sore-footed or Lame. 

rection it is désired to give them freedom outward, it only facilitates 

it, while at the same time it gives a certainty and positiveness | of re- 
lief that cannot well be secured in any other way. 

In fact, hérein lies most of the success in the management of all 

conditions of contraction. In my experience I never have found a 
smith'who could catch the points of properly preparing the foot and 
fitting the shoes for such cases. In‘every instance I have been 

compelled to stand over the shoer and. dictate every. movement or 

do part of the work myself. First, the want of judgment in prepar- 
ing the foot ; second, in adapting the weight of the shoe to the foot, 
and fitting the clips so as to enable opening the quarters easily and 
surely as desired. 

MR. ROBERGE’S METHOD. 

, Since writing the foregoing my attention has been called to a 

, 
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very simple and practical method of opening the quarters for the 
cure of contraction, which is used with marked success, and illus- 

trated in Fig. 566, devised by Mr. David Roberge, a practical horse- 

shoer of great ingenuity 
and skill, located at No. 

106 West Thirtieth 
Street, New York City. 
Visious methods of open- 

ing the heels on this plan 
are given, which are from 
French and other'author- 
ities, to show the great ef- 

fort that has been made 
by mechanical means to 
overcome this difficulty. 
But Mr. Roberge, by giv-. 

ing more length to the 
spring, and simplifying its 
construction, makes it all 
that can be desired. The 
spring is made of steel, the exact proportion and adjustment of 
which is shown i in Fig. 567. The wall is first weakened by sawing 
down slightly between the heel and frog, when the spring is placed 

in position with so much force 
-given to'it as may be thought 
necessary to press. the heels out-, 

ward, as desired, The shoe is _ 
then nailed on over it, as ordi- 

‘narily done. The pressure is 

gradual and constant, and must 

prove just the thing where both 
quarters will: admit of equal 

pressure. But should one quar- 

ter be much more contracted or 

unyielding than the other, it 
does not seem to the writer that 

xindies » it would work so well, because 
_Fia. 528.—The Effect of Internal inflammation, . the full ‘pressure, would then be 

Caused by Excessive Rasping and 

Other Causes of Injury. 

Fic. 592.—Anterfor Section of a Hind Hoo! Made 
Vertically across the Center, Showing the 

‘Thickness of Wall. 

thrown on the weaker quarter. 
But this, it is claimed, can be 

obviated by nailing the shoe well back on the quarter: of the op- 

posite side, which would prevent that side from: being acted upon 
/ 
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This spring, with particulars, can be obtained by addressing the 
patentee, Mr. Roberge. 

ROL LING MOTION SHOE. 

I also give Hiiustrations! of a form of shoe devised and largely 
used by him with great success, which he has patented. The object 

to be attained is, where 

there is want of mobil- 

ity, or much soreness 
and inflammation, to so 

' form and adjust the shoe 

that the foot will partly 
roll upon the ground, 
‘thereby relieving the 
strain and irritation. To 

‘use Mr. Roberge’s words, 

“ This shoe, by allowing 

the foot to roll upon the ground, gives the foot the advantage of 

an extra joint, and to that degree relieves ie strain or want of 
mobility, which causes lameness or soreness.” Consequently, it 
not only enables the horse to travel easier, but aids in making a 

cure. This principle of treatment he has studied very to ‘and 
it is remarkably successful. 

‘This principle of ‘treatment has long been in use. I give an il- 
lustration from Lafosse, showing a side view of the hoof fitted for the 

Fig. 524.—Transverse Section of a Model Hoof 

at the Quarters. 

Fie, 525.—Showing the Usual Arch = Fre. 526.—Showing Effect of Fic. 527.—Sole Bent 

of the Sole. a Little Contraction. Upwards. Effect 

of Contraction. 

shoe ; alsoa specimen of the French shoe. The principle is to turn up 

the. shive at the heel and toe about the thickness of the iron. Mr. 

Roberge’s shoe differs essentially from this, in that he gives a curv- 
ature sideways as well as with the length of the foot. What he 

terms his “best shoe,” and which is the most unusual, is Fig. 568, 

which is a thin plate hammered into a rounded or bowl shape, the 
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exact ‘proportions of which are preserved in the drawings given. 
Fig. 570 is a side view, which will give a good idea of the relative 

proportion of the curve. By this form of shoe the foot has perfect 

Fie. 528.—Hinge Shoe. From the French. Fre. 529.—Form of Shoe Devised in Engtand 
for Preventing Contraction. 

freedom of motion either way. If the foot is feverish or dry, wet 

sponge or oakum is pushed in between the shoe: and bottom of the 
foot. Fig. 572 is a view of the same made a little heavier, the same 
form of circle being preserved, with the difference of the ‘central 
part being removed with cross-section of the same. The shoe from 

which this drawing was made was claimed to’be the same that was 

worn by Dexter when he made his fastest time to road wagon. 
Figs. 575,576, show the method of putting on calkins. _In conversa- 
tion with the writer, Mr. Bonner stated that David Roberge was one 
of the very foremost ‘living students of the principles of shoeing. He - 
is an unassuming, practical man, but i is wonderfully successful. 

' QUARTER-CRACK. 

This is the one difficulty next to. con- 
traction. which seems to have baffled the 

skill of the best veterinary authorities 

and horsemen to: prevent or cure; because 
in extreme cases they had no ‘practical 

treatment beyond that of a bar shoe, cut- 
ting away the horn so that the part back 

of the split would have no bearing upon 
it, or supporting the weak parts by 

. drawing the edges together with nails, 

or fastening on a plate with screws, all 

of which are merely palliative, and not 

to be depended upon. It would, of course, 
ny 

Fie. 530.—Form of Shoe Used 

by the French for the Cure 

of Contraction. 
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be easy to grow the foot down by keeping the horse in a stall or 
small yard where the ground is soft, but when put.to work it would 

be liable to split down ‘again as before. Consequently it has been 
one of the most vexatious and annoying of. difficulties, because 

to do this it was necessary to keep the horse idle from three to six 

months; and 

then, when put to 

work, if by chance 

he were driven 

sharply over hard 
or frozen roads, 

the quarter was 

liable to burst, 

which wouldagain 
make the loss of 
use necessary. Or 

it became’ neces- 
sary to resort to 

the palliative measures referred to, and 
thus in time the value of an otherwise 

good forte would be destroyed.. 
| We see, in the first place, that the whole trouble arises from the 

hoof becoming contracted or too small for the internal parts. This 
will be most noticeable at the inner quarter by the wall becoming | 

straight or drawn in‘sharply a little below the hair, the part at which 

the split invariably occurs. This is proved by the fact that the 

Fria. -532.—Shoe Made in Sec- 

tions and Riveted together 

to Prevent Cantenes one 

Fre. 531. 

Fies, 538, 584, 585.-—Different Forms of Shoes for Cure of Contraction. 

quarter is most liable to burst or split when the hoof is dry ‘and 

hard, or when concussion is increased by driving on hard roads. 

This tendency to split is also increased by the inferior quality of 
horn. grown; because the contraction of the'parts, or pressing of the 

wall in against the soft parts, so obstructs the circulation that there 
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is not sufficient blood. 

to.grow sound, tough, 

healthy horn. On 
this account the only 
reliable and practical 

' cure is opening the 

quarters , sufficiently 

to remove pressure. 

until the new horn is 
grown, which can be 

done to-any degree 

desired, as follows: 
First, cut down . be- 
‘tween the bar and the. 

frog of ‘the inner - 
quarter, as- explained 

for contraction, until fe a 

it will yield readily: Fre. 636.—Ordinary English Shoe. 
to pressure. ‘Next cut 

away the edges. ‘of the wall to the end of the split; then make a 
crease with the firing-iron at the edge of the hair. If the spilt ex- 
tends well up into the coronary band, this can be omitted, and: in- 

stead, the i iron feuehes lengthways with the split. If, however, the 

quarter is properly 

openéd, such _iriter- 

_ ference with thefiring- 
iron will. be unneces- 
sary, as the horn 
would usually grow 
down sound without 

it. Now, fit a shoe as 
: explained for contrac- 

tion, putting a clip. 

only upon the inner 

_side (as:shown in Fig. 
585). The opposite 
side: is to be. nailed 

well back to counter- 

balance it. When the ° 
shoes are :nailed on, 

oe: " . with the spreaders 
Fic. 537,—Bearing-surface of Ordinary English Shoe. -open the quarter all 
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it will bear without producing soreness, or about a quarter of an 

inch. This done, fill the crack with a little melted resin or tallow, 

over which put a little tow to prevent gravel or dirt. from working 
into the quick. It is next advisable to stimulate the growth of 

tough, healthy horn. This can be done with hoof liniment, which 
should be put on, as explained, two or three times a week. The 
hoof should not be permitted to become dry or hard, which can be 

easily prevented by stopping with: flaxseed-meal and tying two or 

three thicknesses of blanket around the foot; and keeping wet while 
standing in'the stable. The horse, if necessary, can be put to work 

as usual. In the course of a few days, spread a little more, or as 

Fia. 538. Fie. 589. 

Forms of Spring Used for Spreading the Quarters. 

much as may be necessary to make the hoof sufficiently wide to re- 

move ‘all pressure from the. weak part. When grown down, the 

cause ‘will be removed. 
If an ordinary. case, with ‘but little drawing in of the quarters, 

simply lower the inside quarter a little so as to remove pressure from 
the upper edge of the wall, and put on a level shoe. Next, with a 

firing-iron burn a slight crease across the upper edge of the wall, 
keeping the foot soft, and stimulating the growth by applications 

of hoof liniment. This’ will enable growing the wall down without 
its splitting back. But if the quarter is drawn in perceptibly, then 

in addition to the creasing, the quarter must be given entire freedom, 

by cutting down between the bar and frog. .The details of a very in- 
teresting case, and explanations of how I learned this method of treat- 

ment, and its success, will be found in connection with this part of 
treatment in.my special work on the horse. 
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SAND: CRACK, OR FISSURE AT THE TOE. 

_ This is usually the result of a diseased condition or ulceration 

of the upper anterior part of the coffin-bone, caused by injury to the 

part. Ina large number of dissections made by Mr. Gamgee, to 

whom I am indebted for treatment here given, he found cases of the 
pyramidal process to be common, and’ 
a depression down in front. to be also 

frequent. The front of. such feet is 

weak and deficient both in hoof. and | 
bone. The bottom of the foot’ must 
have nothing removed from. it, except 
to level it down at the quarters. The 
front of the hoof should be left rather 
‘long and deep, the shoe. to come well 

back under the quarters, and clips to be 

taken up, one on each side of the toe. 

When the shoe is applied, the clips are 

neither to be let .into the wall nor 

roughly hammered up to it, but to be 
. <i drawn just tight enough to support and 

hold the part firm. For treatment of the fissure, take tar and 

resin one ounce and tallow a quarter of an ounce, and melt together. 
Apply this. while warm to the fis-. 
sure of the hoof and: coronet, then 

place a layer of tow’ over this 
dressing,:and bind the wall of the 
foot with a broad tape, to support 
its position and keep the part firm. 
A cure ‘in bad cases is not to EDS 
expected. 

_ Fie 540.—Hinge Bar Shoe for Cure — 
- “of Contraction. 

CORNS. 

. Corns: are usually to be found at’ 

the i inner heel; or at the angle be- 
tween the bar and the crust, and 

are ¢aused by the shoe pressing” 
upon the part. This will be most 
likely to occur should the wall 

break down, or be cut away so much - 

as to let the shoe rest upon the sole, or should the shoe be nailed 

well back on the outside and toe, as then, if left on too long, it will 
be drawn outward and forward so much that the inner heel’ will be 

24 a 

Fra. 541,—Spring Inside Shoe Riveted to 

Toe Part for Expanding Quarters. 
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drawn under the quarter, and 
rest upon this part, bruising 
it. When the sensitive sole 
is thus bruised, the effused 

blood mixes with the horny 
matter and makes a red spot, 
and if the irritation is contin- 
ued so as to produce very 

much inflammation, ulcera- | 

tion may take place, which 
would, in some cases, be suf- 

ficient to affect the inner wing 

of the coffin-bone, and cause’ 
matter to break out at the 
coronet. Sometimes when. 

Fia. 542.—Showing the Effect upon the Pedal 

Bone of Sole Bulging Down. 

the quarter is very much contracted, 
the space between the bar and quar- 
ter being greatly lessened, it causes 
such bruising or pressure upon the 
soft parts as to excite inflammation, or 
cause a corn. The usual remedy isto 
cut away the parts so that the shoe 
will not rest upon it, and. put on a,” . 

little caustic, or touch it with a hot 
iron, which destroys sensibility, and 
changes .the condition of secretion. 
Butter of antimony or salts of niter 
are favorite remedies ; then melt in 

a little tar, resin, and tallow, and cover 

with a little, tow to prevent gravel 
or dirt working into the tender part. 
The usual. way in severe cases, is to 
put on a bar shoe, so as to enable 
removing all pressure from the sore 

'part.. This mode of treatment, how-_ 

ever, as usually done, is only pallia- 
tive, not curative. The horse will 

oh a" . Fa. 543:—Representation of the 
travel better, but if the shoe is left on Last Six Bones of the Foot, 

a little too long, or presses upon the Showing Great Change 
part in the least, or should gravel or of Structure. 
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dirt accumulate between the part and the shoe, inflammation and 
lameness will follow. The only remedy - 
for this is to remove the pressure. Bat 
in time by this treatment the difficulty i is’ 
only aggravated and made worse. Hence 

the usual assertion that “corns cannot 
be cured.” 

Gifford, one of my old aenebaing 
horses, had a very bad bruise (corn) on 

one of his inner heels, which, if not care- 

fully attended to, caused serious lameness, | 

After being troubled with it about seven 
years, it had grown to such proportions’ 

‘as to involve the entire angle at the heel, | 
so that the horn was broken quite 
through, and fhe sensitive structure partly 

3871 
( 

Fie. 544.—Showing Bearing- 

surface of Shoe Shown 

in Fig. 544, 

Fra. 545.—Form of Concave 
Shoe Used by the French for 

Expanding the Quarters. 

ulcerated. At the close of the season’s 
business, there was considerable inflamma- 

tion and soreness in the entire foot. All 
palliative measures having failed, it finally 

occurred to me totry the experiment of re- 

moving all" pressure from the part, and. 
turning the horse. out to grass. But there 
was another serious difficulty, to which, 

in part, some of the soreness might be at-'- 
tributed. By the contraction or curling 

under of the outer heel, it had become so 

weak that it could scarcely be. made to 
support his weight in traveling, so I decided 
to treat this at the same time. The divis- 
ion between the bar and frog of this side. 
was well thinned out to make the quarter: 
flexible. Next a thin shoe of _untempered 

steel, a little more than an eighth of an 

inch thick, was made. to fit accurately to. 
the wall (as shown’. by Fig. 588), the end 
being turned up for a clip, and fitted 

fiicely to its place. ‘The part of the op- 
posite heel of. the shoe coming over the 

corn, was ‘entirely cut away, leaving simply sufficient to cover the 
wall, which at this point was very thin. The shoe was now fastened 
on sufficiently to hold it firmly in place, but with very small. nails, 
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There was no rasping or attempt to beautify,the foot in any way. 

Figs. 586 and 589 give a very good idea of the appearance of the 

foot before and after the shoe was 

put on. The quarter was now care- 

fully opened about three eighths of 

Fie. 546. Fie. 547. 
1 Devices for Cure of Contraction Used by the French. 

a ie 

an inch, without causing any irritation. Nothing was put over the 
bruise or corn, nor was it meddled with in any way.. The horse 
was now turned out to grass daily. At first he moved very 
tenderly, | though not lame. In a week the heel was again opened 
a little more, and again at intervals until opened out as desired. In 

a few weeks the tenderness, fever, and in- 

flammation subsided ; and at the expiration 
of three months the corn was entirely cured,. 
there being a healthy growth of'sole over 

the part, leaving only a slight appearance 

Fic. 548.—Screw for Spreading Shoe. Fig, 549.—The Shoe as Adjusted. 

of redness, on account of not being entirely grown out. The con- 

tracted quarter was also out to its natural position, the change for 

the better in all respects being very gratifying. An ordinary flat 
shoe was now put on, when he traveled as well as ever. The ma- 
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jority of such cases can. be easily cured while the horse is kept at 

his usual work, by putting on an open shoe if the foot will bear it, 

if not, a light bar shoe, with the 

part coming uader the corn en- 
tirely cut away, leaving only 

sufficient to cover the wall. It 

will not matter whether the bar 
is cut away or not, as there will 

be nothing over it to harbor 
gravel or dirt.. It would be ad- 
visable to fit the shoe carefully, 

or even drive two or three nails, 

to know exactly the position of 
the shoe upon the wall. Then 
mark the part to be cut out, wher 

the nails can be pulled out, the 

Fig. 550.—The Shoe Made Wider than Foot, 
with Clips at the Heels for Opening the 

Quarters. A French Device. 

part cut or filed away: properly, and the shoe'again nailed in place. 
The success in the treatment of the case referred to, led me to 

believe I had made an important discovery, as I had not found it ° 

three months. 

- Fig. 551.—Form of Screw 
Used by the French for 

Spreading the Shoe. 

laid down by any authorities on 
shoeing. Since then, upon in-: 

vestigation, I have found that the 

principle was well understood by 
many old authorities, though the 
method of treatment, as will be 

seen, was slightly different. 

On page 96 of. Freeman’s 
work on “Shoeing,” ‘published 

in 1796, he says :— 

I have frequently bought horses whose 

feet, on examination, proved to have 

corns, occasioned by ill-made shoes hav- 

ing pressed upon them. These were, ‘in general, easily 
cured by paring the feet properly where the grievance 

lay, and turning the horse out without shoés for lid or 
4 

a 

In -the supplement to Coleman’s work, pub- 
lished in 1802, the writer found, for the cure 

of corns, the shoe cut away over the corn, as 
shown by Fig. 587. 

Bracy Clark’s work, published in 1809, gives 
an illustration of a shoe with’ that part which 
would come over the corn entirely cut away. 
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The half-moon shoe, or tip, by Lafosse, referred to hereafter, is 

claimed to cure corns. ‘Cesar Fiaschi, of the sixteenth century, 
: gives a figure of a three-quarter shoe, 

a almost the same form as that of Bracy 
Clark’s, for this trouble. White’s work, 

‘published in 1820, says :— 

The only thing to be done is to take off the shoe,’ 
and turn the horse out to grass. In slight cases, 

however, this may not be absolutely necessary, 

and is often: inconvenient, but it is by far the 

best plan, and I‘may add, perhaps the only effectual 

one, when a radical cure is desired. 

hy 

WEAK HEELS. 

If from any cause there has been much 

fever in the feet for some time, in conse- 

quence of being driven on hard roads, or being partially foundered, 
there will be diminished supply of horn, so that the wall will not 
only grow slower, but thinner. (See reference to inflammation and 
Figs. 555, 556.) 

Sometimes the heels are cut down so closely that should the 
shoe work loose, and wear or break down the quarters, it would be 

“Fra. 552.—French Convex Shoe. 

Fic. 558.—Bracy- Clark’s Convex Shoe. Fie. 554.—Ordinary Convex Shoe. 
From his Book Published in 1819. 2 1 

easy to produce a weak, low condition of the heels. This may cause 

‘a great deal of trouble, on account of the. slowness with which the 

horn grows to supply the increased wear. This morbid condition of 
4 : t 
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inflammation also produces another | 
very marked effect, namely, that of sep- 
arating the wall from the sole, or what 
is termed becoming shelly. Sometimes, 

if the shoes are badly fitted and made 

too wide at the heels (as explained un- 
‘ der the head ‘of “ Contraction”), they - 

will soon cause a weak, bad condition 
of the heels, the quarter gradually ‘giv-_ 
ing way or breaking down ; and if the 

foot is at all flat, the sole and frog be- 

‘come liable to settle, or are made con- 

vex. 

‘One of the most marked cases of this 

kind the writer ever saw was that of a 

cart-horse, ‘brought to his notice in 

Central Pennsylvania. The feet were 
‘Fig. 555.—The Foot of a Pony that 

had been Calked, Referred to In 

broad and flat, with the heels drawn Text, after the Inflammation 

in toa point so that there was scarcely had Subsided, Growing 

any Deane of them upon the shoe. "Nearly a:Quarter of 

The result 
an Inch Larger. 

of this was that the horn wore or 
broke ke until the line of bearing 
was over an inch above that of the frog. 

To remedy the difficulty | the calks were 

Yc raised. correspondingly high to keep the. 
foe. from the. ground. | (See Fig. 594.) 
* This ‘horse traveled with great ‘diffi- 

culty, even onawalk. 

The’ course most likely to give suc- 

‘cess in the ‘management of these cases, 

is to use a wide shoe that will, give a 
large bearing-surface to the weak parts, 

and sustain, them. - Of course, nothing 
more should be, ‘cut away from the 

heels than is sufficient to only level 
Fia. 556.—The Foot Drawn in and them a little. ‘Special care should be 

Deformed from Long-eontinued In- = taken fo prevent them from breaking 
sranpenancacareh nea and wearing down by the shoe, which 

7 

Hoof Growing About Half an may be done by ‘placing a piece of 
Inch Larger after the In- leather: between’ the bearing-surface 

flammation Subsided. and shoe. As the horn will usually’ be 

1 1 
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traction.. Devised by the Writer. 
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very brittle and weak, it is advisable to 

use great care in fitting the shoe, with 
thin clips on each side. At any rate, the 
shoe must be fastened on so firmly that it 

will not get loose. In some cases it may 

be necessary to bring the bar down so 

as to enable a more accurate line of ad- 

justment to the shoe and frog. 
When in Massachusetts, in 1876, a 

leading horseman called my attention to 

a fast-trotting stallion that’ had weak 

feet, and. which caused him a great deal 
of trouble. He wished to know how to 
shoe them so as'to improve their con- 
dition. I-found the feet in good shape, 
but the sole and wall were very thin and 
weak, the effect, undoubtedly, of the 
horse being slightly foundered or over- 

heated. ‘I advised putting on a shoe 

that would support the sole and frog, the 
space between the shoe and frog to be 
packed with oakum. He objected that 
this would not do, as the horse would 

not bear any pressure at all upon. the 

sole. Some time afterward my 
, attention was called to a very - 

high indorsement from this gen- 

tleman of a certain form of patent 
shoe that had been used on this 
horse. It stated that it enabled 

the horse to travel as well as ever, 

_and that its utility was all that 
could-be desired. I was interested 

to know just what kind of a shoe 

had been used, and when again in 

that vicinity, I found one at con- 
siderable trouble, of which I give 

an accurate drawing. (See Fig. 

598.) While it may be evident 

that in many such cases the shoe 

could be made to support the en- 

tire sole, if hammered out of iron, Fig. 558.—The Shee Adjusted. 
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the increased weight would make it seriously objectionable. The 

fitting of a thin piece of steel plate, as shown in Fig. 598, would en- 

able this to be done with but little addition. to‘its weight. The 

manner of putting it on was simply by bringing the whole sur- 

face-of the wall ana frog to an even bearing, to which the shoe was 
carefully adjusted. 

Next, the space between 
the shoe and bottom of the 

foot was filled with oakum, 

to which was added a. little 

tar and resin, so as to form 

an even but firm support all 

the way round.* The draw- 
ing of the oakum, as it ap- 
pears in Fig. 601, is an ex- 
act illustration of that which 

was uséd upon the shoe 
named, though only. thie 

back part. of it is- shown. 
Parties who. had ‘used | “the 
shoe upon feet which had 
become sore and_ tender 
from ‘driving upon hard, 

stony roads in the city and 
neighborhood, stated ' that 

it;-enabled the horses to 
travel much better. If the 

foot is sore and: sensitive, 

supporting it with a bed of 
oakum in this way will 

serve to break concussion, 

and consequently make the 

haa horse go better for a time. : 
oat But for contraction, quar- 

ter-crack, coffin-joint lame- 

ness, eté., for which it was ‘advertised as a cure, it cannot benefit. 

beyond ‘the effect of slightly. breaking concussion, as explained. 
It would be just the thing for weak heels and for any condition 

, 

Fic. 559.—Spreaders in Position to Open the Heels. 

*A preparation of tar, beéswax, hard soap, and resin, melted and formed into a 
salve, to be used with oakum as packing, was given the writer by a horseman of 

much experience, as the best for this purpose, claiming that it softened the fopt and 

stimulated the secretion of horn. 
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Fie. 560.—Back View of a Hoof Greatly 

Contracted, the Effect of Long-con- 

tinued Inflammation. 

SHOELNG. 

where the sole and frag need sup- 
port. As it is,” however, seriously 

objectionable to cover the whole 
bottom of the foot when it can be 

‘ avoided, I include cuts of an im- 

provement by which the whole 
bearing-surface of the frog. and’ 
heels, the important parts, can be 

supported without the sole being. 

excluded, ftom moisture or_ air, 

which is important for the secretion 

of healthy horn, In such a case, if 

desired, the plate instead of being 

let to the inner edge, can be ex- 

tended: across the quarter so that 

the upper surface will come even 
with the shoe, and be riveted on. 

INTERFERING. 
\ 

The. main point in the management of interfering is to have.the 

shoe close under the wall at the 
point of striking, and the offend- 

“ing part shortened or straight- 
ened a_ little, and “to have 

no. nails. driven there, the 
clinches of which would soon 

rise and cause cutting. The 
edge of the shoe should be bev- 
eled under a little, and filed 

smooth. There. is usually a good, 

deal of carelessness in letting 
the shoe extend outside: the 
crust at the point of the heel. ‘ 
It should set well under the 4 

wall all the way round, and the 

wall be filed smoothly to it. In 
addition, in some cases, the 
horse will travel better to lower 
the inside heel a little ; in others, 

to raise it. It is in all cases 

advisable, however, if the horse 
Fie, 561.—Showing two Openings Caused 

_by Corns. 
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can be made to travel without striking, to keep the adjustment 
natural by paring the foot level and making the shoe. of an equal 
thickness all the way. round, with athe + ade 

perhaps the inner part strpigntened 
a little. 
Sometimes colts driven to a sulky, 

when a little leg-weary, may strike 
badly ; in such a case the ankle must 
be protected. In all cases where the 
ankle is cut, the swelling and sore-. 
ness increase the difficulty, and 
should be guarded against by cov- 
ering. If the irritation is kept up, | 
and this is not done, it may ‘result 

in permanent enlargement of the 
part, which would afterward increase 
the liability. to be hit. This can be. 
prevented only by coverings, or by 
being protected by the ordinary sim- 
ple means, until the inflammation 
subsides and. the injury heals; Prof. McLellan Baye on this wait 

ject :— zr d 

Treatment for interfering, to be rational, must take into account the causations. 

Thus, if the toes turn out —a very common cause of interfering — they should be in- 

clined in all that is possible. This can be accomplished by. bending | the outside web 
_of the shoe from its inner to its outer 

order, making the edge through which the 

nails are driven, quite thin. Or if calks 

are used, the toe-calk can be welded. 

nearer the inside than the outside toe, and. 

_ the toe-calk beveled at the expense of its. 

outer extremity. If the knee is banged, 

but light shoes are indicated. Lightness in 

“the shoe is always desirable in the hind 

feet, and if the season of the year permits, 

tips will be found very. effective in pre- 

vention of interfering. The nails should 

be left out of the hoof at the point where 

- it strikes, because the clinches are liable 

to become raised or loosened, and do in- 

juty.. 

_ CLICKING, OR OVERREACHING.* 

This is a term applied to the striking of 
the hind shoes against the forward ones’, 

during progression. It may be due either 

ong 
Fig. 562. — Shoe as Nailed on to 

be Spread. ’ 

Fic. 563. —As the Heels Appear after 
Being Spread. 

* Contributed by Prof, McLellan. 
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to a faulty conformation, to weak- 

ness, or4o disease. In seeking to 

remedy the defect, we must en- 
deavor to discover its cause. If it 

is due to defective form, we may 

§o adjust the hoofs and apply the 

shoes that the feet shall be placed 
upon the ground in such relation 

to the body as to modify in some 
measure the fault of form. In 
some. cases the toes of the forward 
feet must be reduced all that is - 
possible, and the toes of the hind 

feet lengthened. In others, weights 
or heavy shoes upon the forward 
feet answer a good purpose. In 

some, weights upon the outside of . 
the hind feet overcome the diffi- 

culty. 

If the hind feet are placed upon 
the ground well forward when the 

Fria. 564.—Badly Contracted Foot. The Lines B B animal is at rest, heel-calks of 
Show the Degree to which the Foot may extra length will be found useful. 

in Time be Spread. ‘Weakness, as a cause of click- 
‘ ing, is shown in colts and in horses 

that have diseased hind feet. In the first, the animal is not able, or has-not learned, 

to dwell upon the hind feet to give to the body that forward impulse that comes 

from the dong push ; in the second, pain prevents the extension. In the case of the 
colt, shoeing must be supplemented by good 

driving,— the animal should be kept up to 

the bit, and the head well checked up, and 
should not be fatigued by overdriving. In 
the case where the clicking depends upon a 

diseased condition of the foot or leg, the 

removal of. the cause is the indication. As 

genera] rules for the prevention of clicking, 
the toe of the forward hoof should be re- 

duced all that it will bear; the shoe should 

be short, both at the toe and heel; the heels — 

of the shoe should be beveled at the expense 

of its ground surface ; when the toe should 

be beveled, giving the shoe, when applied, 

the appearance of one partly worn. In many 

cases concaving the ground surface of the 

shoe is useful. If the toes are long and the 
heels extremely low, thick-heeled shoes or 

heel-calks are indicated. 

The hind shoes should be light, and long 

at the heels,giving the heels of the shoe as -- Fra. 565,—Simple.Form of Shoe for 
wide a bearing -as possible. In case the toe Spreading the Quarters. 
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of the hind foot is much worn, and as a consequence | the hoof spread at its plantar 
surface, clips should be drawn up from each side of the shoe, 80 as to grasp the 

wall at its widest part. No attempt should be made to fit the shoe to the squared 
and shortened toe ; but give it the natural form, and let it project at the toe. to that 
extent that would indicate the length of the hoof were it unworn. Heel- calles upon 
the hind shoes aye applicable to nearly ‘all cases. =~ 

In all cases of eer or ‘elieie: 

ing, adjusting the hoof and shoe, | 80 

that the inside quarter and toe of the 

hoof are higher. than the outside, will 

assist in overcoming the difficulty., 

. “STUMBLING. ~ “‘ 
« Stumbling is ‘usually associated - with 

some diseased condition of the foot. 

In me prevention of this disagreeable 

Fic. 566.—An Outline of Mr. Roberge’s Spring, Fic. 567.—Thick- Fic. 568.—Width 
with its Position on the Foot. ness of Spring. of Bar. Full 

Full Size. Size. 

and dangefous habit, particular attention must be given to cutting the hoof. Reduce 

the hoof all it will bear without injury ; ; see that the hoof is of equal depth on each 

side of the‘toe. This you can ascertain best ‘by standing in front of the horse and 

- comparing the two sides. In fitting the shoe, bend up the toe, giving it the rounded 

appearance of one well worn. . If calks must be used, weld toe-calk back to inner 

margin of web, making it low. In the stable use wet swabs to the feet. 

SHOEING FOUNDERED HORSES. 

If the mobility of the foot is destroyed, as the result of chronic 
: founder, or other cause of morbid inflammation, mobility must be 
,aided by rounding the entire shoe or toe. If the foot is entirely 
‘stiff, the shoe must be so. formed that it will roll upon the ground, 
which can be easily done by leaving the inner: edge of each side 
wide, and turning: ‘down in a half circle, as shown in Fig. 609. 

If, the ‘sole is broken down, or the wall separated at the toe, the 
result of acute inflammation or founder, weight will be thrown more. 

upon the heels. For such cases the shoe must be so fitted as to ex- 

tend well back under the heels ; and if the sole is thin at the toe — 

bulging down — it may be supported by letting a thin flange of iron 

i 
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extend well back under it ; or fitting a steel plate across the part so. 
as to give an even support all the way round, and the adjustment 
made easy by packing with 

oakum, though in most 
cases the sole will not bear 
pressure, and is simply to 

be protected’ by a wide 
shoe. The shoeing of such 
feet must be in a great 
Measure experimental ; 

consequently the ingenu- 

‘ity of the owner or smith. 
‘must be exercised to con- 

form with best advantage 

Fedo ashi Paes Fra. 569.—Roberge’s Best Form of Shoe to Aid the 
’ : Mobility of the Foot in Lameness. 

irritate or make. the foot ! 
sore. - It simply must be supported to the best advantage, and the mo- 
bility < aided by rounding the toe, or setting the calks well back under it. 

SPECIAL CAUSES OF InjuRY*” 

Tadd references to a few 

authorities, showing the 
bad effect of paring the 
sole and frog excessively, 
rasping the outer surface 
of the hoof, and the use of 

thick, badly-fitting shoes. 
I will call attention first 

to the most prominent authoteg: Prof. Coleman, from whose teach- 
ings all the modern works in this cont have been principally 

guided in. their instruction. 

In January, 1792, a Veterin- —=—= Sf 
ary College was started in 

London. A shorttimeafter-  — Fyq, 571.—An Exact Scale of the Curve, 
ward Edward Coleman was of the Above Shoe. 

appointed Chief Professor. I 
cannot.do better here than 
to copy from Prof. Gamgee’s 

‘work on “ Shoeing,” pub- 

Fia. 570.—Side View of the Abeve, Showing 

the Curve. 

Fie. 572:—Cross-section of the Same. 

* The illustrations in this article overrun the text, and this will explain why they are not 
placed opposite the matter referring to them. “ty 
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lished in London in antes in relation to Coleman’s teaching. He 
says : — : 

“In England,'since Prof. Cole- 
man ruthlessly destroyed the em- 

pirical knowledge.of the old mas- 
ters, and substituted forit a system 

of fantastic and often cruel no- 
tions, we have been a prey to end- 

less speculative theories. The 
result is that with the best horses 

in the.world, we have a far larger 

proportion of lame ones than are 

to, be found in .any other coun- 

3 ; am ty, x x # 

Fre. 578.—Ondinary Form of Rolling Motion Shoe. “Thee a. Flag of teaching’ on 
the foot and on shoeing that did 

the incalculable and, I fear, almost irreparable damage which has brought suffering 
on horses and shortened their ex- 

’ _ istence, which has spoiled farriers, 

ane by leading them astray on false 
' ‘pretexts, and has entailed dis- 

Fie. 574, —Cross-section of the Same. ‘eredit’ on the English Veterinary 
; School. x y x 

of ‘One change, among otbers introduced by Mr. Coleman, has entailed, I believe, 

amore lasting damage on the art 

farriery than any of his many oth- 

er. crochets, which have unfortu- 
nately become thoroughly parts of 

English horse-shoeing. He intro- 

duced _ the drawing-knife, and 

made it supercede the buttress for Ries 

preparing the feet for. shoeing. . Fic. 575.—Side View, Showing Degree of Curve. 
The buttress is the instrument still 

in use for paring down the wall surface to receive the shoe. everywhere except in 
bog England: and parts of the New 

World, to which English hands 
‘and language have, carried our 

modes of shoeing, such as it hag 
become only within the present 

century. 

‘Old men can remember the 
- buttress’s being. in general use 

, throughout Great Britain; - but: 
' the way it was banished from 

’ English practice is known to few ; 

' and its supercedence, and these © 
: > ., °,,’ YTemarks on the effects of the 

Fic. 576.—Ground Surface of Above, Showing . Change, mayastonish many. The 
Method of Putting on Calkins. _ drawing-knife, or searcher, as it | 

; was called, a small, hooked. 
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crooked little instrument, was formerly kept for the purpose of exploring wounds and 

extracting foreign hodies from the foot, and was to that extent in vogue on the Con- 
tinent as well asin England. But theorizing, and a fancy for a change, led the 

professor to order the general use of the little hooked knife instead of such a broad, 

level too] as the buttress. He had unfortunately conceived such notions as that the 

sole of the foot did not bear the weight of the animal, that it was necessary to pare 

it thin every time the horse was shod, and that 

the broad, level buttress was not suited for 
that ; hence the preference for the little scoop- 

ing, crooked searcher. As these incidents 

have had a disastrous effect on shoeing, which 

we have scarcely in any degree begun to re- 

lieve, I will quote from Mr. Coleman’s work of 

1798 :-— 

«Those who supposed that the wae of 

the animal was chiefly supported by the horny 

sole, have attributed a function to that organ 

_Which it does not possess; but, although the 

laming are capable of sustainmg the animal, 

yet, as they are elastic, and at every step elon- 

gate, the horny sole is necessarily pressed down 

in the same degree, and by first descending and 

then ascending, as the lamine dilate and 

‘contract, the horny sole contributes very materially to prevent concussion. This 

union of the crust with the coffin-bone sustdins the weight of the animal; the crust 

supports the weight,even when the horny sole and frog are removed ; if the sole and 

frog in reality supported the weight, then the foot would slip through the crust when 

the frog and sole were taken away, 

“<The sole, frog, and bars were taken away from both the fore feet of a horse ; 

the feet were then alternately lifted by 

placing the hands on the loins of the 

horse; he kicked, all his weight was 

then sustained by the laming of the fore’ 
feet, and yet this made not the smallest 

degree of change in the situations of 
the bones. 

. From this experiment, therefore, it 

is, that the union of the sensitive lamin 

with the horny lamine is’ sufficiently ci 

strong to support the whole weight of 
the animal on two feet. 

“The first thing to be attended to 

is to take away the portion of the sole . 

with the drawing-knife; and to avoid Pee 
pressure, the sole should be made con- Fia. 578.—French Shoe. 

cave or hollow. If there be any one 
part of the practice of shoeing more important than the rest, it is this removal of 

the sole between the bars and the crust. In common practice these parts are removed 

by an instrument called the buttress. 
““«« The removal of a proper quantity of horny sole has been represented to be a 

Fie. 577.—Quarter-crack. 

‘ 
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delicate operation, and in the hands of common smiths liable to do mischief. But 

any smith capable of paring a hoof cannot fail to be equal to removing part of the 

sole with the drawing-knife. That the practice may be faithfully executed in the 
army, a farrier fram eaco regiment of cavalry has been permitted to attend the col- 
lege to learn the practical part of shoeing,’ ’ 

“The foregoing passages, abounding as they do i in errors, give evidence of the 
manner in which some of the greatest changes in the prac- 

‘tice of horse-shoeing have occurred since its history has 
been written, and changes which have led to the worst pos: 
‘sible results. Once, however, the notion got possession of 
the minds of the men at the wheel, that the bottom of the 
foot, its arched sole, 

was not designed to 

support the weight, 
but to yield to pressure 

downward; every-, 
thing had to give way 

to that idea. The sdle 

and frog were torn 

away, and because, rq, 579.—An Old Quarter-crack Fie. 580.—Quarter-crack. 
- during the barbarous Grown Down. 
experiment, the con- 

nection did not yield, and the bone protrude like a finger through a 
torn glove, negative evidence was taken in confirmation of the theory framed; 
the paring away of the horses’ soles with the drawing-knife was thus estab- 
lished, and the army, by. sending farriers to learn the new system, became the 
means of enforcing the absurd and cruel practice of thinning the sole throughout 
this kingdom and the colonies. 

‘It is interesting to see the differently constituted mind of Mr. Moorcroft on 

the natural bearing of the question in 1800. He says :— 
“<The sole ties the lower edge of the crust together, and by its upper part 

forming a strong arch, it affords a firm basis to the 

bone of the foot, and by its strength it defends 
. the sensitive parts-within the hoof.” | 

“This is true. We fail to discover a single 
passage in any work or any 

traditional account to show 

that any objection was raised 

to the continuance of the use 

of the buttress in England, any 

more than over the rest of the 

world, where it had been 

adopted from time immemo- a. , 

rial, until; along with his other Fe. 581:—Toe-crack. is 582,—Toe-crack. 
new theories about shoe- 

ing, Mr. Coleman believed it to be the wrong thing to aan. and then a 

crooked knife and a coarse rasp were adopted as weapons that might do more de- 

structive execution than the one dismissed.” 

. George Fleming, in his work on “Shoes and Horse-shoeing,” says :— 

«This evil of paring or rasping must be looked upon as the greatest and most 

destructive of all that pertains to shoeing, or even to our management of the horse, 
25 as) 
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Nine tenths of the workmen who resort to this practice cannot explain its object, 

and those who have written in defense of it say it is to allow the descent of the sole 

and facilitate the lateral expansion of the hoof. 

“Fancy our gardeners cutting and rasping the bark off our fruit-trees, to assist 

them in their natural functions, and improve their appearance ; and yet the bark is 

of no more vital importance to the tree than the horn of the sole wall and frog are 
to the horse’s foot. . 

Fie. 583, —Quarter-crack. . Fic. 584,—Effect of Founder. 

*« The sole, Frog, and bare. must on no account, nor under any conditions, unless those 

of a pathological nature, be interfered, with in any way by knife or rasp. As. certainly 

as they are interfered with, and their substance reduced, so surely will the hoof be 

injured. Nature has made every provision for the defense. They will support the 

contact of hard, soft, rugged, or even sharp bodies, if allowed to escape the drawing- 

knife ; while hot, cold,’ wet, or even dry weather has little or no influence on the in- 

terior of the foot, or on the tender horn, if man does not step in to beautify the feet 
by robbing them of their ptotection, perhaps merely to please the fancy of an ig- 

norant groom, or coachman. 

“Tf we closely examine the upper surface 

of the sole of a hoof that has been separated 

from its contents by maceration, we will find 

it perforated everywhere by myriads of mi- 

nute apertures, which look as if they had been 

formed by the point of a fine needle. If we 
look also at the vascular parts of the foot that 

have been i in contact with this horny surface, 

studded with exceedingly fine, yet sorhewhat 

‘ long, filaments, as thickly set as a pile of the 

richest Genoa velvet. These are the villi, or 

papills, which enter the horny cavity, and 

fitting into them like so many fingers into a 
glove, constitute the secretory apparatus of 
the frog as well-as the sole. Each of the 

filaments forms a horn tube or fibre, and pass- 
es to a certain depth in a protecting canal 

Fra. 585. —Shoe for Quarter-crack. whose corneous wall it builds. When injected 
with some colored preparation, one of them 

makes » beautiful microscopical object, appearing as a long, tapering net-work ot 

blood-vessels, surrounding one or two parent trunks, and communicating with each 
other in a most wonderful manner. These filaments are also organs of tact, each 

it will be observed that they have been closely |: 
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containing a sensitive’nerve, destined to endow the foot with the attributes of a 

tactile organ. 1 fy! 

“This distribution will enable us to realize, to some extent, the amount of in- 

jury done by paring. The horn thrown out for their defense and support being re-' 

moved by the farrier’ s.knife, and perhaps the ends of these villi-cut through, the 

meager pellicle remaining rapidly shrivels up, the containing cavity of each vas- 

cular tuft as quickly contracts on the 
vessels and nerves, which, in their turn,' 

diminish in volume, disappear, or be- 

come morbidly sensitive, through this 

squeezing influence. ‘The feet of a horse 

so treated are always hot, the soles are 

dry and stony, and become unnaturally 

concave. The animal goes tender after 

each shoeing, and it is not until the horn 
has been regenerated to @ certain ex- 

tent, that he steps with anything like edse. 
Until the new material has been formed, 

each papilli experiences the same amount 

of inconvenience and suffering that a hu- 
man foot does in a new, tight boot. 

“This tenderness is usually ascribed to 
the nails and other causes ; and the horse, 

in the stable, rests on one foot, then on 

the other, as if he ‘suffered uneasiness Fic. 586.—Gifford’s Foot as it Appeared 
ior’ pain, * * * Before Treatment. 

‘All the preparation ahy kind of foot usually requires for the shoe may be 

summed up in a few words; leveling the crust in conformity with the limb and foot, 

and removing as much of its margin as will restore it to its natural length, rounding 

its outer edge at the same time, and leaving the sole, bars, ‘frog, and Heels} in all their 

natural integrity.” 

Osmer, an old writer of good standing, in 1751 said :— 

Fic. 587.—Shoe Fitted for Cur- 

ing Corns. From Coleman. 

“I believe there are many horses that might travel 
their ‘whole lifetime unshod on ' any road, if they 

were rasped round and short on the. toe; because. 

all feet exposed to, hard objects become thereby more 

obdurate, if the sole be never pared ; and some, 

by their particular form, depth, and strength, are 

able to resist them quite, and to support the weight 

without breaking; and ‘here a very little reflection 

will teach us.whence the custom arose of shoeing 

horses in one part of the world and not in another. 

* In Asia there is no such custom of shoeing the horse 

at all, because the feet acquire a very obdurate and 

firm texture from the dryness of the climate and 

‘the soil, and do really want no defense. But every 

rider has a rasp to shorten his horse’s feet, which: 

would otherwise grow long and rude, and the crust 

of the hoof would most certainly split.”, 
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He continues by saying,— 

SHOEING. 

ws 

‘From the good that was found to arise from putting shoes on horses which 
have naturally weak feet from being brought up on wet land, the custom of putting 

shoes on all kinds of feet became general in some countries. 

Fie. 588.—Position of the Spreaders for 
Opening the Quarter. 

Our ancestors, the 

original shoers, proposed nothing - 

more, I dare say, in their first ef- 

forts, than to preserve the crust 

from breaking way, and -thought. 

themselves happy that they had 

skill enough so to do. The mod- 

erns also are ‘wisely content with 

this in the. racing way.- 

“Tn process of time the fertility 

of invention and the vanity of man- 
kind have produced a variety of 

methods ; almost all of which are 

productive of lameness ; and I am 

thoroughly convinced from obser- 

vation and experience, that nine- 

teen lame horses out of every twenty 

are lame of the artist, which is ow- 

ing to the form of the shoe, his ig- 

norance of. the design of nature, 

and maltreatment of the foot, every 

part of which is«made for some purpose or other, though he ‘does not ‘know it. 

“I suppose it. will’ be universally assented to, that whatever method of shoeing 

approachés nearest to the law of na- 

ture, such is likely to be the most perfect 

method.*. * * - 
“The superfices of the foot around’ 

the outside, now made plane and smooth, 

the shoe is to be made quite flat, of an 
equal thickness all around the outside, 

and open and most narrow backward at 

the extremities of the heels ; for the gen- 

erality of horses, those whose frogs: are 

diseased, either from: natural or inciden- 

tal causes, require the shoe to be wider 

backwards’; and to prevent this flat shoe 

from pressing on the sole of the horse, 

the outer part thereof is to be made 
thickest, and the inside gradually thin- 

ner. In such a shoe the frog is permit- 

ted to touch the ground, the necessity 

of which has already been seen. Added 
to this, the horse stands more firmly 

Fig. 589.—The Shoe as it Appeared when on, -. 

with the Quarters Opened Out. 

upon the ground, having the same points of support as in a natural state. 

“Make the shoes as light as you can according to the size of your horse, because 

heavy shoes spoil the back sinews and weary the horse ; and if he happen to over- 

reach, the shoes, being heavy, are all the more rapidly pulled off. 
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“Those who think it frugality to shoe with thick and heavy shoes, and seldom, 
are deceived, for they lose more by it than they gain ; for thereby they not only spoil 
the back sinews, but lose more by it than if they had been light.” 

It is conceded by all the best modern authorities that the 
French author above referred to, whose work was published i in 1750, 
was the great father of a correct 
system of reform if shoeing. It 

was supposed in his day, as it is 

in a great measure now, that a 

Fre. 590, 591.—Sand-crack, or Fissure in Front of Hoof. 
A deep substance of horn is found beneath the fissure at the lower part of the hoof, 

where a corresponding cavity is formed by absorption in the coffin-bone. : 

horse could-not travel without having heavy, unwieldy shoes on, 
and that the greatest skill . ! 
was exhibited in the amount 
of cutting and rasping done 

on the feet. 
He boldly proclaimed that 

all this was injurious, and 
tried to prove it by the most 

convincing arguments. The 

principles of treatment, 

though given a hundred and thirty years ago, are just as important 
now.as they were then. He 
says :— 
-“Tn the state wf nature, all the 

inferior parts of the foot. concur to . 

sustain. the weight ‘of the body ; 

then we observe that the heels and 

frog, the’ parts said to be most ex- 

posed, are never damaged by wear, 

that the wall or crust is alone worn 

on going on hard ground, and that 

it is only this part which must be 
protected, leaving the other parts ae / oem 

free and unfettered in their natural Fic. 593.—Flat, Weak Sole. 
movements.” 

Fie. 592.—Flat, Convex Sole. 
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In advising tips or thin-heeled shoés, he says :— 
‘‘Thin tips extending back to the middle of the quarters, allow the heels to 

bear upon the ground, and the weight to be sustained behind and before, but partic: 

ularly in the latter, because the weight of the body falls heaviest there. 

Fie. 594.—Foot Referred to in Text as it Appeared. 

“The shorter the shoe is, 

the less the horse slips, and 

the frog has the same influ- 

ence in preventing this that 

an old hat placed under our 
own shees would have in 
protecting us from slipping 

.on the ice. * * * 
‘‘Itis necessary, neverthe- 

less, that hoofs which have 

weak walls should be a little 

longer shod, so ‘that the grad- 

ually thinning branches 

reach to the heels, though 

not resting upon them. For 

horses which have convex 

soles, these long shoes 

should also be used, and the 

toes should be more covered 

’ to prevent the sole touch- 

ing the ground. This i is the only true method of preserving the foot and restoring 

it. A horse which ‘has its feet weak and sensitive, ought to be shod as short as pos- 

sible, and with thin branches, so. that the frog comes in contact with the ground’ 

because the heels, having eae between them, are benefited and relieved. (See- 

' ‘Big. 479.) 
“ Crescent shoes are all the more 

needful for a horse which has weak, 

incurvated quarters, as they not 

only relieve them, but also restore 

them to their natural condition. 
Horses which have contusion at the 

heels (blains, corns), should also be 

shod in this way; and for cracks 
(seime, sand-cracks) at the quarter, 

eS it is also advantageous. 

The sole or frog should never 

be pared ; the wall alone should be 
cut down,, if it is too long. When 
a horse cuts himself with the op- 

posite foot, the inner branch of 

the shoe ought to be shorter and 
thinner than the outer. — 

“‘Rasping the foot destroys the 

Fia. 595.—The Shoe as it may be Fitted to 

. Support Weak Heels. 

strength of the hoof, and consequently, causes its horn to become dry, and the 

horny lamine beneath to grow weak ; from this often arises an internal inflam- 

mation, which renders the foot painful, and makes the horse go lame.. * * * 

~ 
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' When a horse loses a shoe, a circumstance ‘often occurring, if the hoof is 

pared, the animal cannot walk a hundred steps without going lame ; because in this 
state the lower surface of the foot being hollowed, the horse’s weight falls upon the 
crust, and this, having no support from the horny sole, is quickly broken and worn 
away; and if he meets hard substances on the road, he all the more speedily be- 
comes lame. It is not so when the sole is al- : 

lowed to retain ita whole strength. The shoe 
comes off, but the sole and frog resting on the. 

ground, assist the crust in bearing the whole 
weight of the body, and the animal, though’ 
unshod, is able to pursue his journey safe 
andsound. . . . . Itis necessary ta be 
convinced of another fact; that is, it is rare 

that a horse goes at his ease and is not 

promptly fatigued, if the frog does not touch 

the ground. As it is the only point of sup-. 
port, if you raise it from thé ‘ground by paring 
it, there arises an. inordinate extension of 

the tendon; caused by the pushing of the car- 

onary against the navicular bone, as has been 

mentioned above, and which, being repeated . 

at every step the animal takes, fatigues itand Fra. 596.—Points Showing where the 
induces inflammation. From thence often Horn is Strongest to Drive 

arises distentions of the sheaths of tendons the Nails In. 

(moletts-vulgo, f windgalls ’) engorgements, : 

and swelling of tendons, etc., that are observed after long or rapid j journeys These 

accidents arise less from the length of the journey, as has been currently believed, 
than from the false practice of 

paring the sole. .'. . We al- 
ways find, ourselves more active 
and nimble when we wear easy 

shoes; but a wide, long, and 
thick shoe will do, for horses 
what clogs do for us,—render 

them heavy, clumsy, and ‘un- 
steady, * * * 

, £The feet become convex by 
‘hollowing the shoes to relieve the 
heel and frog, because the more 

the shoes are arched from the 

sole, the, more the wall of the 

hoof is squeezed and rolled in- 

ae rigs ward, particularly toward the in- 

Fie. 597.—The Same as would Appear with the ner quarter, which is the weakest ; 
Shoe On. the sole of the foot becomes con- 

vex, and the horse is nearly al- 

1 
1 
i 
' 
' 
‘ 
i i 
a : 

ways unfit for service. x * * 
“©The reason why it is “dangerous to pare the feet of horses is, that when the 

sole is pared, and the horses tands in a dry place, the horn becomes desiccated by the 

air which enters it, and removes its moisture and its suppleness, and often causes the 

animal to be lame. * * * 
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“It is the pared. foot that is more affected with what is termed contracted or 
weak inside quarter, and which also lames the horse. 

‘It also happens that one or both quarters’ contract, and sometimes even the 
whole hoof, when, in consequence of its smallness, all the internal parts are confined 

in their movements ; this is due to paring, 
and lames the horse. 

. Fic. 599.—Form of Bar Shoe which 
‘Fic. 598.— Original Shoe Filted with would be a Good Support for 

Plate On. Weak Heels. 

“There also occurs another accident : when the quarter becomes contracted, the 

hoof splits in its lateral aspects, and the horse is lame. This accident is termed a 

sand-crack (seime).”—Lafosse, 

Though not* generally iaowak this system of shoeing has long 

been in use in India. Freeman, in his work published in 1796, who 

Fie. 600.—Same as 598 with Plate Fie. 601.—Heel of Shoe 598 with Pad 

Removed. of Oakum Attached. 

is yet considered good authority, strongly advocated this system of 

shoeing. . He gives the following statement, which explains itself :-— 

‘The instance in which I was disappointed was that of a horse kept entirely for 

a riding-horse, and which was consequently almost daily under my own inspection. - 
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This horse had very strong feet, one of which was smaller than the other, with the 
toe turning out and the frog almost wasted. The bars of the foot, before he was 

turned out, were scarcely visible, but upon examining them after he had been out 

Fic. 602.—Bearing-surface of Shoe to Fie. 603.—Forward Shoe to Prevent 

Prevent Striking. Striking. 

about three nionths, they were found to have increased surprisingly. Notwithstanding 

this, they were not strong enough to counteract the pressure of the quarters ; and 

the foot itself seemed to be rather decreased, which is contrary to what is usual; for 

after having been turned out for a certain time, they generally become larger. So 

particular a case led me to turn my mind to a 
particular method of,cure. | This I should hardly 

have found out, if chance had not at that time 

put into my hands Lieutenant Moor’s “‘ Narrative 

of Captain Little’s Detachment.” On page 93 of 

this book is the following passage :— 

“«The bigotry with which all sects of the 

Hindoos adhere to their own customs ‘is very 

well known ; still when these customs are strik- 

ingly injudiciqus, and totally abstracted from 

all religious prejudices, perseverance degenerates 

into obstinacy; and simplicity into ignorance. 

. 80 itis with the Mahrattas in abiding by their 

present practice of cutting the hoof and shoeing 

horses; they cut away the hinder part of the hoof 

in such a manner that the pastern almost touches 

the ground, and the frog is suffered to grow so 

that the hoof is nearly a circle, in which form 

the shoes are made, the hinder parts almost fering or Clicking. 

touching, and so thin that a person of ordinary 

strength can easily twist them. Instead of making the back part of the shoe thick- 
est, they hammer it quite thin, making the fore part thickest, and the shoe, grad- 

ually becoming thinner, ends in an edge.’ 
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- “This mode of shoeing in a country where, from the nature of the climate, the 

horse’s feet probably are very strong, did not strike me'to be quité so injudicious as 

the author above mentioned represents it. ‘I determined, therefore, to try on this 
particular horse a shoe in some respects similar to those described, that I might see 

whether it would alter the shape of his foot ; since it is said to make ‘the frog grow so 

dss 
Fie. 605.—Form of Shoe Adapted for Pro- Fie. 6086. 

tection of the Foot and Aiding Mo- ‘Ground View of Same. 

bility—From. the French. 

that the hoof is nearly a circle,’ which was the very effect that in this case I wished 

to produce. I therefore ordered my smith to make a shoe at my own forge in the 

form I generally use (which will be hereafter described), with the following excep- 

‘tions: The web of it was to almost cover the ‘sole, room being given to admit a. 

picker ; and as it ‘proceeded to the heels, the web on each side was to be continued 

as far as the cleft which separates the bars from the frog. He was to make the fore 
part the ‘ thickest,’ and to hammer it so thin at the heels that it would ‘end in an 

ay by which a person of ordinary strength could easily twist it. 

“T own I apprehended that this shoe, from 

being so thin at the heels, would bend in dif- 

ferent places, and thereby injure the foot. But 

as it was constantly under my own eye, ‘I knew 

that if that circumstance should happen, the in- 

jury could not be material in the short time it 
~ 

_ Fig. 607.—Form of Shoe Adapted to Hind Foot ~ Fra. 608. 
fo Ald Mobility. Used by the French. Shoe Raised from the Heel. 

would be permitted to go unnoticed. But this did not prove to be the case. After 

the horse had worn this shoe a day or two only, I found the action of the leg was 
more free than it had ever been before ; for the bars with their covering touched 

the ground ; the extremities of the web on each side, by being so very thin, having 
\ 

\ 
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bent a little over them, but they were prevented from injuring them by being ex- 

tended to the cleft which separated the bars from the frog. This pressure of the 

web on the bars was an assistance to them in the expan- 

sion of the quarters ; and the shoe was kept so wide at 
the heels that the exterior parts of it could not. hurt him. 
This shoe, therefore, acted exactly contrary to other 
shoes, which, as I before men- ae " 

tioned, are generally an im- \ 

pediment to the expansion of 

the heels, whereas this -be- 

came an assistance to it, 

‘In three weeks I took off 
this shoe to examine the state 
of the foot. His frog was 

found to be increased, and in 

a better condition than I had Fras. 609, 610.—Shoes Adapted for Stiff Joints. 
before seen it, Thesame shoe 

was therefore replaced for three weeks more, ‘at the end of which time his. foot had 

become considerably larger and straighter. In a week or ten days more the horse 

was to go‘thirty-six miles on a turnpike road. 

ee this kind of shoe had sticceeded so well in a riding-horse, I had some 

doubts about venturing. it on the road. . However, 

I at last determined to risk it, and had another shoe 

put on of exactly the same pattern, in which he per- 

‘formed his journey without ‘any injury, so that I 

have ever since continued to adopt it, having found 

Fi. 611.—French Shoe for it te answer beyond any expectation I had formed: 

| Aiding Mobility. of it; for that foot which was before: smaller than 

the other, with the toe turning out, has, by the use 

of this shoe, become of the same size, and so straight that there is now scarcely any 
difference between the two feet.” 

African Shoes, ; “e “Fie. 613, 
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[396] Representative Model Shoes of Different Kinds. From the French. 
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e 

We give here a few specimens of shoes, from Czsar Fiaschi’s 
work, published in England in the 16th century. The figures of 
shoes he gives are twenty in number, No. 1. Fore-shoe without 

calkin ; 2. Shoe with the calkin; @ ’7 Avagonaise. on one side, and 
the other side thickened; 3. Lunetie shoe, or “tip”; 4. Three- 

quarter shoe ; 5. Beveléd shoe, with the Avagonaise calkin on one 

Figs. 662—681. 

branch, and the other thick at the heel: 6. Shoe with sczettes, or 

projecting toothed border, thickened toward ‘each heel to prevent 

slipping ; %. Thick-sided shoe, thin toward the inner berder, and 

seated like the English shoe ; 8. Shoe with buttons, or raised catches 

on the-inner branch, and dickened on the heel of the same side; 

9. A shoe which has the inside heel and quarter much thicker and 
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narrower than usual; 10. A shoe with crests or points toward the 

ground surface on the toe and quarter, and Jarbettes at the heels; 

“11. A shoe with the calkins doubled over, and provided with rings ; 

12. The foot surface of a shoe with the heels turning up toward the 

foot ; 18. Shoe with two calkins ; 14. A bar shoe; 15. A jointed 

shoe to suit any size of foot ; 16. A jointed shoe without nails, and 

secured by the lateral border and’ the heel-screw; 17. A hind shoe | 

with calkins ; 18. A shoe with one of the branches greatly thickened 

at the heel ; 19. A hind shoe with a crest or toe-piece ; 20. A hind 

shoe with the toe elongated and curled upward, probably for a foot 

the back tendons of which were contracted, causing the horse to 

walk.on the point of the toe. 

Below, in Figs. 682-685, are given a variety: of old Roman 

shoes found in England, France, and Switzerland, and supposed to 
_ be from nineteen hundred to over two thousand years old. 

Fie 682. _ Fra. 683. 

Fie. 684. 
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Fre. 686.—Forged Steel Shoe, Specimen from a 

Variety Manufactured by the Bryden Forged 
Horse Shoe Works, Catasaqua, Pa.* 

' f ye i. 
Hit 

; 

Fie. 688.—Lafosse’s Half-moon 

Shoe, and Tip of Steel. 

~ 

Fig. 689.—Arabian Shoe. ” Fie. 690.—Syrian Shoe. 

* This, with other cuts of model shoes manufactured by this company, were by 

special request forwarded to me for insertion among models of good working shoes, 

but were received too late to be put in proper place. The patentee, Mr. Bryden, is 

known to me personally as a man of rare skill as a student of the foot. I am in- 

debted to him for many valuable points on the treatment of the foot, and the shoes 

manufactured under his supervision are so good in all respects that I would strongly 
urge upon shoers and others interested to give them a trial. * : 

he 



Fig. I, a 
The shoe properly formed, adjusted, and nailed on the hoof of a five-year- 

old horse that had never been shod but once, 

Fig. I. 
The foot as it is ruined by bad treatment. The shoe and nails are too 

large; the nails too many in number and driven too deep. The shoe is set back 

too far. The hoof is rasped away so much as to weaken it and destroy its sym- 

metry. 
” 

PLATE I. 



PLATE II. 



a PLATE II- 

A front view of the bones of the fore feet of a horse 

in their relative position. > 

The pastern bone. 

The coronary bone. 

The navicular bone. 

The foot bone. 

The point of insertion of the tendon of the extensor muscle. 

too Ww bp A concavity to give attachment to the ligament which unites, the 

foot bone to the coronary bone at G. 

Coronary bone. 

H. A continuation of the same concavity, to which the cartilage of 

the foot bone is attached. 

I, I. The upper and lower processes of the foot bone. 

K, K. A groove in the foot ‘pone, which receives a division of the 

main artery, coming round from bebind. 

K, L. A groove receiving another division of that artery, which pro- 

ceeds round the extreme edges of the foot bone. 

*The plates here given are selected from the author’s special book on the horse, 

“Faets for Horse Owners,” in which are forty plates. In the extra edition these plates 

are printed in colors. 
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Fig. 1. 

PLATE Ill. 

A back view of the bones of the fore foot in their relative 

Seo wp 

G. 

situation, 

Pastern bone. 

Coronary bone. 

Navicular bone. ’ 

Foot bone. 

A cavity which in the natural state is filled with fat. 

The upper surface of the navicular bone, from which two ligaments 

arise, and pass round the lateral depression in the coronary bone, 

marked G. 

Points of attachment on each side of the ligament which unites the 

navicular bone to the foot bone. 

I. Two grooves in which two main trunks of the arteries are. continued 

K. 

Fig, [. 

into the foot bone. 

The line of insertion of the tendon of the flexor muscle. 

A view of the anterior and inferior surfaces of the navicu- 

lar bone detached from the other bones. 
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PLATE IV. 

This cut represents the third phalanx seen from its pos- 

terior part; and the navicular bone,—inferior, superior, and 

anterior views. 

Fig. 

Fig. 

Fig. 

fig. 

Fig. 

f. 
Posterior Part of the Third Phalanx (ADULT). 

Semi-lunar crest. 
Basilar process. 
Superior border. 
Spreading out of the articular face. 
Anterior view of the pyramidal eminence. 
Posterior view of the inferior face. 
Glenoid cavity of the superior face. 
Portion of the articular surface corresponding to the anterior bor- 

der of the navicular bone. 
Retrossal process. 
Edge of the plantar fissure. 
Posterior border of the third phalanx. 
Plantar orifice for passage of blood vessels. 

N Md@R OZERORDP 
Posterior Part of the Third Phalanx (COLT). 

Semi-lunar crest. 
Basilar process. 

Superior border. 
Posterior view of the bone. 
Retrossal process. 
Plantar fissure. 

LIT. 

UO ft ah 

Inferior Face of Navicular. 

C. Transverse ridge. 
E. Anterior border. 
H. Extremity of the bone. 

IV. 
A. Median ridge or bulge of the superior face. 
D. Anterior superior border. 
KE. Anterior inferior border. 
G. Posterior border (is very thick, and cribbled or pierced with vas- 

cular orifices). 

V. 
: Anterior Face of Navicular. 

E. Soft part hollowed under the anterior articular facet. 
H. Articular facet corresponding to the posterior facet of the third 

phalanx. 
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PLATE VY. 

This plate represents the third phalanx of the colt, seen 

from its lateral, anterior, and inferior faces. 

Lateral Face. 

Base of the pyramidal eminence. 

Vascular porosities. 

Patilobe eminence. 

A 

B 

Cc 

E. Pre-plantar fissure. 

D. Basilar process. 

K. Pyramidal eminence. 

R Retrossal process. 

Fig. I. : 
Anterior Face. 

Pyramidal eminence. 

Porosities and vascular imprints 

Patilobe eminence. 

Pre-plantar fissure. 

. Superior border. 

Fig. III. 

A 

B 

Cc. 

D. Basilar process. 

E 

F 

Inferior Face. 

A. Semi-lunar crest. 

H. Plantar fissure. 

J. Imprint of the insertion of the -perforans. 

P. Inferior face. 

8. Edge of the plantar fissure. 
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PLATE VI. 

This figure represents the posterior face of the digital 

region, flexed backward in a manner to show in its full ex- 

tent the inferior or plantar face of the foot. 

The skin has been lifted from above the third phalanx, 

and the enveloping sheaths of the tendons are dissected. The 

velvety tissue is preserved. 

A. 

PEER RP Se HO 

Median part of the pyramidal body (fleshy frog) of plantar 

cushion, or sensitive tissue of the sole. 

Branches of the pyramidal body. 

Cartilaginous bulb. . 

Angle of inflection of the branches of the pyramidal body. 

Point or apex of the fleshy frog. 

Interval of separation of the two branches of the perforatus. 

Lateral lacune of the pyramidal body. 

Median lacune of the pyramidal body. 

Q. Fibrous sheath of union of the two branches of the perforatus. 

Branches of theperforatus directing th emselves towardtheir point 

, of insertion at the second phalanx. 

Tendon of the perforatus. 

Tendon of the perforans at its passage between the branches of 

the perforatus. 

Strengthening sheath of the plantar aponeurosis. 

Lateral pands of the strengthening sheath of the plantar aponeu- 

rosis, which cross the direction of the branches of the perfo- 

ratus to go and attach themselves on the lateral parts of the 

first phalanx. 
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i. 

This plate shows a longitudinal section of the digital re- 

gion in its median plane. 

Its object is to show the spongeous substance in the in- 

terior of the bone, the fibrous intersections in the plantar 

cushion of the articular and tendinous synovial sheaths, and 

of the plantar cushion (or pad) in the interior of the hoof 

under the third phalanx and the navicular bone. : 

A. 

B. 

Inferior part of the pad (cushion). 

Ligamentous bands (filaments) representing the structure of the 

fibrous body forming the plantar pad. 

Enveloping fibrous membrane of the plantar pad. 

Point of insertion of the plantar pad to the inferior face of the 

bone of the foot. 

Spongeous substance of the interior of the second phalanx. 

Articulation of the first phalanx with the second. 

Branches of the perforatus at its insertion to the lateral parts of 

thé second phalanx, or small pastern bone. 
Insertion of the plantar aponeurosia to the semi-lunar crest. 

Interior of the first phalanx. 

. Section of the perforatus tendon. 

Transverse ligament of the yellow fibrous tissue ‘uniting the an- 

terior face ‘of the perforans to the posteridr facé of the os 

‘coronae, etc. (2d phalanx). 

Diverticulum of the sheath of the articulation of the foot between 

‘the little sesamoid and the third phalanx. 

Little sesamoidal sheath. 

Capsule of the articulation of the foot set superiorly against the 

cul du sac of the great sesamoidal sheath. 

Perforans tendon... 

Metacarpo-phalangial articulation, or fetlock joint. a 
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PLATE VIII. 

This plate represents a transverse section of the poste- 

rior part of the foot behind the phlanges, between the two 

fibro-cartilages. : 

It shows the disposition of the bulbs of the plantar pad, 

or cushion, the stratified layers of the pyramidal body, the 

hight of the cartilages of the hoof, and the direction of the 

bars. 

B. 

Cc. 

Cc’. 

4 No 

Bulb of the plantar. pad (or cushion). 

Internal face of the fibro-cartilages, or lateral cartilages. 

Hight .of the hoof. 

Part of the lateral band of the reinforcing sheath of the perforans. 

Point of junction of the inferior border of the cartilages with 

the substance of the plantar pad, or cushion. 

Longitudinal depression of the anterior face of the plantar pad. 

Stratified layers of the plantar. pad in the pyramidal body. 

‘Superior surface of the bars. 

Thickness and direction of the bars. 
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PLATE IX. 

Arterial Vessels. 

The figure shows the superficial disposition of the dig- 

ital artery on the lateral face of the phalanges. 

A, 

cd 

3H Uo 2 

A 

U, 

A’, A”. Digital artery from its emerging point above the great ses- 

amoids to the point where it disappears under the plate of 

cartilages in N. 

Anterior transverse branch at the metacarpo-phalangial articula- 

tion. 

Perpendicular artery. 

Ascending branch of the perpendicular artery. 

Descending branch of the perpendicular artery. 

Transverse branch forming with the corresponding one the su- 

perficial coronary ‘circle. 

Descending ramuscules in the pad of the superficial coronary circle. 

Ascenditig ramusculés of the podophyllous tissue, “ee sensitive’ 

 lamine. 

Posterior transverse branches of the metacarpo-phalangial articu- 

lation. 

Artery of the plantar pad, or cushion. 

Circumflex artery. 

U. Ascending terminal divisions of the digital artery ; they emerge 

from the porosities of” tle third phalanx, and send ramifica- 

tions to the podophyllous tissue. 
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PLATE X. 

Arterial Vessels. 

The figure represents the superficial disposition of the 
digital artery at the superior face of the first two phalanges 

and at the inferior face of the third. 

A, A’. Digital artery in its passage along the phalanges. 

G. Posterior transverse branches of the metacarpo-phalangial artic- 

ulation. 

H. Branches above one another at intervals. 

K. Artery of the plantar pad, or cushion. 

L. Internal branch of the artery of the plantar pad. 

P, P, P. Circumflex artery. 

Y, Y. Solar arteries, or arteries of plantar surface. 
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PLATE XI. 

- Arterial Vessels. 

The figure shows the deep disposition of the digital ar- 

tery at the posterior face of the first two phalanges, and in the 

interior of the third seen from its inferior face. 

A, A’. Digital artery. 

C. Perpendicular artery at its point of origin. 

H. One of the branches running posteriorly, destined to the per- 

forans tendon, in which it ramifies itself. 

J. Deep-seated branch. 

K. Point of origin of the artery of the plantar pad. 

M. Deep transverse branch, completing behind the front superficial 

coronary circle. 

8. Plantar artery or posterior terminal branch, in the plantar fissure, 

and in the semi-lunar sinus; where it forms with its analogue the © 

semi-lunar anastomosis. 

V, V. Radiated divisions of the digital artery emanating from the con- 

vexity of the semi-lunar anastomosis, and following the direction 

of the descending canals of the third phalanx to go and con- 

tribute to the formation of the circumflex artery at the exterior 

circumference of the notched border of the bone. 
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PLATE XII. 

This figure represents the principle nerves of the digital 

region. 

The plantar nerve occupies the same situation, but the 

divisions which emanate from it are more numerous and more 

anastomotic. 

P. Plantar nerve. 

A. Point of emergence of the plantar nerve above the resamoids. 

B, B. Cartilaginous branch. 

C, C. Cutaneous branch. 

D. Digital artery. 

F.. Bulbous branch. 

G. Transverse branch behind the metacarpo-phalangial articulation. 

I. Nerve of the plantar pad. 

L. Lateral band, or filamentous stay, of the proper tunic of the 

plantar pad. It crosses obliquely from backward forward, and 

from upward downward, the direction of the plantar nerve. 

V. Digital vein. 
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PLATE XIII. 

This figure represents on the digital region, seen from 

three-fourths behind, the disposition of the plantar nerve on 

the posterior face of the phalanges of the terminal divisions 

in the interior of the bone of the foot. 

Plantar nerve. 

. Point of emergence of the plantar nerve above the sesamoids. 

Cartilaginous branch. 

Cutaneous branch. 

Digital artery. 

Occasional divison destined to the cartilaginous bulbs. 

P 

A 

B 

Cc 

D 

H. 

I, I. Branch of the plantar pad. 

“K. Transverse coronary branch. 

M. Podophyllous division. 

O. Pre-plantar eit 

Q Dencoutiing branch in the patilobe fissure. 

R. Arterial ramuscules accompanying the digital artery in the plan- 

tar fissure. \ 

V. Vein following sometimes behind the plantar nerve in all its 

phalangial course. This vessel does not always exist. 
t 





PLATE XIV. 

The object of this figure is to show the disposition of 

the capillary vessels in the tegument of the digital region seen 

sidewise. 

A, A. Arterial vessels of the skin. 

B, B‘. Arterial vessels of the coronary band, or cushion. 

R. Villosities of the coronary cushion. This vessel does not always 

exist. 

This figure represents the principal perioplic bourrelet, 

the coronary groove and the podophyllous tissue or sensitive 

laminz. 

, B. Principal corone (or cutidura) with the villosities covering it. 

a > Superior border of the coronary cushion. 

Perioplic coronary groove. 

Perioplic (pad) covered with little horny substance. 

Inferior border of the cushion. 

Podophyllous tissue, or sensitive laming, 

. Villosities of the inferior extremity of the podophyllous lamine. 

Arterial vessels. 

ARB Raa wD Small arterial branches. 





PLATE XV. 

i This figure represents the superior face of the floor 

of the hoof, formed by the sole and the frog. The wall has 

been cut at the level of the sole, in order to show the ter- 

mination of the horny leaves in the edge, or border of the 

sole 

A. Circular digital cavity at the point of reunion of the sole and the 

wall. 

B. Superior border of the frog. 

C. Termination of the horny leaves in the edge of the sole. 

D. Cavity. formed by the superior -face of the frog. 

E Ridge of the frog, or frog stay. . 

F. Groove of the superior face of the frog. 

External face of the glomes of the frog. 

Keraphyllous tissue at the internal face of the bars. 

G. 

N. 

O. Cutigeral cavity at the level of the angles of inflection, 

X. Bottom of the angle of inflection. 

Y. Point of termination of the bars at the lateral parts of the frog. 
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View of the hoof from its inferior face: 

BP, 

8. 

L. 

A 

saw 
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PLATE XVI. 

The wall. 

The sole. 

The frog. 

Line indicating the commissure of the sole and the wall, known 

as the linea alba, or white line. : 

Angle of inflection of wall“of the heels (buttress). 

Superior border of buttress. 

‘Region of the heels of the foot within the angle known as seat 
f 

of corn. 

Inferior border of the bars. 

External face of the bars lining the lateral lacune of the frog. 

Glomes of the frog, or bulbs of the heels. 

Terminal extremity of the bars ‘at the sides of the frog 

Point of the frog. 

Branches of the frog. 

Regions of the mamellas of the hoof. 

Region of the toe. of the hoof. 

Median lacuna of the frog. 

Region of the quarters. 
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DISEASES 
AND THEIR TREATMENT 

CHAPTER XX, 

THE CIRCULATION. 
HE phenomenon of the circulation is of so interesting and re- 

il markable a character, and its condition has such an influence 

upon the health, that I think it advisable, as an introduction to 
the Medical Department, to make some reference-to it. There are 

so many diseases and difficulties of a serious character which are the 
" result of derangements of circulation, that it certainly seems neces- 

sary to give.some explanation of it, that the reader may be im- 
pressed the better with the necessity for such prudence and care as 

would prevent its disturbance.. The writer thinks it also advisable, 
instead of giving a labored description, which may be easily ob- 
tained from any physiology, and which’ but few would take the 

trouble to read, to do this mainly by the aid of illustrations, a va- 
riety of which have been included at considerable expense. 

; GENERAL PLAN OF THE CIRCULATION. _ 

The blood is circulated through the body for the purpose of nu- 
trition and secretion, by means of one forcing-pump ; and through 
the lungs, for its proper aeration, by another ; the two being united 

to form the heart. This organ is therefore a compound machine, 

though the two pumps are joined together, so as to appear to the 
casual observer to be one single organ. In common language, the 

heart of the mammalia is said to have two sides, each of whichis a, 

forcing-pump ; ; but the blood, before it passes from one side to the 
other, has to circulate through one or the other set of vessels found 

in the general organs of the body or in the lungs; as the case may , 
be. This is shown’ at Fig. 692, where the blood, commencing 
with the capillaries on the general surface, passes through the 

26 (401) 
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‘ lg : : : 
veins which finally end in the vena cava 4, and enters the 
right auricle c. From this it is pumped into the. right ven- 
tricle ¢, which, contracting in its turn, forces it on into the pul- 

monary artery ¢, spreading out upon the lining membrane of the 

Fic. ‘691.—Theoretical Plan of the Circulatory System. | 

HYD, C, E, the canal for red blood; E, B, A, G, canal for 
blue blood, The arrows indicate the course of the blood. The 
two canals are represented in their middle portion; A, B, C, D, 
as isolated; but in nature they are enveloped at this point in a 
common sac that concurs to form the heart. 

. lungs, to form the capillaries of that organ at 
f, from which it is returned to the left auricle 
g through the pulmonary veins. From the left 
auricle it is driven on through the left ven- 
tricle; and this, by’ its powerful contraction, 
forces the blood through the aorta 7, andthe 

arteries of the whole body to the capillaries a, 
from which the description commenced. 

While the venous blood is on its way to the 
heart, when near it, it is met by the tho- 
racic duct (see 4, y, Fig. 694), which conveys 
into this returning blood the nutritive prop- 

erty of the food extracted from it by the 

digestive organs. With this new supply of nutritious matter, the 

blood goes to the heart and lungs to’ be oxygenized by contact | 
with the air, and thus be continued through the heart and arteries 

as before explained. The system takes up its material for its wear 
and tear through the capillaries or hair-like tubes, which are inter- 
posed between the two great divisions of the vascular system, ar- 

teries and veins. These little tubes are so small that they are 

from iyo to aco Of an inch in diameter. The smaller are found 

in the retina of the eye and brain, the larger in the liver and 

Fic. 692.—Plan of the 

: Circulation. 
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lungs. The worn-out tissue of the body is also taken up by the: . 

blood, and carried off through the bowels, lungs, kidneys, and’skin, 

which are the natural sewers or depurative. chahnels of the body. 

The quantity of blood that a horse contains is about 4 o of his weight. 

Fra. 693.—Distribution of the Anterior Aorta. 

1. Anterior aorta; 2. Left axillary artery; 3. Right axillary artery; 4. ‘Dorsal artery; 5 
Subcostal artery; 12.: "external thoracic artery; 14. Carotid artery; 17. Posterior aorta. A, 
pulmonary aorta; B, trachea; E,. superior branch of the iliospinal muscle; Fj inferfor ‘branch 
of the same; 'G, great complexus muscle; I, I, originating apquenoais ‘of the splenius and 
the small anterior serratus muscles; N, sterno-maxillaris me) ok , great pectoral and 

‘ sterno-prescapularis muscles turned downward. ; a 

A horse weighing 1,000 pounds would. therefore have about 100 

pounds of blood, or nearly 50 quarts. Fat horses have proportion- 
ately less blood than those that are lean; and it is claimed that 
wild animals generally have more blood in proportion than the 

domestic ones. Forty pounds of blood have been taken from 
‘medium- sized horses without serious injury; and it requires the 

extraction of about J; of the total weight before life is destroyed. 

It is a remarkable fact that this large amount of blood in the body 

makes its entire round of circulation in the short period of from two 

4 
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to three minutes. This has been proved by the following experi. 

ment, which has been made and repeated many times at the 
Columbia Veterinary College, New York: The jugular vein was 

opened on oneside of the neck, into which saline matter or poison was 

injected ; on the opposite side the carotid artery was tapped. In fif- 

teen seconds the first traces of the substance injected could be detect- 

Fic. 694.—The Heart and Principal Vessels ; Left Face. 

a, Right ventricle; b, Left ventricle; c, Right auricle; d, Left auricle; e, Pulmonary 
artery; f, Pulmonary veins; g, Anterior aorta; h, Left axillary artery; i, Right axillary 
artery, or brachio-cephalie trunk; p, Carotid. arteries; q, Posterior aorta; x, Vena azygos; 
y, Thoracic ducts; z, Embouchure of that vessel, placed near the origin of the anterior vena 
cava, 

ed in the blood ; in twenty seconds it was found very plainly. But 
while it is known that the main -body of blood makes the shorter 
pulmonary circuit, that part going to the extremities most distant 

from the heart requires much longer time ; but it is assumed that all 

the blood in the body makes its entire circuit in the short period of 

from two to three, minutes. 
I refer to this fact, which is not familiar to the average reader, 

to show the great importance of not subjecting the horse,to such in- 
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fluences as will derange the circulatory system. The remarkable en- 
ergy of the circulation through the blood-vessels i is very finely illus- 

trated by ‘spreading and tying apart the toes of a frog’s foot, and ex- 

amining the web through a good microscope. The field: of observa- 
tion will appear like an immense plain cut 

_up with large rivers intersected by numer- 
ous small streams, all running, with the 

rapidity of a torrent, the larger currents 

running much the faster. The blood-cor- 

puscles are also clearly distinguishable. 

Something of an idea of this can be seen 
by referring to Figs. 696 and 697, which 

is 

“snyeseddy Asoyemnosg—-og9 “B1,Z 

represent such a view of the circulation through the web. 

When the circulation is in its natural state, that i is, distributed 

properly to all parts of the body, it implies a state of perfect health, 

but if, from: any cause, it is withheld or forced from any part of the 
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body, there is not enough blood in that part, while there will be an 
excess in other parts. Thus, if the horse is exposed to acold wind or 
is chilled by a current of air striking the body, the blood will be 

forced from its surface to the internal organs, accumulating where 
there is most freedom for it, or where it is weakest ; usually in. the 

lungs and surrounding parts, kidneys, bowels, and sometimes in the 
feet, the first indication of which would be a shivering fit, followed 

by fever. Now, it is ev- 
ident that the object 
should be, when there is 

such disturbance, to 
equalize the circulation 
again, or force it back to 
its natural channels as 

~quickly as possible, and 

that treatment by which 
this can be done most 

easily and quickly will 
be the best. The cir- 

culation is really con- 

trolled by ‘the nervous 
system. If the nervous 

Fia. 696.—Web of Frog’s Foot Stretching between Two system is from any cause 

Toes, Showing the Blood-vessels and their ' weakened, so that it is 

ANAS IO REEE: unable to act with the 
oe Veins; b, b, b, Asteriee; the capillaries being usual vigor, there is less 

ability to resist-the in- 
fluence of disturbing changes, and the horse is, as it is termed, more 

liable to take cold, which means a disturbance of the circulation. 

Hence a horse, when warm and exhausted after a drive, if given 
a little too much cold water, would be liable to have colic, founder, 

etc.; or if allowed to stand in a cold current of air, to have an at- 

tack of pneumonia, or some other indication of vascular disturbance 
before referred to, which would be scarcely felt if cool, and the nerv- 
ous system in a vigorous condition. 

It is evident also that the quality of blood being dependent upon 

the food taken, and the condition of the air breathed, it is necessary 

that the food should be clean and of good quality. No moldy grain, 
hay, or other food unfitted for proper nutrition, should be given, and 

the stable should be well ventilated with pure air at all times, and 
all poisonous gases, particularly the ammonia which is formed from 
the urine, should be allowed free egress from the stable, as the animal 

4 
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cannot be expected to keep in good health while compelled to in- 
hale such malaria. 

It is needless to explain the bad effects, upon the depurative or-) 
gans of the derangement of the circulation by which these channels 

are to a greater or less degree “clogged,” or unable to do their. 
proper work. 

Now, it is within the province of every owner to prevent these 
troubles by employing care in feeding, exercise, etc., which is 

much better and easier than to try to cure them when sick. It is 
far easier to prevent a house from getting burned up by not letting 

the fire get started, than to depend upon the power of putting it out, 
for with the best of energy it may cause a destruction of the build- 

ing. So in the cure of diseases ; it is a great deal better and safer to 

Fie. 697.—Irregular Contraction of Small Vessels in the Web of a Frog’s Foot 
after the Application of Stimuli. 

take such measures as will prevent them, for derangements once 
started will often, in spite of the best of treatment, greatly injure, if 

not destroy, the animal. It is certainly t the owner's duty to guard his 
‘horse against unnecessary exposure, or merciless driving until in a 
profuse perspiration, and then leaving the animal in some cold, 
bleak place without even a, blanket, or but a very. poor apology for 

one, and that thrown on carelessly, while the owner is perhaps en-*’ 
joying himself with his friends in some drinking saloon, toasting his 
shins, and the poor horse stands shivering at the door. . The effect 

of such bad treatment will not then have time to develop itself, but 
will be seen in a few hours, or at farthest on the following day, by a 

cold or cough, running at the nose, or an attack of pReuienits lam- 
initis, or other cause of trouble. 

The three principal points in preserving the health of a horse 

oe 
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are feeding, air, and exercise. In the first place, irregularity of feed- 
ing, even of the best of food, will produce disease; but when with 

this is combined the giving of tainted or musty hay or grain, the 
difficulty is greatly aggravated. 

d Ventilation.—The stable should be neither 
: too hot nor toocold. The horse will show 

the effect in a few days by coughing or 
having slight irritation of the mucous mem- 

brane of the throat. 

A horse can take cold as easily by going 
out of the cold air into a hot stable, as he 

can by going from a hot stable into cold air, 

and wice versa. It is the sudden change of 
temperature which produces the change on 

the mucous coat of the larynx and of the 
throat. 

The clothing of the horse in the stable 
should be neither too heavy nor too light. 

If kept too warm, he will be more likely to 
take cold when he goes out to exercise on a 

-cold or chilly day. 

To keep a horse doing well, constant at- 
tention is necessary to little things —watch- 

fulness in driving ; if the road is heavy, and 

the horse shows fatigue or is warming up 

excessively, hold him up and fet out on 
smooth, descending pieces of road—a very 
little driving without regard to this pru- 
‘dence will often get-a horse “off his feed,” 

if not cause sickness ; properly clothing and 
protecting a horse when warm after a drive ; 

care not to give so much cold water as to 

chill ; if there is chill or inclination to fever, 
or the horse is “off his feed” after a drive, 

b, b, Canal; c, Gland; 4d, ae i sone 
Opening on surface; e, Per- giving a little fever medicine, with any other 
forated epidermis, prompt measures to relieve the derangement 
at its commencement, may prevent a very severe attack of con- 

gestion or inflammation, if not save the life of the horse. It is 
in attention to these little things that the real key of the owner’s 
success lies in the care of his horses. 

The simplest and best methods of treatment for all the ordinary 

causes of sickness and lameness will be found on the following pages. 

Fre. 698.—-Sweat ae Mag- 

nified 40 Diameters. 
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I would add in this connection that there are really but few 
diseases which are very dangerous or common to horses, and if the 

| owner can be so aided 
as to successfully man- 

age these difficulties, 

such knowledge must 

be ‘invaluable to’ him. 
These difficulties com- 
prise ‘colic, inflamma- 
tion of the lungs, found- 

er, navicular-joint 

lameness, arid‘shoeing. 
A horse may die in a 

-fewhours from’a severe 
attack of colic, if not 

promptly treated; yet 

it is a difficulty easily 
managed, if one knows 
what to do, and it is 

a done promptly. An 
“Fre. 699.—Horizontal Section Through the Middle Plane attack. of pneumonia 

of Three Peyerian Glands,’Showing the Distribution 
of the Blood-vessels in their Interior. 

is a very serious 
; thing; but'during its 

first stages it is easily controlled if taken in hand at once. A horse 
that is foundered, if not treated promptly, is practically ruined, as a 
change of structure quickly results; yet every case of acute founder 
or laminitis is curable, — me 
and not only this, but 

the treatment is so sim- 
ple that it is not at all 
difficult to comprehend 

. or apply. Ih shoeing, a 

horse badly or improp- 
‘erly ‘shod, no matter: 
how ‘good the feet, ‘if. 

the hoofs are thin, is’ 

liable to be soon prac- 

tically ruined. 

ee ara eae a Fia. 700.—Section of the Liver of a Rabbit, with the 
Hepatic or Introlobular Veins Injected. 

found to be particularly : 

careful and thorough. ''There are, of course, many other difficulties 
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which it is important’ to know how to manage, for which the 
best practical treatment is given. In fact, the medical department 
of this work will be found entitled to the fullest confidence, and must 

2. Middle lobe : 3. Right - extremity, or ventriculus of stomach; 4. Right 

Fie. 701.—The Abdominal Cavity, the Liver and Other Organs. 

extremity ; 5. Left abdominal wall. 

1. Right lobe of the liver ; a 

be accepted as invaluable to horse owners. The writer would, how- 

ever, recofninend that in all critical cases the safest course is to em- 
ploy a competent veterinary surgeon, if available. 
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CHAPTER XXII. 

DISHASES OF THE BONES. 

HE skeleton of a horse is made up of 242 bones; and as these 
T bones are the hard frame- -work of the:animal body, serving ‘for 

the support and attachment of the softer textures and the pro- 

tection of delicate organs, they. are consequently liable to the same 

accidents and diseases as the other parts of. the body. They. are 
jiposed. of animal and earthy - matters, in the proportion of one | 

third of the former to two thirds of the latter, . They are covered 
externally by a sensitive and vascular membrane called the perios- 

‘ teum, and lined internally bya similar membrane called the en- 

‘dosteum. They. enter into the formation of the joints, their ends 

being held together by the ligaments, and their adjoining surfaces, 

being’ ‘covered by cartilage or gristle, with a lubricating fluid be- 

tween, called synovia, or joint-oil, to prevent? friction and facilitate 

the motion of the joint. 
‘Diseases of the bones are not very numerous in the lower. ani- 

mals; the most common are Ezostosis,in which we have an en- 

Jargement or bony tumor thrown out ‘on the surface of the bone; . 

. when between two bones, and uniting them together; it ‘is called 

Anchylosi's Caries, generally defined to be an ulceration or disinte- 
gration of the bony texture ; Necrosis, which is the ehtire death of 

the whole or part of a bone; Osteosarcoma, which is a disease more 
‘particularly of the ox tribe, in, which we have a tumor on the bone, 
partly bony and partly fleshy, occurring commonly on jaws or ribs ; 

and Enchondroma, consisting ofa. cartilaginous or gristly tumor on. 

a bone; it is more common in. man, but is also seen’ in cattle, and 

occasionally i in the horse. 

« 
ANCHYLOSIS OF BONE. 

-Anchylosis is simply extensive exostosis, in which we have the 
enda of two or more bones united by bony matter, as shown in ring 

bone, spavin, splint, etc.. ; 

Symptoms are enlargements round the idint, which is stiff and 
inflexible, and in some cases the animal is lame. .. 

Treatment.—If there is lameness, blister or fire, as may ,be 
. (411) 
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thought necessary, so as to complete the union of parts. The mo- 

Sion of the joint cannot be restored by any treatment. 

CARIES OF BONE. 

Caries is generally defined to be ulceration or disintegration of 

Fie, 702 —Sketeten of the Horse. 

the bony texture, and is supposed to be 
ulceration of the soft tissues; but this is 

not, histologically speaking; correct. We 
find in caries the bone undergoes several 
very marked changes. It decreases in 
density (owing to the decrease in the pro- 
portion of organic matter entering into 
its composition), and presents: a peculiar, 

worm-eaten appearance, which enables us always to recognize a 
carious bone in the dried state. (See specimens in chapters on ‘ Na- 
vicular-Joint Lameness” and “ Laminitis.”) 
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Causes.—It may arise from whatever produces inflammation 
of the bone, or arrests or suspends its nourishment. 

sequel of fracture in the ribs, sometimes from neg- 
lect ‘or. mismanagement of poll-evil, or fistula of the 

withers ; in’ cattle, sometimes from “foul of the foot.” 

Whatever destroys the periosteum may produce 
caries. , 1 

_  Symptoms.—The surrounding tissues are swollen ; 
there is an opening into the diseased bone, from 

which acrid, bad-smelling matter discharges, in which 

float speculz of disintegrated bone. On examining 
the bone, it presents a fungus, which readily bleeds 

when touched ; on pressing the finger into it, sharp 

processes of bone are felt, which are the bone break- 
ing up. The bone is easily pinerier with a probe 

or knife. 

‘Treatment.—This, i in most cases, is a very tedious affair. 

It is a frequent 

Fra. 708.—Ex- 
ostosis. 

1. Splint; 2. 3. 
Enlargements 

caused by injury. 

In the 
~ 

Fre. 704.—Splint, and 

Small Wind-gall. 

Fie. 705.—A Splint 
after Cure. 

‘first place, the wound must be 

‘freely opened, and the parts 
touched ‘with dilute hydro- 
chloric acid several times a 

day. Mineral and vegetable 
tonics must be given. When 

‘ practicable,‘as on the withers, 

the diseased portion should be 
_cut off with a fine saw. Occur- 
ring in a joint, we must en- 

deavor to produce anchylosis 
of the joint, the treatment of 
which has been explained as 

for spavins, etc. 

NECROSIS OF BONE. 

Necrosis is generally de- 
fined to be the entire death 

~ or mortification of a bone. It 

differs from caries, in which 

the bone is discharged in particles, whereas in necrosis not unfre- 
quently the whole bone dies, and becomes encased in a new bone of 

exactly the same shape, which is perforated by numerous holes, 

through which the old bone exfoliates. 

Causes.—In man it not unfrequently arises from constitutional 
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causes,—scrofula, etc.; but jn the lower animals, it generally arises 

from local causes, mechanical injuries, extensive destruction of the 
surrounding soft parts, especially if it involves the artery supplying 

nourishment to the bone. In young thoroughbred horses, we are 
familiar with it from sore shins, which 

arises from the animal being put in 

training too young. The concussion 
sets up inflammation of the periosteum, 
which may be followed by caries, but 
more commonly necrosis of the cannon 
bone. 

Symptoms. = The external appearances 

do not differ very materially from caries. 
We have sinuses penetrating bone, from 
which there is a copious discharge of 
most offensive-smelling matter, in which 

are occasionally discharged pieces of. 
dead bone which have escaped through 

‘the holes in the new bone. This is 
called the process of exfoliation. It is 
easily distinguished from caries by the 

surface of the bone not being worm- 

eaten, but smooth, and penetrated by 
numierous holes. Again, it is not soft, 

Fic. 706.—Back Inside View of 2S in caries; it cannot be punctured with 
the Bones of the Hock. " the probe, and it is as heavy as in health, 

a, Tibia; 'b, Os caleis ; ¢, Astraga- if aot heavier. ; 
lus; d, Cuboides; e, Navicular} f, Treatment.—It must be treated on the 
Heat ee Gee joy same principle as caries. The sinuses 

must be kept open, frequently washed 
out, and some stimulant injected, as hydrochloric acid (diluted), 
and tonics, and good food must be given from the first. 

EXOSTOSIS, ,OR BONY ENLARGEMENT. 

Exostosis is, in general, the consequence of periostitis, or in- — 
flammation of the vascular membrane covering the bone, though it 
doubtless also arises from other causes. It sometimes comes on 

without having attracted the least attention, or produced the least 

apparent disturbance to the animal, and may appear on any bone in 
the body, or on any part of a bone, sometimes so small as to escape 

observation altogether, and sometimes very large. It may be 

caused by external injury, or it may be the result of constitutional 
# * 
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disturbance, more commonly ‘the former. Its nature, causes, symp- 

toms, and treatment will be better understood by taking the most 

common example of splint, spavin, and ring-bone. 

' SPLINT, OR SPLENT. 

Splint is a hard, bony tumor occurring , 

on the inside of the shank or cannon- 

bone of the fore leg, usually well up near 
the knee, which is well represented by 

Fig. 704. It is situated partly on the 
splint-bone (from which it takes its 
name), and partly on the cannon. 
Young horses are most subject to 
splints. The periosteum in them being 
more vascular than in old animals, it is 

more liable to inflammation, which is 

very readily induced in the ‘unsolidified 
bones of the young horse when exposed, 

to concussion or external violence. It 

occurs on the inside, because the center 

of gravity falls through that part ; when- 

there is splint or enlargement on the 
_ outside, it is usually caused by an injury. 

Sometimes the opposite foot striking the 

part will cause so much. inflammation ‘as 

to produce considerable soreness and 

lameness, followed by ‘thickening and 

enlargement of the part. 

(Symptoms. —At the start there’ may be 
no enlargement, nor anything to indicate ' 

the seat of trouble. The horse appears 
all right on a walk or on soft ground ;. 
but if moving rapidly on a hard road, 
and especially down hill, considerable 

‘lameness will be shown. Running the 

fingers along the edge of the bone from 

the knee down, and pressing with the 
ends of the fingers, inflammation or en- 

Fre. 707.—Bones of Leg and Foot. 

largement. will soon be ‘discovered, both by heat and tenderness, 
and in time by enlargement. 

Treatment.—If the inflammation is up near the joint, it will 

usually be more serious, and cause more lameness ; but as a general 

\ 
‘ ‘ 
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* “thing, splints require but very little treatment, and in time will get 
well of themselves if let alone. During the acufe stage, treat simply | 

with cooling applications. 
Cold water turned for 
some time from a pump 

or by other means of let- 
ting a steady stream 

strike the part, which 

should be continued for 

at least fifteen minutes, 

and repeated two or three 
times a day, would be | 

best. If this is not done, 

then tie several thick- 
nesses of cloth. around 

the part, and keep wet ; 
but this will not be so 
good as the first method. 

; . The following is a favor- 
Fre. 708.—Union of All the Fie. 709.—The Same, ite remedy’ for any local 

Bones of the Hock with- with Excessive Bony 
inflammation :— 

out Enlargement. “ ‘Enlargement. 

Muriate of ammonia...,.. .2 dr. 
Vinegar ............0000.. 2 oz. 

PWR LET c:-3 ets aaey eee ad 2 02. 
“Spirits of wine............ 4 oz 

Mix. 

The ‘simplest and quickest 

way of relieving the lame- 
ness, and that which is now, 

practiced very generally by 

veterinary surgeons, is to cut 

through the periosteum over 
the part. This is done by 
catching up the skin between 

the thumb and finger at the 
lower edge of the splint, and 
with a knife or other instru- 

ment making an incision in it ; Fie. 710... 
then pass up under it a 
probe-pointed bistoury, or a 

common nicking-knife, to the top, and cut down to the bone. The 

part may now be treated as for simple inflammation ;,afterward, 

Showing a Bad Condition of Spavin. 

a 
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simply by cooling applications. The usual treatment is, after the 

acute stage has passed off, to clip the hair and blister once or twice. 

Or, a’ more effectual 
way would be by fir- 

ing, the best way of 
doing which is by the 

pyro-puncture pro- 

cess; but this is sel- 
dom necessary. 

I give several ex- 
cellent remedies for 
splints and ordinary 

enlargements, either 
of which may be used ; 

also a number under 

the head of Special 
- Remedies,. given ‘near 
the close of this book, 

all of which are very 

good. The following 

is also used with much success :— 

Oil of origanum......... 2.0.0.0... cece cece 
Oil of turpentine. . 
BICOB GD oi-9 c ciisisic siateaconsia éonidals ale ne are 

Fic, 712.—Healthy Hock 
Dissected. . 

Fie. 713.—Diseased Hock 
Dissected. 

ee er ey 

To be applied night and morning, for a few days at a time. | 

SPAVIN. - 

The causes of spavin are numerous — altered bearing, predispo- 
sition from conformation or mal- 

Fig. 714.—Action Fra. 715.—Action of 
when Natural. ~ Badly Sprained Leg. 

conformation of the limb, but pro- 
ceeding mainly from hard work, 

sprains, or any cause which excites 
inflammation of this part. But the 
most common cause lies in the 
‘breeding of horses, as very often a 

A colt is bred from a spavined sire or 

' dam; or both, when the colt is sure 
to inherit the same defect. 

Sympioms.—The first ‘symptom 
usually shown in spavin is a stiff 

moving on the toe, which causes a peculiar quick catching up of the 
leg, especially in trotting. This varies according to the amount of 

27 a 
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inflammation and its location, from being scarcely noticeable at first, 
and passing off entirely after going a little ways, to severe lameness 

or stiffness of the hock, which greatly improves or disappears when 
warmed up during a sharp drive of a few miles, but appearing much 
worse after such a drive when the blood is again cooled. The hock 
is. observed to be less freely used than the other. He is worse on 

the hard road. He limps considerably when he strikes his toe on 
a stone or the ground. If the leg be taken up and the joint forcibly 
extended. or flexed, he will limp quite badly. Spavinéd horses gen- 

erally lose condition, and from the 

pain caused by rising they fre- 
quently stand for-a long time. 

If it is the result of a strain, . 
causing acute inflammation, the 
lameness will not pass off by ex- 
ercise so readily as it will after it 
becomes chronic. 

An enlargement usually makes 
its appearance from the fifth to the- 
sixth week. Any prominence can 

be seen by standing in front of the 
‘horse about three or four feet from 

the shoulder, and looking back 
across the hock, or by standing’ 
behind the horse and looking for- 

Fie. 716.—A Healthy Fre. 717.—A Jack 
Hock. Spavin. 

_ ward across the hock. 
The effort. the horse makes to relieve the heels by walking upon 

the toe, indicates the necessity of removing the shoe, raising the ~ 
heel-calks, hammering down or cutting off the toe- calks, and round- 
ing the toe. ; 

Care must be taken not to mistake a natural fullness, known. as 
“rough hocks ;” and it is always advisable to compare the one liock 
with the other. We frequently have inflammation or spavin unit- 
ing the small bones without the least outward enlargement. Fi ig. 708. 

Quite often, before any enlargement appears, the trouble may 
be mistaken for hip lameness. But in this difficulty there is a pe- 
culiar dragging motion, and for want of muscular action the hip is 
sametimes fallen in or wasted, while in spavin the leg is lifted and 
brought forward easily, traveling mostly on the toe, and shows 
marked improvement by exercise. 

Treatment.—If there is heat during the first’ few days, use cool- 
ing applications, such as an ounce of sugar of lead to half a pail of 
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ice-water, about two weeks,. when the inflammation may pass off. 

A dose of physic may also be given. Or a very simple way, and ac- 
cording to my judgment the best, is. to 
throw a strong stream of cold water against 

the part for twelve or fifteen minutes, re- 

peating two or three times:a day as before 

explained. If past the: first stage, and the 

case has become chronic, the,only reason- 
able treatment is counter-irritation and rest, 

or keeping up sufficient local inflammation, 
without dissolving or blistering the skin, to 
arouse nature sufficiently to produce anchy- 
losis, or a union of the bones involved.. 

There are two methods of treatment for 

this: First, if not very serious, by blistering ; 

second, by what is termed “firing.” This is 
done in two ,ways: First, by burning lines a 

over the skin with a feather-edged " irom  Py¢. 718.—Small Spavin. 

sufficiently close and deep to produce an a 
extensive external inflammation, but: without breaking or '‘destroy- 
ing the skin; second, by burning small. holes into and around the 
diseased parts, On the dollowing page are given a few of the best 

practical remedies. 
Blistering ’ is adapted for only simple 

Cases, so that when serious, firing is the 
most reliable and effectual treatment. In 
case of either blistering or firing, the hair 

should first be clipped from two to three 
inches above and below. the enlargement, 

and out to the middle of the hind and fore 
part of the leg. A favorite remedy used 

_by one of the best practitioners in the 
country is prepared and applied as fol- 

lows :— 

Biniodide of merce: bea ysdtsiat aleve rs dion ,.o dr. 
Todide of potas8....../.........00008 1 dr. 
Iodine in crystals, pulverized alate stones 14 dr. 
Blue ointment (mercurial) ........... ..1 oz. 
DATOS acsiens tae Seehas keris bee ea eae 1 oz. 

Fig. 719.—Very Large Spavin. 
Mix, and apply to the seat of the spavin 

three days. When the parts become sore, omit the. treatment for. 
the same length of time; then apply once in three days for two 
‘weeks, after which stop all treatment, 
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Or either of the following blisters may be used, which are among 
the very best :— 

Finely powdered cantharides................:..ccceeeceeneeees 1 oz. 
Powdered euphorbium............. CN iGanetegisters aches ol ee ee 2 dr. 
DOr so sates tig week a chan webinars s Seoeess teat ew aes Sika ae Wekaaseaaecs 1 oz 
OB AE ccc cs ea See A AT a ed aed age 2 oz 

Mix. Thisisa very strong blister, and is regarded as very good. 

Another favorite perscription is::— 

Corrosive syblimate .................. Dearie giare Waiwae wake ee ",..2 dr. 
Lard............ (eis's MMU a as Sach t Wi atalaveiban ss | gee iaieeanme say a 

’ The following will also be found efficient :— 

Equal parts of biniodide of mercury and cantharides, cad three parts 
each of tar and lard. 

The blister should be thoroughly rubbed on with the hand about 
ten minutes. Twenty-four hours afterward apply a little vaseline 
or oil, and repeat night and morning until the action subsides. This 
will prevent the skin from cracking, as well as lessen the pain. After 

which, wash with castile soap and warm water.’ In no case ‘should 
more than one leg.be blistered at a time, especially if the horse is 

thin-skinned and sensitive, as it produces serious disturbance and 
fever. A variety of prescriptions for blisters will be found under 

the head of the best remedies used, if it is desired to use blisters ; 

also the most famous secret quack cures will be found under that 

head ; but it is not advisable to use them. 

FIRING. 

For firing, put the horse in stocks. If this is not convenient, 

the next best way is to bring a rope around the neck and fasten to 
the well leg; or still better, buckle a soft strap around the fetlock, 

and from a ring attached to the strap, pass a rope around the neck 
of the horse and draw short enough to raise the-foot from the ground. 
Next put on a twitch, with the stick part at least twenty inches 
long ; it should be so arranged as not to hurt the horse until the in- 
stant of touching with the iron, when the head should be thrown up 
a little with a slight jerking motion, to divert his attention from oe 
pain of the firing. 

I give two illustrations af the firing part of the iron, reduced in 

size about one third. The larger the iron, the longer it will re- 
tain the heat. The blade should be of steel (of the form given in 

the illustration), a little more than a quarter of an inch thick at the 
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back, and gradually thinned down to the edge, which should be 
about one sixteenth of an inch in thickness, and nicely rounded. 
The handle may 
be nothing more 

than a straight 
round bar of iron 
from sixteen to 

seventeen inches 
long and turned 
back at the end. 

It is necessary to 
have at least two 

irons, so that 

while one is being pig, 790,—Feather-edged Firing-iren. Thiree- 
used, the ‘other fourths Size. 
can be ‘heating. 
It should be heated to a dull red color, and when taken 
from the fire the edge quickly run over a board or plank 

to make it smooth. When the edge is turned dark, draw 

perpendicular lines on the leg, as shown in Fig. 722, from 
top to bottom. They should be about two inches apart 
at the top, and not drawn deeply. Lay the edge where 

desired to start from, and draw steadily ‘and gently to ~ 

the bottom. Then commence at the top and make cross 
lines, obliquely, about half an inch-apart. Start the point 

of the iron from the line'at the right or left; and draw to- 
ward the center, as shown in Fig. 722. 

The skin should not be penetrated or cut through, as 

it would leave a blemish. The cuticle is simply to be de- 
‘stroyed, and a dark-brown impression left upon the skin, 

from which there will exude a glutinous substance soon 

after ‘the operation. If the iron is red or-too hot, there 

will be great danger of burning through ; though if the 
operator is dextrous he can use it quite safely by drawing 

it proportionately light and quick, but. the work cannot 
Fra, 721. 

be so well done as with an iron that is of a dull-red color, or quite 
dark at the edge. With such an iron, if the first line is not drawn 

quite deep. enough it can be repeated until the right depth upon 
‘the cuticle is obtained, which will be indicated by its color. If the 

lines are drawn much nearer than half an inch, there will be danger 

of sloughing, while if too far apart there will be proportionately 
less inflammation produced. They should be of a certain depth 

\ 
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and distance apart, and crossed as little as possible, to avoid break- 
ing the skin. If this is done neatly, when the healing process 
takes place, the creases formed by the iron will be drawn together, 
the hair grown dver, leaving no visible trace of the firing. After 
the operation, the horse should be put in a box-stall. On the 
following day a little grease, vaseline, or oil should be rubbed over 

the part, which will keep it soft and prevent.cracking. This may be 
repeated at any time afterward, should it appear too dry. Should 

any of the cracks break and threaten to make a sore, dust on a little 
of the magic healing powder, which will stop it immediately, un- 
less very severe. _ No bandaging or any such means should be re- 

Fig. 722.—View of Lines as they Should ; - Fra. 728.—Bad Method of Firing. The 

‘be Made with Feather-edged Firing-iron. Lines Cover too Small a Surface. : 

sorted to. ‘Simply see that the horse does not bite or rub the parts. 
This method of firing is the one ‘that’ has been most generally 

used. It is very painful to the horse, and requires considerable 
practice to do it well, although there is no particular sleight or se- 
cret in doing it beyond making the lines cover tather a large surface, 
and as near. each other as can safely be done without causing so 
‘much inflammation as to extend across the division, and blemish by 

breaking or destroying the skin between.. The next point. is depth © 
of the firing. This can be learned reliably. only by practice. The 

. deeper the firing, the more extensive the inflammation produced, 

though in no case should it be carried deep enough to break the 
skin, as this .will surely cause a blemish, while in very slight firing 

there will be proportionately less inflammation, aad to that degree 
less effective 

1 

? 
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THE PYRO-PUNCTURING PROCESS. 

The method of firing now found to be most effective for this dif- 

ficulty, and that used most genetally by the best practitioners, is the 

pyro-puncturing process. It is much easier done, more simple, not 
so liable to blemish, and far more effective. I give two forms of 
iron; one representing about three sixteenths of an inch, the other 

about an eighth ofan inch or less, indiameter. Theruleis,the larger - 
the iron the farther apart must the. holes be made, and the. smaller: 
the iron the closer together. The “principle i is to make the punct- 

ures as near as can be: done safely without producing so much in- 

flammation as to cause the skin to break of slough between them. 

The average distance apart is from three, fourths 
to one inch for the larger iron, and half an inch 

for the smaller iron, observing not to go near. 

the vein. 
If the horse is valuable. it is bést to use the . 

smaller iron, as there is less danger of blemish-' " 
ing. The part of the iron used should be suf- 
ciently long to enable puncturing as deep as de- 

sirable. I give illustrations of two such irons ; 

one representing the round part drawn out with | i, 
considerable bulb behind to give sufficient body «. 
to retain heat ; the other a bulb of iron with a 
hole punched, into which is fitted a piece of 

steel or iron: wire of suitable size. These fine- 

pointed irons for pyro-puncturing should be 

used only when at a white heat, and never when 

Fie %24,—Dots. Show- 
' ing Usual Number and 

Location of Punctures 
in Firing. 

cooled to a red heat. The reason for this is that there is much 
less pain felt when the iron is at a white heat, as the sensibility is 
almost immediately destroyed. It is desirable to.have three or 

four irons heating at once, so as to be sure of having one continually 
at white heat. 

The method ,of using it is to barely touch the skin at first, to 

mark the points to be punctured, which should be extended out 
some little distance beyond the line of enlargement or immediate 

seat of trouble (as shown in Fig. 724). Then repeat, burning much 
deeper each time, until the holes are made to a depth of about three 
eighths of an inch, more or less, according to the severity of the 

case. Where there is much enlargemient, penetrate to the bone 

proper over that part. When the firing is complete, rub on thor- 
oughly a strong blister. The eporane, simple Spanish- -fly blister 
is good :— 
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Spanish flies............. eee e eee e ees Yue shaves ale eases 1 07. 
Thiquid! tari sc: aciaswacdwa secu eieiorsea tenet ior tiniaetiance wiolensee 6 } 02. 
TOPO cc cvsee cadre iva stNeE Se MOET sa E ide Taal See uees eels 2 02. 

Mix, and rub on thoroughly from five to ten minutes, putting * 

on a pretty thick application, and leaving on about forty-eight hours, 

. when wash off ‘with warm water and soap. When dry, 

-rub on some grease or lard; and let the animal. rest 

three weeks. 

i The  princi- 
ple is to keep 

- the horse quiet 

long enough to 
_ give time for 
exudate to be 
thrown out and 
unite the ‘parts 

involved, and 
this requires 

from three’ to 
five or eight 

weeks, and in 

some obstinate 

cases possibly 
even longer, de- 

pending upon 
age; the young- 

er the horse, 

the more easily 

and quickly this 
will be done, 

while the older 
Fie. 725.—Small Fie. 726.—Large Pyro- Fic. 727.—Small Pyro- 

Pyro-puncturing puncturing Iron. puncturing iron. The the horse, and 

Iron. Wire too Small. the less consti- 
tution, the 

slower and more difficult it will be todo. In any event, it must be 

continued’ or repeated, until the lameness disappears, after which 
work moderatély for awhile. 

If, ‘after a couple of months or so, there is any perceptible lame- 

ness or soreness, an ordinary biniodide of mercury blister may be 

applied once or twice, as the case requires, or the firing may be re- 
peated, as before stated, The point is to keep up sufficient counter- 

irritation to make the cure complete. It will also aid in removing 
any enlargement that may remain. 
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RING - BONE. = ” 

The treatment for ring-bone, splints, curbs, and spavins is prac- 
tically the same. If . 

there is inflammation, 

the result of recent 

strain, use cooling  ap- 
plications, and give the 

-horse rest until it passes 
off, when counter-irrita- 

tion by blistering or fir- 
ing must be resorted to. 

A ring-bone is a bony 

excrescence, or enlarge- 

ment, about the pastern, 
most frequently occur- 

Fic. 728.—Joint Anchy ‘in in ‘the hind leg. 
losed in Ring-bone, with. OMetimes it does not 
out Enlargement. The Cause much lameness, : 
foejleisd Appearance §=while again the. lame- me jes Palle ane 
of the Bone the Result = ness may be very severe dolet Anenylised and 
of Inflammation of San : a tha Perlosiews. and perhaps incurable. 

This will depend much upon the location of 

the enlargement upon the joint. Should it be upon the center of the. 

bone, it may not occasion any trouble ; but if upon the margin of 

the joint, it is liable to cause much lameness. 

Fig. 729, taken from a photograph, is a front. 

view of'an enlarged anchylosed joint, or ring- 
bone ; Fig. 730 is a view of another specimen: 

cut through the center, showing the joint grown 
solid. I include an illustration of quite a bad 
ring-bone, and the same clipped, lined, and also 

dotted to show how the firing should be done — 
by the pyro-puncturing process. 

At first there may be a somewhat tender and 
yielding enlargement, which, in the course of 

time, becomes a hard, bony formation. Second, 

the horse may make.an effort to relieve the 
pressure from the heels or toe, according to = 

the location of the inflammation. Should he  yyg, 730,—Longitudinal 
raise the heels, then raise the heel-calks and Section of Joint after 
round the toe. If on the other hand he seems | Anchylosis. 
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to throw pressure upon the heels, then lower the heel and round 
the toe. In the fore feet, at any rate, it will be necessary to round’ 

Fie. 731.—Ring-bone as it Usually Fic. 782.—As a Ring-bone Should be Fired 
Appears. by the First Method. 

‘the toe sharply, which will greatly relieve the strain upon the joint 

by enabling the:foot to roll easily, or turn upon the toe. The best 
method of doing this is by the Roberge ‘shoe, illustrations of 

which are given in “Shoeing,” pages 282, 283. Clip the parts, 

as shown in Fig. 722, then blister or fire, as explained for spavin. 
There should be no blistering or firing 

around the heel under the. fetlock, as this 

would cause breaking or an irritation of the 

skin, which would be very annoying and 
difficult to heal. 

SIDE-BONE, OR FALSE RING-BONE. 

Side-bone, properly speaking, is not ex- 
ostosis, but ossification of an already exist- 

ing structure, it being ossification of the 
lateral cartilages of the os pedis, or bone of 
the foot. It is most common in the fore feet, 
especially where the pasterns are short and 

straight. 

Symptoms: —The lateral cartilages, which in health are soft and 
flexible, become enlarged, project above the hoof, and are hard and 

bony. While the inflammatory process is going on, there is heat: 
and pain in the part, and consequently’ lameness, which in most 

Fig. 733.—Method of Firing 

by the Pyro-puncturing 

Process. 
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‘cases ceases when the ossification is completed ; but there is always 
a degree of stiffness observable, and the lameness is apt to return if 

the horse is much used on the road. 
Causes.—Short, upright pasterns predispose to them ; ‘they are 

most common in heavy’ draught horses, used for tearning on the 
road.. eogmmet mes it arises from a tread from. another horse, which 

‘cation of the eartilae. : ' 

Treatment.—The same principles must’ be: dhactved i in all these 
cases. -Rest is most essential ; continued cold applications, -by mak- 
ing him stand up to the etlecks in soft clay,. 

with cold water frequently applied, would be 

the proper. tréatment. until.the acute stage has 

‘passed, after which repeated blistering, or, if WW 
thought necessary, firing would be advisable. 

CURB. 

This is a swelling upon the back part of the. 
hock about five or six inches from the point: 

736). If there is heat and tenderness, with more 

or less lameness, use cooling applicatioris. The 

quickest way to reduce inflammation of this 
kind is to ‘direct a stream of cold water against 

the part for ten or fifteen minutes, and repeat at 
intervals. It would relieve considerably toraise 734. —s Well-defined Curb. 

the heels of the shoe, and when the’ inflammia- 

tion’ subsides, blister repeatedly. If this doés not’ ‘succeed, fire the 
part. ' 

Curbs are not usually difficult to manage. I include a remedy 
which: is very effective in removing chronic enlargements of this 

kind. It was first brought to my notice by being used upon one of 

my baggage-horses during one of my campaigris’in Ohio. I pur- 

chased this horse cheap on account of his having a large curb, which, 
‘though it did not cause lameness, blemished the leg badly. I no-' 

ticed my manager, Dr. Williams, occasionally ‘rubbing on some 
medicine. It seemed.to me like a waste of time to attempt doing 
anything for it, and so expressed myself... He said, “Wait, and I 
will show you the effect.” He simply applied the remedy two or 

three times a week, and in two or three months, to my surprise, the 

enlargement had almost entirely disappeared. Since then several . 

cases of morbid joint enlargement have been cured by applying this 
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remedy occasionally for two or three months, one especially bad, 
caused by an injury down near the hoof. The following is the 
remedy :— 

Oil origanum........... ccc cece e eee e ence eeees Gaga Meas See ws 1 oz. 
Oil of spike.............5. bar's Araveuth pe oni 8 eeMier ears aitiaaatenoesiguset oe 1 oz. 
Oil of amber..... pis slwGinls Walaa Boies oes e Seles pau Ele les hs asd 1 oz. 
Spirits of turpentine «6... isc. cave bees baa ee boas vaee vee encase 1.02. 
Cam phor' se ciica caine. ancciecna ciieareleea amu ete Ue araua eed near oas 1 oz. 

Mix thoroughly, and rub on the enlargement two or three times 
a week. 

The following i is the treatment used by one of the most success- 

ful veterinary surgeons in this country :— 

First, put on a high-heeled shoe, then take boiling water, and 
with a sponge have the curb well bathed for about ten minutes. 
Then apply the following lnisient — 

AQUA AMMONIA 50. iiss «yin Vawaaa eben an ENO k VA Rah oa eeRed Moe loz. 
Tinct. of iodine..... uote halal oc itpiovo. adeva sneen'ays Ls seacg a aeadalets sortuahe steoace Wietare eves Ole 
Glycerine. .... : BAiehGi's  aeckew a Pad ate SEM oGham tt aalies Gx Gee ab Ate ..8 OZ. 

Apply to the part two or three times a day, until quite sore. 
Then stop for a 

few days, when 

‘repeat the med- 
icine as before, 

and so continue 

until again sore. 

BoG SPAVINS 

AND THOR- 

OUGH-PINS. ' 

This disease 
may be called 

' wind-galls of the 
et es hock, caused, us- \ 

Fre. '785.—-An Ordinary Curb. Ally, by strain yy, ge ap Very Bad Curb. 
and overwork, q 

but. principally by lunging back upon the hind legs. When the 
swelling is inside and front of the hock, it is called a bog or blood 

spavin. This is caused by a distension or rupturing of the mem- 
branes which cover the synovial cavity of the joint. The swelling 
is soft, and yields to the pressure of the finger. 

Thorough-pin is of the same character—an enlargement on the 
back, inside of the upper part of the joint, where in its natural con- 

dition is a hollow. This swelling extends across under the tendon, 
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‘forming a tumor between the calcis and thigh bone. It is simply a 

rupture of the synovial membrane, allowing the synovia to escape. 

By pressing upon one side, the swelling is pushed through to the 
other side ; and sometimes there is connection with the swelling in 

front. These enlargements rarely cause lameness, though some- 

times they may cause inflammation of the parts involved. 

There is no satisfactory treatment for these difficulties. ‘One of 

the best remedies ‘during ; 
the acute stage is to rub 
on soft soap and salt. 

Rub on the part thor- 

oughly at .night and 

wash off in the morning, 
for two or three times. 
This will sometimes 

_work wonderfully well. 
Have used it repeatedly 
with the best success. 

This remedy will work 

‘well on acute cases, but 

its effect is not .satis- 

factory upon old, GON Fre, 788.—Thorough-pin. 
firmed cases; for if the 

enlargement is brought down, sharp driving 
or straining of the parts will usually. bring back the trouble. 

Blistering sharply is the treatment usually pursued. If this fails, 

firing is the last resort. There is no difficulty in bringing down an 

enlargement of an ordinary bog spavin, by blistering, but as soon 

‘as the horse is put to work or strained: in. the least, it is liable 
to-come back again. 

I .consider trusses and all that sort of-thing of no 
special account in- this difficulty. ‘TI have been told 

repeatedly of parties who punctured these enlarge- 
ments to allow the secretions to run out, that in 

each case so much inflammation was excited in the 

joint as to cause the loss of the horse. 

Blood spavin is supposed to be caused by a dis- 

tension of the large vein which passes through the 

integuments involved in bog spavin. I do not 

know any distinction between them worthy of mention, especially, 

as there is no treatment given other than that named. 

Fie. 787.—Bog: or Blood 
Spavin. 

Fie. %39.—Capped 

Hock. 
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CAPPED HOck. 

This is an injury or bruise at the point of the 
hock, and is usually caused byistriking the parts 

against some hard object. If the inflammation 
is acute, use cooling applications. When the 

inflammation has subsided, use. any” ordinary 
stimulant or blister recommended for the pur- 

pose. 

WIND-GALLS. 

Wind-gall was the name given. to: those soft, 

puffy swellings found at the back part of the 
fetlock joint, from a supposition: that. they con- 

tained air. They consist of enlargement of 
the little sacs, or. bags, which are always found 
to contain a mucous fluid wherever tendons pass 
over joints, as at the back of. the fetlock. This 

form may be termed stmple wind-gall. In other cases, the distension 

is caused by an increased secretion, and bulging of, the capsular 

ligament of the joint itself. This form may be distinguished as 
complicated wind-gall. \: 

_ Few horses that have done. any work are free from them, and 
unless dependent 
on some more se- 

-fious lesion than 

simple’ distension 
‘of these’ bursa — 
mucos@, they are 
of no conse- 

quence. 

. Pre. 740,—An Ordinary 

Capped Hock. 

} 

Ceuses.—Hard 
work is the well- 

known cause of -‘ 

ind-gall. 1 eins 
ud : - ga . In Fia. 741.—Natural, Fia.'742.--Showing Fia. '743.—Clearly Marked 

rapid motion or Healthy Joint. ‘Two Enlargements. Condition of Wind-gail. 
heavy draught 

the friction of the tendons is greatly increased ; consequently an 
‘increased secretion of synovia is required, and tales place in all 

synovial sacs during exercise; but if the action be not so violent 

as to strain the parts, it‘is speedily reabsorbed. On the other hand, 
if the exertion be inordinate, these little burs@ mucose@ become injured, 

inflammation is set up, and they become permanently enlarged. 
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' Again, the exertion, may be so violent as to cause sprain of the 
tendon, which extends to the capsule, or the joint itself may 

' + suffer, and cause distension of the capsular ligament, constituting 

complicated wind-gall, which is more serious. 
‘Symptoms.— Si mple 

_wind-galls are little puffy 

swellings, seen at the 

sides of the tendons as 

lock joint, most common 
on the hind leg. They 
are soft even when the 
weight is thrown on them. 
It is very important to be. 

tween simple and com- 

plicated, or between the 
harmless and what is not 
harmless. If situated be- 

tween the tendon and the suspensory ligament, it depends on dis- 
tension of the durs@ through which the tendon passes ; if it feels 
hard when the: other leg is held up, and is accompanied’ with a 

Fra. ee Aspirator.*: 

NS D ag r 

1 \ A 
4 yee ; 

Fis. "45, —Hypodermic Syringe that Would Answer. 
a 

slight lamenéss, the tendon is: implicated. When placed in front of 
the suspensory ‘ligament, between it and the bone, it is accom- 
panied with increase of synovia in the joint itself. 

Wind- galls generally appear suddenly. 

Treatment.—There are three methods of treatment: First, 

during the acute stage they can be easily removed by any firm but 

they pass over the fet- . 

able to distinguish bé-’ 

even pressure by pads and bandages, with cold water, frequently ap- ; 
plied. 

*This cut was furnished by John Reynders & Co., Manufacturers of Surgical and Vet- 

erinary ‘Instruments, ete., 803 Fourth Avenue, New York City, N.'¥.,. of whom any veterinary 
instruments needed can be obtained. 
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Second, when it has been long neglected, or the case is com- 

plicated, counter-irritation or any good stimulating liniment or 
light blister may be used. The biniodide of mercury ointment may 

be well rubbed in several times, or a cantharides blister may be 
used. . 

Third, letting the synovial fluid out. This is done with an 
instrument called “the aspirator,” which is a bottle attached toa 
small suction-pump, or more properly, a syringe attached to a 
bottle, and worked so-as to draw out the fluid. The method of op- 
erating is as follows: Force the needle of the aspirator into the 

wind-gall, and draw off the fluid. When it is all se inject a lit- 
tle of the following solution into the part :— 

Tinct. iodine......... Dees ra eon seth Distraiaauhadcee Sore ss 4 02. 
Iodide of potassium........ signe k 2 eat a a tenes an eens Sk RS ee aoe 20 gr. 
PW aber cei ihe oe hee mre ae nehithins GaNel nsec iii s wialelines tasers CiedelWance sate vee 0B OZ.. 

Bandage well’ and keep the parts wet with cold water, the 

bandages to remain on from three to five days. This produces an 

adhesive inflammation of the part. This treatment can be used 
with safety in all cases where there is enlargement of the sheaths 
of the tendons. It cannot be safely used in what is called a blood 

spavin, because there is. danger of puncturing the vein, and sec- 
ond, may extend" into:the true hock joint, which would induce so 

much inflammation as to produce 
a stiff joint’ or even suppuration 

‘of the coverings of the bone, 

which would finally destroy life. 

The hypodermic syringe, shown 
in Fig. 745, may be used. 

NAVICULAR-JOINT LAMENESS. 

It is estimated that this is the 

cause of fully nine tenths of all 
serious and obscure cases of 

lameness in the fore feet. If 
neglected or not treated prop- 

‘ erly, in from three to six months 

such changes of.structure, or de- 

= generation, take place in the 

Fie. 746.—As the Horse Usually Rests his parts as to make cure impos- 
Toe upon the Ground. sible, when it is termed “ groggy, 

a or chronic lameness.” In refer- 
ence to the cause of this lameness, a very able author says :— 

a 
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This is a strain that does more mischief than any other, and entirely from the 

circumstance of its producing scarcely any lameness in the walk. A horse, there- 
fore, when strained in the coffin joint, and having no lameness, or scarcely any, in 

the walk, is usually put to work, or what is nearly as bad, is turned to grass without 

any regard to the situation, where he is often liable to be driven about. If, instead of 
this, it were treated like other strains, whose symptoms are more apparent, and which 

produce a greater degree of lameness, it would soon get well, and with greater cer- 

tainty than a strain in the back sinews. But as it is a strain in the coffin joint, it is 

the most intractable kind of lameness we meet with, because at is nearly always 

neglected at its first occasion. 
“ 

Symptoms.—It sometimes occurs in an instant, as by a horse 
stepping on a round stone, running 

in the field, etc., when he may at 

once be quite lame ;.. at other 
times its progress, is slow. Some 
peculiar formations of the foot are 
more subject to it than others. 
When the result, of sudden strain, 
there will be considerable heat in 
the back part of the foot, with 

well-marked lameness. When it 

comes on gradually, a slight ten- 
derness is observed, particularly at 
starting, which goes off with ex- 

ercise. This gradually increases ; 

the foot is found hot, and asa re- 

sult of increased. heat, contraction 

may set in, the hoof’becoming dry 
and brittle. He. steps on his toe, 
and when standing, points his foot, 

that is, places his foot in front, rest- 

ing on the toe; and if both feet are involved, which is not uncom- 
mon, alternating the feet. Contraction is not an invariable symp- 
tom, as feet are subject to it that are entirely free from contraction, 

Often the foot is found to be round and apparently healthy, the 

most careful examination by the owner or smith not enabling them 

to locate any cause for the trouble. In ordinary cases the horse will 

show no apparent lameness while on a walk; but on a trot may 

flinch considerably, showing a great tendency to stumble.* Driving 

Fie. 747.—Usual Appearance of Foot 

with Chronic Coffin-joint Lameness. 

*in some cases, usually fast trotters, the horse may at first only point, and gradually show a 

Mptlé torehits or-stiffness at starting, or what is termed bobbing — dropping the head. _Irrita- 

tion these «hues ts induced very slowly, as hereafter explained. The principle of treatment 

fe he VWitne,—prompt. removal of the cause of irritation, developing healthy circulation in the 

parts, ad a{ging ee 
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down hill, or on a rough, cobbly road, will greatly aggravate the 

lameness, be- 

cause go in g 

down hill -in- 
creases the force 

of concussion ; 
and a stony. or 

uneven .yoad .so 
wrenches and 

strains the joint, 

‘ or exposes the 
frog to. such in- 

cidental — press- 

ure, as to greatly 

Fia. 748.—Back View of Coffin-bone ana Nagniilar-bone neue ee the are 
Attached in Place. and soreness. In 

some cases of 

acute strain, the lameness may be quite marked, the horse being 
scarcely able ,to walk, and when he does, keeping the foot flexed 

“by walking upon “the toe, and when standing, resting the toe upon 

the. ground. As this acute stage passes : 
off, which will usually be in one or two 

weeks, the animal will seem to have grown 

much better, at times perhaps appear quite 

_ well, then grow suddenly worse again,’ de- 
pending upon the part of the joint involved’ 

and the road he is traveling on. He will 
go better on hard, smooth, sandy roads, 

but on soft, yielding ground, is liable to 
grow lamer, if the sole is thin and the frog 

prominent, because. of the increased press- 

ure upon the frog, and thence upon the 

_ parts involved, by the foot setting into the 
ground. As the lameness continues, more 

or less: change of structure takes place in 

the foot, a gradual drawing in of the quar- 

ters, the foot becoming perceptibly smaller 

than the opposite one, the heels’ higher, 

the frog smaller, and the sole more concave, . 

the hoof showing a more glossy, hard ap- oe Hest eee ‘the 
ones of the Foot. - : 

pearance. The shoe will invariably be widens 18D 

worn round at the toe. A' result that often follows isia shrinking 
y 
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or wasting of the muscles of the shoulder, called “ sweeny,” which is 

caused by a want of properly exercising them. The symptoms are 
about the same, so far as the lameness goes, whether the mischief 

has extended to ulceration. or. not,: the history: of the case) only 

guiding in enabling to determine how far this has. ‘gone. Of course 

these conditions will vary in degree, as there may be only a slight 
extent of: ulceration, or a high degree of simple inflammation. Yet, 
in the former case, the lameness will,not be so marked as in the lat- 
ter, notwithstanding the’ prospect for recovery Will be much less. 

| We will now presume a horse, without any apparent cause, to 
show a little lameness, and we desire to make a careful examination. 

First, is there any possible cause from recent shoeing, such as a 

1 

10" Fie, 750.—Position of the Bones of the Foot too Obfique. 

x, Pastern bone; >, Coronary bone; ¢, Os pedis, or coffin-bone; d, Usual seat of the 
‘lameness; e Perforans tendon. | 

| 

badly fitted shoe, driving the nails too close, or pricking? Let the 
shoe be taken off carefully, by raising each clinch in succession, and 

pulling the nails. out. Now tap and examine all parts. of the foot 
carefully, and: especially if there is any bruise or corn at the inner 
heel, or at any part of the sole, which. will be noticeable by being 
red, and sensitive to light tappings of the hammer or to squeezing of 

the pinchers. It is always best to make the most thorough and 
.careful examination, so as to givé assurance of being able to point 

with more certainty to the difficulty under consideration. Pressure 

with the thumb over the middle of the flexor tendon, on its inner 

side or its outer, as deeply as.can be reached in the ‘hollow of the 

heel, the foot being bent back, causes pain ; or catching the foot in 
one hand and the ankle in the other, and while: twisting.a little, 
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pressing against the inden will cause considerable flinching. Tap- . 

‘ping lightly upon the bar or sole, on each side of the frog, will cause 

flinching. Next, if the horse is taken by the head and turned short 

round, he will show increased lameness. 

- Upon an examination of these cases by the owner or horse- 

doctor, if no cause of trouble is discovered in the foot, the lameness 

is supposed to be in the shoulder, 

Now, there is no lameness that 

reveals itself more plainly than 

shoulder lameness ; because 

when the muscles of the shoul- 

der or arm are strained or in- 

jured, the mobility is so serious- 

ly impaired that the limb is 

lifted and brought forward with 

a sort of dragging motion. It 

is easy to see if a man were 

to injure his shoulder or arm, 

that with the greatest effort. he 

would scarcely be able to lift 
it to put on his coat. But were 

the trouble in his hand, or below 

the elbow, he could do it with- 

out the least difficulty. The 
effect is. the same upon the 

horse. By moving him back 

and forward, if the trouble is 

in the foot, or below the knee, 

the foot will be raised and carried forward naturally, but put down 
tenderly, as if trying to protect it from the force of concussion ; 

whereas, if in the shoulder, as explained, the mobility of the limb is 

greatly impaired, which is shown by the difficulty with which it is 

raised and brought forward. 

I would call particular attention to these symptoms, from the 

fact that after an examination by persons who do not understand 
the nature of the difficulty, and finding no apparent trouble in the 
foot, the conclusion is arrived at that it must be in the shoulder, 

which is treated with liniments, blistering, etc.,as explained, without 

doing any good, not only punishing the horse unnecessarily, but oc- 
casioning a loss of valuable time. z 

I would .also remind, in this connection, that when the lameness 

continues in one foot for some time, on account of throwing the 
* 

_ Fie. 751.—Tendons and Ligaments of the Foot. 
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weight so much upon the opposite foot to relieve the lame one in 
standing or walking, there is liability to bring on the same trouble 
in the well one,—a not uncommon occurrence,—when the lameness 

will be equally marked in both fore feet. The horse will grow worse 

when the heel i is lowered by putting on a thin shoe, or by losing the 
shoe, and will go better when the 
heel is raised, ‘and especially so if 
the toe is rounded so as to aid mo- 
bility. 

Causes.—The coffin joint is com- 
posed. of three bones; viz. the 

_ lower or pedal bone, and the na- 
vicular and! pastern bones. SEE 

' Fig. 772.): 

It will be seen that the navicular 

bone extends across the back edge 
of. the coffin joint; that the flexor 

tendon passes down under it, and 

inserts itself into the lower surface 
- Of the pedal bone. This supports 

’ the navicular bone when: weight is 

thrown upon the limb, as the back 

part of the small pastern rests upon 
the navicular bone. ‘ Now, if-from 

any cause irritation is set up in the 
synovial membrane of this small 

bone, or of the sheath of the tendon 

which supports it, or of the sur- 
Fre. 752.—Attachment of Perforans Ten- rounding parts, whether by sprain, 

don to Bottom of Pedal Bone. From rrr a 2 
manikiit GARE Eon concussion, injury, contraction, im- 

: proper shoeing, changing the ob- 

liquity of the foot, that is, raising or lowering the heel too much, 

allowing the toe to grow too long, or any cause of changing the 
proper adjustment of the foot, ‘etc., the effect is practically the same 
in causing inflammation and lameness. ' 

The best authorities agree that the most common indirect causes 

of this lameness are raising the frog from the ground and contrac- 
tion. An old author of high. standing says :— 

When the foot is in its natural condition, the frog is is its strong point. of support; 
and if this support is removed by paring, or by the use of thick-heeled shoes, which 
raise the frog from all possible contact with the ground, the support is weakened, 

and there is ‘necessarily great strain thrown upon the tendon. © This is caused by 

pushing the coronary against the ‘navicular*bone, which, being Taperted at every 
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step or jump the horse takes, strains the tendons, or causes inflammation. By con- 

traction, because in proportion to the drawing together of. the heels, there will be a 

compressing or forcing upward of the arches of the commissures and horny frog 

against the tendon and navicular joint, impeding the action of the joint generally, 

and liable to cause inflammation of the synovial membrane, ulceration, and change of 

structure ; it also destroys the natural position of the limb, by making the pastern 

Joint more perpendicular, which, as has been mentioned, increases the jar of the co- 

ronary on the pedal bone. So that we have involved the lower surface of the navic- 
ular bone, its synovial membrane, the flexor tendon which plays over it, and some- 

times the upper surface, when it is called coffin or navicular joint lameness. 

All leading authorities . 
concur in the correct- 
ness of this statement. 

Treatment.—The first 
and most important 'con- 

; - dition of cure is vest; 
. Fig. 758.—Inferior Articulating Surface of the Navieular ihe horse should be at 

Bone in a Healthy Condition. 
once taken from all 

work; he must not be, 
as is commonly the case, 
allowed to run even’ in 
pasture, or anywhere 
where there would be 
any freedom to run or 
walk around much ; give 
him simply the limits 
‘of a large, level stall, 
Remove the shoe by 

raising the clinches, and’ 
pull out the nails one by 
one; then cut off or 

Fig. 755.—Inflammation Progressed 50 Far astoCause hammer down the toe- 
Caries of the Bone. calk, and partly turn’ up 

the toe like the ground 
surface of an old worn-out shoe. Next, raise the heel-calks from 
five eighths to three quarters of an inch, fit the shoe nicely to the 
foot, and nail on, being careful not to wrench or hammer it un-: 
necessarily in doing so. Two important points are gained by this: 
First, raising the heels from the ground throws the articulation of 
the pastern bone well forward upon the pedal bone, relieving press- 
ure of the navicular bone from the tendon supporting it; second, 
the removal of all: pressure of the frog from the ground, which ag- 
gravates the inflammation, and rounding the toe aids mobility, and 
thereby lessens the strain upon the joint. 

) \ 
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If there is much 
lameness and heat in — 
the foot, provide a tub 

or box, in which put 

water as hot as can be 

‘borne with ‘the hand, . 

and sufficient to come 
up even with the 

ankle, and let the 

horse stand with the 
foot in it for about an 
hour, keeping the 
temptrature up to the 
point stated. Now 
take a bag or cloth, 

into which put a suffi- 

. cient quantity of bran 
to envelop: the foot 
thoroughly, and_ tie 

loosely around the 

foot or ankle ; pour on 

stand, allowing the poultice in the meantime to’ 
i 

Fic. 757.—The Navicular Bone Fractured. Foot Bone Greatly 

Reduced in Size, Weakening the Fiber. 
s 

ye 

Fra. 756.—Showing the Effect of Long-contintied Inflamma- 
tion in the Foot. This is Caries of the Navicular Bone '. 

and Pedal Bone Greatly Reduced ‘in Size. 

‘lameness, 
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hot water moderately, and then. let the horse 
become cool. If 
there is much in- 

flammation and 

this 

method of hot 

_fomentation may 
be repeated two 

-or three times 

during the day, 

until ‘all the in- 

flammation sub- 
sides. The usual 

method of apply- 

ing hot fomenta- 
tions is to take 

several thick- 

nesses of blanket 

or rugs, and after 
wringing them: 
out of water as 

hot as can be 
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borne, bring them around the foot loosely, and repeat at short 
intervals as they become cool; or a lot of bran’ or mud can be put 
into a box, and hot water poured on until at the temperature 

desired, when the foot can be placed in it up to the ankle, as before 
explained. The general practice is to tie a poultice of bran around | 
the foot, and keep wet with cold water until the inflammation sub- 

sides, which would be good treatment ; but if there-is much inflam- 
mation and lameness, I’ would certaitily advise, as far as practicable, 

hot fomentations continued for about an hour, then alternating with 

: cold, and ‘repeated’ 
two or three times 

each day ; but letting 
the poultice or cloths 
remain on until cool 
will be sufficient for 
reaction from the pre- 
vious application of 
heat. 

If cold applications 
are used, it is impor- 
tant that there be suf- 

ficient bran or wet 
cloths tied around the 

foot and ankle to keep 
the parts thoroughly 

wet and cool, until in- 

flammation subsides, 
Fra. 758.—As the Seton Should be Inserted into the Foot. 

A, A, the seton; B, the sensitive frog; C, navicular in addition to which 

SeCH nae eres the bottom of the foot 
should be kept stuffed with flaxseed meal, or anything that will 
aid in keeping the foot moist and cool. If this is done, after about 

a week the attack will usually pass off. After the acute stage has 

passed off—and the wet cloths should be kept on until that time, 
even if there is no lameness—it is good practice to apply a sharp 
blister around the heel and coronet. It is in any event necessary, 
and may be even repeated once or twice, should there still remain 

any lameness. In the meantime, as’before stated, the horse should - 

be kept quiet, and if there is much lameness, there should be given 
in the first place a small dose of physic, with laxative, cooling food. 
This is all that is necessary to do in any. ordinary case, and es- 
pecially at an early stage. 

It is next important not to expose the horse to conditions that 
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‘would strain or injure’ the foot until fully over the effects of the in- 
jury. Consequently, the horse should at first be driven ‘very mod- 

erately for two or three months, or more. If the road is rough, 

frozen, or Stony, there 

is such danger of strain- 

ing, ‘wrenching, or 
bruising the foot, and 

thereby causing, a re- 

lapse, that the horse 
should not be driven, 

if it can possibly be 
avoided. 

If there is any con- 

traction of either or 

both quarters, there 
should be a special ef- 

fort to overcome this 
also during the treat- 

ment. (See “Shoeing.”) 
In opening the foot 

with the spreaders, 

great care should be 

taken not to produce _ Fie. 759.—The Navicular Bone Fractured. 
any irritation. The ' i 
quarters should be opened gradually. When the lameness has en- 
tirely disappeared, bring the frog again slowly to the ground to the 

extent it will safely bear. If any soreness is indicated, raise the 
heel a little,. keeping the foot moist to prevent contraction ; and 

when the soreness passes off, again gradually lower it. It is always 

advisable to call in a veterinary surgeon if one is available. In’ ex- 

treme cases a frog seton is advised. This, of course, can be at- 

tempted only by the surgeon. . 

LAMINITIS, OR FOUNDER, t 

Laminitis, or Founder, may be described. as simply congestion 

or inflammation i in the feet. It may be severe or moderate, accord-: 
ing to the degree of disturbance. If inflammation runs high and is 
allowed to continue, it is liable to produce so much disorganization 

as to induce loss of the hoof, which is, however, rare; or so much 

change of structure in. the feet as to make the horse dltinately so 

stiff and sore or so much of a cripple as to become practically worth- 

less excepting for slow, easy work. This loss of substance and 
change of structure is shown by a variety’ of illustrations. 
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There are two stages of this disease, acute and chronic. The 

first produces a high state of excitement and inflammation of the 

sensitive lamina, and more or -less of the internal structure of the 

Fig. 760.—Position of Horse when Suffering from a Severe Attack of Laminitis. 

foot generally ; the second, a morbid or insensitive feeling of 'the 
parts generally. The first or acute stage can be invariably cured, 

if treated properly, which is not at all difficult to do; the second, or 

Fria. 761.—As the Horse Usually Lies Down when Suffering from Laminitis. 

chronic, stage is not curable, but may be palliated, to a limited ex. 

tent. 

_ Symptoms.—At first, if the result of exhaustion and chill, there 

will be the marked effects of great disturbance of the circulation, so 

that there may be a general stiffness and soreness, with high, 

’ 
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quick pulse, etc., which will be soon followed ‘by tenderness, con- 

gestion, and inflammation of the feet. To relieve the pain in the 
feet he endeavors to throw his weight upon the hind ones. He ad- 

vances them in front, resting principally on 

Fie. 762. —Showing the Foot. she feet. 
Broken and the Outer Mar- 

‘the heels, when the hind ones are drawn well. 

under him, something like the position shown 
in Fig. 760. On backing him, he ‘backs with 

evident reluctance; when forced back, he 
drags one foot after the other, evincing con- 

siderable pain in doing so. When moved 
forward, he walks on the heels, his move- 

ments being slow and difficult. He will often 

be found lying down, as removing weight 

fromthe feet gives relief; and while down, 
“he will usually .point with his nose toward 

Sometimes the inflammation may 

“gin Turned up. The El- be in but one of the fore feet, or sometimes - 
fect of Founder. © = in the hind feet, which is not common; and 

in some isolated cases inflammation may be: 
in all four feet ; but is usually limited to the two fore feet. 

Causes. =Namiaitis is very 
apt to occur from overtasking 
the feet by pounding them 
over a hard or rough, frozen 
road, or leaving the horse 
standing while heated and ex- 

hausted, and: especially where © 
a current of cold air strikes 

him ; indirectly by, prick or 

binding with nails, or contin- 

ued injury from a badly ap- 

plied,shoe, or any cause of 

continued strain or injury to 

the feet; driving through a 
river ‘While warm ; washing 

the feet while warm and neg-. 

lectingto'dry them ; frequently 
also from guerloading the 

stomach hy eating too freely 

of oats or other grains, as we 

Fic. 763.:—Showing the Bone Greatly Reduced 

in Size and Broken. The Effects of Severe 

Laminitis, or Founder. 

often see when a horse gets.loose.during the night and gets to-the 
oat-bin ; or drinking too freely of cold water when heated and ex- 
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Fie. 764.—Arteries of the 

Foot Injected. 

hausted. It may also be caused by inflamma- 

tion passing from other parts of the body. to 

the feet, but not often ; but by whatever cause, 

it is the same, namely, excess of blood in the 

feet. 

Treatment.—lIt is evident that. when such 

a large volume of blood as passes through 
the foot is obstructed, and active inflammation 

is set up, that there must not only be great lo- 
cal but general disturbance, and that it is not 
only necessary but of importance to relieve 

this as quickly as possible, if results-would be 

prevented which would destroy the health and 
‘mobility of the foot: The inflammation is pri- 

marily limited to the sensitive lamina and sole, 
which, if allowed to go on, seriously involves 

the periosteum and ‘bone, when it is called 
peditis, which is of a more serious character, 

and specially referred to farther on. I will 
first give the treatment pursued by Dr..Sum- 
merville,* a practitioner of great experience, 
and success, with whom I studied. I include 

it mainly because I know of its effectiveness 
from personal experi- 
ence. If the case can 4—— 
be treated as.soon as 
the disease begins to de- 
velop, bleed from the ‘ 

neck vein. from four to *—~{ 
eight quarts, according ‘” 

, 

1. Transverse section of the 5§-——— 
hoof, ' ‘ 

2. Horny lamine. 

‘3. ‘Vascular lamine, 

4. 5. Small cells between the 
podophyllous and the keraphyl- 
lous tissues, f 

6. Section of the tubes of the £——] 
hoof. 

As will be seen, this beautiful 
structure fs entirely destroyed in 
the front part of the foot, as 

shown in Fig. 775. Fie. 765.—Section of Hoof Lamings Largely Magnified. 

* Dr. William Summerville, No, 127 Erie St., Buffalo, N. Y. 
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to the size and condition of the horse ; that is, if the horse is large 
and fat, and. ee full of blood, and the -attack severe, ther 

the larger quan- 
tity mentioned 

may be taken. 
Afterward give 
a purgative ball, 
not enough to 

physic severely, 

but to open the 
bowels freely, 

which, as ex- 

plained. definite- 

Fie. 766.—A Section of Hoot Showing the Sole Bent and ly under the 
Bulged Downward. — The Effect of Founder. a head of “ Physic- 

ing,” for an av- 

erage-sized horse should be ‘from 4 to 7 drachms aloes, Bl drachm 
ginger, bar soap enough to. make a mass, and made into a ball. 

After the fore shoes have been removed, poultice the feet thor- 
oughly with bran and cold water, as. follows: Fill two small bags, 
sufficiently large to hold three or four quarts, with bran, put a foot 
into.each, and tie loosely 

around the top with a string. 

Keep wet either by pouring 

on water, or by putting each ° 
poulticed foot. into a bucket 
of-water. This’ manner of ' 

poulticing should be kept 
up for four or five days, 

when the shoes may be 

tacked on and thé horse ex- 
ercised a little. Cloths wet 
with cold water should be 
tied around the’ coronet, * 

and the soles stuffed with | 

flaxseed meal, or any other 

means of keeping the feet Fic. 767.—Front View of the Pedal Bone in a 
wet for a week or two can Healthy Condition. 

be used. - 
The horsé should have tepid water to drink, and warm bran 

mashes during the operation of the medicine. If'the disease i is stub- 
born, which is rarely the case, a second ball may be given after an 
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interval of four or five days. All the cases coming under my ob- 

servation in the Infirmary during the year in which I was connected 
with it, and all 

‘that have’ been 

treated under my 

supervision since 
then, invariably 

yielded to this 

treatment. If the 

case hasruntwoor 

out treatment 

or has not been 
treated properly, 
I would advise 
opening both toes 

their soles, and 

the feet put into 
moderately hot 
water so as to ex- 
tract a quart or 

more of blood 
Fic. 768.—Showing the Extreme Change of Structure and Injury from each. If this 

to the Foot The Effect of Laminitis: The Pedal Bone 
Displaced in an Extreme Degree. From the French. 

cannot be done, 

then open the 

veins freely at the coronet. If treated as directéd, it is rarely that 

the attack will not pass off in four or five days. 
Dr. Charles Meyer advises the following mode of treatment, 

“ which, he has used with great success :— 

If the animal is taken within’ the past twenty-four hours, have the shoes re- 

moved, and put the feet into a tub of hot water. Wind flannel wrappings or band- 
ages around both legs up to the elbows, ‘and keep them constantly wet with hot 

water for from two to three hours. In the meantime have the horse. well covered 

with blankets, and give.the following remedy:— 

Fluid extract aconite iene ta ats ebeeesn dete s sea Sy eeiw eas. 23s SOlArOps. 
Oil of sassafras................. Pastas roma yes Don saae aeecaa 1 oz. 
‘Saltpeter.... 00.0.0... eee eee ieee a waaheas ecaua teed aes eam Resa tee Man ie 2 oz. 
Linseed-oil....................00- Wiebe Gkceceg A EMER A Mu SG RE Eee ORIONS 1 pt. 

This is to be given at once. There will be a profuse perspiration in from fifteen 

to twenty minutes. Keep the blankets on about six hours, then remove and put on 

dry ones. Keep wet swabs on the horse's feet, and stand him on wet clay. All 

stiffness and soreness in the-feet will be removed in from thirty-six to seventy-two 

hours. In the meantime give one of the following powders :— 

wale 

three days with. 

by thinning out. 
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ese e ee 8 OZ, Bicarbonate of potash 
- +. 6 02, Nitrate of potash... .. wees Pe ee ee ee 

Make into six powders, and give two every eight hours until 
well, ae _ 

Fic. .769.—Showing the Great Change, of Structure Produced by Severe inflammation. 

‘Dr. William Shepherd, of Ottawa, III, in an address before the 
State Veterinary Association, advised treatment as follows :— 

‘In the treatment of ‘acute laminitis, as soon as possible after having discovered 
oa ’ 

Fra. 770.—Internal View of Fig. 769, Showing the Great Displacement of Pedal Bone. 

The Dotted Lines Show the Point to which the Foot Should be Trimmed. 
s 

that the animal has been foundered in the feet, or has acute laminitis, which is the 
same thing, have the shoes taken off, place the feet in a deep tub of warm water in 
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which some hay has been put to form a soft foundation for the tender feet to rest on. 

Keep them there for about an hour, then take them out and put them in warm poul- 

tices, composed of equal parts of slippery-elm bark and linseed meal. Be sure the 

poultices envelop the whole hoof. Have a deep, soft bed placed under the animal. 
Give a purgative, which should be one half of 

the ordinary dose, as superpurgation is apt to . 

follow otherwise. If Barbadoes aloes be the 
agent employed, four drachms will be found 

sufficient. Give a dose of aconite, say ten 

‘drops, every twenty minutes, until the snimal 

‘has been thrown into a profuse perspiration. 
Cover him with warm blankets. The poultices 
should be changed twice a day, and after tak- 
ing them off put the feet in water, as above 

Fie. 771. —Showing the Direction of  Tecommended. Continue this treatment for 

the Bone-cells as Thrown out fram three days at rast. Feed no grain, simply 
he Podophyltous Tissue. ° bran mashes, vegetables, and hay.. When 

shoeing the animal, see that the shoes are 

wide-webbed, the hoof-surface being convex, still leaving sufficient flat surface for . 

the wall of the hoof to rest comfortably on. If it is a valuable beast, have him 

turned out on lowland pasture in about two weeks after the commencement of the 

attack. Should he be stabled, keep damp swabs on while he is housed. This treat- 
ment is applicable to either acute or sub-acute, which I have here treated as one 

a ae and which, in fact, it is. 

. Fie. 772.—Position of the Bones of the Foot in a Healthy Condition. 

a Dr. HAMILL ADVISES: 

if there is simply a congestion of the extremities and fever, to 

treat as a' fever locally. and generally. Give as sedatives aconite 
and niter internally, with cooling applications locally to the feet. If 

the inflammation is so extreme as to cause a destruction of the sus- 
asa” Hh a 
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pensory power of the lamine; then: it is 

advisable to bleed quickly. If purgatives 
are advisable, . give calomel and aloes in 

the proportion of 1 to 2drachms of calomel 
to 4 to 7 of aloes. 

CHRONIC FOUNDER. 

When the inflammation is very intense, 

and is allowed to continue very long, there 
is an exudation or lymph thrown. out that 

separates the wall from the sensitive lam- 
ine at the toe. In ‘time there are im- 

morphus horn cells grown from the sen- 
sitive laminz, or phodofilous tissues of the 

coffin-bone, making a soft, spongy horn, 
which, pressing againt the wall in front, 

forces the anterior part of the bone down- 
ward against the sole, making it bulge 
downward, and in some cases perforating 
it, with a corresponding falling in of the 

wall above, producing what is. termed a 
_drop sole, which will be more or ‘less 
marked according to the amount of dis- 
organization, 

and 770. The first was obtained by me 
of Prof. Cressy, connected with ‘the Mas- 

sachusetts Agricultural College, now of 

Fig. 774.—The Substance of the Bone Greatly Reduced in 

Size. The Effect of Acute Laminitis. 

29 a 

I give two very interesting . 

specimens of extreme cases in Figs. 769: 

449 

Fie. 773.—The Sole at the Toe 
Broken Through. The Effect 
of Severe Inflammation in 

the Foot, or Acute’ 

Laminitis. 

Hartford, Conn.;. the 

second from a specimen 

furnished by the Colum- 
bia Veterinary College, 

of New York City. They 

are drawn half size, and 

are exact reproductions 

of the originals. When 
there is inflammation in 

‘the feet, involving. the 
bones, it is surprising to 

‘what degree the pedal 

bone is liable to become 

absorbed or changed in 
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form, and have its texture weakened. Figs. 776 and 777, which 

were also obtained from Prof. Cressy, show the great amount of 

Fre. 775. —A Sectional View of Fig. 771. An Exact Drawing of Specimen Showing Grain 

of New Growth of Soft, Spongy Horn. 

change and absorption that may be produced from this cause. They 

represent the superior and inferior views of a bone that had been 
very much absorbed.and turned up at the outer edge, cut in two, 

and united to sections of an ordinary healthy bone, to show the ex-, 
treme change produced in its 
form. The part outside the 

dotted lines was so porous that 
- it could be looked through: as. 
plainly as through the texture. 
of coarse cloth, and its fiber 

was so weak. that it. would 
crumble between the fingers. 
Fig. 778, also. obtained from 
Prof, Cressy, is another in- 

teresting specimen showing 
the upper view of another 
bone of the same character. 
Fig. 779 is a side view of this _ 
bone, taken on an exact scale, 

Fre. 776.—Posterior Sectional View of Pedal © Showing the remarkable bend- 
Bone, Showing Changed and Weakened Con- ‘ing up of the edges, and its 

dition from the Effect of inflammation. — thinness, it being not over 
1 
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three quarters of an inch at 

the pyramidal process,or front 

of the joint. Fig. 780 is a 
bottom view of the same kind 

of bone, and was obtained of 

the Columbia Veterinary Col- 
lege. Being engtaved from 
a photograph, it did not work. - 

up so well. Instead of being 
flat, as it appears, the outer 

edges were bent upward over | 

a quarter ofan inch, with. the 

edges ragged and broken. 

- Tinclude:also a specimeri 
showing effect of inflamma- 
tion: by the pressure of the oF ete 

focal and excessive rasp- 777 tei wot hos Fl 
ing of the wall. These re- | ' / 
markable changes of structure in the foot generally, especially in 
the pedal bone, when compared with that in a state of health, we. ' 
see to be. very great, and explain the destructive effect of inflam- 

mation when allowed to con- 
tinue for any length of time. 

Reference can also be made to 

the many interesting speéci- 
mens following the section on. 

“ Navicular-Joint | Lameness” 

showing this. Many of these 

specimens will show not only 
‘the navicular, but the outer. 

edge’ of the pedal, bone to be 
fractured. " 

In. some extreme cases where 
inflammation runs high) and is. 
allowed to continue very long, 
this separation of the wall from 

Fxg, ‘78. —Showing Absorption and Change the internal structure may be 

of Form in Pedal Bone,—the Effect of eontinued Sa tar ae-to cause 

infomation: ulceration of the coronet and 

loss of the entire: hoof; but this is rare. 7 

There is no cure for chronic founder. All that can be done is’ 
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to palliate it to the best advan- 

tage. Some good practitioners, 
when they suspect any exuda- 

tion at the toe, and a separation of 

the laminez, open.the toe, so as 

to give free vent to it. This I 

would regard good practice. 
When there is some dropping of the sole, the best way to produce a. 
healthy condition of circulation and cell- growth is to put on Ups 
or very thin shoes that will 

allow pressure upon the sole. 
(See “Tips” in “Shoeing,” 
pages 334 and 389.) Better 
still, in addition, would be 

allowing the horse to run on 
soft or gravelly ground. 

(See Treatment for Peditis.) 

Fic. 779.—Side View of the Above, Showtng 
Bending up of the Edges, etc. 

PEDITIS, OR INFLAMMATION 
-OF THE OSs PEDIS. 

When there is severe in- 

flammation of the feet (lam- 
initis) the periosteum (mem- 
brane covering the bone) 

and the pedal bone some- Fig. 780,—Inferior View of Pedal Bone. Last 
times become involved, Referred to in Text. 
when it is termed Peditis. 

This is indicated by the horse showing intense pain, getting up and lying down , 

often. No local treatment seems to check the structural changes that go on ; it will 
run from one to two months; the horse has @ ravenous appetite all the time, and as 

arule does not lose flesh. If temperature rises, give sedative treatment,—opium, 
aconite with nitrate of potassa in small doses (not over 1 ounce a day, divided into 

two parts and given in water). When the temperature gets down to 102”, stop inter- 
nal treatment, and treat locally about as follows: It is necessary to have a stall witha 

soft bottom, as'saw-dust, ashes, etc. Occasionally it is best to dampen the ashes a 

‘little during the day, and rake them up so as to form a yielding body to the feet. 
Throw a little bedding over it at night, and also during the ae to give the horse a 

chance to lie down. 

Treatment.—Apply cooling applications, such as cold swabs; 
that is, cover the feet with two or three thicknesses of. blanket, and 

keep wet with cold water. After the acute symptoms subside, blis- 

ter. The point is to lower the fever, and check the flow of blood to 

the feet. 



CHAPTER XXiIIl 
—+o2e—_. 

CATARRH. 

' eases of the Air-Passages,” especially on pages 406 and 483, to 

4 the importance of guarding the horse from such variation of 
temperature or serious disturbance of the circulation as would pro- 

duce conjestion of those parts ; and what is said on such pages should 
be studied in connection with this subject. 

‘Catarrh, or “cold in the head,” is an affection of the lining mem- 

brane of the nasal. chambers and cavities ofthe head. It consists of 
a conjested or. inflamed ‘State of that membrane, giving rise to a 
glairy discharge from one or both nostrils, and when the head of 
the windpipe (larynx) is implicated, accompanied by a cough. 

Causes may be classed’ under predisposing and exciting, as the 
majority of young horses under five years of age may be said to be 

predisposed to this affection. The exciting causes are sudden va- 

riations in the state of the temperature ; undue exposure to cold 

when an animal is in a heated state, especially after a hard day's, 
work or drive ; standing in stables badly ventilated, or any place ex- 

posed to cold draughts. Pethaps the most common cause in young 
horses is placing them in warm stables in the fall of the year imme- 

. diately on taking them off the pastures. A sudden change from a, 
cold to a hot temperature is more likely to cause catarrh than a 
‘change from a hot to a cold one. 

Symptoms. —If the horse is standing in the stable, he will appear 

dull, and incline to hang his head in the manger ; the mouth is hot, 
and the pulse quickened and weak ; the coat is staring, and the lin- 
ing membrane of the nose is reddened and injected. If the larynx 

is involved, steady pressure on that region will cause coughing. 
(458) 

RR cessor CE is made under the heads of “ Circulation” and “Dis-. 
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This is the congestive stage, which speedily passes off, and -xuda- 
tion takes place from the vessels, causing a discharge from the nos- 
trils, at first watery, gradually becoming thicker, and of.a yel- 

lowish color. In some instances this matter becomes pent up within 

the sinuses of the head, and comes away in 

large quantities every three or four hours. A 

watery discharge from the eye is also very 
often an accompaniment of catarrh. If these 

symptoms become aggravated, the appetite is 
impaired, the bowels are costive, and the feces 
passed are of a clayey nature, the Jegs and ears 
are cold, and the breathing accelerated. Ca- 
tarrh, if improperly treated, or the animal kept 
at work and exposed to sudden changes of 
temperature; is very apt to descend to the chest, 
and is'a prolific source of other and more se- 

» Fious diseases, as inflammation of the lungs 
(pneumonia), or of the covering of the lungs. 

(pleurisy), or of the bronchial tubes (4ronchitzs). 
In the ‘majority of cases catarrh is but a simple affection indi- 

cated by a little increase of pulse, a slight discharge from the nose 
and eyes, the hair roughened; not much appetite, and some cough, 
which is sometimes severe, and if the. patient. gets anything like 

proper ‘usage or, treatment no very serious results generally follow. 
‘Treatment.—At once place the animal in a 

comfortable, well-ventilated, loose box, as. should 

be done in all affections of the chest; blanket 
warmly, give aconite or some of the fever med- 
icine ; if the case is serious, as ‘stated, it may run 
into general inflammation of the air-passages, 

as bronchitis or laryngitis ; also hand-rub and 

bandage the legs ; the clothing and bandages 

must be removed twice a day, and the body ; 
_ well rubbed over. Give one or two drachms of 

aloes in solution, combined with one half drachm 

of powdered ginger. Steam the head by means 

of a nose-bag partly filled with scalded bran, 
into which put an ounce or two of turpentine. 
Hang the bag on the head same as in cut, being Fig. 783. —Nose-bag. 
careful not to have it so tight around the nose 

as to heat or scald it, and be oppressive. Many horses have been 

suffocated by having the bag brought too tightly over the nose. A 

Fie. 782.—Suffering 

From Cold. 

RENE 
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few repetitions of this will cause the nose to run freely. Nurse by 
giving bran mashes, boiled oats, etc. Rest and care will usually 

do the rest. In mild cases it is not necessary to use the nose-bag. 
A few doses of tartar emetic and nitrate of potash may be given 

daily in a bran mash, and the throat rubbed with a stimulating lin- 

iment. If there is much inflammation of the throat and air-pas- 

‘sages, any good liniment may be applied on the throat and around 
the chest, and bandaged as shown in the figure. 

LARYNGITIS, OR “SORE THROAT,” 

consists of inflammation of the mucous membrane of the head of the 

windpipe (larynx). It is generally called 
“sore throat,” and is a very common 

affection among horses, occurring in a 
variety of forms, being sometimes of. a 
very acute nature, and running its course 

with great rapidity; in other cases of a 
milder type, and assuming ‘what may be 

called a sub-acute form. 

Causes are similar to catarrh, as undue 
exposure to cold and variations-in the 
temperature ; but in some seasons it ap- 

pears as an epizootic disease, large numbers of horses becoming 

affected with.it about the same time. These cases are always of a ~ 
typhoid nature, more especially when occurring in stables insuf- 
ficiently ventilated. 

Fie. 784.—Simple. Method of 
_ Covering the Throat. 

Symptoms of “ sore throat” 
are well marked. The horse 
holds his head stiff, with his 

nose poked out, showing 
the muscles of the neck 
prominently; he has con- 

siderable difficulty in swal- 
lowing; if he attempts to 
drink, part of the water is , 

returned through his nos- 
trils; the throat is painful 
to the touch, and the least 

pressure excites a violent fit 
of coughing. At the com- 

mencement of the jtuede: it: is difficult to distinguish it from “ dis- 

temper ” (strangles). By the third or fourth day the difference can 

Fia. 785.—Method of Covering the Throat and 
Chest for Laryngitis. | From Mayhew. 
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be easily seen ; the usual.tumor of distemper does not appear. The 
pulse varies; in some cases but little altered, in others very quick 
and weak. The coat is also staring, and the functions of the kid- 

neys partly arrested. In severe cases the breathing becomes heavy 

and laborious. By the third or fourth day from the beginning of 
the attack, a greenish yellow matter is discharged from the nostrils. 

Treatment.—The general and local treatment should be very 
much the same as for cold or catarrh, with the addition of a free use 

of counter-irritants to the throat, as mustard well rubbed in, of any 
good stimulating | liniment, or even a light liquid blister. Aim to 
keep up the strength by feeding soft, easily digested food ; a‘bran 

Fia. '786.—Good Method of Covering the Throat for Fomenting or Applying Stimulants 

for Laryngitis. 

mash with a little boiled oats in it, carrots, etc. ; any food that he 

can eat easily. 

When the bowels are constipated, as is often the case, clysters 
of soap and water must be freely used. When the cough is severe 

and hacking, the following ball may be given once or twicé a day :— 

Camph orn. cco acienksoarr ganinndemmiagenen gine iewees guawa hai 
Powdered opium 
Ext. belladonna 

If the horse is threatened with suffocation, the windpipe should 

be opened, and a tube inserted. (See description of operation under 
head of “ Tracheotomy.”) : i 

One of the leading practitioners of the country dictated to the 
writer the following as his best treatment :— 

Counter-irritation of the larynx. The best internal remedy would be — 

with 2 sufficient quantity of honey to be made into the form of an electuary, and ap- 
, 
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piled with a spoon to the back of the tongue. Also use one-half ounce doses of 

chlorate of potash put into a pail of water, and allowed to remain in front of the 

animal. 

_STRANGLES, OR HORSE DISTEMPER. 

This is another form of sore throat occurring mostly in young 

horses from two to five years 

old, and which is familiar to 

every one. Its design seems to: 

be to. throw some poisonous 
matter from the system, and 

the object should be to keep 
the strength of the animal up, 

and hasten suppuration. 

The exciting causes are sim- 
ilar to catarrh, transition from _ Fia.- 787.—Horse with Strangles. 
cold to heat, as from the pas- | 
ture to the stable, change of’stable from the country to the city. It 

occurs most commonly in spring, and is usually seen’ in cold, damp 

weather. - +? ze 
The general symptoms are very much the same as explained i in 

the previous difficulties. The distinguishing points are, the horse is 
out of sorts; the neck becomes sore 

and stiff; an enlargement appears 

between the branches of the jaw, 
which is hot and tender; there is 
some discharge from the nose. In 

ordinary cases the tumor goes on to 

suppuration ; a copious discharge of 
thick yellow matter takes place from 
the nostrils; in about a week the 

tumor has matured, become soft, and 

points, and either bursts or should 
be opened; continues to discharge 
for some time, and gradual. recovery 

takes place. But if the case is very 

Fie. 788.—Simple Method of Covering Severe it will grow worse, often 
the Tumor when Stimulated. threatening to cause suffocation. The 

horse is able to eat or drink but lit- 

tle, and strength is lost rapidly. 

Treatment.—Provide a comfortable, well-ventilated stall; clothe 

warmly ; rub and bandage the legs; nurse by giving bran mashes, 

boiled oats, carrots, etc. Bowels should be opened by injections. 
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Use freely a poultice made of wheat bran and warm vinegar, chang- 

ing as often as the poultice becomes dry, oe the eight-tailed 

Fre. 789.—The Eight-tailed Bandage. 

bandage until the enlargement becomes soft and can be opened, 
when relief will be prompt. Or the following treatment may be 
adopted, which is very good, and in some cases may be preferable: 
Take spirits of turpentine, two parts; spirits of camphor, one part ; 

laudanum, one part. 
Put this on the neck 
with a brush, if con- 

venient, or in any way 
to apply it without ex- 
citing pain, three or 

_four times a day until 

soreness is , caused. 
After each application, 
have ready three or 

four pieces of flannel, 
af ai 790.—The Eight-tailed Bandage as Adjusted. 

ee should be a good thick article ; put these over the parts, and 

to encourage the forma- 

bind on with the eight-tailed | bandage. Or hot fomentations and 
poultices can be freely ap- 
plied to the tumor, so as 

tion of matter. When the 

tumor points, open it by. 
cutting through the: skin, 
and if necessary enlarge 
the orifice by pushing in 

the finger, also small doses 

of saltpeter should be given 

in the feed, or the following 

powders night and morn- 

ing :— 

Mix and make into six powders. 
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Sometimes the intiatnthationd is so deep as to cause serious sore- 
ness and swelling of the throat. In this case the horse must be 

nursed carefully by feeding warm gruel; the drink should. be warm ; 

grass or anything that will tempt the appetite should ‘be given. 

GLANDERS AND FARCY.. 

I consider these difficulties mainly to enable the detection of 
them to prevent their spreading, as they are 
extremely contagious to both men and horses. 

They are incurable, and to guard against the 
possibility of danger. when a case is suspected, 

the only safe way is at once either to isolate or 

to destroy the animal. 

I depend mainly for my explanation of thése 
. diseases upon several old authors.* They fully 

agree with the statements of modern authors 
that it is practically useless to tamper with glan- 

.ders. Farcy in its early stage can be controlled 

without difficulty, but the medicine injures the 
constitution seriously, and in addition, it is 

rarely that the disease will not soon break out 

again or develop glanders, 

Fig. 792.—An Ordinary 
Case of Farcy. 

Symptoms.—The distinctive appearances which glanders present may be alow i in 

their development, and may continue for years, during which he may feed and work 

well, constituting chronte glanders; or they may run on rapidly, and in two or three 

weeks are well marked and soon come to a fatal termination, when it is called acute 

glanders. \ 

ae ‘ The coat is rough and staring ; he is usually hide-bound ;. 

.the belly drawn up, and constitutional disturbance exists, 

the ‘pulse being easily excited; the membrane lining the 

nostrils is of a leaden hue; the glands inside the lowet 
‘jaw where the pulse is felt become enlarged, hard, and 

nodular Jike a mass of peas or beans, especially on the side 

from which the discharge takes place—usually the left, 

sometimes the right, or even from buth; the discharge is 
‘ clear and watery at first, becoming thicker and sticky, ac- 

Fre. 798.—A Farcy ° cumulating around the nostril ; cough may be present, but 

Bud. it is not an invariable symptom. As it advances, the dis- 

charge increases, becomes ‘purulent, of a greenish color, 

sometimes aac with streaks of blood; it is of a heavy specific gravity, and if 

dropped into water, sinks to the bottom ; it. has a very offensive smell ; the gland on 
the affected side becomes hard and adherent to the side of the jaw ; ulcerating tu- 

‘ bercles form on the nostrils, which have a mouse-eaten appearance, being raised and 

irregular at the edges, and depressed in the center; they run into patches, and spread 

* Turner, Youatt, M. Volpi, White, and others. 
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over the whole nasal septum; weakness and emaciation set in. The ulceration 

in some cases extends to the cartilages, and even the bones are sometimes impli- 

cated, when occasional bleedings ensue. Cough is troublesome ; farcy buds appear 

in some cases over the body, and he dies a disgusting and loathsome spectacle. 
‘Farey.—Farcy and glanders are essentially the same disease, and depending on 

the same specific poison in the blood, but manifesting itself in a different locality. 

It often occurs in connection with glanders, but is ‘also seen independent of it, run- 

ning into glanders as it progresses. 

Symptoms.—It usually affects the superficial absorbents of the hind limbs in the 
: groin, extending downward on the inside of the 

thigh, following the line of the lymphatics, also along 

the absorbents of the neck and shoulders ; little tu- 

bercles, or farcy buds, form,: which in some cases be- 

come indurated and lie dormant.for a time, but in 

most cases they go on to ulcefation, producing angry, 

irregular ulcers similar to the ulceration in glanders ; 

the virus being conveyed’ along the absorbents, the 

buds extend in knots ; ‘lines: of corded and inflamed 

absorbents are felt extending from below upward, 

. the hair being rough and bristling along their course ; 

Fic. 794.—A Piece of Farcied by. and by swelling of the legs sets in; as it goes on 

he becomes emaciated; the ulceration attacks the 
nostrils, and glanders‘and farcy are combined, and 

death relieves him at last.* A disease called watery farcy must not be mistaken for 

genuine farcy. 

Skin. From Mayhew. 

As there is liable to be considerable difficulty experienced in 
diagnosing glanders from common running of the nose from cold, 
strangles, or nasal gleet, I include the best description I can find of 

the symptoms as they progress :— 

The earliest symptom is an increased discharge from the nostril, small in quan- 

tity, constantly flowing, of a watery character and a little mucus mingling with it. 

Connected with this is an error, too general, and highly mischievous, with regard to 
the character of this discharge in its earliest stage of this disease, when the mischief 

From contagion ts most frequently produced, The discharge of glanders is not sticky 

when it may be first recognized. It is an aqueous or mucous, but small and con- 

stant, discharge, and is thus distinguished from catarrh or nasal gleet or any other 

defiuxion from the nostril. It should be impressed on the mind of every horseman 

that this small and constant defluxion, overlooked by the groom and by the owner, 

and too often by the veterinary surgeon, is a most suspicious circumstance. 

Dr. James Turner, an old English veterinary surgeon before referred to, deserves 

much credit for having first or chiefly directed the attention of horsemen to this im- 

portant but disregarded symptom. If a horse is in the highest condition, yet has 

this small aqueous constant discharge, and especially from one nostril, no time 

should be lost in separating him from his companions.. 

* Fig. 794 is a very good illustration of a bad case of farcy photographed from life. 

+ Mr. Turner, during his experiments, referred to a fine mare that had simply a slight run- 
ning of mucus from one of the nostrils, which he pronounced glanders, and highly contageous. 

e ‘ 
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This discharge, in cases of infection, may continue, and in so slight a degree as 
to be scarcely perceptible, for many months, or even two or three years, unattended 
by any other disease, even ulceration of the nostril, and yet the horse being decid- 
edly glandered from the. beginning, and capable of propagating the malady. In 
process of time, however, pus mingles with the discharge, and then another anda 
characteristic symptom appears. Some of this is absorbed, and the neighboring 
glands become affected. If there is discharge from both nostrils, the glands within 
the under jaw will be on both sides enlarged. If the discharge is from one nostril 
only, the swelled gland will be on that side alone, Glanders, however, will fre- 
quently exist at an early stage without these swelled glands, and some other diseases, 

Fie. 795.—A Bad Case of Farcy. Photographed 

From Life by Prof. Cressy. 

as catarrh, will produce them. Then we 

must look out for some peculiarity about 

these glands, and we shall readily find it. 

The swelling may be at first somewhat large 

and diffused, but the surrounding enlarge- 

ment soon goes off, and one or two small 

distinct glands remain ; and they are’not in the center of the channel, but adhere 

closely to the jaw on the affected side. 

The membrane of the nose should now be examined, and will materially guide 

our opinion. It will either be of a dark purplish. hue, or almost of a leaden color, 

or of any shade between the two; or if there is some of the redness of inflamma- 

tion, it will have a purple tinge; but there will never be the faint pink blush of. 

health, or the intense and vivid red of usual inflammation. Spots of ‘ulceration will 

Regardless of his advice, the mare was sold. Months afterward he found a number of horses 

in a stable suffering from glanders, all having undoubtedly taken the disease from this mare, 

she haying been worked and stabled with them, A large number of cases are referred to by 

others, caused by being put‘into the stalls that had been occupied by horses showing the above 
symptoms ; in one case one horse was the means of inoculating a whole troop of army horses, 

making it necessary to destroy them all. So it is best to be on the safe side, by taking the 

greatest possible precaution when a case is suspected. 
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probably appear on the membrane covering the cartilage of the nose,—not merely 

sore places, or streaks of abrasion, and quite superficial, but small ulcers, usually 

approaching to a circular form, deep, and with the edges abrupt and prominent. 

When these appearances are observed, there can be no doubt about the matter. 

When. ulcers begin to appear on the membrane of the nose, the constitution of 

the horse is soon evidently affected. The patient loses flesh ; his belly is tucked up ;, 

his coat unthrifty, and readily comes off; the appetite is impaired ; the strength 

fails ; cough, more or less urgent, may be heard ; the discharge from the nose will 

increase in quantity, it will be discolored, bloody, offensive to the smell ;, the ulcers 

in the nose will become larger and more numerous, and the air-passages being ob- 

structed, a grating, choking noise will be heard at every act of breathing. There is 

now a peculiar tenderness about the forehead. The. membrane lining the frontal 

sinuses is inflamed and ulcerated, and the integument of the forehead becomes 

thickened and somewhat swelled. Farcy i is now superadded to glanders, or glanders 

_ has degenerated into farcy, and more of the absorbents are involved. 

At or before this time little tumors appear about the muscles’ and face and 

neck, following the course of the veins and the absorbents, for they run side by side ; 

and these the tumors soon ulcerate. Tumors or buds, still’ pursuing the path of the 

absorbents, soon appear on the inside of the thighs, They, are connected together 

bya corded substance. This is the inflamed and enlarged lymphatic ; and ulcera- 

tion quickly follows the appearance of these buds; The deeper-seated absorbents 

are next affected; and one or both of the hind legs swell to a great size, and be- 

come stiff, and hot, and tender. The loss of flesh and strength is more marked 

every day. The membrane of the nose becomes of a dirty, livid color; the mem- 

brane of the mouth is strangely pallid. The eye is infiltrated with a yellow fluid ; 

‘and the discharge from the nose becomes more profuse, and insufferably offensive. 

The animal presents one mass of putrefaction, and at last dies exhausted. 

As stated before, chronic catarrh is a discharge from the nose, 

affecting only the lining membrane of the nose; and there may be 

also enlargement of the glands, staring coat, and debility, so that it 
is sometimes difficult to distinguish one from the other during the 
early stage.of glanders. Then, again ulcerated teeth may ‘produce 

the same symptoms of ‘discharge from the nose of a very offensive 
character, which may be taken for glanders. So that, when there 

are the characteristic symptoms of glanders, it is very important to 
look closely to the condition of the teeth—is there any enlarge- 
ment or ulcerous secretion in their neighborhood, which may ex- 
tend into the nasal cavity ? When the horse is valuable, and there 

is any doubt’ about the case, the best way is to inoculate some 

worthless horse with some of the virus; if glanders, it will show 
itself very quickly. , 

The usual method of doing this is to first cut off the hair from the side of the 

neck or other part of the body about the size of a half dollar; then take a lancet 

and pass it under the cuticle, or scarf-skin, only deep enough to bring a few drops of 

blood. The matter is to be introduced into this opening with a thin slip of wood of 

the form of the lancet. If the matter is glanderous, the part will become sore in 
two or three days, and a scab will form on it, which,.in a few days wil] be thrown 
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off, leaving a peculiar kind of ulcer, which will often spread rapidly, causing a pain- 

ful swelling of the adjacent parts, with corded lymphatics and farcy buds, In about 

a fortnight the glanders will appear. Bed i 

Prof: Robert Jennings, of Detroit, an old veterinarian of much 
experience, speaks in the Veterinary Fournal of Comparative Medt- 

cine of a number of cases supposed to be glanders, which proved to 
be caused by ulceration of the teeth, which he cured without dif- 

ficulty. Could refer to a number of cases of this character if neces- 

sary. The test of inoculation would of course be conclusive. 
Treatment.—The following are favorite prescriptions for farcy :— 

For 2 drench in'a pint of water twice aday.—Prof. Williams. 

Sulphate of copper:..............0.0. cease ere Disa aea ee 1 dr. 
LOOM Gy, os ons cane bates aed ee ows La EERE BEER e Pa ane ee mee eee 1 dr. 

This amount in a pint, of water twice daily. ar; Williams. 

Sulphate of copper....... re SEantes sages ound a4ecs -+ of dr. 
Sulphate of 216 occ wach cartes winalecpenkn sty eitentonisreston we aiets of 4 dr. 
Amine-seed.. 0... 1. cee e eee cence tee et eect eee e eee ec aD dr.’ 

Make. into a ball with common mass, and give once a day. 
Prof. Gamgee. 

~ Sulphate of copper bi chatguce ahaa waedeseatinn detsiiieeyes cats “1 dr. 
Calomel ii ec tatoo nacghem auaatnace nares een ie Se ahaentes sievect Geena aiceess 1 ser. 
Common ‘turpentine. edie scalars “anions cats Wilatsva corto Soyeers aneaaviens MANS Bi} dr. to $ 02. 

Licorice powder, enough to form the ball.— Prof. Coleman. 

Three drachms of sulphate of copper given every night in the food until the 

animal refuses to eat. After a few days repeat ; but if ‘the case is bad, give the med- 

icing in water as a drench, if he will not take it in his food.—Amn Old Practitioner. 

The following, which was obtained by the writer years ago in 

Ohio, was regarded as very valuable for the cure of farcy. It was 
claimed to be a great secret, and was repeatedly sold for fifty dol- 
lars as a specific for farcy :— 

Blige sacicse wae, i ieee Cd i OM SS Satay wena })b. 
Saltpeters,.. « ccsassccustacucia woaes Oe eee i hie dient hasnes apse $ lb. 
Black antimony............. vcstestia ve Wronala Rianbiahats, Susie cs aavancuibearaeas 1 oz. 

If acute, give one tablespoonful twice a day. If sub-acute, once 
‘or twice'a week, 

Two parties. who have used the above assured the writer that 

they had cured farcy with it, and a it as a very valuable 
prescription. 

The ulcers are to be opened and dressed with disinfectants, and 

treated as for an ordinary ulcer, great care’ being taken ‘not to get 
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any on the person, as, should there be the least abrasion of the skin, 

it would inoculate the system.. 

It is proper in this connection to state that glanders may be de- 
veloped in consequence of being kept in low, damp, badly ventilated 

stables, when debilitated by hard work and insufficient nourishment ; 

also as a sequel of weakening complaints, such as neglected or im- 

properly treated strangles, influenza, etc. 

When glanders is known to have existed in a stable, or is se- 
riously suspected, it is advisable to thoroughly cleanse the manger, 
etc., so as to prevent the possibility of contagion. The most careful 

experiments have proved that glanders can only be communicated 
by the virus; and though it may be dried and lay for even a year, 

it has still sufficient vitality to impregnate with the disease. It has 
been supposed that the only way to get rid of it would be to tear 

down the stable and build it anew —an old veterinarian of much ex- 
perience so stated to the author as his opinion. 

, But the following precautions are now regarded to be entirely: 

sufficient: The manger, rack, or whatever there has been within the 
reach of the horse, upon which matter could be thrown or could 
touch,— and this will include partitions and every part or object in 
the vicinity,—should be scraped, and scoured with soap and water, 
and then thoroughly washed with a solution of chloride of lime, about 

a pint of the chloride to a pailful of water; the walls should be 
whitewashed.; the-pails newly painted, and the iron work exposed 
to a red heat ; the halters, clothing, et¢., used upon the case should 
be burned. The only means of preventing the disease is to keep 
the stable cool and well ventilated. Hot, close, and badly ventilated 
stables, it is claimed by all aithors, are strong causes of the disease. 

There are many jockeys who make it a business to trade for 

. horses of this character, fix them up by cleansing the nostrils, etc., 

and trade them off. ‘As before stated, during the early stage it can 

only be detected by slight running from the nose. Such villainous 

practice cannot be too severely condemned as a crime, which should 
be promptly punished to the extent of the law. ; 

CHRONIC COUGH 

is often a sequel of sore throat (laryngitis), as also of distemper 

(strangles), and is a disease from which, when once fairly estab- 
lished, complete recovery seldom occurs. It consists of a chronic 

inflammation of the many glands imbedded within the lining mem- 
brane of the larynx, causing an irritation of that highly sensitive 
organ. The cough is easily excited by pressure externally, and is 
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.of a deep, hollow nature, differing materially from the loud sonorous 
sound of a healthy cough. 

It is often associated with other diseases of the chest, as ‘heokes 
wind, thick wind, etc. The cough is generally most severe in the 

morning or after meals, and is always aggravated by gross feeding. 
In many cases chronic cough interferes but little with a horse’s use- 

fulness, especially if he is used for ordinary farm work ; but it must be 

considered an unsoundness. | 
Treatment.—If the horse has been affected for some time, treat~ 

ment is generally very. unsatisfactory, and must be more of a pallia- 

tive than a remedial nature. If only recently, treatment may be © 

undertaken with better chances of success. Give the cough ball as 

recommended for laryngitis, and apply the following liquid blister, 
or any good counter-irritant, externally, and in some cases great 

benefit will attend the use of setons. y 

Olive-oil, oil of turpentine, aqua ammonia; equal parts. 

To be shaken well, and rubbed on with the hand. 

If occurring from intestinal’ disorder, the treatment of course 

must be directed to the proper seat. The medicinal treatment is 
greatly assisted by feeding the animal properly and regularly, giving 

small quantities of food at atime; carrots in winter, and green food 
in summer should be given. Feeding nice clean corn-stalks is much 

better than hay ; if hay is fed, it should be bright and clean, or the 
dust shaken out of it, and dampened .a little, and of this only a lim- 
ited quantity should be: given. Ifa greedy eater, either remove 

from his reach the bedding, which he will be likely to eat, or ‘put on 
amuzzle. The following are also excellent cough remedies :— 

Cam phlortia): nacvineccd uve viteniad sees salem auiein Ga ees y.1 dr 
Powdered opium. ,............cc cece eee e eee 
Powdered -digitali 
Calomel cc: cucu sidan ds Ghee ine ee hee = ewe See ee Sea eR TS 

Make into a ball and give every second morning until six doses 

are given.. ; 

ST SPW ALOR acioo Ss see Ses eae Sow Siva lana a eid oie % olaresa&. Mladeueno 4 nngnaaveruadeNes 4 pt 
Lime-water ys. oo: 5 sled eens e838 0E.8 85 OSG a Gin EES ET ER EA eS eS $ pt. 
Powdered squills..... 0... cc cee eee eect eee e ee eeneeees 1 dr. 

This drink every morhing in obstinate coughs. As a sedative 
to allay the violence of the cough,— 

Niter..... Gp ceuuiaieaea ees CRee a Meee atin Sekar seas 4 dr. 
Powdered: Gplam gcc 6 vices pentee sd a ea 8S Sloe Seeds sdialess aac eens 2 dr. 
Prussic acid (dilute) s..02<seaees See base eee rae siete kseeds cee ce 1 dr. 

Mix in a pint of mucilage or linseed tea, and give half a tum- 

blerful three times a day. 
30 ry 
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An old writer says: “I have known an obstinate cough’ cured 

by drenches composed-of a syrup made of molasses and vinegar ; 

also by a decoction of garlic with linseed-oil. Barbadoes tar and 
oil with balsam of sulphur, have also been employed as remedies for 
a cough. % 

The following is also an excellent remedy :— 

Gum ammoniac.,............ Widissuiaye Heavoaee sisyahesa auemaetonteunerd 2 to 3 dr. 
Powdered squills.......... is EGoaamee eas i Rede BE eS sw 1 dr. 
Camphor.......0..e.e000- he sea Les See seidinuasd Moneta dveieAvaers ace 1 dr, 
GM RO ao icrsdacasapsicyavescsauss DA Oto iuie weaveniuorn toreilalela-e:budtanne oeianrarsaseiasat oe 1 dr. 
Castile S08) 5:60 csscrs deans: saaes camins cane eroreoueres cits 2 dr. 
Oil of anise-800d ooo. isc eee ee weno eateisie cme ra eens 20 drops. 

Syrup and flour enough to form a ball. 

A favorite prescription for curing cough :. Put into alcohol all the 

Fia, 796.—The Act of Coughing. 

tar it-will cut; add one third in quantity of tincture of ba 
Dose, from one to two teaspoonfuls once or twice a day. 

A simple remedy which, will sometimes work very nicely is :— 

Fluid extract belladonna 10 to 15 drops in a tablespoonful of water on the 

tongue three or four timesa day. If there is swelling of the glands of the neck, 

rub on a sharp stimulant or mild blister. 

The writer has used this very successfully, and, in fact, mainly 
depended upon it when on the nage for allaying attacks of cough- 
ing. 

HEAVES, OR BROKEN WIND. 

Heaves are indicated by an increased action of the flanks. ‘The inspiration is 
natural, but the expiration requires two efforts to expel the air. There is at times ¢ 
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short cough or grunt while the air is. being expelled from the lungs. Heaves are 
never found in the racing stable where the horses aré properly fed. They are 
always found among cart or team horses which are fed upon large quantities of 

coarse food or hay. The seat’of the disease is found in the air-cells of the lungs, in 

the form of enlargements and sometimes ruptures of the cells. The cause of the dis- 
ease is the immense quantity of hay forced into the stomach, the greedy animal 
perhaps, not being satisfied with his allowance, eating the bedding. The bowels and 
stomach press hard against the diaphragm, and the lungs not having room to expand, 
the air-cells are enlarged or ruptured, and the horse is said to have the heaves. Much 
has been said by different authors in relation to the curability of the heaves. Some 

advocate one means, some another, among which is feeding on the Western plains, 

or upon prairie hay, which is said to contain a ‘‘resin weed ;” but like many other 
remedies, it is only palliative. 

In 1842 Capt. Squiers, of Buffalo, N. ¥., who commanded on the steamboat 

Dewitt Clinton, owned a valuable trotting mare called Caroline. She had the 

heaves badly. He took her, in the spring of that year, to Chicago, ani turned her 

out to pasture on the prairie, for the purpose of curing the disease. In the fall he 

brought her back on his boat, with a quantity of prairie hay to keep her during 

the winter. But upon returning again to timothy hay, the heaves returned 

as bad as before sent west. (The writer was personally acquainted with Capt. 

Squiers, he being proprietor of the Courter House at that time, where the writer 

boarded with him.) 
Prairie hay and grass is more laxative than timothy hay, and the animal cannot 

eat half as much in a given time of the former as of the latter. -Conséquently it 

promotes a condition favorable to respiration, by stimulating. the bowels, and also 

prevents pressure upon the lungs. I think there are several other means of treat- 

ment equally as good as prairie, grass or hay ; one is corn-stalk fodder. My reason 

is founded on this basis, that it is‘by saccharine matter that most animals subsist, 

and the less compass.occupied in the bowels the better., One quart of oats is equal to 

an armful of hay, and three pounds of'corn leaves contain more sugar than six times 

the bulk of timothy hay. It will be seen, then, that the cause, treatment, and cure 

are marked in these few words ; that is, that heaves are produced by pressure upon 
the diaphragm by too much food in the stomach and bowels, and is cured by lessen- 
ing the quantity of food to occupy the same space. After the horse is turned out to 
grass 2 few days, the heaves will usually disappear, from the fact that the bowels 

are generally relaxed by exercise and pure air. The only treatment which will prove 
to any degree effective, is to give one of the following remedies :— , 

Powdered ginger......... i etal Mave tavoiaeeearean' He oidre seni hee ee 4 02. 
Capsicum. .3.5. iss che deat eae eR aE SRE EMME EAS teas $ 02. 

Form into a ball; and give three nights i in succession; then omit 

two or three nights, and give again two or three nights in succession. 

Or— - 

Tincture of phosphorus sia. Gaon Suaumeua ne autsal-e S iecandae a eteae 8 or 10 drops. 

Give in the drink several times a day for eight or ten days. . . 

The horse should have regular exercise, and be watered often with a small quan- 

tity at a time, and have straw instead of hay to eat. Under this treatment heaves 

will disappear. * 

* The foregoing is a synopsis of Dr. Summaerville’s lecture to the writer on “ Heaves.”’ 
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Prof. Law, in his. Veterinary Adviser, says :— 

Overfeeding on clover hay, sainfoin, lucern, and allied plants; on chaff, cut 
straw, and other bulky and innutritious food, is the main cause of heaves. In 

Arabia, in Spain, and in California, where there is no long winter feeding on hay, 

and in our Territories where clover is not used, heaves is a disease that is virtually 

unknown ; it has advanced westward just in proportion as clover hay has been in- 

troduced as a general fodder for horses, and it has disappeared in England and New 

England in proportion as the soil has become clover sick, and as other aliment had 

to be supplied. The worst conditions exist when a horse is left in the stable for 
days and weeks, eating clover hay, or even imperfectly cured, dusty hay of other 

kinds, to the extent of thirty pounds and upwards daily, and then is suddenly taken 

out and driven at a rapid rate. Violent exertions of any kind, and diseases of the 

lungs, are also potent causes. It is mainly a disease of old horses, but may attack a 

colt two years old. Finally, horses with small chests are most liable, and thus the 

disease proves hereditary. 

Treatment. —Turning out on natural pastures, feeding corn-stalks and other laxa- 

tive food, will relieve, and even cure, mild and recent cases. Feeding on dry grain, 

with carrots, turnips, beets, or potatoes, and a very limited supply of water, will 

enable many broken-winded horses to do a fair amount of work in comfort. Hay 

should never be allowed except at night, and then only a handful clean and sweet. 

The bowels must be kept easy by laxatives, the stables well aired, and sedatives 

(digitalis, opium, belladonna, hyoscyamus, stramonium, lobelia) used to relieve the 

oppression. If a white discharge from the nose co-exists, tonics should be given as 

for chronic bronchitis, to which wild cherry bark may be added. Tar-water as an 

exclusive drink may be given, and a course of carminatives (ginger, caraway, carda- 

moms, fennel) may be added with advantage. But nerve tonics, and above all 

arsenic in five-grain: doses daily, and continued daily for a month or two, are espe- 

cially valuable. 

No broken-winded horse should have food or water for from one to two hours 

before Boing to work. 

The usual method of treatment adopted by “jockeys,” is to feed 

the horse on cut rye straw,.to feed very little hay, and to feed all 
aliments dampened. Rye straw is cut as you would cut hay, then 

mixed with bran or middlings, into which a handful of salt is added, 

and dampened with water. This is fed every night. Oats and other 
" grain is always dampened. Draught horses fed in this way seldom 

show any sign of heaves. 

Prof. Law regards the following as the best preparation for 
heaves :— , 

Arsenic (Fowler's solution.)........... PGMS A a uate amen enaeatines 1 oz. 
Belladonna ext............0.0008 iiinaia easrecatans eam Cnciegerae 1 dr. 
Wincts Of; Bin Bers 23sec sssen tgsacecars disc do pwned WRIA Salam oe Hake Baird $ dr. 

Mix with a pint of water for a drench and give every morning 

for a month or two. 

A favorite remedy for heaves, used by Prof. Dick, principal of 

Edinburgh College, and undoubtedly of great value, is :— 

Camphor, digitalis, opium, calomel, of each, 30 gra. : Z 
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Make into one. powder or ball, and give once.a day for a week. 

If no improvement is noticeable, omit the calomel, and give for a 

week or two longer. 

Spanish: browns: ise. aduacsva ended aiee eae vaste dale leat 2 o7. 
Tartar emetic ; 

Resin......... 
GIN BOP ci, site Wi bien'e sada s aed pelea Peete PROT S BaRe meee a es 

Mix and give two teaspoonfuls twice a day in the feed. 
' Wegetable tar, in mass... 2.0.2.0... cece eee cece teen een tees } 02. 

Gums CAM PRON io acu aeinlesasd acaisndeG Aa aya biReAd Mela ye heenneticace dy OB 
Tartar! CMCC scone iseccisieare pains sales Coan ee nage ts aoa ame oebneies 1 dr. 

Indigo < svar Ge saca ewig inline eeaoa ewlenid a ge Eee OP ASIA Ee Se aie 1 oz. 
Saltpeter.......... esd ascah cratbystarn acaia ara baata ais miseinans add cavabin aie 1 02. 
Rainwater... yaces naan samunesniee da siaeer Sade des cau eae 1 gal. 

Mix and give a pint twice a day in the feed. y 

ROARING. 

This is a very annoying difficulty, for which there is no satis- 

factory treatment. Like chronic cough, it often follows an attack of 

_laryngitis or of distemper (strangles), and in these cases we believe 
itis owing-to a wasting (atrophy) of the muscles of the head of the 
‘windpipe (larynx), whereby its caliber is diminished, and when the 
air rushes in during violent exertion, a roaring sound is produced. 

The senseless and cruel practice of tight-checking, in addition to the 
throat-latch being often buckled. so tightly as to obstruct the 
breathing, is also a very common exciting cause. 

Symptoms. —When the horse is not excited, and so long’as the 
air passes in a uniform rate through the larynx and windpipe, the’ 

animal does not feel any inconvenience ; whenever he is excited, or 

. galloped, causing a rush of air, the roaring noise is produced. The- 

_sound in ordinary circumstances is only produced on inspiration, but 
in very severe cases the sound is audible both on inspiration and 
expiration. 

In some horses, roaring is difficult of detection. There are. sev~ 

eral tests which can be resorted to with the view of detecting it. 
It may often be readily detected by taking the horse. firmly by the 
head and striking him suddenly on the side, causing him to start for- 
ward,; if a grunting noise is emitted, it is always a suspicious cir- 

cumstance. But the better test would be to gallop the horse sharply 
- for some distance, then pull him up quickly, and by applying the 

ear to the nostrils or to the windpipe, any abnormal sound will at 

once be noticed. A good test in the case of draught horses is to 
compel them to draw a heavy load. 
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Treatment must be principally palliative ; much can be done by 

generous and regular feeding, and never allowing the animal to 

overload his stomach and bowels. Occasional doses of laxative and 
sedative medicines tend to relieve the more distressing symptoms. 

In the early stages, continued applications of tincture of iodine 

is beneficial when applied to the throat. With this the following 

mixture must be used internally :— 

Powdered prickly-ash bark 0.006 fccnevedevewerereneawo sien 44 4 04. 
Powdered belladonna leaves.............c ccc cece es nenernceess 3 02. 
Powdered licorice root... 0.0... . ccc ccc cece eseeeeesveesencenees 6 02. 

Mix the above with molasses into a soft mass, and give a piece 

as large as a black walnut on the back of the tongue, with a flat 

stick, twice a day. This must be continued for at least one week, 

after which give the remedy once:a day for two weeks. 
Have the hay well dusted, and moisten all feed given the pa- 

tient. The above treatment will always cure, or give relief, provid- 

ing the disease is not too far advanced. , 

Great relief is sometimes experienced by putting a seton on each 
side of the neck for some time. Sharp blistering may also be tried, 
but is not nearly so effective as setoning. : 

The following treatment for the cure of roaring, or whistling, as 
it is termed, has*been used by Mr. E. D. Conklin and others in Cleve- 
land, O., and they claim the most satisfactory results. Mr. Conklin, 
who is a large owner ‘of horses, and perfectly reliable, states that he . 
cured one’ very bad case; could not pull a’ load two. rods up hill 

without blowing and choking down; was completely cured in six 
weeks. Has tried it ina number of cases, and always with satis- 

factory results. The treatment was introduced by Dr. Johnson, of 

Cleveland, who claims he can cure any case. As there is-no really 
satisfactory treatment for this difficulty in regular practice that I 

know of, I give this remedy and state my authority. It can be tried 
with safety. 

Give the horse in the evening 80 shops of the mixture in about a wine-glass of 
water, on the tongue. Spongia Tosta, first dilution (a homeopathic remedy), 10 

drops in the morning, to be repeated alternately for from four to six weeks, giving 

more or less, and for a longer or shorter time, according to the severity of the case, 

until e cure is effected. 

Dr. Johnson also found that when the horse is choking with 
severe inflammation of the throat, called distemper, diphtheria, etc., 

that giving successively spongia, aconite, and belladonna, after inter- 

vals of fifteen minutes, and repeating, is very effective, This pre- 
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scription was given the writer by Dr. Johnson. Since then. Mr. 
Conklin, in conversation with the writer, stated that in relieving 

heaves he found it of decided value. Filling a sponge with the 
spongia preparation, and squeezing it into the nostrils and mouth a 

few times will give relief. He regarded it very effective and valua- 
ble for'this purpose. 

BRONCHOCELE. 

Bronchocele, or morbid “enlargement of the thyroid gland or 

body.” These are two small glands situated one on each side of the 
windpipe (trachea), about three inches from, the head of the wind- 

pipe (larynx) ; they are ductless glands, having no excretory mee 

and are largely supplied with blood-vessels and nerves. 

Stallions seem to be the most affected by this. It isa tumor 
usually on one side of the windpipe, and the character of the swell- 

ing varies according to its duration. It may be soft or firm, and it. 

may affect the whole gland, or only one side of it; the tumor seldom 
causes pain, and the animal appears not inconvenienced by it, al- 
though very large. . The tumor varies in size from that of a hickory 
nut to as large as a ‘man’ shand. It has been regarded by some asa 

cause of roaring, but it is evident that it has nothing tv do with that. 
’ difficulty. 

Treatment.—lodine and its compounds seem to shave the best _ 

effect in removing this enlargement. One part of iodine to six or 
seven of lard, to be applied daily ; and at the same time administer 
twice a day in solution 1 drachm of iodide of potassium. 

NASAL GLEET 

is the name applied to a chronic, glairy discharge from one or both 
nostrils, of a whitish muco-purulent matter, the ‘result usually of 

neglected catarrh. The general health of the animal does not seem 
to suffer ; he looks ‘well, feeds well, and works well: 

Nasal gleet i is not an uncommon disease, and many horses have 

_ been destroyed, supposed to be affected with glanders, when in real- 
ity they were only suffering from nasal gleet. It is on this account 
that I have been so explicit i in describing’ glanders. 

Causes.—It is very often the result of catarrh in a chronic form, 

as stated, induced by further exposure to cold, and want of a proper 
supply of nutritive food. It may also occur in cases where it can- 
not be traced to a catarthal attack of the air-passages ; and it oc- 
curs oftener in aged than i in young animals. 

Symptoms.—The first noticeable symptom is. a yellowish dis- 
charge from one or both nostrils. The lining membrane of the nose 
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(schneiderian) is altered in color; it becomes of a pale leaden hue, 

but does not exhibit ulcerative patches, as in«glanders. The: dis- 

charge may vary both in quantity and quality. It is often retained’ 
for some time within the sinuses, and comes away in considerable 

quantities. In other cases the discharge is continuous, and collects 
about the nostrils ; the sub-maxillary gland, in cases of long stand- 

ing, becomes tumefied, but not adhering to the bone as in glanders ; 
the frontal and nasal bones are affected, and present an enlargement 

or bulging out over the seat of the disease. If 
tapped with the point of the finger, a dull, heavy 

sound is produced, showing that matter has. col- 
lected within the sinus. In ordinary cases it isa 

long time before it materially affects the horse in 
his working capacity. When the bones are greatly 

diseased, and the matter collects within the nasal 

sinuses, it interferes with respiration, causing la- 
borious breathing. 

Treatment.—Although a formidable disease, even — 
the worst of cases may recover if properly treated. 
The successful treatment in all cases where this dis- 
order has existed, has been on the tonic principle. 

Bleeding and purging are positively injurious. Give 

Fie. 797.—Nasal_ good food and moderate exercise, sponge the nos- 

Gleet. trils with tepid water, or steam the head, as des- 

cribed for catarrh, once or twice a day, and administer mineral or 

vegetable tonics, as— 

Sulphate of copper.......... SOE Seca a aheeoe oS aRS SR ENA ASS 3 oz. 
Powdered gentian......... 0... ccc e eee eee e nee e tect tenes 1 oz. 

Make into twelve powders, and give one in the food morning 

and night ; or, the sulphate of iron in two-drachm doses twice a day. 
The nasal cavities may be injected with a weak solution of sul- 

phate of zinc or of alum ; or of sulphate of copper, about five grains 
to an ounce of water. When the bone is diseased, and matter col- 

lected within the sinuses, it is necéssary to trepan the bone. After 

'- operating, inject the ‘sinus with tepid water twice or thrice a day, 
followed by injecting any of the astringents already recommended. 
The opened sinus sometimes fills up with a fungus growth, which 

must either be removed by the knife or by means of caustics. 

Tinclude here treatment reported in the Fournal of Compara- 

tive Medicine and Surgery for January, 1883, by John Lindsay, 
D. V.S., of Huntington, Long Island, which has been so effective 
that I think it-werth while to copy his report in full -— 
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Sidr! 5, 1881, I was called to examine a horse at Clay Pits, Long Island. This 

animal was supposed to be suffering from glanders. As he was a valuable work- 

horse, the owner did not wish to destroy him without.my advice. 

‘The horse was a bad case to look at. He was discharging very offensive matter 
from both nostrils, which had the odor of pus coming from a necrosed bone. The 
horse was much ‘reduced in flesh and very weak. On examination I found him to 
be suffering from nasal catarrh, and on my stating this to the owner, he wished me 

to try to cure him. The disease was of three years’ standing. At first I thought 
of trepanning, but having no instrument, I concluded to try injecting the nostrils, 

knowing from experience that if I could reach the necrosed bones with my solution 

I could make a cure. 

‘Mixing up one ounce of Calvert’s crystallized carbolic acid ‘No. 2, to one pint of 

water, I injected two ounces into each nostril twice daily. After three days of this 

treatment, there was a marked improvement, which after this was less pronounced; 

but there was a gradual and steady change for the better. At the end of two weeks 

the animal had improved much in general health, and at the end of four months was 

entirely cured, and there has been no return of the trouble up to date. 

July 24, 188%, I was called to see a horse suffering from a very, offensive dis- 

charge from his nostrils of one year’s duration. At times there was a marked sub- 

sidence of the discharge, followed by acute exacerbations, When I saw the case, it 

was in one of the acute attacks. Upon examination, I diagnosticated nasal catarrh. 

I ordered the same treatment as used in the above case, and in two months 4 

cure was effected, with no recurrence. : 

August 10, 1882, I was called to see a horse which could not breathe easily, and 
the owner feared the animal was developing heaves. The breathing was labored, 

and there was marked evidence of obstruction of the nasal passages. There was not, 

however, the double action of the flanks commonly observed in horses. ‘Upon in- 

quiring, I found that two months previous to my visit the horse had suffered with a, 

severe discharge from the nostrils, which had since ceased. But two weeks after the 

nasal discharge stopped, he had trouble in breathing. 

I came to the conclusion that the horse had been afflicted with chronic nasal 
catarrh, and that the turbinated bones were plugged with thick pus. He was placed 

under the same treatment as the other two cases, and in three days began sneezing, 
and blew from his nose two large masses of thick and cheesy pus, followed by a re- 

turn of the discharge.: 

The continued use of the injections, however, terminated in a complete cure of 

the case in one month. 

INFLUENZA — EPIZOOTIC —CATARRHAL. FEVER. 

This disease has. been so common since 1871, and it has caused 
such serious losses, that it may well be regarded. with great appre- 

.hension by owners. On this account I have been ‘induced to make 
a special effort to obtain the most reliable and practical treatment 
for its successful management. So much depends, in the treatment 

of this disease, upon good conditions of care and nursing, that is, 
careful housing, keeping up the strength, etc., which in the country 

must be mainly dependent upon the owner, and it is so easy to cause 

the loss of acase'by a little carelessness or bad treatment, that it is 

especially important to give such details as will enable a successful 
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treatment of this disease. To accomplish this, I not only give the 
very best explanation of the difficulty and treatment directed by one 

of the most prominent veterinary surgeons of the country, but. the 
treatment practiced by Dr. Meyer, who informed the writer that he 
had treated thousands of cases without losing a single one, compli- 

cations excepted; that of true pink-eye he never lost a case, and 

consequently must be accepted as entirely reliable and of great 

value. . 
Influenza, etc., belongs to the class of diseases called epizootic, 

which are distinguished by extending over a large tract of country, 
and attacking a number of horses at the same time. In its nature it 

resembles an epidemic form of catarrh, but it is essentially different, 
and is easily distinguished from that complaint by its epizootic 
“character, and the marked prostration, and low typhoid form of 
fever which always accompanies it. It does not affect ‘horses alike 
in all seasons ; some years it is’ apt to involve the lungs principally, 

with a marked tendency to dropsical effusion, whereas in others the 
liver and digestive organs are chiefly implicated. 

Causes.—It is usually supposed to arise from “ atmospheric 
causes,”—some changes which are said to exist in the atmosphere 
which are not easily explained. It occurs mostly in spring or au- 

tumn, and is most commonly seen in overcrowded, badly ventilated 

stables, situated in malarial districts. City horses are more liable 
to it than those in the country, and coarser breeds are more subject 
to it than finer breeds, Poor and overworked horses are especially 

‘ subject to the fever. 
The disease at times comes on as an epizootic. While it is con- 

sidered decidedly contagious, many veterinarians claim no infec- 
tion. Dr. Meyer informed the writer that while the fever was at its 

shight, in one stable. where the sanitary conditions were excellent, 
and containing one hundred and seventy horses, not an animal was 

taken with the fever; while in badly ventilated stables, and under 
poor conditions, the disease was rampant. | 

; Symptoms.—It is early characterized by weakness, a quick, weak 
pulse, ,hot mouth, shivering, dullness, watery eyes. The lining 

membrane of the nose is reddened, accompanied by a watery dis- 

charge, which soon becomes thick and purulent, accompanied. ‘by 
‘sore throat and difficulty of swallowing; the appetite is impaired, 

and the bowels costive. These symptoms, instead of abating, as in 
catarrh, increase, the breathing becomes hurrieg, and there is lifting 

of the flanks. The low form of fever is characteristic, as also its oc- 
curring in spring or fall, and attacking a number of animals in the 
same way, distinguishing it from common catarrh. 
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‘In some seasons the lungs, are primarily. affected, and there is 
great weakness, with a tendency to dropsical effusion ; water ac- 

cumulates in the chest ; the heart and its coverings are seriously in- 

volved ; often the eyelids ‘lips, and whole head are greatly distended 

with fluid. In other cases the liver and bowels seem to suffer most, 
‘causing great thirst, general uneasiness, costive bowels,. and light- 

colored feces, sometimes covered with slimy mucus, and rapid pros.. 

tration. “When unfavorable. termination: occurs, the dullness in- 

creases to- stupor, the extremities get colder, the breathing more 

difficult and abdominal, ate pulse quicker, weaker, and more irregu- 

lar, until death supervenes.” Me 5 . 
PINK-EYE. 4 ; 

Syinptome as Given by Dr, Meyer. _—The symptoms ‘are shown i in a staggering gait, 

hanging head, trembling, shivering as from cold, loss of appetite, watery discharge . 

from the eyes, one eye closed, especially the left one. The pulse is quickened and 

Weak, from 50 to 60.in the minute, and the breathing i is hurried, temperature 104° 

to 106°. The bowels are bound-and the urine scanty. The disease is often compli- 
cated with bronchitis, pneumonia, pleurisy, etc. A pinkish color of the mucous 

membrane of the eyelids is always’ present in this disease. There is a discharge 
from the nostrils, swelling of the limbs, which are tender to the touch. The animal 

is weak, lying down most of the time. The body seems to be hot all over. The 

. head hangs low, and the horse seems to be suffering from pneumonia, The only dif- 

ference between pink-eye and pneumonia is,. that in the former the pink- eye is no- 

.ticeable, and the horse lies down, while in the latter he does not.” 

Treatment.—The general principles laid. down for the treatment 
of common ‘catarrh, are applicable to the treatment of influenza ; 

bleeding, purging, or any method of treatment that. would tend to 
diminish the strength, must be avoided, as the debilitating tendency 

is great from the first. He should be placed in a loose box, the 

body clothed,.and the legs bandaged. If noticed while the shiver- 
ing fit lasts, one. or two ounces of acetate of ammonia may be given, 

with advantage. ‘The bowels should be gently opened by a pint of 

castor-oil and one or two drachms of calomel, ‘supplemented by in- 
jections of soap and water. When the rigor: has passed off, and the 

fever runs high, the fever medicine should be given in doses of fifteen 
to thirty, drops, every hour and a half, or tincture of aconite in doses 
‘of about ten or twelve drops may be given. He should be encour- 

- aged to drink water holding small doses of niter in soiution ; should 
he not:drink it, he may have a few mouthfuls of water every 
hour or’ two, which of itself is excellent for reducing fever. He. 
should have green food when procurable, or a little boiled oats, and 

bran mash, or anything else he will eat. When the throat is very 
sore, and the cough troublesome, rub on the throat a counter-irri- 

a 
‘ 
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tant, as directed for sore throat, and give the following ball night 

and morning :— 

Camphor.............. Ray a iarbe ia 5 BG Vaseaiys sate) as avetece abi 1 dr. 
Opium.............008. braialevosiunseo ates csienae te cies Gna emule ea coals 1 dr 
Nitrate of pouah. Reine See's area ye alin as ine weisauinel ep due ase es 222 Or, 

Make into a ball with linseed meal and molasses. 

Should the lungs or bronchial tubes become involved, indicated 
by the heaving flanks and careful breathing, use counter-irritants of 
mustard or good strong liniment, or hot fomentations to the sides 

until there is relief, as directed for pneumonia. From the first, tonic 
treatment will be found beneficial in: counteracting the debilitating 

tendency of the disease. 
When all inflammatory symptoms nave Glsappeated tonics will | 

greatly aid the recovery. 

Dr, Meyer's Treatment.—Good nursing ‘and good air are indispensable ; the pa- 

tient should be well blanketed, and fed on anything he chodses.to eat; the stable 

should be purified by throwing air-slaked lime in the stalls, etc. ; and from the first, 

begin by giving the following remedies every oan hours :— = 

Carbonate of ammonia................4: bth ace clea ap dau a oiaades a. faa 
Cinchona bark, powdered ie 
Nux vomica, — 
Digitalis leaves, . ua 
Gentian root, , 

Mix and make into eight balls. 

Give as much water as the patient chooses to drink, to which add some saltpeter. 

About two ounces a day should be used. The above balls should be used after the 

second day by giving one morning and night ; when feeding is resumed, discontinue 

the rémedies, and continue with good nursing. Will cure in six to eight days. 

Bathe with hot water and salt. 

It is also necessary to exercise quite slowly at first, as a very lit- 

tle overdoing or exposure is liable to bring ona relapse, which is 
almost sure to be fatal. 

CONGESTION OF THE LUNGS; PLEURISY, INFLAMMATION 

OF THE LUNGS. 

It is explained in the article on “Circulation” (page 406), that 
when a horse is exposed to cold, or to conditions which derange 
the circulation, such as changes of temperature, especially after 
severe exertion or exhaustion, standing in a current of cold air, 

etc., thus forcing the blood from the surface of the body to the 

internal organs, it will in most cases go to the lungs and sur- 

rounding parts, when it would be termed pleurisy, pneumonia, or 

congestion of the lungs, with possible complications with other 

parts. 
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This is so common, and fatal in its effect, if neglected or not 

treated properly, that it is very important to have the nature and 

treatment made so simple and plain to owners and stable-keepers 
that, in the absence of competent professional aid, they may easily 
understand and combat it successfully during its insipiency, when it 
can as a general thing be easily managed. 

We will first briefly consider the structures involved in pul- 
monary affections. The windpipe (trachea), .after entering the 
chest, divides into the bronchia, or bronchial tubes. These divide 

Fre. 798.—Showing the Respiratory Organs. 

8. Trachea; 9. Esophagus; 10. Section of left bronchus; 11. Ramifications of right 
bronchus ;, 12. Right lung; 13. Left lung seen from above; 14. Sternum; 16. Heart; 17. 
Posterior aorta ; 18. Anterior aorta. 

and subdivide into smaller tubes, finally: ‘terminating in the air- 
cells. The lungs are made up of clusters of these cells; of a large 
mass of pulmonary texture called the parenchymatous structure’ 
or substance of the lungs; of blood-vessels, both functional and 

for the nutrition of the organ; of nerves and lymphatics; and 
the whole inclosed in a serous membrane called the’ pleura, which 
is ‘made up of two portions, one portion being reflected over the 
lungs (pleura pulmonalis), while the other lines the inside of the 
ribs and diaphragm ‘(pleura costalis). The lungs are exceedingly 
light in proportion to their size, and are very vascular organs; 
consequently they are very liable to diseases of an inflammatory 

character ; and the precursor of inflammation is congestion. A. ‘good 

idea of thie circulation in these parts can be obtained by a study of 
_ Fig. 804. 
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Bronchitis is inflammation of the lining membrane of the tubes 

Sass Big Sas Se SS TESEE 

Fig. '799.—Trachia and Bronchial Tubes. . 

H, trachia; I, ramifications of bronchial 
tubes ; L, chobaic artery. 

of the lungs and lung cells, which 
is considered in another part of 
this work ; but as it is elas 

connected with lung difficulties, I 

refer to it again in this connec- 

tion. 

Pleurisy is inflammation of the 

pleura (or serous membrane whic 
covers the lungs and thoracic cav- 

ity), before referred to. 
Pneumonia is an inflammation of: 

the lung tissues, or parenchyma 
of the lungs. If we had bronchial 

_ pneumonia, we would have an in- 

flammation ‘of the lining mem- 
brane of the tubes and the paren- 
chyma of the lungs; if we had 

pleuro-pneumonia, we would have 
an inflammation of.the pleura, or 
membrane, and, the parenchyma, 
or tissues of the lungs. 

Congestion of the lungs consists 
in an increased determination of 

- blood to the capillaries of the air- 

cells. When one or the other 

(right or left) lobe of the lungs is 
so engorged with blood forced into 

them that they are unable either 
to'receive or discharge blood in 
proper quantities, thereby inter- 

fering materially with the process 
of respiration, it will, consequent- 
ly if allowed to go too far, cause 
direct suffocation and death. It 
may exist as an independent dis- 

ease, or accompany other affec- 
tions of the chest. The distin- 

guishing symptoms of each, with 
treatment, will be given farther 

on. In order. to simplify the treat- 
ment, I refer. next to the nature and effect of inflammation. 
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It is first an increased action of the blood-vessels. The conse- 
quence is an increased amount of blood. to the part. The next 
change to take place is a collapsed condition of the walls of the ves- 

sels. Now there follows an enlargement of the blood-vessels ; then 
the blood passes the walls of the vessels through the tissues outside 
of the vessels. The next change isthe breaking down of the cellular 
tissues—normal cells; next a rapid growth or proliferation of. ab- 
normal cells. To go through | symptoms : If an external injury, 
for example, there would be, first, pain caused by. the pressure 

upon the nerves. The heat following would be caused by the 

Fie. 800.—Bronchial Tube, with its Bronchules and Ultimate Ramifications. Natural Size. 

chemical changes that are going on within the part. The redness 
is due to the passing of the blood from the vessels into the tissues ; 
the swelling is'due to the breaking down of normal cells and the 
rapid formation of abnormal cells. The object in all cases, whether 
internal or external, is to equalize the circulation as quickly as 

possible. 

. There are two eee of treatment: If we know the ‘cause, 

as, for example, the animal having stood in a draught of air or 

been exposed to cold, chilling weather, alcoholic stimulants would: 

be the best treatment, not only giving alcohol internally, but rub-' 
bing it on the legs, and covering the body: with warm blankets. 

Rub the elbows and hocks to the feet, with the hand or a brush, 
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quickly, and cover with warm flannels. If not successful, or if 
inflammation, before explained, sets in, there will now be a rapid 

rise in temperature, when there may be a strong stanic pulse; in 
that case sedatives would be required. Tincture of aconite has 
‘ stood the test for years. About ten drops Fleming’s tincture, four 

or. five times a day, with from an ounce to an ounce and a half of. 
nitrate of potass divided into two powders and given, one in the: 

morning and one at 

night, or the fever med- 

icine, hereafter given, 

can be used. 

In the early’ stage, 

external means of ir- 
ritation can be freely 
used with good results, 
“but are not admissible 
when the disease has 
thoroughly set in, as 

they only aggravate 
the ‘trouble. If the 
pulse is weak, stimu- 

lants are required, such 
as carbonate of am- 

monia, 2 drachms; 

. camphor, pulverized, 1 

er " ‘ * ‘-drachm; and _ nitrate 
a, Epithelium; hb, Elastic trabecu 1 ; c, Membranous 

wall, with fine elastic fibers, ; of potass (as before). 

Give in one dose three 
times a day —the potass to be given in water separately. (See also 
article on “ Pulse.”) 

The termination of inflammation will be either in resolution— 

that is, a clearing of the lungs, what is known as a gray: hepatized 

state—or in a breaking down of lung tissue, which may. develop into 
anabscess,or tubercles, or gangrene, or death of the lung tissues. ” 

. If the horse is young, and strong, and vigorous, not as much 
siindlant should be used as for an old horse. 

If ammonia arises from bedding in stable, it should be neutral- 

ized by sprinkling on a little chloride of lime ; . too much of it would 
have an aggravating effect upon the mucous membrane. 

Fre, 801.—Air-cells of Lung, with Intervening Tissue. 

CONGESTION OF THE LUNGS. 

Symptoms.—It is first noticeable by the horse having a severe _ 
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chill or shivering fit. He refuses his food, hangs his head between 
his fore legs or upon the manger, will not move or lie down, 
breathing quick, panting-like. The nostrils are expanded, the head. 

thrown forward; the countenance expresses pain and great pros- 
tration. (See Fig. 802.) The pulse is sometimes full and quick, but 

generally quick and weak, scarcely perceptible; the membrane of 

the nose and eyes bright red, tending to purple; ears and legs are 
very cold, with a cold, clammy sweat at the extremities. 

When occurring after a hard ride or drive, the horse will be- 

come tired and sluggish in his action; he will-perspire profusely, 

Fra. 802.—Horse with Congestion of the Lungs. 

and almost refuse to proceed, except with the greatest difficulty ; 
he will stand with his elbows turned outward, heaving violently 
at the flanks ; as before explained; the nostrils are dilated, and the 

ears and extremities cold ; the pulse is oppressed, or almost imper- 

ceptible at the jaw; the mucous membranes of the nose and eyes 
are reddened. When of a milder nature, as often occurs in horses 

suffering from catarrh, which have been subjected to a fast drive and 

exposed to cold draughts, he is seized with a trembling fit ; the ears 
are cold, and the respiration hurried, when the ear applied to the 

chest can plainly detect the imperfect breathing. 

The inability of the horse to take sufficient air into the lungs, 

causes great and rapid prostration, and the horse will often, from 
extreme pain, lie down and get up, resembling colic (Summerville) ; 

but the coldness of extremities, prostration, and condition of pulse, 

will, if carefully examined, enable an understanding of the real 
81, a 
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cause. A choking noise is sometimes heard*coming from the throat. 
In some cases a little blood may be thrown from one or both nos- 
trils.' Extreme prostration and laborious breathing, and bleeding 

from the nostrils, show a condition of severe congestion. 
Causes.—The most common cause is violent exertion when the 

horse is in an unfit state for severe work ;.as, for instance, a horse in 

high condition is taken out of his stable. and driven rapidly for five 

Fie. 803.—View of the Horse’s Chest Indicating the Position of the Ribs and Extent 
of the Thorax over which Auscultation is Performed. 

or six miles; this induces an increased quantity of blood to the 
lungs, more than they can dispose’ of in their weakened condition 

. from want of regular exercise. It is also caused by impure air, 

in horses standing in crowded, badly ventilated stables, and is often 

a sequel of catarrh. 

Treatment.—In acute cases it must be Paes Clothe the 
"body well, and.administer stimulants, as— 

« Sulphuric ether... 3. cc00 ssecegeseess wares ones ves Seta esi ey lit .2 oz. 
Leudanum , doses eracsdalptalea coprste acayaysn Ss Seyi 8 Paste nadia sistency tO Bs 

To be given in half'a pint of cold water ; ; or nitrous ether may be 
given in place of the sulphuric.” 
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_ If no medicinal agents can be conveniently procured, give a 
quart.of warm ale, or a tumblerful of gin, whisky, or brandy, mixed 
‘up with hot water or sugar. Have him. put into a warm place, with 
plenty-of ventilation, as pure air is an indispensable adjunct in the 

treatment of all pulmonary diseases. If no relief follows, and there 

-is danger of suffocation, take from four to six quarts of blood from 

the neck vein, rub alcohol or other stimulant on the legs, rubbing 
well with the hand, and apply hot cloths to the sides and loins, and 
cover up with dry blankets, so as to induce a free perspiration, and 

thereby assist in relieving the lungs. 

There i is‘ some difference of opinion among practitioners in rela- 
tion to b ceding for congestion. Dr. Summerville, who is a very 
able and - successful. practi- rene: 

tioner, instructed the writer as 

follows: “If there is much con- 

gestion, it is necessary to give 
prompt: relief, which’ can be 

done best by taking four'to six © 
quarts of blood” quickly from 
the neck vein; stimulate the 

sides and legs, and give fever 

medicine as for pleurisy.”’ 
While he condemns bleeding 
for pleurisy or inflammation 

of the:lungs, he says, “In a se- 

vere. attack of congestion, ' 
bleeding cannot only be resorted to’ with safety, but,’ as above 
stated, is indispensable ; but must not be carried too fat; merely to 

assist the lungs to throw off the load of blood forced upon them, and: 
to give the medicine’ prescribed a chance ‘to operate.”. Prof. .Will-. 

iams also advises the same treatment. ' While he condemns bleed- | 

ing as.a general rule, he advises, where congestion is so great as to 
_ endanger asphyxia, bleeding a little (fom four to six quarts) 
promptly. ‘ 

PNEUMONIA—INFLAMMATION OF THE LunGs, | 

Fie. 004. tranjonat of the Capillaries 
_ around the Air-cells. 

as before explained, is inflammation of the substance of the lungs. 
Causes.—It is often a sequel of neglected or improperly treated 

catarrh. It may also, as stated, be accompanied by pleurisy. A 
frequent, and we may say the most common, cause is: exposing the 

horse. while warm to a sudden change of temperature, by allowing 

him to stand in a cold draught of air, etc. ; getting chilled or wet; 
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washing the belly and legs immediately after exercise and allow- 
ing the horse to get chilled; removing from a warm to a cold or 
from a cold to a warm stable; or cold applied to the surface of a 
heated animal, by which the blood is driven from the: skin and ex- 
tremities to the internal organs. Any. slight cold or sore throat 
may run into pneumonia. Driving rapidly against a cold wind, es- 

pecially after being confined to the stable for some time, is a com- 

Fie. 805.—Usual Position of the Horse when Suffering from Shivering. 

mon cause, and, a horse should be watched carefully after such an 
exposure ; also breathing impure air in overcrowded, badly ventilated 
stables, or standing in.an open, draughty stable. 

Any exposure to cold and wet, sudden chills, housing in very cold, draughty 

stables. Horses kept in ill-ventilated stables are undoubtedly rendered susceptible 

to many diseases, and to pneumonia among the rest; but they will bear impure air 

even better than cold draughts blowing directly upon them. I have repeatedly ob- 

served that the slightest cold contracted by a horse kept in a draughty stable has 

almost invariably been succeeded by pneumonia, and that if the animal was not re- 

moved to a more comfortable situation, the disease tended to a fatal termination. 
—- Williams, 

Symptoms.— Pneumonia is almost invariably ushered in by 

shivering, and coldness of the surface of the body. The breathing 
becomes hard and full, panting-like. The pulse is full and oppressed, 
running up to from sixty to eighty beats per minute, differing in its 

character from the pulse of pleurisy, which is hard and wiry. The 

ears and legs are cold; the membranes of the eyes and nose are 
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reddened ; the animal stands persistently with his elbows turned 
out, to give more freedom to the lungs. He stands with his nose 

toward the window or door, where he can get fresh air. 
, A healthy horse breathes at an average of ten times in a min- 

ute, viz., ten inspirations and ten 
expirations ; and the time occur 
pied by the inspiratory movement 
is longer than the expiratory. In’ 
pneumonia the expiration is as 
long, if not longer, than the in- 
spiration, and these movements 
are very much quickened, being = 
an effort of nature to compensate 

he i tion of. the ; of : 
ae f oe sea ee t Fia. 806.—As the Horse Usually Stands when 

_ anes: oi aeons is DEEseHe, Suffering from Inflammation of the 
it is freer and less painful than Lungs. From Mayhew. 
the cough of pleurisy. By ap- 

plying the ear to the sides of the chest, in the early stage a crep- 

itating sound is heard, which becomes altered as the disease pro- 
gresses ; bat i in a general sense it is easily distinguished by the horse 

standing bet the legs spread, the head. thrown forward, breathing 
quick -and ‘hard, and ears and legs 
cold. oe 

" Treatment.- tise “ warmly 
and put in a comfortable stall 
where there will be pure.air, and 

give the followans, fever . medi- 
-cine :— 

Tincture of aconite........ 1 oz 
Tincture of belladonna... 2 drs 
WALED coos cuss seas ree 8 OZ 

Fra. 807. _—Horse i in the Last Stages of ae ars : 
Inflammation of the Lungs. Mayhew. Of this give from 15 to 30 drops on the 

tongue every 20 or 30 minutes, or about 

10 drops tincture of aconite every two hours, more or leas, according to the severity 

of the case. If the case’ is severe, apply strong stimulants to the legs, breast, and 

sides of the chest, as before explained, such as mustard made into a paste and rubbed 
in thoroughly, or a liniment composed of aqua ammonia reduced one half with water, 

and rubbed in well so as to'invite circulation to surface and extremities. 

Blankets wrung out of hot water applied to the sides in the 

early stage (for details see ‘“‘ Fomentations” ), is preferred by many. 
If this is done at the time the fever sets in, either in pneumonia or 

pleurisy (the treatment for which is practically the same), with a 
few doses of the fever medicine, it is rarely the horse will not be re- 
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lieved next day ; but if not, recovery will not commonly take place 

before the fifth or sixth day. Give from 2 to 3 drachms nitrate of - 

potass two or three times a day. When there is improvement, 

which will be denoted by the pulse becoming ‘full and regular and 

the expression and actions being lively, give less fever medicine 

and at longer. intervals. Should too much be given, it will be. 

noticed by falling of the pulse, sweating, trembling, and anxious. 
eye, when it should be discontinued, and stimulants would be 

indicated. ola 
Nurse by giving dieole food, such as a little bran with boiled 

‘oats, linseed meal, cooked carrots, with a little good hay. If there 
is much weakness, give moderate doses of whisky or brandy, ' 
from 4 to 6 ounces two or three times a day, being governed by its 

effects. If. ‘the bowels are, bound, move them by enemas. Re- 
covery will be greatly aided by the use of stimulants.and tonics ; 

liquor acetate of ammonia in 2 ounce doses three or four times a 

day, may be used. 

‘The best veterinary surgeons now all agree that bleeding is 
not only unnecessary but injurious in treating pneumonia and 

pleurisy. 
" PLEURISY. 

As before stated, pleurisy is iadwamaded of the sede: 

Symptoms.—It may be sudden or gradual in its attack, the 

horse showing indisposition, 
sometimes for days previous. 
He will be dull and heavy in 
action for a day or two, un- 

willing to lie down, pulse no* 

much disturbed, or there. is a 

chill, or shivering fit, which 
lasts from one to three hours, 

when fever sets in; breath- 

ing at flanks a little accel- 
erated, countenance is anx- 
ious, the head is sometimes 

turned toward the side; does not lie down. As the disease ad- 
vances, the symptoms become more marked. The ears and legs 

Fie. 808,—Usual Appearance of a Horse Suffering 

from Pleurisy. From Mayhew. 

-become: “cold ; the pulse, from being a little accelerated, grows 

quicker, hard, and'fall; the head is hung forward ; stands up per- 
sistently ; breathing hurried; the membrane of the nose and eyes 
red. 
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_,Turning the horse round, or hitting against the chest, back of - 
the shoulder, will.cause a kind of grunt. . 
The ear applied to the. chest will 

detect a rough, rasping noise, and 

there is’ generally present a short, 
‘painful, suppressed cough, easily ex-. % 
cited by pressure on the larynx. 

Causes are similar to those of 
pneumonia, such as variations in 
temperature, exposure to cold while 
warm, standing in a draught of cold 
air, impure air, etc. Pleurisy occurs 
as an independent disease, or, as be- 

fore stated, may be accompanied by | 
Fie. 809.—The Pleura as it Appears 

: when Inflamed, Magnified. 
inflammation of the lungs. If neg- 
lected or not treated properly, is a very dangerous disease. 

Treatment. is practically the same as for pneumonia. Put ina 

cool, well-ventilated stall; give fever'med- 
icine} blanket the body, neck,, and legs 

warmly ; if at all serious, using stimulants 
on the extremities, and hand-rubbing thor- 

oughly, with hot fomentations to the sides ; 
the general treatment, in a word, is the 

same as for pneumonia. Should there be 
cough, or soreness of the throat, it is to be 
treated in connection, as directed for. lar- ~ LSE 3 

yo “ en 

Fia. 81C —Section of Pleura yngitis. ie. 2 
Showing Blood-vessels Great- I wish now to call attention.to what must 

‘ly Injected with Blood. not be dorfe. First, give no physic nor oil: 

for any form of inflammation of the lungs. ‘Cathartic medicine is 

poisonous, such as aldes, oils, or ah 

tartar emetic. There is so much - 

nausea during the operation of 
these medicines, and debility 

from their effect, that they do 

harm. There is such great sym- 

pathy between the bowels and 

the lungs, that they hasten the 
cause of inflammation of the — 
lungs, often causing death with- 
in a few hours after administer-_ 
ing them. Next, do not bleed 

Fic. 811,—Showing Adhesive Inflammation 
of the Pleura. 
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for pleurisy, as so doing will cause debility of the capillaries of 
the part, which would induce hydrothorax, or dropsy of the chest. 

This will be somewhat puzzling to owners and stable-keepers, 

and especially to those who may be guided by Youatt and other 
good old authorities who invariably advised this treatment. 
: The better to aid my readers, I include also the directions 

given by Prof. W. W. Williams, president of the new Veterinary 

‘College of Edinburgh, Scotland :— 
_1. Place the animal ina well-ventilated loose box, but where the air is not too 

cold. 

2. Clothe and wrap the body, extremities, and head in suitable but not too 

heavy cloths. : ; 

: 8. Give it as much water as it will drink, adding to the water, if there is much 

fever, about an ounce of niter, or 20 to 30 drops of tincture of aconite, to the 

bucketful. ; 

_, 4# Tf the bowels are bound, loosen them by injections of ‘oil or warm water. 

5. If there is much weakness, give two drachms each of carbonate of ammonia 

and camphor, in the form of a ball, twice daily. 

6. Let the food be simple, laxative, cooling, and nutritious, as bran, boiled lin- 

seed meal, good hay, or cooked carrots or turnips. 

7. If moderate diarrhea or profuse staleing Come on, they are on no account to 

be checked, as this is an effort of nature to throw off the disease. 

8. If there is great exhaustion, mcderate doses of whisky may be given,’ but 

there is no use of pushing them, unless their good effects are soon seen. 

The attention of the writer has been particularly directed to 
the value of the fever medicine before recommended jin the treat- 

ment of pleurisy and pneumonia. During the year of his stay in 

Buffalo with Dr. Summerville, it was invariably used for all cases 
of chills and fever with remarkable success. Indeed, the writer 

does not remember a single fatal case, even of those that had been 
caused by exposure, or from badly ventilated stables, or of an 

‘epizootic character, when treated within a reasonable length of 
time., The usual. course was blanketing the horse comfortably 

warm and giving this medicine, in about the proportion and at the 

intervals stated, the size and the condition of the case determining 
how much to give. A great many times while on the road the 

writer has had occasion to use this medicine for chills and fever, 
and always with success. Indeed, if this is given promptly, with 

anything like ordinary care, aided by other means as directed, 

there need be but little danger of failure. The point is, as repeat- 

edly stated, to, take the case in hand promptly at the start; watch 

closely the condition of the animal that has been exhausted, or 

hard-driven, and exposed to cold, especially during chilly, rainy 
weather, and if any indication of chill is noticeable, give a little of 

e 
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the fever medicine once or twice, and blanket warmly, and it is 
rarely any serious trouble will follow. 

The medicine is put up by Dr. Summerville & Sons, and stable- 
keepers will do well to order it of them. Address, Dr. Wm. Sum- 
merville & Sons, 127 Erie St., Buffalo, N. Y. 

t 

Dr. MEYER’S TREATMENT FOR PNEUMONIA. 

In conversation with Dr. Meyer on the treatment of pneumonia 

and pleurisy, he stated that he treated them with decided success 

without using aconite, which is recognized as the best sedative for 
fever. I requested the details of his method of treatment, which I 

here include.as an important addition to what I have already given 
on the subject :— 

Have the animal well blanketed and cared for in a reamy stall, where there ia 

plenty of circulating air, and give one of the following balls every eight hours:— 

Carbonate of ammonia..................5..-05- fies Aithecd <iiletocessthe 1 o2 
Pulverized chinconsa bark...../........ toca daeieneuach yes athlete 24 02. 
Pulverized nux vomica.............. dianst Bea eel cocb ta Giatcasweteresaeantie Oe 4 OZ. 
Pulverized digitalis leaves 2.0... 2.0... cee eee eee ees 8 dr. 
Pulverized. pentian: ¢¢ sc c¢suucsweds ose ce eae bs aa Rew ERR oes 2 04 

Make into eight balls. 

Also give the following in water twice a day :— 

Nitrate of potash ................4. bhaitoe npohigaaatloele scea «6 oz. 
‘Bicarbonate of soda .. i... cee cece cere e eet neeeeces 1 oz. 

Make into six powders. ‘ 

Have the animal’s chest rubbed with alcohol two or three times a day for the 

first two days. Feed nutritious food, or anything that may tempt the animal to eat. 

The medicine must be continued until the animal commences to lie down, which will 

be from thie sixth to the eighth day. 

Dr. MEYVER’S TREATMENT FOR PLEURISY. 

Symptoms rather obscure. Animal dull, dejected, off his food, sweats easily, 
pulsation from 60 to 80, small and weak, temperature 102}° to 104°; above this is 
sure death. Sometimes there is a cough from commencement, but often or in about 
half the cases there is. no cough. During the first three or four days the extremities 

and ears are alternately hot and cold, appetite almost wholly lost. The fecal and 

urinary secretions are considerably lessened. The membrane of nose and eyes are 
injected. Tongue is generally foul, belly tucked up, does not lie down. The 
thoracic walls are fixed, breathing almost wholly abdominal, the elbows turned. If 

made to move suddenly, especially. turning short around, there is a groan or growl. 

Breathing quick or catching-like and short. Often the right side only is affected. 

Treatment.—Hot applications to the chest. This can be done best by wringing 

blankets out of hot water and applying them to ‘the chest,—two or three blankets, 

one over another, and all covered with oil-cloth or other blankets so as to keep i in the 

heat. Rub limbs with alcohol ; they may also be loosely bandaged. One of the 
following balls should be given every eight hours :— 

* 
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Powdered opium..... agai ouecas eras S ae e tase ewe dee ee ne aH OZ 
Muriate ammonia............- 0c eee e eee eet eees i seybacu Rh ewe .1§ 02. 
Powdered chincona bark........0...0cccceesccceaes § iceninanios 3 oz. 

Mix and make into six balls. 
Give the animal anything he will eat or drink.. If the horse is taken during the 

early stages, this will cut it short in from 48 to 60 hours. . 

If in an after stage swelling begins to show itself below the chest walls, that is, 

between the fore legs, and extending backward, shows the least symptom of the 
trouble known as hydrothorax, give the following remedy: Fluid extract digitalis, 

from twenty to twenty-five drops, more or less according to the size of the horse, 

every four hours, and continue until the swelling begins to ‘lessen, then the intervals 

of giving the drops should be lengthened to eight hours. If the swelling is very 

large, the skin should be punctured in from twenty to thirty places, and the parts 

bathed with hot water three or four times a day. 

HYDROTHORAX, OR WATER IN THE CHEST. 

This is a sequel of pleurisy when neglected or not treated 

properly, and which can scarcely be said to be curable. When 

pleurisy is running into this difficulty, there may be some appear- 
ance of recovery; the breathing and fever: are not so intense ; the 
horse will perhaps eat, a little; the skin looks sleek and glossy: 
these signs of improvement may continue for several days, but if the 

pulse is gradually increasing in frequency, and its strength diminish- 
ing, there is, ufidoubtedly water forming in the chest. 

When this has taken placé to any great extent, there is diffi- 

culty in breathing, and a flapping of the nostrils; the eyes are clear 
and unnaturally prominent; the intercostal spaces bulge out, and 
‘the ear applied to the chest can only detect the respiratory mur- 

mur above the surface of the fluid; the legs and breast will swell; 

the circulation ‘becomes more and more, impaired, the pulse getting 
weak and indistinct. 

Prof. Williams states, in relation to the cause of hydrothorawx: 
“Of the termination of pleuro-pneumonia in hydrothorax, I have 
only to say that since I have abandoned the heroic or counter-irri- 

tating treatment [he advises hot fomentations to the chest ; discards 
all blisters and irritants], hydrothorax has been almost unknown to 

me. For this the principle of treatment is stimulants, tonics, and 

diuretics.” I give the treatment of a leading authority, who advises 
_as follows :— . 

Give a pint of warm ale combined with one ounce of nitrous ether three times 
a day; blisters applied to the sides, and iodide of potassium in 1 drachm doses twice 

a day; feed the animal on nutritious and easily digested food. 

When a large’accumulation of fluid takes place, it must be removed by tapping. - 

The puncture is usually made in the intercostal space between the seventh and elev- 

enth ribs, near the junction with the cartilages. The space between the eighth and 
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ninth is usually recommended. An’ incision is, first made with a lance. through the 

skin, the -trochar and. canula is carefully pushed through the muscles and pleura, 

directed slightly upward and backward, keeping it close to the anterior border of the 

ninth rib, so as to avoid wounding the intercostal artery; whén the trochar is with- 

' drawn, the fluid flows freely through the tube; sometimes it gets obstructed by co- 

agula of lymph, which should be:cleared by inserting a small whalebone staff. 
Care must be taken not to allow air to enter the cavity, as death has often occurred 

from this cause during the operation. It is advised. before making the incision to 

drgw the skin aside so as to form a valvular wound, at the same time taking care to 

prevent the entrance of any air. The operation may be repeated in a day or two on 
the other side ; but in most cases the relief is but temporary. In any eyent tonic 

treatment, such as sulphate of iron, tincture of gentian, stimulants and diuretics, 

iodide of potassium, are to be depended upon if successful. 

Hydrothorax was a very common result of pleurisy, when 

treated by bleeding, blistering, etc. The congestion or;inflamma- | 

tion in the first place is due to debility, and bleeding only increases 
it’; and especially when the bleeding is repeated, though for atime 

there was apparent relief, fever and: increased debility followed, re- 
sulting usually unfavorably. , 

The treatment advised for pleurisy, if the case is attended to 

promptly, even though very severe, will be found so effective as to 

leave but little probability of any serious effusion taking place. 

TYPHOID PNEUMONIA. 

Cause is mainly attributed to those. influences which. interfere 

with the general health and vigor of the animal, among which stand 
pre- -eminently overcrowding, improper ventilation, confinement in 

damp, filthy stables, drinking bad water, holding in solution decom- 

» posing, organic matters, insufficient nourishment, and undue expos- 

ure, together with what may be termed, generally, atmospheric 
causes. | 

Symptoms.—The horse is off his feed, ‘disinclined to move, 
appetite gone, pulse weak ‘and low; will sometimes eat a little, will 
not lie down, stands hanging his head, is listless and stupid, not 
much cough, rarely any discoloration of the membrane of'the nose 
or eyes; urine scanty and high colored; feces hard and coated.. 
After two or three days the»membrane of the nose and eyes is a 
little discolored or red, pulse quicker, 65 or 70, breathes quicker. 

- About the fourth or fifth day there is usually a discharge from the 
nostrils, ofa blackish brandy-coloréd sejum. ”' 

Treatment.—As the word typhoid means low, it is necessary to 

watch it carefully i in that stage, which will last, as described in the 
symptoms, the first four or five days, when in many cases the pulse 

may run down to thirty. Stimulants should be used at this stage, 
t 
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such as a little brandy and water or whisky and water. A gill or 
two of liquor to be given as a drench; or what is much better, 

take carbonate of ammonia, from one to two drachms, powdered 

ginger root, one to two drachms, made into a ball with honey 
or molasses, and given twice a day. It should be remembered 

that this treatment alone is intended only for the low stage 
of the disease. When the pulse stems to rise to fifty or sixty 
about the fifth or sixth day, the patient should then be treated as 

‘for pleurisy, with fever medicine. Under the influence of the latter 

treatment the pulse will recede and resume its natural number of 
beats (forty). In this form of disease the horse is extremely pros- 
trated at first, the whole system being inactive. The pulse may run 
up in time to seventy, or even eighty. | 

The horse should be kept moderately warm, clothing thoroughly 

the head, neck, and extremities ; he should have a comfortable, well- 

ventilated stall; open the bowels by enemas; give tepid water to 
drink, in which is a little nitrate of potash, as advised for pneumonia. 

Nurse the horse with anything he will eat,—a handful of wet hay, a 

carrot or two, an ‘epee or a potato, or anything of an alterative 
nature. 

Be careful not to exercise = too, soon. 

~ BRONCHITIS. 

Bronchitis, or inflammation. of the mucous membrane of the 
bronchial tubes, is often associated. with inflammation of the lungs, 

but also occurs as a separate affection. i 

Causes are similar to other pulmonary diseases. It is a result 
of laryngitis or catarrh; or it may depend on atmospheric influ- 
ences, and in these cases it is always accompanied with great weak- 
ness and. prostration. 

Symptoms.—There is a short, dry, and husky cough, speedily 
becoming more prolonged. When a horse gives a natural cough, 
he opens his mouth a little; but when laboring under this disease, 
he keeps his mouth closed, trying to suppress the cough. As the 
disease advances, the mouth becomes.hot and dry, the ears and ex- 
tremities alternately hot and cold, the pulse not hard and wiry as in 

pleurisy, but soft and compressible, and the respirations are quick 
and hollow. If the ear be. applied to the breast, a rattling sound 
can easily be detected ; the bowels are inactive, and the appetite is 
gone. Death may occur in from three to five days. 

Treatment the same as for laryngitis, explained on page 455; 
counter-irritation to the throat, and if there is fever, give fever med- 
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icine or aconite, as for pneumonia. If the cough is very distressing, 
give the following every night. and morning :— 

Extract of belladonna Spates its etched eines Vigiede ewetiehes Desbiabh ose tabs 1 dr. 
Powdered digitalis 0.00... cece ce cece e eee eeeeeeee 2 ser. 
CAMPO oo. ened te wees tae ceaaeed Togas bees tiacg.aare ids ateaaai nea G oeee ove 1 dr. 
Powdered opium. .......... jeiaad Noiwietoun enter Goce cuyetieae ines 1 ser. 

COoLic, 

There is no disease about which there seems to be so much dif- 

ference of opinion among horsemen as that of colic. When the 

horse is taken sick suddenly, showing the symptoms of colic, the 
owner, or some neighbor called in who is presumed to know, is most 

Fie, 812.—Digestive Apparatus. 

likely to assume the trouble is caused by bots; another perhaps. be- 
lieves it is belly-ache ; while others who may be present are likely 
to be equally positive in supposing the trouble to. be caused by 
something else. The treatment, too, is usually on the same princi- 
ple, equally doubtful, if not ridiculous. The first and most common 
remedy is plunging a knife into the roof of the horse’s' mouth to bleed: 
“so as to give blood to the bots, or relieve the colic, or whatever it is” 
this hap-hazard cutting is liable to sever the palate artery, and eae 
danger the horse’s bleeding to death. The next resource is likely to 
be that of running the horse up and down the street, or kicking him 
in, the belly, giving sweet milk. and molasses, etc. No one would 
pretend to be able to explain definitely the nature of the trouble ; 
but they delieved it was this, that, or something else, and the conse- 
quence was that the poor horse was liable to’ be tortured for hours, 

t @ 
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often killed, by cruelty or repeated dosing with remedies that were 

not applicable to the case. While it is true a horse may show the 

symptoms of colic; from a variety of causes, which would ‘mislead 

the judgment of even good practitioners, it is so exceptional: as to 

be scarcely worth referring to here. 

It was stated in another part, by the writer, that he employed 

a.veterinary surgeon of unusual skill and experience to instruct him 

in his method of treatment for the cure of such diseases as ‘are most 

common and dangerous to horses in this country, including the 

prescriptions used by him for the same. 
The first morning, while waiting in the office for the commence- 

ment of this instruction, the doctor 
came in hurriedly, saying, “There 
is a horse here that has the colic ; 

I wish you to observe his condition 
carefully ; notice what will be done 

for him; in'the meantime read ev- 

ery authority in the library on the . 
causes and symptoms of colic, but 
do not read | the treatment, as ‘the 

treatment given. in books is not ne 

Toe? =e liable, and would only mislead you.” 
Fia. 818.—First Stages of Spasmodic As. directed, I noticed care- 

Colic Somewhat'Exaggerated. Mayhew. = f,}}y, ‘the: condition of the case’ and 
the effect of the treatment, which was favorable. In the meantime 
I read up on ‘the subject, and that evening I was given a lecture on 
colic, when the doctor: informed the writer that he had killed hun- 

dreds of horses before. he knew how to treat it'successfully ; and 
that the treatment given in books, and generally advised, could not 

be depended upon to cure colic with anything, liké certainty ; that 
even veterinary surgeons of very high standing could not feel any 

certainty of being able to cure colic; that it was found especially 
difficult to cure flatulent colic, or tympanites. . “ Now,” said he, “we 

can cure every case that comes into this stable, if we can have an 

opportunity of treating them within a réasonable length of time, or 

before' there is a collapsed condition of the circulation. 

The opportunities for treating colic in the Infirmary were very 

many. ‘The Erie Canal heads at that place, which necéssarily con- 

centrated a large number of canal horses in the vicinity, which, 
with those of the city, brought to the Infirmary almost every day a’ 
number of horses suffering with colic; and during my experience 

there of a year, there was not a single death from this cause ; and 

a 
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since then, extending over a period of twenty years, I have used the 
same treatment in the cure, of a great many. cases, and had it used 

under my supervision, without the loss of a single case; this’ treat- 
ment I give first, having the utmost confidence in its great value. 

There are two forms of this disease, namely, spasmodic and flat- 

ulent colic. The first is wholly of a spasmodic nature, and if not 

promptly relieved, will, in severe cases, run into inflammation of the 

bowels, causing speedy death. The second, while exhibiting the 
same general symptoms, shows marked enlargement of the. belly, 

from generation . gas, which, if not checked and neutralized, results 

=e 

Fie. 814 .— First Stage of : ia Colic. 

fatally,. by’ rupturing the diaphragm, causing suffocation and death. 

The advantage of this treatment for colic was, first, in making a 

fair trial of the best antispasmodic, laudanum ; then, if it. failed to 

give relief, or if there was relapse, bleeding promptly, ‘which not 

only gave relief with more certainty, but prevented a tendency to 
inflammation, thereby making a.cure when medicine proved unavail- 

ing. Second, in giving peppermint for flatulent colic. He found by 
experiment that peppermint was the only remedy he could depend: 
upon for neutralizing the distending gas; and its combination with 
ether, as the best for giving relief. 

Causes——The common causes of colic are a sudden change: in 

the feed ; very often during the summer, when running at pastiire, 
t 
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if taken up for a day, and a feed of oats or dry food given, it is apt 

to cause gripes ; feeding new oats or new corn isa common cause; 
applications of cold water to the body; drinking freely of cold 

Fie. 815.—Second Stage of Spasmodie Colic. 

water when heated, especially if hard well-water, often gives rise 
to a severe attack ; worms and other intestinal irritants may induce 

it ; costiveness and unwholésome food often cause it; overloading 

Fic. 816.—Third Stage of Spasmodic Colic. 

the stomach, or being put to work on a full stomach, will give 
rise to it. aan 

Symptoms.—The animal is suddenly seized with pain in the 
bowels, becoming restless and uneasy, crouching, sometimes strik- 
ing up toward the belly with the hind foot, looking round ‘to his 
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flanks, evincing great distress ; ; he gets down after several apparent 

efforts, rolls about, sometimes on his back, sometimes quite over.* 

(These symptoms are in part illustrated by Figs. 814-816, which 
aré ideal, but will serve to give an idea of the symptoms. Fig. 813, 

which I copy from Mayhew, is considerably exaggerated, the head 
being held too high, showing too excited and nervous an expression, 

and the hind leg brought too near the body. Fig. 814 shows acom- 
mon symptom during the early stage.) Profuse perspiration breaks 
out over him. The paroxysm soon passes off, and he gets up, shakes 

himself, and begins feeding ; during the interval the’ pulse’ is unal- 

Fies. 817, 818.—Forms of Graduated Hypodermic Syringe Frequently used {n Treating Colic. 

tered ; the legs and ears are natural in temperature. After an in- 

terval: ‘of longer or ghortér duration, the attack returns, perhaps with 

’ increased violence, when he gathers himself, falls down and ‘rolls 
about as before. As the’ disease advances, the symptoms become 

more severe. 

Youatt, in his description of colic, contrasts its symptoms with 
those of inflammation of the. bowels, and though not exactly accord- 

ing to modern authorities, it will materially aid the ‘reader in de- 

termining the difference’; so I include it.. I would also refer the 

* He may also act as if he wanted to make water, which he cannot do, there being a spas- 

modic contraction of the urethra. Hence the desire to give diuretic medicine. Straining in 
this way is ueually prompted by a desire to relieve the muscles of the belly. No diuretic medi- 

cine should be given, as the horse cannot pass urine until the attack of colic ceases, or it fs 

taken from him with a catheter. It is very seldom necessary to use the catheter. In fact, it 

ls not necessary to pay avy attention to this symptom. As soon as relieved of the colic, the 

horse will pass water freely. 

32. a 
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reader to the description of each by Dr. Meyer, which follows on 

-page 500. 

COLIC. INFLAMMATION, 

Sudden in its attack. Gradual in its approach, with pre- 
vious indications of fever. 

Pulse rarely much quickened in the Pulse very much quickened, but 

early stage of the disease and’ during small, and often scarcely to be felt. 

the intervals of ease, but evidently : 
fuller. 

Legs-and ears of natural temperature. Legs and ears cold. 

Relief obtained from rubbing the Belly exceedingly tender to the 
belly. : _ touch. 

Relief obtained from motion. — Motion evidently inereasing the pain. 

Intervals of rest. Constant pain. 

Strength scarcely affected. Rapid and great weakness. 

If not checked, or there is not relief, it runs into inflammation 

of the bowels, which is very fatal, and the point is to combat and 
‘overcome it before running so far as to resist treatment. 

This disease being wholly of a spasmodic character, it must be 
counteracted by antispasmodic treatment; and laudanum being 

the most powerful and reliable antispasmodic, it is indicated. 
Treatment.—Give from two to three ounces of laudanum and a 

pint of raw linseed-oil.* If not better in an hour, give two ounces 
of laudanum and the same quantity of oil... If there i is not relief in a 
reasonable time after the second dose is givén,; take from six to 
twelve quarts of blood from the neck vein, according to the size of 
the horse and the severity of the attack.t “Always in bleeding make 

the orifice large, and extract the blood as quickly as possible. 
In the Infirmary the practice was, as stated, to try the medicine, 

and as soon as convinced it was not sufficient to relieve the case, no 

time was lost in bleeding. Or, if a case was brought in that had 
been suffering some time, not only medicine was given, but bleeding 

was resorted to at once. 
rahe a / 
TYMPANITES, OR FLATULENT COLIC. 

Symptoms the same as in spasmodic colic, with the difference of 

* This is the dose advised for.a large horse. For » medium or small-sized, nervous-tem- 

pered animal, two thirds the quantity would be/equally large. 

} It will rarely be found necessary to resort to bleeding if the case ts attended to promptly, 

and in only very serious cases, where the horse is fat and large, is eo large a quantity of blood 
to be taken, In ordinary cases, six to eight quarts would be sufficient, 
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there being s so great an accumulation of gas in the stomach and in- 
testines that the belly is swelled. This disease will often prove fatal 
in from one to three hours. It is generally vey ‘sudden in its at- 
tacks, often occurring while the ani- 

mal is at work, particularly dur- 
ing warm or changeable weather; 
but it is generally caused by in- 

digestion, producing gases in the 
bowels and stomach.* 

_, Treatment.—Blanket comforta- 
bly, so as to keep up evaporation, ae 
and immediately give the following | Fre. 819, —Early Stage of Flatulent Colic, 
asa drench : — , 

Peppermint. ate aint ved NeSsaacuis S acueielais Bina See niwenaeie iiglaaines 2 oz. 
Sulphuric ether............ Se Nein ea nh ree eat ae 2 oz. 
WIRED) sai ha aide ses nba is w dcdecas wena e © ava aectas a cide Fhe sana veceeeee cel pte, 

Shake up thoroughly, and keep covered with the hand or: cork 
before administering. If not relieved, it should be repeated in one 

, Fia. 820,—Advanced Stage of Flatulent Colic, or Tympanites. 

* There are two locations for this disease, the stomach and the colon and cecum ; but in 

' elther it requires the same treatment, as it is generally produced by the same causes. When 

in the stomach, it will be distinguished by eructations, or belchings of gas through the cesopha- 

gus, or gullet. If in the colon or cecum, the horse is violently swollen along the belly, flanks, 

and sides. The pilse is-rarely disturbed until the disease advances, when it will become quick-. 

ened, running to its hight quigkly, and receding as rapidly, if fatal. If to terminate fatally, it 

‘will become weaker and slower until it is-almost imperceptible. If the animal is allowed to fall 
down suddenly, while the pressure of gas upon the walls of the stomach is very great, there ia 

a liability of rupturing the diaphragm, which would cayse almost instant death from suffoca- 

tion. : . 
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half to'three quarters of an‘hour. If the horse is small, and the 
attack not severe, less may be given; while if very large, and the 

attack severe, even more may be given.* 

During my practice of late years, when I had a case of colic, I 

usually gave the following preparation :— 

Peppermint: i045 s0se 2G siietiae catia Sa eee hese aa wees 1} to 2 oz. 
Sulphuric ether, ........ 0. ccc cece cece cece cece ceceeeee elf tO 2 02, 
Laudanum ...... oe ere Bi eo arahi aldose’ ane oucrauek ere a ee ene 1 oz. 
Soft water ................, apie ocaeraeagavess WAS Ha aoa a eee ee ae eee 1 pt 

After shaking thoroughly, I gave this immediately. I have 
found it in all cases to give relief. It is particularly valuable to 
non-professional men who cannot, during the early stage, tell the 
difference between spasmodic and flatulent colic, and on this account 
it is the preparation the writer would advise. Stable-keepers should 

always keep it on hand, in readiness for an emergency, as it is very 

important to be able to treat this disease promptly. 

‘If the horse is subject to attacks of colic, which are usually pro- 

duced by irritating matter in the bowels, it can usually be relieved by 

giving one or two sharp doses of physic. 
Dr. Meyer's method of treatment is so good, explaining as it does 

some symptoms, with other points of treatment not given, that I in- 

clude it in full :— Sy 

First, there is a switching of the tail, followea by a pawing with the fore ‘feet, 

and acting as if there were an inclination to lie down. Usually gets down and rolls, 

looks at the belly, rolls, then up again, and seems at rest for a few minutes, when 

he goes through the same actions again. The pulsation is full and strong, about 

natural. By looking at the-inner surface of the eyelid there will be some sign of in- 

flammation. When the attack is running into inflammation of the bowels, or be- 

comes seated, there will be an inclination to sweat, an anxious expression in the eye, 

increased respiration, the pulsations from 70 to 80, small and weak. The inner lining 

of the eyelid will be plainl} injected or reddened, the animal at times looking toward 

the flanks; walks almost in a circle; makes attempts to lie down, coming down 

about half way, gets up and walks around again, which may be repeated a number 

of times; finally succeeds in getting down, which he does very carefully, then will 

lie outstretched for a few moments ; will make an attempt to rise, and will sit up like 

a pig, as shown on page 504. : 
In colic, the horse throws himself down carelessly, rolls around in a careless 

manner, and then jumps up,—an important sign of death. After the case has been 

treated for some time, he may seem easier ; but if allowed to have his own way, and 

he wanders off to some unusual place, it is positive proof that he is beyond medical 

aid. 

Treatment for Colie.—2 ounces laudanum, } ounce spirits of camphor or 1 drachm 

gum camphor, 2 ounces sweet spirits of niter, 2 drachms fluid éx. belladonna, Mix 

*The ether disturbs the breathing, making the horse apparently distressed, breathing la- 

boriously, which will pase off in'a few hours, 
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with one half pint of water, and give asa drench. If the patient is no better in one 
hour, repeat, and, if constipated, use warm water injections. 

‘Flatulent colic, treatment the same as above. In the early stage, if after 
about half an hour the patient seems no better, give two ounces of essential harts 

horn in water, with warm water enema. If by this time there is no flatus, or break- 

ing of wind, and the animal’s abdomen or belly is yery much distended, and is belch- 

‘ing up air out of the nostrils, and commences to tremble in his legs, an operation will 

have to be performed. Take a lance or knife and make a slight incision through 

the skin on the right flank, (the ox is always punctured on the left flank, and the 

horse on the right,) at a point where the tympanitic sound is most marked. As a 

tule, this point is midway between the edge of the last rib and the hip bone, and 

about ix inches from the lateral processes of the spine—about where the cross mark 
is on Fig. 822. Take trocar and canula, put the point into the incision previously 

made with the knife. Direct the instrument inward, slightly downward and for- 

ward, and hit it a sharp blow with the flat of the hand to send the instrument 

through to the hilt. Now draw out the trocar, when the gas will escape. When the 

escape of gas has ceased, put a finger over the opening of the canula to prevent the 

air from filling in, and withdraw. When withdrawn, rub slightly with the finger 

over the wound, and leave it alone. Before performing the operation, give four 

ounces of vegetable charcoal which has, been kept dry, mixed with one quart of 

Fra. 821.—Trocar and Canula. 

milk. The horse will have instant relief after the operation. If he remains quiet, 

feed nothing for about twelve hours. Give flaxseed tea to drink. . After the expira- 

tion of this time, feed bran mashes, with oatmeal or ground oats, and continue from 

four to six days, when the animal will be well. When there is no hope by medicine, 

this operation is the only treatment that promises success. Should the horse be un- 

easy after the operation, give one of the balls used for inflammation of the bowels, 

which should be repeated once in from four to six hours until quiet. 

During the warm months Dr. Meyer usually performs this oper- 

ation from twenty-five to thirty times, to save life. His loss is about 

one in ten. ; 

I would add:that during my experience in Buffalo, I had no oc- 

casion to perform this operation, the treatment given proving in 

every instance effective. This operation, according to standard 

authorities, has been regarded as seldom successful: I think the 

reason is that the case has been allowed to go too long before re- 

sorting to it. In a conversation with Dr. Meyer in relation to it, he 

stated that he regarded it as very valuable treatment, enabling him 

to cure a large proportion of cases which otherwise would be beyond 
help. . As it may in some cases be found necessary to perform this 

operation, I give a diagram of the bady, showing the location of the 
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point to be punctured, and also add an excellent illustration of the 
method of performing it upon cows or oxen that may become 

bloated,—a very common occurrence in cattle that are turned into a 
clover-field, and eat too much. (See Stock Department, page 132.) 

When a horse is taken suddenly sick, especially after a drive, ~ 

or after having been given cold water or a change of food, looking 

at his side, and-acting as if he wanted to lie down, etc., simply catch 
him. by ‘the ear, and if it is warm, and the pulse is natural: it is 
always accepted as a proof of colic.. Now, what can be! done pro- 

vided you haye none of the,mediciné recommended? Give about a 
tablespoonful of ginger'in a pint of hot water, well stirred; or giv-. 

‘ing as a drench from four to six ounces of 

good whisky or brandy, is sometimes very 
effective. | 

Hot fomentations to the sides and belly 

are also very effective, using ‘woolen blankets 

wrung outiof water as hot. as can be borne, 

and covered with two or three other, cloths 
to retain the heat, and to be repeated as they 
cool. A hot bran poultice would be some- 

Fie. 822.—The Cross Show- what better, as it would retain the heat longer. 
ina 7 sey fete (Full directions for giving fomentations will 

eae be found under that head.) The.fever med- 
icine, given in doses of from a drachm to half an ounce, has also 
been found very efficient. 

INFLAMMATION | OF THE BOWELS. 

Enteritis, also sometimes called red ‘colic, : May occur as a pri- 

mary disease, but more often it is seen as a consequence of colic or 
constipation of the bowels. It generally proves fatal. As an idio- 
pathic affection, that is, occurring independent of any other disease, 
it may occur from any of the causes of colic, particularly overload- 
ne the stomach. 

Symptoms.-The animal is noticed to be unwell.; ~ is dull and 

stupid ; refuses food; has shivering fits, the mouth becoming hot, 

and extremities alternately hot and cold, the pulse being quick, 

‘small, and wiry. He looks toward his flanks; the bowels.are cos- 

tive ; after a time pain sets in, and is continuous and violent ;. he 

rolls-about, the sweat pouring from him in streams; the eyes are 

blood-shot ; the belly hot and tender.. He does not. throw himself : 

violently down, as in colic, but lies down. cautiously, and tries te 

| steady himself on his back, As it goes on, the symptoms are aug. 
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mented, the legs and ears get deadly cold; the pulse becomes 
weaker, and soon is imperceptible ; the mouth gets cold and clammy ; 
extravasation of bldod is going on in the bowels ; mortification’ sets 
in, the pain ceases, and he may stand up. He is dull and stupid, 
surface of the body cold, mouth cold, twitching of the muscles,'and 

retraction of the upper lip. ' He soon falls violently to the ground, 

endangering the lives and limbs of the attendants who happen to be 

uear him, and after a few struggles expires. After death, the bow- 
els are very much inflamed, ane the inner surface black and clotted 

aN ~~ \, Iw : 

i ih a 

Fie. 823.—First Stage of Inflammation of the Bowels. 

with extravasated blood. Death sometimes occurs in from six to 

eight hours, and even in shorter time, When occurring in conse- 

quence of colic or constipation, it is very difficult to determine the 
exact transition from spasm to inflammation. 

. Treatment.—In the outset, especially when occurring as a pri- 
mary affection, and not as a consequence of another disease, copious 
blood-letting will be advisable—from four to six quarts, or sufficient 
to make an impression on.the pulse. He should’ be turned into a 
well-littered loose box, and allowed to roll as he pleases. The bow- 

els are ‘obstinately constipated, but drastic pugatives are apt to in- 

crease the inflammation ; our utmost efforts must therefore be di- 

rected to open them by copious injections (of linseed tea, soap and 
water, tobacco-smoke, or infusion of tobacco), ‘back-racking,etc. A 
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quart of linseed-oil, with two ounces of laudanum, should ‘be ‘given, 
and repeated, in half the dose, every one or two hours, if required. 

Fomentations of hot water must be constantly applied to the belly, 

or bags wrung out of boiling water. Where, from the violent toss- 

ing of the animal, this is impracticable, blister the belly with tincture 
of cantharides or mustard and turpentine. 

If the symptoms do not moderate in a few hours, the pulse con- 
tinues full, and the legs and ears not'very cold, a second bleeding 

may be advisable ; but this is seldom the case, as the prostration is 

. rapid, the pulse be- 
coming small, wiry, 

and almost impercep- 

tible, and the legs 
and eats deadly cold. 
In this case bleeding 

but hastens the fatal 
termination. 

When it has contin- 
Ze - ued eight or ten hours, 
_? as i y , AA pee a favorable 

: . turn, the, pulse’ be- 

comes fuller, the sur- 

face warmer, and he 
will lie for some time 

stretched out, appar- 
ently asleep, being 
weakened from the 

disease and bleeding, and probably partially narcotized from the 
laudanum. In this stage he must be made comfortable, and cov- 
ered up in straw or sheets. We usually “bury” him in straw. This 

restores the balance of the circulation, often causing him to sweat ; 

‘and after lying thus for one or two hours he will get up relieved, 
and begin to feed. 

No hay must be given him. After a little he should be encour- 

aged to drink well-boiled gruel, or eat a thin bran mash. Injections 
must be continued until the- bowels are freely opened, For a few 

days he must be kept warm ; a few mouthfuls of cold water may be 
given every hour; gentle walking exercise and sloppy diet must be 

continued for some time. About the fourth day, even though the 

bowels have become regular, he should have a purgative (from six . 

to eight drachms of aloes, made into a ball), to remove ingesta, and 
restore the secretions to their natural condition. 

a 
Fic. 824.——A Sure Indication of inflammation of the Bowels. 
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‘ 

The following is the treatment advised by Dr. Summerville :— 
This disease is generally caused by constipation of the bowels, hard driving, 

overpurging or looseness of the bowels, or drinking cold water when warm. Con- 

stipation is, however, the principal cause of the disease, and when this is the case, 
the first and most important condition of relief is to get.an action of the bowels. 

| Symptoms.—For the first few hours the horse is uneasy, paws, looks around at 
the side, the pulse is slightly accelerated and wiry. As the disease advances, the in- 

termissions between ‘the attacks become less, pulse quicker, running from seventy to 

eighty beats in a minute, in some instances even faster; lies down and gets up, 

shows much pain, no swelling of sides ; now begins to exhibit fever, bowels consti- 

pated, urine highly colored and scanty. 

| Remedy. —Give a quart of raw linseed-oil: If i ak is very great, add 

from four to six drops of croton-oil. 

If scours, or overpurging, sets in, give an ounce and a half of tincture of opium 

with six ounces of water. But 
in order to suppress the in- 

flammation, it is necessary to 

bleed immediately from the 

neck vein from six to ten 

quarts of blood, according to 

the strength and size of the 

animal, In extreme eases 

> bleeding may be repeated to 
the extent of four to six quarts 
in three or four hours, If 

much pain. exists in constipa- 
tion, give from one to three 

ounces of ‘tincture asafetida, 

Feed lightly for a week at 

least, giving gruel, roots, 

grass, and bran mashes; and keep quiet. Do not exercise for several days if there 

ia danger ofa relapse. This is a dangerous disease, and requires prompt treatment. 

Treatment advised by Charles A. Meyer :— 

The first stage of inflammation of the bowels is when the animal sits on his 

haunches like a pig, gradually gets up, and walks around asif in great agony ; makes 

attempts to lie down, and when he does, goés down. very carefully ; ; may make a few 

rolls ; will: gradually straighten out again, attempt to rise, and sits on his haunches 

again like a pig. This position is a sign of bowel inflammation, and to save the pa- 

tient the treatment must begin in earnest. Should the patient be fat and plethoric, 

bleed from the neck from two to eight quarts, according’ to the size of the horse. 

Apply a strong rubefacient to the abdomen, of 1 Ib:, of strong mustard, 2 oz. aqua am- 

“monia, and water sufficient to make into a plaster ; rub in well, and cover with paper, . 

to’keep in the heat. Then give the fohowing medicine : — 

Fia. ‘825.—A Symptom of Inflammation of the Bowels, 

or Great Internal Pain. j 

Opium; pulverized....../....... Ses gues gle lPoiad atcha acne owed 4 dr. 
Subnitrate of DISMUED 2 oi. o4ic7 pia te cach eernece cided eave Pa eadas 2 oz. 
Chloroform... .............-.- Cgeee ea Naveceghawserg jdbksagtaiea van ee eA ar 
Nux vomica, pulverized. .... scunieitspec aaedaen 8 uueishacarieecelafarsloAsw ecard oe ORs 

- Tdeorica root... 2.1... ee eee tence rece ceten eee tees Q. 8. 

Make into four balls, give one every 4 to 6 hours, according to the uneasiness of 
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the patient, which must be kept quiet, and these balls willdo it. Feed soft, nutritious 
food, warm water, and no hay, for about one week. 

SUPERPURGATION, DIARRHEA, ETC. 

-\ An over-relaxed state of the bowels may arise from various 
causes. In some animals it is favored by peculiarities of conforma- 
tion,’ as is seen in washy horses, animals with long legs, open ribs, 

and flat sides, with tucked-up ‘bellies, such being liable to purge 

from the simplest cause. 
Change of feed, especially from dry to green, or unhealthful 

food, and sometimes through nervous excitement, is apt to produce 
‘scouring, It is usually the evidence of something wrong, and the 
effort of nature to remove it. Some irritant or undigested food being 
lodged in the bowels, the intestinal fluids are poured out in super- - 
abundance to remove it. The incautious use of purgative medicines 

is a common cause of superpurgation. It oftén occurs in the latter 
stages of debilitating diseases, when it is always an untoward symp- 

_ tom, betokening a breaking-up of the vital powers. The presence of 
little white worms (ascarides) is occasionally the. cause. It- some- 

times follows the drinking of cold watet when an animal is in’ a 
‘heated state. 

‘Symptoms.—The symptoms vary according to the nature of the 
case, and the causes that give rise to it. It may be simply an in- 
creased fluidity of the contents of the bowels, as is seen in washy or 

nervous animals, unaccompanied by paiti or constitutional disturb- 
ance; or, on the other hand, it may: be (as in superpurgation) at- 

tended by pain, expressed by uneasiness, pawing, looking to the 
flanks, etc. He strains frequently, and the’ feces are very watery ; 
the pulse is small and hard. Rapid and increasing weakness and 
emaciation, loss of appetite, and unless means are speedily adopted 
to check it, inflammation of the bowels i ‘is apt to set in. 

Treatment.—Great care must be exercised in feeding and water- 
ing washy horses, dry feed being, best suited to them. They should 

not be allowed to drink too freely of water, especially before work. 
In many cases it may be necessary to give them some starch or 
chalk mixed up in the feed. In all cases, the main point is to dis- 

cover the cause. - If arising from improper food, it must be changed 
at once. “© ; ; 

If some irritant be suspected, nature must be assisted in her ef- 

forts, by giving a quart of linseed or castor. oil, followed up by starch 

or well-boiled flour gruel, keeping the- animal warm. If worms are 
suspected, or seen in the dung, one or two ounces of spirits of tur- 
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‘ 

Fra. 826.—Generai View of the Horse’s 

- Intestines, Showing the Distribution of 

Blood to them by the Great Mesen- 

feric Artery. The Animal is Placed 

on its Back, and the Intestinal Mass 

Spread. Out. 

. A. The duodenum as it passes be- 

hind the great mesenteric artery; B. 

free portion of the small intestine ; C. 

fleocecal portion; D. excum; E.'F. G. 

loop formed by the large colon; F. F. 

point where the colle loop ig doubled 

to constitute the suprasternal and dia- 

_phragmatic flexures; pelvic flexure. 

x 
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pentine, or any of the vermifuges recommended, should be added to 
the oil. Should it not yield to this, neutralize the acids in the bow- | 

els by giving an ounce and a half of prepared chalk and a dram and 

a half of powdered catechu, mixed in a pint of water, Give once or 

twice a day until purging ceases. Keep the animal without exercise, 
and do not give much water to drink. 

If this disease should arise from nervous excitement, give a 

drachm of powdered opium in'the food once a day for three or four 

days. Or give the following astringent drench :— 

Powdered opium 
Prepared. CHAK ojoicc wen 'ess aby de eae eager 
Gum acacia. 2... ce cece ee eee 

Dissolve in warm water, and give in well-boiled flour or starch 

gruel. It may be given two or three times a day, the gruel being 
given frequently. If very severe, injections of solution of catechu 
and starch, with a little tincture of opium, should be given. ° 

The belly may be stimulated with liquid blister. He must be 
kept perfectly warm, and the legs bandaged. Care must be taken 
not to induce an opposite state of the bowels by the injudicious use 

.of astringents. An ounce each of carbonate of soda and ‘ginger 

should be given daily for some time after recovery. Rest and good 
‘dry food are necessary for some time. 

CONSTIPATION, 

‘Constipation is a condition the very opposite of the above, in 
which we have a diminished action of the bowels, the dung being 
dry and voided. with difficulty, leading to dangerous “stoppage of 

the bowels.” It arises from various causes, especially from being 
fed on dry, fibrous food. If in pasture in the fall, when the: grass is 

tough and fibrous, with perhaps a scarce supply of water, the fibrous 
ingesta are liable to become felted together, and impacted in the 

bowels. Want of exercise, and feeding too much grain, are also 

prominent causes. 

. It is sometimes accompanied by inflammation of the bowels. 
Horses that are kept up, or not worked regularly, and especially if 
fed on dry food, should have an occasional bran mash with plenty 

of water to drink, or small doses of laxatives; aloes is the simplest 

and best, from two to four drachm doses, with green food. . If ac- 

companied by colic, or inflammation of the bowels, back-raking, etc., 

must be resorted:to until relieved. Green grass is about the best 
laxative. 

All horses, especially those advanced in years, should be watched 

sarefully, and when there is any tendency to constipation, it should 
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be prevented, as before stated, by giving bran mashes, carrots, and 
raw potatoes; or, if thought advisable, a little oil or physic, with 

regular exercise and sufficient water, and there will usually be no dif- 

ficulty. It is very important to look to this condition; neglecting 

it, colic, inflammation of the bowels, etc:, may result. 

WORMS. 

Worms are most commonly found in the stomach and bowels ; 

they are also sometimes met with in almost - - 

every part ofthe body. Investigation shows 
there are over thirty kinds of worms that 

infest the horse. Dr. Robert Jennings, 

about thirty years ago, at that time a ‘res- 
ident of Borden Town, New Jersey, now of 

Detroit, Michigan, informed the writer that | 
he had traced out thirty different kinds in 

the horse, and among others exhibited a piece of muscle that 
was perforated by a large number of little white worms from one 
to two inches long. ' 

Fra. 827.—Symptom of Worms. 

Mr. White, an old author, says :— 

I have found worms in the wind-pipe, in the fniesdbtario artery, in an abscess 

in the substance of the abdominal muscles, and according to Lafosse, ney have been 

found also in the pancreatic and salivary ducts. 

There are but three or four that 

are very common. First, the teres 

lumbrict, a large worm from four to 

ten inches long, that lives in the in- 
testines. It looks like the common 

 earth-worm, yellowish white, and 
tapered at both ends. Second, the 
ascaris, commonly called needle or 

thread worm, of a dirty white color, 
usually from one to two inches long. 

a They are sometimes found in thou- 
Fic. 828.—The Appearance ofa Horse §=sands. They have been observed 

that is Troubled with Worms. chiefly inhabiting the mucous coat 
of the cecum, on the surface of which, it is supposed, they are 

developed in little cells, which, when matured, burst, producing con- 

siderable irritation, and often serious inflammation of the parts. 

They are also sometimes found to infest the rectum in large num- 

bers, and to relieve the irritation they produce,-the horse rubs 

his tail. 
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Varieties of strongylt and oxyures.also 

occur, and are sometimes mistaken. for 

ascarides. They are, however, distinct 
species; the former is tapered, and ter- 
minates in a spine; Whereas the latter 

is blunted, with a head like a leather 

sucker. The strongyli inhabit the cz- 

cum, colon, and duodenum ; the oxyures, 

the mesentery, spermatic cord, and in 

fact almost every organ in the body. 
The common whip-worm, or long thread- 
worm, technically called the ¢richoceph- 
:alus dispar, are found in the cecum. 
They resemble a whip, the shank being 

about a third, and the thong two thirds 

of the length, ‘usually’ about two inches. 

Bots, which inhabit the stomach, will be 
referred to especially following this 

article. 

There is also a small thread-like worm, 
called fi/aria, froma half inch to an inch 

and a half long, which travels all through 
the system. This is the worm that 
sometimes gets into the eye and grows 
there. The sape-worm is sometimes 
found in the horse, for which I give ‘a. 

specific remedy used by Dr. Meyer with 
great success. (I give illustrations of afew 
worms, though not of all that I desired, 

on. account of the difficulty of obtaining them. They will not, how- 
ever, be of any special interest or importance to the general reader-: 

Fre. 829.— Ascaris Lumbriceides. 

A. female; D. male (natural 

-size). 

ec TOM MTTTTTT gga 

Fre. 830.—Ascaris Marginata, Enlarged. 

Hence those obtained are put in without regard to much technical 
explanation.) 

Symptoms of worms are debility, feebleness, sluggish move- 
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ments, ‘emaciation, staring coat, hide bound, 
skin covered with blotches, irregular and capri- 
cious appetite, tucked up belly, pallid appearance 

of the lining membrane of the lip, badly digested 
feces ; rubs the tail, and when fundament worms 

exist, a whitish substance will be found about the — 
fundament. Many horses have worms, and their 

presence is never suspected till they appear in 

the dung. Troublesome diarrhea is sometimes 
produced by the. ‘presence of ascarides in the cz- 

cum, which are sometimes found in vast numbers 
in the rectum. 

Treatment.—The horse should be put on bran 
mashes for a few days, ther give him nothing but 

water for eight or ten hours, then give the follow- 

ing drench :— 

Dinseed- Ou i iiss caciscens watnc aware Motes oo 1 qt 
Spirits of turpentine dig a nan nce iieasgrendlare ta ‘2 02. 

In an hour after give a warm: bran mash, and. 

the next morning give a dose of physic. If ., 
thought necessary, in about a week this may be 

repeated. 
Dr. Summerville ‘claimed there was no better » Male; b. Female ; 

medicine for the destruction of worms than cal- 4 The expansion of 
; : si : : : : its anterior part seen 

omel, and' advised it to be given in the following tom the front and side. 
combinations : — 

Fie. 881,—Asearis 

Mystax. 

Tartar emetic............... ete er ee 1 dr. 

Mix, and divide into three powders, one to be given at night for 
three successive nights, to be followed’ in ewenty sour hours with.a 

good purging ball. . Or,— 

BIO68 ic eee ies ws eR EPL LONE VEC 4 dr. 
Tartar emetic......... Seah. 4 Saude: etn shige lait a @ CORES aco aa cts 1 dr. 
Ginger........ sas iges eta canara ers ae sta aEs yee Meet ta 2 dr. 

Calomel about the size, of. a bean, and, molasses’ - enough to make 
into a ball. To be given’every morning for three days. 

Dr. Hamill found, in treating inflammation ‘of the extremi- 

ties caused by injuries, such as getting a nail in the foot, where ex- 
cessive, that occasionally after giving a dose of aloes and calomel 
large numbers of worms were expelled.. Would advise from two to 

four drachms calomel, with aloes according to size and temperament 

of the horse. / 
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This is also corroborated by. Dr. White, who advises to give 

one or two drachms of calomel with a dose of physic ; or the calomel 

at night, and a dose of physic in the morning. Or give a drachm of 
calomel for three successive nights previous to the physic. 

The following for worms was given the writer by a veterinary 

surgeon of very high standing : — 

Take hickory-wood, sumac-wood, and ordinary white ash, and burn to ashes. 

Feed a large spoonful twice a day for three days. Then follow up with a cathartic. 

Prof. Gamgee’s favorite remedy : — : 

Asafetida Re diadidee ncehlee weal aves Gad aaa ae enuabanene eta 2 dr. 
Calomel and savin...... Sain wigcnduna Pnaedebous 1} ar. each. 
Oil of male fern............ 0.0... cece ee 30 drops. 

Mass sufficient to form a ball to be even at night, and a 

purge in the morning. 

‘Dr. Sheldon, formerly. of New York City, de- 

pended mainly upon santonine, by the use of 
which he claimed great success, and which he 

-also claims never-faits to clean the worms out: of 

‘ ahorse. He treated as follows : — 

First, give bran mash. In 24 hours give one drachm of san- 

tonine, which should be dissolved in water; then mix in a 

quart of starch, and give as'a drench; in 30 minutes give 

aloes in solution sufficient to move the bowels promptly. 

I also include a favorite horse-jockey remedy, 
‘which is regarded very paid 

Fie. 832.—Young Fila- 
; AlOCS So cc acoee anne cA mud sou. awe Geade Pauw s 1 oz. 

ria Thread-worm. Spirits of turpentine. ..............00..00000e 8 o2. 
Eggs....... A ititeetens pew ieventees Stee 5S Deion dx ote whirl 6. A. young worm as 

rolled up in the body of 

the mother; A. the 

same unrolled in a drop 

of water; a. Head, with 

‘the protuberances and 

mouth; b. Origin of the 

tail, with the anus 

(backside). 

Make into an emulsion, beaten together ; give to the horse 

after being fed with two or three bran mashes. 

Dr. White says : — 

A run at grass in the spring is perhaps the best ready of 
all, for it is the most effectual means of invigorating the di- 

gestive organs and purifying the blood. When it is not con- 

venient to turn the horse out, he should be fed green grass 

in the stable. 

The following was given the writer by a special fiend (a vet- 

erinary surgeon of high standing), as the treatment he would advise 
fer the cure of worms; and though in part a repetition of what is 
given, it is so good that I include it : — 

First, Jembricoides can be removed by drastic purges of aloes, 
or aloes and calomel. If calomel be given in from two to four 

drachm doses, on a fasting stomach of twelve hours, then fast from, 

ten to twelve hours afterward, after which give small doses of aloes 
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or saline purges, it will destroy nearly all traces of worms or ‘para- 
sites in the stomach and intestines, even cléaring out bots. The 

best general treatment advised. is sdiitoniné, areca nut, and male © 
fern, Of santonine, better known as-worm-seed, the dose is from © 

one to four drachms, according to the size and temperament of the 
horse. For the small, nervous, well-bred horse, the smallest dose 

would be sufficient ; while for a large, coarse- -grained cart-horse the 
‘larger dose of four: drachms will be necessary. “Of the same quanti-! 

ties of powdered areca nut and male fern, about one ounce is the 
average dose. All vermifuge medicine should be taken’ while fast- 
ing, as better results will thereby be obtained ; let, the horse fast’ 

Fue, 883,—Strongylus, Entarged. ae 

ten or twelve hours before giving the medicine, and nearly as long 
afterward. It is not necessary | to give: physic after either of these 
medicines. Nearly all the parasites in horses can be. expelled ‘by 
the judicious use of calomel. ; 8 , 

Bots. - ' 

As: among most owners and. horse-doctors, every obscure lame- 

ness in the foot is supposed to be in the shoulder; so, when a horse 
is taken sick, nine times out of ten it is supposed to be caused by 

bots. Ifthe horse turns up his upper. lip, looks at his side, shows 

uneasiness, paws, and rolls, it is taken as a sure sign of bots. 
It is claimed that as a rule bots are harmless parasites, seldom 

producing much mischief, and to be found in almost every horse that 

dies, sometimes in great numbers, adhering to the coats of. the 

‘stomach ; but about. this there is much difference of opinion. 

Prof. ‘Law on the subject : — 
‘Bots are the larve of the gadfly, which are noticed to be so common, pestering 

-the horse during the summer and autumn, darting at him around his legs and sides, 

and depositing their eggs on the hair of the parts. These eggs are caught by the 

horse when he licks the parts in defending himself, and swallowed. In the stomach 

they develop rapidly. By the aid of the hooks around their heads ‘they attach 
themselves to the mucous membrane, mainly of the left half of the stomach (see Fig. 

33 a 
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884), but often also to other parts, such as the right side of the stomach, the duode- 
num, or small gut leading from the stomach, and the throat. There they steadily 
grow in the winter, and in spring pass out in the dung, burrow in the soil, and are 

transformed into the gadfly. The disturbance they cause depends on their numbers 

and the portions of the canal on which they attach themselves. In the throat they 
produce a chronic sore throat and discharge from the nose, which continues until 

the following spring, unless they are previously extracted with the hand. In the 

left half of the stomach, which is covered with a thick, insensible cuticle, they do 

little harm when in small numbers; hence Bracy Clark supposed them to be benefi- 

cial in stimulating the secretion of gastric juice. ; 

/ When very numerous, and 
above all when attached to the 

highly sensitive right half-:of 
the stomach or the duodenum, 

they seriously interfere with 

digestion, causing the animal 
to thrive badly, to be weak, 

and easily sweated or fatigued, 
and even determining sudden 
and fatal indigestion: This 
last result is especially liable 
to occur in spring or early 
summer, when the bots are 

passing out in great, numbers, 

and hooking themselves at in- 

tervals to the coats of the sen- 

sitive bowels in their course. 

They will sometimes accumu- 

late in such numbers as actu- 

ally to block the passage. Fig. 884.—The Gadfly Depositing Eggs, and 

Full-grown Bots. ; In discussing the sub- 

1. The female fly about to deposit an egg ; 2. the egg ject, White Says 
magnified ; 3. the bot; 4, the eggs magnified, attached They are generally attached 
to a hair; 5. the newly hatched bot; 6. the bot full to the cuticular or insengible 
grown ; 7. the head of a bot magnified ; 8. the male fly; coat of the stomach ; but some- 
9. the chrysalis. times clusters of them are 

: found at the pylorus, and 
even in the beginning of the first intestine, named the duodenum. In one case they 
were so numerous in this last situation as to obstruct the passage completely, and 
cause the-animal’s death. 

| Feron, an old writer, says he has paid particular attention to 
this subject, and has found that when in large quantities, they: are 
very destructive to horses; that he has seen several horses whose 
stomachs had been pierced quite through by them, the bots making 
their way into the abdomen. 

_ James Clark, of Edinburgh, an author of high standing, quoted 
in “ Shoeing,” relates a case of a horse's stomach being perforated by 
bots. 
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In “ White’s Farriery,” vol. 2, page 73, Dr. White says : — 
I have seen several horses destroyed by these worms. In some of them they 

caused inflammation of the lungs ; in one frenzy, or mad staggers; and in one horse, 
the pylorus was completely plugged up with them. There is a remarkable sympa- 

thy or consent between the stomach and lungs, and it is owing to this that they 

sometimes cause inflammation of the lungs.” In the cases which have occurred in my 

Bepeelee: the most remarkable circumstance was the great depression they occasioned. 

Symptoms. —There is no way, so far as I know, and 
Ihave consulted a great many veterinary surgeons 

on the subject, of determining the symptoms of 
‘bots. A horse is taken sick, showing all the symp- 
toms of colic; he is treated for that ‘difficulty, is 
cured, and the trouble is presumed to. have been colic. » 
According to the best authorities I can find, the con- 

clusion is that the symptoms of bots cannot he dis- 

tinguished from other diseases of the stomach and 
bowels; that sometimes, when occurring in dense 

‘clusters around the pylorus or in the first bowel, 

they interfere mechanically with digestion, and keep 

the animal weak and emaciated, and subject to slight 
attacks of colic, capricious appetite, and irregular 

bowels. Beyond these indications, which may be 
identified with other difficulties, there’ is no way of 

determining whether they are the cause of annoy- 

ance. 

Treatment—This is doubtful. I give that which 

‘has been advised as the most effectual. White 
says i— 

Fie. 835.—-Eggs : The most likely means of expelling bots is to keep the horse 
Greatly Magnified. without food during the night, and give him in the morning a 

quart of new milk ‘sweetened with honey; and about ten minutes 

after, give four, five, or six ounces of salt in a quart of water. 

Dr. Feron remarks that— 

Common oil given in large quantities has sometimes succeeded in detaching bots 

from the stomach. It is the only medicine that seems to have any effect in making 
them loosen their hold on that organ. 

Blaine says that. the continued use of salt mixed with the food 

appears to be, obnoxious to them ; for sometimes under its use their 
hold gives way, and they are ejected. 

The popular remedy for bots is sweet milk and molasses, which 
is more safe than reliable. The following is recommended : - — 

8 drachms each of aloes and asafetida, rubbed down in, hot water, and when 
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cool add an ounce each of turpentine and ether. To be given every second day f+ 

8. week, leaving out aloes if bowels become too open. 

‘To relieve pain. and uneasiness, any of the colic mixtures are to 

be given: 
Prof. Law advises giving potato juice to feed and quiet she bots, 

adding some colic medicine if thought necessary. 
In a report by Dr. Adams in relation to the’ subject, published 

about fifteen years ago in the ‘“ Medical and Agricultural Register,” 

he stated, having made the following experiments ‘at different times 
on bots three-fourths grown, that— | Ms. 

When immersed in rum, they live 25 hours ; decoction of tobaceo, 11 houts ; H 

, Strong oil of vitriol, 2 hours, 18 minutes ; essential oil of mint, 2 hours, 6 ininutes. 

* Were immersed without apparent injury in spirits of camphor, 16 hours ; fish oil, 49 

hours; tinct. aloes, 10 hours; brine, 10 hours; svlution indigo, 10 hours. A 

number of small bots, with one that:-was full grown, were immersed in a8 strong: ‘solu- 

tion of corrosive sublimate ; the small ones died in one hour, but the full-grown one 

was taken out of the solution, six hours neler its immersion, apparently unhurt. 

INFLAMMATION OF THE KIDNEYS. .° 

Inflammation of the kidneys is generally caused by hard work, 
by slipping, throwing the hind parts’so suddenly under the belly as 
to produce undue tension of the lumbar vertebre, or from sudden 

colds by being exposed to rain and cold, the eating of musty. hay or 

oats, or unhéalthful food of any kind. Too powerful or tod often re- 
peated diuretics produce inflammation of the kidneys, or a degree 

of irritation and weakness of them that disposes to inflammation, 
from causes that would otherwise have no injurious effect. 

Symptoms.—Less or more fever of the system generally, and un- 

‘willingness to move, particularly the hind legs, dung hard and 
coated, very sensitive to pressure on the spine. The horse looks 

anxiously around at his flanks, stands with his hind ‘legs wide apart, 

and straddles as he walks, shows pain in turning ; the urine is voided 

in small quantities, and is usually high colored, and sometimes 

bloody ; ; the attempt to urinate becomes more frequent, and the 
quantity voided smaller, until the animal strains violently, without 

being able to pass any or but very little urine. The pulse is quick 

and hard, full in the early stage of the disease, but rapidly becoming 
small, though not losing its character of hardness. Introduce the 
hand into the rectum. If the bladder is found full and hard under 

the rectum, there is inflammation of the neck of the bladder. Ifthe 
bladder is empty, yet on the portion of the intestines immediately 

over it there is more than-natural heat and tenderness, there is in- 

flammation of the body of the bladder: If the bladder is empty and 
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there i is no increased tenderness-and heat, there is inflammation of: 
the kidneys. 

Treatment.—Tf the pulse is high, about sixty, take five or. six. 
quarts of blood, and give a fever ball ;.to be repeated in three. hours 
if not better. Fever ball: 4 drachms Barbadoes aloes, 1 drachm 
tarter emetic, 2 drachms ginger, . calomel. about the. size of a -beaa, , 
molasses sufficient to make into a ball.’ Counter-irritation, must 

e ce next be excited over the seat of 

- the disease. The loins should: 
be fomented with hot, water or 

covered with mustard poultice, 

or, better, heat a peck of salt in 

an oven, place it in a bag, and 

put it over the part affected. 

If the case is severe and pro- 
tracted, a sharp. blister may be. 
used. No diuretics are to. be, 
given, as they would simply ag-' 
gravate, and make the disease 

worse. After the bowels are 
open, give aconite, and treat'as 
for fever. After .recovery, the 

horse should be kept very quiet 
fora month, and if in season, 

turned out tograss. Ifin winter, feed with light, mushy diet; exer- 
cise lightly by leading, if the animal be valuable and it is desired to aid 

: recovery by extra care. 

_ PROFUSE STALING (Drurests): 

Profuse igtae sometimes: called diabetes, consists ‘principally’ 
of simple, increased secretion of urine, withgnt any apparent struct- 

-ural disease of the kidney, or much alteration of the ‘composition of 
the urine, so characteristic of this affection in man. 

- Causes.—It arises in a great measure from feeding musty, or 
Nested hay, exposure to cold, etc. Frequently it occurs as an ac- 
companiment of acidity of the stomach, or from the improper use of 

diuretics, as niter, saltpeter, resin, etc., which are’ frequently given 
in large quantities for some time by. grooms and ignorant persons, 

not knowing the harm they are doing thereby. It is of these in- 

gredients also that most of the “condition powders” kept - for sale, 
which are often liberally fed, are composed. - It is not prudent, or at 
all necessary, to give such medicine,. excepting, for specific purposes, 

Fie. 886.—A Prominent Symptom when the 

Urinary Organs are involved. es 

f 
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and then very cautiously. Intelligent owners give but very little 
medicine. Instead, they give bran mashes, etc., with good air, reg- 

ular exercise, and grooming.: 
Symptoms.—The intense thirst first attracts attention; he is 

constantly craving for water, and rapidly loses condition ; the coat 
becomes rough and staring ; he passes large quantities of clear urine, 
his litter being constantly wet. He will be seen poking among his 

litter, which he often eats with avidity in preference to good hay. 
If it goes on unchecked, great prostration sets in, the heart beats 
tumultuously, the throbbing being often visible at the side, the pulse 

being irregular and intermittent. : 

Treatment.—It is generally very easily checked if taken in’ 
time ; a complete change of diet is indispensable ; give good sweet 
hay ; carrots are recommended. The bowels must be freely opened. 
Iodine in-doses of two drachms, once or twice a day, is claimed to 

be a never-failing remedy, very useful in correcting the thirst and 

checking the flow of urine. 

The following ball may be given night and morning :— 

DOdine: hes eayehie. chet ecanie'y sale eee A a ee 1dr. 
Iodide of potassium ............. 0. ccc cece cee be eet eneees eee dr 
Barbadoes aloes....... re Gis <teelapda eo fekebey ase OAS RO MD ESS 1 dr. 

Licorice and syrup sufficient to make a ball. 
Or, give one of the following balls every night :— 

Powdered (opitim 3.0555 )..0.5elscials@agiisedaihianed Galueiaw ak gaan aahee aes $ 02. 
‘Powdered kino ...... elie os pieg Ser hele Maes Fe Hane Geen eae Malia es 1 oz. 
Prepared chalk ............... ween shag ME Ate baee i es ae OS Sc ad 1 02; 

Mix with aoe and make six balls. 
Tonics should be commenced early.. In some cases it can be 

arrested by. making him drink water with pipe-clay or pease-meal 
shaken up in it. A run at pasture will often cure it. 

INFLAMMATION OF THE BLADDER (CYSTITIS). 

Causes.—It may arise from the too free use of diuretic medi- 

cines, or from the injudicious' use of fly blisters of turpentine ; 
sometimes from the presence of concretions or gravelly deposits in 
the bladder, or an extension of spasm, or inflammation of other 

organs. 

Symptoms.—Almost the same, as those of inflammation of the 

kidneys. Frequent voiding of urine in-small quantities, quick pulse ¢ 

looks frequently at flanks, paws violently, tender when pressed upon 
under the flanks. 
, When the body of the viscus is the seat of the disease, it be- 
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comes very irritable, the urine being passed almost as soon as it 
reaches the bladder, the act of staling being almost wonstenly 
going on. 

The other symptoms are nearly analogous to neptiritis ‘ when 

examined by the hand in the rectum, it is found empty, hot, and ten- 

der. When the neck of the bladder is the seat of the disease, it will 
be found: distended with urine, and, instead of frequent staling, we 

have almost complete suppression of urine. 

‘Treatment.—The treatment resembles that recommended for 
nephritis, which see. Should the contraction of the neck continue, 

a gum elastic catheter should be introduced, or a little warm oil 

‘may (in the mare) be injected into the bladder. Small doses of bi- 
carbonate of soda or potash should be given to.neutralize the urine, 

which is usually acid. 
Here the principal object is to lower. inflammation and relax: the 

muscular contraction of the neck of the bladder. Bleed largely, al- 

most to fainting ; give physic as for inflammation of the kidneys, or 
a quart of linseed-oil, A drachm of powdered opium, made into a 
‘ball, or given in drink every two or three hours, and blister over the 

loins. Give aconite, as for inflammation of the kidneys. ~ 

RETENTION OF URINE. 

The most common cause is keeping the animal active, not giv- 

ing time to urinate, and a spasm of the neck of the bladder or 

gravelly, concretions ; any cause of irritation may cause spasm. 

‘Symptoms are the same ‘as ih inflammation of the kidneys, except 

standing very wide behind, and when walking, a straddling gait re- 
sembling a cow with a very full bag. 

+ The most prompt treatment is to use the catheter, and scarcely 
anything more is necessary. But if one is not obtainable, bleed 
freely, and give a strong opiate: 3 oz. tinct. opium, in half a pint of 

water. 4 

BLOODY URINE 

is -generally the result of injuries of the loins, iinwholesoiie food, | 

‘violent exercise, etc. 

Treatment.—Give plenty of linseed tea to drink; if the animal 

refuses it, drench him.. Give internally, once a day, one of the fol- 
lowing pills: sugar of lead, 1 0z.; linseed tea, 2 0z. Mix with mo- 

Jasses.and divide into eight parts. 

"wit possible, call a veterinary surgeon, who will introduce a catheter, which will relieve the 

animal immediately. 
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DISEASES OF THE NERVOUS SYSTEM. 

The nervous system consists of the brain, which is lodged in the 
_cavity of the skull (cranium) ; the spinal cord, lodged in the cavity 
of the vertebral chain; and numerous littlé white cords, called 

nerves, which are given out from the brain and spinal cord, and dis- 

tributed to the different parts of the body, especially those parts 
endowed with sensibility, and under the-control of the will. Besides 
this system of nerves, there is another set, independent of the cere- 

bro-spinal axis, called the sympathetic or ganglionic system, which 

supplies the organs of nutrition and other viscera, blood-vessels, etc. 
-It consists of numerous sniall centers, called ganglia, extending in 
two great chains from the head to the tail, on each side of the bodies 

of the vertebra, closely associated with the other system by intri- 

cate communication. 

INFLAMMATION OF THE BRAIN (PHRENITIS). 

Phrenitis is not a very common disease, though the substance 
of the brain itself, or, as is more 

commonly the case, its membranes, 
or coverings, become inflamed. It 
thas received various appellations, | 

N\ — such as mad staggers, sleepy aa 

h, S75, etc. 1 

Causes—The causes are not 
thoroughly understood.’ Injuries 
to the skull, metastasis, or the. 
transference of inflammation from 
some of the other organs, high 

ia, 887.—Symptom of folammation condition and overwork, undue ex- 
"of the Brain. -\ posure to a hot. sin, all seem to. 

be favorable to its production. 
Horses that are too highly fed are subject to this, while moderately 
fed horses are scarcely ever inclined to it. 

' Symptoms. —It is usually ushered in -by dullness ‘and persistént: 
' drowsiness’; he stands with his head between his legs, or sometimes 
resting against the manger or leaning against the wall; the eyes 
shut, and the pupils dilated; the pulse is full, soft, and slow; the 
breathing i is heavy and loud ; he is very difficult to arouse, and when 
startled, he looks dreamily about ; may take a few: bites of hay, but 
soon drops. asleep again; the bowels are costive, and the urine 
scanty and high colored. 

In a day or two the symptoms are mitigated, or it goes on to 

‘i ay 
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the second stage, when the pulse becomes quick, general excitement 
takes the place of lethargic stupor; the countenance is wild and ex- 
cited looking ; the eyes are blood-shot and staring ; delirium sets‘in ; 
he dashes himself furiously about, reels and staggers, often throws 
himself violently down ; lies trembling, blowing, and convulsed ; his 
blood-shot eyes like to start out of their sockets ; 3 he will soon get 

up, rear and plunge forward, breaking everything around him, : 

evidently unconscious of the injuries he is sustaining; and, what is _ 
characteristic of the complaint, his destruction is carried on evidently 

without ‘purpose, as is evinced in rabies, or madness. The convul- 
sions become more frequent and continuous, and death ends his 

misery in from twenty to twenty-four hours. 

, Treatment. Copious blood-letting must. be at-once renbited to; 
no time should be lost i in giving a strong dose of purgative medicine. 

One or both jugulars may be opened, or where, from the restlessness 

of the patient or danger in working about him, this is impracticable, 

the lancet should be plunged into the temporal’ artery, which will be 

found about three inches below the ear, between it and the nostril. 
The following drench should be given :-— 

Barbadoes aloes ....... 2... cc cc ccc cence ne eeeeceacenepes 6 dr. 
‘Carbonate of soda......... Sepsis adn ern eile NRE Ser ee Sosa ..f 02. 
Croton beans, powdered ..,..... seed Paes See aes ewe ves 15 

Three drachms of aloes may be given every three hours, with 

copious injections every hour, till the bowels are freely opened. Sed- 

atives should also be used, such'as extract of hyoscyamus ' and: cal- 
omel, a drachm of each shaken up ina little thin gruel, given every 

two hours. Seldom ‘is repetition of blood-letting advisable ; cold 

water should be constantly applied to the head ; a small hose made 
to play upon it in a constant stream, where it is convenient, will be 
found very useful. : — 

The favorite prescription of a very successful practitioner is: 

“ Give on the tongue every six hours about one drachm of the extract 
of conium.” He gave this after the horse had fallen. 

Dr. Summerville’s explanation and treatment of me difficulty 
are so plain.and: good, that I include them: — 

Is first noticeable by dullness or sleepiness of the eyes, an anwilisngicke to move, 

general heaviness of the system. This disease i is frequently’ called megrime, fits, and 

mad staggers ; but in part only one disease, according to the extent of such disease as 

the animal may be affected with. 

The cause of staggers is an undue flow of blood to the brain, which rarely or 
never occurs in any’ animals except those i in'a plethoric (fat) condition. 

Some writers and practitioners assert, that thefe is.a disease known as stomach 

staggers. | have néver seen a case where it was necessary to treat the stomach, but ' 
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always direct attention to the brain, as being the seat of the disease, which may be 

properly called head staggers. 
In case of megrims, or fits, it is merely a lesser attack, or pressure of the blood- 

vessels on the brain, and mad staggers is a greater pressure of the same vessels on 

the same part. The brain is divided into two parts, namely, cerebrum and cere- 

bellum, which occupy a horny box in the-head. The blood-vessels passing over the 

brain and coming in contact with the skull, become distended by an-increased quan- 

tity of blood, and produce the feeling which is thus exhibited. 

‘* here is but one cure for this disease, and that is, remove the cause. Bleed 

largely from the neck—ten, twelve, or fourteen quarts, or until the eymptoms of 

fainting. After the horse is convalescent, a sharp dose of physic should be given to 

regulate the bowels. I would advise owners of such horses to dispose of them. Once 

taken with the disease, they are subject to a repetition of the attack when the blood- 

vessels become filled again. 
Note.—Small doses of aconite (of the quantity for fever) may be given three or 

four times a day as a good preventive. Turning to pasture horses that may be li- 

able to this disease will prove both injurious and dangerous. 

When driven in the hot sun, the head should be protected with 
some sort of covering, which is now used very generally in many 

large cities, or a large sponge, kept wet with water, may be tied on 

the back of the head. 

MEGRIMS, OR VERTIGO. 

The form of.nervous complication known as megrims is not 

uncommon. Its nature is but imperfectly determined. 
Causes.—It is often connected with worms or other derange- 

ments of the stomach or bowels, said also to depend on over-accu- 
mulation of blood in the head. The late Professor John Barlow 
found tumors in the choroid plexus of the brain. In these cases, it 

is often connected with over-feeding, and its consequence is derange- 
ment of the digestive organs. 

It is most commonly seen in harness horses, usually during hot 

weather, occurs generally on a heavy pull going up hill, probably 
from pressure of the collar interrupting the return of blood from the 
head ; .or “the long-continued constraint the bearing-reins put the 

head to,” may prove the exciting causes in animals predisposed to it. 
Symptoms.—All at once, when going along the road, he is ob- 

served to jerk up his head in a convulsive manner ; he seems giddy, 

reels, staggers, may fall down and lie for a few moments insensible ; 
he gets up, looks stupidly about, shakes himself, and proceeds as if 
nothing had happened. 

At other times he merely stops, experiences a few eonvulaive 

movements of the head, with slight giddiness, which by letting him 

stand for a few minutes soon passes off. He is ever after subject 
to these fits, especially during the hot summer months. 
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Treatment.—When depending on organic changes i in the brain, 
it is incurable, and is subject to these attacks from time to time. 

When a fit comes on on the road, stop him at once, throw the collar 
forward off his shoulders and let him stand; if convenient, pour a 

stream of cold water over his head. . Bleeding in the mouth has been 

recommended, but is quite empirical ; it soon passes off. When oc- 

curring in a young horse for the first time, he should be ‘well phys- 
icked out, and if worms are suspected, treat as recommended for 

worms. Tonics are often beneficial, especially arsenic given in 
doses of from three to five grains daily. Megrim subjects are dan- 

gerous hacks, and should only be used where they can do no harm 

to life or property. 

SuN STROKE. 

. This is liable to occur during the hot. summer months, particu- «| 

larly in large cities. It is usually caused by overwork or hard driv- 
ing in the sun. Horses. that are fat and. young, and old, feeble 
horses are most subject to it. Wearing a sun-shade or a large 
sponge saturated with water on the top of the head, giving cool 

water occasionally, and sponging out the nostrils, and wetting the 
head, with of course moderate work or driving, are the best preven- 

tives. A very good plan, when driving through the country, where 

accessible, is to tie a few branches well covered with leaves so as to 
come over the head. They also serve to keep the flies away. 

For light driving, a breast-strap is better than a collar, because 
it permits more freedom of the circulation. . 

Symptoms.—In severe cases the horse will suddenly. stop, pant 

_violently, possibly drop to the ground and die in a short time. 
: When the attack is mild, he will flag in his gait, be unsteady in 
his limbs, spread his legs in standing, and totter. The head is held 

low, the eyes protrude, the nostrils are dilated, the pupils of the 
eyes smaller than natural, and the breathing rapid. Pulse is quick 
and weak,-the heart beating violently and irregularly. Relief must . 

be prompt. 
Treatment. —aharneds) and throw pails of cold water over the 

whole body, especially on the back of the head, neck, and spine. 
Next, rub the skin’ energetically with. rough cloths or bagging, or 

anything convenient. Then repeat the douching. The best of all 
medicine, it is claimed, is quinirie. The quickest way to get its ef- 

fect would be to inject from 25 to 50 or 60 grains under the skin 

with a hypodermic syringe. This is the Temedy used in the East 
Indies, and is claimed to be the very best in giving relief. 
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' . As a prompt diffusable stimulant during the severe depression, 

the following may be given : — 

“Sulphuric ether, 600.460 vs sio's saeeiie Seek ee twee kes Be ees EER 2 02. 
© Water.............. en tilstadve puna ae eave nade ae nce aneae 1 pint. 

Given asadrench. Or, 15 to 25 drops tincture of aconite, in a pint of ale. 

After the attack has passed off, the horse should be turned out 
where he will be well protected from the glare of the sun by trees, 

etc., and allowed to rest for a few weeks; and if it can be avoided, 

he should not be driven afterward in the hot sun. 

AZOTURIA, PARTIAL PARALYSIS, SPINAL MENINGITIS, ETC. rae 

Under these and other names we will notice a disease which is 
at times very common in this country, and very alarming: in its as- 
pect, from the suddenness of its attack and severity of its symptoms, 

producing almost complete loss of power of the hind quarters. 

Causes.—It usually occurs in horses which are being “fed up,” 
or which have been accustomed to hard work, and are allowed to 

.remain in the stable for a few days, having a liberal allowance of 

good feed ; the system becomes plethoric, more blood being formed 
than the system can dispose of, whereby the vascular organs are 

overloaded, and consequently, under increased action caused by ex- 
ertion, they are apt to become congested. 

_ Symptoms.—The animal is apparently in excellent health end 
‘spirits. He starts off lively; but before he has gone far, he sud- » 
denly stops, crouches, seems very much distressed. The sweat rolls 

off him in streams ; he blows and heaves at the flanks; he cannot 
move ‘for a few minutes. He drops on his hind quarters; can 

hardly drag them after him. When, made to move, he drops as if 
his leg was dislocated or broken. The pulse is very high, from sixty 
to eighty, and the muscles of the quarter are swollen and hard. In 
some cases he géts down, and cannot get up again; but seldom is 
loss of power at first complete, or sensibility entirely lost. The 

-urine is generally very high colored ; we have seen it black or coffee 
colored, which is a sure proof of the trouble, and always voided with 
difficulty. : 

Treatment.—When seen in the early stages, abstract’ six quarts 
of blood,* remove the urine with a catheter, and give from 7 to 8 

drachms of aloes. Persistently apply hot-water cloths to the loins, 

*Thire is some difference of opinion as to the ‘propriety of bleeding. Some of the dest 

practitioners do not now bleed for this difficulty, and while I ehould regard it good treatment, 

“it may be' omitted, as physicking, with other treatment, will usually give sufficient relief; but if 

the case ia very hearty, short-necked, and full blooded, bleeding would seem to be advisable. 
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and cover them up well with dry blankets, changed every half hour. 
Give 20 drops of tincture of aconite ina little cold water every two 

hours, till the fever subsides. If the pain is very severe and twitch- 
ing, give: the following drench :— 

Sweet spirits of niter.............. Saale teaeee Raat’ ms = 
Tincture of opium ......... Seah e tied wtaeaube pis i tandcoaearne thasl ee bee! -& 
Old WANE ac cities Nae nacaclenainn wna Snaieae” navencadebiaa W hehe iars 

Mix. oy 

Injections of soap and water should be given, and the legs well i 

rubbed and bandaged. It is important also that he. be turned 
gently, about every three hours, and that his bedding be made as 

comfortable as possible. According to modern practitioners, who 

have had decided success in the treatment of this disease, it is’ not 
at all necessary to put in slings. In fact, the better recoveries are 

made without putting in slings’; neither should he be urged to get 

/ up too soon; will usually do so of his own accord when able, but 
may be fieiped a little. : 

n most cases it will yield to this treatment, and in three or 
four days he will be convalescent. However, in many the loss of 

power increases; he makes frequent efforts to get up, but cannot 
support himself behind. In these cases the spine should be freely 

blistered with mustard and turpentine, or with the strong ammo-. 
niacal liniment. Good nursing and care are everything; in fact, 

. indispensable. Give restricted diet, carrots, bra mashes, etc. When 

all fever and acute symptoms have subsided, and Tecovery of power ° 
is tardy, give the following ball night and morning :— ' 

1 drathm nux vomica in powder, made into a ball, with linseed-meal and ex- 

tract of gentian. Or, 2 grains strychnine, made into a ball in the same way. 

. The nux vomica or strychnine, whichever is used, should’ be 

gradually increased, until: to ‘the maximum of what the system will 

bear without serious disturbance, when it should be stopped, or the 
dose diminished. He should be well bedded up with straw, and as 

before stated, turned as often as once in every three. to four hours. 

, 

It often runs its course in from ‘thirty-six to forty-eight hours, usu- 
ally, however, in from three to six days. It is more fatal i in stallions { 

and geldings than in mares. Ifa veterinary surgeon is available, he: 
should be called in promptly when this disease appears. 

In a conversation with Dr. McBeth of this city (Battle Creek),. 

on the foregoing disease, he informed the writer that he had treated 
a great many cases during his practice, with success; that a short 

time before, directly after a severe storm, which was the cause of 

keeping the animals idle while kept on their usual amount of food; 
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he had six cases, as a consequence, in one week, all of which made 

good recovery.. One case had been down forty-eight hours, another 
some eighteen hours, and a third about twelve hours before he was 

called. This success induced me to make the request that he would 

give me, in the fewest words; the outline of his understanding of the 

disease, with his treatment, which I give here as dictated by him :-— 

This disease is generally common to horses that are worked hard, then stand 

still with regular feed. When put to work, or when driven, perhaps not going 

more than a quarter to half a mile, begin to sweat profusely, and in a few minutes 

afterward show great weakness in the back, acting as if having lost power to move 

the hind legs; in fact, appearing stiff all over. If not helped quickly, the horse is 

‘liable to fall down. 

The causé of the disease is the horse making more blood, while idle, than the 

system can appropriate. When put to work, the muscles in the lumbar region be- 

come congested; and the consequence is the horse loses power to raise or control his ; 

hind parts. If treated properly, will usually regain his strength in from twenty-four 

to thirty-six hours. ‘ 

Treatment.—First give a sharp cathartic, also apply counter-irritants over the re- 

gion of the kidneys, using sheep-skin or counter-irritants; also use the catheter. 

Give small doses of spirits of niter, with 10 to 15 drops aconite added, from four to six. 

hours.apart. When fever subsides, give nervine tonics with strychnine in one half 

grain doses, or powdered nux vomica in one half drachm doses, in from two to four 

hours apart. If not very serious, about four hours apart. 

If the horse is not able to rise, must not let him lie on one side longer than 

‘three hours at a time. These cases are nervous and. must not be excited. They. 

must be handled very gently and walked around very carefully. 

After this article was written I received a U. S. Veterinary 
Fournal for December, 1883, published in Chicago, Ill., in which I 

find an excellent essay on this subject read by W. L. Williams, 
Vv. S., before the Illinois State Veterinary Association, and as an 

additional aid to successful treatment, I copy that advised by him :— 

The great essential in treatment is careful nursing, without which success is 

rarely possible in severe cases. As soon as the first symptoms appear, keep the an- 

imal as quiet as possible. If able to stand comfortably, have him ‘stand.as still as 

possible ; if recumbent, procure him a good bed of straw at once, and by as quiet 

means as possible try to prevent any effort at getting up. This can usually be done 

readily by having a steady man hold the head, or he can be assisted by another man 

keeping the lower fore leg flexed against the chest by means of a strap upon the 

foot. Should the animal be standing, but growing more and more liable to fall, lose 

no time in getting him into the most comfortable place at hand.. When already 

down, unless the weather be inclement or the location unfavorable, do not attempt 

to'move him for two or three hours, when he should be removed to a well-bedded, 

comfortable loose box or shed. He can with little difficulty be rolled on a low sled 

of a farm gate, when a good span of horses will readily drag him to the stall. door, 

and five or six men will soon place him where desired. Pass the catheter early, and 
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keep it up twice or thrice daily so long.as the animal remains recumbent. Remove 

the shoes from the fore feet to prevent bruising of the chest and elbows while lying ; 
apply hot cloths or slightly stimulating liniment to the loins:and quarters. Keep 

the bowels open by moderate cathartics and enemas, and thus assist the kidneys in. 

execrating the effete materials from the blood. The kidneys usually act freely 

enough, but should they not do so, diuretics should not be given during the early 

stages, as they would most likely increase the already excessive congestion. Allow 

plenty of fresh water and good, nutritious, easily digested food, if the animal will 

eat. 

After the second or third day, should there be great debility, vegetable tonics 

with alcoholic stimulants should be given in moderation. The animal should be 

turned from side to side three or four times daily, but on no account urged to get up, 

nor should slings ever be used, as they only aggravate the case and retard the recov- 

ery. When the animal js fit to be up, he will get up alone without urging. 

Should some degree of paralysis remain after two or three weeks, nux vomica 

conjoined with diuretics are to be used. In mild cases, a gentle cathartic, with a 

day or two of rest, is sufficient. The progress is favorable, most cases making a 

rapid and complete recovery. In the more severe cases, if the animal becomes quiet 

after 12 to 80 hours, with regular, not much quickened pulse, the appetite returns, 

and the animal lies a large part of the time upon his chest ; recovery may be looked 

for, although the animal may be unable to rise for five or six days. 

When the animal continues restless and weak, will not lie upon his chest except 

when-held, refuses food almost entirely, the pulse becomes weaker and quicker, with 

considerable elevation of temperature, the case is to be considered a very grave one. 

PARALYSIS. 

The horse is taken suddenly, falls down, and is unable to rise. Sensation al- 

most completely lost in posterior ex- 
tremities. No increase in the  pulsa- 

tion ; temperature will be found at 102° 
to 103°. The usual remedy is to give a 
sharp cathartic (see “‘ Physicking ”), and 

have the animal placed in slings. Next 
apply stimulating embrocations to the 

spine, and give one of the following 

balls every eight hours :— 

Alcoholic extract belladonna. ....1 02. 
Bromide potass...............+. 4 oz. 

‘Liquorice root sufficient to make into 

six balls for the first stage. 

This treatment should be persisted in 

for the first four days, thoroughly bath- 

ing the animal’s hind quarters with 

mustard water, and keeping up the 

stimulants to the spine until sore. The 

application of a fresh sheep-skin or a 

Fa. 888.—Short-necked Horses Most Subject | 

to this Trouble. 

_ hot salt bath to the loins would be still better. 

There is another difficulty which resembles spinal paralysis, namely Azotaria 

(treatment for which is given under that head). As in the first case, the animal 

drops, and loses all power to get up. In spinal paralysis. there is a loss of sensation, 
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and a constant dribbling of urine, and involuntary fecal passage. Temperature 102° 

to 108°. No perceptible change of color in urine. In Azotaria the animal has sud- 
denly partial loss of sensation, the urine and feces not voided. No perceptible rise 

in temperature. The urine, if withdrawn from the patient, will be of a coffee- 

brown color, The animal is uneasy, struggling and sweating over the flanks, and in 

great pain. 

This difficulty is usually found in short-necked horses that are fed too much 

grain. _Bearcely ever find horses i in moderate. condition subject to it.—Dr, Meyer. 

TETANUS, OR, LocK-Jaw: 

This éiheaue 3 is: wholly of a nervous character, being a peculiar 
irritability of the ner-. 

vous system, inducing 
constant spasmodic 
contraction of the vol-: 

. untary, and after a 
time the’ involuntary, 

‘muscles, and is very 
fatal unless treated 

skillfully and careful- 
ly. It is more com- 
mon in the extreme 
South than in the 
North; and. is more 

Fre. 839.— Symptoms of Lock-jaw. liable to occur during 
‘ the warm months. 

Symptoms.—In the first, stage there is a disinclination to move; : 
then the tail becomes erect and quivers, the ears set back, and the 
conjunctiva is. thrown over the pupil of the eye, and the head is el- 
évated, with'the muzzle and facial muscles contracted, the nostrils 
open, and the whole expression of the countenance haggard and-ex- 
cited, evincing great suffering. (A good idea is given by Fig. 839.) 

As the disease advances, the muscles all over the neck and 
body become stiff and rigid, and the legs have the appearance of a 
four-footed stool. The animal has little or no ‘power to move. 

For the first few days the teeth remain apart, but as the disease 
advances, the muscles of the jaw become so contracted as to bring: 
them close together.. Hence the name “ locked-jaw.” 

The bowels are constipated, the urine scanty, and passed with 
difficulty. The pulse is usually not very high, but is easily raised 
by excitement ; he is very nervous, starts and quivers when any 
one approaches him. His appetite remains good, and from inability 
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to feed, his hunger amounts to starvation ; he will make every effort 
to suck up gruel or fluids, when, from the fixity of, the jaws, he is 
unable to masticate. The breathing, at first. not much altered, be- 
comes difficult and loud. The symptoms generally reach their cli- 
max about the third or fourth day. i 

= The causes of this disease are numerous. It commonly occurs 
in consequence of wounds, when it is called ¢raumatic tetanus; ih 

which case it is not developed until about the period the wound is 

considered healed ; it may occur from causes not apparent, when it 
is distinguished as idiopathic tetanus ; but, it is generally produced 
from a wounded nerve or bunch of nerves, pricking the tail, and 

very often from docking, punc-. 
tured wounds in the feet. from 

glass or nails, and sometimes 

from’ exposure to cold. Sum- 
merville says, “I have known 

one case to occur from fright.” 
Worms and other intestinal ir- 
ritation sometimes give rise to 

it. The pulse is almost normal 
for the first few days. As the 
disease advances, the pulse 

‘Fra. 840.—A Test for Lock-jaw. “quickens, and the animal i is com- 
; ‘pelled to stand on his legs’ un- 

til death, if it terminates fatally. If favorably,.a relaxation of the: 
muscles begins from the fifth to the seventh day. 

Treatment.—First, as the disease is of a nervous character, qui-' 
etness is of the greatest’ importance. The animal should be re- 

|" shoved to an isolated place, or cool, dark, roomy loose box, by him- 
‘self, and the cause of. the disease found. If from docking, the next . 

joint should be taken off the tail. If from a wound in the foot, the 
wound should be opened up and made new, and an application of 
digestive ojntment inserted, so as to produce a healthy flow of mat- 
ter. Or, as soon as opened | up, diligently foment with warm water, 

‘after which cover with belladonna, and apply _poultices of linseed 

tieal, and opium or hyoscyamus to soothe and ‘allay the irritation, 
and give promptly at the same time a strong purgative, such as— 

Aloos (Barbadges) ......-.2-sseosee nang hws deca geswemaese on, 
Calomnel ho. sce averatennnis.s sparscayalniai sate muses he Giae tau acsop auauentld feaieeenns 2 dr. 

. Given in éclution or ball, as most ‘conveniéit. 

« Injections, of alkaline solution of aloes shculd also: be given, as 

it is of the greatest importance to get the bowels open early. Bella- 
34 a 
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donna in half-drachm doses should be given{ four or five times a day. 
If it cannot be given otherwise, place it up in the ones when he 

will suck it up. 
He must be kept perfectly quiet, and the box cool and dark, no 

one being allowed to go near him but the attendants, and they 

must go about him noiselessly. A newly flayed sheep-skin should be 

laid over the loins, and well covered up to excite perspiration. , 
Very high authorities claim that blisters and other irritating treat- 
ment must be avoided. He must be treated as in a nervous fever, 

while average good authorities advise having the spine rubbed well 
with a strong liniment, such as one part aqua ammonia, two parts 

sweet-oil; to be repeated daily until the back becomes sore. He 
should be allowed all the nutriment he will take ; and when he can- 

not eat, sloppy drinks of linseed tea, barley water, well-boiled oat- 
meal gruel, etc., should be frequently placed within his reach. 7 

_It may run its course in four or five days, or it may continue 

for one or two weeks. It very: often: proves fatal. _ 
Dr. Mc Beth, of this city, who has had excellent success in the 

management of this disease, informs the writer that he has recently 

had two very severe cases, both zdiopathic. . The ‘worst, owned by 
W. M: Merritt, of this city, had run four days, with jaws entirely 

fixed, before being called. His treatment. is, first sharp cathartic, 
aloes, with enemas to encourage action of the bowels, with half- 

drachm doses of belladonna, i in some cases even more ; in this. case, 

being a very desperate. one, he gave drachm doses ‘of solid. extract, 
every three to four hours, with counter irritation over the spine, 

and generous nourishment as described. 

He of course found great difficulty in giving the medicine, being 
compelled to push the aloes up into the mouth with a piece of stick, 
until a sufficient amount was taken up to. produce a free action of 
the bowels. 

STRINGHALT. 

This is a peculiar jerking or pulling up of the hind legs when 
walking or trotting, familiar to every one. It is most severe during 

cold weather when the horse is led out of, the stable, also after a 
‘hard drive, and is much better when driven and warmed up. Many 
‘horses that have but a slight touch of it may move off showing so | 

little evidence of it as to escape notice. If suspected, back the horse 
up hill, especially after standing awhile, or when cool, and he will 

show it most clearly. 

It is claimed that*colts suffering from worms, and horses suffer- 
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ing from derangement of the digestive organs, will show some tem- 

porary jerking of one or both hind legs, from which they recover 

under good keeping and mineral tonics. The writer, has never 

known a case of stringhalt to be cured. There are a great many 
theories and ‘pretended cures, but I know ‘of none worthy of 

mention. 
\ 

THUMPS, OR SPASMODIC ACTION OF THE DIAPHRAGM, 

commonly called thumps, is caused by severe and long-contin- 

Fie. 841.—The Circulatory Apparatus Indicating the Position of Heart, Arteries, and Diaphragm. 

ued driving and hard work. Horses of a nervous temperament hav- 

ing too much cold water given to drink on a cold morning, nervous 

irritation, severe work or excitement from‘ any cause, may excite 

this trouble. 
Symptoms. —A sudden jerking or twitching of the muscles of the 

sides and flanks; pulse wiry, quick, and low; more or less fever ; ; 

extremities natural. 
‘Treatment.—This disease being of a purely spasmodic ‘character, 
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but in this case wholly of a nervous nature, bleeding must be omitted, 

and must be treated wholly by giving spasmodic remedies. Give 
asafetida, i in a dose of from 1 to 3 ounces of the tincture, mixed in 

a half pint of water. Given as a drench, it will stop it almost in- 

stantly. 
If necessary, the medicine may be repeated in two hours. ‘Keep 

the horse well clothed, and all exciting causes away from him. 
The bowels should be kept loose and regular, by giving bran mashes 
and moderate exercise. i 

LYMPHANGITIS—WEED—MONDAY MORNING LEG.. 

This disease is attributed to high feeding and insufficient exer- 

cise, , generally in working-horses. Those. having worked steadily 

are kept standing i in the stable for a few days, given all they can eat, 
when on a morning the animal will be found lame. This usually. 
occurs in dray horses. The owner comes in late Saturday night, 
and feeds ; on Sunday he gives an extra allowance, erlough to last 
all day ; ; the horse eats all. Perhaps the owner does not come again 
until. the following day, when he finds his horse is unable to back 
out of the stall: For this reason the disease is called by some Mon- 

day morning leg. It usually affects one of the hind legs, and is an 
inflammation of the lymphatics. The left leg is usually affected. 

The. leg is swollen, is favored and held from the ground; the 
swelling extends on the inner side from the foot up to the, body. 
There is heat, and great tenderness to the touch. Horses that have 

once been attacked by lymphangitis are liable to a recurrence time 
after time, until the limb assumes. permanently an enlarged con- 
dition. 

Treatment.—Clothe the animal warmly and give. a moderate 
purge, and bathe the affected limb with very hot salt water 3 or 4 

times a ei After each bathing, ay the following lotion :— 

Water .: 

‘Feed no oats or stimulating food, simply bran mashes, to which 
add plenty of salt ; after the third or fourth day feed one of the fol- 
lowing powders morning and night:— 

Todine of potass 00.2... cece cee cece ecneneeeeeeceeans 2 02 
Bicarbonate of potags .. 2.2... oe eee eee eee cree deen penne 13 oz 
Powdered gentian root... 20... .. ccc cece nsec ces ceeueeeaeeas 3 02. 

Mix and make into 10 powders. 

In 8 to 10 days, when the symptoms have disappeared, if any 
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swelling remains, there being no pain, ayely for a few times an 
ointment. 

_ Mercurial SINMCWE hy hee eee aes wid uyay a ea Cen 2 on. 
" Iodine ointment ......../../ sudione olavenoeg eras ee ener \eaeuge 1} o2. ° 

Vaseline ................, Gea Iaed e AEAe wis NER Oa ck Sec tdd eaten inc Bsws ecard 4 of. 

Make into a salve. ' ; 

THE PERITONEUM. : 

The peritoneum is the thin serous membrane which lines the 

cavity of the belly, and is reflected over the organs contained within 
it, forming a complete covering to them. It also suspends and re- 

tains them in their proper rélative positions by its folds and reflec- : 

tions, vulgarly known as the caul (omenta). This membrane also 
secretes a delicate serous fluid for the purpose of lubricating the sur- 

, face, so as to prevent friction during the ceaseless. motions | of the 

viscera. It is also the matrix over which | the, blood-vessels ; are dis- 

tributed to the organs contained in the: belly ; ; hence the inflamma- 
tion of these organs is apt to extend along this vascular-investing 

membrane, constituting peritonitis. : 

_ PERITONITIS. 

Peritonitis occurs in two forms, acute and chronic. Acute per-. 

itonitis, as a primary disease, is not very common in the horse. 

‘Causes. —It i is usually. caused by external violence, as from. be- 

ing hooked by a cow’s horn, or staked in jumping a fence; it also 

sometimes follows castration, operations for hernia, and other oper- 

ations involving a division of it, and occasionally from exposure to 
damp and cold, especially when heated. 

. Symptoms. —lIt usually sets in with shivering’ fits, general uneas- 

iness in the region of the abdomen; quick, short breathing ; pulse 
quick, small, and wiry; tenderness on pressure on ‘belly; lying 
down and rising frequently ; he moves about uneasily in his box, 

and is very feverish ; the bowels:are costive, and he strains o¢ca- 

. sionally. The pain is not so violent as in colic or inflammation of 

the bowels, for which it is apt to be mistaken. 

Treatment. —Relieve the bowels by injections, give a brisk pur- 
gative, as six drachms of aloes, with a drachm of calomel. Drachm 
doses of extract of belladonna or hyoscyamus should be given every 

hour, for three or four doses ; ; or tincture of aconite, from fifteen to. 

twenty drops every two hours, in a little cold water, till the fever is 
subdued. Apply smart counter-irritation to the whole surface of 
the belly by rubbing in a strong liquid blister. The treatment of 
peritonitis does not differ very materially from that of enteritis, or 

inflammation of the bowels, which see. 
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THE STOMACH. 

The stomach is that pouch or bag into which the food passes 

from the gullet, and in which it undergoes the primary and essential 
changes in the process of digestion. The stomach of the horse is a 
comparatively small organ ; its shape is generally compared to the 

air-bag on a.pair of bag-pipes, It has two openings, the cardiac, 
into which the food enters from the gullet, and the pyloric, through 
which it passes into the bowels, or gut. Its inner ‘surface’ is lined 

by two distinct, membranes, a cutzcular and a villous: The former 

lines the cardiac portion, and is white and wrinkled; the. latter 

covers the pyloric, and is yellowish red, soft and velvety to the 
touch. The latter is the true digestive stomach. In it the gastric 
juice is secreted, and the essential process of chymification, or the 
formation of the food into chyme, goes on, the former being merely 

for macerating and further triturating the masticated food. 

INDIGESTION. 

‘Indigestion in one form or another is very common in the 

horse. It occurs in two forms, which may be distinguished as acid- 

ity of the stomach, or heart-burn, and acute indigestion, or total — 
arrestment of digestion. 

“ACIDITY OF THE STOMACH. 

Acidity of the stomach arises from bad food and irregular feed- 
ing. 

Symptoms.—The animal is observed to lose condition ; the skin 
is dusty and unthrifty ; he is continually poking and piéking among 
the litter, licking out the corners of the manger, occasionally stretch- 
ing out the nose, and pouting the upper lip. If turned out, he licks 
earth or sand, and evinces a depraved appetite ; at work he is easily 

sweated’; his bowels are irregular, the dung being light-colored and 
glazed. 

Treatment.—Change the feed, give sweet, well-cured hay, a few 

bran-mashes, and gentle welbine exercise. Give him the following 
laxative ball : — 

Barbadoes aloes.............000cecccceesee: aes whee a srveysae paveus 6 dr. 
Ground “Pim ers oss a.aiecie: oye cecavs ince. nhs atarsinh ache ara deal svoed ow yea wR 2dr. 
Carbonate of soda............ agra hunts dens eaceeen coa as epee 8 dn: 

Make into ball with molasses or lard. 

Place a lump of rock salt in his manger, and give a little car- 

’ bonate of soda or magnesia twice a day in the feed. When recovery 
begins, give him tonics for some time, with gentle exercise. If he 

“a. 
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persists in devouring the litter, muzzle him up for a few days. This, 
if neglected, is apt to run on to diabetes or jaupis. 

ACUTE INDIGESTION. 

Acute indigestion is very common in this country, especially in 

the spring, fram the continuous hard work, and necessarily liberal 

feeding. It is usually induced by overfeeding, that is, eating too 

much at a time, more especially when the animal has been fatigued 

and hungry. It sometimes occurs from his breaking loose in the 

night, and gorging himself at the corn-bin. Another frequent cause- 

is overloading the stomach with clover or green feed when wet; 

' this often induces violent and fatal indigestion. 

Symptoms.—Digestion may be arrested, either by “the food un- 
dergoing no change, forming a dangerous load, or running rapidly 

to frightful fermentation.” Inthe former case the animal is dull and 

stupid, the pulse is slow, and the breathing oppressed ; he is. stiff, 

and inflammation of the feet, or acute founder,isaptto set in. If he 

have access to water, it speedily sets up fermentation, gas being 

rapidly evolved ; the stomach is greatly distended, the belly swol- 
len, colicky pains set in, he rolls about in great agony, looking wist- 

fully at his flank, kicking his belly with his feet ; he tosses about ‘in 
‘despair, the bowels being unmoved. He gets up and down fre- 
quently, the sweat rolls off him in streams, and in many cases death 
puts an end to his sufferings in from four to six or eight hours, 

caused by rupture of the stomach or bowels, or violent inflammation 
of the intestines. 

Treatment.—It is more easily prevented than cured, by simply 
attending to the following rules: Never let a horse get too hungry ; 
never give him too much at a time; never put him to work ona full 

stomach ; and never let him drink too freely after eating, and we 
will seldom see this fatal disease. 

‘Treatment must be prompt to be effectual. The following 
drench will be found useful : — 

Barbadoes aloes......... EE RU eRe oA REL SAA RA TR ORSR Me ere ete 8 dr. 
Liquor ammonia,.............-. sibel Soatersneen i psacire le oe Ueisunerneee 1 fl. oz. 
Or, spirits of turpentine 5 SHieeLe wag aN Saeeume eg alten aceeedawe a2 (iit Sepia 2 fl. oz. 

Dissolve the aloes with a little carbonate of soda, in nearly a quart of warm 
water, and add the other. 

Rub the belly well, and apply cloths wrung out of boiling water 

diligently to it. Give copious injections of soap and water, or a 
mild infusion of tobacco or tobacco- smoke. If no relief is obtained 

in one or two hours, give at intervals of an hour, two drachms car- 

bonate of ammonia, 4 ounce ginger (powdered), in gruel. 



CHAPTER’ XXIV. : 

: THE FOOT. 

PRICKING IN SHOEING, STEPPING ON NAILS, Grass. ETC. 

HE foot is made up of the coffin-bone (os pedis), the lower end of 
T the small pastern bone (os corona), and the navicular bone (os na- 

viculdris), with the tendon of the flexor pedis, which passes over 
the navicular bone, and is inserted in the sole of the coffin-bone, a vari- 

ety of illustrations of which I give. The surface of the coffin-bone 
is ‘covered . by laminz or thin plates, running from above downward, 

fitting into corresponding plates on the inner surface of the hoof. 
The sole is also covered by a sensitive structure which is villous, 
that is, presenting elevations and depressions, which fit into recipro- 

cal horny villi on the sole of the foot. At the back part of the’ 

sole we have the sensitive or fatty frog, covered in a similar manner 
by the horny frog. These, with the coronary ligament (which occu- 
pies the groove in the upper margin of the wall of the hoof, and 
from which the hoof grows), and the coronary frog-band, blood-ves- 
sels, nerves, and lymphatics, constitute the foot of the horse. (To 

make this more plain, I include drawings of different views of the 
hoof; reference can also be made to jllustrations in ‘ Shoeing.”) 

Accidents and injuries of the foot constitute the principal 

bruises,—stepping on stones, sharp bodies, treads, etc., and are: also 
causes of lameness, It is liable to injury from various causes, as oc- 
casionally participating in constitutional derangement ; but by far 
the greatest amount of injury arises, directly or indirectly, from: 
shoeing. 

Sometimes, from carelessness, a nail penetrates the sensitive 
part of the foot'(usually called the quick). Sometimes the nail itself 

does not penetrate, but i is driven so close as to cause the wall, in its 
course, to press on and bruise the quick, (something like Fi ig. 843,) 
giving rise to inflammation, and usually terminating in suppuration. 

Serious trouble is also liable to be caused by driving the nails 

deep and clinching them tightly, as this will bend the nails more or 
less inward upon the soft parts, causing a Binding, uncomfortable 

Oat aa” 
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pressure that produces a soreness, and Sometimes very serious in- 
’ flammation. 

. -Symptoms.—Laimeness May appear in.a day or two, sometimes 

not fora week. The foot is found to be hot and tender, and the 
least tap with the hammer causes pain ; in. moving, the animal sets 

‘the foot down so as to throw the pressure off the tender part, and 
when standing he will rest the foot. Sometimes the leg : swells con- 

siderably ; the swelling is sometimes painful, and is very apt to mis- 
lead the inexperienced. 

_. Treatment..— Remove 
the shoe, and having with 

the hammer or pincers 

discovered the faulty nail, 

thin the sole around ‘it, 

and with a fine drawing- 

knife follow the course of il] | | 
the nail till the matter is i 
evacuated; make a free 

vent for it, and immerse 
the foot ina warm poultice 
for a day or two. -When 
the symptoms subside, the 

shoe may be applied, and the sole filled with tow and tar, or F; riar’s bal- 

sam, tincture of myrrh, etc., retained by cross slips or a leather sole, 

care being taken not to bruise the sole. The crust at the injured 
part should not rest on the shoe. (For further details, see page 349 
in “ Shoeing.”) . 

If. the nails are driven so deep as to bind, which, as before 

stated, is a véry common occurrence, particularly in feet with thin 

hoofs, the first'thing to do is to remove the nails; if much inflam- 
mation, poultice until relieved ; then let the shoe extend farther out 

under the crust, and drive smaller nails, using care not to drive deep. 

If a nail has been driven into the foot, get. the horse to the sta- 

ble as quick as you can, and take off the shoe. If-not. done before, 

remove the nail, glass, or whatever it is, from the foot carefully. 
See that no part remains, and remove a little of the hoof from 

around the opening. . Drop a few drops of Friar’s balsam or com- 

pound tincture of benzoin into the orifice, both of which-can be ob- 

tained in almost ‘any drug store. If this is not obtainable, use the 
_simple digestive ointment (given.under head of “Cuts”), and cover the 

foot with: a large flaxseed’ poultice. If the injury is at all severe, 

give a sharp dose of physic, and let the animal stand quiet. The 

Fia. 842:—The Horse as he Usually Rests the Foot 
' when Lame. 
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object is to keep down the inflammation. No hot oils or anything 

stimulating is to be applied. If there is much inflammation, omit 
digestive dressing until after it is reduced by poulticing, when dress 
with digestives. 

There is liable to be tenderness if the sole should strike the 

‘ground afterward, as there may be inflammation of the periosteum, 
to relieve which, ‘put on a high-heeled shoe, and blister around the 

coronet. The sole is sometimes bruised by the shoe pressing upon 
it, causing much inflammation and lameness. ‘Take off the shoe, 

poultice for twenty-four hours or more ; fit the shoe so as to remove 
all pressure from the sole; if sore yet, continue the poultice ; if 

matter is formed, treat as you would any simple ulcer, with a heal- 

ing astringent. Several good preparations are given in another part 
of this work, 

Foot LAMENEsS.* 

Sympioms.—Horse goes gradually sore, walking tender either behind or before. 
As a rule comes in one foot; if in the hind foot, tries to 

put the hee] down first, Not much fever in the feet. No 

apparent cause ; hard to locate thetrouble. The only diag- 

nosis is by tapping the wall of the foot, which will give 
a hollow sound. It is all due to want of cell-growth or 

nutrition of horn cells, which will cause the wall or hoof 

.to separate from the true foot, At the start the horse may 

travel sore or tender, growing worse gradually for two or 

three months; finally the horse becomes very lame. 

There is no fever; no pain by pressure or hammering. 

The only point noticeable is by the hollow sound of the 

wall when hammered upon. 

By examining the sole of the foot at the point where 

the sole and wall are united, by pricking there with a 

probe, a granulating substance will be found—little dry 

Fra. 843.—Rueking. fibers of horn, which are the dead horn-cells. These can 

be found and pricked clear up to the coronary band, with- 
out causing any feeling to the horse. ae ie 

Treatment.—Clean out the foot properly, and pour nitric acid into the crevice 

made until all the dead part is cleaned out. Then put on « plain shoe sd as to pro. 

tect the sole and wall; fill out the bottom with oakum and hot tar; next fire all 

-around the coronary band, the same as for ring-bone, and apply a sharp blister, and. 

allow the horse to stand five or six weeks. If by the third week there is no sign of 

healthy horn, the blister may again be applied. But there is usually after three or 

four weeks a good noticeable growth of healthy horn. 

After this, but little more can be done than to exercise the horse moderately, 

‘until the new growth of horn-structure has grown down. 

* Dictated by Dr. Charles A. Meyer. 

/ 
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x SEEDY TOE. 

This is the name given to a dry, mealy secretion of horn, which 

is sometimes seen to take place between the horny and sensitive 

sole at the toe. It is seldom seen in this country, owing to clips be- 

ing not much used. 

Causes.—It is generally caused by large clips being hammered 
firmly on the toe, bending in the hoof, and bruising the part. 

Symptoms.—Pain and lameness, with heat and tenderness, on 

pressure at the toe. The horn is dry and miealy; and matter is gen- 
erally found at the bottom of it. 

In‘ bad cases, horny processes are found pressing inward, pro- 

ducing: absorption of the coffin-bone, ~with a tendency for fungus 

growths to shoot up, producing a very troublesome disease. 

Treatment.—In a simple case, open it up, cut down to the bot- 
tom, add poultice for.a few days, when the shoe may be applied ; 
remove the pressure by cutting down the crust, and fill it up with 

tow and hot tar, when it will soon get well. 
In bad cases, with fungus and bony absorption going on, free 

incisions must be made; sometimes it will be necessary to cut 

through the wall. Caustics must be freely used, such as muriate of 
antimony, dilute hydrochloric acid, etc., ‘with pressure judiciously 
applied ; the process may be arrested, and the part healed. 

When there is want of cell-growth, with a separation of the wall 

‘ from the inner structure, which is very common in horses that have 

been driven hard, or been partially foundered, another high authority 
advises the following, which is practically the same as that given for 

foot-lameness :— 

Treatment.—Thorough and repeated blistering around the coronet. Next pour 

boiling hot tar or even corrosive substance, such as muriatic acid, butter of anti- 

mony, spirits of salts, etc., into the cavity formed. 

Whenever there is a separation of the wall from the sole, with weak or slow 

growth of horn, this is effectual if there is any life in the parts. 

In severe cases, as first explained, the firing-iron is necessary, 
first cleaning out the dead part and filling in with hot-tar, etc. 

This is added in order to give a little more extended idea of the, 
method of treatment. 

GRAVELING. 

ns A small stone, gravel, or dirt becoming imbedded under the 

shoe at the point of the heel between the bar and frog, usually the 
inner heel, and working through the sole into the quick, is called 
graveling. If not removed, it will in time work up through the. cor- 
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onet, or cause matter to form which will burrow between the wall 

and the sensitive sole. 
The horse shows more or less lameness on the trot; is aggra- 

vated when driven over hard ground or trotted: fast. If not inter- 
fered with, the lameness continues for about three months, when the 
gravel usually works through the coronet, making a small break in 

the skin, after which the lameness disappears ; but should the mat- 
ter be confined to the sole and surrounding parts, it is liable 'to 
cause considerable disturbance and injury to the foot. 

When a horse shows lameness without any apparent cause, this 

part should be carefully examined, 1. To discover if the sole is 

broken at the point of the heel; 2. By slight tapping against the 
wall of the part with a small stone or hammer, to find if there is any 
unusual sensibility ; ; 8. By resting the hand gently upon the part, to 

see if there is any increased heat, which would of course point to 
the seat of ‘trouble. Sometimes gravel works into the sensitive part 
in consequence of the sole being denuded to relieve a bruise or 
corn. The point is to remove the cause of irritation. If much in- 
flammation and pain, poultice ; this will lower inflammation, and aid 

in soaking out and removing any foreign matter accumulated. 
When this has. been done, saturate a pledget of tow with tincture of 
myrrh, or tar ointment, or Friar’s balsam, and insert into the part, 

covering’ it completely:. Next, fita shoe so therelwill be no pressure 
upon this part, and nail on. It will usually be found necessary to 

put on a bar shoe until the heel is Erowa ‘down again and will bear 
pressure. 

BRUISE OF THE SOLE. 

The sole is liable to bruise from the shoe being improperly 
seated, sometimes from sand or gravel being impacted in the web of 

the shoe, or by “ picking up” a stone, which, getting wedged in the 
foot, bruises the sole. 

Symptoms. —Lameness first attracts attention to it ; ; in removing 

the shoe, the sole is found tender, and the foot hot; on paring the 
sole, it is found discolored at the bruised part. 

Treatment.—A few days’ rest may be necessary, with the foot 

. immersed in a poultice, or stopped with some emollient dressing ; 
and by using a leather sole or felt pads for a short time, it disappears. 

TREADS, OR CALKS. 

Injuries to the coronet are very common, especially in the 

Northern States during the winter months, when horses with sharp 

calks are driven or worked on rough, icy roads or deep snow, par- 
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ticularly in the woods. Treads, or calks, usually happen on the 
hind foot, by the horse accidentally setting one foot on the other, or 
another horse stepping on it. In ordinary cases, if not cut very 
deep, all that is necessary to dois to cut the. hair from the. edges, 
sponge or clean out any hair or dirt that may be driven i in, and pour 

on a little kerosene oil, followed by a little hot tar, or the parts cov- * 
ered with hot tar will be sufficient. 

But if the cut is deep, it will sometimes prove to be a very se- 
' rious difficulty, and require prompt attention to prevent serious in- 

flammation of the parts. The first thing to be done in such a case 

is to carefully remove any dirt, or other foreign matter. When 

thoroughly clean, it may be bound up with a pledget of tow dipped. 

Fia, 844.—The Coronet as It Fie. 846.—As the Hair Should 
Usually Appears when be Clipped from the Edges 

Badly Calked. ‘* off the Injury. | 

in tincture of myrrh, or compound tincture of benzoin, or Friar's 

balsam, which, if available, will be found an excellent remedy, The 
point is now to prevent any excessive inflammation. Keep ‘the 
horse quiet, feed bran mashes, etc., no grain; and if there is enough 
inflammation to cause much soreness, cover the foot. with a large 
hot poultice. If the soreness becomes at all excessive, at once use 
hot fomentations, following up for at least one or two hours three or 

four times a day ; after which keep the leg tied up with wet cloths, 
‘or poultice. If there is extreme pain, give an anodyne, or inject 

a little morphine under the skin, as a horse cannot endure pain very 
long, and continue fomentations industriously ; this, at all events, 
must not be neglected. 

In very severe cases it may be necessary to put the horse in 
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slings, if he will not lie down. When the inflammation subsides, 
but little more is necessary to be done than to let the parts alone, . 

dressed with any of ‘the prepara- 

tions before given. 
To illustrate the seriousness of 

these cases sometimes, I will. refer 

to an accident of the kind to one 

_of my own horses. One of my 

men, who had special charge of 

and drove a favorite pony, took it 
into his head during the winter to 
have the ,calks pointed with steel 

and made very sharp. While’ the 
pony was standing in his stall, with 
one foot resting against the oppo- 

site, he was suddenly startled by 
some one approaching, when, 

throwing his weight upon the ele- 

vated foot, the inside calk was driv- 
_en well into the coronet of the op- 

posite foot. I was kept i ignorant of 

the accident for several days, when 

it was made known to me by discovering the horse to be lame. The 
injury at the surface did not seem tobe : 
serious, but it was deep. In conse- 
quence of being driven on the road, the 
inflammation soon became so serious 
that it was necessary, at great incon- 

venience, to leave the horse behind a 
couple of weeks, the part in the 
meantime being thoroughly poulticed 
and fomented. The inflammation 
passing off; and. being entirely free 

from lameness, he was again put ‘to 

his work on the road, when the roads 
‘were breaking up. Driving him 
through the deep mud for a few 

miles again brought on such serious 
inflammation of the parts as to ne- 

Fie. 846.—As the Foot was Held During 

the Period of Greatest’ Inflammation. 

Fig, 847.—The Usual Appearance of a 

i . : Foot Badly Calked, and Neglected 
cessitate a constant application.of fo-_ or Improperly Treated: 

mentations for hours at'a time, night 
and-day, for several days, to overcome it. Fig. 846 is an illustration 
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of how he stood when he suffered most severely. Ialso give specimens 
of the usual method of sharpening the calks in winter, and’ as they 
should be rounded or filed to prevent serious injury. Owners should 
not neglect to look to this matter very carefully. . The toe and inside 
_calk especially should be rounded sufficiently to prevent any serious 

cutting. Concave shoes should be used in winter ; with such, calks 

Fie. 848.—Caiks as They are Usually Sharpened in Winter. 

need not belong or sharpto give sufficienthold. Particularcare should. 

be taken not to have any calks or sharp shoes on when there is an 

Fic. 849.—As the Calks Should be Blunted or Rounded to Prevent Cutting. 

effort to subdue a horse. ‘This caution must not be disregarded, as 

a horse under such circumstances is liable to cut himself danger- 

ously. et 
. OVERREACH. 

When a horse, in a fast pace, overreaches the fore with the hind 

foot,the inner rim of the shoe cutting a semi-circular flap on the 
heel or quarter, it is called an “overreach.” It should be treated as 

a.tread ;. but'when practicable, the edges should be brought together 
by.a wire suture, and bound up with Friar’s balsam or compound 
tincture of benzoin. a 

, QUITTOR. 

_ Inallcases in which matter forms in the foot, whether from 
- pricks, corns, bruises, or treads, unless it has free openings to es- 

cape by, it acts as an irritant, extending in every direction, through 

} 
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the tissues, and at last working its way to the coronet, where it bursts, 
_ producing a very troublesome disease, and requiring both patience 

_and perseverance to effect a cure. 

Symptoms.—It is recognized by the small aperture at the coro- 
net, which seems almost overgrown with “ proud flesh.” The dis- 

' Fre. 850.—A Good Rep- | Fic. 851.—As the Edges of 

resentation of an In- the Wound Should be 
jury by Over- Trimmed before 

reach. : Dressing. 

charge is glairy and constant. On examining it with a probe, si- 
nuses are found running in all directions. The quarter is enlarged. 
and bulging, and the lameness severe and protracted. , 

As Icannot do better than give the treatment used by Mr. 

Gamgee,* which is recognized as the very best, I will give it in 
full :-— ; 

After taking off the shoe, and doing all that is necessary to the ‘hoof, I prepare 

sto. inject a mixture, for the pharmaceutical combination of which I.say nothing, 

‘though I can say a great deal for its practical efficiency. To. prepare the mixture, 

take bichloride of mercury, one drachm ; rectified spirit, one ounce; after rubbing 

and dissolving the sublimate in the spirit, add half a drachm of liquor plumbi 

acetatis. By means.of a small syringe, elastic gum, or pewter, with small tube two 

inches in length, and bulbous end, I inject the mixture down the sinus. This re- 

quires to be carefully but very effectually done. The direction of the syringe must 

* Joseph Gamgee, formerly professor in the new Veterinary College, Edinburgh, Scotland. 

‘ 
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therefore be changed from the vertical to the oblique, i in both a forward and a sie 
ward direction, the object being to infiltrate the mass as far‘as it can be penetrated 
by the innumerable small sinuses converging to the outer channel. To do this part 
well, one strong man is better than several hands, if-the horse’s head be held steady, 

and an assistant hand the instruments, etc. “I take the horse’s foot forward upon my 

knee, and, as a rule,’succeed in performing the operation without giving much pain 

to cause the horse to resist; though difficulty, requiring a little, exceptional care, 
may occasionally occur when previous, treatment and torture have been resorted to... 

Now for the effect that follows : The foot is released and placed on the ground, and 

once or twice the animal stamps, indicating that ‘a smarting is produced by the caus- 

’ tic agent; but in a brief space of time that passes, and signs of ease are manifest. 

On examining the foot i in as short a time as four hours after the operation, I have 

found the tumor sensibly subsided, and all the symptoms favorable. We have been 
in the habit (members of my family used this excellent remedy before me) of repeat- 

ing the injection of the preparation the 

second time after the lapse of twelve to 

twenty-four hours, and again, after a sim- 

ilar interval, a third time. And’ this gen- 

eral rule seems tome to recommend itself, 

and admit of explanation in this way: At 

first all the structures are so engorged that 

the agent cannot be forced through the 

morbid deposit’; but in proportion as the 

diseased structures aye reached, they are 

destroyed, and shrink, and in each succeed- 

ing application the fluid caustic is pressed 

round the withered, wasted substance, until 

the whole comes away in the space of a week 

or little more, when the cure is advanced 
far, and thereafter rapidly effected, ‘This 

represents the progress of a good cure. 

; Sometimes the application has to be re- 

Fig. 852.—An Idéal Representation of a peated several times, at intervals of two or 
. Foot Showing Bad Condition three days; but where delay is essential, I- 

of Quittor. diminish the activity of the preparation by 
, adding a double portion of spirit. 

‘The following treatment for quittor was given the writer by 
one of the most successful practitioners in ‘the country, who claims 

it will cure any case, in fact, leaving nothing to be desired when 

used properly : — 

' In the first stage of quittor ee into every part carefully two or three times a 

day the following lotion :— 
Corrosive sublimate .......0 6. cece eee eee e cence nee nett tetas 3 02. 
FGoulard’s xtract 2.5 slic iced sce. aoe s eeee ewan ee ema cede aan 2dr. 
CORO sic sc ees cre a siai'sncduadec oes law ois hits ected Fea Ruane So Rianaacaimndney asd Subaee Dee 4 oz. 

After the fourth day inject twice a day equal parts of the following mixture :— 

Potagsa chloras ....0..... 6c cece eee tere reee sitar staahl Soa hecenaters 2 02.. 
Potassa permanganas..........---ee sees eee e ences pease te gia ne 1 oz. 
Hydrochloric acid.........- foigi wiasejnyel a dase ane on esRiegd 4 eense'e.s erat dal } 02. 
Water .. ccc. cc cees waceeaen be eH se neee seen ra cesevensecen ence 8 Ole 

35 a ; 
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This is a splendid thing for quittor, and also fistulous withers. Of late, I have 

great success with it. 

A bar or three-quarter bar shoe, should be used for some time, 

and the diseased quarter cut down to keep it from pressure ; and in 
course of time the foot will become useful, if not sound. 

THRUSH. 

Copying the language of a standard authority, “Thrush is in- 
flammation of the lower structure of the sensitive frog, during which 
pus is secreted with or instead of horn.” It is most common in the 

hind feet, and also occurs in the fore. It occurs at all ages, arid is 

frequently seen in the colt running in the straw-yard, arising from 

‘the acrid moisture of urine, dung, etc., softening and corroding the 
frog, and extending to the sensitive structures above. It is alsoseen 
in roadsters whose feet are not exposed to acrid moisture.’ In them 

it is caused by contraction, or the insinuation of sand and dirt into 
the cleft of the frog, producing irritation, followed by suppuration 
of the sensitive frog, causing it to’secrete unhealthy horn, and dis- 

charge offensive matters. 
It may sometimes be constitutional, as we often observe it ap- 

pear just as the coat is being changed, and other. constitutional 

changes are taking place in the ‘system. ! 
Symptoms.—There is seldom much lameness, unless. the ani- 

mal steps on a stone, or sand or gravel gets into the cleft ; but it is’ 
always attended by a tender, gingerly action. , The cleft of the frog 
is deeper than in health, and a thin, acrid discharge oozes from its 
sides and bottom, emitting a‘characteristic and fetid odor. If not 
checked, it extends, and the frog becomes loose and ragged ; scales 

fall off in layers, exposing the sensitive parts, which are tender and 
contracted. If neglected, the entire foot may be involved, and it 
may degenerate into canker. 

Treatment.—No time should be lost, and no case, however 

slight, should be neglected. The foot must be thoroughly cleaned, 

and all loose, detached parts freely removed. The secreting sur- 
face:should be exposed, and calomel dusted on, and pressed with a- 

spatula or thin slip of wood into every crevice. Keep the foot 
thoroughly dry, and more than one or two dressings will seldom be 
required. Sometimes jit ‘readily yields ‘to cleanliness and simple 

- dressings, with hot tar placed in the cleft with tow, and retained 

with cross slips, or applications of sugar of lead or sulphate of zinc. 

Or, after the parts have been washed, and the diseased part removed 
as directed, apply powdered sulphate of copper to the parts, and fill 
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up all parts with cotton packed in so as to keep out all dirt. If nec- 
essary, this should be repeated in a few days. 

It is generally advisable to give some opening medicine, and 

attend to the general health and exercise. 

_ CANKER. 

Gaaker of the foot is apt to supervene in cases of neglected or 
badly treated thrush, quittor, or puncture, and often follows bad 

cases of grease. It is most common in heavy draft-horses, that 
are kept in damp, filthy stables, and is most prevalent about large 

cities. 

Symptoms.—In this disease we find a morbid state of the sensi- 
tive sole and, frog, and instead of sound, healthy horn, fungus — 

excrescences are thrown -out, with an offen- 

sive acrid discharge. When aggravated, the 
whole becomes covered with a growth of fungi, 

which are like shreds of leather in appearance, 
with a great tendency to spread over or under- 

run the sole, separating the horny from the sen- 

sitive parts. It is very difficult to get the horn 

to grow again. - 
Treatment. —In no case is so much patience re-- 

quired as in canker,—in fact, it is generally con- 
sidered as incurable, from the difficulty experi- 

enced in suppressing the fungus, and getting the 

horn to grow again. _All loose and detached horn must be carefully re- 
moved, so as to give free vent to the irritating matter. As much of 
the fungus as may seem practicable, without'much bleeding, should 

_be removed by the knife or cautery, and followed up by some 

escharotic, such as acetate or sulphate of copper, nitrate of silver, 

butter of antimony, or sulphuric acid. Whatever caustic is used, it 

must be applied. every day';'for if neglected one day, it is apt to 

-underrun the sole, and may lose more than it will regain in a week. 

Firm pressure is very beneficial, and should be constantly applied 

by means of tow, firmly impacted, and ‘retained by means of slips. 

of wood or hoop-iron. slid under the shoe; and the foot must -be 

kept perfectly dry. 

The caustic may be occasionally changed... ‘To destroy the 

fetor, chloride of zinc or chloride of lime may be dusted on, or even 

occasional dressings of dry lime will be useful. With a dressing of 

tar, in which verdigris and nitric acid, two drachms of each to one 

pound of tar, are well mixed, and applied with a degree of firm press- 

ure, at least every second day, the worst cases can be cured. 

Fie. 853.—The Foot, 

Showing Canker. 
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Moderate work, if it can be done without the foot getting wet, 

will expedite a cure. The following is highly recommended as a 

dressing : Take equal parts of pine tar and lard, melt over a slow 
fire, and add sulphuric acid very slowly until ebullition (boiling) , 

ceases. Apply this to the parts. 

SPRAINS, : BRUISES, ETC. 

Sprains are so common, and so liable to spoil a horse when 
neglected or not treated properly, and in addition the. treatment is 

so simple and easily applied, that the subject is worthy of. more than ' 
ordinary attention. On this account I have introduced several il- 

lustrations, showing the parts in the fore legs that are ‘most liable.to 

such injury. 

Sprain may be said to consist in an euavstieicning of the part 
(be-it muscle, tendon, or ligament) to such a degree as to cause 
rupture of some of the fibers of which it.is composed, in consequence . 
of which inflammation is set up, and effusion takes tiie producing 
enlargement around the part.- 

The reason why sprains take so long to recover is, the lacerated 
fibers have to be absorbed, and new ones formed in their place, or, 

as is often the case in repeated sprain of the same part, their place 
is filled up by organized lymph, leaving a permanent thickening. 

Causes.—Natural weakness of the part, sometimes predisposes 
to it. It may arise from whatever exposes the “part to inordinate 

exertion, as, for instance, slipping on ice or ona rolling stone, awk- — 
ward stepping, galloping on rough or uneven ground, and a com- 

mon cause is allowing the feet to grow too long, . 

Symptoms—In severe cases the part is swollen, hot, and tender ; 
the limb is thrown into a position that relaxes the sprained part. 

If extensive, we have symptomatic fever, and he refuses his food, . 

the mouth is hot, pulse accelerated, etc., which passes off when the 
more acute symptoms subside. Lameness, of course, is continuous, 

thus differing from disease ofthe joint, in which he is always lamest. 
at starting, getting less lame as he gets warmed up. 

Treatment.—No matter where the location of the sprain is, or 
what part is injured, the principle of treatment is the same, when 
we have three indications’ presented: First, to allay the inflam- 
matory process; second, to promote absorption of the decayed 

fibers; and third, to hasten the production of new ones. Most 
authors recommend either local or general depletion by. bleeding 

from one of the large veins near the seat of injury, or from the ju- 

gular vein of the neck. This, however, I think is now-a-days very 

' : ? 
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wisely dispensed. with, and in my opinion is altogether unnecessary. 

The bowels must be freely opened, and kept open by laxative 

and easily digested food, such as bran mash, linseed tea, roots, etc. 

The continued application of heat or cold to the parts aids greatly 
in checking the inflammatory action. If pain-and swelling are ex- 
cessive, hot fomentations continued for an hour or two, alternated’ 

with cold water, will be found to give most relief. (For particulars 

in fomenting, see “ Fomentation.’ ") Gentle and equable pressure, 

by means of a judiciously applied bandage, is very beneficial in 
sprains of the leg. : 

Rest must be: given from the first, and the pa- 
tient must be turned into a loose box. Having 

by these means succeeded in subduing the in- 
flammation, one or two applications of an absorb- 

ing blister will generally remove any enlargement . 
that may remain. Should the thickening and 
lameness prove obstinate, the firing-iron may be 
resorted to. (For an explanation of the method 
of using this, see “ Firing in Spavins.”) - 

| SPRAIN OF THE BACK TENDONS: | 

Should a ‘horse, when traveling or running 

with much force, step on a hub. or.stone in a way 
to bring an uneven strain upon one or more of 
the ligaments or tendons of a limb, there is lia- 

ble to be caused such a severe strain as to re- 
sult in serious lameness and injury, which, if. 

neglected or not treated properly, often) leads 

to. permanent lameness and injury of the horse. 

This is. especially common in sprain of the 

back tendons. ¢ 
The principal seat of strain in the fore 

limb is in the tendons’ at the back part 
of the leg, usually called sprain of the 

back tendons, or back sinews. As 

these tendons (fiexor perforans and 

‘perforatus) are the chief agents in pro- 

ducing the motions of the limbs, act- 
ing like levers over the pulley-like 

surfaces on the ends of the bones in 
their passage down to the foot, they are consequently very lia- 
ble to be overstretched and strained, sometimes in a very slight de- 

Fig. 854.—The Leg with Skin Removed, 

Showing Arteries. See Plates 
in Part on ‘Shoeing. | 

’ 
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gree, and sometimes to a considerable 

extent. It may be necessary here to 

notice the arrangement of these two ten- 
dons. The muscles (perforans and per- 

foratus) arise from below the elbow-joint, 
pass down through a theca at the back 
of the knee’; below. the’ knee they be- 

come tendinous; the first.is one of great 

strength, nearly round, and is inclosed in 

the other, which forms, what is termed a 

sheath for it ; half-way down the cannon, 

the perforans is joined by a strong liga- 
ment (the metacarpal) ; the two tendons 
pass down together through a sheath 

formed for them at the back of the fet- 

lock ; the latter splits into two divisions, 
having. ‘the ‘perforans - passing between 
them; they are inserted one into each 
side of the lower pastern bone (or corona), 

the perforans, passing down, is inserted 
into the sole of the coffin-bone, just in 
front of the navicular joint, over which 

it passes. A good. illustration of. these 
different parts is given in’ ‘Fig. 855. 

Fig. 856 will be found an especially 
fine illustration of the perforans and 
perforatus tendons. above the fetlock, . 

an explanation of which is also 

included. A point here is very 
nicely explained by White, who 

says :— 

Between. these two tendons there are 

in two parts thin vascular membranes 

by which they dre joined together; 
these membranes, appear to serve as 

bridles, allowing the :perforans tendon . as 

to move a little way within the per- Fig. 855.—Tendons and Ligaments of the 

foratus, and then preventing any fur- Fore Legs. 

ther motion. The situation of those oe aaron ; A. flexor perforatus; B. flexor perforans; C. 
Membranes is about midway in the metacarpal ligament; D. superior sesamoidal lig- 

ament ; d. Bifurcation of the sesamoidal liga- 

ment; y. Continuation forward of branch of the sesamoidal ligament; F. continuation of the 

flexor perforans tendon, afterward inserted into the lower side of the os pedis; E. extensor 

tendon; M. great metacarpal, or cannon shank bone; 8. splint bone. 
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pastern. If the coffin joint happens, to be extended in a way the animal was not 

prepared for, both these membranes are ruptured. The consequence is an effusion 

of blood between the two tendons, where- 

by all motion between them would be ef- 

fectually prevented, were the animal. left 

to-obey his own instinctive feelings. 

In most of the so-called cases of 
clap, or sprain of the back tendons, 

the ligament, and not-the tendons, 
is the seat of the injury. 
Causes. —'Whatever tends to 

throw unusual stress upon these 
parts may produce it, such as gal- 
loping on uneven ground, allowing "| 
the hoofs to grow too long, thereby Wile 

increasing the leverage on the ten- f HA | 

don ; sometimes it occurs in leap- 
ing, often while,jumping around in 

play. Sie 
Symptoms.—The animal is very 

lame, the part is hot, swollen, and 

tender ; ‘the limb is’ held forward, 
so as to relax the part; in some th 
cases he can hardly touch the of 

‘ground, On taking ‘up the foot df i 

and pinching with the fingers, he ai wd t— 

evinces the pain he feels. If the : a 

outer tendon (perforatus) is in- . 

jured, we have a bulging out be- i 

hind, interrupting the evenness of ‘il » 

" 

tendons. Ifthe perforans, it is felt 

A. the outside nerve, or that part of it 

where the branch H communicates; B. the sus- 

pencory ligament; C. the great. ligament of the 

back sinew; D. the two back sinews, or flexor | 

tendons; E. E. the exterior tendon; F. the can” 

“non, or shank bone; @. the splint bone; H. the 

back ‘sinews and their great suepensory ligament, 

apparently joined together; this, however, is 

not the case; it incorporates only with the per- : aS 

forans tendon, marked figure 2, and #0 inti- Fra. 856.—Flexor Tendon, etc. 

mately that they form one and the same substance 
° 

, at the part marked by the letter i; the perforatue, marked figure 3, forms a sheath for the 

perforans as already described in the article on “Strains;’’ 5, the fetlock-joint. 
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between the ligament and the perforatus; and if the metacarpal - 
ligament, as is most generally the case, it can be felt between the 
bone and the tendon. 

Treatment.—As before stated, ‘the first écicieen of cure is rest. 
The animal must be turned into a loose box, and if the injury is 

severe, the swollen limb must be well fomented with hot water ; cold 
may be preferable, if slight. This must kept up for more than 
an hour, when the following cooling lotion. may. be well rubbed in, 

anda thick woolen bandage applied, well. saturated with it, and kept 
wet with cold water :— 

Fie, 857.—Showing the Back Fra. 858.—Showing Has 859. —Enlargement 

Tendons Considerably Thick- the Effect of Hard of the Tendons from P 

ened in Consequence of » — Driving. Interfering or 

Repeated Injury or Banging. 
Strain. 

Niter (saltpeter) hse . ae . gies. 3 Sete 's & atel's v cahte’s avenens SSG ES RIGS BH 2 oz. 
Sal-ammoniac ...:...........00005 “uaibieibsanaud oud aiereudminie sehen (ease Oke 
Common Alt: alse ciadnis Rage ela petites «sad eee ea waleds Vane eS 4 oz. 

: Spring Waterss cc iwsuias.Gakive see rede tema wees exe bee y 1 pt. 

Or, the following :-— 
Baltpeten, 205 Sijs cakes dics asad Salen oan saute s Leena ets 4 ox. 
Sugar of lead... 0... cece cece eee ieee suns bee enters aeoes tassel ORS 
Muriate of ammonia. ..... 2.2.0.0... 2g cece eee eee ees Ue ac crate Bate 1 oz. 
Common salt, ..... \cddb sed Baya ge aatateareteneeere dV ot tteam savadeecndvhen 1 pt. 
Cold water io5 iiss cerca ees Heed sto L laet du and eon geiwee weds 

Perhaps the simplest and best home treatment would be about 

as follows : ~ 

Make a bag as long as the limb—an old trouser’s leg of good 

size, sufficiently long to extend from the hoof to above the knee, 
would be the thing. Tie a string rather loosely around the foot be- 

ve 
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low the fetlock. To keep it in place, secure a wide tape or strip of | 
cloth to the upper edge of the bag, pass it over the shoulder, and 
fasten to the opposite edge; next take bran, to which add a little 

salt, and pour on it as much boiling water as will bring it, to a thin 
consistence. While hot as the horse can bear, fill the bag with it. 
This will form a poultice around the part, and keep it moist and 

sweating. It can be kept hot by pouring on hot water occasionally, 

and should be renewed, if necessary, in twenty-four hours, and so 

continued until the inflammation subsides. In all cases of severe 
sprain, a purgative should be given; it reduces the fever, and acts 

“as a counter-irritant. In, any event give opening, easily digested 

food. . | a 
Having in this way- reduced the’ jotammatton, ‘tf: the _ swelling 

still remains, apply a good strong liniment or blister. The binio- 

dide of igre. ointment is best in these cases, and should be 

repeated :— 

Biniodide of mercury............ Ea eae Meat Ad de. 
Lard ...... 1. eee e eee eee iene emgend acers sloauons macs ageere a bite wee 1 oz. 

A run at pasture will generally complete the cure. Sometimes, _ 

by repéated ‘sprains, the tendons become considerably thickened (4s 
shown in Fig. 85%), in which case firing is preferable. Sometimes, 

from repeated sprains, the tendons become contracted, causing the 

animal to go on his toe; in these cases, the operation, of tenotomy, 

or cutting the tendons, is advisable. 

The following treatment for sprains, which is given for insertion 
by a leading practitioner, will be found good :— 

First wash with very hot water five or ten inate at a time, 
then apply the following mixture :— \ 

Tincture opium ..... bine aie? Bred? Geom ener eee aeuraiess 2 oz. 
COTIOPOL OTN. 039 scorns panera eveionnsa evans aoaveuiniay aca aienn 6 poGictonavea avswevnd: eaten 1.02. 
Fluid extract aconite........0.... cc cence eee ee wailine dudusaraeay ‘2.1 07, 
Soap liniment ......... 0... cece eee eee eee eee me aneael esau Ty 02 

To be applied two or three times a day after bathing the parts 

with hot water. eee x 

If constipated and feverish, a slight purging ball should be 

given. If the case has run two or three days, and is assuming asub-— 

acute stage, then stimulating liniment must be used. The follow- 
ing may be used :-— a 

‘ 

_ Aqua PPAOHNG oc cca tny cavedomaadiornde Pisa acaiaidd alae Sesceutaenayiy 2 02 
’ Spirits of camphor .......2........ stb eens feasted lacie abate eat 2} 02. 
AMCOMO! cis cea iceec sean et ew eey tenes BrP cc apes biasaiahaiiaves alas iiasardataitson’ Th oz. 

To be rubbed on two or three times a day until the skin be- 

comes sore. 
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BREAKING Down. 
v 

The suspensory ligament is one of the strongest in the body ; it 
is placed immediately behind the cannon-bone, from the head of 
which it rises; passing down, it divides, one division going to each 
of the small bones at the back of the fetlock (ossa sesamoides). 

(See Fig. 855.) This ligament is the great main-stay of the fetlock 
joint, and sustains the most of the weight at this part; consequently | 
we frequently find it snaps asunder under the great weight thrown 

upon it in leaping, galloping, etc. It is sometimes broken above 
the division ; but more commonly, one or both bifurcations are torn.: 

Causes.—Violent exertion, or sudden jerks, as is the case in 

leaping, galloping, or jumping from a hight. 

Symptoms. —lIt is sometimes mistaken for rupture of the flexor 

cra 

*, 

Fic. 860.—Method of Applying 
' the Bandage. Leg Bandaged. 

Fie. 861.—Showing the 

tendons; but this is so improbable an occurrence, that we are 

almost skeptical of its occurrence at all. If it does occur, it is ex- 

tremely rare. In rupture of the ligaments, the fetlock descends to 
the ground ; but when raised, the animal can flex the foot, which 

he could not do were the tendons ruptured. It usually occurs near 
the sesamoides, when we have ‘swelling, heat, and pain. . 

Treatment.—Slinging is almost indispensable -to — the limb 

steady. Splints and bandages should be judiciously applied, and a 

high-heeled shoe put on so as to keep the parts 2” situ; and 

the inflammation must be regulated by the constant application of 
cold, laxative medicine, and cooling, easily digested food, sparingly | 
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supplied, when reunion will take place, but a. permanent thickening 
is generally left. -When the animal is able to use the limb, the 
slings and splints may be dispensed with, and it may be fired or 
blistered to consolidate the new ‘fi- 
bers, and form a permanent bandage 
tothe part. The horse can never | 
afterward be passed as sound, nor 
will he stand much hard work. 

SPRAIN OF THE FETLOCK. 

The lipati ens of 
the fetlock joint 

are sometimes 

sprained, giving 

rise to swelling of 

the joint, pain, and 
lameness. Its na- 

- -ture, causes, symp-’ 

toms, and. treat- 

ment differ so little 
from those of other 
parts that it is only 
“necessary to state - 

that the treatment 
is the same. 

But suppose we 
have a strain of the 

‘extensor tendon or 

of the ligaments of 

' the fetlock joint, 
and the horse must be moved. In 

that. case it would be necessary to 

apply a woolen bandage over the 

part carefully, drawingit tightly, and 

holding it in place by sewing it on. 

But as soon as the stable is reached, 
this bandage must be taken off, anda 
loose one puton. Ifthere is not very 
much inflammation; simply lameness and weakness, good treat- 

ment would be keeping the bandage thoroughly wet with hot vin- 

egar and salt, by pouring it on. In one instance, one of my horses, 

Turco, was so seriously sprained that he could scarcely step, the 

Fig. 862.—Turco’s 

Leg as it Knuckled 

Forward. 

Fre. 863.—Showing Tendons and Ligaments 
of the Hind Leg. 

‘ 
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joint knuckling forward as' shown in Fig. 862. It was absolutely 
necessary to drive him eight or ten miles. By bandaging the leg 
tightly as described, he went along quite well; but as soon as the 
stable was reached, this bandage was taken off, and a loose‘one put 

on, which was kept wet as explained ; and being compelled to drive 
him every day, this treatment was repeated ; ; and though he was 

driven over one hundred miles in two: ‘weeks, he was at the end of 

that time entirely over the effects of the sprain. 

At another time, when in Maine, Tommy sprained ‘the tendons 
of one of his forward legs so. seriously that he could scarcely step. 

We simply raised the heel-calks of his shoe, rounded the toe, and 

bandaged the parts loosely, and kept wet. as explained. Next 
morning the ankle was tightly bandaged, when he was able to do 
considerable work in the ring, and walk through to the next town, 
ten miles. This course was repeated, and at the expiration of about 

_ two weeks, he was all right, though in the time driven about one 
hundred. miles: : 

' SPRAIN OF THE PERFORANS TENDON, OR NAVICULAR- 

JOINT LAMENESS. 

The symptoms are very fully explained under that head, page 
432, but I would here state again, that in an acute stage, the. prin- 
ciple is rest, with hot fomentations or cooling applications; next 

aiding mobility of the parts involved to prevent irritation, by the 

construction of the shoe, etc., as explained in “Shoeing,” Figs. 
562-576. . 

' SHOULDER LAMENESS. 

_ | This is not very common, but is liable to happen from the limb 
slipping sideways while running in a pasture, or slipping accidentally 

on a wet plank, or ice, etc. . 

To guard against error in diagnosing affections of the shoulder, 

it must borne in mind that all muscular tissue is apt to waste if it is 
deprived. of its usual amount of exercise, as we frequently see in the 

shoulder, the shoulder shrinking on one or both sides, while the 
real seat. of the disease is in the feet ; therefore it is very necessary | 
to be able to distinguish shoulder lameness from many other affec- 
tion with which it is apt to be confounded. ‘Many: horse doctors 

and those about horses are apt to attribute every lameness they do 
not understand, and whose seat is not self-evident, to an affection 

_of the shoulder. ; fs 

We have seldom any recognizable tumefaction, nor much heat, 
unless it be recent and violent. When the horse has strained the 
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shoulder; the limb is brought forward with a peculiat dap mo- 

-tion, as shown in Fig. 864';, whereas if the trouble is in the foot, the 

limb will be raised and brought forward without much difficulty, 
but put down tenderly to lighten the’ Ponedeeion: While: standing, - 

Fia. 864.—As a Horse will Travel with Fia. 865,—Distribution of Capillaries 
Lame Shoulder. : in Muscle. ‘ 

_ the joints will be somewhat relaxed, the heel raised, with the toe 

resting upon the ground. In-shouldet lameness, the: head will be 
carried low, the limb brought forward with a good deal of difficulty 

and pain, and without ability to bring it in front of the other. 

Treatment. —Give a dose of 

‘heuie foment the. shoulder 

and inside of the arm close to 
the chest with hot water, which 

is to be continued for at least 
.one hour, and to be repeated 
as long as there is inflamma- 
tion ; give fever medicine three. 

times a day ; give food of a 

light, opening nature, such as 

’ grass, bran mashes, etc., and 

keep him quiet in a box-stall 

until the lameness disappears. 

One’ of ‘the liniments for 

sprains, etc., may be used after 
the acute stage passes off. 

This is about all that can be 
done, though some bleed from. 
the inner plate vein during the 

acute stage. This method is 

not now often practiced, however. When the case becomes chronic, 

blisters and setons may be employed with ae success. 

Fie. 866.—Method of Putting on Bandage. 
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LINIMENT F )R SHOULDER LAMENESS: 

AQUABMMONIN os ak cs: ne eeu coisa ea Hades darea ads ado peeled 2 oz. : 
Spirits:Of Cam POL ocd css ara sieeve Mey dase sean Mere 24 oz, 
Rectified spirits of vini 0... eee eee eee vane TH OZ 

, 

First, foment the part with hot 
water ; then rub as near dry as possi- 

ble, and apply the liniment twice a 
day until the skin is quite sore, and 
then stop for a few days; if the lame- 
ness is not gone by this time, renew 

the treatment as before. 

SWEENEY. 

This is a sprain of the muscle which fills up . 

the posterior cavity on the outer side of the 

shoulder joint (outer tubercle of the head of 

the humerous). Jt occurs mainly in young 

horses when first put to plow,,or in others go- 

ing on uneven ground, and stepping unexpect- 

edly: into holes. In the endeavor to recover 

the equilibrium on stepping into a furrow or 
hole, this muscle which forms the outer sup- 
port of, the joint is injured, and there results 

heat, swelling, and tenderness on the outside 

of the joint, and a most characteristic gait. 
The horse may walk, or even trot, without 
much apparent lameness ; but standing directly 

in front of him‘the affected shoulder is seen to 

roll outward from the body to a far greater ex- 

tent than the sound one. Soon the muscle be- 

gins to waste rapidly, and in bad cases the 

_shoulder-blade may be denuded until it appears 

to be covered by nothing but skin.— Law. 

A badly fitting collar ofter gives 
rise to it. A prominent cause also 
is some injury to the. foot, which would prevent a proper use of 

the muscles of the shoulder, and thereby cause an atrophied, or 
wasted, condition of them. So that when there is wasting of the 
part, the foot should be carefully examined to see if there is any 

cause for it, and if so, removing the cause will of itself be sufficient to 

make a cure. 

Symptoms.—At first, though it is seldom noticed, the muscles 

swell up, are hot and tender ; in the course of a few days, the swell- 
ing has disappeared, and the muscles ure becoming fast absorbed. 

In many cases this goes on till the bone can be felt. There is little 

—_~ 

¥iq. 867.—Internal Aspect of the 

Left Fore Leg. 
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or no pain on pressure in this stage, and no positive lameness ; but 
there is a peculiar rotary motion of the limb, from the other muscles 
having no counter-balancing power. This is sometimes mistaken by 

non-professional men for dislocation of the shoulder joint. This, 

however, cannot occur, unless it is accompanied by severe laceration, 
or even fracture. 

Treatment. —In the first instance, rest asd hot fomentations are: 

indicated, which, as' the process of reproduction begins, should, be 
followed. by cHimalant embrocations or mild blisters, frequently re- 

peated, with ‘moderate walking exercise. In this case, we must 

trust more to nature than medicine ; and in time the muscles will be 

reproduced, and by gentle work and well-fitting harness he will be- 

come as sound as ever. Many do! 
nothing for them, but turn them 
to pasture, and in most. cases they 

come up all right. 

The simplest and most effective 

treatment for filling up the shoulder 
is the rubbing on thoroughly with 

the hand of soft soap, to which a. 

little salt has been added. This do 
four or five times in the course of a 

week. This.simple remedy, which 
is very effectual for this purpose, 
has. been kept as a great secret bya 
leading horseman. in Toledo, Ohio, 

who has repeatedly sold it for five: 

dollars, first showing -its effect in yy. 96,—An Ideal Representation of the 
filling up the shoulder,’ when he Shoulder with Sweeney. 
could easily sell the prescription. 

Hip LAMENESS. 

Sprain of the whirl, or round bone, as it is commonly called, 
consists of 4 sprain of the round ligament of the femur, which holds 

the ball in the socket. Sometimes it is almost torn asunder ; but so 

strong is this articulation, that dislocation cannot occur, except as 
an accompaniment of fracture. 

Sympitoms.—Very seldom any external swelling unless it is very 
severe, and the muscles surrounding the joint are involved ; when 

by making him stand square on his hind legs, and standing directly 
behind him, and comparing one hip with the other, any enlargement 
can be easily detected. Sometimes we have heat and tenderness ; 
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but in most cases these are absent. One characteristic symptom is 

stepping short, the lame leg is not brought so far forward as the 

other one, and he drops on that quarter. The tendon of the gluteus 

maximus, as it passes over the trochanter, is frequently the seat of 
the lameness. In this 

case we have swelling, 

heat, and pain on press- 

- ure, with short step- 

‘ping... When the horse 

stands'in stable, he will 

stand square on both 

-hind feet ; and when 

moved, the lame side is: 

elevated and dragged 
‘along for want of mus’ 

cular action. 

Treatment.—The first 
condition, as in all cases 

of lameness, is rest, with 

fomentations, alternated with coding lotions, etc., until. the inflam- 

mation is subdued, followed by repeated blisters, which must be 
freely used, as the disease is deep-seated. 

Fia. 869.—Deep Muscles of the Hip and Thigh. 

Apply hot fomentations to the part 
two or three times a day, which should 
be continued an hour or more each 

time, alternated with the pouring on of 
cold water. When the acute stage 
passes off, clip the hair closely from'a 
large surface ten or twelve inches in 
diameter over the part, and applya sharp 

blister ; a bettér condition of counter: 
irritation will be produced by applying 

at the same time two setons, which are 

to be extended under the skin about six 

inches each, something of the form as 

shown in Fig. 870. (For special in- 

struction, see “Setons.”) If need be, = 
repeat the blisters. Recovery usually Fie. 870.—Setons. 
takes place in from one to two weeks ; 

but is sometimes a very serious lameness, and must be attended to 
thoroughly and promptly. 
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The following is the treatment. advised by very able practi- 

tioners :— 

Give a laxative, and apply hot fomentations to the part two or three times a 

day. After each fomentation apply a strong stimulating liniment. Continue this 
treatment until the skin is sore, then cease the treatment, and apply the nee 

for.a few days :— 

. 

. Fra. ‘S71. .—-Showing the Superficial Muscles of the Hip and Thigh. 

in ae setae $ wea wee. 6 OZ, 
Alcohol... 6.1... cece eee e eee eee ener ne ttn ee es woseasee ee A® OZ. 

Apply twice wday: until well. 

KNUCKLING OVER. 

Knuckling, or standing over, is very common in cab. and stage 

horses. It gives the animal an ungainly, worn-out appearance. It 

may occur on one or both knees, which are bent forward, and are 
very shaky, or the fetlocks may be knuckled forward. Veterinarians 
differ as to the real nature of this condition, or as to the part really 
at fault. Some suppose that it is from “a relaxed and lengthened 
state of the extensor muscles ;” others “of the ligamentous tissue at 

the anterior part of the joint ;” others “an inordinate contraction of 

the flexors, to such a, degree that the equilibrium of the flexors and. 

extensors is destroyed.” Dissection, however, fails to confirm these 
361 a 
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views. It appears to us to depend on contraction of the ligaments 

at the back of the joint. 

Causes.—It is generally caused by too hard work when young, 
particularly continued road-work, which causes the joints to start 

Fra. 872.—An Ordinary 

Case of Sprung Knees. 

forward, as shown in Figs. 872, 873. 

Symptoms.—It requires but to be seen to be 
recognized. Instead of the beautiful, symmet- 
rical form of the limb, the joint is thrown for- 
ward, throwing the shank-bone more oblique 
and. the pastern-bone more straight, giving the 
animal a jaded, tottering appearance. 

Treatment.—Some blister; or fire and blister ; 
but we think this does no good whatever. All 
we can do is to give rest; leave the rest to 
nature. Turn him into a large loose box or 

*", small paddock, and feed him well,and it is as- 
tonishing how the patient will sometimes im- 
prove. ' Poe 

Drs. Hamill aud Meyer treat ordinary cases 
of sprung knees with very marked success, by 
lowering the heels and lengthening. out the toes 

somewhat ; this can be done both by paring the. 
heels down some, and using thin-heeled shoes ; 

then. rubbing on the legs once or twice a day alcohol, or any good 
stimulant. The case seems to improve 

even under moderate work. Very bad 
cases are incurable. 

BROKEN KNEES, OR OPEN JOINT. 

It is a very common occurrence in the 

horse, generally arising from accidents, 
kicks, blows, stabs, etc. It is most com- 

mon in the knee and hock; but all-the 

joints of the limbs are liable to be punc- 
tured or laid open by some accident or 
injury. 

Open joints are generally divided into 
lacerated and’ punctured. In the former 

we have the skin, ligaments, etc., cut 
Fre. 878, 

through, and the joint laid open, as is often seen in‘the knee. In 
the latter we have merely a small opening (it may be only sufficient 
to admit the probe) into the joint, from which trickles the synovia, 
or joint-oil, \ 
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All cases are alike dangerous, and are characterized by the 

same general symptoms, and are liable to be attended. by the same 

consequences. They’ differ only in degree, according to the im- 

portance and extent of the cavity exposed. 

Causes.—The causes of open joint are almost invariably ex- 
, ternal i injury—in the knee from falling. The horse stumbles; falls 

‘ upon his knees ; and should the ground happen to be gravelly, hard, 

or stony, the ines are liable to be lacerated or cut through. 

In other joints the injury is usually caused by being accidentally 
stabbed or cut. 

Symptoms.—In giving an opinion in these cases, we must bear 

in mind that the joint is not always open, although’we have a dis- 
charge of synovia from the wound ; we may have it from the theca, 

_or sheath, of some tendon, and it requires close examination in some 
cases to say which it comes 
from. What we imply by 
the term open joint, is where 
the skin, ligaments, tendons, 

etc., have been cut through, 
,and the articulation laid | 

open. 

“db 

In the first place, the an- 
imal is very lame: On ex- . : 

amining the wound withthe Fie. 875.—The Same with 

probe or finger, it is found Hair “aM trom Edges 

to penetrate the joint; we an Bound: 

have a. ‘clear, oily fluid, which is very smooth and sli ety to the » Olly’ pp 
touch. 'The discharge may be very trifling, still it is not the less 
dangerous. In most cases we have symptomatic fever, which often 
runs so high as to‘cut the animal off. It is reco nized by the quick g g y q 
pulse, hot mouth) irregular heat of the surface, costive bowels, and 

the excruciating pain the animal evinces. 

Treatment.—This i is the most important part of tlie subject. In 
the first place, the animal must be removed to a comfortable stall or 

loose box with a high roof, and well ventilated ; he must at once be 

placed in slings, which should be gradually tightened until his toes 
barely touch the groind. 

The wound. must be washed out with tepid water, all gravel or 

dirt removed, and the real extent of the injury ascertained. The 
limb must then be placed in splints, well padded, and held together 
by leather straps. A very convenient plan for the knee is to take 

‘Fie. 874.——Broken 

Knees. 
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three slips of wood, about ‘three inches wide, and half an inch thick, 

reaching from the elbow to the foot, with the edges beveled and well ° 

padded, and nailed together with three straps, which, buckle in 

front. This, placed one at each side, and one behind, prevents 

flexion or extension of the joint entirely, and leaves it open to be 
dressed at pleasure, without undoing the splints. A large poultice 

of linseed or datmeal should be applied cold, and continued until. 
the granulations spring up from the bottom to close the wound. ! 
This simple plan of treatment is infinitely more soothing, and 

at the same time more successful, than the former methods 

of plastering it up with lime, flour, powdered blue-stone, oxide 

of zinc, white vitriol, etc. To some, these may seem very con- 

venient and effectual methods of stopping the discharge, and, 
doubtless, in some cases they may succeed if circumstances are 
favorable ; but in miany cases when an artificial plug is thus formed, 
it merely plugs it up for a little time. By and by, ulceration of the 

skin occurs, the plug falls out before the internal parts have healed, 
and the consequence is, that we have a far larger and more danger- 

ous wound than before. In changing the poultice, be sure not to 
remove any of the coagula of synovia that may have formed around 

the opening. The poultice must be simply removed and  shaoged, 
without washing the wound. 

‘ 

When the granulations become extuberant, they can be regu- 

lated by squeezing a sponge of cold water over it, or dust on a little 
oxide of zinc. Nothing, however, must be injected into the wound, 
as is sometimes done. Punctured wounds of joints must be treated 

on the same principle ; the joint must be kept perfectly: still, and 
the granulations encouraged by poultices, etc. 

Very often there are wounds in front of the deneege usually 

caused by falling or striking against some hard object, which may 

be more or less severe, according to circumstances. In a simple 
case of abrasion, ‘but little if any treatment will be necessary ; if 

much bruised, with skin broken, tie short to a high rack to. prevent ° 

lying down. Bandage the part tightly, and keep wet with.a mild 
astringent, such as— 

Sugar of lead..... aoe! ee Vitae es walaea eee 
Carbolic acid....... Pd meceasaan 50 or 60 drops: 
WSternciecwassecawnn cams vet wean ed treats a ecaaraa'4 tueena'e saya 1} to 2 qts. 

Keep the horse quiet until the inflammation is subdued. 

The best lotion in my judgment for these bruises and superficial 

cuts of the skin, is calendula. It has the best effect in reducing in- 
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flammation of a bruise and cut of this kind of anything I know of. 
' (See Calendula in list of medicines used.) : 

' FRACTURES. 

Owing to the difficulty experienced i in keeping. the bones of the 
leg of the horse in place to enable their reunion, with the expense 
and trouble involved, in addition to the fact that if even treated suc- 

cessfully the horse is supposed. to be of but little value afterward, 
there is but little encouragement given by veterinary authorities for 

the successful treatment of such cases. But the success of Dr. Mc 

Beth, of Battle Creek, Mich., in treating ordinary fractures, has been 

so marked, and by such simple treatment, too, which is, I believe, 

peculiar to himself, not being, so far as I know, laid down in veter-: 

inary works, that I am induced.to give his method of treatment, 

which he kindly explained to me with permission to publish, as it 
may serve to occasionally save a valuable horse. 

He tells me that within the past two years he has treated three 
cases with perfect success. The first, a yearling, with a split of the 

ossafraginis, or short coronary bone of the fore leg. The second, a 

. four-year-old, a fracture three inches above the fetlock joint of the 
off hind leg. Third, an oblique fracture, involving the fetlock joint 
one inch above the joint of the fore leg of a seven-year-old. His 
method of treatment is as follows :— 

After providing himself with the best quality of _ plaster-of- 
Paris, he prepares from three to four splints made from strips’ of 

hickory wood, about an inch and a half in width and a fourth of an 

inch thick, of suitable length, or pieces of band iron about one 

eighth of an inch in thickness, with the ends thinned down: some- 

what, and if necessary, the edges. and the bar bent to fit the form of 

the part; he next provides bandages. of suitable strips of cotton 
cloth, about three inches and a half in ‘width. While the horse is 

‘standing naturally, the limb is brought forward a little, resting 
_ easily and naturally. upon the ground, when the bones are held 

gently ina proper position. The part is first covered witha bandage 
of one thickness of. the cloth; next a little of the plaster, after being 

prepared, is put on the cloth under the splints, so as to level off the 
inequalities of the surface, and give an even bearing to the splints. 
The bandage is now started from the bottom, with the aid of an as- 
sistant ; a little of the plaster is laid on quickly with the knife, in’ a 

layer of from one fourth to three eighths of an inch thick, when 
the bandage i is brought quickly. over it, and drawn tight enough to 
cause the water to ooze through the cloth; this is continued, the 

t 
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bandage being lapped about one half of an inch, until carried be- 

yond the edges of the splints, when the process is revetsed to the 

bottom, and then again to the top, making in all three layers, which 
‘forms a strong, unyielding cast about an inch or a little more thick 

around the part, when the horse is given fréedom to take care of 
himself in a large, comfortable stall. 

An important condition of success is in the preparation of the 
plaster. First, it should be of the very best quality; next, as the 
plaster will set very quickly, not more than enough for one layer 
should be prepared or.attempted to.be put on at a time. Put in a 

tin dish about as much plaster as will be necessary for one coat or 
layer over the part. Pour on sufficient water to. wet it well, and 

stir thoroughly for one minute. Being all ready, instantly com- 

mence putting on, laying on as stated, until the plaster becomes too 
hard, when make another batch, and continue the process, and 

when that is used, making more, and continuing until finished. © 

If the skin is broken, or there is a serious cut, as the splints 

are being put on, avoid covering the spot with wood or iron, and in 
the course of from six to ten hours, a hole should be made through 
the plaster to it, when it is to be treated as an ordinary wound. 
The point is to make the casing so long and tight as to thoroughly 

support the limb, without Deine too heavy or clumsy, yet not to ob- 
struct the circulation. 

In each of the cases referred to, there was no swelling or other 
trouble, and consequently no after treatment. The horse was let 
alone, and in about eight weeks the cast was taken off, when there 

was found to be a complete union of the parts without any notice- 
able deformity. 

Dr. Mc Beth tells me this method of management is original 

with himself so far as he knows, and certainly its simplicity in con- 

nection’ with his success, entitles him to considerable credit. Plaster 

has been employed, I understand, for this purpose, but was put on 
in such a way as to form a mass excessively heavy and clumsy, and 

consequently not favorable to success. . 

Of:course, when such an accident occurs, if a practitioner is 

available, he should be at once calledin. The treatment is included 

mainly for the benefit of practitioners. 

DISLOCATION. OF THE PATELLA, OR “ STIFLE.” 

This is most common in colts, from the outer condyle not being 

fully. developed, allowing the patella to glide off and on at every 

step. 
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Causes.—It occurs generally in young animals, and is most com-_ 
mon on hilly pasture where the soil is. gravelly ; the feet becoming 

worn and tender, causes him to relax the stifle in walking, when the _ 

patella is apt to slide off. It sometimes occurs from external ‘vio-. 

lence, or from interstitial absorption of the condyle.: 

_Symptoms.—The limb is extended backward, the foot is bent up, 
and the animal drags the limb as if it were cramped and he was unable 

to draw it forward. Cramp of the muscles of the legs is not unfre- 

quently. mistaken for dislocation of the patella. . But cramp is easily 

known from the suddenness of the attack, from there being no enlarge- 

ment of-the stifle, and from the .bending 

up of the foot. 
Treatment.—It must be returned to its 

place as soon as possible, which can be 
easily done in the following way: Make 
one or two assistants pull the foot for- 

ward, while you push the stifle back, and 

at the same time push the patella for- 
ward, when it will slip into its place, and 

the animal will walk off almost as sound 
as if nothing had happened. If it is fol- 
lowed by. lameness or swelling about the 

joint, rest must be given, and to prevent its recurrence, the stifle 
may be blistered. 

A very good plan with colts, in wittth it frequently occurs, 

is to remove the patient to a loose box, with. a level, even floor ; 

and to put a shoe on, with a tip projecting in front about two or 

three inches, slightly turned up, which will keep the muscles, ate, 
tached to it on the stretch, and so prevent its slipping out again. 
This may be worn for one or two months, as required. 

A good deal of a secret in relieving a horse when stifled,’is to 
take short hold of the bridle or Ralter, so as to throw the head up 

with a jerking motion, and quickly force the horse back upon his 
-heels.. It is rarely the peculiar exertion will not- bring the patella 
back into place ; when, by walking the horse back and forth a little, 

he will be found all right. 

STIFLE-JOINT LAMENESS. 

Fig. 876.—The Horse as he Usu- 
ally Appears when Stifled. 

Besides dislocation of the patella, or knee-cap, from laceration 

or extension of the lateral ligaments, we frequently find the stifle 

_joint itself diseased. The condyles may be diseased, or the semi- 

' lunar cartilages may be displaced. Sometimes the tendinous origin ° 
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of the flexor metatarsimagnus (the principal muscle in bending the 
hock joint) is torn or strained. This is always a serious lameness, 
owing to the flexibility of the part involved. 

Causes.—The causes are the same as in other joint-slips, blows, 
wrenches, etc. 

Symptoms.—In moving, the limb is held as straight as possible ; 
it is moved of a piece, as it were, the stifle is turned outward at 

every step, and the:leg is swung around, and placed farther forward 
than in hip lameness. In most cases we have heat and swelling. If 

made to stand on the limb, the ‘capsular swelling can be felt, and 
pain is evinced on pressure. . 

Treatment.—Rest must be given, If the cartilages are dis- 

placed, they must be replaced by careful’ manipulation ;. hot fomen- 
tations, or continued cold applications, must be applied ; and in the 
latter stages, repeated blisters or setons should be resorted to. ' 

CUTS OR WOUNDS. 

In ordinary cases they are easily managed. All that is neces- 

Fie. 877.—Syringe for Washing out Wounds. 

sary to do is to clip the hair from the edges of the wound, remove 
any hair or dirt from it by sponging the part with warm water, and 
dress it with any of the healing preparations or digestives hereafter 

given, which will cause.a secretion of yellow matter, and a healthy 
granulating process. Each day following, to be cleansed by spong- 
ing out with a lather made of castile soap and warm water, and the 

application of the medicine repeated. 
In a very serious, deep, or contused wound, if any large blood 

vessels are severed, they should be tied up. Arteries will throw the 

blood out in jets, and veins.in a steady stream, If an artery is cut, 

it must be stopped promptly ; if it cannot be tied up, it can usually 

be stopped by touching it with a hot iren, or applying any good 
styptic. (See “ Styptics.’ ”) Simply covering over with cobwebs will 

usually answer a good purpose. Clip the hair from the edges, also 
any bits of loose skin which would be liable to slough off; but it is 
always advisable to save every bit of skin that can be .kept alive ; 
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the part to be sponged out daily, and’ the sie repeated. The 
injury will heal from the bottom,, gradually filling up, by what is 
termed a granulating process. If there is serious inflammation, 
swelling, and pain, poultice ; but if poultices cannot be used. to ad- 
vantage, or if pain and swelling are very severe, hot fomentations 
must be applied and continued without intermission until, it sub- 
sides ; then dress daily as directed. Care must also be taken to 
keep the horse quiet in a comfortable stall, free from the annoyance 
of flies, and fed with easily digested, laxative food ; if ehered is much 
tendericy to fever, give a small dose of physic. 

If the cut or wound is deep, dress with a tent, which is simply a 

wad. of tow dipped in digestive ‘ 
ointment, which will be referred 

to farther on; the cavity is not 

to be filled with the tent, but 

‘only the bottom, and then the 
wound will heal up as it ought ; 
if the wound is merely syringed 

out, or dressed superficially, it 
is liable to close over at the sur- 
face, and appear healed, while 

at the bottom the matter. is 
spreading and burrowing, form- 

_ , ing a sinus; in case there is too 

rapid granulation, or proud. flesh, check it by touching with a little 
caustic. When the wound fills up, and there is not skin enough to 

cover it, dusting over it a little of the magic healing powder, or any 

of the astringents given, will cicatrize it quickly.. If a wound i is in- 
dolent, or does not seem to granulate, simply use a stronger stimu- 

lant ; if serious, use a caustic, which will remove ‘the unhealthy 

parts, and set upa healthy condition of granulation. A very good 

simple stimulant to rouse an indolent. ulcer to action, is an ounce of 

blue vitriol, pulverized, to a pint of water ; and for a simple healing 

or granulating effect, a lighter preparation, or about 2 drachnis to a 

. pint of water; to be used as a dressing once aday. If the wound 
is deep so as to make a pouch of accumulated matter, it must be 

syringed out from the bottom every day, or better, a dependent 

opening made from the bottom, and kept open by a piece of tape or 
string passed through it, to let the matter pass off. 

For deep, incised wounds, from pitch-fork, etc., the following is 
claimed to be excellent : — 

\ 

Fic. 879.—Iincised 

Wound. 

Fie. 878.—Seiere 
Lacerated Wound. 
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Inject into “the wound with a syringe three times a day until a 

cure is effected. It prevents inflammation or a tendency to slough- 

ing or mortification. A gun-shot wound, a foot deep, in the thigh 

of a horse (the ball could not be found, remaining in the leg) was 
cured in two weeks by this treatment. 

In any case of sinuses being formed, they must be opened up to 
the bottom, and made a sim- 

. = 4 ple wound, when it is to be 

A treated as for a wound. Or, 

_—____ the pipes destroyed by a caus- 

tic introduced and repeated 

: ’ until the unhealthy part is 
——— yee ———ee . : 

sloughed out to the bottom. A 

Fie. 880.—Small Suture Needles. very simple and effective caustic 

is that made of blue vitriol, either ~ 

in strong ‘solution, when it could be injected, or a little powdered 
fine in the form of a tent, which is simply a little rolled up in a strip 

of thin paper, twisted at the ends, and pushed to the bottom with a 

Fie. 881.—Large Suture Needles. 

probe. Several parcels of this kind, one after another, can be 
pushed in until the sinuses dre filled. In four or five days a core 
will be formed, which will usually destroy the sinuses to the bottom ; 
if any remain, it can be ascertained, and the dressing repeated upon 
that part, until it is all made a clean wound, when it can be treated 
as before described with a simple digestive preparation. 

If there is an injury to the bone, ligament, or tendon, and not 

treated properly, a small sinus is formed, from which matter will 
‘ooze. In such a case, a probe must be introduced, and its extent 

ascertained ; if the sinus extends to the bone, which can be known 

by the probe striking it, a free opening should. be made to the bot- 

tom, if the situation will admit, the diseased surface scraped off, 

when it can be treated as before explained, by the use of Friar’s 

balsam, etc. (See “Friar’s Balsam.”) If all dead matter is not re- 
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moved, sinuses are almost sure to again form after the wound is 
healed, when the whole treatment must be repeated. 

Punctured wounds of the tendons, and the capsular ligaments 
_ of the joints, which often happen i in the hind or fore legs, should be 
first touched with lunar caustic by making the stick pointed, and in- 

sert into the wound an eighth of an inch 

or more; then if necessary, poultice. 

This class of wounds, it is found, do not 

do well by the treatment pursued in 

other wounds. So long as there is free- 

dom of the synovial fluid in pasing off or 

any irritants are permitted to enter such 
a cavity, they seem only to aggravate it. 
The point is first to stop this, which can 

be done best as directed, or by touching lightly with a hot iron; 

keep the animal quiet, and use an astringent dressing ; if inflamma- 

tion is excessive, poultice, and there will usually be no trouble. 

If clean cut, or the wound is of a character that will permit the 

edges being brought together, as in cases where the skin is widely” 

separated, the point is, after sponging out the part so as to remove 

any foreign matter, to bring the edges together, and hold them in 

apposition, if it can be done without the skin sloughing, until heal- 

ing by first intention takes place; but this can séldom be accom- 

Fre. B82) 

Fie. 888. Fig. 884. 

plished, excepting to a partial degree, in the horse, on account of 

the amount of muscular action of the skin; but in many cases it 
must be resorted to, and will enable holding the edges together suf- 
ficiently long to allow the wound to heal without leaving much of 

a scar. : 
The stitches, which should be from three quarters to an inch 

apart, can be made by means of a curved, flat needle, with silk or 

linen well waxed. I give illustrations of different methods: of do- 

ing this, which should make it sufficiently plain to be understood. 

First by stitches ; or by appromimating the edges by stitches passed 
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around a quill or small piece of round twig placed on each lip of the 
.wound, termed gutlled suture. Or, pins may*be passed through the 

lips at suitable distances, ‘and a little tow or thread twisted around 

each, like the figure 8, as shown; or the edges may be held to- 

gether by strips of sticking-plaster. A good adhesive plaster can 
be made by melting about two parts of Burgundy pitch to one of 
tallow, and spreading while hot upon cloth; cut in strips of proper 
length and breadth, draw the edges of the skin together, and lay on 
while hot ; the parts to be dressed with a weak solution of carbolic 

acid, about in the proportion of one part to twenty or thirty parts 
water. The writer has had excellent success by the use of calen- 
dula, tincture of the garden flower called marigold. This should be 

Fra, 885. Fie. 886. Sigh aes 

diluted with about one, fourth to one third of water; or any good, 

antiseptic may be used. 

The following for this purpose, obtained from one of the best 
practitioners in the country, is included :— 

‘In wounds where the muscles are badly contused and lacerated, the following 

‘wash has taken the precedence above all other remedies, and by far supercedes car- 

‘bolic acid. It acts as an antiseptic, and prevents excessive granulation. Take 1 oz. 

white vitriol or sulphate of lime, to 16 oz. water. Syringe the parts out well with 

the lotion, after being well cleansed, twice a day. By taking 1 oz. of white vitriol 

to 4 oz. of water, and penciled on the parts with a camel’s-hair brush two or three 
times a day, it will cut nowt the excessive ‘granulations commonly called ‘proud 

flesh.” 

For a healing or eiECEENe ointment, the following is unri- 

valed :-— 

Palani) 43sh0 dup oepai's vals ae eee en setiinedis Ress ceed oars 23 Ibs 
BIG ca seciarn saatune oes ite saul a sanolare co ee penala emcee SA pcnua eNE RI aA HOR 2 lbs. 

Gum turpentine... 0... cece cee cnet eee eeees peeiete $ Ib 
Beed- WX. ees icvc cvs ev ena b ee @oebenbe veces Pe +1b 
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Simmer all together over a slow fire, and it will be fit for use. 
Put a little in the wound once a day. Wash the wound with warm 
water and castile soap before applying the ointment. 

This is the favorite prescription of one of the best practitioners 
in the country, and is among the very best for the cure of cuts, 
pricks, and incised wounds. i in the feet, etc., that has ever been used. 

It sets the wound to running yéllow matter quickly, and produces a 
healthy granulating process. 

Turpentine and hog’s lard, equal parts, simmered together, with 

a small quantity of powdered verdigris stirred in, is also a fine heal- 
_ing preparation for cuts and wounds. 

The following i is also a fine healing preparation, good for old 
sores or injuries in the feet, etc. :— 

- ‘Tincture of miyrrh.................00005 whee vance as pale pisse sae 1 oz. - 
Tincture of aloes....... {sstiqucsd Assad aewoneaifeuaane seusubiocs re eee Pihvnadia eisse 2 0%. 
Water cicc ewan cunstamed se apaalied ey canes satay Shee Sega 1 pt.. 

To be applied once a day. 

Healing ointment for cuts, galls, etc. :— 

Oxide of zine, pulverized fine Spteon acute hate Spiegel ee aes 
Carbohe sett en jw heniabaldeceinnis's oe eed eae teary ieseeves OST 
‘Tard... cae... Gh Sintec tvslarceRitnatenghd Cunard Sate ere ete Tre 1 oz. 

Melt the lard and stir in the zinc. Add the carbolic acid and 

mix thoroughly. Apply once a day. “Will cause a healthy dis- 
charge from a foul ulcer. 

Magic healing powder :— 

Prepared chalk....... 
Pulverized gum camphor. 
Calamine, pulverized, BS ee ee ee ee ee ee 

Mix, sprinkle on the sore. 

When a wound will not heal; or there is not skin enough to 
cover it, dust on a little of this powder, and it .will cicatrize it 

quickly. It is good for galls, saddle wounds, or other parts where 

-the skin is thin or broken, providing | there is no inflammation and 

condition requiring healing astringents. This is the original recipe 

for the famous magic healing powder, and has often been sold asa . 

great secret, for from ten to twenty-five dollars. 

A good healing preparation, especially for cuts or incised 

wounds in the feet: Tar and hog’s lard, equal parts, melted to- 
gether, removed from fire and:stirred till cold. 

The following hoof ointment has been in use in the British 
-army, and used by British farri¢rs with decided success. It is also 
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highly recommended by our most eminent, veterinarians in this 

' country :— 

Mutton tallow...............005 Sigs wean Sibale eiioradaeaees 2 parts. 
White resin............. Leb eglass REO SOE Cee eee aS ane :2 parts 
BSP DAG OeS: tar ccscci's cic sussa dsivanecaw: bacadaiave See 6, aeeese ee deaunistaie pS TAM 2 parts. 
WellOwW DG@S Wax «<< sie s siscas-s Heuer yews 4 wands oR ee eae eee 1 part 
Castor Oil es iiece dice nsesoe tds Fossdco acd 6 WWE EAGER NEED RON STROKES 1 part. 

Melt the resin and the beeswax together, then add the tallow. 

When melted, add the tar and castor-oil, thei remove from the fire 

and stir until cold. 

This ointment is mostly used for diseased conditions of the 

feet. It is also effectual-for the cure of many of the most trouble- 
some skin diseases. Blotches and cracks of the heels, to which so 

many horses are liable in winter, are cured by nothing so readily as 
‘by this ointment, well rubbed in, after the parts have been thor- 
oughly washed with warm water and soap. This ointment is also 
good for cattle, ‘sheep, and sporting dogs. It. is also one.of the very 

best hoof ointments. See “Hoof Ointments.” 

INJURIES TO THE TONGUE. 

The tongue is often injured by violence, pulling it out in giv- 

ing medicines, either by the restlessness of the animal or clumsiness 
of the operator, often by being tied up with a “hitch” of the halter 

_in his mouth; by running back, he sometimes cuts it nearly 
‘through. A very common cause also is the use of a severe bit. 

Treatment.—lIf not too much lacerated, the divided. edges 
should be brought together by the metallic suture, and dressed fre- 

quently. with the enpne lotion :— 

PAV ADIM 292) 25 ace dcd cr nvataihve-ssadanss ove cepavilney asavacedecese> Saeets.o uwiaehcevayeeba'edagehouce sco bec 1 oz 
BOPAX gcse tonare x ounces See apels nace sara: dep Wists Saari ¢ Srdare Ur ee 14 oz: 
ONC aoa sisi ccssses shaogo eit de see OV AEE FA SNORE AWS TEATS 1 o2. 
Witla edge Hvis Sie sesh as Kiahe em aierbe's Haines Saale awe S eaters 1 qt 

If it is nearly cut across, it may be necessary to remove it, and 

tie the blood-vessels, and dress frequently with the above lotion. 

Tincture of marigold; called calendula, is so good for bruises 
and cuts of this character, that I think it worth mentioning. 

When in Painsville, Ohio, in 1869, a horse was brought in by a 

leading gentleman. He stated that the horse-had the habit of pul- 
ling recklessly ahead against the bit, so much so that he could not 
be stopped, offering to wager that he would pull six men with the 
bit. Upon trial, with a breaking bit on, he pulled eight men around 
the ring. His tongue, becoming caught under the bit, was cut fully 
half off, and the mouth so badly bruised that it became terribly 
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swollen in a short time. I had a few ounces of calendula with me, 

which I had obtained to try its effect if opportunity presented. I 
reduced some of it one third to one half with water, and bathed the 

mouth and tongue with it thoroughly, repeating two or three times 
in a couple of hours. . 

Being compelled to leave for Madison the same evening, I di- 

rected the owner to bathe the part with the preparation four or 

five times a day at least until my return. I remained at Madison 

one day, went to Geneva the next, when I’ again returned to Pains- 

ville to fill my engagement there, being absent three days. Upon 

examining the case:I was surprised to find all swelling and inflam- 

mation gone, and the tongue-entirely healed. 

A horse having lost a part of the tongue, cannot drink without 

-plunging the head deep in the water. 
' 

CuTs oR BRUISES OF THE CHEEKS. 

To cure cuts or bruises of the cheeks, use inside— 

Tanda. Faia wcs ee aciaid cahads SRS ea wt aes AP ee at ess 1 dr. 
Borax ....2050.826558 Le naailenauaaies Raga mame.;so eae Waag ne tele 1} o2. 
Water...... A Shere easter oe ces oe tee Ree nese Neco daa naire Ataecanientties 8 or 4 parts 

Swab the inside of the wound once a day. 
For the outside dressing, use— 

Tincture myrrh........... neha eain y Ou raameeiae aden aa nacre .),1 oz. 
MT IN CHUTE GI OOS? «x scccsca.ceeista-d. cud: ch ong Acaiar eal eae ORAS Riaiosal a acdubaed ageubletorae 2 o2. 
Water icc tc aes daw iasews sesdaveeeer at iasouts senbaea ste bates 4 pt. 

Mix, and swab the parts once a day. 

Wash or sponge the parts with warm water and cetiie soap be- 

fore each dressing. 

The writer once had a case of very serious bruising and ulcera- 

tion of both cheeks of a horse, This treatment was prescribed by 
Dr. Braily, formerly chief veterinary surgeon in U.S. cavalry serv- 
ice, and is particularly effective for such injuries. 

During first or acute stage the persistent use of hot foment 

tions, alternated with cold, will usually prevent serious trouble. This 

should not be neglected in any serious case of such injuries. 

SorRE MOUTH. 

The lips frequently become sore at the angles of the mouth 
from cutting or bruising -of the bit. Tincture of myrrh and aloes, 
equal parts, applied to the sore, will soon cause it to heal. 

FISTULA OF’ THE WITHERS. 

The principle of treating fistula of the withers. and poll-evil is. 

‘ 
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the same as for treating other deep-seated ulcers explained; the 

only difference is that they are more ‘complicated on account of 

their location, and require, if anything, more careful treatment. 
Fistula of the withers is caused by 

an injury to, or bruising the top of, 
the first vertebra of the neck, or the 

ligament.covering it. At first there 
is simply inflammation, with some 
swelling, making the part very ten- 

der and sore; if this is not arrested 

or dispersed, matter will form and. 

‘penetrate’ in different . directions. 
around and: between the dorsal ver- 

tebre, and under the shoulder blade, 

. before it comes to the surface. Con- 

sequently the fistula may extend to: 
both sides, and if neglected, may. 
seriously involve the bones, in which 

case the cure will be proportionately 
more difficult. 

Tai aa Inv Healthy Cone At its early ‘stage, when there is ' 

; simply inflammation and soreness, 
cooling applications, such as pouring cold water upon it, or’ di- 
recting a small stream from a hose against it, and repeating, is 
good. The part can be kept wet by the following lotion, and then 

if the inflammation does not abate, give a dose of physic and. apply 
an iodine or sweating blister :— ff 

Saltpeter.................5..4 0% 
Sugar of lead............., ..1 oz. 
Muriate of ammonia,....... ... 1 02. 
Common aalt....... cu eacn eft 1 pt. 
Cold water...... 0.0.0.0... 2 gal. 

Lay on a few thicknesses of 
cloth, and keep wet with it. 

Or the following may be 
\ used :— 

Tincture of arnica.,. na eran yaaa a 8 oz. 
“Water ./...... euteg Sd tetas sag 1 qt. 

If, however, matter forms, the. Fra. 888.—Showing a Bad Case of Fistula. 
sooner the abscess is opened the © , 

better. When this is done, the extent of the i injury, or of the sinus, 
if any has formed, must be carefully ascertained with a probe, or 

by introducing the finger. If this cannot be done to advantage, 
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then the pipes must be destroyed by the introduction of the caustic 
tents, as explained for treating deep-seated ulcers, under the head 
of “Cuts or Wounds,” so that it will make a clean sore ; then a de- 

pending opening for the matter to run off must be made by passing 

a seton from the bottom outward, and sponge or syringe it out once 

a day with a strong suds of warm 
water and castile soap. It must 

be borne in mind that if allowed 

to heal over with pus, or any un- 

healthy matter remaining at the 

bottom, matter will continue to 
form, and finally break out anew, 

making, if anything, a more com- 
plicated condition of ulcer. The 
point is to see that-all foreign mat- 
ter, sinuses, or unhealthy bone, are 

thoroughly removed. Sinuses can 
-be removed either by cutting away 

or sloughing off with caustics as 

explained, and the diseased bone 

by scraping. Syringe out the 
parts well, first with castile soap and water, then with a mild solu- 

-tion of blue vitriol, or carbolic acid and water ; after which treat as be- 
fore with digestive ointment, tincture of myrrh, etc., as advised under 

head of “Cuts or Wounds.” 

Fria. 889. _Fistula of the Withers Showing 

Seton. 

Soon after leaving the 
road, my old trained horse 

Gifford was threatened 
with fistula of the withers. : 
When able to examine the 

case, I found there was se- 

vere inflammation and 
swelling of the parts, which 
were so painful the horse 
would not allow them to be 

touched. The veterinary 
. surgeon in charge had ap- 

_Plied a sharp stimulant, the 
” effect of which was intensi- 

fied by covering the parts 

with a couple of thick blankets. The horse was very fat, and- there 

were indications of matter forming, which as the horse was extremely 
BY a 

Fira. 890.—Good Method of Covering the Parts. 
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sensitive, would cause great trouble in dressing the parts, which 

would be necessary for some time. I expressed my fear of this re- 

sult, but the doctor thought differently, assuring me that he -had . 
every reason to believe the inflammation would disperse in time. I 
left, giving him full liberty to manage the case in his own way, and 

was gratified on being informed shortly afterward that the inflam- 
mation was dispersed, and in this way a cure was effected.” The se- 
rious condition of the case, and the success with which jit was 
treated, induced me, for the benefit of my readers, to write to the 
doctor for the details of the treatment used, which I here include :-— 

The treatment pursuedi in the management of Gifford was as follows: Take two 

pounds salts, four ounces cream of tartar, mix well, divide into nine doses, and give 

bone dose once a day in his feed. ‘For the local treatment, I took of the tincture of 

iodine and cantharides, equal parts, and applied to'the shoulders every day for ten or 

twelve days; after which, I ised a stronger solution two or three times a day for 

three or four weeks. The case was a very bad one. 

’ PoLL-EvIt. ; 

Poll-evil is caused. by being clubbed back of the ear, striking 

back of the head against an obstruction, pulling hard upon the 
halter, or checking the head high, so as to bring undue pressure 

upon the ligaments of the parts, which will be shown by the in- 

flammation and swelling over the first.vertebra of the neck. If 

this inflammation is allowed to continue, the posterior part of the 
occipital bone, and sometimes the atlas bone, also the strong ten- 
don over them, will be involved, causing serious ulceration of the 
parts, unless taken in hand promptly. The principle of treatment is 
precisely that of fistula of the withers. First, ‘cooling applications, 

a dose of physic, and a cooling, opening diet. 
A favorite prescription for dispersing inflammation of this kind, 

used by an old author, is,— 

Tartatized antimony, crystallized and fnely powdered. aavdiaeanaassadess 2dr. ¢ 
Olive-oll: Ji. c a dees case venee scapes era a ee ee 2 dr. 
Hog’s lard... van testecors fatede ob atts A hittin a slay iuel eas "ssa roacnGeea din eines Nese a ts loz 

Vaseline can be substituted for the oil and lard. When prop- 
erly rubbed on the part, this will act as a powerful blister, but does 
not blemish. Should matter form, it must be opened to the bottom ; 

and, after being cleansed out, ascertain how far the matter has bur- 

rowed, or the degree to which sinuses have formed. It is not 

prudent to do any more cutting at this part than simply to make a 

sufficiently deep incision to give an opening for the matter to pass 

off. If sinuses have formed, caustic tents are to be introduced, as 

before explained, until a clean sore is made. If the bones are in- 
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volved, they must be scraped; ‘next, a dépediilig opening made: 
by running a seton from the bottom outward. Sometimes the mat- 
ter extends across the neck to the opposite’ side. In such a case, 
the best way is to run a needle across between the muscles, and out 
on the opposite side, making an outlet on both sides. 

The after treatment is the same as for fistula of the withers, be- 
ing careful to remove all foreign growth, or diseased bone. | Dress 
first with slightly caustic solution, 

_then with digestive ointment, as 
explained. 

I will include here a remedy 

which’ is ¢laimed to be very ef- 

fectual in the cure of poll-evil, fis- 
tula of the withers, etc. ‘ Burn corn- 

cobs, and fill the cavity to, the bot- 

tom with the ashes. ‘It may be 

necessary to repeat two or three 
times before a cure is effected. & 

| The ease with which this can be aay 801.— Showing Seton ae 
applied makes it worthy of trial. 

' The following remedy is used by veterinary. surgeons of my 
acquaintance as a remedy of great value, and is kept a'secret. The 

' point in using it is, to saturate a little tow with it, and. push it to 

the bottom of the ulcer, so that it will touch every part of it. In 
about twenty-four hours the diseased -part can be separated from 

the healthy: flesh with the finger, from the top to the bottom, and ° 
taken out, when it is to be dressed as a simple wound :— be 

Acetate of copper (verdigris) sSogina fBceahead dice se aiiarniesaea te Mange acSaeayis Hoda’ 4 oz. 
Sulphate of copper(blue vitriol) bdaditea gate fe aagenans ausaee ictal: Saunt 4 0z, 
AIIM 55.9 deste se suit nesters ato wa MeN RTOS Bien ENGaelsectbaveniedet. 20a 4 oz. 
White precipitate (white mercury)............ ee er eres 1 oz. , 
Nitric acid. /.......... atnars tage egies eon Posse te 2 02. 
Honéy.....:.... i sabia buabdcavadigigsjlemenacbe auaweunects bhintisratenintace its geeoces Ledb 

DISEASES OF THE EYE. J 

-The eye, or organ of vision, is composed of three tunics, or 

coats, and of the same number of humors. To’the external coat. 

_ (sclerotic and cornea) it owes its form. The middle tunic is made 
: up of the choroid;-or vascular, coat of the iris, or the thin curtain 

" suspended in the aqueous humor, and perforated in the center by 
an opening called the pupil, or pupillary opening, which in the 

horse is of an elliptical form ; in man it is round. The inner coat is 

' called the retina, or nervous covering, and is the terminal expansion 

of the optic’nerve. * 
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The humors are three in number, and they serve as reflectors 

of the light. They are: the aqueous humor, crystalline lens, and 
vitreous humor. The last is the largest, and occupies about four 
fifths of the whole interior of the globe, or eyeball, The appendages 

- Fras. 892, 898, 894, 895.—Different Types of the Eye in Health. 

of the eye are the ‘eyelids, eyelashes, and the membrana nictitanis, 
generally called the haw, which is situated in the inner or lower 
angle of the eye. It is connected with the different muscles of the 
‘eyeball. By the contraction of the straight muscle of the eye, the 

haw is forced outward, ands ‘one of the beautiful arrangements that 

nature has provided for the protection of so delicate and sensitive 

Fie, 896, 

a, Optic‘nerve; b, Sclerotic; e, Choroid; d, Retina; e, Cornea; f, Iris; g, h, Ciliary circle; ° 
i, Insertion on erystalline lens; j, Crystalline lens; k, Crystalline capsule; 1, Vitreous body; m, 

n, Anterior and posterior chambers; vu, Membrane of aqueous humor; P, DP, Tarsi; q, q, Fi- 

brous membrane of. eyelids; r, Elevator muscle of upper eyelid; s, s, Orbicularis muscle of eye- _ 

lids; t, t, Skin of Eyelids; u, Conjunctiva; v, Membrane covering cornea; x, Posterior rectus 

muscle ; y, Superior rectus‘muscle; z, Inferior rectus muscle; w, Orbital membrane, 

s 
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an organ. The eye is wholly covered by a thin membrane: called 
the conjunctiva. 

SIMPLE OPHTHALMIA, OR INFLAMMATION OF THE EYES, 

is a common disease among horses, and consists of inflammation 
of the conjunctival 
membrane covering 
the eye. 

Causes.—It may 
be produced by 

many different 

causes, and perhaps 

the most common is 

from the introduc- 
tion of a foreign 

substance into the 
eye, as a hay seed’ me 
or chaff pickle be- | 
coming lodged i in the , 
external covering 

(cornea), or by diréct 

injury to the eyes, as from the Blow: of a whip, or something of the 

kind. When from a-blow or direct cause of injury, but one eye will 

be affected, while if from cold, etc., both eyes will be involved. It is 
also cnEte by allowing I horses to stand in foul stables, especially i in the 

summer months, whereby - ammoniacal 
gases are generated, proving’ very inju- 

f rious to the eyesight. It proceeds from 

exposure to cold, and is often. an accom- 
‘paniment of catarrh. 

Fig. 897. 

1. Sclerotie coat; 2. 4. Veins of the choroid; 3, Ciliary 

nerves ; ‘K ee ligament; .6. Iris. . 

Symptoms. —The eyes are ‘weak; the 
conjunctiva, or inner lining ‘of the lids, © 
inflamed ;. water. running from the eyes ;. 

-the. lids: partly, if not wholly closed, ac- 

cording to the, severity of the case. Blu- 

ish or white film, the result of inflamma- 

tion, comes over the cornea, extending no 

deeper than the surface, and may vary from slight cloudiness to 

‘entire opacity. : 

Treatment.—This must, in a great measure, depend upon the 

cause ; therefore it is of the greatest importance ‘to make a careful 

examination, especially if but ome eye is affected. 

Fic. 898.—Capillaries of the Vas- 
cular Layer of the Retina. 
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If there is any foreign matter in the eye, remove it promptly,. 

which can be done either by means of a feather or a pair of forceps. 
The eye should be fomented with tepid or warm water, and the 
horse kept in a darkened stable or loose box ; next, the eye may be 
kept constantly moist by means of a sponge or cloth wet with tepid 

or cold water, and applied over the eye; or bet- 
ter, Goulard’s extract, used in the proportion of 
1 drachm to a pint of water. If accompanied by 
great pain, the following lotion should be applied 

around the eye several times a days — . 
"Watery infusion of opium... ........ 2.00... 00000. 1 oz. 

Goulard’s extract......0.0. 0.0 .cee cece cece eee eens 4 oz. 
Water............ inewianveie Smee lorie aes evi aust 12 o2. 

‘When the cloudiness or opacity of the cornea 
is tardy in being removed, the eye should 

be stimulated daily with. ‘the plese collyr- 
‘jum :— 

; Nitrate of aver. na Baca alee en Sd -5 gr. 
Fig. 899.—Good Meth- Distilled water... 2.2.0... l ete eee ieee eee ee 1 oz. 

od oo Apply: by' means ‘of a eatlien or camel’s-hair 
5 brush, Ce: 

If he must be used or kept in 1 the sunlight, the eye shoud be 

kept covered with a blue cloth tied ‘loosely over it. It is very im-, 
portant to attend to any such form of local inflammation promptly ; 

not orily treating properly, but, if possible, oi him from all work, 
since, if neglected, or the inflammation 
aggravated \by heating the blood, the . 

_ sight is liable to be destroyed, or’ ‘run 
' into periodic ophthalmia. It is some- 

what wonderful how, much injury the 
eye will recover from, when treated 
with any Kind of care. 

Twenty years, ago, when driving 
horses without reins was regarded as 

a great feat, in training them to drive in Fass 600. Reread Vawcotiive 

this way, it was sometimes necessary to Above. 

usethe whip very severely overthehead, | 

when the eye was liable to be struck, and so seriously injured as to 

close it and make it entirely white from inflammation in a short 

time. Yet, in every case, by bathing with cold water, keeping in a 
dark place, and if moved, keeping the eye covered with a clot ina 
few days the aye entirely recovered. 

‘ 
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Once, while training Gifford, one of my old pair of trained 
horses, he ran accidentally’ against the corner of a stair, striking the 
eye so: ‘severely as to instantly destroy his power of sight; the eye 
was entirely closed, and red with inflammation: In this case I sim- 
ply kept the eye covered with a cloth kept constantly wet with 
water in which was tincture ‘of aconite in’ the proportion of about 
40 drops to half a pint of water. There was entire: recovery within 
a week. This mild preparation has proved for. me very efficient in 
reducing local inflammation. 

SPECIFIC, OR PERIODIC, OPHTHALMIA, 

is the most severe affection to. which the horse’s eye is liable, and is 
very common in this coun- 
try. The parts principally 
and primarily. involved are 

the internal . structures of 
.the eye, and the changes 
which occur vary in degree » 
according to the severity 
of the attack. 

Causes. —The great 

cause of this affection can 
be traced to an hereditary 

predisposition, always 

ready to burst forth when 
exposed to certain exciting 
causes, such as injuries of 

any kind, as before ex~- 
plained, being kept in very 

dark and ill-ventilated sta- 

bles, and. then ‘suddenly exposed to the glare of a hot sun; and, like 
simple, ophthalmia, it may follow continued exposure to cold. 

Symptoms—Among the first symptoms. is a watery discharge 

from ore or both eyes, and on being exposed to the sunlight he ex- 

hibits a peculiar uneasiness, with a partial closure: of the affected 
eye. As the disease advances, the eyelids become swollen, and if 
turned. upward, the conjunctiva appears reddened and injected ; the 

eye looks smaller, and retracted into its socket ; the interior of the 
eye reveals a peculiar muddy or turbid appearance, showing floating 
flakes, anda yellowish or whitish deposit at the bottom of the cham- 

ber. Fig. 902 is designed to show, on an enlarged scale, something 

of this change. The symptoms are very like those of simple oph- 
8 . te 

Fie. 901. —Physiological Papilla, as Seen with the 

"” Ophthalmoscope. 
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thalmia, and often lead to the supposition that the eye has beceived 
a blow or other injury. 

The above symptoms become more and more aggravated, and 

the patient becomes affected constitutionally ; the circulation is in- 
creased, the mouth hot, and the appetite impaired. These symp- 
toms may continue for several days, and then. gradually disappear, 

or they may be prolonged for weeks, and end only with the destruc- 
tion of the eye. A prominent and well-marked symptom of this 
disease is its shifting from one eye to the other ; ; in many cases, one 

eye has no sooner re- 
covered than the other 
becomes affected. At 

other times, .recovery 
is rapid, and to all ap- 
-pearances the eye looks 
perfectly healthy ; in a 
short time, however, 
the disease returns, and 

often with increased 
severity. These oc- 
currences or shiftings 

take place in from three 
weeks to a month or 

. more. As thé diséase 
* advances still further, 
_. the eye begins to clear, 
the cornea becoming 

a, Papille of the optic nerve congested; b, Enlarged veins, transparent, leaving a 

eonnected by exudation round the papille; v, rather dimin- 

ished arteries. 

Fra. 902.—Inflammation of the Optic Nerve. 

slight muddiness in the 
‘anterior part (cham- 

ber) of the eye ; the pupil diminishes in size, and the disease grad- 

ually terminates in more or less opacity of the chrystalline lens or 

its capsule, constituting cataract. 
Treatment.—As a general rule, the treatment of specific oph- 

thalmia is very unsatisfactory, but still medi¢inal remedies are found 
beneficial in palliating the disease. The horse should be placed in 
a comfortable and darkened loose box, with a plentiful supply of 

pure air. A brisk dose of purgative medicine should be adminis- 

tered, and if much constitutional fever is present, ten drops of the 
tincture of aconite should be given every three hours, until six or 
eight doses are given. Bleed from the facial vein, and follow by fo- 

mentations of hot water to the eye. After the third or fourth day, 
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cold applications are preferable to hot. The extract of belladonna 
may be applied around the orbits, and also administered internally, 
in doses of two scruples three times a day.. When the acute inflam- 
matory symptoms are somewhat abated, the absorption of the 
effused products should be aided by a stimulating collyrium, as,— 

Sulphate of zinc. ..............., PS aaa Ae ae Ties 10 grs. 
Distilled water ae : 1 oz. 

Fie. 903.—Generalized Atrophical Choroidites. 

‘a, Papille of’ the optic nerve, preserving its rosy color; b,c, Atrophied choroid, showing 

the white tint of the uncovered sclerotic; d, e, Blood-vessele of the retina: f, Pigmentary de- 

posits of the choroid. 

‘The following simple treatment, used by a very successful prac- 
-titioner, has by special request been written out for me :— 

When the lids are swollen, and not due to any disease, such as pink-eye, ee, 

but to a cold, and injuries of numerous descriptions, the eye should first be bathed 

with hot salt water for a few minutes, then turn the lower lid down and drop on 

the lid and eye-ball, with an eye- SPOEDe the following collyrium ;— 

Sulphate. of atropa.. Sia Sos gecesi MLE GR eosleres ch iwkaed os 10 gr. 
Sulphate of zinc ....... 0... cee ee sed Hae ial 1 dr. 
AQUA TOR psi es cdetaed Fee ce cee tas Dera Rane iautnatae Aven en haes 6 oz 
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Drop on the diseased eye 15 to 10 drops two to three times a day. This rem- 

edy is a certain cure in most all eye troubles. : 

In diseases of the eye due to liver complaint, first give’a strong cumartic com- 

bined with 1 to 2 drachms of calomel, and treat the eye as above. 

AMAUROSIS, OR GLASS EYE, 

consists in either partial or complete paralysis of the optic nerve, or 
‘its terminal expansion, the retina. 

Causes.—Injuries to the brain, causing an extravasation of blood 
upon the deep origin of the special nerve of sight (optic), from dis- 
ease of the internal coat of the ¢ eye (retina). It occasionally occurs 
as a sequel of stomach staggers or indigestion. We have also 
known it to occur in pregnant mares, Percival mentions several 
cases of amaurosis occurring in ‘mares with foal, where vision was 

perfectly restored after parturition. 

Symptoms. _The eye has a peculiar glassy appearance ; ; the 

horse carries his head very high, and is continually moving his ears, 
and his: action is high, lifting his feet as if he were stepping over 
some obstacle. He is easily alarmed by any noise. The pupil is 

dilated, and loses its natural elliptical form. If the glare of a lighted 
candle is brought to bear upon the eye, the pupil refuses to con- 

tract, thus showing that nervous influence is lost. 

Treatment.—The horse should have rest, and a strong dose of 
purgative medicine given. If supposed to arise from effusion or 
pressure on the nerve (optic), blisters and setons to the poll are rec- 
ommended, and diuretics should be used. In some instances the. 
powdered nux vomica, in doses of one scruple twice a day,, has been 

used with advantage. If amaurosis has continued for a lengthened 
period, it ‘is incurable, and treatment in such cases would be en- 

tirely useless. 

‘CATARACT 

_is the name applied to a deposition of a pearly white substance 
within the eye, and is a very common affection in this country. It 

consists of an effusion of lymph, either on the middle humor (crys- 
talline lens), or on its capsule, and is variable in size, sometimes not 

larger than the head of a pin, while in other cases it covers the whole 
lens. 

Causes.—It'is generally a result of repeated attacks of ‘specific 

ophthalmia, or it may even supervene upon a first attack; “it may 

follow a severe injury to the eye. | 
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Symptoms.—The eyesight is either partially or completely 
gone, and when covering the greater part of the’ lens, it is easily 
known by its pearly white appearance. When small, it is somewhat 

difficult of detection ; , the eye is smaller than in health, and the 
pupil becomes preaily contracted when exposed to light. It may 
be detected by placing the animal in a bright light, and carefully _ 
examining the eye; if the eye appears smaller than the other, it 
indicates something amiss with it. He should then be placed in a 
darkened stable, and allowed to stand. quietly for ten or fifteen 
‘minutes before being subjected to an examination. Stand in front 
of him, and bring a lighted candle close up to the front of his eye, 
when any alteration in the structure of the © 

lens can be readily detected. 

Treatment of the horse is useless, as when 

permanently established, it cannot be re- 

moved. When the cataract is confined to 
one eye only, it interferes but little with the 

horse’s usefulness for ordinary work. 

The cornea is frequently injured from the 

‘puncture of a nail, ‘allowing the aqueous 

humor to escape, and perhaps injuring the pg 904.—Partial Cataracts, 

crystalline lens, completely destroying the or Small White Specks with- 

vision. When the injury is confined to the in the Pupil of the Eye. 
cornea, the humor may be reproduced. . . The 

part should be‘diligently bathed, either with hot or cold water, and 

the fomentations must be applied several times a day ; and the eye 
supported by means of a wet sponge or cloth, which tends to sub- 

due the acute inflammation and allay the pain, and by keeping the 
eyelids closed, it supports-the lacerated parts. 

After a few days it may be necessary to stimulate the part, 
‘when any of the stimulating applications recommended for simple 
ophthalmia may be used. . 

The membrana nictitans, or haw, sometimes becomes enlarged, 

the result of an injury, or from being implicated in other diseased 

conditions of the eye. Even in its healthy ‘state, we have “known 

it to be mistaken (by ignorant persons) for an abnormal peauclare. 

and barbarously removed. It is not an unusual circumstance to 

hear pérsons boast of the rapidity with which they can remove this 
beautiful and most essential appendage to the eye. 

Drorsy OF THE BELLY (ASCITES). 
a 

‘Ascites consists of a collection of serous fluid in the cavity of 
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the belly. It is not very often seen, unless in connection with 

some other disease. 

Causes.—It is usually the result of chronic peritoneal inflam- 
mation, or a sympathetic extension, or accompaniment of “ water 
in the chest” (hydrothorax), chronic disease of some important or- 

gan contained in the belly, which it invest§. Occasionally it occurs 
in conjunction with enlarged liver or spleen. Sometimes also from 

impeded circulation, consequent on abnormal tumors pressing on 
some important vessels; and unquestionably, as in the human sub- 
ject, some animals have a dropsical tendency (diathesis). 

Symptoms.—The animal is observed to be dull and inactive, 

the bowels are costive, and the urine scanty; he is always thirsty, 
watery swelling appears between the fore legs, which soon extends 
backward along to the sheath or udder; the belly is large, and 
when struck, emits a dull, heavy sound. As it goes on, the breath- 

ing becomes rapid, and the pulse quick and small, the thirst intense. 

the appetite fails, the enlargement of the belly becomes more per- 
ceptible, the external swelling greater, and the breathing. much in- 
creased ; as death approaches, ‘the pulse becomes ‘imperceptible, 

“ and-as Blaine remarks, “the peritoneal inflammation. produces 

colicky symptoms frequently, and in this way being occasionally 
but little disturbed, and at other times very ill, a few active symp- 
toms carry off the poor beast.” 

Treatment.—When the watery effusion is extensive, few cases: 
recover ; however, much can be done to arrest it in the early stages ; 

the prospects of recovery, of course, depend a good deal'on the 
cause of complaint ; when ‘accompanied by hydrothorax, it almost 
invariably proves fatal. The strength from the first must be har- 
‘bored, ‘stimulants must be given from the beginning; open the 
bowels by an active purgative, smart friction being frequently ap- 
plied to the belly, or if the swelling is considerable, it should be 

supported by bandages; should the state of the patient permit, 
walking exercise should be persevered in. The following ball 

should be men ey — 
Todinies so seis oy dati a nts ietetenyencbelers ao yussed sales to: 25 anpaaicon sonia epaiauer ak 1 dr. 

Linseed meal and soft soap gulficient to form a ball. 
. “ Occasional doses of sweet niter and warm beer should be given. 

Free scarifications with a lancet or sharp knife should be made in. 
the swelling. 

Tonics should be more early used than they generally are; a 
very good tonic ball in these cases consists of—. 4 
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Sulphate of irom 6... cece cence eect eneeebeesaes 2 dr. 
TOQING o's ceslewn cine canbe aces He services sauehatere Siaggitldh ©Seovad guaran) MAD 1 dr. 

Made into a ball with linseed meal and soft soap. Or,— 

GUN BOR i Wiad tahini aes Viestataalar a eG dane cea seten isle bande ae 2 dr 
OU BI os cis ans ante ni vasa aides Se aca catadensed enlaces amide GG BE 2 dr, 

» Sulphate of iron 2.0... cence cee cceeeenveneees 2 dr 

Molasses sufficient to make a ball. 
When medical treatment fails, temporary relief may, he obtained 

by tapping, which consists in puncturing the belly, in the jine be- 
tween the navel and the sheath or udder, taking care not to injure 

the bowels or any important vessels, in doing which the belly must 

be tightly bandaged, and kept compressed. 
4 

ANASARCA, OR SWELLED LEGS. 

If ' plethoric, fat legs and sheath swelled. When standing? in the 

Fie. 905.—Thickening of the Fie. 906.—The Leg Fie. 907.—The Leg as it 

Tendons, Caused by Bang- in its Natural Appears when “ Filled” 

ing or Striking the Part. Condition. or Swelled. 

stable without any of the usual symptoms, should first be given a 

strong cathartic, and twenty-four to thirty-six hours after give the 

following powders in the feed morning and night :— 

Sulphate of HON. ganesh assess tase Goa berteie aoe oi eaehen une La OM, 
Powdered digitalis leaves... ........--.5 2... 0 cess eeeeeeee rie oa 2 02. 
Nitrate of potassa........0..0.000ee04 syech acs eee 6 02. 
Powdered nux vomica,...........--- ooesra ops sae ate ANE ALE ankcd ae } 02. 

Make into twelve powders, and give in feed nbininig and night 
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as above directed, until the animal's feces become of a blackish 

color, then stop. 

By this time the horse should be well. Ifthe case is weak and 
debilitated, omit the physic and powders, and give good, nutritious 
food. In the meantime :the’ horse i in either case should have gentle 

exercise. 

It is bad practice’ ‘to bandage. The application of bandages 

with stimulating liniment prevents the free circulation of the blood, 
thereby causing not only debility of the capillaries, or small blood- 
-vessels, but also irritating the skin. It in all cases gives temporary” 
relief, but does not cure. : The treatment before given is the gnly 
one to be depended upon. 

INFLAMMATION OF THE VEINS (PHLEBITIS). 

Owing to the practice of bleeding horses for all ailments, which 

is still very common among people through the country, phlebitis 
is not uncommon. It consists of inflammation of ‘the coats of the 

vein, involving the surrounding cellular tissues also. 

-Causes.—When it occurs, it almost invariably follows the opera- 
tion of bleeding, arising from some mismanagement in performing 
it, or securing the integuments after. Rusty fleams,: carelessness in. 
pinning it up,—as in pulling the skin out, allowing blood to filtrate 
the cellular tissues,—bringing the edges unevenly together, or, as 
in cases we have known, pinning the vein itself to the skin. ‘Cer. © 

tain states of constitutional predisposition of the veins to take on 

inflammatory action are said to exist. 

' Symptoms.—It is easily distinguished by the inverted edges of 

the wound, which are red and swollen, and discharge thin serum, 
which soon gives place to pus. The vein above the incision is hard, 

hot, and tender, and considerably enlarged. The swelling extends 
upward to the head; the inflammation extends to the surrounding 

tissues ; the sidé of the neck is swollen; the ‘neck is stiff, and the 

head extended. The symptomatic fever runs high. 

Treatment.—The head should be tied up, and almost constant 

fomentations of hot water applied for several days. The lips of the 
‘ wound shouldbe touched with the cautery or lunar caustic. A full 

dose of purgative medicine should be given. When the acute.fever. 

has subsided, the wound should be blistered throughout its entire. 

extent, and repeated if required, the head being kept elevated, and 

the horse’s feed placed within his reach. 
These cases. often ‘terminate in complete obliteration of the 

‘ ~ a 
1 
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vein ; but in course of time the smaller vessels of the neck enlarge, 
and take the place of the lost jugular. He is not suited to be turned 
to pasture, as the head is'apt to swell: He can never after be passed 
as a sound horse. 

THROMBUS. 

Thrombus is the name given to a round tumor which sometimes 

occurs around the puncture made in bleeding. 

Causes—It is usually the result of pinning up the wound by 
drawing the skin out, allowing the blood to be extravasated into 

the cellular tissues; also from the opening in the skin not being 
opposite the opening in the vein, or too small to allow the blood to 

escape freely ; often from the tissues being irritated by repeated 

striking of the fleam, or “ perhaps from 

‘ spontaneous inflammation and serous 
effusion in the divided integuments 
and membranes themselves.” 
“Symptoms.—It is easily recognized 

by the appearance of a round, full 
swelling surrounding the opening a 

Fie. 908.—The Barbarous Method often short time after bleeding. , 
Resorted to, of Burning out Treatment.—It should be , opetied 

the: Campa: again, the coagula squeezed out, and 
the edges of the wound again brought ‘together, and a pad or 

sponge saturated with a strong solution of Goulard’s lotion, or cold 

water constantly applied for an hour at a time, the pad being sup- 
ported by a broad bandage round the neck. The head must be tied 

up for at least twenty-four hours. It usually subsides in a day or 

two. Should swelling remain, it should be blistered and treated as 
in aivebine é 

: '  LAMPAS. 

Lampas is the name given to:a slight eilireancht of the bars 

or ridges on the palate behind the incisor teeth. ‘It is mostly con- 

fined to young horses, and is a natural conjestion of these parts, 

consequent on the shedding of the teeth. It is not so much a 

disease as a natural and salutary process, which in general is best» 

let alone, and in which cruel remedies, such as firing, should never 

for a moment be thought of. If much inflamed, : a slight scarifica- 
tion, with sloppy feed for a few weeks, will suffice to remove it. 

In older animals, similar swellings are sometimes seen arising from 
indigestion ; a slight physicking will generally remove them, with- 

out resorting to such oxéré practices as “cutting out the lampas.” 

‘ 
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_’° DISEASES OF THE SKIN. 

The skin is a membrane of variable thickness, which covers the 

whole body, and is reflected inward by all the natural openings, so 
as to line, by its internal reflections, the eye, the nasal cavities, 

the mouth, etc., etc. Skin diseases in the lower animals generally 

do not prove so inveterate as in human beings. 

- SURFEIT . : 

is an affection of common occurrence among horses in the spring 
and summer months, and is an eruptive disease, showing itself in 
the form of small tumors, or pimples, and extending along the neck, 
or over the whole body. . ‘ 

Causes.—It very often proves a sequel to some derangement 
‘of the digestive organs ; as from feeding for a lengthened period on 

one kind of food, and more particularly if it is of a stimulating or 
heating nature. It is also apt to occur in horses that.are in high 

condition, when subjected to violent exercise, causing them to sweat 
freely, and then being exposed'to sudden chill; in this form it is 
often met with in colts when being first put to worl 

Symptoms. lt appears suddenly; small pimples or tumors 
arise on different parts of the body and neck, and particularly un- 
derneath the mane; in some instances they disappear rapidly by 

absorption, while in others they burst and discharge a thin fluid: 
the hair comes out, and small scales form, which are easily pulled 

off. At times this affection proves very irksome and troublesome 
to the horse, causing him to rub violently against his stall, or bite 
at the parts affected. In its simple form it appears to inconven- 

ience the animal but little, and is generally easily removed. 

‘ Treatment.—In the first place the. food should be changed, and 

a mild purgative: given, as Barbadoes aloes, four to six drachms ; 

the kidneys should be made to act freely, and for that purpose the 

following ball may be given daily for four or five days :— 

Nitrate of potassa,..................0. FM cate re fonts 3 dr. 
‘Camphor.......... soohuthnuasca tteeteoce Teed WeSe ale dee ine Pan dasethe a ec ceehe shat Acted 1 ser. 
OiL-OE FUMIPET ose 5c gas ede cmees ewe uae adel deca Abhi 1 dr. 

‘ With soft soap and linseed meal sufficient 10 form an ordinary- 

sized ball. 
In inveterate cases, small doses of calomel and opium may be 

used with success. The eruptions should be thoroughly cleansed 
with soap and water, and afterward dressed with a mild solution of 
the chloride of zinc, about twenty grains to a pint of water. He 
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should have regular exercise and good grooming, using the wisp 

instead of the curry-comb. ‘Surfeit differs from mange in not being 

, contagious. wd 

| URTICARIA, NETTLE Ras, HIVES, ETC,, 

shown by pimples, or elevations, on the skin, may go and come 

within twenty-four hours, generally due to a disturbance of thé 

stomach, such as gastric derangement. In any case not serious, the 

symptoms are as follows: The horse probably not having taken 

well to his feed (apparently all right), a few hours later the whole 

body will be covered with little caer: or elevations all over 
the skin. 

The treatment ‘for it should be as follows: Give a cathartic; 

and have his body well bathed with strong salt and water. ‘This 
bathing may be repeated two or three times within twenty-four 
hours ; feed lightly, and reduce the amount of grain feed. 

This disease is caused by overfeeding and want of exercise ; is 

always common to fat horses, and makes its appearance during the 
spring and summer months. 

MANGE 

is another eruptive disease, and is very contagious, and is caused by 
the repeated attacks of minute insects which burrow into the skin; 
these insects are called acarz, and can be easily seen by means of a 

magnifying glass. (I include illustrations of two varieties of mange 
parasites.) 

Causes. —lIn the majority of cases it is, the result of contagion, 
either from coming in direct contact with : mangy horse, or it may 

‘be carried by means of his harness or blankets. It is also generated 
by uncleanliness and insufficient nourishment ; the'skin, from being 

allowed to become covered with dirt, loses, in a great measure, its 
highly important function in maintaining an animal in health. 

Symptoms.—Generally, the first symptom observed is the an- 
imal’s rubbing his head and neck against the stall or manger ; small 
pimples appear, and the hair falls off; the skin is dry and hard, and 
upon the hardened patches may be seen small red spots. A horse 

affected with mange is kept in a constant state of irritation, which 
soon reduces him in flesh, : 

Treatment.—He should be separated from other animals, and 
thoroughly washed with soap and water every second or third day, 

‘afterward dressed with the following application :— 
38 a 
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Linseed-ofl. 002... 4 oz 
Oil of tar.....0..... 4 02. 
Sulphur............ 8 02. 

Mix, and rub well into 

the affected parts. Or— 

Oil of turpentine... .4 oz. 
Oil of tar........... 4 on 

Linseed-oil,........ 6 oz. 

Mix. 

Alternately with the 
above application mer- 

curial ointment may be 
_ yused. ‘The horse should 

_ be given a generous diet, 
and moderate and regu- 
lar exercise. In invet- 

erate cases arsenical so- 

lutions are beneficial, but must be used with caution. All clothing, 

harness, etc., which have been used on a horse affected with mange, 
should be thoroughly cleansed before they are used again. The 
only means of preventing this disease is to keep both animal and 
stable in a cleanly condition. 

‘The following is recommended by a very successful veterinary 
Surgeon :— 

Take the horse in the sun, and scrub him thoroughly all over with castile soap 
and water, then wash him well from head to tail with gas water, in which put 2 

Fie. ‘909. — Symptoms of Mange. 

Fra. 910: Fra. 911. 
Mange Parasites. 

drachms white hellebore to the gallon. He must now be put in another stall, distant 

from the one in which he has been standing. Thus treated, it rarely requires more 

than one washing to effect a permanent cure. The harness should be thoroughly 
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scrubbed, and put away for six or eight weeks. These precautions are necessary , 

to, success in this otherwise troublesome disease. 

HEN ‘Lice. 

It is not ‘igen to mary that hen lice ‘and. common | ‘human _ 

. body. lice grow on horses with great rapidity. _Hen’ lice especially 

are sometimes very troublesome. Prof. Bouleys in 1851, ‘first called 

attention to them. fe a 

‘ Fie, 912.—One of the Tests for Mange. 

Symptoms.—When a horse is taken suddenly. with irresist- 
Ible itching, sometimes acting, half frantic in his efforts to relieve 

himself by scratching, biting, striking up with his hind feet, and 

stamping, examine him carefully for hen lice. This trouble is to be 

‘particularly looked for where hens have access to, or roost in, the 
stable. There is liable to be an éruption of very small vesicles under 

the: skin, the hair falling off in small, circular spots. In a few days 
thesé spots are liable to extend. _ 
When neglected, or not attended. to, ~ on ; 

the horse is liable to lose his appetite, 

grow thin and: weak, on account of the 
constant annoyance and irritation to 

which he is made subject. 

Treatment.—Remove the cause. Hens 

should never be kept near a_ horse 

stable, nor allowed to roost in it. ‘Wash. < 

the animal with a decoction of tobacco 

or staphysgia; whitewash the stable, 
and observe cleanliness. If subject to 

human. lice, and the animal is poor, 
with long hair, clip it off, and wash ‘the 

Fig, 913. —Mange Parasite. 
animal with a decoction of stavesacre, 

one ounce of the powdered seeds to a pint of water, taking care 

that the animal does not lick himself for some time’after the remedy 

has been applied. —Williams. 
t 
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‘An ounce of arsenic to a pail of soft water, with which to wash 

the horse thoroughly in a warm place, is claimed to be a sure 

remedy for destroying either kind of lice— Summerville. 

i RING-WoORM. 

This is not a common disease among horses. It consists in. a 

parasitic growth of organic cells in the surface of the skin. Ring- 

hee, ee goes 

Fie. 914.—Herpes—Vesicular Ring-worm. 

worm is a common affection in man, and is said to be communicable 

from him to the lower animals. Like other diseases of the skin, it 

is also generated by uncleanliness. _ a 
Symptoms.—The hair falls off on various’ parts of the body, 

especially about the face, eyelids, cheeks, neck, and thighs, leaving 
small and apparently: ulcerated patches, which appear white and- 
scaly, and have a peculiar tendency to spread; the animal loses . 
flesh, and his coat becomes dry and dirty-looking. 

_Treatment.—Ring-worm, if attended to in the early stage, is 

easily cured. The affected parts should be well cleansed, and 
touched with a mild caustic, and dressed daily with the following 

ointment :— 
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Or, in place of the ointment, a liniment composed of— 

Bulphut saccades ears oxen aees No enbc da eee EN enna 1 oz. 
Iodide of ‘potassium...,................ Serer ty rer 6dr. 
DOUG ih cosets a lateeait erreur ada N er eitecta a ideale ease cena Ye 38 dr. 
OU Of GAR yo meni a Alecstavs ts fesao dig lens es sucka bsseav ahaha Sean See TS 10 oz. 

May be used daily. 

HERPES=-VESICULAR RING- WORM. 

The treatment for this disease consists in purgative,, low diet, 

and local applications of sedative lotions. we 

SCRATCHES, MUD FEVER, AND CRACKED* HeExs 

are very common occurrences among horses, especially ‘in the 
- spring and autumn months, and the hind legs are oftener affected 

chan the fore ones. 

Fia. 615.—A Very Bad Case Fig. 916. An Ordinary Case 

: of Scratches. “of Scratches. 

Causes—-They are very often the result of keeping horses 
standing.in damp or filthy stables. Clipping the hair from off the 

legs is regarded as a very serious cause of scratches, as it leaves 

the skinso bare that it cannot as readily resist the effects of ir- 

ritants of any kind as when protected by its natural ‘covering ; but 

the most common cause is the habit of washing the legs. with cold 
water, and not drying them thoroughly afterward. The sebaceous 

glands in the hollow of the pasterns become inflamed, their secre- 
tion is increased, the skin cracks, and discharges an ichorous matter. 

Symptoms.—They usually cause lameness, more or less severe, 
according to the severity of the attack, always most painful for 

the first few steps. The hollows of the pasterns .are swollen, red, 
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hot, and tender, with transverse cracks which open at every step, 

and often bleed, especially in cold weather. A good illustration of. 
this is shown by Figs. 915 and 916.) , 

Treatment must be regulated according to.the extent and 

duration of the disease. In all cases the horse should be kept in a 
dry place, with an abundance of clean litter; the heels should be 
thoroughly cleansed, and if painful, poultices of linseed meal applied 
for several days. If the horse is in high condition, and the legs 

much swollen, a’full dose of purgative medicine must be given, 
followed by two or three doses of diuretic medicine, as,— 

Nitrate of potash. ................0000ee Dead nnecgles tPhasbec # #H saan AS 3 di. 
PROB pasts sss Ariyeten rdvece, anoltew fetal asenlaa Seq rab nlaneransesicgae a wkadsacs 8 dr. 

With soft soap sufficient to make an ordinary-sized ball. 

After poulticing, the parts should be dressed once or twice a 
a", “day with the following lotion :— 

Sulphate Of FING. pockg aes was s 6 dr. 
Acetate of lead................... 1 o2. 
Waters sci csussigocventia ays sussinGidsdueterocbes 1 pt. 

Occasionally scratches prove very 
troublesome and difficult to cure; if the. 
ulcerations extend, it will be necessary 
to change the dressing, and dry powders, __ 
such as oxide -of zinc, calomel, etc., 

‘should be tried. : 

The following is included from a very 
successful practitioner, as his favorite 

treatment :— 

First, wash the parts off well with warm water 

and soap, dry thoroughly, and apply the fallen z 

ointment twice a day:— 

Oxide of zinc................. +e. eB OF 
Carbolic atid...........0..000008. dr. Fie, 617—showing te Logs in fargONe MHA sg 

Healthy Condition. . 
Mix. 

If the case is serious, internal remedies must be resorted to. First give a lax- 

ative, then feed twice a bi one of the following powders:— 

Sulphate of iron. .!.. 02.2... . cece eee ‘a eee end Sone R ate eistacens 1} oz. 
‘ Pulverized ganda. TO0b, vec cuwers aida ewes See SARS RES wa 22-8 OZ. 

- Make into eight powders. 

‘The following is one of the very best remedies ever used. It 
was given the writer by a drunken horse doctor for the cure of 

a very serious case of cracked heels, old Turco, ‘my: favorite 

trained horse, being the case, and’it cured him quickly after all 
‘ 
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other treatment had failed. See particulars in “ Facts for Horse’ 
Owners,” page 1010. 

Resin,............ ‘a aloey etanoesitty Mal oe Sumter miantee eR Ren 2 oz. 
COPPOTAS 5. Saidc.i:s cil w teupesyerenses Aa Rum NeTS SUAS wusebre SERN Oat 2 02. 
ANIM cose eees geass x iste see Ne as elu eeanvise Mee eaee 12.8 O% 
Beeswax ....---. 00... ccc sean feeds edeieuatee era Sean mune a ares , 1 02. : 
OP hc Laas eater eaeteaines ava cislera's cane eateries olnanevelenm eaedeee 1 pt. 

Tallow............... qihalbiatctpenlen alas ca epeanaere size of hen’s egg 

Boil over.a slow fire, skim, and add a handful of the scrapings’ 

of sweet elder. When cool, it is fit for use. 

Another remedy, for which much i is claimed, is the following : —— 

Sweet-oil..... Riad eae ee a eas othe: A egielviac ace Gilt 5 Seabee t 6 02, 
Borax .... ........02. ihe wesihal Soases Pesala tats fet cachet Loe, Fe in sb 2 o2 
Super of lead. :ccoscaucc Soave s vatag sv aisie pena dade sees swe os 2 oz 

Mix. 

_ First wash clean with soft water and castile soap. When dry, 
apply once a day. 

Sometimes a horse will irritate or break the skin by getting a 

rope or strap around the leg, which, if neglected, will cause'a great 
deal of trouble by inducing scratches or cracking of the skin: The 
leg should be immediately poulticed with flaxseed meal, until, all: 
‘inflammation subsides. The horse in the meantime should have 
bran mashes, with a small dose of physic. 

If, however, it has been néglected, and scratches or Gieceation 

of the skin follow, it must be treated the same as for an ordinary 

case of scratches. I have found that tying a thickness or two of 

flannel loosely around the part for a few days after treatment, is very 
beneficial. 

For SCRATCHES AND CRACKED HEELS. 

The following remedy of great value is given by one of ‘the 

leading veterinary surgeons in the United States :— . 

Take of oxide of zinc, one drachm; veterinary cosmoline, one ounce ;' pow- 

dered gum benzoin, ten grains ; camphorated spitits, one drachm; mix thoroughly. 
The mode of application is a matter for attention. It. should be gently rubbed upon 

the cracks with the finger, so as to distribute it'in a moderately thick layer over the 

whole! of the affected part, and to insinuate it as‘much as possible under any crusts 
that may be formed in the disease. Once properly applied, it will prevent further 

crust from collecting, while it serves the several purposes of a new cuticle to the 

abraded skin, a water-dressing, and a barrier to the oxidizing | action always present 

in inflammation. The heels must not be washed after the application of the oint- 

ment; they may be wiped with a soft napkin as much a8 may seem necessary, but 

when the ointment is once applied, it should not be removed by washing without 

good reason. Or the following liniment may be successfully’ applied: Take ‘of 
Goulard’s extract, English glycerine, and skunk oil, two parts each ; liquor ammonia, 

half a part; mix. Agitate before using, and apply with a soft brush twice a day. 

4 \ 
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HoOoF OINTMENT. _ iy 

Used by Joseph Gamgee, V.S., formerly professor in the new 
Veterinary College, Edinburgh, Scotland, over forty years. It is 

also used as a remedy of great value for skin diseases, referred to 
particularly in “ Scratches and Cracked Heels.” 

As a preventive of the injurious effects resulting from changes from humidity 

to dryness, and vice versa, I have used a hoof ointment, which I have found an ad, 

mirable adjunct to all other good management. 

When I began to see that humidity impaired the texture of the hoof, I had re- 

course to oil, lard, or tallow, with the view to exclude moisture ; but my experi- 

ments were attended with questionable effect, except in the case of mutton tallow, 
which, during wet weather, I found beneficial. 

The following is the formula, as improved : _ 

Resin..... Sak. Guchalde hav) cate Sed hea aan Sees 2 parts. 
Mutton tallow o:csic sc ncics ches Lote ue seems Sap es Sieed 2 parts. 
Bar adOes? AAT sci. icc0.3 qcectea tra lacs secs se egudvecbes seas dd. dno. oS Seco ete hone 2 parts. 
Vellow Wax cca coins cane ht eca aia eeteces camewat ae seis 1 part. 
MG ABtOI ON. 5 o.c5 «2 feyss tue Wibie Ease Oh Sea ask tas ndsd gu Bateiase as aabalns ond 1 part. 

Given on page 983 of “ Facts for Horse Owners.” 

To be ‘combined according to pharmaceutical rules. 

This vintment is a perfect antiseptic, and as soon as it is applied to horses’ feet 

with bad thrushes, the offensive odor ceases. 

Directions for Use.—The ointment should be applied after the feet are washed 
clean and become'dry, and is most effectually applied by rubbing in with the hand. 

Take a piece the size of.a walnut, press it on the sole at the point of the frog, 
then into the commissures; and lastly, rub it well into the sole and frog, and then 

extend it over the wall and round the coronet, using as much as may be sufficient to 

cover thes¢ parts effectively.. It may be repeated about every fourth day; and the 

evening, after work, is the best time; or once a week will suffice to keep the’ feet 
in inigoea condition under cama work. 

i Goop FoR SKIN DISEASES. 

.Though I have called the preparation a hoof ointment, it is as effectual for the 

cure of many of the most troublesome skin diseases as it is good for the preservation 

of the feet. The breaking out of blotches and cracks of the heels, to which horses 

are go liable in winter, after the very objectionable practice of clipping and trim- 

ming, is cured by nothing so readily as by this ointment, well rubbed in, after the 

parts have been thoroughly washed with warm water and soap. In the same way 

as directed for horses’ hoofs, the ointment is good -for the feet of cattle, sheep, and 

sporting dogs. ‘ 

GREASE. 

This may be considered as an aggravated condition of: piace, 

and is induced by the same general causes, In the early stage, it 

consists in inflammation of the sweat glands, followed by an offen-. 
sive, white, oily discharge from the heels. The acrid character of 
the discharge often causes large portions of the skin to slough away, 

leaving ugly sores behind. 
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Symptoms.—There is generally more or less swelling of the 
legs, which, if not speedily relieved, is followed by a discharge ; the 
hair falls off, and the skin is reddened and inflamed. The parts are 

very painful and hot, and in many cases the least ‘pressure of the 

hand will make the horse twitch up his leg, and continye,to hold it 
up for some time. In other cases, when.made to move about. in his 

stall, or when taken out of his stable in the morning, he'will keep 

twitching up his legs as if he were affected with stringhalt. Exer- 
cise appears to relieve the pain, as after being walked for. ten or fif- 

teen minutes, he goes quite free. As the disease advances, the skin 

cracks, and the discharge increases, becoming more and more pur- 

ulent and offensive. (A good illustration of its appearance at this 

stage is given in Fig. 919.) The swelling increases, not being con- 
fined to the heels, but involving the 

front of the fetlock joint, and in some 

cases extending upward to ‘the hock. 

The cracked condition of the legs and 
heels undergoes a ‘change of structure, 

and fungoid granulations spring up 
similar in form to a bunch.of keys ;. 

this is called the “ grapy stage,” which 

may vary considerably in structure, 
at one time being very vascular, bleed- 

ing readily when touched; in other 

instances it loses ‘its vascularity, and 

becomes hard and horny; from be- 

tween the crevices of the grapes an 

ichorous, glairy discharge contin- 

ues. ce 

There is a small parasite, called sar- 
coptes hippopodus, which is sometimes Fia. 918.—A Bad Condition of Grease. 

found in chronic cases of grease (Fig. 

919). Williams says. this class of insect may be also. common to 

mange. The disease induced by it is called foot mange. Attention 

is drawn to a horse with this disease by his rubbing his fore legs, or 

striking constantly with the hind ones during the night. The seat 

- of the disease, and the ready detéction of numerous parasites in 

clusters ‘where crusts or scabs form about the horse’s heels, suffice to 

enable us to diagnose the malady.. 

Treatment—Without cleanliness, all igdicisal remedies are 

useless. The heels. should be washed with soap and water every 
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day, and the general comfort of the animal attended to. Ifthe pa- 
tient is in high condition, a dose of purgative medicine must be 
given, and the animal restricted to a cooling diet, as carrots, bran, 
etc.; or, if in summer, green food is preferable. The following 

lotion may be applied daily, which, in mild cases, will generally. 
suffice : — 

\ In cases of long standing, the hair 
must be cut off, and the parts soft- 

ened with linseed-meal, poultices ; 

,to which may be added charcoal, 
-yeast, or bleaching powder. After 
removing the poultices, dust the 

parts over with oxide-of-zinc pow- 
der, or apply the following oint- — 

ment every morning, to be washed 
offat night :— 

. Acetate of lead...... wiebhieweied 1 ser. 
Soft! soap... 0.0.0.2... eee ee 4 dr. 
Lard ...... Peer tenn ae A dr. 

As in other skin diseases, small 
doses of Fowler's solution of ar- 
senic are generally. attended with 
beneficial results. _ 

. TUMOR ON THE SHOULDER. 

Very. often, in. consequence of — 
continued chafing of the collar, 
which may be neglected, serious in- 
flammation is caused, sometimes 

followed by a deep cyst of matter beneath the large flat muscle 

_ which covers the front of the shoulder. The tissues around the part 

become thickened and indurated so that it,is frequently difficult to 

detect any fluctuation of matter, yet it may be assumed, when there 

is considerable swelling, that has continued for some time, and mat- 
ter exists, there will not be recovery until it has been removed. In 
slight cases only, a little nut-like induration usually forms without 

matter. . 

Treatment.—In cases where injury is recent, if the horse. must 

be used, change the collar, so that, if possible, no chafing or pressure 
will be brought. upon the part. Bathe the shoulder ‘with hot and 

‘* 

Fie. 919.—Sarcoptes Hippopodus. ‘ 
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cold water according to the severity of the case, or two or three 
thicknesses of wet blanket may be slung over the shoulder. Bath- 
ing the part thoroughly with ar- 

- nica which has been reduced about 

one third. with water, is a favorite 
, remedy for chafes and bruises. 
The following liniments for exter- 

nal inflammation are very good :— 

Wormwood ........5...... 202. 

Steep the wormwood in. the 
-liquor, and apply the preparation. 
‘ thoroughly tothe shoulder. Or,— 

Goulard’s extract .........,1 02. 
o ViM@B AP =. s.cccSialst aacngalees 2 oz. 
Spirits of wine............. 8 02. 
Water....... ac Or eee 1k pt. , 

‘Cover the part with two or three 
thicknesses of cloth kept wet with this. 

An excellent remedy for bruises and soreness, caiiséd by kicks, 
sete, is made by put- 

ting into whisky -all 

‘the camphor which it 
will cut or dissolve. 
Bathe the. part thor- 

oughly with this. 

Fic. 920.—Showinig Tumor on Etbow. 

If a tumor forms, 
‘open it with a knife, 
and treat like an ordi- 

nary wound; or the 

matter can be drawn. 
off with a trochar and 

canula, until the sac is 
‘reduced, when it can 
be opened. If a solid 

tumor forms, a straight 

verticle incision is to 
Fie. 921.—A Good Method of Covering Shoulder with Wet = te made throu gh the. 

* Cloths or Poultices, when Seriously Chafed or Inflamed. ; 
skin over the mass, 

and dissected out, when the skin is to be brought together with 
stitches, and eee as a simple. wound, 
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TUMOR ON POINT OF THE ELBOw. 

These are, in most cases, caused by the heels of the shoe when 

the horse lies with his fore limbs bent under him. 
Treatment.—TIf in its acute stage, hot or cold applications may 

be used ; if very much swollen, bathing with hot water will be best. 

When the acute stage passes off, apply an iodine or biniodide of 
mercury blister; if se- 
rum is secreted, it is 

recommended .as the 
simplest treatment, to 

draw it off with a canula 
and trochar, and inject 
the sac with compound 

tincture of iodine, diluted- 

of water. Or, open the 
sac freely at the lower 
part, and heal like a-com- 
mon wound. If a hard 

mass is left beneath the 
skin, it is to be dissected 
out, and the skin brought 
together with a couple of 
stitches, and treat: as a 
simple wound. 

Fie. 922.—A Good Method of Covering or Poulticing 

the Elbow when Injured. SALLENDERS 

is a name given to an eruption on the front of the hock joint, con- 
sisting in a scurfiness of the skin, accompanied by an ichorous dis- 

charge, and falling out of the hair. 
Causes.—High feeding without exercise, disorder of the digest-' 

ive system, uncleanliness, and bad grooming. In stallions of the 
Heavy draught breed it is a very common affection, and proves 
difficult to remove. , 

Treatment.—Dress the parts with mercurial or iodine ointments, 

keep the legs dry and clean, and give regular but not severe exer- 

cise, and occasionally a dose of laxative medicine. When only 

slight, the following lotion may remove them :— 

Corrosive sublimate ....... oi. e gee eee e eee eee tte eees 20 grs. 

Apply twice a day. 

with twice the quantity’ -- 
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MALLENDERS 

is the name given to a similar affection located at the back of the 

knee. The treatment must be the same as for sallenders. 

SADDLE AND COLLAR GALLS, ; 

a very common occurrence among horses, are caused by uneven 
pressure of the saddle or collar; the skin becomes excoriated, and 

the hair falls off.. Large inflammatory swellings appear, which may 

form into abscesses, or the skin ey BeEpni indurated and thick- 
ened. = ee x ze 

Treatment.—The parts should be fomented with warm water, 
and some simple or cooling lotion applied, as,— 

If abscesses form; they must be freely opened, and well fomented 

or poulticed. | When 
the skin. becomes in- 

durated, forming what 

are called sitfasts, they 
must be dissected out. 

The following is said 
to be an_ excellent 

' healing lotion for sad- 
dle or collar galls : peas 

Ree Sulphate copper. .14 oz. 
Frias. 928, 924.—Sitfasts. The Result of Saddle and Sulphate zinc... .. 1 oz. 

Collar Galls. _ Sugar of lead ...1} oz. 

Put in three pints of water. Swab on the parts. two or three 
times a day. ‘ Reduces inflammation, and sets up healing granulation 
of parts. 

TENOTOMY. 

' As the name indicates, it consists in division of the. tendons in 

cases of morbid contraction, giving rise to knuckling over the. fet- 

lock, causing the whole weight to be thrown on the.toe. It.is only 
applicable to cases in which we have no anchylosis of the joints. | 

The horse being cast and properly secured, the leg is taken out 

of the hobbles, and a rope attached to the foot, which is held by as- 

sistants. A longitudinal incision is made about an inch in length, a 
little in front of the tendons, and below any point of thickening that 
may exist. A common small-bladed scalpel, or the curved tenotomy 

knife, is passed in, care being taken to avoid ‘the artery vein and 
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nerve, and the tendons are divided ; the skin behind must not be 
cut, as the ends of the tendon may protrude, 
giving rise to fungus growths. The foot should - 
now be easily brought into its natural position ; 
if not, some force should be used to bring it back 
“by placing’ the knee against the front or pro- 
jecting part of it, at the same time laying hold 
of the foot with one hand, and the upper part of 
the leg with the other, and using considerable 
force.” This is sometimes necessary to break up 

adhesions which may have formed. A stitch or 

. two should be put in the wound, and a thick 
|. woolen bandage kept constantly wet .with cold 

Fu. micas a water should be applied for some days. If much. 
Position of the Foot inflammation ensues, a poultice should be ap- 
Before, being Oper- plied, and some purgative medicine given. 

ated Upon. If the fetlock. descends too much, the heels 

_ a, Point to enter the Should be raised. If adhesions take place during. 

aii cutting the recovery, a tipped shoe should be put on the foot. 
In from two to three months he will be fit for work. 

In a conversation with Dr. Hamill about this operation, in ex- 

plaining the simplicity and'success of the operation, ‘he referred to 

a case in point. To make the mat- 
ter more clear to the general reader, 
I made the request that he would 

write out.a statement of the method 
of treatment used by him, with a 

drawing showing the position of the 
foot before being operated upon ;: 

also drawings of his method of ad- 
justment for holding the foot in Po-. 

sition after the operation, which are 

‘here given :— 

TENOTOMY, OR DIVISION OF 

Se, DEON: Fig, 926.—Drawing of the Shoe and. 
This is one of the simplest, as well as, one Bar Used for the Treatment of 

"of the most useful operations in equine sur- the Case Referred To. 

gery, as it will restore to normal position and : 

strength a limb which has been so much deformed by contraction of the great flexor 

tendon of the foot, as to leave an otherwise good horse utterly useless. This con- 

traction causes what is known as knuekling, or descending forward and down- 
ward of the fetlock joint toward the ground. . 
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The operation is as follows : The horse is secured (in some cases throwing down , 

is unnecessary), the leg is flexed or bent at the knee, a very small incision is made 

through the skin on the inside of the 

leg, at the inner border of the tendon, 

where it stands out freest from the 
‘‘cannon bone,” at a, Fig. 925. Then 
insert a probe-pointed ‘tenotomy knife, 

‘keeping it pressed as close to the 

tendon as possible to avoid cutting the 

artery, which may be better protected 

“by pressing-with the fingers of the left 

‘hand toward the bone, all the soft 

‘tissues lying in front of the ten- 

don. Press the knife in until the 
skin is reached, but not cut, on 

the opposite side; turn the edge’ 
‘toward the tendon, cut carefully 

backward, while an attendant - 

straightens the limb, until both 
tendons are severed, if necessary, 
‘to let the limb out straight. But 

a small wound’ is best for the’ Fre. 927.—Drawing of Model Shoe and Bar Designed 

healing process. And where ad- for this Purpose, ‘and its Adjustment. 

hesions have taken place, force is ae 

pequived to straighten out the foot, with the brace or 

stay shoe. (Seé Fig. 927.) With a little antiseptic 

dressing occasionally to the wound, recovery will 

take place early. As a much better “set” limb can 

be had with use of the stay shoe, it may be added that 
one can be easily made by welding a bar of the de- 

sired length on the old shoe, setting it to the positien 

of the sound limb, then packing and bandaging all 

together just above the point of operation, (See 
illustrations 927, 928.) 

The adjustable brace shoe, shown in Fig. 926, is also 

simple, which is taken from the very shoe actually in: 

use on one of the worst cases of contraction of the 

flexor tendon ever in New York City. A horse be- 

: longing to Messrs. Smith & Mc William, Manhattan 

Gas’ Works; ,N. 'Y.,” was a large, powerful draught 

horse, between fourteen and fifteen hundred weight, 

. used at very heavy work. Through some sprain to 
the off hind limb, he kept walking on the toe for 

about five or six months. Every, known remedy 

was tried to prevent knuckling, both as regards med- 

ical treatment and.shoeing, . Heavy plates of steel 

were welded in front of the toe of the shoe. During 

ghee ee another six months, he kept going over, until finally 

Fie. 928.—Form of Shoe and he walked on the-anterior face of the hoof, with the 
Bar Used by French Veter- fetlock joint resting on the ground. Fig. 925 shows 

; inarians. the position in which the foot was carried. The 

t 
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limb appeared to be paralyzed above the joint. 

When he was down, he was quite helpless, had to 
be helped up, and in the end could hardly be 

made to stand alone. The owners decided to 
have him destroyed, although only eight years 
old, but first acquainted their veterinary surgeon. 

He advised tenotomy, which was performed in the 
month of March, 1878. In a few weeks the horse 

worked on Mr. Smith’s farm at heavy plowing, 

and other farm work. Shortly after, he was taken 

back to the city, put to the same heavy work 

again, when he worked for two years, and never 

afterward showed the slightest lameness, or even 

weakness, in that leg. 

x CASTRATION. 

’ The following article was, by special 

request, written by Dr. Chas. A. Meyer, 
who is an expert of the very highest 

order in the performance of this opera- 
tion :— . 

CASTRATION BY THE LATEST 

Fic. 929.—Form of Bar and Shoe METHOD, 
Used by French Veterinarians. Advances and progress have been made in all 

branches of the sciences and arts, and the art and 

science of surgery has been one of them. The nature, temperament, and dis- 

position of the horse is better understood, and the, educated veterinarian often 
risks his life for the benefit of stock raisers. We will, therefore, speak of the most 

improved method of castrating the stallion, as it is now, and-will in the future, be 

performed with more ease and success. The old method of castrating the stallion, 

which so often injured the animal by breaking his back, injuring his limbs, sprain- 

ing his muscles, and frequently disabling bim for life, is now prevented. The 

method as now performed is to castrate the animal standing, using no ropes to tie 

Fic. 930.—-Miles’s Ecraseur. 

his legs, no hard usage, no clamps, and is less liable to cause tetanus, erysipelas, 

sclerous cord, etc. The operation is as follows :— 

Put a halter on the animal, speak to him kindly, lead him to a corner, and qui- 

etly back him into it. Have the groom hold the halter-rope with the right hand, 

rather short, and place, his left hand or arm over the face of the hoige, and turn the 
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animal’s head to the left, or nigh side. The operator should have a sharp castrating 
knife, a pair of scissors, and, the most important instrument of all, the ecraseur (as 

shown in Fig. 930), called Miles’s Ecraseur. The operator should stand on the nigh 

side, midway between the fore and hind legs (say nothing to the horse), grasp the 
scrotum gently in the left hand above the testicles, now with the knife held about 8 

to 10 inches from the scrotum, make a slash into and through the coverings of the 

testicles, cutting into them proper. While the cut is made with the fore fingers at 

the back of the scrotum, raise the several coverings, and the testicles pop out. This 

must be done quickly. Then step back, apply the chain of the ecraseure about an 

inch above the testicle, and quickly tighten the chain. When a firm tortion is on the 
chain, ‘gradually tighten the same, when a peculiar grating sensation will be felt. 

Do not cut clear through the cord with the chain. Then take your scissors and cut 

below the chain, when the testicle will fall to the ground. Gradually loosen the 

chain, which should require about half a minute, and repeat the same operation on 

the second testicle. You will not have any bleeding, and the animal will stand per- 

fectly quiet. 
This was at one time performed by a few men, who traveled through the coun- 

try castrating, and who captivated the stock raisers by their clever way of operating, 

and whe look upon it as a secret, of which there is no such thing. The whole secret 

lies in this: The testicles are endowed with a profuse plexus of nerves, and are a 

highly sensitive organ. By making a sharp, quick incision in the testicle, the pain is 

so intense that the animal becomes unnerved, and is under complete control of the 

operator. In this lies the whole secret. In some cases, the stallion makes a few 

sharp, quick kicks with one leg, but they are sc as not to get in close proximity with 

the operator, being straight out behind. There is no danger to either the operator: 

or the horse. Nothing is applied to the wounded part, which is to be left alone; 

a slight swelling will be visible for a few days, which is natural, and must be to pro- 
duce a healing of the parts. The percentage of loss is ‘very slight, and only then 

due to complications, such as colds, etc. I have never yet seen an animal die from 

being operated upon by this method. 

THE OLD METHOD, 

as practiced by an old man named Gould, who resides near 

Bath, Steuben Co., N. Y. He is known in that and surrounding 

counties for his success in castrating horses, claiming to have never 

lost a case, and that there was but little swelling after the opera- 

tion. The writer took particular pains to see the old man operate, 
and learn his secret. 

The horse was laid down, and tied in the usual manner. He 

washed the parts thoroughly with warm water, and then greased 
them with lard. The clamps were of the usual.kind. It was the 

preparation he put on the clamps that made his success, he said. 
He put on the clamp, first, rye flour paste; on this he sifted 

equal portions of red precipitate and corrosive sublimate, mixed to- 

gether in powder. In twenty-four hours the clamips were taken off. 
This method of treatment has been pursued for many years by a 

friend of the author, and he claims, with unfailing success, never 

having lost a case, and it is followed by no appreciable swelling. 
a . aa 
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INJURIES AND DISEASES OF THE PENIS. 

Causes.—The penis or yard of the stallion more particularly is 

liable to injury, from being kicked in coyering,.or sometimes it gets 

injured by awkwardness of the groom in serving mares; also from 
being cruelly struck with a whip or stick while in a state of erection. 
Warts and‘excrescences frequently cover the surface of the organ. 

_Symptoms.—We may have injuries of more: or less severity, from. 

a slight scratch to déep and severe laceration of its substance ; or, 

on. the other hand, the blow may have merely bruised, without 
breaking, the skin, producing want of power to retract it, and often 
accompanied by enormous swelling of the organ. When long out, 

the glans assumes a reddish-brown color, and the surface is cold, 
with very little sensibility. This is known a paraphymosis. Some- 
times these swellings subside, but thickening and enlargement of 

the lower part remains, preventing retraction within the sheath, 
proving very troublesome and unsightly. 'Warty excrescences are 
easily recognized, ‘and may occur on any part of the organ. 

Treatment.—Injuries from kicks and blows must be treated on 
the general principles of subduing inflammation. If it hangs pendu- 
lous, it must be supported by a broad bandage round the body, 
and copious effusion with cold water, or iced water in summer, con- 
stantly applied ; if very hot and tender, accompanied by fever and 

constitutional disturbance, hot fomentations may be more applica- 
ble ; whichever is employed must be persevered in for some length 
oftime. Purgatives should be given, and low diet, for some time. 

Unless there is extensive laceration of the substance of the 

organ, nothing nmiore than, cold applications are required ; should it 
prove tardy in healing, Goulard’s lotion, or a mild solution of sul- 
phate of zinc, will prove beneficial. When it continues, and the 

tumefaction increases, free and deep longitudinal scarification 
must be made on its surface, and repeated in a few days, if neces- 

sary. Sometimes charcoal poultices are required to cleanse the 

wounds and soothe the part.. 

FOULNESS OF THE SHEATH AND’ YARD. 

In geldings the penis becomes diminished considerably in size, 

and, from want of the sexual desire, seldom protrude it without its 

covering, the sheath ; consequently the sebaceous secretion of the 
glands in the prepuce accumulate, forming a black, soft, fetid sub- 

stance, with a strong persistent uric odor. This sometimes be- 
comes irritating, and gives rise to uneasiness, and should be oc- 

casionally washed out with warm water and a soft" sponge, taking 
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care not to scratch or bruise the inner: siitace, as troublesome 

swellings sometimes ensue. 
-.More trouble, however, arises from the accumulation of little 

round “beans ” (as horsemen call them), of a soft clayish appear- 

ance, in the cavity in the head of the penis, surrounding the end 
of the urethra, sometimes obstructing the passage of the urine by 
pressing on the urethra, or even stopping up the orifice itself, giv- 
‘ing rise to difficulty in staling, and uneasiness. ~ | 

The sheath should be washed out with soap and water, and the 

harid, well oiled, should be passed up, and the penis drawn out, 
when the accumulation should be venioved, taking care not to 
scratch or bruise the parts. 

PARTURITION, OR FOALING. 

The period of gestation in. the’ mare varies from eleven to thir- 

teen months. Usually aboat ten. days before foaling she begins to 

“make bag,” the udder enlarges, and a thin, milky fluid can be 

drawn from the teats, and a glairy discharge escapes from the 
/ Vagina, giving warning that the foal is about to be dropped. When 

the time approaches, she becomes uneasy, getting up and :down 
frequently. Presently the true labor pains begin, the womb con- 

tracts on its contents, assisted by the diaphragm and abdominal 
muscles ; the whole body is convilsed with the effort; the mouth: 
‘of the womb. becomes dilated ; the water-bag appears and bursts; 

and when the presentation is natural, a few efforts force_it’ out— 

‘sometimes inclosed in the membranes, which must be immediately 
removed ; and if the cord does not give way itself, it being some- 
times thick and strong, a ligature should be put on it about four 

‘inches, from the belly, and the remainder cut away. In’ general, 

mares are best left to themselves at this important period ; but care 
should be taken that they do not get into awkward positions, as 

against a wall, or the sides of the box. 

ABNORMAL PRESENTATIONS, 

The natural position of the foal at birth is with the head rest- 
ing. on the two fore legs.. When in this position, and the parts 
natural, it soon comes away without very much exertion. In many 

cases, however, the foal. is found in such positions as to prevent its 
escape without assistance. In all cases of protracted labor, where 
the pains continue without effect, assistance may be required. The 
hand being raised in temperature by washing in warm water, 

should be introduced to ascertain the cause. In some cases the. 
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neck of the womb will be found not sufficiently dilated, but the foal 

is found in its natural position. In such cases it may be gently 

dilated with the hand, or left alone, when nature will often overcome 

it herself. In cases of natural presentation, we must not be in too 

much of a hurry to deliver; harm is often done by injudicious in- 
terference. One or both fore legs may be doubled back, with the 

head presenting. In this case, push it back, and pass the hand 
down the leg if possible ; get them up into the passage, either by 
the hand or looped cords passed round the fetlock, when, by slight 
traction, it will generally be brought away. The legs may be pre- 
sented in the passage, and the head either doubled down under the 
brim of the pelvis, or turned over the shoulder down on the flank. 

In this case, it should be pushed back bodily, and the head sought 
for, when a loop must be placed, if possible, on the lower jaw; it 
must now be pushed back, while the head is to be pulled forward, 
and brought into the passage. This case is often very troublesome, 

from the difficulty sometimes experienced, in reaching the head. It 

is sometimes necessary to remove one of the legs by cutting the 
skin round the fetlock, and with the embryotomy knife dividing the 
skin of the leg as far as the shoulder, and separating it with the 
fingers, when it can be removed. A cord should be attached to the 

loose skin to aid in traction, when the head can in most cases be 

reached. We have had occasion to remove both legs in the same 
manner before delivery could be effected. 

Sometimes the ‘buttocks and tail only are to be felt: this is 
often a troublesome case, especially: when the legs‘ dip under the 

pelvis. It must be pushed well in, and the hind feet, if possible, 
secured and brought into the passage. Often, however, it is very 
difficult to do, when, as recommended by Prof. Dick, “the contents 
of the abdomen must be removed at the rectum; the pelvis divided 
at the symphysis, when a cord being attached, and force used, the 
hind legs will get into the place of the viscera, and the quarters col- 

lapse so as to-allow of extraction.” The whole four feet may be 
presented in the passage ; the simplest way of delivering in this case 

is to feel for the hocks, and slip loops on the hind feet ; and by push- 
ing back the fore ones, it may be removed by the hind legs. 

It is impossible to describe minutely the details of procedure i in 

these cases, as, from difference in collateral circumstances, such as 

size, age, length of time she has been in labor, swelling of the parts, 

etc., etc., different plans of treatment must suggest themselves to 
the operator. The principles to be observed are these: endeavor 

to get it into its natural position, in which, position it is easiest de- 
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livered ; failing in that, get it into the next easiest, viz., the hind 

legs ae that impracticable, remove those parts of the foal which 
offer most resistance, care being taken in so doing not to bruise or 

lacerate the mare. In no circumstances are tact, coolness, and 
steady perseverance more required than in a ptotracted case of - 

labor ; however, the dictates of ‘hufhanity no less than professional 

duty demand that we shrink not from the most difficult. For diffi-' 

culties incident to parturition, such as inflammation, flooding, etc., 

see Chapter XX, page 183, Second Part. 

BLISTERS. 

Before a blister is applied, the hair must be cut off from the 

part as closely as possible. The blistering ointment is then to be 
well rubbed into the part with the hand; and after this has been 
continued about ten minutes, some of the ointment may be smeared 

on the part. In blistering the legs,’the tender part of the heel, 
under the fetlock joint, is to be avoided ; it may be better to rub a 

little hog’s lard or vaseline on it, in order to defend it from any of 
thé blisters that may accidentally run down from the leg. When 

the legs are blistered, all the litter should be removed from the stall, 

and the horse’s head should be carefully secured, to prevent his rub- 
‘bing the blistered parts with his nose. On the third day he may 
have acradle put around his neck, and be turned loose. into a large 

box, or a paddock, or an orchard. In a field he would be apt to 

take too much exercise. About a week or ten days after the blister 
has been applied, the parts should be oiled with some olive-oil or 

vaseline. If flies-are troublesome, and make the horse restless, they 

may be kept off by the tar ointment, or tar and train oil mixed. 

COUNTER -IRRITANTS. 

THEIR Uses, How TO EMPLOY THEM, ETC.,— WILLIAMS. 

In all painful affections, warm fomentations or poultices must as a rule be pre- 

scribed. In the course of some days, however, if the pain is subsiding, and the 

parts seemingly relaxed, much benefit will be obtained by making a change to cold, 

mild astringents and bandages, to promote absorption of the exude. 

The congested capillaries may be relieved by local bleeding, but the parts upon 
which such an operation is performed are very few, except about the coronet of the 
foot. An incision into the coronary plexus will reach the vessels at once; the 

utility of this is, however, very doubtful, except in rare cases. Bleeding at the toe, 

although much practiced by many, is not to be commended. 
Purgatives are very useful during the first stages of lameness, reducing the in- 

flammation.. A full dose of aloes may be given with advantage, the diet being 

properly regulated and restricted to bran mashes, a little hay, and the water to be 

chilled. ' 
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After the acute .signs of inflammation have subsided, if the lameness still re- 

mains, the application of the so-called counter-irritants Will be rendered necessary, 
These consist of rubefacients, blisters, setons, and the actual cautery. The actions 

of these remedies differ only in degree, in rapidity, and in performance, not in the 

nature of the exudation which they produce. Without entering into any speculative 

discussion upon the question, superficial irritants are beneficial in all cases of chronic 
lameness, whether it. be caused by disease in bone, cartilage, ligament, tendon, or 
any other structure ; and they are often more decidedly beneficial when applied to. 

the diseased structure itself than to the skin covering it: For example, a lameness 
arises from bone spavin; its eradication is much more certain and rapid when a 

pointed cautery is applied to the diseased bones than when the hock is fired in the 

ordinary way. Again, a spavin has been fired and blistered repeatedly without ben- 

efit ; the bones are “punched” (a barbarous operation, and only to be performed i in 

extreme cases), violent inflanimation is. excited in the diseased bones, which for a 

time increases the Iameness; but this gradually subsides, and the original lameness is 

found to be removed. 

I am of the opinion that the curative action of external irritants is not due to 

their producing metastasis or counter-irritation ; but that they excite within the orig- 

inally diseased structure a reparative inflammation, partaking in its nature of what 

is described by Virchow as the “secretory inflammation,” which, superseding the 

original diseased process (whether that be inflammation pure and simple or its effects, 

ulceration, caries, or a formation of a low form of fibrous tissues), excites the forma- 

tion ‘of reparative material by which the breaches are united, ulcers healed, and dis- 

eased action removed. 

To illustrate this view, I will bring forward two familiar examples: 1. The heal- 

ing of a sinus or fistula, after the application of a blister, or of the actual cautery to 

the skin contingent to it; and 2. The removal of phlebitis (inflammation of the vein 

in the neck after bleeding) by a blister. : 
In the first instance, we find that a sinus heals after a blister or cautery, by the 

formation of an organizable exude, which completely fills up the cavity of the 

sinus ; and, in the second, we find that a blister assists in the obliteration of the in- 

flamed vein, not by removing the inflammation from it, but by promoting the forma- 

tion of a large quantity of reparative lymph, and hastening its further development 

into fibrous tissues, by which the vessel is' transformed at the inflamed part into a 

fibrous cord. Now if the curative action were due to the removal of inflammation, 

we should find that in the first case the relief would be only of a temporary nature, 

the sinus would still remain, being generally the cause and not the effect of the 

morbid action; and in the second, that the inflammation being removed from the 

coats of the veins, the vessel would, upon removal of the clot, become pervious. 

But such is not the case. Let the clot be removed ever so often, it is sure to form 

again, and nothing has the power of overcoming the inflammation of the vessel until 

it has been transformed into an organized cord, a process most materially hastened 

by the application of a blister. 

I think it may therefore be accepted that external irritants—whether they be 

simply rubefacients, producing a mere redness of the skin, vesicants or blisters, 

which cause elevations of the cuticle’ by fluid underneath it, or cauterization and 

setons, which promote the suppurative action—remove lameness by assisting nature 

in a process of repair. 

Rubefacients may be employed i in the less severe forms of lameness, in sprains of 

tendons, or in slight affections of joints, along with rest and fomentations, after the 
more acute symptoms have passed away. : 
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It is usual to apply blisters in all cases of some standing, when organic changes 
in the parts involved are suspected. Before a blister is applied, the hair should be 
clipped from the part, which, if dirty, ought to be washed, and when dry, the blister 

applied with amart friction for about ten minutes. To obtain the full éffect of 

a blister, a “quantity of ointment is to be thickly laid on after‘the rubbing in is 

coimpleted. * 
The best agent is cantharides, in the form of acetate, tincture, or, ointment, to 

the limbs, ‘the ointment in preference ; one part of cantharides to twelve parts of: 
lard or palm-oil. If prepared with a temperature equal to the boiling point of water 
(212°), it will be sufficiently strong and will never blemish. It is a mistake to think 
that the powdered flies should be mixed with the vehicle when it is nearly cold. - An 
ointment so prepared will require three times the quantity of cantharides. The heat 

melts the cantharidine. 
Hints upon Blistering Generally.—No more than two legs are to be blistered at one 

time, and three weeks at least must be allowed to elapse before the others are blis- 

tered, and between each re- application. It is a bad practice to blister extensively in 

very hot weather; and itis a mistake to suppose that blisters to the loins and back 
are more apt to irritate the urinary organs than when applied to any other part of 

the body, provided that it be carefully and properly done. i 8 

The evil results of blistering are: 1st. The production, of strangury,. by the ab- 

sorbed cantharidine irritating the urinary passages. This is a very rare occurrence, 

provided the blister has been applied to a moderate extent of surface; but if four 

legs, or even two, be extensively blistered at one time, the occurrence of such may 
be laid down to the indiscretion of the practitioner. In some cases, however, very 

mioderate blistering may be followed by strangury, and when it does occur, it is best 

treated thus: First wash the blistered ‘surface with warm water, in which a little 
alkali has been dissolved ; dress it with oil, give the animal demulcents to drink, 

such as cold linseed tea, and administer a few doses of opium and bicarbonate of 

soda. : 
2d. The production of a considerable amount of nervous irritability, fidgeti- 

ness, quickened pulse, and injected . mucous membranes, with loss of appetite. 

These symptoms are due to a nervous temperament ; and if not very severe, had bet- 

ter not be interfered with. Should they become alarming, the animal must be treated 

as in the first instance ; the fomentations heing continued for a longer period to ‘the 

legs. It may be here mentioned that fomentations should not be hot, but soothingly 

warm. : 
' Sometimes blisters, no matter how carefully applied, produce excessive swell- 

ings of the limb or limbs, with a tendency to suppuration and sloughing of the skin. 

’ ‘These results are generally due to the animal’s being in bad health, and in a condi- 
tion tending to anasarca or to erysipelatous disease. The treatment must consist of 

purgatives Or diuretics, as the case may be; fomentations, astringent lotions, and 

gentle exercise, as soon as the pain ‘is sufficiently subsided to admit of the animal’s be- 

ing moved about. In many cases the swellings involve the sheath of the penis, and 

the under surface of the abdomen. Punctures are very useful in such parts, by al- 
lowing the escape of the contained fiuid. I have seen tetanus arise ‘from a very 
Jimited blister to one fore leg. 

If the effects are not sufficiently apparent in about thirty hours after the blis- 

ter has been applied, a very little more, or what is remaining on the skin, which 

may be sufficient, should be gently rubbed in ; and in about forty-eight hours after 
the application the part is to be washed, and every trace of the blister removed ; 
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a little oil being now applied, or, what suits better, perhaps, an emulsion of sweet- 

oil, carbonate of potash, and water. It is a mistake to keep the parts soft too long , 
the eschars should be allowed to accumulate, and to desquamate gradually. 

Firing, or the application of the actual cautery, isa much more severe irritant 

than a blister, and often removes pain very rapidly when repeated blisters have 

failed to do so. In bone diseases, and in all cases of chronic lameness, it is of great 
benefit, and seenis to act by powerfully exciting the healing process in the part dis- 

eased. The firing may be in lines, and superficial, the transverse method being the 

least calculated to blemish ; or it may be in points, and deep, by pyro-puncture (see 

treatment for spavins, ring-bones, etc.) into the diseased structure. This latter 

metbod is the more easily performed, and the more effective. 

Nothing is more calculated to dispel.the idea of the correctness of the counter- 

irritation theory than the dissection of a part which has been recently fired (say three 

days after the operation), when it will be found that the skin, subcutaneous tissue, 

and the bones,—when they are superficially situated, such as those of the hock, 

pastern, etc.,—are involved in the inflammatory action so produced. Thus a bone 

spavin lameness is removed by the inflammation excited by the cautery in the dis- 

‘eased bones, providing a supply of material for the purpose of uniting them to- 

gether into one immovable mass ; or as in caries of a ginglymoid joint, for the re- 

pair of destroyed structure, as already explained. 

Setone act vety satisfactorily in some cases of bone diseases, especially those ac- 

companied by external heat of the part ; they produce a discharge of pus, and their 

action can be continued for a much longer time than that of blistering or firing. In 

tendinous or ligamentous lameness, with much thickening of the integuments and 

subcutaneous structures, setons should not be employed, as they leave much addi- 

tional thickening, and are not so effectual as the actual cautery. 

‘HoT FOMENTATIONS. 

This is so often advised for acute inflammation, sprains, etc., 

notwithstanding the simplicity of its application, I think it advis- 
able to give such details as will serve to aid the owner in its use. 
The use of hot and cold water alone, intelligently applied, will be 

found a very safe, simple, and effective remedy for allaying inflam- 
mation, pain, and congestion. 

The principle is to apply all the heat the animal will bear, but 

not enough to scald or burn. Itis best accomplished by wringing” 
through a common’ clothes wringer a woolen blanket (a common 

horse-blanket will do) out of boiling hot water, fold it quickly into 

four or more thicknesses, and place it over the affected part. Cover 
the hot cloth well with dry blanket. If continued or repeated long 

enough to relax the skin, cold is to be applied to tone it up, when, 
if necessary, the heat is to be again continued. , 

For Acute Pleurisy.—To relieve the pain, apply hot fomenta- 

tions over the seat of the pain, from one to three hours, or till the 
pain subsides. The fomentations should be renewed every five or 
ten minutes, and at the conclusion should be followed with a heavy, 

cold compress for about ten minutes. Ice compresses instead of 
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the fomentations will sometimes afford relief when all other means 

fail. After ice-compresses have been applied for an hour, they 

should be followed by a hot fomentation, and then apply the cold 

compress again until the pain subsides. 
For Colic.—Apply hot fomentations sufficiently large to cover 

the abdomen or belly of the horse, in quick succession, for an hour 
or so, till relief is obtained. And at the same time give a copious 
injection of hot water into the rectum, of from 110° to 118° F. A. 

gallon or two of water should be used for this purpose. Any kind 

of.a syringe will do, but the Fountain Syringe is much to be pre- 

ferred above all others. Sometimes the fomentation is all that is 
necessary to give relief, and sometimes injections ‘alone will give. 
great relief. 

For Strains and Sprains. —Apply hot fomentations vigorously, 
changing them every five or ten minutes till the pain and swelling 

subside. ‘Apply a cold compress for the last application, and the 
compress can be left on continuously, but it should be covered with 

the woolen cloth. 

For a Cold.—If the cold is located in the head, a fomentation 

can be applied to the head, and should be extensive enough to cover 
most of the neck. This can be done by folding a blanket length- 

wise about four thicknesseS, and just winding it spirally around the 

horse’s head so as not to cover the eyes; and if one blanket is not 

sufficient, another blanket can be wound around the head and down 
the neck in the same manner. The fomentation should be well 

covered with a dry blanket, and if it is so hot that the horse cannot 
bear it, the hot folded blanket, after being wrung out of hot water, 

should be folded in a dry one, so as not to burn him. In this case, 

it is not necessary to add another dry blanket over the fomentation. 

If the cold seems to be settled all over the horse, several blank- 

ets may be joined at the edges, and thrown over the horse so that 

the edges hang down to the ground, forming a kind of tent for the 
horse to be under. The edges of the blanket behind and before the 
body can be pinned together. Then place a vessel with hot water 
under the horse, and a hot brick or hot flat-irons can be thrown 
into the water to produce a vapor, which should be continued until 
the horse is in a profuse sweat. Then he can be sponged off, be- 
ginning with cool water, and ending with cold water, or sprayed 
with cool water, then with cold; or the water can be poured over 
the body, if it is not corivenient to spray. The animal should then 

be warmly blanketed, and in the course of 20 minutes if he does not 
sweat, or has ceased to sweat, he should be dried thoroughly by 
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wiping with cloths and rubbing with the hand, until perfectly dry. 
Care should be taken that the temperature of the room in which 
this treatment is given does not fall much below 50°, and would 

be better to be about 65° or 70°, and there should be no draught. 

The treatment can be made much more effective by placing the 

horse’s feet in as hot water as he will bear, while the vapor bath 

is being given. 

Another method is a hot-blanket. pack, which | is sometimes 

more convenient, and is just as effectual. The hot-blanket pack 
can be given by wringing a heavy blanket out of hot water, and 
folding it; then folding it in a dry blanket and putting it around 
the body of the horse. It will require at least two such blankets to 

' to-reach over the body of the horse. He should then be very’ 
heavily blanketed, so as to keep the heat of the hot cloths in, and 

produce perspiration. The hot-blanket pack should be followed by 
Cool sponging, spraying, or pouring, the same as after the vapor 
bath. ‘The after-treatment should be the same as after a vapor 

bath. i 

POULTICES. 

The simplest and ‘cheapest poultice can. be made by pouring 
boiling water on about a peck of bran, so as to, make a very. thin 
mash ; or linseed meal could be added to it. Boiled turnips make 

a poe poultice, which would also be improved by the addition of 
a little linseed meal. 

Poultices are generally too ania gonGned: anddry. A poultice 
should be made large, so as to cover the parts thoroughly, and keep 
them moist. When a horse gets a nail in the foot, or it is calked, or 

when there is any local inflammation from an injury, covering the 
parts with a warm poultice will be found a very simple and good 

way of keeping down inflammation. If it is desired to poultice the 
leg for a sprain of the tendons, a flannel‘bag can be made for the 
purpose, or an old pant’s leg, if convenient, can be pulled up over the . 
leg ; tie a string loosely around the foot below the fetlock, and fill 

the bag with the poultice above the knee, which can be kept up by 
tying a piece of listing, or a strip of flannel over the shoulder. 

Poultices are also useful applications for promoting suppuration in 

inflamed tumors, and when there is irritation or inflammation in 

the heels, such as scratches, cracks, or grease. The poultices com.-. 

monly employed for these purposes jare of an emollient character. 
The following is a standard formula :— 
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Linseed meal 
Bran 
ee ee ee ee 

Boiling water siioiigh to make a seft poultice. 

Or, turnips thoroughly boiled and mashed, any quantity, linseed 

meal enough to form the poultice. A good poultice can be made of 
‘Carrots, grated fine. Either of these simple poulticés may be con- 

verted into an anodyne poultice by the addition of opium ; into a 
fermenting poultice by the addition of yeast, and by substituting 

oatmeal for linseed meal; into an astringent poultice by the addi- 

tion of Goulard’s extract, sugar of lead, or powdered alum ; and into 

a detergent poultice by the addition of white or blue vitriol. 

In obstinate cases of virulent grease, where tHere is much ‘pain, 
and a stinking, dark-colored discharge,-and especially when emol- |, 
lients are found ineffectual, the detergent poultice has quickly cured 

the disease,'and in such cases even a solution of ‘corrosive sublimate 
has been used with the best effect. But emollients should : always 

be fairly tried, and some diuretic medicine ; given. 

THE PULSE. 

‘The arteries are the vessels which convey the blood, from the 

heart to the system. “The blood nowhere passes through an artery 
so rapidly as it is forced into it by the ventricles of the heart, on ac- 
count of the resistance offered by all the tubes against which it is 

forced. The consequence is, that when it receives the wave of blood, 

both the diameter and the length | of the vessel is increased, and this 
is followed by a recoil and recovery of its previous position, owing 

to the elasticity of the tube ; these operations constitute the pulse, 
which is felt when the finger slightly compresses an artery.”—Ben- 

nett. Hence the pulsations of the artery correspond with the beat- 
ings of the heart, and’ consequently indicate the irritability of that 

organ, or the system generally. The average pulse of the horse is 
from, thirty-two to forty beats per minute. The smaller and 

more nervous the horse, the quicker.the pulse ; while the larger and 

coarser bfed, the slower. The most convenient places to feel the 

' pulse-are at the arm, on the inside where the artery (radial) | ‘Passes 
over the head of the bone, or on the. under part of the lower jaw. 
It can be felt easiest and best at the lower jaw, a little behind, 

where the submaxillary artery comes up and winds round ‘to gain 
the cheek. (See Fig. 931.) Pass the finger down the jaw up near 
the neck on the inner edge, and a cord-like ridge will be felt, which, » 

upon gently and firmly pressing it with. the end of the finger, will 
plainly be felt to throb and beat. (See Fig. 932.) 
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“Frequent reference is made to the state of the pulse i in different 
diseases, such as colic, pneumonia, laminitis, etc., etc. Hence it 

should be studied carefully. For example, during the early stage 

of colic, the pulse will be hardly. affected, and the ears and legs will 

be natural in temperature ; while in inflammation of the bowels the 

pulse will be quick and wiry, ears and legs cold, etc. In fever it is 
quick, wiry, and light, indicating the extreme or not of disturbance 
in the circulation.”—Youatz. 

There are four general principles, or points, which must influ- 

- Fre. 931.—Showing the Pulse. 

1 and 12, Carotid artery and ite ‘branches; 13, Submaxillary artery. ‘ 

ence the course of treatment in all diseases. If there is high tem- 
perature, 102° to 107° (107° to 108° is fatal), the first point is to reduce 
the fever. In first stage, aconite internally is best; externally, 

wrapping the body and extremities to equalize the temperature. 
The heart’s action is the next great point. Thirty-four to forty 

beats to a minute is normal ; below that indicates debility. Ifit isa 
quick, wiry, or thready pulse, it indicates inflammation of the intes- 

~ 
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~and is to be treated as such.. 
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tines or abdominal organs, which calls immediately for sedatives. 

Take, for example, general colic. treatment. Usual colic dose :— 

b Feandan tn s.5)3 ak cacao aogier clu canumi sn peu eens oes 1 to 2 oz 
Sweet spirits of niter.... 0.2... eee eee ec eee eeeeeetes ‘1 to 2 02 
Tincture belladonna, .... 00.00... cece cee cece cneceuees 1 to2 dr. 
Daniseed: OU ox. seca ty cto ccna Se ee aed gash ashen taton Skee cee % to 1 pt 

If tympanites (flatulent colic), would add to the above one half 

to one ounce tincture. jamaica ginger, and one half to one ounce 

aromatic spirits of ammonia, with a few drops tincture nux vomica, 

every half hour, until relieved: 
Quick and feeble pulse indicates the lungs being involved. 

Moderately rapid, and throb- ; 
bing or bounding pulse ‘would 

indicate inflammation of the 

extremities, such as laminitis, 

While an irregular pulse-beat, 

whether fast or slow, would 

indicate the heart itself being 

involved, which- is to, be 

treated by giving medicines 

that-act upon the heart, such 
as alcoholic stimulants, bel- 
ladonna, and digitalis. The 
first two stimulate the heart, | 

‘the last is a heart sedative. , 

Of alcohol, brandy, etc., give Fra. 982.—Feeling the Pulse. 
2 to 4 ounces, with ‘same 

quantity of water for a dose ; tincture of belladonna, 10 to 12 drops, 

which may -be given in small doses every. hour for an unlimited 

time, or in 1 to 2 drachm doses twice a day, not to. be longer than a 

few days. Digitalis, being a heart sedative, must’ be used with 

‘greater caution ; from 15 to 60 drops of the tincture may be given 

twice a day’ for two to four days, or until the heart’s action be- 

comes slower. This drug has accumulative properties—that is, it. 

may not seem to act for some time; and then act with such great 
force as to be fatal —Hamzll. 

GIVING BALLS. 

Medicine is most commonly given to horses in the form of a 

ball or bolas, the size ‘of which should not exceed that of a hen’s 

egg.. Though named a da//, it is generally rolled up in a cylindrical 
form, about one inch in diameter, and two and a half. in length. In 
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giving a ball, the horse’s tongue is drawn out on the off or right side, 
and held firmly with the left hand, while with the right the ball is 
quickly passed over the meee ifito the pharynx, or top of the gul- 

Fra. 983.—Bad Method of Giving Ball. 

let. The hand should be ep as near to the roof of the mouth as 
possible in giving the ball ; there will then. be much less danger of 
being wounded by the teeth. The moment the right hand is with- 
drawn from the mouth, the tongue i is let loose; and the ball generally 
swallowed. 

“7 4t° Balls cannot be conveniently given unless wrapped up in paper ; 
ip 

Fra. 934. —Approved Method. 

but for this purpose the softest and thinnest should -be chosen. In 

holding the tongue with the left hand, while the ball is introduced, ' 

great care is required, as the rough and violent manner in which this 
is sometimes done often injures the tongue, or lacerates the under 
part of it. The muscles by which swallowing is effected may also 

be seriously injured in this way. In violent colds, strangles, etc., 

‘ 
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there .is often so much 
soreness of the throat as 

to render swallowing very ' 

painful and difficult; in 

such cases, neither Jad/s 

nor : drenches should. be. 

giver, as they are sure 

to do mischief by irritat- 

ing the throat, and may 
even suffocate the. animal 

by getting into the wind- 
‘pipe. 

Fro, 985.—After Giving Ball. 

PHYSICKING. 

It is always best, if possible, to prepare the horse for physic by 

giving a bran mash twenty-four hours previously, as the medicine 

F Wy, Me 

vn Mil 
IL, 

Yel 

. ‘ Fie. 936.—Giving a Drench. 

will act more favorably, and there is less danger of superpurgation. 
Five drachms of aloes (Barbadoes aloes are always used for horses) 
will act as forcibly after a mash as seven without. Again, the quan- 
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tity of physic should be adapted. to age and:size. The rule ‘is to 

give one drachm for each year up to seven. Eight drachms is the 

largest given at one dose. The following is a good physic ball :— 

Barbadoes aloes, pulverized,...........200 cece ueeecceuuseeee® 7 dr. 
Bar S08 jo: sinsis-s cesses amano sian ued ebitr e either, oa ieeaten'y aeauetene ee 4 dr. 
Ginger ....... ceca Rgds sea bunes seine ys aed as BE Cr SeMMews ceive 6 i dr. 

The usual way is to mix the ingredients in this proportion, then 
reduce to the weight intended, and give. _ 

For alterative balls simply give from one to two or three 
drachms of mass, as above prepared, two or three times a week, for 

a week or two. The following are the details advised: :— 
The horse should be fed with bran mashes for two or three 

. days, and have moderate but regular exercise, or be worked with 
moderation. He should be allowed only a moderate quantity of 
hay, especially if he has a voracious appetite ; and if inclined to eat 

his litter, he should be prevented bya muzzle, or by being tied up 
to the rack in the day-time; or what is still better, by having his 
litter removed during the day, and by applying the muzzle at night 
after he has eaten his allowance of hay. If in low condition,’ some 

oats may be mixed with the bran mashes; but eight to ten pounds 
of good hay are a sufficient allowance for a day and night. On the 
morning when the physic is given, neither hay’ nor mashes should 
be allowed, until two or three hours after it has been taken. Some 

‘practitioners, howevef, direct a small, thin mash of bran only, to be 
given about an hour after, for the purposé. of dissolving or mixing 
with the physic. This, however, is unnecessary, though supposed 
to render the effect milder and more expeditious. But this is not 
the case; physic should be given fasting. - During the day, the 
horse may have walking: exercise for about half an hour, once 
-only, and be fed with bran mashes, and have the chill taken off his 

water. Grooms: generally consider exercise unnecessary or im- 
proper on the day the physic is given; and on the following day, 
when the medicine generally operates, they are apt to give too 

much exercise. But as soon as the purging has taken place in‘a 
sufficient degree, which is generally the case about the afternoon of 
the day after it is taken, exercise is’ unnecessary and improper. 

And should the purging continue, or be found to be going on the 
following morning (that is, on the morning of the third ‘day, includ- 

ing that on which the medicine was given), it should be restrained 

by gruel made of arrow-root or fine wheat flour, with which the 

horse should be drenched if he refuses to-drink it. Should the 
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purging continue after this, about half an ounce of tincture of opium 

may be given with a little gruel. 
Horses sometimes appear sick, and refuse their food, after tak- 

ing physic, either during the afternoon or evening of the same day, 
or the following morning. This is generally caused by a neglect of 
the preparation above directed, by the stomach being loaded at the 
time the physicis given, or by the horse feeding improperly too 

soon afterward ; and not unfrequently by the physic being too 

_strong. When this sickness is observed, the horse should have 

Walking exercise ; and if it be on the same day the physic is taken, 

and the uneasiness be considerable, let a clyster’ be administered ; 

nothing more is necessary. Should it continue, however, the fol- 
. lowing morning let him be again exercised, and haye some water 
with the chill off; and if the purging does not come on, and he ap- 

pears to make fruitless efforts to dung, let the clyster be repeated, 

which, with repetition of the exercise, will ‘generally produce the, 
desired effect. A horse should be clothed, and not exposed to rain 

or cold wind during the operation. of physic; and when its opera- 
tion has ceased, he should be gradually brought ° back to his usual 

diet and work. 
Cathartics improve dibestion and chylification by cleansing the 

intestines and unloading the liver, and ifthe animal’ is afterward 

properly fed, will improve his strength and condition in a remark- 
able degree. Diuretics carry off the excrementitious matter of the 

blood by the kidneys, and thereby produce a similar effect, but not 
_in so essential or permanent a manner ; for if the system of feeding, 

which renders the blood impure, be eontinied, it will soon return to 
its original state. Cathartics are always useful when the appetite 

and digestion are bad, and this is known by a voracious or de- 
praved appetite, both for food and for water, rumbling of the 

bowels, and a frequent discharge of wind from the anus. This is 

the case in a remarkable degree with broken-winded horses, and 
generally in such as have chronic cough, or are crib-biters. Ca- 

thartics should not be given too strong or too frequently, as they 

may thereby weaken instead of strengthen the digestive organs, 

and produce the effect they were intended to remove. Cathartics 

should always be made with soap, in the following manner, and 

then, if given upon an empty stomach, they will be carried off, and 

will not be dissolved until they get into the large bowels, where 

their effect is intended to be produced ; that is, carrying off all the 
excrementitious matter that may be lodged in them. When given 
in this way, they never produce sickness or pain in the stomach, 

40 a 
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but always operate without pain or danger. The following is a good 
cathartic ball :— 

Beat the soap, oil of cloves, and water together in a mortar, so 

as to form a paste, and if necessary use more water. This being 

done, add the powdered aloes i ginger,’ and beat the whole into 

a ball. 
BLEEDING, ‘OR PHLEBOTOMY. 

The operation of blood-letting is now almost discarded ‘in 

modern practice. It is simple, and can be performed by almost any 

Fria, 937.—Raising the Veln. 

one with a steady hand. For its performance a fleam and blood- 
stick are required; the star of the fleam should be large at the 

shoulder, to make a sufficient opening to allow a free flow of blood, 
and the blade should be broad, to prevent its sinking in when the 
vein is deep. The jugular vein of the neck is usually selected to 
bleed from. The head should ‘be moderately raised and slightly 

turned off, the eye next the operator being covered by the hand of 

the assistant holding the head. The left side is easiest operated 

on; the vein is raised by the pressure of the third and little fingers 
of the left hand, which holds the fleam. It is most superficial about 

two inches from the angle of the jaw, consequently’ this point is 
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usually selected for the operation. The vein being raised, and the 
hair smoothed down by the moistened finger, the star of the fleam 
is placed in line 
with the course of 

the vein, with, one 

smart tap of the 

' blood-stick the. 

skin and coats of 

the veinare punct- 

ured, and the 

blood will flow. 

When © sufficient 

has been ab- 
stracted, the 

edges of the 

wound should be 
carefully taken to- ae 

gether, and hairs Fre. 988. —Method of Placing the Fieain. 
and clot carefully 
wiped away ; a small: pin’ is’ passed through them, aaa a little tow 
wound round it, and the point of the pin cut off. The head’ should 
be tied up for a few hours to Prevent his rubbing the pin off. 

_SETONS. 

Setons are similar in their action to rowels, and-are used for 
much the same. purposes. They are usually made of broad white 

tape. In inserting a seton, the skin is cut with 
the roweling scissors as above. A seton needle, 

which should be large and well polished, is passed 
in and pushed under the, skin as far as is neces- 

sary ; ; another cut is then made in the skin, through 
‘which it is passed out; the needle in. its course 
should separate the skin on each side from. its 
cellular attachments. The lower opening should 

always be so. placed that the matter will have a 
dependent outlet. The ends of the seton should be 
tied to circular pieces of ‘leather, so as to prevent 

its helue pulled through. \It is necessary to wash it frequently 
with warm water, and pull it up and down often, to keep it open, 

dressing -it occasionally with digestive ointment to a KSeD up the 
discharge. 

Fre, 939.—The Or- 
ifice Closed after 

eas 
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THE ROWEL. 

Rowels are used as counter-irritants in treating deep-seated in- 

flammations ; and whenever any morbid disease is to be stopped, as 
in-grease and in thrushes, they have long been favorite remedies 

among horsemen. 
In applying a rowel, the skin is to be taken up between the 

finger and thumb, and a cut is made in the skin with the roweling 

scissors, and with the hook on the handle of the scissors, it is sep- 

arated from its cellular connections for about two inches, and a dos- 

sil of tow, or a circular piece of leather, with a hole in. it, previously 
dipped in digestive ointment, is inserted, which must be cleaned and 

moved every day. A discharge is soon set up, which has a tendency 

to remove any deep-seated, morbid action. 

TRACHEOTOMY. 

It sometimes happens that from the tumefaction of strangles, 
the impaction of foreign bodies, and other sudden causes of obstruc- 

tion, the life of the patient is threatened from suffocation. It is 
found necessary to open the windpipe to avert the untoward result, 
until the cause of the obstruction be removed. 

It consists in making an incision through the skin and muscles 
in the mesian line down on the trachea, or windpipe, cutting through 
two rings of this tube, and inserting a bent tube, which is usually 

made of block-tin, with a broad flange, to which tapes or straps are 
attached to tie it round the neck. It is usually employed to give 
temporary relief; but I have known horses to work with a tube in 
the windpipe for years. It must be frequently taken out and 
cleaned. When the cause of the obstruction is removed, the tube is 

withdrawn, and the edges of the skin being scarified, they are care- 
_ fully brought together, and treated as a simple wound. 

EMBROCATIONS 

are excernal applications i in a liquid form, that are rubbed on a dis- 

eased part, as in strains and indolent swellings, and as an auxiliary in 
the treatment of internal inflammation. They are of a stimulating 

nature, and greatly assisted by friction. Of this kind are opodeldoc, 
soap liniment, etc. , 

EMBROCATION FOR HARD, INDOLENT TUMORS. 

(No 1.) Olive-oil.... ......... : 
. Camphor............ ro re re er re ree 4 dr. 

Mix. 

Ja 
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(No 2.) Mercurial ointment ...... 2.00... .ccccceeeeceeeeneees 2 02. 
' Olive-Oil ........... Mecsibeatardsan ancien anetarkont neat 2 dr. 
Camphor .....:....... Lsavever eialee alavehd im Sdverblsce Gesseearscekpoayeedee 2 dr. 

Embrocations of a more stimulating kind are sometimes em- 
ployed in swellings of the joints, old strains, or other local affections, 

such as soap liniment with liquid ammonia, olive-oil, and oil of tur- 
pentine ; but blisters in such cases are generally more effectual. 

Embrocations are often improperly employed, as in. recent 

strains, or inflamed tumors, and other cases where emollient or cool- 

ing applications are required. Both strains and bruises are at first 

attended with a degree of inflammation proportionate to the vio- 

lence of the injury, and the susceptibility of the injured part ; there- 

fore they require, at first, such treatment as is calculated to subdue 

‘inflammation,.as explained under head of “Sprains,” etc. 

ANODYNE LINIMENT. 

Castile SOD cis aswie eset asin ewes akaantees’ 4 troy oz. 
Spirits of camphor. ..............0.2 0 cece eee ee ees 2 troy oz. 
Oil of rosemary...... iced dintnoss win ebarshavaraiaras Grereig) aes wceeeny 402. 
AlcobOle so: s1cc22uses nesekceevd eke daseuss soe tenon eee sD pt. 
Water's sso cscs sunges pated octet (evadarvana rebalanced achietedies 4 oz 

Good for sprains, bruises, rheumatic pains, etc. 

LINIMENT OF AMMONIA, OR VOLATILE LINIMENT. 

Strong solution of ammonia .............. Elnbaljo estate aoe loz. 
Olive-oil ...... Pee eee Seer e rere eee eee eee eee rere 2 oz. 

Mix. 

To this, camphor or oil of turpentine is sometimes added ; and 

the solution of ammonia is, for some purposes, joined to the soap 

liniment. 
MUSTARD EMBROCATION. 

Flour of mustard ...0.0......6.0.0. cece sees ee ee eee es hOB 
Liquid ammonia .......... 0... cece eee eect ene eeees 1} 02. 
Oil of turpentine. ...... 0. eee cece eee eee eee eee 1 oz. 

Water, a sufficient quantity to bring: it-to the consistency of 
cream. Flour of mustard mixed into a thin paste, with water only, 
is a powerful stimulant, and may be employed with good effect in 

cases of internal inflammation, either of the bowels or lungs. 

80AP LINIMENT. 

Hard soap...........cc ce eeee eens suuls sais sce as sieaec 1 oz. 
Camphor ......... aetna nicer San ainieae a aistese Merveauine sens 1 oz. 
Oil of TOSOMATY . 0. c eee etc eens whe aun ak Wd wate 1 oz. a 

, Boctifled aptrtte 2: sjecek sins tacwns tierce arena Sain engin vl BS 

Cut up the soap, and let it stand with the spirits until dissolved, 

then add the rest. Good for sprains, bruises, etc. 
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CAUSTICS 7 

are substances which burn away the tissues.of the body by decom- 

position of their elements, arid, are valuable to destroy fungous 
growth and set up healthy action. They are, consequently, often 
required to destroy proud Hesh, kill the virus in poisoned wounds, 

stimulate old ulcers, excite healthy action in fistula, and remove 

warts, tumors, etc. 

Corrosive sublimate, i in powder, acts energetically; nitrate of 
silver is excellent to lower granulation ; sulphate of copper is not 

so strong as the above, but good ; chloride of zinc is a powerful caus- 
tic, and may be used in sinuses, in solution, seven drachms in a pint 
of water ; verdigris, either in powder or mixed with lard, is good as 
an ointment, in ‘proportion of one to three parts. Carrying this 

treatment, to extreme implies using a hot iron, the actual cautery. 

Vegetable Caustic.— Make a strong lye of hickory or oak ashes, 
put into an iron kettle, and evaporate to, the consistency of thin 

molasses ; then remove into a sand bath, and continue the evapora- 
tion to the consistency of honey. Keep it in a stoppered, ground glass 
jar. » 

This caustic is very valuable in fistulas, cancers, scrofulas, and 
indolent ulcers, particularly where there are sinuses, necrosis (or de- 
cay) of bone, and in all cases where there is proud flesh ;. and also 

to excite a healthy action of the parts. It removes fungous flesh 
without exciting inflammation, and acts but little except on spongy 

or soft flesh. 

RHEUMATISM. 

When a horse is taken suddenly « lame, or appears ‘stifferied, 
without. any apparent cause for it, and especially if the lame- 

ness seems to shift from one part to another, it may be suspected 

that it is rheumatism. Horses. ofa nervous temperament, that are 
housed closely and pampered, are most liable to-this trouble. 

‘It is very important that there should be-no exposure to rain or 

cold, especially after being warmed up; and, in fact, when there is 

a tendency to rheumatism, the same care, precautions, and‘ princi- 

ples of treatment are to be observed that are generally used in hu- 

man practice.’ 

I may refer here toa point in the treatment of rheumatism, of 
great value, not only to horse owners, but tothe profession generally. 

In conversation with an old veterinary surgeon, of great experience 
and skill, in speaking of the virtues of aconite in certain derange- 

ments of the circulation, he stated that years ago his wifé had. been 

subject to attacks of rheumatism of the most severe character. 
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There was one physician whose treatment seemed to be wonder- 
fully successful in giving relief. Whenever she was taken suddenly, 
he was accustomed to immediately callin this physician. The lady 
being taken with a violent attack, and he going hurriedly for the 
physician, he found him just leaving to call on a patient that needed 
his immediate attention. Upon his making known-his business, the. 
physician said, “I cannot possibly go now; but if you will | go and 
get a preparation of aconite [which he described], I guess she will 
come out all right.” Said he, “I went and got the aconite, and gave 
as directed. She got well, and,” he added in a laughing way, “I 

never went back for him afterward ; and if taken in time, I’ll war- 
tant it will cure any case of rheumatic.” 

A year or two afterward, being suddenly exposed to a cold, 
chilling rain, in the fall, without being provided with suitable under- 
clothing, I was taken with a severe attack of rheumatism in the right 
side and arm. I was in the country, where I could not obtain any 
medicine, and was compelled to wait for thirty-six hours, until I 

reached a point where there was a drug store, and obtained a little 

of the ordinary tincture of aconite. Of this I took six or eight drops 

three or four times a day: Within twelve hours I was sensibly. re- 
lieved, and within two or three days I was well.’ During the suc- 

ceeding twelve or fourteen years I‘had severat severe attacks, and 
each time was entirely relieved in froma few hours to a few days, 
by the use of: the same remedy. But I was careful to take it 
promptly on the first appearance of the trouble. , 

During my professional experience I was constantly subject to 

rheumatic attacks, there being a constant predisposition to them, 

compelling me. to exercise the greatest precaution. . To illustrate 

some of these attacks and the effects of the remedy, I would mention 

that there was such a constant inclination to it in the right arm and 

shoulder that every change of weather would be feltbyme. For ex- 

ample, in Natick, ‘Mass., when getting out of bed in the morning, the 

arm being strained a little, a violent attack set in, and in an hour or 

‘two I could not raise my arm to a horizontal.position, the pain being 
so intense as to be almost unbearable. I immediately obtained a lit- 

tle aconite, took it as before stated, and by four o’clock that day I 

could easily raise the arm to the head, and in two or three days the 
trouble was all gone. 

The last attack was in the hip, occurring about three years be- 
fore this writing (1887). It also set in upon getting out of bed in 

‘the morning. The pain soon became. intense, and I could scarcely 

walk. This attack seemed so severe that I felt doubtful of being re- 
lieved by my old remedy.’ I concluded, however, to try it, and, to 
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my surprise and gratification, in twenty-four hours I was relieved, 

and in a few days the trouble had disappeared. 
I give these details, the better to illustrate to my readers the 

peculiar value of this simple remedy, with the desire to aid them. 

When, in consequence of a strain, there may be inflammation in the 

sheath of a tendon, or any muscular injury, this remedy would be 

certainly indicated. In one instance where I was strained myself 
in riding a mustang pony, one of the tendons of the right leg was 

so strained that I was made seriously lame. I supposed of course it 
would pass off in time, but after a period of three months it became. 
if anything increased, and was a very serious matter. A physician 

of large experience, whom I consulted, directed me to take small 

doses of aconite (about six to eight drops of the tincture three times 

a day). In three days the lameness entirely disappeared, and the 
pain causing it never returned. 

Whenever afterward any of my horses were so. injured or 
strained as to cause lameness, no matter whatever else I did, I gave 

this remedy in about the same proportion relatively, and there was 
in all cases a very satisfactory recovery. The remedy prescribed 
for pneumonia (p. 485) is about the best preparation, I think, to be 

used. I used, when obtainable, the “fever medicine” recommended 
in the same chapter, and given also on page 877 in my large book 
on the horse, with very full facts of its use and manufacture. When 

rheumatism is suspected, whatever else is done, I would advise giv- 

ing from twenty-five to thirty drops of this preparation on the 

tongue; the same as recommended for colds, pleurisy, pneumonia, 
etc. In one case only that I knew to be a sharp attack of rheuma- 

tism, did I prescribe this when on the road, when there was en- 

tire relief. 

The ordinary nature and symptoms of and treatment for rheu- 
matism, as given by our best authorities, are as follows :— 

Rhéumatism is an inflammation of the joints, tendons, ligaments, 

or muscles, caused by an unhealthy condition of the blood, accom- 

panied by stiffness and lameness. The inflammation frequently 

changes its seat, and is rarely followed by suppuration. It is often 
a result of influenza, colds, and catarrhs, and sometimes is occasioned 
by exposure to cold and damp. 

ACUTE RHEUMATISM, 

or rheumatic fever, starting with a lameness, with or without swell- 

ing of a joint, accompanied by dullness, quickened pulse, and heated 

skin, soon causes a poor appetite, a constipation of the bowels, 

and high coloring of the urine. An almost constant symptom is 
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an affection of the synovial membrane. In severe cases the affected 
animal stands with difficulty, the limbs are much swollen, and the 

regions of the joints are bulged out, soft, and puffy. 

The remedies for acute rheumatism should be speedy and ef- 
fective. The use pf salicylic acid, with proper nursing, is recognized 

as about the best remedy. The following formulas, in the order 

given, are highly recommended by leading practitioners :— 

_ Salicylic acid 
' Bicarbonate of soda 

Mix in a pint of water or gruel, and give as a drench three or 
four times.a day. 

Nitrate of potash ........ Larste ual cegratanare ansleo Won anmneen Giaire ene a Fane $ 02. 
Powdered colchicum ..,........ Bech toe fiesta SNE Saeed sane Mes Wen she 1 dr. 
Oil of turpentine © oo... cee eee te west d aaieverancséen 1 oz. 

To be mixed with linseed-oil and given at orie dose, night and 
morning. 

Also,— 

’ Calomel.............. ide ehacasa a ecave @:ayeveiete sieceie's abel aconaieenis Basia eg 20 gr. 
QUININE i. os deceit sanineawanen v dda ew swewe seu Yk eWie Voarak Fay 20 gr. - : 
The following is highly recommended as a liniment :— 

Compound soap liniment. ............... 0. cee eee byistates poses Sy 16 oz. 
_ Liquor of ammonia................... S crusiie dca e eens: otic 4 Res 2 072. 

Tincture of cantharides........... ase dee ewes iat dice acon oe ae 2 oz. 
Tincture of opium.................. tienes vie lardi ae Spode! ticorateteteaaneses 2 02. 

To be well rubbed in, and the affected limbs incased in warm 
flannel. 

CHRONIC RHEUMATISM 

does not change its locality as often as the acute form. This form 
usually attacks a joint, and results in ulceration of the cartilage and 

‘the increase of bony deposit surrounding it. The lameness caused 
_ by chronic rheumatism is exceedingly obstinate, and yields only to 

long-continued treatment. It returns.on the least exposure. There 

is little fever attending this form of the disease, and the general 

condition of the patient during the continuance of the disease may 

be good.. Hot fomentations, fully explained on page 616, would 
be the.simplest, speediest, and most effective method of relieving 
severe pain. and inflammation. 

The following remedy may be safely employed :— 

Carbonate: Of potashiisiccc co si08 0 ue eesiedad aaa suse s eek s ean 1 oz. 
Nitrate of potash............ osu aaa bia ein oaeuieittneee 1 oz. 
Todide of potash. ........... 0 ccc ese c cert e ete e eee tenes Aenea: 2 dr. 

Give in a pint or two of water; to be repeated once a day for 
two or three days, and then omit a day or two, or lessen the amount, 

* 
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WarTs. _ 

These are very common to horses, and quite annoying to 
most owners to manage, and it is very important to know 
how to treat them. Warts are of three kinds. The first is of 

a cartilaginous nature, and is contained in a sac, or shell, grown 

from the skin, and when this sac is divided, its contents drop out, 

‘leaving a clean cavity, which pretty soon vanishes. The operation 
is a comparatively painless one. The second kind is also cartilag- 

inous, but is not in a sac, adhering to the skin, and growing large, 
with a rough crown and a vascular body. When severely injured, 

it rarely heals, but ulcerates in a tedious manner. This is the same 
species of wart usually found on the human hand. The third species 
is hardly of the same nature as the others, consisting of a cuticular 

case, inclosing a soft granular substance. 

When the warts are found to be inclosed in a well-defined cu- 

ticular shell, the quickest and ‘most humane practice is to .take a 
sharp-pointed knife, and run the blade through each in succession. 

The edge should be cut away from the skin, and the knife being 
withdrawn with an upward, cutting motion, the sac and substance 
are both cut open. The inside may then be easily removed, and 

the part fonehed with this solution : — 

When the growth proves to be of the fixed cartilaginous kind, it 

should be at once removed, and this is best done with a knife, and 

the excrescence should be thoroughly cut away. The bleeding that 
will follow may be controlled by means of a hot iron. 

Should excision be objected to, caustics may be applied, such 
as strong acetic acid, butter of antimony, nitrate of silver, or lunar 

caustic. (See caustics on page 630.) Afterwards treat as an ordi- 
nary sore. 
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ADDITIONAL PRESCRIPTIONS. 

ALTERATIVES. 

POWDERS. 

No. 1.—Tartar emetic. .............0cc0ceceees nie Vtnea Wea stan e Obs 
Niter (Saltpeter) .......... 00 cece cece ees Sat eaves ern ay ae 

Mix. 

Divide into twelve powders, one to be given twice a day in n the 
food. Useful in catarth, influenza, and skin diseases. 

+ No. et Saiphar «cis vavieadddeced sched wleies Race oan, Sawtatledcl acelin 3 02. 
Niter..... semis iy Regi 28 Ries oe Dien ne vena ataeay gies eet 8 OZ 
-Antimony,.............00c00ee Saas osescvareneesuscs steed ncneetsck 1} 02 

Mix. 

To be divided into six powders, one daily in the food: ‘Useful 

in skin diseases. 

ee BALLS. 

No. 1.—Barbadoes, aloes..:..........-. OT rat tee seen 10 dr. , 
Castile: SOaD: ss 2.cecccineisidx vestiocismalicets sesta-pa nein hetvus emen 12 dr. 
Powdered caraway BOOO n= pivnn sisiins vals Si oaadin’y Geta _. 12 dr. 
Powdered ginger.... a, Sasaliiua oc edi ievank asain #ouduer a Sopa 4 dr-~ 

Molasses or palm-oil sufficient to Von a mass. Divide into six 
balls, one to be given every morning till the bowels are freely 
opened: Useful i in hide-bound, castive bowels, and skin diseases. 

DIvRETIC ALTERATIVES. 

BALLS. 

No. 1.—Powdered resin. 0.0... .20. ccc cece eee eceeeeesneeeees 4 07. 
Oaatile s0ap. >: scee fee sd neede sexes sae teas eee anew 8 02. 
Venetian turpentine.......... 0.0.66. ete cece ee eee ene 2.02. 

Powdered ‘caraway sufficient to form the mass. Divide into 
balls of a convenient size ; one daily, till diuresis is produced.. Use- 
ful in swelled legs, dropsical ‘effusion, weed, ete. 

ANTI-SPASMODICS. 

\ No. 1. —Sulphuric ether ..... indeed unas ie Vi daan toes cisco sh 1 oz. 
Infusion of opium,.............. 2. cece eee e eee A deed a 2 o2. 
Peppermint water........ ibe eget eae Ceeeeeame ....1 02. 

Mix. : 

To be given in a quart of cold water. Useful in flatulence, 

spasm, etc. 

No. 2.——Ether and chloroform, of each, . dd itonctssedien tee ke } oz. 
Tincture of opium....... Tree ere eet 2 02. 
Tincture Of COTAAMOM: 5.2 eclite cai 8a cedvciesrealelesieane tek 1 02. 

To be given in a quart of water.” Useful in- colic. , 
! 
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No. 3.—Spirits of ammonia (aromatic) ............. rei, aah 2 02 
Dilute hydrocyanic acid..............00. 20000. e ees 20 drops 
Tincture of ginger. .......... 0... c cle ce ccc eecccucuces 2 02. 

To be given in a quart of beer, well shaken. Useful in spas- 
modic colic., etc. 

ANODYNE DRAUGHT, OR DRENCH. 

No. 4,—Tincture of opium............. ee tee cag to 1 02. 
’ Spirits of nitrous ether.............. Lagaedanais @aene Vigne 1 to 2 oz 
Essence of peppermint*.............. 0. cece eceeee 1 to 2 dr. 
Water gsi: orks sd ace na eees wt aes Hecesusa’s actthow clomonte adie 1 pt 

ANODYNE CARMINATIVE TINCTURE. 

No. 5.—Best Turkey opium... 0.0.0... c ccc e ccc ccccccececes 1 o2. 
Cloves, bruised... 20... 0... cece cee e ee eeeeee 74.4.2 0% 
Jamaica ginger, bruised ................... By a: fa uhsl 9 s.o:-0pus 8 oz. 
Old Cognac brandy........... 0... ccc e ce ceesece mess 1 qt.— White. 

DRENCH FOR STOMACH STAGGERS. 
No. 1.—Barbadoes aloes........... Dedny ona Fane ees aan 5 dr. to 1 oz. 

Calomel i. isc cncvasde duds eaenccaxies PPE Ais Sade hiss vada 2 dr. 
Oil of peppermint................ siiea ologavtl uve. AVeee ses 20 drops. 
Warm water... ....... cece cece ceeceace er Te 1 pt. 
Tincture of cardamom ............. sara TORO Lesage sc oe OZ, 

ma Mix, and give at one dose. } 

ASTRINGENTS. 

No. 1.—Powdered opium... 11.0.0... 0. ce cece eccccsecscececuces 1 dr. 
Powdered catechu........... 0... cece cen e anc sacucacacs 2 dr. 

To be given in arrowroot, starch, or thick flour gruel. Useful 
in diarrhea or superpurgation. 

’ No, 2.—Powdered catechu and alum, of each................... 2 dr. 
Powdered opium....................cceeeeee iene nena 1 dr. 
Powdered ginger....... tt. ge heen wae ¢cdeeies weReN eat 2 dr. 
OU OF CONES 53 bcc oe anve Cacch eae S guereasoalana 10 drops. 

etc. 

No. 1.—Prepared chalk. .......... 0... cc ccccceceeceuces eee . 402. 
Sulphate of zinc... 0.0... cece eee cise aces onbeavena reget 1 oz. 
Charcoal ................... Mise SMe ead eee SSeS RaeRS 1 oz 
Armenian, Dole i5..05).3.5 oscacaasions avis sescsere aieenigeacd a apnea ace Soa 2 8 OB 

Mix. : 

To be finely powdered, and dusted over raw surfaces. Useful 
for healing wounds. 

ASTRINGENT LOTION 

No. 1.—Sulphate of zinc.......0...... ccc eee Neer WRF SaRE SY 6 dr. 
Sugar of lead.... ... ec rephn St Acaiaare tiaras jesblSi ayaanaee-ssbieiwlact ites 1 02, 

Mix. 

* Essence of peppermint consists of the essential ofl of peppermint dissolved in spirit of 
wine, one part of the former to three of the latter. 
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To be dissolved in a quart of water. Wet the wound twice a 
day with the lotion, well shaken. Useful for wounds, briiises, etc. 

ASTRINGENT OINTMENT. 

Mix, and make an ointment. Useful for. tardy sores and fungus 
growths. 

BLISTERS. 

OINTMENTS. 
Nos: 1 Dard aout oenn ten since aoa weuteees ae ieees vee. 1 Ib. 

: Turpentine. .............. 00s cee eee seivvca Manele Debt eau 4 oz. 
Powdered M68 3.6. 0:0 cin pique neat eee eaiies Petre ene es 3 oz. 
Biniodide of mercury............ coe eeee eee econ ve. 6 Or. 

To be thoroughly incorporated. Useful for splints, snayin’, 
ring-bones, and enlargement of glands. 

NON 2: — Vai woos songs dad Ga HOR eens Rae ee ean ewe 11b 
Beeewax 5.2 sesvies sien es pees shop Saas cere V4 las & ee 4 02 
Biniodide of mercury..............¢..0cc eee eee eneeee 24 07 

Melt the lard and wax, and add the biniodide, and stir till cold. 

Useful for enlargement of bone or glandular tissues. 

COLLYRIA (EYE-WATERS). 

No. 1.—Nitrate of silver... 2.0.0.0... 0.00 ccc cence eeeee 2 to 10 grains 
Rain, or distilled water................ ccc eau cence eees oz, 
Infusion of oplam Hee 1 205 leub gate for oud ina sO vases Manat denis lola, teen 5 drops 

Mix. 

To be applied to the eye with a feather or camel’s-hair. pencil. 
Useful in opacity of the cornea, specific ophthalmia, etc. 

No. 2.—Sulphate of zinc. ......... 0... cece cece cece ees Sait cedueens 4 dr. 
Acetate of lead.......... bats aishive 'w sewiarelare erste ae Gaal ccenecte- tr 1 dr. 
Distilled water.......... eee ere: We ccgeatarsee 3 wkd cea 16 oz. 

" Mix. € 

To be used as above. 

COMPOUND CAMPHOR. LINIMENY. 

Cain POR 5 sisi ae sce: iors, sins dia ves glare almioraiha. Slolavere-asetale 2 ida 
\ Spirits of lavender 

Liquor ammonia.................0.000- ees Rican odes Shes 

Mix. 

Useful in sprains, or as a mild blister, 
. 

Comrounp JopINE LINIMENT. 

Mix, and shake well. Useful in sprains, thickened tendons, en- 

darged glands, etc. ick 
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CONDITION BALL. 

No. 1.—Powdered ginger....... SUES FOS Pats Hot enxhc. oaosberide ae 1 dr. 
Powdered gentian............ cece cece ccc eee n eee nas 8 dr. 
Sulphate Of (OT) may yay wears woe pees domed 2% AUR £8 Raeeesod.t ace 2 dr. 

Molasses sufficient to form a mass. To be made into one ball. 

Improves the appetite and stimulates digestion. 

CORDIAL DRENCH. 

No. 1.—Good old beer (warm). ........0. 0.00. cee cc cce eee uaee 1 qt. 
Powdered ginger. ... 1.0... 6... cc ccc eee e eee e cence eens § 02. 

Shake well. To be given in exhaustion, and recovery from 
bilitating diseases. 

VETERINARY AROMATIC POWDER. 

Powdered caraway seeds. Perea a alda teste . ger .6 02. 
Powdered allspice & i 5 a BE a wale... . 4 OZ 
Jamaica ginger : 

if 

warm ale, in such cases ‘as: require the use 
= ball i is Deere it ast be Obtained by, 

No. 2,-_Digitalis Sk eae iis enwuiicrats eis SHOE ¥ e aMeI pie sews 4 dr. 
Camphor . . Phere cnee eect ene Bee Beswibvafefaesuana Bon eea dk, GEE 
Tartar emetic , elte's es wee eee ae eee iat we es ceeagats ve deine 1 dr. 
Linseed meal..,,......./..s.cesscces eee eee osmwss ieee dm. 
Nitrate of “potags...... Wea a ignores or Sica hea oueeaie eH sesioeee. Ody, 

Made into a mass, with: Barbadoes tar. | Useful in chronic 
cough. Used as above. ~_Speeners.: Sa 

Bruise 3 ounces of fresh. aaguill ih a mortar, or i to 5 of garlic, and 

macerate them in 12 ounces of vinegar:in’. a-slow. oven or on a hot plate for oné 

hour ; strain off the liquid: part, and: add to it one pound: of treacle or honey. The 

dose in bad’ ‘eoughs is 3 to 4 ounces. “If there exists’ much’ irritation, a tablespoonful 

of tincture offopium may be added to oe 6 ounces. 
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‘PART SECOND. 
ee 

DAIRYING. 

CHAPTER TL 

BREEDS OF CATT mE. 

IMPORTANCE OF THE Para INTEREST — DESIRABLE Ponts 1N 4 Cow — Tus 

Minx Escurcuron — THe SEVERAL VARIETIES oF CaTTLE — SHORT-HORNS 

— Lone-HoRNS — POLLED CaTTLE., 

‘of no producing interest in either the Old or the New World. 

The consumption of milk, butter, and cheese in this country, 

taken together with the amount exported to Europe, is sufficient 
alone to give a controlling direction to the finances of the nation. 

These facts have of late years contributed in a wonderful degree to 
‘ encourage and stimulate the importation and development of the 
best breeds of stock, until results have been reached as unprece- 

dented as they. are gratifying. So great has been the enhancement 

in the. value of stock, that as high as from $10,000 ta $50,000 has 
been paid for single cows or bulls of select breeds. 

T= dairying interest has assumed an importance second to that 

POINTS OF A Cow. 

The desirable points of a cow may be thus stated :— 

As the first and most essential qualification, she should have a 

good and sound constitution. Such a constitution is indicated by 
strong lungs, deep, broad, and prominent chest, and broad, well- 
spread ribs ; a respiration somewhat slow and regular ; a good appe- 

tite ; an abundant milk-giving capacity ; and also a strong disposi- 

tion to drink, which a latge yield of milk almost invariably stimu- 

lates. - 
41 (843) 
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y 
a8 Fre. 794.—Model Dairy Cow. 

The digestive organs ‘should be strong and energetic to make 
an abundance of good ‘blood, which in turn: stimulates the action of 
the: nervous system, and furnishes the milk glands with ‘the means 
of copious secretions. 

The mouth should be large and : =e the eye bright and 
sparkling, but of a marked: placidness of expression, with no indica- 
tion of wildness; but, on the contrary; of a mild, feminine look. 
The horns should be small, short, yellow,.and tapering. The neck 
should be small, thin, arid tapering toward the head, but thickening . 
when it approaches the shoulders., The fore quarters should’ be 
small when compared with the hind quarters. 

The form of the barrel should be large, and each rib project 
farther than’ the ‘preceding one up to the loins. She should be 
well formed across the hips and in the rump. The spine, or back- 

bone, should be straight rather thar loosely hung, or open along - 

the middle part,—the result of the distance between the dorsal ver- 
tebre, which sometimes causes a slight a or swaying in 
the back. 

The rump should be of great weight, and the pelvis large; the 
organs. and milk vessels in the cavities should be largely developed. 

The skin over the rump should be loose and flexible. In fact, the 



- 645. 
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skin -all- over the boty 
should be soft and mellow 
to the touch, with smooth, 

glossy hair. Thetailshould 

be rather thick at the set- 
ting on, and taper down 
fine below. 

The udder is of apeeiel 
importance. It should he 
large in proportion to the 
size of. the animal, and i}s 
skin thin, with soft, loose 

folds extending away back, 
capable of great distension 

when filled, but shrinking 

to a small compass when 

empty. 

M. Guenon, of Bor- 
deaux, France, a close ob- 

server of stock, after long 

observation and experi- 

Fra. 796—Best Illustration of the Milk Escutcheon, ©"C¢) laid down , especial 
oe rules for the guidance of 

dairymen in the selection of the best points for milk in cows, 
or what he denominates the “mirror escutcheon.” These con- 

sist mainly in the connection between the milking qualities of the 

cow and certain external marks on the udder, and on the space 

above it, called the pertneum, extending to. the buttocks, ‘To these 

marks he gave the name of the “ milk-mirror,” or “ escutcheon,” 
which consists, as defined by him, of certain perceptible spots rising 
up from the udder of the cow in different directions and sizes, in 
which spots the hair grows upward, while that on other parts of the 

body grows downward. 

These peculiar marks M. Guenon reduces to several distinet 

classes, and these classes he again subdivides to such a degree as to | 
render the classification beyond the comprehension of. ordinary 

readers, and practically worthless to them for reference, making: 

them scarcely worthy the space they would occupy should we here 
reproduce them. , 

In Figs. 797, 798, 799, and 800 we present four different forms 

of the milk escutcheon as described by M. Guenon, which the reader 
can compare with life at his pleasure. : 

/ 
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Fie. 797. Fie. 798. 

In Fig. 801 is presented a marked contrast between a good and 

a poor milk escutcheon, which is worthy of especial study. 

From these qualities of recognized excellence, thus stated, we 
have different degrees of superiority to be found in different breeds 

peculiar to this country and Europe, adapting the better to climatic 

conditions the wants of the breeder as to quantity and quality of 
milk for food, butter, or cheese, or for beef: - 

Now, it would be uséless to advise even the edinaey breeder 
or farmer as to the class of animals he should buy or raise. He 

must be governed by the requirements of the market. If he sells 

his milk direct, then he must aim to get those of large milk-produc- 
ing qualities ; ; if the milk goes to make butter or cheese, he should 

seek out the breeds known to excel in those directions ; whereas, if 

meat is more salable, he must study to meet that want. In any 
event, he must aim to have the best animals of their class. It costs 

Fie. 799. Fie. 800. 

Figs, 797-800 Show Various Forms of the Milk Escutcheon. 

+ 
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no more to teed and care. for a good animal,than it does to do so 

for a poor one, the difference only being in the first cost. 

VaRIOUS BREEDS OF CATTLE. 

The highest priced cattle are the regular Short- horns, which 

are now so noted, and of which there are different breeds, each hav- 

ing its peculiar qualities, while each individual has its ‘own especial — 

characteristics, Short-horn cattle are marked by their symmetrical 

Fie. 801.—Contrast Between Two Milk Escutcheons. 

proportions, and by their great bulk on a comparatively small 
structure, the limbs being generally small and fine.. The head of 

“the short-horn is expressive, being. ‘rather broad across the fore- 

head, tapering gracefully below the eyes to a HE open nostrils and 
fine, flesh- colored muzzle. 

-The eyes are bright,’ prominent, and af a peculiarly placid 

expression, the whole countenance being remarkably gentle ; the 

horns, springing well from the head, curl downward briefly, and 
the ears are fine, erect, and hairy. The neck is thick; the back 

broad and flat; the hind quarters long and well filled in; the thighs 

meet low down. The color varies from a soft white to a deep red, 
and the skin is soft and mellow. 

We present in these pages a large number of portraits of nota- 

ble specimens in the different breeds of short-horns and others,:as 
they have been developed in the process of improving and enhanc- 



Fie. 802.—Ayrshire Bull, Short-horn. 
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‘ing the value of the stock to meet the advancing requirements of 

the market, deeming ents more important than labored details or 

descriptions. 

Liban 

i Has Yi a 
eletnattls 

Wy 

Fie. 803.—Model Short-horn Bull. 

LONG-HORNS. 

Long-horned cattle once occupied a very high position among 

breeders, and they have their champions to-day among cattle and 

dairy men of standing. The most prominent breeds among the 
Long-horns are the Herefords and the Devons, while the Sussex 

cattle stand deseryedly high. The Herefords.and the Devons were’ 
formerly not regarded with favor as dairy cattle, but both breeds 

are now turning out good milkers. It is also claimed that the 
Sussex cattle are latterly proving profitable for the dairy. 

.The Hereford race of long-horns are a peculiarly abundant 
flesh-producing race, displaying great aptitude to fatten, and are 
unsurpassed for early maturity. The Herefords are great favorites 
in this country as well as in Canada. 

The Devon cattle are a race of long-horns that have become 
famous throughout the world. They are not remarkable for giving 
large quantities of milk, but their milk is exceedingly rich. As 

butter-makers they are unexcelled. - 
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POLLED CATTLE. 

The polled cattle, popularly known in this country as “ mulley” 

cattle, are favorites wherever they exist, and many of our dairy- 

men are turning their attention to the cultivation of this stock, the 

cows of which show good milking qualities. 

Fia. 804.—Jersey Short-horn Cow, * Belle of Scituate.” 



CHAPTER II. 

FEEDING COV;7S. 

INFLUENCE OF Frrpivé upon Propuction or Mink —ImrorTaNce oF CARE IN 

SELECTION or Foop — Vanve or Arr AND Exuncise—- Best Kinps or Foop 

— ARTIFICIAL FEEDING — REGULATION OF Foon. 

O branch of dairy farming ig more important than the feeding 
N° and treatment. of. the cows, and yet none is more generally 

neglected. The direct, influence of what the cow eats and 
os drinks upon the milk she 

produces cannot be too 
strongly impressed upon 
the attention of the farm- 

er. And of equal impor- 
tance are the conditions 
under, which food and 
‘drink are taken. If the 
cows be chased by dogs, 
or overdriven or wor- 

ried by boys, on their 
way to pasture, their milk 

will surely show the ef- 
fects in a deterioration 

of quality. If their shel- 
ter in winter be insuffi- 

cient, and the food .not 

sufficiently nutritive, the 

Fie. 805.—A Short-horn Specimen. penalty will invariably 
be paid in a smaller 

milk yield. These retributions are inevitable. One of the greatest 
mistakes farmers make is in supposing that they can with i impunity 
keep their cows on “short commons” during the winter, and that 

they will pick up in the spring and milk as well as ever. A cow 
reduced to meagerness by semi-starvation must first of all supply the 

wants of her system and get back into decent ,condition, before she 
can possibly give milk in either richness or abundance. While 
some recover from a winteér’s starving, many never do. 

It is estimated by competent authority that a dairy cow which 
(652) 
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gives no more than 800 gallons’ of milk in the season is kept 
at aloss. If she be pinched for food, she will underrun’ rather than 
overrun this figure. . 

EFFECTS OF FooD AND EXERCISE. 

No better summary. 
of the effects of food 

and exercise in animal 

nutrition could be giv- 
en than the following, 

by Dr. E. L. Sturte- 

‘vant, of Massachusetts: 

“1, That the ‘production 

of butter is largely depend- 
ent,on the breed. . 

“2. That there is a 

structural limit to the pro- 
duction of butter in each 

cow. 

“3, That when the cow 
is fed to this limit, increased 
food cannot increase the 

, product. 

“$4, That. the superior 

cow has this structural limit 

ata greater distance from 

ordinary feed, and is more 
ready to respond to stimuli: 
than the inferior cow. 

“5. That, consequently, 

the superior cow is seldom 
fed to her limit, while the 

inferior cow. may be easily 

fed ‘beyond her limit; and, 

as a practical corclusion, 
increased feed with a supe- 

rior lot of cows will increase 
the butter product; but if 

fed to an inferior lot of 
cows, waste can only bethe 
result, 

6, That the character 

-of the food has some influ- 
ence on the character of the 

_ butter ; but even here, breed 

influences more than food. 
Fie. 807.—-Head of a Male Short-horn. 
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«, That there is no con. 

“stant relation between the 

butter product and the 
cheese product. 

«°8, That the caseine re- 

‘tains a constant percentage, 

and that this percentage does 

not appear to respond to in- 
creased food. 

“9. That the caseine 

appears to remain constant 

without regard to the season. 

“10, That increase in 
the, quantity of milk is fol- 

lowed by an increase in the 

total amount of caseine. 

, “11. That insufficient 

feed acts directly to check 

the proportion of butter, and 

has a tendency. to decrease 

Fic. 808.—Another Head of a Short-horn Cow. the cuseine of the milk and 
substitute albumen. 

«19, That the best practice of feeding is to regulate the character of the food 

by the character of the animals fed,— feeding superior cows nearer ‘to the limit 

of their production than inferior cows ; feeding, if for butter, more concentrated 

and nutritious foods than for cheese ; feeding for cheese product succulent material 
which will increase the quantity of the milk yield.” 

Notte of these points, so well made, can be successfully ignored 
by the dairy farmer who has an ambition to excel in his calling. 

Milk from cattle fed on poor land is deficient in fatty matter, 
and is therefore better adapted for cheese- -making than for butter- 
making. Again, the more exercise an animal takes, the greater will. 

be the- waste or breaking up of the tissue of the body; and, as 

this is the source from which the curd in milk is derived, milk pro- 

duced on land whose herbage is scanty will contain a larger propor- 
tion of curd than milk produced on land whose herbage is abundant. 
And so the milk of unduly exercised cows, in whatever manner the 
exercise be brought about, whether in search of food on poor land, 
or in any other way, will likewise have a large propersion of caseine 
in it; and a small one of butter. ; 

In the heated summer term, during which cattle are tormented 
by flies, the evening’s milk is always poorer in butter than the 
morning’s ; and, on the same principle, the ‘milk of stall-fed.cows is 
richer in fats than the milk of cows which roam at large in pastures. 
Over thirty years ago, Dr. Lyon Playfair analvzed the, milk of a cow 
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that was fed in a meadow, and afterwards the milk of the same cow 

fed in a stall, and the milk produced in the meadow was found 
“to contain more curd and less butter, by several per cent, than that 

produced in the stall. 
Prof. G. D. Caldwell, of Cornell University says: e That the 

composition of the milk may change with the changes i in the com- 

position of the food in the animal producing the milk, is a principle 

fully established by the results of both experience and experiment. 

Within certain limits the milk tay. be made poor or rich by sup- 

plying’ poor and watery or rich, fodder.” 

“Ayes WOY-HOYS [epPOW V¥—"608 “PLT 
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ARTIFICIAL FEEDING# 

In artificial feeding. of cattle, the flesh-forming and heat-pro- 
ducing elements should bear a given relationship to each other, 

according to the season. If a cow is not in milk, she may not need 
any more albuminoids than in warm weather; but she will need 

more heat-producing food. But when she is in milk, she will require 
a much larger proportion of albuminoids ; ; so that to keep up the 
flow of milk she must receive - those kinds of food iin which albu- 

minoids bear a larger proportion, as compared. with heat-producing 
materials.. These kinds of food-would be meal of various kinds, and 

grains generally, oil-cake, cotton-cake, and hay cut a little under- 

ripe. The following table shows the proportions of these different 
elements in various kinds of food, and a careful study of it will 
enable a farmer to give his cows such a ration as will admit of the 

least waste of food and loss ofmoney:— , ' 

Sy a 8 

a oC © 3 Taek 

eo | 28 ae 
VARIOUS FOODS. = ‘a g a ‘a m 

ry 5 ; a 3 ic a) 3 

- ge | £S oe 
aq | g sl 

Linseed Cake..... ee er ee aaa Reaes 28.3 41.8 10.0 19.09 
Decorticated Cotton-cake........ bei Coated hiaia's 41.0 -| 57.0° 10.0 || 26.25 
Undecorticated Cotton-cake.,....... Siteciaral 24:0 46.9 8.0 14.50 
Bean Meal......0......... 0000s cece eee ee, ‘| 25.8 | /45.5 2.0 15.50 
Pea Meal.................. (atic gens gme e's aon 22.4 52.3 2.5 15.59 
Rye Meal iscsi veces s aes os Medea Sa Giauene eee 11.0 69.2 , 2.0 7.60 
Indian Corn....... 2... fh abated Cre act inv eacep 10.0 68.0 7.0 6.25 
Rice Meal (et. Nel eta orci er ee ee eer) 77.0 4.0 6.25 
Palm Nut Meal......... Maieeiadawlade menace 10 76.0, 4.0 7.0 
Wheat Bran Soe: Rdecia tap vaccanita ny albiges ai « SMa Sete ee ora tte 14.0 50.0 | 3.8: 13.75 
OA oss ines pul channiad eevee ddensis seems ova oF 12.0 60.9 6.0 5.85 
Barley i cits edeatseraicaahin vue acorn aae 4 9.5 6.66 2.5 6.25 
Malt ower ca sac sever sein cored eats tat age ht 9.0 76.0 3.0 6.59 
Malt Culms......-....0.......0000.0000 00, 26.0 60.0 4.0 17.75 
Alsike Clover i in Blossom esd tiileatlta Sacre wipe nales Rees 15.3 29.2 3.3° .&) 
White Cloverin Blossom ................... 14.9 34.3 8.5 5) 
Red Clover in Blossom. daiitre tine idee temned Ae 18.4 29.9 3.2 3) 
Lucerne ..... 00... ..0000.. rer 14.4 22.5 2.5 50 
Common Meadow Hay syed ai gia quence avers cepae Se 8.02 41.3 2.0 - 8.75 
Pea Straw 6.05 85.2 2.0 | 2.00 
OatStraw , 2.5 38.2 2.0 2.00 
“Barley Straw 3.0 | 32.7 1.4 2.00 
Wheat Straw : 2.0 80.2 1.5 2:00 
Potatoes tansy scewes neues Wing sta nacneats e| 9.0 21.0 0.8 1.75 
Carrots...0.. ccs eee cence so-oiniwineiettiere a croiiere 1.5 7.0 0.2 1.00 
Turnips ....+ diamond cane ¢ astedle ereeraceecins 8 1.1 6.1 01 1.00 
MINS ses wee teen ccs ccsce Sealoedle anuansiols Hones 2.0 8.0 0.2 125 
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For milk producing, 

grass is the most per- 
fect food for cows. To 

increase the quantity 

‘and value of milk for 

cheese-making, arti-' 
ficial food rich in-ni- 

trogenous matters— 

albumen, caseine, -le- 

gumen, etc.,—may be 
‘fed; to increase the 
butter-making quali- 
ties of the milk, non- 

nitrogenous food may 

be’ given, in: which — 
there is a large pro- 
portion of starch, gum, sugar, oil, etc. In winter it is desirable 
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Fie. 810.—Head of a Long-horn. 

to steam the food, or moisten it with water or pulped turnips, and 
allow it to lie together in a heap until the fiber is softened by incip- 
ient fermentation. In cold weather tepid water given to cows will 

increase the flow of milk. 

REGULATION OF FOoD.' 

|, It is impracticable to.establish any system of rules for the reg- 
ulation of the quantity of food which dairy cows should be given. 

The capacity of: each” 

cow must. govern, the 
‘amount of nourish- 

‘ment she is to receive. 
But one point should 

be borne ever “in 
mind: cows should 

never be overfed. 

They. should receive 
no more nor less than 

what they will eat up 
cleanly. In no depart- 

ment of dairy farming 
is intelligent and dis- 

criminating judgment 

more  imperatively 
needed than in this; 
and without the exer- 

q 

} 

Fria. 811.—Head of Long-horn. 
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cise of such judgment all precepts that we might give would be wf 

little avail. — 

Fie. 812.—Model Long-horn Bull (Lancashire.) 



CHAPTER III. 

a. MILEING — RAISING CALA ES. 

Virugine To-pay AND. IN THE OLDEN Timzu— PROPER. TIMES FOR MiLKIna-— Mine- 

ING-Parns — Strerme — Sore Teats— Importance oF CLEANLINESS IN ‘Mix- 
ING — CALVING — FaEp AND TREATMENT BEFORE AND: ‘During ‘THE CALVING 

PERtop— TREATMENT AND Rganine or CALVES— ANTI- SucKING DEVICEs. 

. MILKING. 

N the modern day of multiplied railways and manufactories, when. 
the vast majority. of dairymen take their milk to the nearest | 

depots or to’ creameries or cheese-factories, milking-time is far 

different from what it used to be. The dairyman living contiguous 

“ Fic. 818.—Model Polled Bull, 

to the large cities of the East, especially New York, now seeks to 

adapt the hours of milking to those of the departure of the trains 

which are to bear his milk to the metropolitan market ; while i in the 
2, ’ (659) 
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West, the farmer times his milking accordipg.to the distance he has 

to travel.to take his milk to the nearest creamery or cheese factory. 

Hence milking is not done with anything like the leisure which was 

observed in the olden time, but with promptitude. and expedition, 

and too frequently in overhaste. , 

Fig. 814.—A Cross of the Buffalo, or Bison, with American Cattle. 

It would, be inexpedient to attempt to designate any particular 
hour as the most advisable for milking-time, in view of the fact that 
it has generally to be regulated by the times or facilities for reach- 
ing the railway. station or factory. 

As to the frequency of milking, twice a day i is settled by expe- 
rience as most expedient, with the exception that the best dairymen 
agree that for a few days after calving, especially if the cow bea 
deep milker, it is desirable to milk’three times a day. The old, pop- 
‘ular idea that a cow should always be milked by the same person, is 
a most fallacious one, as the practice of thus humoring the cow 
tends to form the habit of not giving down her milk to strangers. 
Decidedly the more advisable way is to.accustom her to be milked. 
by the first person to whose turn it falls todo so. A much better 
habit for the cow-to form is that of being milked regularly at a given. 

4 
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“hour, and quietly and thoroughly. The “stripping” is a most im- 

portant part of the milking process. A cow will. soon fail in her 

flow of milk if she is not milked clean each time. A good milker is. 

almost invariably a quick milker; but undue nervous excitement 
not only lessens the quantity but lowers the ‘quality of the milk. 
The main thing to be impressed upon the mind of the dairyman is, 

that the cow being a creature. of habit, she is best handled and 

“treated, in everything respecting milking, by the practice of regu- 
larity i in all movements around her during milking-time ; for when 

she is thus treated she will be. ‘most apt to “give down” freely. 

More regularity can be practiced where cows are milked in the barn 

or shed ay where they ‘stand around in the open-field. 

_MILKING- -PaILs. 

There aré many varieties of milking- -pails i in ‘use, some of tin 
and some of wood. The objection to the latter is that it is difficult 

to PReeRE them clean. The milking-pail should be narrower at the 

Fie. 815. | Fie. 816., “Fie. 817, Milking-palls, 

bottom than at the top, as in Fig.'816. In Fig. 815 we give an illus- 
tration of a wooden milk-pail, attached to which is a pair of ears ; 

these, resting on the milker’ s knees, assist in sustaining the pail be- 
tween the knees. 

'. Fig. 817 represents a recently invented sailing pail, for which 
several advantages are claimed ; viz., the seat and pail are combined 
in one ; the cow cannot kick over or put her foot into the pail; the | 

milk is kept free from hairs and dirt by the strainer inside the fun- 
nel; and the i impure atmosphere of the cow shed comes as little as. 

i posaible | in contact with the milk. 
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HINTS IN REGARD TO MILKING. 

If cows’ teats become sore, as they are apt to in the fall, a little 

fresh lard, or vaseline, applied at milking-time, and rubbed into the 

skin of the ‘teat during the operation of milking, will generally effect 
acure after three or four applications. Where this remedy fails, a 
good family salve, or any of the healing preparations given in other 

pages, will probably prove efficacious. In such cases tender hand- 

ling and cleanliness are all- -important. 
In the process of milking, the keeping of the teats ‘well cleansed 

while milking, and the avoidance of permitting any dirt, dust, hairs, 

or other impurities to fall into the pail, are points which scarcely 

need to be enforced upon the attention of dairymen of judgment, 

and taste. 
The subject of cuilicne wiaehinGea is one which has engaged the 

close study of-inventors for many years; but, so far as we have ob- 
served; no invention in this direction has yet been made which 

meets the requirements of the case for general and practical use. 

RAISING CALVES. ; 

Every dairy farmer should have a good stock of heifer calves 
growing up, and these should be numerous enough to supply all the 
vacancies which occur year by year in his herd of dairy cows. It is 
an axiom that needs no enforcement, that it is more profitable to 

raise calves than to buy new cattle for the dairy herd. Heifers are 
always ‘marketable ; and, again, those raised on the farm are com- 
monly found to be more suitable to it in after life as milkers; than 

such as are purchased outside. He who takes pride in the products 

-of his own dairy can rarely be as well satisfied with stock purchased 
by him as with that of his own raising. 

CALVING. 

The time for cows calve, which appears to be most in har- 

mony with nature's, laws, is the spring ; and in obedierice to these 
laws, as well as to the expediency of having them in the flush of. 

milk when “grass day” comes, dairy farmers generally have their 
cows timed to calve between the middle of February and the middle 
of May. For purely cheese-making purposes, nothing especially is 
gained by having them calve before the middle of February, for 

they would then have passed through the flush period of milk before 

the time when the grasses in the pastures are most plentiful, luxuri- 
ant, and nutritious. 

Cows should by no means be permitted to get into a low condi- 
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tion of system during the last’ three or four months of the gestation 

period, as is commonly done when they are “dry for calving.” 

Cows are often milked too far into the winter, giving them too 

short a resting-time before they calve again, which is sure to cause 

a winter leanness ; for, as the period of calving approaches, the cow 

has enough to do to supply the increased nourishment which the - _ 

calf in the womb demands, without giving milk in addition. Gen- ~ 

. erally speaking, cows manifest signs of drying up in milk some an 

or eight weeks prior to the time at which they should “come in ;’ 

and asarule it is advisable that they. should give. no milk during 

the last month or two of gestation ; and the duration of this period. . 

of dryness will depend upon the food given the, cow, good food’ 

shortening the period, and poor food lengthening it. Nothing is 

better established in all dairying experience than that it is unwise 

and unprofitable ‘ to have cows lean'and weak at calving-time. The 

best: milking-season i is inthe month’ of May, June, and July, when 

grass is most nutritious ; and if cows are turned out to grass in good 

condition, and have not been calved ‘too long, they. will, if of a good 
breed fot milk, give a good account of themselves.. 

“If it be deemed advisable, during the time when cows are dry 
for calving, to feed them on an inferior quality of hay,-and this is 
practiced by the best of farmers,—a handy method of i improving the 
hay is to scatter.a handful of cornmeal over it in the mangers be- 

fore the cows. It will also pay to treat good hay in this manner. 

Cows should by no means be hutried over’ their calving. It is 
a mistaken idea to take them away from their stalls at this period. 
After the calf is born, give the cow about two quarts of cold water. 
Linseed and flour gruel for a few days‘ will be found to be a eee 
diet, strengthening the cow and promoting the flow of milk. 

It is an old adage among farmers that “ cheese cheats many a 
calf of its dues.” It is this that induces the generality of dairymen 

to desire that their cows should be over their calving before the 

cheese-making season begins. The farmer who stints his calves.in 

order’ to produce a greater volume of cheese, makes no present 

profit by the operation, for the calf is worth as much less as a calf 

as there is milk wrongfully withheld from it; but beyond this, the 
farmer is preparing a weak stock, for his daiess in the future. Calves 

will thrive faster in May than in March on a given allowance of 

milk, simply for the reason that in the former month the weaker 
conditions are more favorable. It is, however, undoubtedly desir- 

able to have the calves advanced so far that when the Riess springs 
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they will be fit to be turned out in the pastures in good form, which 
can hardly be realized unless they are dropped early. 

There ‘is no point upon which there is a greater ananimity of 

opinion among competent and experienced farmers, than that of 

giving calves as good a start as possible in life. 
For the first two or three weeks young calves destined for dairy 

cows can profitably be allowed all the new milk they want ; after 
this period they may be fed on skim-milk, which, however, should 

by all means be improved, by ground linseed, or similar prepara- 

tions, with ground wheat or,oatmeal added. These additions to 
the skim-milk should be boiled or steamed, and not given raw to 
the calves, being in the former condition more easily digested. 

While no very definite rule can be laid down for feeding calves, 
it may be generally stated that for the first two or three days two 

to three quarts of mother’s milk per. day will be sufficient, which 
may be increased to four or five quarts by the end of the first week, 
to six or eight i in the second week, and to nine or ten by the end of 
the first month. These quantities refer to new milk, or to its equiv- 

alent, and to.a full-sized and healthy calf. 

Fie. 820.—Nose-piece. Fie. 821.—Nose-piece in Use. Fre. 822,—Spiked Halter. 

Young calves will, by the time they are two or three weeks old, 
begin to nibble a little sweet green hay, if it is given to them in 

racks or ‘nets, and it is well to get them wonted to nibble it at an 

early stage. By suspending a netful of hay so that it dangles in 
front of them, they will get to rubbing wee noses against it, and 
this will lead to nibbling it. 3 

The practice of giving “hay tea” to young calves along with 

the milk, in order to get them used toa hay diet before they are 
able to eat the hay for themselves, is one that has. proved very ben- 

eficial, as the calves get all the nutriment contained in,the hay with- 
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out any of the indigestible fiber. Still, there is nothing that can 
take the place of nature’s own succulent diet, the fresh and tender 

grass, which the calves should be got to nibbling as soon as the 

weather is warm enough to let them into the pasture. 

METHODS OF PREVENTING SUCKING. 

It is often desirable, and not seldom exceedingly difficult, to 

prevent calves from sucking. Sometimes they form the habit again 

‘long after weaning, and are then very troublesome. The cow, too, 

at times gets into the habit of sucking herself. To remedy this evil 

a nose-piece is used as shown in Fig. 820. It is made of a piece of 

oak board, eight inches long, five inches wide, and about one quar- 

ter of an inch thick, The nostril is sprung or bent until the piece 
is fitted, as in Fig. 821. 

» Another device is shown in Fig. 822, being a spiked halter, al- 

though this is more effectual in preventing calves from sucking than 

in preventing cows from sucking. 

Fie. 823.—Calling the Cattle Home. 
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HAS Ne AIZING. 

Hay To BE as NEARLY LIKE GREEN Grass as PossisLe —.Truz To Cur Hay— 
ANALYsIs OF CLOVER Hay — Mowine-Macuines — Hay-Maxers — Horse: 

Rakes —Hay-LoapErs — Dramace — Datry-Barns. 

“THE TRUE Basis oF Hay-MAKING. 

TARTING on the admitted basis. that green meadow grass is 
S the most nearly perfect of all food for cows, the conclusion fol- 

lows that winter feed for them should assimilate as nearly as 
possible to green grass in its composition. In hay properly and 
-seasonably cut and cured, all the essential constituents of the grass 

from which it’is made are preserved, the only. loss in the drying 
' process being the water ‘contained in the grass. ‘This is true, even 

to the retention of the color, the. sweet taste, and the pleasant smell, _ 
the first being but little ehenees while the last two are materially 
improved. 

The proper time to cut hay. is when the least tinge of brown 
has appeared in the grass. At. this stage the grasses are generally 
undergoing the flowering process, some of the earliest ones having 

possibly gone to seed.. The heaviest crops may profitably. be cut 
earlier than this. Clover ought" to be cut while most of the heads 
are in blossom. Of course all grasses should be cut before they are 
ripe, for the reason that the sugar, gum, mucilage, albuminous and 

other soluble matters they contain in compound forms are liable to 
be washed out by rains, especially during the process of curing the 
hay. ' 

“ ) In, hay- -making, when a shower occurs after the grass: has been 

_ cut, it is not advisable to make it up into cocks, for this is a pretty 
sure way of spoiling the hay. ‘he best way. is to let it lie until the 

rain is over. The stirring bruises the hay all the more, and cocking 
it up while wet has merely the effect of promoting fermentation. 

The distinguished Dr. Vélcker, in the following figures made 

by him after careful observation, cemonstntce the evil results of 
mishandling hay :— 
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AVERAGE CoMPOSITION OF Goop CLOVER Hay. 

Moisture ..............0. 00008 she eines camer cahaeetee 16.60 
Nitrogenous substamces 2.0.0.0... 0. eee cece eee eee eee eet 15.81 
Non-nitrogenous substances ........... 0c cece cence tee cenee 60.00 
Mineral matter (ash) ......5... 0. cece ccec ee ccece cece ecencees 7.59 

' 100.00 

CLOVER ne Ingurep By Rary, AND Bapiy Manz. 

Moisture: 0.3.0 6 Ghawean eee oR aws ssa Lame Sew eee G 20.45 
Nitrogenous organic matter, ................02 eee e et eee eee eee - 8.50 

- Non-nitrogenous substances ......... EOS ee ee 64.27 
Mineral matter (ash) ........... Uhaverstitecsher \ Gadinasare Satesansle poate na - 6.78 

100.00 
Even when there is no rain- fall, if the atmosphere is damp, no 

good comes from stirring the hay about. It requires sun, wind, or 

dry air to dry the hay, and without these, stirring is not only of no 

benefit, but absolutely harmful. 

Fic. 825.—Mowing-machine. 

Mowing-machines without number have been Placed | before the 

country. We only venture to give a specimen “representation of 
one, in Fig. 825. Itisa two-horse. grass mower, by means of which 

eight or ten acres of grass may be conveniently cut in one day, one 
‘man and two horses only being employed.’ 

In Fig. 826 we present a representation of what we consider 

decidedly the best and most expeditious method of sharpening 
mower-knives. ; 

In order to.shake out machine- fade swathes of hay, something 

beyond hand-work is needed,.and a hay- -maker, or tedding-machine, 

as it is sometimes called, is found to be of invaluable service for this 

purpose. A convenient one is shown in Fig. 827. : 
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A representation of a 
most desirable horse-rake 

will be found in, Fig. 828. 

A boy riding, and driving 
a light horse, will do an 

immense amount of work 
in a short time. 

A hay-loader is a very 
valuable implement for. 
large farms. It is some- 
what similar in construc- 
tion to a hay-maker. The 
one we present in Fig. 829 

is found to serve the pur- 

pose admirably. A revolv- 
ing frame with curved teeth 

places the hay on an end- 
less web, which conveys it 
to the top of the load; the 
horses: are kept going, and the wheels of both wagon and loader are 

- astride the row of hay. In Fig. 830 we show the hay-loader at work. 
These machines will all pay good interest on the investment in pur- 

chasing them. 

. Fie. 826.—Sharpening Mower-knife. 

DRAINAGE. _ Pee he 

The subject of. drainage is one to which the attention of the 
va . 

farmers of the United States does not require to be drawn as 

Fie. 837,—Hay-maker. 
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Fie. 828.—Horse-rake. 

urgently as it did a decade or two ago; for within’ the past few 
years there has been manifest a vast improvement in drainage. 
in every part of the country. The drainage system of the State 

of New York is most admirable, and other Eastern States are not 
far behind. In the Western States the systematic drainage of land has 
immensely enhanced its average value, and incalculably enriched it 

for pasturage. - The meadows of the Western Reserve, in Ohio, ren- 

Fie. 829. —Hay-loader. 

t 
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Fig. 830.—Hay-loader at Work. 

_ der an account of their richness in the butter and cheese for which 
that region is justly noted. Some of the best butter-in the world is. 

now made on the prairies of Iowa, while Illinois, Michigan, and Wis- 
consin stand high as butter and cheese producing States. | Nothing 

'' has contributed in a greater degree to produce these results than 
close, careful, and unremitting attention to drainage. 

me Fre. 831.—Model Dairy-barn. 
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Dairy-BARNS. 

So diverse is the con- 
formation of. the land in 

different parts of our coun- 

try, that any directions in 

| the construction of dairy- 
buildings, or barns on dai- 

ry-farms, would be scarce- 
ly. applicable. In_ hilly 

and thickly wooded sec- 
tions an entirely differ- 

: ent class of structures 
A, fourteen granite posts; O, cistern; R, bull-yard ; H, is needed from what is re- 

shed ; P, P, P, P, pens; R, R, R, R, root-bins ; W, water- 
trough ; y, "entrance to basement ; G, entrance to manure quired in open or prairie 

cellar. country. The great Mid- 
dle States, Ohio and Penn- 

~ | sylvania, are noted for 
rT FrCSEaTn their magnificent barns, 

‘| | 

Fia. .882.—Model Dairy-barn—Basement Plan. 

_ generally located on side- 
hills, and possessing an 

air of solidity, conven- 
Z| ience, and comfort that 

never fails to attract the 

attention of the passing 
traveler. But these same 
structures would be 
deemed clumsy and cum- 

bersoine on the leyel prai- 

Fie. 888.—Model Dairy-barn—Ground-floor Plan. Ties of the West. 
A, A, A, A, stalls; P,P, P,P, pens; ©, C, C,C; calf We present herewith a 

pens ; U, workshop ; O, oxen tie-ups ; H, horse-stalls ; V, perspective view, and als 
bins ; 8, sheds ; ™M, milk-room } T, traps ; U, stairs. persp ’ also 

basement and ground 

plans, of an admirably designed and conveniently arranged dairy 
barn, adapted to nearly any locality. 

In no department of agriculture has the American inventive 
capacity been more favorably developed than in the great variety of 

plans for stock barns; but we have seen none we like better than 
the one we present. 

In this connection we give, in Fig. 835, an illustration of a re- 
markably convenient stall for two cows, in which it will be observed 

that the’ fodder- racks are arranged vertically instead of overhead, 

which enables the cow to eat her food as she lies, a thing which 
~ 
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many cattle like to do. There are also 
troughs for grain, or chopped’ food, or 
water, as may be required. _ 

Farmers engaged in the dairy busi- 
ness should remember one thing in the | 
sonstruction of barns and cow houses ; 
that is, that ventilation and Gleadlivess 
can not be neglected in any degree with- 
out injuring the quality of the milk pro- 
duced. Whatever you give your cows 
to eat, never neglect to give them plenty 
of pure air to breathe, and clean beds to 
lie down on, and no hour of time or dollar 
of money expended in this way will fail w: 
to bring multifold returns to your pocket. 
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Fie. 834.—Model Dairy-barn— 

Second-floor Plan. 

V, ventilators; T, trap-doors; N, 
ater-tank ; 8, scales ; ; B, beam; L, 

four bins. 

Fic. 835.—Stall for Two Cows. 
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PuysroLocy or Mrux — Process or MitK SECRETION— ANATOMY OF THE UDDER 
) 7 COMPOSITION or Mi.x— How to Propucze Purr Mik — IwrorTaNce oF 
"CLEANLINESS AND. VENTILATION IN Mitxz-Houses — DiszasE PROPAGATED 
Tarovex Mux. 

PHYSIOLOGY OF MILK. 

HE basic fact upon which all calculations in regard to the yield 
Ti in ‘milk of different species of cows should’ be made, is that 

some breeds are specially adapted to bitter, ‘and: others to 

‘cheese production —a fact that holds good, as well, to different ani- 
mals of the same breed. The Short-horns have generally been held 

to be equally adapted to butter or cheese’making, though the 
Ayrshires are decidedly better adapted to the latter. : 

In Figs. 836 and 837 we present microscopic views of milk from 

Fra. 836.—Milk for Cheese. Fre. 837.—Milk for Butter. 

two different kinds of short-horn cows, the former being better 
adapted to cheese and the latter to butter making. The milk of 
which Fig. 837 is a specimen, is better adapted to butter-making, 

for the reason-that the cream globules, being larger, rise the more 
readily to the surface of the milk, and the cream is more easily 
churned into butter. 

Process oF MILK SECRETION. " 

The udder of the cow consists of two longitudinal glands, lying 
alongside each other, separated by a fibrous partition. Each of 
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Fig. 838.-—Flanders Cow. 
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Fie. 889.—Udder of a Cow, Stripped of the Skin, 

these two glands has two outlets, but sometimes also three. The 
degree of fineness of skin on the udder is in direct proportion to the 
structure of the other skin, and has a close relationship with the 
‘individuality of the animal. The hair on the udder is also an indi- 

cation of the condition of. the animal. Cows with thick, coarse 
skin have also stiff, coarse, and long hair on the udder; while with 
fine skin the hair is scarce, soft, and lustrous. _ 

. The udder is not merely covered with the general skin of the 

Fie. 840:—Capillary Net-work Fira. 341.—Portion of Udder, Showing Lobule 
of Milk Gland. and Main Ducts. 
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body, but there is underlying it a strong layer of connective tissue, 
from which elastic fibers ramify in the substance of the glands, and 

serve to give the parts solidity. Ligaments connect the upper part 
of the glands with the muscles of ‘the belly. The fibrous partition 
is the most important to hold the mammary glands in position. 

Each of the mammary glands. when deprived of its natural cover- 
ings, represents a grayish-red substance of 9 to 20 inches long, 6 to 

12 inches deep, and 4 to 8 inches broad in’ the period of milking. 

Fig. 839 gives a view of the appearance of the udder of a cow, 
denuded of the skin. . 

The secretion ‘of milk is generally ‘possible when the heifer is 
two years old; but when the udder is irritated, milk may be given 
during the first year. 

The interior of a cow’s © 

udder is composed of a 
marvelous ramification of 
ligaments and tissue, 

which, interlacing each 

other, support the udder in 
position. Blood veins, milk 

ducts, cavities, glandules, 

lobules, and vesicles are 

distributed throughout 
the udder ; and in Fig. 840 

we give an illustration of 
‘the net-work interwoven 

in the milk glands of this 

wonderful system. If a pliable probe be passed up the: inside of 

the teat, it will traverse a duct, which opens into a reservoir com- 
municating with other reservoirs or with ducts; and following one 

or other of these ducts, the probe finally comes ‘to a small saccular 
cavity, and stops. Within this cavity and its vesicles and cells the 
fats of milk are produced, and there are numbers of similar cavities. 

The interplacing of the main ducts and the lobules is shown in 

Fig. 841. A microscopical examination will reveal that these. cavi- 
ties, or lobules, themselves irregular i in size and shape, are composed 
‘of 'vésicles which also vary in the same particulars. 

One of the lobules is shown in-Fig. 842. It consists of sixteen 
vesicles, indicated in the figure, and the cells which the vesicles 

‘contain, wonderfully minute and delicate, are also shown. 

The fat of the cow is constantly supplied to these cells, which 

throw it off in the form of cream globules. These globules, when 
\ 

- ’ 

Fic. 842.—Lobule of Milk Gland. 
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perfected, drop off 
into the cavities, in 

which they come in 
contact with and are 
taken charge of by 
the water ‘therein, 

‘which also contains 

‘caseine,’ albumen, 

and milk sugar ; and 

they are carried 
along through duct 
after, duct into the 

; milk cisterns, and 

finally they are extracted through the teats. The product is the 
emulsion we name milk. pe 8 ‘ 

; a he 
‘ Fra. 848.—Mammary Gland of a Woman. 

wg 

COMPARISON OF THE HUMAN AND BOVINE MILK ‘APPARATUS. 

In this connection we show the 
mammary gland of a woman (Fig. 
843), in order to illustrate the corre- 

- spondence in milk-formation in the 
human and bovine species. 

_ (Fig. 844 shows the lobules of the 
“ mammary gland in a woman ; while 
Fig. 845 shows the vesicles of the 

mammary lobulés ina woman’s breast. 

In order further to show the similar- - 
ity of secretion of milk in the mam- 
mary glands of animals, we give in 
Fig. 846 a representation of the udder 
of a rabbit. 
In this connection we.show the ud- 

ders' of two cows that are good milk- 

it _ ers (Fig. 847), and also those of two 
that are poor mifkers (Fig. 848) ; forthe purpose’of illustrating the 
value of attention to these points, a hairy or flabby udder, as in the 

second. of these two instances, is not indicative of a prolific milker. 

Fia. ‘944,—Lobules of Mammary 
Gland in Woman. 

COMPOSITION OF MILK. 

Milk consists of water, butter, caseine, albumen, milk sugar, and 

mineral substances. The average percentage is the following :— 
g 
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WOR 0.0 sine yaa cadences sSiagaaieie Veet daeertes ‘87.25 per cent 
Butter .............0000e seaieties ‘bia ua arate ieisbea was 1. 850 
CABEIN Orie csiece ciiartiese!sseisie oRaceaevenda woieeeaes Sache BBO Te” 
Albumen ................ cece eee ee ci geen owes 0.40" 
Milkisugar: ino% <ches cakes saias cwaten’s coeribeees eiee we 4,60. 4 
‘Mineral substances,..... Wo wacsline shone stone fee Slayers wie chons , O78“ 

‘ : 100.00 
ic 

The following table will show that there is'a very variable 
standard of pure milk, as both this and the foregoing’ table repre- 
sent analyses of the best milk: — ,, of 

.- 88.65 to 90.00 per cent 
“6 . 1.80 “ 5.20 

“8.00 “ 5.00 « « 
0.80 * O65 « « 
8.00 “ 5.50“ « 
0.70 « 0.80 “ “ 

Caseine, according to Vélcker, is composed of the following 

elements :— : 

Carbon oie. cesuivs Saale sa Sues eet eeinaes indict emiedia 6 gaaieaceegeg sOerDk 
Hydrogen............0eeeeeee bes odaisedaes ix ere eda Seis 114 
Nitrogen; 2 é:siccie- 0 sien anders Sididcos Ghee Baemed aeGioes wisnd es veee ee  AB41 
OVS OM asic acasceie sedan 0: osha © cng dco ovo it ued. w nee randcosnerane: Sawtanane ern 22.03 
Sulphur’....,.. ais selon SHItGIs ce Siew jsasamnoadisemeeees 1.11. 

Phosphorus .. 2d aah east ia ea Pae im feista g eoievere eer ai OA 

S 100.00 

Caseine, not being in solution in the milk, is swelled up by its 

absorption of water into a kind of thin jelly. It is not soluble i in 
water, but only in diluted hydrochloric acid and carbonate ‘of soda. 

It isnot precipitated on boiling, but is when rennet is added at a 

certain temperature. This precipitation by rennet is ie coagula- 

tion from which whey results. 

Fic. 845.—Vesicles of the Fic. 846,—Udder of a 
Mammary Lobules. Rabbit. 
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Butter, the fatty substance 
of milk, is not in solution 

in the milk, but exists in the 

shape of tiny drops, or glob- 
ules, which are suspended 

: in the serum. In one pound 

F of milk containing four per 
: ¥ cerit of butter, about 40,000, 

Fra. 847.—Udders of Good Milkers. 000,000 of globules must be 
contained. Fresh butter 

* contains in— 

Winter. Summer. 

Solid fat, 60 40 per cent , 
Fluid, ~ 40 60“ « 

. ‘CONDITIONS. OF THE PRODUCTION OF PURE MILK. 

The secretion of milk is influenced.to a large degree by the 

characteristics of the cow. If her organs of circulation and her ve- 
- sicular system are well developed, so that circulation and assimila- 

tion are-not hindered, she must show a higher secreting action, 
under similar conditions, than if she be deficient in these organs; 
and more milk, by far, must be secreted by a mammary gland which 

is perfectly developed in all its parts, than by one which is smaller 
or stunted in its growth. And it may be set down as an indisputa- 
ble fact, that an udder in an unsound condition cannot secrete pure. 

milk. In order to have healthful, nutritious milk, the whole system 
of the cow must be in a thoroughly healthy. condition. 

In the production and pre- 
paration of milk, either for 
butter or cheese making, or 
for the milk- -delivery trade, 

_we cannot too strongly im- 
press upon the daifymen of 

~ America the supreme im- 
5 portance of cleanliness in 

; every stage of the industry, 

Fro. 848.—Udders of Poor Milkers. and of pure air and ventila- 
tion, not only for the cow, 

but for the milk, the butter, or the cheese produced from her ;- for 

a lack in these, essential matters, nothing will make up. Those 
who have achieved the greatest success and the highest distinc- 
tion as butter or cheese makers, have been especially noted for 

their cleanliness and neatness in every department and detail. 
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There are many sources and causes of impurity in milk. One is 

the dampness and mustiness of’ dark and foul cellars, which produce 
what is sometimes called bitter milk, showing in dirty gray spots in 

the cream, and in a bad taste to the butter. Another i is wounds in 

the teats, not properly cared for, ‘and sometimes: internal wounds or 

injuries. Watery milk comes from foul, frozen, or watery food. Per-- 

haps the most prevalent cause of i impure milk i is uncleanness in the 

‘use of vessels and utensils employed in the dairy. Milk set in sour, 

pans, or skimmed with sour ladles, will never yield sweet butter or: 

fine-tasting cheese. The hands, the cloths, the heating apparatus,: 

the walls, the floors, and every other object and appurtenance of the, 

dairy-house should be kept scrupulously clean and neat. 

In addition to the different kinds of impure milk mentioned: 
hitherto, may be mentioned granular milk, containing small grains: 
of lime (animals: suffering from which should be killed); blue milk’ 
(from the color on the surface), which assumes a very bad taste, and. 

which by proper feeding can be remedied ; and slimy milk, which is; 

probably caused by a certain plant called a at vulgaris, and: 

possibly by unclean milk-pails. 

The celebrated Dr. Lehmann, of Munich, has given three very 

concise reasons for difficulty in churning: first, uncleanness of the, 
skimmer or churn; secondly, a prolonged rest of the milk or cream 
before churning ; ; thirdly, sickly properties of the milk; and fourthly, 

partial decomposition of the caseine or other component.parts. It is 
a notable point that he places uncleanness first in the list. 

To illustrate the importance of perfect health in the cow, we 

insert the following communication, which appeared in the Free 
Press, of Detroit, Mich., on the 9th of June, 1886 :— 

“To THE EDITOR: The British Medical Journal, which is, very conservative, 

very able, and opposed to everything sensational, which is the official organ of the 

British Medical Association, in the last number which comes" sus my table, contains 

the following startling information :— 

“ «No more important report. has been issued by. the local Government board for 
many years than that presented by Mr. W. H. Power on March 81, and recently 

published. The conclusion at which he has arrived is of such far-reaching’ import- 

ance, 80 unexpected, until within the last few months, in its nature, and so disquiet- 
ing, that the reader is fain to hope that it must be incorrect. Mr. Power, however, 

‘leads us on from point to point, until the conviction is forced upon the unwilling 

reader that it has been proved, as. elearly as circumstantial evidence can prove any- 

thing, that scarlet fever can be produced by the milk of cows suffering from a dis- 

ease so slight in its local manifestation as almost to escape attention, and producing 

so little disturbance of the general health of the cows that their appetite is not 
impaired, nor the quantity of milk which they yield diminished.’ 



ond 

Fra. $49.—Charblals Bull (French). 
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“T have carefully scented a summary of the evidence, which is very strong, 

and produtes upon my mind the same impression as that produced upon the mind 
of the editor of the British Medical Journal, and leads me to utter a word of warn- 
ing. Constant scarlet, fever i in Detroit inay have the same origin. The only remedy | 
in the hands of the people is to. boil milk before giving it to children. The matter 
is undergoing the most thorough’ re-investigation in London, and is very alarming, if 

true. + * eh 
O. W. Wraeat, M. D., Health Officer.” 

Whenever there is the least want of condition, the milk Should 

be regarded with suspicion, and not used for family ‘purposes, and . 

should be submitted ‘to the closest inspection, without the least 

delay. ; 
" 

Fra. 850.—Crossing the Ford on the Way Home. 



CHAPTER VI. 

BUTTER ~ MAKING. 
Far. GLoguLEs.— CreaM-Raisine — Degp aND SHaLLow Sertinc — MILK Tanxs 
AND ‘Coonmrs —Mux AERATORS — STRAINERS — WeEieHIne Cans — VaRIous 

DEVICES AND APPARATUS. 

THE PROCESS: OF Guahine BUTTER. 

HE process by which the fat of the globules in milk is extricated 
T and reduced to a form‘ adapted to domestic and commercial use, 

constitutes butter-making.. These globules, as we have stated 

in another place, are almost. inconceivably numerous; yet, numer- 
ous as they are, the. discovery has been made that between each two 
of them in fresh milk there is space sufficient for a third to pass 
without touching either, which is a most important fact affecting 
the rising of cream. In the ascending of these fat globules to the 

surface of a vessel of milk as it cools, consists the rising of cream. 
The fat of which, they are composed being lighter than the milk, 

they act: like miniature balloons, and seek the position to -which 
their specific gravity entitles them. They do not, however, all rise 
to the top, by reason of some of them being so tiny that their fat is 

not sufficient to float them; and hence skim-milk has always a cer- 
tain amount of-cream in it. : 

THE RAISING OF CREAM. 

On this subject we cannot better convey to the reader in 

a concise form what we wish to impart, than to condense in a few 
paragraphs the substance of what has been written by Professor 
L. B. Arnold, one of the leading authorities on dairy matters in the 
United States :— 

“Cream will continue to rise till the milk gets thick, be that time short or long. 
The best part rises first. If milk is skimmed every twelve hours, and the cream of 

each period churned separately, the product of the first period will be the highest 
flavored and the highest colored, and the color, quantity, and flavor of each succes- 

sive skimming will diminish to the last, but the keeping qualities will grow better. 

The fourth and fifth skimmings will be quite pale and insipid. Where a high-col- 

ored article is desired, it is not advisable to continue the process of creaming too 

long. What will rise in forty-eight hours at 60° on milk four inches deep, is all that 

is generally profitable to separate. What comes up after that is so white and taste- 
(686) 



. Fie. 851.—Charblais Cow. 
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less as to do more injury, by depressing the fiavor and color, than it can do good Sy 

increasing quantity. . mS 
‘© As fat, of which cream is mostly composed, swells more with heat and shrinks 

more with cold than water, of which milk is chiefly composed, it is evident thax, if 
other circumstances are alike, cream will rise better in a high temperature than in a 

low one, since the fat in cream, by swelling more with heat, will be relatively lighter 

when both milk and cream are warm than when both are cold, the temperature in 

‘both cases neither rising nor falling, but standing without change. Most: people 
seem to have the opinion that milk must be cooled to make the cream rise fast, and 

that the colder they get it, the faster the cream will rise. The. fact is exactly the 

= 
=, A) 4 
cos} 

Fia. 852.—Cross-breed Jersey—Ayrshire Heifer. 

reverse when the temperature is stationary... The colder the milk, the slower the 
cream rises, because there is less difference, between the specific gravity of the cream 

and milk, and because the milk is more’ dense and offers more obstruction to the 

motion of the cream globules. — 

“In falling from a high temperature to a low one, the water in the milk shrink- 

~ing little and the fat much, the specific gravities come nearer alike, and hence the 
fat rises more slowly at low temperatures than at high ones, when the temperature i is 

unvarying. Water is a better conductor of heat than fat ; hence, when the temper- 

ature of heat varies either up or down, the water in the milk feels the effect of heat 
, or cold a little sooner than the fat in the cream does; therefore the cream is always 

a little behind the water in swelling with heat or shrinking with cold, thus dimin- 

ishing the difference between the specific gravity of the milk and cream when the. 

temperature: is rising, and increasing it when the temperature is falling. 

“The fact of a hurried rising of cream in a falling temperature of milk has 4 great 
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significance in butter dairying ; but though always open ‘for recognition,in every but- 
ter-making establishment, whether corporate or private, it has failed of being recog- 

nized both by dairymen and dairy writers, perhaps because they have had their 
minds intently bent on some ideal temperature or depth as the sine qua non. 

‘* A further consideration is depth ; other circumstances, being equal, it must be 

evident that it will take cream less time to rise through a thin structure than a thick 
‘one — less time to rise through three inches than ‘twelve. , But depth involves tem- 

perature, which makes the question of depth a complicated one. 

“In using low temperatures, the depth and bulk of milk should-be graduated to 
the warmth, so that the rising of the cream shall not be arrested by too soon bringing 

the temperature of the milk to a stand-still. If the cooling is sufficiently rapid to 

prevent the milk from souring before the cream is all up, the slower the cream the 

better, as the benefit of a falling temperature will.be more fully availed of. This is 

one reason why cooling milk in’ cold air is better than cooling milk in cold water ; 
the water being a better conductor than the air, brings the temperature to a stand- 

still too soon, But at the beginning the rapid cooling will throw up cream faster 

than: slow edoling, but the slow cooling produces the best results‘in the end.” 

: i. ee MILK- SETTING AND MILK-COOLERS. ‘ 

The advocates of deep scttie and | of 
“shallow setting of milk have each strong 

fa reasons in, their favor. The commonest 

sizés of pans. are about 12 to 18 inches in 

diameter at the top ‘and 8 to 10 at the bot- 
tom, and are about 6 to 8 inches deep. 

_ They were formerly made. of tin, but are 

sow in many ‘instances made of galvanized i iron. In some instances 

‘glass pans have been 
‘successfully em-. 
‘ployed. | In Fig. 853 

we present the shape 
of a pan for shallow 

setting of milk. 
A convenient set of 

milk-shelves is shown 
‘in Fig. 854. These 
were presented in the . 3 
American A gricultur- 

ist for March, 1876, 

and were much ad- 2 
mired ‘at the time. 
The revolving shelves 

are not shown with 

the pans upon them, *. 
in order that their 

structure may be seen. Fie. 854,—Revolving Milk-shelves. 

‘Fre. 853.-—Paa for Setting 

ge Milk. Se 

} 
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Fie: 855 B.—Section of Tank. 

The plan of heating the milk soon after it is drawn from the 

cow, and before it is set for creaming, up to 130° or 140°, is prac-- 
-ticed in many. localities with beneficial results. ‘ 

Tanks or cisterns are used for setting milk in the system 
adopted in Sweden, and found to work well where it has been 

“adopted i in this country. These tanks are about nine feet long by 

three feet wide and two feet deep, made of two-inch plank, and, 
-of course, water-tight. In Fig. 855 A, B, are given a top and a 
section view of one of these tanks. According to this system the 

Pro: 868 -cen for Setting — : 

Milk—Schwartz System. - Fie, 858.—Lid of Mllk-can. 
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cans are made very deep, as shown in Fig, 856, These cans are 
placed in the tank about three inches apart, as seen in Fig. 855, A. 
A milk- -strainer, which. fits oné of the cans, and through which the 
milk-is strained immediately after milking, i is shown in Fig. 857. A 
lid which i in hot weather: covers the cans, is shown in Fig. 858. 

yl 

Fie. 859.—Centennial Milk-pan and Cooler. 

Where the Schwartz system is followed out in its integrity, the 

cream is not kept more than two days during the warmer Season) 
and three days during winter, before it is churned. 

In, Fig. 859 we present a sketch of an arrangement of improved 
milk-pans for raising cteam, suitable to a dairy of considerable size. 
Two of the coolers have each two pans, making in themselves:a 

complete set, of half the capacity of the full set. The two double 
pans, as will be noticed in Fig. 860, are connected by a tube, so.that 

in summer. each double pan may’ act as-a single one, while in winter 

TT TT l 

it may, by: stopping up the: pube: be made to act as ne distinc 
pans. 

The interior arrangement of the deateed is sine by Fig. 861 
é 
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Traverse bars of. wood support 

the milk-pan, and direct the 

course of the stream of water 

which constantly runs through it, 
from-one end to the other. The 
water inlet is seen at A, the out- 

let at B ; at C is a brass tube pass- 
ing through the stuffing-box, 

and this can be raised or low- 

ered, so as to increase or decrease 
- the depth of water inside. “At D 

is seen. an opening, through 
which, by means of a tube’ from 

' the bottom of the ‘milk-pan, the 
milk can be drawn off from be- 

neath the cream, thus’ gathering 
the cream without the process 

of skimming, and free from intermixture with skim-milk. . 
_ The Orange County Milk-pan is shown in Fig. 862. Where 

room is a desideratum, this is a convenient and desirable arrange- 

ment. 

Based onthe Swedish system; Mr. Cooley, of Vermont, Pavchited: é 
or rather adapted, in the year 1876, a method of cooling milk which 
has great merits. There are two features, however, of the Cooley 
system which are not found in the Schwartz system: first, setting 

_the milk-cans in a lidded box or tank; secondly, completely aul 

merging them; that is, 
allowing the ice-water or 

cold spring-water to flow 

over the tops of the cans. 
The milk-cans (Fig. 

865) are round and deep, 
with a lid fitting loosely 

over the top; a tap in 

the bottom (for drawing 
" off skim-milk), to which 

tap.a tube is attached, of 
India rubber; at the oth- 

er end is attached a metal outlet, and this slides in a groove gradu- 
ated to correspond with the narrow pane of glass inserted in the-up- 
per portion of the can, and designed to show how many degrees, of 
cream have collected on the milk. By raising the outlet pipe in the 

Fia. 861.—Cooler Detached. 

Fre.862.—Orange County Milk-pan. 

” ee 
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groave to correspond with the depth of the ‘layer of cream, the 

whole of the skim-milk can be drawn off by the tap and tube, leaving 

Fie. 863.—Milk-cooler. Fig. 864.—The Cooley Creamer. 

the cream only in the bottom of the can, and so skimming is obvi- 

ated. In Fig. 864 is given a representation of the box or tank, and 

Fie. 865.—Cooley’s Fig. 866.—Utica Cream Fie. 867.—Milk Aerator. 
Milk-can. Strainer. ; = 

inside it are seen two milk-cans. fastened down by means of bars of 

wood placed across the top. This is a most admirable arrangement. 
‘ 

a 
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In Fig. 863 we give a representation of a milk-cooler in the 
shape of atin pail.about 8 inches in dianmieter and from 18. to 25 

inches deep, with heavy bottom. 

Fre. 868.—Fairlamb Can. Fre. 869.—Section of Fairlamb Can. Fra, 870.—Factory Milk, 
ar can. © 

‘ ie, : 

A milk aerator and cooler, considered quite meritorious, is pre- 
sented in Fig. 867. A hand lever below draws air through an, ice- 

box and forces it down a tin tube to a perforated base, where it is 

expelled through the milk. Al! the 

parts afe detachable for cleaning. . 
| We present, in Figs.“ 868, 869, 870,. 
and 876, representations of three differ- - 

‘ 

Fie. 872.—Pyramidal Strainer 

in Parts, 

' Fie. 871.—Pyramidat Strainer. 

ent milk-cans, among the many designed for factory use. 
In Fig. 869 the lid slips down until it rests on the surface of the 

milk, thus preventing a too violent agitation e# route. The Fair- 
lamb-Can is 194 inches high, 12 in diameter,‘and 104 at the bottom, 

. 
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‘Fre. 878.——Bench for Running Milk from Cans. 

and. is provided with an air - tube.i in the 
center to cool the milk. A “glass tube 
is fixed in the side for measuring the 

depth of the cream. 

In connection vith these cans is shown theUdiea creams 

ie strainer, Fig. 866, in 

wy ' which the. cream is 

forced gently 
through perforations 
at the point of the 

cone-shaped tin, by 
means of a peculiar- 

-ly. shaped’ wooden 

knob, turned with a 

crank. | 

More’s Pyramidal 
Strainer is said to be 
the best of its kind 

yet invented in this. 

-country. (Figs. 871 

Fie. 875.—Weldon’s Pieanirataing Apparatus, and 872.) The milk 
: falls.in this strainer 

» upon the sloping sides.of : the pyramid, 

and the sediment is constantly carried 

‘to the base, leaving a clean surface through 
_ which the milk rapidly passes. Fig. 872 
' shows, the strainer in parts. 

' A contrivance for running milk from 
: cans, which constitutes a part.of Mr. Cool- 

— :, ey’s system, is shown in Fig. 878. It can 
Fi. 876.—Weighing Can. be made of pine boards, the bench about a 

foot wide, the sides about 3 inches high. 

Fie. 874. —Cootey's Creamer. 
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A section of one of the Cooley milk-setting cans as it appears 
in the box is given in Fig. 874. The wateris shown flowing ‘over 

it, and the cream gathering on the top of the milk. 
In this connection we give a representation of a cream-raising 

apparatus of unusual merit, invented by Mr. Weldon. (Fig. 875.) 
The tank in which the tin cans are placed is constructed of plank, 

and has at one end, near the top, a water inlet pipe, and at the 
other end an opening partly closed by a gate (A) which regulates 
the hight of the water. The milk-cans (B), which stand in the 
water, have perforated foot-rims, admitting of a free circulation of 

water under the’cans, and weighted covers (C) are provided, which 
fit loosely and extend downward sufficiently to dip in the water and 

thus hermetically seal the cans. The cream is removed from the 
milk by a conical skimmer (D). 

Fic. 877.—Butter-producing Pasturage. 



CHAPTER VII. 
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BUTTER - MA TZINCS (CONTINUED). 

Cuurnine — THE OLD anv THE New Way — Verticat,. Revouvine, PENDULUM, 

- OscrLuaTING, AND OTHER STYLEs oF CHURN — WORKING Burrer — Hints 

Ag TO CLEANLINEss — SALTING — Burrer- VGuEEe MACHINES — MaRruEtine 

BurrerR— Butter Tuss AND Jans. 

CHURNING. 

ile every person who has reached middle age, the memories of | 

the tall, old-fashioned churn, with its primitive dasher, and of 

the weary, hours employed in bringing the butter, come asso- 

Fia. 878.—Large Holstein Vertical Churn, 

ciated with some of the most agonizing experiences of youth. But 

the inventive genius of our people has wrought a radical revolution 
(697) 

~ 
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in the art of churning butter, and ren-. 
dered the process an easy and pleasant. 

one instead of the ever-dreaded task of 
the olden days. Such innumerable va- 

tieties of churns have been invented. in 

this country, that anything like a de- 
"scription or even classification of them. 

would be impossible. Out of the. myr- 

iad designs we select a _ considerable 
‘number, from which the reader may 

make ; selection to suit himself. 

The Holstein Vertical Churn (Figs. 

878 and 879) has on the inside three_ 
round pieces of wood. fastened i in a per- 

Fic. 879.—Small Holstein Vertical pendicular position and equidistant from 

Chern, each other; the revolving beater-frame 
dashes the cream against them, and: they 

cause the cream to return to the center of the churn, so that a con- 
tinuous and violent agitation is maintained. The representations 
we give in the two figures referred to are of machines.to be used 

with power and by hand respectively. 

. A revolving barrel churn is shown in Fig. 880. It is simple and 
efficacious. 

Fra. 880. —Reing Barrel Churn. Fro. 881.—Victoria Churn. 

The Victoria Ghutn (Fig: $81) is likewise a barrel churn, but it 

is worked by an end-over-end motion, which it is climed gives suf- 
ficient agitation without the aid of a dasher. 
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The Streamlet Churn is quite 

an ‘old=fashioned churn adapted to 
modern use, and will be found very 

convenient. It is shown in Fig. 882. 
‘It is divided by a partition (A) rising 

from the bottom to the lid, with two 
holes in'the bottom of the partition, 

one at each end, indicated by B, B, 
and the cream can pass from one di- 

vision to the other. In one compart- 
ment the dasher revolves, causing Fig. 882,—Streamlet: Churn. 

the cream’to rush round like water : 

down a mill-race. In the other is a transverse partition (C) slid- 

_ing’up' and down in grooves. 

Fig. 883 shows the Davis 

Oscillating Churn, which re- 
ceived the first prize.at the In- 
ternational Dairy Fair in New 
York in 1878. It is a box with 
rounded ends, free from dash- 

ers or other obstructions, hung’ 

in a portable frame by four 

hinged rods, and given its 
swinging motion | iby a handle 

at each end. 

i The Pendulum Churn (Fig. 
885), designed very much on 

the same ‘principle as the -Os- 

Fra. 883. ee | Churn. ‘cillating Churn, is suspended 
oh. by two cords with snap-hooks, 

and ‘moved backs and: “forth horizontally by a handle at one end. 
Fig. 885 shows the exterior of this churn, and Fig. 886, the. motion 

Fie. 884.—Section of Oscillating Churn. Fie. 885,—Pendulum Churn. 
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given to it as it swings; 

while Fig. 887 shows the 
action of the cream in the 
.churn. The effect on the 
cream is claimed to be so 
thorough and uniform in 

this churn that the butter 

Fie. 886.—Pendulum Churn, Showing Action, | ‘“comes’’ all at once. 

'. Whipple’s Rectangular 
Churn, is'a. Wisconsin inven- 
tion, and appears to be in 

-extensive. use in the North- 

west. It is shown.in Fig. 
888. A rectangular box 
with circular opening and 
close cover on one face is 

, suspended from _ diagonal 

Fre. 887.—Section of Pendulum Churn. corners-upon alight frame, 
‘turned with a.crank handle, 

and.as it revolves the’ cream falls from corner to corner, giving ita 
diversified and rapid concussion. 

In Fig. 889 we show Bullard’s Oscillating Chimes plain box, 

held in place on a seat or frame by a simple fastening, with two up- 
right rocking standards, and moved back and forth by a handle at 

one end, with two. heavy balance-wheels at the other end. 
A very widely known machine is 

the Blanchard Churn. (Fig. 891.) 
The form exposes every part of the 
interior upon the removal of the 
cover, and the dasher can be de- 
tached by a single motion. The. 

agitation produced is in the form of 
currents, instead of friction and 

blows. , 

The horizontal barrel churn shown 
in Fig. 890 is in extensive use in . 
Pennsylvania. 4 

Taylor’s Eccentric Churn, shown ° 
in Fig. 892, creates the requisite 
amount, of agitation by the alter-. 
nate rising and falling of the op- 

posite ends of the churn. Fra. 888.—Whipple’s Rectangular Churn. 

\ 
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a> 2 WoRKING THE BUTTER. | 

“Fig. 889,—Bullard’s Oséillating Churn. Fic. 890.—Horizontal Barrel Churn. 

Every butter-maker knows.that, in order to get rid of the but- 
termilk, and to eliminate impurities, the butter must be washed in 
‘water and carefully worked over immediately after churning. The 
best method of doing this is to use a small watering-can which dis- 

tributes the water in a shower by means of a “ rose,” and, while the 
_ spray is falling upon it, to keep the butter stirring about, not by the 

hand, but by a flat, wooden ladle made for the purpose, (Fig. 894). 
The butter should’ not be handled. roughly, ,but gently, and turned 

over lightly, and the water, after falling on the butter, will carry 

away with it the buttermilk, milk sugar, and milk acid. In. hot 
weather it is a good plan to use brine for washing out the butter- 

milk. 
" Spegieiens of ‘putter-workers 

adapted to small dairies are given 
in Figs. 893, 895, and 896. These 
may be used by one hand, while 

the other is engaged in pouring 
_ water over the butter, orin turn- 

ing it over with a wooden ladle, 
as shown in Fig. 894. 

BUTTER-WORKERS. 

We cannot too strongly urge 

the use of wood instead of the 

human hands in working over 
butter. The carbonic acid that’ 

; : is constantly being thrown off 

Fra. 891.—Blanchard Churn. from the pores of the skin, cannot 
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fail to be communicated to the butter when the hands are used, no 

matter how clean the latter may be. 
. An exceedingly useful 

butter-worker is presented 

in Fig. 897. One end rests 
on the edge of a tub into 

which the buttermilk 
drains, and the fluted roller 

passes back and forth over 

the butter, which is occa- 

sionally turned over. The 
butter in the trough. is 

-shown at a, and the fluted 

roller at 0. 
For large dairies, perhaps 

the most serviceable but- 

Lee. ter-workers are shown by 

Fie. 892.—Eccentrie Churn. Figs. 898 and 899. 
In Fig. 898, A, A, are 

guide- -scrapers. for conducting the. butter under- the roller; 8, 

scraper for freeing the roller from the butter; C, C, groove for con- 

veying the buttermilk to the pail” 

Fie. 894,—Butter-ladle. 

Fa. 893. —Butter-worker. OF ta. Sb Betoachik ; 

A larger machine of a similar nature for large factories, is rep- 
resented in Fig. 900... This machine is ‘designed to be driven by 
steam or other power. 
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SALTING BUTTER. 

After butter is worked over, an 
advisable method of salting it. is 
to spread it out thin on a table,” 
first having weighed _ it, and scat-’ 
ter over it the- finest. table salt,, 
which should -be worked in. by 
pressure,’and by folding and re- 
folding. The proportion: of salt 
used is too often regulated by’ 
guess-work, “According to taste, 

or requirement, half an ounce to : 
an ounce of salt to a pound of butter will constitute the limit, the 
best’ butter-makers seldom. usitig over three fourths of an ounce,, 

wy 

"Fre. 896.—Anothet Butter-worker. 

Fie. 897.—Improved Buller-worker. “s . 

while many never exceed half an ounce. An expedient mixture will 

be found to be the following to 22 lbs. of butter: yeahs 16'0z.; salt- 
peter, one- teaspoonful ; _white 

. powdered sugar, one tablespoon- 

~ oy 

Fie.-898.—Plan.o1 Rotating Butter-worker. Fre. 899.—Rotating Butter-worker. 
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a om = See: — eneatvoe 

Fre. 900.—Compound Butter-worker: 

ful. An antiseptic called “ glacialine,” for preserving butter, is used 
with good results. It is tasteless, odorless, and perfectly harmless, 

and will preserve, butter quite sweet for a much longer period than. 
will common salt. If it be desirable to have the butter salted, for 
the mere taste of the salt, this can be done at a later period. _ 

pala MARKETING BUTTER. 

Asa mere matter for reference we present a number of represen- 

tations of conveniences in marketing butter, this being, a field in which 
‘each dairyman’s own experience and 

own common: sense will serve him in 
better stead. than any recommenda- 
tions from'us. In Fig. 901 the but- 
ter is wrapped in cloths and placed ip 

Fie. 901.—Butter-carrier. Fra, 902.—Crate for Butter-jars. 
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the jars, and the shelves 
fastened down to pre- 

vent ‘the butter jolting. 
The return butter-tub 
shown in Fig. 903 is of 
white ash, oak, or spruce ; 
the upper hoops adjusta- 

ble, operated on by a mal- 
leable iron cam, and when 
closed, the head of the tub | 
is as tight as the bottom. 
The return. butter-jar, 

or pot (Fig. 904), is adapt- € 

ed to the ctate as shown | 
in Fig. 902. it is made 
of earthenware ; around 
the top are projections 
that serve as the threads 
of a bolt or screw, while 

the iron hooks on thé ' 

‘wooden cover answer the. purpose er the threads of a nut. ‘Thus 
adjusted, the j jar is air-tight. | 

Fra. 904. —Return Butter-jar. 
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CHAPTER VIII. 
TOR 

CHEESE -MAKING- 

Mrix-VaTs—REFRIGERATING Vats—SeLF: Heatine Vats—Curp-Mitus ann Curp- 

+ DRAINERS 4 CurD-KNIVEs AND CuRD-BREAKERS — CHEESE- PRESSES — Upricut 

AND GaNG Presses — CHEESE-Hoors— CHEESE-F'AcTORIES. 

HE greatest difference between butter-making and cheese-mak- 
ing lies in the fact that whereas inferior butter is scarcely tol- 

erable, inferior cheese is very generally tolerated, and some- 

times by persons of very fair taste in other things. And, there 
being a more variable standard in cheese-making than in butter- 

making, itis far 

more difficult to 
present to the 

reader any gener- 
ally recognized 
set df rules or 

principles for 
guidance in the 

“former than in the 

latter. The. most 

= practical . benefit 
we can confer. up- 
on: the. dairyman 
in reference to this” 
department of his 
industry, . will be 

-to furnish him 
some general facts 

regarding the process of cheese-making as carried on by the most 

experienced dairy farmers, together with representations and de- 
scriptions of the implements and devices employed by them. 

Fig. 907. loner Shell of Milk-vat. 

MILK-VarTs. 

In the chapter on butter-making, we have fully outlined the 
proper preparation and treatment of milk in the preliminary stages. © 

The first desideratum in cheese-making is adequate milk-vats. The 
,.796) 
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milk, having been carefully 
strained into the vat, should 

be set for 24, 36, or 48 hours, 

according to circumstances, 

and. all the cream that has 
risen taken off with care. The 

skimmed milk is then heated 

to 75° or 80°, when the but- 
termilk taken from the cream 
in butter-making may be add- 

ed; after which the mass may 
be further heated to 85° or 90°, 

; and then the rennet may be 

added (Hansen’s extract is a 
, good preparation of rennet), 
_in the proportion of one pint to 

eighty gallons of milk. When. 
the rennet has been thoroughly 
mixed with the milk, the vat 
is covered for from 30 to, 50 
minutes, according to circum- 
stances, at. the end of which 

time coagulation ought to be 
complete. As soon as the 

, curd, which. is the coagulum 

thus produced, is well sepa- 

rated from the whey, the lat- 

ter is drawn off, leaving the curd perfectly: sweet. From . this 

point the object is to get to press as soon as the curd is sufficiently 

cool, which is effected by pouring on cold, water till the. temperature 
- is reduced to about 70°. The curd is next salted, —83 lbs. to 100 is a 

good proportion, —the salt being rapidly and evenly, mixed in; and 

then the curd is ready to put into the press. Some thoroughly 

Fig. 909. — Refrigerating Vat Closed. 

i) ey 
a io ne ue i 
| = <4 aT 

Fre. 910.—Self-heating Milk-vat, 
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drain the curd before put- 
ting it to press, but the best 

cheese-makers consider it 
of more importance to get 

. it to press while it is still 
S sweet, as the whey will be 

mt f il, 
Ti a 

TIMES) 

~ -Fysq. 918,—Cheshire Curd-mill 

strained out in the press. 

The different processes of 
straining, breaking, and 

cutting the curd, where 
they are employed, and 

pressing, with others, will 
be explained hereafter. 

There are, of course, 

many methods for making 
cheese widely different 
from the one we have de- 

scribed; but we have 

sought to present simply 
the average process in this 

country. 

APPLIANCES FOR CHEESE- 
MAKING. 

In Fig..906 we give a 
design of a milk-vat which 
has been found to work 
most satisfactorily. It has 
an outer and an inner shell, 

the latter shown in Fig.907. 
The outer .shell is of wood 
or sheet iron, the inner one 

of stout tin. The inlet for 

hot or cold water, and the 

outlet for the same, are 
seen in the angular funnel 

‘and inthe tap at the end 
of the vat, in Fig. 906. In 

Fig. 907 the whey-plug at 
the end is. soldered to the 

lowest part of thie shell-bot- 
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Fie, 914—Curd-drainer. * 

tom, so as to drain off all the whey, and passes through the outer 
shell to which it is attached. This plug is at the opposite end of 

the vat from the water- -tap, and not seen in the cut. 

‘Fra. 915.—Improved Curd-drainer. Fie. 916.—Rack of Curd-drainer. 

A refrigerating vat used in the State of New York is shown in 

Figs. 908 and 909.: In this vat the milk may be set’at any depth up 

to twenty inches. The vat for factory service is Sencealy 15 feet 

long by 3 or 4 feet wide, with a ca- 
pacity of 600 gallons. Two flat tin 

cases are suspended the length of the 

vat, and these conduct cold water 

~ through the mass of milk. The cover 
is of. roofing tin, double, with an air 

space of one inch. With an econom-, 
ical use of ice, and a little salt, 5,000 ° 

, Ibs. of fresh milk may by this ap- 
paratus be wooled to 40° in a very 
short time. - 

Many - LArnestae fie. vats: have 
been invented, and without being in- 

’ vidious, we present one designed by Curd-knives. 

HUT i 
Oa 
Ionut mui 
Vit 

z 
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Mr. O'Neill, of Utica, N. Y. (shown in. 

Fig. 910), which seems to be a favorite 
in his own State. 
A convenient milk-vat is shown in Fig. 

911. It is: of stout tin of the best qual- 
ity, and inclosed in and suppofted by a 

strong outer case of wood, between which 

and the tin is a space under the bottom 

and around the sides and ends. A 

stream of water runs through the vat, 

and as the water issues from the end, 

it is conducted by a rubber tube to a 

small water-wheel that is sunk in the 

LTP floor close by, to which the agitators are 

Fie. 919. Fra. 920. attached, and the water is thus made to 
Stirting-rakes. serve a double purpose. 

CURD-MILLS AND CURD-DRAINERS. 

An improved milk-vat, invented in England, and used with suc- 

cess in some parts of this country, is shown in Fig. 912. The curd, 
ground by a curd-mill, which is shown in Fig. 913, is seen in the cloth 
in thé vat, ready to be placed in an oven, which takes the place of 

the ordinary cheese-press. A is the wooden cheese-vat, B the cylin- 

Curd-breakes- 
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Fra. 928.—The Gang-press. 

der of perforated tin, and C, C, the skewers inserted to help out the 
whey. When the vat is removed from the oven, the curd will gen- 

erally be found to be settled down considerably, and a narrower 
cylinder of tin then replaces the wider. 

While on the subject of vats, we give a sepreusiation (Fig. 914) 

Fia. 924, Upright Gang-press. Fie. 925. 
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Fic. 928. Cheese-hoops. 

DATRYING. 

of a curd-drainer of approved pattern, 
which has a false bottom of -slats,. 

easily removed in sections,. below 
which is the drop bottom for the 
whey to run off and to givé a circu- 

lation of ‘air under the curd,- ‘An- 

other curd-drainer is shown in Fig. 
915. It is of wood throughout, and 

is about five feet square and fifteen 
inches deep. It has a false bottom, 
consisting of the racks which are seen 
standing’ inside. On the false bottom 
is spread a strong, coarse cloth, on 
which the curd is placed. The cloth 
is large enough completely to wrap 

up all the curd, which then remains 

about an hour covered up and at rest, 
except that it is now and then turned 

over. One of the tacks is shown in 

Fig. 916. 

CURD-KNIVES AND CURD- 

BREAKERS. 

When the coagulation is so far ad- 
vanced that the curd will break cleanly 
over the finger in trying to lift a bit 

of it, a many-bladed curd-knife (Fig. 
917) of steel, the blades tinned to pre- 

serve them against the effects of acid 

in the curd, is passed slowly through 
the miass of curd from one end of the 

vat to the other, until all is cut. 

Afterward the curd-knife with hofi- 
zontal blades, shown’ in Fig. 918, is 

also passed to and fro through the’ 
mass of the curd, cutting it into cubes 

and strips about half an inch square. 

‘Fre. 929. ” Fre. 980. Press-bourd. 
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The newly formed coagulum being 
tender, the cutting should be done 
gently. 

The operation of breaking the curd 
is one that requires care. Two curd- 
breakers are represented in ‘Figs. 921 

and 922, which explain themselves. - ' 

The latter is shaped at the base to fit 

the bottom of the milk-vat shown in 
Fig. 907. ~~ _ 
When the oven is employed, the 

steaming. of the mass of curd and whey 
should not be hurried. When the temperature is at 90°, the curd 

should be agitated by a stirring-rake, two kinds of which are shown 

in Figs. 919 and 920. 
\ < 

CHEESE-PRESSES. sas Mi 

Fie. 931.—Seamless Banna 

The number of cheese-presses invented in this country is very 

great. We only present drawings of a few of the more prominent 

inventions. 

Fie. 932.—Press- vat. 

‘The Hubbell gang- 

press, shown in Fig. 

923, isa favorite one: 

It presses a horizontal 
gang ‘of: cheese, with 

capacity for fifteen, 

each of seven inches 

thick. A strong frame 

= ‘has the pressing ap- 

Fig. 988.—Self-bandaging Cheese-hoop. paratus attached, 
which is easily oper- 

ated by a hand lever, with ratchet bud palls. The Wilson self-ban- 

daging cheese esp, ‘shown with this’ illustration, is also shown 

in Fig. 938. M 
pe aa 
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Fig. 934.—Longford Cheese-factory. 

A totally different ‘style of gang-press is the Upright Gang- 
‘press, two of which are shown in Figs. 924 and 925, one of them 
being for a single gang of cheesé, and the other for a triple gang.’ 

In Fig. 924, ‘by means of a series of levers with weights, rope, and 
pulley, the pressure can be regulated to accommodate any. hight of 

' cheese. 
The compound lever- -press shown in Fig: 926 is a most excel- 

lent one for thick cheeses, two of which cdn be accommodated by 

it. There being two bottoms to the press, each independent. of the 

other, the two cheeses are pressed evenly. : 
A representation of a cheese-stand is given in Fig,927. These 

are often needed while the cheeses are. waiting to go under the 

press. | 7 

CHEESE-Hoops. 

In the matter of cheese-hoops, it would seem that nothing is 
superior to the Miller patent, shown in Figs. 928 and 929. These 
are made. of galvanized iron, with a perforated bottom and loose, 

epen rim, and are suitable for any ordinary | ‘screw-press. Over the 
inner spring. hoop, which is raised to the ‘hight of the curd, the 

ress-board shown in Fig. 980 is placed, and “follower” and rubber 
i 

4" 

& a 
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ring are needless. As pressure is applied, the loose ring sinks 
into the hoop with the cheesge.: 

The seamless cheese-bandage (Fig. 931) saveited by Mr. E. V. 
Lapham, of Morrison, Illinois, appears to have been a happy discov-: 

ery, as it has ‘become very popular. among dairymen of the West. 
It is a continuous, seamless cylinder. Cut the right length, and the 

bandage is ready. The self-bandaging cheese-hoop (Fig. pee) has: 

been before referred to. 

7 ty CHEESE-F ACTORIES. 

"We close our article on cheese-making with two representations 
of cheese-factories. One is that of Longford, in England, showing 

the way cheese was manufactured in the early times. In connec- 
tion with this figure, we present (Fig. 932) a cut ofa press-vat of a 

primitive kind, used in this factory. It was a cylinder of galvanized 
wrought i iron, without ends, the necessary bottom being formed by 

the board on which it rested when in press, and the top consisting 
‘of a “follower,” ‘fitting inside the hoop, and sinking as the cheese, 

became more compact. 
The last representation. (Fig. 935) is that of the curing-room of 

a model cheese-factory, at Whitesboro, Oneida county, N. Y., built 

for the storing of the cheese of 1,500 cows. It is the property of Dr. 
L. L,. Wight, a most popular American dairyman. 

Fie. 985.—Curing-room, Whitesboro Cheese-factory. 
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Tue City Minx Trapze — Cootine ‘MILK FoR TRANSPORTATION — DIFFERENT 

Parrerns oF Mrux-Cans— Move. DELIVERY Waaon — Dzrot REFRIGERA« 

Tor — Koumiss—Irs Vanur — FoRMULAS FOR 11s MANUFACTURE. 

TREATMENT OF MILK FOR THE CITY TRADE. 

HE city milk trade has become a separate and distinct branch 
T of the dairy business. The preparation of milk so that it will 

bear transportation long distances, and remain sweet two or 

three days, has tasked the ingenuity of our dairymen .for a number 

of years. 

‘Fra. 986.—Delivery:Milk-cans. 

Experiments which were made some five or six years ago, seem! 
to have disproved the theory that it is essential to cool milk after it 
comes from the cow, in order to enable it to bear transportation. 
In these experiments milk was strained into cans immediately upon 

coming from the cow,,and when so treated it was found to stand 
travel better than when previously cooled. The important fact was 

brought out in these experiments, that the essential point is to seal 
(716) 8 
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the milk hermetically, or as nearly so as possible, immediately upon 
coming from the cow. 

Milk-cans for city supply are of various patterns. - Some of the 
most extensively used are shown in Fig. 936. The one in the mid- 
dle, with a round top, is the pattern generally used in New York and 
St. Louis. The one at the left, with a smaller top, is in use in Phil- 
adelphia, Baltimore, and Cincinnati. That at the right and rear of 

. the main group, with flanging top, is the Chicago pattern, while the 

Fie, 938.— Mik Belivery Wagon. 

little one on the extreme right is the Boston can. The usual size 

for. railway cans is forty quarts; the Boston can, however, ranges 
from two to twelve quarts, eight and a half being the size commonly 

adopted. 
Mr. Frank K. Ward, of the Alderney Dairy, of Washington, D. 

C., has deviséd perhaps the most complete delivery wagon in this 
country, which is shown in Fig. 938. 

A useful contrivance, either for cooling milk before sending it 

away, or for cooling it at the depots where it is stored for delivery, 
is shown in Fig. 939. The milk is poured into the receiver A, and 
after running in a thin stream over the outside surface of the series. 

of tubes, from B downward, is collected at the bottom, and has its 

exit at Cc. The cold water enters by the pipe D, and passes upward 

through the inside of the tubes, finally emerging at E, so that the 
descending milk passes last of all over the tube which contains the . 
coldest water. . 
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KovumIss. 

In all the materia medica there is no remedy that has given a 

better account of itself for the short time it has been before the gen- 

eral public, than kourniss. Originally an effervescing preparation of 

mare's milk, it is now made almost exclusively from cow’s milk.. It 

has a sweet flavor, with a pleasant acid taste, and the caseine and al- 

bumen contained in it are partially digested, It contains a great 
deal of carbonic acid, which gives it a sedative value, and has made 

it such a favorite with the medical faculty. In derangements of the 
digestive functions it is invaluable. The writer‘of this, when lying 

very low with gastric fever, found koumiss to be the only substance 

his stomach would retain. It will be. recollected that during the 
long illness of President Garfield,. after his assassination, koumiss 

was administered to him and sustained life for weeks after othe 

remedies had failed. 
, 

Pa as , F 

Fre. 989.—Lawrence’s Refrigerator. 

Pagatte gives the following as a method of preparing koumiss. 

from cow’s milk :— 

MN ooo os S.G:d sae Sees SEB ws ae Sees og OAea SERS 1000 parts 
WRG eo scsore teens cnc stare weorarae GoMgne 4 sve: Saneusg Aa Ruaay Gia Mendy gia micnai Ses 500“ 
Wedstio pcccioadsedads shee Oaee s Gae ed eae ee SA eee es 20 “ 
ONG Yi hens ic he cs eats ais Seti sop Naas Mae SR eo Deac 20“ 
Alcohol: oe ccasee ese wees ages does eae omee'es 30. 
Wheat four... oonicaciacinatis aaa ounet tees eae eee es 15 

LY 
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Mix the milk and water and then add the flours. Amalgamate 
the honey and yeast in a mortar, gradually adding the alcohol. 

Then mix all in a strong bottle large ‘enough to leave an empty 
space within, and secure with an air-tight stopper tied down. Keep 

temperature at 77° to 86° for 24 hours in the summer, and 48 hours 
in winter, and shake two or three times during such period ; then 

strain, and pour into strong, air-tight bottles ; leave 24 hours at Tr. 

frequently shake, and then transfer to a cool place. After a few 
days it divides into two layers, which mix readily on being shaken. 
Thus prepared, it keeps for months. 

Dr. Wolf, of Philadelphia, after repeated experiments, found the 

following formula a success, and highly commends it: grape sugar 
$ 02z., dissolved in 4 oz. water; dissolve also in 2 oz. milk, 20 gr. 
Fleischinan’ s compressed yeast, or well-washed brewers’ yeast. Mix 

in a quart champagne bottle, filled within two inches of the top, 
corked and wired, and placed at a temperature not exceeding 50°, 

and agitated 3 times’ a ‘day. After 3 or 4 days it may be used, 

drawn witha champagne tap, and should not be kept longer than 4 
or 5 days. 

Fig. 940.—Noonday Rest, 
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CHAPTER. X. 

CONDITIONS OF ETE ADTE 

PREVENTION oF DiszaszE-~Goop Nursina— Importance oF PROPER CARE— 

DirvERENCE BETWEEN ALIMENTARY CANAL OF Ox AND THaT oF HoRsE— 
TEMPERAMENT OF CaTTLE — SUSCEPTIBILITY TO DIsEAsEs OF THE BLOop— 
Non-Susceprisitiry ro Nervous Diskases—- ForRTITUDE OF CATTLE IN Dis- 

EASE — ADMINISTERING MEpDIcINE — Doszs GIvEN— DIFFERENCE IN THE 

AcTION oF MEDICINES IN CaTTLE aND Horses—ImporTance or Famit- 

IARITY WITH THE APPEARANCE OF CaTTLE IN HEatTH— Norma, Puss, 

RESPIRATION, AND TEMPERATURE — How To OBSERVE EACH AND Waar TO 

Nore. 

it is well to remind'the reader, that, however careful the instruc- 
tions or full the details which may be given, the real point of 

importance is the prevention of accident or disease. 

: [ considering the diseases of cattle, or other domestic animals, 
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Fic. 942.—0Ox’s Head—aAnterior Face. 

1. Mastoia process ; 2. Superciliary foramen ; 3. Zygoma; 4. tached bone; §. Max- 
Mary spine; 6. Inferior orifice of the eupermaxillo- -dental canal, 

® 

Next in importance is the selection of such remedies as are’ 
most simple and safe in their application and effect. There should 
be no want of proper nursing in emergencies, and during conditions 
of debility or exposure. Good and sufficient food, pure water, clean 
and well-ventilated stables, are essential. There should also be pro- 
vision for shade in summer, and care taken to prevent harassing by 
dogs at any time. The importance of these points. will be apparent 

when the causes of many fatal and parasitic diseases are explained. 
For instance, the sudden and rapid generation of.gas (hoven), is the 
result of feeding on too rank or moist pasturage. It is well, there- 
fore, to avoid pasturing in low or marshy grounds. This, and other 

precautions, needless to mention here, require constant observance 
in order to prevent accident and disease. 

The special characteristics of cattle as ruminating Sungate leave 
an impress upon their diseased conditions. Thus, the alimentary 

»canal is of peculiar construction. and arrangement. The ox has four 
stomachs, which fill the greater part of the abdomen, while the horse 
has only one stomach,-but a much greater length of intestines. 
Inflammation of the bowels, a common disease in the horse, is: 

comparatively rare among cattle. Cattle take but little exercise 

t 
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and digest the bulky food, of which they consume 
large quantities, when lying down, Hence they 

are sluggish in temperament, and of a plethoric 

condition. They are, in consequence, peculiarly 
susceptible to those blood diseases, such as An- 
thrax, and Pleuro- ~pneumonia which develop rap- 
idly, and, are usually fatal... es 

Cattle are not like the horse, fed for musele 

and nerve, and trained for speed, and so such 
diseases of the respiratory organs asthe heaves 

are unknown among them, and those nervous dis- 
eases common to the horse are very infrequently 

found. They do not bear up. under disease with 
the fortitude of the horse. Their lower vitality 

renders them unable to resist so successfully the 
encroachments of miasmatic infections °. or con-. 

 tagious diseases. 

In administering medicine to cattle, the pecu- 
liar structure of the stomach should be borne, in 
mind. ' Medicines pass through the first three 
‘stomachs, and are mainly absorbed by the fourth 

stomach, and by the intestines. A torpid action of 
‘the rumen, or first stomach, may delay the passage 
of the medicine, and sometimes the unskilled, not 

getting the desired effect promptly, repeat dose 

after dose. Medicines should always be given to 
cattle in a liquid form.. It is often well. to add 
some mild ‘stimulant, as ginger ‘or mustard, to 

arouse action in the first three stomachs, and | 

hasten the passage of the medicine to the fourth 
stomach, and thesintestines. <a : 

The doses given to cattle are, as a rule, nearly 

double those given to horses; and there is a 

marked difference in the action of certain well- 
known remedial agents. Aloes, from its irregular 

and uncertain action, is of little value for cattle, 

though very efficient with horses, while Epsom 
salts is an excellent purgative. Calomel must be 
given to cattle with great caution, as they are 

Fre. 948. — Fore-arm . 
and Foot of the Ox. 

1. Olecranon; 2. Body 
of the ulna; 3. Body of the radius ; 4, 5, 6. First, second, and third bones of the upper row of , 
the carpus ;'7, 8. First and second "bones. of the lower row; 9. sari metacarpals ; 10. 
Principal metacarpals ; 11. External digit ; 12, Internal digit. 

6 
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easily salivated by it. As it is excreted by the milk glands, it 
becomes a source of danger to sucking calves. 

Every one who attempts to treat a diseased'animal, should be 
thoroughly familiar with its appearance in a condition of health. 
The normal pulse, respiration, and temperature need to be known, 

so that any variation can be immediately recognized. The pulse is 
conveniently felt at the jaw. Here the submaxillary artery, coming 

from the inside, passes over the lower edge of the bone, and mounts 
upward on the outerside of the face, in front of the large, flat muscle 

which closes the jaw. The artery of the left side is felt by means of 

the first and second fingers of the right hand, which are pressed 

Fie. 944.—Examination of Pulse in the Ox. 

upon it towards the inner side of the bone, while the thumb is placed 
outside, so as to maintain a steady pressure. If the artery of the 

right side is to be examined, the examiner stands on the left side of 
the animal. Taking the horn in the left hand, the right is- passed 
over the neck to reach the jaw, the fingers and thumb being placed 
as just described. The pulse may also be felt over the middle of 
the first rib, or at the root of the tail, as in Fig. 944. 

The number of pulsations in health differs at different ages. In 
young cattle, it is from 55 to 65 beats per minute; in adults, from 
45 to 50; and in old cattle, from 40 to 45. 

Respiration should be noted as to frequency and character. 
This may be determined by placing the ear over the chest. The 
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number of respirations per minute, usually from 10 to 15, is in the 

ratio of 1 to 44 pulse-beats, nearly as cam be easily counted by 
noting the heaving of the chest. 

The temperature is most exactly taken by means of the clinical 
thermometer, inserted in the rectum, though it may be estimated 

by feeling the skin and the roots of the horns. 

Fi (i 
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Fie. 946.—Farmer Thrifty’s Shelter, 



CHAPTER XI. 
RO 

CONTAGIOUS BLOOD DISEASES. 

Pievro-Pyeumonta — RinpERPEsT — ANTHRAX, CHARBON, BLOODY Munnar — 

Gioss ANTHRAX, OR Buack Tonevr—B Lack Laa—SpLENIc APOPLEXY — 
Erizootic APHTHA, OR Foot anp Mourn Diskase — Cow-Pox, ok VARIOLA 

Vaccini. 

PLEUBO- PNEUMONIA. 

\HIS is practically an’ incurable disease, and we can give no 
(i remedy for it. It is a malignant fever, almost entirely con- 

fined to cattle, and, on account of its contagious nature, 

spreads with great rapidity. Heretofore it has been confined chiefly 

to the regions east of the Alleghanies, but recently it has threatened 
an invasion of the Central States bordering on the Mississippi River. 

So fatal and contagious is this 
disease, and so uncertain are all 

known remedies, that stamping it 

out by killing the affected animal, 
as soon as its symptoms are recog- 

nized, is the usual'method of deal- 

ing with it. Burying the carcass 

—— deeply, or burning it and disin- 

Fie. 947,—Epizootic Pleuro-pneumonia. fecting thoroughly , isolating sus- 
pected or exposed animals, and 

using disinfectants in all places. where the animal virus may be 
present, are ‘the only measures that can be depended ‘on to check 
its course. 4 

The disease may be conveyed by close proximity to the excre- 
tions of affected animals, as well as by actual contact. Like other 

contagious diseases this has a period of incubation, in which the 
poison lies dormant, without any special indication of its presence. 

_ This period may extend, in very malignant cases, from 4 to 6 weeks, 

when the virulence of the epidemic is subsiding, or in cases where 

the epidemic is of a mild form. 8 
The first stage of the disease is indicated by a rise of tempera- 

ture, the thermometer indicating 108° to 106° F. There is an 
increased frequency of the pulse, loss of appetite, a staring condition 

(726) # 
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Fig. 948.—Holland Cow. 
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of the coat, a hard, dry cough, shivering, diminution of milk, dry 
muzzle, hot mouth, scanty, high-colored urine, and tenderness on 

' pressure between the ribs over the lungs. In a few days the breath 

becomes fetid, the bowels constipated, the cough more frequent and 
troublesome, and the 
skin is yellow and 

scurfy, the pulse be- 

comes full and rapid, 

numbering 80 to 100 
beats per minute, and 
moans of pain accom- 
pany percussion over 

the lungs. The animal 

endeavors to facilitate 

breathing, by extend- 

ing the nose and neck 
in a straight line, the 

elbows being turned 
out, the back arched, 
and the hind legsdrawn 

up under the body. 
(See Fig. 947.) Later 
on a watery, and some- 
times purulent, dis- 
charge flows from the 

eyes and nose, obsti- 
nate constipation may 

be succeeded by a thin, 
fetid. diarrhea, the ex- 

tremities, ears, and 
‘thorns are cold, the 

tongue is clammy, the 
animal grows weaker 

and weaker, and at 

length dies. 

In the early stages of 
the disease, percussion. 
of the chest gives a 

clear and resonant sound ; later, the sound will be dull and heavy, 
on one or both sides, according to the extent of the lung’ affected. 
If both lungs are affected, the animal almost invariably dies. 

No reliable treatment for this disease is known, hence we do 

Fig. 949.—Lower Jaw of Cow in Rinderpest, 
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not attempt to give any. It is cheaper and safer to stamp out the' 

disease by killing the patient at oncé, than to risk the spread of the 

contagion, in the doubtful experiment of treatment. The well'ani- 
mals should be isolated, and the stables and sheds thoroughly dis- 

infected. This may be done by closing them tightly, and burning © 

_ sulphur in them for two or three hours. After this, the walls and 

wood-work should be carefully whitewashed. 

RINDERPEST, OR CONTAGIOUS ENTERIC FEVER. 

This deadly disease originated in Asiatic Russia, and is known 

in Europe as the Steppe Disease, or Russian Cattle-plague. ‘It has 

extended by the importation of cattle - 
~ from infected districts. to other. coun- 

tries, but fortunately has never gained 

a foothold in America. 
We give''sufficient space to include ~ 

a description of the symptoms, but treat- 
ment should never be undertaken, under — 

"any circumstances. 
The eruption of the epithelium of the. 

mucous membrane of the lower lip, and 
the erosions on the gum, are plainly 
shown’ in Fig. 949. These symptoms 

are characteristic of this disease. 

Figs. 953 and 954 illustrate some 
characteristic symptoms. of the. Rinder- 
pest. ‘There is no known remedy for . 

_this disease. Attempts to treat it result 
only in spreading its ravages. Vigorous i 

exclusion and stamping out are the only 

measures of prevention or protection to 

be depended upon. 
The period of incubation varies from 

' two days to two weeks. During this 

period no symptoms are apparent, al- Fig. 950.—Bloody Extravasation in 
though the virus is acquiring the power Papillae of Skin. 

and malignity observed in its subse- 

quent.development. The first symptom is a rise of temperature, from 
the normal average of 101° to 103° or 104°. Dullness and prostration 
of strength, a husky -cough, and slightly staring coat are soon 

noticed. In about two days the breath becomts fetid, and the 

mouth is unnaturally red and hot to the touch, and a slight eruption 
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Fic. 952.—Section of the Large Intestine, ; 

‘Showing the congested and bloated condition of the mucous membrane, particularly in the 
folds, whee the characteristic eray lines are seen. 

of small blisters, the size of the head of a pin, appears on its surface. 

After the fourth day the virus has thoroughly permeated the system. 

The pulse is frequent and full, breathing labored, bowels consti- 

_ pated, and the urine’ scanty. THe. patient suffers from intense 

thirst and a painful cough. In a day or two the symptoms grow 

worse, the vital. ‘powers seem prostrate, the pulse’ is frequent, feeble 

or indistinct, and the temperature from 95° to 98°. Death is rapidly, . 

approaching, and in some cases putrefaction. really precedes disso- 

‘lution. 4 
Should the eauiitiy ever be 

seriously threatened with this 

disease, the most energetic 
and stringent measures will be 

needed to ensure safety. We 
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cannot be too thoroughly on our guard against the danger of its 

importaciens 
/ 

ANTHRAX, CHARBON, BLOODY MURRBAIN, BACTERIDIEN, 

on CHARBONOUS FEVER. 

This is a malignant and contagious disease of the blood, common 

to cattle, but communicable to all domestic: animals. ‘It is particu- 

larly fatal in sheep and swine. It may be communicated to man, 
and is then known.as “ Malignant Pustule.” In France, where it is 

Z 
very prevalent, it is called Charbon, from the word meaning “a 

coal,” because the. part affected turhs dark. purple, or nearly black, 
from the decomposition of the ‘blood. This peculiarity of the dis- 

ease has given rise to such names as “ Black leg,” “black quarter,” 
“black tongue,” and “bloody murrain,” which are common names 
for two kindred maladies. The contagious principle of anthrax is 

due to. the presence in the 
blood of rod-like, vegetable 

or specifically, Charbon bacter- 

tdia (Pasteur), or bacillus an-~ 
thracts. The vitality of these 
microbes is,wonderful. Grain 

and hay grown on the soil 

where diseased animals were 
buried, have been known to 

while strong alcohol, and even 

Fra. 955.—Gless Anthrax, or Black Tongue. stronger drugs, will not affect 
aes their virulence. 

Anthrax, it seems, occurs most frequently on low, periodically 

flooded and swamp lands where there are stagnant pools and mias- 

mal exhalations favorable to the life of germs, or in localities where 
the water is contaminated by excreta or sewage. 

The ‘most. common and the most frequently fatal form of an- 

thrax in cattle, in Europe, is marked by no external lesions. The 

virulence of the disease expends itself on the internal organs, and is 
sometimes called Anthrax or Splenic fever. So rapid is its course 

that frequently no indications of illness are. noticed. What the 

night béfore seemed a healthy animal may be found dead in the 

thorning: When there is time to note the symptoms, it is found 

that there is general trembling, the pulse is rapid, weak, and nearly 

imperceptible, the eyes are red, the'mucous membranes are infected, 
> 

Z 

organisms, known as bacteria,, 

communicate the disease ;. 

» 



Fie. 956.—Short-horn Durham Cow. 
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and often show purple spots. The extremities are cold, and the 

respiration labored and painful,.and the*urine becomes bloody. 

These symptoms increase in intensity; there is a fall of tempera- 

ture, a bloody, spumous discharge comes from the nostrils, there are 

colicky pains, mortification sets in, and death follows in from twelve 

to twenty-four hours. 
Gloss Anthrax, Black Tongue, Blain, or Malignant Sore 

Throat, is that form of Anthrax which localizes itself on the tongue 
and fauces. It is now conceded by many to be of the nature of 

Black Leg, of which we shall speak further. It is as remarkable as 
-other forms of the disease, in appearing without noticeable signs of 
disturbance. The tongue is seen to be enlarged, especially at the 
base, and dark in color. The mucous ‘membrane covering the cheek, 
tongue, and palate, is raised in blisters, exuding a yellowish or red 

fluid, leaving behind sloughing ulcers on a swollen base. (See Fig. 

956.) <A high fever, accompanied by great prostration, appears at 
an early stage, and rapidly in- 

creases. The pulse is weak, and , 

becomes scarcely’ perceptible. 

Where recovery takes place, con- 
valescence is slow, but death us- 

: ually occurs in from one to two 

Fie. 957.—Black Leg, or Bacteria Charbon, AYS. 
Black Leg is a malignant form 

of Anthrax localized in the leg, tongue, shoulder, side, etc. Cat- 

tle of all ages are subject to it, but it occurs almost exclusively in 
stock from six months to one or even two years old which have 

been changed from a poor pasture to rich, low land, or which are 

in rich condition generally. It is due to a bacteria different from 
that of Anthrax fever. The high state of plethora induced, and the 

work and growth of those bacteria, result in swelling in some part, 
usually the shoulder, hips, or hock, which is rendered hot and 
painful. (See Fig. 957.) The disease rapidly increases; and we 

notice a lameness of the limb affected. There is marked tumefac- 

tion and stiffening ; mortification sets in; the limb or affected part 
becomes cold, and crepitates under pressure, in consequence of 
an accumulation of gas in the subcutaneous cellular tissue. The 

constitutional symptoms are the same as in acute fever. Some few 
cases recover slowly. 

Treatment.—With the first form the animals usually die from 
the violence of the attack, which precludes successful treatment, but 

in a later stage, when its violence is abated, it sometimes submits to 
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treatment. In full-blooded, plethoric animals, bleeding freely is 
‘recommended by certain authors. We doubt its efficacy. We. 
doubt also the effects of purgatives, although we have seen them 
praised. The following may, however, be tried: to full grown cat- 
tle give 4 lb. each of Epsom and Glauber’s salts, dissolved in warm 

water, with the addition of 4 or 1 oz. of extract of ginger, or the 

same quantity of the tincture of capsicum. Further remedial deple- 

tion is not advisable. 
The following shold be given two or three times a day ina 

pint of water :— 

Hydrochloric acid............ . ~ dusk tana nea weal earns 1 dr. 
Chlorate of potash ............. Saliscs ved SURE Anema coated ERMNTA EA 2“ 
Muriate of ammonia.................. 0.0 ese eee pcedisedls Bie eai oie 4“ 

In bloody murrain, Youatt recommends :— 

Chloride of lime ................... Seen ere 2to 4dr. - 
Prepared chalk................ Susie dite ee ee ee rete 1 oz. 
Tincture of opium (laudanum)...... abectmvatertes ia oa Blaine neh 2 dr. 

Mr. Finlay Dun gives the following — 

Sulphite of soda .........0-.66.... ee. ee er Tre 1 ox. 
Chlorate of potash .............++5. incu eA Pee ren 1 

Give in two quarts of water, two or ‘three times a day: 

In extreme cases (and they- are nearly always extreme), iodine, 
in the following solution, may be injected directly into the veins :— 

TOdING 5.8. oe ieee ets Ss ln I gadas De Benae eee Le ade 2 pr 
Todide of potassium . 2.2... 0... e ccc eee cence ee eee neues 5“ 
Wiatere. ccc tin eerie eae GS sidin’s witynie CharaiarsWeeiun® gener) 6 areas 1 oz. 

using a syringeful every hour. 

Carbonate of ammonia may be used as a stimulant to keep up. 

the strength. Carbolic acid in 4 dram to 1 dram doses in water 
may be given as antiseptics. To prevent the extension. of the dis- 

ease, great care and the best managementare needed. The infected 
carcasses should be burned or deeply buried, after cutting them up 

and spreading quicklime on them, and stables and sheds should be 
thoroughly disinfected. It is desirable to remove the herd to higher 

: grounds, and confine the young cattle in the yard for several hours 

during the day, if wieip pasturage is rank, or in well-ventilated 
stables. 

These medical treatments may answer in both kinds. or forms 

_of Anthrax, but are rarely successful in either case. In the Black 
Leg, we have seen setons in the dewlap followed. with good results 
as preventives. A seton, or what is generally called a rowel, is in- 
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serted in the dewlap, by pulling the skin at that place, passing the 
blade of a pocket knife through, and then passing a strip ‘of cotton 

cloth into the hole. To accelerate the discharge which will take 
place, apply turpentine on the strip of cloth. Again, a change from 
a rich pasture to a poor one, or from rich nourishment to poorer 
and more debilitating food, seem to be good accessories to favorable 
results. The only sure preventive of Charbon or Anthrax fever is 
Pasteur’s vaccination, with attenuated or weakened virus. Black 

Leg, on the other hand, was successfully prevented by Cornevin and 

Thomas's method of vaccination. This method, however, is not yet 
practical. * 

SPLENIC APOPLEXY. 

This affection is most frequently seen in cattle when put up to 

fatten. It is a blood-poison, 
probably due to the admission of 

septic material, by means of food 
and water. It runs a rapid and 
usually fatal course. 

Symptoms.— These are few and 

often unobserved. An animal: 

may seem in perfect health at 

night, and be found dead the next 

morning. In rare instances, in 
which the disease is not so rap- 
idly fatal, the following symp- 

toms appear: excitement, prominent eyes, hot and dry mouth, 
urine and feces deficient, pulse “hard, rapid, and wiry. These may 
disappear on ‘the next day, and the animal appear somewhat bet- 

.ter. Ina few days the malady, which has been gathering intensity, 
manifests its force by uneasiness, an arched back, a more rapid 
pulse, and quick and short respiration. 

In the last stage the respiration is short and roaring, pulse 
very feeble ; the animal falls in convulsions, and death ensues in from 
two to twenty-four hours. 

Treatment.—This is usually too late to be effective, but the 
presence of the disease should lead to the adoption of preventive 
measures with the rest of the herd. If there is time for treatment, 
dash cold water freely over the head, and give the following 
stimulant :— 

Fic. 958,—The Common Subject of Splenic 

Apoplexy. : 

Spirits of nitrous ether... 0.0... .. occ cceececeeeeceesaes 8 fluid o2, 
Gentian..........002......... 4 ahiee ea Nace a ie fees fe S.8 WE Sans canchesi-eavanauas® » 
GIN BEl 5 seceeeness Axa co accle Bn lesaiudn cae Bian sanetioarenese iyi £ 
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Give when the strength appears to be flagging, ‘or at regular in- 
tervals. Give a full-dose of linseed oil, one to three pints, as may 
be necessary, to move the bowels. 

Bleeding is of doubtful benefit, and we do not advise it. Care- 
ful attention should. be given to securing cleanliness and fresh air 
for the patient and the herd. Remove all litter, ‘and thoroughly 
disinfect. 

EPIZOOTIC APHTHA, OR FOOT AND MOUTH DISEASE. 

This highly’ contagious though rarely fatal febrile disease, has 

; prevailed in this country since its introduction in 1869; it has been 
observed in cattle, sheep, and pigs. . ‘ 

- Fie. 959.—Epizootic Aphtha. Fie. 960.—Epizootic Aphtha. 

(Mouth affected.) . (Feet affected.) 

' The incubative period extends from twenty-four hours to three 
or four days. The early symptoms are a shivering fit, succeeded by 
slight dullness, staring coat, husky cough, elevated temperature, 

‘with increased frequency, and hardness of pulse. There i is a greater 

flow of saliva, which becomes ropy from mixture with mucus. (See 

Fig. 959.) If the mouth be examined, vesicles, or blisters, will be 

observed, varying in size from a pea to half a dollar. In some in- 

stances they are found between the clefts of the hoofs, and on the 

-coronets, along the upper margin, and occasionally on the udder. 
The blisters soon opeh and discharge their contents, leaving raw 

and sensitive surfaces, which cause gteat pain. (See Fi ig. 960.) 

Mild cases require little treatment. While the mouth is sore, 
give plenty of water, and food in liquid form; an ounce of chlorate 
of. potash’ or borax may be added to each bucketful of water. The 

feet should be kept clean, and washed frequently with one of the 

following lotions :— 

Acetate:of lead. <: oe vad ted sles Ooee ss ae Sees s oe Reena a 1 oz. 
Carbolic: aGidia.. cio 24.086 SAR cate Ridcaam caGe es eae He cee weld a eG 
Water sci csicens sada naneeaee «eels Jausia ciuncracen welare guinea ete 1 qt. 

Or— : ’ 
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Sulphate of iron (copperas)..........0.0 .. cece cece eee eens 2 o7. 
Water 4.i6sacckeadicams aon dtewa nati ece aut pret eee eee cece 1 pt. 

If extensive suppuration and sloughing occurs, apply the follow- 

ing three times a day :— ‘ 

Carbolic acid ............ eed lacie nd Pai hag penctvcrtven at nawdrghbaenr gah + 02. 
GIYCOTING: nod cue eanad ae nae gis g0l oO ah patra, alse a ago ae ae ee ap a‘ 
Sweetoil oo... gccce neeaeeecewans rivatcion caidas AN lenasliideicdtin dad a tecasnse 2° 

Prof. Gamgee recommends the following, to be sprinkled on the 
ulcer :— 

Powdered chalk .......... 0. ...cccceeee i seat teis GNeteiaaparocemanreraaus 4 02 
«« "charcoal ........ | Sea ag cota Caer Cac ts ea 6th Se te ees 1“ 
ae ANNI fees ac sccpacsese.sutea, AS kt lorie dae aateee aa tudo saghheaeteauna ca sehsiays ae 

Sulphate of zinc ....... poleardinema sinew means aad nn snes Rares aa 
Mix. 

To protect the spaces between the digits from irritation, from 

dirt, straws, etc., the feet may be bound Up, after being dressed with 
bandages of old eptton or linen, as shown in Fig. 961. 

If the udder is affected so as to make milking 
with the’ hands difficult or painful, the gland may 

be emptied by inserting the teat siphon (Fig. 962), 
‘without aggravating the pain and inflammation. 

Figs. 963 and 964 show other forms of the teat 
siphon. 

After using the siphon, the following weak 
alkaline solution may be injected, to neutralize 

. the acidity consequent upon’ the morbid action. 
within, and to reduce the inflammation. Use a 

small glass or hard rubber syringe, and inject $ oz. 
into each teat :— 

Carbonate of soda or potash sua grans Mem siiees 1 dr. 
Wailer etysasecione ves tes bes tenes nee 8 oz. 

The greatest possible care should be taken in 
performing this simple operation. As it is some- 
what delicate, a little practice is a ie in- 

sure complete success. © 
If the udder is much inflamed, some mild ointment may be 

rubbed. in upon the outside. Exttact of belladonna will also be 

useful for this purpose, as thus compounded :— 

Fic. 961.—Mode of 

Dressing the Hoofs. 

ta Sette RR Raye as nctswande aaeesanatian Nanette ipniienssig aes Pubcoincvay anys en 

Mix thoroughly, and rub on daily. with as much friction, as the 

unimal wil} bear. 
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Epizootic Aphtha is readily ' - 

transmitted to the human fam- ie 
ily by the milk of diseased an- 

imals, and also by inoculation. 
The poison spreads with great. 

proves a forerunner of other 

diseases. :The records of the 

disease date back for 200 years. © 

It was imported into Great. 
Britain in 1839, plunging the 
kingdom into dismay by the 
rapidity with which it spread 
from town to town. Since 

; then there have been periodical 

outbreaks of varying mialig- 
_Mancy. Bs 

COW-POX—VARIOLA VAC- — 
CIN ZE. 

This contagious, eruptive : 

disease occyrs in all domestic fre. 962. Fic. 968. Fra. 964, 
animals, and probably in wild Different Forms of Teat Siphons. . 
‘ones as well, It can be pro- ' 

duced in cows by inocula- 
tion from small-pox in man, 
as a modified small-pox can 
be produced in man by in- 

oculation with the virus 

_ from the cow:. 

The renowned Jenner, ob- 
_ serving that maids milking 

‘cows thus affected were, ex- 
empt from the more violent 
forms of small-pox, after 

careful ‘observation and. 
painstaking experiments, 
succeeded in introducing 

» vaccination as.a protection 
to mankind from the terrible 

_- ravage of unmodified small- 
pox. At the present day all 

Fre. 965.—Cow-pox—Variola Vaccina. civilized nations rely upon it 
ie 
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as an almost harmless substitute for a 
very dangerous contagious disease. 

In cow-pox, after an incubative period 
of from three to nine days, a slight fever 

is noticed. This precedes by two or 
three days the eruption, which is at first 

Fro. 966.—Method of Bandaging pimple, developing on its summit a 

the Udder. vesicle, which changes to yellowish 

lymph and a scab. This eruption ap- 

pears on the teats, udder, and flanks, and about the vulva, nose,’ 

mouth, and eyes. The pimples gradually increase in size, until 
they are from, one third to one inch in diameter. (See Fig. 965.) 

The disease completes its course in from ten days to three 
weeks. Very little if any treatment is required, other than good 
nursing ; care must be exercised to prevent taking cold. The milk 
should be withdrawn from the udder by means of the teat siphon, 
illustrated in Fig. 962, to avoid the excessive pain caused by milk- 
ing with the hands where there is a large number of inflamed vesi- 

cles‘ on the teats. The sores on the teats should be anointed with 
some simple ointment ; either belladonna or carbolic acid ointment 
will be suitable. If the udder is highly inflamed, frequent bathing 
with hot water-will be useful. Fomentations and poultices may be 

used, and support by bandages, as shown in Fig. 966,'will be bene- 
ficial. 



CHAPTER XII. 

NON-CONTAGIOUS DISEASES 
OF THE BLOOD. 

PLeruora — ANZMIA — PurPuRA Ha@MorrRaacica — RHEUMATIEM — UR&MIA — 
Hamaruria, on ReD-WATER — SEPTICEMIA AND PyatMta. 

PLETHORA. 

HIS is a state of the blood in which its essential elements are 
T present in, excess. The term “fullness,” sometimes used in 

this connection, must be understood to apply only to quality, 
for there can hardly be an excessive quantity. 

It is a condition common to vigorous young animals, and to 

older ones fed upon too. rich a diet. When digestion and assimila- 

tion are unusually active, the blood is supplied with.more material 

than it requires, or than the system can appropriate ; the excess not 
being removed, degenerates and poisons the blood. The symptoms 
are rapid improvement of condition ; there is a full, bounding pulse, 

a redness of the mucous membranes, and a tendency to- ‘lay on fat, 
unusual cheerfulness, and even high spirits. Such a state of the 

body does not constitute disease, but it predisposes to apoplectic 

and acute inflammatory affections. In a little time signs of fever 

appear, and recur withdut attracting much attention, at first. At 
length a high fever ensues, congestion and inflammation follow, and 
the animal dies suddenly, or is seen to be suffering acutely from 
some alarming disease. _ 

i ‘Treatment.—As the disease is caused by too rich food, the first 

' step in its treatment is to, remove the cause. Restrict the diet, and 

change its character. Give three or four ounces of Epsom or 
Glauber’s salts every six hours, until one or two pounds have been 
given. A larger dose may be given if the symptoms are severe. 

Bleeding aggravates the cause of plethora, and it is better to depend 
upon a Fesmncies diet and purgatives. 

ANZMIA, 

In this condition there is a marked poverty of the blood. 
There is a great deficiency of the red corpuscles and other solid - 

constituents of the blood, which is thin and watery in appearance. 

i (741) © 
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In females it is sometimes caused by an excessive yield of milk, by 
which the system is subjected to a heavy drain ; but it is usually due 
to deficient food, or that of an inferior quality. 

The symptoms are a marked lack of vital energy, languor, loss 

of appetite, tendency to indigestion, and rapid wasting away. The 

pulse is feeble, frequent, and irregular; the mucous membranes are 

very pale, the extremities are cold, and often the animal is covered 

with lice. Usually it is preceded by an exhausting diarrhea. 
Treatment.—Simple Anzmia presents very little difficulty. The 

first step should be the removal of the cause, by a complete change 
of diet, and careful nursing. The change to good food must not, 

however, be made too suddenly. A laxative dose will generally 
rouse the bowels, if torpid, but if diarrhea is present, it must be cau-: 
tiously checked. If the animal is infested with vermin, these should 

be destroyed as soon as possible. The following tonic may be 

given daily, in the food, or by drenching, and continued, with occa- 
sional rests, until a cure is ‘effected. 

Sulphate of iron (copperas) 
Nux vomica, powdered...... 
Gentian.................06% 

‘ The animal should be well fed, carefully housed, and kept clean. 

This disease has been called Hollow Horn, or Horn Ail,'from a- 

symptom produced by the impoverished condition of the blood. 

Ignorant pretenders have sometimes bored. the horn, and poured in: 
turpentine to relieve one unimportant symptom of a constitutional 

- disease. 

PURPURA HEMORRHAAGICA, 

This is a specific blood disease, not so common among cattle as 
in the horse. It is caused by bad living, exposure to cold, previous 

Fia. 967.—Appearance of the Head In 
Purpura Haemorrhagica. 

disease, foul air, and other debilitating 
influences. 

The symptoms are purple spots on 

the membranes of the eyes,. nose, 

mouth, and vzlva, scattered swellings 

on the head and face, and those parts 
covered with loose skin. The pulse 
is full at first, but soon becomes hard 

and wiry. As the disease advances, 
a reddish-yellow fluid oozes from the 
swellings, which now involve the 

eyes, nose, face, throat, and neck, as represented in Fig. 967. The 
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pulse becomes weaker, the breathing is difficult, the bowels are 
loose, the urine is bloody, and abdominal pains ensue.’ Fatal cases 
usually terminate in from two to six days. ee. 
.  Treatment.—If the bowels are constipated, ep ‘stiould be 
moved quietly, for which the following may be used :— 

Linseed fl..... 00... eeeceeceeees waleaeeciey a gauadtaie canemeta 1 pt 
Bulpburie other. 5 ss. cccrova ssa si ose a gba eon «steliten 5 Geir MAES 1 oz. 
Infusion of quassia.......... ccc eee cece cece sec eneeeeeteeeeees Ao 

One half this dose will be sufficient for a yearling. Turpentine 

is a valuable styptic to the relaxed blood vessels, but it should be 
used with caution, as it is liable to irritate the urinary organs. It 

may be given in this combination :— 

Bpirits of turpentine: ........ kee eee ee ences aes cae eees 
PanBeed Ol sc:2 acca esuhis seve den wenieaunmemeeis ee ee } pt. . 

two or three times for two or three days, carefully watching its 
effect, and discontinuing it if irritation of the kidneys seems to be | 

indicated. Either of the following may be given two or three times * 
a day :— = 

i 

tnfbsion of quassia or gentian.... 0.0... 0 cece cee eect eee nees 3 pt 
WARLOR 5 ctascie decude'sns chciare a sveioteieidaie's sieves vislsigee e stoatiSaivers oaths sacle 1 qt. 

Or—: 

Hydrochloric acid (2 drams) may be used instead of the sul- 

phuric acid. One or two drams of sulphate of-iron: (copperas), or 
‘half an ounce of muriate of iron, may be added to the dose after 

two or three days.: 

Good food, cleanliness, and proper ventilation should be secured. 

BRHEUMATISM. 

This is a constitutional blood disease, with which the system 
‘sympathizes, but the manifestations are confined to the serous and’ 
serofibrous membranes. It affects the coverings of the joints, bones, 
heart, lungs, intestines, brain, and spinal cord ; also the lining mem- 

branes of the heart and chest, and the substance of the tendons, 

ligaments, and muscles. It is found in the acute and chronic forms, 
The exciting cause is the accumulation in the blood of an acid poi- 
son, which concentrates its attack on the membranes mentioned, 

not unfrequently changing from ‘one point to another, and even to 

distant parts of the body. Poverty of the system, exposure to cold, 
dampness, and draughts of cold air, when in a perspiring condition, 
are producing causes. Acute Rheumatism, or rheumatic fever, 
manifests itself in stiffness of the extremities, and a peculiar rigidity 
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of the spine, with tenderness on pressure 

over the loins ; the animal is hide-bound, 

has a staring coat, and seems unwilling 

to move; there is a hardness of the 
pulse, and redness of the mucous mem- 

branes. Within a day or two, one or 
more joints begin to swell, the animal 
lying down to favor the affected limb. 

The bowels are usually constipated, and 

the urine highly colored. Danger is tc 
be feared from change of the inflamma- 

tion to the membranes of the heart, 

brain, or lungs, causing, in many ins 
stances, a fatal termination. 
When rheumatism is chronic, it be- 

comes almost stationary in one joint or 

limb, producing grave changes in the 
cartilages and ligaments, and increase 

of bony or chalky deposits around the 
joint. The lameness does not yield 
readily to treatment, and the disease. is 

Fic. 968—Knee-joint of an Ox after hable fo FethEn or slight pei cae ae 
Chronic Rheumatism. Fig. 968 represents the knee joint of 

a an ox affected with chronic rheumatism. 

_ The soft tissues are removed, to show the extensive, change of 
structure, and. the calcareous deposits. 

Fever is generally absent in chronic rheumatism, and the gen- 
eral condition of the animal remains good. 

Treatment.—In the acute form, give laxatives, Epsom or: 
Glauber’s salts, followed with alkaline treatment, as follows, two or 

three times daily :— 

Bicarbonate of potash ........... ccc ee rece deeeeeee ence senens 2 oz. 
Water oo. eee elie eee eee etepeceeeeereeeeees oe bpiepa nin eusse. sieveesre I pt. 

Or— 

Nitrate of potash (saltpeter)............. cece cece eee eeeees 3 to 1 oz. 
WOE ide 6g yanes oa es eaeae ds acea en 3:4 Rare os SEES ES EES 1 pt. 

If fever is high, tincture of aconite, in 5 to 15 drop doses, may 

be added to either of the above, with care to guard against its pros- 
trating effects. : 

Salicylic acid has been, used within a few years past, with the 

indorsement of many, as a safe. and reliable remedy to reduce the 
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fever. It may" ‘be used as follows three or four times a day, in a 
pint of water or gruel :-— 

. Salicylic acid.......... secur iou Sud a a Bunt acaualasvezedeua, @ieipasiera ai ses beteee. 8% 1 o2. 
_ Bicarbonate OF S00 Geiss ccises secs ose sani sees Gabi GF ed eseaee + 1 oz. 

Mr. Finlay, Dun has relieved rheumatism, in both horses and: 
cattle, by giving the following as a ball once a day :— 

Where it isnot desirable to administer calomel, quinine can be 
added to the bicarbonate of potash solution given above, The fol- 
lowing lotions, applied two or three times a day, with smart rubbing 

for ten or fifteen minutes, will benefit the inflamed joints :— 

‘Soap liniment................. ee eee eee ere + 8 02, 
' “Tincture of opium (laudanum)................+- 1b Shaib-e sera ee aw ee OMe 

Oil of turpentine... 6.0... c eee e eee ce eee cence een ee et ee neces Oe 
Or— : : 

Soap liniment ...............4 Eadie Srarsilates What draeava Gee wey eUGeawtans 4.02. 
Tincture of iodine............ 0.0 cece eee eee er re ',...3 0% 
Tincture of opium (laudanum) ........... inieaitee Ghats avatar acai Ss 1 02, 

A generous diet, good care and nursing, with avoidance of 
exposure to draughts, are essential elements of treatment. If, as is 
often the case, the animal is inclined to lie down most of the time, 
the bedding should be changed often, and the inflamed joints may 
be Al ia up to prevent bruising. 

URZEMIA, 

In this Aicedee there is an accumulation in ‘the blood of urea, 

which has failed to pass away in the urine, and has been absorbed 
back into the system, poisoning the blood. 

The symptoms are a strong, urinous odor arising from the skin, 

a staring coat, loss of appetite, rumination absent, mouth slimy and 

fetid, evacuations scanty; hard, and offensive, respiration slow, pulse 

slow and soft, pupils dilated, and a low. general temperature.’ Death 
is preceded by coma. 

Treatment.—Should be early to insure success. The bladder 

must be evacuated at once, by the catheter. In the male, this will 

necessitate tapping the bladder, which is done by making an open- 
ing in the urethra, at the point where the penis turns over the angle 

of the pelvis, and introducing the catheter as represented in Fig. 
969. 

The incision should be made with great care, and only suffi- 

‘ ciently, large enough to admit the catheter. After removing the - 
urine, close the wound with a stitch, and dress with solution of car- 

bolic acid, 4 oz. to a pint of water. 

7 
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Fie. 969.—Operation for Remeving Urine from the Ox. 

The bowels should be opened by a moderate dose of Epsom 

salts, and 4 oz. of saltpeter, administered three times a day in a pint . 

of water. Any diseased conditions of the urinary organs should be 

attended to. The treatment of the various affections of these organs 
is given in Chapter XVI. 

HEMATURIA, OR RED WATER. 

Asthenia has been very appropriately added, to distinguish this 
form of Hematuria from the simple traumatic or sthenic variety, 

which is not cémplicated by the impaired condition of the blood, 
characteristic of this disease. It has been found to prevail in low, 

swampy lands, where deficient and poor food indicate bad general 
management. Throughout the prog- 
ress of the malady, asthenia is pres- 
ent. Cows are most commonly af- 
flicted, which is probably to be 
explained by the demands made 

upon the system by lactation and 
gestation. It sometimes appears in 

Fie. 970.—Asthenic Heematuria, or Red from 8 to 14 days after parturition. 
Water. The color of the urine is pale red, 

or dark, or brownish red, and is in- 
creased in quantity. The disease may run for two or three weeks, 
without noticeable increase ; then the eyes present a hollow, sunken 
appearance, the back is arched upwards, the abdomen is pendulous, 

the flanks hollow, and there is decided constipation. (See Fig. 970.) 
- The anemic murmurs of the heart become loud and strong, the 

“mucous membranes are pale, emaciation rapidly progresses, and 
death follows at variable intervals from the commencement of 

the attack. . 
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T. reatment.—Give an active cathartic. 

Kiprom: alte joc ssc5ccid osenea tome wean as waisas ase eas 16 to 24 oz. 
Calomel......... eng ce cradle ele a saAM aoe Raa PAC Re anid 1 or 2 dr. 
Croton Oi eo jsscesd cra etacess < cee vac wads bietoe ac Gaus sees 15 or 20 drops. 
GAN OR ores snes Genie s sAssae tei gadens 64 G4C ROR ES 1 02. 
Gentian ° 1 oz. 

Administer with plenty of fluid. 
A pint of linseed oil, with or without one ounce of turpentine, 

may be better suited to some cases. Various astringents have been 

used with decided advantage, among them the following : —_ 

Sulphuric BCI Soi a,c ok Godan aus aaa eendone eee 1 to 2 dr. 
Tincture of cardamoms,............... ccc ceceeceveeeeeuseees 2 o7. 
Infusion of quassia ............. ccc cece cece eceeeeesessesucenne 3 pt. 
WaNCR 6 oscs ce nee seaa eo mane sce Halts scald D winieldla § Matas MAE LW ae a 14 pt. 

Mix, and administer morning and evening. As soon as the bowels 
will admit, and the urine is corrected, give the following astringent 

‘tonic :—. ,; 

- Chlorate of potash........ seaeeeieees TGs wwalaw sees dew sana ee OR 
Tincture of chloride of iron 

Mix in a pint of gruel, for a dose, and repeat twice a day. Or half 
an ounce of sulphate of iron (copperas) may be added to the sul- 
phuric acid mixture. The animal should have a generous and 

healthful diet, clean water, a well-drained pasture for grazing, and 
dry, comfortable shelter in stable or shed. 

SEPTICEMIA AND PYZEMIA. 

These diseases will be considered together, although they differ 

in many particulars. The former results from the entry into the 
blood of one of the organisms ‘found in putrid solutions, or it may 
supervene on poisonous wounds. It causes putrefactive: changes in 

.the blood, from which gangrenous results and.collapse may follow, 
These changes are accompanied with high fever. 

Pyzmia is absorption of pus into the blood, forming local deposits 
in various parts of the body, under the skin, and in the internal 
organs. Discover the cause, if possible, in either disease ; liberate 

any pent-up pus, and inject cleansing, antiseptic solutions. Dress 
any accessible wounds with half an ounce of carbolic acid in a pint 
of water, and keep them clean. 

Give internally, three times a day, in a pint of gruel, with 

nourishing diet,— 

Tincture muriate of iron,....... cs cscveneereccecs sSioicaterseueee + 02. 
Chlorate: of pOtagh ij: cies vaetere's stin'sciveie svete Mabel sexe wae } 072. 
Powdered cinchona,...........ccce cere eecccees git Waksiie Mibters 8% 1 oz. 

Two drams of iodide of potash, with two ounces of whiskey, 
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may take the place of the muriate of iron and chlorate of potash, in 

above prescription. 

TUBERCULOSIS — TUBERCULABR CONSUMPTION — PHTHISIS. 

This disease is characterized by the deposition of small, nodular 

masses, called tubercles, beneath the lining membrane of the chest 
(pleura), at the base of the lungs, but unconnected with them, and 
throughout the inner surfaces of the ribs, diaphragm, liver, intes- 

tines, kidneys, brain, etc. 

From the fact that other parts of the body suffer equally with 

the respiratory organs, later writers class this with diseases of the 
blood. 

The earliest. symptoms 
are generally those of an- 

zmia. The pulse is feeble 
and small, the appetite is 

capricious, a slight cough 

exists, with dullness of spir- 
its. In a week or two 
emaciation is seen to pro- 

: = ' gress rapidly, the skin looks 

Fra. 971.—Consumption—Phihisis dull, the coat is staring, and 
i feels harsh and dry. Painis 

evinced on percussion of the sides, and on pressure of the loins. 

The internal temperature is generally above the normal. This state 
of affairs continues for some time, increasing in severity ; the cough 
becomes hacking, the animal very thin and hide-bound, often covered 

with lice, the respirations are very quick, and death takes place..- 
Treatment must begin: in the earliest stages, as in the later | 

ones nothing can be done to arrest the progress of the disease. 
Cows should be dried off, and oxen kept from work. Oil-cake, and 

‘other oleaginous food, in liberal quantities, ‘should be given. Coun- 
ter-irritants —- mustard plasters or fly blisters — should be repeat-, 
edly applied to the chest. 

CANCEROUS ULCERS AND’ OSTEA SARCOMA, 

Sometimes the parotid glands swell and exhibit a large, hard,' 

and painful tumor, as in Fig. 972. This does not always inter- 
fere with mastication. The tumor soon becomes a soft, diffused, 
fluctuating sac, with the skin for a covering, which, on being 
opened, discharges a large quantity of fetid pus. 

The bones also may ‘become implicated, and present another 

local form. Large tumors form in the jaws, and interfere with mas- 

4 
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tication. Fig. 973 represents a tumor of this kind on the upper 
jaw, and Fig. 974 one of the same kind on the lower jaw. These 
tumors are sometimes denominated “cancers” by quacks, and they 
attempt to remove them by some severe caustic mixture, which 
causes the parts to slough. As agents of this kind act on sound 

Fie. 972.—Tumor on the Parotid Glands. Fie. 973:—Tumor on the Upper Jaw. 

tissues, as well as on unsound ones, the results are generally 

unfavorable. ae 
Fig. 975 represents the head of a bull, after the so-called “can- 

cer” had been removed by a “quack.” The whole of the cheek, and. 
some of the bones of the face, sloughed off, and the food taken in at 

the mouth passed out of the opening. The animal was overtaken 

by paralysis, and humanely shot by the owner, who had become 
disgusted’ at the sight. At first the tumor appears as a small, | cc hag g 
round, painful nodule; which gradually enlarges beneath the skin, 

‘but, preserving a perfect separation, the latter moving’ over it with 

Fic. 974.—Tumor on the Lower Jaw. Fic. ‘975.—Tumor Cured by a Quack. 

ease and freedom. When, however, any irritating applications are 
applied, or the parts are struck, inflammation is set up, followed by 
ulceration. Great pain is felt in mastication, the. bones are further. 

affected, the teeth loosen and eventually drop out. (See Fig. 976.) . 
Not unfrequently a passage is opened into the mouth. Such tu- 

‘ t 
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Fis. 976.—Tumor of Lower Jaw, Displacing Front Teeth. 

mors occupy months in their formation. The soft tissues immedi- 
ately in connection are converted into a thick, dense, fibrous mass ; 
the bone is changed into a porous body, having large cavities, en- 

closing granular accumulations, and formed of sharp, thin, bony 
plates. Such diseases have received the names of Ostea sarcoma, and 

fibro-plastic degeneration of bone. 

oN 

hs Fra, i. —Glass Syringe. 

Treatment. _Other dha generous diet with iron tonics, must con- 

sist in surgical measures for relief, The abcess in the parotid gland 
should be opened, and the healing action induced, by strong injec-. 
tions of some caustic mixture, as the following :— 

Butyr of antimony.... ........ 1 oz. 
Tincture of myrth........... hewiee 

Inject by means of the glass syringe 
. (Fig. 977) once daily. 

When tumors form upon and in- 
volve the bones, the diseased part 
should be cut down upon, and all of 

it removed with the saw and bone 
forceps. The wounds should be closed 
by sutures, and treated in the usual 
manner to promote healing. 

A special and exceptional form of 
ais growth is sometimes, but rarely, met 

-P16.978.— Section of Nevus. with in the ox. It isa morbid growth 
of the blood-vessels, similar to that 
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which, in the human subject, is termed a “mother’s mark.” They 
are irregular, flattened, of a deep purple color, and are usually 

raised above the skin, like a wart. (See. Fig. 978.) 
Treatment.—This consists in inducing absorption by compres- 

sion, the application of lunar caustic, cauterization, excision, or 
ligature. 

Cow as Sometimes Chased. 
Treatment that should not be permitted. 



CHAPTER XIII. 
oe 

DISEASES OF THE RESFIRATORZ 
ORGANS. 

LocaTioN OF THE INFLAMMATORY ProcEss — AUSCULTATION AND PERcussion — 

Cararru, Cotps — MALIaNant CaTaRRH — LARYNGITIS, OR SoRE THROAT — 

Matienant SorE THROAT—TRACHEOTOMY— BRONCHITIS— PNEUMONIA— ABSCESS 

or THE Lunes — PLeurisy — TAPPiIne THE CHEsT— SPoRADIC: PLEURO-PNEU- 

MONIA—ASTHMA, OR EMPHYSEMA. ‘ 

cess is located in the head, we have catarrh; when in the. larynx 

or throat, laryngitis, sore throat, or malignant sore throat, and if 
the bronchial tubes become affected, bronchitis. When the connec- 

|: diseases of the respiratory organs, when the inflammatory pro- 

Fre. 979.—Extent of Surface for Auscultation on the Right Side. 

tive tissue of the lungs becomes involved, we ‘have catarrhal and 
croupous pneumonia. If the pleura, the membrane covering the 

lungs and the walls of the chest, is inflamed, we have pleurisy. 
(782) 

. 
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_are predisposing causes. 
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When both the pleura and the' lungs become inflamed, we call the 
disease pleuro-pneumonia. If the mucous membrane of the lungs 

and lung tissue becomes involved, we have bronchi-pneumonia, or 

catarrhal pneumonia. 
In arriving at a correct diagnosis, i in many diseases of the re- 

spiratory organs, we are greatly aided by auscultation and percus- 

sion. Auscultation depends on the motion of the air through the 
air passages, and the movements of the chest, and other parts, dur- 
ing breathing. The ear is applied to the surface, and any irregular- 
ity in breathing is noted. (See Fig. 979.) We depend upon this 
for determining the state of the lungs and air passages. In percus- 

sion, blows are struck on the surface, and we determine from the 

resulting sound whether the cavity within is empty, or blocked up 
by some material. The.healthy resonance of the chest is very char- 

acteristic, and dullness on percussion indicates consolidation, or 

accumulation of fluid in the pleural sac. 

: CATAREH—COLDs. 
Catarrh is an inflammation of the 

mucous membrane of the nose and 

volying the eyes, throat, and air pas- 
sages. It is usually brought on by 
sudden changes ~ of temperature, es-. 
pecially when animals’ are badly fed. 
Damp, badly drained, and poorly’ ven- 

tilated stables, or those built so as to 

allow exposure to drafts and Sterns, 

Symptoms.— The mucous mem- Fra. 980.—Catarrh. 

brane of the nose and eyes, at first. 

‘red and dry, soon become moist with a watery discharge, which 

eventually becomes copious, dense, and. opaque. (See Fig. 980.) 

The eyelids are swollen, there is sneezing, and sometimes a cough. 

F ebrile symptoms occasionally run high, with loss of appetite, sus- 

pension of rumination, shivering fits, and a staring coat, constipa- 

tion, scanty urine, etc. If the system i is still exposed: to the cause 

of the. disease, and proper » -treatment ‘is neglected, ‘chronic nasal 

catarrh, malignant-catarrh, or sporadic pleuro-pneumonia may 

develop. 
‘Treatment.—If diarrhea is present, give at once the following:— 

Tincture of opium (sudanum) asvince as Seat ee eens {aeceewhen ees 1 oz. 
Aromatic spirits of ammonia,..............+ didi Paockty Slay creyatiyecelaave Lees 
Infusion of quassia secs basa stasia van faze ousto ence e tee teeeeneee eee ceed pt. 
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If the bowels, are constipated, a mild 
laxative, like the following, should be 
given :— 

Epsom salts ....... hac SPR EE 8 to 12 oz. 
GIN B Or oe oso mak ound Meagan edie 1 
Gentian, powdered... ............; a 

A pint of linseed oil, or melted lard, 
will, in many cases, answer the pur- 
pose. 

To promote a free discharge from 
the nostrils, and relieve difficult 

breathing, the head may be steamed 
in a nose-bag: At the bottom of the 
bag, which. is suspended from the 
horns, a small quantity. of chaff or 

sawdust is put. To this may be added a little turpentine or vin- 

egar. From time to time pour boiling water through a hole in the 
bag. 

Another method of applying steam is shown in Fig. 982. An 
India rubber tube is attached to the spout of a tea-kettle, and the 
steam is conveyed through it to the nostrils, The end of the 

tube ‘must net be. held too near the nostrils, or the: parts may 
be scalded., Whatever method is used, thé application must be 

kept up for several hours 

Fic. 981.—Nose-bag for Steaming 

Nostrils. 

Fre. 982.—Application of Steam to the Nostrils. 
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If the fever runs high, the following may be used two or three 

times a day, in conjunction with the steaming :— 

Tincture of aconite............... 0. cece cece cence ees 5 to 10 drops 
Nitrate of potash (saltpeter) ........ sik wil inentteaaael aecoteeee eae 1 to 2 dr. 

_ After the congestion has been relieved by steaming, the follow- 

ing will be found beneficial :— 

Give two or three times a day, in a pint of water, lessening the 

dose as the disease abates. 

‘Allow an abundance of water, and give warm liquid food. 
Green grasses and roots may be fed if available. 

MALIGNANT CATARRA. 

This is a non-contagious, specific febrile disorder. It not un- 
frequently attacks one or two of the herd, and leaves the remainder 
unaffected. 

Fie. 983.—Malignant Catarrh. 
First Stage. 

There is marked. fever at 
the commencement, and 

the visible mucous mem- Fra. 964.—MaFignant Catarrh. Second Stage. 
branes are purple and dry. 

Later there is extreme prostration, and uceration of the mucous 

membranes. There is an abundant flow of saliva i in the commence- 

ment, and soon the eyes and nose: discharge a watery fluid; the 

eyes are closed and, swollen, the bowels constipated, dung bisek and 

hard, but diarrhea soon ensues, and the urine is nee: colored and 

scanty. 

Within twenty-four hours a marked “ee occurs, the dis- 
8 
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charge from. the eyes and nose becomes purulent, is mixed with 

blood and ichor, which irritates the skin over which it flows, and 

even removes the hair where it comes in contact with it. (See Fig. 

983.) The sinuses of the head become filled with pus, foul ulcers 
appear on the mucous membranes, the breath becomes fetid, and 
the temperature rises to 104° or 105°. Pregnant cows are almost 
sure to cast their: young. 

In the last stage of the disease, as shown in Fig. 984, there is 
extensive sloughing of membranes, possibly horns and hoofs come 

off. Ulceration. of the cornea and sloughing of eyeball sometimes 
takes place, giving rise to severe pain. The thermometer indicates 

a sudden fall in temperature to 90° or 95° F. Pulse is impercepti-.' 
ble, with general coldness, and the animal ‘dies asphyxiated, within 
a week or ten days from the beginning of the attack. : 

‘ Treatment.—Remove the animal to comfortable quarters. In 
the early stages administer a laxative of Epsom salts, or the follow- 
ing:— - 

Linseed oil ........ 
Sulphuric ether, . 
Infusion of “quassia 

After this give the following to allay fever and lessen ae inflamma- 
tion, three or four times a day in water :— 

Spirits nitric ether... ...........ceceeeeteeceeeees dis aber: 2 to 4 dr. 
Acetate of ammonia .”..... rer Ree CON ee ee 2 to 4 oz. 

At the end of the second stage, stimulants may be required, and 
the mineral acids, or the tincture of iron, are indicated. to check puru- 
lent formation. ‘ As’ antiseptic, and a blood tonic, the following is 

good, in water, three times a uy = . 

Tincture chloride of iron........... nig e's Wen eX SRR PEs Bad ae 2 drs. 
Chlorate of potash. .... A araioea er OURS aires BE Mandy Geeeeenyis dean ee *.2 drs. 

Use locally, at the outset, warm water fomentations, with 2 to 4 

drams of borax to a quart of water. Afterward ulcerations may 
be dressed with solutions of carbolic acid or chloride of zinc.. The 
cornea of the eye can be touched twice a day with the nitrate of 
silver solution, ten grains to an ounce of water, applied with a 

camel’s hair pencil; but not to the exclusion of thorough cleansing 
‘with the borax solution several times a day. ‘ 

‘ LARYNGITIS,. OR SORE THROAT. 

This may exist independently of, or in connection with, simple 

catarrh of the: head and nose. 

- Symptoms.—If. watched carefully, there will be noticed:a diffi- 
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culty of swallowing, accompanied 
with a hard or tickling cough. 
There is loss of appetite, the cud is 
not chewed, and a copious flow of 
thick saliva takes place when the 
mouth is opened. Pressure on the 
windpipe in the region of the throat 
gives great pain. The parts are 
swollen. If the finger is inserted 
under the tongue (Fig. 985), the 
mouth is found to be hot and the 
internal membranes intensely red. 
Owing to inability to swallow, 
water when drank is liable to come 
back through the nose. Breathing is quickened, ‘and the pulse i is 
hard, full, and rapid. This disease in cattle seldom continues long 
as an independent affliction ; unless ‘relieved, it terminates in bron- 
chitis or pleuro-pneumonia. 

- Treatment.—Rub in on the throat a paste made by mixing 
mustard with equal parts of aqua ammonia and water ; repeat this 

every hour, after sponging the throat externally with warm water, 
and continue until the desired effect is obtained. Inhalation of 
‘steam as recommended for catarrh will be useful. ‘Chlorate of 

potash, 1 oz. to a quart of water, can be converted, into steam. One 
fourth oz. of saltpeter, or chlorate of potash, can be dissolved in 
water, and given morning and evening. The bowels should be 
moved by enemas, as there is danger of choking when medicines 

are administered by the mouth. 
If suffocation is threatened from closing of the throat, or Pam 

intense congestion, tracheotomy should be performed without delay. 

Fis. 985.—Laryngitis, or Sore Throat. 

ates MALIGNANT SORE THROAT. 

; This is a dangerous malady, and must 

be treated carefully and thoroughly. It is 
a rapid effusion among the tissues com- 

posing and surrounding the entrance of 
the windpipe (glottis), in which life is en- 
dangered, by its interfering with breathing. 

: The symptoms are those of simple ca-' 
Fra, 986.—Matignant Sore tarrh, with great difficulty of breathing, 

Throat. which threatens suffocation as the disease 
advances. The swelling, at first internal, 

soon manifests itself externally, in the patotid glands on each side, , 
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beneath the ear, sometimes 
assuming large dimensions, 

as shown in Fig. 986, 

Hie. -081---Fengouim, The membranes of the eyes 
and nose assume a dark, crim- 

es eee son color, the mouth and 
tongue are soon covered with 

Fre, 988.—Scalpel. purple spots, the parts are 
liable to become gangrenous, 

: the breath is fetid, the tongue 

a \ protrudes, and gasping for 

breath, the creature falls, and 
dies from suffocation. The 
duration of the disease may 
vary from a few hours to 
three or four days. 

Treatment.—In the early 
stages, if constipation is pres- 
ent, laxatives are needed, and 

a moderate purgative may be 
given :— 

Fie. 989.—Covered Tube, to be Used in 

Malignant Sore Throat. ‘ 

Epsom salts....... 12 to 16 oz 
Gentian (powdered) 2 oz 

_ Ginger. scciapaisid svete 2 oz. 

Mix, ‘and combine with one 

pint each of molasses, linseed 
mucilage, and water. - 

If there is diarrhea, it may 
Fie. 990.—Band Applied in Malignant Sere 

Throat. be checked ‘by psing— 

‘Chloroforti e330 sj excneiessancs Seen seeawies sae es darees Bes 2 fluid drams, 

Tincture of opium (laudanum),.,....-..........0e0+++ 0H 0% 
Flour gruel..........0 es eee cece cc cnc ees neneeeeeeeces 1 pint. 

Chloric ether may be used instead of chloroform. 

The mineral acids are of great value, and should: follow at regu- 
lar intervals. They may be used as directed in Purpura Hzmor- 

rhagica, page 101. Inhalations of steam, from a solution of:chlorate 

of potash, carbolic acid, or tincture of iodine, one dram to a pint 
of water, will be found of benefit in relieving the breathing. If 

suffocation is-threatened, tracheotomy should be performed: mushout 

hesitation. - 8 
For this operation, an assistant holds the head of ‘the animal in 

such a position that the nose is extended and the lower side of the 
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neck stretched out. Towards the upper part, where the windpipe 
comes near the surface, a longitudinal incision, about two inches in 
length, is made through the skin, exposing the windpipe. A tenac- 
ulum (Fig. 987) is then pushed through the tissue uniting the 
rings, and enough cut out with the scalpel (Fig. ues) to admit the 
introduction of acurved 
tube. (Fig. 989.) This 
is held in its place by a 
strap round the neck, 
as shown in Fig. 990. 

It must be removed 
every day,and the parts 

cleaned with some an- 

tiseptic lotion, as a solution of permanganate of potash. | This will 

telieve the difficulty in breathing, but the patient may. be unable to 

swallow the medicines. In this case, resort must be had to the 
endermic method, and the remedy injected beneath the skin,, by 

means of special syringe. (Fig. 991.) 
‘Sometimes it becomes necessary to inject the medicine at once 

into the circulation. For this purpose, the jugular vein is opened, 
and the ordinary glass syringe may’ be used. A better form of” 

instrument is that shown in Figs. 992 and'993. It consists of a fun- 

nel, provided with a stop-cock to control the passage of the fluid. 
To the lower end is attached a piece of flexible tubing about a foot 

long, and terminating in a thin ivory or bone pipe three inches 

long. The fluid must be very 
dilute, at.the temperature of the 

blood — 98° F.—'and not admin- 

istered in too large quantities at 
once. Any solid particles will pass. 

to the lungs, and produce conges- 

‘tion ; therefore their presence must 

be carefully guarded against. 

‘The flesh of animals dying of 

this disease is very poisonous, and 

great care must be used in hand- 

ling the carcass. It is ‘better to 

bury deeply, without Femoving the 

hide. 

Fre. 991.—Hypodermic Syringe. 

BRONCHITIS. =o : ; Fra. 992: Fig, 998. 
This is an inflammation of the Funnel for Injecting’ Medicine inte the 

mucous membrane of the bron- . Circulation. 

t 
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chial tubes, occurring most frequently in spring and autumn, occa- 
sionally in an epizootic form. It is almost always accompanied 

with a cough, which is short and troublesome, or hard and distress- 
ing, according to the 
severity of the ‘at- 
tack. The pulse is 

frequent, full, and 

rapid ; the breathing 
is also frequent, the 

appetite. absent, ru- 
mination is suspend- 
ed, and there is more 

or less difficulty in 
swallowing. The vis- 

Fre. 994.—Brenchitis. . ible mucous’ mem- 
branes are red, the 

friowels constipated, and the urine is scanty. In afew hours the symp- 
toms change materially, the pulse becomes more frequent and small, 

the legs and ears are cold, and breathing becomes very difficult, and 
there is rapid prostration, of strength. 

In the second stage, which is reached about the second or third 

day, a watery secretion mixed with mucus is expelled in- coughing. 
(See Fig. 994.) The cough becomes less frequent and painful.’ The 
crisis of the’ disease is reached about the fourth or fifth day. Favor- 
able signs are a gradual reduction of temperature, and a fuller, 

softer, and less rapid pulse. The appetite returns, secretions and 
excretions become natural, and the animal becomes convalescent by 
the tenth day. An unfavorable termination is indicated by a sud- 

den fall of 5° or 6° in the temperature, the pulse becoming small and 

more frequent. 
Treatment.—Put the animal in a warm stable, allow plenty of 

pure air, a liberal supply of tempting food, and unlimited nitrated 
water. The object is to keep up the strength of the patient, and 

avoid lapse in ‘the chronic stage. If the bowels are torpid, admin- 
ister enemas, but not cathartics, as they may cause diarrhea, and 

may fatally tax the strength of the patient. Give the following two 
or three times a day :— 

Acetate of ammonia,....... Folia avhepanes, Seaywiepaidveraibvars pinieie iBcaleosincest . 8 02. 
WAGED sa .beccnesemsuaseimenee ceca ane aie Siehalwieialiujeiera:eisieiclersieisicine'e A Pty 

Or— 

Spirits of nitric ether................ BaihcNNnB RENE S eRe A A 8 oz, 
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To either of the above, 10 to 20 drops of tincture of aconite 
may be added. 

To relieve the severity ‘of the cough and promote expectora- 
tion,— 

Ipecac (GO WibRaD a ood ie ela as aie Sapthduacs 1 or 2drs. : 

may’ be given. 

After the fever has subsided, -and the appetite begins to return, 

the following may be. given, mixed in water, with the food, or in an 
_ infusion of gentian, one half pint :— 

Tincture muriate of iron...........00.eecs00s A elaccibeoss, oeeeed dr 

Or— 

Sulphate of iron (copperas)............0644 re errr a 

Or—_ . . 
.» Sulphate of iron (oopperas), .. sipitis-wiatiate a bie aeueaea ols sepepe able ave’ 2s 2 dr. 

. Tincture muriate of iron./...... neGs Rates bo Heth aaa seheNe’s Seer 6 a 

The air passages may be steamed, in the early stages, and the 

sides of the throat may be thoroughly rubbed with one of the fol- 
lowing :— 

Spirits of turpentine. .... shiners © eaves ¥ acaeeiere Seas WEG skaNe oan 2 oz. 
Sweet or linseed oil ...... dcbeiais Weieie oaiais cis 6 aiaiea ai oa aaige s Seteans ee 

Or— 

Aqua ammonia,.............0005 é seerear Sane sane meets viele 2 2 oz. 
Sweet or linseed Oil. ......... ce cece acces te eunssewieaGas Rom chpieies ns 

PNEUMONIA. 
This is an inflammation of the cellular tissue of the lungs. It 

may be either a primary disease, or a sequel of other diseases, as 
simple catarrh, laryngitis, or bronchitis. 

The earliest symptoms are a fit of shivering, a staring coat, 

muzzle and skin hot and dry, mucous membrane red, and a sup- 
pressed cough. Breathing is short, panting, and rapid, frequently 

numbering 30 or 40 respirations a minute, performed chiefly by the 

abdominal muscles, with as 
little -motion of ribs and chest 

as possible. The nostrils are 
dilated, head protruded, coun- 
tenance is anxious, mouth 

sticky, and breath hot. Pulse 

is quick and full, 60 to 80 per 
minute, and is what is known 4 

as an oppressed pulse. One Fig. 995.--Pneumonia. 

\ 
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or both lungs may be af- | 

fected, or only-a part of 
one, or all of one lung. If 
the ear is placed on the 
chest during the first stage, 
engorgement of theaffected 

. part with blood and bloody 
serum is noticed, and a 

characteristic crepitation is 
heard, like the sound pro- 

Fie. 996.—Pneumonia. duced by rubbing the hair 

. . between the fingers, near 

the ear. As solidification occurs, this sound disappears, but in the 
part of the lung unaffected there is an exaggerated murmur, while 
none at all is noted in the solidified part, The boundaries of this 

may be mapped out by percussion, or striking over the chest, from 
the flat, dull sound produced. The pulse becomes rapid, small, and 
feeble, breathing more labored, and shorter ; cough is occasional and 

weak. The animal now 

stands as in Fig. 995, 

with back and nose out- 
stretched. If the head 
is raised quickly, there 

is great tendency to fall 
- backward. ‘ (Fig. 996.) 

Gradual prostration and 

wasting follow, and at 

Fie. 997.—Pneumonia. Last Stage. length the animal drops 
head foremost—first fall- 

ing upon the chest—(Fig. 997), with legs doubled beneath, and next 
upon the side, where she remains, occasionally lifting the head and. 
vainly attempting to rise, under great distress, until death termi- 
nates her suffering. Pneumonia may also terminate in resolution 

of the consolidated lung, or abcess and gangrene.. 
Treatment.—Clothe and house the patient, according to the 

season of the year, but freely allow pure air; give an enema of hot 
soap-suds, or a saline laxative in a pint of gruel :— 

Hipsomi: salts, oo sé esas vs cana cans eae swans sins e see wees 8 to 12 oz. 
Gentian and ginger (powdered)............0.eeeeeeeeeeees each, 1 <“ 

Bleeding at the very outset is recommended by some reliable 

authorities, in plethoric animals with high inflammatory symptoms, 
and quick, full, bounding pulse. Later give sedatives :— 

f 
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Tinctore of conte: oo.55s esas vueisss weave densa vee eave De to 20 drops 

Small doses sulphate of iron ‘Gopperas), 10 to ‘es drams in 24 
hours, will be beneficial. Distressing symptoms may be relieved by, 
giving a half ounce, or even an ounce, of tincture of opium (lauda- 

num). If extremities are cold, bathe with hot liniment, and wrap 
them up. With good care, recovery is probable in most | cases. 

ABSCESS OF THE LUNGS, 

In recovering from bronchitis 
or pneumonia, cattle sometimes suf- 

fer from the formation of abscesses 

in the lungs. The presence of an 
abscess is known by- the wasting 
of the body, feeble pulse, fetid 
breath, constant, feeble cough, and 

-discharge of offensive pus. (See Fig. Fic. 998.—Abscess in the Lungs. 
998.) Treatment is tedious and 

rarely successful, The animal requires fresh air, gentle exercise, 

and good food. Stimulants and tonics, as prescribed for bronchitis, 
particularly the preparations of iron, are especially called for. In 

_ Severe cases active blis- 
ters have proved ben- 
eficial. If accessible, 

the encysted pus may 
be removed, by tapping 

{°° with the trocar and 

canula, after which the 
cavity should be thor- 
oughly syringed out 

with some mild anti- 
septic solution. 

| PLEURISY. 

This is an inflamma- 

tion of the pleura, or 
lining membrane that covers the lungs and heart and the inside 
of the chest. It sometimes occurs independent of other ‘diseases, 
but most generally with pneumonia. This disease seems to attack 

cattle with special frequency. At the outset there is fever, and the 

pulse is small, quick, and wiry, the beats being from 50 to 60 per 
minute. A sharp, suppressed, and painful cough is present. The 

breathing is principally abdominal, the inspirations short and im- 

Fie. 999.-—Section af Abscess. 
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perfect, while the expira- 
tions are prolonged, and 
more easily effected. 
Pressure between the ribs’ 

gives great pain, and. 

causes the animal to flinch. 
and grunt. The appetite 

and rumination are sus- 
pended. The nose is dry, 

‘ and generally there is no 

nasal ‘discharge. The 

Fie. 1000.—Acute sil - sharp, cutting pain causes 
the animal to turn his 

head toward the side. (See Fig. 1000.) Percussion on the ribs elicits 
clear and resonant sounds, but auscultation detects the friction 

sound, like two pieces of leather rubbed together, in addition to 
the usual:respiratory murmur. Resolution frequently follows proper 
treatment, and the deposits are re-absorbed. A sudden subsid- 

ence of the acute symptoms denotes effusion into the pleural sac, 
or hydrothorax. In this stage, the pulse becomes soft, the breathing 
is labored, with prolonged expiration, less pain is manifested on 
pressure of the sides, and the animal feeds freely. The extent of the 

‘effusion may be observed by auscultation and percussion. The lat- 
ter test gives a dull sound as high as the fluid has risen in the 
chest ; the former an absence of all sound below the same line. 

. Ti veatment.—Bleeding is not called for. Laxatives - may be 
freely administered, for there. is no such tendency to diarrhea as is 
sometimes seen in pneumonia. If the pain se¢ems to be very acute, 
the following may be administered, and repeated in a few hours if 

relief i is not obtained :— 

Tincture of opium (laudanum) .......... Se a $ to 1 oz. 
Linseed oil 

External stimulation must Be resorted. to, in the form of mus- 

tard applications to the sides, or prolonged fomentations with hot 
water. . It is essential to keep the animal quiet, and warmly clothed, 
Give good food, and plenty of water to drink, adding an ounce of 

saltpeter to.a bucketful of water. After the acute symptoms have 

subsided, a half ounce of tincture of muriate of iron, in a bucket of 
water, will be found useful. To hasten the absorption of the effused 
fluid, give the following as a ball or dreach twice a day :— 

Todide of potassium, ...........s..006 Mieseaia sania pokiniat oss] dr. 
Carbonate of ammonia ............ ee Porereren ene Nees inaeyter itera je 
Gentian (powdered)............ Sisibtate Suereceisiee bode di dapayouocd oesacaiaracants 1 oz 
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When effusion is certain, stimulants are called for to support 

the system, and these sometimes effect a cure. Powdered digitalis 
has been highly extolled as a sedative which promotes absorption. 

It may be administered in the following combination :— 

Nitrate of potash (saltpeter).......... Iuaaligees venvaunaeg 2to 4dr, 
Powdered digitalis ............cececes Lod vanes De Jialefaeaetouang-0-8 te 
Nitric ether... ......... 0.0000 ac eid gk SSR 6 Seatere ¥ctaiase eRe ES aH 1 oz. 

Mix, and administer three times a day to large oxen, in a pint 

of gruel or linseed tea. 
As soon as the absorbent action, with free evacuation ‘of the 

kidneys, is established, the following may be given twice a day :— 

Sulphate of iron (copperas) ....,.. hla & HeaS CE Ha Tae : ar. 

Tefuslon oF duamie sy osc Neon Secs asenge es eo 

When.the deposition of false 

membrane on the lining mem- 
brane of the pleural cavity pre- 
vents absorption, and the con- 
stantly increasing accumulation 
of fluid threatens lung collapse, 

tapping of the chest must be Te- Fig. 1001.—Drawing the Skin to One Side 
sorted to. ‘This is performed as before Puncturing. 
in the horse. The sixth or sev- 
enth intercostal space, just behind the point of the elbow, is chosen. 

A small scalpel is used to pierce the skin, which is drawn forward 
so that the external wound will not correspond with the puncture 
into the chest. (Fig. 1001.) 

A small trocar and canula 
(Fig. 1002) is then pushed 
through the muscle forming 
the thoracic wall, at about 
the center of the lower third, 

¢ i] 

Fig. 1002.—The Trocar and its Outer 

Case, the Canula. - 

near the, anterior margin of 
‘the rib. As soon as the wall 
is pierced, the .canula ‘is 

Fr 8.—Fluid Flowing f the Chest : 
fe through on ee pushed further in, and the 

trocar withdrawn, when the 

fluid flows freely through the canula. (Fig. 1003.) 
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Care must be taken to avoid a rush of air into. the chest. A 
probe or piece of iron must be used to. remove obstructive plugs of 
lymph, which sometimes enter the canula. A solution of carbolic 
acid, 1 dram to 10 oz. of blood-warm water, is frequently used to 

rinse the cavity. 

SPORADIC PLEURO-PNEUMONIA. 

This is often confounded with the epizootic form, but it is a dif- 
serent disease, and not contagious. 

Symptoms.—A shivering fit will 

be noticed, and soon after the se- 
cretion of milk is arrested. Acute 
symptoms quickly succeed, and 

pulse becomes rapid, firm, and 

hard, the friction sound of pleurisy 
is heard, percussion yields a dull 
sound, and pressure in the in- 

tercostal spaces or on the spiiie 
gives pain. The bowels are con- 

stipated, urine scanty and high-colored, and there is a discharge from 
the eyes and nose. The membranes are injected, the legs, horns, 
and ears are cold, the coat stares, and the skin becomes harsh and 
dry. (See Fig. 1004.) 

Treatment.—Let a correct diagnosis be made, to distinguish the 
nature of the disease. The treatment must be prompt, skillful, and 
energetic. The measures directed for pneumonia and pleurisy are 
applicable here. Diuretics, stimulants, and tonics are called for, 
and blisters should be uséd, under the same precautions. 

ASTHMA—EMPHYSEMA. 

This is an inflammation of the muscular ‘coat of the bronchial 

tubes, and is very apt to mislead the inexperienced. Few animals 

present a more pitiable appearance than ‘cows suffering from this 
affliction. The symptoms are mainly negative. In fact, the animal 
is usually past recovety when the definite symptoms of this disease © 
have appeared. : a ; 

The first thing to attract notice is a diminution of milk. The 

udder appears small, soft, and flaccid, and the teats are long and 
pendulous. There is considerable wasting of the flesh, a staring 
coat and dirty skin. The animal eats little, and- rumination is irreg- 
ular, The head is carried low, the back arched, and tender :under 
pressure, and weakness is evident in walking. 

In the second stage there is increased debility, very irregular 

Fie. 1004.—Sporadic Pleuro-pneumonia, 
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_bowels, yellow and scurfy skin, and a low degree of bodily heat. 
The pulse, almost unaltered in the first stage, now becomes slow, 

small, and weak, while general wasting becomes.more apparent and 
rapid. The back is still more arched, the udder soft and very 

flabby, and the milk is entirely gone. (Fig. 1008.) 
All that can be done in treatment is to alleviate the symptoms 

Fre. 1005.—Asthma. 

as they appear, for the disease is incurable. The animal should be 
kept still, and food of the most digestible and. nutritious kind given 
at short intervals, to prevent oppression of the lungs by a full stom- 
ach. This care, with stimulant tonics, may keep the animal alive 

for some time, but the owner will generally prefer ‘to destroy the pa- 
tient, if the disease has progressed too far to admit of fattening for 
‘the butcher. 



CHAPTER XIV. 
—e9e—— 

TPISHASES OF THE DIGESIIv = 
ORGANS. 

‘Drencuina a Cow —INJURIES OF THE MoutH — INFLAMMATION ‘OF MovurH anp 

Tonevx, Guossitis— Stomach or Ruminanrs— INTESTINES OF ‘THE Ox-— 

Lymrnatics — Hoven, oR TyMPANITIS— PRopanc AND Gacs— Passina THE 

Propane — Poncturine tHE RuMEN— Impactep RumEN, oR Maw-Bounp — 

RuMENOTOMY —- OBSTRUCTION OF THE GUDLET, CHOKING — IPacTION oF 

OmasuUM. 

HE method of administering medicines to cattle is too often both 
T: stupid and clumsy. Too large a drenching horn is used, and it 

is a common practice for an assistant to seize the animal by the 

horns, and.pull the head back, higher than the body, while the med- 
icine is poured down the throat, the horn being held in the mouth 
meanwhile, and the animal thereby prevented from swallowing nat- 
urally. (Fig. 1006.) “4 

In such cases, if suf- 

focation does not follow 
from the medicine pass- 

ing into the windpipe, 
it is not due to the skill 

of the operator. Be- 
side the danger of suf- 

‘ocation, the tongue is 
liable to injury. Some 

brutal operators ‘seize 

the tongue with the 
hand, and draw it to 

one ‘side, where ‘it is Fie, 1006.—Usual Mode of Drenching a Cow 
often injured by the . , 
teeth of the animal. Sometimes too much force is used, the tongue 
‘is pulled too far, the power of retraction is destroyed, and it hangs 
uselessly from the mouth, an obstruction to mastication. (Fig. 1007.) 

INJURIES OF THE MOUTH. 

These sometimes occur from foreign, substances being taken 
into the mouth in feeding, and becoming fixed between the teeth, 

(768) 
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injuring the soft parts. The 
foreign substances must be 

removed, and then the follow- 

ing wash may be applied two 

or three times a day :— 

Powdered alum.:......2 dr. 
Honey................ 1 o2 
WOR ic scene cae 1 pt. 

INFLAMMATION OF MOUTH 
AND TONGUE—GLOSSITIS. 

This may arise from eating 

rough, coarse food, or frosty yg, 1007.—Paralysis of the Tongue from 
grass, or from accident. Too ‘ Injury. ° 

strong medicines may be given 7 

carelessly, or the ahimal may drink’ a Caustic alkali, producing an 
inflammation, which, if unchecked, may extend to the throat, and 

prove serious. If the inflammation is not serious, apply the lotion 
given for injuries of the mouth. If severe enough to prevent 

eating, food ‘must be given in the form of nutritive enemas. Steam- 

ing the mouth is valuable, and the animal should always be allowed 

a bucketful of nitrated water. If gangrene sets in, there is little 
hope of a favorable result. : 

ue 
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Fre. 1008.—Stomach of Ruminants. 
¢ 

A, A, B, B, rumen, or first stomach ; C, esophagus, ; D, reticulum, ‘or second stomach ; EB 
omasum, or third stomach ; ¥, abomasum, or fourth stomach. : 
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Gloss Anthrax is some- 

times confounded with 

this disorder, but it is 

more acute. 

The stomach of rumi- 

nants consists of four 

compartments: first, the 
rumen, ot paunch ; second, 

the reticulum, or honey- 
comb bag; third, the 
omasum,; fourth, the aéo- 

masum, rennet, or true di- 
gestive stomach. 

'HOVEN, OR TYMPA- 
NITIS. 

This isa frequent affec- 
tion of cattle, and is 

known under a variety of 
Fre. 1009.—Interior of the Stomach of Ruminants. nes It is a disten- 

A, left sac of ruamen-; B, anterior extremity of that tion of the r 
sac turned back on the right sac; OC, its posterior ex- eh bs eae eal 
tremity ; G, section of the anterior pillar of the rumen ; paunch, by gas. (See 
g, g, its two superior branches ; H, posterior pillar of ‘. ‘ 
the "same ; h, h, h, its three inferior branches ; I, cells Fig. 1015.) The . mest 
of the reticulum ; J, esophagal furrow ; K, esophagus ; fruitful cause of this dis- 

a ica ; order is , green food. 
Feeding on wet grass or young clover, damp with dew or rain, 

Fre. 1010.—The Intestines of the Ox. 

A, origin of the duodenum ; B, floating portion of the small intestine ; C, termination of 
the small intestine ; D, cecum; E, its point directed backward; F, flexure of the large colon 
at its termination ; G, H, terminal portion of the intestine ; 1, Insertion of the ductus choledo- 
chus; 2, Insertion of the pancreatic duct. 

¢ 
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, Fie. 1011—Arteries of the Stomach. 

1, Coliae tronk; 2. Superior artery of ‘the rumen; 
8. Inferior artery of the rumen; 5. . Superior artery of | 
the reticulum ; 6. Superior artery of the oniasum and 

. abomasum 5 7. Inferior artery of abomasum; 8. Splenic 
artery; A, esophagus ; B, left sac of the’ rumen; C, 
right sac of the rumen; D, reticulum; E, omasum; F, 
abomasum; G, duodenum R, spleen. 

or on ffosted or rotten 
vegetables, will sometimes 

cause it. A sudden change 
of diet of any kind may 
produce the disorder. In 
cases of choking, the me- 

chanical impediment proves 
the cause. Hoven ‘some- 

times occurs in cases of dis- 
order of other organs. 
The symptoms usually de- 

velop rapidly. A swelling 
‘appears in the left flank, 
and labored breathing and. 
panting soon indicate great. 

. distress. At. this stage re- 
lief may sometimes be ob- 

tained by exercise, or by | 
dashing cold water over the 
‘body. As the disorder ad- 

vances, distention increases, 
rs 1 ; 

Fia. '1012.—Section of Plexus of Lymphatics. 

a), Afferent vessels;.b, b, Efferent vessels. 

| breathing becomes more labored, the animal moans, grunts, and 

declines to move. If not removed, blindness and insensibility come 
9 
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Fig. 1018.—Section of Lymphatic Gland. 

a, a, Fibrous tissue that forms the exterior; 
b, b, Superficial vasa inferentia; c, c, Larger 
alveoli, near the surface; d, d, Smaller alveoli 
of the ee e, e, Fibrous walls of the al- 
veoli. 
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on, and in, some cases the ani- 
mal succumbs to rupture of the 

stomach. : 
Treatment.—The object is to 

arrest the process of fermenta- 

tion, and promote the proper 
functions of the rumen. 

Give as soon as possible — 

Aqua’ ammonia......... 1 oz. 
Essence of ginger..... 2.4 0%. 
Cold water.....:........ 1 qt. 

From two to four ounces of 
aromatic spirits of ammonia may 
be substituted for the aqua am- 
monia. 

? Or — 

Chloride of lime....... nee hah aaaiws vate cd Lich eae wanes bas 4 dr. 
Powdered ginger.........cccccec cece ence cece nese eeeeeteneees 1 oz. 
Water... idicracaaaa wane oxewe acuta astute bo ue oomen 1 pt. 

Fie. 1014.—Simple Lymphatic Gland. 

a, Capsule, with sections of lymphat- 
ics, d, d, passing through it; b, Lacu- 
nar and intercommunicating passages, 
permeated by the lymph, and forming 
the superficial lymph path; c, Nucleus, 
or medullary portion, with section of 
blood vessels in the center. 

“Fie. 1015.—Hoven. 

. Put the lime into a mortar, add a 

teaspoonful or two of water, and rub 

the mixture down to a creamy con- 

sistency. Add the rest of the water 
- during agitation, ae ‘quickly pour 

into the vessel from which it is to be given. 

Armatage claims that the sulphites of soda, in doses from 1 to 
2 oz., will effectually arrest tympanitis due to disorder of the rumen, 

and render an operation unnecessary. 

Linseed oil, as an aperient to remove offending material, may be 
given, after the urgent symptoms have been relieved. 

When the above do not remove the distension, it is necessary 
‘to withdraw the confined gas by mechanical means. 
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Fie. 1017.—Mode of Using Probang and Gag. 

For this purpose, the probang (Fig. 1016) may be used. 
This is a hollow tube, six feet in length, usually composed 

of a spiral coil of wire covered with leather, and furnished 

with a metallic bulb at one end, while the other end is peu 

shaped. 
As the animal can easily pass the probang ‘Heeween 

the molar teeth, and so hinder its passage into the rumen, 
it is necessary to use a gag or balling-iron to prevent this. 

Fig. 1018 represents a wooden gag devised by Prof. Ar- 

matage. If this is not at hand, the iron gag, or balling-iron 

(Fig. 1020), can be used, but it must be held in position by 
an assistant. : 

So The operator, Standing 
in front, as shown in Fig. 

through the gag, and along 

Fie. 1018. Wooden Gags. Fie. 1019. 

the central line of the tnouth. When it has passed the 
throat and entered the gullet, which can be ascertained - 

by an external examination, it must be gently pushed on 

into the stomach. A fetid gas will then escape through the 
instrument, and the distended stomach will re- ye i016, 
sume its natural size. Sometimes the food in the  Probang. 

: oO) we 

1017, passes the probang © 
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stomach will prevent the escape of gas 

through the probang. It then becomes 

necessary to puncture the rumen with the. 

trocar (Fig. 1021), a larger instrument than 

that used for tapping the chest, being about 

eight inches long and three fourths of an 

inch in diameter. 

‘The point at which the ‘trocar should be 

Fie. 1020.—Iren Gag, or plunged is midway between the last rib and 

Balling-iron. haunch bone, about a hand’s breadth below 

the transverse-lumbar processes. (Fig. 1022.) 

« Fig. 1023 shows the rumen in position. The animal is secured 

by the horns, and the operator, standing on the left side, in advance 

of the hind leg, to avoid being kicked, plunges the instrument 

through the tissues. The trocar is at once withdrawn, and the 

ARWOLD CSONS LOND 

Fre. 1021.—Trocar for Puncturing the Stomach. 

canula left to allow the gas to escape. A'string can be attached to 

the canula, so that it may be left in position until the formation of 

gas has ceased. If the tube becomes clogged, it may be cleared by 
means of a probe or wire. From the great size of the distended 
rumen, it is. comparatively easy to select the proper point. for 
punctures. As the rumen is not highly organized, no danger need 

be apprehended from inflammation. 
. IMPACTED RUMEN, 

es OR MAW.- BOUND. 

This arises from the 
introduction of solid 
food insuchan amount 

as to paralyze the 

rumen by overdisten- 

tion. , 

Some foods, as grain, 
chaff, and potatoes, 

are especially liable to 
cause this disorder, 

but it may arise from 
an animal’s gorging 

itself with any food of 

Fic. 1022.—Method of Puncturing the Ox or Cow which it is panticularly 
when Bloated. fond. 

Ets 

% 
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The symptoms develop slowly. Dullness and distress are 
among the first signs. There is swelling of the left side of the 

abdomen, which is not resonant, as it is in hoven, and it pits on 

pressure. Later on the symptoms may resemble those of hoven, 

which sometimes sets in as a complication. (See Fig. 1024.) The 

eine 
"a 

= 

\ 
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treatment must be directed to the removal of the impacted mass of 
food, and to restoring tone to the overdistended: walls of the rumen. 

The probang should be passed, to draw off any gas that may have 
accumulated, and to determine the degree of food distention. When 

the distention is not great at first, and there are no signs of hoven, 
a atmae ong cathartic should be given :— ' 
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Epsom 6alte) . iiss svar icsae yangs pawns teas weed Hag ete 1 1b. 
Glauber salts)... icici. sched cia seats sere ewaie s hehe Ras eae dts 
Oil of turpentine.) oo. cece eee ee ees esate" atgunaveuces 2 oz. 
UX VOMICE 6.0 ici boy ee NAO AWE EOS a Choe Meso Eee Sc ocaie 
Warm linseed mucilage............... cc cece ene e eee e eee eereees 1 qt. 

Repeat in six hours, if no benefit is seen. 

Or— 

Linseed oil........... Soleo calves Pedra eee eke eens Risen ean 1 pt. 
Aqua ammonia................ Pega eee eee SeRe celeetesedas 1 oz. 
Powdered ginger.... 1.0.0... .c.cccceeeees Coden ais ihe Sead ale hthets 2“ 

Repeat every two hours, 
until a change seems to 
be required. 

Should the conditions 

assume no more favorable 

state, after ten or twelve 

hours’ medication, rumen- 
_gtomy, or opening of the 
paunch, must be resorted 

to, and the contents of 

the rumen removed by | 

thehand. The operation is thus performed :— 
The animal is to be secured, with the right side against a wall, 

and just at the. end. Four or more assistants are required. One 
takes charge of the head, holding it, with the bull-dogs upon the 
nose, as shown ‘in Fig. 1025. 

Fie. 1024.—impacted Rumen—Grain-sick. 

Fie. 1025.—Bull-degs Applied to the Nose. 
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The second stands at the left shoulder; the third pushes at the 
left haunch, and the fourth pulls the tail to the right. To avoid 

delay, it is well to have another assistant to hold the instruments, 

sponges, towels, sutures, etc. The incision should be made from 
the point of puncture described for the relief of hoven, directly 

downward, for about six inches, through the skin. and outer layer 

of muscles. The inner layer and peritoneum must then be divided, 

when the rumen will protrude. (Fig. 1026.) 

Fie. 1026.—Rumen Exposed in Rumenotomy. 

A small opening,’of half an inch, is then made in the wall of the 

rumen, at the center of the protruded mass. The edge of this open- 
ing must be grasped at once by a hook, in the hand of an assistant 

on each side. The opening must then be dilated by gently pulling 

on the hooks, while the operator lengthens the orifice in the rumen, 

by cutting upwards and downwards, taking care not to make it as 

large as the muscular opening. The tension on the hooks causes 

the walls of the rumen to overlap the edges of the external opening, 

and great care must be.exercised to prevent any of the contents of 

the rumen ‘from getting into the abdominal. cavity —an accident 
which would cause the death of the animal. 

As the rumen is opened the contents roll outward in response 
to the pressure from within. The hand is introduced, and the 
greater part of the contents removed. A small quantity of soft 
material should be left for the stomach to contract upon. It is 
advisable to ascertain the state of the reticulum and omasum, to 

determine the necessity for further medication. Some practitioners 
pour a stimulant cathartic dose through the orifice, but this, if neces- 
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sary, can be given through the mouth. If such a dose is needed 

the following may be given :— 

Epsom saltS........ 0... cece cece eee renee ener ener ener en eaee 1g Ib. 
penuan (powdered) Sedeeula Ngee nd eh eceet cterestetecs tceuaindiens Os Ps tates 2 02. 

Ginger... eee cee nee teen ete ete eee eeene 2 02. 

Warm water............. ih Hin ctence les ot rtfava sue Mae Rudnanaisa conte NO RNO 2 qt 

_ Cleanse the wound carefully with tepid water. Close the inci- 

sion in the rumen, turning in the edges, with a continuous suture 

(see Wounds, Fig. 1141), with fine, strong twine or thread, or carbol- 

ized catgut, so that when it sloughs off it will drop within the 

stomach. The muscular wound may be closed up by the “ inter- 

rupted suture,” and that in the skin by the quilled suture or metallic 

wire. Whentwine or wire is used the free ends must be brought out 

inside. A pitch plaster can be applied, and the wound will gener- 

ally heal rapidly, seldom requiring more than ordinary care. The 

animal should be fed sparingly on a nutritious, easily digested diet, 
until the wound is healed. . | 

OBSTRUCTION OF THE GULLET — CHORIN: 

The lodgment of a piece of potato, turnip, or other vegetable, 
in the pharynx, or in some portion of the gullet, is a frequent cause 

of tympanitis. A piece of cork, leather, or WBOG, may also find 

‘lodgment there. « 
The symptoms of this ‘difficulty are uneasiness with ‘labored 

breathing, continued motion of the jaws, and abundant discharge of 
saliva. No rumination occurs, and when the animal drinks, the fluid 
returns through the nostrils. Gas is rapidly generated within the 
rumen, and if not relieved the animal may suffocate, or rupture of 

the, stomach may follow. 
If the foreign substance rests within the pharynx, or sac, at the 

juncture of the gullet and mouth, it may be felt by an external. 

examination, or by passing the hand through the mouth to the back 
of the throat. If it isin the thicker portion of the neck, ,a well- 

marked swelling may be observed in the course of the tube, and 
sometimes fluids pass readily. When the obstruction is in the part 

of the gullet from the bottom of the neck to the stomach, it cannot 
be detected by examination ; one of the signs of this form is an 
apparent freedom in drinking, but when the gullet is filled, a spas- 

modic action ejects the whole through the mouth, as in vomiting. 

(See Fig. 1028.) 
Treatment.— When the obstruction is in ‘the pharynx, the ball- 

ing-iron should be placed in the mouth, the hand passed through 

to the pharynx,’ and an effort made to withdraw it. This failing, 

the following should be given, to relax and lubricate the parts :— 

Re 
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Linseed oil........ Haiwaiieeainetoatanoiwie cues summers ere + pt. 
BUlphuricether sc. syasanlaivaies secant cokes aes Euan Weanees swe 1 oz. 

The obstruction may then be expelled by coughing, or pass 
downward. Before proceeding to surgical treatment, repeated 
draughts of warm water should be poured down. If these measures 
do not succeed, the probang must be used. | 

This is passed with the cup-shaped end foremost, the cow being 

secured as in Fig. 1027, and the mouth being ‘held open by the 
wooden or iron gag. When the obstruction is reached, it is forced 

into the stomach, by gentle, steady pressure on the probang, the 

operator bearing in mind the précautions given on page 135 for its 

use in hoven, The diet for a few days should be thin, sloppy food, 
that the gullet may not be irritated by rough, solid particles. The 

writér has seen a broomstick used as a probang by a clumsy farmer, 
but we. must unconditionally condemn the use of such primitive 

\ 

| 
Fie. 1027.—Holding the Cow for the Passage of the Probang. 

and unsuitable instruments. The attempt to dislodge obstructions 
in the gullet, with the most approved instruments, in the hands of 
skillful operators, is always attended with considerable risk. Fatal 

_injuries are by no means rare with inexperienced operators. Lacer- 

‘ation, of the coats of the gullet often occurs in choking, before 
mechanical means are resorted to, or the spasms may so weaken the 
tissue as to make rupture easy when the probang is passed. 

Sometimes a pouch is formed in the coats of the gullet, into 
which the obstruction passes and remains, giving rise to irritation. 

Inflammation may succeed, and abscesses follow, causing much suf- ' 
fering, and even death, unless relief is furnished. 

The mass should be cut down upon with the knife, and removed. 
The parts are then united by suture, and treated as an ordinary 

wound. Should ulceration of the gullet come on after the removal 
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of the obstruction, it requires great care and more than amateur 

treatment. Two or three tablespoonfuls of the following should be 

poured down the gullet three times a day :-— 

Alum (powdered)...........ccccee 1 cose eereacecccceceerenes 3 oz. 
Tincture:Of Myre ir iss pcaie wares see buisien s RE tees Bares TO 2 oz. 
Water aaitt ccs cneieeenims stan pines Abn BAe ee Ree ea Genes 1 qt. 

All irritation of the gullet must be carefully avoided until the 

animal has fully recovered. 

IMPACTION OF OMASUM, OB FARDEL-BOUND. 

Prof. Williams discards 

as empirical the term 

“ Fardel-bound,” and con- 

cludes that the disorder 

known by the above name 
is really true gastric in- 
flammation—an _inflam- 

‘mation of the mucous 
membrane of the true 
stomach. 
Symptoms.—Uneasiness 

for a few hours, succeeded 

by dullness; appetite, 
rumination, and lactation 

are suspended ; the head 
and ears hang down, 

, respiration is impeded, 
the tongue protrudes, the eyes are staring: and blood-shot, vision is 
impaired, the animal staggers, rolls on its side, where it lies with 
limbs rigid and convulsed, until death terminates its sufferings. 
In less severe cases, obstinate constipation is present, and the urine 
is highly colored, scanty, and hot. The disease may terminate in 

two hours, or it may extend over several days. 

Treatment.—The old method was to give a strong purgative at 
first, but, if the later view of the nature of the disease is correct, 

this is most unwise. If a cathartic is given, it should be a strong 
one, like the following :— 

Fre. 1028.-—-Sacular Dilatation of Gullet. 

Epsom salts ............0.. 4 Abie Neu oepailen CoSeae teas eal 1 to 2 Ibs. 
Gen lal ss ors cashed nbas zat eedisane div hearers snares oa 2 oz. 
GUN BOR fe eece eases 25 dehioretncid ha eda ovis coe ao ea ncuueed ahpetes a ee 
CalOmel sic. case t oeeweegs Saeaasieaaae ses stone ys seas te 2 
Croton Ol se occas epaiis oa Basse ass edhe oa Raw ba RO EOS 20 drops 

Mix with one quart of molasses and two quarts of warm linseed tea. 
If a sedative is to be given, administer— 
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Extract of belladonna ........... cee lec cccee seen eee eeeeeees 2 dr. 
Bicarbonate of soda........... iach ach eens Soaps Snusigie Teles wae Geeta’ wie 1 02. 

Mix in a quart of water, and give three or four times a day. 
As soon as the severest symptoms abate, give a quart of linseed 

oil, repeating it every twenty-four hours until the bowels move 

freely. 

Prof. Strangeway met. with good success with the following, 
given at the outset :— _ 

Tincture of opium (laudanum) .,.,............ Dd stalite lac hats atone 2 oz. 
Castor OU 5 oc i.c das ei ced eaves aees Geka aw denims cio ata wanee 14 pts. 

When the fever had abated, he gave in a quart of water— 

Epsom salts .............cccccescecesues xen Saetakeiva te aie’ *,10 oz. 
Sulphuric acid................. LOO ee eer 20 drops : 
QUINN 554 setae ainda GRUS te NeTE nee aera aeae Pee 30 gr. 

After this the animal was kept quiet, and given no medicine 

for three or four days, when, if constipation continued, which was 

seldom the case, he repeated the dose. - 

In the corn-producing: States, a form of impaction of omasum is 

common, which is frequently very severe. The animal is either 

‘sluggish and stupid, with staggering gait, or excited, wild, and 
seemingly blind. 

For this, Prof. Gamgee, who made a special report on this dis-' 
order, in 1871,. recommended, — 

Epsom Katt shibahn echrtaba sce Deaaceheks Mvaie\e a, orauave? ia d@iave: at alialia a eiediband anbarncatanears 
Powdered aloes . r 

er ee re 

Powdered ginger 
~ Water. 5 sca siisies ovdars 

Give in water, oatmeal gruel, or warm linseed tea. A quart or 
two of lukewarm water may be. given as an injection. every half 

hour. If the medicine does not act freely, give on the second 

day— . 

Carbonate of ammonia .... cece cece ceca eee eeseveceeer eaten 4 dr. 
Linseed oil ...... save oars ieee! t i Gave weariness BOE ee SL en ess 1 qt. 

Give two or three times a day. Withhold all solid food until con- 
valescence is fairly established. 
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DISEASES OF THE DIGESTIVE 
ORGANS (CONTINUED.) 

Dysrrersi1a—Ricxets, oR SOFTENING oF BoNES—FRaGILITY OF BONES-—DIARRHEA 

or ‘“‘Scours ” — DysENTERY— ENTERITIS — PERITONITIS—ABDOMINAL HERNIA 

— STRANGULATION OF THE INTESTINES, OR GUT-TIE— CasTING AN Ox — GER- 

“wan MEtTHop oF Castine. _ 

Fia. 1029.—Dropping the Cud (Dyspepsia). 

DYSPEPSIA. 

ROPPING the cud (Fig. 1029) is a symptom of indigestion, or 
dyspepsia. The animal exhibits no marked symptoms during 

the early stages, but during rumination the food drops from the 

mouth. In cases of longer standing the appetite becomes capri- 
cious, rumination is suspended, and unless the causes are removed 

chronic dyspepsia may ensue. 
Treatment.—A laxative is first demanded. Give, in a quart of 

linseed mucilage,— 
Epsom salts .......... tidcove wise iasanaia aie eia'ayscieieiqce:sininhg eraisiaiei eee ORs 
Gentian. ........cecee sis (Gpeheie 4 lsteteieislnicisinie’s ateua's wietelecetwiaieimere meine. kt eS 
Ginger ss cssiesceees sees wiaiaitaie die eiae Gs sla eieia ive Gee Serena NS A. ie 
Carbonate of 80d8...........cccceeces i alehccoxeiaviaye aidtavsisie eiareisne erate 1 

The food should consist of aout. roots or grass, with oil-cake, 
corn, bran, etc. On the day after, and for six days, give in the food, 
or mixed with gruel,— 

(782) 
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Ground coriander seeds 
Carbonate of soda 
Powdered gentian 

When the disorder has passed into 

the chronic stage, the appetite is 

irregular, and assumes a depraved 

' character. The animal is, seen to 
lick walls, stones, and wood-wotk, 

to take up dirty straw, sand, stones, 
dirt, and even filthof any kind. The 
coat begins to stare, the skin is 

harsh and dry, and the creature, 

presents a dull, dejected appearance. 

Fie. 1080:—Chronic Dyspepsia. 

(See Fig. 1030.) 
Treatment. —Cleanliness i in the surroundings must be secured, 

and pure water for drinking. Bathe the skin in warm water, rub- 

bing freely, to promote healthy action. 

The following may be given morning and evening: — 

Carbonate of soda.................... 
Sulphur ...... alpine wee Gera ee aes eee 
Gentian : ee 

Lod seia (Gass evaasid Be been aes 2 dr. 
Baie Pons eatat ay aininintd ctotseese ols $ 02. 
bie a enentici tease ahaa Ses NTN a 

RICKETS-SOFTENING OF THE BONE. 

Young cattle are liable to a form of disease which gives rise to 

remarkable deformities, resulting from softening of the bones, 

brought on by impaired, digestion and assimilation. There is a de- 

ficiency of earthy phosphates in the bones, and they bend under the 
weight of the animal, and assume peculiar distortions. 

The treatment is mainly hygienic, with abundance of fresh air 

and sunlight, a nutritious diet, and exercise, dry beds, etc. | 

Stimulate the digestive process with rennet, or pepsin wine, or 

with vegetable tonics, with small doses of alkali. 

FRAGILITY OF BONES. 

This is a condition in which there is an excess of earthy matter 

SS 

in the bones, rendering them brittle. . 

Fre. 1081.—Fragility of Bones. 

The depraved appetite and 

other signs of dyspepsia are 

‘present. The animal becomes 

stiff, rises with difficulty, drags 

the hind legs in walking. 

There is difficulty in standing, 
the joints swell, and the ani- 

mal ‘seems to suffer consid- 
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erable pain. (See Fig. 1031.) Fractures of the bones occur from. 
slight causes, and even from the action of the muscles. The dis- 

ease may continue for weeks and months, or even a year, unless 

arrested by appropriate treatment. A change of water is frequently 

of importance, and nutritious food must be provided in suitable 
quantities and at regular intervals. Food rich in phosphates is 
specially beneficial. Two to four ounces of linseed oil with the. 
food will be found useful. If dyspepsia: exists, it must be relieved 

by suitable treatment. Acids, iron, lime, potash, etc., are indicated, 

and may be used in alternation. 
Constipation is an irregular or infrequent discharge o1 feces. 

The evacuations are passed in small quantities, in hard, dry lumps, 
_ and. at long intervals. There is redness of the mucous membranes 

of the bowels, eyes, and nose, and a feverish condition. 
‘Medicines are not always needed; linseed, bran, and green 

foods or roots being often all that is required. Enemas of! warm 

soap-suds may be given. The animal should have plenty of water 
to drink, with salt at least two or three times a week. Saline laxa- 

tives, as Epsom or Glauber’s salts, can be used. in spring and sum- 

mer. In winter melted lard or linseed oil'would be more suitable. 

DIARRHEA, OR ‘+ SCOURS.’ 

This 1s rather an indication of disease than a malady itself, and 

is the result of numerous causes, among which may be named indigest- 
ible food, previous constipation, abuse of purgatives, worms, impure 

water and air, acidity of the contents of the alimentary canal, or the 

presence of irritants in it. It may result from disease of the stom- 

ach, liver, or pancreas, and it accompanies many blood-poisons and 
constitutional maladies, as tuberculosis, typhoid fever, pleuro-pneu- 

monia, etc. Cattle are liable to it when put on fresh, green past- 
ures, and exposure to cold and damp may bring it on. 

Symptoms.—There is a copious fluid discharge from the bowels, 

accompanied, sometimes, with severe ‘straining, occasional colicky 
_pains, and frequent and scanty urination. The milk dries up, there 

is great thirst, no rumination, and a feverish condition of the stom- 
ach and bowels. The belly is tucked up, and the back arched. 
From inactivity of the stomach, food may pass undigested. 

In the treatment of this disease it is most essential to learn its 

origin, or ascertain the conditions producing it, and remove them. 

If there are local irritants in the intestines, or blood-poisons in the 
system, which can be best thrown out by the bowels, administer 
‘some of the milder cathartics, as Castor oil or linseed oil in 14 pint 
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doses, or three fourths of a pound of Epsom salts in a quart of lin- 
seed mucilage, with 1 oz. of ginger added. If griping and colic 
are manifested, $ to 1 oz. of laudanum may be added, or 1 dram of 
powdered opium. If worms are the cause, remove them at once. If 

it is due to cold, warm carminatives and astringents are indicated ; 

if to debility, mineral acids, iron, and vegetable tonics and astrin- 

gents, as follows :— ar 

’ Pulverized angostura bark 2.002.000.0000. cece cece cece seen ees 1} 02. 
Bulphuric acid 20. 0. cee ence nee eneeanees 14 
OWANOE 5 pacias jr hoe) Leon eee HeERaneles tne Reads OEEESe . 24 

Give two oz. (a wine-glass full) three or four times a.day. 

Or— 
Sulphate of iron (copperas)................. ee ee ee er } 02, 
Powdered Catechu.... 0.0.0... cece cee cece eeeecvuceeuees hieoee 
Powdered gentian.............. cc cece eee ee aidion Gaineaea ae $ 

in a pint of gruel. 

When the discharges are fetid and sour, the following is bene. 
ficial :-— 

} 

Prepared chalk....... iaye Seite aa Uae Ela eben Nek sioay 1 oz. 
> Bisulphite of soda. ........0..0 ccc ccc cece cece eee c eee eeseeeeane pe 

in water, two or three times a day. t 
In all cases great attention should be. given to warmth, cleanli- 

ness, and ventilation. ‘Easily digested, non- Prince food should 

be supplied. 

DYSENTERY. 

This disease, known 

frequently by the name 

of Bloody Flux, is es- 

sentially an inflamma- | 

tion. of the mucous 

membrane of the large 

rectum. It frequently 

results in ulceration Fie. 1082.—Acute Dysentery. 
and hemorrhage. 

Symptoms.—The acute form of dysentery (see Fig. 1032) is us- 
ually first indicated by shiverings, quick pulse, arching of the ‘back, 

and discharges of thin, watery, ill-smelling dung, with some blood. 

The animal strains, with extended tail, and the azus is red and pro- 

truding. There is. excessive thirst, and gaseous distention takes 
place i in the rumen. 

In nbs chronic form of dysentery, which may be the sequel of 

8 
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the acute form, or the 
first condition, when 
old or broken down an- 

imals are the subjects - 
attacked, emaciation is. 

especially prominent. 

(See Fig, 1083.) The 
animal is hide-bound, 

with hair erect and 
filled with lice, skin 

dirty, harsh, and dry, 
and rumination and se- 
‘cretion are suspended. 

The discharges are mixed with blood and pus, and - extremely 
offensive, and are passed involuntarily, and ulcers cover the lining 
membrane of the rectum. The space beneath the jaws is filled by 
a swelling, the result of dropsy. ‘ 

Treatment.—The animal should be kept at rest, and fed with... 

moist, easily digestible and nutritious food. To remove irritating 
sail from the canal, give— 

. Fie. 1033. —Chronic Dysentery. 

Follow this with warm emollient injections of linseed tea or 
soap-suds every hour. The laxative dose can generally be repeated 
with advantage in 24 or 48 hours. 

Then give in a quart of milk twice a aay 

Gallic acid......... Da cst end Saba ease nec he teal td elena v1 dr. 

The chronic form of dysentery not infrequently baffles every 
‘effort at treatment. Give good feed in small and repeated quanti- 
ties ; the drink should be bland, and consist of nutritious fluids, as 

hay or linseed tea, slippery-elm water, flour and oatmeal gruel, or 
broths, soups, and milk, and the blood of other animals. If the feces 

are very offensive, two drams of chloride of lime can be given twice 

a day in gruel, or the following :— 

AT DONG RCO sac. iis, cae tasias Hedley saline Valiess putea baie an aimee } dr. 
Gly Cerine ie eee s anaes see ae Dns ae RE MATS oornE Tees .1 02. 
Chlorate of potash ine Sigs N ah, cece nah ess arte dutecoie pce eae aie 2 dr. 

Give in a quart of gruel twice.a day. 
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ENTERITIS, 

This is an inflammation of the bowels, extending to the fourth 
or true stomach, due usually to active irritation from the nature of 

the food, exposure to dampness and cold, drinking. cold water when 
heated, and fatigue from overexertion. There is evidence of inter- 
nal fever, shown by great 
thirst, etc. Excessive 

and continuous pain is 

‘indicated by curling of 

the tail, moaning, and 
grinding of the teeth. 
The belly is tender on 

pressure. The urine is 

high- célored and offen- 
sive; the feces hard, of-. 

fensive, and coated with mucus and blood. In some instances, 

constipation contiriues; in others, an offensive diarrhea of putrid 

fluid ensues. Toward the last, the rumen is swollen, and there is 

general and excessive wasting of the. body. (See Fig. 1034.) 

Death usually occurs one or two weeks after the commencement 
of the disorder. . 

Treatment. —Purgatives, as a rule, especially of a drastic charac- 
ter, are to bé avoided.. In the commencement, ‘however, the alimen- 

tary canal should be cleared up with a laxitive, as follows :— 

Fie. 1034.—Enteritis. 

-Epsom salts, ...........00. ee i Sees einer ib Madan sae wre aes 2 Tb, 
hey OF oo .c-acaiens acavecont-aaceaere SEGUE batons Vemma wea 1 pt. 

0) Se eee a 

Give, i in ‘connection with hie, the following enema :— 

‘ Linseed oil ..... Rogue nets oaterers yee err ree baistigeatnd oes aeeot pt. 
Oil of turpentine........... aaa nucdes exis She eg arden gated arenes 4 oz. 
Soft soap. .......... ee eee eee ducer sg ccd wee Ganbt a a ahatnce Dives e AON nee ae 
Wart: Water. i280 uci. saci e san deeeek. oes oe ie Gees dares 2 claes ..-1 qt. 

The enema can be continued every twelve hours until the con- 
stipation is relieved, and afterwards given whenever it recurs. 

Opium is especially useful to relieve pain and quiet the bowels. | 
Give three times a day in a pint of linseed mucilage,— 

In the pease tincture of aconite in 10 to 20 drop 
doses three times a day, to which may be added 2 drams of chlorate 
of potash, can be used to subdue the inflammation. | 

The directions in regard to food and drinks, as given under the 

head of Dysenteny: should be observed. 
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If diarrhea sets in, the remedies given under the head of Diar- 
rhea, may be used, as the requirements of the case demand. 

PERITONITIS. 

- Fortunately, this disease, an inflammation of the peritoneum, 
the serous membrane lining’the abdominal cavity and covering the 
intestines, stomach, liver, spleen, and other internal organs, and the 

viscera, is seldom seen in cattle, except as the result of injury or 
violence. It may, however, occur as an accompaniment of inflam- 

mation of the stomach, bowels, and other organs. 

Symptoms.—There. is marked ab- 
dominal pain and tenderness; the 
animal frequently looks round to the 
flank (Fig. 1035), and occasionally 

paws the ground, or picks up one hind 
foot and then the other, moans, and 
grinds the teeth. Respiration is hur- 

ried and thoracic; the pulse is ‘small 
and wiry, and “Hie temperature high. 

Death occurs four or five days after the appearance of the disease, 
preceded by a fall of temperature from 104° or 105° to 97° or 95° F. 

Treatment.—Move the bowels by enemas and warm soap-suds ; 
as a rule, purgatives will not be required. If a mild cathartic is ad- 
ministered at the commencement, it should be followed by 2 drams 
of powdered opium, repeated, if,necessary, to relieve pain, and have 

positive rest of intestines. The size of the dose is to be regulated 
by its effects. Tincture of aconite, in 20 to 30 drop doses, is useful 

to subdue inflammatory fever. Reduce the dose or discontinue the 
remedy after the acute symptoms subside: this may be followed 
every four hours by— 

Fre. 1035.—Peritonitis. 

Flex. digitalis: 42.oscancaseenesnscescsoessuaeacvioseonandes >. .$.ar 
Spirits nitricether.... 0.0... . cece cece eee eens Bees. « sikh starters $ OZ. 
Acetate of ammonia ............ 0... cece eee ee ence eee eeeeee re cue 

Give plenty of water, gruel, etc., as directed. under Dysentery. 

During convalescence, vegetable and iron tonics, with mineral acids, 
are indicated. Dropsy, or accumulation of fluid in the abdominal 
_cavity, after peritonitis, can usually be removed by active purgatives 

and diuretics, combined with iron tonics; either iodide of iron or 

tincture of chloride of iron may be used. Drawing off the water by 
trocar and canula is a simple operation, almost devoid of danger. 
It creates less disturbance than medicines, which are not. always 
effective or successful. hy ? 

: 
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ABDOMINAL HERNIA. 

The term abdominal hernia is applied to' the protrusion through 
an unnatural opening (rupture) of any part of the bowels, or of any 

Fie. 1086.—Umbilical Hernia. Fie. 1037.—Truss Applied for Hernia. 

of the viscera of the abdomen, into a cavity or pouch, distinct from 

its natural position. There are different kinds of hernia, in accord- 

ance with their situation and the organs forming them. 

Umbilical hernia (Fig. 1036) usually exists at birth, or is devel- 

oped soon after. It consists of a soft tumor, of variable : size, at that 

part of the abdomen known as the navel. The protrusion will dis-’ 
appear if the calf is placed on its back, or it can be.restored.by gentle 

"pressure upon all sides. 
Treatment.—Young calves, the only. ones, as a fale, treated, 

require for this condition a properly adjustes truss or Bad, with har- 

ness, as shown in Fig. 1037. ; 
This can be tightened or extended, so as to fit ‘piitista of dif- | 

ferent sizes, and to keep the pad from slipping ; forward or backward. 

In severe cases, compression of the skin after the return of the in- 
testine, either by clamp or ligature, is preferred. 

Fie. 1088.—Wooden Clamp. Fie. 1089.—Iron Screw Clamp. 

Two forms of - clamps are used, one of wood, the other of iron, — 

and adjustable by means of screws. (Figs. 1038 and 1039.) 
By the iron one, which is preferable, pressure is more uniform 
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and certain, and the clamp is less liable to slip off before the work: 
is completed. Its efficacy is increased by a groove in one side, 
which receives an elevation or piece of wire riveted in the opposite 

half. The length of the bars when put together for use is from five 

to eight inches. In applying the contrivance, the animal should be 
secured and placed on its back. After carefully seeing that all the 
intestine is returned into the abdominal cavity, the skin over the 

rupture is drawn together in a flat fold, corresponding with a cen- 
tral longitudinal line through the abdomen. The clamp is then put 
over the skin, as close to the abdomen as possible, the screws'are 

tightened, and the clamp is allowed to remain till it sloughs off. 
Instead of the clamps, a ligature of strong cord is sometimes used. 

Two needles are passed through the skin over the rupture, at right 

angles to each other, and 
the cord passed under 
and betweenthem. This 
is frequently attended 

.with danger, as the in- 

testines are included. In 

a case of strangulated 
hernia, where the gut 
cannot be pushed back, 

the opening should be 
cut down upon and en- 
larged, and the parts 
returned. The abdomi- 

nal’ wound should then 

Fra. 1040.—Ox Prepared for Casting be sewed up, #00 8 GaP 
\ bolized compress bound 

over it. In strangulated’ ‘scrotal hernia a competent veterinary ° 

surgeon should be called. , 
“Ventral hernia, in which the contents of the abdomen pass 

through a rent in the abdominal wall, as the result of being gored 

by the horns or thrown, upon any projecting ‘body, is treated as fol-- 

lows, as soon after the injury as possible :— 
The animal is to be cast (see Fig. 1040), an incision 1s made in 

the skin, and the intestines are returned ; the wound in the abdom- 

inal muscles is then united with catgut or metallic sutures, and the 

outer wound in the skin closed. Admirable success attends these 

operations when they are performed with cleanliness and care. 
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STRANGULATION OF THE INTESTINES IN OXEN—GUT-TIE. 

This is seen only in steers and working oxen, and may arise 
from various causes. The small intestine is generally tied with a | 
distinct cord. Sometimes it is the spermatic cord, which, after un- 
skillful castration, or by accident, has been retracted into the belly. 
‘Oftener it is an unnaturally formed membrane, which has become 
entangled around the intestine, and assumes the a of a 

cord. 

Symptoms. —There is loss of appetite, the sient apeears to be 
‘griped, he strikes at his belly with his hind legs, lies down, and as 

he gets up bows his back in a peculiar way, and stretching out every 

limb, gives the spinal column a slightly concave form. The symp-- 

toms become more alarming. The disease continues six, seven, of 

eight days, yielding to no medicine, but seeming to be aggravated by - 
most of the measures adopted. _ oe j 

: Treatment.--Relief is to be obtained only by an operation. The 

animal i is either held by assistants, as directed for rumenotomy (Fig. 
1027), with the /4/¢ side to the wall, or cast, care being taken to 

place the sufferer on the left side. A noose is formed in the center 

of a strong rope, and passed around the neck. The ends of the rope 
are carried between the fore legs, 'then drawn through the ring upon 
the hobble on each hind fetlock, and afterwards through the rope 

collar on each side. 
The head being secured, force is applied to one rope in a line 

with the body (the pullers being behind), and to the other at right 
angles, or from the side. The animal falls, and the ropes must be 
secured by drawing into knots at the collar, or else around the fetlock 
of the hind feet. An incision is made in the right flank to admit 

the hand, at a point opposite that marked ain Fig. 1040. Each ab- 
dominal ring’ is examined, and the intestine is liberated. The 
wound should then be sewed up, and the animal afterward treated 
as directed for rumenotomy. It is best to employ a veterinary 
surgeon for the operation. , 



CHAPTER XVI. 
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DISEASES OF ‘TELE URINARY 

SORGANS. 

Urinary APPARATUS OF THE Ox—DIABETES—RETENTION oF URINE—OPERATION 

ror REMOVING THE URINE — INCONTINENCE OF URINE — ALBUMINURIA — 

HaMATURIA, OR BLoopy Urine — Stoenic Hamaturia — NEPuRITIs, on In- 

FLAMMATION OF THE KIDNEYS—OYSTITIS, OR INFLAMMATION OF THE BLADDER— 

Liraasis, OR GRAVEL—PROTRUSION AND INVERSION OF THE BLADDER. 

HE urinary apparatus of the ox consists of the kidneys, ureters, 

bladder, and urethra. ' The kidneys secrete the urine; the ure- 

ters convey it to its reservoir, the bladder, and the urethra is 
the canal through which it is discharged.. 

Fie. 1041. Fre. 1042. Fie. 1048, 
Kidneys of the Ox. 

A, right kidney, viewed on its upper and external face; B, left kidney, from its internal 
and inferior face; #, a, Pelvis; b, b, b, Branches of the pelvis, terminating in calices; c, Ureter; 
d, Renal artery; C, the calices in the left kidney. The‘contents of the hilus, including the 
branches of the pelvis, have been removed, to show the tubercles at the bottom of the calices, 

of which only seven are visible. (792) 
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DIABETES. 
This is usually an effect of indigestion, or of the excessive use of 

diuretic medicines, and is more properly a symptom of disease than 
a disease itself. 

Fia. 1044.—Urethral Canal of the Ox. 

a, Bladder; b, Urethra; c, Curves of the urethral canal; d, Retractor muscle of the penis. 

Symptoms.—Copious discharge of urine, which is usually of a 
different color and density from the healthy secretion, being clear 

and transparent. There is wasting of the body, and marked weak- . 

_Ress, which is often the first symptom to be abserved. The appetite 

“is ravenous, but depraved ; there is excessive thirst, the bowels are 

irregular, and the coat is staring. 
Treatment.—There should be an immediate change of diet The 

profuse urination must not be too hastily checked, .and the animal 
should be allowed a free supply of food and drinking-water. “The 

tone of the digestive organs-musti be restored. Give the following 

combination :— 

Epsom salts. ......0....cecceecceceeceevesctecseecencensesis 1B OZ. 
Extract of PATORSOUM sgecassass ia g3 pales Sewers Cee Le as ate ee aa ! 
Gentle n5 Feces ctineuiscerse soe gaara mains eee sititen are Comte 
Ginger oi. nce eee ees couleaete es Sites wlan siege veces Sl ee ea 

Mix the last three ingredients. ina mortar, and rub them toa pow- 

der.. Mix with the salts and administer i in linseed mucilage. 
To allay the morbid thirst, give’ onan empty stomach every 

morning — 

TOGING 5 i hake aac CRS Sake OE TeR i shauasteal aie aves 222 +e lt dr. 
toads of potassium : 
nfusion of quassia 

RETENTION, OF URINE. 

This occurs more often in males than in females, owing to the 
different arrangement of the urethral canal. It is due to various 
causes, and is frequently a symptom of other diseases. It requires. | 

immediate attention ; for its continuance threatens rupture of the 
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bladder, as well as endangering the life of the animal from uremia, 

and sometimes resulting in saturating the system with materials 

which should be thrown off in the urine. 
Symptoms.—Frequent but abortive attempts to urinate, great 

uneasiness, shown by constant shifting of position, an anxious ex- 
pression of countenance, and frequent turning of the nose to the 
flank. 

Treatment. — Explora- 
tion of the rectum or vae 

gina will show whether 

Tre, 408 caine any cause exists in either 

of these parts to account 
for obstruction. Sometimes simple pressure on the bladder will cause 
it to discharge its contents. Copious injections of warm water 
may be made by the rectum and vagina. If these measures do not 
succéed, the catheter (Fig. 1045) must be used. 

‘The same‘form of catheter is used for both male and female. It 
is a metal tube about 24 inches long, with a caliber of five sixteenths 
of an inch, somewhat curved, blind at one rounded extremity, but 
perforated at the sides near this end. The left hand, with the index 
finger over the rounded end of the catheter, is passed into the vulva, 

and the end of the tube introduced into the urethral opening, on the 

floor of the canal. When the instrument enters the bladder, a rush 

‘of urine takes'place. Whenever acow remains lying down for an 

Fie. 1046.—Operation for Removing Urine from the Ox. 

unusual length of time, the bladder should be emptied in this way, 

as the pressure of the internal organs may prevent the discharge of 
urine. 

In the ox, the sigmoid flexure of the penis complicates the 
passing of the catheter. The course of the urethra must be traced to 
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its extreme posterior part, and an opening made in it at its first 
curve, over the pelvic bones, through which the catheter must be 
passed. (See Fig. 1046.) 

INCONTINENCE OF URINE. 

This affection is marked by a constant dribbling of urine. 1t 
may be caused by relaxation of the walls of the urethral canal, or 

from irritability of the bladder. 
Treatment.—lIf calculi are: \ present, they must be. removed by 

operation. If it is the result of other causes, attention must be 

directed to them. Nux vomica, strychnine, cantharides, iron, and 

counter-irritation over the sacrum are the most useful measures. 

Cold water injections into the rectum have been recommended. 

A form of incontinence that is sometimes met with. in young 

calves, and occurring shortly after birth, is due to a non-closure of 

the aperture at the navel, communicating with the tube which car- 
ried the urine from the bladder before birth. For this, Prof. Gamgee 

recommends a couple of silver wire sutures through the opening to 

close it, or the application of sulphate of zinc to the part, to induce 
granulation and cicatrization. 

ALBUMINURIA. 

¢ This is probably caused by colds, injuries, or such errors of diet 
as produce anemia at ‘one time and plethora at others, sudden 
changes;from poorer to richer kinds of food, and vice versa. 

Symptoms.—The animal shows general weakness, tenderness 
over the loins, ‘and disinclination to move or lie down. The back is 

arched, the body contracted, and the feet are drawn together. In 
the acute form (Fig. 1047) the respiration is labored, the pulse rapid, 
and the ‘temperature elevated, and there is also straining and diffi- 
cult urination. In the chronic stage the’ symptoms are: not so 

urgent. .The patient usu- 

ally stands stretched out 

(Fig. 1048) with the back 
arched downward. In the 
acute'form the urine shows 

the presence of albumen un- 

der the usual chemical test. ’ 
To the eye it appears thick 
and gelatinous, and it is 
ropy and tenacious when 

. i 

Fie. 1047.—Traumatic Albuminuria. Acute Form. 

poured from one vessel to another. 

Treatment.—This is not always _ satisfactory. Avoid exposure 

aa 
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to wet and cold. Keep the bowels open by a diet of warm bran 
mashes, and give laxatives if necessary. The following may be 
given :-— : 

Epsom salts.............cceeeeeccscvecs palaces meres aad 8 to 12 oz. 
P MIB OR os sore ais Wasa SIRS Giga heead dale diae de wrens eg wae SE he 2 02. 

GOMU AD 9 5 jicieisis waviieS eae ees Vaule ebeivk ) SER Rea Beanies a2 * 
Molasses .................4. ite aeio eshte Seer enbete eee 1 qt. 
Linseed mucilage..............cce cece cee ea ve eeeens ania ga 1, ** 

Repeat, if necessary, in two or three days. 

If the discharge of albu- 

men continues, the follow- 

_ ing formula may be used :— 

Sulphuric acid.......... 2 dr. 
Tincture of cardamoms. .1 oz. 
Water ............ cece 1 qt. 

Or— 

Tannic acid........ 1 to 2 dr. 
Opium ,............645 1 dr 
Essence of ginger..:... § 02 

Fic. 1048,—Traumatic Albuminuria. Chronic Form. Mix, and give in warm gru el. 

HEMATURIA— BLOODY URINE, 

This is usually the result of injury either of the spinal cord or of 
the structures near the kidneys. 

Symptoms.—There is always considerable fever. Pressure on 
the’ spine shows the pain in the loins to be intense. If the animal 
can stand, it assumes the position shown in Fig. 1049. When 
obliged to move, it walks with legs wide apart. The attack is sud- 
den, and all the symptoms are acute. The distinguishing sign of 
this disorder is the passage of blood with the urine, which not 

, uncommonly separates after it has fallen, or is discharged i in clots. 

Treatment.—Separate the 
animal, and keep it quiet. 

Unload the rectum by in- 

jections of cold water, given | 
at intervals of fifteen min- 

utes. Purgatives are likely 
to aggravate the condition 

of the kidneys. Give one 

of the following astringents, 

as circumstances may re- 
quire :— 

Powdered nut-galls...............4.. iaveid wlotne salete wane eweaae 4dr. 
Infusion of quassia.............. i aodace s laalce's parte ave inrs wen viay ai 4 pt. 

Mix. 
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Or— 

Solution of perchloride Of iron.......... ccc ceaee acaieltare sidealeletenckar 1 dr. 
Infusion of quassia........... er re rere rr 4 pt. 

Mix. 

Or— . 
Powdered nut-galls.......... arene eid oe given saw aes aeaieeeens 2dr. 

~ Powdered opium, ... 2... ..... ccc cc caecccacecececouces G eeanreteareG int 
Water OF Prue ie. eave. sien detain cab chs s adore gunew@ ane castle 1 pt. 

One of these may be taken, and repeated for several days, or they 

may be alternated with each other, if necessary. Let the diet be 
light. It is sometimes well to restrict the use of water, giving small 

quantities of linseed tea asa substitute. 

STHENIC HEMATURIA., 

This is a congested state of the 
blood vessels in the kidneys. 
Symptoms.—These much re- 

semble those of traumatic hema- 
turia, but the febrile signs de- 
velop more slowly. Sometimes 

there is- obstinate constipation, 
and -by degrees the appetite, 

rumination, and milk are sus- Fre. 1050.—Sthenic Hamaturia. 

pended. The urine, the charac- 

ter of which is one ofthe specific signs, is deficient in quantity and 
discharged with difficulty, and is of a deep but transparent color, 
gradually changing to an opaque orange-red tinge. Chemical tests 

show the presence of albumen. The back is drawn up as in Fig. 
1050. 

Treatment.—lIf severe constipation is present, give the following 

_ drench :— 

pasa salts 16 to 24 oz 
Sulphur 2to4 “ 
Calomel 1 dr. ‘ 
Croton oil 10 to 20 drops. 
Ginger and gentian ............ 0.00 cece cece eee eeenee - 1 OZ. 

Mix and administer in two quarts of linseed tea, sweetened with 

a pint of molasses. 
Frequent injections of warm water should be, given. Linseed 

tea forms a good drink, and should be allowed liberally. If the dis-: 

charge from the kidneys continyes after this treatment, give the fol- 
lowing astringent :-— © 

Powdered opium...........ecseeeeeeees aalatfao siaters shale cugishe 4 dr. 
Powdered catechu,........ ccs ccceeeeer ete cneneeccees ceeenegaee 
Infusion of quassia .......... ee Onene Gee Saepne Suahee Tee 3 pt 

Mix, and repeat morning and evening. 

s 
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It is important, in this as well as in every other disease of the 
kidneys, to promote the action of the skin by friction and warm 
clothing. 

NEPHRITIS—INFLAMMATION OF THE HIDNE‘ VS. 

The most common causes of this affection are blows and violent 

strains over the region of the loins. It is usually confined to one 
kidney. 

Symptoms.—Abdominal pain, caus- 
ing great uneasiness, is apparent. A 
small quantity of urine is discharged 
with great pain. Its color is deeper 

and its density greater than natural, 
and albumen is present. There is a 
variable pulse, and frequently high 

with hind’ legs wide apart. (See 

Fig. 1051.) As the skin and’ bowels 
are called upon to throw off the. 

waste products usually expelled by the kidneys, the symptoms be- 
come worse. Blood- -poisoning has begun; diarrhea ensues, and 

Fre. 1051.—Nephritis. —, 

- 

fever. . The animal is dull, and stands . 

perspiration rolls from the body, owing to the increased action of | 
the skin. Finally the urine is entirely suppressed, prostration and 
coma ensue, and the animal dies, generally within three or four days 
from the appearance, of the symptoms. 

Treatment.—Avoid saline purgatives, and use regular injections 

of warm water. To reduce the inflammatory action, give— 

Solution of acetate of ammonia.................. tian 8 or 4 oz. 
Tincture of aconite ......... cc ccc een cececsetseceececes 80 drops. 
Hinseed Ce so 55 5 ol ccaciers achalesc- oases Caen Qelbae ween ae oes weed pt. 

Repeat in four hours, reducing the aconite to 20 drops; repeat 

again in four hours more, with a reduction to 15 drops. In four 
hours more repeat with ten drops, and continue this proportion 

every four hours until the circulation ‘is affected. ‘Sheep-skins are 

sometimes placed on the loins to promote warmth. Mustard poul-' 

‘tices are beneficial when the pulse has been reduced. If the pain 

centinues, give opium and astringents. Mucilaginous drinks should 
be allowed freely, and may be injected into the rectum. 

Working oxen are apt to suffer from a recurrence of nephritis. 
When such have recovered from an attack, it is well to fatten them for 
the butcher. 
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CYSTITIS—INFLAMMATION OF THE BLADDER. 

This affection, more pronounced in the male than in the female, 

occurs from the abuse of diuretics, and from feeding on musty hay 

or overripe grasses, grain, etc. . 
Symptoms.—Great uneasiness, turn-. 

ing the nose toward the flank (as in 
Fig. 1052), colicky pains, efforts to 
vomit, scanty urine that is voided 
with difficulty and shows the presence 
of albumen, and general prostration. 
As the disease advances, the feces 

become covered with blood and mu- ' 
cus, perspiration is profuse, and death Fie. 1052.—Cystitis. 
results in from two to five days. 

Treatment.—Give large draughts of: linseed tea eee flour and, 
water, and strong. solutions of gum arabic in water. Evacuate the 

bladder as soon as possible, by means of the catheter.’ Saline ca-, 
thartics should be given when necessary to move. the bowels. Sed- 

atives, as the aconite draught (first recipe in N ephritis), are required, 
Most cases of cystitis need the same attention as in nephritis. 

LITHIASIS—GRAVEL.. 

Asithe character of the urine secreted in health varies according 

to the kind of food the animal: eats, abnormal conditions may arise 
in which there i is an excess either of the acid or of the alkali constit- 

uents. Asa consequence, deposits are _sometimes formed in the 

kidneys or bladder. These vary in form and size, from a pasty mass 

or powder, or small particles, to positive concretions resembling 

stones. Thus we have gravel or calculi. The presence of these 

deposits excites the bladder to contract, and the urine is passed 
with frequency, though in small quantities. 

The general treatment consists in washing out the bladder and 
urethra with a weak solution like the following :— 

Hydrochloric acid ........... 6. ccc cece cence eee e neces jatates 1 dr. 
Wall 6 siinnasmonvauns igag sagas paehes dabe ee eee sree es eee es om $ pt. | 

This is easily injected into the urethra of the female by means 

of asyringe. In the male the urethra must be opened. Give night 
and morning for a few days, in a pint of gruel,— 

Hydrochloric acid ............-+.0.005 ere gdicmnases 20 drops. 
Gentian ................ eee Pee eee eres ee eee 8 dr. 

The carbonates of soda and potash are recommended to provide 
the necessary alkalies in the blood. The following combination may 
be used :— 

1 
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Bicarbonate:of 8008... 560s eve i sass eaeews ewes aaa a eeees wees $ Ib. 
GOTTA yoo cise cet dssnd Giscoace BA Sie k wiecakasS:bannesscercieveunoegenua tee Seeecem een Oz. 
TANS MOA ss essere: ¢ wheveck a @icuer via Sieealers Save Bie dce MOaa eID eieTe © 2 Ib. 

Give two tablespoonfuls twice a day for two or three weeks. 
The presence of calculi may be ascertained by a manual exam- 

ination by the rectum. These must be removed by the operation of 

lithotomy, which none but a veterinary surgeon should undertake. 

PROTRUSION AND INVERSION -OF THE BLADDER. : 

This is usually'a consequence of difficult labor, though it has 

been known to result from excessive doses of diuretic medicines. 

‘The treatment calls for consider- 

able skill, as the bladder must be 

replaced without bruising or lacer- 
ating it. The finger nails of the 

operator must be short and per- 
‘fectly smooth, and the hands an- 
nointed with carbolized oil. The 
tumor is carefully gathered at the 
sides by the fingers. of each hand, so 

Fre. 1053.—Inversion of Bladder. as to reduce. it to the size of the 
passage through which it is to be 

pressed. Then the thumbs are alternately pressed upon the center 

of the fundus, and portion after portion is pressed on. When it 
enters the vagina, the whole is directed through the valvular open- 
ing-to its original position within the pelvis. Pressure should be 
applied only during the passive states, as, if applied when the ani- 
mal is straining, there is danger of rupturing the bladder. The 

rent in the vagina, if there is one, must. be closed by sutures, and 
the whole vagina lubricated two or three times a day with carbol- 

ized oil. The straining must be arrested ; if anodynes fail to ac- 
complish this, the Delwart truss (Fig. 1091) must be put on. In 

some cases the use of a hollow pessary will be of advantage. 



CHAPTER XVI - 
1 

NERVE, SKIN, anpD EYE DISEASES. 

APOPLEXY — EpILErsy— PHRENITIS, OR INFLAMMATION OF THE Brain — NERvovS 

Dersrmurry In Parturition — TETANus, oR Lock-Jaw — Eczema — Herpes — 

Foun im tHe Foor—Forrien SuBsTANcES IN THE EvE — OPHTHALMIA. 

APOPLEXY. 

RUE apoplexy is comparatively rare in cattle. The form 
T attendant upon parturition, as well as that caused by indiges- 

tion, have been described in other chapters. 

Symptoms.—The symptoms of true apoplexy are generally sud- 

den and severe. The animal suddenly drops insensible and motion- 

less, and dies in a state of coma, unless relieved immediately. 
Treatment—Bleed from the jugular vein (see page 191) in the 

first stages, and give a strong purgative like the following : —_ 

Epsom salte:2 ccsjaccasiscagie aanccsamex Sas  eeeee see. 1% to 16 07. 
Gentian ..............-65 : 1 o2. 
Ginger sic o sews ated chee jf. 

2 WOR casasens sed a yates cera wD Sav Selah aid us coe sa Meas aca e aLO FAS 2 qts 

With this give injections of soap and water. 

EPILEPSY. 

This is rarely curable. The main symptoms are severe convul- 

sions, with coma and foaming at the mouth. Dash cold water over 

the head and face. Little else can be done. 

PHRENITIS, OR INFLAMMATION OF THE BRAIN. 

' This is riot often met with as an idiopathic disease. . It is usually 

due to injuries of the head, overdriving, heat, indigestion, plethora, 

. and the like. — 

Symptoms.—There is a wild expression of the countenance, hur- 
ried breathing, and disinclination to move, with stupor. Furious 

.. delirium follows, and the animal rushes frantically. about. Such a 

paroxysm may be followed by comparative quiet. 

Treatment.—Apply cold water .or ice to the head. Give the 
following purgative ° 

_Glauber’s salts....... og aiesicas x weewla Wis Wki’s siete aeieia'S 2 aie Beak aes 12 to 16 oz. 
Croton OF] eoss os sees seaieie so: oie'n acaieiere ciarard Pale we io ies Mine eos 20 to 30 drops. 
Gentian 5 seis icles csi sieee amen awe la ie ee dave sa Sone 1 02. 
GINGER. 55.6 oa sles nine bo eg vide Fate A OSE wT 4 ae 

(801) 
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The following injection may be used in connection with the 

foregoing :— 

Olive Of]. cs. case svecn een ee ses Powel ae aoe ee Ga loa ns etre 1 pt. 
Spirits of turpentine............. ccc cece cee cence eee eees 2 02, 
Linseed mucilage........... 0.0. cece e ce ceeeee pits gine wekieaies 1 pt. 

During convalescence give tonics and keep the animal quiet. 

NERVOUS DEBILITY IN PARTURITION. 

This is frequently confounded with parturient apoplexy and 

metro-peritonitis, but can be readily distinguished by the entire 
absence of high fever or coma. There is more or less constipation, 

but the appetite and spirits do not seem to be impaired. The cow 
remains in a natural position of rest (Fig 1054). 

Fie. 1054.—Nervous Debility. 

Feckthens —Give a mild purgative and warm injections. After 
the bowels have acted, put the cow in a warm stable, and cover the 

body. Give; sloppy but nutritious food, and remove the milk 
frequently. 

TETANUS, OR LOCK-JAW. 

This is an uncontrollable spasmodic. contraction of the volun- 
tary muscles. So many impressions are thrown upon the motor 
‘nerves by the excitation of the spinal cord, and these, follow one 
another so rapidly, that spasm results. 

_ It may assume a localora general form. In the one case, the 

spasmodic action is limited to one part of the body, as the jaws; in 

the other, it extends to a part or the whole of the trunk. 
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Fie. 1055.—Lock-jaw. F 

When idiopathic, it is probably due to changes ee temperature, 
exposure to cold and wet when the skin is heated, or the presence of. 

irritants in‘the stomach and intestines. Any irritation of the nerv- 

ous system may produce it.. When traumatic, it is due to wounds 
or bruises. | . : 

Symptoms.—The first 
thing usually noticed is a 
disinclination to feed, and 

a straddling’ gait, due to 
stiffness in the hind legs. 

(See Fig. 1058.) An ex- 
amination of the mouth 

shows that the jaws can- 

not be opened. Soon the 
muscles become rigid, 

the muzzle is cecuaed. and the tail is slightly straightened. Some- 

times the. contortions of the body are very severe. When the 
back is arched downward, as in Fig. 1056, and the head cannot 
be lowered, the form is termed Ophisthotonos. 

Fie. Hint — ophisthotonos. 

Fie. 1057.—Emprosthotonos. Fie. 1058. —Plourosthotones. , 

vee 11 : 
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In Emprosthotonos (Fig. 1057), the head cannot be raised. 

In Pleurosthotonos (Fig. 1058), the head is drawn to one side. 

Treatment.—Little can be done except to remove all irritating 

objects, taking care to ‘seclude the animal i in a darkened stable. If 

the attack is intense at first, the patient usually sinks rapidly. If it 

lives beyond the sixth or seventh day, recovery may follow. Give 
a purgative at the outset, if the animal can swallow; if it cannot, 

the bowels should be moved by injections. 

ECZEMA. ' 

‘The simple form of eczema is marked by the formation of vesi- 
cles, crowned with little blisters. These itch intolerably, and when. 

' broken, exude a bloody or straw-colored fluid, which leaves the skin 
and hair moist. As soon, as the vesicles are rubbed off in one part, 

: they form in another, thus keeping up the irritation. 

Treatment.—Change the food if possible. Give a purgative once 
aweek. Bathe the affected parts in a solution of carbolic acid, a 

half ounce in two quarts of water. ' 

If eczema is neglected, it degener- 
ates into the chronic form. The skin 
thickens, and there are ugly cracks, 
from which there is a constant dis- 
charge ofasemi-purulent fluid. This 
form is located chiefly on the legs. 
(See Fig. 1059.); Apply hot fomen- 

_ tations, followed by hot poultices 
of linseed meal, until the inflam- 
mation disappears; then rub the 
affected ‘part well with the carbolic 
acid solution, and bandage loosely. 
When the soreness and tenderness 
is gone, use the following ointment 

Fie. 1059.—Psoriasis. for a few days :— 

Alun (powdered) Avisagene mes SRO e Te TT: fe Backs hited « BOB 
* Carbolic acid iach aea is csdavana eeiied shard veeches in awahar ae we ava evesalaee rience Saas 1 dr. 
Lard.......... eee yaa havnadia vaiiivasel Od avaucve Geass ousacdace noniere BAA eee 2 Ree 4 o% 

HERPES... 

This is a mild form of eruption of the skin, in which the vesicles 
arrange themselves in a circular form, as shown in Fig. 1060. Fig. 
1061 shows the bare surface as it appears after the vesicles have 
burst, and a thin crust or scab has- formed. The treatnient is the 

same as in simple eczema, 
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Fie. 1060.—Herpes. First Form. Fie. 1061.—Second Form. . 

FOUL. 7 

This is an inflamed condition of the part ‘of the foot between 
_ the hoofs. “The hind feet are most susceptible to foul. Perhaps the 
“most frequent cause of this disorder is the presence of pebbles, dirt, 

or other foreign substances between the clefts. It is frequent in 

cattle kept on low, marshy pastures, and is occasioned by the accu- 
mulation and drying of mud. It hasalso been observed as the result 

of. irritation from standing on reeking filth or manure. Sometimes 
it accompanies rheumatism or scrofula. 

Symptoms.—These vary with the form. There is always lame- 
‘ness (often severe), fever, and loss of condition. Handling the feet 

between the digits or in front of the coronet causes acute pain, an 
uhusual degree of heat will be noticed, and there is frequently 
swelling of the :pastern. 

Treatment.—In cases of foul, if it be due fe the preserice. of an 

irritant, treatment is not difficult. Clean the parts | with warm water, 

and remove any foreign substancé or ragged bits of horn: If there 

is much inflammation, apply a hot bran and linseed poultice mixed 

with charcoal for two or three days. If it is difficult, to, cleanse the 

hoof, mix the poultice with turpentire. Afterward dress with one 
of the following applications : — % 

Carbolic acid.............0...... eee eh pt aaeadenre a a Cates 1dr. 
Waber oi 5 eee en enw a geet He See ene .- 602 

Apply with a brush, and cover the part with tow wet in the solution. 
Or— 

Powdered sulphate of copper (blue vitriol). prteee eee eees sees dons 
Spirits of turpentine eR RRO ee ee ee eee ee at 
Dard wicaedaak cmmiengenad apres 4 aks Gamiecuale ta dase plays 4“ 

Melt the lard and turpentine together, and then add the copper. 
The following dressing has been recommended in ordinary 

cases :— 
Carbolic acid (crude)....... areas sais puis aie eae ici as 1 part. 
Tincture:of MYT... . ceca e cee ca weal pied ea ia pew en's 2 parts. 
Tincture: of srnica ss oc i osc s6 toned sas bE S Sw eae cs 2 “ 
Glycerine.......... ad oclecrieaIbradade eietole Seats ee re 4 

Apply ‘daily with bandage and tow. 
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In extreme cases, amputation becomes necessary in order to 

save the animal. It is not a difficult or dangerous operation, but it 

requires’a surgeon. If this is resorted to, the animal should be fat- 
tened for the butcher as soon as possible. 

FOREIGN SUBSTANCES IN THE EYE. 
It not unfrequently happens that some foreign substance —a 

_ hay seed or a husk of grain — obtains lodgment in the eye, and per- 

haps becomes attached to the cornea by effusion from the surface of 
the latter. The offending substance must be promptly and carefully 

removed. A silk handkerchief wrapped over 

the point of a lead pencil may be used. In 
= _ case the substance is imbedded in the mu- 

cous membrane, the forceps (Fig. 1062) must 

Fra. 1062.— Forceps for be used. The animal's head must be secured 
—— by an assistant, and for this purpose the bull- 

dogs (Fig. 1025, page 184) may be needed. 

OPHTHALMIA. 

By the term ophthalmia, inflammation of the eye is understood. 
The cornea, the iris, or the retina may be affected. 

For the structure of the eye, see “ Diseases of the Eye,” Part I. 

Symptoms.—More or less constitutional disturbance always at- 
companies insane tion of theeye. The pulse is accelerated, full, and 

hard, the mouth is hot, and appetite and ru- 

mination are affected, and sometimes entirely 

disappear. The eyelids are nearly closed, . 
and the animal resists every attempt to ex- 
amine the eye. (See Fig. 1063.) ‘If the in- 
flammatory action is not checked at this 
stage, the structure of the. eye becomes in- - 

: Se volved, and the sight dangerously. impaired. 
pis. inne: “= ‘Gphthannis Treatment.—The first thing to do is to, 

make a careful’ examination of the eye. 
Separate the lids gently with the thumb and forefinger. If any 
foreign substance is seen, it must be removed at orice. When 

this has been done, the inflammation will often subside; but if it 

continués, warm fomentations must be used, and exposure to light 
and drafts avoided for several days. 

Some such laxative as the following will assist in abating the 
constitutional disturbance and allaying the inflammation :— 

Eippomi.: Slt os. cietess cated pid ok Woe be hue a ame Sake ORAS SEAN 12 oz, 
Calomel oo 55:0:0.5.sscan ceaeaiyhgpas esas Mima sence weds suas Ee SED ..¥ dr. 
Gentian............. Bs A eesti, os eran: vopevauurrener’ goaeeene cecaieranaghie eden ’ 1,02. 

pp NBO vine ciancacaainiesa manesge a caer cumini s hues vein Tum eae al oz. 
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Apply one of the following lotions with a camel’s-hair brush five or 

six times a day :— 

Sulphate of atropia........... gues wide s (et stiles s Werte weer 2 grs. 
Water is. ichcwcvavsence Eatepararenets eames Rekssavets shasare scone ac'eiscone ota OM 

Or— 

Tincture of opium (laudanum).........cc0ccesccnecccccerssese 4072. 
WSOP: csciox Seats ede sce a AAA ILS esac eed Vad enews OS | aa 1 qt. 

If the cornea becomes opaque, apply nitrate of silver in the fol- 
lowing solution twice a day with the camel’s-hair pencil :— 

Nitrate-of silver. ssincayiw syd gudaxaes braunis pease tage 10 grs. 
Water ioc: sign vies mines i aiene tide cgetaiaeedaccsaseecamie 1 oz. 

If the disease does not yield to these measures, and the inflam- 
mation increases, bleeding inay be resorted to, the vein beneath the 

eye being opened for this purpose. 
In purulent and contagious ophthalmia, the inflammatory action 

is very acute, and is quite rapid in its course. The discharge is | 
thick and purulent, adhering to the eyelashes and face. The eye- 
lids are swollen, the structure of the eye becomes involved, and 

extensive sloughing follows. After an active purgative has been 

given, stimulants and mineral and vegetable tonics should be used. 
The pain may be relieved by subcutaneous injections of morphine. 

Sloughing and ulceration require the use of carbolized oil and 

nitrate of silver. 
Constitutional ophthalmia is still more serious, and the treatment 

is seldom satisfactory. The symptoms are more sudden, severe, 

and rapid, frequently subsiding only to recur again, until blindness | 

results. The local treatment prescribed for the previous types may 

be used at the outset. The later stages demand stronger measures, 

A blister should be applied at the root of the eye, or aseton may be 

inserted. Apply to the eye a strong solution of nitrate of silver, 12 \. 

grains to an ounce of water, and smear the eyelids with some simple 
ointment in order to prevent adhesion. 



CHAPTER. XVIII. 

PARASITIC DISEASES 

Ectozoa, ‘oR ExTERNAL Parasites — Gap-FLy — Lick — Maner — Rrneworm -- 

Entozoa, oR INTERNAL PARASITES — Hoosz, Husk, oR VERMINOUS BRONCHITIS 

— MgasLes — Tare-Worm. 

‘<5 ie parasite,” says Van: Beneden, “is he whose profession jit 
is to live at the expense of his neighbor, and whose only 

employment consists in taking advantage of him, but pru- 
dently, so as not to. endanger his life.”. Of the parasites which 
infest cattle there are two general divisions, the external parasites, 

or ectozoa, which infest the skin ; and the internal parasites, or ento- 
toa, which live within the tissues of the body. 

EXTERNAL PARASITES, OR ECTOZOA. 

THE GAD-FLY.- 

During the summer, cattle may sometimes be seen running 
about the pasture in a state of great excitement, with heads and 
necks extended, and tails erect and quivering, or rushing in mad 
haste to the hearest pond or river. (See Fig. 1064.)' The cause of 

this unusual excitement is the gad-fly. (Figs. 1065 and 1066.) Such 
is the dread excited among cattle by this fly, that a single one has 

been known to turn back a herd in spite of, the efforts of its drivers. 
Young animals and those in ‘good health are usually attacked -by 
the gad- fly, forin them the skin is soft-and more easily penetrated. 
The female punctures the skin of. the beast by medns of an oviposi-, 

tor, and deposits in the subcutaneous tissue a drop of acrid: fluid, 

and an egg, which is hatched out by the heat of the animal. A 

small abscess results, upon the pus of which the larva feeds. Above 
each larva may be seen a sort of tumor, or “bump,” as Réamur 

calls it. (See Fig. 1067.) The presence of these larve seems to cause 
no suffering, or at least but very little’ ‘The dread of the fly is probably 
due to the pain caused by the acrid substance deposited with the egg. 

In June or July the abscess bursts, and the larva falls to the ground, 
where it gets under a stone or other. object, or buries itself in the 

earth to prepare for its last transformation. At the end of about 
(808) 
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six weeks the perfect insect escapes from its shell, and the female 
soon penoeee her egg, and then dies. Another species, the tabanus 

“SeU-PeD Aq pOHOEHY OIE 40 POH Y—F90T “OLT 

bovinus, is shown in Fig. 1068. The larva may be senueyed from the 

tumor, or “warble,” by pressure, when the results of its presence 
will gradually disappear 
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LICE. 

These troublesome 
insects abound among 

ill-cared-for cattle, and 

sometimes materially 

retard their growth 
and development: Sev- 
eral different forms are 
described by helmin- 

_thologists, but the spe- 

ciés most commonly 
seen are four in ‘num- 

ber, and are shown in 

Figs. 1069, 1070, 1071, 
and 1072. 

Of these, the ¢rzchodectes (Fig. 1071) is less common than others. 
To remove these pests a strong decoction of tobacco water may 

be used. The following formula is recommended as being both safe 
and destructive to the lice :— : 

Fic. 1065.—Gad-fly (Oestrus Bovis). 

-Stavesacre seed .. 2... 0... eee cece eee eee wetes Kowsice 4 oz. 
White hellebore..2) ote seuss. skeen 1 ace see eee eeeeae nes Seale. P ae 
WABEER co sianictinnsnatisasuanens Si sheytaae cea cua aaa nants ek vide xed 1 gal. 

Boil until only two seats remain, and ‘apply with a brush. 

MANGE. 

This unpleasant disease, though more 

common in the horse and dog, is not 
rare among poorly-fed and neglected 
animals. The parts first affected are 

frequently the face, head, and neck. 
It is caused by an insect, the derma- 

‘ tocoptes, which lives on the surface of 

Fre. 1066.—Gad-fly. ’ the skin, occasioning much irritation 

a, Larva, or “grub;” b, Insect... by biting. The treatment is " prac- 

tically the same as thet for mange in 

the horse (Part I.), which see. _ 

Fig. 1074 represents the gamasus of musty hay, which is some- 
times found on the skin of cattle. 

. RINGWORM. 
This affection (Fig. 1075),'an exceedingly troublesome one, is 

due to. a fungus, or vegetable parasite, originating from a spore 

which has gained entrance to a hair-follicle. It is very contagious, 

being communicable from man to the lower animals, and vice versa. 
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Fre. 1067.—Bumps Produced by the Larva of the Gad-fly 

Symptoms.—The most prominent symptom is the circular patch 
of scaly crusts, which at first adhere closely, but in time become 

_. detached from the central point. by a purulent uid: The period of 
incubation is from eight to fourteen days. 

Treatment.—Separate all affected animals. The crusts must be 
removed and destroyed. First clean the parts with soap and water, 

and then apply a mild murcurial or iodine ointment. The following 
may be used every day:— ae. 

Jodine ............ elu dunes $ dr. 

Iodide of potash .............. 1 
* Cosmoline..... Se re ae Loz 

Mix for an ointment. 
Or the part may be painted with the 

following mixture :— 

Carbolic acid...............1 part. Fra. 1068.—Gad-fly (Tabanus 
Acetic acid. ............24..80 “ ; Bovinus). 
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INTERNAL PARASITES, OR ENTOZOA. 

HOOSE, HUSK, OR. VERMINOUS BRONCHITIS. 
\ 

This common and frequently fatal disease is due to the presence 

in the windpipe and bronchial tubes of the strongylus. micrurus, one 

of the five species of strongyli which infest cattle. It is chiefly | 

Fra. 1069.—Ox-louse. Fra. 1070.—0x-louse. Fre. 1071.—Calf-louse 
\(Hematopinus.) (Hematopinus i ) (Trichodectes of Ox.) 

met with among, calves, especially those paatuted | in low-lying lands, 

and occurs most frequently in August and September: 
Symptoms.—There is considerable irritation of the air passages, 

shown by frequent coughing or husking, as if trying to dislodge 

Fie. 1072, 

Calf-louse. 
F 1073.— F IG, . (Hematopinus Vitull.) | ta. 1073. Dermatocoptes. Fic. 1074.—Gamasus of Fodder. 

some annoying substance in the’ throat. The cough is remarkably 
forcible, distressing, and of a paroxysmal character. The animal 

becomes emaciated, diarrhea sometimes setting in. The parasites 
block up: the air passages. seriously impeding respiration, and 

EN 
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sometimes death ensues from suffocation. If at any time late in 

the summer, calves are found affected with a spasmodic: cough, they 

should be examined for signs-of this difficulty. » 
Treatment.—Separate the affected calves, and place them in a 

dry stable. A half ounce of turpentine may be given in gruel once 
a ae for several days, or the turpentine may be administered in a 

’ half pint ‘of lime-water. 

’ Fic. '1075.—Ringworm. a - Fre. 1076.—Measly Beet. 

SaaS a, Four measles divided by the knife. 

Or— 

Min seed OIF 559 5 sscscscoeinsaiy vague wimaw ace Wareweene sponds mea Reale ea 2 02 
Spirits of turpentine.............. Ae ding shies ov ie eine aaa Re $+“ 
Oil of caraway seed ........ 0 cece cece cece cece ceeneuetecenes 10 dr 

This may be given twice, once inthe morning, and again at night. The 
inhalation of chlorine gas has been highly recommended. . This causes: 

such an amount of coughing that a considerable number of the worms 
are expelled. The usual method is to collect the calves in a small 

stable, close the doors and windows, and generate the gas as long as 
the operator is able to endure it.’ Then the apparatus is removed, 

and the calves are left exposed to the'gas for a few minutes longer. 
The system requires a generous support, therefore the diet. 

should be nutritious. After the expulsion of the worms, sometimes 
before this takes place, tonics should be given. 

MEASLES. 

The cystic form. of the senia _mediocanellata, a tape-worm com- 
mon to mankind is found in the. muscular tissue of beef. This par- 
asite, the cysticercus bovis, has not yet been observed in Europe or 

America, though not infrequently found in India. The flesh thus 

affected presents the appearance shown in Fig. 1076, which repre-- 
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sents a slice of beef cut from a roast in Calcutta. It is said that 

the buttocks of cattle are usually more infested than the rest of the 

body. Fig. 1077 shows the ox-measle magnified to nine diameters. 

Fie. 1077.—Cysticercus Bovis. Fic. 1078.—Heart Infested with Measles. 
Ox-measle. 

Fig. 1078 represents the appearance of the heart of a calf when. thus 
infested. The cysticercus in the heart does not acquire as great a 

size as elsewhere, perhaps on account of the density of the muscular 

' tissue of that organ. 
Fig. 1079 is an accurate representation of a° 

= —_ tape-worm measuring thirteen feet in length, re- 

ee duced to one sixth. Such a worm gonsists of 
about 1,200 segments, or joints, each capable of 
developing 30,000 eggs. During life the mature 
segments are cast off at the rate of about 400 

a month, so that about one hundred and fifty 
million of these eggs may be produced annually 

by a single worm. 
We have given the more common parasitic 

diseases of cattle, with the treatment for each. 

It has been seen that cattle harbor parasites 
which can be transferred to the human body 
when beef is eaten as food. The various forms 
of parasitic diseases vary with the influence of 
season, soil, and locality. As the health of the 
public is so largely dependent upon the whole- 
some condition of our live stock, the subject of 

WiG, 1079.—Beel Tapee preventing parasitic diseases, as far as this may 
Worm. be done, becomes one of grave importance. 

# 

1 
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Although the subject is very fully treated in Chapter 29, on the 
parasitic diseases of sheep, we add a few points here, which we con- 
sider of great interest, as well as importance. 

Certain forms of parasitic diseases, as the cystic phase of tenta 
_echinococcus of the dog, are due to the intimate association of dogs 

with cattle. ‘The proper prevéntive measures in such diseases at 
once suggest themselves. . 

The Hoose, or Husk, is one of the most widely spread and 
destructive parasitic diseases known in Great Britain. It is said by 

some authorities to be especially prevalent among calves pastured 
on low-lying, swampy ground. This being a fact, the necessity of 

draining such lands is at once evident. © 
Too much stress can scarcely be laid upon the importance of 

providing clean and pure water for cattle. As illustrating this, we 

copy the following highly interesting account from the work of 

James White, a prominent English veterinary surgeon of the early 

part of the present century. He says :— 

“I once communicated a circumstance to the Bath Society, which appeared to 

excite some attention. A piece of, good grass was reserved for some ‘cattle, as they 

had work to do in some adjoining land. When turned in, they were soon after 

attacked with violent scouring ; thinking the grass was the cause, they were put 

into some other pasture where there was no water, on which account they were 

driven back to the former field to be watered, no suspicion being entertained of the 

water in that field being unwholesome; on the contrary, it had always been con- 

sidered very good, being a pond of spring water. The scouring, however, increased; 

they voided blood with their excrement, and were greatly reduced in flesh and 

strength. Upon examining the pond, an immense number of different kinds of rep- 
tiles were found in it. | A considerable. quantity of lime was thrown in and stirred 

about i in the pond, upon. which an astonishing sight soon presented itself, millions of 

reptiles were seen coming to the surface and leaping about to escape from the almost 

boiling water, After some time the pond was cleared out, and two or three wheel- 

barrowfuls of various kinds of reptiles were found in it. When the pond had again 

filled, the cattle were put meee into the fleld, and soon recovered from their scouring. - 

A curious circumstance is related in. the: Medico-Chirurgieal 
Review for September, 1824, on page 267, which proves that worms 

or their ova may be taken into the stomach with water. An. infat- 

uated woman was persuaded that if she got some clay,from the 

grave of a preacher who had died a short time before, mixed it with 

water, and drank a certain quantity of such water daily for a certain 

period, she would be secure forever after, both from disease and sin. 

Dr. Pickle was called upon to attend this woman. He says: “Of 
the larvz of the beetle I am sure I considerably underrate it when I 

say that independently of above 100 evacuated by stool, no fewer ” 
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than 700 have been thrown up by the stomach at different times 
since the commencement of my attendance. The first discharge 

took place after a violent mental emotion, and was hai og by a 
discharge of blood from the mouth, nose, and ears.”. “We cannot 
attempt to describe [the reviewers say] the various insects in all 
stages of larva, pupa, and perfect animal, minutely detailed by Dr. 
Pickle, and presented in the plates. The doctor and other medical 

gentlemen were frequently witnesses of the ejection of these ani- 

mals, and there appears no reason whatever to suspect ay disposi-. 
tion to imposture on the part of the patient.” 

It is afterward stated that “for a period of three months a 

number were thrown up from the stomach almost daily, in some in- 
stances to the amount of thitty at a time. A great proportion were 
destroyed from an anxiety to avoid publicity, and many escaped 

immediately after being vomited, by extricating themselves quickly 
from the vomit: and running into holes in the floor. Upwards of 

ninety were submitted for Dr. Thompson’s examination, nearly all of 
which, ‘including two of the specimens (teredris molitor), 1 saw my- 
self thrown up at different times. The average size was about an 
inch and a half in length, and. four were an inch and a half in length 

and four lines and a half in girth. The larve of the dipterous insect, 
though voided only seven or eight times, came up almost literally 
in myriads ; ; they were alive and moving. The larve of the beetle 
were vigorous in the extreme, ‘nor was it possible, without a feeling 
‘ofhorror,, to view them rushing along the bottom of the veséel i in which 

they were preserved, occasionally expanding their jaws and extend- 
ing their denticulated feet. Mr. Clear, of this city, has succeeded in 
keeping some of them alive now,-after an interval of a year, in little 
pots filled with clay, and so secured as not to exclude the air.” ' 

i 
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CHAPTER XIX. 

PARTURITION. 
Tue Prriop oF Gerstarion— Siens or APPROACHING PARTURITION — NaTURAL 

PARTURITION — EXPULSION OF THE PLacENtTA — UNNATURAL PRESENTATIONS 

or Various Kinps — RETAINED AFTER - BrRTH. 

Fie. 1080.—Fetus of the Cow, with its Envelops. 

a, Cotyledons of the placenta ; b, b, Charion with the allantois covering ite inner face ; 
¢, c, Amnion, which secretes the fetal waters ; d, Fetus, 

\NHE period of gestation in the cow is forty weeks, or about nine 

T calendar months, though it may fall a little short of this time, 
or exceed it by alittle. Dr.C. A. Meyer observes that the 

result of his observation places the period at nine months and ten 
| (817) 
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days. The approach of parturition is indicated some time before the 
event is consummated, by various signs. The first important sign 
is the enlargement of the udder, which may be sudden, and is always 
considerable. At the same time the vulva becomes swollen, the lips 

are thickened and lengthened, and the membrane assumes a deeper 
color. The vagina secretes a copious, yellowish fluid, which some- 

he Cow at Mid-term. 
bilical cord. - ‘ 

; B, B, cotyledons of the uterus; C, C, placentule ; D, ‘D, 

Fie. 1081.— Fetal Membranes of t! 

“iide : 

E, vesicle of the urachus; F, amnion; G, um! 

A, uterus opened on its Jeft 

allantois’; 
an) 

ia 

times hangs from the vulva in long, topy masses. A dropping of ' 
the abdomen may be noticed, the spine falls, as if yielding to the 
heavy weight of the abdomen, the flanks become hollow, the 

“haunches appear wider apart, and the animal walks awkwardly and 
unwillingly. oo the hour of delivery draws nearer, these symptoms 
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become more marked. The animal is restless and continually agi- 
tated, and withdraws from the herd, if in the 'pasture, in quest of 
some quiet and remote spot: The mouth of the womb has been 
gradually opening since the earliest of these signs was manifested. 
The membranes surrounding the fetus are the first to extrude. 

They appear like a bladder, distended as they are with the fetal 

waters. This fetal fluid, which is secreted by the amnion, is that in 
which the young embryo floats. The purpose this fluid subséres ts 
assumed by scientists to be to prevent uterine pressure on the fetus, 

Fie. 1082. —Blood-vessets In the Liver of the Equine Fetus. 

and.also to keep up an equal temperature in the fetal body, as well 

as, by lubricating the vaginal passage, to facilitate birth. By the, 
uterine contractions of labor pains, the uterus is shortened and 
greater pressure is exerted upon the fetus. Short periods of: rest 
follow the paroxysms of pain, which grow frequent and more intense. 

They are also more prolonged. At length the mouth of the uterus 
becomes fully dilated, the membranes separate from the inner wall 

of the uterus, and protrude from the vulva as the “water-bag.” The 
head of the fetus, preceded by. the nose and fore feet, now enters 

12 3 
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the mouth of the uterus, and passes, by successive stages, on through 

the vagina. Soon the fore feet appear, then the head, and finally 
the fetus is entirely expelled, and falls slowly to the ground, the 

‘umbilical cord being often ruptured in the fall. The process of 

delivery generally occupies upwards of an hour, though its duration 

varies with the constitution of the cow. Many. animals give birth 
while in a recumbent position, lying down as soon as the contrac- 
tions of the uterus assume any degree of intensity. 

The expulsion of the placenta, or “after-birth,” whose function 

it is to assist in the nourishment of the. fetus, is in natural | cases 

brought about by a slight recurrence of the pains. As there is not 
the same danger from blood-poisoning by its retention in the cow 
as in the mare, no anxiety ne¢d be felt if it is not expelled for a day 

or two. ‘ ! . 

The cow requires: assistance in parturition more frequently than 
any other. domestic animal. It is not unusual for.a heifer to need 
assistance in her first delivery, and if high-bred and delicately 

reared, she is quite apt to require it. But no aid should be given in 
any case until it is absolutely necessary. Never interfere until. the 
water-bags have burst. If after this has, occurred the pains continue 
for some time without any presentation, an examination should be 

made to ascertain the nature of the presentation.and to determine the 
difficulty. Sometimes a rigid condition of the neck of the womb 
causes delay. In such a case the neck may be smeared with extract 
of belladonna, which will often cause it to relax within a few hours. 

If there is no time for delay, a narrow-bladed, blunt-pointed knife 

should be passed up' the vagina, and the neck cut to the depth of a 

‘quarter of an inch, at four points. It will soon give way, and the 
bagging of the water will cause the necessary dilatation. 

As a matter of interest in this connection, we give, in Fig. 
1082, an illustration ‘of the. blood-vessels of the fetus ina mare at 
about mid-term, showing the umbilical vein and the other ducts. 

aig. UNNATURAL PRESENTATION. 

All forms of presentation of the fetus.different from: that just 
escribed, are termed false, or unnatural. Various. causes may 

rought about a change of position of the fetus in. pregnant 
animals, such as running from fright, or being chased by dogs. 

An unnatural presentation is not necessarily formidable, because a 
skillful practitioner may be able to turn the fetus so.as to obviate 

the difficulty thus presented. Sometimes, in addition to an un- 
natural presentation, one or more of the limbs may be improperly 
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placed, thus cre- 
ating a serious dii- 

ficulty. Fig. 1083 
shows such a.com- 
plication, in which 

there isa posterior 
presentation with, 
one hind leg be- 

neath the body. 
Fig..,1084 shows 

another malpres- 
entation, but one 

not so difficult for. 

the practitioner. 
Inanatural pres- 

entation the head © 

_ and fore feet ap- 

Fie. 1083.—Unnatural Presentation. pear first, the head 
. . being between the 

fore legs, and the back upward. Ifthere is reason to suspect an un- 
natural presentation, a manual examination must be made, and the 

nature of the presentation determined. In making this examina- 

tion, the hand and arm should be thoroughly anointed. with oil or 
lard, and intro- 

duced into the va- 
gina between the 
pains, or while the 
cow is standing. If 

_ one fore foot only 
and’ the head ap- 
pear, or both fore © 

feet without’ the 
head, or the: head 

without the feet, or 
one hind foot ap- 

- pears alone, an ex- 
amination must be 
made to ascertain 

‘the'position of the 
missing member. 
Whatever part is 

Fra. 1084.—Unnatural Presentation. presented should 
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be secured by a cord 

with a running noose 
(Fig. 1085) before it is 
pressed back to allow the 

examination to be made. 
Care must be taken in 
adjusting the cord, and 

in exerting, traction by 

means of it. We present 
in the annexed illustra- 
tions, a nimber of forms 

of noose or halter, which 
may be used to secure the 
head. 

= Ne cleatens Fig. 1086 shows a form 
. a. . = 

Noose, and Manner of Fie. 1086 —Halter. of talter which can Be 
Introducing Noose. easily applied. It con-. 

sists of two loops, one for 

the head and another for the nose, with a movable slide. By means 
of this, considerable force can be applied when desirable. In Figs. 

1087 and 1088 are also shown convenient forms of halter for this 
operation. In ‘the search for a missing member, the cow should 

stand with her, head lower 

than the hips, and if lying 

down sheshould be placed 
on the side on which the 
leg appears. Do not at- 

tempt to bring up the 
limb during a pain. Force 

should be applied to the 

fetus only whea the cow 
strains. 
Some unnatural ‘pres- 

entations offer so slight 

a variation from the nor- 
mal position, that the 
mecessary steps to be tak- 

en will readily suggest 
themselves. There~are 

; several, however, in which 

Fra. 1087.—Halter. Fig, 1088.—Halter with the aid of a surgeon is | 
. Sliding Ring. needed, and, we give the 
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most common of these, with simple directions for relief in each 
case. In more serious cases a veterinarian should,be summoned 
at once. ) 

1, ONE oR BOTH FoRE FEET PRESENTED.— Effort must be_ 
directed toward bringing the head into proper position. Push the 
feet back until the head can be feached, then bring the head between 

the fore feet. No further aid will probably be needed. sa 
action between the pains is called for. 

2. HEAD ALONE, OR HEAD AND ONE FooT PRESENTED. — 

Secure the protruding member, then push the calf back, and search 

for the feet. When the knee is found, bend ane whole mabey: raising 

it. Bring forward one leg at a time. 

3. HEAD ALONE PRESENTED, Bor FORE LEGS BEING 

STRETCHED BACKWARD. —Exploration is difficult. Put the halter 

on the head, find one limb, bring it into the genital. canal, and 

secure it ; then do the same with the other limb. 

4. FORE FEET PRESENTED, HEAD TURNED BACKWARD.— If 

the head is turned back upon the shoulder, or under the brisket, 

adjustment is tolerably easy. If the neck is doubled, and the head 

wedged in the canal so that return is impossible, the fetus is prob- 
ably dead, and the hook must be used. : 

5. HIND FEET PRESENTED.—This is an unfavorable position, 

but delivery is not necessarily difficult. Facilitate delivery as much 

as is prudent, for delay is dangerous to the calf and, exhausting to 
the mother. : 

6. TAIL PRESENTED.—This may indicate one of two positions : 
{1.) The back is up, the breech presented, and the feet bent under the 

abdomen. This is one of the most.difficult forms met with, and suc- 

cessful delivery,is not always accomplished. Place a noose upon 
the hocks, and also upon the feet. Raise the cow behind as much as 

“possible, push back the fetus and. draw up the legs. (2.) The belly is 
up, the feet pressing against the loins. If the fore limbs and the 

head can be reached, it will’be advisable to turn the fetus into the 
natural preséntation. If this cannot be done, the hind legs must.be 
bent, one at a time, and drawn into the vagina, and delivery 

attempted by means of traction. 

Before attempting to turn the fetus, its exact position should 
always be carefully determined. Prompt and energetic action is 
often called for, but no harsh usage or undue force should ever be 
permitted, as it may cause inflammation of the uterus. 

The cord used should be a piece of soft rope about as large as 

the little finger, and ten or twelve feet long. The hook may bea 
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simple one of wrought iron, about four inches jong, the handle being 
bent into a ring for the attachment of a cord. 

RETAINED AFTER - BIRTH. 

If the after-birth is not expelled within forty-eight hours, it may 
be best.to hasten its expulsion. The hand should be passed into 

the uterus, and the connection of each cotyledon (see Fig. 1089) — 
" there are sixty or seventy in all — gently severed. 

Great care is needed, as severe and dangerous hemorrhage 
might follow a violent separation. If bleeding: follows, cold water 

should be dashed over the loins; if it becomes excessive, give two 

ounces of fresh ergot of rye. : 

\ 

Fie. 1089.—Uterus of the Cow, showing Cotyledons. 

‘ 2, Ovary cut in two; b, Graafian vesicle; c, Interior surface of the uterus; 4, d, 4, 
5 Cotyledons. 



CHAPTER XX. 
+00 

PARTURIENT DISEASES. 

Fioopine — Inversion or THE Uterus — Dr. Mrver’s TREATMENT — ORIGINAL 
AND SuccEssFUL TREATMENT BY Dr. Mc Bera —)Mernitis, on INFLAMMATION 

or THE Uterus — MrtRO- PERITONITIS, OR PUERPERAL FEVER— PARTURIENT 

APOPLEXY, OR MILK Fever. 

FLOODING. 

; [es may sometimes occur after a natural but rapid or difficult 

| 

delivery. Vaginal’ hemorrhage i is generally not serious. The 

blood is bright scarlet, showing that it comes from an artery.. It 

‘can usually be checked by injections of cold water. Uterine hemor- 
rhage may be of a serious nature. It may be caused by injury. to 
the womb, inflicted during the extraction of the calf, or when taking 

away the after-birth. It most commonly follows protracted labor or 
abortion. If injections of cold water do not check it, give two. 
ounces of fresh ergot of rye. A piece of ice the size of a walnut may 

be placed in the womb and left there: Prof. Gamgee recommends, 
to be given internally,— 

Compound tincture of cinnamon, wdian BE ida whine Macau aaation eee 8 oz. 
Diluted sulphuric acid.,........... Sy so latnseye eucesr ein ueamirace anna eacuen hee 5 02. 

Give two tablespoonfuls ina quart of water every hour or two. 

INVERSION OF THE BEERDS: 

This is ‘not fatal in the 

cow, and seldom occurs in 

the mare, in which, as a 

rule, it is fatal. The posi- 
tion of the cow in this ail- 

ment is shown in Fig. 1090. 

Treatment.—Dr. C. A. 

Meyer, of New York, gives 

the following :— a Fra. 1090.—Inversion of the Uterus. 

“Prepare a stall in such a way that the animal stands about one foot higher be- 
hind than in front. The protruding uterus should then be bathed with water as hot 
as the hand can bear, for about fifteen minutes. Have your truss prepared. Del- 

wart’s (see Fig. 1091, page 185) is the most simple, and the one I generally use. 
(825) 
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The hot water will contract the capillaries, and reduce the uterus greatly. Then, 
with assistance, and your hand covered with a towel, gradually force the organ into 

its position. Should there be severe straining, administer the following drench:— 

Daan so nae idan tebe cee Chalet pid sislete ei pundies 24 oz. 

Spirits: camphor... sens secon coadanwaneits tio scene eaaeea es ees ree 
Chloroform............. aX BESes wud Fo eared eet eee ae 4“ 
Tinct: capsicum..................00 00 Swe Rinne BAe Gie Dar oreme ees a 
Weatetissccccues esr ain quae nolan paaaie sae baw be a owed ba ee 1 pt. 

Mix, and give at once. 

“This will quiet the animal, and straining will almost cease. When the organ 

is in position, apply your truss, and let'the animal stand. Should the straining not 

cease, give chloroform and laudanum in above proportions. Remove the truss within 

forty-eight hours, and turn the patient out among the other herd. Ice should never 

be applied, and is injurious as well as dangerous. Should the animal have been 

neglected, and the organ been out over twenty-four hours, then excision or amputa- 
tion is the only treatment; but I would advise, in such cases, the destruction of the 

ahimal, as the flesh is fit for human food.” : 

Dr. B.C. Mc Beth, of Battle Creek, Mich., aie the following 
treatment in inversion of the uterus :-— 

First cleanse thoroughly with hot water tinctured with carbolic 

acid in the proportion of three or four drams of the former to three 
or four gallons of the latter, and having then replaced the organ in 
position, give the following as a drench :— 

Tincture of opium................ Sean Seas Gee eG athens 2 02. 
CHG TOE OTN 05 agen eco da ncent onl copes y eps wae Se a oe ae pois imme a“ 
Sulphuric “ether .5. 3 oa.i'scacclece tontidiass action 440M Maasee eae e Holts oa 
Spirits camphor........... ng weaoacane ree s Se re oes 
Waters ccmccsdansr egies ce esse 2s cen id (eerev BS Dagan aia vee .1 pt. 

After giving this prescription “a fair trial, without success, Dr. 
Mc B. advises a resort to the following treatment, the details of 

which he furnishes at our special request :— 

At a point directly over the lumbar region, some three inches 
forward of the hip, .and about three inches on each side of the back- 

bone, take up a fold of the skin between.the thumb and finger, and 
run through it a needle with a waxed thread ; draw over the center 

of the back, and bring a sharp strain upon the string. This should 

be done when there is no curve to the back. Give doses of sulphite 

of soda, as follows :— -, 

Nitrate:of potash 0 os j604 00 esas baaihas eae eta eames vedenles 1 dr. 
Sulphite of soda...................00065 eS oe eee 2s 

To be administered every fourth hour for twenty-four or thirty hours. 

After the second day give the following :— 

NUX “VOMICS oe ecees sie pee oc ee we eS sions ngeeseairne 4 dr. 

Or— 
Quinine ............. i Seow Stbse See Vem er seeA dees Salata 3 dr. 
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This to be alternated every four hours with the previous remedy, 

and the bowels to be kept loose with Epsom salts in half-pound 
doses, with two.or three drams of ginger or capsicum, according to 
size and condition, every twenty-four hours. ; 

Have the string removed within forty-eight hours, or as soon as 
the animal ceases straining. 

Among other cases in which Dr. Mc Beth used this treatment, 

was one that had been treated by a regular veterinary surgeon of 
excellent standing as a local practitioner, and whose efforts had sig- 
nally failed, although he had used the most approved. treatment. 

Fra. 1091.—Delwart’s Truss. 

The case ‘had run some forty-eight hours. In ‘this emergency Dr. 
Mc B. was called to aid in treating the case, and his method proved 
entirely successful, the case yielding at once to the treatment, 

The main feature of the treatment thus employed (that ee tying 

a.string across the back) is so peculiar, and so far out of the regula: 

line, that we have given it in this connection as a matter of specia. 
interest. 

To avoid a recurrence of the accident of the inversion of the 
uterus, it is a good expedient to fill the vagina with a ball of tow, 
which may be kept in place by the use of the Delwart Truss’ (Fig. 
1091). This truss is formed by cords, united by a loop in the middle 
of each, in such a manner that an oval space (a, Fig. 1092) sufficient 
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to.inclose the vulva is formed, the lower commissure being left free 

for the escape of urine. The two ends of one cord (b, b) pass over 

the back, and are secured to a strap round the neck or chest. Those 

of the other cord (c, c) pass between the thighs, and are fastened to - 

the upper part of the band... The loops should be wrapped in cloth, 

to prevent chafing the parts under the tail. 

For small animals, pessaries of the forms shown 

in Figs. 1093 and 1094 are sometimes used. These 
are usually made of rubber. 

‘Another form of’ truss, Rénault’s, is neieaa in 

Fig. 1095. This ‘consists of a leather neck-strap, 

and a rope the size of the little finger, and about 
thirty feet long. The neck-strap is first put on. 
The cord is then. doubled in the center, and put 

across the back, behind the withers, so that each 
portion may fall behind the shoulders and be passed 

under the chest, where ‘they are crossed, the left 
passing to the right, and the right to the left. Each 

side is then carried’ through the neck-strap pack 

over the front of 
the shoulder, at the 4 

top of which both : (4 

are tied in a sim- 
ple knot. Ten or Fie, 1098. “ “Fie. 1094, Fie. 1092. : 5 

‘ i Dele twelve inches from —s 

are dee $ this a firmer knot 

is tied, then several others beyond it at equal 
distances toward the loins, as far as the root of the tail, where 
another simple knot is tied. The branches of the cord then sepa- 
rate to pass each side of the vulva, and are again united in a simple 
knot below the inferior commissure. Each cord is then carried be- 

. tween the hind legs, and brought up and tied over the back to one 
of the loops there, as shown in the illustration. The simplicity of 

this truss is its chief recommendation. It can be made easy or. 

tight, as is necessary. . 

INFLAMMATION OF THE UTERUS, OR METRITIS. 

This is generally associated with parturition in cases where the 
labor has been protracted, and where unskillful or rough usage has 
been. resorted to. It may arise ftém a cold caught during ‘labor, 
from excessive or injudicious vaginal injections, or from external 
violence. 
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“Fre. 1095.—Renault’s Truss. 

Symptoms.—The. disease may occur within twelve hours after 

parturition, or at any time within a week. The appetite declines, 
and the animal seems dull. Later, cold shivers.come on. The ther- 

mometer will indicate a rise of temperature, and the pulse will rise - 
to 90 or 100 beats. The milk decreases, and finally ceases alto- 

gether; the respiration is. short, and. apparently painful, and the 
animal stands with rigidly fixed back. If the inflammation extends 

to the peritoneum, the affection becomes. the serious disease: next 

desctibed. ; 3 

| METRO- PERITONITIS, OR PUERPERAL FEVER. 

This may bea sequel of Metritis, or it may have an indepen- 

dent origin. It is an erysipelatous inflammation of the uterus 

and peritoneum, and has often been. confounded with parturi¢nt 
apoplexy, or “milk-fever.”’ 

The early symptoms are({ 
the same as those described 

under metritis. There is 

acute pain, manifested by 
whisking the tail, stamping, 

» striking the belly, frequently 
‘lying down and getting up, 

or remaining on the knees 

Fre, 1096. — Mar een, several minutes (Fig. 1096). 
‘\ . A’ marked symptom is the 

{ 

4 
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tumefaction of the vulva, from which a chocolate-colored fluid is 

discharged. The symptoms increase, prostration follows, and the 

animal usually dies either comatose or in convulsions. 

Treatment.—\Isolate the animal, and thoroughly disinfect the 
premises. As the danger of septic infection is great, the uterus and 

vagina should be carefully cleansed of all decomposing products. 

In doing this the operator needs to exercise great care on his own 
account, as there is danger of contracting the disease if there be any 

abrasion upon his hands or arms. Carbolized oil (1 part carbolic 
acid and. 10 parts olive-oil), should be freely used on the hand and 
arm. Wash out the uterus and vagina with a tepid solution of car-~ 

bolic acid-(1 part to from 20 to 50 parts of water), or inject the so- 
lution, and then apply carbdlized oil to these parts. A very good 

injection is found in, the following combination :— — 

Carbolic acid .........0....... cece ipaa aye tes akee eens «1 part 
Glycerine ......... aris bb Saeete c eutnsecageee as aieatheal oe huanecre eke 10 parts 
WEEE os causes esac’ recherches i ea tian er aver re anes ears 30 parts 

Constipation i is usually present at the outset, and’ the following 
drench will be useful :— “a 

Epsom SaltS oo week eatin ccnle ee ees Seleceheae. Cod Liat 16 oz \ 
Calomel) yo cccsicis es.gssce aa ciel agi sealote gs sentient bandas sees 1 dr. 
CrOtOd Ol atar'e's aihactieeniaianaerd aaa guns od deelsiscawain pa keine 43 ares 10 drops 
Gentian .7..... Linguns diacuateiat Atti 2 tia Sine see aa ai tec amsue ain: 2 02. 
Ginger chk a seaarpancnele soe meu moan, Homes es — 

Give in warm linseed tea or hay-tea, but it is not safe to peat it. 
If this.does not act promptly, He fovowing stimulant may a ae 
every two hours :— ’ 

Aqua ammonia..,.,.....,...... Sues dackubaake mac Pies dichduetee 1 oz. wagl 
GINGOP ces een cate ses sk AcsAMeethe ee en eds Si eames eee 4“ + 

Stimulants will be found very beneficial. A soft,. nourishing dis 

diet should be supplied, as the. appetite sometimes remains durin 
the early stages. Ifthe fever runs high, and there is danger of 's 

tic infection, give the following mien ai — emeund 

Biswlphit6 of 80de 25:2 sie vdetou gc dee ns reaiauseeenatane 1 or 2 oz. 
Walter cs aunts cpther ents cee nes Seweremniaa aes veo 1 pt. 

Or— Le oe : i 

Carbolic acid (erystals) sl dead ns ania eee 24 Geeiasy CS suena we Gisteie 20 gr. 
Glycerine... 0 .:......... Sadectedievea HLS iia avec fase BASINS Da teaaOh eS 2 dr. 

The acid and glycerine must be rubbed. down in a mortar until the 
crystals disappear, then add cold, water. sufficient to make up the 
bulk of the dose to a half pint. 

Sometimes the animal becomes too drowsy to take the medicine 

in the usual way. It must then be administered by means of the 

stomach-pump and a tube (Fig. 1097). 
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At this stage, nervous power may be excited by the injection of 

a solution of strychnine beneath the skin, by means of the hypodet 

mic syringe (Fig. 991). 
The following may be used for this purpose :— 

Dy Chin NG aia sedis Voie oaeciss wong wees cee ea ta new eee mey oe ... Agr 
Spirits OL WING: ce oc cescs ssccssees osttvale a 8 aisle w bikes aie GG oa BIE ORL 2 02. 
Bulphiric acid ses secession cadis euctciens ¥isstuedisselsiee s aleiees vena cm 6 drops 

Inject thirty drops * 
at intervals of half an 

hour, and increase or 
diminish the dose as 
required. 

This disease most 

frequently runs a rap- & 

id course, and death ‘ aia 

ensues from blood- ' 8 Th TD 

poisoning. In the ab- 

sence of all septic in- 

fluences, recovery is 

possible, and. even 
very fapid. A cow 
may seem at the point of death in the evening, and in the morn- 

ing be found very much improved. The decline of temperature is 
the earliest favorable sign, and will be indicated by the thermom- 

eter before any visible signs appear. While the animal is convales- 

cent, mineral tonics, particularly the salts of iron, are indicated. 

The food should be nutritious and easy of digestion. but not too 
stimulating. 

a 

Whi 
ie 

Fie. 1097.—Stomach-pump. 

Fie. 1098.—Parturient Apoplexy. . 
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PARTURIENT APOPLEXY, OR MILK - FEVER. 

This is frequently confounded with Metro-peritonitis. Some 
practitioners still regard the two diseases as identical, or differing 

only in respect to violence; but weight of authority seems to be 
against this view. Parturient Apoplexy is a disease of the blood, 
and follows parturition in‘cows in high condition that are deep 
milkers. Fleming says, “An animal which has calved is like one 
into whose circulation a certain quantity of blood has been trans- 
fused. This superabundance of blood does not quickly disappear 
from the body ; it takes, so to say, the place of a new organ. In 
animals which have just brought forth, the milk secretion expends 
this blood.” It is the non-expenditure of this blood which causes 
parturient apoplexy... It never follows difficult or protracted deliv- 

‘ery, uterine hemorrhage, abortion, or retention of the after-birth. . 

Symptoms.—The earliest. indications are a cessation of rumina- 
tion and appetite, grating of the teeth, uneasiness, unsteadiness of 

gait;.the pulse is accelerated, the breathing, heavy and ‘hurried, 
muzzle dry and hot, eyes bright and staring, the expression anxious 

and bewildered, the udder hot and tender, and sometimes enlarged ; 
there is a partial suspension of milk,’ and in some ‘cases it amounts: 

to entire suspension. : 

“As the symptoms advance, the animal sways from side to side, 
reels about and falls, half rises and falls again, and so on, until at 

last she sinks down altogether frequently in the position shown i in 
Fig. 1098. 

"The animal rapidly becomes unconscious. In some cases con- 
sciousness returns from time to time; in ‘others, the coma is per- 
sistent until recovery commences or death occurs. If the respiration 

grows shorter and shorter, the pulse weaker, and the limbs and body 
cold, a fatal termination may be looked for. 

. The duration of the. disease varies. Sometimes death takes 

place in six hours; on the other hand, -patientsyhave been known to 
recover after lying in an unconscious state for twenty-four hours or 
more. As a rule, the crisis may be looked for at about the twelfth 

hour. An. alternately comatose state is, always: an unfavorable 

symptom. 
Treatment.— Dr. Meyer, of New York, aaestat the following : 

“Treatment for Parturient Apoplexy should be immediate. I first 
bleed at the tail. I then: apply an ammoniated liniment, strong, and 

give 1 oz. antimony. et pot. tart.; about four hours after, 5 drams, 
and eight to ten hours after, 3 drams. Apply the liniment about _ 

every six hours for four applications. Care must be had in drench- 
t 
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ing. The tartar emetic is dissolved in about one pint of warm 
water. Keep the udder well stripped of milk every hour or so, and 
let the animal rest quietly. In about thirty-six hours consciousness 
may be observed, and then endeavor to get the animal to stand. 

Should she appear weak, give 2 dram doses of nux vomica. Under | 
this form of treatment nine out of ten recover, and by the third day 

appear well and nurse their young. I always find it in. well-fed 

animals, never in.thin or poorly-cared-for cows, and labor is al- 
ways easy. I have some fine milkers that I have treated every 

year for the last four years. They are stall-fed, and I cannot induce 
the owners to keep them down in flesh during gestation.” 

When bleeding is resorted to, 
from four to six quarts of blood: 
may be taken from the jugular 
vein. This vein cannot be se- 
cured by the hand alone,’ as in 

the horse, nor can _ sufficient - 

pressure be applied by this means. 
_ Acord about three-eighths of an 

inch thick should be passed around 

the base of the neck, and secured 

at the top in a running noose, as 

Fro, 1099.—Ox Prepared for Bleeding. - Seen in Fig. 1099. Smooth down 
_ the hair by means of a wet sponge. 

This will bring the distended vein into relief, like a large rope 

_under the skin. The animal must be firmly held by the horns by 
an assistant, or by means of the bull-dogs applied to the nose 

(Fig. 1025). A longitudinal incision must be, made, which should 
be of sufficient length to secure a satisfactory flow of blood. As 
soon as a sufficient quantity has been extracted, the cord is removed, 

when the flow ceases. The wound should then be closed ™P by’ 
means of the common twisted suture (Fig. 1122). 

If bleeding i is decided upon, the next step should be che admin: 

istration of a speedy cathartic. If the animal is comatose, use the 
stomach-pump. The following is sure, and speedy in its action:— 

Croton oil.............665 a eo Se rere 30 to 40 drops 
Linseed oil......... isdlan atireubieecemiaterorn ecarece Wyonieas vielen 1 pt. . 

Croton oil is so irritating and drastic that it must never be used 
unless thoroughly blended with oil. It is important to keep the 
bladder empty, and the urine should be frequently drawn off by the 
catheter, The after-treatment should be stimulating. Within an 
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‘hour after giving the purgative, a pint of brandy or whisky, diluted 

with the same quantity of water, may be given. This should be 
followed with proportionate doses at regular intervals. As a sub- 
stitute, $ to 1 oz. doses of carbonate of ammonia may be used with 
the same frequency. If tympanitis is present, the aromatic spirits 
of ammonia, given in the same doses, will be found exceedingly use- 
ful. The udder should be gently and frequently ‘rubbed, and what 
milk it contains must be continually drawn away at short intervals. 

The patient should be placed with the fore parts elevated, and the 
head should be kept well up throughout the case. 

The first food offered should be gruel. This may be replaced in 

a short time by bran or linseed mashes, and then a little green food 
It is a mistake to dose with tonics, such as iron, gentian, and nux’ 
vomica. The animal is of course weak, but strength is more likely 

to be gained by good nursing and nourishing food than by medicine. 

There is liability of a recurrence of the disease at the next labor, 

and such an animal is a good subject for the butcher. 
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PARTURIENT DISEASES 

(CONTINUED). 

LevcoRREEA, oR ‘‘ WHITES” — ABORTION —IMPortTaANcE oF IsoLatTion — Hys- 
TEROCELE, OR HERNIA OF THE Uterus — Sore Treats — GONORRHEA — Mam- 
MITIS, OR INFLAMMATION OF THE UDDER — TDS or CALVEs — CARE 

or TaeM aT Brrets — Tuer AILMENTS. 

LEUCORRHEA, OR “‘ WHITES.” 

HIS sometimes follows parturition, as the result of violence or of 
Tsetse after-birth, but it may occur at other times. It is char- 

acterized by a discharge from the vulva’ of a white, glutinous, 
and sometimes ropy substance, It is usually inodorous, but if from 
retained after-birth, it is muco- purulent ; and offensive. 

Symptoms.—At first there is little or no constitutional disturb- ’ 
ance. As the‘disease proceeds, there is more or less fever, a quick- 

ened pulse, diminished | appetite. and secretion. of anille, and the 
_ bowels become irregular. : 

Treatment.—Syringe out the vagina with tepid water, and inject 
the following twice a day, until the discharge ceases —_ 

Give a saline cathartic, as 12 oz. Epsom. salts, and follow with a 

course of tonics... _The following may be given daily in the feed :— 

Sulphate of iron (Copperss). o.oo... 62 ep Lies cere ee eet idseek 2 dr. 
-Gentian .-..7...0... . wade seein homie eee jugidsa geytasine deve og ORs 
Bs eae le ciate sh chuasieialeacl Ghe ave aseusubua guavanerefatsiieas Sears cessed ° 

This treatment, with a: Abaeutive diet, weil: often effect a cure. If 

the discharge is offensive, the following may: be injected after wash- 
ing out the. ‘vagina with ane carbolic. acid solution :— 

 ‘Pannic acid......... aaa Ree es ie 
ee suited sf aegreseate ee ee cre ee ee Deierace tne 2 qts. 

Permanganate of potaatr, tbe, 
WSter cocina Aiea ee sai caliale:ecateiae és bvialte a /uisieteatensnasess aedeoiies 
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ABORTION. i 

An idea of the extent to which’ this prevails may be gained 
~from the fact that in the State of New York the annual loss by abor- 
tion among cattle has been for several-years more than $4,000,000. 
The malady frequently becomes: epidemic, and runs rapidly through 
a herd, the cows aborting one after another. The causes are 

numerous. It may be due to external violence or accident, to 
smutty, moldy, or ergoted food, to’ riding of animals in heat or 

teasing by the bull, to overfeeding, and to decaying animal refuse, 
especially the ahortion discharges of other. animals. The last is 
probably the immediate cause of its epidemic nature, though the 

causes that produced it in the original instance have doubtless ren- 
dered the herd peculiarly susceptible to it. For this reason it is of 
the greatest importance to isolate every instance of it, remove all 

vestiges of the fetus and of the after-birth, and thoroughly disinfect 

and deodorize the premises. Smearing the parts of the cow with tar 

or stinking oil will help to destroy the smell. It is better to fatten 
her for the butcher than to risk another pregnancy. 

Symptoms.—\n the early period of pregnancy, abortion may 
occur without any premonitory signs, the first intimation of it being 

. given by the animal’s again being in heat. In later stages, the pre- 
“monitory signs’ ‘resemble those of an ordinary parturition, except 
that the change in the animal is sudden and accompanied with great 
dejection. In some cases there is a muco-purulent discharge from 
the vulva. a, 

Treatment.—Where abortion occurs in the early stages of gesta- 
tion, there is usually little or no constitutional disturbance, hence 

little active treatment is called for. But under all circumstances 

the cow should be isolated, and kept from the herd for at least a 
month. A moderate saline cathartic, followed by mineral tonics 
and good food, will usually be all the treatment needed. 

In later abortion the constitutional disturbance is greater, and 

frequently complications arise. If the after-birth has not been dis- 
charged, it must be removed with the hand, without delay. Fleming 

suggests the subsequent injection of a weak solution of carbolic acid. 
This may be done twice a day for a week or more. In the event of 

hemorrhage, it must be treated as prescribed for vaginal or uterine 
hemorrhage. The animal must be kept warm, and free from expo- 

sure to the weather, if it is damp or cold. Mineral tonics and 
nourishing food should be given. 

Preventive Measures.—These are important, and must consist, in 

the first place, of avoiding, so far as is possible, the causes that have 
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given rise to abortion. Among these there is no doubt that wet, 
moldy, and frosted fodder, smutty grain, ergoted corn, rye, and hay, 
are predisposing causes. So, on the other hand, is the plethoric 

condition induced by too rich food. If there is reason to think the 

cause of the epidemic lies in the food, a change in the character or 
quality of the diet should be made at once. If ergoted hay or 

‘smutty corn must be used, feed roots freely at the same time. In 

order to escape the attacks of ergotism, the selection of pasturage 
must be carefully made. Wet localities are most liable to ergot in 

+ Fie. 1100.—Hysterocele. 

‘the rye-grass. If pastures are grazed, or mown early and allowed 

to rest until a wet.season, they become prolific sources of ergotized 

grass. When it is difficult to change the pastures, it is a safe pre- 

caution to mow down the grass, so as to prevent a second crop’s 

going to seed. 
Indigestion, as producing obstinate constipation, diarrhea, © 

hoven, etc., which sometimes cause abortion, must be avoided by 

care and the observance of the rules of hygiene. 
Give daily doses of one half ounce of chlorate of potash to’ 

” every pregnant cow, and keep the animals completely isolated, and 

confined in sheds or stables that have been thoroughly disinfected. 
If ‘premonitory symptoms appear, large and repeated doses of lauda- 

num may be given to quiet the system and check the tendency, but 
if the symptoms increase, isolate the cow at once, for the abortion is 
probably inevitable. After recovery, a cow should not take the bull 
until she has run over several periods of heat. If she aborts the 

second time, there should be no hesitancy in fattening her, as she 

will be a constant source of danger to the herd. 
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HYSTEROCELE, 0B HERNIA OF THE UTERUS. 

This serious form of hernia is happily not common. It is due 

to violent efforts or external injuries and to weakness of the abdom- 
inal muscles. It is not usually observed until toward the ‘seventh 
or eighth month of pregnancy. That part of the cow descends, 

sometimes nearly to the ground, carrying the udder down with it, 
or pushing it to one side (Fig. 1100). It can only be treated after 
parturition, which is usually accomplished: without difficulty. If aid 
is required, lift the uterus as near as may be into the natural posi- 

-tion, by means of a sheet held on either side by assistants. Some- 

times the life of the fetus can be saved only by the Casarian 
operation. If the cow is safely delivered, she had better be made 
fit for the butcher. She should never be allowed to become pregnant 
again. 

: | SORE TEATS, 

Sores, chaps, and cracks are frequently 
found on the teats of a cow. Continued 
sucking by the calf, or cold, wet, and filth at 

any time, may cause soreness. For simple 
tendernéss or soreness, wash the teats with 

warm water, and anoint with the following 
ointment :— 

Pulverized alum...............00005 1dr 
Vaseline......... die iepsend A ata ae mean 2 02. 

Fra. 1101.—Section of the Lard may be used as a substitute for the 

Cow’s Teat. vaseline, but the latter is decidedly preferable. 
a, a, Principal lactiferous Or— 

ducts; b, Lactiferous sinus; é 
©, ¢, Acini; 'd, d, Dartoid tis- Goulard’s extract........ pesreie aynimbdes ty ae 
sue; e, Orifice of the teat. Sulphate of zinc................. ‘aaa 

; Ward ya paves aisisvcnsns, 3 espeinarss se tiie) Sa-yaes 2“ 

Rub upon the parts a few times. This is a favorite remedy 
_ among dairymen for sore teats, cake in the bag, etc. This prescrip- 
tion I know to have been sold for fifteen dollars, and it is. prized by 

dairymen in Northern New Vork, where the medicine is sold espe- 
cially for their use. ‘ 

Gentle milking with dry teats will prevent much soreness, and 

no treatment will prove effective without this caré. In severe cases, 
where milking is very painful to the cow, the milk may be drawn off 

by-aid of the teat siphon (page 97). 
Dr. C. A. Meyer recommends as the best: application for sore 

teats, equal parts of tannin and glycerine. 2 

é 
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GONORRHEA. 
This is a disease of frequent occurrence, and often of a trouble- 

some character. It may be due to local irritation or to an over- 
heated system, ‘and sometimes the cause cannot be determined. It 

‘consists in a thick, white discharge from the penis. in “the male, or 
from the vagina in the female. 

Symptoms.—In addition to the discharge named, urination is 

frequent and painful: The patient stamps, moans, lashes the tail, 

and voids the urine in jets rather than in a full stream. The sheath 

is swollen, hot, and tender. Constitutional disturbance i is indicated 

t 

by a quickened pulse and by more or less fever. In ‘the female: ‘the 

vagina is inflamed, and the vulva swollen. 

Treatment.—This, in the male, is somewhat tedious, as' the ap- 
plication of remedies is difficult, A bull thus affected should be 

withdrawn from all service. The. disease i is not only contagious, but 

it is aggravated by indulgence. Cleanse the parts by syringing 
_ with tepid water, and inject eee the iolowitig lotion : i— 

. Acetate of lead .............. eye os se E Mee EER Batya 1 oz. 
"Sulphate of zinc ..... titi mc hae n laser ns casdilvavauhtisiad Aueawatac healed 2dr. - 
Spirits of camphor....... mdeale Sees Sinaia eave adeie ta caine eed 4 oz. 

. Boiling water........... eoexaacisa repair i eaved surmtase Ware yancs s.-..1 qt. 

‘Shake before using. 
. The bull should be cast, and the penis withdrawn Gon the 

‘sheath. This is offen: a difficult task. By moderate pressure the 

penis may be. made to protrude from the sheath, when it should’ be 
grasped by the hand, covered with a soft cloth, drawn out and . 

bathed with tepid water, and then with the lotion. If any chancres 

are found, ‘touch them with nitrate of silver. In the female the fol- 
lowing solution may be injected with a 2 glass syringe :— 

, Nitrate of silvers... 0... ..ccee cece e eens Seas a vaeeceseeveeB G2 
Distilled water... 2 .<sc0 isons si ee exceeds eases esos Ep maka sere ys 1 pt. 

Give the iopomney twice a day :— Bs 

Qubebs........... 00005. pajens Stele eee 4 ani Rees FEN Sea ceuek 
Sulphate of i iron er ie ' 
Wate vs.icccce 5 coke cxsk ao arses ewe Pea a ee eee sae oe Beek : ‘qt, 

The diet should be laxative and unstimulating, and the animal 

must be kept quiet and in a cool place. a os 

MAMMITIS, OR INFLAMMATION OF THE UDDER. 

This affection, commonly called garget, frequently takes place 

soon after calving, | but it as frequently occurs before or long after _ 

that period. It may be caused by external violence, insufficient and 
careless milking, overdriving with distended udder, sudden changes 

x 
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in temperature, as the hot days and cold nights of September, or 

cold contracted from lying out late in wet pastures or during frosts. 

Symptoms—Enlargement of the udder, with heat, tenderness, 
and a hard feeling in the part more particularly affected. Instead 
of normal milk, a thin, yellowish fluid is drawn from the teat. This 
becomes denser, and fetid and curdled lumps are drawn away with 
it. There is more or less constitutional disturbance, manifested in 
restlessness, diminished appetite, shivering, and disordered bowels. 
The milder type yields readily to treatment ; the type found in con- 
nection with parturition’ sometimes terminates in suppuration, or 

induration or gangrenous sloughing. 
Treatment.—In the early stages give a moderate cathartic, asa 

half pound of Epsom salts. Follow this with a tablespoonful of 
nitrate of potash (saltpeter) in water ora bran mash, night and morn- 
ing. Milk frequently, with cate to get all the milk away, or use the 

teat siphon (page 97). 
Rub the udder gently with the following ointment :—- 

Camphor (powdered): wie vse: ss see dt cxeeaxe sees eis aeaaresed 4 02. 
Extract of belladonna .......... Os Fie 2. Syeyescseye i iavenclouisesese eo iat 2% 
Tsar ess oc ays acento abe ace wl eacaeaie a aks Xie Soins wie be reres ante Poses? 2“ 

If the swelling is considerable, or the udder apparently painful, 

it should be se aa by a large bandage, as shown in Fig. 1102." 
Many recommend the application of a 

poultice of bran, linseed oil, oatmeal, or 

hops, but in cold weather these ‘are not 
suitable. If one is applied, the bandage 

is necessary for its support. In the event 
of suppuration and sloughing, prompt 
measures are necessary to prevent blood- 

Fie. 1102,—Method of Supporting poisoning. Antiseptic dressings of car- 
the Udder. bolic acid or of chloride of zinc, one half 

ounce of carbolic acid to a pint of water, 

must be freely employed. If abscesses form, open them and allow 
the pus to-escape, then syringe the cavity with the carbolic acid 
solution, and dress with the following ointment :— 

Sulphate of copper (blue vitriol) powdered ...................4. 1 dr. 
DAT ssc 2:5, cin ovensuacy she iavarne deanevers el ahevailds va austere aeianeaes es eee 1 oz. 

Or— 

Chloride of lime... 2... ccc cece cece eee tne eter e eens 2 dr. 
OIG esc geet canes vane s eee Te eee See Re See Sas va 1 oz. 

If the hard, swellings continue without suppuration, use’ iodine 

ointment. Prof. Gamgee recommends— : 
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Todide of mercury............ cc. ccc e cee eceees Miveaude ewhine’s 4 dr. 
GY COPING ois sshd c. a gerd: ove gesiata-acanelen atavas daatavn wo wIee okaales Beans Ne 402. 
Alcohol 4 oz. 

’ Rub the udder gently and thoroughly with this every two days. 

' Severe attacks of mammitis often leave a cow with permanently 

diminished capacity for giving milk. 

TREATMENT OF -CALVES. 

If the cow does not clean her calf immediately after it is 

dropped, she may usually be induced to do so by sprinkling a little 

salt upon the calf. If the navel-string bleeds, it should be tied with 

a stout thread. Any inflammation about the navel may be treated: 
with some simple ointment. | The calf should, if possible, always be 

allowed the first milk of the mother, as it will remove the offensive 

accumulation of weeks and months, and regulate the bowels. 

co_Lic., 

Sometimes calves are attacked when but a few'days old bya 

violent colic. It frequently proves fatal, and sometimes seems to be: 
epizootic. Its cause is not yet understood. 

Symptoms.—Loss of appetite, listlessness, watery discharges. 
from the bowels, alternating with severe gripings or colicky pains. 

In severe cases, diarrhea and colic alternate until the calf becomes 

exhausted and death takes place. 

Treatment.—Give, at the first signs of the disease, a mixture of 
milk, eggs, and whisky, or one of eggs, wheat flour, and linseed oil. 
If this does not check the disorder, give— 

Tinct. of opium (laudanum),............-. 2.2 .eeeee eee Seaemeats 2 dr. 
Essence Of CIN Ser 5 eas cid civic sta cca vneadve ceadincien Coup eaatee weiew ee 1 dr. 

Give in wheaten gruel, aad repeat until there is relief. 

Bk ; CROUP. 

This is especially seen in calves in cold, damp, or exposed lo- 
calities. 

Symptoms.—There: is a sudden and severe sore throat, with 
hard, croupy cough, and running from the nose. The. animal 

breathes with difficulty and swallows with an effort. The most 

characteristic symptom is the formation of a false membrane in the 

throat, which is discharged in shreds on the second or third day. 
Fever runs very high, while there is a rapid pulse, with a tempera- 
ture rising to 107° or higher. 

Treatment.—Keep the patient in a warm stable, with water 

vapor set free in the air if possible. Give a moderate dose of Epsom 
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or Glauber’s salts. A little nitrate of potash (saltpeter) in the 
drinking water will allay the feverishness. The vapor from slack- 
ing lime will, if inhaled moderately, assist the discharge of the false 

membrane. In very severe cases, tracheotomy sometimes becomes 

necessary to prevent suffocation. 

DIARRHEA. 

The common prevalence of this: affection among young calves,. 
and its frequently fatal termination, demand for it special attention. 

The most common form, that 
known as scouring (see Fig. 

1108), is at first simple in char- 
acter, and is easily managed if. 
taken in time. The disease in 

this form may be due to the 
character of the mother’s milk, 
which may have been deterio- 
rated by weakness, disease, or 

Fie. 1103.—Diarrhea. heating by overdriving or wor- 

rying. Irregular feeding is very 

apt to disarrange the system, and leads to the practice among calves 

of licking each other. Quantities of hair are thus introduced into 
the stomach, where their presence induces irritation, and subsequent 
.diarrhea. If the calf must be reared by hand, it should pe fed with. 
care in order to ‘prevent its drinking too fast, as well as to obviate 

taking in air while drinking.. 

Treatment.—See if the mother is in good health and condition. 

Often a change of her. diet will’ relieve the difficulty. If there are 
irritating substances in the stomach or ‘bowels, give the following : _ 

i 

Castor tl evi ii caeisis ene Soa jotueeee erent .....2 oF 8 oz. 
Ginger. ...........000- Valin eebaiee o bas eeRey ‘,......1 teaspoonful. 

Follow this with— 

TAMO WRtCr sos s eae ecines. awed a tele es Baa ae eGe es Recs aeee 2 o2, 
Infusion of gentian.........0... cc cece cece ee neceeeeteateeeees 2 OZ 

Give two or three times a day. 

Or— 

Calcined magnesia,.............. ee ee ee aie a'ar. 
Powdered Opium,...... 0... cece ccc cece ence n een enenes cpidvexece 20 gr. 
Powdered rhubarb bills s 3 AO LC ee SS ae eitiaena'e aveuele’ & aa wa eee’ 2 dr. 

This may be given in milk or linseed gruel. 
Gruel made with wheaten flour or starch is good as a drink, and 

also as a vehicle for medicines. Alum whey is a very useful prepa- 
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ration for small and weakly calves. It is made. by boiling one half 
ounce of alum in two quarts of milk for ten minutes. Strain, and 
give it morning and’evening. Water should be allowed i in moderate 
quantities, to which chlorate of potash, in the "proportion of one 
half ounce to a pailful of water, has been added. 

The following is a good astringent mixture for calves, and may 
be used if the other remedies do not check the disorder :— 

Prepared Challe nsies eae a hares woe « jonies ea ees 4 hese has 1 02. 
Powdered catechu... ........cccgeeceee cece eee eeceeee teen n eed OB 
Powdered Binger... 2... eee ete eee teen eee ee es 2 dr. 
Powdered opium........ Reticutevicsed hun eee lpscheinareed eae: WEAR TS WOES 4dr, 
Peppermint WAtED jks 4g wise aadia Fede a sealed oneal + pt. 

Give three or four éablespoortils morning and evening. 

HOOSE, OR HUSK. 

This is a parasitic disease, and is described under the head of 

those diseases. 
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AX TT oe * 

Fie. 1104.—Teeth of the Ox. 

1. Upper jaw: a, Seen from below; b, Side-view.: 
2. Lower jaw: a, From above; b, Side-view. 

(844) 

HE dentition of cattle is 

an important study for 

the farmer as well as for 

the veterinary surgeon. It is 
often of considerable impor- 

' tance to determine the age of 
cattle, andthe common method 

of doing this is by an examina- 
tion of the horns. This, how- 
ever, is a very uncertain meth- 
od, and the inexperienced are 

often misled by it. Sometimes 
the file, sand-paper, and oil are 
used with the intent to mislead. 

It is only in the cow that the 
rings on the horns are distinct. 

The first ring is usually, though 
not always, formed at the age 
of three years. Ifa heifer takes 

the bull at two years of age, 

or a little before or after that 

period, the first ring will ap- 

pear, so that a three-year-old 
may sometimes bear the mark 

of a four-year-old. On the 
horns of a bull the rings are 

not seen until the age of five 
years, and occasionally they 
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are not seen at all. In the ox they do 

not appear before the age of five, and 

then they are often indistinct. So 

Fia. 1106. —Incisors of the Ox. 

Fig. 1105.—Upper Jaw. a, Crown! b, Fang; ¢, Neck; f, 
Nippping edge; b, Inner edge. 

that the teeth* remain the truest criterion by which to judge the 
age of cattle. 

Fig. 1104 shows the appearance of the teeth - in both jaws, as 
seen from different points of view. 

Fig. 1105. - presents ‘a 
distinct view of the mo- 
lar teeth on both sides 

of the upper jaw.. The | 

molars of the ox differ | 
from those of the horse 
in the fact that the three 

front ones in ‘each jaw 

are small’ as compared 
with the posterior mo- 
lars. 

Fe. L107 — Te Teeth at The 

Birth. 

incisors (Fig. Fic. 1108.—The Teeth in the 
Second Week. 

1106) are eight in num- 
ber, and all in the lower jaw. - 

It will be seen that the ox has thirty-two teeth, twenty- -four of 
which are molars, arranged as in the jaw of the horse, and: eight i in- | 

cisors belonging to the lower jaw. : 

The description of the teeth at different periods is given'so con- 
cisely in the work of our friend, Robert Tennings, V. S. (now of De- 

“For diseases of the teeth, the reader is referred to page $22, Part I. 
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troit, Mich.), on “ The Horse and Other .Live Stock,” that we cannot 

do better than make a free use of his language in our description. 
At birth, the calf usually has two incisors, or front teeth. In 

Fie. 1109.—Teeth in the Third Week. Fie. 1110. Tee after One Month. 

some cases these are just appearing through the gums, but if the 
cow has overrun her regular time for several days, the teeth will be 

fully set, as seen in Fig. 1107. 
During the second week, a tooth will usually appear on each 

side, as shown in Fig. ‘1108. 
Before the end of the third week, the animal will usually have 

six incisors (Fig’ 1109). 

' In another week, two more will have come through, completing 

the number of incisors, which will appear as represented in Fig. 
1110. : 

Fre. 1111.—Teeth during = Fa. 1112.—The Teeth at Fic. 1118.—The Teeth at 

Fifth to Eighth Month. Ten Months. . One Year. 

These are the milk-teeth, or temporary teeth. They wear away 

as the animal begins to eat solid food, and thus indicate the length 

of time they have been used. The middle incisors, being the oldest, | 

{ 
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first show the marks ar age and wear, and “often become somewhat 

worn before the corner teeth appear. The four inner teeth do not 
appear to wear so much on the outer edge as on the inside. At the 

‘end of eight weeks they are nearly as sharp as ever, After this pe- 

Fig. 1114.—The Teeth at naan Teeth at Fie. 1116.—The Teeth 
Fifteen Months. Eighteen Months. at Two Years. 

riod the edge gradually wears down until the tooth presents a more 
flattened surface, while the next outer teeth wear down in the same 

way. “At the end of three months this wearing away is very appar- 

ent, and at four months al! the incisors ‘show. marks of | wear, the 

inner ones showing the most. The.teeth now begin to diminish in 
size, as well as to wear down, and they gradually separate. ° 

The appearance of the teeth from the fifth to the eighth month 
is represented i in Fig. 1111. 

: At ten months, the 

change shown in Fig. 
1112 jis clearly seen. 
The spaces between the 

teeth now begin to 

show very plainly. 
At the age of one 

year they usually pre- 
sent the appearance 
shown in Fig.1118, and 
at the age of fifteen yq. 1118.—The Teeth at 

at Tarde Yeard, months, that represent- Four Years. 

var ed in Fig. 1114. The 

rorner teeth are now not more than half their original size, while 

the middle teeth are still smaller. 

Fia. 1117.—The Teeth 
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At the age of a year and a half, the two permanent middle in- 
' cisors have made their appearance. Fig.:1115 shows these, the 

internal structure of the lower jaw at this age, and also the cells of 

the teeth. . The two middle teeth have come through the jaw, the 
next two have not yet reached the surface, while the third pair are 
just perceptible. 

At two years past, the jaw usually presents the appearance 

shown in Fig. 1116, four of the permanent teeth being now seen. 
After this the milk-teeth disappear slowly. At three years the third 

pair of permanent teeth have but just appeared (Fig. 1117). At four 
yeats the last pair of incisors will be through (Fig. 1118), but the 

outside ones are not yet fully grown, as is the case in the horse at 
the same age. The two inner pairs of permanent teeth are begin- 

E ning to wear at the 

edges, as shown in the 
cut. The ox can 
hardly be said to be 

full-mouthed: until it 

has reached the age 
of five years. The 

whole set has now be- 
come somewhat worn 
down at the top, and 

Fro. 1119.—The Teeth 7 the two middle yp, 1190 the Teeth 
at Five Years. teeth a dark line ap- at Ten Years. 

pears in the center, 
along a line of harder bone. This can be seen in Fig. 1119. 

There now comes a period of a year or two, and sometimes 
three, in which the teeth do not. indicate so clearly the exact age. 
During this period the. judgment must be guided by the extent to 
which the dark central lines are worn, which, however, will depend 
in some degree upon the feeding and exposure of the animal. At 

the age of seven these lines extend over all the teeth. At-eight 
years of age another marked change begins. A- slow but percepti- 
ble process of absorption begins with the two middle incisors, which 

become’smaller than the others. The dark lines have now become 
worn into one in all but the corner teeth. At ten years of age four 
of the central incisors (Fig. 1120) have become smaller, while. the 
central marks have grown fainter. At the age of eleven the six 
inner teeth are smaller than the two outside ones. At twelve years 
all the teeth have become smaller, the dark, lines have nearly disap- 

peared, except in the corner teeth, and” the i inner edge is now worn 

down to the gum. 



METHODS OF THROWING 
AND SECURING THE Ox. 

It is sometimes necessary _ 
to throw and secure the ox. 
We shall present' several 

methods of doing this.’ Per- 
haps the best and simplest 
one we can give is that used 

for throwing the horse, which. 

is fully explained under the 
head of First Method of 
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Subjection, Part I. page 

Fre. 1122.—Rueff’s Method of Throwing an Ox. 

58, and can be re- 

ferred to. What- 
‘ever method is a- 

dopted, care must 

be taken to prevent 
fracturing the horns 
or rupturing the 
stomach. A thick 

bed :of straw will 

lessen the chance of. 

injury. and soften 

the fall of the an- 

imal. zs 

= — - : = 

Fie 1128.—Seouring Hind Leg by Means of the Tail. 
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There are va- 

rious methods of 
applying ‘the 
rope. One has 
been shown. on 

page 148;. an- 

other is shown in 
‘Fig. 1121. The 

= rope has a run- 
E ning loop at one 

‘ end, which is 
; placed around 

Fie, 1124.—Ox Travis. 
the front foot, as 

a, b, Framework, securely fastened to the floor, the uprights curved ; : 
to fit the body; ¢, d, Transverse bars uniting the uprights; e, Post to shown in the cut. 
which the head is tied; f, Same for hind leg; g, Support for fore leg; is then i 
h, Key for fastening the bars c, da, Cs It is then carried 

around the other 
front pastern, thence back around a hind pastern, and afterward 
passed around the portion connecting the two front pasterns, | and 

finally back toward the opposite hind quarter. By this method, two 

Fre. 1127. 
Fie. 1125. 

Nose-clamp. Fig. 1126—Nose-clamp with Keeper. Nose-clamp with Screw. 

stout assistants are often needed for 
the head, and two or three others to 
pull back on the rope. 

Fig. 1128.—Nose-clamp with Spring and Keeper. ‘> Fyre. 1129.-—Nose-ring. 
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Fig. 1122 illustrates a method: practiced in Germany, which 
seems to have some special advantages. At the end of a rope a 

noose is formed, and passed over the horns of the animal.’ The rope 

Fre. 1180.—Nose-punch. 

' «is then looped around the neck, and twice arouna 
the body, as shown in the illustration, the free end . 
being carried to the right if the animal is to be 

thrown on the left side, and vce versa. Two as- 
sistants take hold of the free end, while a third 
holds the animal by the head, unless the-head is’ 

.fastened to a post. By pulling on the rope, the three turns of the 

rope about the' neck, chest, and stomach ‘tighten, and in a few: 
seconds the animal lies down upon its side quietly, with ‘out- 
stretched limbs, wHich can then be shackled. Soaping the rope at. 

the points of contact, lessens the friction and renders the operation 
easier of performance. 

Fre. 1131. — Alsace 
Nose-ring and Headstall. 

To secure the ox in a stand- * 
ing position, so as to protect 

-the operator from injury by the 
hind legs, various methods are 
used, of which we mention the 

two principal ones: 1. Fasten 
the hind legs to each ‘other by 
means of hobbles or a piece of 

rope; 2. Carry the tail inside 
the hind leg which is to be 
guarded against, ‘and bring it 
round in ‘front of the thigh. 

Here it may be held in the hand 

of an assistant, who : stands 

against the animal’s hind quar- 

ter. (Fig. 1123.) 
In Fig. 1124 we present a form 

¢ . 

Fia. 1182.—Alsace Nose-ring Applied. of the travis used on the conti- 
: 14 . 
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nent of Europe for shoeing oxen, or securing them for any other pur- 

pose. The head of the ox may be firmly held by means of the 

“nose-clamp,” “bull-holder,” or ‘“bull-dogs,” an instrument for 

seizing the nasal septum in a stronger manner than can be done by 

Fie. 1133.—Device for Controlling Dangerous Cattle. 

the hand. We illustrate several varieties, differing somewhat in 
construction, but in all of which the principle is the same. 

For an illustration et the “bull-dogs” applied to the nose, see 
page 134. 

It is sometimes of advantage to ring bulls and troublesome 

cows, so that they. may be 

more easily handled. The ring: 
' used for this ’ purpose is com, 

monly an iron or copper ring 
(Fig. 1129), jointed so that it 

can be inserted in a hole in 
the nasal septum, cut out by 

means of a nose ae (Fig, 
1180). . “ 

In Fig. 1131 ‘we show the 

Alsace nose-ring and headstall, 

and in Fig. 1132, the ‘same ap- 

plied. The simple device shown 
in Fig. 1183 enables a child to _ 

: control with ease a vicious and 

Fra. 1184,—Device to Prevent Hooking. powerful animal. This is a 
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pole having on one end a staple, through which a common sur- 
cingle or feather strap passes around-the animal's chest. The other 
end of the pole is fixed in the socket of an iron handle, which . 
terminates in a loop large enough to admit the hand. About eight 
inches from this loop is a fixed iron hook, attached at a right angle 

‘SSOUZEY-XQ YOUBJ—“oeTT ‘og 

to'the pole. This hook is inserted in the nose-ring. A strap pass- 
ing around the horns and over the pole, attaches the latter more 

_ firmly to the head. : 

In Fig. 1184 we represent an invention to prevent hooking. 
Each end of a cord running through holes bored near the tips of the 
horns, is attached to a wire hook, which is placed in the nostril. A 
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simpler and more effective device is the common one of a bar of - | 

-wood, in each end of which a hole is bored to pass over ‘the horns. 
It is fastened by nails or screws. A _ still simpler. method is 
to saw off the ends of the horns. . Dehorning, or cutting off 

the horns, is so painful that it. would be hardly advisable. To 
prevent cattle from running in the pasture, jumping, or tearing 

down fences, a strip of leather two to four inches wider than 

the head at the eyes, and long enough to pass well down 
over the nose, may be used. The upper corners are tied to the 

horns. The lower part is split a short distance in the center, anda 
string attached to each corner, and tied around the jaws loosely, 
then extended round the neck, and tied in position to keep in place. 

The ox can now see only sidewise of back, and this entirely prevents 
him from meddling with the fence or running around. The same 
thing works splendidly upon a horse, but it must be more carefully 
adjusted, which can be easily done by attaching it to a well-fitting 

‘halter. ‘ 
As a matter of catia, we add a form of yoke and harness for 

one ox, used in France. Fig, 1135 explains itself. 
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LocaAaL INJURIES, DISLOCATIONS, 
AND WTOUNDS. 

Ingury or THE Stirtz JomT— DistocaTion oF THE PateLLA— WOUNDS, THE 

Dirrerent Kinps, aND TREATMENT or EAcu — Sutures, NEEDLES, SYRINGES, 

AND Banpacrs — INFLAMMATORY ACTION AND Fiver — CLEANLINESS, VENTILA- 

tion, AND Distmnrection—— Forms or Conracious Matrek — Dispyrectine 

Aarmnts — Caiormr or Liwe — Cargonic Acrp — SuurHatTe or Iron — Sut- 

PHATE OF ZINC — Formu.as FoR DISINFECTANTS IN SOLID AND Liguip Forms — . 

-Fomacanion — SvizHur — CHLORINE Gas. 

INJURY OF.THE STIFLE Jour. 

[ee generally. results from kicks, blows, falls; and crowding» 

through doorways and gates. It is sometimes confounded 
with dislocation of the patella. 

Symptoms.—There is _ 

more or less distention 
of the capsule of the 

joint, with a soft, fluct- 

uating swelling on the 
inner or outer side, or — 

on both sides of the 
stifle. In severe cases, 

_ if the injury has been 
directly on the face of | 
the stifle joint, the 
swelling appears in 

front. The animal , Fie. 1186.—Stifle Joint after Injury. 
seems unwilling to a 

stand on the limb, to rest any weight on it, or to lie down. (See 
Fig. 1186.) More or less pain is present, with considerable fever, 
and there is an evident loss of appetite. ~ 

- Treatment.— Give a laxative at first, and keep the animal quiet. 
Apply hot fomentations, and afterward use He following lotion two 
or three times a day :— 

Tincture of arnica....... Nie ORY GMa a Rina Sea EY S SIRS Uo eieie 8 
Acetic acid...........44 Leresiges 
Aqua ammonia.............200+00+ 
Soap liniment.............0e0e ee eee 
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Sometimes, after the fever and inflammation are subdued, 

counter-irritants and even actual cautery are necessary. 

DISLOCATION OF THE PATELLA (KNEE-CAP). 

This is the most frequent form of dislocation met with among 

Fie. 1137.—Distocation of Patella. 

cattle. It appears to be a result of weakness, or sprain of the liga- 
ment. The symptoms cannot be mistaken. The patella is usually 
displaced outward, appearing as a hard tumor on the external aspect 
of the stifle joint. At the front of the joint there is a large depres- 
sion, which marks the position the patella should occupy. The 

animal moves on three legs, dragging the affected limb with the foot 
on the ground. (See Fig. 1137.) ; 

Treatment.—Reduction is effected by drawing the limb forward. 

This is best done by means of a loop about the fetlock. Pass the 
rope between the fore 

legs, and direct the as- 
sistants to pull the leg 
upward and toward the 
abdomen. At the same 

. time grasp the muscular 
part of the leg with one 
hand, and pull outward, 

while with the other 
hand placed on the pa- 
tella you push inward. 
The displaced bone will 

Fie. 1188.—Mode of Securing the Leg to Prevent probably slip back easily __ 
Dislocation of the Patella.. into position. The limb 
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should be kept forward for a time. This may be done by means 
of a rope attached as shown in Fig. 1138. A blister may be applied 
over the stifle to promote effusion. 

. WOUNDS. 

The wounds commonly met with in cattle are of 

four kinds :— °. 

Inctsed wounds, which are clean cut, as if pro-_ 

duced by a knife or some sharp-edged substance ; 

Lacerated Moun aS, in which the tissues are torn 

asunder ; 

Punctured wounds, those produced by stabs or 

pricks ; a 
Contused wounds, where the flesh has been bruised or crushed. 

Wounds may heal in either of the following ways :— 

_ First intention, or the immediate reunion of the parts ; 
Adhesive inflammation, where lymph exudes on both surfaces ; 

Fie. 1139. 

Twisted Suture, 

ae S ; Fie. 1141. 

Fre. 1140.—Interrupted Suture. Uninterrupted Suture. 

a, Thread or silk; b, Wire. 

Granulation, where new flesh is formed, over which pus is con- 

tinually poured ;, 
Scabbing, or crusting, in which nature covers the raw surface: 

with pus, blood, or lymph, which dries down and forms a scab. 

INCISED WOUNDS.—These are most amenable to treatment. 

‘They unite generally by first intention or adhesion. If not free 
from dirt, the wound should be thoroughly cleansed, and the edges 

~~ 

_ 
Fie. 1142.—Large Suture Needles (for wire). 

brought carefully together, in which position they must be held by 
plaster or. sutures. Before a plaster can be'used, the hair must be. 
shaved off. The sutures used are wire, pins, twine, silk, and catgut, 

the latter sometimes carbolized. Several varieties are employed as 
follows: In the twisted suture (Fig. 1139), a pin is passed through 
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the lips of the wound, which are then 
drawn together by means of soft twine, 

. looped around in the form of the fig- 

ure 8. Inthe interrupted suture (Fig. 

1140), each stitch, so to speak, is fast- 

ened separately; while in the unin- 

terrupted suture (Fig. 1141), the thread 

is passed continuously from one end 

of the wound to the other. This is. 
suitable for small wounds only. 

There are various other kinds of 
sutures, but we have given the most 
common ones. : 

In Figs. 1142 and. 1148 different 7 
forms of suture needles are shown. Wie, 1148. Sneek Sire 

Needles (for thread). 
Fig. 1144 represents.a syringe for 

washing out wounds, and Fig. 1145, one for injecting 

fluid into wounds. 
LACERATED WouUNDs. — These must heal by 

granulation. There is seldom danger from bleeding, 
_as the torn arteries usually contract sufficiently to 
prevent the flow of blood. If there is excessive hem- 

' orrhage, the artery must be secured. If no skin is 

removed, draw the edges together with sutures, tak- 
ing care to leave a free passage for the discharge 

of pus. If this cannot be done, the “many-tailed 
bandage” (Fig. 1146) must be used. This consists of 
two pieces of stout cloth, of equal width, one end of 

each piece being slit into an equal number of strips. 
One end is glued upon the skin at the side of the 
wound, the hair being clipped close for this purpose. - 

Fie. 1144. 

Syringe for Washing 
out Wounds. Fre. 1145.—Syringe for Injecting Fluid into Wounds. 
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When the glue is dry, the strips are brought forward and tied over 
the wound, the edges of which are drawn together by this means. 

Lacerated wounds from dog bites should be cauterized. 
PUNCTURED WOUNDS. 
—Considerable skill is 
required in the treat- - 

ment of these. They 

are deceptive, for.it is 

often difficult to deter- 
mine their extent, or 
what foreign substances 

may be left in the 

wound. They should 
always be carefully ex- 
amined, but the probe 

can be used with safety 

only by a surgeon. The free discharge of pus must be secured, 
and such a wound should heal from the bottom, else a deep-seated 

abscess may result. 
CONTUSED Wounps.—If these are slight, nature will effect a 

cure unaided. They are best treated by poultices and fomentations. 
Liniments of camphor or ammonia. are useful to hasten the restora- 
tion of vascular action. 

In all classes of wounds there isa certain amount of inflamma- 

tory action, and consequent fever. This is best counteracted by 
mild aperients, a nourishing but unstimulating diet, and quietude. 

Fie. 1146.—Many-tailed Bandage. 

_ CLEANLINESS, DISINFECTION, AND VENTILATION. 

In the treatment of disease among: animals, proper sanitary 

_Measutes are efficient agents in checking or preventing the, spread 

of contagion, alleviating suffering, and promoting. a cure. These 
measures consist of cleanliness, ventilation, and disinfection. 

Cleanliness limits the liability to attacks of disease, and arrests 

‘the progress of contagion. Good ventilation provides an abundance 
of pure air. This, so to speak, dilutes contagious matters, and 
weakens their action. Ill-ventilated buildings deprive the system 

of pure air, which is essential to a condition of health, and an effi- 
cient agent in promoting convalescence. 

Disinfection consists in neutralizing or destroying contagious 

matter, by subjecting it to a chemical change. Such matter Prob- 
‘ably exists in two forms or conditions, the aériform, or gaseous, and 
the solid. The first form is that thrown off by the lungs and skin, 
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or evaporated from secretions and excretions ; the second form is 

that voided by the excretions. Contagious matter may impregnate 

the air of buildings, and also the external atmosphere. It may 

render the dung and urine of animals a positive and immediate 

source of danger. Disinfecting agents must be capable of acting 

upon contagious matter in both these forms. The agents commonly 

used for this purpose are the following :— ' 
1. Chloride of lime.—This is one of the most efficient agents 

for the disinfection of dung, urine, etc. It has the great disadvan- 
tage, however, of a strong, suffocating odor, which often renders 

injurious its use in buildings occupied by diseased animals, by caus- 
ing irritation of the bronchial tubes and the lungs. When used in 
the open air, or in unoccupied buildings, it should be sprinkled over 
the floor and the substances to be purified. This can be done most 

efficiently by means of a dredger. 
2. Carbolic Acid—This may be used in a variety of ways. It 

is both an antiseptic and a disinfectant. In the crude ‘liquid form it 
may be applied with a brush to the wood-work and walls of buildings, 

or diluted with an equal quantity of water, and sprinkled about by. 
means of an ordinary watering-pot. Cloths or blankets may be 
wrung out of a weak solution of the acid, and hung about to destroy 
floating germs of disease. ‘The odor is disagreeable to flies, and this 

fact may be often taken advantage of to relieve a suffering animal 
from the annoyance occasioned by these troublesome pests. It is 
well to add a little of it to the whitewash used about the buildings. 

3. Sulphate of Iron (Copperas).—This is a cheap and efficient 
agent for deodorizing and disinfecting animal discharges. It may 

_ be pulverized and used as a powder, or dissolved in the proportion 

of 4 to 8 oz. to a pail of water. In this way it may be poured into 
the drains, or sprinkled upon the,walls and floor. 

4. Sulphate of Zinc (White Vitriol).— This is more efficient 
than the sulphate of iron, but much more expensive. The same 
may be said of sulphate of copper ous vitriol) and the chloride of 
zinc. 

These substances act more efisientiy’ in combination than either 
does alone. We give a few formulas, by means of which the farmer 
can prepare disinfectants as needed, and at much less expense than 
the combinations can be purchased :— 

DISINFECTANTS IN SOLID FoRM. 
1, Sulphate of On (COPPETEBY co ions dadge heels atmos 12 Ib. 

Plaster-of-Paris (ground) 
Carbolic acid ee 2 i 
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2. Sulphate of iron (copperas)........... 0.0. cece rene ceeeeees 3 Ib. 
Plaster-of-Paris (ground) .............0ccecceecenececceeeees 6 Ib. 
Sulphate of zinc (white Vitriol) ......:.......ceceeeeneeeees 2 02. 

8. Air-slaked lime......... ere rer ne SauceaMensen sent 1 bu. 
Sulphate of iron (copperas),..........2-.. 0.2 eee eee teen eee ee 2 Ib. 
Carboli: Cid sie coc. c esas ec ceidases si weave dee et aaate sexes 8 oz. 

Mix the ingredients of each formula thoroughly.. 

~ DISINFECTANTS IN A LIQUID FoRM. 

4, Sulphate of zinc (white vitriol)....... Wa Minresbesinacd 3a hes be WEY 2 02, 
Carboliciacid soi 03 uses tcc 'en wary aon eerennetes ete orate aoe 1 02. 
WAP says i sens G GiTEN Ges ba SNE Co eB Nae eas BEAR eaETE TES 2 gal. - 

5. Sulphate of iron (copperas)........ dodesatd Pesta Siameuesuie Dai 1 Ib. 
Chloride of zinc........... UNG ema a ad PUT RIAS 25 Rae soe: § Ib. 

BO MWMOR cs ee ad shia os sieie weauoliiecd migieaid wots onacain hard Age NARS 1 gal. 

This is poisonous,.but a powerful disinfectant. Use it in the 
proportion of a pint of the solution to a gallon of water. 

6. Chloride of aluminum..................... vee oe vemetae é 3 Ib. 
Water ............000. seieikiaes aratlhce csduace a AbsiaraD aayesaatantacas 2 gal. 

This is not poisonous. 

It was introduced by 

Prof. Gamgee, and has 

. been known as chloral- 
um. 

Dissolve the ingredi- 

ents of each formula. | 
The purification of the 

atmosphere of stables. 

and sheds may be ac- 

complished .by fumiga- 

tion. Sulphur is un- 

doubtedly the simplest | 
and cheapest agent to 
use for this purpose. A 

small quantity may be 
Fig. 1147.—Apparatus . Fie. 1148.—Apparatus 

burned two ius three tor Liberating Sul- for Generating Chio- 
times a week in.an open phuric Acid Gas. rine Gas. 
vessel. Its ‘efficacy is 

‘increased by burning tar with it, in the proportion of one part 

sulphur and two parts tar. A simple apparatus for disengaging a 

small quantity of sulphuric acid gas, is shown in Fig. 1147. This 
can be safely used in buildings where animals are confined. If a 

thorough fumigation is needed, the animals should be removed. As 
the gas is corrosive, it is best to remove all harness, metallic uten- 
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sils, tools, etc. Close the buildings effectually, to prevent the es- 
cape of gas, and allow the process to go on for three or four hours. 

It may then be cleared of gas by throwing open the windows and 

doors before any one enters. 

Chlorine gas is sometimes used for fumigation. It may be gen- 

erated in the following manner: Put a quantity of the black oxide 
of manganese in an ordinary glass flask, and cover it with muriatic 
acid. | Fix the flask in a stand, and heat it by means of a spirit lamp. 
A yellowish green gas, of*strong odor is rapidly generated. The 

animals must. be removed, and the building effectually closed before 

lighting the lamp. ‘Chlorine gas may be liberated in small quanti- 
ties by mixing in a saucer one part of the black oxide of manganese, 
one part of common salt, and two parts of strong oil of vitriol. No 
heat is necessary, but the mixture should be agitated from time to 
time. As the gas is heavier than air, the vessel containing the mixt- 

ure should be placed at a considerable hight above the. floor, to 
secure thorough fumigation. The animals need not be removed 
during this process. Avsolution of chlorine gas is sometimes used 
for washing the walls and floors. It is prepared by conducting the 
gas through water, as shown in Fig. 1149. 

fl | 

= ; y | rill li 

Fie. 1149.—Apparatus for Preparing Chlorine Gas. 
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CHAPTER XXIV, 

BREEDS OF SHEEF. 

Sueer Iw ANCIENT Times — Murron a Moprrn Propuct— Statistics oF SHEEP 

Raising IN THE Unrrep StaTres— Bresps or SHEEP-—LoNG-WooLED SHEEP 

— SHOoRT-WooLED SHEEP — BREEDS OF SHEEP or Asis, EvRorE, AND AMER- 

Ica — Wrp SHEEP. : y 

TN the very 

earliest 

times the 

sheep’ was 

for its pelt, 

and without 
regard to the 

on, however, 

as civilization 
spread in the 

world, sheep 

were cultivat- 
ed for their 
wool, and 

from the Fig. 1150.—Model Head of Ram. 
fleece ofsheep 

and goats the finest of wool was woven in remote periods of ancient 

‘history. The shepherd’s occupation is a favored one in all sacred 

chronicles, and the produce of the sheep constituted the fabric of 

the richest of attire worn by God’s chosen ‘people. The Jewish 

maidens were arrayed on their holidays in ‘woolen garments wrought 

of the finest and softést of fleeces. And it was to the shepherds, 

(863) 
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while watching their flocks by night, that the angel came and an- 

nounced the glad tidings that heralded the new era of peace on 

earth and good will to men. 
The raising of sheep is a matter that interests the small farmer 

as well as the large one, and when, properly-treated they are the 

most profitable in their yield of all domestic ‘animals.. The diseases 

and ailments peculiar to sheep are easily cured when understood. 

Fie. 1151.—Ibex or Steinbock, 
I 

This animal is the most tender of all domestic ones, and none will 

more richly repay care and kindness in treatment. We deem it 
very important to furnish the most thorough instruction in regard 
as well to the management and nourishment of sheep, as to the 
treatment of all diseases that affect them; for: the measures and 

remedies to be adopted in this regard are within the reach of every 

farmer of even the least intelligence. 

THE SHEEP OF TO-DAY. 

To show what degree of perfection may be attained in the 

breeding and raising of sheep, it may be.mentioned that single 

sheep have been sold in Vermont as high as $10,000 to $15,000. 
It is only in modern times that mutton has come into demand 

as an article of food. In all these capacities the sheep now plays a 

very important part in the economy and luxury of civilized life. 

In the earlier periods of the history of this country, the raising 
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of sheep was greatly neglected ; and it is mainly within the present 
generation that it has assumed proportions that will bear favorable 
comparison with this branch of industry in any part of the world. 

Fig. 1158.—Leicester Ram. 

In the past quarter of a century the number of sheep in the 

United States has‘more than doubled, being now about 50,000,000. 
Within the same period the number of pounds of wool produced has 
more than quadrupled, being at present, as nearly as may be esti- 
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mated, over 300,000,000. The disproportion in the i 

hanced interest taken in 

ncrease in wool: 

production shows the en 
the later day in 

that department. 

i mits 2 

Au 

ores Qa 
Q 

Boe eer a soe 

pied 
5 

a 

Fie. 1155.—Dishley Ewe. 
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VARIETIES AND BREEDS OF SHEEP. 

The fact, adverted to in another place, that the ram exercises a 

greater influence upon the character of the offspring than the ewe, 

: a aS | 

Fie. 1156.—Southdown Ram. 

Fra. 1157.—Southdown Ewes. 

Bb 
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‘ought to have great weight in the selection of stock for breeding 
purposes; and it is from this circumstance that experienced sheép- 

Fie. 1158:—Afghan Fat-tailed Sheep. 

raisers are more careful in selecting lambs for rams than for ewes. 
rhe .breeds of sheep that are cultivated-‘with profit are so 

Fie. 1159.—Long-tailed Syrian Sheep. 

humerous, and their respective qualities are so varied according to 
the sections of the country and to the circumstances under which 

! 
» 
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they are propagated, that it would far exceed the space we have 
allotted ourselves here, to attempt elaborate details in this regard; , 

Fra. 1161.-—-Highland Ram. 
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Fie. 1163.—Black-faced Scotch Sheep. 



Fie. 1165.—Improved Merino Ram. 

871 
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— 

Fie. 1165 a,—Improved Merino Ram. 

hence we tonfine ourselves to 
presenting briefly and concisely 

the facts concerning the different 
breeds dnd varieties, with illustra- 

tions carefully prepared of each. 
The long-wooled sheep have the 

largest number of varieties, and 
have the greatest average value. 
There is no more valuable long- 

wooled sheep than the ROMNEY 
MarsH SHEEP, originating in 
Romney Marsh, in Kent, Eng- 

land. (Fig. 1152.)° In that lgcal- 

ity are the richest pastures in the 
world. 

_An example of the long-wooled 
variety is found in the LEICES- 

TER SHEEP, a fine ram of which 

is shown in Fig. 1153. This breed reaches its finest development 
in the low-lying level pasture-lands. of the midland counties of 

S wa ’ 

Fig. 1166.—Model Merino Ram. 

England. A celebrated variety of this breed is the DISHLEY, shown 

in Figs. 1154 and 1155. f 

In Figs. 1156 and 1157 are given fine specimens of the SOUTH- | 

DOWN SHEEP. The name of this breed carries with it,a savor to. 
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tempt the gormand. The Southdown mutton takes’ pre-eminence 
above all other mutton in the world. But the Southdown wool is 

‘scarcely excelled in quality by any produced in any country. Our 

farmers in the United States have been very successful in raising 

*desys oulloW—"2OTT ‘old 

__ these breeds of sheep, and are constantly increasing heir reputation 
‘throughout the world by importirg ‘from: Europe and Asia the best. 

varieties of ‘all the most famous breeds, and i improving them upon 

our shores by mingling them with those which have béen brought to 

greater or less degrees of perfection here. 

The AFGHAN FAT-TAILED SHEEP (Fig. 1158) is a remarkably 

interesting and extremely valuable creature. The tail of one of — 

these sheep sometimes weighs from 70 to 80 pounds, The fat of the 

tail is highly valued for various culinary and other purposes. 
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The LONG-TAILED SYRIAN SHEEP (Fig. 1159) is also a remarx 
ably productive and profitable animal. 

The CASHMERE GOAT is renowned the world over for its mag- 

, 8B @ 

Fie. 1168.—Microscopic View 
of Wool 150 times Magnified. 

A, Merino ; B, Southdown ; 

C, Common Sheep. 

nificent soft, silk hair, or, as it is sometimes 

called, long wool: The representation we 
give in Fig. 1160 is that of an unusually fine 
specimen. Of the same variety is the AN- 
GORA GOAT (Fig. 1162). z 

Of similar nature’ to the CASHMERE 
Goat is the WALLACHIAN or CRETAN 
SHEEP (Fig. 1164), large in size, with 
long, fine, rich wool, which constitutes 
the material of the cloaks for which the 
peasants of Wallachia and Crete are noted. 

The HIGHLAND SHEEP partake some- 
what of the nature of goats, being bold and 
agile’ A ram of this species is shown in 
‘Fig. 1161 and one of a somewhat different 
breed in Fig. 1163.: 

Figs. 1165 and 1165 a, show two MERINO rams of the same breed, 

one with and one without horns, but of identical build, the cuts 

showing profile and front views of the superb bodies of this wonder- 
fully fine breed. In Fig. 1167 are also fine specimens of merino 
sheep, and in Fig. 1166 is a model specimen of a merino ram. 

i 
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To give an idea of the fineness of the wool of the merino sheep, 
we show in Fig. 1168 representations of its fiber as compared with 
that of the Southdown and also with that of common breeds. 

Frq. 11'71.—Hampshire-Downs Breed. 
N 

The NORFOLK ram shown in Fig. 1169 is a specimen of an old 

-breed once highly prized in England and this country, but of which 

the Southdown breed has latterly taken the place. 
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ne of the oldest and most reliable 

‘the LINCOLNSHIRE breed is 0 
‘hey are probably the 

known either in the. old country. or this. 

a gee 

Fig. 1173.—Aubrace Sheep. 

longest legged, longest carcassed, and longest wooled sheep known 

(See Fig. 1170.) 
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The. HAMPSHIRE-DOWNS sheep are very popular in the South- 
ern States (Fig. 1171): It is a most valuable breed, of large size, 
and excellent for mutton. 

Fra. 1175.—Welsh Sheep. 

The CoTSWOLD breed (Fig.' 1172) is one very highly valued, 

both in England and America, for producing the finest ‘of wool and 
most excellent mutton. 
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stralia, have of late years gained a 
The AUBRACE breed, of Au 

breed is shown in Fig. 1173. 
fine reputation. An ewe of this 

~~ 

Fre. 11'77.—Moufflon of Corsica. 
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—— 
—_ 

Fie. 1178.—Ibex, or Steinbock. 

The ExMOOR sheep (Fig. 1174) is a breed of which England i is ’ 

very proud, and wherever introduced in this country, has given rich 
rewards for rearing. 
The WELSH sheep (Fig. 1175), 

some of the finest of which are 
found in Glamorganshire, Wales, 

is a most excellent variety to 
breed from. ' 
‘We. present now two or three 

kinds of wild sheep. 
In Fig. 1176 we give a represen- 

‘tation of a gigantic race of sheep 

raised in Siberia, called the AR- 

'<." GALI, which are as large as the av- 

erage ox. The horns of a full- 
Fis, 1179.Hairy Fezzan ‘Shoe. grown male Argali are nearly 

. four feet in length, and at their 

base are about nineteen inches in circumference. It produces. hair 

like the goat, and has constituted a puzzle for naturalists. 
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Very nearly allied to the Argali is a wild*sheep in a different 

quarter of the globe, the MOUFFLON, of the island of Corsica (Fig. 
1177), an animal which bears né comparison with the Argali in size, 
but producing the same kind of hair, which is of no especial value 

as an article of commerce. 
In this connection may be mentioned the IBEX, or Steinbock, a 

wild goat, to hunt which is one of the chief delights of the Swiss. 

(See Fig. 1178.) ‘ 
: Not a wild sheep, but one of a strange variety, is the FEZZAN 
sheep (Fig. 1179), an animal which is found in Fezzan, the largest 
of the oases of the great desert of Sahara. It is nearly as tall as 

the English fallow deer. Its milk is used for making a peculiar kind 
of cheese, which travelers hold in high esteem. Its wool, or hair, is 

also quite valuable: a 
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CARE AND MANAGEMENT. 

PasturaGE — ADAPTABILITY OF DirreRENT Soris — ADDITIONAL Foops in SHort 

Pasturace — Dry aND CLEAN Pasrures Essentia, — Treatment or Ewnse 

DURING THE PERIOD oF GESTATION — TREATMENT OF Lamps -~ DockING AND 
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HE facts 
and prin- 
ciples in. 

regard to’ the 
breeding and 
management of 

sheep are very 

few and simple, 
but they are 

such as are un- 
fortunately . 

largely neglect- 

ed in our coun- 

try, whose soil, 

in its adapta- 
bility to sheep 
husbandry, is 

nowhere ex- 
celled in civil- 

ized lands. 
Fia. 1180.—A Well-situated Sheep Pasture. 

And this remark suggests the key to the successful prosecution 
of this branch of agricultural industry.. Upon the character of the 
soil on which sheep are pastured depends, to a controlling extent. 
the profit to be derived from their cultivation. 

Land that is well drained, with a sandy loam or gravelly soil 
and subsoil, bearing spontaneously short, fine herbage, mixed to a 
large extent with white clover, is that which is best adapted to the 

(881) 
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raising of sheep. Rolling land is more desirable than flat, and if it 
be quite hilly it is not a material objection. Low, marshy spots, - 

where aquatic plants grow, should by all means be thoroughly 
drained. Soils which abound in potash are exceedingly unfavorable 

for the raising of sheep. It is stated on good authority that even 
turnips raised on such land sometimes affect the sheep injuriously, 
producing ‘disease under which they waste away, become watery 

about the eyes, fall in about the flanks,.and assume a generally un- 
healthy appearance. The geological formation underlying lands is 
of great importance in this regard. Sheep flourish best on sand- 

stone or limestone soils. The Leicester and Shropshire breeds in 
England are raised on sandstone soils; the Lincoln, on limestone, 
as also the Cotswold, the Southdown, and other famous breeds ; while 

in our own country the American merino breed, the finest of al our 

sheep,.is raised on the limestone hills of. Vermont. In what we have 

said about marshy land, there should be an exception made in favor 
of the saline marshes near the sea coast, as the salt herbage acts 
as a specific against some parasitic diseases. Our Middle States are, 
as a general rule, well adapted to sheep husbandry, and the same is 
true of most of the States of the great West. 

CARE IN SELECTION OF PASTURAGE. 

* In the seleehon of pasturage, the utmost care should be. ob- | 
served. In the same pasture two kinds of grass may grow, one very 

beneficial.and the other exceedingly detrimental to sheep. Grass 
should contain, in order to furnish the proper nutrition, a sufficient 
amount of sulphur and nitrogen to supply the constituents of wool, 

one hundred pounds of which contain seventeen pounds of nitrogen 
and five pounds of sulphur. Grass. should also have’ potash in it, to 
supply the spapy and oily. substance denominated yolk, which 
adheres ’to the fleece, and whose abundance is a test of the good 
quality of the wool. When the wool is dry, it is of a poor quality, 

and the sheep’s health is affected. The ash of the flesh and blood 

of a sheep, analyzed, present the following elements, which will con- 

stitute a basis for calculating the necessary constituents of food :— 
Blood. Flesh. 

Phosphate of soda........... Seonae i seeola cca nesta cia 16.77 45.10 
Chloride of sodium....... 0 0... ccc cece cece eee es 59.84 45.94 
Chloride of potassium .....,...00......... ear 6.12 ; 
Sulphate of soda.....................000 aso fe teter ecient 3.85 trace. 
Phosphate of magnesia ............ 00... cece eee eens 4.19 
Oxide and phosphate of irom ....... 00.2... cece eens 8.28 6.84 

Sulphate of lime ....... sagan ab subustesvantud Weelorsute baat aah <aees 1.45 
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The grasses or other herbage upon which the sheep subsist 
must be such as will supply the special needs of the animal, or they 
must be supplemented by other food containing the constituent 
properties which they lack. The best kind of grasses for pasturing 

are Timothy, tall oat grass, Kentucky blue-grass, sheep’s fescue, 
red-top, false red-top, orchard grass, meadow fox-tail, white clover, 
narrow-leaved rib-grass, with some others indigenous to peculiar 
localities. The buffalo grass of the Western plains is an admirable 
food for sheep. Bone-dust, salt, and sulphate of lime constitute an 
excellent occasional dressing for pasture-land. | 

A pasture should be closely cropped, otherwise the herbage 
becomes hard, unpalatable, and indigestible. The old adage familiar 
to farmers will well apply here: > Dwenty- fone hours’ grass is best 

for,a sheep, and eight days’ grass for an ox.” Experienced shep- 
herds often divide the flock, putting lambs and yearlings on the best 

and tenderest: pasture. 
Additional foods should be constantly and promptly supplied 

whenever a shortage ‘in the - pasture- grass necessitates it ; and the 

farmer should never fail to bear in mind that no domestic animal 

suffers as much in this respect as the sheep, and none so essentially 

requires the unremitting and watchful care of man. Where there is 
ample pasturage, an occasional feed of corn, oats, bran, or oil-meal 

may be added. It is to secure a fine quality of wool that es- 

pecial wigiianes in. the supply of food for sheep is so imperatively 

demanded. : ‘ 

Besides the grasses mentioned, parsley, yarrow, and wormwood 
— plants which possess an astringent character — may be profitably 

introduced into pastures, for their medicinal effect upon the sheep. 
Ox-eye and mugwort are also sown as ‘tonics. at 

The supply of water in.a pasture is of the utmost importance. 
A spring of clear, flowing water is desirable by all means, and pools 

are to be avoided. Pond or marsh water is injurious, as is also run- 
ning water with aquatic plants in it. _ 

The exposure of the pasture is also important. Where possible, 

it should be broken from: the prevailing winds by hills. Where the 

pasture has a poor quality of grass, it is well to supplement the lat- 

ter by sowed green crops, to be fed on the ground or in racks ; such 

crops are rye, clover, mustard, rape, tares, and oats and peas mixed. 

The cultivation of turnips as a fodder for sheep, so very general in 
England, and for a long time common in Virginia, Tennessee, ‘and 

some other Southern States, is gaining very extensive recognition 

all over the country, as a cheap and nutritious source of food.. 
16 
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MANAGEMENT OF EWES AND LAMBS. 

From 150 to 153 days constitutes the period of gestation of the 

ewe. It is well to time the coupling of the ewes and rams so that 

the lambs may be dropped at a convenient season. From thirty to 

fifty ewes may be apportioned to one ram, according to the strength 

and lustiness of the latter ; but the larger figure given cannot safely 

be exceeded, except whtece the ram is exceptionably capable, when 

the extent may reach Seen or eighty. Upon this question, how- 

} 

Fig. 1181.—A Cosy Shelter. 

ever, opinions widely vary, and a great deal must be left:to the dis- 
cretion of the intelligent and experienced farmer. When the ewes 
are in lamb, bran, crushed malt, and crushed oats and corn mixed, 

are the best kinds of food to give them. Any food that affects the 

bowels either way should be avoided. Water should be given in 
small and frequent quantities, and clear and clean. As the ewes 

near their time, they should be removed into a part of the stable or 

barn where each can have a pen by herselfi The lamb once being 
dropped, and the ewe having owned and licked it, all danger is 

passed. If the lamb’s first evacuations are not free, a teaspoonful of 
castor-oil, given in milk, will furnish a remedy. Should the ewe 
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refuse to own the lamb, she may be placed in a hurdle, with her 
head confined so that she cannot butt the lamb. 

The castration and docking of lambs may be performed within a 

week after they are dropped, the lamb at this age suffering little, and 

the wounds healing quickly. 

-ExTRA FEEDING OF LAMBS. 

To provide the mean’ whereby the lambs may procure the ex- 
tra food needed for their rapid development, we know of no contriv- 

ance better than the one which is shown in Fig. 1182. It consists 

— rile 
ry Win nm 

1 wetted? 
% 

. Fre. 1182. —Lamb-creep. 

of a small double gate, or two half gates set at such a distance apart 

that the lamb can easily force itself through them. An upright 
roller on each side of the opening assists the lamb in getting through 
the space, and prevents. it from rubbing or tearing its wool. The 
gates are pivoted at the top and bottom, so as to open a little either 
way,a wooden spring being fixed so as to keep them closed after the 

-lamb has passed in or out. 
Toward the weaning-time, lambs should be given some addi- 

tional concentrated and nutritious food. Weaning should not be 

abruptly but gradually done, for the sake of both lamb and ewe. 
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Dams in full flow of milk are by abrupt weaning made liable to 
engorgement of the udder, and lambs are thus subjected to a stinting 

of their growth. After weaning, lambs should have the first choice 
of pasture and the tenderest cuttings of fodder, and they may be 
advantageously turned into a field of corn in the month of August, 
as the corn is then too far grown to be injured, and the suckers only, 

as well as the weeds, will be nibbled by the lambs. The ewes 
should at this period be carefully watched, and if their udders’ 

become too full, they should be milked by the hands, and if the 
udders are hard or heated, cathartics should be at once adminis- 
tered, to be followed. by gradual doses of saltpeter, to increase ‘the 

action of the kidneys. 

SELECTION OF BREEDERS. 

The selection of ram and ewe lambs for breeders should be 

made with the 

greatest of care. 

The objects 
aimed at in this 

selection should 
be strength of 

constitution, 

largeness of 

, body, ‘suscepti- 

bility to fatten- 
ing, fineness or 

we length of wool, 
and prolific qual- 

ities. Weakly 
lambs,, or those 

which nurse 

poorly, should be 
early fattened for sale or slaughtering. Anything savoring of weak- 

ness in a ram lamb should be by all means avoided, as upon them, 

far more than upon ewe lambs, depends the character of the future 

flock. Young rams may be permitted to serve a few ewes in the 

second year, if vigorous and well grown. Ewes, if properly raised, 

will do prime breeding in the second year. ; 

Fie. 1183. —Dipping Lambs. 

DIPPING FOR TICKS: 

Late in the spring, ticks appear on lambs, and are much more 

injurious to their constitution than is generally supposed. The best 
remedy for this pest is to dip both sheep and lambs in the spring of 

¥ 
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early summer, and further on in the season if occasion requires, ina 
decoction of tobacco and sulphur —four pounds of plug tobacco and 
one pound of flowers of sulphur to twenty gallons of water, brought 
to a temperature of 120°. This operation of dipping is shown in 
Fig. 1183. Of course, in the process on a very large farm, a much 
more capacious tank should be used. 

SSSA Sal 

Fie. 1184,—Arrangement for Washing Sheep. 

WASHING AND SHEARING. 
A clear, running stream, with gravelly bottom, is the most de- 

sirable in which to wash ‘sheep, and soft water is preferable to hard. 
The man who is to do the washing enters the stream and receives 

the sheep from the drivers, plunging them two or three times be- 
neath the surface., The pulling of the wool of the sheep should be 

avoided in handling them. 
Another plan of washing sheep is shown in Fig. 1184, for which 
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we are indebted to the very complete work of Mr. Stewart, before 

referred to. A rough dain is made across'a small stream, and a 

spout or apron placed in the dam, beneath which the sheep. are 
washed. A sparred roadway is laid across the stream, through 

which the water will escape. For a large flock the spout may be 

made to extend across the whole dam, so that several sheep may be 

washed at the same time. 

The washing of sheep should be done at least a week before 
shearing, and in the interval they should be kept in a clean field in 

the day-time and in a yard at night, so that the fleece may dry and 
regain sufficient yolk to recover a soft arid mellow handling. Sheep 
are most advisably shorn when the spring weather has become warm 
and settled. The month of May is commonly chosen as shearing- 

time in the United States. Among experienced farmers no inven- 

tion has yet taken the place of the common shears for shearing. 

CARE AND FEEDING IN, WINTER. ‘ 

The sheep, being the most tender and sensitive of all domestic 
animals, is naturally the most susceptible to the sharp changes in 
the seasons which characterize the climate of our country. But not 
only this, no animal i is so easily affected as the sheep by. the requi- 

site changing ‘of food: from summer pasturing to winter fodder. 

Sheep need safe and protecting shelter in winter; but they need 
something more strongly than shelter, and that is nutritious food. 

Nature makes few mistakes in the food she provides: man makes 
innumerable ones. He who can feed sheep judiciously and econom- 

ically in‘winter is entitled to call himself a good shepherd. 

The barn in which sheep are fed must have a clean and thor- 

oughly dry floor, and a roof that will keep out as well the rain as 
the snow, and must have abundant ' and proper ventilation. The 
building should if possible be on a nice hill, and if not, the location 
should be thoroughly drained. 

For winter fodder for sheep, a large list of foods may be named, 

including various kinds of roots, corn, oats, rye, peas, buckwheat, 
hay, straw, pea and bean haulm; corn-fodder, cotton seed and lin- 

seed oil-cake, meal, and bran. We compile the following table of 

the relative values of these different foods from analyses given in an 
exceedingly valuable little book written by Henry Stewart, entitled 
“The Shepherd’s Manual,” and published by The Orange Judd 

Company, New York City,—a work which ought to be in the Bands 
of every farmer :— 
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eee 
COMPOSITION OF HAY, STRAW, AND CORN FODDER. EE 232 ee sa 

x tiaals oo sa 
6 5 £ |x s|eoee 

IN 100 PABTS OF : of _—E j S) = is. Seba 
$1 a |e eel 2a] 2 Weel iae 
| 2/2 |2 |") & 35s )eea2 

Meadow Hay..........) 14.8 | 6.2] 79.5 | 8.2] 41.3 | 80.0] 10.0 | 10 tb. 
Red Clover Hay....... 16.7] 6.2] 77.1} 18.4 | 29.9 | 85.8] 12.5} 8 
Pea Straw............ ‘14.8 | 4.0} 81.7] 6.5 | 85.2 | 40.0 }) 16.57] 6 “ 
Bean Straw........ ...] 17.8 | 5.0 | 77.7 f 10.2 | 88.5 | 84.0 |) 18.6 | 5a 
Wheat Straw....... s+. { 14.3 | 5.5 '] 80.0 | 2.0 | 80.2'| 48.0 || 2.052 « 
Rye Straw............) 14.2 | 3.2] 82.5) 1.5 | 27.0] 54.0 ]| 1.6] 61 « 
Barley Straw.......... 14.8 | 7.0| 78.7] 8.0 | 82:7] 43.0 || 2.0 | 52 “ 
Oat Straw ............, 14.8] 6.0] 80.7] 2.5] 38.2 | 40.0]] 1.8] 55 « 
Corn Fodder.......... 14.0] 4.0] 82.0} 3.0] 39.0] 40.0 |) 2.5 | 40 « 

‘The comparative nutritive value of roots, according to their » 
‘constituent elements, is shown in the following analyses by Drs. 

Volcker: and Lankester, authorities whose reliability i is everywhere 

conceded : — 2 

selietidaac WATER. | conmens.| ronmens.| risen, | 54: 

Sugar Beets. ......... 81.5 1.00 | 15.40 1.80 .80 
Mangels.............0... 87.78 | 1.54 | 860 | 1.12 96 
Ruta-bagas.............. 89.40 ‘1.44 5.93 2.54 | 62 
Yellow Aberdeen Turnips| 90.57 1.80 | 464 | 284 65 
White Globe Turnips.....| 90.48 1.14 "2.96 2.00 1.02 

The most nutritive foods for fattening sheep are admitted on all 

hands to be ‘cotton seed, free from the husk) and flaxseed. The 
common peanut is said by those who have tried it to be a very 

highly nutritious food. When oil-cake meal cannot be obtained, the 
following mixture will be found to be a very fair substitute :— 

Ground. linseed » 203340. sanau ose geew yeaa s Semes uiass seine 44 40 Ibs 
Wheat: Draws. o25cu 5 cs eatin Ga ASA atone aeatied bral alas eee a 60 Ibs. +) 
BIOUr Of. DORE ccc 2. ood asics ois cee ne SOA 1a ES ER EE ETS 4 lbs 

: 104 lbs. 

This mixture, analyzed, shows the following constituents :— 

Flesh-formers (albumen).............. 22sec eee eee tert eees 
Fat-formers (fat 11 per cent): faaaaves 
Ash or saline matter.................. Sunde yhGiauees E Aanhia thew ots 

100 Ibs. 
From a series of experiments made in England, and published 
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in the Fournal of the Royal Agricultural Society, in Vols. 1, VIL, 
VIII, and X., and which are accepted by«Mr. Stewart and other 
writers in this country as settling the question of the relative values 
of the most prominent foods for sheep, is compiled the following 

table, showing the number of pounds of certain articles respectively 
reauired to produce one pound of flesh :— 

, Ruta-bagas in open yards............ 0.0 cece eee e eee eee eeees 150 Ibs. 
Ruta-bagas fed under cover.............cc cece cece en enecees -100 Ibs. 
Good :ClOVEr WAY is 5csccas dew na neae nner eegae pias yaa eee es 12 Ibs. 
Beansor peasls i.1./> cers: aa eaesatenoies Oe a hades Lae pa ued eke 8 lbs. 
Oats ............ soe aae eae eee oe Bibedackaeecaun Reteata ales 7 Ibs. 
Barley ..... Yi Rites side es aieves Vimy aidins wewes woe a hem etuesecen 6 Ibs. 
Linseed oil-cake meal...............cc eee e reece cece eens ‘.. 6 Ibs. 
Linseed oil-cake meal and peas mixed........... .... 0 ceeeee 4} Ibs. 

Mr. O. M. Watkins, of Onondaga county, N. Y., in the latter 

part of 1874, purchased 290 sheep, and having fed them during the 
winter, sold them at the close of the season ; and these are the prof-' 
its of the investment as given by himself :— 
Cost of 290 sheep (nearly 4c per Ib.).......... 00.00. cee eee eee $1,260.61 4 
Cost of 485 bushels of corn at 80c........... (a Udi ave gehoeoe 348.00 
Cost of 18 tons of hay at $10..........0.. 0... cca e cease eho 130.00 . 

$1,738.61 
Feb. 28. Sold 270 at $8 each........0.. 00 cece e eee cee eee’ $2,160.00 

do. Sold 18 culls at $4 each 00.2... eee eee 72.00 
Two sheep got cast ; sold pelts for $2 each......... 4.00 

———— $2, 236.00 

Profit......... SMieaa neal s Uae aiden Pak eae aes Si ajaadnas $497.89 

— ee 
er ea 

Fig. 1185.—Winter Scene. 
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CHAPTER XXXVI 

RESPIRATORY, DIGESTIVE, AND. 
URINARYT ORGANS. , 

Structure or THE SHEEP— Tue TEETH — Causes oF DiskasE— CaTARRE — 

Broncarris — Pyeumonta — Pizvrisy — Constipation — Drarruna —- DysEn- 
TERY — Hoven — INFLAMMATION oF THE BLappER — RETENTION of URINE — 

SFDIMENT. IN THE Urinary CanaL— STonE IN THE BLADDER. 

NE would suppose the circulatory system of the sheep to be 
weak as compared with other domestic animals, yet it com- 
pares favorably with that of other ruminants, and is not free 

Fra. 1186.—Skeleton of the Sheep, 

from inflammatory diseases. The small space, however, occupied by 

the heart and- lungs of the sheep, in comparison with the large 
. (891) 
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abdominal space, is worthy of notice; it gives ample room for the 

digestive organs. . 

The structure of the head 

of the sheep is such as to 
give it great strength. The 

anterior and superior parts of 
the skull’ consist of powerful 
‘bones, named the frontal, 
parietal, and’ occipital. The 
bones of the head are joined 

together by sutures, which are 
conducive to extreme strength. 

The head of the ram is much 
stronger than that of a ewe,’ 

hence the immense butting 
qualities of the former. . (Fig. 
1187.) os 

TEETH OF THE SHEEP. 

The teeth of the sheep con- 

sist of incisors, or cutters,.and 
molars, or grinders. There are 
eight of the former, all in the 
lower jaw, and twenty-four of 
the latter. On the upper jaw, in place ‘of cutting teeth, the sheep 
has a cushion upon which the teeth of the lower jaw impinge when 

the mouth is closed. The sheep has no canine teeth, or tusks. In 
Fig. 1188 are shown the incisors of a sheep two years old, in which 
the intermediate and corner incisors have not yet been replaced. 

In the group of sets of teeth given in Fig. 1189, are shown out- 
side views of —1, the incisors at the age of fifteen months ; ; 2, at the 
age of two years ; 3, at the age of three years; 4, at the age of four 

years; 5, at the age of five years; and 6, the 
deceptive appearance of teeth sometimes oc-. 

curring in four-year-old sheep, when the an: 

imal may sometimes be taken for a five-year- 

old. , 
Fie. 1188. —Incisors of The teeth are exceedingly important in sheep. 

a Two-year-old Sheep. Sometimes, from inherited constitutional weak- 

ness or difficult pasturage, ‘the teeth are broken while the animal is 
yet young, and there is left the only alternative of fattening on 

soft food for the slaughter-house ; for a sheep’s usefulness for wool- 
raising is gone when the teeth begin to decay. 

Fra. 1187.—Skull of a Ram. 

ra 
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Sheep are not exempt from diseases of an inflammatory charac- 
ter, as was and is supposed, but we know less about them than about 

the same diseases in other animals.. They 
are very liable to diseases affecting the di- 

gestive organs. Sheep readily succumb to 

ailments in which debility and the exhaus- 
tive powers of parasites are main factors. 

Parasites and invisible germs may be said 

to constitute their greatest enemies. From 

the fact that they gather together in flocks, 
infectious and contagious diseases have per- 

haps freer run among them than among any 
other domestic animals. The structure of 

the foot is about that of other ruminants and 
of the hog, yet it is subject to diseases from 
which those animals are free, though in this | 
‘respect sheep-raisers find fewer annoyances 

in this country than in Europe. 

Ordinary diseases in sheep are occasioned 
mainly by some of the following causes: 

Overfeeding, underfeeding, irtegularity of 
feeding, impure and damp air, impure water, 

worrying, fatiguing or heating in driving, 

and sudden chahges of temperature. | 

DISEASES OF THE RESPIRATORY 
; ORGANS. 

CATARRH is inflammation of the mucous 
membrane of, the nasal cavities and the 
sinuses of the head. When long continued, 

the windpipe and the lungs may become 

‘involved. . Overdriving by men or dogs, 

chilling rain-storms, damp. nights, and 

blows on the head are among. the common 

causes. Fresh air, ample ventilation, dry 

bedding, and warm mucilaginous. drinks, 
such as oatmeal gruel, may be profitably em- 

ployed. If fever ensues, and the nose and + * 6 - sf 

mouth are dry and hot, the following may Fie. 1189.—Teeth of Sheep 
at Different Ages. 

be given :— . 

Epsom salts,.........0bceeeeee- saubasead cranes 8 POW d cs anscens vem 1 oz. 
Saltpeter -. .oos cscs ce sie gana vane Ubesuises uae) sual che lara tare asonsvous oaacwerorctanses 1 dr. 
Ground ginger..... eehene aaieverd eee eee eee Se ee 1 dr. 
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Mix with molasses, and place on back part of,the tongue with a long 

wooden knife or spatula; hold up the head until all is swallowed ; 

or the dose may be given in a small horn. Half a dram of chlorate 
of potash twice a day may be given afterward. 

BRONCHITIS is inflammation of the bronchial tubes, and is 

exceedingly dangerous, becauses it causes anemia. There is run- 
ning at the nose of a viscous matter, and a painful, hoarse cough, 

which is sometimes convulsive. Rumination, or chewing, stops. 

The treatment should be carried out in a dry and warm stable 
if possible. Furnigate with scalded'and vegetable tar steam. Give 
ten to fifteen or even twenty grains of tartar emetic with honey 

twice or three times a day. Quiet, fresh air, a clean place, and 

fresh water are indispensable. . 

PNEUMONIA is not an infrequent disease, and is often firmly 
seated before the owner of the flock knows of its existence. Wash- 

ing in streams of cold water, sudden chills from showers, or too 

close penning in warm or foul stables in cold weather, are common 
causes of pneumonia. The symptoms are a quick and plaintive 
breathing, heaving ‘of the flanks, yellowish redness of the eyelids, . 
discharge of thick yellow mucus from the nostrils, high fever, great 
thirst, quick pulse, grinding of the teeth, and lack of appetite. 
Death ensues, unless remedies avail, in from twenty-four to ) Horeys 
eight hours. 

Bleed in very acute cases. Two ounces of paca salts may be 

administered at first, as a laxative, if there is constipation; and 
then the following may be given twice or three times a day in oat- 

meal gruel, or better in honey, on a spatula, and placed far on the 
tongue :— 

Powdered digitalis................ Dales eho Seelea eed 10 to 15 grs. 
Wartar mete: oo i sacceseg ssabo siereis sonia viecieieie seu ae ase’ 10 to 15 grs. 
Nitrate of potash. 0.0... 00... cece eee ue eens eaes aeadnaoe sauteed 1 dr. 

When improvement is shown, give a pint of gruel. every three 

hours, with half a dram of powdered gentian. 

PLEURITIS, or pleurisy, an inflammation of the: membrane lining 
the chest and covering the lungs, often accompanies pneumonia, and 
may arise independently from the same causes. The treatment is 

the same as for pneumonia, only adding nitrous ether (2 drs). No 
bleeding. When recovery begins, this tonit may be given :—. 

Carbonate of iron... ,.. eee cece eee cece e nett eeeneeesd OF 
Ground ginger. ...........ceseccecenes se. Biabanri ove ese eiele Cehwie-n, GING 2s 3 dr. 
Infusion of camomile.......... snicealecatcier! 2st dheiies ah wiacartcoieue ewan + pt. 
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DISEASES OF THE DIGESTIVE ORGANS, 

“CONSTIPATION.—In this ailment the dung is hard, scanty, and 

irregular, the rectum is red and inflamed, and when voiding dung 
the sheep moans with pain. Injections of warm soap and water, or 

of linseed oil, will relieve the bowels, and the latter may be given in 

doses as well. In long-continued costiveness the sheep stretches 
itself, spreading the legs apart, curving the back, and extending the 
abdomen. In such cases, four to five drams of aloes is a good. rem- 

edy ; or a teaspoonful of sublimated sulphur (flowers of sulphur), 

mixed with a little syrup or lard, may be placed on the tongue, to 

be swallowed once a day until the bowels act well. 

DIARRHEA, OR SCOURING.—This disease is only aangerous as 

it interferes with the process of nutrition, affecting the blood and 

superinducing dysentery. It should be taken in time, and then 
yields easily to proper treatment. It is best first to unload the 

bowels by raw linseed or castor oil, adding laudanum, and follow up 

by $-dram doses daily of nitrate of potash and of powdered cin- 
chona. Some recommend, besides, linseed, gum-arabic, and slip-- 

pery elm ; and in chronic cases, astringents with tonics and carmin- 

atives may be profitably employed. The following mixture is a 

good one to keep.on hand for general sé = 

Prepared chalk...... Neda Silas Maney none ene Cee Mia a ae se 1 o2. 
Powdered Cate cll. sis. sicc scaicic.e sgssis. e's wites. 503 acaveue de dow Tedate deg Muara estas 4 dr., 
Powdered ginger, ....2.ce+.sa0e<snne es cnieesvislere Warde estas oe ag 2 dr. 
Powdered opium............ aad ct nicer GH eal gene ea ee erences 1 dr. 

to be mixed with 4 pint of peppermint, and given in doses of one to 
two tablespoonfuls night and morning. . 

DYSENTERY.—The symptoms of this disease are at first those of 

acute intestinal catarrh ; the sheep dungs frequently and with strain- 

ing, and the dung is fetid. Later it is quite liquid with mucus and 

blood, and is mixed with shreds sloughed off from the coating of the 

intestines, and increasingly offensive in smell. ‘The sheep arches its 

back in the. passages, and the rectum sometimes , protrudes. This 

laxative may be effective in the first stages :-— > 

Raw linseed or sweet oil...............-. syetuia ees epee ernie sh 2 o7. 
Opium (powdered).......... oven basal Apaigdanetss eiokeaer ter aeses ara 10 to 15 gr. 

to be given in rice-water, or oatmeal gruel. After the laxative has 
operated, give daily Dover’s powder with ipecac, or catechu, oak 
bark, etc., with nux vomica (10 gr. doses), sulphate of iron, or simi- 

lar tonics, rubbing the belly acuyel and applying mustard or giv-. 

ing a warm bath. 

Hoven HOoVE, OR DISTENTION OF THE RUMEN (or first stom- 
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ach), is in some sections of the country annoyingly frequent in 

sheep, and comes from the rapid fermentations of damp, green food 

‘or uncured grain in the stomach. Dashing cold water on the body 

‘furnishes temporary relief, by producing eructation ; or the hollow 

probang passed into the stomach, as for choking, will effect the es- 

cape of the gas. In urgent cases the paunch should be punctured 

with the trocar and canula, or, those lacking, with a sharp pocket- 

knife. In this case insert a large quill into the hole thus made. An 
alkaline fluid poured into the rumen will alleviate the trouble, such 

as this compound :— 

Aqua ammonia............ 06. . cece eee eee e renee eens _.1 teaspoonful. 
WSO lice deniys eee anthems aves BepecaesGecataneiiisvond si stuitene ouanehevoanaseAae Dis 

Among the anti- ferments recommended for hoven are, aromatic 

‘spirits of ammonia, crystalline sesquicarbonate of ammonia, oil of tur- 
pentine, whisky or brandy, ether, pepper, ginger, oil of peppermint, , 

wood tar, sulphite, hyposulphite or bisulphite of soda, chloride of 
‘lime, or chlorate of potassa. Soap-suds and lime-water will also 

check the fermentation by neutralizing the acidity. 
For chronic hoven,, the following mixture will be found good :— 

ree 

Ni ye Mtns ac as ean seta canon doiondancsadaceamaasla 4 dr. 
\ Fenugreek, oxide. ........... 2-002 cece eect eee e tenet renee eees 2 oz. 

Oxide Ob: ION 5 occ escvaeaeicy. cxaeenrarciene teers leia singe weosarwoncanetareegn asaceig cia 42 OZ. 
Carbonate Of 8008... ous psnas seas sees esses eeeees eee fans x 6 oz. 
Common salt......... Deskcathaferse teaver Asse anlesahe Gace tadeiara cack ora toes varennveua euees 6 oz. 

Dose : 2 drams twice daily. . 

INDIGESTION IN LamMBs.—This is shown by irregular appetite, 
swollen and tender abdomen, sour eructations,. profuse and fetid 

watery discharges, whitish fur on the tongue, dry, scurfy skin, and 

rapid emaciation. A little wine with an infusion of camomile may 
prove beneficial. Laudanum may also be given. 

DIARRHEA IN LAMBS, OR WHITE Scouks. 
—This disease is caused by a change in the 
quality of the ewe’s milk, food, etc. It is fre- 

quently the sequel of the previously named 

disease, z. ¢., indigestion. -The discharge is the 

Bs < passage of undigested milk. The ration of the 

Fie. 1190.-— Diarrhea in 1amb should be regulated in such occurrences. 

« 

a Lamb, or “White Until recovered, the lamb should receive 

Scours.” the following daily :— 

Magnesia............-.. le atermeace 2 deietara sietareusnietins doratere tye Rdsvannaycen 1 ar. 
Essence of ginger... 0.0... cece cee eee cece eee rnc eneses 1 drop. 
Water cc caniue ences annie te ges cateasnine sera ois 1 glassful. 

A good diet for a lamb in this condition is— 
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White of eet sii kisses nuiie cae ae atid bien weelceles 1... 1part. 
Rice water .......... nui ot Slee tig wae ete Woes oe pitas ad abate Soles toa Parts. 

DISEASES OF THE URINARY ORGANS. 

INFLAMMATION OF THE BLADDER is ‘not an uncommon disease 
in sheep, and is supposed to be caused by feeding on second-growth 

clover (which often contains lobelia), rag-weed, and other irritating 
» plants, or by drinking hard water, etc. The symptoms are dull, 

‘colicky pains, frequent looking at the flanks, straddling gait, twist- 
ing of tail, slight fever, and thick and sometimes reddish urine, 

Give spare, soft, watery diet, with linseed tea, slippery elm, or like | 

mucilaginous diet, and injections into the bladder of the following : — 
y 

Fluid extract peliadonna, sete bolese eit a Rees veaddlee a 10 drops. 
_ Blood- -warm linseed WALED. cca cadievacewesie eee | pint, 

RETENTION OF URINE is causéd: by inflammation of the blad- 

der, or of the urethra, or by calculus or stricture. The following as’ 
a dose to a large sheep is recommended by: some, but it is often use- 
less, and it becomes necessary to insert a catheter in the bladder, a 

very difficult thing todoin the sheep. The treatment, in fact, de- | 

pends on the cause, and should be in skilled hands. 

‘ Linseed off 2... 0. ccc. ccceee eyes gis bb iss gssiarae Cian eiheyn acd ‘S28 OZ 
Laudanum ..........., Gnas cRidet! ee tales achintaneas asa avseess et eee geen gee Or. 

SEDIMENT IN ‘THE URINARY CANAL is to be treated by giving 
abundant clear water. Iti is said that only wethers are affected by 

Bo this trouble. The urine-is seen, to pass drop by drop, and the ani- 
‘mal manifests great pain and restlessness. All the symptoms of re- 

tention of urine appear. It is “difficult to distinguish between cal- 

culi. The wether should be placed on his back, and the penis with- 
drawn and fomented with. warm water, after which an antispasmodic 

like the following ‘should ‘be injected with a syringe, to act on the 
“neck of the bladder :— — ; 

Linseed) water i..s sin. 2 siete sted cre satan bas Gee se eee tees oe 3 oz. 
- Fluid extract:of belladonna........... ean Beees sage aiantvsva Gikiendts 40 drops. ° 

CALCULUS, OR STONE IN THE BLADDER, i isa disease for which 
there is no remedy except a surgical operation, which skilled ‘practi- 

tioners only should attempt'to perform. 

GONORRHEA may'be treated by applying the lotion mentioned 

below. There is a discharge of matter from the penis. The pre- 

liminary symptoms being much like those.of retention of urine, the’... 

treatment is’ something similar. Withdraw the penis Hom es 

sheath and wash thoroughly with— 
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Pl.v-extr.. belladonna 2.5. vice evcag ec eye heeds eee even to ees OH $ o7. 
Sugar of lead ....... ee baat feats e sine stg av pete sans evel OZ, 
Sulphateof 26. 5 cies es yao bo sees eals veaeEew ORT caea yeaa ed 2 oz. 
W Btls sss asain Sore tesa ecb eat Gosased wardhonvad nde Mace inion aesane Sed ieeneoise waco 1 qt. 

Mix and bottle for use. Ifewes have been diseased by contact 
with the rams affected, a rag may be saturated and applied to their 

parts. 

Injections of weak solutions of iocoform, or sulphate of zinc, or 

of both combined, are beneficial. ' 



CHAPTER XXVII. 
Or 

BLOOD, NERVE, HNZOOTIC, AND 
BPi“ZzootTtrc DISDASES. 

CacnEexia, orn ‘“‘ Prune ” — Ascites, ork Dropsy — TETANUs, oR Lock-Jaw — 

VERTIGO, OR THE FRENCH’ TOURNES — Parturment Pararieeta — Eczema 

— Ecrmyma-Psoriasis —- InsouaTion, ‘oR SoLARY ERYTHEMA — INFLUENZA — 

Rep Water, on Broopy Urme — Icrero- VERMNous CAcHEX1A, orn Ror 

Drorsy — Foot-Ror — Foor anp Mourn. Disease — Smaui-Pox — ANTHRAX, 

oR QuaRtER-ILL — TUBERCULOSIS — Razres. 

DISEASES OF THE BLOOD. 

()\ACHEXIA, ANIA, or “PINING,” is generally caused by 
C excessive dampness, by. the pasturagé becoming rank and 

watery, insalubrity of stables, bad food, and marshy pastures, 

but sometimes also by deficient herbage in dry pastures. A change 
from a bad pasture to a good one, say a corn-field, is one remedy for 
sheep thus affected ; and, in fact, no better one perhaps can be pre- 

scribed for this disease than change of locality. Iron tonics may 
strengthen the system, and bitter tonics will increase the appetite. 

ASCITES, or DRopsy, is the effusion of a watery fluid in the abdo- 

men, the lining membrane of which is or. has been inflamed... It may 
also be caused by bad circulation, or by feeding on rank, succulent, 

watery herbage, by which the blood is insufficiently nourished. “In 
the latter case, a change to dry food will generally alleviate the dis- 

ease, and a cure may sometimes be effected by the following : — 

Nitrate of potash.........0... 00 ec eee e cece cece eee eees dr.) 
Sulphate of B0da.. 2... eee ae Band emule petsecesseeed OZ >In one dose. 
Ginger .... .......- He Sioa cian aic nis eat la aasoeicme nie ea 1 dr. 

If the animal be in low condition, linseed oil (2 02,). may be sub- 
stituted for sulphate.of soda. Give daily afterward for a week, one 

dram of scilla maritima. 

NERVOUS DISEASES. 

TETANUS, or LocK-JAw, is a disease that occurs sometimes 

after castration. It is also supposed to be occasionally due to milk 

produced by ewes fed on roots, residues of distilleries, rank clover, 

etc. This is doubtful. The first symptoms are weakness, then 
wv (899) 
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stiffness of the limbs and neck; the head is gradually stretched for- 
ward, and the nose and tail become almost horizontal with the 

back. 
Treatment consists of injections of warm soap-suds in the 

bowels, administration of a physic of aloes, one half ounce to one 
ounce, or sulphate of magnesia, two ouncesin tepid water. Keep sick 
animals in dark, quiet places. If due to a cut, inject turpentine into 
it. Ten drops (more or less according to age) of belladonna may 

be given twice daily. 
VERTIGO.—This is a chronic disease due to the presence in the 

brain of a parasite named canurus cerebralis. It is the embryo of 

the tenia ccenurus of the dog, that penetrates there through the 
digestive channel, and thence enters the circulation. The symp- 
toms are weakness, head carried low, drowsiness, or excitation ; the 

animals run, shake the head, or carry it to one side. Sometimes 

they will turn to the right or to the left for several minutes. 

The treatment consists of a surgical operation to remove the 
worm from within the skull. Snow, cold water, or ice kept daily on 

the head is said to have effected cures. It should be placed in or 
between thick cloths of wool or cotton, and not directly on the skin. 

When the worm gets access to the spinal cord, it may cause 
paraplegia, or paralysis of the hind quarters. 

PUERPERAL, or PARTURIENT PARAPLEGIA, is pie of the 

hind quarters, occurring after lambing. It may be immediately 
after, or a day or so later. It occurs usually in ewes in too fat con- 
dition, or too richly fed. The ewes, after lambing, fall, and can 

creep only with the aid of the fore limbs, if indeed they can move at 
all. Apply cold water to the back for hours, then rub dry. Give ten 
to fifteen grains of nux vomica twice a day. 

_NON-CONTAGIOUS SKIN DISEASES. 

EczEMA.—A vesiculous disease, sometimes mistaken for scabies. 
Bad food, want of exercise, and atmospheric influences, are said to 

be occasional causes, especially in the young subject. The vesicles 
are agglomerated, and a sero-purulent fluid exudes from them. 
There is sometimes fever. When it passes to a chronic form, it is 

difficult ta heal. The treatment consists of a carbolic acid wash, 
a light purgative of say two ounces of sulphate of magnesia in water, 

then two to four drams of Fowler's solution of arsenic once a day. 
EcTHYMA.—Due to the action of dampness, typhoid diseases, 

etc. It differs from eczema. Its symptoms are not simply little 

vesicles agglomerated, but are pustules with hard bases, and more 
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or less separated from one another. These pustules mature, and a 
pus which is sometimes bloody oozes from the sore. 

Puncture the pustules, apply oily or mucilaginous lotions, and 
later wash with sugar of lead and carbolic acid lotion. 

PSORIASIS.—This disease in the sheep is characterized by dry, 

red, and scaly skin. The scales are like bran. When the skin is 

pinched, it makes a crease that does not disappear immediately ; it 

has lost its elasticity and softness. The wool is dry and without 
luster. ca 

A good wash with castile soap once or twice a week may effect 

a cure. Sometimes it becomes necessary to apply a sulphurous 

ointment, and to give small doses of Fowler’s solution of, arsenic, as 

in eczema, 
INSOLATION, or SOLARY ERYTHEMA, is due to. the action of 

the hot rays of the sun on the skin and the organism, when the 
sheep are exposed to them after shearing. The skin becomes red 

in one or more places; it may be only one small part, or a larger 

one, of a circular form or irregular. Sometimes only the surface of 

the skin is so affected, but occasionally the burn goes deeper and 
deeper, and the surface of the skin becomes one or. more large 
crusts, which eventually fall off. In severe cases there is fever of 

reaction and sometimes brain troubles. Place the subjects imme- 
diately in a cool place; bathe with cool lime-milk ; apply ice to the 
head. On the crust apply carbolized oils. 

INFLUENZA is marked by redness of the eyes and weeping, run- 

ning at the nose, cough, Joss of appetite, indigestion, and distention 

of the rumen. It is most prevalent where miasmatic conditions of 
soil and atmosphere exist. Linseed oil-cake or similar food should 

-be given, and a dose consisting of twenty grains of chlorate of 

potash, with fifteen grains of muriate of ammonia, may be adminis- 

tered, with warm gruel as a diet. When constipation occurs, this 

or a similar laxative may be given in a quarter pint of water :— 

Ginger. oii. cede eaws ae area aeetes re rer ee 1 dr. 

In severe cases the following should be administered :— 

Tincture of aconite............. 0.0 c cece cece eect 5 to 10 drops. 
Acetate of ammonia. .:............ 0... c cece eee e ee aee 15 to 20 grs. 
Water ciic6 pec iraesaltane.¢ ease 2.5 ea: nibs ciavavs aie niokeasteapeeaei aiauayd ORE e 4 oz. 

. To be given every four or six hours. 

RED-WATER, OR BLOOPY URINE (sometimes called Water 
Braxy), is denoted by dullness, languor, pallor of the skin and 
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mucous membranes, weakness, especially of the hind legs, trembling, 

surface coldness, staring coat, dry and hot mouth and horns, and 
diminution of the milk, which is watery and frothy, with loss of 
appetite, great thirst, weak’ pulse, and ‘often colicky pains. Later, 

the urine becomes bloody, and a more or less bloody discharge may 
come from the nostrils. The use of salt is strongly recommended 
as a preventive. If there be no abdominal pain, ordinary purga- 
tives may be used, but with colic, sweet-oil and other mild materials ‘ 

should be employed, in preference. The diet should. consist of lin- 
seed decoctions, bran mashes, etc., with iron tones, and wine or 

whisky. : 
ICTERO-VERMINOUS CACHEXIA, OR ROT DRopsy. _This affec- 

tion is common enough in some countries where sheep are kept on 

low pastures,’marshy lands, in a damp atmosphere, or in fields which 
have been overflowed, or fed on watery food. The' scientists at 
present attribute this disease to a liver-worm — the aistoma — 
whichis always found in that organ during this malady. In the 
muscular tissues may also be found smaller animalcules named 
psorospermies. The symptoms are pallor of the skin and mucous 
membranes ; soon these become even yellowish. But before that is 
visible, the disease has sometimes made considerable progress. The 

animal loses its vigor and vivacity ; it languishes, and walks slowly, 
and behind the flock; thirst augments, and appetite diminishes ; 

rumination, or showing: | is troubled ; the belly is swelled ; the body 
seems to fatten on account, of the watery deposit that takes place in 
the tissues beneath the skin, etc. ; the vertebral column is painful to 
pressure ; the urine is scant; weakness gradually augments, until 

finally the patient does not resist the pulling of its hind legs, and 
falls down :easily. Death generally ensues. Give good food, iron 
and bitter tonics, with alcoholic stimulants, and place the animal 

on dry pasture or in a dry stable or shed. 

CONTAGIOUS, OR TRANSMISSIBLE DISEASES. 

Foot-Rot, FooTt-HALT, FouL, Loo, or Low, mean the. same 
' affection, which is an ulcerous inflammation of the foot of the sheep. 

It is contagious, and supposed now to be due to a microscopic 
parasite.- The other so-called causes, such as irritant soils, damp 

pastures, foul yards, etc., are perhaps indirectly concerned in pro- 

ducing this affection, from the fact that they probably constitute 
favorable grounds for the harboring of the parasites, and then their 

special irritative properties increase the disease. But all this is not 
proved. . The first. symptom is'a slight lameness, which gradually 
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increases in intensity. On. examining the foot, we find+the separa- 

tion of the horny wall from the tissues underneath. About the 
sixth or seventh day, we notice the redness of the interdigital canal, 

commissure, cleft, or crease, at the junction of, the two toes (Fig. 

1191); the lameness becomes more apparent. 
On removing the loose portion of the hoof,..we 
find a little abcess, which is becoming ulcerous, ' 
and which, secretes white, offensive matter. 

The disease keeps chiefly on the inner side of 
the toes.. One or more feet may become af- 

fected.’ The ulceration gradually gains ground, 

and separates more horn from the foot, and se- 

cretes more offensive matter. , Occasionally the | 
disease disorganizes the fissues of the foot until 

it affects the bone and tendons. Fever, loss of 
‘appetite, and weakness may finally: occur, -and 
death is often the result. The disease may 

last weeks and months if. not, treated very 
early. In fact, in the treatment of this disease 

it is imperative that it should be taken in its first stage, and this is 
the important point to be accomplished by the owner. First of all,. 
the foot should be thoroughly cleaned off, and the offensive matter 
entirely removed with tenderness and care, by means of a small 

knife or probe, and the hoof pared, after which the affected part may 
be touched or swathed with a feather or soft cloth dipped in the 

‘ following, or a similar antiseptic solution : = 

ea7) ass < EUW 

Fro. 1191.Interdigital 
Canal. 

Chloride Of: 91n@ sc0/sicnan veterea cused me eawineaeaneann Renee 1dr. 
BWV OR a acescnt oct tcacdete Secs Ruin Sue loos ip s0ay un 2 fare uch ete tiene avioue Sguenanciegeecapaten 1 pt. 

- Or, if the case be malignant, in the following: — 

Creosote...) ec eeceeeeeee eee rican goloativenmosiade ae 1 part. 
, Alcohol .... 66.6... eee e een eect eee cent eet neeseeees eae acaraie 4 parts, 

One said to be very pepules in the Bast is— 

Sulphate of copper (blue vitriol) scanraennaue ended eagle aaialanacbes “1%. 
| Acetate.of copper, a Me eiguanieonnecetoe vaiasaibbogiaig oi aigiangtletielainan a 1Dn 

« Janseed ll s.sscie. cern cemicaninoianamiaineroenssarmauanmomenaes 1 pint. 
PPAR sess acavaxesiiavnspeicverne 6 [Tree eee et eees se eeeecen eee e er eeeeee 1-qt. 1 

Rub the vitriol and. verdigris in very fine powder, ‘with the oil, then 

add the tar, and mix thoroughly. 
The following lotion has proved beneficial in mild cases :— - 

Chloride of zinc...........- HORS Reg Neuse ems ene eR! = 
Tincture of arnica : a 

Aleohol............. aed ULAGAP Me SEE WEEE Lae a oe weeeEaeas 

When the raw surfaces: are extended over the foot, it may be, 

‘ 
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wrapped in tow saturated ina solution of carbolic acid, and when the 

interdigital space is affected, dressings may be applied by a bandage, 
as in Fig. 1192. Other remedies are phenyline or terebane, butyr 

of antimony, and iodoform. 
The following solution will be found an effective 

preventive of the foot-rot :— 

ATSODIG eis 25's aversieiaiiyelalaraveisie aceintgie a Wain epdsana cst pate 2 Ib. 
Washing 80d@ .......... 0. ccece eee eeeeee see Spang 2 Ib. 
Water cocci esegatecidaeeuls fed aeeettenareees 10 gal. 

Boil slowly to eight gallons, and fill up to ten, and 
sponge the hoofs with it thoroughly after cleaning. 

“What we term lime-milk, or lime-water, is a 

good treatment as a preventive for this affection, 

) and it can be administered easily. Put the liquid in 

a low and long box, which place in such a position 
in a chute, or in front of the stable door, as to force 

the sheep to pass through it when entering, or leav- 

ing such places. 
It is of the most importance in this disease to 

Fie. 1192.—Band- remove the’ sheep to other and dryer’ pastures, 
age for Foro. Where they are unavoidably kept on wet ground, 

the following ointment once or twice.a week is said to be very ben- 

eficial as a protection to the feet :— 

Barbadoes.tar......... Gdn Aa ieada tyaes eta Ste ia Rtvtubnare eacusta Guyane so .FIb. 
Bergundy pith: .:0 sacs scans pisos eemere graces “eaurores aacn 1 Ib. 
Mutton suet........... Paci deeded nace A We hwnd es seein VERE SSS 1 Ib. 

Melt the Bergundy pitch and ‘suet over a : aiow fire, then add tar, and- 
mix thoroughly. 

FooT AND MOUTH DISEASE is a highly: contagious but rarely 
fatal febrile disease, characterized by an eruption of small blisters in 
the mouth, between the clefts of the hoof, and along its upper mar- 

gin at the coronet. The symptoms are unusual heat in the body, an 
eruption of small blisters on the tongue, the roof of the mouth, and 

in the nostrils, swollen feet covered with blisters, which break and 

become sore, causing the animal to shake its feet, or kick, or to lie 

down persistently. A laxative should first be employed, say of 

Epsom salts ; an astringent mouth-wash may then be applied, com- 
posed as follows :— 
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and a dressing for the feet, to. be applied with a feather between the 

hoofs after cleaning them, which may be composed as follows :— 

SMALL-POx, or VARIOLA, has, according to Stewart, made its 

appearance in sheep in this country, although Law and other authors 

claim that no well-authenticated cases have been discovered here. 
As, however, it is liable any day to be introduced among us, as 

almost every other European disease has been, it is well that our 

people should be informed in regard to it. , 

Sheep-pox is a malignant and specific variolous fever, peculiar to 
sheep, and occurring but once, as‘a rule, in the lifetime of the indi- 

vidual. It has been settled, it seems, that a healthy flock is not 

secure from attack at a distance of 500 yards from affected animals. 

Fia. 1198.—Animals Equally Prolific in the Production of Contagious Diseases. 

It spreads rapidly in a flock, and few escape. The period of incuba- 
tion may vary from a week to a fortnight. The disease may be 
divided into two forms, the discrete and the confluent. The period 

of eruption of discrete small-pox is shown in Fig. 1194, and confluent 
in Fig. 1195. In order to show the difference between small-pox 
and ecthyma, a representation of the latter is shown in Fig. 1196. 
It is often mistaken for small-pox. It is.an inflammation of the 

skin which is non-contagious, and never becomes confluent, though 

in its eruptive stage very much resembling small-pox. 

_ The first appearance of small-pox, after incubation, is a sicken- 

ing on the part of the sheep, the refusal of food, and the breaking 
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out of little pustules under the. armpits, near the eyes and near the 

nostrils, which in three days come to a head, and take a red and then 

: 
| 

Fie. 1194.—-Discrete Form. Fie. 1195.—Confluent Form. 

a, Eruptive stage; b, Pustular stage, 

a white appearance. ' About the sixth day the pustule is about 
mature, and it contains a liquid. ' Then there is a discharge, and 

then crusts. ‘In the confluent condition, the pustules are in connec- 

tion, the eyes discharge an agglomerated purulent secretion, and are 
blood-shot, and’ the creature has intense thirst; the breathing is 

quick, the nostrils may, discharge heavily ; the breath sometimes 
becomes fetid, and the stench from the disease is almost unbearable. 
In this case there is a complication of trouble of the respiratory 
organs. 

Medicines have little power in the 

ment is warm, dry stables, acidulated 
water, avoiding cold, and giving laxative 

food and warm broth or drinks, and 
killing hopeless cases. at once. Innac- 

ulation of the whole flock reduces the 

Fie. 1196.—Ecthyma. 

CHARBON, QUARTER ILL, OR ANTHRAX: FEVER, sometimes 

also called BLOOD STRIKING (see Charbon in cattle), and in the 
Western States MURRAIN, is speedily fatal, the dead and fetid car- 

cass being’ usually found in the morning, though the flock appeared 

healthy at night. The symptoms are plethora, fever, -red eyes, 

chances of danger and death,and causes 
' the treatment tobe carried onallatonce,’. |. 

 sheep-pox: The only method of treat-" 
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violet spots on the lips, costiveness, bloody, mucous dung, bloody 
urine, colicky pains, unsteady ‘gait, breathlessness when driven, 

flattened fleece, deep-sunken eyes, stupor, and ‘convulsions. , Sheep, 
it would seem, are af- 
fected by this disease 

in two forms, which, by. 
some authorities, are 

treated as two distinct 
diseases; these two 
forms are called. local- 
izedanthraxand splenic 
or charbonous fever. A 
brisk purge at the out- 
set is recommended by 
certain authorities, to relieve the” condition of the blood. The fol- 

lowing may be given for a drench :— 

Fie. 1197. —Anthrs, Last Stage. 

Sulphate of magnesia... ikke cece teen ees t... 8 OB. 
Warm water.........1 fa ehh aeedtee ene urawane ee naneoeatiens reece ed pt. ! 

Another is this — : . 

Molasses... 0... cic cee eee eee eee odes sedate Sodiate Beatles 8 pts: 
Castor-oil .... 2.0 0......2.000. Veunaa sends baa aA aN wee Ab GaN 3 OZ. 
Calomel ........... Le cqsnnee ses edad oisierteuénie Eas thea Piaieeacesapoetine $8 12 grs. 

Charbon is ‘due to a micro-organism ‘discovered by Pasteur. - It: 

is transmissible to most all kinds of domestic animals -whose normal 

temperature is not higher than’100° F. Man may get it. As ex- 

plained in the article on Charbon in cattle, Pasteur has discovered a 
mode of preventing. this. disease by 
making a vaccine of the virus, and in- 

noculating the healthy sheep with it. 
Medical treatments,.to cure or pre- 

vent this malady, are, as a rule, useless. 
Disinfecting the infected buildings with 

quicklime and chloride of lime, carbolic 

acid lations, and solutions of bi- chloride 

of mercury, have some good - effects in 
Fre. 1198.—Facial Vein of Sheep. limiting arid preventing the spread of 

the disease. 1 

In Fig. 1197 we show a sheep i in the last stage of anthrax. 

Bleeding from the facial vein is said to have been practiced with 

good effect in recent and even extreme cases (see Fig. 1198). The 

current of blood is arrested, by pressure on the lower border of the 

jaw at a, | 
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TUBERCULOSIS, OR CONSUMPTION.— This disease, by some 

authors held identical with scrofula, is contagious and transmissible 

to man. It is due toa germ, and is indicated by a loss of vivacity, 
tenderness of the withers, back, and loins, and of the walls of the 

chest, a slight cough, dryness of the nose at, first, and later a 

slight discharge; heat 
of the horns and ears, 
etc. Inthe earlier stages, 
a preparation of 5 grains 

of iodide of potassium, 

or 10 grains of iodide of 
iron, finely powdered 

and, mixed with molas- 

ses, and placed on the 

= > root of the tongue, and 

Fia. 1199.—Rabies. | ‘ given daily, may effect 
at least a temporary 

cure ;. but if allowed to run along any length of time, no remedies 
avail; and, indeed, the best authorities unite in despairing of any 

definite specific for this malady. Tuberculous meat should not 

be eaten by man. | 
‘HYDROPHOBIA, OR RABIES.— This disease, supposed to arise 

spontaneously in the dog, the wolf, and the cat, is coritagious, and is 
communicated by their saliva among themselves and to other ani- 
mals. The symptoms of rabies appear in the sheep after various 
periods, averaging, perhaps, twenty to twenty-five days after the 
bite. (See Fig. 1199.) No curable treatment exists so far for true 
rabies, but Pasteur assures the world that he, by vaccination, pre- 

vents the development of the symptoms even several days after the 
biting occurred. 



CHAPTER XXVIII 

PARASITIC DISEASES 

REVOLUTION WroucET BY THE MicROScOPE —,SHEeEP- Bots, oR GRUBS IN 

THE Heap — THE FLuKe DIsEAsH, ok LIvER Rot — Dxscrirrions oF 

DIFFERENT VARIETIES OF Fiuxe —. VERMICULAR BRONCHITIS — TURNSICK, 

Srurpy, oR Gp. 

O class of ailments with which sheep are affected occasion more 
N pain and‘torture to the animals themselves, or cause greater 

annoyance and loss to shepherds, than those produced by par- 

asites. These diseases are divided into two kinds,—those in which 

the parasites infest the internal parts and organs of the sheep, and 
those in which they infest the external ones. 

PARASITIC DISEASES OF THE INTERNAL PARTS. 

The diseases caused by the parasites infesting the internal parts 

are liver rot, measles, bladder-worms, turnside (or giddiness), vermic- 
ular bronchitis, etc. The most prominent of these parasites are the 

different varieties of the fluke, the lung-strongle (or lung thread- 

worm), hydatids (or bladder-worms) of various kinds, the tape- 
worm, and the hair-worm ; while the parasitic diseases of the skin 

are mainly caused by the scab insect, the sheep-louse, the gad-fly, 
and the blue-bottle fly, the larve of which are the maggots of de- 
caying animal matter. 

The microscope has wrought a radical revolution in the. theory 

and treatment of parasitic diseases. That which was once taken for 

the effect of certain diseased conditions of the system, is now recog- 
nized as the cause; and instead of animalcule being bred in dis- 
eased matter, they themselves generally breed the disease., But, 

notwithstanding the invaluable contributions which science has 

made to this branch of knowledge, there is no subject upon which 
there is less correct knowledge diffused among American farmers. 

And yet, as stated, the destructive effects of parasitic diseases among 

sheep as well as among other domestic animals of our country, 

are appalling, and should command the closest attention and study 

of every breeder and wool-grower. These parasites are mostly - 

common to all:domestic animals, although special varieties of them 

are more numerous in some creatures than in others. . 
(909) 
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‘SHEEP-BOTS, OR GRUBS IN THE HEAD.—This disease is one 
of, the most serious with which the farmer has to deal, and one which 

should be attended to 
promptly ; and it is of: 

the utmost importance 
that the most thorough 
means’ should. be re- 

sorted to for preventing 
it, , It is caused by the 

gad- -fly, or breeze-fly 

(estrus ovis, or ceph- 
alemia ovis), which at- 

tacks the sheep in the 
“nostrils and frontal si- 

nuses, creating great 
dread of it on the part’ 

Fre. 1200.—Gad-fly, Greatly Magnified. of the ‘flock. When 
- struck by the fly, they 

stamp the ground violently, and manifest every sign of great agony. 
Deposited at the entrance of the nostril, the larva proceeds upward 
to the farthest’ recesses. Fig. 1200 shows a greatly magnified rep- 
_resentation of the sheep gad-fly, and Fig. 1201 (6) shows the insect, 
natoral size, with its larva (a). es 4. 

The sheep gad-fly has a less hairy head, but one larger in. pro- 

portion to its size, than the horse gad-fly. Its face is reddish, its 
forehead brown, its antenne black or ro 
brown, with, ‘small black tubercles, and’ 
belly spotted with white. It lays its 
eggs onthe edges of the sheep’s nostrils, 

and the larva lives’ in the frontal ‘and 

maxillary sinuses. Its head is armed 
with two horny black hooks, by which 

it fixes itself to the mucous membrane, ; 
and lives there in. this state. nearly a  Fyg, 1201.—Gad-fly and Larva.. 

year, when it falls to the ground, and.© 

burying itself a few inches, Soon merges into the chrysalis state. 
Thirty of forty days. after its burial, it develops into its perfect state, 

and wings its flight. In this state it is scientifically’ known as the 

conops, and lives on humble-bees. It is to avoid the attacks ofthe 
gad-fly in hot days that the sheep will lie down with their nostrils 
buried in dusty ruts, or stand up with their heads lowered between 

their fore legs, and with their noses nearly in contact with the ground. 
1 3 0 



} 

the Gad-fly.- 

Bra, 1202—Sheep Attacked: by 
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When in the open fields, they gather with their nostrils against 
one another and near the ground, ’so that those on the outside are 

alone exposed. (See Fig. 1202.) . 
The best means of prevention of and relief from the Bade -fly i is to 

smear tar on the nose, around the nostrils, which will prove both 

distasteful to the fly and fatal to the egg. A most excellent expe- 
dient is to plow a strip entirely around the field where the sheep 
are pastured, so that they can place their nostrils in the soft earth, 

in order to protect themsélves against the insect in the way that 
instinct suggests to them. Another method is to blow snuff or to- 
bacco-smoke up the nostrils: from the stem of a pipe, which will 
cause the sheep to sneeze out the larva. Still another remedy is to 
inject tobacco-water into the nostrils with a syringe.” The greatest 
care should be taken to keep the sheep in-dry, upland pastures, and 
preserve the ground as free as possible from offal and other para- 
site-breeding substances. . 

MAGGOTS.—One of the 
most: common causes of 
trouble in sheep, and one 
that must be most care- 
fully guarded against, is 

Fie. 1208. Fre, 1204.—Lancet of the that arising from fly-blow- 
House-fly. Meat-fly. ing of the flesh in those 

places where it has beén 
wounded, or where dirt has accumulated around the tail and other 
parts. This trouble comes from the common house-fly (Fig. 1203), 
the meat-fly (Fig. 1204), and the ‘blue-bottle fly (Fig. (1205), all of 
which deposit their eggs or living larve on decaying animal mat- 
ter, or in wounds, or in foul places on sie body of the sheep. 

In the treatment of maggots, the 

sheep should be carefully looked 
after as regards cleanliness, in order 
to guard against fly-blowing. The 

- application of spirits of turpentine is 
a sure remedy, as it kills the larve 
and maggots. Diluted carbolic acid 
and kerosene have been used with 
good effect. af 

Law gives the following treatment Fra. 1205.—Blue-bottle Fly Magnified. 

for maggots: Pick off the wool and 

filth. and all the maggots, and apply— 
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Oil of turpentine or of tar..,........... op saeks Seas eevee 1...0 02. 
COMPNOR ics drivniarnsreececinee dee aedeawes rr ere e: 
Asafetida.......... a piRiase aoademeaionaie usta #4 eieik'n 4 Sark's erelile ess pees ed Gr. r 

i THE FLUKE DISEASE, ROT, OR LIVER ROT. —This malady is 

most insidious. The first symptoms are obscure ; the shesp feeds, 
and, in fact, gains 
in flesh, but the 

spirits are dull, and 

the skin, especially 

on the brisket, is of 

a pale-yellow tint. 

The eye secretes a 
yellow fluid; the muzzle becomes yellowish, and also the tongue, 
while the’ breath is intensely offensive. Sometimes excessive 

diarrhea prevails, while at 
other times constipation oc- 
curs. The wool generally falls , 

off, or is easily pulled out. 
The muscles waste, the animal " 
becomes “razor-backed,” the 
hip bones project, the belly is 

pendent, and the back drooped 
from dropsical effusion. The . 
head. also droops, the expression is haggard, the appetite poor, the 
‘thirst great, and the dung filled with myriads of microscopic eggs. 

: This terrible disease is 

caused by the most promi- 
nent, the most dreaded, and at 

the same time the most inter- 

esting ofall parasites, the fluke, 
; or liver-fluke. Fig. 1206 rep- 

Fra. 1208.—Mature Liver. Fluke. eesents: ihe) cyst: OF tase In 
. closing | the liver-fluke. The 

fluke is a flat, whitish, oval-shaped animal, more thickly conical ‘in 
front, and has ‘a BUGRET: or mouth. Where the thicker part joins 

; the flatter. hind part, 

‘here is a second sucker 

on the under side. In 
. Fig. 1207, @ is the oral 
sucker, 4 the bulb of 

a the cesophagus, and ¢ 
Fria. 1209.—Lanceolated Fluke. the main digestive tube 

Fre. 1206.—Spore-case of the Liver Fluke, Greatly Enlarged. 

Fre. 1207.—Liver Fluke—tts Digestive System. 
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of one side. Fig.'1208 represents the liver- 

fluke fully matured. 
A species of this animal, called the lance- 

olated fluke, is shown in Fig. 1209. 
There is a non-parasitic order of creatures 

inhabiting ponds and ditches, termed plan- 
arians, which is so much like the fluke in 

appearance that we present an illustratien 
of the former in Fig. 1210. They, like the 
fluke, very much resemble leeches, not only 

in appearance, but in habits. 
The fluke throws off several thousand eggs,. 

that pass out with the feces. In a freshet, 
-Fre. 1210.—Planarian . ; : 

Digestive System. immense numbers of these worms are left 
on'the meadows, and the sheep eating them 

with grass, the miniature fluke passes down the main intestine, un- 

til it reaches the liver duct, which it as- 
cends, and at once begins its development. 

In England 2,000,000 sheep died of this 
disease in 1830. Fig. 1211 ‘represents a 
sheep affected with this terrible disease. 

Remedies for the fluke disease consist 

wholly in preventive measures in the 

earlier stages. Law gives the following 
as a tonic mixture : — } 

Linseed, pea, oat, barley, or unbolted wheat flour cL avebe see eae 40 Ibs. 
owdered gentian or anise Cs eee We Gees ahora tenta cl 4 Tbs. 

Common salt..........0......8. Feshadee yiteuceonteayan Seis Doe sear Oars 4 Ibs. : 
Sulphate or oxide of iron.......... Redes site EE ee eas 116 

Give half a pint daily to each sheep. | -8 
A leading authority recommends the following combination — 

Mix with clover, meal, or grain, for 100 sheep. Give twice or three 

times a week. 

Or this :— 

Mustard, flour sic: cin eeaee is added s op aide vesins S4-Seiea + OEE SORE 1 Ib. 
Juniper berries ............2...0000 SfesUd Oo Aa elaIR Revaa tea el ne me 2 Ibs. 
‘Common salt................. aba ae os awe newibe egies teeter 2 Ibs. 

Mix with sufficient. eround food for. 100 sheep. 
A laxative dose, to be given when the affected sheep have been 

isolated in a separate pasture, is the following :— a 
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Sulphate of magnesia,........... 0.00. c cece en eee geese en ee ees 
Oil of turpentine. sy idinsltevelnsnbrekaa austere Ge ie euelatne 3 dr. 

Mix for a drench, and give one third of the quantity every two. days 

as a dose.’ 

An English writer, John Large, claims that the following will 

destroy fluke in the liver :— 
) 

Yellow resin........ Arid coinage scanmnee ave Gude O Geaecele Ne Gaus teas 1} dr. 
Oil of turpentine.............. ere horas a Rls aunat emia re 1} 02. 
Calomel ............... Serer am ieee 2 fod c ccc NS auemie acne See 18 gr. 
Tincture of iodine. re ete ere: iA das ater ap oniattenaen . .30 drops. 

~ 

For three doses, one every morning, for three devi. in gruel. 
The sheep should be abundantly supplied with salt. Stewart 

recommends the following mixture, to be given on the first appear- 

ance of the suspicious symptoms : — 

Saltpeter® sas cc Guseles ls SecAd baie e hades Jeeutoreis uate 13 oz. 
Powdered ginger. ............. seeeee narice Waaaee lepavoreitegior eae renee 1 oz. 
Carbonate of iron ................ is aearaieees eo Lares erne 4 0%. 
Salt ........ Fr scaitt, dene Aiaktone sais easiest Gites dierent ace eames “1 Ib. 
Boiling water ............ +1 AIS ee idl gcac Hed avesk waning ayesscorn ae oweledes 8 qts. 

The above to be ‘mixed, and when nearly cold, 9 oz. of spirits of 

turpentine to be added ; the whole to be bottled in quart bottles for 
use, and when adinmnierered, should be well shaken, to mix the in- 

gredients thoroughly. 
VERMICULAR BRONCHITIS.—This disease is caused by a white, 

thread-like worm, the strongylus filaria, popularly known as the 
lung-worm, the “lung-strongle,” or strongula. (See Fig. 1212.) 

Fa. 1212.—Thread-strongle (Strongylus Filaria), Greatly Enlarged. 

The symptoms are essentially those of bronchitis, with the ex- 

ception that the whole herd is affected, and mucus is coughed up 

containing the above-described worms, either singly or in bundles, 

A husky cough is followed by dry, staring coat, embarrassed breath- 

ing, and advancing emaciation, with diarthea. This disease i is called 

the hoose when it appears in» ‘lambs. ; 

The proper treatment is to feed’ liberally on linseed, cake, rape 

cake, cotton cake, roots, oats, or beans, to which may be added a 
18 ; 

> 
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mixture in equal parts of sulphate of iron, gentian, and ginger, in 

proportion of four ounces to every ten lambs of three months and 

over. Abundant dry feeding and free access to salt are desirable. 

Fo: the intestinal parasites, a teaspoonful each of salt and oil of 

turpentine may be given in milk every second day, before eating, 

if possible. 

The following has been highly recommended: — 

Sulphate of magnesia : 
Nitrate of potash....... Avec thcerec bee aaa “eseetn wvarenttnahn eh Gra tye Slate) eclavers ee 

\ 

‘Pour on this three. pints of boiling water, and when the solu- 

tion is milk warm, add— 

Oilof turpentine soe) Ace V ene wanda eee esas tee eee wees 4 0%. 
Bole armeniac........ vlog euaib eee tiga rev wuneea ae mie eaeomen tee dulea widens 4 02. 

Mix well, and give three or four tablespoonfuls every day. The 

above will suffice for 160 lambs. . 
Mr. Finlay. Dun recommends that when the lung-worms. prevail, 

lambs should have throughout the summer and fall months, about 
once a fortnight, a dose of the following tonic and vermifuge 

mixture :— . 
Oil Of turpentine 3. ioeie sg sue ae tees FHS EE LAOREET SS 2 02. 
Powdered: S@ntians aie cys e eaceaveaienid esters aoe FRGOM Gee ae 2 oz. 
Laudanum,...............0.0-- eh WNOe 2 Kaan nt Russ sepa sate as 2 02. 

Dissolve in, a quart of linseed tea or iieieewater. This is enough for 
ten or twelve doses. ' 

Frok Townsend, of Ohio, a eer aUEONY gives this formula :— 

mee ect a ey: sihuhit a ciara amie Meee ele 1 pt. 

Shake together, and give a teaspoonful once a day for a week or 
two. = 

TURNSICK, STURDY, OR GID.—This disease is occasioned by the 
presence in the brain of the hydatid, or bladder-worm, scientifically 
known as the cenurus-cerebralis. It has been ascertained that this 
bladder-worm of the sheep is nothing else than a form of the tape- 

worm of the dog (¢enia cenurus), at an earlier stage of its exist- 

ence. The eggs of the latter, discharged in the dung of the dog 
upon fields and pastures, are swallowed up by the sheep with the 

‘herbage, and the larval state of the worms is developed within their 

bodies, in either the lungs, the abdomen, or the brain, causing a dis- 

ease which is often fatal. The larve of the tape-worm exist in the 
shape of watery bladders, or sacs, which contain the undeveloped 
worms. These peculiar creatures are what are known as bladder- 

worms, or hydatids. One of these infests the abdominal cavity of - 
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the sheep, and is sometimes 
specifically known as the 

diving bladder-worm. This 

is treated of elsewhere 
Another— polycephalus ovi- 

nus —infests the brain, and _ 

causes the disease we are 
now considering. (See Fig. 
1213, with the accompanying 
explanations. a 

The animal is shown in 
Fig. 1214 in the non-sexual 

or non-generating condition, 
in the head of a sheep, in 
which it produces the feeling 

of giddiness that gives the 
disease its name. 

The formation of the first. 
segment, head, or ‘scolex of 
the coenure, is shown in Fig. 

1215. ; 

Fre. 1214.—Head of a Sheep, with Hy- 

-datid in the Front Lobe of the Brain. 

917 

Fra. 1213.—Ceenurus (Hydatid) of the Sheep. 

1. Vesicle containing groups of heads of the’ hyda- 
tid, natural size; 2. Two groups of heads, enlarged 
four times; 3. Head still more greatly enlarged. 

The symptoms of the turnsick in 
sheep are curious, and well marked. 

At first the animal staggers and reels, 

walking round in a circle, and often 
running against obstacles. Some- 
times the entire brain is eaten away 
before death ensues. 

One of the remedies employed is 

the introduction of a trocar and 
canula into‘ the soft spot in the skull, 
and_ the application of a syringe 

through the latter. Another’ is to 

puncture, with the needle of a strong 
hypodermic syringe, the walls of the 

cyst inclosing the hydatid, and to in- 

‘ject therein some of the following, or 
of a similar solution : — 

LOMING 3 sa.ct2 cakduane y oxeuiaxraes 1 gr. 
Iodide of potash............... 5 oz. 
WOR eae ca cao opines 1 oz. 

Mix, and use halfateaspoonfulat a time. 
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In forty-one of 
Prof. Gamgee’s exper- 
iments, fifty dogs were 

employed, and these 
were fed on the cenuri 
from the brains of 

sheep, thirty-three be- ° 
coming, affected with 
tape-worm. From one 
cyst alone 400 tape- 
worms were devel- 

oped, and from afourth 
part of one cyst 191 of 

thesé creatures were 
produced, the time. oc- 

cupied being less:than 
a fortnight, when they 

were about one tenth 

of an inch in length ; 

1 
‘ 

t 

Fig. 1215.—Coenurus (Hydatid) of the Sheep. 

a, Brain of a sheep invested for three. weeks with the egys 
of the hydatid, the sheep finally dying of turnsick; b, Isolated 
passage formed by the worm on the surface of the brain; 
ce, Vesicle before the birth of the scolex (or head); d, Vealele 
in which the scolex appears; e, Vesicle which has engendered 
the scolex, 

they were one inch long the third week, and four inches long by the 

‘end of the fourth week. Those remaining at the end of five months 
reached the length of 24'to 30 inches. After three to five months 
the joints were detached singly, and, finding their way with the 

feces to the ground, reached the stomach of the sheep, where they 
recommenced their havoc. 



CHAPTER XXIX, 

PARASITIC Disa AsEsS 
(CONTINUEID). 

. 

Tan Tare-Worm — Irs Ex1sTENcE. IN THE INTESTINES — THE Manes, or Itox— 

Various Species or AcarI— THE Dog-Tick — Tue Fopner-Lousz — Tut 

Bopy-Louss --.Tue Heap-Louszr -— Tae Surer- Louse — Tue Sugep-Tick — 
Tue SHeer-Bue — Man-Eatine Fiy — Tsetse Fry. 

HE Tapre-Worm.—In Figs. 1216 and 1217 the more advanced 

fh stage of the many-headed tape-worm is shown, called by Van 
Beneden the .strobile, or the strobiline condition. The de- 

tached part in Fig. 1916. 

represents the scolex, 

or head, greatly en- 

‘larged and invaginated. 
The worm in this stage‘ 

is capable of reproducing 

itself without the gen- 

erative process, but by 

a species of budding or . df 

generation. ; 

In Fig. 1218 is shown 

the tapé-worm as it ap- 
_pears in the peritoneum 

of the sheep.’ 
_ TAPE-WORM IN THE 

INTESTINES (TANIA 
PLICATA).—Although it 
has been stated that the 

intestinal sheep-worm is 

unknown i in this country, 
yet avery well authen- 

ticated case was report- 

ed in the National Live 

Stock Fournal in 1875, 

in which a large flock in 
Missouri was stated to Fires. 1216, 1217.—The Tape-worm Encysted. 

(919) 
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be affected with it, the dead 

sheep of which were exam- 
ined and “found packed full 
of tape-worms.” There is 

no means of prevention of 
this disease, as the eggs of 
the tape-worm may. be 
dropped by rabbits, squir- 

rels, skunks, and other wild 

animals, as well as by dogs. 

Under the head of Turn- 
sick we have given the pro- 
cess of the development of 
the hydatid in the brain of: 

ts a ‘sheep, from the larva 

dropped by, the dog.. In Fig. 1219 is shown the first segment or 
_scolex of the tenia, or tape-worm, inclosed in a membranous cyst. 
Van Beneden calls the parasite in this form the ¢ysticercus tenutcollts. 

We translate the following synopsis of the transformations of 
the tape-worm"from Hurtrel d’Arboval’s Dictionnaire de Médicine, 
de C. hirurgie, et d'Hygitne Veterinatres :-—~ 

Fie. 1218.—Tape-worm of Sheep, Scolex Greatly 

Magnified. 

\ 
“By, virtue of the investigations of Siebald, Yan Beneden, Kuchenmeister, and 

other great scientists, we know to-day that the cysticercus cellulose, which constitutes 

the measles in the hog, becomes, in its passage into the stomach of man, the tenia 

, solium, or the solitary worm ; the cysticer- 

cus pisiformis of the rabbit becomes in | 
the dog the tenia serrata; the cysticercus 

longicollis of the field-mouse becomes the 
tenia crassiceps of the fox and of .the 
terrier dog; the cysticercus fasciolaris of 

the mouse becomes ‘the tenia crassicolis 

in the cat; the cenurus cerebralis of the 

sheep becomes the tenia cenurus of the 

dog ; the echinococeus becomes equally a 

tenia, and the tenia an echinococcus ; the 

' encysted trichina becomes prolific only 

when it penetrates into the alimentary 

canal of other animals ; the strongylt pass 

likewise a portion of their life in the con- 

dition of non-sexual beings.” 

The symptoms indicating tape- 
worm in the intestines are great 
appetite, alternating with refusal 

Fie. 1219.—The Scolex or First Segment of Of food; desire to cat dirt, the 
the Tape-worm, in its Hydatic Condition. passage of soft dung mixed with 
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mucus, and evidences of internal pain. The most effective treat- 
ment is believed to be the following preparation :— 

dnieed Gl. ico Eareacneeanienaneneatence eens iis Saeaea 2 oz. 
Spirits of turpentine,............cceceeceeree eaee awe oe $ to 1 02. 

Repeat. twice a week 
for two weeks. | If 

this is not effective, 

three ounces of pow- 
dered root of male 

fern may be given 
once a week, to be 

followed by a purga- 
tive of linseed oil in 
six hours. See also 
treatment given on 

page 509, Part I., in 
diseases of horses.. 

Hair Worms.—The 
intestines are some- 

times infested by a 
species of worm thus 
called, causing diar- 

rhea and emaciation. 

A cough ‘also accom- 
panies the diarrhea. 
Salt in doses of half 
an ounce, given on 

alternate days, with 
one dram doses of 

‘sulphate of iron, is a 
pretty sure remedy 
for these parasites. 

The food should be 

of the most nutritive 
kind. 

PARASITIC DIS- Fie. 1220.—Organs of Circulation and Respiration in an Insect. 

EASES OF THE SKIN. A, abdominal portion of the dorsal vessel; B,. aortic or 
ss thoracic portion; C, air-vessels of the head; D, of the ab- THE MANGE.—The  aonen, : ; D, 

most formidable and. 

annoying of the external parasites of the sheep is the scab insect, or , 
acarus scabtei, which causes the scab, itch, or mange. It dwells on 
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the skin, derivitie its nourishment from sucking the fluids of the 
system. It is a minute mite, which attaches itself'to the skin, and 

penetrates ‘the surface, lodging itself in the tissues, and causing in- - 

Fra. 1221.—The Scab. 

tense irritation or itching, and the secretion of a matter which dries 
on the surface and forms a scab. Scab may be of spontaneous origin, 
as well as the product of contagion. One female acarus can pro- 
duce a million and a-half of progeny in ninety days, and this ex- 

‘plains the rapidity: with which scab’spreads in sheep. Of parasitic 

Fre. 1222.—Serious ae of Scab. 

acari, there are three principal species : one that burrows in the 
scarf-skin, one which lives on the surface among the scabs, and one 

which lives in the fatty glands of the skin in sheep and dogs. In 
scab, the animal shows its aggravation by moving its body, and by 
rubbing against fences or other objects (Fig. 1221). The wool is 
often torn off from a good portion of the body. 
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Among the par- 
asites of this clags 

that. trouble sheep, - 
are some which we 

_ have already men- 
' tioned in treating 
: ofdiseases of cattle. 

There is one that 
. is usually classed 

Fra. 1223.—Dog-tick, Found 20g the parasites 
on Sheep. of the dog (Fig. Fie, 1224.—Fodder, or Hay-louse. 

‘ 1223), which is often 
found on sheep, and is excessively annoying to them. Another, 

called the fodder-louse, | or’ hay-louse, sometimes infests sheep, 

(Fig. 1224.) 

. The-vermin that affect the human 
species are sometimes found on the 
lower animals, and particularly on 

sheep. This is true with regard to 
both body and head lice.. For a 
representation of the former, see 

Fig. 1225.. 

ips 

‘ee 

Fie, 1225.—Human Body-louse (Pediculus 
Humanus Corporis), Female. 

a, Its egg. 

-In Fig. 1296 is shown the head of the female (A), with one of 
the mandibles isolated (B). 

In Fig. 1227 is shown the male of the body-louse, while in Fig. « 

1228 will be found a representation of the human head-louse, with 

its method of affixing its eggs to the hair. ! 

In Figs. 1229 to 1234 we show a series- of vermin which infest 

sheep as well as other domestic animals of a kindred nature. In 
Fig. 1235 is shown the sheep lope and in Fig. 1236, its larva. 

i 

Fia. 1226.—Head of Human Body- 
louse. 
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In the treat- 

ment of scab, 

after nourishing 

food, cool, clear 
air, clean, dry 

buildings, and 
the avoidance of 

huddling the 
sheep together, 
oil should be Fie. 1228.—Human Head-louse 

applie d, and the (Pediculus Capitis), 

affected parts A, back view of the female; B, 
: abdominal extremity of the male; 

washed with C, egg attached to a hair. 

soap-suds; then 
break up and remove the scabs and 

crusts ; after which apply with a brush the following :— 

Fie. 1227.—Male of the Human 

Body-louse. ; 

Oil of tar....... 1 oz. 
Whale oil...... 20 oz. 

Or— 

DAP gros edseiscian 4 Tb. 
Sulphur......... $ lb 
Soap............ 1 Ib. 
Alcohol, ........ 1 Ib 

Fra. 1229. Fre. 1230. Fie, 1281. For sheep with 
heavy fleeces, baths 
are very efficient. 

The following prep- 

aration will neither 

Fie. 1282. Fie. 1283. \ Fre. 1234. 
Various Species of Lice Infesting Sheep, Goats, etc. 

: stain the wool nor materially endanger the 

sheep :— 

Tobacco .......... GUS ES BeOS Sa REA 16 Ibs 
‘ Oil of tar ..........---. ema eatcaalele .....8 pts. 

Soda ash........ wc... e ee eee Navpus le aaa 20 lbs. 
Soft soap) o.. 2. igo saree vine see ee Bese 4 Ibs. 
WiateP cicicn ves ucenSageieedan bene See 50 gal. 

Boil the tébacco, and dissolve the other sub- 

_ stances in a few gallons of boiling water, then (Hippoboscus Ovis). 
“?add water to make up to fifty gallons, which ‘A nesarsiaizay Wh eety ea 

will suffice for fiftv sheep. larged. 

Fig. 1235.—Sheep - louse 
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4 

Fra. 1286.—- 
Larva of the Ss 

Sheep-louse. - Fig. 1287,—The Scab. ee 

‘In Figs. 1238 and 1239 we show representations of the sheep- 

tick and sheep-louse, 

the first of which may 
be destroyed by the 
dips recommended in 
the Scab, and the sec- 
ond by rubbing the 

skin with sulphur 

ointment or whale oil. ma 
LUCILIA HOMNIV- Fie. 1238.—Sheep- Fie. 1240.— 

. tick (Hippobosca). Fie. 1239. —Sheep- Sheep-bug. 

ORAX, AND GLOS- louse (Trichodectes). ‘ 
SINA MORSITANS. — In this connection we present accounts of two 
very singular insects not belonging to our own country, but which — 

are terribly destructive to sheep as well as to men in other lands. 

. The first, Lucila Homnivorax (the man-eating fly) (Fig..1241), 

is found in French Guiana. It is a quarter.or a third of an inch in 
length, of a golden green, with the antennz. brown, and. the feet 

black, with dark-purple thorax and abdomen, and transparent wings. 

‘Fre. 1 41.—Man-eating Fly Fre. 1242.—Larva of the Lucilia Hom- 

(Lucilia Homnivorax). nivorax, or Man-eating Fly. 

“This beautiful insect is said to be an assassin. M. Coquerel 

says that it sometimes gets into the mouth of a convict in the peni-" 

tentiary of Cayenne, when the latter is in an intoxicated condition, 

t 
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and lays its eggs there, and when they are changed into larve the 

death of the victim ensues under terrible conditions. | 

On the extreme left, in Fig. 1242, is represented the larva of 

this singular animal ; next, one of the horny mandibles with which 

the larva is provided ; and on the right, the head of the larva, greatly 

enlarged. 

Fre, 1248,—The Tsetse Fly (Glossina Morsitans). Vi i 

The other insect referred to is 

the Tsetse Fly, shown in Fig. 1243, 
which is a native of Central Africa.” 
It is brown, with transverse yellow 
stripes across the abdomen. It is 
not dangerous to man, but attacks 
cattle, sheep, and, other, domestic \ 

animals, upon which it darts from 
the top of a bush with the rapidity 

of an arrow. The African cattle and sheep recognize it at a great 
.distance by its buzzing, and are thrown into great consternation 

‘thereby. The poison ‘is not injected with a sting, or by eggs de- 
posited beneath the skin, but the proboscis is inserted into the skin, 
and the venom thus conveyed into the system of the. victim, which 
does not immediately suffer more than from the bite of a mosquito ; 
but in a few days the eyes and nose begin to run, a swelling appears 

under the jaw, and emaciation begins, and proceeds unchecked un- 

til, in a month or so, purging comes on, and the animal finally 
perishes from exhaustion. . 

Fie. 1244.—Foot-louse. 



CHAPTER XXX. 

LAMBING AND ATTENDANT 

DISEASES. 

Parrurrment Fever— Parturient ParAuysis— Garget — Castration — RHEUMA- 

TIsM — GRUB IN THE NostRits — Dockrva—FRAcTURES— SPRAINS — FEELING 

THE PULSE. : 

HE. lambing season calls for the exercise of the utmost pa- 

T tience on the part of the raiser of sheep; and the knowledge 

gained by practical experience is mainly that upon which he 
can rely for success in his management. The remedies for the dis- 

eases and mishaps incident to this period are such as no farmer can 
afford to be ignorant of, and such as no one need be ignorant of, if 

he but exercise ordinary observation and discretion, and reads to 
any extent. ’ 

When the lambs begin to drop, it is easy to discover those ewes 
that will come in within twenty-four hours. The genital parts be- 

come red and swollen, and the udder swells and fills. At this point 
the ewe should be closely watched to see'that nothing goes wrong. 

If the lamb be presented i in such a manner that it cannot be ex- 

pelled, it should be gently replaced by an individual with a small 

hand smeared with sweet-oil, and then brought into such a position 
that the feet shall be presented first, with the head lying upon them, 
and not doubled back. If the hind parts are presented, the feet 
should be brought up after. the lamb has been pushed back. If the 
ewe is weak, a little warm gruel, sweetened and. flavored with. gin- 

ger, may be given. When the pains are deficient, they can be 
stimulated with ergot, the following being a dose :— - 

Powdered ergot iis wtearew ones nGacaee Ee ALON as Rune Rages bane 80 gr. 
Powdered ginger. ./....1 wiials Days ga Mae Seis a eee ance ols Gad ’..,80 gr. 

When the pains are excessive and exhausting, the following, 

given in gruel, will render them more regular, and keep up iis 
strength : — 

Spirits of camphor.............-+ Suis lagails Rem aGaettibeeie wey va 1dr. 
Dawdanwm: 2 ooiocc ciscls cc cbs 84 Ree soe es Fw eg Heal Sain eevee ees 4 02. 

If the womb becomes inverted, and hangs like a bag from the 

vagina, as may occur after lambing, the treatment should be sub- 
(927) 
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stantially the same. The womb should be well washed with warm 
alum water, carefully replaced, and retained in position by-a band- 
age, or, in severe cases, by loosely stitching the lips of the vulva. If 
this fails to effect the object, and chronic falling of the womb occurs, 
it should be tightly corded close to the vulva and allowed to slough — 

' off. Death is sometimes the result of this trouble. ' 

PARTURIENT FEVER is uncommon in sheep in this country ; but 

as it sometimes occurs, we give the symptoms, which are loss of 
ie 

a Fie. 1245.—Twin Gestation in Womb of a Sheep 

: if ‘ 

appetite, twitching of the hind legs and ears, dullness and weakness, 
staggering, and the discharge of a dark-colored and offensive fluid 
from the vagina. It generally occurs a few days before lambing, 
and the fetus is‘nearly always dead when delivered... The ewe 
should be separated from the flock, and given the following ora 
similar laxative :— 

* 
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‘Nitrate of OLAS. ee ee eee eee ee cee eee neers tab tesa nes 1 dr. 
Sulphate of magnesia ........... Sot Hae s Seba eet eens 2 to 8 Oz. 
Molasses 3 oz, a 

Give in a pint of warm linseed gruel. 
This may be repeated if not opening the bowels in ten hours, 

and thereafter continue only the niter and two or three drops of car- 
bolic acid and molasses. while the fever lasts,.the whole to be dis- 
solved in a little water, and well shaken before administering. 

ABORTION.—This is by no means unfrequent in ewes, and is often 

caused by excessive eating of turnips or other roots, though it is 

sometimes occasioned by the sheep. being chased by dogs. When 
abortion has occurred, the following may be given with nourishing 

food :— 

Powdered camphor ...........e0eeeccenes s susiateints cette ae + dr. 
Laudanum ............ wanes vaew Peewee Peek ee ges swears jahllg een 1 dr. 
Epsom. salts........... Me ovswee sauna cated aida areate aes ve 1 to 3 oz, 

IRRITATION OF THE Va- 
.GINA (AFTER-PAINS _ IN 
EwEs).— This ailment oc- 

curs the first, second, or. 
third day, and is shown by 
panting, straining, heaving 

of the flanks, a staring coat, 
scanty, high-colored, and 
strong-smelling urine, cos- 
tiveness, and ‘swelling and 
redness of. the external 

hinder parts, which at last Fra, 1246.— Liver of a Lamb at Birth. 
turn very dark. It is easy 

to prevent this disease by. reducing the condition of the eisieun 
when it can be safely done. A bran mash with fifteen grains of 
saltpeter should be is 

given daily for a few 
days, and upon a 
recurrence of the 

pains, the following, 

mixed with mo- 

lasses and given on 
the tongue, should be administered at once :— 

Fie. 1247. —After-pains in Ewes. 

Camphor............ cece erence reece aid aoa ee $ dr. 
Laudanum...... 215 deal a cevhes oats aosGh asa avepetanalaaveseidhs Biorast a asses 60 dropa. 
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Bleeding is held by good authorities to be injurious, as are also 

violent purgatives. oy 

PARTURIENT PARALYSIS. ey is treated under the head’ of 

Nervous Diseases. 

GARGET.—Though not a very prevalent disease among sheep, 

garget is one which, when it occurs, should be treated with prompt- 

ness. It is an inflammation of the udder and milk glands. Its 

symptoms are enlargement of the udder, which becomes red, hot, 

and so, sensitive that the ewe sometimes refuses the lamb. The 

udder should be fomented with warm water and a warm linseed-meal . 

poultice applied for twelve hours or more, removing it to draw the 

milk. Bleeding to the extent of half'a pint from the large vein 

which runs under the belly, if the inflammation is high, is beneficial. 

Mix for one dose, and administer internally— 

Nitrate of potash.’............... 2 cece eee aa rere eee } dr. 
Bi-carbonate of soda........ sai4 gant ay a sees was ae ediavacah si avatieateceta tani OMe 
Sulphate of magnesia............ "sabe Scheele bd eystte ee aN 8 2k vautes DSRS 2 oz. 
Water..... ee itigasta Uadens 4 Guay o era OG Wa aoe d Sista Sewers Dever Cee 8 02. 

Then give morning, and night one half dram nitrate of potash 

and 10 to 20 grains of nux vomica, with say one half | ounce bi-car- 

bonate of soda. — : 

MISCELLANEOUS. % 

RHEUMATISM, when it passes’ from the acute to the chronic 

stage, causes serious changes in the structure of the joints or muscles , 
affected. Its symptoms are general uneasiness and stiffness, swell- 

ing of the joint or joints, diminished appetite, and sometimes sus- 
pended rumination. The dung is hard and scanty, and the urine 
high-colored and deficient. A moderate purgative like this may be - 
given first :— 

GIN OL 5 ois deals a eelas Gea CE ER hia ary Sinaia wu Sestedtisienatecd 1 dr. 
Epsom salts...... igs Reapers arated iodide sunsonndesbin iene atee aaestue ats Rubee veNPsade erase 2 oz. 
Spirits nitrous ether.......... 0... cece cece cette e cere ener e et 4 02. 
Water.:......... see G Suimee ede e schie ea eca's Vidsuerrasis oudoaumess 4 02. 

and afterward give one dram of salicylate of soda to be dissolved in 
warm water night and morning. ~ Ke 

CASTRATION.—The earlier'this is performed, the less danger 
there is of any evil consequence resulting. A lamb a week old may 

be deprived of the whole scrotum and testicles by a single stroke of 
the shears, without much danger ; but when it is some months old, 

and the organ has become fully developed, far more care in the 
operation must be observed. A good plan is for the operator to sit 
on a long bench, with one of the lamb’s hind legs beneath each of 
his thighs, while the fore legs are held by an assistant, then taking 

! 
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the scrotum in his left hand, and making the skin tight and smooth, 
effect a free incision with a sharp knife at the bottom of the scrotum, 
beneath each testicle ; then cut the membranes that surround them, 

and scrape the cords and blood vessels attached to them, and the 

operation is completed. To castrate a ram, make a larger incision 
at the bottom of each compartment of the scrotum ; the object being 
to permit the pus, which will form within, to escape. 

‘ . ‘Fra. 1248. —Feeling-the Pulse. 

CANKER OF THE FOOT is to’a certain extent a similar disease 

te ehrush, or canker of the frog, in horses. It is caused by keeping 
the sheep too closely confined in barns, or in yards where the 

manure is permitted to collect and ferment, as also from neglected 
cases of foot-rot. This sometimes necessitates a skillful surgical op- 
eration with the knife, cutting off the diseased portion. After washing‘ 

the foot in a solution of one dram of chloride of zinc in a pint of 

water, apply a pledget of tow or lint dipped in a mixture like the 
following:— , 

INUGTIG ACIG) 4.0 ase hci sae Ries ee ea als aes cerns semeee oD 1 part. 
Water cic 34 ses tees Se eaa dude samae dae Jae eee 6 to 12 parts. 

DockING should be performed:on lambs within a week after 
birth. Hold the lamb between the knees, with its rump against a 
block of wood; then draw the skin of the tail toward the rump 

_ 19 , 
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with the fingers of the left hand, and hold with the right hand a 
sharp chisel on the tail, below the fingers, and ‘two inches from the 

rump; a smart rap on the chisel by a boy, severs the tail at one 
stroke,.and leaves the bone in a condition to heal quickly. 

FRACTURES OF THE LIMBS are treated under diseases of horses 
and cattle. . 

SPRAINS often. occur in large flocks. They are most wisely 

treated by rest, accompanied by the use of some such liniment as 

tincture of arnica and spirits of camphor. 
FEELING THE PULSE.—In Fig. 1248 is a representation of the 

method of feeling the pure} in the. smaller domestic animals, such as 
the sheep. a 

1 
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CHAPTER XXXI, 
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; ! 
AINTEIIRAS AND CHOLERA. 

DiszasEs oF Swink Laraury Due To IMPROPER Foop anp MANAGEMENT— ADMIN- 

ISTERING MEprIcInes TO Hoas—/CHAREON, ANTHRAX, OR Hog CHOLERA—NaATURE 
OF ANTHRAX Diszases—Ganerenous ErystreLAs—MALIGNANT OR GANGRENOUS 

Anaiva—APOPLECTIC AwrHRax—PREVENTIVE MEASURES. 

HE farmers 
ofthis coun | 

try have so 

great an interest 
in hogs, that we 
have, at consid-- 

erable trouble: 

and large ex- 

_ pense, not only 

obtained careful 

and’ correct il- 

lustrations of the 

best and most se- 

lect varieties of 

breeds, but pre- 

pared the most 
approved and re- 
liable methods of 

Fic. 1249.—Head of Wild Boar. 

treatment of diseases of swine. To effect this object, the text has - 

been compiled with the utmost care and thoroughness, and also 

been submitted to the criticism of several of our most eminent vet- 

erinary surgeons, for their revision and criticism. Hence, this part’ 

will be found particularly valuable for the many useful and excel- 
Ff (933) 
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lent remedies that have been employed with marked success in the 

cure of the prevalent fatal diseases to which the hog is so generally 

subject. Millions of dollars are annually lost from this cause, and 

in some parts of the country breeding of hogs is a precarious bus- 

iness, on account of their liability to disease. 
It is not a little singular thatta vicious hog is the most pugna- 

cious and dangerous of all wild animals, the wild boar of India being 

more than a match for the jungle tiger. ‘The Barbyroussa,. or wild 

hog of Malacca, is one of the most formidable and dreaded animals of 

'. the jungle ; while the little peccary, the wild hog peculiar to our own 

country, is absolutely fearless, and is more than a match for any of 
the wild animals of the forest, combating any of the savage animals, 

or man himself, without regard to size or resistance. Illustrations 
of these remarkable little brutes are Pe 

Fic. 1250. —Wild Boar of Africa. = 

The diseases of swine are usually caused by i improper food or 

drink, or by undrained and filthy styes. If, therefore, pigs are prop- 
erly housed, and the feeding and management are ened, the liability 
to disease will be reduced to a minimum. On the other hand, if they 
are allowed to lie on the manure’ heap, to drink foul water, and are 

compelled to consume offal, disease must be expected ; ‘nor is it, to 
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be wondered at that the diseases which appear under such cir- 

cumstances are sometimes of such severity that treatment is of no 
avail. In ailments of the hog, prevention of disease is emphatically 
the rule of treatment. F | 

It should be remembered thatthe appetite of the pig is a raven~ 

ous one. Ravenous feeding is always liable to produce indigestion, 

and a pig, if allowed to do so, will invariably eat more than he can 
digest. Hence it follows that improper management—a cold stye 

or a wet bed, for example —or a serious change in the temperature, 
May cause disease. / 

The better way to administer medicine to a hog, is to mix it 

with his food or drink. Drenching is seldom satisfactory, and_al- 

ways dangerous, and we do not advise it. 

It sometimes happens that the animal refuses to eat. In this 
case resort must be had to another plan, and we prefer the follow- 

ing: The animal is caught and roped, as if the tusks were to be re- 

moved. When firmly secured, the pig will, in his rage, continually 
pull open his mouth. An old shoe or slipper, the toe of which has 

been cut off, should be at once thrust ‘in., This he will begin to 
chew, and the medicine may be poured from a long-necked bottle 

Fan) A 
Lee 
HAS : 

. MLL 

Se ca 

Fig. 1251.—Wild Boar of India. 

into the shoe, through which it will pass down the throat of the pig, 

without danger of choking him. A method sometimes employed in 
England is thus described: ‘The animal is roped as for ringing, 
and the attendant, standing with the pig’s head between his knees, 

f 
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pours the medicine, which must be af least as thin as_oil, first into 

one nostril and then into the other from a feeding can, similar to 

those used for oiling machinery.” a 

CHARBON, OR ANTHRAX. 

Much confusion exists, not only in the books, but among the 
doctors, in regard to anthrax in swine. It has been confounded, at 

one time or another, with the so-called “hog-cholera.” We invite 
particular attention to the full and careful outline of symptoms, 
with the treatment of the disease given in the following pages, and 
the description of other apparently similar but probably different 

affections. There will also be found practical and effective prevent- 
ive measures, based on a close study of the nature and development 

of the diseases. Anthrax disease in pigs has, generally, as predis- 
posing causes, either the manner in which the animals are housed 
and fed, the filth of the soil, or the weather. This disease and those 

explained in its connection are various types of ‘blood-poisoning, 
caused by daci/d or other germs,—minute vegetable organisms in 

2 Fie. 1252.—African Wild Boar. 

the blood ; whence the specific blood-poisoning specially character- 
istic of all the different disorders. In a word, anthrax is the same 
disease as that described under the same name in the chapters in 
this work. on diseases of cattle. Dr. Detmers, who has devoted 

much research to'these diseases, and from whom’ we copy largely, 

states that they are very liable to originate near stagnant water, or 
. & J 
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filthy, decaying, and other vegetable refuse. They may be expected 
on wet or low land in a dry season, or on high and naturally dry 

land in very wet seasons, if the soil is rich in humus. In such lo- 

calities, the different forms of anthrax make their appearance as. 

enzootic diseases. Foods that contain an abundance of nitrogenous 
compounds, and are difficult to digest, or those of rank and rapid 

-- growth, as aftermath clover, green rye, wheat distiller’s mash, spoiled 

or moldy garden vegetables, and smutty grain, may favor, possibly, 

the development of anthrax. The most thrifty animals in a herd 
become victims. of the disease, contracting it usually in its most 

acute and malignant forms, while the poorer animals may escape 

entirely, or take it in a mild form. It, is contagious alike in cattle 

or sheep, and very difficult to destroy, as it is spread by the bleed: 

Fra. 1253.—Wild Boars of Europe. 

flesh, and. discharges, althqugh carbolic' acid and chloride of lime 

may be used with good effect. It is very important to realize the 
fact that too.much care cannot be taken in securing the best sani- 

tary condition of the herd. There is no specific for the disease, 

hence the necessity of prevention. The sick should be separated 
from the well at once, and the latter given free range in-a pasture 

where the water is pure. ‘The period of incubation may be, only a 

few hours, or it may,.continue: longer: .In some cases. the disease 

runs its course in a short time, and in others it ‘takes. much longer. 
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Sometimes there seems to be no time for the morbid process to lo- 

calize itself, and death occurs within a very few hours or even a few 

minutes. These cases are termed Afoplectic Anthrax. 

We must give credit to Dr. Detmers for the best American 

labors on the various forms of swine diseases, some of which, on ac- 

count of their similarity, might perhaps be grouped under the gen- 

eral name of Anthrax diseases. 

The symptoms of anthrax are a loss of appetite, prostration, 

ears hanging and of a leaden hue (as is also the snout), plaintive 

cries or squealing, red or bluish spots on various parts of the body, , 

respiration accelerated and painful, and lowering of the temperature. 

(See Fig. 1254.) At the moment of death, the defecation (or passage 

from the bowels) occurs: involuntarily. The succession of these 

symptoms may last from 

twenty-four to forty- 
eight hours. (Szgwol.) 
In the more rapid or 

5 apoplectic form,, which 
is more common -among 
sheep and cattle, the 

owner will find his ani- 
mals dead, or perhaps will come ‘just in time to see them break 
down and die. ‘It is reported. that ‘pigs thus affected have been 

known to step back from the trough, turn around, squeal, tumble 

down,’ and die in less than a minute. 

Fis. 1254) —Hog Cholera. First Stage. 

MOUTH OR GLOSS ANTHRAX. 

This form of the disease is comparatively rare. We are inclined 
to believe it to be a form of erysipelas. Some authors describe it as 

follows: Restlessness, loss of appetite, a distressful and staring 
expression of the eyes, abnormal heat in the mucous membranes of 

the mouth, gnashing the teeth, and slavoring, are the first morbid 
symptoms, Within an hour or two, one or more pustules, the size 

of a pea or bean, appear on the tongue and gums, and in other parts 
of the mouth. These pustules, surrounded at their base by an ery- 
sipelatous swelling, are first yellowish white, but they soon change 

to brown, and finally to black, according to the changes which their 

fluid contents undergo. The fever at the same time becomes very 

severe. ; 

_If the pustules with their contents are not removed or de- 
strayed: they will soon break and discharge their gangrenous fluid, . 
which may cause mortification in every tissue with which it comes 
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in contact. In such a case the animal will die, usually in a few 
hours. The treatment is difficult. The pustules must be opened, 
and emptied of their contents by means of a small: spoon with sharp 

or thin edges (one made of tin will answer best), and the remaining 

sores cauterized with carbolic acid. This operation is attended with 
some danger to the operator. He should be careful not to soil his 
hands with the contents of the pustules, and a person with sores: on 
his hands should not attend to such cases. 

MALIGNANT OR GANGRENOUS ANGINA. 

This, called by some a form of anthrax, and by others diphthe- 

ritic angina, usually presents itself as an enzooty, often complicated 

with other forms, particularly with malignant erysipelas, to which 

AE a a , Af mane E45 ie ihe 

Fie. 1255.—Wild Hog of Malacca. 

affection it is perhaps closely allied. The morbid process has its 
principal seat in the throat, and in the mucous membranes of the 

larynx and windpipe, and in adjoining parts, sometimes limited to a 

certain part, the larynx for instance, and in other cases more dif- 

fused. The principal symptoms, though not alike conspicuous in 

every case, consist of ,wheezing and laborious breathing, hoarse 

grunting, great heat, dryness of the snout, swelling of the tongue, 
a brown-red color of the mucous membranes of the mouth, difficulty 
in swallowing food, and attempts to vomit. In the region of the 

latynx and along the windpipe appears a hot, hard, painful swelling, 

which often extends downward and backward to the fore’legs, or 
even to the lower part of the chest and abdomen. The swelled 
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parts present at first a red or crimson, afterward a reddish lead- 
gray, and finally a purple color. The fever is usually very high, the 

animal breathes with increasing difficulty, and either lies down or 
sits on its haunches like a dog. The mucous membrane of the 
mouth changes from a red-brown to a lead-gray color, the tempera- 
ture of the body falls below the normal height, and the patient dies 
within one or two days, either of suffocation or in consequence of 
the spreading gangrene. Sometimes, when the morbid process has 

concentrated itself.in the larynx, the patient dies from suffocation 
within an hour after the appearance of the symptoms. Malignant 
angina, as well as other forms of disease that are apparently allied 
to anthrax, have, it seems’ certain,.a parasitic origin, brought about 
by eating the meat, blood, or other means of inoculation or infection, 
furnished by animals that actually have or have died from the mala- 

dies ; or else these germs come from the debris or leavings of the 
same. 

Fie. 1256.—* Arkansas Railsplitters.” 

GANGRENOUS ERYSIPELAS. 

This, sometimes called St. Anthony’s Fire or Wild Fire, i is in 
some countries a frequent disease of: swine. It seems to be of cryp- 
togamic origin. The symptoms are more or less pain, though often 
unobserved. Shortly before the outbreak the animal appears-dull 
and weak, refuses its food, has an unsteady -gait, lies down a great, 
deal, and roots in its bedding, or buries its head in the straw. The 

‘temperature of the ‘body is-variable, cold shiverings and feverish 
heat alternating ‘in quick succession ; pulse and respiration are ac- 
celerated.. The skin of the head, neck, and back ‘becomes colored, 
and. covered with blisters, allowing a serous fluid to escape. The 

ve 
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’ skin of the body becomes violet in color, cold, and insensitive in 

patches, and these places become gangrened. There is more or less 
emphysema. In from twelve to twenty-four hours the symptoms 

become more characteristic, and death results shortly., If the case 

lasts longer, we may note also, on the abdomen, some authors say, 

erysipelatous swellings of a blood-red or crimson, afterward a pur- 

ple, and finally, if the case is hopeless, of a bluish-black color. The 
fever increases in intensity ; the breathing becomes labored and. 
difficult, and the animal ends its life on the second or third day 
after the appearance of the symptoms. In those cases in which the 
animal recovers, the recovery is seldom complete. 

Fre, 1257.—Chinese Hog. 

Treatment.—For all these diseases, : ‘which good authorities con- 

sider alike, methods of treatment doinot vary ‘materially. Very 
seldom ‘are they successful. Dr. Detmers recommends the follow- 

ing: At first, an ‘effective emetic (powdered white hellebore or tar-— 

tar ‘emetic in doses of about one grain for éach month of the animal’s 

age, but not more than sixteen to twenty grains in any case) should 

be administered. The ‘emetic is easily given by mixing it witha 

little milk, or a piece of boiled potato.’ If white hellebore, which is 

considered preferable, is used, it may be sprinkled on the surface of 

a small quantity of milk. If the patient, will not take it voluntarily, 

and force is necessary, it may be mixed with a pinch of flour anda 

little water, or a piece of boiled potato, and given in the form of pills,. 

but under no circumstances in the form of a drench. Afterward 

calomel or sulphate of soda’ (Glauber’s’ salts) may be given. If the 
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latter is chosen, diluted acids, especially diluted carbolic acid (one 

part of the crystallized acid to two parts of glycerine or alcohol and 
100 parts of water) should be given with extreme care, with a spoon, 
and in repeated doses. This sometimes has a favorable effect, if the 
treatment is begun before the morbid process has made too much 
progress. Externally, subcutaneous injections into the swollen parts 
of diluted carbolic acid (24 or 3 parts to 100 of water) have also 
proved to be of benefit. 

Prevention—As there is no specific for anthrax nor any of its 

kindred affections, the necessity of preventive measures cannot be 
too strongly urged: The most important thing to do is to remove 
the cause. Since the disease is highly contagious, the sick animals 

should ‘be re- 
moved from the 
herd on the first 
appearance of 

any of the 
symptoms, and 
crude carbolic 

acid or chloride 
- of lime used to 

destroy the con- 

tagion. . Quick- 
lime spread on 

Fie. 1258.—Imported Chinese Sow. the infested 
grounds is ben- 

eficial, Care must be taken to feed regularly, and give nothing . 
but that which is wholesome and sound. Pure, clean water for 

drinking is absolutely necessary. Troughs, styes, or pens, as well as 
yards, must be kept as clean and ‘dry as possible. _ In those sections 

of the country in, which the natural condition of the soil is such as to 
invite a development of anthrax diseases, where, in other words, the 

top soil consists of a rich humus, and the subsoil is an impervious 
clay, or where sloughs and swamps are extensive and numerous, or 

where the country is subject to inundations, proper draining, thor- 
ough cultivation, drying of the swamps and wet places, and building 
dykes or levees, or digging canals, to prevent the inundations, con- 

stitute the most effective preventives that can be applied. Medi- 

cines, in such cases, are of no avail; they can be used to advantage 
only where it becomes necessary to assist the organism in throwing 

off poisonous and waste material. Anthrax in France is prevented 
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by Pasteur’s methods of vaccination, as also is the French swine- 

plague, which, it appears, is somewhat different from what is known 
here as “ hog-cholera.” 

‘Fie. 1269.—The Common Hog of Europe. 
\ ; 

ve t 
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SO-CALLED CHOLERA. 

OR many years the State of Illinois has suffered. an annual loss 

F of four or five millions of dollars worth of hogs by the so- 
called “ Hog-Cholera.” In 1877 the loss in that one State 

alone from “cholera” amounted to eight millions. of dollars, while 

the total loss in the United States in that year was: eatiinated to be 
fully fifty millions of dollars. Many, forms of malignant diseases 
among hogs are popularly designated cholera, and the use of this ill- 

chosen ‘term has led to a wide misunderstanding. of the nature of 
these diseases, and to many mistakes in treatment, as well as in 
the use of measures of prevention. The malignant character of 

these kindred formis of disease, and the heavy loss occasioned by 
their wide-spread ravages, make a knowledge of the best preventive 
measures and methods of treatment a matter of unusual importance 
to the farmer and breeder. We present the result of an extensive 
and careful collation of the views of all the best authorities in the 
country, both veterinary physicians and breeders, with the latest 
methods of diagnosis and treatment.’ The preventive measures 
given are practical, and have again‘and again ‘proved successful, and 
the methods of treatment prescribed will effect a cure, if used in 

season. 7 
A large class. of kindred diseases of a very malignant, conta- 

gious, and fatal nature have been described as “Cholera.” In a re- 
‘port to the United States Government, Prof.. Law, of Cornell Uni- 

versity, enumerates no less than fifteen different diseases, which he 

‘finds to be included under this term. These diseases are all due. to 

similar causes, and are characterized by similar morbid conditions. 

and malignancy, while they differ materially in the symptoms they 

present and in the treatment demanded. 
(944) ~ 

y 
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We give the classification of these diseases adopted by the latest | 
authorities, a detailed description of the symptoms of each type or 

variety, as observed in different localities, together with such meth- 
ods of treatment as have been thoroughly tested. 

The term “Cholera” is made, to include three well-defined forms 

of disease: anthrax, contagious pleuro-enteritis, and epizootic ca- 

tarrh. Anthrax has already been described at length. (P. 294.) * 

3 
tae : i oS 

Fie. 1260.—“ Parian Duokeas "Yorkshire ‘Large Breed. . 

CONTAGIOUS PLEURO-ENTERITIS. a 

. This is a specific inflammation of the lungs and bowels, accom- 

panied awith red or purple: blotches on the skin. These “blotches 

have given it the local name of “The Purples,” or “ The Blue Dis- 
ease.” This is the ‘most common and dangerous of the epidemic 

diseases known under the designation .of cholera. When it once 

enters a herd, it attacks every age, sex, and condition, and: there is 

little hope of cure. The investigations of Dr. Klein have proved 

that pneumo-enteritis, like anthrax, is caused by a Jacillus, found in 

the serous fluids and tissues, but not, as in anthrax, in the blood. 

The symptoms vary with the malignancy of the attack and the 

part of the animal affected. This fact should be carefully ncted, 

otherwise the varying features of the complaint. will be apt to con- 

fuse the-observer. It-appears in two forms—the eee form, 
and that of malignant sore throat. 
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THE ERYSIPELATOUS FORM.—This is probably the most com- 

mon form of the disease. The animal seems dull, loses appetite, 
hangs his head, is unwilling to move, and sometimes tries to vomit. 

The bowels are usually constipated, the excrement hard and dark 
colored, while the urine is of a dark color and passed with difficulty. 
In a few hours the characteristic symptom of the disease appears in 
the form of dark-red or purple blotches, which pass into a bluish 

black color. These appear usually on the ears, throat, neck, and 
breast, and inside the fore legs. _ The discoloration is very apparent, 

and the blotches whenZonce seen will not be mistaken, A dark- 
purple fluid sometimes discharges from the nose, the breathing soon 
becomes difficult, the hind quarters are paralyzed, and the animal 

reels along with head and hind legs drooping to the ground. A 

watery and fetid diarrhea sets in, and the animal dies in from one to 

three days. — 

Py 1 aon 
Hy? al 

Fre. 1261.—* Golden Days”——Yorkshire Large Breed. 

MALIGNANT SORE THROAT.—This form occurs when the poi- 

son localizes itself in the tissues beneath the mucous membrane of 
the throat. At the beginning the general symptoms are the same 
as those of the erysipelatous form. The dark-red blotches appear 

on the throat, gradually changing to a dark-purple hue. The local- 
ization of the morbid process in the throat obstructs the operations 

of breathing and swallowing. This produces a train of characteris- 

tic symptoms peculiar to this form. The animal tries to vomit; 
there is from the outset difficulty in swallowing; the breathing is 
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labored to such a degree that the animal sometimes sits on its 
haunches, gasping for breath, while the livid. and swollen tongue 

protrudes from its open mouth. Sometimes the larynx swells so 

suddenly that the animal suffocates within an hour, and before the 

other symptoms are recognized by the unprofessional ‘observer. 

Treatment.—If the symptoms are pronounced, there is not much 
hope of cure, but the progress of the contagion may be checked. 
There is positive testimony as to the value of sulphate of iron (cop- 

- peras) and chlorate of potash for the purpose of checking the virus. 
The sulphate of iron isthe cheapest and most effective of the salts 

of iron’ used in veterinary practice. A remedy used largely among 

Illinois farmers and highly praised by them is the following :— 

Fic. 1262.—“Sir Roger de Coverly,” Yorkshire Large Breed. 
. 

Sulphate of iron (copperas)...... 6c. epee cece cece eee ceeeeeences 1 bb. 
Boft S0aP..... ccc ec cect eee e eee e eee eee ete e eee eee en ees 1 gal. 

Boil with four gallons of water, mix with the siop for twenty-five hogs, 

and when they begin to eat, add a solution of two pounds of soda, to 

make the slop foam well as they drink it. Repeat the dose every 

three days until three doses have been given. Mr. J. S. Long, of 

Iowa; states that he has tried this remedy in thousands of cases, and 

never had a failure. He adds: “Be sure that every hog drinks. If 

one will not drink, put him in the hospital, and if you cannot get 

him to drink then, knock him in the head, for he will give the chol- 

era to the rest. The next day I go through with the same opera- 

, a 
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tion. After the second day skip a day, then give for two days, and 
you may turn them out cured. I generally give the same dose . 

once a week to my hogs. An important point is to make the hog 
. drink, and if he will not take it in any other way, add new milk or 

one 
a” 

put in sugar.” Mr. Long, as evidence of his faith in this remedy, 

offered “to pay ten cents a pound for every hog he could not cure, 
provided the hog was not past drinking.” 

WN It ‘a i al 

| ro i mn 

Fia. Se White Yorkshire Pig. 

Prof. Turner, of Illinois, gives two recipes, either of which, he 
says, will surely prevent the disease, if used before the hog is 
attacked. Given freely during the early stages of its progress, they 

will prove curative. . 

Bupha ce tele ele alee cere maak Bie 2 Ib. 
Sulphate of iron (copperas) .  Wenasoce te aeuenameccee Recsenee 2 Ib. 
Madders aries o.b5 cave a severe + eeeren 8 Seihes Se re eee 2 Ib. 
Black antimony,.............cee0e Paiiedu- ova tcbedarat es Siuvalieradahayaraveielonceare sie 4-Ib. 
Nitrate of potash (saltpeter) ......... A a evans Seas soul dade ae aerate :4 Ib. 
SAT BENIC o.5.5 90 die cs see Me oaae cd hoe’ e sie. Saheuanoes anovene@dlavesaeaceuduere 3 450080 -2 02, 

‘Mix with 12 gallons of slop, and give a sine toeach hog. The quan- 
tity is sufficient for 100 hogs. 

_ An Iilinois farmer, who had used, this for several years, gays: 
“Each time I tried this, I had about fifty head, and not one died 
that was able to walk to the trough and had enough life left to 
drink. ¥ 

f ‘s 
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Common salt .......... ccc cece cee c eee ceeeaet sie e ahucuase ASSES Alb. 
ae antimony.... WW S Safed edie. ERWaE sae Raa eae CaS 1 Ib. 
ulphate of iron (copperas)................---- Be aval erage Dae eia 1 lb: ee i 
itrate of potash (saltpeter) ....... 0... cece cece eee centers + Ih. 

Wood-ashes .... . shar sie alee ee 1 peck 

put in a trough in a dry place where the hogs can at all times have 
access to. it. If predisposed to cholera, they will eat it very freely ; . 
at other times they will eat less, or perhaps none at all. Prof, Tur- 

ner himself says.of this: “I know of no one who has had any ‘hog- 
cholera of account from that day (1862), who has persistently made 
use of it in advance of the appearance of disease.. Hogs should at all 
times be supplied’ with stone coal, as they will thén eat less of the 
above mixture.” 

‘A Kentucky farmer gives the following as an “infallible” 

remedy :— ; 

Sulphate of iron (copperas).............. Lee sichavare odtoane aniyknalaraus ical 1 Ib. 
Warm water ee se eeeee Pe rey pb soccer ererenaces se 

Fie. 1264,—Large York Boar—* Holywell Jimmy.” 

When dissolved, apply the wash about milk warm to the affected an- 
imal, by dipping him into the solution, or sponging until the skin is 

thoroughly wet. Wherever the skin begins to look rough and 
scaly, or of a dark-red color, apply the wash immediately, every day, 

' 
' 
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until the scales are removed. Do not wait until the more alarming 

symptoms (vomiting and purging) set in. 

Mr. A. C. Moore, the well-known breeder of Poland Chinas, 

states that he has used the following mixture for many years, with 

uniform and marked benefit :— 

Charcoal, in small pieces............ 0.0. e ese e cece een e ee eeee 1 bush. 
Wood ashes 3 bush. 

Slaked lime 

Sulphur.) cs c0 4 Sees ole ohne cits 

Pulverize the last two thoroughly ; mix all in a box or bin, and keep 

it where the hogs can have free access to it, in an open trough, well 

moistened with good swill or milk. 

Fic. 1265.—“Emperor”—Improved Essex Boar. 

If your herd is not large, mix smaller amounts of each ingredient 

in the same proportion. You will soon see that the animal with 
which “there seems to be something the matter” will visit this 

trough when going to or returning from its feed. : 
Mr. Milton Briggs, of Iowa, the well-known breeder of hogs, says: 

“J supply all my hogs with compound bituminous coal, wood ashes, or 
lime and salt. I place it in a bin or box, open, so that hogs can dig 

out at bottom, and not run upon their feed. I place this bin so that 
they can have access to it at all times. Five’ tons of what is called 
slack coal; with four or five bushels of lime, or three to four barrels 

af wood ashes and one barrel of salt, all mixed,—this quantity will 
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feed 100 head of hogs about four months. All hogs having access to 
this feed will keep free from disease, even if exposed to hogs having 
the cholera. I have purchased hogs that were diseased, having cholera 
in its first stages, and turned in with well hogs where there were 

large numbers running together. All symptoms of disease would 

soon disappear under this mode of treatment. The cholera hogs 

would soon begin to cast off their mange or scales from the skin, and. 

assume a healthy appearance. A composition of carbonate of soda, 
sulphur, sulphate of iron (copperas), and carbolic acid will arrest 
the spread of cholera in its worst stages.” 

Fia. 1266.—Black Essex Pig. 

Common smart-weed. has been highly praised as a preventive 

remedy. Messrs. R. Kimberly & Sons, of Illinois, the successful 
breeders of Chester Whites, speak in strong terms of its efficiency :— 

“«Common smart-weed tea’ has prevented, and we believe will 

prevent, if used judiciously and in ‘season, not only cholera, but the 

many diseases known by that name. In its green state we pound the 

smart-weed i in an iron kettle, press out the juice and mix it, in small 

quantities, with good swill.. When we discover want of appetite in 

a hog, (this is the first symptom in nearly all diseases of swine,) we 

feed them enough of this to make them cough and sneeze greatly, 
and it has never failed, with us, to bring them around all right. We 
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most fully believe that this remedy will not only prevent all cholera, 

but promote health and thrift. For use through the year, the herb 

‘should be gathered when in bloom, tied in small bundles, and hung 

in a sheltered, dry.place. When wanted for use, make a tea of it, by 

boiling.” 

_ Dr. Stitson thinks prevention the aly hope. He says: “ Dis- 

infectants are the riearest approach to safety from crowd poison that 

we yet possess. The most valuable is carbolic acid, and since using 

this eight or ten yeats in my own herd, I have suffered no loss from 

‘ \ 

| Fro. 1267.—Black Dorsetshire Pig. 

this disease. The crude acid, a dark, tarry liquid, costing about one 

dollar per gallon, is used at the rate of a pint to a bucket of water, 
and with this the pens and wood-work about them are sprinkled at 

least once a week. An ounce of the acid is occasionally put ina 
barrel of swill or water for the hogs to drink.” = 
, In Western New York, a spoonful of turpentine is used every 
few days as a preventive. ' 

Prof. Law advises the immediate separation from the herd of a 

hog that appears to be sick, and if the symptoms of “cholera” ap- 
pear, to kill and bury him immediately. In the case of a valuable 

animal which is to be treated, he.would begin by giving a purge of. 

two or three ounces of castor-oil, or one to two drams of rhubarb. 
When this has operated, give —. . 

Nitrate of potash (saltpeter) ......... Si vnawind ss te ooh Sawa 20 gr. 
Bisulphite of soda ...... re bee eter ee taen eens Sete eee e eee ee 20 gr. 

+ 
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Mix and give two or three times a day. Give charcoal in the food 
or drink, and if the bowels become swollen, twenty drops of turpen- 

tine from time to time. 

Major Mellon, of St. Louis, attributes the disease to contagion 

or a too exclusive diet of grain. He gives the following judicious 
rules ':— , 

1. Separate the sick from the well. 2. Give both a free range 

in a woody pasture, if possible. 3. Place within reach of both, pul- 
‘verized stone coal, or charcoal and salt. 4. Give them free access 

to plenty of water, and clay to wallow in. 5. Feed all, particularly 

the sick, with plenty of turnips, or, if these cannot be had, with po- 

.tatoes, artichokes, or any other roots ‘they like. Do not feed corn. 

He believes that every hog thus treated, if not too sick to eat a full 
meal of turnips, will surely get well, and that no well hog thus 
treated and fed on turnips will take the disease, even by-contagion. 
Major Mellon attributes the prevalence of “ Cholera” in the mee 
issippi Valley to a too highly stimulating diet. 
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CATARRITAL DISEASES, ETO. 
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Mauienant Erizootic CaTaRRH — APOPLEXY — CATARRH, OR ‘‘ SNUFFLES ”— CONSTI- 

PATION — DIARRHEA, OR “‘ Scours” — DiepHTHERIA — EPILEPsy — INFLAMMATION 

or THE Lunes — ABscEss — AN@MIA — PILEs. 

MALIGNANT EPIZOOTIC CATARRH. 

l | \NHIS form of “Cholera” is an extremely destructive one. In 
1875 and 1876, it prevailed to an alarming.extent in Missouri, 
Illinois, and the adjacent hog-producing States, sweeping off 

whole herds in its progress. In Missouri, the State Board of Agri- 

Fic. 1268.—Skeleten of the Hog. 

culture assigned to Dr. Detmers the task of investigating the dis- 
ease in order to determine its specific nature and causes. His 

investigations were made on living animals in the various forms and 
stages of the disease, as well as on dead animals. Post-mortem 
examinations were made of animals killed at different stages of ill- 

ness, and the localities in which the disease prevailed were carefully 

inspected. The results of his labors were embodied in a full report 
to the Board, under date of Sept. 8, 1876. 

(9543 
1 
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The disease presents itself in different forms and with different 

symptoms, varying as the morbid process localizes itself in different 

parts of the body, there being two principal forms. 

In'the first, or catarrhal rheumatic form, the 
morbid process has its main seat in the respir- 

atory organs. The mucous membrane of the 

nostrils, larynx, windpipe, and bronchial tubes, 
is the seat of the affection. The symptoms 

are a short, hoarse, hacking cough, and difficult 

breathing, with a panting motion of the flanks 
at each breath. The head is held in a peculiar, 

stretched, and somewhat drooping position, 
the gait is slow and undecided, and the squeal 

hoarse. Signs of fever are unmistakable. Some 
animals show a tendency to vomit, and have 
diarrhea, while others are constipated. 

Fre. 1269.—Jaw of Three- 
months Pig. 

In the second, or gastric rheumatic form, the principal seat of 

- the morbid process is in some of‘the abdominal organs, especially 
in the liver, spleen, kidneys, ureters, intestines, and: almost always 

i 

Fra. 1270.—Black Suffolk Sow, 

in the membrane lining the. interior surface of tne abdominal cavity. 

The symptoms differ slightly from those observed in the catarthal 
form. The hacking cough is more or less wanting, and the difficulty 
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of breathing i is not so great, but the weakness in the hind quarters 

‘and the staggering or unsteady, gait are more conspicuous, while the 

fever is as high in one form as in the other. In severe cases, in 

which the morbid process is localized in the kidneys and ureters, the 

animals arch their backs in the lumbar or loin region toa noticeable 

degree. There is more or less constipation, giving way, if the dis- 

ease is approaching a fatal termination, to a profuse and fetid diar- 

‘Fra. 1271.—Tamworth Pig. 

rhea. This may. be always looked upon asa sign of death. The 
average. duration of the diséase is from five to fifteen days. Where 
animals have died within a few hours apparently after being taken 

ill, we are inclined to think that the earlier symptoms of illness, as 

is often the case in ‘diseases of swine, have escaped notice. 

- ‘The treatment should be both hygienic and medicinal. Sepa- 

rate the sick animal from the herd, and provide it with a clean, dry, 
well ventilated resting place, which is not exposed to drafts of air, 

and which will at the same time afford sufficient protection against 
heat, cold, and wet. The patient must have pure air to breathe, 

‘clean water to drink, and wholesome and easily digested food to eat. 

If these directions are faithfully observed, many sick animals can be 

saved by proper treatment, provided they are put under treatment 
at an early stage of the disease. Give to each patient, as soon as 
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the symptoms appear, an emetic of white. hellebore or of tartar 
emetic, 3 grains. After the medicine has taken ‘effect, the animal 
will appear to be very sick, and try to hide itself in a dark corner, 

. Fre. 1272.—Jaw of Six-months Pig. i oe 

but in two or three hours it. will appear, and will usually accept a 

little choice food, a boiled potato, or a little milk. Iti is, best to give 

at. this timé another dose of medicine. 

In-the catarrhal form, give to a full- “grown animal— . 

Wartar emetic see cteeeeeeee peneat la Oe aeerd bus ES baa hoe ders ened 3 gr. 

and a proportionate amount to a pig. Mix wie a piece of boiled 
potato; or, if the appetite has not re- 

turned, mix it with a pinch of flour 

and a little water, in the form of small, 

round pills. In the gastric form, cal- 

omel in the same quantity is to be 

preferred. Continue either medicine, 
giving it two or three times a day, for 

several days in succession, or until a 

marked change for the better can’ be 
plainly seen. Apply externally on 

both sides of the chest in the catarrhal 
form, and to the abdomen in the gas- 

at ‘tric form, a counter-irritant composed 

of— 
Fie. 1273,—Jaw of Six-months Pig. 

Another View . 

Boil ate ae for half an hour. Rub the oil ioroagly 

in. One application is generally. enough, if the disease has not pro- 

gressed too far. If no blister or swelling is produced, repeat the 

operation the next day. During convalescence give daily, for a few 
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days, mixed with the tood of the animal, five to twenty grains, ac- 

cording to the age and size, of sulphate of iron (copperas). Repeated 

small daily doses (from ten to fifty grains) of carbonate of potash 

will prove beneficial when the lungs have been severely affected. 

Fie. 1274.—The Chester White.” 
i 

Prof. Townsend, of Ohio, recommends the following where there 
are at the beginning of the attack copious and dark discharges from 

the bowels :— — 

Padoplyllin . 5 yaks iui xeueqess apewdes Geeta andigan ane Br 
7 Bicarbonate of soda..... 0.0.5.0... feces eben cece eee ees arert 2 dr. 

‘In boiled potato, or in milk. 
If the bowels are constipated, he would give— 

\ 
'“Qastor-oil ..S 0... e eee. pane Breede wah ae oy. os olitpale c auaehon cg loz 

Oil of turpentine......... Disdes nasa sheet cieatats ORG Gerd Toa 1 dr. 

in milk or gruel.. 
It must be remembered that the morbid changes which have 

been described in either form are seldom all found in a single animal 

or case. One or even more may be wanting, or. but slightly devel- 
oped. The two forms, also, are seldom found entirely distinct. 

Sometimes they are so blended and complicated with each othér as 
to make it very difficult to decide which form predominates. The 
principal seat of the disease is in the serous membranes which line 
the interior. of every large cavity of the body, and which also form 
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‘the outer coat of almost every internal organ. Hence the disease 
may localize itself in many: different parts of ‘the body, and be 
marked by many different symptoms. ; . 

The Causesi'—We place as the first cause those influences, of 

: Fra. 1275.—Lower Jaw of Nine-months Pig. 

whatever nature, which interrupt the perspiratory action of the skin. 
Exposure to showers, sudden changes of temperature, and insuf- 

ficient protection from the night air, are among these influences. If 
ts 

\ 

ot : WAS 

Fra. 1276.—The Poland-China. 

the functions of the skin are interrupted, additional work is thrown 

upon the lungs and kidneys. This fact is familiar to any one who 

has ever suffered from.a severe common cold. Hence those organs 

with the mucous and serous membranes, are the first to be affected 

by the disease. 
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‘The custom of. feeding 
almost exclusively with 

corn, a very prevalent 

_ custom in the West, is a 

hygienic mistake. No 

one article of food, and 

certainly not corn, ‘con- 
tains all the elements nec- 

essary to produce healthy 
and vigorous animals. Hogs fed on such a diet are ptedisposed t to 

disease, and fall victims to every prevailing epidemic. 

We cannot emphasize too strongly the necessity of permitting 
the hog to keep himself clean, which he will certainly do if his sur- 

roundings make it possible. The hog that seems contented in the 
\ 

Fic. 1277.—High-backed (ron Trough for Four Pigs. ' 

ae 1278.—French Boar. 

midst of nastiness and filth, is so because he does not know any 
other condition. As there is no more docile nor tractable animal on 

a farm than a well-bred pig, so there is no cleaner one than a well- 
brought-up pig. It follows that the best preventive measures con- 
sist in removing the causes we have named. If hygienic laws are 

not violated in the management of swine, we believe there will be 
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no epizootic catarrh among them. . If they are to be herded together 
-in filthy styes or yards, without clean water for drinking and bath- 

ing, and compelled to eat food: soiled with dirt and manure, epidem- 

ics will increase in malignancy and frequency. It is hetter to raise 
fifty first-class ‘animals. than to try to raise two hundred “scalawags’ 

and lose fifty per cent or more of: ‘them. 

APOPLEXY. 

’ This occurs only in fat hogs: The animal moves stupidly for a 
few hours before the attack, when he drops suddenly as if felled by 
a blow, the limbs straighten out, and the breathing is labored. 
Prompt treatment is demanded, Dash cold water freely over the! 
animal,‘and eepecially upon the head. Give the following as an 

Anjection t= i— ‘ 

recat shale saveveew Seavst oa lgeinle Gletasdiw avandia a wader wasis we ee waceoes 4 oz. 
OF of tarpomting o.oo sete neesees es bi Wisse obuneh ea eneans 2 dr. 

Soap-suds ..,.... sea aace SONS oheud Be aabess @aosans a aed Tear ea Leet pte 

When. the animal rallies, give a dose of, Epsom salts (4 02.), repeating 
it every three hours, until the bowels have. been freely’ moved. 

Bleeding is of doubtful benefit, and external applications are useless. 

Feed lightly for a few days. 

CATARRH, OBR “SNUFFLES.”* 

¥ This i is an inflammation of the mucous membranes of the nose, 

caused | mainly. ren ae 

by, “exposure, aut lilagsssaps 
Little is need- Loe ‘i Hi con 

ed but toguard : suit A 

against further. 
exposure, and 
keep the an- 

imal in a clean,» 

‘warm, dry stye. 

If. severe, give 

2 to 4 oz. Ep- 
som salts, fol- 

lowing this with 

a warm bran Fre. 1279.—Iron Trough for Ts Pigs. 
mash. In some 
parts of the country there is a form of nadal sleet called “Blue 
Nose.” This is said to be similar to glanders in the horse, incurable 

and contagious. It is marked by bloody discharges from the nose. 
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COLDS AND COUGH. ' 

An ordinary cold is called, in some parts of the country, a 

“rising of the lights.” It is unwise to bleed and purge or give 

tartar emetics and calomel for this, as is often done. The symptoms 
are a loss of appetite, severe cough,and heaving at the flanks. The 
animal should be carefully housed and fed. Mustard flour may be 
moistened and rubbed into the throat and chest, and a tonic of sul- : 

phate of iron (copperas) given. 

Mr. A. C. Moore says: “ My ordinary remedy is to place a small 
amount of tar, as much as could be held in an egg-shell, well down 
in the mouth by means of a wooden paddle for two or three successive 

: Fic. 1280.—French Sow. 

mornings. If the disease does not yield to three doses, dissolve a 
pint of tar in a gallon of water, and give one quart, repeating the dose 
every, morning if required.” 

' Mr. E. W. Bryant, of Illinois, a large breeder of Poland Chinas, 
writes thus: “My remedy for cough in pigs is oats: Feed once or 
twice a week all they will eat. The cough is caused by costiveness ; 
the oats will loosen their bowels and the cough will disappear.” 

CONSTIPATION. 

This indicates that a change of diet is needed. Sows, after par- 
turition, and young pigs too highly fed, are often constipated. They 

eat little, but drink a great deal. In ordinary cases a little green 
food, a hot bran mash, or linseed tea may be found sufficient. In 

N 
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‘more difficult cases give 1 or 2 oz. of Epsom salts. The use of char- 
coal will promote digestion, and sometimes remove constipation. 

' DIARRHEA, oR * SCOURS.” 

Suckling pigs, or those lately weaned, are chiefly liable to diar- 
rhea. With the former the cause is to be found in the mother's 

milk, and it is often fatal if not 
attended tointime. If the sow 
is suffering from cold or catarrh, 
or if too much grass or clover 
thas been given to her, change 
the food of the patient and let’ 
her out in the air, but let the lit- 
tle pigs remain in the pen and 
keep them warm. It is impor- 
tant to keep the pen clean: 

Sprinkle ‘dry earth about to ab- 

sorb the offensive gases, and. scald the. troughs with boiling water. 
The disease is an evidence of carelessness ornegligence. A'common 

remedy is to give the sow }-0z. bicarbonate of soda, or potash, mixed 
with a little sulphur ‘in her food. Dr. Mulford says: “IT have never 

_» Fie. 1281. —Circular Iron Pig-trough. 

cee 
Had } 

i 
| 
awe, eters Toy 

’ 

o~ 

Fie. 1282.—French Boar. 

failed to cure this disease by giving the sow once a day as sane sul- 
phur of the third decimal ‘trituration as will stand on a nickel 

five-cent. piece, in a little sweet milk,“or upon a small piece of 
bread, one hour before feeding.” id 

a1 
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Fra. :1283.—Champion Pig-holder, 

DIPHTHERIA. 

This disease is much more prev- 
alent than those people are aware 
who call nearly all epidemics “ Chol- 
era.” Its symptoms - are, sudden 
illness, with loss of appetite, dull, 
sunken eyes, sore’ throat, extreme weakness, and stiffness’ of ‘back 
and loins. The pig moves slowly and crouchingly, with raised 
head, and.a hoarse, nasal grunt. The mouth is open and dry, the 

tongue livid, and the throat red.and swollen, in which grayish white 
Sy patches of false mem- 

brane appear. These 
increase until in a few 

hours they involve. all 

the air passages and 
threaten suffocation. 
‘There is much swelling, 
and shreds of thé false 
membrane are coughed 
up.. The animal. lies 
-down, sits on its 

, ee ae - . -haunches, or leans 
Fie. 1285.—Method of Holding the Pig-holder'‘and in: against the fence, ‘and 

: adie ere Rin = susually dies ina parox- 
‘. ie, -ysm of coughing. 

Treatment must be begun early in onder to meet with success. 

See that the herd is put in dry. yards and. pens, and that the‘sick are 

Open. - Closed, 

Fie. 1284.—Champion Double Ring. 

‘Fig. 1286.—Common Iron Trough. Fre. 1287.—Convenient Trough 
for Small Pigs. 

separated from the well. Give each ‘well hog a spoonful of chlorate 
of potash, daily, in a little milk. . . 
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Give each sick hog daily the following :— 
Sulphate of soda............. 
Castor beans (powdered) 
‘Carbolic acid....... b adete tiers 

Hy 7 

Gi UW LS 

Fria. 1289.—Peccary. 

This may be given with the swill to those able to eat. For 

those too sick to eat, add to it alittle molasses, and place it on the 

back of the tongue. The following solution may be used to remove 

the false membrane :— 
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Chlorate of potash................... eit Reece rate Atos 1 oz 
Carbolic acid (solution)..................00005 Se aceupiosaiesiuioocestne’ 2dr. 
WY BSE acces sciareniqodmiaiinon em noammee abivaauainbniadoueiNeoaH obisbayoes .1 qt. 

This may be applied with a small swab-of sheepskin, with the 
wool on, attached to a stick. It is well to sprinkle the swab with sul- 
phur before applying it to the throat. Great attention should be 
paid to the comfort of the animal, and warm, sloppy food given, to 
which chlorate of potash may be added in teaspoonful doses. 

EPILEPSY, OR STAGGERS, 

This is often confounded with apoplexy. The pig is very rest- 

less both by day and by night, has red arid inflamed eyes, a quick 
pulse, and the. bowels are often constipated. Sometimes it walks as 

WM Ws 

WA 

‘ = 

‘Fie. 1290.—The Augeron Boar. 

though it were blind and ascending a number of steps. Prof. Law 
recommends the following : Dash bucketfuls of cold water over the 
body. Give as an injection,— 

Glauber’s salts...........0....cceecceeee fuealeerans deere cesatesaraete 6 02. 
Spirits of turpentine........... eens Baca cays .1,to 2 teaspoonfuls. 
Water ciss seas eeiincnananiesance inc oun aarecany auatepatmisi ans atamnesnnronyoner 10 oz. 

Setons auvieated with turpentine: may be inserted under the 
skin, behind the ears, or the back of the neck may. be blistered by 
rubbing in the following mixture :— 

Spirits of turpentine... 2... cee cee cee eee nee nets 1 on. 
Aqua ammonia................... ee ee eee 1 oz. 
Cantharides (powdered)............ Hs jyanbvalaantheielesasnniese-e legiaviseieitiace a OR 
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Mr. Colburn gives this method: Give at once a teaspoonful 

of calomel. Cut a slit in the skin on the head, above the eyes, clear 

to the skull. Into this cut put salt and pepper to get up a counter- 
irritation. If this does not succeed, make a liniment as follows : — 

ish sae aa age a ge oes oem 
CAPBLCUM iso iescis casaele ceases sicida cdieea otlene oeeeastacee scieaicyd Os 
Aqua ammonia....... tt eeeeeeecenesereeseereseeesanensesereed OZ, 
Tincture of armich......,0.-.cccdscccccgnererstncveseccacressced OZ 
Ter ae Gemegnacr ip uonine ipnbnes yenitorte: 

Shake well before using, and rub it on around the upper part of the 
head and between the base of the ears and around them. 

Fra. 1291.—The Peregourd (France). ae 

Dr. Chase says: “Partial recovery will soon occur after secur- 

ing a free evacuation of the bowels. A teaspoonful of sulphate: of 
iron (copperas) may be given twice a day for two weeks, abating 

the food somewhat. Never bleed in this disease, as there is ‘already 

a poverty of blood.” oo Ny 

‘INFLAMMATION oF THE LUNGS, OR PNEUMONIA. 

This is a disease very likely to prove fatal if not promptly 
attended to. The symptoms are loss. of appetite, shivering, quick 

and labored breathing, and severe cough. The animal should be 
removed to a warm pen, kept thoroughly clean, given an even, 

nutritious diet, and plenty of fresh water. The following may be 
given every morning, in a pint of gruel :— 

~ i ‘ 
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Nitrate of potash (saltpeter)........... Lisi eeagingeccin Sascha etelons 2 dr. 
Bisulpbite of soda...........ccescceccceeeceneeee Vertes sees 2 dr. 

Mustard, or a blister on the chest, is often ‘beneficial. 
Another method is, if the bowels are constipated, to give an 

injection of warm soap-suds, and at the same time take internally 
one half to two drams 

of saltpeter,. according ; 

to size, and one to 

- three ounces of Glau- 

ber’s salts. After six 

hours, and then, three 

_times a day, give one 
of. the following pow- Fie. 1292.—Piles in a Hog. 

q ders by throwing it on 
the tongue:— : 

Tartar emetic.... ...... sslaren went wiaieree 8 & ea cease darned W2.2M: 
Powdered opium: as bBo ebinadicwe wen pire de Plo 
Nitrate of potash jason. wher eee renee gerne tees . 1} o2. 

Mix, and divide into eight ee When the inflammation ‘has 
abated, a. half dram of sal-ammoniac, three times a day for several 

days, will prove beneficial. 
’ Pneumonia. is caused by exposure ; it is.much easier to prevent 

it by proper management than to cure.it by. medicine. 

ae ABSCESS. 

Abscesses: are of two’kinds, acute and- chronic. The acute form, 

due to sharp local inflammation, i is generally found undef the. throat, 
at the bottom of the neck, in the groin, or upon the limbs: The best 
treatment is about as follows: At the commencement, poultice well 
with linseed ye : 

meal. Ifa poul- Illini y by 
tice aa be } \ | i \\ iN. AN Ms WT \" 
used, ointment SS = 
may be applied. 
When the tu- 

“mor has come 
to a “head,” it 

should then be 

opened with the knife. The chronic abscess indicates a general 
morbid state, which is often owing to bad food or unhealthy styes. 
This may be treated as above, but it is of the highest importance to 
adopt, at once, a proper system of feeding and care. 

—— yl 

| 

2777 

Fie. 1293.—Common Plank Trough. 

a 
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ANZEMIA, . 
In th.s complaint the blood is poor in quality, and the animal is 

in a low condition, resulting from bad.feeding. Anifals thus af- 

fected have a feeble, but rapid pulse, are easily excited, and there is 
an emaciated and generally weak condition. The appetite is change- 

able, indigestion and pains are frequently present, the extremities 
are always cold, and constipation often sets in. The blood must be . , 7 | 

converted into a healthy condition, and then tonics may be given, 

with a diet of the most nutritious: ‘character, and caregi attention to 

sanitary consisous: anit 
PILES. | es 

Piles are seldom discovered in swine Getive the disorder has so far 

advanced that blood passes off with the excrements, and it is gener- 
ally considered incurable. The main treatment consists in an entire 

change of food. Sour milk, with light digestible substances, should 

be fed, with injections of vinegar and water, or, when there is con- 

siderable pain, of oily substances, and the internal administration of 

: castor-oil, or sulphur with cream of tartar. Laudanum may be added, 
which will relieve the pain earlier. 

Fie. 1204,—Portable Swill Barrel 



CHAPTER XXXIV, 
—~oe— 

PARASITES OF S\W7INEL 

Kxoxry- Worms — Hoa-Licz—- Manas, Itcu, on ScaB — MeasLes —Muasius vs Pore 

—'TRICHINOSIs--THE StRONGYLUs— THE Ascaris — SymMPproms oF Worms — 

TREATMENT OF WOUNDS. 

KIDNEY-WORMS, OB LARD-WORMS. 

R. CHASE .says these 

D worms infest hogs to an 
alarming extent; other 

authorities doubt their being 
of common occurrence. The 
symptoms attributed to the 
presence of such worms are: 
imperfect use of hind legs, in- 

_clination to lie down, a seem- 
ing paralysis of the hind parts, 

and inability to rise on the 
hind feet... 

Dr. Padren says the kidney- 
worm is not common among 

Fie. 1295.—Middle White Sow. hogs, though occasionally one 
or two hogs in a herd may. 

suffer from its presence. It iscalled the strongylus gigas, and is not 
found in the substance of the kidney, but in the hollow portion, in 
which the secretion of urine takes place. A tablespoonful of tur- 
pentine poured on actoss the loins or small of the back, daily for 

several days, is said to be a certain cure, even when the hogs have 
been down for weeks and unable to rise. 

’ Another remedy is the following :— 
Sulphate of iron (copperas) Weeeeate poten aan ae 1 teaspoonful. 
Bulphuar: 3a ttes ee Sg aqnad sinnkes tomes So Aennecta yee bs .1 teaspoonful. 

'. Mix, and feed in the night’s meal for three days. Sometimes a 
longer treatment is necessary. 

Corn soaked in lye made from wood wanes has _— used vith 

success at the first appearance of the complaint, 
(970) 
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The Lard-worm. (stephanurus dentatus) is an “inch or an inch 
and a half in length. It is found in all parts, of the body, but oftener 

_ in the leaf lard, near the Soo It is not known to cause any 
serious trouble. ee a 

LICK. ga 
These disgusting parasites 

are wingless insects. That 
which infests the hog (Fig. 

1298) is a blood-sucker, with 
narrow head, and ‘long, trunk- 
like sucking tube. 

The presence of these of- 
fensive insects always indi- — 
cates that the animal is out of 

condition. They cause ex- 
cessive irritation and itching, 
and_ effectually. prevent an 
animal from doing well. | Fig. 

1297 is another illustration of 
the hematopinus. |; . Fie. 1296.—Head of Small White id 

os Sa ge - 

Dr. Paaren recommends the following formula : —_— 

‘Stavesacre seed ..... aren eel dirs Piette noe jean lees .. 4 02. 
Water... .. ese ane Se Srp Hubieva Siannctlls Meme ee wl on Apes ina aber eee é ..1 gal. 
White hellebore ......-.). sr deetialertby Pe sentivanace dip ovens araiatassth caro aera 1 oz. . 

Boil until only. two quarts remain. Apply with a brush to all parts 
where lice or nits are found, and particularly behind the ears and 

the fore legs, and on the flank. It 

_is there that the nits are. deposited, 

and these, unless destroyed, will be . 

hatched out in about five days. On | 

a black hog the nits can be plainly: 
seen. They are about the size of a: 

Timothy seed, and lie on the hair,. 

close to the skin. 

Another remedy is " kerosene, 

‘which may be freely rubbed over 
the animal. Mr. ‘A. C. Moore mixes 

it with lard-oil, in the proportion 

Ge S of two parts kerosene to one of the 
Fre. 1207. —by- Fra. 1298. — Hog- latter. A. simple remedy used in 

of the louse. (Hemato. Tennessee is to’ pour buttermilk 

Guinen-pig. pinus Suis.) along the hog’s back and neck a 
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few times. Whatever remedy is 
used should be applied several 
times, as lice may be picked up 
again from the rubbing-places, or 
nits on the body may hatch out. 
If the herd is infested, a persist- 
ent fight may need to be waged 
for some time. It is well to 
whitewash the pens and. all, 

oak wood work with which the hogs 
Fig. -1299.—Brown’s Pig. Ring. come in contact, and to sprinkle 

= the floors occasionally with ashes. 

CEOSED | 

MANGE, ITCH, OR SCAB. 

‘These names are given to diseases of the skin caused by para- 

sites. The sarcoptes suis, common to dogs and swine, burrows in 

canals in.the-scarfskin, and is difficult to find and eradicate. Mange 

is due to this, and the only means of cure is to destroy the insect 

and its eggs. These may be found not only,on the body of the pig, 
f 

Fra. 1800.—Method of Insérting Brown’s Ring. 

but on. the wood-work of the pen, wherever the hog has rubbed 
against it. The mange usually appears on the skin, under the arm- 

pits and thighs, and inside the fore legs, in the form of small red 

blotches or ‘pimples. The treatment is mainly external. Cover the 
body with soft.soap (which should be washed off after an hour or 

‘two, with warm water). When the pig is ary, cover the body with 
the following :— 
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The next day wash off with suds, and apply again. Repeat the ape : 
plication in three days, and wash thoroughly on the following day. 

Or, instead of this,’ one Of the following ointments may be 
rubbed in :— a 

Sulphur ........ 402 
Oil of turpentine. 1 02, 
Dard oe: occsses eacics 8 oz. | 

Mix thoroughly. 

Or 
, Pow'd stavesacre.2 oz. 
Olive-oil ........ 1 o2. 
Lard,........... 8 oz. 

Or the following 
wash may be used :— 

Sulphur......... 2 Ib. 
Quick-lime ...... 1 Ib. 
Water. ......... 2 gal 

Boil together until the 

whole is thoroughly — ye, 1301.—Method of Holding a Pig for Castration. 
combined, stirring | 

continually. _ 

Mr. Richardson; i in his work on “Domestic Pigs,” says he has 
never found a case of mange waich would not yield to the following 
treatment :— 

Wash the animal with soft soap- ~suds and warm water. When 
‘dry, apply an ointment of— ‘ 

Train oil ..... salaraveeasecseS anne avn drole: bgabace ae GbEORS beked Vitags ensue al pt. 
at ‘of tar : i ‘ ‘ : me . 

Mix with enough flowers 

of sulphur to forma thick. 
paste. Rub in thor- | 

qughly, and letit remain | 
on for three days. On 
the fourth ‘day wash it 
off with strong soap-suds 
or soda water, dry the. 

pig,.and change his bedding. Give internally. with the food, for a 

fortnight from the beginning of the treatment, the following pow- 

der :— 

Fre. 1302.—Iron ‘Trough for Three Pigs 
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Use kerosene to destroy the insects on 

the wood-work of pens and on the rubbing 

places, or quick-lime slaked. with carbolic 
acid (1 park to.100 parts of water). 

MEASLES. oe 

This disease has, been. attributed to 

feeding on acorns, to contagion, and to 

hereditary and various other causes. The 
only’ true cause, : however, is the introduc- 
tion of the eggs. of the fenia solium, or 
tape-worm found in man, into the intestines 
of the pig. 

The Solitary Tape-worm (tenia solium) 
is.a marvelous association of mothers and 
daughters, which are developed and vege- 
-tate in a peaceable community. Each seg- 
ment is a complete being, inclosing within 

_ itself an entire and very complicated ap- 
paratus for the production. of eggs. 

Fig. 1803 shows detached segments, or 
different parts of the body of the tape-worm. 
The entire worm is two or three yards long. 
Each tenia has an average lifetime of two 
years. It produces in that time 1,600 
joints, or segments, and each of these con- 

tains 53,000 eggs, making i in all 85,000,000. 

Fortunately the great’ majority of these 
joints are: destroyed. Were they not, 

-every pig would be measly, and every, man, woman, and child would 
suffer from tape-worm. 

Fig. 1304 shows the sexual cloaca of a segment, communicating 

by a long vagina with the uterus filled with eggs, and forming the 
black central mass; the second canal which goes from the cloaca 

toward the uterus is the male organ, These segments of the tenia 
are nothing else than the tape-worm in all its sexual maturity. 

, Lhey are still living and wriggling at the moment of their evacua- 
‘tion from the human body, or else they’ are dead and dried. In 
either case, they are full of eggs, each of which is.surrounded by 
membranes and shells which protect it from harm. If one of these 

Fie. 1303.—Tasnia Solium (Tape- 
worm of Man)—Natural size. 
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, Segments is introduced into the stomach of a pig, the process of di- 
gestion sets the eggs at liberty, and from each an embryo i issues. 
armed in such a. way that it can bore into the tissues, as a mole bur- 

‘Fie. 1804.—Segment of Tania. 

rows.into the soil. Orifan egg is swallowed bya man, it is hatched 

in his stomach in precisely the same manner. _ 
Figs. 1805 and 1806 show the parasite in different stages of de- 

velopment. 

The cysticercus of the pig becomes a tenia when introduced 
into man, with as much certainty as the seed of a beet becomes a 

beet when sown in the earth. Hence the danger in eating measly. 
_ pork. In this disease the cysts, about the ‘size of a grain of barley, 

are scattered through the 
muscles and other tissues 
of the pig, where they are 

beyond the reach of med- 
icine. The flesh thus. in- 
fested presents the ap- 

‘pearance shown in Fig. 
1807. The presence of 
these cysts in the hog may - 
sometimes. be detected ‘in 
the eye, or under the 
tongue. The symptoms 

| of the disease are a cough, 
Fia. 1805. —Cysticercus Cellulosus, running from. the eyes, 

ee “Cyst (natural size) laid open to show the eyst!- discharge from the. nose, 
eercuis; 2, Body (enlarged), coming out of the vesicle; S 

38, Cyaticercus lee in the vesicle; 4, Vesicle opened and weakness of the hind 
to show the sac covering’ the body; 5, The cysticercus legs, with general debility. 

emeeying 56, ‘Remeienlasged, showy the ae When once encysted, the 

cysts cause no further annoyance to the animal. Small doses of 

saltpeter and sulphur may be given daily for several weeks. 
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Since the disease is caused 
by the introduction of the 
eggs of the tenia, the neces- 
sary preventive measures sug- 
gest. themselves at once. 

_ Swine should never be al- 
lowed to feed upon human 

excrement. “They should be 
Fra. 1806.—Cysticercus Cellulosus. kept away from all deposits 

of that nature, nor should they 
be pastured in land manured with this excrement, 

Give— 

“White hellebore ..........0c0sc0eeee jesieiccteiaiea MRE Gee aa eee , 6 gr. 
Tpecac.... ........ Rab racwafiee 6 eapecytcle eaahatas eaten oe Rare aaa a 6 gr. 
Tartar emetic... conc cae 1s see ean est Guise eae Hew ea eR Me RSIS 4 gr. 

A little castor-oil in addition will alee prove beneficial. Ifthe 

animal can swallow, a little niter and sal- -ammoniac, mixed in water, 

may: be given. 
Some breeders prefer to bleed in this ‘disease. If bleeding is to 

be practiced, give at the outset an injection of— |. 

Epsom salts 13.0 .. 06... cp cece eee eee eee tener een teen dens cd OZ. 
Oil of TUTPENUNE? sie:2 sosssiecs k wince ecsercl deakeidis 3-4 aie wane BRIA A sence 2 dr. 
Soap-duds..,,...... ascidian nie wits Daeg Sedan te bike BOIS io a hdare aie eed pt. 

Cast and firmly secure the pig, and with a sharp-pointed knife 
make a number of incisions in the skin of the throat, just over the 
swelling, and deep enough to draw blood freely. Apply to these 

‘ incisions cloths wrung out 

_of hot water. 

Dr. Tellor says that tur- 
pentine is the most reliable 

internal remedy. ' It may be 
given in swill, in two. tea- 
spoonful doses, if the hog 
can swallow, If he cannot 
swallow, fasten a feather to 
the end of a stick, and swab 

the inside of the throat, as 
far as can be reached, with 

a mixture of equal parts. of turpentine and oil. 

Fie. 1807.—Measles or Cysticercus in Pork. 

TRICHINOSIS. 

Perhaps no parasite has ever attracted so much attention as the 

little worm about one seventy-eighth of an inch in length and one 

a 
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. hundred and thirtieth of 
-aninchin breadth, which | 

_lives rolled up in flesh, 

and is called 7; richina 

Spiralis. _ 

_.. The ‘existence of the 

trichina in human flesh 

was first discovered: in 

the year 18382, in the dis- 
secting room of a Lon- 

s. don “hospital. It was 

recognized as a new 
worm by Prof. Owen, of 
the British Museum, who 
gave it the name of zrz- 

, china, because as thin as 

a hair; he added the 

specific name of spiralis, 

on account of the man- 
ner.in which the worm is 

Fra. 1808.—Section of the Heart of Coiled up in the cyst, 
Measly Pig. * We owe to Leuckart and 

; ; ' Virchow our knowledge 
of the development of these worms in the body of the pig 

and in man. ° 
Trichine are found 

in the flesh of nearly 
all the mammals. If 
any of this trichinous Fia. 1309. 

flesh-is eaten, t he Sexually Ma 

worms become free as tre Ma ie irk 
Soha eeee china. 
digestion goes on. "© 
They develop with extreme ra- 
_pidity. Each female Iays*a pro- 

_ digious number of eggs. ‘From 
each of them comes a little worm, 
-which bores through the walls of 
“the stomach or of the intestines, 
and buries itself in the flesh, 

‘where it lies hidden until it is 
. introduced into another stomach. 

~ ‘Fa. 1810.—Immature Female Trichina Leuckart counted 700,000 tri- 
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Fig, 1811.—Trichina 

Spirails. 

A, male; B, female; C, 
embryo, 

_ chine in a pound of human flesh, and Zenker 
speaks of five million being found in a sim- 

ilar quantity. The trichina produces about a 

hundred worms at the end of a week. 

The duration of its life extends from four 
to five weeks. The number of young. in each 
mother worm is at least from ten to fifteen 
thousand. The new-born young soon begin 
their wanderi#g. They penetrate into the 

interior of the: ‘separate muscular bundles, and 
- after fourteen days aoquite their full size and 

organization. 

The infection of man occurs through: feed- 
ing on the flesh of swine.’ The trichinz are 

so capable of resistance that they are not al- 
ways destroyed by the ordinary methods of 

roasting, cooking, pickling, and smoking. 
As a rule, swine obtain trichine from rats, to 

which latter man, as the natural bearer, con- 

veys them. Micrdscopic examination of flesh 

is the only’ reliable preventive against all 
danger. It appears that the heart, kidneys, 

liver, brain, and fat of the pig never contain 
the trichina. 

_Pork should always be thoroughly cooked, 
‘the temperature of the whole mass being 

raised to not less than 167° F. In this way, 
the parasites will be destroyed, but danger 
lurks in all partially cooked or raw pork and — 

sausage. 

Fia.. 1812,—Trichina. 

A, portion of muscle infested with trichize: 
B, a cyat enlarged; C, the worm, detached. <, 
Mouth ; b, Anus; c, Csophegus ; d, Sexual or- 
gan; e, Yellow bodies. 

nN 
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STRONGYLUS PARADOXUS. 

Fig. 1815 represents the Strongylus Paradoxus found in the 
bronchi of the hog, but rarely causing disease. : 

: .Fig. 1816 repre- — ; 
‘sents the Ascaris ti 

| Lumbricotdes, alarge 
round worm, which 

lives in the intestines 

ofthepig. Thesame {ff 

species is found in 
the stomach or small 

‘intestines of chil- F 

’ dren, and was known 
inthe time of Aris- 
-. totle. 

_Acommon remedy 

‘for worms is 4 mix- 

Fie. 1318.—tTrichina and Bune OF wood. asics Fia. 1314.—Musele with Encysted 
Cyst (100 times natual size). 2nd soap-suds, given ' * ‘Trichines 

a, Coat of cyst, marked by every few days with : 
irregular concentricstria, show- the food. ._Dr. Chase’ pro- 
ing the laminated structure, ‘. . : and strewn with dirty granula- NOUnces Santonin, the active 
tions; b, Cavity of the cyst, principle of the plant called . 
overrun by a calcareous de-: Meteor . 
posit; c, Worm transformation WOrmseed, an effectual rem- 
beginning; d; 4, Fat accumu- edy forthe round-worm. It 
uae Se pss csr is in the ‘form of small white! 
crystals, and may be given in doses of one third of a 

_ teaspoonful morning ‘and’ evening, followed by a 
brisk cathartic. To exterminate the other two, give ° 

the following injections :— 

Tincture of asafetida...... Banat aie 1 teaspoonful. . 
Balti sccd esas ies oat sane tease 1 teaspoonful. 
Water io cents sicante atten a asi bbe" of pt. 

Mix, and.warm slightly. 

RHEUMATISM. 

Pigs. suffering from rheumatism exhibit dullness, « 

indisposition to move, ‘and more: or less lameness. 

There is tenderness in the affected joints, and this ‘Fie. 1815. — Strong- 

tenderness shifts about from one joint to another. YS Paradoxus. 
1. Male, natural Give a tablespoonful. of cod-liver oil twice a day dee 4 pele Ve 

aral size ; 8. ‘Anterior extremity of “female, enlarged, a, (esophagus; b, Intestine; c, Genital 
canal, 4. Caudal extremity of emale. a, Vagina: b, Intestine. 5. Caudal extremity of the 
male, a, b, The two lobes of the sac; ¢, Spicules, ; 
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Fie. 1316.—Ascaris Lumbricoides. 
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in the ‘food. This promotes recovery, and 
improves the general condition. Provide a 
warm stye, and give cooked food and sour 
milk. A liniment of turpentine and olive- 

oil may be applied to the affected parts and 

rubbed upon the spine. An occasional 

dose’ of bicarbonate of potash has proved 
of benefit. If the pig is very fat, a dose of 

Epsom salts will be of service, 

WOUNDS. 

These injuries are difficult. to deal with, 

as a bandage of any solid application is 
almost ‘certain to be rubbed off by a pig. 
In a healthy animal a wound will generally 

heal itself, the only source of danger being 
septic influence from without. To guard 
against this, a solution of permanganate of 
potash may be Syringed over the wound. 

There is no better dressing than tar for a 
wound in the foot. 

PARALYSIS OF HIND QUARTERS. 

This affects both young pigs and. older 
hogs. Some think that by it are caused 

worms in the kidneys, which is sometimes 

though not always thecase. Itis true that 
a, Female; d, Male, natural the presence of these parasites around the 

size, 

kidneys may cause irri- 
tation of the nerves of | 
the spinal column and 
result in paralysis, yet it 
is ‘oftener 4 weakness 

and loss of nervous pow- 

The 
symptoms in either case 
(for they cannot be dis- 
tinguished apart) are 
weakness of the back, 

wriggling of the hind 

parts, and finally settling 

down on the haunches Fre. 1317.—Potato-cleaner, 
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After some effort the an- 

‘imal gets up and runs 

quite rapidly in a 
straight line, but swings 

to one side for awhile, 

and then goes over to’ 
the other side, and fi- 

‘nally gets down so that 
it cannot rise, and can 
only drag itself about. 

The appetite is good un- 
til a day or two before 
death, _ 

Thereisnobetterrem- ™ = 

edy in the line of consti- Fiq. 1818.—Apparatus for Preparing Steamed Food. 
tutional treatment than > ; 
nux vomica:or its alkaloid, strychnine. Apply over the loins a 
-liniment composed of one part of cantharides, two parts of olive-oil, 
and two parts of oil of turpentine. Internal treatment should begin 
with a laxative consisting of three drams of powdered castor-bean 

seeds and eight ounces of tye flour, mixed in a quart of sour milk 

gruel, of which the animal may drink the first thing in the morning. 
This may be repeated once a week. Half of the dose will suffice for 
young pigs. The following internal treatment may be repeated twice 
or three times daily :— 

Powdered nux VOMICA ..........eeceeseeveaeers ols vasaeion ie tutioners Agr! 
Powdered anise seed,........ee.eeeeces (aban eevee erg case pwede Cae 4dr. 
Powdered. gingers. cic-i's save scans s vauw 6 diene Va~e s Heke Sees avs 3 dr. 

Mix with a little syrup, and smear the dose well back on the tongue. 

Half this dose for pigs under three months old. Feed sloppy or 

steamed food, and give plenty of sour milk and fruit. Treatment of 

all such cases requires considerable patience and perseverance, and 
recovery is slow and often uncertain. 

To PREVENT SOWS FROM EATING THEIR YOUNG. 

It is well known that sows not infrequently attack and devour 

their own young ; or, if prevented from doing this, that they will not 
let down their milk, so that the young pigs necessarily die from want 

of nourishment. When this state of things is not caused by a dis- 
eased state of the uterus, the sow can be brought to terms by pour- 
ing into the ear.a mixture of 10 to 20 grains of spirits of camphor 
with 1 to 8 of tincture of opium. The sow will immediately lie 
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down on the side of the ear to whicn the 
application was made, and remain quiet for 
several hours in this position without in- 
terfering with her pigs, and on recovery 
from the stupor will have lost her irritabil- 
ity with regard to them. 

This experiment has been tried in Ger- 

many hundreds of times, according to one 

of the agricultural journals, without any 
Fia. 1819.—Mucous Membrane injurious effects. It is also said that the 
of a Bronchial Tube, with the © eating of pigs by the parent sow can be 

Capillaries Injected. prevented by rubbing them all over with 
. - brandy, and making the same application 

about the nose of the sow herself. 
nd 

‘In the preparation of this.department of our work we have con- 
sulted freely all the standard authorities on the treatment of hogs - 
and their diseases, and taken pains to have all remedies presented 
by us verified from the best authorities; and at the same time we 

have made such additions as were necessary to bring them up to the 

advancing standard of the present day. We desire in this connec- 
tion to. make special acknowledgments to a number of authors, 
among..whom. we may mention Clater, Armitage, Martin, Fleming, 
and Long, the latter being the most recent. and finest work on the 

: hog yet published, for. which the Orange Judd. Company, of New 

"York City, are the agents ; and all the works named may be had of 
W. R. Jenkins, 850 Sixth Avenue, of the same city, who is especially 
‘Known to us as an ‘honorable and reliable dealer in works on vet: 
erinary peace? : 
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T may seem 

] singular, but 
is neverthe- 

less. strikingly 
true, that the 
Egg and Poultry: 

interest is really 

the largestsingle 
branch of pro- @ 
duction in this 

country. On this 
account we have: 
made.a special 

effort to present 
in this depart- 
ment a concise’ Fre. 1320. i a 
and com plete . 

synopsis, from reliable sources, of the most useful and. profitable 
breeds of fowls, and also such general hints and directions in the 

raising of poultry and the incubation of eggs, as will be of assistance 

to all those who are engaged therein, together with an extensive 

and elaborate list of illustrations of representative fowls and of vari- 

ous styles of incubators and poultry houses, which have been pre- 
pared with great care and expense. 

To demonstrate our assertion in regard to the extent of the 

poultry aatetest in this country, we need only cite the fact that 
; (983) 
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_ while, in 1883, the wheat product was officially estimated at $488,- 

000, 000, the cotton product at $410,000,000, and the dairy product 
at $254,000, 000, the poultry product amounted to $560,000,000, 

being almost half as large again. 

as the cotton product, and larger, . 
also, than the iron and steel prod- 
‘ucts put together. The reason 

ofthe surprising growth of this 
interest among our farmers is to 

be found in the fact that it pays 

Fia. 1821.—Houdans. 

larger and safer net profits on investments than any other branch 
of farming industry. “ 
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The 1ecent intro- 
duction and general 
use of incubators, 
making it possible to 
increase the supply 
of eggs by artificial 
production to an un- 
limited extent, has 
had the effect of 
stimulating the rais- 
ing of Poultry in 
America to a oo 

er or ‘the general 
reader. It has been §& 

said that. “on the | 
farm to-day Poultry — 
is King.” 

At a meeting:, of a 
the Farmers’ Club, i in the town of Bedford, N. Y,, in 1886, the Rev. J. 
Y. Hoyt gave the following account of-an investment in poultry made 

by him, ee at the same time that. the’ enterprise was made 
eee ca ; under unfavorable circumstances ; . 

. and in ‘presenting it to our readers, 
we may state that other cases not ; 

Fre. 1920,—Creveur Cock. 

cited without number :— 

. “Thave kept an accurate record 
‘of the receipts and expenses of 
my hen-yard for 1885. I begat 

, with 25 hens, representing at .75. 
cents each a plant of $18.75. Dur- 
‘ing the year I sold 3,040 eggs for 
, $63.30. I set 340 eggs and got 
from them 250 chickens. In Octo- 
ber I sold 150 of the chickens for 
$75. In January I sold 50 more 
for $37.50. The 50 that are left I 

value at $50. My expenses dur- 
Fra. 1823.—Creveccour Hen. ing the year for feed, repairs, and 

less striking of the great profitable- Z 
“ness of poultry-raising could be - 
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the rest, were 
$125; so that 
the net profit on 
the $18.75 plant 
was about 

$100.” 
DIFFERENT 

BREEDS OF 

FowLs. 

We proceed 

to notice the 
more prom- 
inent breeds of: 

fowls that have 

been intro- 

duced into this 
country, and 
have. been suc- 

cessfully raised - 
here. 
The ‘“Houdans 

(Fig. 1821). are 
a French breed 
of great beauty, 
and the finest ; 
of eating, while ~ 
as layers they 
are unsur- 
passed. Besides 
the smallness of | 

their bones and 
the fineness of 
their flesh, they — 

are of an extra- 

ordinary  pre- 
cocity and fe- 

cundity. They 
lay large and” 
white eggs, and 
the chickens fe : we ee 

are fit for the Se =. 
table at four Fre. 1825.—Cochin Hen. Old Forin. 
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months old. They are, however, indifferent for hatching. ‘The cock 
whose portrait appears in Fig. 1821 weighed, when in fair condition, 
nine and a half, and the hen six and a half pounds, The one here 
shown, owned by an PE RBEnEAC SS breeder, weighed eight and a half 

Fic. Bi vi Rocks. 

pounds. The Houdans make excellent birds for the table at an early 
age, and for market are preferable to many other breeds. 

In Figs. 1822 and 1323, we give a representation of a fine pair of. 
CREVECGURS, a breed eraiosie in India, but brought ta perfection ; 

in France. 
In Figs. , 1324 and 1395 are shown a cock and a hen of the 
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original CocHIN breed introduced. into. this country, and which long 
retained its popularity. The Cochin‘ is now bred higher in the tail, 
and with somewhat more leg and foot feather, than is here. repre- 
sented. . : 

The PLyMouTH Rocks (Fig. 1826) are a breed of New England 
origin. They-have a cuckoo- | wag 
like plumage; are large in 

‘body, and good layers, the. 
eggs being, though small; rich. . 

in flavor. They are great favor- 

ites throughout this country, 
and have ‘of late years been 

i 

= . Fic. 1329.—Polish Fowls. 
d ¥ ' rs ’ rs ; “ : F 

quite extensively introduced into England. 

‘The Yoxouamas (Fig. 1327) are natives of Japan, with tails a 

yard or more in length. These tails are moulted once in three. 
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Fig. 1880.—Poland Breed. Sub-variety 

acteristic and its pride. As 

a rule, the Polish hens are 
good layers, and do not sit. 

In Figs. 1330 and 1331; we 

present representations of a 

sub-variety of the Poland, 
which renders very good 
service. 

The LIGHT BRAHMAS (Fig. 
1332) are by some consid- 
ered the most valuable of all 
fowls. They certainly stand 

very high with all poultry 
raisers. $200 has been paid 

‘for a first-class bird of this“ 

breed. They are admirable’ 
sitters and mothers, and, in 

fact, excel in every way. 

SILKY FowLs (Fig. 1333) 

are excellent for hatching, as 
1 

years, and some specimens 

are said to have measured 

17 to20feet. Itisa wonder- 
fully. productive breed, and 
has. been quite frequently 
introduced into Europe. 

The Plymouth Rocks 
breed well with. other va- 
rieties.: In Fig. 1828, we 

- show a pair of fowls which 
are the result-of this cross- 
ing, and which are fine lay- 
ers, and furnish excellent 
table: meat. ; 

' The PoLisH FowLs (Fig. 
1829) are rather singularly 
named, as they have no 
‘possible connection with 
Poland, where they are no 
more common than any 
other fowl. The crest of 
this fowl is at once its char- 

Fie. 1331.—Poland Breed, Sub-variely., 

a ‘ 
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Fig, 1832. —Light Brahmas. 

they are exceptionally good mothers. ‘They are “small-sized, and 

their’ eggs are small and of a pale buff color. 
T he FRIZZLED FowLs (Fig. see are bred and domesticated in 

Java, Sumatra, 

and on the Phi- 

lippine’ Islands. 
They ‘are gener- 

ally’ white, but 
there ‘are some 

“specimens with. a 
‘heavy sprinkling 
of black and 

brown. These 

fowls are rather 

interesting as a 

curiosity than val- 

uable for practical 

purposes. 

“The RUMPLESS 
BANTAM (Fig. 
1335) has no espe- - 

Fra, 1988.—Silky Fowis cial character- 
. istic to | - recom- 

mend it as a breed of game chickens, besides its beauty: 
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Fra. 1384,—Frizzled Fowls. 
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Fin. 1885,—-Rumpless Bantams. 
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’ 



Fie. 1337.—Pekin Bantams. 
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The WALLIKIKI 
FowLs (Fig. 1836):are a 
breed without tails or 

rumps. It is a native of. 
the forests of Ceylon, 
and its name means “the 

cock of the forest.” The- 
birds of this breed are 

hardy and very produc- 

tive. A traveler thus 
describes these fowls as 
he saw them in their 
native jungles: ‘They 

stood as upright as the 
Penguin duck, in fact as 
erect .as a hawk, yet 

were singularly’ live in 

their motions, and 

though strictly rump- 
less; were as opposed 

in their gait to all other 
rumpless fowls as could 
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well be imagined, It was their constant restlessness, combined 
with remarkably iridescent plumage, that marked:them as being 
one of the most distinct varieties of poultry I ever saw.” 

Fra. 1840.—Model Black-beaked Turkey, 

The Suey) or CocHIn, BANTAMS (Fig. 1837), are the most re- 
markable of the bantam breeds. They were introduced into Englan2 

Fie. 1341. , 
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Fia. 1848.—Nile Goose. 
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in 1862. They are something like the Cochin Chinas. They will, if 
successfully bred in this country, be a most valuable addition to our 
poultry stock. 

The ASEELS (Fig. 1338) are an East Indian eine fowl, perhaps 

the most quarrelsome and:courageous known. They are good for 

Fro. 1844. 

cooking, but amount to little. or nothing as layers. They are rec- 
ommended by few good authorities. 

The SEBRIGHT (Fig. 1839) is a superior breed of game bantams 

which has become famous... It is a remarkably handsome bird, some- 

times of golden and sometimes of silver color. 

Fre, 1845.—Bultter-Bow! Ducks. 
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OTHER FOWLS. 
TURKEYS.—The raising of turkeys is at present and always has 

been exceedingly profitable in this country. The turkey is an ex- 

ceptionally healthy and hardy fowl, and its food costs but very little. 

The turkeys raised in America are the best in the world. 
The BLACK-BEAKED Turkey, a mag- 

nificent specimen of which we present 
in Fig. 1340, is one of the most beautiful 

_ types of domestic fowls. It is the most 
profitable to raise, and is a fine layer. 

_ GEESE.—The_ beautiful creature in 
Fig. 1842 is the DANUBIAN or SEBAS- 
TOPOL GOOSE, which is a variety of the 
common goose, and breeds freely with 

it, the progeny being' very fertile. 
These fowls are pure white, and they 
have the peculiarity of having their 
feathers grow the wrong way, and from 
the tail and saddle they have long trail- 
ing feathers beautifully curved. 

. The EGYPTIAN or NILE GOOSE (Fig. 
Fie. 1346, 1343) is known through the whole ex- 

: : tent of Africa. It is mentioned by Ar- 
istotle and other ancient writers, and the representations of it on the 
ancient monuments of Egypt are exact counterparts of the fowl as 
it exists to-day. It is a beautiful and graceful animal, and lays 
prolifically in its wild state, though not in captivity. 

Ducks.—The pair of ducks we give in Fig. 1345 are fine eating 
and good layers, and the breed is one worthy of wide cultivation, 
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enough material for the making of eggs, or flesh, or bone. 
\ ie stint nor ever overfeed. Stinting means a lack of 

Adequate food, with proper feeding, repairs the waste of the 

vital forces, and gives a profit in warmth, or bone, or flesh, or eggs. 
‘If you give too little of some of the forms of lime to make bone, then 
just so far will the frame-work of the fowl fall short of perfection. «If 

you feed too little of that kind of food containing albumen and oil, 
. then you cut off the egg supply. 

assimilation that change the food to other profitable Products, be- 
come overworked and break down, and. disease follows in varied 

forms. 

If you overfeed, ‘the organs of 

Feed for the purpose you have in view, according to. the. 

season, the weather, and the breed, remembering always that food 

for one purpose may be harmful for another. 
weather than when the weather is fine. 

Feéd more in. stormy 

The larger breeds consume — 

more food than the smaller, and good foragers require less than 
Hens require less when sitting than when those that range little. 

laying, and fowls usually require most in moulting time. Chickens 

must be fed fat-producing food if for an early market, and bone and 
muscle making food if for a'later age. 

Belew we give. Dr. Wright’ s table of food elements. 

. Ep siene Luradnigenat her reson "| wonemeies 
esh + f0rmin: 

iF ; . : 

_ | SUMSTANCRS, Fececacee | VECBAE® rier Sub] we, | water 
a | Gluten, eto, |Fat or Oil.| Starch, ‘ 

45 I ¢ 4? .Q 20 10 

12 3 70 2 1 12 

wey q a trace.| 80 a trace. 0 18 

|) 6b 0 41 2 0 50} 
43 8 5 Z 0. 863 

Middlings. . 18 6 58 5 4 14 

Oatmeal .. 18 6 68 Q 9 9 

Beans, Peas. ; 25 ? 48 2 8 18 
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‘So a well-balanced food must contain, In proper proportions, 

nitrogen, carbon, and mineral, or flesh-forming, warmth-giving, and 

bone-making'elements. Oats finely ground, hull'and all, is the best 

balanced of the foods. Wheat'screenings and corn are the best 
winter foods to give warmth. The latter is one of the best fat-mak- 

ing foods. Its exclusive use, however, checks laying, and induces 
apoplexy. It is a good food when ‘fed with two or three times its 
bulk of other grain. 

Potatoes have no egg-forming material. Rice is not often fed, 

~ but it excels all other foods in warmth. Beans and peas are strongly 
‘stimulating, flesh- -forming substances. They strengthen the muscu- 

~ lar fiber, and when given exclusively render the flesh tough. Millet 
and hemp seed are excellent ‘for chicks. Manufactured pure bone 
meal is excellent. Give some form of'lime for bone, and sand and 

gravel to aid digestion. Old, crumbly mortar serves both purposes 
to perfection. Middlings and barley-meal, mixed with boiled pota- 
toes or turnips, with skimmed milk, is one of the best general foods. 
Do not give soft or sloppy food ; it induces diarrhea. Have most of 
the food boiled, warm, and ecunebling. Buckwheat is a good staple 
food. Hemp seed can be fed sparingly two or three times a week in 

the moulting season, with excellent results. Confined fowls need an 
occasional supply of meat, and a regular supply of green food. Cab- 
bage, chopped fine, stem and all, is good, also mangel-wurtzel and 
grass. Fowls with wide range, except in winter, need neither green 
food nor meat supplied to them. 

Give fresh water at all times, as stagnant fluids breed cholera 

and other diseases. Fill the vessels daily. Keep them clean, and 
‘place them in the shade. In the moulting " season keep in a little 
sulphate of iron. 

; In yards where there are ducks with chickens, feed the latter on 

a raised platform about two feet high. The ducks will rarely. fly up. 

Do not feed in troughs, for they become filthy and breed disease. 

FATTENING. 

Fowls should be closely penned when they are to be fattened 
for market. Keep flesh-producing food before them constantly, or, . 

better still, give a clean supply at regular intervals. Corn, cornmeal 
mush, and baked potatoes are excellent, but buckwheat meal and 

cornmeal mixed into a dough, with skimmed milk, is the best.- Al- 
low no sand or gravel during the last week. Keep the coops clean 

and well ventilated. One peck of food will fatten almost any fowl. 
Two to three weeks i is sufficient time. Don’t force the feed. Cram- 

ming is cruel: . 
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KILLING. . 

Do not feed within twelve or fourteen hours before killing.. In 
many cities it is illegal to ship dead poultry with full crops. The 
undigested food sours, ferments, discolors the flesh, harms the sale, 

and is dangerous as well as dishonest. In killing, hang fowls by the 

‘legs, and run a sharp knife through the roof of the mouth into the 

brain. Death is instantaneous. They bleed well, and the flesh is at 
its best. Leave the head and legs on. . Age and tenderness are de- 

termined by them. For long transportation, do not draw the en- 

trails. Remove the feathers by scalding, water at 190°. Fowls of 
ordinary quality sell best scalded. They appear much leaner dry- 

picked, but fine fowls are better that way. Dry-pick the, legs of 
turkeys and chickens as soon as killed, to prevent discoloration. 
Immerse when scalding three or. four’ times. Pick perfectly clean. 

Be careful not to tear the skin, to bruise the flesh, or to break the 

bones. Scald ducks and geese, and wrap in a cloth two minutes, 
then the down and feathers will readily slip. Hang chickens and 
turkeys by the feet to cool, and water-fowl by the neck, “Plump” 

poultry, when picked, by plunging into hot water two seconds, and 

then throw into cold water for ten minutes. 

‘ PACKING. 

Do not pack until the fowl is entirely cold, or the meat will 

spoil. Slight freezing does but little harm, but discoloration through .. 

‘thawing and freezing harms sales. Two hundred pound boxes make 
the best packages. Barrels are good, but turkeys and geese get 

twisted out of shape i in them. Use only clean wheat or rye straw in 

packing. Turn the head of the fowl round to its breast, have the 
back up, and the legs straight out behind. Pack snugly, with a 

layer of straw on each row. Do not bruise, and fasten the cover. 
tightly down. 

_. When fowls are shipped intended for special occasions, as for. 

Christmas or New Year’s, they should be a little ahead of time to 

get the cream of the sales. ' 

Farmers and others ‘can pack poultry in winter by. freezing ' and 

wait for better markets: Dry-pick and pack without straw. Put in 

one layer ata time, and let it solidly freeze. Put in cool places and 

keep from thawing. 

PACKING AND, P RESERVING Bees, 

To keep eggs fresh four weeks, pack i in, egg-crates with big end 
down. 
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To preserve eggs, make a pickle of 2 qts. of salt and 65 gallons 

of water and one bushel of: pure stone lime. Slake the lime ina 
part of the water, then put in the balance of the water and the salt ; 

stir well, let it settle, and then withdraw the clear pickle. When 
packing, put in about 18 inches of pickle and one foot of eggs. Use’ 

a large colander with handle to put in the eggs. It isa good plan 
to pour on each layer a little of the milky sediment of the vessel 
holding the pickle. When near 3 or 4 inches of the top of the egg- 
vessel, put in 2 or 3 inches of the slaked lime sediment on top, first, 

however, placing a factory canvas over the top of the pickled eggs, 
and then keep it all constantly covered with pickle. When taken 

out for market, clean the eggs in cool water, wipe off the lime-specks 
if any, dry quickly, and pack. 

Fie. 1847. 



CHAPTER XXXVIIL 

POULTRY ARCHITECTURE. 

GENERAL Directions — PorTABLE Pouutry-Housrs — SHELTERS — “ Warm Morser” 

—.‘‘ Cop MorsEr ”— Coops —ImprRovED PouLtry HoMEs. 

\NHE three essentials of successful poultry-keeping are breeding, 
T housing, and feeding. Housing is the most easily managed 

and most generally neglected. A common, profitable ‘poultry-- 

house should be clean, facing from east to south, well-ventilated, 
free from drafts, se well-arranged, and screened by shrub- 

Fie. 1348. —Portable Poultry-house. 

bery, which adds to the appearance, gives summer sade: and affords 

protection from winter storms. Small flocks need small houses ; 

too large houses occasion roup and colds. _ Have high, dry floors, 

which will protect against cramp and rheumatism, and at the same 

time ward off diphtheria and catarrh. Have dust-bins, and empty 

them frequently, or heat the dust and kill the life-germs. Dust-bins 

sometimes spread vermin.-’ 

, PORTABLE POULTRY-HOUSES. 

The kind of a house shown in Fig. 1848 can be built for $10 or 

$12. The fowls cost less to keep, securing most of their own food, 
(1003) 
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- and where the house is wheeled over “patch” ground, the soil is 

thus manured very profitably. The fowls in this way keep thriving 

and laying better, and disease is far rarer than when they are con- 

Fre. 1849.—* Cold Mother.” 

fined in’ narrow spaces. For some, a wire fence attachment would — 
be advantageous. _To most farmers this kind of a house would be 

beneficial on account of cleanliness and consequent health. 

SHELTERS. | 

Fig. 1849 shows a chicken coop for motherless chicks. It is 12 
inches deep, 5# inches front, and three’ inches at the back, and lined 

with a sheep- 
-pelt. Tack 
the pelt at the 
ends, and let 

it slightly sag 

in the middle. 
If it is placed 
on,a board 
sprinkled with 

an inch or two. 
of perfectly. 

~ dry sand, your 
“cold mother” 

is complete. 

Fie. 1850.—* Warm Mother.” Feed near the 
‘mother at first, : 

or even closely confine the chicks so that they will learn to know 
it. They will thrive well in it. 

Fig. 1350 shows the “ warm mother,” holding a hot- water tank 

heated to 80° or 85°. It is placed in the open air in ‘the sunshine. 
If it be separated into compartments, to prevent over-crowding, 

chicks just from the shell can, with a little watching, be success- 
& 

. 
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fully reared in it. The 

artificial heat is needed 
only occasionally. Sev- 
eral broods can be placed 
under it, and thus save 

time in feeding and care. 
The water should never 

go above 85° nor below 
65° when the mother is 

in use. 

Coops. 

There are many kinds. 

of coops, for a hen and 
her chickens. The main 
idea in the construction 

of sick should be bas Fia. 13851.—French Coop. 
afford protection against 

, storms and enemies. Any box 
will do if it is made so that there 
will be a dry, clean floor all the 
time, and the hen kept sheltered 

from the inclement ‘weather. 
Fig. 1351 is a French form, being 

double, and though rather ex- 
| pensive, is yet very: complete. It 

is essentially a winter coop, the 

hen and brood passing into the 
= closed, warmpart. The tophas 

a glass window. A common bar- 

rel makes a good nest and coop 

if raised off the ground an inch, 

having it face south, 

Fie. 1852.—Octagonal Poultry-house, 

PLANS OF POULTRY-. 

HOUSES. 

An infinite variety 
of plans of poultry- 
houses have been de- » 

vised, some of which 

on. Nhe are ornamental and - 

Fra. 1358.—Ground Plan expensive. Wegive Fra, 1354.—Vertical Section of 

of Octagonat Poultry-house. ‘in Fig. 1352 a dia- Octagonal Poultry-house. 
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gram of a poultry-house that can be plain or ornamental as 

the breeder pleases, and which is considered by the Canadian Farmer 

to bea good one. 

rea} aa ai Spee z 

Fria. 1355.—Iron-roofed Poultry-house. 

In the ground plan and vertical section, as shown in Figs. 

1853 and 1354, F is the center pillar; C, C a strong shelf on seven 

sides ; D, D two lines of perches over C, C; E, E nest-boxes under 
the shelf. The advantages of this structure are that the nests are 
undefiled ; that there is space underneath the boxes for coops; that 

the floor is always clean, and that there is a saving of space. It can 
be constructed several ways. Drive eight posts in the ground and 
board them with fericing, or-even line it with corn fodder and the 

roof with hay. The broad shelf should be cleaned and sanded regu- 

larly. There should also be two sunny windows on the east and 
south. : 
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Fig. 1855 shows an improved poultry-house, with runs fenced 
with wire netting. The roof is of iron, the runs about six feet wide, 

and there is a space of two feet or more under the house for retreat 
in bad weather. 

In building hen-houses, lice or other vermin should from the 

very first be guarded against, or they will be a great annoyance to 
both the fowls and their owner. So important is this that if the 
walls be built very rough or uneven, it is well worth while to give 

them a little plastering over to make the surface more even. In 
building wooden houses, a brush. dipped in kerosene or paraffine 
should be passed along the tongued edges of all the boards as they 

are nailed in their places, the effect of which will last some time ; but 

wooden walls also should be regularly lime-washed, and if at any 
time vermin should get into them, they should be expelled by syr- 

inging all’ over, either with paraffine or a solution of carbolie acid. 

The last is.certain death to nearly all insects, and.is one of the most . 
valuable additions to the resources of the Poultry-keeper. 



CHAPTER XXXVIIL 
* 

HOGS AND INCUBATION. 

GENERATION oF THE Eaa — PuystoLocy or IncusaTion— Natura Incusation ~ 
ConvENIENT Hens’ Nests — Eoe-Prorectok — FERTILITY AND Eae-TEstrrs. 

YT isan adage as old as civilization that every animal comes from 

I the egg/ the variations in the different animals consisting in the 
mode of development. .The ovary of a laying hen has the appear- 

ance of a cluster of fruit: The ovary forms the germ and yolk, and 
holds them to itself by a membrane. These egg-beginnings differ 
in size according to stage of development. When fecundation has. 

taken place, the membrane, or 
inclosing sac, breaks, and the 

duct, or egg passagé. In the 

oviduct the germ and yolk be- 
come enveloped in a whitish, 
tasteless, glairy fluid called al- 

bumen (which is the white of the 

egg), and ata still further point 

or parchment- like covering 
which is found inside the shell. 

Still further in its passage 

through the oviduct, the .forma- 
tive egg becomes coated with a 
calcareous deposit which ‘con- 
stitutes the shell, and the egg is 

complete and ready to be received into the nest. (See Fig. 1357.) 

If the ovary matures yolks faster than the latter part of the oviduct 
does shell, there will be soft-skinned eggs ; and if the glands of the 
oviduct work faster or longer than the ovary, then a little egg with 

only white and shell is the result. If sometimes the ovary lets two 
yolks slip into the oviduct at once, both become invested with the 
albumen, and a double egg is the result, 

(1008) 

Fie. 1356.—Ovary of a Hen. 

‘ 

germ slips. down into the ovi- 

become invested with the skin. 
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PROCESS OF INCUBATION. 

The white of the egg is the principal food 

wf the growing chick in the shell. It is a 
bad conductor of heat, and often prevents 

fatal results to the germ from suddenchanges_ ~ 

in temperature. It also preserves the del- 
icate egg-germ from concussions. There are 

two rather thick cords of albumen fastened 

to the under side of the egg to balance it, . 
thus keeping the chick always in the upper 

part of the egg, where it can best receive 
warmth from the hen. The yolk is absorbed 
or drawn into the stomach through: the na- 

vicular cord during the last twenty-four hours. 

before the chick is hatched; and this is its 
‘ food for a day after leaving the shell. Dur- 

ing incubation the small round spot | in the 

yolk (that being the life-germ) becomes 

gradually: larger, absorbing | ‘the white, and, 

thus making room for itself. On about the Re (ay od duct, or Egg 
nineteenth day the chick’s beak’ breaks the . Passage. » 
air bubble at the end of the egg, and com- 
mences to breathe by its lungs. On the twenty-fitst day . the 
horn on the tip of the bill fractures the shell, and its egg life is 

.: “consummate 

NATURAL INCUBATION. 

.. The time to hatch de- 

pends on the breed and 

also. upon the purpose in 
view. Broilers bring fancy 

prices when very’ early. 

The smaller breeds should 

be set later than those 

which are larger and 
hover better. Some peo-. 
ple hatch chicks in the 
fall. for winter'and spring || 

use. Early, common sit- 
: ters should not have over 

Fra. 1868.—Hen’s Nest for Sitting Hen. seven or eight. eggs. 
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Much depends on the season. If 
they have more, the outer ones 

become chilled in severe weather, 
and as the hen daily changes them 
they all become addled. Larger 

breeds, like Plymouth Rocks, 
Wyandottes, Cochins, Brahmas, 
and others, can cover more and 

: hover the chicks better. 
Fig. 1859.—Egg Protector. Set the hen ‘in a quiet, rather 

dark place, ' with grain food and 

water near. Do not assist hatching by breaking the shell. Moisten 
the eggs in dry weather, and give them a good soak. in water of 
about 105° on the 18th or 19th day. Ifthe nest becomes befouled 
by broken eggs, etc., remove the eggs to water heated 105°, re-make 
the nest, and replace eggs and hen. Take the young chicks as soon 
as hatched, wrap them warm, and return when the hen has com- 

pletely finished her work. Thus she will not leave her nest too 
quickly, or trample 
upon the chicks. Do et 
not feed the chicks the vl 

first day. The yolk of : 
hard-boiled eggs is the - 
proper food the first 
week. Feed them fre- 
quently. After awhile 
feed cornmeal dough 
and baked potatoes.. 

Do not give sloppy : 

food to the hen or  . Fra. 1360.—Barren Egg. Fertile Egg. 

chicks at any time— 

diarrhea is the result. Give the brood liberty only when the dew 
is off. Dew is more fatal than. thé gapes. - Always house before 

sunset, watch for lice, and thoroughly protect them from storms. 
. In Fig. 1858 we give a representation of a convenient.nest fora 

sitting hen. It would be better with a wire bottom and a solid top 
with wire net-work for a door. Thus it would be free from the 
attacks of rats and weasels,.and a protection. against the weather. 
A handle on top would make it very handy when the nest is to be 
moved. The proper size for a Cochin box nest is 14 inches square 
and 18 inches high. 

Eggs erdinasily require 21 days to hatch, but cold weather re- 
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tards, and fine weather and 

an attentive mother hasten 

incubation. Hamburgs will 
hatch in 20 days, game ban- 

tams often in 19, turkeys in 

26 to 29 days; guinea-hens 

in 25 or 26 days, peafowls 
in 28 to 30 days, ducks in 28 
days, geese in 30 days, swans 

1011 

in 35 to 42 days. Fie. 1361.—Egg-tester. 

If valuable eggs are 
cracked, they can often be remedied by placing a piece of gummed 

paper over the fracture. 

Fig. 1359 represents an egg-protector. An egg can lie within 
i it, and heavy, clumsy breeds cannot crush their eggs. 

FERTILITY AND EGG-TESTERS. 

a One common way to test the fertility of eggs is to hold the ese 

Fra. 1362. 

With this the eggs’ fertility can be determine 

between the shaded 
eye and a candle, in 
a dark room, after 

the egg has been un- ' 

der the hen six or 
seven days. If fer- 

tile, it will be dark ; 

if unfertile; translu- 

cent. A’ practiced 

eye soon becomes 
expert and reliable. 
The. appearance of’ 
each is illustrated in 
Fig 1360. 

There are several 
egg-testers on the 
market, and among 
the best is the one 
shown ‘in Fig. 1361. 

d in from 24 to 36 

hours, thus saving for proper consumption all unfertile eggs. If 

the number of sterile eggs withdrawn be considerable, they can be 

boiled and used as chicken food, and the remaining eggs distributed 
under other hens which commenced to sit at the same time. 

24 
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ARTIFICIAIA INCUBATION... 

ArmmicraL INCUBATORS IN ANCIENT Tomes — Progress IN INVENTION oF INCUBATING 

Macuines— Tue Graves INcuBATOR — HaxstTep’s AuTomMatic INCUBATOR — 

Tae Boye Incosator — Tomuinson’s Automatic INcUBATOR — THERMOSTATIC 

IncusaToR— Hparson’s REGULATOR. 

RTIFICIAL incubation has been practiced in Egypt and China 

A for thousands of years. The profession was hereditary, and 

the secrets of the successful processes “descended from father 

to son, and were guarded with religious sacredness. 

The fertile eggs of all animals will produce their kind if they have 

' the requisite amount of heat, moisture, and air. ‘The different ani- 

mals have many ways ‘of development from the egg. Some snakes’ 

“eggs hatch while in the cold. ground ; some eggs are incubated in the 

water ; others again are hatched i in the body, and still others inthe 

sun-heated sand, as in Egypt, or in the warm earth, as in other trop- 

ical countries.’ , : . 
One of the greatest difficulties to be overcome in artificial incu- 

bation in the temperate latitudes is the regulation of the heat sup- 
ply, an obstacle easily surmounted by the ancient nations in their 

warm climates... The hen supplies a certain amount of heat and’ 
moisture, admirably regulated by nature, and adjusted to the pur- 

pose of developing the life-principle in the egg into the organized 
chick, through the processof incubation. The problem in artificial 

incubation is to supply, in the requisite degree, this heat and moist- 
ure, and to preserve and regulate the temperature and state of the 
atmosphere so as to reproduce, as nearly as possible, the conditions 
of the process as carried on by nature herself. On the deserts of 
Africa the Arabs hatch out eggs in the hot sand with great success, 
the heat. being of just that even temperature required for the pur- 
pose. 

In the process of investigation into the methods of producing 

artificial heat, there have been invented large numbers of incubating 
machines in all countries, but until within a very few years the in- 

tricacy of their mechanism and their expensiveness have prevented 
their extensive adoption. In our own day their simplicity of con- 

(1012) 
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struction, ease of management, and small cost have rendered them 

successful, and placed.them within the reach of all. 

THE GRAVES INCUBATOR. 

This is a Boston machine, and shows great study on the part.of 

the inventor. As.the apparatus is shown in Fig. 1363, at the bottom 
‘is the cold-water tank for egg-moisture, then follows the egg-tray, - 

i 
=m 

Fie. 1363.—The Graves Incubator. 

above this the hot-water tank, and at the top the temporary 
“mother.” The heat regulator, the difficulty of all machines, is 

shown. The lamp G heats the boiler H, which communicates by 

tubes with the hot-water tank. J, J are lamp oil-tanks. Under the 

heating-tank run two glass tubes filled with alcohol, which at the 

outer end communicate by the bent tube L with the cylinder M, 
containing mercury, which has a piston float and’rod N. When the 

temperature of the tank rises above that for which the valves are ad- 

justed, the expansion of the alcohol in the tubes acting on the 
mercury in M, forces up the piston-rod N. The upper end of this rod 

is attached to a lever O, pivoted on the top, but moving freely at the 
outer end. Above, the free end of the lever is connected by a rod 
R with a valve P, and below, by a spiral spring, with the lamp, 

When, therefore, the piston is raised, the valve P opens, and the over- 

heated air escapes. Q isa slide at the bottom to lower it still faster, 
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"Fie. 1864.—The Halsted Incubator. 

POULTRY. 

ifnecessary. At 

the same time 
this is being 
done the other 

parts of the 
mechanism 
lower the lamp 
flame. The reg- 
ulator, really, 
is duplicate, 

and is altogeth- 

er very ingen- 
ious. 

HALSTED’S 

AUTOMATIC 
‘INCUBATOR. 

Fig. 1364 shows this machine, which is now known as the “Cen- 
tennial.” 

the tank, with a two-inch » ‘space: 
between for the regulator. F and 
R are return-pipes connected 
with the lamp and heating-tank. 
Figs. 1365 and 1366 show the 

lamp connection still more plain- 
‘Ty. There is a conical’ flue 

(shown in Fig. 1866) in this 
boiler, opening at F. Over this, 

reaching’ nearly to ‘the bottom, 
is a cylinder, making two parti- 

tions. The pipe R brings water 

from the tank, runs under the 

B is the boiler, D the’ Bee drawer, or nest, above which is 

atl of the Halsted Incubator. 

Fig. 1366.—Inside 

Section of Tank. 

bottom of the cylinder into the hot-water chamber 
E, thence undeér the partition into the inner portion 
I, surrounding the heated. conical flue: S, and at the 
top rushes into the return hot-water pipe F, and 
thence into the tank T, thus keeping up a constant 
and rapid circulation. 

THE BOYLE INCUBATOR. 

The Boyle machine (Fig. 1867) was one of the old 
school, costly, intricate in mechanism, but in com- 

petent hands successful. It had one of the most 
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sensitive regulators of any incubator known. It is certainly as pre- 
possessing in appearance as any machine of the kind yet invented. 

Fig. 1368 is the regulator. A, C, isa glass siphen gauge, connected 

at B with the heated water A, which extends nearly to the bottom 

Ut] 

Fra. 1367.—The Boyle Incuvator. General View. 

ofthe longer leg of the siphon, pressing on the mercury C, connected 

by the tube D with the glass'tube E, which expands to the end’ of 
the cup F, which is guna by a'wire with the lever H, K, moving. 

on a fulcrum I, and is arefully balanced by a weight L. It is also 
balanced by a spring G. ; 

The indicator itself is arranged as shown in Fig. 1369. Portions 

of cotton wool are placed in small holders O-up the center of the 

egg plate, under which air is freely admitted, keeping the surface 

cooler than the top. Rows of eggs are placed under arches in the 

heating-tank P, connected by a pipe Q’ with the’ boiler. The 

eggs; as soon asichipned: are hatched out into the hatching-box R 

on top of the heating-cistern. The column of water A in the 

regulator is connected with that part of the boiler which is in con- 

tact with the flame. 
There was a great advance in the success of incubators after the 
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invention of Rouillier’s Hydro-incubator. The principle-of all hot- 
water machines is that a large body of unexposed hot water, con- 
fined by a non-conducting medium, will retain its heat for a long 
time. In all of them the sides and top are lined with some such ma- 

terial as felt, sawdust, etc., and the 

hot-water tank is above the egg- 
chamber. Lamps are now used with 

the majority of hot-water incuba- 

] 

Fre. 1868.—Regulator af the Boyle Incubator. Fre. 1869.—Plan of Boyle Incubator. 

tors, and when the regulator is efficient, which is the case in many 
machines, the success is admirable. 

THE ‘TOMLINSON INCUBATOR. 

We give in Figs. 1870 and 1371 plans of the Tomlinson incu- 

bator shown in sections., This machine is constructed on the early 

‘principle of a lamp kept con- 
stantly burning in conjunc- 

tion with an automatic reg- 
ulator. 

A (in both cuts) is the 

ease, and the shaded space 

is the packing; C (in both 
cuts), the tank, traversed by 

flues; E, door for cleaning 
‘same; F, front of egg- 

drawer; G, egg-drawer ; 

H, H (in both cuts), bottom 

ventilators admitting air to 

Fic, 1370.—Tomlinson’s Automatic Incubator. the egg-drawer; D, lamp; 
First Section. h, h, chambers communicat- 

SSE WMHO RSS 

| 
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ing with vertical 

flues at the back. 
The regulator of 

A _Tomlinson's. ma- 
chine is shown in 

Fig. 13873. It de- 
pends upon the ex- 
pansion of air, and 

SS 

aisbiehinaselett Q consists of a glass 
bY eeaeeve AN, p tube sealed at both 

ia — ends, with a cup- 

am If : shaped opening on 

a “th the under side, 
Fia. 1371.—Tomlinson’s Aunt eeunateh: Second Section. closed by a dia- 

phragm of India rub- 
ber tied tightly around its lip diet the temperature is: brought 

to 90°. When the air expands, the diaphragm swells out and 
presses down 

the button at 

the end of the: 
lever, and so 

lifts the valve | 

connected with 
theegg-drawer, 

and allows the it 

hot air to es- 

cape. 

- ENGLISH 

THERMOSTAT- 

Ic INCUBATOR. 

Fig. 1372 rep- ait 
resents a patent 

English incu- 

bator on the 

thermostatic 

principle. U is, 
the tank ; R, 
R, the pipes ; Fra. 1872, —Thermostatic Incubator 
H, the boiler ; 

S, the lamp; B, ventilators; A, valve; L, bottom ventilator ; T, wet 

canvas; E, wire cage to protect valves, etc. 
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The ingenious part is the “ thermostatic”. bar Q. Itisarule in 

thermostatics that if two pieces of metal be riveted together, one of 
which expands with heat more than the other, when both are heated 

the more expansive metal will curve or curl the other in order to find 

Fie. 1878.—Regulator of Tomlinson’s Incubator. 
r 

room for its greater expansion. When heated, therefore, the lever Q 
bends downward, and pulls D down and raises the valve A, and the 

te superheated air escapes. 

HEARSON’S REGULATOR. . 

Mr. Hearson, i in inventing the Regulator which is shown in Fig. 

1874, has made a valuable contribution to the interest of egg incu- 

Fig. 1374,—Incubator Showing Hearson’s Regulator. 

bation. The illustration shows an incubator with the Hearson Reg- 

ulator attached. The action of this Regulator depends for efficiency 
upon the fixed boiling-point of a fluid. A, A is the tank of water, 
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(reduced from the size in ordinary machines,) traversed by the flue 
L, W from the lamp T. The flue really returns through the tank, 
so that the outlet W is on the same side as T. The concave egg- 

tray B is supported in a drawer floored with open strips of wood K, 

_K. The concavity brings the outer eggs rather near the heat, and 
obviates the necessity for moving, the eggs about except in turning 

them. Air‘enters, as in the machines previously described, through | 
the hole D in the bottom of the incubator, having to pass through 

, canvas soaking in the water-troughs C, C, whence it passes, impreg- 

nated with moisture, to the drawer, escaping by the ventilating 

holes E, E. N is a thermometer. iz 
The regulation is thus. arranged: The lamp T has a vertical 

flue, V, above it, as well as the heating flue L; and if this-be opened,, 

all the heat, escapes vertically instead of passing through the tank. 
This flue V is closed by a flap- valve, F, at the end of the lever G. 

Near the pivot of the lever at P is attached'a stiff lifting-wire, pass- 
ing through a tube, O, in the center of the tank ;.and the bottom of 

.this wire rests on the capsule, which is simply laid on a small rigid 
table at S, and as the capsule bulges it lifts Pand F. Should the 
machine be started thus, the heat would, rise to 98°, when the valve 
would open. But thé sliding weight H allows more pressure to be 

put upon the capsule, thus raising the boiling-point. Thus the boil- 

ing-point may be set anywhere from 98° to 107°, and the heat may 
be kept: regulated within about two. degrees. This regulator, we 
may remark, has been unusually successful in its operations. 
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CHAPTER XL 
CoO 

DISEASES OF POULTEY. 

AILMENTS OF Fow1is MAInty THE ResuLT oF THER REarrne — APOPLEXY — Bron- 

cHITIs — BumMBiE-Foot — CaTarre — CHOLERA — CoNnsuUMPTION — CRAMPS — 

Cror-Bounp — Drsiurry — DiarReEA — DiratHERIa — Eoee-Bounp — Frats- 

ER-Eatina — Frost-Brre -— Gares — Grppiness, OR VERTIGO — Gout, OR 

Swritzep Lees — Inpicestion — Lee-WxEaKnEss.— Licz —— LivER Diszask — 

Pr — Roup — Wurre Coms — Worms us Duces — Capronizine Fow1s. 

NOWLS, naturally subject to but few diseases, have, by high 
F feeding, poor housing, and bad breeding, been brought under 

subjection to many ills and ailments. Some complaints have 

symptoms so obscure as to be practically incurable, for the reason 
that we de not know what to physic for, and are compelled to leave 

the fowl to Mother Nature to kill or cure. 
The chronic maladies of fowls are usually constitutional, ‘and 

occasioned by errors of breeding; but the acute or sudden diseases 
arise in most cases from some abuse or neglect in housing or feeding, 

Prevention is better than cure, and contagion and infection are 
robbed of their terrors if taken in time. A sick fowl should always 
be separated from the rest, and in patience submitted to the effects 
of medicine 

APOPLEXY. 

Cause.—Overfeeding, inducing blood- -pressure on or rupture of 
blood vessels in the brain. 

Sympioms.—Sudden cessation from active volition ; unconscious- 
aess or paralysis. 

Treatment.—Disease often fatal, Bleed under the wing by Jon 

gitudinal slit. If the fowl regains consciousness, stop the flow (by 
burnt alum if necessary). Separate the fowl from the flock, place 

itona low diet, and watch it to prevent renewed Hemorrhage 

BRONCHITIS. 

This disease consists of inflammation of the lung passages. 
Symptoms.—Coughing. 

Treatment.—Remove to a warm, moist t atmosphere. 

Tartar emetic 
Calomel ......... ie Guasave tslegs idSavbSsusfis iON 0 gaute vavaauyal se ecelienayane: wagers’ 1 gr. 

Give at night. (Tegtmeier.) 
(1020) 
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‘Or slightly acidulate the drinking-water 
with nitric acid, sweeten with glycerine, 
and season the food with cayenne pepper - 
or ginger 

BUMBLE-FOOT. 

This complaint, which consists of corns 
or abscesses on the bottom of the feet, 

seems to be common to. the five-toed 

breeds (Houdans and Dorkings), and is 
caused by high perches with narrow foot- 
rests, and walking on rough surfaces, as 
cement, stone, etc. 

Treatment.— Sometimes incurable. 

Burn off, warty 
excrescences with 

lunar caustic, and 

extract corns with 
a sharp knife. If 
there is a tumor or ‘yy af 
abscess with pus, Oe “I 
make incision to 
let out the latter, 

foment with warm. 
water to reduce in- 

. flammation,’ wrap 

‘well, and place fowl 

on straw to roost. 

CATARRH. 

This is inflamma- 
_.tion of the respira- 

tory passages. ' 

Symptoms.—Dis- 

charge from the 

nostrils and eyes of 

1021 

Nor 
ae . 

3 od 

thin mucus; often Se Xan: 

incipient roup; no yz 

offensive smell. Fie. 1375.—Skeleton of a fowl, 

Treatment.—Mix up— 

Pulverized, fresh-burnt charcoal............... yee seine tained ate 8 parts 
New yeast..... 0.20... ce ee eeee aA lores BPN Se Susoduent dee atl dejsetas areca 3 parts 
PlOOF ones sands aoe 4 Bes eee aa ea Uae wearers ees 46 1 part. 

wease? ae 2 parte. Pulverized sulphur. ...........0 eset secon nnees eee 

4 
4 
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with water sufficient to mix into boluses of the size of a hazel-nut, 

and give three times a day. Infallible. (Dr. Bennett.) Or, put three 

drops of mother tincture of aconite Into half a pint of their drinking 
water, and feed moderately warm food seasoned with— 

LACOPICE poche ge ea caeixc tees pak s RAR a Lobes Cae SOR ee eI eee 2 oz. 
Ginger,............. Wha dawe nate ee re ere es 2 oz. 
Cayenne PE PPer ges scarce osesven c-euccuicws aeecs dean o wrens lets. GWeeshs a See 1 oz. 
Anise 8600... 1... cece cece eee tence erect sete tee eneeeennee 4 02. 
Pimento...... Upeticaue av arhes unseat va geunsnGrettoslane ato Sioa enemy fer eestor leeks oa 2 02. 
Sulphate Of {Fn esc ce tess cok ce aeaes tank ener eedacaeksn oes ,.1 02. 

Powder and mix. 

CHOLERA. 

This disease i is thought to be caused by the cholera microbe, a 

minute organism if the blood. 

Symptoms:—Specific, infectious, often epidemic. It affects the 
liver, poisons the blood, causes violent diarrhea, and terminates 
quickly. There is immoderate thirst, the droppings, green at first, © 

become thin and white ; there is great debility, and often cramps.. 
T: veatment.—Give ai water in drink, and food as soon as the 

fowl looks droopy; also, put in a day’s feed for a:dozen fowls a 

tablespoonful each of red pepper, gunpowder, and turpentine, well 

mixed through, and well-cooked cornmeal. (Lewis.) . 

Rhubarb .............. weg gtapse ee Meee e aie es aed ba meas view ey dies § gr. 
Cayenne pepper......... svacaduts Quciteathaaee Wea tabenetiies Mea) aeuones ovation a Seah 2 gr. 
Laudanum........... I pe ei ta deh gh ae a Nuits nett eg 10 drops. 

Dose every three hours, giving between doses a teaspoonful of brandy 
diluted with its bulk of water into which have been: dropped three 
grains of calcine. 

Here is a desirable prescription for’ cholera pills : _ 

Sulphite of soda... 2.0... .. ccc eee c eee ete eens eeeees 1 dr. 
Powdered red pepper, .... 2.2... . cece cece cece cece ee eeeeeees 4 dr. 
Beamon ee ey set ebiadcesanachinte a wesie 1 dr. 

' Powdered boracic acid,....:.......... 2... Woed chat wena w sews 1 dr. 

Mix toa paste with mucilage of acacia, and make 40 pills. Give one 

ina dose of salad oil twice daily to each fowl. PF 

CONSUMPTION. 

This disease is chiefly constitutional and hereditary, but it may 

also be acquired by damp, dark, badly ventilated, and filthy houses. 
‘It is incurable. Prevention is all we can recommend. Watch the 
housing and feeding, and do not breed suspected fowls. . (See De- 

. bility,) X 

CRAMPS. 

Cause.—Close confinement on damp, cold, clay floors. 
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Symptoms.—Toes of young chicks turned in, awkward walking, | 

squatting on hocks, walking on outside of foot, ‘and on the knuckles. 

Treatment-—Remove affected chicks to dry quarters off the 
ground ; give stimulating food, with a little tonic. 

Prevention.—Dry lodging and liberty. (See Rheumatism. 

CROP-BOUND. 

Cause.—Overfeeding dry grain, obstructing the stomach passage 
from the crop, and consequent distention of the crop by swelled food. 

Symptoms.—Large, bag-like hanging of the crop. , 
Treatment.—Gently knead till the distention relaxes, then give 

ore half teaspoonful Epsom salts ; put fowls affected in separate pen, 
and feed sparingly. Milk poured into the crop will sometimesassist the. 
kneading. If. this treatment fails, make incision about an inch long’: 

through the skin into the top of the crop, avoiding the large blood 

vessels, and remove all the food witha small spoon. Be sure there 
is no obstruction left at the outlet of the crop. Stitch the crop to- 

gether again with horse-hair or silk, and also sew up the skin with 

the same. Confine and feed on slightly moist bread, and allow no 

fluid for a day or two. : 

DEBILITY. 

Symptoms.—There is a general prostration, loss of appetite, lack 
of tone, etc., occasioned quite frequently from constant nervous ex- 

citement and confinement at exhibitions. There are.other causes, 

some constitutional and obscure. 

Treatment.—Give mild tonics. One raw egg a day, poured into 

the crop, has’ been highly recommended. Parrish’s Chemical Food 

and Wallon’s Tonic Paste are indorsed by Dr. Wright in his excel- 

‘Jent book on peal: : 

i it DIARRHEA. 

' Cause-—Sudden change of weather or food, or feeding sloppy or 
laxative food. 

Treatment.—Well-boiled rice, thickly powdered over with chalk, 

is usually sufficient. If not, give six drops of camphorated spirit, 

three times a day in a pill of barley meal, restricting diet to rice, 

barley, and a little cut grass. 

Or— 

CWallese ccnd s taudiween cake e ic aewuieked stem ea oteakene cea 5 gr. 
Rbwbard acca bees eee eas hae ahae T osae ye ean dames Vee seo 5 gr 
Cayenne OPPO ace seid ove ieln e aistes. aot nial Mestaisies authors n Qcbie ovata a Be 3 gr. 

Make into pills. 
In serious cases give 3 to 12 drop doses of chlorodyne every 

four hours. Feed low, give ponecuat and 2 no laxatives. 

ay 
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DIPHTHERIA. 

‘Cause.—Improper care and variations of weather and tempera~- 
ture. This disease is analogous to croup in the human being. 

Symptoms.—Ulcerous sores on the head, neck, face, tongue, and 
throat. Very infectious and fatal, with offensive. smell. 

Treatment.—Medicines mostly inoperative. Removing ulcerous 

deposits with nitrate of silver, and swabbing with powdered borax, 
is highly recommended. Place infected fowls apart from the others, 
and give a third to half a teaspoonful of Epsom salts. Also— 

‘Carbolic: atid: 2.0, vahecieneiagawine ak tee caes tank teas 1 dr. 
Sulphurous acid.......... Ssendce\s vosnich esse rn gsvncd San ieiace sepeem ee eet 3 dr. 
Tinct. perchloride of iron.......... Raia cs heel tan Nave ef legaiSs oesotece: aX eee OZ 
Glycerine: «cee vexeeeucade cs aie as Howe ae eed Oare st Sas ERS $ 02. 

Use this instead of nitrate of silver as a similar dressing. Great 
care should be taken with this disease, as it will occasionally choke 

and kill the fowl. Dress all the sores morning and evening; give 
the best soft, unpeppered food, mixed with brandy and water. 
About six hours after giving the salts, give the chemist’s ordinary 
chlorate of potassia and perchloride of iron, the doses one fourth the 
ordinary size for adults. When the worst symptoms are alleviated, if 
there is diarrhea or roup, prescribe for them. Dr. Wright says this 
treatment will cure two thirds of ordinary cases. 

EGG-BOUND. 

Cause.—Inability to lay on account of size of the egg. 

Symptoms.—Leaving nest without laying, wings hanging, irregu- 
larity and frequency of going to the nest, evident distress. 

Treatment.—Inject olive or castor oil in the egg passage with a 
syringe or with a feather. Do not assist the hen by pressure, and 
do not fracture the egg. 

FEATHER-EATING, 

Treatment.—Dr. Wright says: “No unfailing specific has been 
discovered. The most opposite remedies have answered in certain 

cases. Giving raw meat daily has been known to stop it, and so has 

leaving off meat ; giving purgatives to deplete the ‘system, and tonics 
to strengthen it, have both proved effective, while other cases have 
baffled all the means tried. Cocks will stand to be pecked till 

covered with blood without appearing to object in the least. One 
eighth to one fourth of a grain of acetate of morphia daily, with a 

grain of calomel twice a week, has the most marked success of any 

treatment we know. Externally anoint with carbolated vaseline or 

a very stiff lather of carbolic disinfecting soap, to nauseate the un- 
natural taste of the fowl.” ° 
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The-same author thinks thirst induces this disease, while Weld 

thinks lack of salt the cause. Idleness is also a provocation. Giving 
your fowls something to do, as scratching for buried corn, or pluck- 

ing at a cabbage head hung just within their reach, has been sug- 

gested. : 
FROST-BITE. ; 

Prevent by oiling the comb and wattles every 
morning. Frost bitten combs can be cured by vig- 

orously applying glycerine three times a day. 
ee 

GAPES. 

Cause—A parasite in the wind-pipe of young 

chicks,—a small, reddish worm known as Sclerostoma 

Syngamus, which is the larva of an insect living on 
the skin. (See Fig. 1376.) ; 
Symptoms.—Sneezing, continual gasping for breath, 

and suffocation. Fie. 1876.—insect 

Which Produces the meh» Pet 
T reatment.—Prevention ; anoint’ the head of the Gape-worm. 

chick with— ' 

Mercurial: Ointment s5 . ccceis cena e eenes eines teens eeeaieg eeine sss 1 oz. 
Lard......... Spee Nea Sea irn ua RUS eateries sicvava Lucene a 1 oz.' 
Flowers of sulphur..... 0... .ccceccccasceccccees die eigiaiee esehape ev 4 02. 
Crude petroleum....,.......... No ssiavettweedesieesaatavoneaes $ 02. 

Immersing chicks in the fumes of carbolic acid till nearly suffo- 

cated is, though dangerous, unfailing. To withdraw the parasitical 

worms, insert two stiff horse-hairs in a loop, twist and pull; also, 

strip a feather except the end tuft, dip in turpentine, insert, twist 

once, and withdraw. Be careful not to lacerate the throat. 

GIDDINESS, OR VERTIGO. 

Cause.—-Blood;pressure ‘on the brain. Incipient apoplexy. 

Symptoms.—Staggering, running in a circle, fluttering. 

Treatment—Holding the head in a jet of cold water will give 

immediate relief. Put on low diet, keep the fowl quiet, and give a 
dose of any aperient, as jalap, castor-oil, etc.; or give two to three 

doses daily of 3 to 6 grains of bromide of potassium. If recovery 

does not follow, kill. : : ‘: 

GOUT, OR SWELLED LEGS. 

T, reatment.—Rub legs daily with fresh grease for a week. Place 

the fowl in a warm, dry place, keep the bowels open, and give three 

drops of wine of colchicum twice a day. 
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INDIGESTION. 

Cause.—Abuse in diet, as overfeeding, stimulating foods, etc. 

_ Symptoms.—Moping ; no appetite; droppings scanty, and un- 

healthy appearance. : 
Treatment.—Five grains of rhubarb daily, changing every fourth 

day to one grain of calomel. Give small portion twice daily of 
easily digested, well-cooked food. Give but little water, and only 
after eating. Powdered charcoal in the food is usually sufficient to 
set the fowl right. 

LEG-WEAKNESS. 

Cause.—Lack of lime phosphates in the food; overfeeding, pro- 
ducing disproportion of flesh to, frameworks; constitutional muscular 

weakness, 
Symptoms.—Knock- knees, crooked’ breast-bone, squatting . on 

the ground, etc. 

Treatment.—Bone-dust is a- preventive. Give three times a 

day, in pill form,— ’ 

Sulphate of iron............... see eee ikea wbkescaeucaue cca 1 gr. 
' Btrychnine: «ies sais seine oes case ae eat NaGS Sa oe cae ts gr. 

‘ Phosphate’ of 4) 
Sulphate of quinine................... Gas niGlnaains rave nea ood gr. 

: LICE. 

' Treatment.—For prevention, sprinkle the nest, coop, etc., with 

acarbolic disinfecting powder. Also, remove from the fowl-houses 

‘Fira. 1877.—Wing-louse Fic, 1378.—Feather-louse Fie. 1879.—Turkey-louse 
(Philopterus Dissimilis). (Liotheum Pallidum). ‘  (Trichodectes). 

and coops all the old straw, hay, etc., and burn it. Then put the 
coops in the fowl-house, and fumigate two hours with burning brim- 
stone. Wash everything with strong potash water .(concentrated 
lye), and there will be a house as free from vermin as one cap desire. 

t 
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If the chick is oiled on the poll, under the wings, etc., and the hen 

touched in like manner with carbolic scouring soap-suds, they will 

soon be free from vermin. Do not wet the feathers more than can 
be helped. These remedies scarcely ever fail. 

PIP. 

Treatment.—Give the fowl three times a day, for a week, two or 
three grains of black pepper in butter. ‘This treatment is efficient. 
(Lewis.) 

LIVER DISEASE. 

Cause.—Indigestion. 

- Symptoms.—Sickly, yellowish appearance about the head. 
Treatment— Feed as directed under Indigestion, and give a 

grain of calomel every other day. 

RHEUMATISM, 

Cause.—Exposure to damp, and cold, wet henneries. 

| Symptoms.—Weakness of legs; stiffness of joints; contraction 
of toes, etc. . 

Treatment.—Remove to warm, dry place, feed. well-cooked, 

stimulating food, as cornmeal and mashed potatoes mixed with ale, 

blood-warm, twice a day,—a good remedy. A little cooked meat 
-daily, with minute doses of oil of mustard, will also be found of 

‘marked efficacy. | oS , 

; ROUP. 

Symptoms.—Fever and wasting, with discharge of thick, fetid, 
mucus from nostrils; eyelids swelled, sometimes hiding. the eye. 
‘This disease is very fatal, if not promptly treated. ; 

Treatment:—Isolate affected fowls, and place them in a moder- 

ately warm, perfectly dry place, free from drafts. An eminent au- 
thority says the following rarely fails: Disinfect water-vessels with 

McDougal’s Fluid Carbolate. Wash affected parts (face, nostrils, 

and mouth) with Condy’s Fluid, or Labarraque’s Solution of Chlor- 
inated Soda, diluted in twice its bulk of water, for the purpose of 
destroying the mucus which gathers there. Feed warm barley meal 
seasoned with cayenne pepper, and give— 

» Balsam Capaiba: cise 4 da scasie ceed ioweae seas ree is aoe seeee eas 1 OZ 
Powdered licorice, ......... 0c ccc cece cence weer tne c eee e eee neees § oz. 
Piperine 2.0.00... cece eee eee eee ete eee eter eee e eens 1 dr. 

divided into sixty doses, in capsules, or add magnesia and make 

into pills. Give morning and evening. | 

Too much care cannot be exercised, in cases of roup, to prevent 
: 25 
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the birds from drinking out of the same dish or fountain, as the con- 

tagion will thus be spread with rapidity. 
The following is an effective formula for roup pills :— 

Powdered asafectida, ..... 0... ccc cece cece ee ee eee ecenes HOES Breed 4 dr. 
Powdered camphor............. Iadeye-tivess Sicsveeeeveiw al etaeAvemvene ss 14 dr. 
‘Powdered een ee ee ee 1 dn 

Mix into paste with'molasses and divide into sixty pills. Give 
one twice a day with teaspoonful of castor-oil to each fowl: 

Here is a useful wash for roup, or cold in the head :— 

. Bulphate of ainc........ eee eee ence joheauates 30 gr. 
' Qarbolic acid............... Aid de eae nth Re en suena ame hecoh ce bane 10 gr. 
WOT ices aia gucsicdt ayaa sb: mtins c's ajanead ranean acne ea NS Rade TT Mee PERIL 40z. 

Mix-and syringe into nostrils. 

| WHITE COMB. 
Sympitoms.—Small, whitish eruptions on head and neck. It 

seems to be of a leprous nature. It strips the feathers off down the 
neck as far as the diséase extends. 

Treatment.—Stimulate the diet and give green food. Cleanliness 

is essential. Dress the head two or three times a day with—. 

COCOA NUON oo iectin'y acu kecehieed sane Pabee vee soem beens See es 1 02 
Powdered Tumeric.............. ee eee ge EEE 402 

ee 

Also give some alterative. 

H ‘MISCELLANEOUS. = 

Tonics.—The following ate excellent: preparations in diseases 

where tonics are needed :— 

Licorice .............. iW eaniea ees a (aie aieiia weed Phos sees "202 
Ginger.......... Di Rae eins Seen Les ooidonaeemoner ames 2 oz. 
Cayenne pepper........... ccc cece cece eee nee pala See see 1 oz. 
MATISE BECD ia eek ag eiacacs: Saget. acyuiaesgeaibieaaieis Saiara Bia Aiea PORE } 072. 
Pimento. ..........:0eeceeeee Ua ches bose sp acelin o-e-atunta-csauates tee Soeeas os 2 02 
Sulphate Of iron, ....... ccc cece cee eee eee tee net eneeneetaeees 1 0% 

Powder and mix for colds. 
Also— 

Powdered’ cassia bark...... sloe insets eMerasa sana sale scars 20 een es tion 
GUNG OF sso os ses 5 sates bane eacndias oases s Gone ae esd see Eee eed 5 02. 
Gonads oc iiie sc bad deleld deionea oey aes cou shai Wa wits: wictovetevetatausuene 4 02. 
Anise seed...... 2... ccc ee eee eRe ee ee ee 4 02 
Carbonate of iron...............0.065 Es iaieiacatecaran sialniere' one BE OZe 

2 i? 

Powder and mix; For debility, etc. ; 
Still another :-— 

Ground flaxseed....... aie AS wiabsis dre atets ee seca vepes $aReRG Das 1 Ib. 
Ground ginger............ adits or deaeurere dsde ZOscattvaroot sae ale ....$]b. 
Ground capsicum ............ ccc cee eee eee e ene nenees a 8 0% 
Ground sulphur. ..............0..00 008 Sdaid. ALS ROE TS eee 402. , 
Sulphate of magnesia........-...... ronseecasreieng Gail retinsaecun 402 ; 
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Mix a tablespoonful of the foregoing in the feed ‘of ten hens. 
The. following i is a good tonic egg-powder : _ 

Ground fenugréek ...... 2... 01. ...eee eee ee eee cpmeaiemabiuien 8 on. 
Ground sulphite of s0da............ cece reese eden ee ee eeeeeeneee 2 02. 
Ground anise seed............... Ren emer Saved Suborewreeaee as 202. 
Ground bone ... ......... a cbesveleaswuatanss mses gesiacsat ts vasade 22 eee os totes 16. oz 
Ground bloodroot ........... 00. cecceeeeeeees Pda tuascduatee tek edhe a (2 02. 
Cream tartar evans A tot oak ees rere Ak RAND See RN SHE RC Make e ia 4 oz, 

Mix tablespoonful of abeyel in the feed. of ten-hens. 
WorMS IN DucKs.—We present herewith. 

(Fig. 1880) a representation of a worm’ which 
infests the intestines of the. duck, and proves 

frequently very fatal to this fowl. It is of a red 
color, and the body varies greatly,in shape, as 
its name indicates. 

.CAPONIZING FowWLS.—The following paper on 
caponizing fowls was read by L. E. Simpkins, 

and the operation therein described performed, 

before the members of the New York State. 

Academy of Comparative Surgery, of which Dr. 
E. A. Meyer has been ie ‘President for the past 
two years :— we ; 

_ “Capons have ever been esteemed among the : : 

greatest delicacies of the table, and are made ss -fdaieioanpsll sh 

by the extirpation of the reproductive organs | 1 Duck), 

of the male fowl. Ifa cock when young is emas- ssh e 

_ culated, a remarkable change takes place inhim. His natural fierce- 

ness is calmed ; he becomes placid and peaceful ; his pugnacity has 

-. deserted him ; fie no longer seeks the conipany of the hens; he loses 
his previously shrill voice; he grows to a far larger size than he 

would otherwise have obtained. Having nothing to interfere with the 

main business of his life,—to eat, drink, sleep, and get fat as speedily 

as possible,—his flesh is peculiarly white, firm, and succulent, and 
even the fat is ‘perfectly destitute of rankness. 

' “Caponizing has been practiced from the earliest auteqaity: in 

Greece, India, and China, for the purpose of i improving the flesh of 

birds for the table, i in tenderness, juiciness, and flavor. It is exten- 

sively performed in the great poultry districts of England, but in 
this country it is by no means so generally practiced as would natu- 

rally be expected: 

‘The cockerel intended for capons should be of the largest 
breeds.: They may be operated upon any. time ane they, are a 
month old. 
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“THE OPERATION. 

“The fowl should be confined to a table or board, by laying him 
with the left side downward, the wings drawn behind the rump, 

and the legs extended backward, with the upper one farthest drawn 

out, and the head and neck left perfectly free. The feathers are 

next to be plucked on the right side, near the hip joint, on a 
line with and between the joints of the shoulders. 

“The space uncovered may be from an inch to an inch and 
a half in diameter, according to the size of the bird. Make incision 

with a bevel-edged knife between the last two ribs, commencing 
about an inch from the backbone, and extending it obliquely down- 
ward from an inch to an inch and a half, just deep enough to sepa- 

rate the ribs, taking due care not to wound the intestines. 

““Next adjust and apply the retractor, and stretch the wound 
sufficiently wide apart to afford room for an examination of the or- 

gans to be removed; and. then puncture the peritoneum. Then 

‘with the forceps extirpate the testicles, which have been 
brought to view. In birds the testicles are situated in the abdomi- 
nal cavity, inferior to the vertekral column, and in front of the kid- 
neys. They correspond exactly to the articulation of the last three 
ribs with the spinal column, where they lie close together and in 
contact with the blood vessels which separate them from the kid- 

‘neys. They are held in position by the peritoneum spread above 
them, and by minute blood vessels, branches of the aorta, or the 

vena Cava. 

“ After the operation the bird may be placed in a warm house, 
where there are no perches, since if such appliances are present, the 
newly made. capon mall very probably. injure himself in his attempt 
to perch. 

“Capons are fattened in precisely the same manner as other 
fowls. 

“Death due to the operation is less than one per cent, and 
these generally die during the operation.” 
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CHAPTER XLI. ‘ 

RACES OF DOGS. 

THE Doe’s CLrosz ReLarion to Man — His Invecxicencg — His Orrern — Kan- 

SHIP OF THE WOLF, HyENA, JacKAL, AND Fox To THE Doe — THE NeEwrounp- 

Lanp Dog— TALES OF THE NEWFOUNDLAND — THE St. Bernarp — His Won- 

DERFUL History AND CHARACTERISTICS — Inrersstine INcIDENTSs. 

HE dog is the playmate of childhood ; the trusted confidant and 

T associate of youth; the companion of the shepherd in his | 
lonely hours on the moor; the attendant and assistant of the 

sportsman in his excursions in the field; the pet of the refined lady 

sitting in the lap of luxury ; a trusty member of the family circle of 

the humble cottager; and the gentle and faithful guide of the blind 

and aged beggar tottering to a grave in the potter’s field. The his- 
tory of the human race cannot be told without relating that of the 
canine race. It has shared the troubles, adversities, sorrows, and 

dangers of man, faithful in all, even to the death. The dog is so 
closely connected with man in all‘the relations of life,—is so faith- 

ful in his instincts of love and attachment when properly treated, in 

addition to being so useful and beneficial to the farmer,—that he 

has been deemed worthy a place in this volume; and we have 
thought it advisable to include illustrations of the. best types of the 
various families, with such hints as to their care, management, and 

health, as can but be of interest to every farmer, and prove of value 
for reference. 

Of the intelligence of the dog in various climes and in all ages, 

stories the most wonderful, and not more wonderful than true, have’ 

come down to us from the most authentic;sources. These faithful 

creatures which attend upon and go on errands of mercy for the 
monks of the great St. Bernard, have become endeared to the heart 
of Christendom ; while the sagacity of the animal which drives a 

44081) 
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flock of sheep with more care and safety than the shepherd himself, 

or looks up a lost sheep from merely verbal directions given him, is 

proverbial. In our own country there are instances established by 

the best of evidence, which doubtless many readers of these pages can 

substantiate, of dogs rescuing persons ‘from drowning, hunting up 

and returning to their homes lost children, and dying of grief upon 

their masters’ or. mistresses’, graves. 

Of the origin of the dog, naturalists have opposing theories. 

Fie. 1381.—Brown Hyena. 

That the hyena and the wolf are of the same genus, and sprang from 
a kindred source with the dog,'is now admitted by all scientists, 

though they do not agree in placing the fox in the same line of de- 
scent. 

The Brown HYENA (Fig. 1881) is an animal very nearly re- 

lated to the wolf, and therefore not as far removed in kinship with 

the genial and faithful friend of man as his appearance and unsav- 
ory reputation might seem to indicate. The Spotted Hyena, some- 
times called the Tiger-wolf,-is a singular animal, noted for the 
strange, unearthly sounds it utters when under the influence of 
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strong excitement. This animal (see Fig. 1882) is the same that is 
popularly designated “the laughing hyena,” on account of the mani- 

acal, hysterical laugh to which it is subject, accompanied with the 
most grotesque motiong and movements of body and limbs. 

The DINGO, or WARRAGAL, of Australia (Fig. 1383), has for 

years been an object of great interest on the part of naturalists. In 
its native country it is so prolific that it is a pest of the worst char- 

Fie. 1882.—Spotted Hyena, or Tiger-woll. 

acter. The color of this animal is a reddish brown, with a sprink- 
ling of black over the back and ribs. The muzzle is sharp like that 

of adog. The dingoés ravage the country in large packs, like wolves. 
The dingo is in reality a wild dog. It is remarkably intelligent. 

A litter’ of dingo cubs was once discovered in a rocky crevice, but as 

the mother was not with them the discoverer marked the locality, 
intending to return in a short time and destroy the whole family at . 

one swoop. After leaving the spot long enough for the mother to re- 

turn, he came back to the den and found. it deserted, the mother hav- 

‘ing observed the intruder and seized the opportunity ‘of his tempo- , 
rary absence to remove her young. 
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Of the same genus is the JACKAL, of Asia and Africa (Fig. 1884), 

“which seems to have given over the wilds of Europe to its cousin, 
the wolf. The jackal has the same propensity for making prey of 
pigs, lambs, kids, and poultry that distinguishes the wolf, and he is 

also, like the wolf, susceptible to taming, being easily taught, if 
taken when young, to follow persons around and to render himself 

exceedingly useful in domestic life. , 
The HuNTING DoG (Fig. 1385), a wild animal of the Cape of 

Good Hope, where it is sometimes known as the “hyena dog,” or 

Fic. 1383.—The Dingo. 

“painted hyena,” is of a reddish or yellowish brown, spotted with 
black and white. The Dutch colonists style it the “wilde hunde,” 
or “wild dog.” It makes war on foxes, although classed by many nat- 
uralists in the same family with the fox. The hunting dog has been, 
though rarely, domesticated, and in such rare cases he shows him- 
self capable of vindictiveness to those to whom he takes a dislike, 

and of great faithfulness to those he likes. This animal organizes in 
packs and starts on a hunt for the fox with all the deliberation and 
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apparent calculation of experienced human fox-hunters. It is ex- 

ceedingly cautious in its: approach to its prey, and its cunning is 

something phenomenal. - It is very wary in dealing with stronger 
animals than 

itself, as the ox 

or horse ; but 

when it at- 

tacks sheep, it 
does so with a 
rush, as if it 

knew the ad- 

vantage to be 
gained ‘by crée- 
‘ating a panic 
among them. 
It has been 
known to en- 
ter into. close 

friendshipwith 

‘other wild an- 
; imals, such as 

Fie. 1884.—Jackal. the hyena and. 
lion, but its in- 

nate treachery renders its friendship always expensive to the other 

party. . » 

THE NEWFOUNDLAND Doe. —The king of- dogs would seem to 
be the Newfoundland, which belongs to the great and predominat- 
ing Spaniel group. In Fig. 1387 we present a representation of a 

‘fine specimen of this noble animal, in the praise of whose grand 
qualities the tongue or the pen never tires. We cannot refrain 
from giving here one or two incidents illustrating the magnanimous 

and kindly nature of this dog. It is well known that its attachment to 

mankind surpasses that of any other animal, and that it is the least 
quarrelsome of all dogs, submitting often to indignities from “curs 

of low degree,” which every other member of the canine species will 
instantly resent. A gentleman living in the suburb of a Western. 

city, found one day a gigantic Newfoundland dog on his door-step, 

which was supposed to have lost its owner by death. The animal, 
being taken in, at once formed an attachment for the gentleman’s 
daughter, of five or six years. The child was accustomed to have 

her own way, and she assumed entire control of the dog, whipping 
him when she was dissatisfied with him, whereat he would whine 
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and manifest contrition, never for once offering any resistance. The 

child sickened and died; and the dog, after watching her faithfully 

during her illness, lay down upon her grave and died of starvation. 

This part of the story is not unprecedented. But after the death of 

‘the dog, it was ascertained that he had formed an attachment to the 

Fia. 1885.—Hunting-dog, or Wild Dog of South Africa. 

Sy 

girl while she was attending a‘kindergarten at some-distance from 
her father’s residence, and had left his master to follow her to her 
home and to the grave. _ 

An instance is related of a Newfoundland dog which, having’ 

been tormented beyond all endutance by a little mastiff, took the 

little tormenter in his mouth, and swimming some distance out into 
the sea, dropped it, and then swam back again, leaving the offender 

to swim alone to shore, but carefully watching it to see that it did 
not drown, ready to assist it in case of danger. | 
A lady was once recounting to a friend the virtues of her New- 

foundland dog Lion, which lay on the carpet at her feet ; and when 

she told how he watched the baby, played with the children, and 

how high a price she set on him. Lion’s tail would go up and down. 
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in delight at the praises bestowed upon him. ‘But Lion has one 
serious fault,” said his mistress after awhile. The tail ceased to 

thump the floor, and Lion’s face’ wore an expression of great con- 
‘cern, The lady continued: “He will come in with his dirty feet 
and lie down on the carpet, when I have told him time and 
again that he must n’t do it.” Lion with a dejected and humiliated 

Fig. 1886.—Walves on the Scent. 

air, arose and slunk out of the room, his tail hanging down, and. 
completely crestfallen. : 

At Eldred, Penn., recently, a hotel galiphe fire, and a large 

Newfoundland dog, which slept in the office, sprang to the room of 

_ the drunken porter, with whom he was a great favorite, jumped on 
the bed, and seized the pillow i in his teeth.*’The man at last com- 

prehended the situation, but rising from: the bed, (not being un- 

dressed,) fell to the floor in-a stupor, when the dog: seized him 
‘by the collar and dragged him out into the hall, where he was res- , 
cued. The faithful animal then went from room to room, barking - 

loudly-and scratching on the doors to rouse the inmates. . One lady 
with a child in her arms tripped on the.stairs, while trying to escape, 

“and fell to the bottom. The child was thrown upon the floor, some 

distance away. The dog, seeing the mishap, jumped through the 

smoke, and with its teeth sa the child by its night-clothes, bore 
' , 
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it safely out. The saddest part of the story is yet to relate. The 

mother, restored by the fresh air, and not seeing her child, cried out 

wildly that “Anna is burning up in the house!” and made a dash 

for the building as if to rush for her rescue. ‘“ Heck,” though he had ° 

already brought out the child, sprang forward through the flames to 

complete his work by restoring her to her mother, but he was never 

seen again, and his remains were found in the ruins. 

Fie. 13887.—Newfoundland Dog. 
4 

THE ST. BERNARD DoG.—Also belonging to the Spaniel group, 
is the St. Bernard dog (Fig. 1888), more properly named the Alpine 

Spaniel. The monks of the celebrated monastery on the Great St. 
Bernard, in the Alps, have, through this faithful and noble animal, 

spread their benign fame throughout the world. Upon the occur- 
rence of a snow-storm, the dogs are sent forth by the monks on their 
errands of relief and mercy. Through their wonderful instinct they 
traverse with safety the most dangerous paths, and when they dis- 
cover the belated or storm-overtaken sufferer, they give notice of 

the fact by their deep and powerful bay, and. proceed, if he be buried 

rs 
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in a snow-drift, to dig him out, bearing on their necks, in little casks 
‘ ‘ or bundles, cordials or food for his restoration or nourishment. The 

representation we give is a portrait of a somewhat famous animal 
owned in England. i | 

The intelligence manifested by these animals is marvelous. 
They learn the needs of exhausted travelers, and supply them with 

i 

jhe 

ab 

Fre. 1888.—St. Bernard Dog. 

alacrity, and in their benevolent efforts’ plane many a representative 
of the human family. 4 

Five centuries ago a mastiff of the Pauiee was crossed with a 

bitch of Denmark, on the Great St. Bernard Mountain i in the Alps, 
and from their progeny descended the race which thas made for itself 

in all those centuries such a glorious notoriety. The beneficent 
work of the St. Bernard monks with their dogs: may be thus 
detailed :— 

“In the winter the service of the male dogs (the females are 

employed or engaged only at the last extremity) is regulated as 

follows: Two’ dogs, one old and one young, travel over every 

morning the -route on the Italian side of the mountain toward: 
2 
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Aosta. Two more make the voyage on the Swiss side toward 

Martigny to a distance of about nine miles from the Hospice. They 
all go just to the last cabins of refuge that have been constructed 
for the benefit of travelers. Even when the snow has fallen, during 
the night, the dogs find their way surely and correctly, and do not 

deviate from the beaten way a yard. The marks of their feet 
leave a track’ which is easy for the travelers to follow as far as the 

Hospice. Two dogs are made to go over the same road together, 
so if one perishes it is replaced by another,—a young one, who is 

instructed and trairied by the survey dog, of which he is the pupil. 
When the dogs arrive at the cabins of refuge, they enter them to see 

ifthere are any travelers seeking shelter there, in which case they 

entice them to follow. If they find any travelers who have suc- ~ 
cumbed to the cold, the dogs try to revive them by imparting 
warmth in licking their hands and face, which not seldom produces 
the desired effect. If these means are inefficient, they return in all 

speed to the Hospice, where they know how to make themselves 

understood. . The monks immediately set out,, ot provided 

with means na recovery.” 
‘ , 

' ace 
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‘RACES OF DOGS (ConTINUED). 

Tan SeerueRD Dog —Incripents IuuvsTRatine His Saeacrry — Tae Esqunrav 

Doe— Tux Danisa Doc — Tur Buii-Doe — THE BRUTALITY OF Doe-FieHTine 

—TsE GrevHouND, — Tae Buioop-Hounp —ILusTRATIONS OF His INTeuit- 

GENCE — THE TERRIER — THE Sutrer — Toe DacasHunD — Per Doss. 

HE SHEPHERD DOG.—From a more especially utilitarian 

point of view, the Shepherd Iog (Fig. 1889) may be pronounced 

the most valuable animal of the canine species. He preserves 

Fie. 1389.—Shepherd Dog. 

his peculiar aspect in almost every country in Europe and America. 

He is always compactly built, with no superapungsnce of flesh or* 
(1041) 
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hair, save that he sports a long, bushy tail. Qne could scarcely over- 

state the marvelous intelligence of a thoroughly-taught shepherd 

dog. It has been forcibly said by a competent authority that, if the 

work of the dog were to be performed by men, their maintenance 

would more than swallow up the entire profits of the flock.. The 

Scotch Collie has become famous for his faithfulness no less than for 

Fia. 1390.-—Esquimau Dog. 

. 

his intelligence. An incident may be related of one of this breed 
which is as’interesting as it is characteristic. One night a large 

flock of lambs became suddenly alarmed, and fled:in three different 
directions to the hills. The shepherd tried in vain to rally them, 
and then told his dog the lambs had all run away, and started him- 
self in search of them. After a fruitless night’s search he was re- 

turning in the morning, when he saw a number of lambs standing at 

the bottom of a deep ravine, and his dog watching. They were his 

entire flock, which the dog had during the night collected together 
and was watching. o 

° A shepherd deg, when assisting his master in driving a flock of 
5 
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Sheep from Westmoreland to London, experienced very great diffi- 
culty, as did also his master, in guiding the sheep among the many 
cross-roads and by-ways that intersected their route. The master 

noted the fact that the dog closely observed every turnirig or corner, 
and on the next trip over the same route, while the shepherd could 
only remember now and then one, the dog had every single crossing 

Fic. 1891.—Danish Dag. 

or turning thoroughly learned, and conducted the flock as ee as. 
if from cote to. pasture in his. native vicinity. 

‘The. poet Hogg, known as “ the Ettrick Shepherd,” says ie has 

‘known a drover’s dog to mount guard day and night over a dairy. 

full of milk and cream, and never so much as break the cream with 

the tip of his tongue, nor permit a cat, rat, or any other creature to 

touch the milk-pans. 
THE Esquimau Doc,—With less beauty than many others, the 

Esquimau family of dogs (Fig. 1890) yield to none in their service 

to mankind ; but it may be said that he is by all odds the most cru- 

elly and ignominiously treated animal that has been subjected to ee 
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. servitude. The Esquimaux torture their dogs most inhumanly for 

the most trivial offenses, and feed them upon, the merest offal. . The 

poor creatures have been known, when suffering from long-continted 

hunger, to devour their tough leather harness, and, as if excited by 

the imperfect meal, to fly upon the weaker members of the team and 

tear them in pieges: and during this paroxysm of fury their mas- 
. 

Fie. 1892.—Bull-dog. 

ters would only escape by means of the use of a deadly weapon. 

When harnessed to the sledge the Esquimau dogs obey the 
movements of the leader, who is always a faithful and experienced 
old dog. This leader is generally allowed to pursue his own course, 

as he can follow the right path with wonderful accuracy, even in the 

midst of blinding snow-storms.~ When placed under kind treatment, 

there is no gentler and more amiable dog in the entire species than 

the Esquimau, and his intelligence, amounting almost to reason, is 
most remarkable. : 
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THE DanisH Doc.—This 
animal (Fig. 1391) has been 
for many generations im- 
mensely popular among the 

English as a coach dog, and 

of late years has been ex- 

tensively introduced into 

this country. It is a dog of 
faithful character, and often 
renders itself useful'as a 
pointer in addition to its 

rather monotonous service 
in following carriages. 

THE BULL-Doc.— This 

sturdy, self-sufficient, and 

offensively demonstrative 
animal, a favorable repre- 
sentation of which we give 

in Fig. 1392, has been ac- 
cepted by the ‘world.as the 

symbol of the independence 
and pugnacity. of our British friends across the water, who have 

brought him to perfection... In our own country he has been applied 

mainly to the more ignoble uses to which he is devoted abroad, and 

to few of the more elevated ones; so that his standing among us 
may be said to be rather a degenerated one. 

The bull- dog got his name from the.old brutal practice of bull- 

baiting in England, and his ferocious qualities, stimulated in former 
times in baiting the bull, have been intensified in later times in fight- 
ing his own breed ; but those who have. raised the dogs for kindlier 

and more humane purposes, aver that their temper, when they are 

properly treated, will bear comparison with that of any breed. To 

his master the bull-dog is amiable, loving, and obedient.. 

The bull is crossed more profitably with other breeds of dogs, 

and it is from such crossing that the noble mastiff has come; while 

many other families have been greatly improved by the introduction 

into’ ‘them of the blood of this most powerful and positive-natured 

Fie. 1898.—Effects of Dog-tighting. 

animal.’ 
DoG-FIGHTING.—The brutal and inhuman practice of Jew ahes 

ing deserves here a passing notice. It is degrading, no less to the hu- 

man than to the brute nature. We Present in Fig. 1893 an illustra- 
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tion of the effects of this pernicious system, in the stuffed forepart of 
the body of a dog preserved i in Mr. Bergh’s ; office in New York, which 
animal had been torn to pieces in a fight. Through the courtesy of 

Fra. 1394.—English Greyhound. 

Mr. Bergh we were permitted t to make a drawing of this repulsive 
case. \ 

THE GREVHOUND.—Nature seems to have furnished us in the 

Greyhound (Fig. 1394) a type of combined grace and alertness no- 
where else equaled i in all her domain. The speed of the greyhound 
far surpasses that of the hare, though the latter, being lighter in: 

weight, can by doubling upon its pursuer escape capture. 
The greyhound of pure’ blood is amiable in disposition and in- 

determinate in character ; but when crossed with other breeds pre- 

sents qualities invaluable to the followers of the chase. 
The PERSIAN GREYHOUND (Fig. 1395) is a marked type of 

this family. It is powerful of ' limb, quick, and supple. It is 
bolder than the English greyhound, and of a more positive and less 

amiable character. It is a marked contrast with the weaker and 



i 

more timid, 

though marvel- 

ously . graceful, 
Italian. grey-- 
hound (Fig. 
1396). 

THE BLOOD- 

Hounp. — This ' 
animal (Fig. 

1897) is closely | 

allied with the 

old English 

staghound,'now 

very rare. The 
‘blood-hound is 
a terribly fero- 

cious animal as 
employed in 
tracking, fugi- 
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ae from justice and escaped slaves, as well as animals. | Its long, 
ae deep bay, when on track of its prey, whether. brute or human, 

will never be forgotten by one. e. who has once heard it. 

"awe soy, Gulyqyey si9}jog ysibu3— ‘66g, “Old 

"Of the scent of 2 a blood. Stéuind. 4 correspondent of th A 
Constitution celates the following -— seers 



Fra. 1400.—Irish Setters. 

“Let me tell you what he can do, and he can be made to do 

this any fair day at Oldtown camp :— 

“A convict sleeping in one. bunk of a hundred, shod and clad 

precisely as the hundred convicts about him, may slip his'chain and 
a8 . flee. Ten miles 

away he may 
meet his fellow- 
prisoners again, 

may run to and 

froamong them, 
may walk with 

them a mile, and 
_leavethem. Six 

- hours after, these 
hounds,’ put’ on 

his track where 

he slipped trom 

» the camp, will 

follow him to 
where he met his 

gang, will thread 
Fig. 1401.—Crooked-legged Basset Dachshund. his track in and 
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about with their 

hundreds of 
tracks, take it up : 

where he leaves A 

ithem, and run 

him down, 

though he cross 

the convict 
gangs every mile 

he runs. 
“This escap- 

ing convict, clad 
in. stripes cut — 
from the same 

bolt with a hun-: 

' dred others, may 
run through the ; 

woods, touching Fre. 1402.—~Poodle. 
weeds and bush- 
esasheruns. Fifty convicts, clad as he was clad, may run through 

the same woods in every direction. Thé dogs will hold his 
scent running full tilt, breast high. If he makes a.curve of 45° the ° 

dogs will not take the line, but will catch his scent thirty yards away 
and cross the angle, though it were filled with the convicts who had 
eaten and slept with the fugitive. Often a dog will carry a scent in 
a gallop running parallel thirty yards to the windward.” : 

THE TERRIER.— No 
breed of dogs has been 

a more improved by cross- 
ing with the bull-dog 

than the Terrier family. 

A modern blooded ter- 
rier, such as the one 
shown in Fig. 1398, may 
be used alike for a sheep 

dog or a retriever in 
‘hunting; and, in fact, it 

‘may be said to be one 

| of’ the most: thoroughly 
{ useful animals of the en- 

: : == : ’ tire canine species, 

Fie. 1408.—Maltese Dog. THE SETTER. — This 

\ 
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breed have earned their name by “setting” or crouching when they 

perceive their game. They are a most interesting class of animals, 

and hunting with them is an pmereeMnely fascinating pursuit. (See 
Fig. 1399.) 

The IRISH SETTER (Fig. 1400) is an exceedingly interesting ani- 

mal. This dog has a strange predilection for water, and some set- 
ters will not go on with their work unless they can wet the whole of 

their coats at least once every half hour. The. pointer and setter 

have what is called “ foot-scent ” of their game, as distinguished from 

“body-scent” in other dogs. 
THE DACHSHUND.—This is a very singular breed of dogs, 

raised mostly in England, but originating in Germany. As a matter 
of curiosity we present him in Fig. 1401. ‘Dachshund in German - 

means beaver dog, and these peer were originally employed in hunt- 
ing the beaver. 

PET Docs.—We present (Figs. 1402 and 1403) two specimens 

of pet dogs, the Poodle and the Maltese. Pet or toy dogs are 

raised in endless varieties and in marvelously small sizes, a French 
lady of distinction having a pair that is only a trifle over three 
inches in hight. 
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DISEASES OF DOGS. 
Structure or THE Doe — DisreMPpER — DIARRHEA AND DysENTERY —- CONSTIPA 
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“ Nee despair of a dog’s restoration to health ; he may begin 
to come round when least expected,” says an English au- 

thority. It is hard to kill a dog; and sometimes, when dis- 

Fre. 1404.—Skeleton of the Dog. 

ease fails, medicine may do it. The anatomical structure and di- 

gestive organs of the dog show his remarkable vitality, and if rea- 

sonable care is taken of him he may be rendered comparatively free 

from disease. | 
(1058) 
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DISTEMPER. 

This, the -most common 

disease of the dog, is a blood- 
“poison, contagious, and ofter. 

' complicated with other dis- 

edses. It is marked by lan. 
guor, loss of appetite, hot and 

dry nose, red eyes, offensive 

feces, and rapid pulse, fol- 
lowed by cough, high fever, 

and often diarrhea, with pust- 
ules along the inside of the 
legs and along the belly. 

If the luhgs are affected, 
apply a mustard paste to the 
sides, rub it in, and give the 

following :— 

Tinct. aconite root... .30 drops. 
Sweet spirits of niter......4 02. 
Tinct. of gentian,........ $ Oz. 
Syrup of tolu............ 2 02. 

Mix with water to make 
four ounces. ° 

'If the bowels are affected, 
give a tablespoonful of buck- 
thorn, and afterward this :— 

Prepared chalk..:........ 2 dr. 
Aromatic confection,..... 1 dr. 
Tinct. of opium.......... $ 02. 
Gum arabic.......... 60. 2 dr. 

Mix with water to make 

. Fie. 1405.—Intestines of the Dog. 8 oz. 

If there is ending: an in- 
“jection of nitrate of silver may be given. 

When the fever is allayed, give the following tonic :— 

Elixir calisaya, iron, and bismuth......... Sere o ee kee es fas Beas 2 oz. 
Syrup of tolu........./... 34 ee Latinas Sareea amma eee pee st 2 oz. 
Chlorate of potash. 00... eee cece eee eee eee ene seve ets B OZ. 

Mix with water to make six ounces. Continue the quinine 

morning and night. 

DIARRHEA AND DYSENTERY. 

If not properly checked, diarrhea is liable to run into dysentery. 

For diarrhea, give a tablespoonful of castor-oil, and after a while 
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give the preparation of laudanum 

and camphor last prescribed. 

‘Dysentery may be _knewn by 
bloody evacuations, great strain- 

ing, and redness of the rectum. 

~Give castor-oil, with frequent in- 
jections of the following :— 

Sulphuric ether............. sok OZ; 
Laudanum ........... Sat aaeheale 1 oz. 
Wate. oi tees cai ssmaies eee eb OZ 

Keep the dog quiet, and diet 

him on rice-water and arrowroot ;. 

Jater on, boiled milk with crackers, 

CONSTIPATION. 

Give a half ounce of castor-oil, 

with injections of soap and water ; 

or, if a: severe: case, the follow- 

ing (continuing the injections):— | —-Fig: 1406.—Stomach of a Dog. 

VOBD 2 eign: waeeN Sane aA th savatbnesws eigen is estustaa) eyaynacians: east eeets 1dr. 
GN BOR cess ose: tahini ae toten eine tyes ienaued oe aevode excep adeagnde hohaeniedeaeels 1 dr, 
Gentian ............ ‘Gar ate CREM 4 HERES Aides siedecsiare © acane. e epertuecs 1dr. 

Syrup to make a_ pill. . 

INFLAMMATION OF THE BOWELS. 
This is caused by eating acrid food, etc., and is accompanied by 

‘whining, uneasiness, rapid pulse, and! constipation.’ Give half an 
ounce of castor-oil, and. afterward ‘a isoleepognial of the following 
every half hour :— 

Aconite TOOb. ec ees ete cence eens sharanane Beh ot aenta 2g de. 

THROAT AND LUNG DISEASES. 

If a cold is neglected, the danger is that it will develop into 

pneumonia. If there is a discharge’ from the nose, rub the throat 
with mustard and give the following : —_ 

Tincture of aconite root.......... a scicbsbunster oN aahiedis ean se: eek dr 
Syrup of. squills teh 

Syrup of ipecac.................+5 
Spirits:of niter............ 

Mix with water to sale: four ounces. 

Sponge off with tepid water, and when fever is broken give the 
calisaya, iron, and bismuth preparation prescribed under Distemper, 

and continue the quinine throughout. Diet and management mainly 

as in. Discenipen: ; 
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GOITRE. 

Goitre may be treated by rubbing once a day with the. following 
ointment : _ 

| 

| 
j i 
il ii 
i 

Fra. 1407,—Rables, or Hydrophobia. 

on paint once a day, with iodine. 
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RABIES, 0B HYDROPHOBIA. 

This is a specific blood-poison. The virus lies in the saliva and 

bronchial mucus. The period of incubation i is from three days toa 

year. At first it is shown Py. a nervous uneasiness, a melancholy 

: . Tat yong eUOMTT TTT : 

Fia. 1408.—Bordered Round-worm (Ascaris Marginata). 

look of the eyes, an unusual fondness for.the master, and:a quiet, 

subdued manner, which changes to a wild look, and a desire to hide, 
snapping when. pokes with a. stick, terrible thirst, and inability, to 

- swallow.. (See Fig. 1407.) If shut up 
in a room, the dog will walk round and 
round, looking up occasionally, as if 
wishing to get out; if let out, will bite 
or'snap at anything that comes in his, 

@ way, and howl dismally. 

. Whenever a dog is ‘bitten by another 
dog, or by any other animal, whether 

‘rabid or not, cut out the ‘part and ¢au- 
terize it with nitrate of silver. 

On page 931 of “ Facts for Horse Own- 

‘ers,” is found a remedy for rabies which 
has never failed when applied i in time. 

Fia. 1409. —Round-worm (Spiroptera 
Sanguinolenta). INTERNAL PARASITES OF | THE Doc. 

1, Mucous tubercle of theesophae § Nothing can be. of profounder, interest 

a ee ee a to the dog-fancier than the study of the | 
- parasites which infest the intestines ‘and 

other internal parts of the dog. But it is not the raiser of dogs alone 

that is interested in this sukject ; for,as we have elsewhere shown, the 
worms engendered in the body of the dog effect their entrance, in the 
shape of larve, into the intestines of thousands upon thousands of 
our most valuable. sheep, carrying. off yearly fearful \numbers of 

them. Nor is this all. Multitudes of human beings are affected by 

the hydatid tumors of the liver, tracing their source directly'to our 
good friend and faithful servant, the dog. As an instance of the 
ravages produced by parasites, Leuckart, speaking of the malignant 

enteritis, with the production of false membranes, which trichine 
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cause in their passage into the intestinal canal, says he has seen.as 
many as 800,000 of these spiral worms in half an ounce of the flesh 
of a corpse. a 

Fra. 1410.—Male Giant Strongle in the Dog. a 

The internal parasites of ‘the dog are of two kinds, Round. 
worms and Tape-worms. Some authorities have mentioned an- 
other species, Mawworms ; but these are only the semi- independ- 

ent segments of two species of the tape-wotm. 
THE BORDERED ROUND-WoRM.—The most prominent round- 

worm infesting the dog is what we shall call the Bordered worm, 

Fie. 1411.—Female Giant Strongle in the Dog. 

which is the ascari's marginata of Rudolphi, the ascaride bordé of the 
French. (Fig. 1408.) 

In the autopsical examination of 500 dogs, Dr. Krabbe, of Co- 
penhagen, found round-worms in 122, while out of 144, dissected at 

‘ 
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Vienna, 104 

‘contain the 
bordered 
-round - worm ; 

and .Cobbold 
says that 70 

100 English 
Fie. 1412.—Egg of the Giant Strongle. dogs contain ' 

a, Egg enlarged’ 840 times; b, The same, it. 
treated with concentrated sulphuric acid, 
rendering the yolk visible. These worms, 

besides inhab- 
‘iting the small intestines, sometimes crawl into 

the stomach, causing great irritation, and at 

other times they find their way into the throat 
or nostrils, making the animal furious with , 
agony, and then it is a mercy to kill him. 

THE BLodpy RouNnD-Worm. — Another 
round-worm of frequent occurrence in the dog 
is the spiroptera sanguinolenta, or bloody round- 
worm, shown in Fig. 1409. | ‘gs 

This worm dwells equally in tumors in the 
stomach, in the oesophagus, or in the intestines. 

THE GIANT, STRONGLE. —This parasite con-. 

stitutes also a great pest of the dog. Fig. 1410 
shows the male, and Fig. 1411 the female of this 
parasite, while the egg is shown in Fig. 1412. 

were found to | 

out of every — 

1059 

Fro. 1 1418. The Tricho- ' 
cephalus Dispar. 

a, Male, natural size; b, 
Same, magnified; c, Female, 
natural Ane 

This pestilential parasite js something like the thread strongle, 
or strongylus filaria, in the sheep Its presence oecasions grave dis- 

Fie. 1414. —Bodkin-tailed Round-worm, Female. 

a, Natural size; b, oe enlarged. 

orders. The substance of the organ in which it locates is gradually 
destroyed. Those parts which hold out for any time are subject to 

frequent hemorrhages ; the kidney is turned into a sac or cyst for 
av ‘ 
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the worm, and the an- 
’ imalis subjected tothe 

mostsevereagony. It 

is found sometimes in 
- the abdominal, cav- 

Fic. 1415.—Bodkin-tailed Round- ity, sometimes in the 

worm, Male. ; 
kidneys, and some- 

a, Natural size; b,.Greatly enlarged. times in the bladder, 

The TRICHOCEPHALUS DisPAR (Fig. 1418) is a 
round-worm which ‘is peculiar to man and to monk- 
eys, but we give the illustration here as a matter 
of reference. _ 

The OXVURIS VERMICULARIS, which the Ger- 
mans call: the Pfriemenschwantze, or Bodkin- 

tailed worm (Figs. 1414 and 1415), often inhabits 
the rectums of children and‘ dogs, where they 
cause an instipportablé itching. The female is 
three times as large as the male. 

- The Ascaris MysTax (Fig. 1416), though not! 4 
especially infesting the dog, is here shown, as it Fie. 1416. — Ascaris 

is a parasite: ‘of, the large intestines of the cat,  Mystax (Ascaris of 

the leopard, the lion, and the wild-cat. It is a the Cet); 

little smaller-sized round-worm than the one fast Pi egret Z ito 
described. wing-shaped tat, kde 

and face view. 

Fie. 1417.—Tape-worms (Tenia Solium). 

A, tape-worm in dog or cat, B, tape-worm in a lark. 
s 
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THE TaPE-WoRM.—There are two leading ‘species of tape-. 

worms that infest dogs,—the Tenia Solium and the Tanta 

Fig. 1418, —Tape-worm (Tania Echinococcus). 

Echinococcus. We give. - 

two illustrations in Fig. 
1417 of the Tenia Solium, | 
one as it appears in the 
intestines of dogs or cats, 

‘and the other as it appears 
Fre. 1419.—Head of Ech- in those of birds.. 
inececcus Detached from In Fig. 1418 will be 

its Membrane. P 
f found a representation of 

the Tenia Echinococcus, a very frequent py, 4499, — Enliseocun 

and dangerous guest of the interior parts of Greatly Enlarged, Adhering 

the dog. to its Membrane. 

In Fig. 1419 is shown the Pee or head, 

of this formidable-looking creature detached from its membrane, 

and in Fig. 1420 the same, greatly enlarged, adhering. to the mem-< 

brane to which it is attached when generated. 

In Fig.. 1421 we 

present a very in- 

teresting series of 

drawings, repre- 

senting, as respect- 

ively noted by the 
numbers: , l, a \ 

group of Echinococct 

adhering ‘to their 
membranes; 2, an att HIS 

Echinococcus en- Mg ies = 

larged 107 times ; i 1 SS 

8, the same in a 

different form; 4, 

the same with the — Fig. 1421.—Echinocooei. 
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head emerged 

Witte fromitsvesicle; 
Mm 5, the crown of 

the Lchinococ- 
cus 350 times 

enlarged. 

The PENTAS- 
TOMUM, .of 
Linguatula Ser- 

rata, isa species 
of articulated 

oe worm found in 

Fie. 1423.—Pentastomum Denticulatum (Greatly Magnified). the inner parts 
a ‘of the nose of 

the dog, and ‘resembles a leech in appearance. Sometimes it works: 
its way into the liver, spleen, and other organs of the dog. In F ig. 
1422 we give a representation of this worm, showing the convolu- 

tions of the oviduct. 
A kindred species of worm is the PENTASTOMUM DENTICULA- 

TUM, shown in Fig. 1423, which ' 
inhabits the ‘solid tissues 

around the liver, and the mes- 

entery. j 

The FILaRIA IMITIS is an 
exceedingly small worm, some- 
times found in, the heart of 
dogs, causing death suddenly, 
and for which there is no rem- 
edy known. 

‘ REMEDIES FOR WORMS. : 

Fra. 1424.—The Blood- Fig. 1425.—The 
* sucker: The general symptoms of Bird-louse. 

worms are a capricious appe- 

tite, dry, staring coat, thinness of flesh, and hacking cough, with- 
tendency to vomit. In tape-worm, the dog should fast twenty-four 

hours, and:then be given a dram of areca nut, powdered, and made 
into a pill with syrup ; in-four or five hours give two tablespoonfuls 

of castor-oil, and when this has operated give— 

went be MULT, Teen area 
yey oybons 

en Aveta GL 

Oil of male shieldfern....... iosaivereshauw aks aieiSiny cl wecabe nbaana e aayane alee 20 crops 
Olive-oil : s 

If the head of the tape-worm does not come away, repeat for 

two weeks. : 

_ For the round-worm, give the following powder evesy morning 
‘ ' 

‘ 
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on an empty stomach, fol- 
‘lowing the last dose with a 
dose of castor-oil, with ten 

drops of turpentine in it :— 

Santonine ............+ 4 gr. . 
Sulphate of iron........ 2 gr. 
Sugar of milk...... 1+ 20 gr. 

Fa. 1426.—Hypoderm. f 
é d mix for one 

a, Larva; b, Perfect Powder ie 
creature, ; dose, and repeat treatment Fra. 1497.—Ear-louse. 

at end of two weeks.’ 

For the giant strongle, it is claimed by some of the best authori- 
ties that nothing can be done; yet others recommend the following 
as being measurably effective :-— 

Bromide of potash ..,.2 dr. 
Water........2...008- 6 oz. 

EXTERNAL PARASITES. 

.the dog’ the following are 
\ the main ones :— 

THE BLoop- SUCKER 

‘AND THE BiIrD-LOUSE.— 
These are two prolific 

sources of mange in ‘the 

Fie. 1428,—The Cat-flea, . dog. (See Figs. (1424 and 
1425.) 

THE HYPODERM. “Another i is an insect which is called a Hypo- 
erm (French, dypoaerine du. lapin, or cutérdble nutstble) (Fig. 1426), 

which lays its ‘eggs be-. 

neath the skin, and causes 

_ subcutaneous abscesses. 
The Ear-LousE (Fig. 

1427) is a very trouble- 

some, though not danger- 
ous, insect. 

The Car- FLEA (Fig. 
1428) annoys dogs to a 

considerable extent, but 

yields readily to. Persian 
insect powder, which has 
been thoroughly. tested, 

Fie. 1429.—The Dog-flea (Chigger). authorities. 

Of external parasites of: 

and is approved by the best , 
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REMEDIES FOR EXTERNAL PARASITES. 

LICE may be destroyed by washing the skin with tobacco juice, 
after effusing it with whale oil, or by sifting 

wood ashes into the hair. 

' For MANGE the rational treatment is first 

to wash the animal thoroughly and remove 
all:scabs ; then an ointment like the follow- 

ing may be applied :— 

If it be a protracted case, use— 
Fig. 1430.—Skin-louse (Der- 

manyssus Avium). ne rt rere eee ee ee 20 ae 

Scald all the rugs and blankets that have been used, and wash 
the kennel with boiling water, sponging it when dry with this lotion :— 

For RED MANGE, which is simply a red irritation of the skin, 
giving a red tinge to the hair, apply the following : — 

Giyenrioe eee iced Qa Be RG aRURE 4 Gites SRI SRLS CIOS Auaeaene 7 02. 
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CHAPTER XLIV, 
———O——— 

‘ 

IMPORTANCE or BrE-Kewpine as an INDustRY — BEES IN A STATE OF NarTurr— 

Errect or Mopern Progress in Bee-Cuuturn — Dxscrierion or BEES, AND 
Process oF Maxine Honey —Inrernat Economy or Tae Hive — Swarming 

— How To Manaae anp Prevent SwaRMine — Various INVENTIONS FOR THIS 

- Purrosk — ARTIFICIAL SwaRMIne — Various Krxps or Hives — BEE Pag. 

TURAGE — PREPARING HonEyY ror Marner — Liquip Honzy — Honty Ex- 

TRACTOR — Comp Honey — Its Preparation — Root’s IMPROVEMENT ON THE 
Laxestrotra Hive — Guarpine acarsst RoBBERY or Hives — PREPARING 

Brees ror Winrer — Proper Mernops or Storina Honey. 

Fre. 1481.—-Ambrosial Hives. 

T must 
doubtless 
have been 

surprising to 
many, as stated 
under the head 
of poultry-rais- 
ing,’ that the 

product of the 

poultry  busi- 
ness is really 

more than that 
of the wheat 
grown in the 
country. It is 

‘equally remark- 

able that bee-— 
culture, small 
as it may seem, 
is, if anything, 

_ still more prof- 
itable, with an 

illimitable mar- 
ket ; in fact, no 

industry, if at- 
(1065) 
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‘tended. to properly, will pay so liberally in proportion to the cost 
and care necessary to. devote to it. Furthermore, there is nothing 
that adds more to the appearance of. tacit and comfort of a home, 
than the keeping of a few hives of bees. : 

The United States imports annually about $10,000,000 worth 
of honey; and notwithstanding we have in this country all the 

. Hic: 1485.—Sketch of Root’s Hexagonal Apiary. 

facilities for the sucesaaiil raising and tanagement of bees, and 

this with a sure ‘market at liberal prices for ‘all the honey and wax 
that could be made, we have but about 3, 000; 000 swarms of bees, 

with a capacity to supply only $18,000,000 worth of product. These 

facts led us to look into this. subject, and it appeared to us to be so 
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important to the farmers of the country, that we have been led to _ 

make a special effort to include a chapter embracing as short and 

concise an explanation of the subject for their reference as we 

could give in the limited space we have at our disposal. Having 

determined to do this, we have endeavored not only to consult the 

Fie. 1436. 2 teers Apiary, Los Aagelan County, California. 
\ 

best authorities on bee-culture, but to submit such matter as we 
have been able to prepare to the most recognized and accepted 

practical authority in the country; and after careful inquiry we 

have been directed to Mr. A. I. Root, of Medina, Ohio, as the 
one most desirable. Mr. Root is, from what we can learn, not only 

the most largely interested in the raising of bees of any one in 
this country, but is the author of the most practical work on bee- 
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culture that we have yet seen. We were so impressed with the 
value of this work, that we made a special request of its author to 
permit us to copy such parts of it as would be most suitable for our 

purpose, as well as to make such selections from the illustrations in 
it as would be most desirable for our use; and the few pieces 

included are only samples of the many fine ones to be found in the: 
‘book. We think it of special interest to bee-keepers, or to those 
who may be induced to engage in the business, to secure a copy of 
this work. 

The book is sold at $1 in paper covers. and $1.25 in cloth, by 
. Mail. t 

‘The subject | of bee-culture is. at this time deemed so im- 

portant by the National Gov- 
ernment, that we learn it has 

lately established an experi- 
mental bee-station at Aurora, 
Illinois, urider the direction of 

Mr. Nelson W. McLain, for the 
purpose of ‘illustrating and 

' teaching the best methods of . 

promoting this industry, and . 
who can also be referred to by 
persons interested in the sub- 
ject. 3 . -. ff 

Bees were originally kept i in’ Fra. 1487.—Bee Magnified, with Honey-wax Shown 

very simple hives ofstraw, and. on the Abdomen, 
in order to. get: the honey for use, the bees were smothered by burning 

sulphur and in other ways, thereby losing | the value of the colony, 'a 

necessarily great and serious loss ; and when the bees increased in 

the colony, they had to swarm, and were liable to fly away, which 

became a serious, Seen for in, the process they were frequently 

lost. 
It has not been till within the last generation that ‘such an 

intelligent and successful study has been made of this subject, as 
not only to enable removing the honey as desired without injury to 

the swarm, but also to either retain or control the swarms with but 

very little trouble or possible loss. To remedy these troubles, in- © 

ventive genius came in and sought first to ‘save the honey without 

destroying the bees, and next to prevent their swarming, and rescue 

them with success. To these questions a great deal of attention has 

been paid, especially during. the. past twenty or thirty years, and 
many kinds and varieties of hives have been devised, and the im- 
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provements and changes that have been made in the: management 

of bees have been of a radical character. . 

‘In a state of nature, bees make their residence and deposit their 

supply of honey for winter's provision in rocks and trees, or in rude . 

nests or hives made of straw or leaves, something like the nests of - 

wasps. As man progressed in the practice of gathering the honey 

for his use, the industry of controlling bees, and looking after and 

preparing the produce of the hive for market, was developed, until it 

has become one of the most profitable of all pursuits. 

PHYSIOLOGY. OF BEES. 

There are three kinds of bees in a swarm, or colony,— drones, 

queen, and workers. The drone’s business seems to be to impreg- 

nate the queen ; the queen confines herself to laying eggs; and the 

workers, which are undeveloped females, make the honey. There 

Fia. 1488.—A. A. Rice’s Apiary, Seville, Ohio (Including House Apiary). 

are four distinct stages in the existence and development of bees ; 

‘these are the egg condition or state ; the larva, or grub; the pupa, or 
chrysalis ; and the imago, or complete form of the insect. Two kinds 
of eggs are laid by the queen-bee,— droné-eggs and worker-eggs. 

Every hive has two kinds of cells, the larger size constituting the 
drone-comb, which is designed to receive the drone-eggs, and. the 
smaller size constituting the worker-comb, and designed to receive - 
the worker-eggs. The queen-bee is guided by instinct in laying her 
eggs in the respective cells for which they are intended. In order 

to.rear a queen, one of the worker cells, containing an egg freshly 

laid, is enlarged to somewhat the size and shape of a peanut. 

s 
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It requires some three days to hatch a worker-egg into the 
larva form; in six ‘days thereafter the worker-bees have capped 
over its cell; after this a silken cocoon is spun by the larva, and it 

assumes the chrysalis state; and in twenty-one days there emerges 

Fie. 1440.—From the Larva Jusi 

Fig. 1489. —Queen’s Egg under Microxoups. Hatched, fo the Bee. 

— the cell a fully organized worker bed: ready to begin its life- 

work, A queen-bee develous in sixteen days, and a drone-bee in 
twenty-four days. 

It is a singular and interesting fact that after impregnation, 

which takes place as tha queen meets a drone on the wing, the 
queen, having returned to the hive, never leaves it unless when. the 
entire swarm takes flight. About two days after impregnation. she 

begins to lay worker-eggs. Another singular fact is that she can . 
lay drone-eggs before impregnation. When the queen drops the 

’ tiny egg “in the proper cell, 

a viscid fluid which surrounds. 
7 the egg makes it adhere to 
‘the bottom of the cell. From 
2,000 to 8,000 eggs per day 
will be laid by an ordinarily 
prolific queen. While the av- 

j erage existence of the queen- 
“bee lasts about three years, 

s. the workers generally live 

but a few weeks, therefore 

nature has wisely: provided 

Fra. 1441:—Apiary of G. W. Phelps, Galena, Md. ‘for a replenishment of the 
stock. ~Drones are usually 

killed off by the workers early in the.summer. 

The industry of bees is fourfold. First, they gather: honey ; 

second, they manufacture the wax out of which the cells are made, 

and which forms the, beeswax of commerce ; third, they collect pol- 

len, or bee-bread, which forms the staple food of young bees ; fourth, 

they Bathe a substance called propolis, or bee-glue, which, being 
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the product of various resinous 
buds, is ‘soft and plastic when 
warm, but hard and very ad- 

hesive when cold, and is used 
by the bees to fasten the combs 

to their supports, and to fill up 

. crevices and rough places inside 
At fie " the hive. 

Fra. 1442.—Cage for One Pound of Bees. Bees begin along in the middle 
of April to bring in honey from 

‘fruit-bloom. For a few weeks at first, large quantities of honey and 

pollen will be needed to feed the brood still filling the hives, until. 
they are all hatched out, and not until then should commence the 
storing of honey; for the bees 
should have every ‘facility for 
brood-rearing. 

The honey which fills the store 
cells is intended for daily con- 
sumption, and also as a feserve , 

for the period when the. flowers Fyg, 1443.—Pertorated Zinc for Excluding Drones. 
furnish no more. The. empty 
cells are left open, the workers making use of them when they want. 
them, particularly during rainy days, which keep them at home. 
But the cells which contain the honey put by in reserve are closed. 

Fig. 1444.—The Jones Entrance Guard. Fie. 1445.—Galleria Cerella, 
a Parasite of the Bee. 

“They are,” says Réaumur, “like so many pots of jam or jelly, each 

one of which has its covering, and a very solid covering it is, too.” 
This covering, composed of wax, hermetically seals the pots con- 
taining this reserve of honey. The object of this is to keep the 

honey in a state of liquidity, by preventing the evaporation of the 

water it contains. It is a remarkable fact that it does not run out 
of the cells which are open. 

SWARMING. 

When the bees have the hive well filled with honey, a portion 

of its population, taking along with it a queen-bee, wings its flight 
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for other quarters, sometimes 

-- flying to the woods, but oftener 

alighting and clustering upon 

some neighboring tree.. ‘The 
new swarm at once begins work 
upon a new home, and if left un- 
disturbed there, would at once go’ to work again in the process of 

gathering and storing honey. One of the leading features of the 
business of bee-culture is the successful hiving of bee-swarms. To 

capture an escaped colony of bees and get them safely back to the 
apiary, is the mark of an experienced bee- keeper. 

Various expedients dre resorted to in order to prevent swarm- 

ing, as, if this could be effectually accomplished, and all the bees kept 
at home storing 
honey during the 

whole, season, the 

‘largest crops 
would be obtained 
from a single hive. 
Whether more 
honey would be 
acquired in this 
way, in the long 
_run, than from the 
old: stock and all 

the increase, 
where swarming 

and after-swarm- 
ing is. allowed, is 

yet a disputed 

point among ex- 
‘perienced bee- 

“keepers. Where 
_ one has plenty of 
bees, and desires 

‘ honey rather than 

increase, a non- swarming apiary would: be desirable. 

| Swarming can very often be prevented by simply giving abun- 

dance of room in the surplus receptacles, just as fast as more is 

needed, but no faster. This plan is, in fact, the one generally in 

use. If the bee-keeper carefully looks after his bees, there will be 

no trouble. But if he cannot give close attention to them, he can 

‘Rr. 1448.—Alley’s Drone Exoluder, 

Fre. 1447. —Clusters of Bees Hanging from the Top at the Hive. 

: 
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Fra, 1448,.—6luster of Swarming Bees Hanging 

to a Branch. 

Occupying the Cells. 

(One of the cells has been opened by the 
queen.) 

a 

Fre.-1449.—Portion of Honey-comb, with Eggs 

BEE-CULTURE. |: 

. clip the wings of the queen, which 
will then hop out on the ground, 

and may stay near the entrance 
until the swarm begins to come 
back, when she. will be attracted 
by their humming, and go in with 
them. Mr. Root, from whom we 
quote, thinks, after watching their 

maneuvers many times, that in 

such cases about \half the time 

the queen gets away and is lost, 
whereupon the bees re-enter the 

hive and do little or nothing until 

a new queen is hatched, and 

then swarm again, which is a 
great loss, for the use of a good 
queen to a colony for a week or 
ten days in swarming-time might 
be equivalent to a swarm of bees. 
To obviate this difficulty, Mr. 
Quimby invented what has been 

called the “queen yard,’a 
twenty-inch square box four 

inches high, with tin nailed on 
the top edges of all the sides. 
and projecting inward 14 inches, 
and so placed before the hive 
that the entrance opens directly 

into one side of the “ queen yard.” 

The bees, when at work, come 

out into it and take wing. When 
they swarm they take wing with- 
out any trouble; but the queen, 

after trying to fly, will try to 
crawl up the sides, and cannot 
on account of the tin ledge. She 

can only get back into the hive, 

which she will be sure to do 
about as soon as the bees get 
back. ' 

It is also customary to restrain 
the queen by means of slots per- 
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forated' in zinc, placed over the 
entrance of the hives, the slots 

being 5-82 of an inch in width, 
which will permit the entrance 

of the worker-bees but exclude | 

the drones. Another method 
of preventing swarming is by 
means of the honey extractor. 

If the honey is taken away 

from the bees and more room 

given them before they begin 
to feel cramped for it, they will ; 
seldom get the swarming fe- _ Fre. 1450,—Box for Bee-huinting. 
ver. 

June is the main swarmingstime of bees in the United States ; 

yet in favorable weather they swarm occasionally _ as early as the 
middle of May, while, again, it may not commence until July. The 
earlier the swarming takes -place, however, the better. It is better 

' to swarm bees artificially, and not to wait for natural swarming. 
j In the artificial swarming of bees, 

the movable frame hives enable 

artificial swarming to take the place 
of natural swarming; and while 
under the old system the bee-master 

had to await the convenience and 
caprice of the bees, and at the same 

time to watch the hives incessantly, 
under the new system he can con- 

sult. his own convenience, divide 

overpopulated colonies, and avoid: 
Fig. 1451.—How to Insert a Queen Cell. jos5 of swarms. 

But as natural swarming will constantly occur, notwithstanding 
the sharpest precautions, and however carefully the apiary be man- 
aged, and as bee-keepers are often unable to give attention to them 

before they swarm, it is important to understand the indications of 

swarming and the mode& of. hiving swarms. Bees are not apt to 

swarm before the hive is strong in numbers, nor until the young 
bees are hatching and the drones flying, nor while the weather is 

unpleasant. The first warm, clear day is generally improved, when 
the mass of workers, after hastily filling their sacs with provisions 
for their. journey, rush pell-mell from the hive, accompanied by the 
queen. Hives should be kept in readiness for their reception when 

28 
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secured, as success depends greatly upon promptness in hiving - 

swarms as they issue ; for if left hanging upon a tree in the heat of 

Fia. 1452. 

How to Tell Hybrids from Pure Italians. 

Fia. 1453. 

A,B, C, yellow bands 

(Cehowing pure blood); 
J, K, L, M, bands of - 
down, common to all 

bees. 

the sun, they soon become impatient, and often fly off and become 
lost in consequence. 

A good hiving apparatus may be inade of half-inch basswood 

Queen and Her Retinue. 

boards, about 
eight inches 

open, nailed to- 
gether as strongly | 
as’ possible, and 
bored full of holes 
with a three- 
fourths inch bit. 

Fasten this box 
on the end ofa 

light pele, which 

is yet strong 

enough to hold a 

large ‘swarm and 
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not break. Then have a pole 
of corresponding length, with 
a hook fastened to the end of 
it. With these there need be 

no sawing off of the limbs of | 
trees, and there is no need to : 
wait for all the bees to alight, ft 
but when a half or third of U ce \ 
them have clustered, hold the a il 
box close under them, and 
with the hook jar the limb 

once or twice, holding the box 
still, and they can thus all be 

hived at: pleasure. 

“ha 

Wy 

Fra. 1455.—Virgin Queen upon the Wing. 

BEE PASTURAGE. 

Honey and pollen are sup- 
plied by nearly all the flower- 

ing trees and plants of the veg- 
etable kingdom. The best 
bee pasturage is found by ex- 

perienced bee-keepers to con- 

sist of alders, soft maple, wil- 

lows, poplar, young basswood 
trees, buckwheat, Alsike and 
cut clover, rape, mustard, and. 

many other shrubs and plants. 

Catnip, mignonette, and Rocky 
Mountain bee plarit have their 
favorites, but are not recom- 

mended by expert bee-keepers. 

-Fruit-tree* blossoms, especially 
apple, peach, pear, and cher- 

ries, are rich in honey and bee- 
bread, while raspberries yield 
the richest of honey. 
“It is estimated thattwo hun- 

dred acres of buckwheat and 
other herbs will furnish honey 
for one hundred: colonies of 

. 3 bees. It is authoritatively stat- 
Fre. 1456.—American Linden, or Basswood. ed that a colony of bees will 

"(The Best Honey-producer.) frequently pay for themselves 
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within ten days during a good 
yield from natural pasturage. 
It is much easier to cultivate: 
and produce enough pasturage, 

‘in addition to that from natural 
sources, to supply one hundred 
hives of bees, than it is to pro- 
vide pasturage for one hundred 
head of sheep, and the profit on 
bees will more than double 

that on sheep. The best au- 

thorities advocate the cultiva- 
tion of such crops for bees as 
are also valuable for their grain 
or seed, the object being to fill 

Fie. 1457.—Gill-over-the-ground. with the greatest profit the va- 
cancies between natural sup- 

plies and afford the bees an uninterrupted succession of flowers 
in the greatest abundance from SpnnS to fall.. 

Liquip AND. CoMB HONEY. : 

As soon as honey begins to comes in n rapidly, so as to fill the 

Fra. 1458.—Three Varieties of Goldenrod. Fre. 1459.—Buekbush. 

hives, it is important to decide whether the market calls for liquid 
honey or honey in the comb. Most markets call for both kinds. 
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If liquid honey is to be produced, a honey extractor must be 
called into requisition, which is now almost universally used, and 
which has greatly simplified the raising of honey within the past few 
years. This machine, by the simple application of centrifugal force, 

empties the combs most thoroughly of the honey, and upon being 
removed and emptied the bees can proceed to fill them again. : 

If comb honey is demanded for the market, it should be stored 
by the bees in section frames instead of boxes, because the former 

are clean . and ra 

neat to ‘handle, - if 
and can be re- y 

tailed without Sy 
troublesome *‘ 

daubing, and be-! 
cause it will bring 
a, much higher 
price in that 

shape. The sec- 
tions should be 

‘small, and made 

to, fit inside the 
régular hive. 

frame, or, rather, Fra, 1460.—Inside. Fre. 1461.—Extractor Compile 
in a wide frame Novice’s Honey Extractor. 

_ Made of the same 

dimensions. This simplifies the work: greatly, because a frame of: 

sections can then be hung in any hive, and in either the upper or 

lower story, as there may be occasion. If the bees have been kept 

in a small space, so that every comb is occupied with brood and 

pollen at the approach of the honey season, they will start in the 
sections almost at once, if the latter are given them just as soon as 

they begin to be crowded for room. Give them a single frame at 
first, and when they are well at work in this give them another. Do 

not put on an upper story until they are ready to go into it in large 

numbers. Do not by any means: let the bees get to clustering on 

the outside of the hivés., They will seldom do this when' honey 

is to be had in the fields; but if a strong colony gets to hanging 
out preparatory to swarming, they. must be got into the boxes at all 

hazards. : 
When sections are filled, the comb honey can be removed either 

by taking off a whole. uppet story and letting the bees leave it and 
go back into the hive before the sections are taken out, or the filled 

Hi 
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sections picked out as ‘fast as completed, and, replaced with empty 

ones. Where there are a large number of hives with the boxes 

mostly filled, the former, plan is perhaps the better one, although 

there is little choice between them. ‘The bees will work on sections 

partly filled from another hive 
just as well as on those from 
their own. Tin separators . 

should always be used if clean 

and true work is desired. 

To get the bees out of boxes, 

or off from comb honey, re- 
quires very nice work. As good. 

i . a way as any that we have seen 

if ‘ suggested is to prepare a close- 
eS fitting box with a place of exit 

similar to that of the chaff hive, 
and over this exit arrange a 

Fro, 1402 0 462 — Lana ie Take a Sin- sort of ‘trap of the following 
: pave ' kind, so that the bees can pass 

only one way: Take a wooden bar about the size of a lead-pencil, 

and stick through it a row of common pins, about seven to the inch ; 

this is to be swung on pivots, so that the pin points may rest on 

the “jumping-off board.” If the comb honey be placed inside this 

box, the bees will. gradually work their way out, while none can 

get in. 

Hives are subjected to robbery by sich invaders as grubs, slugs, 

bee moths, robber bees, and other insects. The method of defense 

on the part of bees against these enemies.is generally to sting them to 
death ; but they should be assisted by careful attention to these mat- 

ters on the part of the keeper. 

eS 

HIVES. 

Nearly all modern hives are good, and there is a great variety, 

from the most simple to the most complex, each having more or less 
excellent points of advantage, with some features of disadvantage. 

This question comprises, in all its ramificatidns, a subject of consid- 

erable importance, upon which we have not time to dwell, more than 

to say, if you wish to secure an improved hive, and know its special 
advantages, consult the makers or those interested i in their manu- 

facture. ! 
' Mr. Root has devised a hive with a pérmanent bottom-board 

and the old Langstroth portico, with the regular Simplicity hive for 
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an upper story. The sides 

are prolonged to make the 

portico ; ; the bottom-board 

is also made to project just 

8 inches in front. The sides 

are made in ‘pairs, and are 

23} inches long by 11} wide. 

The back end.is madé on a 
miter, like the Simplicity; 
to hold the front end firmly, 
arabbet is cut into the sides 
vhalf an inch wide by three 
eighths of an inch deep, to 
hold the bottom-boards ‘se- 
curely, anda rabbet is also . 

cut in both sides and the | 

back end. The. bottom- 

board runs crosswise, and is 

made in two or more pieces. 
The portico roof extends 
over and is nailed on the 

top edge of the front end- 
board ; it also has a lip or, 

Fug. aS Temetory Simplicity Hive. 

projection on its upper back edge that makes the bevel around. the 

top. By this means the front end-board is simply a plain board 15 
inches long by 8§ wide, rabbeted at the ends to fit into the side- 

boards. In regard to the selection of hives, we advise consultation 

with Mr. Root, who has had more practical experience on this sub-' 

ject than any one else we know. 
A few years since it was customary to have becchives placed 

upon benches.or “legs,” with grass and weeds allowed to grow so 

Fre. 1464.—Clark’s Rustic Chaff Hive. 

thick and rank on the ground 

below that if a heavily laden 
bee missed the hive it was a: 
chance if it picked its way out 

in, the course of half an hour. 
In the present day, under the 
more intelligent management, 

the hives are placed so near 
the ground that those heavily 

laden with pollen or honey 
may go in on foot if they 

, 
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find it more convenient to do so, while the ground is now kept 

clean before the hives, so as to furnish no obstacle to the entrance 

of the honey-laden bee. 
‘Bee-hives should always be put in shady ptuces: facing the south. 

As stated, such are the improvements in hives that they are now 

built in compartments, to enable the taking out of. extra honey, yet 

leaving enough for the winter’s ‘subsistence. 

_A point also of great importance is that the entrances of the 

hives should not be larger than, is necessary for the throngs of work- 

ers to pass in and out; but care should be taken that every, bee has 

room, so that there is not too much jostling, crowding, and waiting 

for one another. 

PREPARING BEES FOR WINTER. 

In: preparing bees for winter, the first thing is to be sure that 

there are bees enough in each hive to winter. If there are not, unite 

swarms until 

every one is 
_ strong. It would 

not be advisable 

ony unless it 
would cover easily 

as many as four 
‘-Langstroth 
frames. If the 
swarm has not as 

many as four good 
combs, they must 
be supplied with 

: ; comb foundation 

Fic. 1465.—Folding Bee-hive Tent. and made to build 
. *themout. If they 

are to do it in September, it must. be attended to in time. Let 
the spaces be closed by chaff division boards until there is just easy 
room for the four frames, put in the foundation where the combs 
are lacking, and feed the bees every night from half a pint to a 
pint of food. When the hive is opened, which should be done every 

_ day or two, the bees should be found rearing brood, building comb, 
and getting. full of bees, precisely as they do in June. Granulated 
sugar is advisable for winter food—about half a pound every night 
until the combs are full. Whe the combs are all covered they are 
Ny j ‘ 

a i # 

to winter any col- _ 
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ready to winter, by simply 

putting a thick chaff cushion 

over them. This cushion is 

Fra. 1466,—Bee-hive Tent Folded, made by taking two pieces of 

burlap, 20 inches wide, and the 
other way clear across the roll (40 inches) ; sew these together so as 

to make a single endless seam, and leave the last corner open until 
the chaffis put in. Do not pack it tight, but deere Six inches 

~ of chaff over the bees will be sufficient. 
If the winter is very severe, a swarm which would densely cover 

five or six combs would be much safer than a smaller one. 
Straw mats to put over the bees have been i in use many years, 

with excellent results; but it has been found a difficult matter to 

have them fit as closely over the cluster as do the chaff cushions, and 
they are not as neat and tidy. \ 

STORING AND MARKETING Come: HONEY. 

For marketing comb honey the greatest care should be exer- 

cised in the preparation of packing or shipping cases. A very good 

Fre, 1467.—Clark’s Cold-blast Smoker. 

and convenient case’ is one composed of about two comb sections 
in hight, four feet long (just as they stand in the hive) by six feet 

wide. This would make just forty- -eight sections, and they would 

weigh just about a pound each. The glass is to slide in at the up- 

per edge after the box is all made. The end-boards are of seven- 
eighths stuff, nine and a half inches ‘wide by. twelve long. ‘They are 
rabbeted at both upper and lower edges to let in the tops and bot- 
toms, which are of three-eighths stuff. The’ends of the end-boards ' 

are also rabbeted just enough to receive the glass ; ; this is done bya 

single saw-cut. Strips of three- eighths stuff, one and a half inches 

wide, are put across above and below’ he glass, and nailed into the 



‘ 
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bottom-board. The case is completed by nailing strips of the same 

kind on the ends of the end-boards, and it is then ready to slide in 
the glass. | 

Honey should be kept clean and free from stickiness. Paste- 
board boxes for one-pound sections of comb honey are very conven- 
ient. 

In order to preserve comb 

honey when it is desired to 
hold it for a better market, if 

should be kept free from damp- 
ness. If water condenses on 

the surface of the comb, it soon 

dilutes the honey, which then 

Fro. 1468.—Chaft Cushion. sours. On this account the 
honey should never be put into 

a cellar: or other damp room. During damp and rainy weather, . 
the doors and windows to the honey-room or honey-house should be 
closed, and opened again when the air is dry. Comb honey should 
‘also be stored where it is not likely to freeze, as freezing contracts 
the wax so as to break the combs and let the honey run. 

We especially recommend the reader to Mr. Root for further 
information upon this and other departments of bee-culture ; and 
we are assured that he isa gentleman who takes pleasure i in answer- 
ing with promptness all: 
correspondence, with 
information from the 
rich stores of his prac- 
tical experience. He 
also publishes a semi- 
monthly magazine de- 
voted to instruction in 
bee-culture. . 

All honey, as a gen-: 
eral thing, candies at 

the approach of cold 

weather. It has been 
suggested that thin 
honey candies quicker 

than thick, and such 

may be the case; for honey that has been perfectly ripened in 

the hive, that is, has been allowed to remain in the hive several 

weeks after being sealed over, will sometimes not candy at all, even 

Fia. 1469.—Sentinel Bees Guarding Entrance to 
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if exposed to zero jempeeieire: As some honey candies at the very 
first approach of cold weather, and other samples not until we have 
severe, freezing weather, we cannot always be sure that perfect 
ripening will prove a preventive. It is very seldom indeed that we 
find sealed comb honey in a candied state, and we therefore infer that 
the bees know how they can pre- 
serve it best for their use; for al- 
though they can use candied honey 
when obliged to do so, it is very cer- 
tain that they dislike to bother 
with it, for they often carry it out 
to the entrance of their hives when 
new honey is coming in, rather than 

take the trouble of bringing water 
with which to dissolve it. 
Now, by following out the plan 

‘of the bees, we can keep the honey — 
in a clear, limpid, liquid state the 

year round. The readiest means 
of doing this is to seal it up in‘ or- 
dinary self-sealing’ fruit-jars, pre- 

cisely as we do fruit. Maple mo- Fre. 1470.—English Hive. 
lasses, syrup, and preserves of all 

kinds, may be kept i in the same way, if- we do our work well, almost 

as fresh, and with the same flavor, as the day they were put in. The 

jar should be filled full, and have the contents nearly boiling hot 

when the cover is screwed on. The bees understood -this idea per- 
fectly before’ fruit-jars were invented, for they put their fresh pollen 

in the: cells, cover it perfectly with honey, and then seal it up with 
an air-tight wax cover. To avoid heating the honey too hot, it may 

be best to set the fruit-jars ina pan of boiling water, raising them 

up a little from the bottom by athin board. If the honey is over- 

heated, even in the least, it injures its transparency and also affects 

' its color; in fact, it seems almost impossible to heat. some kinds of 
honey at all, without giving i it a darker shade. If you allow a barrel 

of linden or clover honey to become candied, solid, and then scoop 

out the center after one of the heads is removed, it will be found, 

after several weeks, that the honey around the sides has drained 

much after the manner of loaf sugar, leaving the solid portion 

nearly as white as snow, and so dry that it may be done up in a 

paper like sugar. 
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In conclusion, it may be remarked that the _mariagement of bees 
is like the management of any other bysiness, and it must be watched 
and the small details attended to withthe greatest care.. Where there 

is failure, it is the result of neglect of these minor matters of detail. 

If properly pursued, there is no feature of the industry of the farm, 
as we have before stated, that is more profitable than bee-keeping ; 
and this feature may be made ornamental as well as useful, and be a 
constant source of pleasure no less than of gain. 

Fig. 1471.—Swiss Hive, 
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CHAPTER XLY. 

InJORTANCE OF THe CULTURE oF FrRuIT — TRANSPLANTING, PRUNING, AND Man- 

_ AGEMENT — SELEcTION oF Stock — Buppine — LayErina — LAYERING BY 
ExevaTion — Arproacu-GraFrrine — CLEFT- GRaFTIne — Inszcts InsuRt0vs 
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TP SHERE is nothing that rewards the trarts of the farmer so lib- 

ie erally.as the growth of fruit, or gives such an appearance of 

comfort to the home. It is expected that.every farmer is more 

or less interested i in fruit. In fact, there is no information that. can 

be of more importance and interest to the genetal reader fats know- 
ing how to grow and take care of : good fruit. 

But as here are ample 

facilities to obtain from 
fruit-tree dealers and nurs- 
erymen all kinds of fruit 
already grafted, at mod. 

erate prices; we do not 
deem it necessary to in- 
clude more than the merest " 

: outline. of the most ap- 
\ : proved methods. of graft- 

Fra. 1473. Fra. 1478. Fra, 1474. ‘Fra. 1475, 18 trees, because. hardly 
"within their province to do 

|: work: that is usually done 
by experts. But it is of the greatest importance to every one inter 
ested in fruits to know how to protect them from the ravages of 

pests in the way of insects; and to aid them in this we have, at 
considerable expense :and trouble, endeavored to give the farmer 
such information as would enable him to protect his fruit, as this is 
entirely dependent on his own exertions. 

(1087) 

Pruning. 

! 
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Desiring to make this as complete 

and reliable as possible, we made 
considerable effort to secure the aid 

of an expert, practical fruit-grower, 

and.were fortunate in being able to 

engage the services of Mr. John A. 

Adams, of Battle Creek, Mich., a 
horticulturist, of large. experience 
‘and ability, who devotes his atten- 

tion exclusively to the growing of 

fruits : y'and flowers, and who has 
carefully supervised the preparation 

of this chapter. 

In this department will be found 
a great deal of important and val- 

uable knowledge used by experts, 
—knowledge which alone is worth 
more to the farmer than the price of 

this book. 

PRUNING AND MANAGE- 
MENT. 

We deem it also worth the space. 
to give a few ideas in regard to the Fie. 1477.— Branch of 
pruning and management of a few fhe: Cherry: 
of the small fruits which are so universally cultivated, 

The first important operation in growing fruit is to 

Fre. 1476. have it properly transplanted, and a few general rules 
: on this will be all our limited space will admit. Do 

Branch with Fruit 
and Wood Buds, 7°¢ ignore them, as all future success depends on' start- 

ing right. - ? 

Trees should be set out, as 
nearly as possible, in the same 
position as that in which they 
grew, as regards depth and. the 

position of the roots. All. muti- 
lated and broken roots should be 

removed with a sharp knife, and 

all roots should have a downward 
tendency from the tree, always 
digging the holes large enough to 

admit the roots straight out from Fre, -1478.—Process of Budding. 
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the tree. Never put any 
manure in contact with the 

roots of any tree or plant. 

Put only finely pulverized 

top soil in among the 
roots, pressing all firmly 

by tramping with the feet, 

being careful not to bruise 
the roots. Do not fill up 
around the tree above the 
surrounding surface ; and 

leave the surface earth 

loose, so as not to turn off 

rains or water put on in ye 1479, Fra, 1490. Fro. 1481. Fc. 1482. | 
dry spells. Put some Insertion of the Bud. ; 
straw litter or coarse 

‘manure around the tree, and in very dry weather water thoroughly 
not oftener than once a week; too frequent drenching is vey 

injurious. seo 
Grape-vines. should be, set, we think, from eight to ten inches 

deep, the ends of the roots cut, back to about six or seven inches for 

one-year-old vines, and eight to ten inches for ‘two-year-olds, the 
same general rules being observed as in setting trees. 

Black and red raspberries and blackberries should be set at least 
five inches deep, so that the canes 
will be supported by the earth, and 

stakes can be dispensed with in the 
cultivation in the field. 

Strawberry plants should have one 

third of the length of root cut off, 
‘and be set with the crown just even 
with the surface. 

In pruning red and black rasp- 

berries, one fact should be borne in 
mind, —that,a large root with small 

top will bear larger and better-fla- 
vored fruit, and is not as liable to 

be affected by drought as a root 
with as large a top as will -grow from 
it. Therefore we advise (and: our. . 
opinion is based on experience) se-. 

| Fre. 1483,—Budding, 

A, the nursing stem; C, the bud se- 

cured in its place; B, the bud removed Rica ies 

fxom the parent branch. vere thinning out and cutting back, 
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and are confident that it will be more satisfactory to the grower. | 
Plant thickly, two and one half feet in the row, and rows ‘six feet 

apart, with three to four canes in a hill, and these ‘pinched back in 

the growing season to form laterals, and let these be severely 

pruned. To have. the ground filled‘ with roots, and a less ‘number 

‘of canes more 

} evenly distrib- 
uted, secures us. 

more quarts of | 
‘fruit, which is - 
larger in size, 

better flavored, 
consequently. 
commands bet- 
ter prices ; and 
then:in dry 
weather, when 
others are com- 

plaining oftheir 

fruit drying up 

on the bushes, 

we will experi- 
Fie, 1484.—Propagation by Layers. 

es me i 

‘ence no such results. 
‘The principle here described we practice in all our fruit-growing, 7 

‘varying it to suit the different circumstances and characteristics of 
che fruits. 

BUDDING. Be 
Propagation by budding i is performed during the growing season, 

and usually on young trees from one to five years old, with a smooth, 

soft bark. It consists ‘in separating a bud, with a portion of bark 
attached, from a shoot of the current season’s growth of one tree, 
and inserting it under the bark of another. When this bud begins 
to grow, all that part of the stock above it is cut away, the bud 
grows on, and eventually forms’ a tree of the same variety as that 
from which it was taken. Buds may be inserted in June, and make 

considerable. growth the same season, as they do.in the South, but — 
asa general thing this is not desirable in the propagation of fruit- 

trees. The period from the middle of July to the middle of Septem- 
ber comprises the budding season in the Northern States, and the 

condition of growth, other things being equal, governs the earliness 
‘ 
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or lateness.at which 
a species is budded. 
Those fulfilling their 
growth early in the 
season are budded 
early, and those that 
grow until the autumn 
ate budded late. Thus 
‘tthe season extends 
over a period exceed- 
ing two months. In 

all cases, the following. 
~ conditions are neces- 
sary :— 

1. The buds must 
be perfectly devel-.' 

“oped in the axils of 
the leaves on the 

young shoots intend- 

ed to bud from. 

2. The bark must’ 
raise freely from the 

stocks to be budded. 

The implements 

needed. are a pruning- 
knife, to dress the 
stocks by removing ; eerste ee am 

‘any branches that Fra. 1485.—Layering by Elevation. 
may be in the way of 

inserting the bud; and a budding-knife, to take off the buds and 
make the incisions in the stock. The latter should have a very 
thin, smooth, and keen edge. : 

The strings for tying in the buds are either taken from basswood 

mats, or they are prepared from the bark of the basswood. Young 
shoots, in the condition described, are cut below the lowest plump 

bud ; and there should be left an inch: or two of the base of every 

shat, where the buds are very close together ; then the leaves are 

stripped off, leaving half of each leaf-stalk to handle the bud by. 

When a considerable number of shoots are cut at once, they 

should be ‘stripped of the leaves and wrapped in a damp cloth as 
soon as cut; and they may,be preserved in good order for ten days, 
by keeping them in a cool cellar among damp sawdust, or closely 

5 29 .- 
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enveloped in damp cloths, matting, 

or moss. x : 

The operation of budding is per- 

formed in this way: The'shoot to 

bud is tak- 

en in one 

hand, and 

the : bud- 

ding-knife (WY 
‘inthe oth- ~ 
er; the | 
lower part - 

ofthe edge . 

of the 

knife a s 
placed on 

the shoot, . 

half an 
inch above 

the bud 

to be re- 

ibe Fra. 1486. Fre. 1487 1G. 5 Re the thumb Approach-grafting. 
of the 

knife-hand rests on the shoot below the bud B; 
a drawing cut is then made parallel with the 
shoot, removing the bud and the bark, to which 

_it is attached, half an inch above, three- -quarters 

‘below it. The cut is made just deep enough to 
‘be below the bark. A small portion of the wood 
is always taken off with it, and if this adheres 
firmly, it should be allowed to remain; if it 

parts freely, it should be taken out, but in do- 
ing so, the root of the bud should be carefully 

preserved, for if it comes out with the wood, the, 
bud is useless. (See Fig. 1478.) | 
A smooth place on the stock, clear of branches, 

is then chosen, where two incisions are made to 

“the depth of the bark, one across the end of the 
. other, so'as to form a T (Fig. 1479); the bark 

Fra. 1488.—Cleft- on the two edges of the perpendicular cut is 
grafting. raised (Fig. 1480) with the amoere ivoty handle’ 
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of the budding lrnife: and the bud is inserted be- 

tween them (Fig. 1481) ; the upper end of the’ bark 
attached to the bud is. cut square,'to- fit the hori- 

zontal cut on the stock ; the basswood string is then 
wound around lightly from the bottom, 
leaving the bud ‘and the leaf-stalk un- 

covered (Fig. 1482); and ‘the string is 

finally.fastened above the horizontal cut. 

LAYERING. : 

' Bending a flexible branch toward the 
humid soil, the gardener maintains it'in 
position by pegging it down to the ground 
and keeping it in that position until it. 
has thrown out its roots. These roots, 

as they are developed, manifest all the 
signs of life, which they contain as fully 
as the roots of the parent stock. When Frese, 1489. 1490. 1491. 

the roots are sufficiently strong to sup- 
port the branch, it may be- separated 
from the original stem, as it no longer needs its support. This 
process is technically known to fruit-growers as layering, or propa- 

'» gation by layers. 

Stet grating: 

LAYERING BY ELEVATION: 

In the operation of layering, every branch which it is desired 

to layer may be neither within reach of the soil nor sufficiently flex- 

ible to bend to the extent requisite. In such cases the soil must be 
raised to the branch. To effect this, vases or flower-pots of various 

forms are employed, which are filled. with earth, and maintained at 

the necessary hight ; the branch, being placed in it, traverses the, 

vase in contact with ‘the soil. The soil being maintained i in a hu- 

mid state, the portion of the branch in contact with it is not slow to 

push forth its.adventitious roots, which are soon present in sufficient . 

numbers. In due time the branches may be separated from the 

parent stem, and transplanted ‘elsewhere. This process, which re- 

quires great expertness to accomplish properly, has received the 

designation, among horticulturists, of layering by elevation. | 

GRAFTING. 

In view of the fact that fruit-growing is attended by so many 

drawbacks or obstacles in the way of insect. pests, droughts, and 

hard winters, we would recommend that none but valuable varieties 

a4 1 
uw 
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of fruits should be grown, and that these 
should receive the necessary attention to 

secure full crops as far as possible. Many 

“noble old fruit-trees” (noble only in ap- 
pearance) are allowed to go on from year 

to year bearing inferior fruit, because the 

owner dislikes to remove them and com- 

mence again by planting out young trees. 

This is the most 2>surd and short-sighted 
economy, and keeps the grower constantly 

stocked with poor fruits, shutting out oth- 

ers that are better and more profitable. 

For the benefit of such fruit- -growers as 

may not be thoroughly experienced, we 
give a brief summary of instructions in the 

art of grafting, accompanied with illustra- 
tions carefully designed and executed, so 
as to render the subject plain to the reader. 

Grafting is the uniting of a shoot, or scion, containing one or 
more buds, to a stalk or root, with a view, by their union, to pro- 

duce a superior fruit upon the inferior stalk. Its object isto attach 
one vegetable to another, which is to sustain and furnish matter for 

its subsistence—to nurse it, in fact. There are various methods of 
.grafting, but we describe here only two kinds—approach-grafting 

and cleft-grafting, illustrations of both of which are given. 

Fig. 1492. Fie. 1493 

Clett-grafting. 

APPROACH-GRAFTING | 

is an imitation of nature. We sometimes see in forests certain trees, 

particularly the hornbeam, in which a branch of one is firmly united 
to a neighboring tree of the same species. This process is practiced 
artificially to a great extent in gardening. The operator cuts corre- 
sponding slices of bark from two trees, brings the two equal places 

into contact, and lashes them firmly together with cord, which is 
again covered with some sort of clay, to keep the wound moist until 

a junction has taken place. (See Figs. 1486 and 1487.) 

CLEFT-GRAFTING, 

which is the method usually practiced, is operated successfully on 
both the trunks and the-roots of trees. It consists simply in split- 
ting a stock which has first been sawed off square, and inserting on 

each side a scion tapered down with a sharp knife to a thin wedge- 

shapé, so that the inner bark of the scion and that of the stock will 
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just meet. To insure. this juncture at some point, the top of the 

graft is sometimes carried in slightly. The whole is then coveted 
with grafting-wax for the purpose of excluding moisture and air, 

and the grafts usually take kindly, if the grafting be done at the 
right time of the year—that is, in the spring, before the leaves ap- 
pear. The grafts may be cut any time in mild .weather in winter, 

tied in small bundles, and kept in moist sand until wanted. By 

means of cleft-grafting the fruit-grower changes with advantage the 

products of trees of the same species, making the head bear. fruit 
and flowers other than those belonging to the principal stem. 

The only-tools for grafting on the farm are a sharp panel saw, a 

keen pocket- knife for paring the stalks and sharpening the grafts, a 

butcher-knife and mallet for splitting the stalks, and grafting-wax 

for spreading over the mutilated parts. : be eG 
hod 

THE BENEFITS OF GRAFTING. 

Old orchards of inferior fruit, may be entirely remade and re- 
formed by grafting the limbs with such varieties as we may desire. 
A new life is by this process often infused into the trees, which is 

due to.the very. severe pruning they then receive. In renewing an 
old orchard tree by grafting its head, it will not be a good plan to 

attempt the whole tree at once, as the pruning would be too severe, ’ 

and would be followed by a profusion of succulent shoots breaking 

out from the large branches, such as are called water sprouts. 

Those who have practiced most, prefer at first to remove about 

one third of the limbs for grafting, and those should be selected at 

the top of the tree. The next year another third of the limbs may 
be grafted, and the remainder the year following. A good grafting- 

wax is made by melting !togéther four parts of rosin, two of tallow, | 

and two of beeswax. 
The necessity for grafting is becoming less frequent of late 

years, as the large nursery concerns throughout the land are fur- 

nishing fruit-trees budded or grafted to bear such fruit as we choose 
to buy. We have now before us beautiful catalogues of the differ- 

ent varieties of fruits, with long lists of names and descriptions of 

each, from which we may select such as suit our individual fancy, 

and order the trees which, in case we deal with a reliable nursery, 

will bear fruits true to their names. 

PRACTICAL ‘SUGGESTIONS IN SELECTING NURSERY STOCK. 

Here let us say afew words to those of our readers who con- 

template buying nursery stock. Never buy of an agent. When you 
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decide that you need stock, write to some old-established firm, ask- 

ing them to send you a descriptive catalogue and'price-list. The 

worst class of swindlers we have. ever met with are the fruit-tree 

peddlers, They tell you anything necessary to get an order, and 

then fill it with the poorest trash. The price paid for the stock is 

often exorbitant, but, high as it may be, it is but little compared to 

the expense of caring for it for years, if it lives at all, uritil it'comes 

Fie, 1494.—Larva. Fria. 1495.—Chrysalis. Fra. 1496.—The Beetle in its Perfect State. 

4 Round-headed Apple-tree Borer. 

into bearing, only to discover that it is some worthless variety, and 
thus find. that time, money, and labor are gone without returns. 

Buy only of reliable parties ; and when you select trees, let them be 
” young and small, rather than old and large. A young, vigorous tree 

or plant will receive less check from transplanting than older stock. 
A good root is more essential than a large top. The above words 
of advice we feel free to offer from experience which. -we have paid 
dearly for ; but purchased experience is valu- 
able, and not easily forgotten. We only regret 
that limited space prevents our saying’ many 
things that suggest themselves on this, to us, 
interesting subject. 

INSECTS INJURIOUS TO FRUIT. 
We now come to that part of our chapter 

which embraces a subject immensely impor- 
tant to every fruit-grower,—the protection 
of his trees and vines from insect ‘pests. 
Their ravages are becoming more destructive . 

each succeeding year, and it is now acknowl- - 

edged that “to the victor belongs the spoils,” ' 
and if we would be ‘the victors and save our Ps ret woay; &y Per 

‘fruits we must be up and doing. fect insect. 

Fie. 1497. — Flat-headed 

Apple-tree Borer. 

a 
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THE ROUND- HEADED APPLE-TREE BORER. 

’ This insect is now very widely and generally known. It prefers 

the apple, but is at home in, the pear, quince, and mountain ash, 

The eggs are depos- 
ited late in June and 

during July, oneina 

place, on the bark of 
the tree, near its 

base. Within .two 

weeks the young 
“worms are hatched, 

-and at once com- 

Fic. 1498.—The Yellow-necked Apple-tree Caterpillar. mence with their 
; sharp. mandibles to 

‘gnaw their way 
a, Larva; b, Moth; @, Mass of sci d, An ege magnified. 

through the outer bark to the interior. 

The soap remedy is probably as efficacious as any, being seadily 

obtained. Take soft soap and reduce to the consistency of thin 
paint by the addition of a strong solution of 
washing soda in water. Apply to the bark 

of the tree, especially about: the base or 
collar, and up to'‘the crotches. If applied 
during the morning of a warm day, it will 

_dty in a few hours, and is not easily dissolved 

‘by rain. This should be applied early in 
June and a second time during the early part 

of July. 

THE FLAT-HEADED APPLE-TREE BORER. 
‘Fre 1499.—Woolly Lice of 

the Apple. ‘ This pest is common almost everywhere. 
It attacks the pear, plum, and sometimes the 
peach as well as the apple. It does not confine its work to the 
base of the tree, but affects the trunk more or less throughout, and 

_ sometimes the large branches, ; 

‘As a preventive measure, there is nothing better than coating 

the bark.of the trunk and larger branches with a mixture of soft soap 

and a solution of soda, as ‘recommended for the Round-headed . 

‘Borer. 
, ‘THE WOOLLY-LOUSE OF THE APPLE. 

This is the same species as the Apple-root Plant-louse, but in 

this form the insects attack the trunk and limbs of the apple-tree, 
1 , 
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living in clusters, and secreting over themselves small 

patches of a cotton-like covering. . 
The vigorous use of a stiff brush wet with the alkaline 

solution of soap, secommended under the Round- headed 

Borer, will be found very efficient ; or a solution made 

by mixing five pounds of fresh Tinie with one pound of 

sulphur and two gallons of water, and heating until the 

sulphur is dissolved. After destroying those on the 

Fie. 150€. 
b 

Oyster-shel! Fia. 1501.—Male. Fie. 1502.—Female. 

Bark-louse. Apple-tree Tent Caterpillar. 

trunk and cutting away all suckers, the earth should be removed 
from about the base of the trunk, the parts below the surface cleaned, 
and fresh earth placed about the roots. 

OYSTER-SHELL BARK-LOUSE. 

This appears in the form of minute’scales, about one sixth of an 

inch long, of a brownish. or grayish color, closely resembling that of 
the bark of the tree, and somewhat like the shell of an oyster in 

Fie. 1503.—Fall Canker-worm. 

8, b, Eggs; c, Side view of seg- 
ments ‘of body; e, mass of eggs; f, 
Caterpillar. 

shape, adhering to the surface of 
the bark, and placed irregularly, 
most of them lengthwise of the ' . 

limb:or twig, with the smaller end’ Fie. 1504.—Codling Moth. 
. fy k 

upward. In some instances the  4,¢, Burrowings of the larva; b, Point of 

branches of apple-trees may, be Cae es e ane eae ge 
. : ‘ ‘o' closed; g, Sane 

found literally covered with these. wings extended; hy heed of larva 
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scales ; and where thus so prevalent they seri- 
ously impair the health and vigor of the tree, 
and sometimes cause its death. 

: During the winter the trees should be ex- 
amined and the scales scraped off. Still, it is Bt 
almost impossible to cleanse the trees entirely a tte ae 

in this way, especially the small branches ; and 
hence the insect should be fought also at the time when the éggs. 

are hatching, which usually occurs late in May or early in June, 

and the young lice are crawling over the limbs, as then they are 

tender and easily killed. With this object’ in view, the time -of 

hatching of the remnants left after the winter or spring scraping 

should be watched, and:while the young larve are active the twigs 
should be brushed with a strong 
solution of soft soap and wash- 
ing soda, as recommended un- 

‘der the Round-headed Borer, 

or syringed with a solution of 
washing soda in water, made 
by dissolving half a pound or 

more in a pailful. 

Fra. 1506.—Apple-tree Root-louse. THE APPLE-TREE TENT- 

8, Louse; b, Pupa; ¢, Fly that lays the eggs. CATERPILLAR 
‘ 

This insect inhabits now almost.all parts of the United States 
and Canada. The moth is of a pale, dull-reddish color, crossed by 

two oblique parallel whitish Jlines, the space. between these lines. 
being usually paler.than the general color. The eggs are deposited © 

during the month of July upon the smaller twigs of our fruit-trees 

in ringlike clusters, each composed of from fifteen 

to twenty rows, containing in all from two to three 
hundred, hatching .during the first warm days of 
spring. They usually appear during the last week in 

April or early in May, depending much on the pre- 

vailing temperature. 

Since the Tent-caterpillar is so suite detected by 

its conspicuous nest, it need never become very 

troublesome, as the larve may easily be destroyed 

while sheltering within it. Sometimes when the nest. 

is destroyed a portion of the caterpillars will be 
absent feeding, and within a few days it may “be Fra. 1507 

found partly repaired with the remnants of the host Twig-girdler. 
’ 
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within it ; so that to 
subdue them entire- 

ly repeated visits to 

‘the orchard should 

‘be made, and not a 

fragment of anest be 

permitted to remain. 

CANKER-WORMS 

usually hatch about 
the time ‘when the 

young leaves of the 
‘apple push from the 
bud, when the little 
-Canker-worms clus- 
ter upon and con- 

Fie. 1508. — The sume the tender. 
Grapesine ‘Bark Jeaves. When full. 

; grown, the insect 
measures | about, an inch in length. 

- These caterpillars are called Loopers, 
because they alternately loop and ex- 
tend their bodies when in motion. 
They are also called Measuring-worms. 

To attack an enemy with success, 
it is essential that we know his vul- 

Fra. 1510.—Larva of Fie. 1611. 
the Grape-vine Fleae Grapevine 

beetle. Flea-beetle. 

nerable points. In this in- 

stance, since the females are 
without wings, if they can 

be prevented from crawling 

up the trees to deposit their 

eggs, a great point will be: 

gained. Tar mixed with oil 

to prevent its drying, and 

applied ‘either directly 

around the body of thé tree 
‘Fria. 1509.—The American Procris. or on strips of old, canvas or 
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’ ‘Fie, TEAR foes Beetle. 
é 
d 

or less success. They should’ 

be applied as early as the 

latter part of October, and. 

kept on uhtil the leaves ex- 

pand in the following spring. ; 

THE CoDLING- MOTH. 

This is one of the most 

troublesome insects with 

which fruit-growers have to 
contend, ‘and is found in al- 

most all parts of North. 
America. The édrly brood ° 

of moths appear on the wing 
about’the time of the open- 

ing of the apple-blossoms, 

when the female deposits 

her tiny yellow eggs singly 
in the calyx or eye, just as 

Fie 1514.—The Vine Pyralis. 

stiff paper, about five or six 
inches wide, and tied in the 

middle with a ‘string ; refuse 

sorghum molasses, printer’s 

ink, and slow-drying varnishes 

are used in a similar manner. 
Tin, lead, and rubber troughs, 
to contain oil, ‘also belong to 
this class of, remedies, and 

‘have all been used with more 
‘ 

Fra. 1518,—Leaf attacked by the Larva of the 
Grape-vine Flea-beetle. 

the young apple is forming. 

In about a week the -egg 
hatches, and the tiny worm 

at once begins to eat through 
the apple to the core. 

' The most effective method 
yet devised for reducing the 

numbers of this insect, is to 

trap. the larve and chrys- 

alids and destroy them. This 

is -best done by: applying 
bands around the trunks of 
of the trees about six inches. 
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in width. Strips of old 

sacking, carpet-cloth, 
or fabric of any kind, 

will serve the purpose ; 
and, although not so 

durable, many use com- 

_ mon brown paper. 
Whatever material is 

used, it. should be 

wound entirely around 

sioies ae the tree once or twice, 
Caterpillar of the ~~ z 

Vine Pyralis, 2d fastened with a 
string or tack. . Within 

such inclosures the larve hide and 

transform. The bands should. be  puyg, 1516 —European Currant Saw-fly. 
applied not later than the first of. 
June, and visited every eight or ten days until the last of August, 

each time taken off and examined, and all the worms and chrys- 

alids found under them destroyed. They should also be visited 
once after the crop is secured. All fallen fruit should be promptly 

gathered and destroyed. ,, 

aaa 
ye 

Hiv ety 
if 

Epes a 

E 

THE TWIG-GIRDLER. 

This beetle nearly amputates pear twigs during the latter half 

of August and the early part of September. To 
zh. subdue the insect, all dead and fallen twigs 

; “Se should be gathered and burned. 

f ‘ 

Fias. 1517, 1518.—Loopers Fie. 1519.—Imported Gooseberry Saw-fly. 

Hanging by Their Threads. 
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THE PLUM CURCULIO. 

This insect is without doubt the greatest enemy the plum- 
grower has to contend with. It,is a small, rough, grayish, or black- 

ish beetle, about one fifth of an inch long,. with 'a black, shining 

hump on the middle of each wing case, and behind. this a more or 

Fre. 1520.—Small Caterpillar of the Pimpernel. © Fic. 1521. Southern Cabbage Butterfly. 

less distinct band of a dull ochre-yellow color, with some whitish 
marks about the middle; the snout is rather short. 

When the Plum Curculio is alarmed, it suddenly folds its legs 

close to its body, turns its snout under its breast, and falls to. the 

ground, where it remains motionless, feigning death. Advantage 

is taken of this peculiarity to catch and destroy the insect. A sheet 

is spread under the treé, and the tree and its branches are suddenly 

jarred, when the beetles fall on the, sheet, where they may be gath-. 

ered up and. destroyed. 

THE _GRAPE-VINE BARK-LOUSE. 

During the month of June there are ‘sometimes found on the 
branches of the - 
grape-vine, brown, 
hemispherical 
scales, from under 
one end of which 

there protrudes a 
cotton -like sub- 

stance, which in- 

creases in size until 

the beginning of. July, by which time it has become. a mass about 

four-times as large as the scale. weap <a a 

hese scales are not usually found in any great abundance, and 

may be readily scraped off with a knife or other suitable instrument, 

whee should be done before the young lice escape. 

Fie. 1522.—Larva and Chrysalis of Papilio ‘Machaon. 
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THE AMERICAN PROCRIS. 
% 

The larve of this destruc- 

tive insect feed on vines in 
flocks. While young the lit- 

tle caterpillars eat only the 
soft tissues of the leaves, but 

as they grow older they de- 

vour all but the larger vines. 

‘They acquire full growth in 
August. They can be de- 

stroyed by syringing | the foliage with Paris-green and water, in the 

proportion of a teaspoonful to two gallons. 

Fra. 1528.—Southern Cabbage Worm 

THE GRAPE-VINE FLEA-BEETLE. tad? eater 

This little beetle forces itself upon the attention of grape-grow- ; 

ers very prominently in the spring season, when, it commiences its 
work of destruction by eating away the substance of the buds as 
soon as they begin to swell. In three or four weeks the larva at- 

tains full growth, when as is a little more than three tenths of an inch. : 
‘in length. 

To destroy the 

beetle it. is recon 

mended to strew in 

the autumn air- 

slaked lime or un- 

leached ashes around 

the infested vines, 

removing and de- 
stroying all rubbish 

‘which might afford 
shelter. In the 
spring the canes and 
young foliage may 
be syringed with 

water in which has 

been stirred a tea- 
spoonful of Paris- 
green to each gallon. 

THE ROSE BEETLE. 

This beetle, com- Fie. 1524.—Caterpillar of = Fig, 1525.—Humming-bird Hawk- 

monly known as the Humming-bird Hawk-moth. _, moth. 

' 
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Rose-bug, is very in- 
jurious to the grape- 

vine, the apple, the 
cherry, the peach, the 
plum, etc. These bee- 

tles sometimes appear 
in swarms about the 
time of the blossom- 
ing of the rose, which 

here at the North, and 
in Canada is usually during the second week in June. hey re- 
main about a month. — 

When numerous, these insects ‘may be detached from the vines: 

with a sudden jar, falling on pee spread below to receive them. 
They are nat- 

DP wy \ 

Fre. 1526.—Larva of the Lime Hawk-moth. 

do not fly read- . 
ily, and aré fond 
of congregating 

¥ in masses on the 

_ foliage they are 
consuming, and 
hence in the 
morning before 
the day warms 
they can be eas- 

ily shaken from: 
their. resting- 

Fra, 1527.—Lime Hawk-moth. places, collected, 
and destroyed. 

THE IMPORTED CURRANT-WoRM, 

urally sluggish, 

‘ A NX 

This i is the Jatva of one of the saw-flies, and is perhaps the most 

troublesome ‘of all the in- 

sects the currant- grower has 

to encounter. 

Currant-worms are easily 

destroyed by using pow- 

deréd hellebore mixed. with 

water, in the proportion of 

‘\ an ounce to a pailful, and Fre. 1528.—Larva of Cucullia Verbasci (Destructive 

sprinkled -freely on the to many Plants). 
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bushes. Two applications in a season are usually sufficient, which 
should be made on, the first appearance of the pests. 

In making up this chapter, we have necessarily drawn from the 
most approved authorities on- the subjects treated of. The most 

finely illustrated and carefully prepared works on insects we find 

to be from French publishers, and from these we have taken most 
of our illustrations. There are in this country a number of very 
excellent works, in addition to the special technical works published 

by the United States Commissioner of Agriculture, from which we 
have also drawn liberally. The latest and most complete special 
work on the subject brought to our notice, is that of Wm. Saunders 

of London, Canada, published by J. B. Lippincott Co., Philadelphia, 
entitled “Insects Injurious to Fruit” (price $2.50), — which we 
have also taken the liberty of quoting. This is a work that we 
think should be in the hands of every fruit-grower. Another most 

excellent work quoted from is “Barry’s Fruit Garden,” published by 
the “Orange Judd Company,” New York, which no horticulturist or 
fruit-grower should be without. We have also been aided consider- 
ably by reference to the “American Encyclopedia of Agriculture,” 

by Hon. Jonathan Periam, published by Rand, McNally & Co., of 
Chicago, Ill., and also “The Standard History.” 

ey 
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PLEA ror THE BIRDS. | 

‘CHAPTER XLVI. 
—194-— 

Tae Uskruyrss as wei as Devientroiness or Brrps — THe BENEFIT THEY Cox- 
vER IN Destrorina Insects— Ex1oguent TreuTe or Rev. Henry Warp 

Brxcurr — Crrrr-Caars — YetLow, WREN— GoLDEN-CREsTED WrREn— Fime- 
CrestEp WaRBLER— ArricaN Brer-EaTeR— Biux-Brrp — Pramy Picutet — 
Rosg-CoLorep Pastor, — SHort-TarLep ANT THRUSH. — EUROPEAN GOaT- 
SucKER. 

IRDS.are to the farmer in melody what flowérs are in fra- 

BR grance to the home. There is nothing more cheering around 

the farm than the singing of birds., But they are not merely a 
source of pleasure or ornament—they have. a positive sphere of use- 

fulness. It is a well-known fact that were it not for the birds the 
. farmer could scarcely raise anything ; for they are constantly en- — 

gaged in the destruction of insects that prey upon crops, trees, and 

pie ty Chiff-chadf, or Lesser Pettichaps. Willow Warbler, or Yellow Wren, 
Fie. 1529.—Warblers. 

Feed on gnats and other small flies and ants, 

plants. Therefore every farmer ought to be the friend and protector 
of birds, and do as much for them as they do for him. 

The exigencies of fashion have caused a most cruel sare fenton 
* , 80 
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~ destruction of birds for their feathers, with which to ornament ladies’ 

hats and other parts of their apparel. While, from a humane point 

Golden-crested Wren. Fire-crested Wren. ! 

Fie. 1530.—Warblers. 

Feed on tree-creepers and their eggs, 
’ 

of view, this practice cannot be too strongly condemned, there is 
another aspect in which it appeals to the practical, sense of every, 

%@ 's . i 
) 

Fie. 1531.—African Beef-eater. 
Lights upon the backs of cattle and eats the lary of the bat-fites burrowing beneath the hide. 
farmer. aise very birds ‘which are so sought after by, the votaries 

‘ 
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of fashion are those which do the most efficient service for the farmer 

in destroying the insects which feed upon his crops, trées, and plants. 

We present illustrations of a few species of birds of beautiful 

plumage thus hunted for their fine feathers, regardless of the bene- 

fits thay confer as destroyers of injurious insects. | 
We cannot better enforce the appeal we desire to make on this 

subject, than by quoting’ an extract from an eloquent sermon deliv- 

ered in 1886 by the eminent divine, the Rev. aad Ward 
Beecher :— 

“There is another department of the animal Kingdom. of which 
I wish to speak. I mean birds. I hardly know how this world 
would get along without them. They toil not, any more than the. 

. lily, neither do they spin. Yet.a summer without birds would seem 

almost to be no summer at all. Some of the most salient of our in- 
apirations are: ‘connected with bird-song. Idon’t suppose that if yee 

Fie. 15382.—Blue-birds. 

Feed on spiders, mall worms, and various insects, 

live in the city you» know’ anything aheies it,’ because the little 

driblets of birds’ songs that men hear in the daytime are no ade- 

quate’ revelation of their minstrelsy. | 

Ue It i is in the summer my habit to rise about half-past three of 

an unclouded morning—not to stay up, but at about four to hear 

the leading notes, the call of the chorister, usually in some near 

tree; a little piping noise, as much as to say: ‘My dear, are you 
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awake?’ And that wakes some other one ina little further tree ; 

and one note joins to another, until the birds in all the neighbor- 

hood are aroused, and then all at once there breaks out such a choir 

of song of every description that it would seem as if the heaven was 

packed full of birds from end to end, and that the whole neighbor- 

hood was a gigantic organ. That holds or for half an hour or so; 

then they go to breakfast, and I go ‘back to bed. Their grace of 

motion, their beauty of plumage, the. interesting study. that there is 

in their nidification and in the rearing of their young, add also to 

this vocal reason, making the birds among our most attractive sum- 

mer interests. They are not only this to the fancy and to the 

emotions, but they are our benefactors. For it may be said, I 

think, in the temperate and tropic zones, that the development of 
insect life is so enor- 
mous that if they 
were not to be re-— 
duced by the birds’ 
feeding upon their 

eggs or upon them, 

it would be almost 
fatal to our wheat-_ 

fields, and cettainly’ 
fatal to both our 

fruits and our flow- 

ers in the garden. 
And every horticult- 

urist ought to be a 
benefactor of the 

birds, and to the end 

of his life he won't 

Fie. 1533.—Pigmy Piculet. 

Feeds on parasites of forest trees. 

do as much for them as they have done for him. 
“Now, it has become a fashion to adorn bonnets and dresses 

with the skins. of birds ; and, as color is in great demand, the most 

beautiful of them all are selected for that purpose. And to such an 
extent is it carried, that there is really danger that many kinds of 
birds will be.exterminated in many portions of our country. They 

keep nobody warm, they are not necessary, they serve no one end 

except that of taste, and only taste, in fashionable circles. I admit 

their beauty, I admit the charm that there is connected with them, 

whether upon the fan, or upon the bonnet, or upon’ the breast, or 

upon the skirt. There can be no question of that. Nevertheless, it 

isinhuman. The slaughter of the birds that is going on is such as 
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ought to arrest the at- 
tention of every Chris- 
tian woman who dec- 

orates herself with the ~ 
skins, and it ought to 

be with her a ques 
tion: ‘Am I of the 

spirit of Christ and of 

the spirit of humanity 
in indulging my sense 

‘of the beautiful by a 3 

method that almost 
insures their destruct- 

ion?’ I don’t suppose 

that any amount of 3 

preaching would do 

much good in general. 

.The appeal which I 
make is to woman. 

And if there be any { 
portion of the com- 

munity that is more 
sensitive to reasons of 

humanity, that is more 

paiiein Pe colette Fie. 1534. —Rose-colored Pastor. 
certainly is woman. 
Aodl havea righ 646 Like the beef: eater, ert ie on A eattle and eats grubs 

ask every reflecting 
Christian woman whether her happiness, ner sense of the beautiful i in 

taste, demand that she should encourage a traffic which insures this 
destruction of the feathered songsters. For they are brought by the 

hundreds of thousands, into the market, from Canada to Florida and 

from the Eastern coast to the Mississippi and beyond, and it in- 

creases year by year, and it will increase just so long as fashion de- 

mands them. 
“Now, I have long ago made, up my mind that fashion was a 

‘thing not accessible. And, therefore, to preach to fashion is love's 

labor lost ; but it is not imperious in this respect—it is optional. I 

am perfectly certain that.if thoughtful and humane Christian ~ wo- 

men would set their faces against it, the danger would be greatly 

diminished. And as all fashions are like tides that go out and come 

in, \ we should at least have a vacation in the destruction of innocent 
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birds. We have laws for the protection of fish and deer, plovers and 

quails, and for nesting birds ; I think there ought also to be a law 
for the protection of birds of plumage. Some twenty-five or thirty 
years ago there were introduced into Staten Island or the eastern 
end of Long Island, hundreds of cages of the European skylark. 

They were let out in the spring, they took kindly to our climate, 
they nested and bred, and one could go down the Island a little 
way and really hear that most sonorous chant of the skylark as- 
cending, and it looked as though, at last, we had introduced a new 

bird, and one most delightful. But the German pot- -hunters on 

Sunday took their littlé nasty guns and went out, and in less than 
two years they had shot them all away; for they are one ‘of the 
most easy of birds to be shot, and we are without them almost en- 
tirely.” 

i Fre. 1585.—Short-tailed Ant-thrush. 
Devours dead animal air ii and prevents increase of maggots, 

A A leading’ journal of New York City, the Suz, recently had the 
foilowing array of facts on this subject :— 

“A single local taxidermist handles 30,000 bird-skins in one 
year ; 11,000 skins were brought, back from a three months’ trip by 
a single collector; from one small district on Long Island, about 
70,000 birds were brought to New York in four months’ time. ‘In 
.New York, one firm had on hand, Feb. 1, 1886, 200,000 skins. But 
the supply is not limited by domestic consumption. ‘ American’ 
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bird-skins are sent abroad. ‘The great European markets draw 
their supplies from all over the. world. In London there were sold 

in three months from one auction room 404,464 West Indian and 

Brazilian bird-skins, and 356,389 East Indian birds. In Paris 100,- 
000 African birds have been sold by one dealer in one year. One 
New York firm recently had a contract to supply 40,000 skins of 
American birds to one Paris firm.” 

These are startling figures, and should arrest the attention of 
those of the fairer sex who encourage, by wearing the feathers of 

dead birds, the frightful destruction thus going on in our own and 

other countries, It is earnestly to be hoped that the noble efforts 
of the American Humane Society and its various branches through- 
out the country, for the preservation’ of the feathered songsters 
-from the ruthless. hands of the hunter who caters to the vitiated tastes 

of capricious and imperious’ fashion, ‘will be effectual, and that the; 
time will come when the wanton killing of a bird or the despoiling 
of its nest by either man or boy, for any purpose, will not only be 
considered disreputable, but be punished by severe legal penalties. 

Fic, 1586.—European Goal-Sucker. : 

Feeds upon cockchafers and moths, . 
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EXPERIENCE WITH MAMMITIS.” 

The subject of this paper will be understuod by most veterinary practitioners, 

and I believe it is one which is very difficult of treating satisfactorily, especially for 

the owners of dairy cattle, and is known as mastitis, mammitis, caked bag, garget, 

and sundry vague terms. It is an acute inflammation of the mammary gland, or 

‘* udder.” : 

The disease is due to the most diverse causes,—lactation is the principal pre- 

disposing cause,—-and appears immediately before or soon after parturition; some- 

times it is the result of external injuries, such as blows, or injuries caused while milk- 

ing, as well as many others too numerous to mention. One other common cause is 

overstocking, which consists in the preparation of the cow for show or market, by 

allowing her to go unmilked until the udder becomes enormously distended with 

milk, and which is done to give the gland a fine appearance ; at times it again arises 

through not whorauehly milking dry, the milk remaining in the gland, and acting as 

an irritant. 

My experience hag been mainly j in. cow-sheds which were in a filthy condition, 

and I am satisfied that mammitis is due to putrid infection, and believe that the ma- 

jority of cases are of septic origin. Much could be said on this subject, but experi- 

ence is better than theory, as a specific treatment will give good results ; my views 

‘have been, and are now, that in the majority of cases mammitis is ney a form of 

erysipelas of the quarters of the mamme. 

The disease rarely attacks the whole gland, but. is usually confined to one or two 

quarters; the affected parts are hot, hard, swollen, tender, and red ; the skin is tense 

and shining ; the quarter is enlarged, hard, and sensitive to manipulation; some 

parts feel lumpy, from the presence of coagula; by stripping or mulsion of the teat a 

rose-tinted fluid is obtained, with strings of clotted milk, and usually mixed with 

blood: 
The constitutional symptoms depend upon the severity of the attack, the disease 

often being ushered in with rigors; the bowels are usually costive, and at other 

times unusually loose, the muzzle more or less dry, appetite slightly impaired, pulse 

quickened, together with general fever. 

The prognosis, as given in text-books, is generally unfavorable, and for the first 

few years of my experience the treating of the disease was most certainly discour- 

aging. I resorted to all authors, where mention was made in their work, and fol- 

lowed their treatment, and invariably the quarters of the cow affected were lost for 

the season; I finally resorted to homeopathy, and treated with their specific phyto- 

lacea decandra, or poke root, but with no better results ; ointments of various kinds 

*Read before the New York State Academy of Veterinary Science and Comparative Pa- 
thology, by the late Charles A. Meyer, D. V. a 
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were applied, until finally I gave up all hopes of ever finding a remedy, and refused 
to treat any more affected cows—those to whom I was called I sdvised the owners 

to sell for slaughter. 

In the spring of 1882, while pleuro- pneumonia was raging. quite severely, I was 

again called into cattle practice, and came across odd cases of mammitis. I read 
more deeply, and thought still stronger that there must be some relief for these ani- 

mals, and finally came to the conclusion that there might be a possibility that the dis- 

ease might be erysipelas, per se. As ferri sesqui chloridum is a specific in human 

medicine, why should nota mineral tonic in cattle be a specific ag well? I set 

‘about treating some cases, and gave directions to give one powder, dissolved. in water, 

ter in die; to strip the cow every hour or two, to hand-rub the gland with soft soap, 

and to make’ a poultice of bran and soft soap, to be applied hot, and to keep chang- 

ing every hour for six to eight hours; after this to bathe the gland with hot soap 

water three times a day, and during intervals to apply the soap to the affected parts. 

The question then arose, where to get the soft soap. I said, “Make it. Pearline 
powder will make the best I know of, and is easy of application.” About thirty-six 

to forty-eight hours after the treatment had been used, orders came to my office: 

‘‘Need not call; cows are all right.” 

My fee had not been paid, and I naturally thought: ‘‘Well, I will see who has 

the cases now.” I called, was treated rather cool, when the first party said: ‘‘ Well, 

the cows are all right.” “Well,” was my reply,. ‘I called to satisfy myself ; don’t 

have any fear, this visit costs you nothing. I came to collect my fee, as it is not 

much, and to satisfy myself that the cows are well.” Iwas shown into the shed, 

and, sure enough, my patients were nearly well, giving their full quantity of milk, 

and ‘looking healthy. Since then my success has been the same, and under this 

treatment have yet to see a case where failure is the reply, with this treatment. 

The only other remedy used internally was and is the following: — 

BR Mf 
Cupri. sulph............. eee VanaMiee ona dui ta atures = 2 oz. 
Nucis‘vomlem: .i-5, 52 vis vasine vane ee eeey tees Le RS wee as Be 1} oz. 

M. ft. pulv. No. 12. Dissolved in water. 

One to be given three times.a day. 

There are many forms of the disease spoken of, and it is very difficult to differen- 

tiate between them. I have used the same treatment before parturition, and when 

the calf was born - did the stripping, and my results were always very satisfactory. 

HUMAN REMEDIES. 
These prescriptions have been proved so valuable that they are given a 

place here. 

; CURE FOR TAPE-WoRM. 

My symptoms while harboring a tape-worm were most noticeably a depression 

of mind, caused, I suppose, by weakness for which I could see no cause (not then 

knowing its existence). Had a good appetite—not at all inordinate, only I would 

have a desire to eat within two hours after a good meal. I on weaker daily, it 

seemed to me ; in fact, I was starving. 

Cure.—I bought about two quarts of pumpkin seeds, peeled them, pounded 

the meats fine in a mortar; took a teacup half full, added water to make it the con- 
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sistency of a thick gruel, and ate it with my breakfast and dinner. The third dose 

prought the ‘‘varmint,” though I persisted in taking three more doses, 80 as to be 

sure to get away the head and neck, which was about the size of a darning-needle. 

Unless that came away, it would grow again. The dose above named will cause 
gome pain as a physic, but it is in no way dangerous. It is.a poison only to worms. 

SAMUEL B. MORSE, 

6th Aud. Office, Treas. Dep't. Pr 

Washington, D. C. 

CURE FOR HEADACHE. 

Ferrocyanate of quinine, 60 grains; valerianate zinc, 20 ‘grains; solid extract 

hyoscyamus, 20 grains. Make into 20 pills. Take one pill three times a day, be- 

fore meals, for three days ; then stop three days, unless it is about time for the re- 

turn of the headache; in that case, keep right on with the pills, These pills are 

harmless, and are both tonic and nervine. 

This perscription was given to a patient by one of the leading physicians of the 

county. It was obtained, by the’ author, of Grandine & Hinman, druggists, Battle 

Creek, Mich. They state that it is above price. A large number of cases cured by 
it are referred to by them. 

To Cure FITs. 

Put as much valerian root and: the castor, or wart, from a horse’s leg (which is 

to be cleaned and cut into small pieces), as will be digested, in a pint of whisky. 

Dose: three teaspoonfuls a day, and repeated until a cure is effected. A son of 

. Mr. Hoyer’s, of Shelby, Niagara County, N. Y., twelve years old, was subject to ter- 

rible fits, being in a fit sometimes, Mr. Hoyer stated, for two hours. Dr. Failing, of 

Royaltown, next town, obtained the above remedy in Canada, which cured the boy 

in six months. Mr. Henderson, hotel keeper of Otisco, N. Y., claimed to have been 
cured by this prescription; also three others met by the writer in Central New York. 

To Stop Hair FALLING Our. 

The following has proved a valuable remedy. 

Fill a bottle with lobelia roots and stems, and cover well with good whisky, and 

let stand until digested; then strain off the liquor and add any scent desirable. Wet 

the hair, rubbing well into the scalp with the fingers once a day for a week or two, 
Tepeating afterward as may be found necessary. 

Years ago the writer’s hair was falling out rapidly ; being noticed by a stranger, 
he advised the above dressing, saying his hair was falling out rapidly, and it not 
only stopped falling out, but had grown in thick by this’ remedy,' and he would war- 
rant it to do so in my case. . It was immediately used as directed, with the most sat- 
isfactory results. 

Years afterward his hair commenced falling out again; about what would be’ 
supposed an equivalent of the tincture of lobelia was used; a little castor oil -was 
added, scented with bergamot, and used as a dressing; the effect seemed to be the 
same as before. 

} 
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PART FIRST. 
Abnormal presentations, 611. 
Acidity of stomach, 534. 
Acute indigestion, 585. 
Adams, Dr., on bots, 516. 
Adaptation in domestic animals, 28. 
Adhesive plaster, a good, 572. 
Age, how to tell, 313. 
Amaurosis, 586. ~ 
Anasarca, 589, 
Anchylosis of bones, 411. 
Arab horses, docility of, 27. 
Arnd horse, 242. 
Ascaris, 509. 
Ascaris mystax, 511. 
‘Ascites, 587, ; 
Attention in care of horse, 408. 
Azoturia, 524. 

4 

BBack, teaching to, 93, 119. 
Back tendons, sprain of, 549. 
Bad to bridle, 181. 
Bad to shoe, 209. 

Confirmed in the habit, 215. 
Instances of, 213. 
Will not stand, 201 

Balking, 193. 
Double, 202. . 
Illustrations of, 206. 
Medicine, .196. 
Regular treatment, 198. 
Restless, 199. ~ 
Best treatment, 205. 
Starting the pelker, 196. 

Balls, giving, 621. 
Bellows Falls horse, 220. 
Belly, dropsy of, 687. 
Biting while grooming, 181. 
Bit, “ W,” or breaking, 88. 

Four- , 94, 175. 
Half-moon, 97. 
Spoon, 98. 

Bitting, 111. 
Bitting rig in training mouth, 110. 
leeding, 626. 
lind Billy, 275. 

Blinders, 255. 
A cause of injury, 256. 
When to use, 128. 

Representative cases, 258. 

Blistering for spavin, 419. 
Blisters, 613. 

Blood, circulation of, 401. 
Bloody urine, 519. 
Bog spavins,' 428. 
Bone, anchylosis of, 411. 

Caries of, 412. 
Necrosis of, 413. 

Bones of the feet, 331. 
Bonner, Robert, evlogy on, 830. 
Bony enlargement, 414, 
Bots, 518. 
Bowels, inflammation ot, 502. 
Breaking a horse to lead, 101. 

Halter-pullers, 101. 
| Breaking bit, 88, 191. 

Breaking down, 554. 
In breaking balkers, 105. 

Breeding, 296, 
Care of the mare, 208. 

Bridle, war, 81, 107. 
First form, 81. 
Details of its application, 82. 
Second form, 84. ~ 
Double draw hitch form, 85. 
Secret, of using, 87. 

Bridle, patent, 99, 189, 206, 225. 
Broken knees, 562. 
Broken wind, 466. 
Bronchitis, 478, 492. 
Bronchocele, 471. 
Brookville horse, 150. ' 
Bruises, 548, - 
Bruise of the sole, 540.. 

Of the cheeks, 575. 
Burrs, use of, 254. 

Calks, 540. 7 
Serious case of, 542. 

Canker, 547. 
Capped hock, 430. 2 
Care of mare in breeding, 298. 

In going round a horse, 239. 
Carelessness in shoeing, results of, 536. 
Caries of bone, 412. 

Of tooth, 322. 
Carrots, 2 good laxative, 308. 
Cast in stall, 272.’ 
Castration, 608. ' 
Cataract, 586. 
Catarrh, 453. 
Cathartics, 625. 
Catarrhal fever, 473. 
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Causes of injury, 382, 
Caustics, 630. 
Character spoiled by rough treatment, 234. 
Check, overdraw, 173. 
Checking and blinders, 246. 

Cruelty of, 246. 
Tlustrative cases, 252. 

Cheeks, cuts or bruises on, 575, 
Chronic cough, 464. 

Founder, 449, 
Rheumatism, 630. 

Circulation of blood, 401. 
Cleveland horse; 149. 
Clicking, 379. 
Clinching down nails, 347, 
Colic, 493. 

Spasmodic, 495, 
-Flatulent, 498. 

_ Collar galls, 605. 
Colt, hitching the, 128. 

: Colt training, 106. 
Congestion of lungs, 476, 480. 
Constipation, 508. 
Contraction, its cure, 351. 
Cooking food, 309, 
Cord used for war bridle, 82, 

Corns, 369. 
Cough, chronic, 464. 
Counter-irritants, 613. 
Cow, to lead a, easily, 274. 
Cracked heels, 597, 599. 
Crack, quarter, 365. 
Crescent shoes, 390, 
Cribbing, how to break the habit, 266. 

Gross’s device for, 267. 
Throat-strap for same, 267. 
French method of, 269. 

Cropping and docking, 247. 
Curb, 427, 
Cuts or wounds, 568. 
Cuts on cheeks, 575. 
Cyatitis, 518. 

Dexter, routine of care df, 310, 
‘Diabetes, 517. 
Diaphragm, spasmodic action of, 531, 
Diarrhea, 506. 
Dick Christian, secret of, 43, 
Diseases and their treatment, 401, 
Diseases of the bones, 411. 

Eye, 579. 
Feet, 536. 
Lungs, 476. 
Nervous system, 520. 
Skin, 592, 

Dislocation of patella, 566, 
Diuresis, 517. 
Division of the tendon, 606. 
Docking, 247. 
Double balking, 202. . 
Driving in harness, 118. 

Without reins, 285. 
Driving nails, methods of, 345. 
Dropsy of belly, 587. 

Elbow, tumor on, 604. 
Embrocations, 628. 
English method of driving nails, 845. 
Enlargement, bony, 414. 
Epizootic, 473, 
Equestrianism, 286. 

Beneficial to -health, 293. 
Excessive fear, its effects, 180. 
Exostosis, 414, 
Eye, diseases of, 579. 

Inflammation of, 581, 

False ring-bone, 426, 
Farcy, 459. 
Fear, 130. 

Of rattle of wagon, 185. 
Top carriage, 136. 
Threshing-machine, 138. 
Robe, 139. 
Umbrella or parasol, 141. 
Sound of a gun, 141. 
Objects while riding or SrvAns, 138. 
Hogs and dogs, 142. 
Railroad cars, 142. 
Jumping out of shafts, 136. 
Insanity, 143. — 

Feeding and watering, 307. 
a Effects of overfeeding, 307. 

Mr. Bonner’s system of, 310. 
Feet, 298. 

Bones of, 330. 
Kind of in good breeders, 298. 

Fetlock, sprain of, 555. 
Filaria, 510. 
Firing, 420. " ' 

Pyro-puncturing process, 423, 
First method of subjection, 52: 
Fissure in the toe, 369. 
Fistula of withers, 575. 
Flatulent colic, 498. 
Fleming on paring and rasping, 885. 
Foaling, 611. 
Follow by the whip, 275. 
Fomentations, hot, 616. 
Food, cooking the, 309, 
Foot, the, 536. 

Accidents and injuries of, 586. 
Lameness, 538, 

Foot-strap, 101. 
Founder, 441. 
Foundered horses, shoeing, 381. 
Four-ring bit, 175, 188. 
Fractures, 565. 
Frog-pressure, 352. ‘ 

Gadfly, 513, 
Galls, collar and saddle, 605, 
Gallupville horse, 164. 
Gamgee, Prof., on quittor, 544. 
Getting cast in stall, 272. 
Glanders and farcy, "459, 
Glass-eye, 586. 
Glass, stepping on, 536. 
Gross’s device for curing cribbing, 267, . 

+ 
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Graveling, 539. 
Grease 600. 
Great Barrington balking case, 206, 

Hialf-moon bit, 97, 186. 
Haltering, simple way of, 115. 
Halter-pulling, 101, 222. 

Instances of, 224, 
Hamill, Prof., on tip shoeing, 385, 
Harnessing, Kicking while, 179. 
Headstrong stallions, treatment for, 285. 
Heaves, 466. 

’ Heels, opening the, 360. 
Weak, 874. 

Hen lice, 595. 
sesso horse, 234, 

8, 597. 
Hetrick horse, 149. 
High checking, 248. 
Hind feet, to shoe, 348. 
Hip lameness, 559. 
Hip strap, 174. 
Hitching a colt, 128. 

To wagon, 121. 
To stand without, 231. 

Hives, 593. 
Hoof-ointment, 600. 
Horseback riding, 286. 
Horse distemper, 457. 

- Hot fomentations, 616. 
Hydrothorax, 490. 

Idiopathic tetanus, 529, 
Indiana stallion, 148. 
Indigestion, 534. 

Acute, 535: 
Inflammation of bowels, 502. 

Bladder, 518. 
Brain, 520. 
Eyes, 581. 
Feet, 536. 
Kidneys, 516. 
Lungs, 488. 
Os pedis, 452. 
Veins, 590. 

Influenza, 473. 
Injury, special causes of, 382, 
Injuries to the tongue, 574. 
Insanity, 143. a 
Interfering, 378. 

Jennings, Dr., on caries of teeth, 463. 
Jumping out of shafts, 136. 

Over fences, 273. 

Kickers in stall, 176. 
Switching, 170. 
Runaway, 124. 

Kicking; 148. 
Common causes of, 151. 
Cows, 273. 
Tilustrative cases, 148. 
In stall, 271. 
While harnessing, 179. 

Methods of subjection. - 

Kicking-straps, 171. 
Kiss, teaching to, 279. j 
Knees, broken, 562. 
Knuckling over, 561. 

Ladies riding, 298. 
Lameness, navicular-joint, 432, 556, 

Foot, 538. 
Hip, 559. 
Shoulder, 556. 
Stifie-joint, 567. 

_ Laminitis, 441. 
Dr. Meyer's treatment of, 446, 
Dr. Shepard’s, 447. 
Dr. Hamill’s, 448. 

Lampas, 591. 
Lancaster horse, 150. 
Laryngitis, 455, 
Lead, breaking a horse to, 101. 
Lead a cow easily, to, 274. 
Leaning over, 221. 
Leveling feet for shoeing, 339. 
Lie down, teaching to, 279. 
Liniments, 629. 
Lock-jaw, 528. 
Lowering vitality,’ 39. 
Lugging, 190. » 
Lumbricoides, 512. 
Lungs, congestion of, 480. 
Lymphangitis, 532. 

Mlad staggers, 520. 
Maine man’s method with balkers, 197, 
Mallenders, 605. 
Mammitis, Appendix, 472. 
Mange, 593. 
Mansfield mare, 149. 
Mare, care of in breeding, 298. 
Mc Beth, Dr., on spinal meningitis, 525. 
Me Bride, Prof,, on check-rein, 254. 
Mc Lellan, Prof., on tip shoeing, 337, 
Megrims, 522. 
Meningitis, spinal, 524. 
Metastasis, 520. 

First, 52. 
Second, 61. 
Third, 71. 

‘Monday morning leg,’ 533, 
Mouth, training of, 110. 

Controlling, 188, 
Sore, 575. 

Mud fever or scratches, 597. 
Mule, treatment of, 263. 

For saddle gall, 265, 

Nailing, 343. 
Clinching down, 34%, 

Nails, driving in deep, 586, 
|, Nails, stepping on, 586. 
Nasal gleet, 471. 
Navicular-joint lameness, 432, 556, 

| Necrosis of bone, 413. 
Neglect of horses when hitched, 261. 
Nervous system, diseases of, 520. 
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Nettle rash, 593. 
Norwalk horse, 150. 

Qbdjects, fear of, 138. 
Objections in stabling, 302. 
Ointmente, 572. 

, Hoof, 600. 
Opening the heels, 360. . 

Quarters, Roberge’s method, 362. 
Open joint, 562. 
Ophthalmia, 581. \ 

Specific or periodic, 583. 
Osmer on shoeing, 387. 
Overdraw check, 173. 
Overloading, 207. 
Overreaching, 379, 548. 
Oxyures, 510. 

Painesville horse, 192. 
Paralysis, 527. 

Partial, 524. 
Parasites, 509, 
Paring foot, evils of, 390. 
Parturition, 611. 
Patella, dislocation of, 566. 

‘ Patent bridle, 99, 189, 206, 225. . 
Pawing in stall, 271. 
Peditis, 452. 
Penis, injuries and diseases of, 610. 
Pennington horse, 235. 
Perforans tendon, strain of, 556. 
Performing blind horse, 284. 
Peritonitis, 533. 
Phlebitis, 590. 
Phlebotomy, 626. 
Phrenitis, 520. 
Physical power, resorting to, 38. 
Physicking, 623. 
Pink-eye, 475. | 
Plaster, a good adhesive, 572, 
Pleurisy, 476, 486. 
Pneumonia, 483. . 

Typhoid, 491. 
Poling a horse, 117. 
Poll-evil, 578. 
Poultices, 618. ' 
Prairie hay as food, 807. 
Prescriptions and recipes, 635. 
Presentations, abnormal, 611. 
Pricking in shoeing, 349, 536. 
Princess, her feet, 329. 
Principles of treatment, 32, + 
Profuse staling, 517. 
Putney horse, 149. 
Pulling upon one rein, 190. 
Pulse, the, 619. 
Pyrd-puncturing process, 423. 

Qualities for management of horse, 49. 
Quarter-crack, 365, ~ 
Quittor, 543. 

Railway cars, fear of, 142. 
Recipes and prescriptions, 635. 

. Ravenna colt, 150. 
Reins, driving without, 285, 
Retention of urine, 519. 
Rheumatism, 630. 

Acute, 632. 
Chronic, 6383. 

Riding horseback, 286. 
Rigs for throwing, 52. 
Ring-bone, 425. 

False, 426. 

Ring-worm, 596. 
Vesicular, 597. 

Roaring, 469. 
Robe, fear of, 139. 
Roberts horse, 233, 
Rolling motion a 364, 
Rowels, 628. 
Rucking, 349. 
Running away, 183. 
Running back in stall, 230. 

\ 

Saddle and collar galls, 605. 
Saddle gall in mules, 265. 
Sallenders, 604. 
Sand-crack, 369. 
Scratches, 597, 599. 
Secret of Dick Christin) 43. 
Seedy toe, 539. 
Setons, 627. “t 

| Shafts, jumping out of, 136. 
Sheath, foulness of, 610, 
Shoe, the rolling motion, 364. 
Shoeing, 329. 

Foundered horses, 381, 
Hind feet, Vie 
Nailing, 343, 
Pricking and riniigi 349. 
Tips or thin shoes, 334, 
Trimming, 338. 

Shoulder galls, 605. 
Lameness, 556. 
Tumor on, 602. 

Side-bone, or false ring-bone, 426, 
Sinuses, 570. 
Skin, diseases of, 592. 

Ointment for, 600. 
Skull, injuries to, 520. 
Sleepy staggers, 520. 
Sole, bruises of, 540. 
Sore throat, 455. 
Sore mouth, 575. 
Spasmodic colic, 495, 
Spasmodic action of the diaphr 581. 
Spavin, 417. oe 

Bog, 428. 
Special causes of injury, 382. 
Spinal meningitis, 524. 
Splent, or splint, 415. 
Spoiled’ by fright, 182, 
Spoon bit, different forms of, 186. 
Sprains, bruises, ete., 548. 
Sprains of back tendons, 549, 

Of fetlock, 555. 
of perforans tendon, 556, 
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Stabling, 301, 
Stables, ventilation of, 308. 
Staling, profuse, 517. 
Staggers, 520. 
Stallions, 232. 

Fred Arnd horse, 242, 
Indiana stallion, 148. 
Jet, 289. 
Herman horse, 284. 
Lancaster horse, 150. 
Roberts horse, 238. 
Treatment for headstrong, 285. 

Standing without hitching, 231. 
Starting the balker, 196. 
Stepping on nails, glass, etc., 536. 
Stifle, 566. 
Stifie-joint lameness, 567,, | 
Stomach, the, 534. 

Acidity. of, 534. 
Strangles, 457. . 
Stringhalt, 530. 
Strongyli, 510. 
Stumbling, 381. 
Subjection, first method, 52. 

Natures that will not bear it, 60. 
Instructions for throwing, 55. 
Second method, 61. 
Third method, 71. 

Submission, signs of, 75. \ 
Sun-stroke, 523. 
Superpurgation, 506. . ‘ 
Surfeit, 592. 
Sutures, 571. 
Sweeney, 558. 
Swelled legs, 589. 
Switching kickers, 170. 
Synovial membrane, danger of cutting in 

throwing, 101. 
, 1 

'Tape-worm, 510. 
Teaching a sullen ¢olt to-lead, 126. 

To follow by the whip, 275. 
' To lead with the whip, 128. | 
To lie down, 279. 
To stop instantly, 92. 
To tell his age, 277. 

Teeth, the, 318. 
Telling the age by, 318 

Tender-bitted, 273. 
‘Tendong, back, sprain of, 549. 

Division of, 606. 
Tenotomy, 605, 606. 
Tent, dressing with, 569. 
Teres lumbrici, 509. 
Tetanus, 528. 

Idtopathic, 529. 
Traumatic, 529. 

‘Throai-strap to cure cribbing, 967. 

Thorough-pin, 428. 
Thrombus, 591. 
Throwing, rigs for, 52. 

Instructions for, 55. 
Danger in throwing forcibly, 101. 

Thrush, 546. 
Thumps, 531. 
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Tips or thin shoes, 384. 
Toe, fissure in, 369. 
Tommy, the throwing pony, 288. . 
Tongue, injuries to, 574. 
Tracheotomy, 628. 
Training with common halter, 107. 

To lead with whip, 128. 
To handle the feet, 108. 
The mouth, 110. 

Treads, 540. 
Treatment for very vicious horses, 219. 

For very vicious stallions, 237, 
For headstrong stallions, 235. 

Tricks, teaching, 275. 
Trichocephalus dispar, 510. 
Trimming for,shoeing, 338. 
Trocar and canula, 501. . 
‘Tumor on shoulder, 602. 

On point of elbow, 604, 
Tympanitea, 498. 
Typhoid pneumonia, 491. 

Umbrella, fear of, 141. 
. Upper jaw bit, 94. 
Urine, bloody, 519. 

Retention of, 519. 
Urticaria, 593. 

Weins, inflammation of, 590. 
Ventilation of stables, ‘303. \ 
Vertigo, 522. 
Vesicular ring-worm, 597. 
‘Very vicious horses, treatment of, 219, 285, 

237, + 

‘War bridle, 81. 
Details of its application, 82. 
Double draw hitch form, 85. 
In colt training, 107, 118. 
In treatment of kickers, 176. 
Secret of using, 87. ~ 
With breaking rig, 105.. 

Watering, 811. 
Water in the chest, 490.. 
Weak heels, 374. : 
Weed, 532. 
Whip, kind of to use, 229, 
Wild Pete, 144. 
Will not back, 190, 
‘Will not stand, 201. 
‘Wind-broken, 466: : 
Wind-sucking, 269. 
Wind-galls, 430. ‘ 
Withers, fistula of, 575. 
“Ww,” or breakfng- bit, 88. 

i Point of its use, 92, 
Worms, 509. 

' Symptoms of, 510. ° 
Wounds, 668. 

Incised, 569. 
Punctured, 571. 

” 

Yard, foulness of, 610. 
Yoautt on colic, 497. 
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Abdominal hernia, 789. Beecher, Rev. H. W., eloquent sermon in 
Abortion in cattle, 836. behalf of birds, 1109. 

In sheep, 929. ‘| Beef-eater, African, 1108. 
_ Abscess of lungs, 763. Beetle, flea, 1104. 

In swine, 968. Rose, 1104. 
Section of, 763. Bird-louse, 1063. 

Acute dysentery, 785. Birds, a plea for the, 1107. 
Aerator, milk, 693. Black tongue, 734. 
_After-pains in ewes, 929 Blain, 734. 
Afghan fat-tailed sheep, 868, 873. Blanchard churn, 701. 
African beef-eater, 1108. Bladder, inflammation of, 897. 
After-birth retained, 824. Protrusion of, 800. 
Albuminuria, -795. ' Stone in, 897. : 
Albuminoids in food, 656. Blood, diseases of, 899. 
Alsace nose-ring, a lied, 851. Bloodhound, 1047. 
American procris, 1104. Blood-striking, 906. 
Anzmia in cattle, 741. Blood-sucker, 1063. 

In sheep, 899. Bloody murrain, 732. 
In swine, 969. Bloody round-worm, 1059. 

Angina, 939. Bloody urine ‘in cattle, 796. 
Anthrax in cattle, 732, 734. In sheep, 901. 

In sheep, 906. Blue-bottle fly, 912. 
In swine, 936, 938. Blue disease, 945. 

Ant-thrush, short-tailed, 1112. Bodkin-tailed round-worm, 1059. 
Aphtha, epizootic, 737. Bordered round-worm, 1058. 
Apiary of A. I. Root, 1067. Bowels, inflammation of, 1055. 

Cogswell, 1068. Brahma fowls, 990. 
Rice, 1070. water, "901. 
Phel; ps, 1071. es fle in sheep, selection of, 886. 

Apopleny i in cattle, 801. Bronchitis in cattle, 759. 
n swine, 961. Verminous, 812. 

Splenic, 736. In sheep, 894. 
Parturient, 832. In poultry, 1020. 

Apple-tree borer, 1097. ; i Budding fruit, 1090. 
Apple-trées, insects-injurious to, 1096. Buffalo,’ cross with American cattle, 660. 
Approach-grafting, 1094. Bullard’s oscillating churn, 701. 
Argali, 878, 879.. Bull-dog, 1045. 
Arteries of stomach, 771. “ Bull- Ops e applied to nose, 776. 
Ascaris mystax, 1060. Bumble-foot, 1021 
Ascites, 899. . Butter-making, 686. 
Aseels, 997. f Jars, 705: 
Asthenic hematuria, 746. > Marketing, 704... 
Asthma, 766 Working, 701. 
‘A feraes sheep, 876, 878.. Salting, 708... 
Augeron hog, 966. Workers, 708. 
Auscultation, 752. 
Ayrshire bull, 649. | Cachexia, 899. 

Heifer, 688. Calculus, 897. 
Calf-louse, 812. '- 

Bacteridien, 732, Calves, raising, 662. 
Bandage, many-tailed, 859. Feeding, 666. 
Bandaging udder, 740. ‘Freatent of, 841. 
‘Bark-louse, 1103. Calving, 662. 
Barns, dairy, 673. Time of, 664, 
Barrel churn, horizontal, 701. Treatment in, 664. 
Bee-culture, 1065. Cancerous ulcers, 748. 
Bees, physiology of, 1070. Canker of foot, 931. 

ee orders of, 1066. Canker worms in fruit, 1100. 
Formation of eggs, 1071. Canula, application of, 765. 
Pasturage, 1077. Caponizing fowls, 1029. 
(Buses 5 is ae 1082, : Caseine in relation to butter, 654. 
Hives, 10: Precipitation of, 681. 
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Cashmere goat, 869, 874, 
Castration, 930. 
Catarrh, in cattle, 753. 

In sheep, 893. 
In swine, 954, 961. 
In poultry, 1021. 

Catheter, 794. 
Cattle, breeds of, 648. 

Diseases of, 721. 
Cat-flea, 1063. 
Charblais bull, 684, 

Cow, 687. 
Charbon, i in cattle, 732 

In sheep, 906, 
Tn swine, 936. 

Charbonous fever, 732, 
Cholera, 1022. 

‘So-called, 944. 
Cheese-making, 706. 

Presses, 713. 
Hoops, 714. F 
Factories, 715. ‘ 

Chester hits pig, 958, 
ee ers ieee 
Chiff-chaff, 110 
Chigger, era 
Chinese hog, 941. 
Chlorine gas, apparatus for generating, 861. 

For preparing, 862. 
wants gtis : a 

ronic dyspepsia, 1 
Churning, 697. 
Churns, 698, 699, 700, 701. 
mee wooden, 789. 

air ie 1101. 
Ccenurus of sheep, 916, 917. 

Cerebralis, 900. 
Colds and cough, 962. 
Colic, 841. 
Constipation, in sheep, 895. 

In swine, 962. 
In dogs, 1055. 

Consumption in cattle, 748. 
) In poultry, 1022. 

Contagious enteric fever, 729. 
Cooley's creamer, 695. 
Cotswold sheep, 876, 877. 
Cotyledons, 824. 
Cough and colds, 962. , L 
Cow, points of, 643, 

; Cows, treatmentof during gestation period, 664. 
‘Cow-pox, 739. 
Cramps, 1022. 
Cream, raising of, 686. 

Apparatus, 695. 
Cretan, or Wallachian sheep, 871, 874, 
Crevecceurs, 987. 
Crop-bound, 1023. 
Croup, 841. 
Curentio, plum, 1103. 
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- Curd breakers, 710. 

Dachshund, 1052. 
Dairy barn, "model, 673. 
Dairy interest, importance of, 643. 

arms, 673. 
Dangerous. catile, device for controlling, 852, 

- Danish dog, 10 
’ Danubian goose, 2 998. 
Debility, 1023. 
‘Delivery milk-cans, 716. ' 
Delwart’s truss, 827. 
_Dermanyssus avium, 1064. 
‘ Dermatocoptes,, 812. 
Devon caitle, 650. : 
Diabetes, 793. 
‘Diarrhea in cattle, 784, 

In calves, 842. 
In sheep, 895. 
In pene cen 

oultry, J U 
In ae 1054. , 

Dingo, 1033. 
Diseases of catile, 721. 

Of sheep, 891. 
Of swine, 933. 
Of poultry, 1020. 
Of dogs, 1053. 

Dishley sheep, 866, 872. 
Diphtheria in swine, 964, 

In poultry, 1024. | 
: Dipping sheep, 886.. 
Disinfection, 859. 
Distemper, 1054. 
Distention of rumen, 895. 
Docking, 931. 
Dogs, races of, 1031. 

Sort og-fighting, 
Dog-flea, 1063. 
Dog-tick, 923. . 

' Dorsetshire Pig, 952. 

Drenching a cow, 768, 
ie dF the cud, 782, 

Doe bee : 
Worms i in, 1029. 

Durham cow, short-horn, 733, 
Dysentery iti cattle, 785. 

In sheep, 895. 
‘In dogs, 1054. 

Dyepepia 782, 

‘Ear- -louse, dog, 1063, 

Pahinoeak = Pl hr 1029, orrynchus Polymorphus, 
Ecthyma, 905, 9 = 
ans 808. 
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Eczema, in cattle, 804. 
In sheep, 900. 

re bound, 1024. 
ps siology a Pas 

ubation, 1 
Le and peste 1001. 
Testing, 1011. 

Eggs of bees, 1070. 
Queen’s egg under microscope. 1071 

Egg-pr so ‘otectors, 1010. 
ge-testers, 1011. 

Egyptian goose, 998. 
Emphysema, 766. 
Emprosthotonos, 803. 
Enteric fever, 729. 
Enteritis, 787. 
Entozoa, 812. 
Epilepsy, in tort 801. 

‘3 swine, 
Epizootic tee 787. 

Epizootic catarrh in swine, 954, 
‘Escutcheon, milk, 646. 
Esquimau dog, 1043. 
Essex boar, 950. 

Pig, 951. 
Ticantinelied of pulse in ox, 724. 
Exmoor sheep, 877, 879. 
Extravasation, bloody, i in papille of skin 729. 

Fairlamb can, 694. 
Fardel-bound, 780. 
Feather-eating, 1024, 
Feeding, artificial, 656. 
Feeling the pulse, 932. 
Fetus of cow, 817, 818, 819. 
Fezzan sheep, 87 9, 880.” 
Filaria imitis, 1062. 

Strongylus, 915. 
Flanders bull, 669. 

Cow, 677. 
Flat-headed a ae poser, 1097. 
Flea-beetle, 11 
Flies, 808, B10, 811, 910, 911, 925, 926. 
Flooding, 82 
Fluke, 913. 
Fluke. disease, 913. 
Fodder or hay louse, 923. 
Food, conditions of giving to cattle, 652. 

"Regulation of, 657. 
Foods of various Kinds, ‘table of, 656. 

Nutritive foods for sheep, table of, 889. 
Foot and mouth disease in cattle, 787. 

In sheep, 904. 
Foot-rot, or foot-halt, 902. 

Foot-louse, 926. 
‘Foul in as 805. 

, 902. 
Fowls, tires 3 of, 983. 

ity of bones, 783. 
French boar, 960, 963. . 

Sow, 962, 965. 
French ox-harness, 853. 
Frizzled fowls, 991. 
Frost-bite, 1025. 
Fruit culture, 1087, 

Glad-fly, 808, 810, 811, 910, 911. 
Gags, wooden, 7 773, 

tron, 774. 

Giant ‘strongle, 1059. 
Gid, 916. 
Giddiness, 1025. 
Glos anthrax in cattle, 784. 

In swine, 938. 
Glossina morsitans, 925. 
Glossitis, 769. 
Goitre, 1056. 
Gonorrhea in cattle, 839. 

In sheep, 897. 
Goat, Cashmere, 869, 874. 

] Gout, 1025. 
Grafting, 1093. 
Grape-vine bark-louse, 1108, 

Flea-beetle, 1104. 
Grass, best food for cow, 657. 

When to cut, 668, 
Greyhound, 1046. 

Persian, 1046, 
Gullet, obstruction of, 778, 

Sacular dilatation of, 780. 
Gut-tie, 791. 

Hfematopinus vituli, 812. 
Eurysternus, 812. 

Hematuria, 746. 
,Hemorrhagica, pupura, 742.° 
Hair-worms, 921. 
Haier a sheets 875, 877. 
Hay-loader, 671, 672. 

At work, 67 3, 
Hay-making, 668. 
Hay-maker, 670, 671. 
Heart infested with measles, 814, 
Hereford cattle, 650. 
Hernia, abdominal, 789. 

Umbilical, 789, 
Of uterus, 838, 

Herpes, 804, 805. 
His land sheep, 869, 874, 
eps ovis, 924. 

and bull, 717. 
Cow, 727, 

Hollow-horn, or horn-ail, 742, 
Holstein vertical churn, 697. 
Honey extractor, 1079. 
Honey, liquid and comb, 1078. 

Storing and marketing, 1088. 
To prevent candying, 1084. 

Hooking, device to prevent, 852. 
Hoose, 812. 
Hoove, 895. 
Horn-ail, 742. 
Horse-rake, 671, 672. 
Houdan fowls, 986. 
House-fly, 912. 

‘ 
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Hoven in cattle, 770. 
In sheep, 895. 

Human remedies, Appendix, 1115, 
Human body-louse, 923. 

Head-louse, 924, 
Hunting-dog, 1034. 
Husk, 812. 
Hyena, brown, 1032. 
Hybrid bees, a to tell from pure Italians, 

Hydatids, 916, 917, 918. 
In brain of sheep, 917. 

Hydrophobia in sheep, 908. 
_ In dogs, 1057. 

Hypoderm, 1063. 
Hysterocele, 837, 838. 

Tex, 864. 
Ictero-verminous cachexia, 902. 
Impacted rumen, 774. 
Impaction of omasum, 780. 
Imported currant-worm, 1105. 
Incubation, natural process of, 1009. 

Artificial, 1012. 
Incubators, the Graves, 1013. 

The Halsted, 1014. ‘ 
The Boyle, 1015. 
The Tomlinson, 1016. 
The thermostatic, 1017. 
Hearson’s regulator, 1018, 

Indigestion in lambs, 896. 
Ta fovis, 1026. : 

Inflammation of the bladder in cattle, 799. 
In sheep, 897. : 
Of the bowels, 1055. 
Of the brain, 801. ~ 
Of the kidneys, 798. 
Of the lungs, 967. 
Of the mouth, 769. 

+ Of the tongue, 769. 
Of the’ udder, 839. 
Of the uterus, 828. 

Influenza, 901. 
- Interdigital canal, 903. 
‘Intestines, tape-worm in, 919. 
Inversion of the bladder, 800. 

Of the uterus, 825. 
Insects, organs of respiration of, 921, 

Injurious to fruit, 1096. 
Insolation, 901. 
Intestines of ox, 770. 
Irritation of vagina, 929. 
Ttch, 972. 

Bersey short-horn cow, 651. w. 2 

Hidneys of ox, 792. 
Koumiss, 719. 

Lamb-creep, 885. - 
Lambing, 927. | 
Lambs, extra feeding of, 885. 

Management of, 884. 
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Laryngitis, 756. , 
| Layering, 1093. a 

By elevation, 1093. 
Leicester sheep, 865, 872. 
Lesser pettichaps, 1107. 
Left side of cow laid open, 775. 
Leg-weakness, 1026. 
Leucorrhea, 835. 
Lice in cattle, 810. 

In pei 923, 924, 925, 926. 
In poultry, 1026. 

Light Brahma fowls, 990. 
Lincolnshire sheep, 875, 876. 
Linguatula serrata, 1062. 
Lithiasis, 799. 
Liver fiuke, 913. 
Liver rot in sheep, 913. 
Liver disease in poultry, 1027. 
Lobule of milk-gland, 679. 

Of mammary gland in woman, 680. 
‘Lock-jaw in cattle, 802. 

In sheep, 899. : 
Long-horn cattle, 650, 657, 658. 
Longford cheese-factory, 714. 
Loo, or low, 902. 
Lower jaw of cow in rinderpest, 728. 
Lucilia homnivorax, 925. 

. is abscess of in cattle, 763. 
swine, 968. 

Lymphatic gland, 772. 

Maggots, 912. 
Milignant gangrenous angina, 939. 

ustule, 732. 
Sore throat in cattle, 734: 
In swine, 946. 
Epizootic catarrh, 954. 

Mammary gland of woman, 680 
. Lobules of, 680. 

Mee Mes ak dix, 1114 . C. A. Meyer, on Appen . 
Man-eating fiy, 925. 
Mange in cattle, 810. 

n sheep, 921. 
In swine, 972. 
In dogs, 1064. 

Maw-bond, 774. ; 
McBeth, Dr. B. C., on inversion of uterus, 826. 
Measles in. cattle, 813. 

In swine, 974. 
Measly beef, 813. 
Meat-fly, 912. 
Medicine, how to administer, 723. 
Merino sheep, 871, 872, 874. 
Metritis, 828, 
Metro-peritonitis, 829. 
Meyer, Dr.C.A.,on mammitis, gieeaa ie 

On inversion of uterus, 825, 
On caponizing fowls, 1029. 

Milk, composition of, 680. 
Pure conditions of, 682. 
Danger of imparting disease, 683. 
Cooling and setting, 689-692. 
Delivery, 716... 
Milk secretion, 676, 
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Hints in regard to, 662. 
Season of, 664. * , 
Milking machines, 662, 

Milking-pails, 661... 
Milk-shelves, revolving, 689. 
Mirror-escutcheon, 646. 
Moufflon sheep, 878, 880. 
Mouth, injuries of, 768. 

Inflammation of, 769. 
Mowing machines, 670. 
Mally cattle, 651. 
Murrain, 906. 

; 1 

Nevus, section of, 750. 
’ Nephritis, 798. ’ ; 
Nervous debility in parturition, 802. 
Newfoundland dog, 1035. 
Nile goose, 996. 
Norfolk sheep, 874, 875. 
Nose-piece to prevent sucking, 666. 
Nose-clamps, 850. : 
Nose-punch, 851. 4’ 
Nose-ring, 850. ' 

Obstruction of gullet, 778. 
Oestrus bovis, 810. 
Omasum, impaction of, 780. 
Ophisthotonos, 803. 
Ophthalmia, 806. 
Oscillating churn, 699. 
Ostea sarcoma, 748, 
Ox, kidneys of, 792. 

Urinary apparatus of, 792. 
Urethral canal of, 793. 

Ox-louse, 812. 
Ox’s head, 722. 
Ox prepared for casting, 790. 

For bleeding, 833. 
Ox harness, French, 853. 

Travis, 850. 
Ox measle, 814. 
Oxyuris vermicularis, 1060. 
Oyster-shell bark-louse, 1098. 

Pan for setting milk, 689., 
Paralysis of hind quarters, 980. 
Paraphlegia, parturient, 900. 
Parasites, discoveries in, by microscope, 909. 

Their ravages, 1057. 
Parasitic diseases of cattle, 808. 

Of sheep, 909. 
Of swine, 970. 
Ot poultry, 1025. 
Of dogs, 1057. 
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Parturient apoplexy, 831, 832. 
Paraplegia, 900. 

Parturition, nervous debility in, 902. 
Pasturage, 882. 
Pair-tree twig-girdler,’ 1102. 
Peccary, 965. 4 
Pekin bantams, 995. ‘ 
Pendulum churn, 699. ‘ 
Peregourd hog, 967... 
Pentastomum denticulatum, 1062, 

Tenoides, 1062, « 
Peritonitis, 788. 
Pet dogs, 1052. 
Pfriemenschwantze, 1060. 
Phrenitis, 801. 
Sees eg a ‘ 
‘igmy Piculet, 1110. 

Piles, 969. 
Pining, 899. 
Pip, 1027. 

Playhice Dre L alysis of milk, 654. ayfair’s, Dr. Lyon, analysis o 
Plea for the lied, 1107. : 
Plethora, 741.. 
Pleurisy, 763. 
Pleuritis, 894. 
Pleuro-enteritis, 945. , 

Erysipelatous form, ‘946. 
Pleuro-pneumonia, 726. 
Pleurosthotonos, 803. ‘ 
Plexus of lymphatics, section of, 771. 
Plum-eurculio, 1103. 
Plymouth Rock fowls, 989. 

' Pneumonia in cattle, 761. 
In sheep, 894. 
In swine, 967,'- 

Poland-China pig, 959. 
Polish fowls, 990. 
Polled cattle, 651. 

Model polled bull, 659. 
Portable poultry-houses, 1003. 
Potato-cleaner, 980. 
Poultry, breeds of, 983. 

Feeding and marketing, 999. 
Architecture, 1003. 
Diseases of, 1020. 

Probang and gag, 773. 
Holding cow for passage of, 779. 

Protrusion of bladder, 800. + 

ura hemorrhagica, 742. 
Pyemia, 747. 
Pyramidal strainer, 694. 

Rabies in sheep, 908. 
“In dogs, 1057. . 

Rectangular churn, Whipple's, 700, 
Red mange, 1064. . 
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Red water in cattle, 746. 
In sheep, 901. 

Remedies, human, 1115, 
Renault’s truss, 829. 
Rennet, 681. 
Retained after-birth, 824, | 
Retention of urine in cattle, 793. 

‘In sheep, 897. 
Revolving milk shelves, 689. 
Revolving barrel churn, 698. 
Rheumatism in ‘cattle, 743. ° 

In sheep, 930. 
In poultry, 1027. 

Rickets, 783. 
“Rinderpest, 729. 
Ring-worm, 810, 813. 
Romney marsh sheep, 865, 872, 
Rose-beetle, 1104. - ‘ 
Rose-colored pastor; 1111. Oy 
Rot, 913. - 
Rot dropsy, 902, 
Round-headed ap pee borer, 1097, 
end roams 1059 
oup, 1027. 
oe a method of throwing the ox, 849, 
Rumen, distention of, 895. 

Impacted, 774. 
Rumenotomy, 776. 

Rumen exposed i in,, m7 7. 
Rumpless bantams, 991. . 

‘ 

Sactilar dilatation of gullet, 780. 
Salting butter, 703. 
Scab in sheep, 921, 922. 

In swine, 972. 
Scalpel, 758. 
Selerostoma | syogamus, 1025. 
Scolex of tape-worin, 919, 1061. 
Scours in calves, 784. 

In swine, 963. 
Sebastopol goose, 998. 
Schwartz system of milk cooling, 691. 

Swedish system, 690. 
Sediment in urinary canal, 897. 
Sebright fowls, 997. 
Septicemia, 747. 
Setter, 1051. 

Trish, 1052. 
Sharpenin, mower-knife, 671. 
Shearing sheep, 887. 

: ‘Bheep ‘reeds of, 863. 
Care and management, of, 881. 
‘Care and feeding in winter, 888, 
Profits of an investment in, 890. 
Selection of breeders, 886. 
Skeleton of, 891: 

ee hog and shearing, eer. 
is Sheap-b ug, 925. 

Shep! on dog,. 1041. 
Short-horn cattle, 648, 655. 
Short-tailed ant-thrush, 1112 
Silky fowls, 990. 
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Skeleton of cow, 721. 
Of sheep, 891. 
Of hog, 954. 
Of fowl, 1021. 

:, Of dog, 1053, 
Skin-louse, 1064; ee 
Skull of ram, 892. 

' Small-pox, 905. 
’ Snuffles, 961. 
So-called cholera, 944, 
Softening of the bones, 783. 

| Solary eeyihens, 901. 
Sore teats, 838, 

| Sore throat in cattle, 756. 
Malignan 

‘Southdown sheep, 867, 872, 1 
Splenic apoplexy, 736. 
Sprains, 932. 
‘Staggers, 966. 

| Stall for two cows, 675. 
St. Bernard dog, 1038. 
Steinbock, 864. 
Sthenic’ hematuria, 7 97. 
Stifle joint, injury of, 855. 
Stomach of ruminants, 769, 770. 

Arteries of, 771. 
Stomach- pe 831, 
Stone in ladder, 897. 
Strangulation of: anieetnes 791. 
Streamlet churn, 699.' ~ 
‘Strobile, 919. 

| Strongle, giant, 1059. 
Strongylus or strongula, 979. 
Sturdy, 916. 
Sucking, methods to prevent, 667. 
Suffolk sow, 955. 
Sulphuric’ aad &* apparatus for liberating, 

Sussex’ cattle, 856. 
Suture needles, 857, 859, 

. Sutures, 857. ; 
’ Swarming ‘of bees, 1072. | 

: Prevention of, 1075. 
| Swelled legs in fowls, 1025. 
| Swiss bull, 663. 

Cow, ‘665. 
| Syrian sheep, esr 874, 
Syringe, glass, ’7 

oidetne 759. 
' For wounds, 858. 

Tenia, 974, 
ee 919. 
Solium, 974: 
Echinococcus, 1061. 

Tamworth pig, 956. 
Tank for setting milk, 690. 
Tape-worm in cattle, 814, 

sheep, 919. 
In swine, 974. 
In eg 1061. 

Teat siphons, various forms of, 739. 
Teats, sore, 662. 
Tedding machine, 670. 
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Teeth of cattle, 844. 
Of sheep, 892. 
Of swine, 955. 

Terriers, 1051. 
Tetanus in cattle, 802. 

In sheep, 899. - 
Thread-strongle, 915. 
Throwing ox, methods of, 849. 
Ticks in sheep, 886. 
Tongue, inflammation of, 769. 

Paralysis of, 769. 
Tonics, 1028. 
Traumatic, albuminuria, 795, 
Trichina spiralis, 977. 
Trichinosis, 976. 
Trichocephalus dispar, 1060. 
Trichodectes of ox, 812. 
Trocar, 774, 
Truss for hernia, 789. 

Delwart’s, 827. 
Renault's, 829, 

Tsetse fly, 926. 
Tubercular consumption, 748, 
Tuberculosis, 748. | : 
Tumor on parotid glands, and on upper and 

lower jaw, 749, 750. 
Tumor cured by quack, 749. 

Turkeys, 998. ; 
d, as food, 657. Turnips, pulpe 

umes Sig ‘ 
ig-girdler, 1102. 

. Tympanites, "770. 

Udder of cow, 678. - 
od rabbit, “re 
andaging, 740. 

Described, 676, 
Inflammation of, 939. 
Lobule and milk ducts of, 678, 

Udders of good milkers, 682, 
_ Ulcers, cancerous, 748. 

‘ Umbilical hernia, 789. 
Unnatural presentations, 820,821. 

Halters for operation in, 822. 
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Urinary apparatus of ox, 792. 
Urine, retention of, 793. 
Incontinence of, 795. 

Operation forremovingurinefrom ox, 746. 
Uterus of cow, 824. - 

Wan Beneden on the tape-worm, 919, 
Variola vaccine, 739, 
Ventilation, 859. 
Vertical churn, 697, 698. 
Vesicles of mammary lobules, 681, 
Victoria churn, 698. 

Wallachian sheep, 871, 874. 
Wallikiki fowls, 994. 
Warragal, 1033. 
Washing sheep, 887. 
Water braxy, 901. 
Weighing can, 695. 
Weldon’s cream-raising apparatus, 696, 
Welsh sheep, 877, 879. 
Whipple’s rectangular churn, 700, 

| White comb, in fowls, 1028. 
Whites, 835. 
White scours, 896. 
Wild boar of Africa, 934, 

Of India, 935. 
Of Europe, 937. 

- Of Malacco, 939. 
Willow warblers, 1107. 
Wool, comparison of fibers, 874, 
Woolly louse of the apple, 1097. 
Wounds, incised, 857. 

Lacerated, 858. 
Punctured, 859. 
Contused, 859. 
In swine, 980. 

Wren, yellow, 1107. 
Golden-crested, 1108. 
Fire-crested, 1108. 

‘ 

Yellow wren, 1107. 
Yokohama, fowls, 989. 

Uremia, 745. ‘1 Yorkshire hog, 945, 946, 947. 
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APPENDIX A. 
- 

THE FARM. 

all the deficient elements in the soil should be added to it in 
sufficient quantities to develop fully and‘rapidly such crops 

as are sought from it. It becomes, then, a matter of the highest 

consequence to the farmer to understand not only what substances 

may be useful as manures, but also how to apply them in the best 

manner to his crops so far as they may be made profitable. 
_Barn-yard Manure.—The bulk, solubility, and peculiar tendency 

to fermentation of barn-yard manure, renders it a matter of no little 

study so to arrange it as to preserve all its good qualities, and apply 

it undiminished to the soil. A part of the droppings of the cattle 

are necessarily left in the pastures, or about the stacks where the ani- 
mals are fed ; though it is better, for various reasons, that cattle should 

never receive their food from the stack. The manure thus. left in 

the fields should be beaten up, and scattered with light, long- 
handled mallets, immediately after,the grass starts in the spring, 
and again before the rains in the autumn. With these exceptions, 
and the slight waste which may occur in driving cattle to and from 
the pasture, all the manure should be dropped either in the stables 
or in the yards. These should be so arranged that cattle may pass 
from one directly into the other; and the yard should, if possible, 

be furnished with wells, cisterns, or running water. There is twice 

the value of. manure wasted annually on some farms in'sending the 

cattle abroad to water, that would be zequiree to provide water for 

them in the yard for fifty years. 
The premises where the manure | is dropped should be kept as 

dry as possible ; and the eaves should project several feet beyond the 

side of the building, so.as to protect: the manure thrown out of the 

stables from the wash of rains. The barns and all the sheds should 

have eaves-troughs to carry off the water, which, if saved in a suffi- 

-¢iently capacious cistern, would furnish a supply for the cattle. The 

form of the yard ought to be dishing toward the center ; and if on 
$1* (1129) 

Prati eek farming requires that such manures as embody 
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sandy or gravelly soil, it should be puddled or covered with clay to 
prevent the leaking and escape of the liquid manure. The floors of 
the stables may be so made as to permit the urine to fall on to the 
properly prepared bed of turf under them, where it would be re- 

tained till removed ; or it should be led off by troughs into the yard. 
or to a muck heap. 

Superphosphate of Lime.—Take a large tub or barrel, and put 

into it 100 lbs. water; add, very slowly and cautiously, 43 Ibs. of 
pure sulphuric acid ; you must be very careful while handling thia 
article not to let it touch your skin or clothing, as it, will instantly 
‘blacken the skin, and destroy the clothing, wherever it comes in 
contact ; and, when mixed with water, it engenders a very intense 

heat. Into this mixture throw 100 lbs. weight of bones, no matter 
how old or useless they may be. The sulphuric acid instantly at-. 

tacks and enters into combination with the bones, reducing them to 
a pasty consistency, and completely dissolving them. Keep under 
cover, and turn them over occasionally, while the process is going 
on; and, when completed, dump out the whole contents on to the 
barn floor or a platform of boards, and thoroughly work into the 

mass four times its bulk of dry bog earth or dry road dust ; mix and 
pulverize completely with a wooden shovel. The bog garth acts as 
an absorbent,, or drier, retaining the fertilizing properties of the 

compound, and rendering it easy of uniform distribution. If whole 
bones are used, it will take six or eight weeks to dissolve them ; if 
they are broken with an axe, they will dissolve in about three 

weeks; if they are ground in a bone-mill, four days will be suffi- 

cient. This manure is the most powerful fertilizer in existence ; 

and, when made by these directions, it is the cheapest, as one ton is 
equal to thirty-two tons of barn-yard manure. For top-dressing for 

grass lands, use 300 Ibs. per acre; for corn, potatoes, beans, turnips, 
etc., apply 450 Ibs. per acre in the drill, mixing with the soil; for 

wheat, rye, oats, or barley, 400 lbs. per acre, harrowing in with the 

seed ; for buckwheat, 300 lbs. per acre. 
Home-made Guano of Unequalled Excellence—Save all your 

fowl manure from sun and rain. To prepare it for use, spread a 
‘layer of dry swamp muck (the blacker it is the better) on your barn 
floor, and dump on to it the whole of your fowl manure ; beat it into 
finé powder with the back of your spade; this done, add hard-wood | 

ashes and plaster of Paris, so that. the compound shall be composed 
of the following proportions : Dried muck, three bushels; fowl 

manure, two bushels; ashes. one bushel ; plaster, one and one-half 
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bushels; mix thoroughly, and spare no labor; for in this aacteks 
the elbow grease expended will be well paid for. A little before 

"planting, moisten the heap with water, or, better still, with urine; 

cover well over with old mats, and let it lie till wanted for use. 

Apply it to beans, corn, or potatoes at the rate of a handful to a 
hill, and mix with the soil before dropping the seed. This will be 
found the best substitute for guano ever invented, and may be de- 
pended on for bringing great crops of turnips, corn, potatoes, etc. 

Solid Animal Manures.— Of these, horse-dung'‘is the richest 

and the easiest to decompose. If in heaps, fermentation will some- 
times commence in twenty-four hours; and even in midwinter, ifa 

large pile is accumulated, it will proceed with great rapidity ; and, 
if not arrested, a few weeks, under favorable circumstances, are 

. sufficient to reduce it to'a small part of its original weight and value. 

‘The manure of sheep is rich and very active, and next to that 

of the horse is the most subject to heat and decomposition. The 
‘manure of cattle and swine, being of a colder nature, may be 

thrown in with that of the horse and sheep in alternate layers. If 
fresh manure be intermixed with straw and other absorbents (veget- 
ables, peat, turf, etc. +)s and constantly added, the recent coating, will. 
combine with, any volatile matters which fermentation develops in 
the lower part of the mass, Frequent turning of the manures is a 

practice attended with no benefit, but with certainty of the escape of 

much of its valuable properties. Many farmers assign a distinct or 
peculiar merit to the different manures. Much of this opinion is 
fanciful ; for.there is frequently more difference in the comparative 
value of that from the same species, and even the same individual, 

at different times and, under different circumstances, than from 

those of different species. 

To Dissolve Large Bones for Manure without Expense.—T=" 

any old flour-barrel, and put into the bottom a layer of hard-woe 
ashes ; put a layer of bones on the-top of the ashes, filling the space 

between the bones with them; then add bones and ashes alter- 

nately, finishing off with.a thick layer.of ashes. When your barrel 
is filled, pour on water (urine is better) just sufficient to keep them 

wet, but do not on any: account, suffer it to leach one drop; for that 
would be like leaching your dung-heap. In the course of time they . 

| will heat, and eventually soften down sa that you can crumble, 

them with your finger. When sufficiently softened, dump.them out _ 

of the barrel on to a heap of dry loam, and pulverize and crum- 

ble them up till they are completely. amalgamated i in one homoge-. 

i 
i 
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* neous mass with the loam, so that it can be easily handled and dis. 

tributed whenever required. You may rely on it, this manure will 
leave its mark, and show good results wherever it is used. 

How to Double the usual Quantity of Manure on a Farm.— Pro- 

vide a good supply of black swamp mold or loam from the woods 
within easy reach of your stable, and place a layer of this, one foot 
thick, under each horse, with litter, as usual, on the top of the loam 
or mold. Remove the droppings of the animal every day, but let 

the loam remain for two weeks ; then remove it, mixing it with other 
manure, and replace. with fresh mold. By this simple means any 
farmer can double, not only the quantity, but also the quality of 
his manure, and never feel himself one penny the poorer by the 
trouble or expense incurred, while the fertilizing value of the 
ingredients absorbed and saved. by the loam can scarcely be 
estimated. 

Josiah Quincy, Jr., has been very successful in keeping cattle 
in stables the year through, and feeding them, by means of soiling. 

The amount of manure thus made had enabled him to improve the 
fertility of a poor farm of 100 acres, so that in twenty years the hay 
crop has increased from 20 tons to 300 tons. The cattle are 
kept in well-arranged stables, and are led out into the yard an hour 

or.two morning and afternoon; but they generally appear glad to 
return to their quarters. By this process, one acre enables him to 

support three or four cows. They are fed on grass, green oats, 
corn fodder, barley, etc., which are sown at intervals through the 
spring and summer months, to be cut as required ; but he remarks 

that his most valuable crop is his manure crop. Each cow produces 
three and a half cords of ‘solid, and three cords of liquid, manure, or 

six and a half cords in all. He uses twice as much muck to mix 
with it, making twenty cords in all. Five to eight miles from Bos- 

ton, such manure is worth from five to eight dollars a cord. From 
this estimate, he has come to the conclusion that a cow’s manure 
may be made as valuable as her milk. a 

‘Twenty Dollars’ Worth of Manure for almost Nothing.—If you 

have any dead animal, say, for instance, the body of a horse, do not 

suffer it to pollute the atmosphere by drawing it away to the woods 
or any other out-of-the-way place, but remove it a short distance 
only from your premises, and put down four or five loads of muck 
or sods, place the carcass thereon, sprinkle it over with quick-lime, 
and cover over immediately with sods or mold sufficient to make, 

Cr ee ee | 
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with what has been previously added, twenty.good wagon-loads, and 

you will have within twelve months a pile of manure worth $20 for 
any crop you choose to put it upon.. Use a proportionate quantity 

of mold for smaller animals, but never less than twenty good wagon- 

loads for a horse; and if any dogs manifest too great a regard for 

the inclosed carcass, shoot them on the spot: i 
Fish Compost, Substitute for Bone-dust. Manure from Fish 

Refuse, etc. — The fish owes its fertilizing value to the animal mat- 

ter and the bone earth which it contains. The former is precisely © 
similar to flesh or blood, consisting of 25 per cent of fibrin, the rest 
being water; and their bones are similar in composition to terres- 
trial animals. As fertilizing agents, therefore, the bodies of fish will 

act nearly in the same way_as the bodies and blood of animals ; 100 

Ibs. in decaying produce two and one-half lbs. of ammonia. Hence, 

400 Ibs. of fish rotted in compost are enough for an acre. The great 
-effect is due to the ammoniacal portion ; for it renders the herbage: 
dark green, and starts it very rapidly.. One of the best composts is 

made as follows: Dried bog earth, loam, or peat, seven barrels; 
hard-wood ashes, two barrels; fish, one barrel; slacked lime, one 

bushel. Place a thick layer of the bog earth on the bottom ; on the 
top of this put a layer~of the fish, then a sprinkling of lime, then a 

layer of ashes ; on top of the ashes put a thick layer of bog earth, 

loam, or peat ; then another thin layer of fish, lime, and ashes, and 

so on till your materials are worked in; then top off with a thick 

layer of the absorbents, to retain the fertilizing gases. The de- 

composition of the fish will proceed very rapidly, and a very rich 

, compost will be the result. It_should be shoveled over and over, 
arid thoroughly intermixed and pulverized. Put, this on so as to 
have.400 lbs. of fish to the acre. It may be applied with the great- 

est benefit to corn, turnips, potatoes, beans, etc., in the drill, and 

broadcast on the grass. 
-Manuring with Green Crops.— This system has within a few 

years been extensively adopted in some of the older settled portions . 

of the United States. The comparative cheapness of land and its 
. products, the high price of labor, and the consequent expense of 

making artificial manures, render this at present the most econom- 

ical plan which can be pursued. The object of this practice is, 

primarily, fertilization ; and connected with it is the clearing: of the 

ground from noxious weeds, as in fallows, by plowing in the vege- 

tation before the seed is ripened ; and finally to loosen the soil:and 

r] 
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place it in the mellowest condition for the crops which are to su¢ 
ceed. Its results have been entirely successful, when steadily pur- 

sued with a due consideration of the objects sought, and the means 
by which they are to be accomplished, In many of our Eastern 
States, lands which have been worn out by improvident cultivation, 
and unsalable at $10 to $15 an acre, have, by this means, while 

steadily remunerating their proprietors for all the outlay of labor and 
expense by their returning crops, been brought up in value to $50. 

Ashes from Soil by Spontaneous Combustion. — Make your 
mound 20 feet long and 104 feet wide. To fire, use 72 bushels of 
lime. First a layer of dry sods or parings on which a quantity of lime 
is spread, mixing sods with it, then a covering of eight inches of sod, 
on which the other half of the lime is spread, and_ covered a foot 
thick, the hight of the mound being about a yard. In twenty-four 

hours it will take fire. The lime should be fresh from the kiln. It 

is better to suffer it to ignite itself than to effect it bythe operation 

of water. When the fire is fairly kindled, fresh sods must be ap- 
plied, but get a good body of ashes in the first place. I think it 
may be fairly supposed that the lime adds full its worth to the 
quality of the ashes; and when limestone can be had, I would ad-. 

vise the burning of a small quantity in the mounds, which would be 
a great improvement to the ashes, and would help to keep the 

fire in. 
Substitute for Barn Manure.—Dissolve a bushel of salt in- 

water enough to slack five or six bushels of lime. The best rule for 
preparing the compost heap is, one bushel of this lime to oné 
load of swamp muck intimately mixed, though three bushels to five | 
loads makes a very good manure. In laying up the heap let the 
layers of muck and lime be thin, so that decomposition may be 
more rapid and complete. When lime cannot be had, use unleached 
ashes, three or four bushels to a cord of muck. In a month or six 

weeks overhaul and work over the heap, when. it will be ready for 
use. Sprinkle the salt water on the lime as the heap goes up. 

Ashes may be pronounced the best of the saline manures. They 

are also among the most economiical,:as from our free use of fuel 
they are largely produced by almost every household. Good 

‘ husbandry dictates that not a pound of ashes should be wasted, but 

all should be saved and applied to the land; and, where they can 

be procured ata reasonable price, they should be purchased for 
manure. Leached ashes, though less valuable, contain all the 
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elements of the unleached, having been deprived only of a pare of 
their potash and Soda. They may be drilled into the soil with 
roots and grain, sown broadcast on meadows or pastures, or mixed 

with the muck heap. They improve all soils not already ae sre 
with the principles which they contain. 

The quantity of ashes that should be applied to the acre must 

depend on the soil and the crops cultivated. Potatoes, turnips, and 

all roots; clover, lucern, peas, beans, and the grasses, are great 

exhausters of the salts, and they are consequently much benefited 
by ashes. They are used with decided advantage for the above 

crops.in connection with bone-dust ; and for clover, peas, and roots, 

their effects are much enhanced when mixed with gypsum. Light: 

soils should have a-smaller, and rich lands or clays a heavier, dressing. 

From twelve to fifteen bushels per acre for the former, and thirty 
for the latter, i is not too much ; or, if they are leached, the quantity 
may be increased one-half, as sey act with less energy. Repeated - 

dressings of ashes, like those of lime and gypsum, without a corre- 

sponding addition of vegetable or barn-yard manures, will eventu- 
ally exhaust tillage lands. 

Sal/t.— As a manure, salt was extensively used by. the ancients) 

and has ever since been employed by intelligent agriculturists. On 
some soils it yields no apparent benefit. Such as are near the 
sea-coast, and occasionally receive deposits from the ‘salt spray, 
which is often carried far inland by the ocean storms; or stich as 

contain chlorine and soda in any other forms, are not affected by 
it. But in other situations, when used at the rate of three to six-: 

teen bushels per ‘acre, the crops of grains, roots, or grasses have 

been increased from 20 to 50 per cent. It may be applied ~ in’. 

minute portions in the hill, or scattered broadcast, or mixed. with 
the muck heap. Its great affinity for water has the effect, like that 
of gypsum, of attracting dews and jatmospheric vapor to the grow-. 
ing vegetation, by which it is supplied. with moisture in a period of 

drought, much beyond what'is conveyed to such as are destitute of 
‘these manures. Salt is also useful in destroying slugs, worms, and 
larve, which frequently do much injury to the crops. 

Old Lime Plaster from Walls of Buildings, etc. — For meadows, 

and for crops in general, especially on clays and loams, this is 

worth twice its weight i in hay ; as it will produce a large growth of 
grass for years in succession, without other manure. But the farmer 
cannot too carefully remember that with this, as with all other 
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saline manures, but a part of the ingredients only is thus supplied 

to vegetables ; and without the addition of the others, the soil will 
sooner or later become exhausted. 

‘Value of Liquid Manures.—The urine voided from a single 
cow is considered in Flanders, where agricultural practice has 
reached a high state of advancement, to be worth $10 per year. It 
furnishes nine hundred pounds of solid matter, and, at the price of 

$50 per ton, for which guano is frequently sold, the urine of a cow 

for one year is worth $20. And yet economical farmers will waste 
urine and buy guano! The urine of a cow for a year will manure 

one and a quarter acres of land, and is more valuable than its dung, 

in the ratio by bulk of seven to six, and in real value as two to one. 
How important, then, that every particle of it be carefully hus- 
banded for the crops. 

Plowing. — The time, the depth, and the manner of ‘plowing 

must depend on the crops to be raised, the fertility and character of 
the soil, and other circumstances. : 

Plowing Clay Lands.— Whenever practicable, these should be 

plowed in the fall for planting and sowing the ensuing spring. The 
tenacity of the soil may thus be temporarily broken up by the win- 
ter frosts, its Particles more thoroughly separated, and the whole 
mass reduced to a finer tilth than can possibly be effected in any 
other manner. 

The furrows of clay soils should be turned over so as to lap on 

to the preceding, and lie at an angle of 45° ; and for this purpose the 
depth of the furrow slice should be about two-thirds its width,~ 

Thus a furrow six inches deep should be about nine inches wide, 

or if eight inches deep, it should be twelve inches wide. This will 
allow of the furrows lying regularly and evenly, and in the proper 
‘position for the drainage of the soil, the free circulation of air, and 

the most efficient action of frosts, which in this way have access to 
every side of them. Land thus thrown up is found to be finely pul- 
verized after the frosts leave it, and it is comparatively dry and- 
ready for use some time earlier than such as is not plowed till 
spring. For sowing, land plowed in this manner requires no addi- 

tional plowing, but it is better fitted for the reception of seed than 
it can be by any further operation, unless by a slight harrowing if 

too rough. The different kinds of grain or peas may be dibbled in, 
or sown directly upon the surface and covered by the harrow ; and, 

if sown very early, grass and clover seeds require no covering, but 

find their best position in the slight depressions which are every- 
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where made by the frosts, and which the subsequent rains and 
winds fill up and cover sufficiently to secure a certain growth. 

Plowing Sandy or Dry Soils. — These require flat -plowing, 

which may be done when they are either quite wet or dry, but 

never till wanted for use. To insure flat plowing on an old sward, 
the depth of the furrow should be about one-half its width, and the 

land or ridges as wide as can conveniently be made, so as to pre- 

serve as much uniformity of surface over the whole field as possible: 
Depth of Plowing. — For general tillage crops, the depth of soil 

may be gradually augmented to about twelve inches, with decided 
advantage. Such as are appropriated to gardens and horticultural 
purposes, may be deepened to fifteen and even eighteen inches, to 

the manifest profit of their occupants. 

32 . \ ne 
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GRASSES. 

HE cultivation of the grass crop may be properly considered 
the basis of all successful farming, the severity of our cli- 
mate making it necessary, in all the northern and middle parts 

of the country, to stall-feed from 
three to seven months of the s 

year. For the means of doing @ 
this, we are dependent mainly 
‘upon the grasses, making the. 
subject of pasture grasses and 

hay. one of the most important to the farmer; and 
tyet this subject seems to. be largely neglected by: 
‘farmers generally. An important condition of 
“grass culture is the proper selection of varieties. 
There are thousands of kinds known to botanists, 
but only about thirty sorts are recognized as valu- 
able for extensive growth in this country. Asa 
matter of interest to the reader, we include a large 
variety of illustrations of the best and most come |, ~-. 
mon grasses. We first. give general instructions on” 
the subject, by a: leading writer on agriculture : oe 

How TO GET A Goop. STAND OF GRASS. 

“There is in this country s large per cent of both past- 

ures and meadows which yield but half the profit they would 
if the land was fully occupied; and when we seed land ‘to 
grass, it ‘gaually remains, some’ years without reseeding, which 
occasions 4 serious loss. Sometimes the fault is that not" 
enough seed is used, but oftener it is because of a beac pre- 
pared seed-bed. 

As arule, grasses do best sown in autumn, and ave 

in early spring. On clean land a grass crop may be sown in 
September without grain, and will make a crop of hay the fol- 
towing séason:; but I prefer generally to sow the grasses with 

wheat or rye, as they furnish protection to the young grass Fic. 4, -— Hungarian 
in winter, and do not smother it by a.dense shade in the Grass. 

(1139) 



Fie. 7.— Gans Grass. 

’ Fra. 6, — Creeping Soft Grass. 

Fra. 5. + Barn-yard Grass— Cock's-foot.. 
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spring. I do not pusonad so well in sowing: efther grass or clover with oats, as they 
shade the land so a8 to make the 3 young grass or clover very tender, and often smother 
it out entirely ; or eveii when there is a perfect stand, if. the weather is hot and dry, 
it will be killed by exposure, , I have often cut a field of oats, and found a perfect 
stand of clover or grass, and in two or three weeks found it entirely burned ont... 

Fortunately, the seed-bed best for small grain 
1s also the best for grass, and that is a bed fine and 
solid. The land should be plowed early, and by the 
use of harrow and drag or roller be made perfectly | 
fine and solid. If advantage is taken of the tight 
condition of soil, it will not require a great amount 
of work to get it in the right: condition. The easiest: 

and best way is to keep a roller or plank: drag inthe 
field, and use it each day while the land will crumble 
and pack easily. ‘If this is done, a moderate shower 

will moisten it so that it will harrow fine and mellow, 
and before the seed is sown, it ought to be in the 

finest possible condition. If fertilizers are used, 
there is this advantage, that you get the benefit of it 

for two crops. If stable manure is used, I would 

spread it after the first rolling, so that the subse- 

quent harrowings shall pulverize and mix the manure 
with the soil. On clay ‘upland, bone meal can gener- 

ally be used with profit, and instances are not rare 

where it has paid a large profit in the increased yield 

of wheat, and has doubled the grass crop the follow- 
ing year.. 
Tn seeding for meadow, sow pure timothy. It 

is the standard for hay in most markets, and sells 

higher if pure and unmixed than with any admixture 

of any kind. If the land is rich, use eight quarts of 
seed to the acre, but not a bushel to. three acres. I 
have followed this rule for many years with great aat- 

isfaction. ‘When seeding for pasture, use as great a 

variety of grasses as you can; for a field set with half 

a dozen varieties will not only ‘preduce.. more -feed, 

but stock will do better on it, particulatly dairy cows. 
I use in seeding for permanent pasture one bushel of 
blue grass seed to the acre, four quarts of timothy, 
‘and a few pounds of clover seed, partly common red . yy, 8. — Downy Ont Grass. 
and partly alsike, which is longer lived that the red. 
Taleo use orchard grass or redtop, according to the quality of the‘soil,.or perhaps 

‘both, sowing the orchard grass on the tichést spots and the: redtop on any wet spots 
in the field. Occasionally, in spite of the best care, thera will come & summer so 

hot and dry as -to Kill the young grass and. clover, and the farmer will. find that he 

has no pasture for his stock the coming year, In this case, if he will sow a field 

with rye.at the rate of two bushels to the acre, and seed with timothy at the same 

time, he can have the best of pastures the coming year. The rye will be.succulent 

and abundant until about June, and by that time the timothy will come on ;. end in 
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Fra, 11, —Mountain Redtop— Northern Redtop. 

Wie. 10. — Fall Redtop. 

oo D - 

Fig. 9. — ‘Timothy. 
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“uy experience I have found that if sown early in September, the timothy gets so 

good a start that the tramping of the cattle does not injure it. 

“From forty years’ experience in sowing clover, I am convinced that on clay 

upland the safe rule is to sow early, and by early I mean any time after the middle 

of February, or before the middle of March, according to the season. What I want 

ia to sow on a bright clear morning, with the ground bare and frozen and a certainty 

of a thaw before midday, so as to make the surface 

sloppy and stick the seed fast, and so we may reasonably 

expect succeeding: freezes and thaws to cover it. If 

sown on the snow or on bare, :unfrozen land, a heavy 

rain may wash it into bunches, or carry much of it off 

of the land entirely ; and if-sown as late as April, it may 

sprout on the surface, and then be killed by the sun. 

If one has a dry, mellow, or sandy soil, so that he can 

-harrow it mellow, later seeding is safe ; but our clay up- 

land can seldom be /harrowed(before the wheat is too 

large.” 

Timothy. — This is considered by far the 
best. grass for hay which can be produced. 
It flourishes throughott the North and on 
the drained lowlands of the South. It is very 

productive. and ‘highly nutritious. “It usually. 

needs reseeding in from three to six years. 

It does not-do its best in a wet soil or on 

very dry and sandy land. Still, fair crops are 
often grown on’very moist land, and also on 

gravel knolls. It ripens rather late, and on 

this account does not yield much aftermath. 

Asa pasture grass it is very good. At the. 
‘North’ it is often grown with clover for ‘hay ;. 

but as the two plants do not ripen at the 
same time, one of them must be used ata 

i disadvantage. It makes splendid hay when 

\" grown alone, and can be profitably cultivated 
: in this way. Redtop is sometimes grown 

| with it. This mixture is a decided disadvan- 

tage as far as the hay is concerned, but it 
makes a more permanent crop for moist land 

than timothy alone, Timothy should be cut when in blossom. It 

will i increase in weight if it.is allowed to ripen, and horses will eat it 

well i in this state ; but when mature, it is rather too hard and woody 

for cows: If used alone, from twelve to twenty-four, quarts of seed. 

-per acre should be sown. 

Fie. 12. — Common Millet. 
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It is frequently called: ierdls grass | in New ‘England snd New 

York, and this was the original name under which it was cultivated ; 

it was derived from a man of that name, who found, it growing wild 

in a swamp in Piscataqua, N. H., more than a century and a half. Bo att 
-ago, and began to cultivate it. In Pennsylvania and States further 

south, this name is applied to the redtop of New England. .As a 
crop to cut for hay, it is probably unsurpassed, by any other grass 

now cultivated. Though somewhat coarse and hard; especially, if 

allowed to ripen its seed, it is, if cut in the blossom or directly after, 

~ greatly relished by all kinds of stock, and especially so by horses; 
~ while it possesses a large percentage of nutritive matter in ‘compar- 

“parison with other agricultural grasses. Timothy thrives ‘best on 

moist, peaty, or loamy soils of medium tenacity, and is not suited 

to sandy or light gravelly lands ; for though on such soils, by great 

care, it can be made to grow and produce fair crops, ‘some other 
‘Brestce ate better suited to them, and more profitable. It grows 

very readily, and yields very large crops on favorable soils.’ It is 

cultivated with ease, and yields.a large quantity of seed to the ee 

varying from ten' to thirty bushels on rich soils. See Fig: 9. ‘ 

Orchard Grass. —This grass flourishes | ‘throughout the whole 

country. It grows readily in the shade, and endures drought re- 
-markably well. It ripens at the same time as clover. For hay it 

should be cut before the séed is formed, and | is better for an admix- 
‘ture of meadow oat grass’ and clover. It springs. up quickly. aftér 

being cut, and. yields a good crop of rowen. It is’ also valuable for. 
";pasture, and may be quite closely fed, The seed is light and chaffy. 

“From one to two bushels. are used when this. grass is grown sepa- 

rately ; but as it: grows ‘in tufts, some other kind should be. mixed 
with it in order to cover the whole of ‘the land. | : 

Oat Grass. —This i is a large-growing variety, which starts. earl 

in ‘the spring, and is very good for either ‘hay or pasture. It i 

quite permanent. The seed is’ light, and about two bushels pa 
acre should be used. The seed ripens while the stalk is yet green, © 
and a crop of seéd can be secured: in connection with a very good 
quality of hay. This grass grows in bunches, ‘and needs thick‘sow- 

ing in order: to, as far as possible, counteract this tendency. - It is 

" adapted to rith land, and will give ‘two crops per year. This is one 
of the very best of plants. for winter pastures in the South. : 

Kentucky Blue Grass, Green. Meadow Grass, Fune Grass, Spear 

Grass, etc—This grass flourishes on rich uplands, and, where soil 

“and clinate are favorable, gives excellent hay and permanent. past- 
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ures. Some writers claim that the June grass of New England and 
_ the Middle States is the same as blue grass; but. others deny its 

identity. If the same, it does not reach that degree of perfection 
in other localities which it attains in the limestone soils of Ken-.- 
tucky. It is liable to be affected by severe drought, but otherwise 
endures the changes of climate as well as other grasses. It should 
not. be grown upon land which is often. plowed. It starts very 

‘slowly, and needs four years in which to become fully developed. 
The first year after seeding, but little of it will appear, and that will 

be very small and fine. The next season there will be a little more, 
the third year a great deal more, while during the fourth season it 

will make a luxuriant growth. On account of this slow develop- 

ment, orchard grass seed and clover or oat grass should be sown 
with the blue grass. The other grasses will keep down the weeds, 

and give ample shade. The blue grass will, in time, overpower the 
‘other varieties, and take entire possession of the soil. About four 

quarts. of seed are required for an acre. Before: sowing, the land 
should be made rich, and the surface finely pulverized. ‘This grass 

is one of the very best for pastures, and ought to be more generally 

used. 
June grass requires at least two or three years to become well 

set, and it does not arrive at its perfection as a pasture grass till 
the sward is older than that; and hence it is not suited to alternate 

husbandry, or where the land is to remain’ in grass only: two or 

three years, and then be ploughed up. When properly cured, stock — 
seem ‘greatly to prefer it to all other hay. It endures the frosts of 

winter better. than many other grasses ; and in Kentucky, where it 

attains the highest perfection as a pasture grass, it sometimes con: 

tinues luxuriant through their mild winters. See Fig. 14. 
Fowl Meadow. —This is a valuable grass for’ moist soils. It is 

very early, but, unlike most other varieties, it remains good for 

several weeks. If grown on rich land, two crops per year can be 

obtained. The quality of the hay is very good. 
Bermuda Grass. —This grass was introduced from the West 

Indies. It isa permanent plant ; once in the soil, it resists all ordi- 

nary efforts for its eradication. Cattle like it, and will thrive when 

kept upon it. It produces a very heavy sod, which is valuable to 

turn in as a fertilizer for other crops. 

Meadow Foxtail, Fi ig. 26, closely resembles timothy. It flowers 

earlier than timothy, and thrives on ‘all soils except the driest sands 

and gravels. It is common, but is disliked by many farmers asa 
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field grass, beitig very light in proportion. to its bulk. It i is a valu- 
able pasture grass-on account of its early and rapid, growth and its 

' being greatly relished. by stock of all kinds. It, thrives best on a 
rich, moist, strong soil. It is superior to timothy as a permanent 
pasture grass, enduring the cropping of sheep and cattle better, and 
sending up a far more luxuriant aftermath. ‘The nutritive qualities 
of meadow foxtail are most abundant at the time of flowering. It is 

said to lose upwards of seventy per.cent of its weight ‘in. drying 
if cut.in the blossom. 

Slender Foxtail; Fig. 97, is recognized ‘by ‘its long, slender : 
panicle, tapering at each end, and the long awn. which projects 

beyond the pales. It is distinguished from meadow foxtail by its 

slender panicle, its larger spikelets, its larger ligule, and the rough- 

ness of the stem and leaves. It possesses'no particular agricultural 

value. | , a. 
Redtop, Finetop, Burden's Grass,.Herd’s Grass of Pennsylvania 

and Southern» States, Fig. 13.— This valuable grass, common in 

all our cultivated fields, was called simply English grass by Eliot, 

.Deane, and other early writers, ‘and by the English, fine bent. 

Most of the grasses of this genus are known in England under the 

name of “bent grass,” of which there are many ‘Species: Redtop 
is often sown with timothy and common red clover, in which case 

the clover, of course, soon disappears, when’ timothy follows, after 

which redtop usually takes its place, ‘and, with some wild grasses, 

forms a close sward. In Pennsylvania’ and States further. south, it 
is universally known as Herd’s grass. Redtop is a tall, hardy, luxu- 

riant perennial grass, which flourishes in moist soils, and, grows in 
dry ones. When grown by itself, from twelve to sixteen quarts of 
seed per acre should be used. It is not desirable for permanent 
pastures, especially for those which are moist. 

‘Fiorin, Fig. 25, is only a variety of English bent, which gained 

great notoriety, some years ago in Ireland and England, volumes 

having been written in its praise, while it received the execrations 
of those who found it troublesome to eradicate, on account of its 

creeping and stoloniferous roots. It belongs peculiarly to moist’ 

places, which are occasionally overflowed, and is sometimes known 

as the broad-leaved. creeping bent.. In the Woburn experiments, it 

was found to be inferior in’ nutritive ‘value.to orchard grass and 

meadow fescue, and superior to meadow foxtail. 

"<The Southern, Bent, Fig. 15; is-a native of this. country, and 
has been highly eecotinended. in France and England, but was very 
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soon discarded. It furnishes a hay’ of athe coarse quality, and 

yields a large produce on good, deep sands: and calcareous soils. 
It is very vigorous and lasting, and consequently makes a good ' 
pasture grass. It is similar in appearance to some of the broad- 
leaved varieties of redtop, and is said to yield more than redtop. 

It has stronger and more numerous creeping roots, broader leaves, 
and more upright ‘leafy stems. It is most frequently met with in 

the Southern States and in the south of France. 

The Water Spear Grass, or- Reed Meadow Grass, Fig., 28, 

grows in wet soils and the shallow water of marshes. It isa tall, 
reedy grass, four or five feet high, with a panicle nearly a foot long, 
diffuse, with smooth, flexuous branches. Its root is perennial, 

creeping ; stem erect, stout, smooth; joints seven, smooth; spike- 

‘lets numerous. Florets not webbed. Flowers in August. This 

grass has been cultivated to some extent in England and France 

for its large yield of coarse hay ; and if cut while green, and before 

attaining its full growth, it is said to make a nutritious and palat- 

able fodder, cattle being fond of it. It is worthy of trial.on wet 
meadows, as it would certainly be more yamuab le: ee the coarse 

‘sedges often found there. |... 

Rough-stalked Meadow Grass, Fig. 19, is a paldables grass to cul- 
tivate in moist, sheltered soils. It flowers in July, and possesses very 

considerable nutritive qualities, coming to perfection at a desirable 

time, and being exceedingly relished by cattle, horses, and sheep. 
For suitable soils it should form a portion of seed sown, producing, i in 

mixture with other grasses, which serve to shelter it, a large yield | 

of hay, above the average of. grass usually grown on a similar 

soil, Seven pounds of seed to the acre will produce'a good sward. 
‘The grass is said to lose about seventy per cent of its weight in 

drying. Its hay contains about one and sixty hundredths per cent 

of azote, and the nutritive qualities of the lattermath are said to 

exceed very considerably those of the crop cut in. the flower or in 
the seed. 

Quaking Grass, Fig. 37, is sometimes met with in the pastures 

of Massachusetts and Pennsylvania. Panicle erect, with very slen- 
der, spreading branches, and large, purplish, tremulous spikelets, 

from five to nine flowered; inner glume finely fringed, entire at | 

the end. 
It is a very: beautiful, light, ‘slender grass, about a foot high, 

perennial, flowering: in June and July. There is an‘ annual, the 

Large Quaking Grass, with large, many-flowered spikes, cultivated 
! 
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Fra, 27. —Slender Foxtail, 

-_ 

Fig. 28. — Water Spear Grasa 

‘Fia. 26. — Meadow Foxtail. 

"Fra. 25,— Florin Grass. 
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in gardens for penameny, and gathered for vases as an interesting 
curiosity. 

Meadow Fescue-—This is an eacly grass, which ‘thrives on wet 
land, and gives a good quality of hay as well as excellent pasturage. é 
See Fig. 30. 

The Tall Fescue Grass, Fig. 16, i is found. pitty: commonly, in 
moist meadows and around farm-houses. Its panicle is contracted; 
erect, or somewhat drooping, with short branches,’ spreading in all 
directions; spikelets crowded, with five to ten flowers, rather remote, 
oblong, lanceolate,; leaves flattish, linear, acute ; stems two to four 
feet high; root perennial, fibrous, somewhat creeping, and forming 

large tufts. It flowers in June and July. Itisa nutritive and pro- — 

ductive grass, growing naturally in shady woods and moist, stiff 
soils. Cattle are very fond of it. 

The Slender-spiked Fescue, Fig. 28, is a species nearly allied 
to the tall fescue, and possesses much the same qualities. It grows 

.. naturally in moist, Heh meadows, forming a good, DEMPnERE, Past- 220) 
ure grass. 

Perennial Rye Grain, Fig. 47, has had the reputation in Great 
Britain, for many years, of being one of the most important and 

valuable of the cultivated grasses. It is probably much better 
adapted to a wet and uncertain climate than to one subject almost 

annually to droughts, which often continue many weeks, parching up 
every green thing. There is, perhaps, no grass, the characteristics 

of which vary so much from the influences of soil, climate, and cult- 
ure as perennial rye grass. This grass has been cultivated in Eng- 
land ‘since. 1677, and in the south of France from time immemorial, 
It is inferior in nutritive value to orchard grass when green: 

Wherever it is. cut for hay, it is necessary to take it in the blos- | 

som, or very soon after, since otherwise it becomes hard and wiry, and 

is not relished by stock of any kind ; and it changes very rapidly after 

blossoming, from a state in which it contains the greatest amount of ' 
water, sugar, etc., and the least amount of woody fiber, into the 

state in which it possesses the least amount of water, sugar, etc., 

‘and the greatest amount-.of woody fiber and: other insoluble solid 
matter. It is regarded.as a valuable grass, and ‘worthy of attention’; 

but it is not to be compared, for the purposes of New England agri- A 

culture, to timothy. or to orchard grass. It produces abundance of 

seed, soon arrives at maturity, is relished by stock, likes a variety of 
soils,, all of which it exhausts, lasts six’ or seven years, and then 
dies out.. 88 
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Italian Rye Grass, Fig. 82, has been recently introduced into 
this country. The soil best adapted to Italian‘rye grass seems to 
be moist, fertile, and tenacious, or of a medium consistency ; and on 

such soils it is said to be one of the best grasses known to cut green 

for soiling, affording: tepeated luxuriant crops, and is of high nutri- 
tive value. 

The Many-Flowered Darnel, Fig. 38, is, perhaps, the most 

showy species of rye grass cultivated. It was introduced from 
' France to England about thirty years ago, and is there cultivated 

to some extent. It is very nearly allied to, if not identical with, 

Italian rye grass. . 
Couch Grass, Quitch Grass, Twitch Grass, Dog Grass, Chandler a 

Grass, Fig. 50, is generally regarded by farmers as a troublesome ~ 

weed, and efforts are made to get rid of it. Its long, creeping roots, 

branching in every direction, take complete possession of the soil, 

and impoverish it. When green, however, it is very much relished 
by cattle, and, if cut in the blossom, it makes a nutritious hay. 
Dogs eat the leaves of this grass, and those of one other species, for 

their medicinal qualities in exciting- vomiting. It goes in different 

parts of the country by a great variety of names, as quake grass, 

quack grass, squitch grass. It is important to destroy it, if possible. 
.Wood Hair Grass, or Common Hair Grass, Fig. 40, is a com- 

mon grass on dry, rocky hills and roadsides. Stems slender, one to 

two feet high, nearly naked; leaves dark green, often curved, bris- 
tle-formed ; branches of the panicle hairy, spreading, mostly in 

pairs ; ower palea slightly toothed; awn starting near the base, _ 
bent in the middle, longer than the glumes, which are purplish. 
Perennial. Flowers in June. This. plant is sometimes found thirty- 

five hundred feet above the level of the sea. Sheep eat it feadily. ‘ 
Of little value for cultivation. 

Water Hair Grass, Fig. 34, is said to te among the sweetest 
of the British grasses, and equal to any foreign one. Its stems and 

leaves, when green, have a sweet and agreeable taste, like that of 

liquorice. Water fowls are said to be very fond of the seeds and 
the fresh green shoots, and cattle eat it very readily. It is strictly 
an aquatic, but can be cultivated on imperfectly drained bogs. 

The Dowty Oat Grass, is a very hardy. perennial grass, nat- 

uralized on chalky: soils, and on such soils its leaves are covered 

with a coating of ‘downy hairs, which it loses when cultivated on 

better lands. It is regarded as a good, permanent pasture grass, on 

account of its hardiness and being but a slight impoverisher of the 
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soil, and yielding a larger per cent of bitéer extractive ‘hi other 

grasses grown on poor, light soils., It is, therefore, recommended 

abroad as a prominent ingredient of mixtures for pastures. It 

flowers early in July. Fig. 8 represents this plant as it PapHC=® in: 
blossom. 

The Yellow Oat oe Fig. 43, is a perennial. sian of slow 

growth and medium quality, cultivated to some extent in France, 

and suitable for dry meadows and pastures. It is sometimes re- 

garded as a weed. It fails if cultivated alone, but succeeds. with 

other grasses, and is said to be the most useful-for fodder of any of 
the oat grasses. It seems to grow best with the crested dog’s-tail 

and sweet-scented vernal. It contains a. larger proportion of bitter 

extractive than most other grasses, and for that reason is recom- 
mended by’ some English writers as a valuable pasture grass. It 

flowers in July. 
Tall Meadow Oat Grass, or Tall Oat Grass, Fig. 39. —This i is 

the Ray | grass of France. It produces an abundant supply of foli- 

age, and is valuable for pasture on account of its early and luxuri- 

ant growth. It is often found on the borders of fields and hedges, 
woods and pastures, and is sometimes very plenty in mowing lands. 

After being mown, it shoots up a very thick aftermath, and, on this 

account partly, is regarded as nearly equal for excellence to the 

common meadow foxtail.: It’ has been highly recommended - for 

‘soiling, as furnishing an early supply of fodder. It grows spontane- 
‘ously on deep, sandy soils, when once naturalized. It has been cul- 

‘tivated to some extent in New England, and was at one time highly’ 
esteemed, mainly for, its early, rapid,. and late growth, making it 

very well calculated as a permanent pasture grass.. It eit succeed 

on tenacious clover soils. — , 

| Meadow Soft Grass, Velvet Grdss. —-This - beautiful’ ‘gtass 

grows in moist fields and peaty soils, but is often found on dry, 

sandy soils, and on upland fields, where it is cultivated with 

other grasses. It is productive and easy of cultivation, but of very 

little value either for pasture or hay, cattle not being fond of it. 

When once introduced, it will readily spread from jts light seeds, | 

which are easily dispersed by the wind. It does not merit cultiva- 

‘tion except on poor, peaty lands, where better grasses will not 

‘succeed. ; 
The Creeping Soft oe Fig. 6, is ‘of no value, and is re- | 

garded asa troublesome weed. Distinguished from, the preceding 

by its awned floret and its creeging root. 
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Reed Cis Grass has a panicle very slightly branched, clus- = 
tered, somewhat spreading when old, but not so much generally as 

appears in Fig. 35.. Flowers in July. It grows on wet grounds by 

the sides of rivers and standing pools. There are about five hun- 
died thousand grains, or seeds, of this grass to ‘the pound. It may 
be gathered and sown with winter grain, to. be. ‘ploughed in as a 
green manuring. : 

A beautiful variety of this species is the ribbon or striped grass 

of the gardens, familiar to every one. The reed canary grass will 

bear cutting two or three timés in a season, but if not cut early, the 

foliage is coarse. Cattle are not very fond of it at any stage of its 

growth ; but if cut early and well cured, they will eat it in the win- 

‘ter, if they can get nothing better. 
Crested Dog's-tail, Fig. 2.—This grass is’ rarely found here, 

but has been introduced and cultivated to some extent by way of 
experiment. Its spikes are simple, linear ; spikelets awnless ; stems 

one foot high, stiff, smooth; root perennial, fibrous, and tufted. 

Blowers in July. It is said to be a valuable, permanent pasture 

grass ; but cattle seldom eat it after it is ripe, on account of its wiry 
stems. On dry, hard soils and hills pastured with sheep, it would. 

doubtless be of value for its hardiness. At the time of ney oane it 
is tender and nutritious. 

Common Millet. — Flowers in large, open, nodding panicles ; 

leaves lance-shaped, broad ; stem one to. two feet high; native of 

Turkey. It-is shown in Fig. 12, Many varieties’ of, millet have at 

times been cultivated. in this country, and its culture is gaining 

favor every year. Millet is one of the best crops we have for‘cut- 
ting and feeding green for soiling purposes, since its yield is large, 
its luxuriant leaves juicy and tender, and much relished by milch 
cows and other stock. . ’ 

The seed is rich in nutritive’ eaalies: but it is very aciiein 

ground or used for flour, though it is'said to exceed all other kinds” 

of meal or flour in nutritive elements. An acre, well cultivated, 

will yield from sixty.to seventy bushels of seed. . Cut in the blos- 

som, as it should be, for feeding to cattle, the seed is comparatively 

valueless. If allowed to ripen, its seed, the stalk is no more nutri- 

tious, probably, than oat straw. Millet requires: good, soil, and is 

rather an exhausting crop, but yields a produce valuable in propor- 

tion to the richness of the soil, and care and expense of cultivation. 

Hungarian Grass, Hungarian Millet, has been. cultivated to 

considerable extent in this country, from seed received from France 



Fig. 41. — Drop-seed — Nimble Will. 

Fie. 40. — Wood Hair Grass. 

Fro. 89, ——Tall Meadow Oat Grass, 
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through the U.S. Patent Office. It is an annual forage plant, intro- 

duced into France in 1815, where its cultivation has become con- © 

siderably extended. It germinates readily, withstands the drought’ . 
remarkably, remaining green even when other vegetation is parched 

up; ; and if its development is arrested by dry weather, the least rain | 
will’ restore it to vigor. It has numerous succulent leaves, which. 

furnish an abundance of green fodder, very much rare -by all 

kinds of stock. It is shown in Fi ig. 4. 
It flourishes in somewhat light and dry soils, eat it attains 

its greatest luxuriance in sails of medium consistency and well ma- 

nured. It may be sown broadcast, and cultivated: precisely like the 

varieties. of millet. This grass is thought to contain a, somewhat 

higher percentage of nutriment than the common millet. It is a 
leafy plant, and remains green until its seeds mature, and is no doubt 
valuable for fodder, both green and dry, growing and maturing in‘ 

about the same time as common millet. From twenty-five to thirty 
bushels of seed to the acre have been obtained. 

Clover. —This is one of our most valuable agricultural plants. 
There are a large number of varieties, ‘of: ‘which the red and white 
are of the greatest value to the farmers of this country. ‘Red clover 

' is-the most extensively grown, and is regarded as the standard. The 

seed can be sown upon the snow in spring, and be allowed to 

work its way into, the soil— with grain. in spring or in fall, or 

alone ‘or with other grass in August. It is important that there 
should be considerable moisture -in the surface soil at the time of 

sowing, and that some’ protection should be afforded from the heat 

of the summer sun when the plants are small. It often happens 

that clover sown in spring with grain succeeds better, than that 

which is sown alone. 

The quantity of seed to.be used depends upon the soil and the 

purpose for which the crop is to be grown. From eight to sixteen 

pounds may be. considered as the extremes. The more, seed the . 

finer the stalks, and the better the quality of the hay which can be.. 

made from them. When sown with the grasses, | from four to six 

pounds on well prepared loams,. and eight to wel pounds on clay 

land, is about the average. 

Clover is better suited to dry land than to that which is wet. 

Its long roots enable it to-resist the ‘influence of drought toa high 

degree. 

' Clover. should not be pastured an very young. The ating 

of a ad for hay snauld be done when the heads begin to turn 
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brown, but while most of them are green. In the swath, unless 
very heavy, it. ought not to be stirred open, but be allowed to wilt | 

on the top. It may.then be carefully turned over ; and when thus 

partially cured, place on light, slender cocks, and Jet it remain until 
sufficiently dry to remove into the barn. 

Fapan Clover, recently introduced from Japan,. is éspedially 
adapted to the Southern States, not growing well above 36° lat., 

but growing with great luxuriance on the. poorest soils, and retain- 

ing vitality in its roots in the severest droughts. It is a fine graz- 

ing plant, and needs no. resowing and but little attention on soils 

unfit for anything else. It furnishes good pasture. 

Mexican Clover is becoming extensively grown in some parts of 

the South, and is good for green soiling and as a fertilizer. On thin 

pine lands it grows from six to eight feet branches, and spreads in 

every direction, forming a thick mat and shade to the earth. It 
makes a sweet, pleasant-flavored hay, which horses and cattle relish. 

In addition to the kinds which have been named, there are’ 

‘many others which are of different degrees of value. There are 

marsh grasses, which grow only in very wet soils; prairie grasses, 

which grow wild at the West; and several native grasses which 
appear at the South. Asa ule; the native grasses are of inferior 

quality, and should be superseded by the finer cultivated varieties. 

It never pays to grow a poor kind of grass where a much better 
one can easily be produced: 

When grass seed is used alone, it may be, sown either in spring 

or late in summer. As far as the grass is concerned, the former may 

be considered the best time, as it gives the plants a longer period in 
which to develop before they are cut, and enables them to obtain a 

- stronger hold upon life. But this requires the use of the land two 

seasons in order to obtain the crop which should be produced in. 

one. On. this account, later seeding, which permits the removal of 

a crop the first year, is usually preferred. The best time for this 
work is during the month of August at the North and September 
farther South. Sod land is often turned over for reseeding. The 

land should be plowed to a medium depth, a fair coating of manure 
should be spread, upon the plowed surface, or guano or grass fertili- 

zer should be sown broadcast upon it, and a wheel-harrow or some 

other good pulverizer should be used until the surface soil is made 
fine. The seed may then be sown, covered with a bush-harrow, 

and the land thoroughly rolled. As a rule, to which the culture of 
timothy is the prominent exception, it is much better to mix several 
kinds of grass seed than it is to sow any one of them alone. 
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The quantity of seed required will depend upon the varieties to - 
_ be grown, and the purposes for which the grass is designed. — Light 
seeding makes large, coarse stalks, and invites a growth of weeds, 

Heavy seeding makes finer stalks and nicer hay for cows or sheep... 

There are extremes in both directions, and both'should be avoided. 

For pastures it is best to sow several different kinds, using seed with 

a liberal hand. One kind alone will not furnish as many plants or Pee 

make as vigorous growth as a mixture of different sorts. Besides, ms 
some kinds ripen earlier than others, and by sowing several, a’ 

succession may be secured, and'the pastures be kept green nitich 
longer than they otherwise could. In addition, cattle like a vari- 
ety of food better than any single kind, and thrive better when 
furnished with many sorts than they do on one alone. In mow- 

' ing-lots a larger quantity of hay can be secured, and the fields will 

remain longer in grass, if several kinds of seed are used: But in 
using different kinds of seed, a wise selection should be made in 

order to secure a good quality as well as a, large quantity of hay. 

The varieties sown should ripen at the same time, and be grown 

in suitable proportions. For feeding to horses, for at least half of 

the time, timothy which is grown without admixture of any kind 

is liked ; but for cows and sheep a variety is to be perferred.’ The 

fallowine mixtures, with slight changes, are. recommended for one 
acre of land : — 

FOR MOWING-LOTS. 

Orchard Grass............. 6 Ibs. Timothy . sc 6s cess ssacn wee» 6 lbs. 
Red Clover...........-.... 10 <: Redtop. secs ses ceie cence Ae its 

VO GLASS cict ik cs teneaia Leanne tee ESS ‘, & Ibs. 

¥OR PERMANENT PASTURE. 

Meadow Foxtail......... ...,2tbe. | Rye Grass....... eee 4\be. 
Orchard Grags........-. 5to6 “ Timothy.......... wee. 4005 
White Clover....... Rida, Se Dt Blue Grass...2............ 400 
Red Clover.........+.-5 Ato “ ‘Meadow Tose. hha steiaroe 4“ 
Rough-stalked Meadaw Grass 4.“ Redtop......... ier awesn At ‘ 

HAY AND PASTURE COMBINED. 

Timothy, ........ceeeeeeeees 6 lbs. | Wood Meadow Grass....... 4 Ibs. 
» Jume Grass,.,.....ceeeeeeee ge White Clover....... deb alayenats gy et 

Orchard Grass......-...+5-+ ra Perennial Clover........... 2 
Rye Grass.......-..+eeeee 4“ Rough-stalked Meadow Grass 2‘ 

Sweet-scented Vernal Grass..........5..... 2 lbs. ° 

The care of permanent grass fields, or fields which for several 
years” are to be kept in grass, is very simple. It-is one of the great 

merits of the grass crop that it can’ be grown with but very slight. | 

expense for labor, and with only:a. moderate quantity of manure. 
, 
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. Fig. 49. —-Japan Clover. 

Tia. 48, —; Mexican Clover. 
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The main things to be done are to give suitable protection, avoid 
too close cutting, arid provide a treasonable quantity. of plant-food, 

Both mowing-lots and pastures should be occasionally manured. 
If the latter can be plowed and occasionally seeded, it will be a great, 
benefit except in cases of the fields, which are occasionally seen, in 
which the best qualities of grass are productive and permanent, and 

which would be injured instead of improved by reseeding. On all 

pastures which it is not desirable to plow, manure of some, kind, such 

as guano, plaster, and ashes or other commercial fertilizer, should 

be occasionally used. 

Upon mowing-lots the manure can be applied late in the fall or 
early in the spring. 

Hay MAKING. ' 

It is always a matter of great importance that the hay-crop be 
well secured, free from rain, and well made. In the Northern States, 

farmers depend to a large extent on the hay-crop for the wintering 

of stock, and some depend wholly on it; hence it is very desirable 

that the crop be harvested in good condition: ‘Hay that is well 
harvested, cut-at the proper time, and neither ‘under nor over dried, 

is very nearly-as valuable as its equivalent of green and succulent 
grass; while badly-harvested hay, cut much too young or too old, 

sunburnt with too much exposure, or badly weathered by showers 

of rain, is so much reduced in value as to be no better, and some- 
‘times worse, than so much straw. 

There is ground, therefore, , for the anxiety ana energy that are 

brought into play on a farm at the time of hay-harvest. There is 

plenty of excuse for the laying aside, for the time being, of all other 

farm operations that can possibly afford to wait, and for directing 
all the available force toward saving the all-important .hay-crop in 

the best possible condition. When this is done, the farmer always 
feels as if. a weight had been removed from his mind.. There is 

some difference of opinion as to whether or not well-made hay is 
-equal in nutritious, properties and in: general usefulness to stock to 

the grass from which it was madée. The grass must, as.a matter of 
course, be preserved in some way: for use in winter; it cannot in 

this climate be left on the. land and consumed zz stu through the 

whole of the -year. If it were so left, it would not only become 

faded and weather-beaten, the nutritive properties having mostly 
gone back to the roots, but the cattle could not safely remain out- 

of-doors to eat it. Green grass is, of course, the most: nearly per- 

fect food for dairy cows, and it becomes a matter of importance that 
\ 
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winter forage should differ from it as little as may be, that it should 
not suffer in feeding value, and that it should be very nearly as pal- 

atable as the grass was at the time of cutting it, When the sum- 

mer’s sun is hot enough and not too hot, when the grass is cut at 

the right stage of growth, when the hay is carefully and intelli- - 

gently made, and when there is no rain about, all the valuable prop- 
erties of the grass are secured in the hay, and water only is given 

off in the drying. Even the color, the sweet taste, and the pleasant 
smell are retained, the two latter improved, and the former not 
much reduced ; and the solid constituents remain in much the same 
state of combination as they were in the grass. 

' Lime of Cutting.—A high authority on this subject says : — 
“The time to cut meadow grass is when the complexion of the 

field degins to wear a brownish tinge. At this stage the bulk of the 
grasses are flowering, and some of the earliest ones have gone to 

seed. Very heavy crops should be cut earlier than this, particularly 

sewage grass, or they will become laid and rotten in the bottom. 

Clover should be cut when the majority of the heads are in blossom ; 
for if it stands till it ‘has done flowering, the woody fiber increases, 

and the nutritive qualities decrease in proportion. All grass and 
clover should, in fact, be cut a little under rather than over ripe, as 

at this stage tHey contain a considerable quantity of sugar, gum, 
mucilage, albuminous and other soluble compounds, which are all 

liable to be washed out by repeated or long-continued showers of 

rain, and particularly so after the hay is partly made. While the 
grass is still newly cut and: fresh, a coating of waxy or oily matter 

is found on the epidermis, giving it a water-proof covering, and pro- 
tecting it from injury. by rain; this protection remains'so long as . 
the grass is fresh and dibeuised = but when it has been turned and 
knocked about repeatedly, the fibers are more or less bruised or 
broken, the cell-walls are lacerated, and the juices containing the 

soluble constituents begin to ooze out and escape, unless the drying 

proceeds pretty rapidly, sealing them up in the stems and leaves. 

“3 If rain falls ‘at this period, the drying is checked, the escape of the 

compounds i is promoted, and fermentation sets in, during which .the, 
two most valuable, properties of the hay are SSNS viz., albu- 
men and sugar ; so that in— 

Cutting and curing hay, except when grown dpedialiy for seed, 

grass should be cut before the seed has matured. As stated above, 
grass is, asarule, at its best when in the blossom. If cut much 
sooner, it is very watery’ and innutritious. If allowed to stand 
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much longer, it becomes woody, and much of it is indigestible. . It 
is not well to attempt too much at atime. Cut only what can be 

properly managed. 
Grass dries much more rapidly, if cut after ‘the dew is off than 

it will if it is wet when the mowing is done. During the first part 

of the season, two days will be heeded for properly curing heavy - 
grass. Later, when, 'the grass is nearly ripe, it can be cured in one 

day. In order to obtain the best quality of ‘hay, rapid drying will 

be.an absolute necessity. ° 

_ The degree of drying which it receives will greatly modify the 
quality of the hay. But we do. not believe in gettirg in hay, or 

rather grass, without any drying. Too little drying is worse than , 
an excess, as it will cause the hay to “smoke,” and it may heat so 

much as to be utterly ruined. It is best to dry just enough so that 

the hay will keep. well, and come out bright and nice in the spring. 
All the drying which is given after this point has been reached, is a 
decided injury. Hay should go into the barn or stack not crisp and 

dry, but slightly soft and moist in its own juices; and as soon as 

properly cured, plate it under cover.* 

*In packing or stacking hay, salt should be slightly sprinkled through it so as to 
.desttoy insects. Tt also aids in preserving it Peght and makes it.more palatable and 

healthful for the horse. 

Nore. —The principal authorities consulted in the preparation of this appendix and 

the preceding, one are, Sheldon’s ‘ Dairy Farming,” Harris’s Manual,’’ Periam’s ** Ency- 

‘clopedia of Agriculture,’’ Reed’s ‘‘Farming for Profit’? (McCurdy ,& Co., Philadelphia), 
Flint’s “¢ Grasses and Forage Plants,’’ and: files of agricultural papers. 

84 
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PLATE I. — Showing a variety of germs peculiar to typhoid, malarial, and other 
fevers and diseases, magnified five hundred to one thousand diameters. 
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WATER AND GERMS. 

DANGER OF USING IMPURE ‘WATER — GERMS OF TYPHOID, MALA- 

RIAL, AND OTHER FEVERS — How TO TEST THE 

PURITY OF WATER. * 

ATE investigation has shown. that a very large majority of dis- 

L eases are produced by germs found in impure water, each dis- 

ease having a germ peculiar to itself. This is particularly the 

case in typhoid fever, malarial fever, diphtheria, and many others. 
It is found that these germs can be cultivated on nutrient: gela- 

tine, beef broth, etc., and when introduced into the system of ani- 

mals, will produce the same, disease ; after which the germ can be 
again obtained, cultivated, and on again introducing it into an ani- 

mal, will produce the same result, which I have demonstrated in the 

laboratory many times. ° 

In the past, as at the present time, people looked. upon water as 

harmless, never considering its source or possible impurity. It is 

now a known fact that there is. no.source by which disease, is so 
readily and easily contracted as through the use of impure water ; 

and when we understand that all water. taken into the: stomach is 

absorbed into the general circulation, we can very readily see how 
easily the body becomes a prey to these disease germs. 

When there is a weak and debilitated condition of the system, 
it is more susceptible to disease. In a state of health the. white 

*In a chance conversation with one of the house physicians of the Sanitarium (Dr. 

Belknap) who has made a special study of germs, and is probably one of the best bacteriolo. 

gists in the State, he explained to me the importance of destroying germs in surgical cases, 

and said that there were specific germs for various diseasts, and that these germs were com- 

mon in impure water. He stated particularly that if water became infected with the germs 

of typhoid or other fevers, it would produce the same disease ; that he had in the laboratory 

a great variety of ‘germs from water sent-him for examination ; that he had propagated these 

germs, and. could produce in animals the same diseases in nearly every instance; that he 

could show me germs of consumption, diphtheria, etc. I became much interested, and 

went into the laboratory, where this was fully demonstrated to me. Feeling that thiskknowl- 

edge would be of great , benefit to people generally, I made a special request of the doctor 

that he would give me the facts in relation to this interesting subject, for the benefit of my 
readers. and I give above an abstract of the conversation. ‘ 

(1171) 
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blood corpuscles destroy the germs, when they are not present in 
too great numbers, and the system discards them in various ways. 

You will note, by referring to Plate-I., page 42, the description of 
typhoid and other germs. — 

This, the greatest discovery of modern science, has nee Sale: re- 

vealed the cause of diseases, but it has greatly simplified or modified 
the treatment and care.of patients suffering from them, and has also 
shown how to avoid these diseases. , 

These germs grow and develop i in the system, under proper con- 

ditions, as we have found by experience with typhoid fever. Take, 
for example, a suspected case of this fever.’ Knowing that the ali- 

mentary canal is full of ‘effete matter upon which the germs ‘grow 
and rapidly develop, and from which source they are catried to.all - 
parts of the system through the circulation, we can modify, cut 
short, and even abort many cases by prompt measures in clearing | 

out the effete matter from the alimentary canal. We do this best: 

bythe use of saline laxatives, such as common salts, or any quickly 
acting cathartic, aided, if necessary, by an enema. Then by careful 

diet, we keep the system as clear as possible from useless material. 
_ We have learned to: look with particular care to the purity of. 

drinking-water, which can be easily determined by’ the following 

test :— 

TEST FOR WATER. 

Three grains permangan te: Pe potash and twelve - peaina of 

caustic potash to one ounce distilled water. Add one or two drops 
of the solution to a glass .of water, and. stir. ‘If the water turns a 

bright pink color, remaining for a few minutes, it is fit to drink ; 

while if the color becomes a dirty brown, and disappears after a cw 

minutes, the water is impure, and-should not be used. The more of 

the solution needed to produce a permanent color—the brown 
color —the more impure the water. 

The above test applies ony to organic impurities, pas not to 

mineral. 
By referring to Plate L, page 43, a good pereeaen will be 

found of many of the various forms of disease germs, such as cocci 

(Nos. 1-7), showing those of a round or oval form, appearing in 
clusters, or groups; next the bacteria (Nos. 8-10), dumb-bell form ; 
also the bacillus (Nos. 11-15), or rod form, in which we find the 
bacillus of malaria (Fig. 14). Fig. 15 shows the typhoid bacillus ; 
Fig. 12 shows the bacillus of tuberculosis, or consumption. 
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The next species is spirillium (Nos. 16-19), in which we find the 
cholera germ (No. 18) ; No. 20, spirochete ; No. 21, vibrio.; Nos. 22 

and 23, cladothrix ; Nos. 24 and 25, monas; No. 26, rhabdomonas. 

The remainder (Nos. 27-89) represent the above species in different 
forms of cultivation. These germs are vegetable growths of a low 

order. a ' 

Fie, 51,— Sediment from sluggish, impure river water, showing a mass of spores 
of animal and vegetable matter, magnified one 

I s thousand diameters. . 

It is evident from the foregoing facts and the teachings of all’ 
experience, that the comfort and health of the farmer and his 

family, and the thrift of his domestic animals, depend. in a large 
degree upon the purity and quantity of the water which is furnished 
on the farm. Se tS 

‘ 
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“Too | many farmers regard the water supply as merely a con-" 
venience. They are glad if they have good water, and sorry if they 

have poor, but they do not appreciate the one, nor realize the dan- 
ger involved in the use of the ‘other. If ‘possible, use running 

‘spring water. The advantages of good running water ‘to the house. 

Fig. 52. — Sediment of ditch water magnified one thousand diameters, The technical . 

description of spores of animal and vegetable matter as shown, not 

advisable to give in ® general work of this character. 

and barn are much greater than are generally supposed, but wate: 

to be used about the buildings should never be taken from a poot 

spring. The farmer who has a never-failing spring of good. water 
conveniently located, has a treasure which is worth far more than is 
“usually estimated by owners. Such a spring should be utilized, and, 
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if possible, the water should be made to flow to both house and 

barn. 
Lead pipes should never be used to convey water which is to 

be used for drinking purposes; as the lead poisons the water, and 

makes it dangerous to the health. 
Another, and the principal source of supply, is to be found in 

the ordinary well, as by far the larger part of the farmers in this 
country are unable to obtain running water. This, if properly 

made, and fed by living springs, is comparatively safe. A well 
SHOULD NEVER be located close’ to a cellar, nor in a low spot of 
ground which receives the drainage from the surface of the sur- 

rounding land. No sink drain or any other drain should be allowed 
to pass near a well, and closets and'vaults should be placed at such 
a distance as to make it utterly impossible for the well to be af- 

fected by their drainage. You should look to these points carefully. 
There are other ways by which the water in farm wells becomes 

contaminated. Organic matter in large quantities ' is washed into 
the wells, and slowly decays.. By the presence of this matter the 

water is poisoned, as previously shown, and becomes a most danger- 

ous source of disease to those who use it. Poisonous matters: are 

carried in this way a much’ greater distance than people generally 
suppose, and the: poison. may be so subtle that the water looks and 

tastes as well as ever, although it holds in solution elements which 
are dangerous to the health of those who drink it. . If. at all ‘doubt- 
ful, examine it as directed, and if i impure, take all necessary precau- 

tions. Knowing the great danger from this source, we would repeat 
that the greatest care should be taken to keep the water, for both 

the house and the barn, perfectly pure. See article on “ Parasites,” 
Stock Department, page 173, explaining more fully the dangerous 

effect of impure water upon stock. 

FILTERS. 

No family should be without a filter unless the water supply be 
unquestionable. By this means, foul gases, organic and all sus- 
pended matter, is filtered out. Rain-water should never be used for 

drinking without first filtering, as, during a rain storm, foul gases and 
germs are absorbed and collected from the air, making it unfit for use. 

‘Select a simple filter, or make one yourself by constructing a 

water-tight box or barrel, and closely packing a few inches (12 to 18) 

of charcoal in the bottom, which should be elevated a few inches in 

order to allow a space for the water beneath. Upon the charcoal 
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pack a few inches of coarse sand and gravel. Provide a metal cover, 
> concave on the top, that will hold one or two pails of water. Per- 
forate this cover with small holes, allowing the water to run in slowly. 

How To CLEANSE A FILTER. 

Remove the cover, which should be of the size of the vessel used 

as a filter; then take out the gravel, sand, and charcoal, keeping 

each separate. The charcoal should be heated to redness in a 

covered dish, if new coal is not at hand. | The sand and gravel should 

be boiled for one half hour, and then thoroughly washed, until the 

water is clear. that comes from it; dry in the open air, and then re- 
“pack. The tighter the packings the better, as the water passes 

through more: slowly, thus extracting more material. The above 

process should be done once in six months, at least. . 
All filters should be allowed to stand empty from one to three 

hours, once in twenty-four or forty-eight hours, for the purpose of 

allowing the charcoal to take up oxygen from the air; for it is the 
‘oxygen that destroys the organic matter. By applying the water 

‘test, as given on page 45, you can readily determine whether the 

filter is doing good work or not. . 
Avoid stationary filters, as those used: in cisterns, where they 

cannot be cleansed ; for after a year’s use, they make matters worse 

by breeding germs, 

WATER—ITS USE IN DISEASE. 

Notwithstanding the example set by our forefathers, people of 

a few years since so lost sight of the value of water in disease, that 
its use was thought detrimental to all fevers, and it was not allowed 

even for drinking purposes, other than just sufficient to keep the 
patient from dying of thirst. But happily for the human race, that 
time of ignorance and superstition is passed, and the value of water 

in disease is fast coming to the front, and displacing many of the 

drugs which are so deleterious to the system. Asan antiphilogistic, 
or agent in the relief of inflammation, there is no drug that can equal 

water, applied: in the form of hot fomentations frequently changed 
and long continued; or cold applied continuously for an hour at a 
time, and then alternated by heat, will subdue the worst cases. 

As a tonic, water has no equal; and let me say here that there 

ts no class of remedies.so abused in all materia medica as tonics; 

for almost every ailment, charlatans advertise tonics, and people 
‘call for them, when the better course would be the plentiful use of 
hot and cold water, taken both internally and externally, for the 

ps 
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purpose of cleansing and purifying the system, by dissolving and . 
washing out the refuse material, and purifying, Who would think 
of cleaning house by using a little soap and no water? It is equally 

absurd to think of: cleansing our house we live in, the body, with 

teaspoonful doses of the various nostrums. 

People as a whole drink too little water, as is acknowledged by 
all of the general profession ; -and this is one great source of disease ; 
for the system becomes clogged up, and this brings on fevers, and 

especially rheumatism, by a collection of uric acid and urates in the 
system. One who is subject to rheumatism should form a habit of 

taking plenty of water daily, for the purpose of keeping in solution 
‘-and passing off the deleterious elements. 

What about tonics in the spring of ‘the year and at other times 

‘when we have no appetite?) This is a question frequently asked ; 
and in answer we would say, Nature is the best judge. We have 

' just passed the winter, when it was necessary to take more food to 

keep up animal heat and warm the body’; and as warm weather 
approaches, and the sun warms the atmosphere, there ceases to be a 
need for so large a, quantity of food. Then how foolish it seems to 

dose the system with tonics ; it is better by far to drink two or three 
pints of water during the twenty-four hours, and thus aid nature in 

carrying out the desired result by use of her own abundant :and 
great tonic, pure water, \ : ‘ 

' The tonic effect of water applied externally is equally as effica- 

cious as when taken internally, but one cannot take the place of the 
other. Many times, in‘weak and debilitated persons, a'daily bath 
in cool water, either with a sponge or otherwise, will, by its stimu- 

lating and tonic effect, set nature to rights much quicker than by ° 
the use of any other na ; also hot and cold applications to the 
spine, as follows : — 

Take a heavy flannel cloth (or flannel underwear will do), fold 

up and put into boiling water all but the two ends, which should be 
kept dry for the purpose of wringing the cloth. As soon as it is 

- removed from the water, fold it the size required.* Wrap up in one 
or two thicknesses of dry flannel to protect the person and retain 

the heat, and apply to spine as hot as can be borne by the skin and 
not scald. Let it remain two or three minutes, remove, and rub 

the spine with ice or cold water a few times, then immediately 

* At the Sanitarium, the cloth is folded four or five inches wide and the length of the 

back. For ordinary cases it is kept on only two or' three minutes. Then ice or cold 

water is applied quickly, and the fomentation repeated, This repeated’ two or three times, 
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apply the heat; repeat this process three or four. times, and let 

the patient lie down and keep quiet for an hour or more there- 
after. The above will be found excellent for nervous people. The 

use of the hot-water bag * for the spine will act equally well applied 

for one hour or more daily ; it beats all other nervines known. 

AS A SEDATIVE. 

The powerful sedative effect of water is unquestionable. In 
cases of inflamed joints or bruises, it. should. be applied cold for 
an hour at a time, alternating for a few minutes each hour with a 

hot fomentation ; or hot fomentations may be used instead of the 
’ cold, with equal or better results. This should be repeated several 
times a day. 

As AN ANTISPASMODIC. é 

When the patient is in a cramp or convulsion, cold water may 

be used to relieve the immediate difficulty, after which hot fomenta- 

tions may be applied to the affected parts. Afterward such parts 
should receive fomentations three times a week, and fomentations 

_. should also be given to. the spine three times a week. 

‘As A DISSOLVENT OR ABSORBENT. 

In cases of swelling or enlargement of Joints, liver, spleen, etc. 
fomentations should be kept up from three times a week to several 
times a day, according to the Severity of the case. In using fomen- 

tations for jaundice, or in cases of enlarged liver, apply the heat 
cover the stomach and right side, keeping the cloth well up, asthe | 

lower edge of the liver, in the normal condition, only reaches to the 
lower border of the ribs. In many of the above affections, heat and 
cold will greatly reduce nearly all the difficulties. In jaundice, bile 
is absorbed into the system, giving the yellow hue to the whites of. 

the eyes and the skin ; hence, to eliminate, drink large quantities of 

hot water or hot lemonade at the same time the fomentations, are 
given, which will cause perspiration, and thus remove the poison 
from the system. ‘Packs are’ also good. 

Other enlarged glands may be treated in a similar way. 

AS A DIvRETIC, 

, that is, to increase the flow of urine by acting on the kidneys, 

WATER is the BEST KNOWN REMEDY, and is harmless. Many 
people have pain in the small of the back, and a burning sensa- 

#*There are rubber water-bags now made specially for this purpose ; they are about 20 
inches long by 5 or 6 inches wide. 
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tion when they urinate, and think they must have Bright’s disease 
of the kidneys; but there is not one case in one thousand, thus 

affected that really has any kidney affection whatever. The feeling 

of scalding or burning of the urine when passed, is due to irritation 

of. the urethra, from excessive acidity of the urine in the form of 
uric acid and urates. Many times you can discover this sediment 

by passing the water into a clean vessel and letting it stand a few 
hours. Urates appear as a cloudy deposit, usually light in color, 
although it may be dark. Uric acid will be found as fine red sand 

in the bottom and about the sides of the vessel. If these are 

allowed to remain in the system, and become a chronic affection, 

they may after a long time set up disease of the kidneys, by 
irritation of those organs. They are also largely the cause of 

rheumatism. But get rid of them, and thus obviate any further 
trouble. 

These sipsneeacn uric’ acid and urates, should be further oxi- 

dized and made. use of by the system; therefore, in such cases, 

drink plenty of water, three pints to two quarts per day.. A 

glass or two of hot water in ‘the morning, an hour before breakfast, 
is an excellent remedy. It not only aids greatly in washing these 

poisons out of the system, but causes contraction of the walls of the 

stomach, and washes it out, and thus prepares it for digesting 
breakfast. 

1 Fomentations should be kept up for an hour over the stomach 

and liver, every day. The hot-water bag will be found almost 

indispensable for this purpose. It can be had at almost any drug 
store. Plenty of outdoor exercise should also be taken. 

CUTS AND WOUNDS.—NEW METHOD OF TREATMENT, 

The discovery has been recently made that by using a prep- 

aration of one part of corrosive sublimate (bichloride of mercury) 

to two or three thousand parts of water, and cleansing out the part 
with it, covering it over with cotton thoroughly saturated with the 

solution, a wound will heal by first intention without any inflamma- 
tion, all ordinary cases requiring no further dressing. This is one 
of the most important discoveries ever made in the treatment of 
surgical cases. 

At the sanitarium where the author makes-his home, the sur. 

geons, who use this treatment, have no inflammation or trouble in 
even the most serious cases, unless through some neglect or accident 

on the part of the surgeon or nurse. They are, in the first place, 
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very careful to have all the instruments cleansed with five per cent 
solution of carbolic acid, and everything else in connection with the 
operation thoroughly cleansed with the bichloride solution, the 

wound thoroughly. dressed with it, and then carefully protected 

from the air; and there is always healing in a few days without 
‘inflammation, no matter forming at all, The secret is that all 

wounds exposed to the air have myriads of germs formed in them; 
these set up. irritation, and hence the trouble with inflammation and 

suppuration. “This preparation destroys all germs instantly, and 
hence its value. I would call your particular attention to the value 
of this. Bathe all wounds thoroughly with it; keep.from the air, 
and let the part alone afterward, unless the dressing is removed, or 
the wound is exposed to the open air. If necessary to open the 
wound in the future, repeat the process of ClEANaIHg) as before 
described. ; ; 

In case of an abscess formed under the skin (all deep-seated 
abscesses), it should be thoroughly opened, and the wound douched 
with the corrosive sublimate solution once or twice daily, taking 

care that all the solution is removed from-the wound or abscess. If: 
the corrosive sublimate is not at hand, boil water, in order to kill all 

the germs in it, and douch with this ; but the solution is indispensable. 

_In large wounds, it is best to have a piece of thin. white muslin 
saturated with the solution and laid on; over this put a layer of 
cotton. also wet with it; the cloth will not. irritate the wound as 

much as cotton, and a layer of cotton has been found the best to 
keep out the germs. 

It is very important to have the hair around the edge of the 

wound clipped or shaved closely, as the cotton must lie close to the 
skin to exclude the air and germs. No adhesive plaster can be used 

under this dressing ; the parts must be drawn together with stitches, 

if anything. See regular treatment, page 568, First Part, and page 
217, Second : Part. ‘ 
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